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THE WHITE FARM.
Now the Snniinei*’s come back aiul the 'weather is warm,
1 ’ll buy a white Iioiisc and I ’ll start a wliite farm ;

T ’ll proom my white cows till they ’re softcr‘than silk

And pive me great pails of the whitest of milk
;

3'hiorniouH wliite horses shall stand in the stables,

And white fan-tail pigeons shall coo round the gables.

I ’ll eat fi'om white dishes with wdiite shiny lids,

1 ’ll keep a white nanny with little ^\ hite kids

;

Wc ’ll be all over-rnn with white mice and M'hite vats,

And 3 ’ll let my white terrier (diase my white cats.

In a little white dairy I ’ll make my c*rcam-ch(*es(\

And J ’ll whitinvash the trunks of the crab-apple trees.

Ther<i ’ll Im white woolly Southdow ns in white-painted jiens,

Whiter get'se and white turkeys and white cocks and liens,

Little whih‘. })onies with lovely white tails

Poking tlu'ir heads over wliite paddock-rails,

White ducks on the pond and white pigs in the sty,

And tlie wbihist white rabbits that money can buy
;

vVnd fifty years lienee, if you look for mo then*,

You ’ll find an old body with snowy white luiir.
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Hostess, “Look at Mu. Simuson—-hk ’s iiunhik(i oi<’f with Tiu-i fiuht bai.aik”

Host “Must bu a touch of sun. He’s usually quiTw hokkht.”
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Site, “Youiw, I'AItTNNUP'

Jlc ipoliU'hj), “K-not at ALL-y.ygc <'a:» uavl n,”
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MODERN APPLICATIONS OF ANCIENT METHODS

The Town Cletik of Twinkleton jousts with the liloiToit of Tup; Sfusiasusiii (/ uittp:, who PFitusiiKD tiii’, hTATi Mi;:
THAT TWINKLETON HAD ONLY TWO HOUllS OF SUNSHINE LAST WEEK.

DlSTIlIIiUrXON OF LAUGMHSl': HV' A GENTLEMAN IlE'I UIlN'IN(t FKO.M <IOLF LI.NKS .\1 rilU t.niNG Ill.i opPoM •, i A VJ LI LI UP

/'

J^iOlID iruSLAND COMPKLLLNG A I’HUFHCT SmANLEH TO .ADMIT ‘lliVi Hi. l.AD. I. iL| i ul:

t ^ i ,



t . IS hfiMl.WilA'l' 1'1’,-,{;T THAT VO
i\ ** I *Al» \ii Ol’TIUN IN Tini MATTKIJ, MV HAUY.
}U: AAU'IUN

a SHOULD llAVH lilVEN HIM OUT L.H.W.”
I MKHU’ ’aVK OVKULOOKUD A LJMIJ Oft TV/0, IJUT THE ’OLK HODV OYHR
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HOMCEOPATHY
; OR, THE AFTER-DINNER DUOLOGUE.

. , . YKK. i\Ni> j)0 lot UNOW 'JTfM
'j'liH iiODv OR out) Kiuak MuiiOlOlKH*:
XrAH HKKN ROUND IN THK JKiUU.KltV
AT No. ir# IK A POOL OP IILOOTJ? .

.sn/ii ttst i,
'

. , ,

THAT THE GltOUKDSKt, IN THl-] CA(;i-!
OP Madam K (Ihwnadinh’b canauv
WAS FOUND TO CONTAIN Til IIITVr-X^VK
PKB CENT. OF GUN-OOXTON, AND THAT
Inspector Beaolr has just ar-
ItRSTKD HoRAIJH I'eATHERSTONE ?—

WWAT—WUO AUK TIIKV AUUV^ V) HV, UiU. i jjj: . I , .J,

UDDK I 'Ai
^
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THE BATHING-HUT.

MK MARTEI-LO
Played on Ihc 'cello

;

His wood was Mood and his lone was mellow
And he showed rcniaiK.ible powets

He stood on the sti 4ind
Of old linMland,
And he cried lo Ihe KinM,

I have IhouMhI of a IhinM '

"

The KinM said, “ Wh.H
Did yon say yon h.id Mof'"'

And Ml, Maitello
Kephed wilh a bellow,

"The notion of inakinU loweis!"

Ml. Mailello
Giew old and yellow,
No lomler he pl.iyed on the violoiuello.

And they biiiied him nndei Ihe d.mk yew :

Bill he dolled Ihe sIumc*
h'or miles oi moie
VVilh de.ir li I lU* lowei s
Whk h ,11 e nisi like oui s.
We like onrs best,
And we c.ill il "The Ni-sl."

Oh, Mr M.iilelK\
MosI woiideifiil fellow '

Ml, M.irlello, we Ih.ink yon '

*1

I
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A QUESTION OF TEMPERAMENT.,

SMITH ALWAYS HITS HIS BALL STRAIGHT DOWN THH UlIlilKI^.AS I M MKil \ TO IH'l* II' \ \ W i ! i

MIDDLE -

I DON'T f-NVy HIM, Hf. MlHNKS Oi'R tOHKSL

BUT 'rHEN ilK ONLY KNOWS 'rui-' FAIRWAY.
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A QUESTION OF TEMPERAMENT.

‘•ULIJ..’ INUhhO'
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ZJcTf/c itorty’>viiihth quvHtwn). “MUMMY, HOW CAN YOU TELL QUICKSANDS’”
Harassad Paivnf. “OH-KK, YOU SEE. THEY’RE LIKE ORDINARY SANDS, ONLY QUICKER.

. i M|nQn[Br wmw hkjhmmhbhm^ nm

WKKk.m^M^r ^ WP[^%
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f J
Lu^aii,u!u,i “ISN’T KOlU'KT HIST SIM ENDID AT Oh'niNG OUT OK THE WAY'
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Mr. Packweed noticed that there was
no noise. And no banana-skins. No
policemen. And no ill-tempered con-

versation between one driver and an-

other. The traftic seemed to control

itself, driving on both sides of the road.

The citizens had the n

same austere vegetarian

beauty as those he had
already seen, and all had
the curious blue chins of

men who will have to

shave again if they are

going out to dinner. All

wore clothes of the same
Art-and-CraftUndy style

as Ivory. They also wore

an expression of ovine

beatitude and satisfied

rectitude, looking decor-

ously before them as they

walked, like people who
have just put a shilling

in the poor-box.

But Mr. Packweed,
studying the appearance

of this happy race, remarked a remark-

able thing.

There was not a smile on any of their

faces, . . .

II.

NVhen Mr. Packweed had been dis-

infected and had feasted his fill on a

grape-fruit and a few grains of barley

soaked in water, he found himself

alone with a not unattractive per-

son of what be took to bo the oppo-

site sox, though lier clothes wore

much the same as his own, whicli

wore now Bluotopian.

This person's name was Marblo

and, as appeared to bo the habit of

the Biuctopians, she immediately

began to lecture him upon tho im-

peifeetions of his own planet
;
for

the Bluetopians are nothing if not

boosters. .

Marble told ]\[r. Packweed so

much about tho noble characters

and customs of the Bluetopians

that Mr. Packweed began to lose in-

terest. Their science, their system,

their spirit of service, their high-

mindedness and hygiene— all of

these became more and move offen-

sive to Mr, Packweed. Nothing,

it seemed, could go wrong in Blue-

topia. Studs did not roll under
chests of drawers, for there were
no studs. Tho soap was never lost

in the bath, but scientifically pre-

sented itself lo tho hand when
wanted; while if a Bluetopiau had
so much as an unworthy thought

a bell rang and tho man was instantly

destroyed. The very apples had no
pips.

“ I understand tboroforo," said Mr.
Packweed at last, yawning so widely

that not even the unimpeachable man-

ners of a Bluetopian could prevent

Marblo from noticing it, “ that every-

thing in Bluetopia is just so—perfect.”

“Just so,” repeated Marble, with a

simple, childlike, but somewhat Hamp-
stead gaze.

nm h@B noP irff-
tz

fWl ^ I

Marble in surprise, “ everything is as

it ought to be.”

“ Golly 1
” said Mr. Packweed, with a

flash of revelation, “I see it all. In
this country everything is perfect, and
therefore it is impossible to laugh . . .

^ ^ ^ Golly !
” said Mr. Pack-

==---T-. ^ weed again.

III.

“The citizens wore an expression oe satisfied rec'L'itude

“ Then how is it,” said the English-

man, “ that in this country I never hoar

any laughter?”
“ Laughter ? ” said Marble. “ What

is that?”
“Man,” said Mr. Packweed, with a

vague idea that bo was quoting some-

body, but not quite sure, “is tho only

After two weeks in

Bluetopia Mr. Packweed
liad to confess to himself

that he was rapidly dri ft-

inginto arnostunliealfchy

condition of nobility and
goodness. Try how he
would he could not

cherish an ungenerous
tiiought or commit an
untidy action. On tlie

fifth day, in a desperate

effort at wickedness, he
bad asked Marble if he
mightkisshor,ancishehad

replied, “ What is that ?
”

—which seemed to take a great deal of

the spice out of the adventure. Then
again, the Bluetopians had no sports or

Laucihtfr?

’

SAID MAnm.E. ‘What is that'/

anirnul that laughs and cries, for he

alone is conscious of the distinction be-

tween things as they are and things

as they ought to bo.”

“Jiut here,” said tho simple, child-

like but aninmic and frankly inhuman

games, but were continually taking lon^

walks over tho hills, during which they

discussed the Universe and such few

scientific problems as remained for them
to solve. Neither had they any theatres

or concerts, being satisfied to listen

to tho music of tho stars. Mr. Pack-

weed had always loathed country

walks and distrusted tlio IInivors(»,

but ho felt that ho might easily

find himself being duiwu into ihaf.

kind of thing unless he took some
corrective stops.

Ho on the sovontconih day he

was to bo seen befciro tiio SuprenKj

Council, urging upon them tho

most strange propo.-al, that, ho

should by allowed to ])rcpure, in-

stitute and 0([uip— what do ynn

think?— a golf-course. “I urge

this,” ho saiil, “ on tho best

lopian grounds, for this ‘golf' of

wliich i speak is no moic than a

country walk, but a country walk

scientifically conducted. More-
over, no man who ceiuipies him-

self with ‘gulf' can be HUHpoct(‘d

of any bas(3 personal motive or

even of pursuing his own happi-

ness. On tlie contrary, as you will

sec, it is, i! anything, an ingenious

method of self-mortiticution, anti

induces humility, fuitli, hope and
indeed all tho host virtues (with

the poBsible exception of charity),

while any man who expected to get

any selfish satisfaction out of this

‘golf' would qualify as the most opti-

mistic Ifluotopian of you alb"

Tho Bupremo Council, cliarmed by

this description, immediately gave their
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permission, stipulating only that on

the Bluetopian principle of equality

the holes should be all the same length.

A billing army of workers was placed

at his disposal, and not many days later

Mr. Packweed was to be seen standing

proudly upon his first tee, surrounded

by the wondering population of the City

of Light, and preparing to drive.

“I shall now direct,'*

he said, lapsing uncon-

sciously into Bluetopian-

ese, “this fair white ball

towards yonder scarlet

So saying he raised his

driver, waggled, waggled

and waggled yet again,

and at long last drove.

The ball hit the corner J
of the tee-box and

,

glanc-

ing off, struck the Lord

President of Bluetopia in

the pit of the stomach.

And a great shout of

laughter w^ent up from

the multitude.

It was the first time

for centuries that any-

thing had gone wrong m
Bluetopia; the first time

that all those souls had

duced and scientifically varied, so that

rich and poor might have the fun of

laughing at each other.

The country was placed in charge

of Government Departments whose
proceedingswere published. Thus Blue-
topia became a complete muddle and
contentment reigned everywhere.

And Love . . . Last of all Love, the

_
witnessed a

lapse from dignity or an incongruity

between effort and result
;
the first time

therefore that they had laughed.

Having laughed, they glanced at one

another guiltily, but decided that on

the whole they liked it,

Mr. Packweed proceeded with his

round, passing zig-zag from rough to

rough in his accustomed way, and. he

was followed by the entire population,

laughing out loud (with the

exception of the Lord High

President).

At tho end of his round

the entire population joined

tho Club, eager to share in

these heavenly and laugli-

tor-making disasters. The

corruption of Bluetopia had

begun.

Por it was soon discovered

that everybody elso’s mis-

fortunes wero funny, and

that not only golf but many
other enterprises could pro-

vide misfortunes and fail-

ures that were funny. All

sorts of things w^ere al-

lowed, and finally encour-

aged, to go wrong ;
and the Bluetopians

found that theyliad never been really

happy before. Official banana-skins

wore left about the streets to encour-

age imblic mirth. Traffic jams wei^

systematically arranged and periodi-

cal strikes made compulsory; and

when all these more primitive amuse-

ments had been tried wages were intro-

Tiie ball steuck the Loud Peesidekt in the pit of the stomach.

most comic of human misfortunes, be-

came legal, and indeed compulsory-
marriages, babies, mothers-in-law and

all. With this reform the last preten-

sions of Bluetopia to be a sane and

orderly state departed. Mr. Packweed

was made Lord High President, wore

trousers again, and married Marble,

wiio, after laughing several times, had

become quite human. Meanwhile his

courtship w^as regarded by the popu-

TO THE CUCKOO.
In April come you will

—

Accept, I pray,

In place of ode or roundelay

A poet’s strictures,

Bad bird, whose every utterance

Some fraud recalls, brought home
by Chance

In moving pictures.

InMay you sing all day—
With minor thirds

Embarrassing more mod-
est birds’

Attempts at wooing

:

The throstle’s flute, the

finch’s pipe,

The airy wing-drum of

* the snipe,

The cushat’s cooing.

In June you change your

tune

—

With husky note,

T win ‘ ‘cuck-cucks” stifled

in your throat,

'

And “ coos ” staccato,

You fret the noontide’s

drowsing ease,

The murmuring rills, the

whispering tress,

The bees’ legato.

In July you prepare to fly

—

Do sun-burnt swards

Evoke through memory’s subtle

chords
Your destination,

Dar-es-Salaam or Timbuctoo
Or wheresoever rogues like you

Drift on migration ?

The best entehtainment that HiiD yet occuheed

lation as the best entertainment that

had yet occurred. Somuch did it engross

the attention of the people that they

forgot all about Science and drifted

steadily down-hill till they reached at

last the condition of a third-class planet

and became gloriously happy.

Which only shows the importance

of golf.

In August go you must

—

Pray do not fail

To catch the first propitious

gale

Fate may provide you.

Though others trick with

dainty phrase

Their vernal burblings in

your praise,

I can’t abide you.

It is rumoured that as a

counterblast to the banking

departments at some of our

big stores a bargain base-

ment will be included in the

new Bank of England.

An American star fllm-

actress is said to be un-

married. But this is nothing unusual.

It happens constantly to some of them.

With reference to Mr. Jack Demp-

sey’s next fight there is some talk of

submitting it to arbitration.

A Scottish golfer has sa\^ed twenty-

two persons from drowning. What s

bogey? -
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II rs. 'Arris {who has never heard of the JhiUiii Wills Veah). “ Jockkyk, dkaiuk.”

ScKN

K

—Hwhiu ban Tennis Tom nninent.

U'lniArc {rariiikd haj_iha,vaid). “ Stoi* 'iiu-j oamk a mommnt, j L’vk hhoki-n 'ihk roiN'P of my rKNCin.
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GAMES AND THE GIRL: A VICTORIAN RETROSPECT.

o

But wjiAT IF Amklia had pi..\yei) thk kamu rout ok oamh?—
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THE HELPER.
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SHE-SHANTIES.

wouldn't be too lady-like . .

I wouiiDN'T be too lady-like in love if I were you.

I used to sit in this here park with somebody I knew.
And lie was very fond of me, and I was fond of Joe,

And yet we got no forrarder in seven years or so.

Wellj he 'cl sit thinking, “ Do I dare ? ”

A7id I'd sit thinking, “ Lord, he's sloio I
"

And so toe both sat thmkmg there,

And then it woidcl he time to go.

I only had to say, “ Oh, Joe !
"

And he 'd have hissed me, that I knoio

;

But could I do it ? I could not.

And so he married Mabel Bott,

And all because I acted like a lady.

Some days we used to sit at home and talk about the rain;

I ’ve always heard that perfect love made everything so plain

;

They may be right—all I can say, I never found it so,

For Love is just about the biggest muddle that I know.

Well, dear, he loved me in his loay,

And I ivas very fond of Joe,

But he was too afraid to say,

And I was too i^efined to shoio.

And just lohen things were shading tvell

Mamma come in and broke the spell ;

Ii broke his spirit in the end.

He went and found anotherfriend—
And all because 1 acted like a lady.

I blame it on my mother, dear, who brought me up too well,

And told me when a girl was kissed a girl should ring the bell.

Wewomen mustn’t take the lead, but now andthenyou ’ll find

It ’s just as well to give a man a little push behind.

Well, he 'd sit thinking, Do I dare ?
"

And I'd sit thinking, “ Go it, Joe I

"

And so we just sat thinking there.

And then, it seemed, he had to go.

I only had to catch his eye,

And sigh a sort of sickly sigh

;

But could I do it ? I coidd not.

And so he married Mabel Bott,

And all because I acted like a lady. A. P. H.

“ Mr. Kirkwood did his best to keep the kettle boiling by repeated

declarations that he didn’t care a button for anybody .”—Daily Paper.

And if we thought that it would keep our kettle boiling

without the use of coal we should not hesitate to say that

we don’t care a button for Mr. Kirkwood.

VOL. C!A;\1.
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MUSSOLINI ON PULP.
[Among various economic measures recently passed by tlie Fascist

Government, newspapers are to be limited to six pages, in view of the

paucity of local pulp.]

To Mr. Flinch.

How great is Mussolini (Sig.)

!

How happy Eome in her Colossus I

We have no portent quite so big

Among the demagogues that boss us

;

His soaring headpiece strikes the blue

Harder than Cook’s, the miners’ cockatoo.

He issues laws—a w^eekly crop

That shames the total tale of Solon’s ;

To crime he puts a final stop

Where others failed with semi-colons

;

And when he talks about economy
His word is tantamount to Deuteronomy.

He swells the eight-hour day to nine

To make production more intensive

;

He pares the Press down very fine

(Imported pulp is so expensive)

;

Each rag ’s confined~no gradual stages

—

To just a pitiful half-dozen pages.

What if our journals thus wore cut?
What if, with space for news so narrow,

A champion’s fore-arm drive or putt,

An Eton boundary (or a Harrow),
With pressmen aching to extol ’em,

liad to be cooped within a paltry column ?

Could we of Britain brook this rude
Knock to our sheets, and those who road ’em,

With the same Eoman fortitude

That bears II Dace’s blow at Freedom ?

If 1 have probed our raco aright

And gauged its courage, I should say wo might.

Four-paged was Winston’s own Oo^zette;

Wo boro those limits (cgua menic;
And I could miss witliout regret

Much of our prints’ suporfluous plenty,

If only, [::)ir, of all the Press
Your shadow, whore 1 lie, grows never loss.

o,y.

“PASTORAL 8.”

Wn are on the telephone.

So probably are you ; but I doubt i'f it is quite the same
thing. To you I expect tho telephone is an affair of no
great moment

;
to us it is both intimate and vital Wo live

miles from anywhere; there is not even a telograph-offico

in the village.

^'Anything might happen,” we said to each other in the
old days, cut off like this.”

For years nothing did happen, and then throe cottages
caught fire. While the men were being fetched from tho
hayfields a boy on a push-biko was pedalling to tho nearest
town to summon tho fire-engine.

It is quite a large town, but the fire-engine was not a
motor ono and had to be hitched on to tho back of somo-
one’s furnituro-van and trundled out to us **at a speed not
exceeding ten miles an hour.” When it arrived tho cottages
were burnt down.

Something must be done,” wo said.

The result, ten months later, is our telephone.
Our exchange is a neighbouring village some miles off.

lb used to be our nearest tolegraph-offlco, so wo are well

acquainted with the lady in charge. She has always been
Mrs. Mead to us, and our names have always been used by
her; but the telephone has altered all that.

Both she and we have a book of the words and have duly
read and digested it. We are to say the name of the
exchange ; so when we ring up ^ve always say, let us call it,

Pastoral,” though we know all the time it is really Mrs.
Mead; and she calls us by our numbers. She never has to

ask for them ; she knows our voices. No one who has not
heard hercan appreciate the mingled deference and aubhorifcy

with which Pastoral says “ Eight.”

The post-office and Mrs. Mead’s living-room merge into

one another, so when we “lift cur receiver” {vide book of

the words) we hear other voices than Pastoral’s official one.

Ono day we asked for London. Such a thing had nob
happened before. Pastoral was startled; her soft voice

came over the wire, but; not speaking to us.

“ My dear, Eight wants a call to London, What shall

Ido?”
“That be all right, Mother. You ring up Casterbridge

;

they’ll tell ’ee.”

A pause, and then, “ Can’t hear un very well.”
“ Shake that black thing; that’ll make un better.”
“ So it do. Oh, they d’ want the London number.”
“Bettor ask Eight for ib then.”
“ Wait a minute. I must write un down. Wliero bo my

pencil? Here’t is. Eight, can I have the number you
want, please ?

”

We gave it, “Chelsea double three five seven nine.”
“ Chel—sea, two—three—five—seven—nine.”

“No, doiMe three.”

A pause—then, very brightly :

—

“ Six—five—seven—nine.”

“Nb, Double three—two throes.”
“ I said that, Eight

; I said six.”
“ No, no, no. Just write down what I say, Mrs. Moad

—

Pastoral, I mean—and ro})oat it to Casterbridge. Double
throe—five—seven—nine.”

“ Very well, ’m.”

Wo hoard it clone, and tho pause for Castorbridgo’s reply,

then Pastoral’s voice again, very gentle and slow—“Eight!
Castorbridgo says it is throe—throe—five—sovon^—nine you
want. And tho hook says replace your rocoivor for a trunk
call and wo will ring you. J^loaso.” Jflviclontly the book
did nob say “please.”

On anotlior occasion wo wanted to ring uj) the railway.
“Great Western Station, please,” said 1, forgetting our

newness.

“Thank—you.” Thon,“ Eiglitwants tho Eailway Station.
I suppoBO J ring up Castorbridgo, Dolly? ”

“That’s right, i expect.”
“ Oh, tlioy cV say I mustn’t call them like that. I must

always say the number. And Jflight must too. I must toll

her. She must look up numbers in tho book l)oforo ringing,

they (T say.”

“Better toll her then, Mother.”
“Who, Eight? No, you look un up, Dolly. I haven’t

got my glasses. Hero is the book.”
“ What shall I look for ?

”

“ Better try alphabetically.”

A long pause—and at last

•

“You are througli, Eight. And for future rcforonco tho
number is ono six.”

Doos your exchange talk to you like that?

More Unnatural History.
“Hoar Dr. on this Sunday, 7.80 p.m in the .sermon on ‘ Tfie

British Lion's Eestte Brood'; or, ‘Chickens Coma liome to
Boost .

’ ”—American Taper,



HIS LATEST MASTER’S VOICE.
The Fbbnch Poodle. » YOU KNOW I DON’T LIKE THIS STABILIZING STUNT. YOU

TEIED TO MAKE ME DO IT ONCE BEEOEE.”
M. Cailladx. “ AH ! BUT I ’YE GOT A BBTTEE WHIP THIS TIME.”

[Shortly after joining the new French Ministry M. Oaillaux publicly declared that nobody could undertake the portfolio of

Finance “without having full control of the Government.”]
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Wife (io husband who is unaccustomed to punting hut has been doing his best vp-slveam for Ih " last hour or so), •' I)AiiiaN<i, WH
NEVER SENT THAT IMPORTANT WIRE TO AUNT JaNE. Do YOU THINK THERE’S AN OEl'TCE IlIGHER lip?”

CHARIVARIA.
A Norfolk lady who has by means of

spiritualism been in communication
with a pet parrot which died tw’o years
ago says the bird is in heaven. Mr.
Cook must not trust too much to this

precedent.

A North of England newspaper refers

to the miner as a man of peace. Mr.
Cook will want to knowwho first started
this scandaL

We can obtain no confirmation of
the rumour that the pain in Mile.
Lfnglen’s arm which caused her retire-

ment from the Lawn Tennis Champion-
ships was due to writer’s cramp.

Mr. Oliver Baldwin, in The Sunday
Express, has given instances of disaster
averted by warnings received from a
guardian angel. Yet his father often
disregards those given by Lord Beaver-
brook."

A film star has married a Prince.
Her friends attribute her act to the
influence of the movies.

In reporting the second Test match

the Press refer to the liome team as

the better side. A curious pro-English
element seems to ])e creeping into tho
sporting Press. ... .j.

We see it stated that a Dean of St.

Paul’s was the first to discover liow to

bottle beer. Nothing like that has over
been done by the current Dean.

A lady who is a grandmother lias

postponed her attempt to swim the
Channel till next year. Tliis constitutes
a record for grandmothers.

In view of the largo number of people
who will be swimming the Channel this

season those intending to do so are
advised to avoid the rush hours.

*

^

An American complains that it is

difficult to get hot water at meals in

London hotels. The thing is quite
simple if ho only knew. He should order
a cup of tea.

Owing to foot-and-moutli disease tho
Minister of Health has forbidden the
movement of animals in certain parts.
The horse we put our money on tho
other day must have thought that ho
came under this restriction.

What are wo going to do witli house-
flies this sumnior?” asks a wooldy
paper. Wo don’t know; M r. Cook hasn’t
told u.s yet. ...

Travellers are warned against luggagi^

thieves on nulway platforms. A good
plan is to label one’s attache case Not
to ho Stolon.”

I
.|,

Tho West Ham Cuardians have asked
the (jovorninont for another fonr-hun«
drod-and-twonty-flvo thousand pounds.
Wo don’t suppose there is any liarm in

asking. .

It is officially announced that onc-
Imndrcd-and-fiftoenMetropoliian police-

men wore bitten by tlogs Iasi year. A
fancier makes tho suggestion that a
slice of policeman now and then im-
provo.s a dog’s stamina.

A weekly paper siiys that rabliils are
able to sec behind as well us in front of

them. That is why they make sucli

admirable pedestrians.

A doctor remarks that many tele-

plionc operators cannot slocj) at ni-'lit.

We too have boon kept awako boforu
now by a guilty conseienuo.
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The Eome correspondent of a daily

paper describes Gabriele D* Annunzio
as the greatest contemporary Italian

poet. He will hardly take that lying

clown.
'I' 'I'

A gossip note reminds tis that it was
Lord Balfour who introduced golf into

political circles. He incurred a grave

responsibility.
*

sk
'

At a meeting of the Pembrokeshire
Agricultural Committee it was stated

that Welsh eggs have a bad nam^.
The name was not disclosed.

Mr. F. A. Mitchell Hedges reports

in The Daily Mail that in the Caribbean

Sea there are sharks sixty feet long and
other terrible monsters. This will prob-

ably have the effect of deciding people

to go to Thanet as usual.

A contemporary observes that it is

no longer unfashionable to live north of

the Park. This is great news for

Golder’s Green.

It is announced that in Mr. H. G.

Wells’s new novel prominent public

people appear under their own names.
This of course is nothing new in fiction

;

it often happens in the Press.

A man has been sent to prison for

posing as a Test Match cricketer. It is

realised that leniency with this type of

impostorhasinthepastlost us the Ashes,
ii

> I ,

The present state of affairs in the

Riff seems to be a Guerilla Peace.
Mi *

'A

Tlie Zoo is said to have imported

four hundred sea-liorses from the Bay of

Biscay. Can the Admiralty be intend-

ing to increase the establishment of the

Horse Marines ?

Captain Waterhouse, M.P., says

tliat we import twenty million artificial

teeth annually. It ’s horrible to think

tliat the only things we can gnash at

our American Debt are American teeth.

*

'

New mechanism at Lord’s enables

the score-board to be worked more
quickly. This was found very useful

during Mr. Collins’ second innings and

when Hobbs was in the nineties.

'
1
^

The Director of the Army canteens

says that post-War soldiers buy buns

instead of beer. The thin red line seems

doomed to be a thing of the past,

Seuorita Lili de* Alvarez may be a

great player some day if she can only

learn to have a nervous prostration at

the right time.

Sir Henrv Hadow says that sarcasm

is a form of disease. Rude ill-health,

so to speak.

Our special avenue-explorer writes to

ask whether we think an eight-hour

day, each hour to consist of only fifty-

two-and-a-half minutes, would be ac-

ceptable to the Miners’ Federation.

Attention is drawn to the excessive

number of motor smashes. It is thought

that a maximum will have to be agreed

upon. -
^

-

These snake-skin shoes must make

the Serpent sorry he over spoke to Eve
in the first place.

We are soon to have two separate

radio programmes broadcast simultane-

ously. That will be one for each ear.

A new shirt for men is decorated with

petals like a flower. We dread to think

of a sentimental laundress playing “He
loves me ... he loves me not” with it.

Notice in poulterer’s shop :

—

“ We are dropping our eggs for one week to
2

'- per dozen.”

Omelettes should be cheap that week.
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POLO.

I HAVE never seen polo before, and I

cannot say that I have seen it now,

though I have spent six-

ty minutes looking at it.

Polo is one of these in-

visible games. The
‘

^ ground ” is an enormous
space some three hun-

dred yards by two hun-

dred, and the game is

played at the far side of

it. The far side, of course,

may be at one side or the

other, according to the

position of the spectator.

That is to say, if the

spectator in an access of

curiosity should transfer

himself from side A to

side B, the players move
to side A and the game
is continued there. Gaz-
ing through his field-

glasses from the other

side the spectator will see

dimly a confused mass of

horse-flesh and peerage

scuffling in a corner. The
precise nature of the scuffle is not

at once clear, but gradually it takes

shape as an equestrian butting-match.

Butting in polo is called buihping and
boring." Now and then one of the

peerage is bored beyond
all self-control and, rais-

ing his mallet, strikes his

pony or the pony of an-

otherpeerunder the chin.

Andnowand then a small
white ball emerges from
the one or two
peers gallop after it

,
swing

their mallets at the ball

and miss it. The bell

then rings and the dead
horses are taken oft* the

field. New horses are

brought on and, for all

one can tell, new peers,

and the whole party pro- i

ceed to the far side again.

During the butting- jk
matches it is believed

that the players use hor-

rible language, for re-

cently when two of them
emerged from a mSUe one
shouted very loudly to

the other in the vicinity

of the Eoyal Box, ‘‘ Shut
up, you somethingDago !

’ ’

And if one player can call

anotherplayera somethingDago in front

of the Eoyal Box Heaven knows what
he may not call him in a secret scuffle

at the far side.

an army of men march on to the ground

and tread down the holes and abrasions

in the turf. All these men have very

large feet, and they are the last survivors

The game is played at the fae side of the ground.

of the ancient profession of clod-hoppers.

By the rules of the Amalgamated Society

of Clod-Hoppers andTurf-Trampers not

more than six clods to the minute may
be hopped, except at Eanelagh, where

Hopping the clod.

When the dead horses are taken off

Trades Union OFFictALs supei^inteni^ oiu-JUvnoN
TO prevent excessive zeal.

Note,—In. this picture the artist has found it necessary to rcdaco the clhncn-
sion of the field considerably in order to emphasise the human interest.

the BanburyAward applies for all turves
over and above the minimum clod-datum
under the 1920 Agreement, turf-time
nob allowed. Veterans behind me spoke
contemptuously of the whole proceed-

ing and recalled the palmy days when
players had to hop their own clods

between chukkas.

Latem,—I have now had the advan-

tage of reading the article

on Polo in the Encyclo-

pedia of Sport, and I

realise that one or two
of the finer points in the

game I may have missed.

The game, it seems, is

very old, as old, at least,

as the laws of the Medes
and Persians, for there

are polo-poems extant of

the period of that piece

of legislation. Indeed
most probably the game
began even earlier, with
the Centaurs, for whom,
of course, it must have
been the one obvious
recreation. But, thougli

played in Persia some six

hundred years b.c., it wa.s

nob played in England
till 18B9, when one day
Chicken" IIahtopp (an

ollicor in the lObh Hus-
sars), lying back in a

chair after luncheon reading The Field,

exclaimed, “By Jove, this must bo a

good gam© 1
" and,roquisitioning“ char-

gors, some sticks with crooked ends and
abilliard ball," throe onicorsthon played

the first game. The first

real match was played
between the 9th Ijancers

andtholOLh Jlussarson
Hounslow Heath, and,

according to a contom-
])orary nowapapor ac-

count, “it was admitted
by all who looked on tluit

the game was more re-

markable fort) lo strength

of the language uaecl by
the players than for any-
thing else." Hotiiattho
old traditions seem to bo
witli us still.

With the advance of

civilisation it hm boon
found necessary to in-

crease the size of the
ball. “ Chicken " Hau-
TOPP might ho able to

hit a billiard-ball with a

crooked stick, but tin

ball as used at present is

the size of a pomegranate,
and more often than not
a modern poor mis.so.s

that. However, nearly all

of them can hit a horse at the fir.st shot.

The horses, or ponies, as they are
quaintly called by the peerage, are be-

lieved to bo in favour of larger balls and
smaller horses.
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"infl rpflllv fViPTT- TO>,
^ Then, by Eule 6, “ A pony shall not to bring their ponies to the measuring-

be measured if he appears to have been box sober. TheOffieialMeasnrerthere-

Fapf ti” f V, u
® subjected to any improper treatment tore can only judge by appearances,

fact that horses who are blind even m with a view to reduce his height . . as indicated in the rule • but there are
one eye are not allowed to play at all I This of
(Enle 36) ; but there is no
ruleagainstmyopicpeers. '

•A well-trained pony will r

run after the ball in such
a way that the peer on its

back will miss the ball "/

with theleast possible in-
^

jury to the ponies of its

own side, yet at the

same time it will sug- ^
gest to the spectator that O
the peer is directing its ^
actions. A really good
pony anticipates the M
movements of the other L.
side, judges the flight of ^
the ball and keeps an eye
on the score; while old .

hands will whinny a pro-

test when the other side

takes the lead. The peers
are duly appreciative of

their ponies’ powers and
treat them very kindly. ^
Eule 29, for example, ex-

prr/ssly states, ^'Noi:>layer

course means gin.

MyXHIC-AL OElGlil OF POLO.

ight ... as indicated in the rule
;
but there are

In the old 1 one or two signs by which the expert

^ can generally distinguish

^ ^ horse that drinks. A

der-lip has sent many a

away without a

^ rvfe/ That, I think, is about
^ know of the subject.

These brief notes will, I

hope, help anyone who
sees polo for the first time

m to a better understanding

^ game than I ob-

Gained. The game is not
butchery, as it will

^ first appear to them, no

^ mere homicide-on-horse-

back, as it has been^ quaintly described; nor
is it simply an organised

^ ^ muddle, but is conducted

_ throughout on scientific

principles. In everygame
___ —— there are two sides, one

of which is playing in one
direction and one in the"7 11 J. A 11 7 7* WWUJ.VXJ. lAiXXKM. XXA U JLJ V./

snail tntentiomUy strike jus imiy with days many a horse that weighed in other. And though it is seldom clear
the head of riis 'polo-stick. And though successfully at not more than sixty-five to the spectator at any given moment
nothing IS said about beating the crea- hands was afterwards found to have which way which side is trvins to so
tme with the butt-end this is seldom been dieted since foalhood on gin and there is an honourable fiction that the
done m a first-class match. Vermouth, oreven The players know. And nothing, after all.
Some quaint old cus- wholly valueless

done in a first-class match.
Some quaint old cus-

toms attach to the Mea-
surement of Ponies, about
which there are eighteen

''

rules. The Official Mea-
surermeasures the ponies
to see how tall they are,

and, if they are not too tall,

ponies over five years old

may be registered for life.

The owner is then given
j

a certificate which any
Court of Law will admit 'i

as evidence that the pony
in question is not a camel
or a COWL But no pony
may be registered for

life between January 1st

and March 31st unless

at least two permanenc
corner incisor teeth are

actually through the

gum
;
and after April 1st

a pony must have a com-

2
:)lete mouth of perm a- ,

,

nent incisors to obtain

a Life Certificate. Teeth
arc very important in

^.AulA

that keeps our peers from
making speeches in the

House of Lords.

A. P. H.

Introduction of Polo into England.

Addled?
—- “Guinea Eoul Eggs for
^ hitching, 7s. per 15 eggs.’’

Scots Pjper.

“Unfurnished or Eurnished,

^ 2 large roofs
;
business people

^ only.”

—

Local Pa'^er.

^ Our experience of busi-

ip ness people is that they
W always 'want to get in on

1^
the ground -floor.

, \ \
“ Champion tree - felling

I

\|
competition will tate place in

II
Chopwell Wood.”

^ Daily Paper.

^ There ’s more humour (of

a quiet kind) in these

tree-fellers than you
might expect.

“Dr. Harley Street, appen-
dicitis specialist, was suin-

these savage struggles, and as the older practice is a cruel one, for when a horse moned by wireless and rushed to Southampton

peers have very few permanent incisors so treated is deprived of alcohol it shoots operate on . . .''‘—Daily Paper.

tlie ponies are expected to fill the gaps, up suddenly, swells all round and be- The new specialist, we understand, is

The younger peers, however, still do a comes a cart-horse. It is also diffi- collaterally related to Sir Wimpole
little biting on their own. cult to detect, for the owners are careful Street.
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PERFECTLY LOVELY TIMES.
XTX.—The Geeat Test.

Hubert Parfeiagton was showing his

grit. I use the phrase metaphorically,

but I might also use it in a perfectly

literal sense. Hubert Partington had
been sitting in the street all night, and
it was a windy dusty street.

He was proposing to watch a Test
Match between representative cricket

elevens of England and Australia, and
for this purpose he had taken up his

position in the All Eriday Night Queue.
The long evening, enlivened by amateur
entertainments, had worn itself away, to

be succeeded by the chilly darkness of

an English June. Hubert Partington
had not slept a wink through those
dreary hours; most of them he had
spent in solving crossword puzzles by
the light of an electric torch, and the
first faint radiance of summer dawn
found him s fill awake on his little camp-
stool by the long high wall.

He ate a bun and sipped a few drops
of whisky from his pocket flask. He
took off his hat and re-combed his

rather nicely waved hair. Then, with
a determination of which perhaps only
an Englishman is capable, he proceeded
to shave. He was enabled to do this
by the use of a patent safety razor, a
small mirror and a mysterious kind
of unguent called Smeerio, which he
squeezed from a metal tube.

Avid newspaper reader that you are,

you must often have seen references to
the advantage of using Smeerio. Your
eye has been cauglit by the line drawing
of a graceful young man standing in a
punt, at the end of which reclines the
equally graceful figure of a young woman,
shielding her head from the rays of the
sun with a parasol. Thinking that here
is some charming love idyll in progress,
you eagerly read the words underneath
and find that the two young things are
speaking thus to one another :

—

Dorothy, Why, Jack, you punt as
perfectly as you look, and I cannot say
more than that. What makes you
so wonderfully young-looking ? Your
cheeks and chin are as charming as
those of a child.

Jack. You flatterme, Dorothy. Never-
theless I must admit that my cheeks
and^ chin are wonderfully smooth. I
attribute the beauty of my complexion
entirely to the use of Smeerio, which
obviates the necessity for lather in
shaving.

Dorothy, What exactly is Smeerio ?

Jach, I thought everybody knew that.
Smeerio is the only reliablepatent cream
on the market which, when lightly
rubbed over the face, enables the shaver
to remove even the heaviest beard more
easily than any shaving-soap, and at '

the same time imparts a velvety texture

to the surface of the skin, rendering it

equivalent to alabaster.

5
Dorothy {deeply interested). And is it

,

fearfully expensive ?

^ Jack. Emphatically no. It only costs

;
half-a-orown a tube, lasts a lifetime,

and takes up less room in the week-end
luggage than a curling-tong case,

i

Dorothy {hoirling her parasol). How
, frightfully absorbing ! Shall wo go and
look at the races now ?

As he used his Smeerio Hubert Par-

tington could not help thinking a little

regretfully of that gay scene by tho

willows on the river-bank, for it was
out of dogged self-respect rather than
mere gallantry and an endeavour to

appear beautiful in the eyes of the fair

that he was now giving to his face that
appearance of alabaster which pro-
vokes so much of our modem literary

repartee.

The cheerless rite concluded, he ])ouglit

a penny paper from an early newsvendor
and began to study tho prospects of

the day’s play as they appeared to tlio

ordinary cricket correspondent, tho
special cricket correspondent and thotwo
or three specially retained athletes of

England and Australia, whose contri-

butions between them seemed to fill

every column, except for a few short
paragraplis about the coal crisis and the
best way of removing raspberry-stains
from flowered-silk georgette. Having
perused every word carefully Hubert
Partington turned to thinking on his
own past career, which had iiot boon in

all respects a successful one. A fair

cricketer and, all-round athlete himself,
he had not made good in tlie sterner
world of affairs. Half-hearted attempts
to sell motor-cars on commission, a
little journalism—his article on ‘‘Is
England Dying?’’ had won compli-
ments from the editor of a well-known
Sunday paper—a few short-lived sec-
retarial posts (from tlio last of which he
had been dismissed because by some
slight error ho had begun a communi-
cation addressed t)n the envelope to tho
Halifax Chamber of Commerce with tho
inappropriate words: ^‘MYUAiiUNG old
Toots ”)~-these up to now had been his
sole essays in the business world. Onco
he had even supposed himself to possess
a genuine talent for poetry, but when his

“ Now

—

Hero in my hands, and you,
Nod lips.

And tlio infinite younoss of you
Stark in tho light.

Till the crushed nothingness of you
brings nought . . .

P.shaw I

A creak on tho stairs-—
It is day . . .

Mee—0—yohek I

Now the old dreariness begins again ”

was turneddownby The BritishMinerm,

he suddenly lost confidence in himself
and gave up the fight.

Now he was oncemoreoutof a job. But
before he looked out for a fresh one he
meant to see this great th ing through. He
had put off an erigagcinont to play mere
hit-or-get-out cricket wdth his own sub-
urban club, and liad endured tliis great
night-long vigil in order to see the great
trial of sporting skill which in after-

years ho would bo able to speak of to
tho grandsons and granddaughters who
clustered at Jiis knees. IJis knees just
now, by tho way, wore uncommonly
stiff. Hubert Partington yawned.

The sun shone briglitly on tho level
sward. The whito-ro])cd figures had
taken up their positions on tho field.

Play had begun.

Amongst all tlio eager watchers none
was mure eager than those who had
endured tho rigours of tho niglit, and
amongst thorn, for tlio first few ino-
monts, none more eager than iluhert

I Partington, But later- -gradually—

—

How is one to account for it ? Was it

the heat of the sun, tho unaccustonic<I
fatigue, tho errors of a not to ) rigidly
disciplined life, tho constant rhythmi-
cal run of tho bowlers, tho unaltering
sound of hat stolidly mooting hall, the
somewhat lothargic movement of the
figures on tho scoring board? Who
shall say what it was ? At any rati^

tho sad fact must ho narrated that
after a time Hubert Partington felt a
sudden violent prod in tho ribs and
opened his eyes wdth a sta-rt.

“ Woz matksr V ” he said.
“ Don’t snore like that,” said tho man

next to him; '‘you’re disf.urhing the
out-fiold.”

Hubert Partington braced himself to
a big effort and sat resolutely upright.

Alas! it was all in vain. Very sinm
tho resonant hum of hi.s .snores hogitn
to punctuate the game onc.o more. Ho
sank back ozi his seat. Compassionately
hi.s follow-spoctators pormitto<l him to
slumber on. Only when tho long day
wore to a close was ho roused from uii-

consciousness a second time by a sliarp
blow in tho hack.

“ Woz matter?” he quested iigulm
“ 1

1
's allovcr. They ’re goingout now.”

“ Oh i
” said liubort Partington,

blinking and looking at tho score-
board.

“ Pretty certain to l^o a draw, 1 'm
afraid,” continued his awakenur.
Hubert Partington kept a stiff upper

hp. Ho left the ground and went to
tho nearest restaurant ho know of to
snatch a few Ifitos of food. Then, camp-
stool in hand, ho wended his way hack
to the long high %vall and look lip hi.s

position in tho All Sunday Queue,
JivoE.



ANOTHER TRADE SLUMP.
[An American university has instituted a Chair of Plumbing and is

encouraging its students to graduate in that branch of science.]

Others may joy with heartfelt jubilation

To think, when, “bursts” produce their wonted mess,
Henceforth a graduate in leak-location

Will come in answer to their S.O.S.,

And, blending something of the College manner
With all a Yankee’s love of being slick,

Employ thereon a scientific spanner
And promptly do the trick.

But those who snatch a livelihood from humour
And work upon a well-established line

Will only see in this ill-omened rumour
A coming slump’s indubitable sign

;

Theirs will become a labour far from paying
When plumbers at some none too distant date

Discard their famous habit of mislaying
A hammer or a mate.

Mothers-in-law no longer win a snigger;
The henpecked husband jest has passed its prime;

Dead are the lodger wheezes once de rigueur
That lent a grace to children’s pantomime

;

These brought their meed of lucre ere their waning,
But, if the plumber changes, there will go

The only known example now remaining
Of ready-made hons mots.



NURSERY LORE.
There is an awful lot of gardening

about just at present. Of all seasonal
epidemic disorders it is probably the
worst, but there are fortunately a few
persons who are immune. I am one of

them. I was inoculated early in life by
the gift of a window-box and sixpenny-
worth of mixed seeds from a malevolent
aunt, who was afterwards placed under
restraint at her own request. A case of

an ingrowing conscience reaching the
brain, I imagine.
The effect of that early experience has

never worn off, and I am able now to
travel without danger in a compart-
ment divided between aggressive clay-
soilers and vindictive light - loamers,
truculent herbaceous borderers and ex-
citable bedders-out. In this I am for-

tunate. I have known cases of men,
less strong-willed than I, slinking home
one evening after a few days of such
contagious company with carrot-seed in
their pockets and straws in their hair. ^

Poor old Brown is one of the most
j

recent victims and consequently one of I

the most virulent cases
;
that is the way

with the disease—the first year is always
the worst. And Brown used to be such
a decent sort of chap too. IIo would
listen for hours with the keenest interest
to my golf theories—he doesn’t play
himself—and telling him in detail all

about a particularly successful round
used to be nearly as exhilarating as the
game itself. Now that is all changed.
Instead of being a really stimulating
companion. Brown now talks. It is

pitiful.

Buf; I have hopes of Brown. In time,
with judicious doses of discouragement,
I may be able to cure him altogether.
In fact I have already started.
In a way Angela was primarily re-

sponsible. She has taken to gardening
as a dog takes to water—one big splash
and in ^it up to the neck

; and such is

Angela’s personal charm that 1 occasion-
ally find myself in the position of an
accessory before, after and sometimes
even during the fact.

“ I am going to grow a row of poplars
along that fence," said Angola a couple
of days ago.

Splendid !
" I said. “ Arc you going

to grow thorn from seed ?
"

Mind you, 1 didn't roa.lly care, .and

for all 1 know poplars iniglit bo tiurigs

that grow from bulbs, like poppies and
potatoes and so on, but 1 do try to
take a friendly interest now and again.
Marriage has its obligations.

“Don’t bo ridiculous," said Angela; ^

“ it would take years. I shall buy some
young trees and transplant them."

I grew wary and my kindly interest
vanished away. Homothing soemod to
warn me.
“Don’t you think seeds would bo

bettor? ’’
I said. “ You ’d have all the

fun of watching thorn grow and-«or

—

watering them and so on. You can’t
water a groat healthy tree, it looks so
silly, and you know you love watering.
Besides, seeds would be so much easier
to got home," I added nervously.
But Angola wasn’t listening.
“ I think the sooner the better," she

said. “ So just get the car out and run
along to the nursery-gardens and bring
me half-a-domi nicopoplars about eight
feet high. Please"'
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way to Dunsinane. However there is no
help for it when Angela says “Please”
in that tone of voice, so I just went and
started the car. We both started re-
luctantly; we radiated reluctance and
black smoke all the way.

I pulled up at the gate of the nursery-
man’s and went in to find one of the
nurses.

“ I want half-a-dozen nice poplars
about eight feet high,” I said.

The nurse stared.
“ What for?” he said.

“Oh, just a buttonhole,” 1 said
facetiously. But nurses have no sense
of humour.

“ Did you say poplars ? ” he asked.
“I did.”
“ When ?

”

“ About five seconds ago.”
The nurse looked a little dazed. My

humour has that effect upon -weak in-

tellects.

“ When do you want ’em ?
”

“Now,” I said. “If you’ll wrap
them up I ’ll take them with me

; they
might get damaged in the post.”
A look of tired disgust came over the

face of the nurse.
“ I suppose you know poplars are

deciduous ? ” he said.

I didn’t, but Iwasn’t going to admit it.

“ Most deciduously— I mean de-
cidedly. Why?”

“ If you was to transplant ’em now
they’d die, that’s why. Don’t you
even know that much ? Autumn ’s the
time for transplanting of deciduous
trees.”

“ I ’m afraid I can’t wait till then,”
I said, “ but I might call back. Good-
evening.” And I left him still staring.

I didn’t triumph over Angela
; mar-

riage has its limitations. The tempta-
tion was terrific, but I felt a better man
for resisting it. And next morning I

was rewarded.
“ How ’s the garden going, Brown ?

”

asked Jones as the train started.
“ Splendidly,” said Brown, looking as

agricultural as is possible for a man
with a moustache like sandy soil and
his eyes under glass. “ I was thinking
of putting in a few trees some time this

week.”
“ Oh,” said Jones, interested, “ so

was I. What sort of trees ?
”

“ I was thinking of poplars,” said

Brown.
“That’s strange,” said Jones; “so

was I.”

I looked up from my paper.
“ I suppose you both know that

poplars are deciduous? ” I said.

“ What’s that got to do with it?
”

askedJones, staring.
“ Well,” I said, with a look of tired

disgust, “if you knew anything about
gardening you ’d know that the autumn
is the only time for transplanting de-

ciduous trees.” And I returned to my
paper.

Brown and Jones opened their own
papers after that, but I don’t think they
were really reading—they were rumin-
ating. But they didn’t mention garden-
ing again, and as we left the station

Brown asked me how I was getting on
with my iron clubs. L. du G.

“DIAMOND CHALLENGE SKULLS.”
Headline in Daily Pajger.

Hard nuts, these rowing men.

Pro-Consuls are Cheap To-day.

Hrom a Jerusalem Circusprogramme

:

“From Tuesday 15th June, 1926, at 9.30 p.m.

Geand Soie^e oe Gala
His Excellency the Governor

Sin Eonald Stobrs
will assist at this

extbaoedinaey peefoetviance.
.Usual Prices.”

Drom an article on the Australians :

—

' “It struck me that their bowling will ho
stronger than is generally anticipated. Bub, as

the French say, we shall see.”

South African Pa;ger.

Or, as we English more delicately put
it, notts verrons.
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unimAV HiWTQ CMM DiiDMAQciic engage a tall ship for a fortnight, not anything to show more fair than aHOLIDAY HINTS FROflU PARNASSUS, Kindly see that she is fitted with a star glimpse of the City we obtained one
Aftbe a prolonged and wearisome suitable for steering. I am bringingwith morningearlyfrom WestminsterBridge,

correspondence with a seaside landlady, me as my companion a laughing fellow It wore like a garment the beauty of
in which we had both reduced the Eng- rover. So please make sure that there the morning. Ships, towers, domes,
lish language to its severest and most is accommodation for us both. We theatres, etc., lay open, absolutely open*
businesslike terms, it occurred to me have not yet quite decidedwhat routewe to the sky, and the air was quite smoke-
that the arranging of so joyous an event shall take, but we shall set sail with the less and glittered brightly in the morn-
as the annual holiday should not be running tide, and the gull’s way and ing sunshine. I venture to say that
conducted as though the contracting the whale’s way v^rill be our direction. I never did the rising sun steep more
parties were two long-established City hope that there will be no extra charge beautifully and effectively valley, rock
firms. A literary note should be intro- for this. We hope to have a quiet and hill. I took out my map and picked
duced. The sea and the country have sleep and a sweet dream when the long out the places of interest quite easily,
been the inspiration of poets from time trick ’s over. Nautically yours, A very deep calm such as I have rarely
immemorial, and there is at the com- Cuthbeet Chuttbrbottle. experienced enveloped me. Goodness
mand of the letter-writer a i"

—
, me. the verv hoiisos

wealth of material which, if
-S(

’

wisely used, would introduce ^
just that touch of the roman-

make some inquiries of Mrs. ^
|he ^BeUe llotd^lSvQe

resort and to catch glimpses
of what will make me less stout locifcviiGciT l^dvh “Anu wjrAT
forlorn than this leaves me ^ living?’*

sight of Proteus rising from
!

the sea (I suppose we can see the sea Wobdswokth might againbe pressedfrom your place ?1 and hear nld TVItnn j.1 . _ i*

M

Lady [to stout loafer near Park vond). “ And wifat i>o you do
A LIVING?’*

Loafer, ^^Well, I makes a bit in the winteu tej^hkg
PEOPLE IP THE ICE IS SAFE.’*

me, the very houses seemed
,

asleep and all that mighty
heart was lying still

!

Yours truly,

^ /p CUTHBERT ChUTTERBOTTLE.
P.S.—I trust you serve

only English meat.

y Mr. Kipling may meot the
needs of the rcturiiod wan-
dorer who contomplatos sot-

'vyp -
ngoffon his travels again :

•

Messrs, The Swift and Sure

life Trmel Anency,

l|i l||||| Bibs,—As an inquiry at the
hoadqiiavters of tho London

^ G-onoral Omnibus CompanyM /:
has acquainted mo with tho

^ iact that none of tlioir vohi-

^

cles ply botwoon tho Bank
V' a-ud Mandalay I should hes

-ii
you would provide me

^vith particulars of tho sail-

K
' Ip' ings (if any) Ea,st of Hiuva, i

am anxious to renew a friond-
sliip 1 made wliilo on service

4Af with the infantry in tho East,
revisit some of tlio

scones associated with a ten-
Mmmir/ Joj. diHguise

tho fact—romantic nassaife
0 YOU JM

Jj, jjjy Jjfg_ toinplo 1 )oI1h,

pagoda and in fact
tho Jilast ittiolf arc continually—

I
(if J may uso tho oxproHsion)

a-calling mo, and it ’s tliero that 1 wouldfrom your place?) ani Tear

you have any vacancies, for which I
enclose stamped addressed envelope.
Yours in the bonds of poetry,

CUTHBERT ChUTTERBOTTLE.
, UJL lOUUWMig

Mr. Masefield’s" Sea B’ever” is ideal “y acquaintance with your great city,
for fixing up a holiday on the Broads. y®'^ kindly reserve accommodation
We wish to engage a boat. Well, it one week from the 18th inst.?
should be done like this Your hotel, I am told, is comfortable

us trip to town. Testing for an early reply,

'

T]ie Majiager, Yours Orientally,

Blank’s Hotel, London. no ^ ^unoa Cmm-EniiO'rTLK.

As T nm ,.+ . f-o.—Can you toll mo whether thoAS i am desirous of renewing fish still fly out there’

After a furowoll presentation :
—

Y.« hotti ,..2

I

Mr. Ephmim Ttwmm S.™”®*”” “> ‘l><> ;“«« i< » P».v.rl, i„ it e(i„i

I Broadside Norfnlk
^names specially commends it to me. « Juau « a hraror to hiii own valour, liow

TiriAo a T
I have the pleasantest recollections of i '’J ‘‘i

f'"’ ^i-'iiior ollioor t.

s »d SE: r' ir « 7
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Oioner {suddenly appearing). “Hullo, youno fellah, what do you want?”
Boy Scout. “Please, do any of your clocks say if it’s going to be wet, Sir?”

MILITARY REALISM.

The decision of the Italian Govern-
ment, doubtless at the instigation of

Signor Mussolini, to make a recon-

struction of the Battle ofLake Trasimene
m sihb the leading feature of the forth-

coming Italian manoeuvres has, we are

glad to learn, not failed to produce a

salutary and fruitful repercussion in

British military circles.

It is now an open secret that the

Battle of Hastings will be reconstructed

at the autumn manoeuvres. And it

is a matter for great satisfaction that

the War Office has decided to lend no
countenance to the heresies of Freeman,
whether in calling it the Battle of “ Sen-

lac ” or maintaining that Harold built a

palisade of solid timber round his troops.

The main features of the historic con-

flict will be reproduced with the utmost
realism, subject to the substitution of

tanks for William’s heavy cavalry,

aeroplanes for scouts, and rifles for

bows, arblasts and Danish axes.

The assigning of the “ star” parts in

the engagement has been attended with
considerable difficulties and has not yet

been finally settled; but the military

authorities, having a due regard to the

!

spectacular and dramatic character of

the entertainment, have wisely deter-

mined not to insist too rigorously on
the selection of officers on the active

list, but to include' civilians who are

likely to add lustre to the reconstruction.

They accordingly approached Harold,
Lord Eothermerb, in the hope that he
might be induced to assume the rdle of

his gallant but unfortunate royal name-
sake. It may be noted that Hastings,

as the crow flies, is little more than
forty miles from the Isle of Thanet, the

scene of Lord Eotheemeee’s beneficent

activities. But he reluctantly declined

the offer on the ground that, while

prepared to take off his hat to Duke
William in view of his Norman-French
origin, it was too much to expect that

he would consent to be shot through
the eye while leading a forlorn resistance

to the invader. Negotiations have ac-

cordingly been entered into with Mr.
Harold Cox,who, it is confidentlyhoped

,

will prove an efficient substitute.

For the part of Duke William an
admirable choice has been made in Mr.
Norman, the Governor of the Bank of

England. Mr. Norman, though now
associated with high finance, served

with distinction in the Boer War, where

he gained the D.8.0. The role of Odo,
the militant Bishop of Bayeux, who was
second incommand of the heavy cavalry,

has not yet been filled up, possibly ow-
ing to the evil repute of one whose vast
wealth was gained by extortion and
robbery

; but in view of his patronage
of learning and his rebuilding of his

cathedral it is to be hoped that some
public-spirited architect—for choice, Sir

Reginald Blomfield, with his military

record in the Inns of Court Volunteers
—may be found ready to step into the
breach . The late M. Cinquevalli would
have been an ideal representative of

Tailleper, the minstrel juggler, but pos-

sibly Mr. De Groot, Mr. Irving Berlin
or some leading saxophonist from the
Savoy Orpheans may be secured.

In conclusion we welcome the wise
determination of our War Lords not to

.employ umpires on this occasion, but
to instruct the commanders so to con-

duct the operations as to preserve the
utmost historical verisimilitude and yet

'to convey theimpression of an indecisive

result. In this way they hope to fulfil

the double aim of (1) providing a brilliant

spectacular exhibition, (2) emphasizing
'the truth enshrined inthewords of thepoet,
“ Saxon and Norman and Dane are we.”
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ALL on A GOLDEN MORNING.

All on a golden morning
(AliliO in urbs and ms)

I found myself adorning

A blue-and-golden bus. . . .

The pageant of Great Britain

Spreads out before me here,

Which never can be written,

It is so blooming queer.

The newsvendors are yelling

Aniidst the traffic blocks

;

The summer air is smelling

Of roses and of stocks.

The river shines at Henley, *

Strong limbs and shaven hair,

And all the men are menly
And all the m'aids are' fair.

A bathe would be seraphic

—

Oonfound this awful seat !—
The constant motor-traffic

Goes ant-like at my feet.

Two boys, with much debating

And a long piece of cord,

Are fishing down a grating

For some unknown reward.

Interminable printing

The busy roadway fills,

And half of it is hinting

At motion-picture thrills.

The horrid asphalt ’s sofieiiocl

;

The hare lies in its form

;

At Aldershot and Fovant
Our soldiers must be warm.

In Wales, no doubt, the organs

Peal loud with loyal glee

To celebrate Glamorgan's
Fifth cricket victory.

With tireless tliroats and hearty.

Meanwhile, at Westminster
The so-called Labour Party

Is shouting “Murderer 1

”

The traffic bleats and bustles,

The traffic stops and stands ;

Policemen's bicep muscles
Are strong as iron bands.

His simple business minding,

With self-content superb,

A knife-grinder is grinding

With pedals on the kerb.

A man extremely dirty

Bends over me to ask
Selections for 3.30

;

He savours of the cask.

Motors—and swift expresses

—

And noise—and dust—and scent

;

Rivers—hand-painted dresses

—

And strawberries from Kent.

Solemn, their doop ihoughts hiding,

Past postors [^raising jam,

Como eight Rod Indians a-iding

A Coiiniy Coimcil ti'am.

Our Stylists.

“ \Viml)lo<'loii will ho Ihitiih^nl

withoiili — iJaily leaver,

“(Irogory hawked from ihn tiurspry Pud.”
l*nnnnnnl

Our youngost often does this, but wo
never write to the pa-pca's about it.

‘‘At the morniag service in Church
yostorday, 3Mr. Bubert • wing in hib own
inimitable way that wmulcrful aria from
MondolellKohu’k ‘ Bliza.’ ^^--iUinadvm

Wo aiu unfamiliar with this sacred work
and its composer.

The officials at Lord’s wove surprised

last week at the appearance of a swarm
of bees. They had expected the Hiitiios,

but not the xlivitcs.

Beneath a picture :

—

“Mr. Alan J. Cohhambs seaphum on the
slipway at Bochester, ready for the start of

his ‘4JG,000 miles* flight to Australia aiul back
this morning,*’—Z)o:i/7/ Paper,

This must, wo think, be a lliglit of

imagination.
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The impression gained of the debate

as a whole was that the bulk of the

occupants of the Labour benches think

ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, June 28th .—The wall that

precluded Pyramus from his

Thisbe was notmoreformidable
than that which debars the

public from bluff King Hal’s
NeweWyne Sellerat Hampton
Court. It will cost £315 to

remove the obstacle and the

CoMmssiONEB OF WoRKS sim-

ply hasn’t got the money. It

is admitted that the Seller,

like all best sellers, would
earn a handsome revenue if

the curious public were per-

mitted to quench its thirst

or even feast its mere eye on
the identical spot where the

eighth Henry gloried and
drank deep, but the Office of

Works does not borrow money
even to back what Americans
call a lead-pipe cinch.

Sir Fredbic Wise wished

to know how much the new
buildings of the League of

Nations at Geneva were going

to cost. To anybody else the

Foreign Secretary would
have lightly answered “thir-

teen million francs,” but Sir

Fredric Wise is not to be

disposed of as easily as that. He wants

the truth, the whole truth and nothing

but the truth, and Sir Austen, knowing
his man, replied carefully, “ 12,968,000

Swiss francs.”

The Coal Mines Bill produced such an

outburst of combustions fulmination off-

stage when it was introduced that all

present fully expected the Second Read-

ing in the House to provide the scene

of revolutionary carnage that Comrade
Cooic had assured us was spontaneously

inevitable. In fact nothing happened,

but whether this was to be ascribed to

the almost passionate self-restraint of

Mr. Jack Jones and friends or whether

it was the drowsy syrup of Sir Arthur
Steel-Maitland’s measured oratory

that medicined them to sweet sleep

could not be guessed.

Mr. Batey, however, refused to be

lulled. I don’t know whether the hon.

Member is one of the Batey’s Nabob
Pickles which were a much-advertised

delicacy in my youth, but at any rate

he grew very hot in the mouth when
the Minister quoted a pronouncement

of “ the former Lord Chancellor in the

Labour Government ” in favour of

longer hours. The Member for Spenny-

1

moor, it seems, has no use for Lord

Haldane. “ We did not w^ant him,”

he declared; “he should have been in

your party ;
he should never have been

in ours.” Thus the dread sentence of

ostracism was pronounced. H. M. G,

ONE PIT PONY STILL AT WOEK.
Colonel G, R. Lane-Pox.

their political ends can be gained by
supportingMr. Gook doutranee, and that

they are an unmitigated nuisance to the

members of their own party who want

OSTEACISJED BY ME. BATEY.
Lord Haldane.

the coal dispute settled and believe they

can bring the Government round to

some if not all of their views as to

the best way of doing it.

There are, however, some Unionists

who, while supporting the Goal Mines
Bill because theythink longer hours will

have to be worked in the mines,

are nevertheless convinced that

the Government, which is in-

viting performance of a dras-

tic kind from the miners,

must require something more
than promises from the mine-

owners if there is to be a settle-

ment. Mr. Briggs, the Union-

ist Member for the Blackley

Division of Manchester, ex-

pressed himself strongly in

this sense. There should be a

iifty-per-cent. cut in directors’

fees, he suggested, and the

owners should voluntarily

agree to take no profits until

the men’s wages are back to

the 1924 standard.

Lastly one received the im-

pression, chiefly from Sir John
Simon, that either the Coal
Commission’s Report is ex-

tremely obscure in parts, or

that persons on both sides of

the House are too obfuscated

with their own ideas to be able

to read it intelligently. The
Labour Minister declared in

his speech that the Commis-
sion ‘^disliked the alternative of longer

hours, but had always left it quite ex-

plicitly open.” Sir John Simon, follow-

ing Mr. Walsh, declared that the Com-
mission’s Report was “dead against”

longer hours. The actual fact appears

to be that the Commission “preferred”

lower wages to longer hours in the same
sense that gentlemen prefer blondes.

Tuesday, June 29th .—Having come
out of their trance on Monday night to

discover that they had quiescently

assisted at a rather dull debateon a mea-
sure whose importance they had over-

looked, the forces of Labour mustered

for sterner battle. Orders of the day
called for a full-throated attack on

Mr. Baldwin as the crawling creature

of the mine-owners. He was to be

smitten hip and thigh and with every

lung at command. One Labour Mem-
ber interpreted this command so gener-

ously that he threatened to assaulfc with

his boot Colonel Lane-Fox, as courteous

a gentleman as ever stepped, 'on account

of some imagined insult.

The generalissimo of the day was Mr.

Wheatley, that astute politician who
has long been grooming himself for the

leadership of his party when the day

comes for it to advance over the supine

bodies of its present leaders into the

Promised Land of red and riotous ex-

tremism, Mr.Wheatley’s clever speech

was a frontal attack on Mr. Baldwin
and an oblique but recognisable attack
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on the men of his own party who want

coal peace and not political strife.

As usual the Sociailists overdid it and

became a seething mob of incredible

hooligans. They accused Mr. Baldwin
of influencing the Coal Commission and

of bringing in the Coal Mines Bill for

his personal gain, both of which childish

but. characteristically offensive sugges-

tions Mr. Baldwin easily, disposed of.

The hubbub was undoubtedly preme-

ditated, but the Labour back-benchers,

unfortunately for their party’s repu-

tation, went farbeyondthe parts allotted

to them. While the tumult and the

shouting were at their height the

Speaker suddenly observed that if hon.

Members wished he would put the

question. The .shouts of ** No !
” from

the more alert' Labour Members were

drowned in the continued bawlings of

the rest, and the Speaker proceeded to

put the question, the amendment being

defeated by the handsome majority

of 192.

Meanwhile the House of Lords gave

a second reading to the Wild Birds Pro-

tection Bill, all unaware of the hulla-

baloo that was being kicked up by the

wild birds in the adjoining chamber.

The outstanding provision of the Bill,

which codifies all existing Wild Birds

Protection Acts, is that it prohibits

bird’s-nesting on Sundays. The thought
that our feathered songsters can nest

freely at least one day in the week will

gladden the heart of every true nature-

lover.

Wednesday, June 80th.— Question

-

time found Mr. Garro Jones pro-

testing that he “ fails to get an answer
to nine out of ten of questions he puts

to Ministers.” The fact is that Mr.

Garro Jones asks more irrelevant

questions than all the rest of the Mem-
bers put together, and that when, as

occasionally happens, his leafy verbiage

does conceal some rare fruit of sense,

the luscious morsel is apt to be over-

looked by all parties concerned.

The Home Secretary brought a

message from the King announcing the

continuance of the present state of

emergency, and Mr. Buchanan seized

the opportunity to announce that he
had nothing but contempt formonarchs.

The debate in Committee on the Coal
Mines Bill lost vitality through the

decision of the Labour Party to have
nothing but contempt for it. They with-

drew their Amendments and declined

to vote, leaving it to the Liberals to

wage the unequal war. Captain Wedg-
wood Benn fired the first and only shot

in the shape of an Amendment providing

that on resolution by ,both Houses the

operation of the Coal Mines Bill should

be suspendable by Order in Council. It

was a harmless proposal not likely to

be of any practical value but useful at

the moment as a party manceuvre,

because the Government, by rejecting

the Amendment as it did, was bound to

give some colour to the charge that it

really intends the Bill to be permanent.

Mr. MacDonald explained why the

Labour Party would not support the

Amendment or otherwise have any truck

with the Bill, but took occasion to re-

buke, by implication, the unmannerly

behaviour of some of his followers. A
winged word or two the night before

would have done more good. Still one

was glad to hear, even belatedly, that

DISCIPLINE IN THE BANKS.
Mr. Bamsay MacDonald.

the ex-Prime Minister still believes in

free speech.

Thursday, July 1st .—Lord Gorell,
the Peer who never grew up, assailed

the “ cynical and servile proposal ” of

the Kensington Borough Council to

shave off a strip of Peter Pan's country

and add it to their justly famous High
Street. The Earl of Meath, Chairman
of the Metropolitan Gardens Associa-

tion, better known as the Man the Trees

Loved, supported him.

The First Commissioner op Works
was unsympathetic. Only one large

tree, he explained, would be left outside

the new park boundary, and they hoped
that it would be possible to keep that

standing. The widening of the High
Street was being undertaken in the in-

terests of public safety and under

pressure from the Ministry of Transport

and the police. Satisfied that there

would still be plenty of trees left for

himself and his noble friend to build

Wendy Houses in. Lord Gorell with-

drew his motion.

When the Speaker called on Mr.

Bridgeman to move the Third Beading
of the Coal Mines Bill Mr. Batey with

a “ curfew shall not ring to-night ” ex-

pression declared that the Minister

would not be allowed to move the Bill

if the Third Beading was to be voted

on that night. The Speaker thought

otherwise and intimated that he was
not going to be Batey’d with impunity.

The hon. Member for Spennymoor sub-

sided, but Mr. JackJones, full of defiance

or something of a similar character, took

up the task of obstruction. “You are

a murderer as well as him ” (the Prime
Minister), he cried.

Thisdoubleassassination ofMinisters’

characters and the King’s English was
too much for the House and Mr. Jack
Jones was invited to withdraw the ex-

pression. lie preferred to withdraw
himself.

The more or loss ineffectual debate,

in which Mr. Baldwin again outlined

all the events and circumstances that

had led the Government to bring in the

Bill, then unwound its slow length,

until, on the motion of Mr. ChuhciiilIj,

the closure was applied and the Thirtl

Beading carried by 332 votes to l-'i7.

QUINCE'S QUEST.
Quince’s Quest is a game; just a

game—like marbles or rugger, i don’t

suppose you know it really
;
in fact I

don’t think it’s much played at the

Public Schools, and there certainly isn’t

a “ blue ” for it. Quince’s Quest (pro-

nounced, I am given to understand,

wrongly by the grown-ups as Princes’

Quest) is called a Fairy Bace Game and
consists of a dice-box, a hoard with

winding roads on it loading from the

King’s IPalace to the Princess’s l^owor,

and six Cardboard Princes—or live, if

you don’t count the one the puppy
chewed. I don’t know what has hap-

pened to the seventh prince, for I feel

sure that no king can possibly have
been so ignorant of fairy-tale customs
as to have had anything but three or

seven sons.

The six Princes are named “Bed-
Coat,” “ Blue-Coat,” “ Whitoy,” “ S])lit-

top ” (who won his name in his spirited

encounter with the puppy), “ Staggers
”

(whose stand is not so steady as it

might be), and “ Measles ” (whose coat-

of-arms is a number of small red jieiirs-

de4ys on a white ground). Their quest
is the Sleeping Beauty, and the road,

numbered in squares, leads themthrough
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an unending variety of Fairy Glens,

Sorcerers' Palaces, Magic Cloalis,

Charmed Swords, Eivers of Darkness,
and so on, which either help or hinder
the eager but harassed travellers, till at

last they arrive at the Princess’s Bower,
square 200, where, if they haven’t landed
beforehand on the square containing
the Magic Sickle, they wander round
and round the Hedge of Eoses till bed-

time.

The journey is full of obstructive en-

counters. For instance, if you throw
on the square marked Glass Mountain,
you slip back to No. 60. If you throw
on the Garden of Sleep, you wait (or

sleep) for three turns. Sometimes you
land on the Elfin Eevels and have to

turn aside and revel by going round-

and-round a spiral while the other

Princes hurry on
;
or at another point

a chance encounter with a Wizard sends

you back to the start. Lucky throws
will bring you on to the Magic Boat,

which carries you on past the Fiery

Lake
;
or the Seven-LeagueBoots, which

take you without a pause to No. 121.

There are many other similar hazards
of the course w^hich tend to make the

Princes’ journey an adventurous one.

The rules are all on the lid of the

box
;
but in case you play I will give

you a few of our own local by-laws,

some of them specially framed to cope

with Betty, a rough player if ever there

was one. They have come into being

either through precedent or usage, or

else through unconstitutional maternal

decree. I append the names of the

original proposers of each rule :

—

(1) No one may shake the dice-box

longer than thirty seconds by Daddy’s
watch. {Mother,)

(2) Daddy is not to make that joke

about the picture of the Fiery Lake

—

at least not so that the children can

hear. {Mother,)

(3) NoTofpjee. {Daddy, Mother and
Uncle Percival, against strong oi^yosi-

tion,)

N.B.—This rule is most important.

When toffee is allowed during a game
the dice-box becomes increasingly diffi-

cult to pass from hand to hand without

definite physical effort, the die itself

sticks inside the box and has to be dug

out with a pencil for each throw, and, if

one side of the die becomes stickier

than the others, the throws become the

same for everyone and play tends to

become monotonous. In this connec-

tion I have seen no fewer than seven-

teen sixes thrown in succession owing

to a piece of the sweetmeat adhering

to the “ one.” Also the Princes stick to

the board and the die to the Princes,

and once we shook up a square of toffee

in the box instead of the die, which

was on the under-side of Uricle Per-

BRIGHTER PHOTOGRAPHY,
]Mr. Punch’s apparatus improves on the present method of annihilatino

PERSPECTIVE.

civaFs sleeve all the while. No, no
TOFFEE 1

(4) Betty may add one extra to her

throw if she can throw the die on the

board instead of the floor and in such

fashion that no Princes are upset.

{Daddy.)

This rule not to include Staggers.”

{Betty's Amendment.)

(5) All dice falling on the floor to be

read by Daddy. {Thei^esa, Constance

and Betty.)

(6) Uncle Percival is always to be

Prince ‘‘Measles." {Unanimous.)

(7) Betty must not upset Theresa’s

Prince. {Th&resa.)

(8) Betty must not upset Constance’s

Prince." {Co7istance.)

(9) Games must be finished, {Daddy
and Mother)
N.B.—This ordinance often leads to

much underhand work. The children

pay very little attention to the game,

while the grown-ups shake feverishly

for everyone and the Princes whizz

round the board to the end in total dis-

regard of danger.

Of course you can make other rules

to suit local conditions, family pecu-

liarities and so on
;

it is just a game,

I

like marbles or rugger. Only min
'

1 rougher than either. A. A.
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o-ether satisfactory. Borotra in par- This sort of thing could not be per-

THE LAWN-MOWERS. ticular, who was the more athletic in mifcted to continue indefinitely. It be-

Nowthat the summer is advancing 1 build of the two, soon discovered that gan to look as though we should have

foresee that we shall soon be faced once if he kept on jumping long enough he no flowers left in the garden at all by

more with the question of keeping down could get his tore-paws over the top of the end of the London season. Besides,

the lawn. And that means, I suppose, the wire. Then it was only a question the wire-netting made ugly brown rings

that the two amateur gardeners origin- of time before he got his body precari- in the grass. And both Borotra and

ally procured for this purpose will soon ously balanced on the top and fell down Lacoste were soon so much occupied

be allowed to emerge from their winter the other side. Hardly a morning with thoughts of escape into a larger

retirement in the basement and provide passed without my being called down life that they ceased to devote them-

the usual interruptions to my morning’s hastily from my work to help catch solves with any steadiness to the woik

’vvork. Borotra before he had irretrievably of lawn-mowing. They began to spend

Borotra and Lacoste are their names, damaged the flower-beds. Lacoste, of all their time in practising the high

I must apologise to a friendly nation a less enterprising disposition, preferred jump,

for thus taking in vain the two names to work by night, escaping from his Something has got to bo done about

last inscribed on the roll of fame down hutch before we were out of bed. Susan this,” i said to Phyllis, “ or oft they go

at Wimbledon. The fact is it has would come into my room with the to the nearest poulterer.”

always been part of my duty to provide morning tea, and I could tell at once And, being an ingenious houseliold,

suitable appellations for the various from the expression of her face that she we devised several scliemos for restrain-

domestic animals that begin to crowd had bad news. ing their activities. Phyllis used to

our household. I am the nomenclator ‘'That there rabbit’s out again,” she lay cloths or boards on the top of the
wire cylinder, but they
soon dealt with those.

“What wo really

want,” she said, “is a

wire cage, like wliat wo
had for tlio white mice.

Only haVO it loose, so

that they could roll it

about over the lawn
when they ’d oaten all

the grass in one ])lact\”

Ancl for some tune we
actually tried to pro-

cure a sort of enclosed

c.ylinder of wire netting

so that, working amic-
ably in concert, the
pair might range by
degrees over the whole
(jxpan^o of lawn. Hut
they did not seem to

1)0 stocked, even at the

famous sixpenny shoj)

that has recently conic
netting about one yard in diameter, 1 would say gloomily, “eating up all them
were already engaged in busily nibbling flowers.”

the tender shoots of grass. That meant that I should have to
I suppressed a groan, took a hasty organise a hunt at once, half-dressed,

glance out of the window and sat down before breakfast. And, lot me toll you, it

again. It came to me suddenly : some- was no easy job to catch Lacoste. Ho
times one is visited by an inspiration, was without joie cle vivre of his col-

“Oall them Borotra and Lacoste,” I league perhaps, less swift in his dashos
said, turning back to my work. but decidedly more cunning, and with

“ Why ? ” a certain dour obstinacy. His favourite
“Because they are something more spot was the stack of brushwood which

than ordinary rabbits.”
^

Phyllis keeps, for some inscrutable
Phyllis puckered up her forehead in reason of her own, down at the bottom

a vain attempt to remember. of the garden. The dog would bolt him
“I seem to have heard the names,” from that refuge eventually. Christina

she said vaguely. “ What do they do ? ” was the only one of the family who
And this from a lady who once played really enjoyed these early-morning ex-

with me in the final of the Mixed peditions,andpursuedhim joyfully with
Doubles at the Nazeley tournament ! shrill yelpings over the beds, knocking
However, that is so long ago that we over all our show-pieces of the season,
don’t talk about it more than we can It generally took us half-an-hour to an

.

hour to catch one of the rabbits. When
Thisfirst arrangement for setting the the two got loose together wo had to

pair to work, however, was not alto- mobilise the whole household.

to the High Street.

Tlien I wan cnco nioro visited with
an inspiration.

“ If J were you,” I said one morning
at a late breakfast- '-there bad been a

more than ordimirily ])r()tnicted hunt
after Lacoste, who luid very neiirly

succeeded in getting ayev the wall into

our neighbour’s gar(len--“ I should try

tethering them ont. (let a chain and
collar attacbmont and a few iroti pegs,

so that you can shift them from time
to time when you want them to keep
down a Jiew patcli of grass.”

And tliat very afternoon Phyllis went
to the sixpenny shop (wliero tliey keep
all manner of useful things in steel and
leather) and bought two collars (smallest
size) and two longish steel chains. I

confess it used to cheer me last season,
looking out of iny window in the rare

intervals of work, to sec J^>orotra and
.1 jacoste, pegged out at a reasonable dis-

tance from each other, trying in vain to

—as was Adam in Eden
—but I do not suppose
that our first father was
wrestling with the

opening of a short story

when Eve wanted to

know what she should

call that spotted thing

with a long neck that

was eating the palm-
tree opposite the draw-
ing-room window. He
could afford to take his

time over an important
decision like that. I

could not.

“What shall we call

them ? ” asked Phyllis,

coming hastily into my
room one morning and
directing my attention

to the two little furry

fellows who, enclosed
in a rough ring of wire- -

Hotel Guest. “What sort’s your billiard TATum?”
Hotel Propnetor [late Mercantile Marine). “Well, ir ’k a bit

BUT THAT’S BETTER THAN SAGGIN’, AND IT ’S THE BAMR NOR Al.L

i '
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She. “Who’s your butterfly-hunting friend?”
keenest PISHEUMAN I EVER KNEW TILE EE READ EVERY BOOK EEBLISHED ON THE BEBJEOT

™oi™rAB“HERrARrNo'pORISTS IeONO TEe'^’’^"
^

discover some means of getting rid of
those steel chains. The collars, i admit,
did not last very long

; they got through
them after a day or two. But when I

put an extra ring in the chain and clipped
it round their necks they were done.
They will be coming out again now,

I suspect, in a day or two. And no
doubt all the time they have been down
in the basement room during the win-
ter they have been thinking out plans
for beating me over those steel chains.
Even towards the end of last autumn
Lacoste contrived to get his chain off

the peg once or twice, and I could see
he was hoping, by circlinground swiftly,

to get it into a kink and perhaps break
a link. Borotra, I think, hopes to

effect his escape by hard struggling and
scratching while 1 carry him out. But
they are comparatively easy game now,
if one is careful to put the chains on
before taking them out. They get en-
tangled in the vegetation.

But as lawn-mowers I often doubt
whether they really pay their way.

“Thoroughly Exi^oriencod Nurso Wanted
I

for family l)aby.”~-lFbhs7t Paper.

The family child is father to the family

TO A WIBELESS MAST.
Gaunt pole that rises into upper air,

High o’er my clumps of holly and
genista,

How my whole soul revolts to see thee
there,

Bisecting what was once a high-class
vista I

Not—oh, believe me—not from whim
or choice

Would I maintain an object so ap-
palling.

But lo ! from thy slim apex comes the
Voice

That nightly tells me “This is Lon-
don calling.”

And when industrial peace is wearing
thin,

®

Or Hobbs and Boot are making
cricket history,

I seize my crystal set and listen-in,

Nor grudge thee ample credit for the
mystery,

When, winged upon the ether overhead.
That silken Voice whose sweetness

never varies

Bids me look under Uncle George’s bed,
Or notes a cyclone crossing the

Canaries.

Wherefore stand on, 0 eyesore unal-
loyed,

Seeing thou bearest that so potent;
cable

That snares all news, all knowledge,
from the void

And drops it neatly on my study
table ;

Ay, and the Voice, that disembodied
tongue.

That I so oft have sought in playful
fancy

To add a face to, shall not go unsung
While I’ve a voice to praise thy
necromancy, Algol.

Another Headache for the Historian.
“Punctually at 2 o’clock yesterday after-

noon 400 little boys and girls marched out,
laughing and chattering, from the Foundling
Hospital, Guilford Street, W.O. The iron
gates clanged and were locked behind them,
and an unaccustomed stillness fell upon the
place .”—Daily Paper.

“ The foimdlingis left the Foundling Hospital ^

yesterday as quietly as a man shuts the door
on his relinquished house aftsr the farniture
removers have gone. The grey old guardian
of the gates unlocked them, threw them open,
and when the foundlings had passed out closed
them again. By all dramatic propriety he
should have shut them with a clang. He did
nothing of the sort,^'—Another Daily Paper.
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AT THE PLAY.

^‘Thebe’s No Fool” (Globe).

M. Pierre Wolff's French play,

translated and adapted by Mr. Stanley
Bell, unquestionably arrives at a sound

FAPvEWELL TO YOUTHFUL FOLLY.
Mme. Jacqueline Bemon

Miss Maegaret Bannerman.
Boger Farhrege , Me. Bertram Wallis.

and sober moral by however dubious a
route. That elderly amorist and widower,
Boger Farhrege, has devoted his life,

after (and no doubt before) an episodic

marriage which has brought him a
charming son, to the pursuit of Love.
He has concocted an elaborate philo-

sophy of illusion. Each adventure is

always about to be more glorious and
satisfying than the last because pursued
with all the accumulated experience of

its predecessors. But the years are
passing, hair is whitening, the figure is

not quite what it was
;
and as the par-

ticular goddess of the impending pursuit
happens to be a widow of twenty-three
a faint doubt assails our hitherto all-

conquering Don Juan. There is indeed
a foolish old duke of eighty misspent
winters who is still at the old sport and
scores his successes bydropping amatch
for each into a box. And the box con-
tains just one hundred and eighty-two.
But whatever such successes may be
worth they have evidently not for many
years been romances. And romance our
friend must have : he is a hedonist of

quality.

So that he approaches his fair young
quarry with a new diffidence which, if

he but knew it, has a new appeal, and
the quest, supported by excellent man-

ners and manner, resolute patience and

the provision of little dinners, at which

Yquem, Perrier-Jouet and a very special

unnamed liqueur are consumed con-

currently, and with but the faintest

obbligato of food, looks like going well.

At which point young Georges, a com-

plete innocent just out of his teens,

returns from abroad, and the fair young
Jacqueline turns, without reserve appar-

ently, from the elaborate father to the

ingenuous son.

The intrigue must at all costs, of

course, be concealed from the unfortu-

nate Boger. The poor man perceives

merely that his affair no longer moves.

The little dinners are adroitly avoided.

Excuses aresent breaking appointments.

And when at last the truth bursts in

uponhim he half chokes his inconvenient
offspring and throws him violently to

the ground—an outbreak of jealous fury

and wounded pride which is followed by
remorse and a final sportsmanlike ac-

ceptance of the old truth that youth
will be served. A moral of a sort, any-

way.
Perhaps there was added a little bit-

terness to the cup by the fact that his

long-suff'eringfriend Pascal, a practising

bachelor, had, in one of the rare inter-

vals between Begers confessions and
self-regardingdisquisitions, been discov-

ered by a pretty young actress. Made-
leine Gerard,^vho had off'ered her heart

to him—in the sense in which hearts

are offered in this environment, where
nobody seems seriously to consider the

outworn institution of marriage. But
this is Paris, you understand.

Mr, Bertram Wallis chose to play
his hero in perhaps rather a heavier

mood than the best interests of the piece

demanded, but on these chosen lines

played it consistently and interestingly,

avoiding any suggestion that ho was
just going to step forward and burst

into song about it, if you know what i

mean. Mr. Morton Selten, as Pascal,

lightened the business very successfully

with his adroit ease of stylo and sense
of comedy, and contrived to make the

rare touches of sentiment fit into the
character. He too had a philosophy

—

that the old ought to take what gifts

the gods sent them without too anxious
an inquiry as to their value, and 1 am
sure didn’t mistake the underlying
motives of little Madeleine Gerard,
who had failed on the stage and had no
other visible means of support. Mr.
LEONAEnUPTONwasaniceand obviously
English boy in a supposed Gallic setting

which made him a little unconvincing.
No solution of the fundamental and

exceedingly difficult problem of present-
ing this essentially French affair as
if the characters were indeed French-
men and not Englishmen was seriously

attempted. The names were pronounced
approximately (and variously) in the
French manner (except, by the way,
Georges, was plain George through-
out the play and even on the pro-

gramme), but the adapter had tried to

give an air of naturalness by a robust
British idiom, andwe inevitably received

an impression of fellow-countrymen be-

having in an unaccustomed manner.
I find Miss Margaret Bannerman’s

various heroines are inclined to be very
much the same— all certainly extremely
attractive to look at. She does not seem
to me to bother much about variety of

characterisation. There is no doubt a
school of acting which definitely holds
that the part must be made to fit the
player, not the player the part—too
comfortable a doctrine, I think, to be
sound. I liked very much a little sketch
by Miss Martita FIunt of a gentle,

faithful and faded lady, one of Bogefs
old loves

;
and Miss Dorothy Deben-

ham’s portrait of Pascal's young actress,

Madeleine, was intelligently done. A
play interesting in parts rather than
as a whole, but so much more jpromis-
ing than the last production at this
theatre tliat it deserves a run. It was
well received. T.

“A House Divided” (Eeoent).

This play was, I take it, designed for
the less sophisticated of our country-
men. The principal characters are the

RETURNED TO DRAWER.
John Ifardress . . l\Iii I.ionhl ( lAnsDKN.
Mr. Calchin . . . i\Iu. (.Ihaulks Koop.

noble lousiness man, the foolish \vif(j

and the wicked moneylender.
John Hardress had for ten years btuin

making a reputation as a bravo getter

but poor spender, and was generally
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THE TEMPERAMENTAL URGE.
Small Boy . “I ’m goingt to get my feet wet to-day.”
Still Smaller Boy . kn-E, Yov'i Why?”
Small Boy, “I dunho. Just peel like it.”

known as Stinge” Hardress. But
his acquaintance misjudged him. For
these ten years he has been saving up to
pay back to the defrauded investors in
the Mary Vane Gold Mine their capital,
with reasonable interest to date. It
was, of course, his partner who had
engineered this deplorable ramp. Inno-
cent though he himself v/as, he had
lost his nerve and fled the country.
He had then been known as John
Harper. His new and rather unenter-
prising alias of Hardress liad perhaps
been designed to avoid the necessity of
re-marking his linen and despatch-case.
And possibly he had been led by like

motives of economy and convenience to
keep the secret notes about the Mary
Vane affair in a penny red note-book,
in which over the name Harper he had
written Hardress.

He had married a rabbit-brained
person of gentle birth, the Hon. Marjorie
Garry, to whom, of course, he had
told nothing of his past and nothing of

his frequent mysterious absences from
home. When he gave her the keys of
his deed-box to get out his cheque-book,
she naturally drew the worst conclu-
sions from the name Mary Vane, and
also, wdth her usual incompetence, con-
trived to drop the fatal red note-book
on the floor. It was of course picked
up by the unpleasant person who, as
Calchin, had won seven hundred
pounds from Mrs. Hardress in her private
gaming establishment in Belgravia and
was pretending to have borrowed the

i

money for her to pay this debt of
honour from a Mr. Fortescue (himself),
who was now pressing for immediate
repayment, with interest* from an ac-
commodation address in the City.
The resourceful rogue suggests that

it will be quite simple to fend off the
exactingmoneylenderforanothermonth
if she will just ask the young Yorkshire
heiress whom she is chaperoning to
write out, as a mere matter of form, a
post-dated cheque for one thousand
pounds made out to James Fortesme—
a suggestion which these two guileless
ladies duly carry out.

Imagine the Holt. Marjorie^

$

surprise
when, a month later, having forgotten
all about the matter, she learns that
Mr. Fortescue has presented his cheque,
that the bank, owned by the heiresses
uncle, refusing payment, has put the
matter into the hands of the Public
Prosecutor, and that she will probably
get six months for fraud. As a matter
of plain fact of course the least effective
member of the Junior Bar could have
got her off easily as a quarter-wit.
However (need we say ?) it doesn’t

come to that. The moneylender has
overreached himself with a lack of
caution the attribution of which by
our author constitutes a libel on the
whole clan Fortescue, and has to sur-
render the returned cheque, which is

the only evidence of the fraud. The
Hon. Marjorie, by burning the little red
book, which the ineffable Galchin has
put into her hands with the idea of

forcing her husband to pay up, shows
herself to have a heart of gold, and
honest John Hardress is left to console
himself with the thought of this as some
compensation for her wooden head.
The business didn’t strike me as hold-

ing the mirror up to life. I think sundry
repetitions and vaguenesses were due
to players something less than word-
perfect elaborately gagging their way
back to mislaid cues. And it is fair to
say that Mr. Beenaed Merivale’s
play, beginning dully, improved as it

developed. Miss Madge McIntosh
had little chance of arousing much in-
terest in her imbecile heroins, and
when her moment of anguished reali-
sation came her outburst of passion-
ate protest against impending fate was
more strenuous than moving. Mr.
Lionel Gadsden was a workmanlike
Hardress. Mr. Eeginald Dance was
competent enough as the dour York-
shire banker. The most satisfactory
passage was a well-written scene be-
tween Hardress'

s

young brother-in-law
secretary and the heiress, which was
well played by Mr Bonald Sinclair
and Miss Eeba Inglis. And Miss Joan
Henley was effective in her short inter-
polation as the boy’s sister. T.

It is announced in an evening paper
that Mr. Edmund Dulac contemplates
giving a recital on the nose-flute. We
understand that the orchestral accom-
paniment will be supplied by a small
band of ear-trumpets.
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A BOLSHEVIST PLEA.

It is with reluctance that 1 propose

any scheme that might interfere witli

the sacred rights or historical com-

posure of St. James’s Square, but I am
the more emboldened to do so by the

memory of the indignities it suffered

—

and I am sure gladly—during the War,
when its green enclosure was filled with

huts, knowm as the Washington Inn,

so skilfully and thoughtfully arranged

as to be built round the trunks of the

trees rather than that woodmen should

fail to spare them
;
while the statue of

King William III. in the middle, with
his charger’s luxurious and magnificent

tail, was lost to sight, although always
to memory dear.

Eecollecting St, James’s necessary

and so recent desecration, I have the

less diffidence to drop my revolutionary

project like a bomb from the blue.

Briefly it is this : that a footpath

should be opened right across St. James’s
Square, thus enabling the wayfarer to

walk in a straight line from Charles
Street toKing Street, or fromKing Street

to Charles Street, instead of, as now,
keeping to the railings all among the
motor-cars and the cabs and the fumes
of petrol.

Objection to this very humane im-
provement is certain to be urged. ,I

know that, I know my St. James’s
inhabitants too well. But of course they
have no case, really. No man who can
sit down and see his Square turned into

a parking centre, or a school for classes

learning the names of motor-cars, as
has happened here, can expect to be
listened to when he complains that a
narrow footpath bisecting the garden
in the middle will be an eyesore and
an outrage—two words which are as
certain to be employed in the con-
troversy as it is sure that the sun will

rise to-morrow morning, even though,
having done so, he again retires behind
clouds for the rest of the day.

If St. James’s Square were the abode
of peace that it used to be, if it were
select and retired and distinguished
and blue-blooded once more, I should
hesitate to ask for this very reason-
able short-cut. But when its garden is

deserted and its roadway has become
a permanent puddle of black oil, what
is the use of pretending that it is St.

James’s Square any longer?—I mean
the St. James’s Square that went to
the making of the Duchess of Leeds’
earthly paradise :

—

“ She shall have all that’s fine and fair.

And the best of silk and satin shall wear,
And live in a coach to take the air.

And have a house in St. James’s Square.”

Besides, how few private mansions
are left! Lord Astoe, the owner of

Not-Swift-enough - and - far - from - Sure

(as I know to my cost, having followed

the jerky advice of The Times), has one
of these mansions, it is true, but some
of the most famous are now clubs, and
there are even shops, or at any rate

offices. The glory has departed. It is

a mere appendage to the E.A.C., and
if the householders can let their sacred

Square become a garage they can
hardly refuse my modest request.

All I ask is that when we want to go
to Christie’s from the east or, having
been to Christie’s, want to return

eastwards, we should have the oppor-
tunity ofwalking along awoodlandpath,
with the statue of William III. in a
circle in the midst, where perhaps a

seat or two could be placed. One so

rarely sees the St. James’s Square resi-

dents making use of this enclosure that

opposition from them would be churl-

ish indeed; nor would they have from
the windows, except in winter, too clear

a sight of the vulgarians en route.

I say nothing at the moment of the
charms of St. James’s Street, thus made
more easy of access

; I say nothing of

the additional easewithwhichthoseplay-
goers walking eastward will reach the
Haymarket Theatre and His Majesty’s
Theatre, or those walking westward will

attain to their constant desire, which is

to see Miss Gladys Cooper and Sir

Gerald DU Maueier and Mr. Eonnie
Squire in The Last of Mrs. Gheyney;
I do not even refer to a certain oyster-
bar thus brought nearer, or to the ad-
vantage of London having still another
green oasis to pass through or I'epose
in.^ Eor the moment I am thinking
chiefly of Christie’s.

To visit Christie’s is so indispens-
able a duty of all good Londoners, and all

good foreigners and provincials sojourn-
ing in London, that everything possible
should be done to help them. For
Christie’s is like a National Gallery
and Eoyal Academy in one, and far more
fluid than either. It is the perpetual
art exhibition of London, never unin-
teresting, often remarkable and always
free. No nonsense about sixpence on
this day and that, as at the National
Gallery and the Tate

; no humiliating
turnstile to fight your way through

; no
officious fellow grabbing your walking-
stick or refusing to take your word that
you are a member of the National Art-
Collections Fund. Everything made
easy, and the only danger the old one
(when a sale is in progress) of an in-

voluntary gesture on your part being
taken as a bid by Mr. Lance Hannen.
Such is Christie’s; and, such being
Christie’s, how important, how essen-
tial it is that we should be able to get
there with celerity and in comfort I

E. V. L.

PAN P.C.

[The Mouth-Organ Championship of Great
Britain was recently carried ofi in a competi-
tion at Vauxhall by Mr. Haywood, a London
policeman, and The Times of July 1st conse-
crates a leading article to the event, the history
of the instrument and its possibilities in the
future.]

Eobert, who our traffic guidest
With thy white and outstretched
arm

And pedestrians providest
With escape from deadly harm

—

On thy physical and moral
Virtues no one need dilate.

But thy latest, rarest laurel

I am moved to celebrate.

Wealth may serve the Fords or
Morgans,

But it cannot buy the lip

Needed to control mouth-organs
And to win the championship.

Let who will the balalaika

Cultivate in gay resorts,

Or the saxophone, and seek a
Stimulus in hoots and snorts

;

Let mad modernists belabour
Gongs, or play the nasal flute,

Till th’ exasperated neighbour
< Hurls the contumelious boot

;

Those who love the drum may
thump it

Till the affronted heavens fall,

I prefer the tiny trumpet
Of the victor of Vauxhall.

Small it is, yet from its puny
Pipes, with amplifying gear,

Sounds can bo produced more tuny
Than the lark to shepherd’s ear,

Mollifying nerves .that bristle,

Tempers that are short and sharp,
Better than the penny-whistle
Or the twanging jewish-harp.

Scorn not, then, 0 gentle reader,
This plebeian instrument,

But peruse The Twics's leader
On its classical descent,

And the rich recital follow
Down from the Pandean pipe,

Down from Marsyas and Apollo
To the latest modern type

;

Then salute in amplest measure
Haywood, tuneful super-man,

Heir of the melodious treasure
Springing from the lips of Pan.

“A warning to householders to preserve
water during the sunnner by being careful not
to waste it was issued by the Water (Com-
mittee this morning. All water must be Inis-
banded while it was wet.”

—

Local Taper.

We invariably try to keep it in this
condition.
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MR. PUNCH’S PERSONALITIES.
XX.—FIELD-MARSHAL SIR WILLIAM ROBERTSON.

WHEN the above debouches on my view,
For joy of him I cannot keep my hat on,

Because no better fellow ever drew
From its proverbial lair the Marshal’s baton.



OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
{By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

The ^^nineties,” that legendary last decade of the Victorian
age, have been called yellow and they have been called

naughty, but to Mr. Eichaud Lb Gallibnne, who surveys
them across an ocean and a generation, they are The
Bomantic 90'

s

(Putnam). It is of course a natural epithet
for one who doubled the parts of Narcissus and the
seeker of the Golden Girl to use, but it is also very likely

the right one. At any rate nobody is better qualified

to know than Mr. Lb Galliennb, for he was not only the
period’s most elegant ornament but, as reader to John Lane,
publisher-in-chief to its poets, he had a hand in making it

what it was. As a matter of fact, however, he does not
keep exclusively to the special connotations of his title. He
tells us of evenings of talk at Lane’s rooms in The Albany,
and evenings of poetry at the “ Cheshire Cheese.” He gives
us glimpses of Wilde in characteristic poses, of Henry
Harland, Gallic as only an American can be, of Lionel
Johnson, looking like a cherub and talking like an annotated
anthology, of John Davidson in his poverty and pride. But
he remembers the older gods who loomed in the literary
firmament when first he came, an ardent provincial strip-

ling, to try his luck in London town. “ The world grows
Lilliput,” he wrote in a sonnet on the death of Gladstone,
and, unlike some younger critics, he has kept his reverence
(with just a touch of malice in it) for Brobdingnag. Some
of his stories, of Tennyson and Herbert Spencer for
example, are only hearsay

; but they are very good stories.

He had the honour of knowing, and being snubbed by,
Meredith

;
and he trod the well-worn way to the Pines

and Swinburne. More than that, he tracked the poet to I

the “Eose and Crown” on Putney Common, and can tell I

us, on the unimpeachable authority of the barmaid, that it

was no modest pint of bitter, as the story usually goes,
which was consumed in that morning hour of emancipation,
but a full bottle of Burgundy. It is a pleasant desultory
book that Mr. Le Galliennb has written.

There is both charm and grandeur in Miss Mary John-
ston’s new Colonial novel, and admirers of By Order of the
Company and The Old Dominion will find the best of their
expectations realised in The Great Valley (Buttbrworth).
I am bound to admit that an excess of the old quality is

sometimes perceptible
;
charm over-reaches itself into pre-

ciosity, and grandeur looks for a moment like ostentation.
But take it from first to last the talc is a fine tale finely
conceived and treated. It relates the fortunes of a Scots
minister’s family, pioneer settlers of a tract of eighteenth-
century Virginia. John Selkirk has reared his six children
in the graces as well as the pieties of life, a fact which is

largely responsible for his ejectment from his Scots cure and
for the happy adaptation of himself and his family to wider
circumstances. Being poor, the Selkirks take up a holding
in the Shenandoah Valley, immune, it is supposed, from
Indian raids, but on the very limit of civilisation. For a
time all goes well. Elizabeth, the simple and queenly
daughter, marries the heir of a wealthy landowner, and the
young couple lead an idyllic life still deeper in the backwoods.
Then come tidings of European wrangles

; French and Eng-
lish feuds react on Indian irredentists, and after an interval
of growing terror—its fretting effect on the settlers is ad-
mirably shown—the storm bursts. Elizabeth, her daughter
and an old servant are captured by the Indians during the
sack of their homestead

;
and Elizabeth's fate, the fate of

x^ndromache, among the Shawnees is the climax of the story.
As usual Miss Johnston has weighed the claims of chroni-
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cler and psychologist to a nicety, and
the development of her characters keeps

harmonious pace with the issue of

their adventures.

Whene’er you encounter the gentle

Jocko,

Think, as his antics you pause to

mock, 0
Reader, ’twas only by Nature’s whim
That you do not more closely resemble

him.

She has lavished some of the brains of

men on
The marmoset and the long -tailed

guenon,
And made you to smack, both in mind

and shape.

Of the hanuman and the Barba,ry ape.

It ’s not surprising we all feel vain
Of the skill we exhibit with hand and

brain,

And the proper cure, since we ’re all too

perky’s
To read this volume by R. M. Yerkes,
Which shows us—the title is Almost

Human—
What a simulacrum of me and you, man.
Is the all-untaught but prehensile ape.

The book is published by Jonathan
Cape.

I have just read a remarkable tale.

It is called The Green Lacquer Pavilion
(Collins),byHelen Beaucleek, a lady //p'vl '

who to the best of my knowledge is a

new-comer to the bookshelf and one
who, though she has read her Barrie,

,,

her Max, her Be la Mare and her
David Garnett, owes nothing to any . ;

I

of her predecessors in Fancy Fair. In ' M
fact The Green Pavilion is the most

'

pleasurably original thing that I have
come across for a very long time, and I '

!

.

shall be greatly surprised if it does not

at once place Miss Beaucleek (or is it

Mrs. ?) among the magicians. Here is

a brief suggestion of the story. To
Taveridge Hall, near Guildford, the

seat of Sir John and Lady 'Taveridge Amencan, “D
(the former a fox-hunter, the latter a St. Vitus is my pi

darling), come, on May 1st, 1710, the '.-.ziz: . =
following guests from Town : Mr, Valentine Glare, a like-

1 . ! '.Il ' M .

ifa^
\^r.r fJ'V

.
.
.-vv

\\\
\̂

I I

American. “Do I like dancjng the Charleston?

St. Vitus is my patron saint.”

t'ymi

B’lieve me, Hostess,

It is rather hard luck on Mr. Lewis Browne that the

able young beau; Mrs, Wynton, **a famous fascinator”; ugliest corner he has to turn in T/tc o/ it/ic (Cape)
T _ .7 - .77V . tt L vNn-v.4- -l-Vi v.r\o rl XXT1 f. h f.li o Q.xravacfA
Lord Bedlow, a pompous politician; his lady, “of respect- is exactly that part of the road with which the average

able years” and unstaunched speech
;
Mr, Oilvry, a mystic, reader is most familiar. 1 am bound to say that I think he

and Miss Julie Cherrivale, a very lovely girl. Adven- has come to grief over the foundation of Christianity, and

ture befalls them after dinner, for, while Julie plays to that he does not make matters better by discrediting Jewish

the company upon the harpsichord, an Eastern landscape worthies associated with the coming of Christ. David is

and its small pavilion, portrayed upon a screen of gold- a robber chieftain, Solomon a brilliant ^ool, and Isaiah a

and-green lacquer, suddenly appear, real and life-size, to narrow patriot with “a shortened vision. Although no

the sound of little bells, and Mr, Clare and Julie, followed other authority than the Gospels exist for the Gospel story,

by the rest of the party, cross the drawing-room and walk the historidu produces a variant of his own, in which the

up the steps of the pavilion and so into a strange land, badgered and beclouded Pilate becomes a “ quick, choleric
|

There—I have provided you with a programme
;
you must official ” responsible for the Crucifixion. Apart from this

for yourselves see the play, and then, please, be as grateful question-begging and a certain over-popularization of style,

as I am to Miss Beauclbrk for her humour, the wealth of I found Mr. Browne’s performance attractive.^
^

The first

her imagination and her dignified mastery of words. The Semitic shepherds, who had, like our literary critics, a d6W i

decorated by Mr. Dulac with nine delightful cuts, god for every strip of desert they traversed, are admirably
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handled
;
and the sfcory of the Dispersionand its consequences

is told with precision and sympathy. The rise of the

Babbis, the barricade of law and ritual they erected against

outsiders, the part played by sacred books and mystical

traditions, the Jews’ activities as middlemen and agitators

and the reprisals of slower wits and orthodox authority are

all clearly indicated. Aspects of Jewish life I should like

to have seen enlarged on are their magnificent domestic
traditions and their contributions to art, science and civilisa-

tion in general. The Jew of Jews is apt to seem a trifle

inhuman, and the only one of Mr. Browne’s heroes who suc-

ceeded in touching my imagination was Abraham Ben
Ezra, a sage so unlucky that he boasted that if he turned
shroud-maker mankind would cease to die.

Admirers of the breezy stories of “ George A. Birming-
ham ” know by this time what to expect—his keen sense of

character, his penchant for painting elderly, amiable and
diplomatic gentlemen, his love for a touch of the farcical

now and then in his comedy and his taste for young women
of what might be called

~
the “harmless minx”
type. In Goodly Pearls

(Hodder and Stough-
ton) we start work
once more in the well-

known Balkan state of

Lystria, and here and
there renew our ac-

quaintance with old

friends, notably with
that remarkable char-

acter, Miss Jane t

Church, the terror of

our foreign representa-

tives. But the bulk of

the story’s action takes
place in Queen’sClevely,

a charming country
parish with a delightful

old parson, his brother
(late our MinisterPleni-
potentiary at Osaka)
and their sister Bar-
hara. Into this Para-
dise the retiring diplomat has introduced one Olga,
daughter of Prince TanisJcoff; while at the same time
his brother and sister have decided to engage an Irish
curate—a curate with decided leanings towards Socialism
and Anglo-Catholic views. In the Anglo-Oatholics and
the Social Eeformers Canon Hannay confesses in his
preface that he recognises the two most spiritually active
forces of our time. But you may be relieved to know that
he also confesses his inability to shake off the bad habit of
writing flippantly of serious things. What with the adven:
^res of the Tanishoff jewels, and the activities of the
Queen’s Clevely troop of Boy Scouts under Olga's fostering
care, and the shameless flirtations of that young lady her-
self, nobody is in the least likely to call Goodly Pearls a dull
entertainment. And, taken in the right spirit, I suppose we
may also concede that it conveys a lesson—of sorts.

Humorous novels of undergraduate life are such a dreary
business that the stoutest heart might quail before a book
entitled Patiich, Undergraduate (Stanley Paul), with a pic-
ture of Trinity, Cambridge, on its wrapper. In Chapter IV.,
however, Mr. "‘Anthony Armstrong ” dispels the gathering
gloom. Patiich leaves Cambridge for London and begins
to search for a beautiful girl whose photograph he has seen

and fallen in love with in an illustrated paper. Thereafter

things move briskly and with as many laughs to the page
as anyone has a right to expect. There is not much that is

new either in the character of Patrick, a Wodehouse silly-

ass with variations, or in the trouble that he makes for him-
self, but it is very good fooling. At first glance Mr. “Arm-
strong’s ” humour may seem to lack discrimination. He
knows a good joke from a poor one, but I am not so sure
that he does not think a poor joke better than none. Never-
theless he is quite definitely a humourist to be thankful for.

His best is good enough for anybody, and there is, I grate-
fully admit, enough of it in Patrick, Undergraduate, to make
a thoroughly amusing book.

TMoi', “By Jove,
DAMMIT, IT IS WET I

”

The charm of A History of Cricket (Allen and Unwin)
is immensely increased by the graceful style in which Mr.
H. S. Altham has written it. Modestly he calls it “one
vast plagiarism,” as indeed it had to be; but he is so good
a plagiarist as to deserve the thanks of everyone who has
the love of cricket in his blood. Tracing the game from its

earliest beginnings he
tells us that the first

l.b.w. rule was passed
because “ one of the best
hitters was so shabby as
to put his leg in theway
and take advantage of

tho bowlers.” Some
modern batsmen might
remember that. Pull
justice to the bygone
giants of the game, is

done, and I am glad of

it, for sucli names as
Puller Pilch, Wil-
LtAM Cafeyn, John
N Y B E N are vintage
names; they have an in-

comparable savour. And
equal justice is done
to tho modern men

—

from “ W.G.” onwards—
who have made cricket

history. Mr. Althatm’s
is a just and true record

of a game of which Mr. Andrew Lang wrote, “ it is simply
the most catholic and diffused, the most innocent, kindly
and manly of popular pleasures.”

The City in the Sea (Hutchinson) exhibits many of tho
qualities that have established Mr. H. De Vere Stacpoole
as a popular novelist, but it is not one of his most attrac-
tive stories. A town sunk some six or seven fathoms deop
in the sea, among the Greek islands, was located by a small
expedition of treasure-hunters and found to possess rich and
ancient booty. Among the discoveries was a little marble
Aphrodite, concerning which Jacob Behrens, art dealer and
collector, said, “ There is none other like her

; beside her tho
Milo is a woman.” That is the kind of trove which this
party (including a girl)^ sailed from Poole Harbour to mark
down and rescue from its watery grave. The reading public
has the most profound confidence in Mr. Stacpoole when
his creations are either on the sea or surrounded by it, and
here he is far indeed from betraying that trust. Whore his
tale lacks strength and savour is in the hoart-to-heurb
scenes.

^

Bobby Lesirange was a nice youth, but he was
also ineffective, and I should have preferred a man whose
discretion as a wooer was not so considerably tho greater
part of his valour.

I LIKE THIS thing; THE SEA LOOKS QUITE WET. WllY,
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CHARIVARIA.
The Government of Bermuda are

offering a prize for the best poem
desciiptive of the advantages of that
island. The great difficulty seems to
be in finding a rhyme to “ bootlegger.”

The Annual Congress of Cemetery
Superintendents vras held last V7eek in
Manchester. We are glad to kno'w that
the meeting passed off -without any
mafficking. ,,

Several Eoman camp sites at Black-
heath are being levelled to make cricket
pitches. Does Mussolini know about

^i'

Last week America, the well-known
Prohibitionist country,
celebrated Independ-
ence Day.

Mr. J. C. Squire has
captained a cricket team
composed entirely of

literary men. Mr. Carr
cannot hope to do quite
as well as this. There
will always be one or
two men in the English
eleven who don’t write
for the Press.

:!«

In this connection we
are told that Hobbs be-

comes very cautious
when approaching his

thousandth word now-
adays.

Wolves are blamed
for the alarming spread
of rabies in Eussia. Our
theory is that it origi-

nated in a wolf that had been bitten
by a Bolshevist,

.j, ,,,

Dr. C. W. Salebby states that he
belongs to no club and never enters
smoking-rooms or bars. So much for
the cruel rumour that he is the life and
soul of the Athenaeum.

${c

A boy is being treated in a London
hospital because he cannot stop smiling.
Like everything else, castor-oil doesn’t
seem to be 'what it was.

Mustapha Kemal’s edict against the
fez is reported to have caused serious
losses to" Czecho-Slovakian manufac-
turers. Circassian matrimonial agencies
too are feeling the abolition of theharem.

At the Brotherhood IMovcment Con-
gress at Cambridge a lady speaker de-
clared that many ice-cream shops are

nothing but gambling-dens for young
people. We wish that she had uttered
a word of warning about the domino-
sharps that infest our tea-shops.

*

Mrs. Philip Snowden has confessed
herself

^

thoroughly ashamed of her
former indifference towards the League
of Nations. Geneva remains commend-
ably calm. ^

All the cinemas in Warsaw have been
closed because people are unwilling to
pay the heavy tax. Locally it is re-
garded as monstrous to have to pay
through the nose for an evening at the
movies after a busy day’s revolution.

'
ip

*'

A man has been fined at Willesden
» for using bad language in the hearing of

In Nelson’s days powder-monkeys
wore pigtails. Now they mostly wear
the Eton crop.

A man has been summoned for strik-
ing a railway porter. It serves him
right, for passengers are particularly
requested not to touch the porters
when they ’re in motion.

Candid CiUhbert. “ I ain’t walked ear. Mum
;

I ain’t very ’ungry,Mum
; I don’t want no work, and I ain’t the bloke wot called ’ere

LARST WEEK. NaII WOT ABART A TANNER TO POT ON THE FAVORITE?”

members of a golf club. This raises the
interesting question. How did the golfers
know it was bad language ?

if:

We read of a machine that turns out
1,350 cigarettes a minute. This gives
some idea of what our chain-smokers
have to keep pace with.

5|C Jl?

sj;

The tendency to call it assurance,
instead of insurance, is easily understood
by anybody who has ever fallen into
the clutches of a canvasser.

5[< *ll<

The latest novelty is a golf-ball which
emits a musical sound. Its most
popular melody is said to be “ Mashie ’s

in the cold, cold ground.”

A number of saxophone players re-
cently attended a Blackpool church in
a body. It is believed that they wanted
to make public repentance.

A London grocer complained to a

magistrate that one of his customers
told him to go and eat coke. He
shouldn’t have told him to do that
when we are faced with a fuel shortage.

It is the opinion of Dr. Charles
Gore that Adam and Eve never existed.
In that case it would be interesting
to know who first started raising Cain.

‘

In spite of the fact

that a High Court judge
has stated that he does
not like dancing, no
move has yet been made
for the abolition of this

pastime.

Children at Berwick-
on-Tweed have revived
the old sport of snail-

racing. Local messen-
ger boys love to stand
and watch the competi-
tors whizz by.

^

A militaryexpert pre-
dicts that the next war
will be fought by wire-
less. From what we
heard the other night
we had the impression
that it had started.

“Actors and actresses
enjoy playing their parts,” says a writer.
But many seem curiously reluctant to
share their pleasure with the audience.

A Miss Cottle has taken a letter from
the Lady Mayoress of London to the
Lady Provost of Edinburgh by motor-
cycle. People still seem chary of trust-
ing their correspondence to the Post
Office.

A man was reprimanded at a London
Court for smiling. Nothing annoys a
magistrate more than merriment going
to waste because he can’t think of a
joke to fit it.

“ Do YOU KNOW THAT
at Paul’s Cross in 1848 Jane Shore, with a
taper in. one hand and arrayed in her ‘ hertell
onelye,’ did public penance? Paper.

No, but we know what Mr. Gladstone
said in 1483.

VOL. cLxxr. c
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THE SOCIAL WHIRL

One saw at once that it was almost

as much as she could do to hold out her

hand. I took it sympathetically.

You are . . . utterly?” I murmured.

“Utterly,” she agreed. “Utterly

worn out. This perpetual whirl of the

London season, this ceaseless rush of

life to-day, is becoming altogether too

much. Don't you find it simply fright-

1

ful, the speed at which we all live ? ”
i

“I do indeed,” I assured her earnestly,

“and only this very afternoon I asked

almost the same question, in almost the

same words, of the driver of the taxi I

had taken up Eegent Street.”

“ What did he say ? ” she asked with

a touch of curiosity.

“It is a degenerate age,” I told her

sadly. “ He simply wasn’t equal to it.

One saw his lips move, his throat swell

convulsively, buf; no words came. Then
the policeman dropped his hand, be-

cause, I suppose, less prudent than

Moses, he had secured no one to hold

it up for him, and we at once went on

almost as much as a hundred yards

without stopping.”

“What 1 was referring to,” she re-

minded me gravely, “was the social

whirl—the endless daily round.” i

“I know,” I said brightly. “At I

Westminster and Trafalgar Square. But
if it does make you so giddy that you
fall of* your 'bus, they can always pick

you up again next time round. It only

shows that where there 's a whirl there ’s

a way.”
“But not,” she sighed, “a way of

escape from the rush of the London sea-

son. One does feel one must h ave rest

,

peace, quiet, calm, one little moment
now and again to oneself.”

“It’s simple enough,” I told her.

“ You have your telephone taken away,
and then you ’re almost safe.”

“Don’t you think,” she asked mus-
ingly, “that it’s better to muffle the

bell with an old glove ? Because then
people can’t ring you up but you can
still ring them up? Only,” she con-

tinued, wdth a touch of unusual indig-

nation in her voice, “Tom won’t. He
says this world is a place of training

and of discipline, and if you can face a

'phone on equal terms, you can face

anything, anyw^here, in this world or

any other.”

“If,” I said with a hollow laugh. “But
who can ?

”

“Tom,” she answered.
I looked at her thoughtfully. “ Do

you have to say that,” I asked, “ because
it ’s in the marriage service?

”

“ When people ring us up,” she said,

ignoring my suggestion as too frivolous,

“Tom never tells them they 've got the
wrong number, because, fiirst, they don't

believe you and argue, and secondly they

think it 's your fault. So he just tells

them he 's the Income Tax, and then of

course they ring off ever so quickly.”

“ I always thought,” I agreed, a good

deal impressed, “that Tom had in^him

some of the elements of greatness.”

She smiled, not without pride. “ But,

after all,” she went on slowly, even

'phones have their advantages, for

many a man says so much and so often

to the ’phone that he has none of the

same sort of words left for his family.

But to return to my point. What
does wear one out is the ceaseless

demands upon one’s time. Every year

one finds there are more places where

I

one simply has to show. Ascot, of

course, one was always used to, but

now it 's quite necessary to go to Wim-
bledon as well.”

“Unless, of course,” I pointed oufc,

“one happens to be a lady champion.”

“And sometimes,” she went on mood-

ily, “three dinners the same evening.”

“Which surely,” I saidwith some satis-

faction, “ought to mean the end of the

present craze for the slim silhouette.”

“I 've told Tom,” shewent on,“ that he

simply must take me away somewhere
wherewe can sit alonewith ourthoughts

by the sea, far from all the world, just by

our two selves,forgettingand forgotten.”

“It’ll be ideal,” I agreed with en-

thusiasm. “ What about Deauville ?
”

“ Now, isn’t that strange? ” she cried.

“That’s the very place where Tom’s
booking rooms for us next month—at

the Hotel Splendiferous. So I hope at

any rate we shan’t have too terribly

dull a time.”

I thought it likely. E. E. P.

LIVE FICTION.

[It is announced that Mr. Wells’s new novel

eontains amongst its characters actual living

people under their own names.]

One sees here a hope of reanimating

our exhausted fiction. Let us take, for

instance, that fine old plot in which the

duke is found dead in the library.

Ohapteb I.

A gay company had gathered in

the billiard-room of Bulcaster Manor.
Genially prodding Lord Birkenhead in

the waistcoat with his cue, Mr. J. H.
Thomas said, “How’s that for potting

the red, Freddy, my lad ?
”

“Jimmie,” responded the noble earl,

“as a potter of the Beds you’re a
wonder.”

“Your lordship’s jest,” interposed

Sir Hall Caine, “reminds me of an
interesting episode in my forthcoming
novel.”

“ This is a matter of intense interest

to my friend,” said Lord Birkenhead.
“ He deserves to hear it more than I

do ;

” and he amiably propelled the

eminent novelist into the arms of the

N.U.E. champion and lit a cigar.

Just then a footman rushed into the

room :
“ His Grace is dead in the library

—stabbed in the back 1

”

Mademoiselle Lenglen fainted.

Lord Birkenhead lit another cigar.

“Attaboy 1
” cried "Walter Hagen.

“ Stabbed in the back !
” said Mr.

Lloyd George. “ One wonders where
Pringle is this evening.”

^

“Far more likely,” smiled Lady Ox-

ford, “ to be the work of some miscreant

with party funds at his disposal.”

Mr. Baldwin, shaking his head slowly,

tapped out his pipe in the grate.

“I’d rather see a thousand dukes

bleeding to death,” cried Mr. Cook,
“ than that one single miner should work
a second longer for a farthing less,”

“I am sorry that Dr. Watson is not

here,” said Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,
“ but I am sure that in this emergency
my friend Joynson- Hicks will not mind
taking his place.”

Sir William came smilingly forward.
;

Just then the door was again flung

open and a lady's-maid rushed in :
“ Her

Grace is dead in her boudoir—stabbed

in the back 1

”

Mademoiselle Lenglen fainted again.

Lord Birkenhead lit two cigars.

“Bully I
” cried Walter Hagen.

The brilliant group as if by one con-

sent turned to consult Lord Balfour in

this crisis.

“ Wo must take those things as they

come,” remarked his lordship blandly.

A BIT THICK.

[Miss Ea'HEL Dale has boon awarJod tlui

prize for the most perfect anldos in the Unitoci

States. Their perfection is attributatl to the

fact that she neither dances nor plays games.]

Phyllis, the gods who grudge mankind
Uninterrupted peace of mind
Have given you the sort of looks

That don’t occur except in books

:

Eyes like the sea, a piquant nose,

A mouth that shames the budding rose,

A supple figure, round but slim,

A more than gracious nether limb,

And, last, a pair of perfect ankles

—

At least, they were, and that’s what
rankles.

For when I see you in your rave way
Belting a snorter up the fairway,

Or banging aces down the alleys

Withboundings lighterthan the ballot’s,

Or in the Charleston’s mazy throes

Contorting agile knees and toes,

“That girl,” I murmur w'ith a sigh,
|

“ Will have thick ankles by-and-by
; j

And she whose calves would else have
;

shown
Shapely as Cytherea’s own
Will fail to win the beauty prize

Owing to too much exercise.” Alool.
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Ivvportant Parishioner (to prospective curate). “Let mb see, Mb. Boodle, did you say you webe mabbied?”
Bev. Gentleman. “No—not at all

—

I mean—nothing like it.”

BEAUTE LIMITED.

Eratices met me in Bond Street that

afternoon and agreed to come to tea,

but said she had an appointment first.

“ You may come with me, howeyer, and
wait,'’ she conceded graciously and
entered a doorway.

I followed her unsuspectingly and we
were whirled up in a lift to the very
expensive doorway of a firm called
“ Beauts Limited.”

“You can wait in the ante-room,”
smiled Frances, and as I tottered to a
chair she rapidly murmured to a girl

in white something that sounded like

“shingle -trim,” and disappeared. I

was left praying she would not be long
and that I should be overlooked.

A stray man in a fashionable Beauty
parlour is not overlooked. An efficient

young lady spotted me almost at once
and bore down on me.
“What can I do for you? ” she said.

My face fell.

This gave me an idea. “ I want my
face lifted, please,” I said.

She smiled. I smiled. The ice was
broken.

“In reality,” I went on, “I’m—er
—just waiting for a young lady who is

having her neck mown or something.
I 'm really not an habikiA of Beauty
bars, and ”

An attractive damsel in white, show-
ing a lot of silk stocking, appeai^ed

across my line of vision and passed into

a curtained doorway. I had a little diffi-

culty in collecting my thoughts again.

“My particular style of beauty,” I

resumed at length, “is rugged but
manly, though

”

Again my attention wandered as a

second and more attractive damsel,
showing even more silk stocking, passed
across into the curtained doorway.
When the last flicker of “Best Ladder-
less” had disappeared I found I was
being asked a question.

“Would you like to see over the
place ?

”

“Eather,” I replied swiftly. “Can we
go through that curtained door'way ?

”

“No, you can’t,” she returned firmly

and led me in the opposite direction.

We arrived in a room which was
principally mirrors, scent and fancy
garters. I clutched my bowler-bat for

comfort, feeling rather like a collier in

a pantomime ballet.

Then a telephone-bell rang and my
guide left me, saying she would send
Miss Valerie to show me round. I sank
on to a gorgeous silken divan and sat

alone for a while in more than Oriental
splendour, keeping my eyes firmly fixed
on boxes of rouge-powder on a dressing-
table.

It soon grew upon me that my ideas

about rouge-powder had hitherto been
rather circumscribed. I had always
had a stupid impression that rouge-
powder was always red. It isn’t. Bed
is quite out of fashion. Eouge-powder
varies from pale lemon to dark orange-
brown—to suit anyone, I suppose, from
an Esquimelle to a Zuluesse. There
was even a bright blue rouge-powder,
possibly for sultry days in Malaya.
Then Miss Valerie appeared. She was

the second attractive damsel in white.

I rose rapidly to my feet and as rapidly

subsided again. Divans are diflicult

things to take off from. Miss Valerio

got me up and led me to a machine in

a corner which looked like a child's box
of tortures. She touched buttons and
unhooked things.

“ This is the vibro-massage machine,”
she remarked, and produced a thing like

a humming rolling-pin attached to the
box by a cable. She lightly ran it up
and down my waistcoat area.

“ Eeduces fat,” slio murmured, and 1

instantly began to feel as though I iiad

had nothing to eat for days.
“ And this is stronger,” she wont on,

laying hold of another cable wdtli a largo

silver bulb at the end, also vibrating
rapidly. She applied it to my back. It

was stronger. In fact it seemed like

something between a concrete-breaker I
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Aged Veteran (loatcliing slo%o boioler xolio is being treated xoith the utmost res^cc ). “Pii
TO BE SIXTY AGAIN I

”

and a pneumatic rivetter. My spine

felt as though I had had two rounds of

in-fighting with Dempsey.
She nest took a glass-tube affair and

held me by the wrist. 1 was by now
as a child in her hands.
“This takes out wrinkles,” she ex-

plained, and ran it over my palm,
removing my line of life and half my
head line.

finally she produced a metal cup
which jumped fiercely up and down at

an incredible speed. Saying “ This
removes superfluous chins,” she held it

suddenly under my only one, and the

impression of an afternoonwithDempsey
became intensified.

When I came to she was putting the
toys away. 1 caressed my face tenderly.

That gadget certainly removed chins

all right.

“ Do you use these things yourself ?
”

I asked boldly.

“Yes, rather,” she replied, adding as

an afterthought, “on other people.”

I can see that any woman who goes
in for beauty must be in pretty good
fighting trim.

“ Now 1 11 show you the violet rays,”

she continued, and I was led into the

next room, a bi'oken man.
She took a long electric cable with a

small glass bulb on the end, turned a

switch, and the bulb was filled with
beautiful purple light.

“This takes out skin-blemishes and
warts,” she began, thus destroying for

ever all my romantic ideas about fem-
inine beauty. She advanced the bulb
to my nose and a large violet spark
leapt out of me with a crackling sound.

“Did I do that, or you? ” I asked, and
she immediately pulled another out of

• the back of my neck.
“ Look here—you mustn’t,” I remon-

strated feebly. It all seemed rather

familiar. Besides they were my sparks.

She took no notice but placed the

thing at my ear and there was a deafen-

ing report. Before I could recover she

had drawn an enormous one from my
forehead. I didn’t even know I had
had it in me.

^ After that she put the bulb down and
gave me a metal stick to hold. I took

it without thinking what I was doing,

and then suddenly realised she had con-

nected the other end of it to the electric

fluid. Probably I was now in direct

communication wdth Lots Eoad Power
Station. She moved a handle and vibra-

tions began to run through me. I alter-

nated rapidly in three phases.

Then she advanced a finger and
touched my hand. Volts and things

leapt between us. I was “ live.’*

“ One strokes the skin gently,” she

murmured, “ and that drives out blem-

ishes.”

She stroked my hand, producing a

prickly sensation.
|

It was at that moment, of course,

that Prances chose to reappear. She
just looked at Miss Valerie and there

was more electricity in her glance than
there was in all of me.
Then she came up and was about to

say something, but unfortunately she

touched me. There was a loud crack-

ling sound
;
amperes and ohms and volts

were all about us, and for a moment we
were both outlined in blue fire.

Prances said shehad forgotten another

engagement and wouldn’t come to tea

after all. I don’t think women realise

how interested a man is in anything
scientific.

We parted coldly, and I raised my
bowler-hat at her with a last blue

spark. ===============1=
“No, I can’t think of nothing in favour of

the excuse-me dance .”—Provincial Pa^er,

Nor can’t we about the objector’s

grammar.

“ It is interesting to note the colleges which
have provided the rival ’Varsities with their

cricket Blues. Oxford have relied chiefly on
Winchester, from whom they have had 78 np
to the present time. Eton comes next with 68,

and Harrow third with 48.

At Cambridge Eton head the list with 88

Blues. Harrow are second with 54, and Rugby
third with twenty less .”—Evening Paper,

Harrow College and Bugby College

must buck up.
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ROYAL AIR FORCE DISPLAY.

Hendon Aerodrome.

No. 99 Bombing Squadron was about

to pass No. 58. feut then, of course, it

was riding on Handley Page Hydera-

bads, and you know what that means. It

was terribly fast. The excitement was

intense; every moment I felt certain

that a stout sanguine - complexioned

man next to mewould have an apoplexy.

Our hands were clenched, our glasses

glued to our eyes. We thought of the

money we had on No. 99 and held our

breath. We could scarcely refrain from
|

making encouraging motions with

our hands, from shouting, from

waving the favourite on witli our
^

bats and sticks.

WiZHt pass No. 58 ? It will!

It is ! It has i
” w^e say. ‘‘ Hurroo !

”
, ^

We begin to breathe again.

Looking back at that para-

graph, I leel that I have misled

you a little. We were at Hendon
Aerodrome, and No. 99 Bombing-

Squadron was, I fancy, at Earn-

borough. If it wasn’t at Earn-

borough it was somewhere else

in the weather report. It was
the loud-speaker which gave us

the news and kept us posted as to

the competitors’ positions in the

race, which lasted a matter of six-

and-a-half hours.

The handicap of No. 99 Squad-

ron was not weight. This method
is never employed, I believe, to

level the speed of racing aero-

planes. No. 99 merely started

last. While they dashed lightly

round the southern parts of the

English skies we, the spectators,

watched them by faith alone.

It must indeed have occurred to

everybody that the art of flying

during the past twenty years or

so has enormously outstripped the

art of watching. There is no kind

of display, I suppose, in which
the spectator is placed in quite so

humble, not to say so grovelling, an
attitude. He may dress in his best and
go poudly forth, his field-glasses slung
behind him, escorting a lovely vision in

semi-diaphanous attire. Once there,

however, he is a mere land-grub inspect-

ing the evolutions of butterflies.

Perhaps in deference to the business-

like methods and deadly possibilities of

the Eoyal Air Eorce I ought not to say
butterflies, and their own fancy names,
both for aircraft and engine, traverse a
far wider field of zoology. Ealcons and
Condors and Jaguars they call their

engines, and the pet-names of their

machines are Siskin and Woodcock and
Gamecock and Flycatcher and Grebe
and Sprat and Hornbill and Boarhound.

But undoubtedly the non - technical

spectator, except lor a matter of personal

acquaintance here and there with some

bird of prey or waterfowl, is left slightly

at a loss. What, poor fellow, can he do ?

One can barrack effectively a stone-

waller, but not a man of whose bank-

ing or stalling one slightly disap-

proves. One can cheer a great hitter,

but notaman who is spinning head-over-

heels in the air or twisting round and

round like an artificial minnow in an

ethereal pool. ‘‘Aerobatics” they call

this business in the programme, and it

would be hard to think of a better word.

The
THE R.A.F. AT HENDON.

paddock” rails is the place to keep cool.

They are far beyond the reach of

applause or hoots and groans. They
rise with the utmost ease and in excellent

formation, but before one can register

one’s admiration at Hendon they are half-

way to Southampton, merely dropping a

wireless word or two as to their where-
abouts. One cannot even press round
them and pat them admiringly on their

return
,
as they taxi to the hangar. Even

thosewho occupy themselves with stunts

close at hand, instead of in the distant

shires, are not to be gazed at for long
without a crick in the back of the neck
and something of the same kind of fatigue

that comes of looking at pictures which
have been badly skied. There is little

doubt that the truly philosophical spec-

tator at Hendon would have reconciled

himself to this disability of the ground-

ling and, however humiliating it might

appear, adopted a sensible supine pose.

It would have disadvantages of course.

“ Did you see him do that, dear ?
”

“No, I’m afraid I missed that bit.

A gentleman was just treading on the

upper part of my face.”

Perhaps some kind of super deck-

chair could be invented which, unfolded,

would give the correct angle for watch-
ing aerial manoeuvres with comfort and
ease. As it was, most of the spectators

at Hendon, and there were a hundred
thousand of them, I believe (when I

was trying to get a little lemonade
at the bar I thought there were a

million), relied chiefly on shoofc-

ing-sticks or the unaided rubber
neck.

One could, however, with a

little tactful persuasion, examine
the animals in the paddock before

they took the skies. Myself, I

was most fascinated by a thing

called aNightBomber and Coastal
Torpedo Land Plane, which had
two Eolls-Eoyce Condor Three
engines, and there 'sluxuryforyou.

Not content with the handy little

equipment it carried for destroying
anything on earth and sea, it was
fitted with a cosy armchair under-
neath, which, as the mechanic
pointed out to me, had its back
turned to the w^^ay the engine was
going. This device protected the

passenger from the very consider-

able draught which I believe an
aeroplane makes when travelling

at a hundred-and-fifty to two hun-
dred miles an hour, or whatever
it may be.

“Very jolly indeed,” I said to

him, “ but I always like to travel

facing, myself.”

He pointed out,*liowever, that

the passenger in this case bad to

protect the tail of the craft with

a machine-gun fastened in front of

his chair
;
and I agreed that, that being

so, it might be necessary to sacrifice

mere sybaritic ease to utilitarian ends.

Pterodactyl, a kind of sawn-off moth,
designed for aero-dynamic research, had
also a good many admirers in the pad-

dock, and so had Autogyro, with a kind

of twiddly thing at the top, like a child’s

toy, which enables it; to come down ver-

tically on a lawn-tennis lawn, though
not of course without interfering with
the game.
When all these new and experimental

types were buzzing round at once in

the aerodrome, the gleam of upturned
faces—for it was a very, very hot day

—

must have been a wonderfully brilliant

spectacle from the air. Pterodactyl
was ridden with magnificent skill.
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THE R.A.F. AT HENDON.
The couple who were determined to miss nothing during the luncheon interval.

I also saw a demonstration of low
bombing at a moving target—in this case
a dummytank—carried out by a Fighter
Squadron. But I am a bit hlasQ about
the low bombing of moving targets by
aeroplane, as seen from outside the ring.

I know that to get the real thrill one has
to be part of the moving target oneself,

and that it is the prone, and not the

supine position, which then becomes
popular amongst all ranks.

In conclusion I must lay particular

stress on the efficiency of aeroplane

propellers as ventilating fans, even on
the very hottest and stuffiest summer
days. There is no restaurant in London
that has an apparatus capable of cooling

the land-lubber’s heated brow so effici-

ently as a Military Bomber buzzing off

from the ground. Oh, yes, and yet one

other thing. Towards the end of the

afternoon a squadron of genuine birds

got up and attempted to give an exact

imitation of a flight of army planes as

thus :

—

A RESTAURANT TRAGEDY.
1 KET a man who told me this,

A story offncstrated bliss.

From my first youth, which now is far,

I have been fond of caviare

;

And all my soul sits up and begs
At the mere sight of plovers’ eggs.

Either of these, no matter which,
Exalts me to the highest pitch

;

While the great joy I ’ve longed to know

I

Is, both at one historic go.

But that, though it would be supreme,
Was but a wild and wondrous dream

;

Like writing something grave and deep,
Or winning the Calcutta sweep.

Last night unthinking out I went
On pleasure and on dining bent,

Not hoping much, though, truth to tell,

My host was one who &>es you well.

And there upon the menu, there
At last I saw the glorious pair

;

Each shining on me like a star.

Both plovers’ eggs and caviare.

I thought they made a wretched busi- Then to my soul I said, ‘ My lad,

ness^of it. Evoe. Make merry, for the world is glad.

This is your hour, for by my troth
At last we have not one, but both

;

And, as so grand a chance is not
Apt to recur, we ’ll take a lot.’

I raised the menu up to gloat

;

What sudden horror through me
smote ?

What was it chilled me to the core ?

One tiny word, the mean word ‘ or ’

;

‘ Or ’ plovers’ eggs
;
I don’ t know when

I felt so sick as I did then.

I know I neither moved nor spoke
For quite a time till I awoke.

To think that, though one felt upset,
Something remained to punish yet

;

And found, too late, that everyone
Was tucking in and I had none.”

That is the tvay his story ran ;

I loot he loas a greedy man,
Dum-Dum.

“ Our Bulawayo correspondent wires that a
campaign against unlicensed dogs in the
Municipal Location has resulted in the de-
struction this year of 150 impounded and un-
claimed native owners . fi'owthAfrican Paper.

A drastic method, but it ought to be
efi*ective.
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RHYMES OF MY GARDEN.

The Steawberet.

The strawberry 's a stately plant,

Deny it if yon can. You can't.

Well may its leaves be proudly set

Upon the ducal coronet,

An honour which beyond dispute

Belongs to England’s foremost fruit;

No other berry could support

So great a dignity at Court.

The goose, the logan and the cran

Intrigue, perchance, the common man

;

The mul, the dew, the bi], the whortle

May serve your ordinary mortal

;

But, frankly, they would ill adorn
The temples of the nobly born,

Myself I aim to cultivate

My strawberries in fitting state,

To tend them with respectful awe
And give them heaps and heaps of straw.

Sprinkling them briskly day by day
With dope to scare foul slugs away.
Stout nets are stretched on rows of sticks

To guard them from the thievish tricks

Of wanton birds whose tastes incline

Most strongly to resemble mine.

And then, when summer days are hot
(They sometimes are, though sometimes

not),

My steps persistently are led

To that alluring leafy bed
Where in profusion well I know
Prime strawberries superbly grow,
Shapely and plump, a gracious sight

To tempt the jaded appetite.

My eyes aglow with hearty greed
I contemplate the luscious feed,

Then slowly sink towards the ground,
Making a gentle purring sound.

AT THE DENTIST’S.

I KNEW he would hurt me—hurt me
horribly. The coward 1 Me totally with-
out means of self-defence, he armed

—

armed to the teeth, may I say ? No, I
do not think I may say that. Pretend
that I did not, please. For it is of a
dentist that I speak.

I sat there in his waiting-room, know-
ing, as I say, that he would hurt me
horribly. And all I had to distract me
was a last November’s Switch and a
young lady who was sitting as far from
me as possible and evincing the liveliest

interest in a last October’s Prattler. I
thought she was pretty, but the light
was not very good. And that sort of
hat . . .

I dropped The Switch and she looked
up quickly. Yes, distinctly pretty. She
looked down again. I thought of the
pain I was going to suffer. And then
suddenly of the pain this poor girl was
going to suffer too. Which shows how
pretty she must really have been.

I moved restlessly. Almost I could
hear that horrible drill whirring. It (

was unbearable. I must speak to hei

or scream.

Would you like this Sivitch ? ”
J

asked. She thanked me prettily.

I never saw anyone more composed.
It was really wonderful. It gave me
courage. But it would give me more
courage if I could lure her into con-

versation.

Or there is a Black and Gold Maga-
zine here of 1924,” I said. “A particu-

larly fine vintage, I believe.”

She smiled and I hurried on.
‘‘ These papers in dentists’ waiting-

rooms are all supplied by one company,
you know—the Dentists’ Amalgamated
Magazine and Newspaper Society,

Limited. It is a very large concern.

The shares are known on the Stock
Exchange as ‘Damns,’ the initials of

the company. They have vaults where
they store the papers in a warm dry
atmosphere till they are thoroughly
matured. When they are issued, or

rather released, they are most carefully

censored. They take out all those which
contain foolish jokes about dentists.”

Ah 1
” she said. An “Ah 1

” may be
more eloquent than many after-dinner

speeches. Then, “ How do you know
all this ? ” she asked.

Deception seemed singularly out of

place with her; she had such frank eyes.

“Well, as a matter of fact I don’t

know it,” I said. “I made ifc up so as
to get into conversation with you.”
She gave a low laugh. “I thought

perhaps you had,” she said.
“ It was a good idea, wasn’t it ? But

after all,” I went on, “we have a mutual
friend, have we not ?

”

“ Have we ? Who is that ?
”

“ Mr. MacCorcoran, the dentist.”
“ Of course. He 's a dear, isn’t he ?

”

Oh
,
happy MacCorcoran ! An insane

longing to be called a dear by her surged
through me. Then indeed I should for-

get my apprehensions.

“I don't know that I should have
called MacCorcoran a dear exactly,” I
said.

“He never hurts you if he can pos-
sibly help it.”

“ Then he never can help it with me.
I say, you ’re awfully brave.”

“ Me ? ” How much more charming
this sounded than the more correct “I.”
“ Why do you think so ?

”

“ You don’t seem a bit nervous, and
it’s pretty trying waiting to go into
the torture-chamber.”

She considered, her head on one side.

“You’re not very nervous yourself,”
she said.

“ I am. I ’m in the devil of a~that
is, no end of a funk.”

“You haven’t shown it up to now.”
“ Nor you, which is much more won-

derful, you being a girl,”

“I don’t know about that.”

“Well, perhaps not,” I admitted.
“But I admire bravery awfully, not
being very brave myself. If you hadn't
been here I believe I should have crept
quietly away and gone home. But I

thought with your example I couldn’t,

seeing you sitting there calmly study-
ing the portraits of the people at last

year’s shooting-parties, reading from
left to right. And when you began to
talk to me ”

“i haven’t talked much, have I?”
she said.

I admitted that I had probably done
most of the talking.

“But you talk now,” I suggested.

She thought a minute, “The only
subject I can think of is our mutual
friend, Mr, MacCorcoran,” she said.
“ He has some wonderful instruments,
hasn’t he ? That little thing of his that
bores into your very soul

”

“ Don't !
” I cried. “ I can’t stand it.

My nerves aren't like yours, you know.”
“ Nerves ? Ah, when by accident he

penetrates to a nerve
“ I say, do talk of something else.”
“ If you really. . . . But what shall

I talk about ?
”

‘‘Tell me about yourself.”

“That is a rather large order. I

don’t know that much amusement could
be extracted

”

“Not that word, please,” I said.

“ Sorry. That you would get much
amusement from my life-story.”

“Tell me of some of the other brave
things you have done. There are heaps
of them, no doubt.”

She gave a little laugh. Had she
not been so attractive I should perhaps
have said “ giggle,” but with her it was
certainly laughter.

“ I can’t remember ever doing any-
thing particularly brave,” she said.

“Till now,” I said reverently.

And then the door opened and a girl

singularly like her, but less pretty, came
into the room.

“ Here 's my sister,” she said. Then
to the sister, “ Did he hurt you much ?

”

“ Not much,” was the answer. “ 1 'm
Sony to have kept you so long. Was
it awfully boring v^aiting ?

”

“Not at all.”

I should have been entranced at this

compliment, but what was this they
were saying ?

“Surely,” I stammered—“surely

—

aren’t you—going into the torturo-
chamber yourself at all ?

”

“ Oh, no. I was only hero with my
sister. Good-bye. Thank you for your
interesting conversation.”
They were gone. I stood gazing

after them, stupefied. The hall door
slammed. I sank back into a chair and
buried my head in my hands.
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TJwLady, “What would your mother think if she saw you smoking?”
The Boy, “What would your husband think if he saw you speaking to a strange man?”

WHITE HATS.
There are white hats gleaming on the Brighton Eoad,

There are pole-chains ringing over Eichmond Hill,
There ’s a high coach running with a trim top-load
And a stout team pulling with a will

;

You can hear the chink of harness and the whispering of bars
And the cheery rhythmic hammer of the hoofs,

Where an artist swings his leaders through the raffle of
the cars

And a coach-horn echoes in the roofs.

Sunlight streaming and the ivhite hats gleaming.
And the cock-horse readyfor the climb

;

A few brave gentlemen putting back the clock,

A few gallant gentlemen bent on making mock '

Of the grim old tyrant, Time.

The terret-rings are shining where the reins run through

;

The coats are like a mirror on the chestnuts and the
grey—

.

Leaders stepping daintily and wheelers stepping true,
And a light hand letting them away

;

Children in the villages that gather round to cheer,
Women in the doorways at the coach-horn’s cal/,

Dust above the roller-bolt and foam flying clear,
And the white hats gleaming over all.

Grey dust drifting and the lead-bars lifting
As the tall coach carries doion the street

;

A few brave gentlemen who nurse an ancient 'pride,
A feio gallant gentlemen who will not be denied,
And an artist on the high box-seat. W. H. 0.
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had never bad the least intention of work ? From your clothes I take you
THE “WORKERS.” sitting in that seat. But, not content to be in the building trade, and I have

Being the Presidential Address delivered with his material triunaph, the democrat seen your industrious brothers at work

hy Miss Alice Egg at the Annual said aggressively, * I suppose 2/
02^ think —their ears attentively cocked for the

Bally of the Amalgamated Society of I ought to give up this seat to you ? * stroke of noon or the afternoon hour of

Actresses and So Forth, held at replied, ‘ I hadn't thought any- closure, their mouths busily denouncing

Brighton. thing about it.' the people who pay them, and their

“Comrades,” said the President, “it “He said loudly, ‘Well, I’va just eyes laboriously counting the bricks

is the custom at other Trade Union finished my day’s work,’ and he rolled for fear they should lay too rnany.
^

gatherings of this kind for a person an imperial eye round the crowded car “ ‘ And while we are on this subject,

previously unknown to the public to as if the rest of us had spent the day Comrade, let us get rid of the idea that

snatch a day’s delirious publicity from playing marbles. there is any particular value in the work

the accident of his office by the de- “‘Ohl’ I said mildly. ‘Well, I’m that you do. Your precious leaders, by

livery of some well-prepared abuse just half-way through mine,* for it was calling youthe “proletariat ’’and feeding

against all such other persons as hold a matinee day. you on long words of Latin origin,

opinions different from his own. 1

—^

“| have succeeded in persuading

I

Hitherto the Presidents of our

Society have resisted this temp-

tation. But something that hap-

pened to me yesterday has com-
pelled me, Comrades, on this

occasion, to speak out as others

do, but with perhaps a better

title. For I am still, as you
know, a working and zealous X
member of my profession, while ^
the Presidents of other Societies

(3;

have generally arrived at that C
position by virtue of the fact =

that some twenty years ago they

worked with their hands for a

few years, after which by sheer

lung-power they raised them-
selves to some secretarial post,

and have never since played any
part in the practical operations

of their trade except to disturb

it, to hinder it and, whenever
j

possible, to bring it to a stand-
|

still.

“Now, yesterday, Comrades, —
I was travelling to the evening

^

performance of ^ Say When

!

’

(which, by the way, you all

should see, particularly perhaps
the Second Act, in which I have
my moment)—I was travelling,

I say, to the theatre by that ^
plebeian stretch of the Under-
ground Eailway which circles »b'
the North - West of London
The train was crowded and stufi'y,

— have succeeded in persuading

M
you that you are much more im-

portant than you are. They
have even persuaded you that,

as a manual labourer, you are the

“creator of wealth.” The cre-

ator! Hal that’s very funny.

My dear but offensive brother,

you have never created any-

J thing in your life—and you never

,

will. For, pardon my saying

? Ill llpB
so, it is impossible to create in

^ ' lirij
the absence of a brain. No, no,

%'y 5 Xui-.'"’ have a little less of this

I'

® canting tosh about the dignity

V S
4

manual labour, Comi-ade.

^
What you do has its own little

cause you are not fit to do any-

think rather, “ What a fine fol-

1/ plan a house on paper !
” or,

I

** Would that I had a brain that

I

could organise tlie building of a

bouse!” I seem to see trembling

ilj sticks out all over you

—

’won the 3 .30
,
Mate?” observation, “ I am as good

ED IF I KNOW.” ^ hasten to reply

CFINO? Must be one o' them Dago ’orses,” that you are nothing of the sort.

^ Again, it is no fault of yours
“‘Oh,’ he said, with a look not wholly lor credit of mine, but you are not as

“What won the 3 .30
,
Mate?”

“ BlOWED if I KNOW.”
“Blodifino? Must be one o' them Dago ’orses.

and at every station a number of chivalrous, ‘ this time of night ! I know good as I am in mind or in body
:

your
manual workers entered the car in your sort of work.* manners are disgusting, your work is

an acute condition of class-conscious- “It may not easily be believed, even not so valuable, and you cannot even
ness. And many of them, as usual in the year ol Grace 1926 and the Oon- do that without shouting about it. The
upon that line, by various little actions sulate of Cook, but this conversation one thing you have that I have not is

and loud asides, took care to advertise did in fact take place. Having no male your silly “solidarity,” and that, after
to the rest of us that during the day escort I made no further remarks at the all, is the distinctive habit of a flock of
they had positively been working with time, but I take this Presidential oppor- sheep.
their hands. I stood under my strap tunity to reply to the democrat, as it

“
‘ Your solidarity. Comrade, means

as usual and took little notice. At would not have been lady-like for me that, if one man makes a fool of hirn-
Latimer Hoad a seat became vacant to reply on the spot. self, a million other men, from the
and I moved modestly towards it. But ‘ Comrade,' I would otherwise have best of motives, will surrender what
as I approached the seat a burly said to him—‘ class-conscious, dunder- intelligence they have and do the same,
democrat in corduroys gave me a buffet headed, deluded brother, you are a vile But in my profession, Comrade, we
in the back and, thrusting past me, sat snob. And further it is my suspicion have shown, and recently, a more ad-
down heavily. Choosing the part of that you are a parasite. But, whatever mirable form of solidarity. Your fatu-
dignity, I looked away as though I you are, how dare you talk to me of ous general strike, Comrade, whatever
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" 1^1 ^
Husband {to listening-in Wife). “What*s the matter, dear? Is it bad news or Stravinsky?”

else it failed to do, struck a mortal blow
at many a theatre. And in many cases
in the first week, a week in which our
audiences were counted by tens instead
of hundreds (since you, or your hooligan
friends, were providing for nothing a
more thrilling entertainment outside),

the management would call us together
and ask us to face the facts. They were
anxious, for everyone’s sake, to keep
going. But, with expenses in hundreds,
receipts in ones—hundreds lost at every
performance~it couldn’t be done. Still

they would struggle on a little, at a sacri-

fice, if the company and staff would help.

Would they (except the lowest paid) take
half-salaries tillprofitsreturned—if they
ever did? Authors and composers had
already agreed.

‘ And we. Comrade, agreed instantly,
j

No murmurings and suspicions, no
I

committee meetings, bluffing or bar-

gaining. We knew the facts, we knew
the request was reasonable, even gener-

ous, and, not being led by the nose by
your comic Cooks orridiculous Bobbies,
we were not ashamed to say so. For
in our profession. Comrade, we have
learned by hard experience that a little

is better than nothing.
“

‘ But here, you see, Comrade, is a

little miniature of all industry—Capital

and Brains, the craftsman, the manager,

the manual labourer, author and call-

boy, stage-hand and star, every grade
of human activity, ready not merely to
work together but to make sac 7'ifices

together^ if only somehow they can keep
their common enterprise alive till the
good times come again. We know that
we are in the same boat, and we act
accordingly

; and one thing we do not
do is to rush violently in a body to the
same side of the boat, and as she over-
turns congratulate ourselves upon our
solidarity. And is there not here, 0
Comrade, 0 Chump, O much-befuddled
Democrat, a lesson for the Coal Trade,
and everybody in it ? For everybody in
it, but not least, I think, for your comic
Mr. Cook ?

^“As for you. Comrade, and your
blather about “work,” if you had to work
for a week under our conditions you
would bleat like a lamb for the rest of
your days. TF<3 have no Unemployment
Pay, no Free Education, no State Pen-
sions, and no Poor Law allowance, and
not much of a standard of living. All
we have is the most overcrowded and
the most uncertain trade in the world.
No one encourages tts to have children or
looks after them if we do, I would like

to see yoic, Comrade, a member of a
Eepertory Company— rehearsing the
next week’s play from eleven till five,

and acting this week’s from eight till

eleven, week after week, a fifty-hour
week, at three or four pounds a week.
I would like to see yott rehearsing for
nothing for three or four weeks, rehears-
ing a play that may fail and finish in a
fortnight, or, if it succeeds, bekilled stone-
dead by one of your sickening strikes.

“
‘ We have no dole. Comrade, and not

one spoon is held out to feed us; we
have no subsidies or guaranteed audi-
ences. And when we are at work.
Comrade, we have to take orders and
do things that we don’t wholly enjoy

;

amazing as it may appear. Comrade,
we are not allowed to “ control ” our
industry

;
we have constantly to admit

that our manager knows best, and quite
infrequently is the call-boy allowed to
interfere with the finances. What is

even more surprising, he very seldom
tries. Work! you blockhead. How
dare you talk to me about work?

‘“x\nd now, perhaps, you will have
the decency to offer me your seat. Not
that I shall take it—you have probably
been talking about work all day, and
I ’m sure you are tired.’ ” A. P. H.

Our Grenerous Climate.
. “Mr. liindly Kauled tables and goods
back from at a moment’s notice when
rain came on free of charge.”

- Parish Magazine.



Costumier. “Now that is a gowit which would very soon adapt itself to Moddom’s—er—dls'z^oot/oa'.”

DIARY OF A MONDAINE.
Mayfair Mansions.

Hostesses have been flogging their

poor brains to think of somethiog new
that will attract the young non-stop
set to their parties. The girls as well

as the boys are saying now that private

parties aren’t worth while and are ‘^too

d d slow for words.” So, when
Grace Ohadborough was giving a big

dance, she didn’t ask any of the League
of Jolly Juveniles, and let it be known
that she particularly desired their

absence. The ruse was successful. They
turned up in force, and not only made
things hum but roar. Grace hadn’t
counted on quite such hectic doings.
They eschewed the ballroom, danced
up and down the stairs and in the
street, going quite long distances, and
jazzing not only with each other but
with passers-by, knocking at people’s
doors and inviting them to the Chad-
boroughs’, and finally some of them in

a high state of delight were brought
back to Ohadborough House by police-

men.
Instead of the early-morning bacon-

and-eggs and kippers that everyone’s
getting tired of, Grace’s new idea was a

row of real East-End stalls, with funny
little saucers full of cockles and winkles
and so on, with vinegar and pepper, and
a real genuine coster at each stall, pearl

buttons and all. They were absolute

dears, and showed us quite charmingly
how to manage the little saucers and
put on the vinegar and pepper. Pixie

Dashmore was so pleased with the best-

looking of them that she asked him to

dance, and he taught her the White-
chapelWalk and the New Out Breather.
She said afterwards that he was “ the
nicest thing she’d struck for a century,”
and quite gloried in his having told her
she was “ a bit of all right ” and that
he ’d “ jolly well like to take her on as
his donah.”

^

April Manoeuvrer’s wedding to Loppy
Sideshirewas quite a conventional affair,

the only bright patch being the speech
Bosebud Bushington-Eoljambe made at
the wedding feed. ** Coursewe allknow,”
she said, “that toasts and things are jolly

well out at a binge of this kind. But
my position here to-day is peculiar, for,

if I hadn’t scooted off from Loppy the

day beforewe were to be married, there 'd

have been no wedding to-day. And so,

dear hearts, it ’s rather particularly up
to me to raise my glass and to ask you
all to raise yours to Loppy and April.

I won’t say, * May they live happy ever
after !

’ for that sort of bilge is out of

print and things are bound to go wonky
sooner or later. But I wish them a
jolly good blazing lil old time and lots

of et cetera, Upstanding and with all

the honours. Hip, hip 1—and so on.”

The rivalry between our two cham-
pion climbers, Mrs. Tinkeur-Tinkeur
and Mrs. Smith-Green-Jones, is fiercer

than ever this summer. Mrs. T.-T.

sometimes secures the ci-devant Arch-
duke Sigdolph for her parties, but Sig-

dolph has now been a “professional
guest ” in London for some three years,

and Chatterton Soames says he ’s “ get-

ting a bit shop-soiled.” Mrs. Smith-
Green-Jones, on the other hand, has
been able to rope in the new attraction,

the Crown Prince TirriliiTi of the Ant-
arctic Islands, an adorable creature four

feet liigb, with a face that’s a complete
novelty and any amount of charm. All

the tall statuesque women simply dote
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Barber, “And shall I trim the little side-pieces, Sir?”

Canny Custmier. “ Would that be included in the hair-cut, or would ye

CHAIRGE ME FOB A BEARD-TRIM?”

on him, and when he dances with one
of them his feet are a long, long way
from the ground.

Then, again, Mrs. Smith-Green-Jones
tried to hire the Tower of London for a

garden party and the dansqnt. Not to

be outdone, Mrs. T.-T., who wants her

daughter’s approaching marriage to be

in Westminster Abbey, has asked the

authorities if the Abbey may be closed

to the public for a week beforehand in

order to rehearse the wedding! Miss
Tinkeur-Tinkeur’s_p?'^^m(^'ZAis a nephew
of Doddington, the big shipping man,
and doesn’t seem to have any name of

his own. The T.-T. family always men-
tion him as ‘‘a nephew of Sir Henry
Doddington.” Chatty Soames says he

supposes the dear Dean, in marrying
them, will have to say, “ Nephew of Sir

Henry Doddington, wilt thou have this

woman ? ” and that the papers, after

describing the wedding, will add, ‘‘ Later,

the Nephew and Niece of Sir Henry
Doddington left for

Limping is a good deal done just now,
and one arm in a sling is liked. In the

Park the other Sunday there were ever

and ever so many people qiii clochaient

and had one arm and sometimes both

out of action
;
and those who gazed

upon them murmured, “The Borstal.”

A propos, a rather new note was struck

at the Easthamptons’ party lately.

When the Borstal was going to be

danced alittlegroup of nurses in uniform

and two surgeons in white overalls took

up their position in the ballroom. Things

didn’t quite click, however, for both the

surgeons were asked to dance and all

the nurses, and when my poor dear old

friend. Tots Uppingham, got hurt (a

Borstal sprain and some really bad

Borstal bruises) there was no one to see

to her.

Went last night to the Trivial Theatre

to see Dorothy Darlington in What 's It

All About? During the Second Act I’d

quite a little thrill, and couldn’t help

saying aloud, “ Noio we know! ”

“Forgive me for asking you, Madam,”
said the man sitting next me in the

stalls, “what you can possibly have

learnt from this play that you didn’t

know before—a play equally negligible

in plot, character and dialogue ?
”

“My dear man,” I said, don't you

see what Dorothy Darlington is carry-

ing?”
Quoth he, “ Something that looks like

a green flattened coal-scuttle.”

“Oh, but you can’t help it. You’re
only a man. That ’s absolutely the new
handbag ! And, as you see, it matches

her heels, her earrings, and her silk wig.

We ’ve all been on tiptoes to know what
is really the new handbag. Noio we
know. Didn’t you note the thrill that

went through the house ?
”

In the Third Act there ’s another little

gasp. The scene is a dance, and Dorothy
Darlington shows a delicious model of

the hankie-to-match-the-frock style. A
man comes up to her and says, “ I found

this in the supper-room. Luscious One.

Is it your hankie or your frock ?
”

Dorothy looks herself over and answers,
“ Slowed if I know ! But thanks hor-

ribly.” The house simply rose at this

incident, and I remarked to my neigh-

bour, “Won’t you give a hand even to

;

that ? ”

He said he wouldn’t.

cher” I told him, “you ’re too

young and good-looking for such an

attitude of mind. Your dinner has,

disagreed with you. Have a peptaloid ;

”

and I took one from the back of my
pendant and put it in his hand.

“ I ’ll take it,” he said, “ but I won’t

tahe it. I T1 keep it to remind me of a

kind-hearted lady who wears medicinal

jewellery and has no sense of dramatic

lvalues.”

I Bather a dear thing.



THE COURT.
Lalage went in golden lace,

And Daphne in cr^pe de chine

;

Marion went with a rose-pink face,

And Angela saw the Queen.

Cherry arrived, and oyster too.

And amber and cendr^ rose,

Diamante and pervenche bine,

And a certain amount of hose.

Cicely’s gown was pink romaine.

Or else it was manve
;
and Ann

Was followed about by a silver train,

And Joan had an ostrich fan.

Taffeta came and white georgette

And silver and gold brocade,

And here and there was a marquisette
And here and there was a jade.

Apricot bowed, and moonlight bowed,
And ivory curtsied low

;

Mother-of-pearl was lost in the crowd
Where the broidered roses grow.

Jean had a lam4 underdress
When she drove to the Palace gate;

But Marjorie’s didn’t get into the Press

Because it was sent too late.

The dawn was there and the sunset
came

And the sea in a purple mist.

And the phoenix flew like a feathered

flame

Through opal and amethyst.

And a notice came to the cyclamen,

And the orchids had to come

;

And the water-lily went home at ten

With the blue delphinium.

Diamond, sequin, crystal, pearl,

Feathers on shingled hair

—

Cynthia is such a lovely girl.

And look at that chiffon there I

Lalage walked with perfect grace,

And Daphne in almond green

;

Marion went with a rose-pink face.

And Angela saw the Queen.
Evoe.

MORE HOLIDAY HINTS.

It is very annoying to find everything
covered with dust on your return. A
good way to obviate this, at any rate

on the ground-floor, is to leave the bath-

tap running.

It is extraordinary how many kind-

hearted and well-meaning people leave

the aspidistra to shift for itself while
they are away. Thoughtlessness rather

than cruelty is responsible for the fate

of the thousands that wilt on their

bamboo-stands while their owners, for-

getting all about them, listen to the

Pierrots on some distant strand. It

cannot be too generally known that an
aspidistra will live for some time with-

out actual water if a loud-speaker is

installed and left on in the vicinity of

the plant so that encouragement may
be derived from the weather forecasts.

No one who has heard the pitiful bleat-

ing of an abandoned aspidistra will

grudge the trifling outlay involved.

Moths lay eggs during the summer
season and require a convenient pied

d terre for this operation. A winter

overcoat, a neck-fur or one of the best

blankets should be left out, and nothing
more need then be done for their com-
fort.

If you keep cats, dogs, monkeys or

parrots the problem is more compli-

cated, and can best be solved by your
remaining at home.

Another Sex Problem.
“Lost, a brown Cookrol Spaniel (lady) dog.

Indian I*a2'>cr,

“ The stimulating action of a mustard plaster

on the skin is well known. Precisolj'" the same*

oflect, in a minor degree, is produced in mouth
and stomach when it is oaten .”—Daily Paper,

This we rarely do.



SEEVICE AS USUAL.
The Cow. “HI! I SAY! YOU CAN’T IGNORE ME!”
The Teain. “ OH, CAN’T I?” {Does.)

[The Railway Companies announce a return to normal services within a few days ]
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT ^-bode in the sanctuary, “ap- better than abate the West Ham
MT ;i^ T7 m. ^ Oil tbe advice of their parents.” Guardians. Hostility to the Boards ofomay, July 6th. The Goal Mines It is a long Lane that has no return- Guardians (Default) Bill, as expressedBdl removed from the imnetic arena of ing. The House learned that the Lane by Mr. Wheatley and Mr. Eamsay

^
K

remain the property of MacDonald, sounded rather half-hearted.
of the Upper Chamber,
became a dull business.

Peers expressed the view
that a longer working
day was the best solution

from the miners’ point of

view. Not long ago Lord
Haldane held the same
opinion, but now he de-

clared that the eight-hour
day commended itself

only to the coal-owners,

to whom the Govern-
ment, in the teeth of the
Coal Commission’s ad-

vice, had ignominiously
surrendered.

“ Baa, baa ! The black
man’s sheep hasn’t any
wool” was the burthen
of a question byMr. Hud-
son, the Labour Member
for Huddersfield,towhich
the Seobetaey foe the
Colonies replied that he
had received an intima-
tion to that effect from

“ Baa-baa ! black slieep,

What about your wool ?
”

Mr. Amery and Mr. Hudson.

The Leadee of the Op-
position, indeed, rather
naively suggested that a
Government with what
one might call the West
Ham mind could use the
Bill to coerce responsible

Guardians into giving
relief on West ^feam
lines. The Second Bead-
ing passed by a big ma-
jority.

Then the House pro-
ceeded to consider the
Home Secretary’s mo-
tion for the continuance
of the Emergency Begu-
lations, and the Labour
Party showed obvious
relief at having some-
thing—and somebody

—

it could get its teeth into.

Opposition, bellicose and
reverberant, fastened on
the suggestion that Sir

W. Jotnson-Hicks was
preparing, or at least

the Agricultural Director of Kenya. The the National Gallery, but will be lent to threatening, to arrest Mr. Cook, and so
House gathered that under the direction Dublin as soon as the law permits (in pleased were the Labour back-benchers
of Mr. Bo-Peep Amery the Kenya 1930), whether or not a special gallery with the notion that they stayed out
“woolly” would soon come home is built for them of bed until nearly 5 a.m. in order to
bringing a tail of unparalleled fleeci-

ness behind him.
There is a case some-

where in theLawBeilis
in which a learned judge
of an older day lays it

down that any consider-

ation, “though it were
only a4iitmouse,” suffices

to support a contract,

Titmice, or at any rate

chiff-chaffs, far from be-

ing symbolic of all things 1

small and insignificant, ^
have become in our day ^
tremendous trifles, aswas
made clear by an answer M
to Sir W. Davison, who
wanted to know if it was
true that the Hudson
Memorial, like the song
with the “horrible dooble

ong-tong,”hadfrightened
the birds. Captain Hack-
INO explained that, in

spite of a difference of

opinion among the birds

as to the merits of the memorial, most of

“ By Dublin’s fair Lifiey describe Mr. CooK as the “greatest
Where the waves are so whiSj.” and most trusted leader in the history

of Trades Unionism.”

''(l/l|jl|||/jl|l|l
lllH

I Tuesday, July 6th .

—

111! i

Startling revelations are

I
j

1/
1]

often made in the

|P A \ I '/f
Lords, but Lord Egbert

=: ——
II

I
I

I
Cecil’s intimation that
after the Second Beading

T Government would
hurry over the

\ remaining stages of the
Coal Mines Bill until the
South Yorkshire mine-
owners improved the
“profoundly unsatisfac-

tory” terms offered to
the men on the eight-

hour day basis, may be
so described.

The Finance Bill was
, considered on report.

Suggestions for the re-

mission of taxation on

THE WESTPHALIA HAM. tea, universities,raw film

Mr, Neville Chamberlain. other sources of re-

venue again rang impot-
Mr. Neville Chamberlain is estab- lently on the Chancellor of the Ex-

THE WESTPHALIA HAM.
Mr, Neville Chamberlain.

them had loyally accepted the decision lishing a great reputation as an abater chequer’s impervious rind. He deeply
of the First Commissioner of Works, of nuisances. Having sped the Smoke sympathised, but simply had to have
The minority, including the chiff-chaff, Abatement Bill on its clarifying course the money, and was still getting it when
had moved to other parts of the park, he looked about for new worlds to con- the House adjourned at midnight. An
but some warblers had taken up their quer and decided that he could not do hour on the Parliamentary day does
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nofe mean a penny off what the tax-

payer has to pay.

Wednesday, July 7th .—The Lords
passed the Newcastie-on-Tyne Corpora-
tion Bill after eliminatinga clausemaking
it illegal for motors to pass on the near

side of a tramcar while passengers are

getting in and out of it. The present

system of shouting “Fore! and aiming

at the brown will continue to play its

allotted part in the moulding of our

sturdy Northumbrians.
Having been informed by Lord G ain-

POED that the South and West Yorkshire

mine-owners had agreed to adhere to

the 1924 ratio of proceeds to wages, the

House of Lords passed the Goal Mines
Bill through the Committee stage with-

out further discussion.
'

All the .world loves a lover, but the

Passport Office goes further and helps

to make lovers young dream come true

by issuing post-dated passports to
“ Mr. and Mrs.” Lover when they desire

to go honeymooning abroad . However,
that there may be no miscarriage of

felicity the precious document is en-

trusted to the officiating parson to be
handed over after the ceremony. All

this Sir Austen Chamberlain gravely
explained to Mr. Day, the Labour Mem-
ber for Southwark, thougli why he
wanted to know, unless he is thinking
of changing his name to Mr. Wedding
Day, did not appear.

Captain Hackino regretted, in reply
to Sir Harry Brittain, that there were
no funds with which to erect a suitable

memorial to Simon de Montport, the
“Father” of the House of Commons.
Another Member thereupon reminded
the House that Mr, Guy Fawkes, whose
ideas on the subject of the House of

Commons be declared to be “ even
sounder” than the great Simon’s, was
equally unhonoured.
Committee of Supply on the Supple-

mentary Civil Service Estimates drew
another outburst of indignant bellow-
in gs from the Labour back-benchers,
who objected to a Supplementary Esti-
mated three millions for imports of coal.

Mr. Jack Jones, with the same noble
disregard for the miners’ future that
distinguishes Comrade Cook, urged the
Government to get its coal from hell.

Lieut.-Commander Kenworthy evi-

dently imagined they were getting it

from Hull, and waxed maudlin over
the poor Hull trawlers who were short
of coal while “ another great Court,”
“great organised balls” and cabaret
performances and night-clubs were
going on in London, Mr. Wheatley
observed, cl propos of rather less than
usual, that he “would find as many
gentlemen among four hundred of the
inhabitants of West Ham as among the
party opposite.”

There ensued a brief but lively debate

on The British Gazette, Captain Benn,
who has presumably been furnished by
the Home Secretary with the valuable

file of The Gazette which he asked for

on his return to the House, led the

LORD CECIL’S QUICK CHANGE.
I.--JUPITER TONANS.
A Bolt from the Blub

(Tuesday).

IL~ST. CECILLi.
Harmony Restored

(Wednesday),

attack. He thought The Gazette was
a vulgar, partisan, propaganderous
and altogether disgraceful sheet. Mr.
Churchill happily replied that The
Gazette had opened its columns to Lord
Oxford and Viscount Grey and would
have opened them to Mr. Lloyd George
also, but that his literary activities were

1
already bespoken.

Thtirsday, July 8th .—The words
“Hear, hear,” with which approval of

political sentiments is traditionally indi-

cated, are said to have been first used
by a lady. Perhaps that is why there
has been no accepted formula of dissent.

Parliamentary reporters are compelled
to indicate it by such terms as “noisy
interruptions” or “derisive laughter”
according as the views of the reporter
and the dissenter happen to disagree or
coincide.

The debates of the last few days have
ended all this, and we may take it that
from now on dissent wiJl be formally
indicated by the words “ liar, murderer,
dirty dog. ” Even the Olympian serenity
of the House of Lords was disturbed
yesterday by a demonstration of the
modern preference of epithets to argu-
ment when its small but devoted band
of Socialist comrades endeavoured by a
well-sustained “filibuster” to bold up
the Third Reading of the Coal Mines
Bill. Lord SxiLisBURY eventually had to
move the closure, though Lord Arnold
shouted thathe stillhad most convincing
arguments to advance—he had to shout
because his comrades from the Com-
mons were bawling acrid “ asides” from
behind the Bar— and the Bill was
passed.

The House of Commons spent much
valuable time over the question of Mr.
Neville Chamberlain’s directorship
of the firm of Hoskins and Sons,
Limited. The Prime Minister ex-

plained that it was not one of the direc-

torships that by usage Ministers were
required to resign, and Mr. Chamber-
lain explained that his connection with
the company was merely that of a
trustee for his family. That, one would
suppose, would have ended the matter,
but as both sides of the House seemed
anxious to debace it further, the Prime
Minister readily agreed to give a day to
a motion of Mr. Arthur Henderson.
The appearance of Black Rod was

the scene for further excitement. First
Labour Members wanted to debate
Black Rod’s admission, but the Chair-
man ruled it out of order. Then they
wanted to debate a certain “assault”
which was understood to have taken
place outside earlier in the evening, but
this was disposed of bytheappcarance'^of
assailant and assailed linked in obvious
amity and with all their angry passions
drowned in the milk of human kindness.
Black Rod went about his business im-
perturbably, and the Labour back-chat
artistes transferred their street-corner
patter act to the House of Lords. “ IJou
soir’' chanted Mr. Jack Jones when
the ancient formula of assent—“ Lc Boy
le veuU ”—was recited. It was obvious
that he, at any rate, had had a really

enjoyable evening.



BIOLOGY AND BENEVOLENCE.
In earlier years sagacious Punch the wondering world

addressed,

Exhorting all, both great and small, to follow his behest

And, acting on the precept of old Coleridge (Samuel T.),

To be kind to every animal of high or low degree.

But nowadays so widely has our biologic lore

Extended its dominions beyond the bounds of yore

That kindness is not only due to beasts with legs or wings,

'Tis claimed by fish, plants, minerals and manufactured
things.

For all have personality, and all of them have souls

—

The parsnip and the cucumber, as well as mice and moles

;

And, though its voice may sometimes fail to reach our
human ears,

The meanest of boot-buttons may have thoughts too deep
for tears.

Continue then to greet the hippopotamus with smiles,

To be courteous to the cobra, to be calm with crocodiles

;

Eefrain from branding buttercups as vegetable duds,

And remember, oh, remember! to be kind to collar-studs.

Don’t blame the good door-scraper if, as you homeward go
In the dim and dusky twilight, you should chance to stub

your toe

;

And if you bump into a pump or trip upon a mat
Be sure to beg their pardon and politely raise your hat.

Speak fairly to your sleeve-links and be temperate with ties,

And on their strange vagaries look with indulgent eyes

;

The bootlace serves you better if it is never cursed.
And braces, if you call them “ Dear,” are seldom known to

burst.

Humour the tricksy teapot and be civil to its spout
If you desire the beverage to flow more freely out

;

Be patient with the poker and be tender with the tongs,
And don’t abuse a carving-fork for weakness of its prongs.

Don’t beat the faithful aneroid because it points to rain,

But cheerfully remind it of the serious drought in Spain;
Don’t blast the blameless golf-ball when to coverpoint it

flies—

You were the actual culprit and you must apologise.

The humblest of utensils and the rarest precious stones
Are equally responsive when addressed in cordial tones

;

It is only when affronted that opals vengeance wreak

;

It is only when insulted that hot-water bottles leak.

In fine let us endeavour so to mollify our mood
That from the range of courtesy no object we exclude,

But resolutely take the true humanitarian pledge
‘

Of kindness to the animal, the mineral and veg.

Another Glimpse of the Obvious.
“Alderman said the Council ought to be given the whole

truth that there was sufficient coal in the city to last five weehs if

nobody used it .”—Yorkshire Paper.

Our Cynical Organists.

From a Church service-paper :

—

“Evening—Subject, * The Clothes we Wear at Worship.’ Anthem,
* As pants the hart ’ —Provincial Paper.
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Boy from Town. “Do cows give milk evkry day, Dad?”
Father. “Course they do.”

Bey. “Why do they, Dad?”
Father. “Well—er—you see—it’s a kind op 'abit tjiey gets, donciierhnow '

OUR GALLANT LITTLE ALLIES.

It was what the special correspond-
ents would call an animated meeting of

our Supreme Council. Helen’s chief

complaint was that I did nothing to

encourage the ladybirds. The ladybirds
are, of course, our gallant little allies in

the War of the Eoses, but, unhappily,
they possess certain other character-
istics besides a devotion to the common
cause. To put it in a dignified way,
they lack the gift of a broad vision of

the campaign.

^

Choosing that tone of strict modera-
tion which we should always pursue
in talking of our allies (until the war is

over) I pointed out to Helen that it is

disheartening to the Supreme Command
to find that one’s ladybirds have down
into the next garden where, presumably,
the green-fly has a richer flavour.

Helen fell back on the last resort of
a defeated debater. She produced a
newspaper cutting. This told of the
Ministry of Agriculture’s plan of build-
ing boudoirs for sensitive ladybirds at
Eothamsted, and Helen actually seemed
to look on this as some kind of
personal triumph. But since the ruin
of “Lady Hillingdon” and ^‘Madame
Butterfly ” and the failure of the new

spray solution, “Mortality Mixture :

Kills AT Sight,” she has been obsessed
with the Ladybird Theory of modern
garden warfare.

“ The ladybirds at least would never
turn a pink rose to yellow,” said Helen.
That was an unkind reference to the
effect of Mortality Mixture on “ Madame
Edouard Herriot.”

Just then the voices of the children

called us to the garden.

We found Primrose and Harold danc-
ing with the gi-ave delight of the Arts
League of Service people round ‘

^ General
Jacqueminot.”
“Two such darlin’ ladybirds have

just come,” announced Primrose. “They
are going to live right on the top leaf of

the General, and I think they are going
to like him very much.”
But Harold was an ancestral voice

prophesying woe. “ The garden next
door is much, much bigger than ours,”
he said. “There is a real lily pond
there, and all our other ladybirds have
flown away.”

Helen murmured something that
sounded like Mortality Mixture.

“ Do ladybirds build nests ? ” asked
Primrose, peeping at the two members
of the Allied Forces billeted on the
General.

“T expect they do in the garden next
door,” said Helen, rather unfairly.

“ The man next door,” I retorted, “ is

quite capable of enticing ladybirds by
false promises of asbestos homes for

heroes.”

Later in the evening, when all the
garden was still, it was the spoil-binder

who lives next door—he of the lily

pond—who fell to talking of rose pests.
“ Ladybirds can’t deal with a plague

as big as that,” he said contemptuously.
“What you want is ‘Quickdeath.’”

1 looked up.
“ Quickdeath,” he repeated decisively

.

“ Marvellous stuff. ‘ Kills at sight.’
”

“ They all do,” I observed. But he
stooped down on the other side of his

hedge and when ho reappeared brought
with him a small tin. lie positively
insisted that 1 should try the stuff.

I must confess a certain pagan ecstasy
seizes me when I dip ray roso-syringe
into a new solution. I lot rip with it.

It gives me the glorious sense that at
last I am mopping up the enemy with
one of those broad sweeping inovcmonts
that Marlborough managed so well.

In the subsequent retirement of my
easy-chair I looked back with satisfac-

tion on the picture of a hundred rose-
trees dripping with the Quickdeath
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solufcioD. It was not until I caught
sight of Helen’s face as she entered the
door that I realised with a pang I had
forgotten about our allies who were de-

fending the General Jacqueminot sector.

Helen had been out on the stricken

field, like Edith after Hastings. She
bore in two corpses, The}^ were in the
palm of herhand, and she looked horribly
reproachful.

“ Mortality Mixture ? ” she de-

manded.
“ No.”
“ But it KILLS AT SIGHT ?

”

I had to admit it. I strove to pro-
pitiate Helen. “

‘ They also served .

.

1 said. Write them down as two de-

voted allies unfortunately killed by long-

distance fire from a friendly syringe.”
I hope the Ministry has better luck

on the Eothamsted front.

SHE-SHANTIES.
Why Doesn’t She Come ?

Why doesn’t she come ?

I know we said eight.

Or was it half-past ?

That clock must be fast.

Why doesn’t she come ?

She ’s ten minutes late.

I ’ll sit by the door
And see her come in

;

1 ’ve bought her a rose,

I ’ve borrowed a pin.

1 11 be very severe,

I ’ll tell her, “My dear,

You mustn’t be late.”

It ’s a quarter-past eight.

Why doesn’t she come ?

Why doesn’t she come ?

This must be the place.

She couldn’t forget,

Or is she upset ?

Why doesn’t she come ?

Am I in disgrace ?

Oh, well, if it’s that,

We were both in the wrong

—

I ’ll give her the rose

And say I was wrong.
I ’ll give her a kiss

And tell her I ’m sorry

—

“ I ’m terribly sorry . .

Why doesn’t she come?
Perhaps she is ill

—

I fancied last night

Her eyes were too bright

—

A feverish chill ?

She 's lying in bed,
' She ’s light in the head

!

She ’s dying—she ’s dead I

Why doesn’t she come ?
'

Why doesn’t she come ?

She ’s tired of me—eh ?

I ’ve noticed a change

;

Last night she looked strange.

So this is the end ?

Why couldn’t she say ?

\// \

Inveterate Reveller (app7'ehenswely)

.

“I say, keeper, b’tween you an’ me, what ’s

ALL THIS TALK ’BOUT PINKELEPHANTS ?
”

Well, never again

!

She needn’t explain.

I know who it is

—

I know who it is

!

I ’ve done with her now.
Why doesn’t she come ?

Why doesn’t she come ?

It ’s nearly half-past.

Well, never again

!

I ’ll send her the rose,

I won’t say a word.
Just send her the rose

—

She ’d laugh, I suppose 1

A flirt and a fraud !

I ’ll travel abroad,

I ’ll go to the Bast,

I ’ll shoot a wild beast.

And now for a drink,

I ’ll have a stiff drink

—

A brandy, I think

—

And drown myself in it.

I ’ll shoot myself. , . Oh,
'' How I loved her ! “ Hul-Zo /

What ? Late ? Not a minute !

”

== A.P.H.
Our Pessimists.

“ On July 12th. a full winter service will be
run on the G.W.B,”

—

West-Country Fa^er.

Letter received by the Chairman of a
Dental Hospital :

—

“ Having cracked my upper debentures will

you please send me a list of your describers ?
”

Ought these capitalists to ask for charity ?

In the hurdle-race at the A.A. Cham-
pionship meeting :

—

*‘Lord Burghley, for his part, was only half
a year behind the winner,”

—

Da%ly Faj^er.

It looks as if Lord Burghley, like his

famous ancestor in his part (in The
Critic) had “nodded.”
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AT THE PLAY.

"Cock o’ the Boost” (Gaeeick).

There were really two Cocks o’ the

Boost—one, a full-sized bird, compara-
tively modest, that was already planted

on the top perch
;
and the other, a bit

of a bantam, intolerably cocksure and
on the upward bound. The latter in

the end defeats his rival in a battle for

the love of the leading pullet.

One is familiar enough in American
plays with the commercial hustler, but

the type that brings the same self-

assurance and the same get-

there-quick methods to affairs

of the heart is fortunately less

common. At the start Jerry

IIayward]iB>s just left his tedious

employment in the firm of the

millionaire John Bairon for the

sake of freedom and the chanco
of making a fortune by his own
brains, in which he has a pro-

found and inexhaustible belief.

He announces, to all whom it

may concern or not concern, that

he has conceived a great truth

—

that fear is the cause of all

failure. To banish fear, he has
discovered, is the beginning of

success. Nothing was said about
the fear of God, which, by the

way, is the beginning of wisdom.
He is regarded favourably by

Phyllis Daivn, an uncommercial
romantic; but herworldlymother
has other views for her, and
accepts Bairon*

s

invitation to

join him with her daughter on
his yacht, stay with him in-

definitely at one of his palaces
and entertain any friends of

theirs that they can collect
;
for

in his single-eyed pursuiii of

wealth he has made no friends of

his own and acquired no mental
or social resources.

The girl’s father, a novelist

of genius (we had to take ihe
author’s statement for this), has
had to sacrifice his gifts and
do detective pot-boilers for the sake of

immediate cash to support hisTamily
in moderate luxury. This rather negli-
gible creature could easily be left behind
to toil at his serial through the killing

heat of a New York summer while his
wife and daughter are having the time
of their lives on one of the Thousand
Islands of the St. Lawrence.
In their absence young takes

him in hand, lets his house, transplants
him to a cheap tenement fiat and insists

that with the money saved from his rent
he must devote a year, free from serials,

to the making of a masterpiece of fiction.

He himself, for greater convenience in

hustling, takes the next-door flat.

The scene moves to Barron*

s

island,

where incidentally we meet an old

gentleman, Sam Clarice, who is greatly

bored with his host’s ignorance of bil-

liards and othercountry-house amenities.

His daughter Glare, an attractive flapper

of the advanced school, has her glad eye

upon Barron*s millions, while Barron
himself steadily conducts his siege of

Phyllis s afiections. Upon this company
bursts the irrepressible Jerry wnth tid-

ings of his intervention \xiDaion*s affairs.

Mrs, Baton, who fears that his appear-

ance may ruin her designs for her daugh-

The MotherMen (io her fiittue Booster-in4ato),

ALWAYS COCK-A-DOODLING IN THE WHONG PLACES.”
Jetry Hayiuard .... Mb. Pebcy Hutchison,
Mrs . Daioiv Miss Eva Moore.

ter, extends to him the frozen mitt.

When she learns of his operations she
takes no interest in the chance they
offer to her husband’s alleged genius,

but is merely outraged by the prospect
of her own decline to a tenement flat,

Beturning to New York she refuses
to join her husband in his new quarters

;

and even Phyllis, uponwhom her recent
environment de luxe has done its insid-

ious work, is infuriated by her lover’s

intrusion into matters which were no
business of his, and announces her re-

solve to marry Barron out of hand.
For the moment the humiliation of the

thruster nearly secures our sympathy.
But he comes again. His recovery.

however, is not due to his natural gift

of resilience, but to a touch of domestic
sentiment which melts the tough heart
of Mrs. Baton. Her husband has pre-

served an apron of hers, with pink silk

insertions, as a souvenir of their early

love. This breaks her, and , once she has
it on again, she is capable of any sacri-

fice and proceeds to the kitchen to pre-

pare a wedding collation. But Barron
is to eat none of it, iox Phyllis, by a pro-

cess of revulsion too rapid for us to

follow, throws herself into Jerry's arms.
The ground is thus left free for the

flapper Clare to pursue her for-

lorn millionaire, and we leave

her in the act of ringing him up.

There is not much to it, as

you see. It is one of those plays
which would collapse from sheer
inanition ifit werenot constantly
sustained by somebody whose
irritating business it is to keep
things moving. Mr. Percy
Hutchison, who produced it

—

and himself in the part of Jen y—
was clearly the man for the job.

It is to the credit of his high
spirits and boundless energy
(though “boundless” is per-

haps not quite the right word)
that our feelings towards Jerry's

self-assertion, at first hostile,

took on a gooAnatured tolerance

and in the end became almost
friendly. But he never succeeded
in making me understand his

attraction for Phyllis.

Of the rest, who were little

better than puppets put there
for Jerry to shove about. Miss
Eva Moore, as Mrs. Baton,
played with her familiar ease of

style
;
Mr. Paul Arthur brought

to his performance of the rather
tame part olMr. Baton a pleasant
old-world quality, and in the role

of Barron Mr. James Carew
made a rightly dull and inar-

ticulate suitor. Lord Lyveden’s
Sam Clarice showed a refreshing

contempt, rare in America, for

the merits of a host with nothing but
his millions to recommend him. The
character of Phyllis, apart from her
peculiar taste for Jeny, was perhaps
too commonplace for Miss Catherine
Lacey to get much distinction out of

it
;
but Miss Jane Grahame, a piquant

figure, had a brighter chancer with
Clare, and took it.

The First Act went weakly till Jerry
arrived to make things hum at any
cost. The cost included some humour
that was thin to the point of emacia-
tion. But there was also some quite good
stuff, as is bound to happen il you only
talk long enough and fast enough.
Perhaps I am not quite fair to Miss

You ’be
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Eida Johnson Young, who has wit,

though it lacks discrimination. At her
best she is excellent, and for that reason
I hope, if not very confidently,

that her rooster may have a long
lease of his tenement perch.

0. S.

“.A Month in the Countey”
fEOYALTY).

It is interesting to recall that
TuectBnev the novelist thought
little of Tuegenev the writer of

plays. No doubt his dramatic
work was too naturalistic, too
untheatrical for the stage of his

day. Nor could he foresee that
his countryman Tchehov, and
in some degree Ibsen, the Nor-
wegian, would train his audi-

ences for him. There seemed
nothing strange or difficult for

anyone of average intelligence

and perceptions in the excellent

production by Mr. Michael
Sheebeooke of A Month in the

Country. On the contrary, the
clever characterisation, the skil-

ful developments of the chosen
situation, the adroit blending of

the serious with the comic mo-
tives, shone clear through the
veil of a not very heartening

translation, revealing a

beauty, a wit and a

dramatic quality in no
way inferior to the best

oftheTchehov we have
lately had presented to

us. If anybody thinks

this praise of the Eus-
sian naturalists is part

of a highbrow (or a

Bolshevist) conspiracy,

let him make an experi-

ment with this richly-

decorated comedy and
see if he is not both
diverted and stimulated.

The scene is set in

Islaev's comfortable
country-house. Islaev

is clearly much pre-

occupied with the man-
agement of his estate,

and his wife, Natalia,

has evidently been con-

stantly in the company
of her husband’s friend,

Bakitin, Natalia is a

spoilt, wayward and
over-emotional woman
just entering her thir-

ties; Bakitin, though a

more than devoted
friend, is a man of

honour. Perhaps his

scruples arenotmuch to

Natalia'silking. At any

rate you can see that it pleases her to

torment him
;
she is increasingly rest-

less and perverse, while the man is suffer-

1

A LESSON IN LOYE-MAKINCt.

Afanahi Ivanovich Bolshintsov

.

. Mr. Craighall Sherry.
Ignati Ilich SJvpigelski Mr. Michael Sherbrooke.

UNREQUITED LOVE; OB, HOW HAPPY
WITH NEITHER.

Natalia Petrovna Miss Gillian Scaipe.

Viera Aleksandrovna Miss Natalie Moya.

Aleksiei Nikolaevich Bieliaev .... Mr. Christopher Oldham.

ing and suspicious. A young student

{Aleksiei) has recently come into the

household as tutor. He seems devoted
to Natalia's ward, Viera, a girl

of seventeen, and charmingly
natural in his relations with her,

while with the older woman he
is desperately constrained and
shy. As for Viera

, she has given
her heart with ail the force of a
young gill’s first passion to the

boy, who thinks of her as no
more than a charming comrade.
Then w'e are shown by subtly

inevitable stages the gradually

unmasked passion of Natalia for

the boy Aleksiei, her treachery

tov/ards her ward, and the grow-
ing jealousy and anger of Bak-
itin, who finally prevails upon
Aleksiei, “as a man of honour,”
to leave the Islaevs. If Bakitin
may not have the prize himself

he can at least prevent a youth-
ful rival being so favoured—

a

pleasantly cynical solution.

The supreme qualities of this

fine play are the simplicity of

the technique and the inevit-

ability of the characterisation.

A cast of players, almost all of

them unknown to the London
stage, made a distinguished

,
thing of the whole. In
justice to the author one
ought to say that the

play carried them to

their artistic triumph
rather than they the

play
;
but their co-oper-

ation was extremely in-

telligent and effective.

Miss Gillian Scaifb’s

Natalia was full of life

and variety, a clever

sensitive performance.

I did think, however,
that the passages from
mood to mood were
sometimes a little too

obviously studied and
elaborate. MIssNatalie
Moya brought a charm-
ing naturalness and a

genuine depth of feel-

ing to the part of the

young girl Viera. Nor
could the most exacting

critic findany fault with
Mr. Boeis EANEvsia’s
interpretation of the

hypersensitive Bakitin.

He was especially ad-

mirable in the quiet

opening passages of the

Hirst Act. Mr. Chris-
topher Oldham’sA Ze/c-

could not have been
bettered in his moods of

HE COULD BE
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embarrassment; with Natalia and easy

comradeship with Viera; but I am in-

clined to think that he failed a little to

convey the change that came over the

boy when he realised that the Natalia

whom he thought to be so farout of reach

did indeed love him as he secretly loved

her. We had a delightful performance

from Miss Baebara Listova as the

healthily sensual, laughing peasant-girl,

Katerina, Mr. Michael Sherbrooke
had a part entirely to his taste in the

candid and shrewd buffoon of a doctor,

ShjpigelsM. The scene between him
and Viera's profoundly stupid suitor,

Bolshintscv (Mr. Craighall Sherry),

was a piece of universal comedy admir-

ably presented. The rest of the com-
pany most effectively supported the

principals. Indeed a delightful even-

ing’s entertainment.

It is a great pity that this excellent

production is only to be seen till the

end of this week. But perhaps some
perceptive entrepreneiir^Yiil adopt it and
find a theatre lor it. Meanwhile Mr.
“ Anmer Hall ” and his players deserve

our gratitude. T.

BACON OR APPLES.

Miss Dorothy Dix in a recent number
of The Star has condemned the English

breakfast—porridge followed by fried

bacon and eggs and dry toast and
marmalade—andpraisestheContinental
meal, or better still a repast exclusively

confined to a single apple. Mr. Punch,
somewhat perturbed by these heretical

tenets, has appealed to several leaders

of public opinion, who with great

courtesy have expressed their views on
this subject and lent them an added
weight by casting them in a versified

form. *

Mr. Eamsay MacDonald sends us
this charming “Lossiemouth lyric”:

—

We ’re frugal in faro

At Eccleston Square,
But in general strikes

One eats what one likes.

Porridge with cream
Is a perfect dream,
And a steak of elk

Appeals to me,
Or a tasty whelk
Presh from the sea.

Mr. Chesterton declares unhesitat-
ingly for the British as opposed to the
Continental breakfast :

—

Bacon and eggs, bacon and eggs,

Steady the nerves and strengthen the legs.

Pish should be added to nourish the brain
;

Coffee to stimulate and sustain.

Succulent scones and rolls and baps
Pill up the crevices and gaps.
So, built up on a solid base,

I ’m ready to look the world in the face,
But not to compete in a Marathon race.

Mr. Hilaire Belloc’s contribution
to the symposium reveals his singular

capacity of swift transition from pathos

to hearty merriment :

—

In the lean j'ears, the lean years.

When dividends are “passed,”
The mirthless margarine years,

The bravest men must fast

;

But, when trade booms with whirring looms,
Like Oliver (not Lodge)

I ’ll ask for more, and, golly

!

How I intend to stodge.

The Dean op St. Paul’s writes:

—

“Moderation is to be observed in all

things, but I see no virtue in a breakfast

of water-biscuits washed down with
cocoa-nibs. My own regimen is best

summed up in a slight perversion of

some historic lines :

—

Lot those who will from nature’s rill,

Prom pond or pump drink free
;

But tea with ham and eggs and jam
Is good enough for me.”

THE NOXIOUS NIGHTIE.

We were all delighted that Celia bad
brought Bobbie back with her to stay
with us

;
but we were just a little bit

nervous, because he ’s only rising five,

and had never before been away from
home for a stockbroker’s week-end.
However, any qualms of home-sick-

ness Bobbie may have felt were over-

come by the tliought of the pyjamas to

which he had recently been promoted,
andwhich—to judge from his breathless

descriptions—were virile in cut and
complete with a real breast-pocket.

It was most unfortunate, then, that
at the very hour when a child-guest’s

courage is at its lowest ebb—bed-time
—it was discovered that the pyjamas
had been omitted from Bobbie’s suit-

case, We broke the news to him by
degrees while he had his supper. He
took it bravely, and I was proud of

him as a kinsman as I watched him
persevering silently with his food while
irrepressible tears were perilously near
to splashing in his milk.

No doubt he would have done our
breed less credit had he realised that in

default of liis pyjama suit he would
have to wear a niglitdress of our own
little Nell. Celia came in with this

garment while Bobbie was upstairs
being bathed by the nurse. From
any viewpoint it was a most repulsive
thing in a little boy’s eyes. Celia made
a desperate attempt to mitigate its

lingerie aspect by snipping off some
fetching little knots and bows

;
but

interwoven with the lace insertion of
the yoke there was more baby-ribbon

—

and pinlc at that—which could not be
rooted out, and furthermore there was a
profusion of tucks and frills impossible
to modify, besides some damning em-
broidery round the beastly elbow sleeves.
I could see at a glance that we were in
for trouble, for, if Bobbie bad his share

of the family grit, or mulishness, the
women would never get that shameful
thing on him short of putting him
under chloroform.

I was right. Celia had not long
gone upstairs before I heard a spas-

modic drumming of heels and Bobbie’s
voice raised in hysterical screams of

protest. Plainly, the mere sight of the
nightie had unmanned him.

Alter some little time Celia returned,
rather mortified. She cut an indiscreet

slice of indigestible cake, rich with icing.

A bribe

!

“I don’t know what we shall do,”
she said, as she went off with the cake.

“Bobbie bates Nellie’s nightdress, and
says he would rather go to bed raiuV
That was an hour ago. Upstairs the

strife continues
; outside there is the

brooding inertia of the Sussex Weald
on early-closing day. I know of nobody
nearer than some friends at Bourno-
mouth who might lend me manly
nightwear of the right size. I wonder
if it is any use ringing up the B.B.O. ?

Perhaps, if I could get hold of an uncle
with a sympathetic knowledge of what
children at the listening-in end are like,

he might broadcast an S.O.S. for me
for a small boy’s pyjama suit, with prac-
ticable pocket.

THE PEACOCK.

Ai . . oh ! yli . . oh ! Ai , , oh !

I loill get married to-day.
I pace the battlements hour by hour,
I poise on the peak of the central tower,
But them’s never a sign from a lady’s

bower.
Ai . . oil ! Ai . . oh ! Ai . . oh !

Ai . . oh ! Ai . ^ oh ! Ai . . oh

!

The eyes of Ind and far Cathay
Were spell-bound by my first display,
And never could tear themselves away.
Ai . . oh ! Ai . . oh ! .'Iz . . oh

!

Ai . . oh ! yli . . oh ! Ai . . oil

!

A rajah jewelled cap-d-pie

Were dross beside a bird like me

—

Wherever can those women bo?
Ai . . oh ! . . oh ! Ai . . oh !

Az . . oh ! /li . . oh ! Ai . . oh !

Observe the sway of my little aigrette
As I pick my way on the parapet

—

Strange that I am not married yet.

xii . . oh ! Ai . . oh! Ai . , oh !

d ^ . . oil ! yl ^ . oh ! d i . . oh

!

Ob, well ! I ’ll get married to-morrowL
But what shall I do for the rest of the

clay

If no fair lady comes my way?
I . . know ! I . . know ! / . . know !

1 ’ll preen my feathers and set my train
And start from the top of the tower

again.
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COUNTY SONGS.
XIII.—Wabwickshiee ,

Among the lanes of Warwickshire,
When reigned the Virgin Queen,

A merry and observant boy
Might frequently be seen

;

On Avon’s banks, in Charlecote Park,
In Henley’s sun-baked street,

In gabled Stratford’s market-place
His cuiious gaze you ’d meet.

The wisest folk in Warwickshire,
Watching the boy go by,

Deduced no blossom from the seed
Or even thought to try

;

Howcould they guess this loitering lad

,

Who seemed to care no rap,

Falstaff, Hamlet, Lear, Machcth,
All hidden ’neath his cap?

To green and placid Warwickshire
I went the other day

:

Prom Kenilworth to Shottery
I took a devious way

;

I wandered here, I wandered there,

But time alone can tell

I f any of the youths I saw
Will be a Swan as well. E V L



C./.

Serious PoUttcian (after reading aloud long and carefully-composed letter he is sending to the Press). “Well, what d’ you think
OF IT?”

His W^fe (in perfect good faith). “Very nice, de-ar; but isn’t it usual to say at the end, ‘I trust the matter wjll be
TAKEN UP by abler PENS THAN MINE ’ ?

”

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

The practice of composing his novels in trilogies has a

happy effect on Mr. Stephen McKenna—he has ample room
and verge enough to develop interests other than amatory.
Saviours of Society (Butterworth), the first volume of

The Bealists, is “a study of forces, personalities and atmo-
sphere ’’ largely political. A Tory Government is supposed
to be in power, but its prestige is sapped by the machina-
tions of men who neither possess ideals of their own nor
profess those of other people. Ambrose Sheridan, news-
paper magnate, is the chief of these ‘‘realists.” Having
governed the country through his press for a considerable
time, he is at last given a political mission. If he succeeds
he is to be admitted to the Cabinet. The orthodox hope is

that he will fail. Unluckily for Sheridan his ambitions are
crossed by his appetites; in particular by a passion, unbe-
coming in a married man, for Auriol Okoay, particular star
of his secretary and “trainer,” Max Hendry. Auriol is pre-
sented as a model of virginal charm from the moment we
first meet her brandishing a cocktail-shaker. She is dis-

tinctly averse from pairing off with Sheridan before he has
managed to get himself divorced, and divorce is the last
thing serviceable to Sheridan'

s

career. In fact he is acutely
faced with the choice between his portfolio and his mistress,
when his wife comes forward with a workable plan for
securing both. On this thrilling scene the first volume of
The Bealists ends. Apart from the Sheridan- Oiiuay triangle,

who are film figures, I found the whole of Mr. McKenna’s
new cast entertaining. And Hendry—though I am afraid

be is being held in reserve as a co-respondent in Sheridan v.

Sheridan (the second)—is a singularly honest and attractive

portrait of a slow-developing Saxon hero.

By what sea-magic did the late Harry Fiennes Speed
produce so admirable an unpremeditated work of art ? His
Cruises in Small Yachts

(
Jmuay, Laurie, Norie and Wilson)

is but a log, “written,” as its author says, “simply as I

followed the pencil pages of the salt-stained and blurred

original,” themselves composed in the pauses of hard boat-

work. Yet the chroniclo exhales so true a xest and a spirit

so gay and gentle that the reader instantly becomes one
with that delightful ship’s company. Accompanied by his

brother, Mr. Lancelot Speed, with whose work the readers
of Mr. Punch are so pleasantly familiar, and afterwards by
his wife, Mr. Speed began his voyagings in 1878, when lie

sailed to Holland in the seven-ton cutter Watersnake. During
the holidays of forty-seven years Mr. Speed cruised in

various craft, usually in roomy sailing canoes designed by
himself, visiting the soutliern liarhours, Dutch canals
and French ports. Mrs. Maude Speed, in tho intervals

of being “the Crew,” achieved the excellent water-colour
drawings which adorn the book

;
and the two brothers mado

the jolly little pen-and-ink sketches which also embellish
its pages. All those worthy and humble souls who find com-
plete happiness in messing about in small boats will find a

peculiar fascination, as their fathers found before them, in
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Mr. Speed’s log and in its continuation

by Mrs. Speed in this handsome new
edition. Machinery or “ bought wind,”

in the sailors’ phrase, may infringe the

peace of the w^aters
;
but the sea, as Mrs.

Speed says, remains ever the same, un-

tamed and untameable. The book con-

tains many invaluable wrinklesconcern-

ing the building, fitting and navigation

of small craft, together with a great deal

of useful information, illustrated by
charts, as to landfalls and harbours.

The novel Prem gives proof throughout
i

By vivid statement and suggestion
i

That East is East beyond a doubt,
I

AndWest isWest without a question

;

And in what is—to me at least

—

A wholly unfamiliar setting .

It shows how Bast may prey on East,

With West unwittingly abetting.

The scene is India, and the theme
The Ganges valley and its farming.

Which, profitable once, would seem
Eaced now with prospects quite

alarming

;

For there the native landlord yields

To none in methods of extortion

Which saddle scarcely fertile fields

With rentals out of all proportion.

The tale which H. K. Gokdon tells

(And Arnold prints) presents the

victim

Whom one of these small tyrants

fells,

And all the legal wiles that tricked

him

;

And, as a view of Western rule

Twisted awry by Eastern cunning

To help the knave outwit the fool,

I find it literally stunning.

Following the useful precedent of

Mr. Eobebt Lynd (“ Y. Y,”), who turns

up Eoget’s Thesaurus to find a suit-

able adjective for a Civil Servant (under

‘^Imbecility”), I have just had re-

course to that admirable volume (under

“Panacea”) to find a proper figure for

Mr. Lynd’s essays. Anything from

“anodyne” to “elixir” would, I consider,

fit; The Orange Tree (Methuen). Its twenty-seven flights

of fancy, taken at suitable intervals, should prove a sovereign

specific for the weary mrban imagination. Not that they

could be counted upon to work a cure. I believe the trouble

would return if the little weekly dose were omitted. But

there is no reason why it should be omitted while “ Y. Y.”

is disposed to ring such captivating changes on humdrum
and even slightly sordid themes. Given a library, he is pre-

pared, he maintains, to face life cheerfully “in an ugly

house in an ugly street in an ugly city.” But, unlike

Charles Lamb, whom in geniality he somewhat resembles,

he does not really prefer town life. His essay on “The
Country ” is the best thing in bis book ;

“but it is difficult,”

it concludes, “ to estimate what things are better worth

doing or knowing than other things.” I find in this tendency

to shirk estimations the factor which renders “ Y.Y.’s
”

essays on the w^’hole rather unsustaining. He uses his art

as impartially as Hans Andersen’s Brownie used the butter-

man’s wife’s tongue when he lent it in turns to every object

in the shop. He condescends charmingly to the small and
old-fashioned—“ This Kitten,” for example, and “The Bell-

Kinger ”—and two minutes afterwards he is all for a world

of mechanical progress in which kittens and bell-ringers will

be neither seen nor heard. As an essayist he embodies

St. Thomas’s notion, Homo est quodammodo omnia ”

—

he even a little overdoes it.

In one of his essays the late Maurice Hewlett gave

vent to his annoyance that people would persist in regard-

ing him as a novelist rather than a poet. It was his own
fault, no doubt, for writing such good novels. There are at

least a hundred readers of fiction for every reader of poetry.

But Hewlett’s argument, too subtle perhaps for the

general, was that his novels themselves were conceived as
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poems and should be read as such. Mr. C. E. Laweence

mi^^ht say the same. I do not know whether he has ever

wrftten in verse, but every novel of his which I have read

has the true poetic note. The Old Man's Wife (Murea"^

certainly has—a sort of other-worldliness or glamour which

gives the story a quality independent of plot or even oi

character-drawing. The plot indeed is rather crude. The

old man, Francis Yare, the decadent last of a long line ot

yeomen, has married the daughter of his dead housekeeper,

mainly, it seems, because he could not see what else to do

with her. But he treats her as servant rather than wife

and neglects her for his morbid dreams of the past. Then

come two interlopers into the melancholy peace which

surrounds the LonelyHouse, the

sinister Mrs. Bennols and Ann's

gallant sailor cousin, Oliver, the

hero of the girl’s childhood.

Idyllic meetings follow between

Oliver and Ann, driving Francts

to the very insauity of jealousy,

and at last to such cruelty that

the girl goes off with her lover.

On the very night of her de-

parture Yare is found murdered

and his wife is arrested. What
tiie upshot is, and what Mrs.

Bennols's connection with the

tragedy, may be left for the

reader to discover. He will do

so soon enough, for the whole

thing is rather too simple and

obvious to make a good mystery

story. Still, it has that touch

of poetry, ot strangeness in the

proportion,” which Bacon said

went with ‘‘excellent beauty.”

That is a compensation for

many shortcomings.

Headers who take up With the

BiJfKabyles (Arrowsmith) hop-

ing, as I did, for a genuinely

intimate account of that nearest

but least known corner of Africa

that has been so much before

the public for the last year or

two will probably share my
sense of personal grievance. The
author, Mr. Bernd Terhorst,
a German artist who has spent

some little time in North
Morocco, has a knack for alluring little chapter head-'

ings and a quick colourful pen for notes of African life

as it meets the eye, but it is pretty clear that he has
never penetrated much beyond the safety of walled

cities. His sketches “Abslam’s Tale of Terror,” “The
Beautiful Slave,” “ The Tombs of the Saints,” and so on, are

impressionist, or even post-impressionist, to a degree, and
much more notable for the brightness of individual dabs
of pigment than for any accuracy of drawing. Tetuan
especially, where dirt, disease and cruelty lurk half-hidden

behind every corner, with its tortuous shaded streets,

its blank walls enclosing sun-washed flowery courtyards

and its nearness to a desolation of desert mountains, has a
certain quality of picturesqueness that the writer appreciates

and does not fail to convey. Yet in all this there is nothing
that is not familiar—and I was waiting to hear about the

Biffs. Now that the redoubtable x^bd-el-Keim has been
compelled, contrary to cheerful prophecies, to surrender,

reliable information as to his own fascinating bit of earth s

surface may soon be forthcoming. In the meantime one

prefers to turn to Mrs. Bosita Forbes or Mr. Cunning-hame

Graham for any substantial grip of the realities of the case.

There is something rather baffling about the quality of

Brown Smock (Warns), by Mr. C. E. Allen. Just as you

have decided quite firmly that this story—how Terry Hood,

infant prodigy of the piano, was befriended by Hilda Croft,

a blind authoress of children’s books, and made good as

artist and as man—must be the work of a remarkably un-

sophisticated mind, some train of thought or turn of phrase

convinces you that its sweetness and simplicity are largely

deliberate. Terry's adoring love

for Lois Hanray and her ques-

tionable connection with Her-

mann Fncke, the German com-
poser, strike a deeper note, and

the development of the hero’s

character almost entirely avoids

the mawkishness which at first

one feared to find in it. Brown
Smock of the title is a rather

beautiful creation, a spirit of

childhood who haunts the fields

around Hilda Croft's house.

Sedgew^ay Manor, a laughing,

tender, happy creature in sym-
pathy with both pain and joy

and perpetually at enmity with

Pan, of whom Mr. Allen has a

very poor opinion. Brown Smock
plays a big part in Terry's life,

and the “tune” of the book’s

sub-title, “ Tho Tale of a Tune,”

is that “ Sedgeway
^

Sonata
”

which theyoung musician writes

under its inspiration when Lois

has failed him and only his art

and the carrying on of Hilda

Croft's work for children are

left. There is a simple charm
about the book.

Muriel. “Number engaged, do ^ou say?
YOU. I ’LL TRY THE CALL-BOX NEXT-DOOR.”

Thank

The Island of Disaster (Allen
AND Unwin) is a tale of adven-

ture and treasurc-lmnting, but

it is something more than that,

and my difficulty is that, if I

give even a hint about its

variation from staple tales of

this kind, I shall be robbing you of quite half the pleasure

Mr. Michael Lewis has so skilfully prepared for his readers.

Let me therefore take refuge in reticence and merely say that

a murder had been committed on the shore of a lonely

Hebridean island, and that a man had been hanged for the

crime. “Was he the right man?” is one of the questions

you will find yourself asking again and again. Farther than

that I refuse to go, except to say that Mr. Lewis is a master
thrill-monger and that the excellent Hobbs (who, 1 think,

found a place in The Brand of the Beast) can keep up his

end against the most hefty and cunning opponents.

Is Zat ZooP

Dr. Salebby at Child Welfare Conference:

—

“We have never had such healthy animals at tho Zoo as we have
at the present time. Animals have lived through the winter wliieh

have never hcforc survived a winter in the gardens .”—Kvoiiuij J^afwr,
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CHARIVARIA.
It may be 'well to point out that

Mr. Stores Clouston’s new book en-
titled TheLunatic in Charge has nothing
to do with the coal strike.-

* iH

It is reported that both Test teams
recently visited a revue. The glance
to leg is of course the mainstay of

modern batting.
,j,

A first-class cricketer has been fined

for driving a motor-car at excessive
speed. Those who have only seen them
on the cricket field have no
idea how our first-class cricket-

ers can hustle.

Sir Jagadis Bose declares
that trees and plants give signs

of dislikingtheproximity of cer-

tain people. Our aspidistra is

markedly stand-offish with the
income-tax collector.

•1*

The same authority has
stated that plants can see the
waves of wireless messages.
There must be terrific excite-

ment in the cabbage-patch
when a talk on slugs comes
through.

As the extension of the Wild
Birds Protection Act will have
the effect of stopping the sale

of plovers’ eggs, it is expected
that epicures all over the coun-
try will organise a

March. ...

There is an increasing tendency for
men to wear corsets, we read. They
probably take the view that one of the
sexes should wear them.

“What Germany needs is Prohibi-
tion,” says a New York surgeon. Well,
America has a lot of it she isn’t using
just now. ^ ^

Tax-collectors recently attended a
dinner in Glasgow. One of the musical
items was “ A Lament in Schedule D.”

* o*

An evening paper recommends that

Hunger

A scientist assortsthat plants

have intelligence. But almost
any housewife can make a fool

of the gooseberry,

''iliip
. .! > i 1

1 V. ^ ’ll
{'<

Mr. Kiplikg says that fiction de-
veloped when a man told tales about
a woman. W^hen a woman told them,
of course they were simply fact.

An A. A. scout was charged recently
for warning motorists that the police
were active farther along the road. Very
soon the only w^ay to lure a driver into

a speed-trap will be to bait it with a
pedestrian. ...

'

According to a paragraph in The Daily
Express Mr. Baldwin has appeared in
public wearing a top-hat and smoking

a pipe. Yet he must have
known it would get to Lord
Beaveebrook’s ears.

Many char-^-banc parties

picnic in meadows by the road-

side. Later in the season a demand
is expected for conducted tours of the

bottlefields.

In consequence of Signor Mussolini’s

order for the restriction of the size of

newspapers, editors are beating their

scissors into pruning- shears.
Mi

In parts of the Bast the native head-

gear is to be discarded and replaced by
a washable hat. Sheiks are nervous,

fearing that this ablutionary idea may
be extended.

A correspondent writes to The Even-

ing Neios to say that on June 27th, 1903,

he heard a skylark singing at 2 17 a.m.

We fear he has left it much too late

for anything to be done about it.

Heavy-weight Boxer (mdignanily). “Look ’ere—ip you
TREAD ON MY FOOT AGAIN, I—I ’LL PUXCH YOUR HEAt) I ”

“cotton fabrics should be torn, not cut.”

Our laundry has forestalled this advice.

*
Afamous weather expert isnow taking

his holidays at a South Coast resort. He
should be easily recognised by his Wel-
lington boots, flannel trousers, cricket-

shirt, mackintosh and straw-hat fitted

with a gutter and a lightning-conductor.

A golf-course for ex-service men has
been started. The first dozen members
are said to have already dug them-
selves in. .. ^

Canon J. T. Hartley says that lawn-
tennis fifty years ago was much the

same as it is to-day. Of course the chop
stroke on the shift-key of the typewriter

hadn’t been invented.

Pink is said to be in favour
withbridesjustnow. Adelicate
shade is known as “crushed
bridegroom.”^

^

Mr. Hilaire Belloc’s yacht
went aground the other day.
There is no truth however in
the rumour that in order to
refloat her he was obliged to
jettison some of his ideas.

* sK

A policeman practising for

a swimming-race has been
stung by a jellyfish. We can
only account for this by the
fact that he was not in uni-

form.

A lawn-tennis expert won-
ders why ladies don’t play in

bathing costume. The reason
is of course that it is considered
too cumbersome.

*

Troedrhwfuwch mountain
has been moving again. A
section of Welsh opinion is'

now inclined to attribute this

to Mr. Lloyd George’s re-

newed declaration of faith in his Land
policy. ...

A large number of men were recently
arrested in a police raid on a Glasgow
gambling den. Suspicion had been
aroused in the neighbourhood by the
banging of saxpences.

A naturalist, writing in a daily paper,
points out that to keep a porpoise as
a pet could easily cost two hundred
pounds a year at the fishmonger’s. This
decides us to stick to silkworms.

*
It is stated in a contemporary that

Mr. J. H. Thomas's son is to be Sir

Alfred Butt’s son’s fag at Rugby.
We trust relations between employer
and employed will be harmonious.

VOL. CLXXr. D
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OF “HEAT-WAVES/’
When I was very young and small,

We never used this term at all.

At summer’s zenith we did not

Express surprise that it was hot

;

But, when the sun shone in the blue,

Thought it a natural thing to do,

And simply basked on sands or heather

Galling it seasonable weather.

But now the stuntsmen make a stir

If two or three fine days occur

;

It constitutes their leading topic,

And, treating England as a tropic,

The Press announces to the nation

Its hourly state of perspiration.

To me it seems a little queer,

Since heat-waves happen every year,

That every year we make pretence

That in our whole experience,

Who dwell inside a frigid zone,

Never has such a thing been known.
So, when the sun’s hot eye is bared,

It always finds us unprepared.

If we would fain allay his beam
In Thames’s most convenient stream.

The County Counoil's dear old women
See that we have no baths to swim in.

After the sweltering office-desk, oh
How we should love to dine al fresco

!

No British restaurant has heard

Of any fancy so absurd.

In stuffy rooms we stew and grill

Where jazzers make us hotter still,

Merely to look at, and the blare

Of saxophones enflames the air.

As for our clothes, Convention bucks
When we would go about in ducks,

Hinting that raiment white and cool

Suggests a too exotic school,

And holding tight this sacred creed

—

“ Our staple wear is stodgy tweed.”

In fact the sole device I meet
For coping with these waves of heat
Is Woman’s dress that courts the

breeze,

A tissue of transparencies

;

And even this was not designed
For weather of the sultry kind.

But she has worn the self-same stuff

All winter, being very tough. 0. S.

The Housing Q,uestion.

“If you want a house or a room, use the
small classified columns of The Advertiser.”

South African Pajper.

Judging, however, by the leading case

of St. Simeon Stvlites this class of

accommodation is extremely exiguous.

“Mr. Ramsay MacDonald, declared that
the Government was tired of tine present
Government.”

—

Weekly Paper,

We doubt this
; but we are prepared to

believe that after the events of the last

few weeks the Opposition Leader is

sick of the Opposition.

TO-DAY’S NEWS.
It has long been the fashion with

some journals to print extracts from

their issues of a hundred years ago.

Mr. Punch, who, like Mr. Baldwin,
prefers to look forward, presents an ex-

tract from the news summary of The

Times, of July 21, 1936. As follows ;

—

Home,—A final report is issued by
the Joint Committee of Owners and

Trade Unions which has been investi-

gating British trade. The report states

that British trade has disappeared. The
Owners say that this is because the

Unions strike first, last, and all the time,

and the Unions say it is because the

Owners want to make a living, whereas

no Owner has any right to make a

living (p. 11),

Mr. A. J. Cook, addressing a meeting

of allotment-holders at Welwyn Garden
City yesterday, said ‘‘not a pen., not a

min.’’ He had had to abbreviate his

famous saying of the last ten years, to

save breath and newspaper space. The
coal “ lock-out ” had now entered on its

five hundred and thirty-second week, or

was it its five hundred and thirty-third?

and the miners’ leaders stood just where
they did, in fact further back than they

did. They would meet nobody and
discuss nothing. Not only the Pjiime

Minister, but all Cabinet Ministers

were liars. In fact the only non-liars

were miners’ leaders (p. 11).

The last British miner emigrated to

the Euhr yesterday. He was given an
impressive send-off by the local Stone-

Breakers’ Union on embarkation at

Harwich [p. 12),

Politics.—Mr. Churchill, speak-

ing at the People’s Palace on Saturday,

said that the events of the past few
years had confounded the evil prophets
of 1926. The Betting Tax was now
almost the entire revenue of the country.

The betting industry had developed

fabulously, beyond the dreams of the

wildest optimist. The whole popula-
tion could now be divided into two
classes, punters and bookies. (Cheers.)

Britain, always a leader, now led the

!

world in betting (p. 10),

Lord Birkenhead, speaking at a
mothers’ meeting at West Ham on
Saturday night, said he was afraid that
there were elements here which liked

Russian gold, and plenty of it. The
Government would have to do some-
thing about it, but he was not going to

say what (p, 10),

F0EEIGN.--M.. Briand formed his one-
hundred and twenty-fifth Cabinet yester-

day, after difficult negotiations with the
Extreme RightandtheExtreme Left and
the Radical- Socialist-Asthmatics of the
MiddleCentre. M. SachaGuitry is to be

Finance Minister, and “ Pertinax ” has

accepted the portfolio of Foreign Affairs.

The franc, after touching 2005 to the £,

recovered to 1996.50 (p. 14).

There was a revolution in Poland
yesterday and Marshal Sopesudski

assumed power as Dictator. All is

quiet at Warsaw, except for batteries

of machine-guns and squadrons of tanks

patrolling the streets and firing in all

directions (p. 13).

There was a revolution in Greece

yesterday and General Tryptogopoulis

assumed power as Dictator and started

dictating at once. Calm reigns at

Athens except for periodical bombing
attacks by air squadrons controlled by
the Government before last (p. 13),

There was a revolution at Lisbon on
Saturday, and General Oliveira de Corno
de Boy took office as President. The
new President sent a telegram to the

Foreign Office assuring H.M. Govern-
ment that new Portugal would remain
faithful to its old allies. Lisbon is

tranquil except for steady bombardment
of the Presidential Palace by warships
in the Tagus (p. 13).

The Directorate at Madrid issued on
Saturday a pronmiciamienio stating

that the smoothing out of the ripples

on the Riff by the Spanish steam-roller

is proceeding according to plan. Hardly
a ripple I'emains on the Riff, or a

Riffian either (p. 13).

The Foreign Secretaiy issued a state-

ment yesterday to the effect that the

European situation was never clearer.

There was not a cloud on the horizon
which had not burst. Those English-
men who still had beds to sleep in might
sleep in them for good (p. 9),

Spobt.— Mr. Billy Brown, of the
Bowery G.C., U.S.A., played au exhibi-

tion round on St. Andrews old course on
Saturday, doing the eighteen holes in an
even fifty. He used the new magnetic
ball, an American H.E. driver and a
Pittsburg putter. He went round in

twenty-five minutes, flying from tees

to putting-greens in a Baby Poussin
with a 990 h.p. Jumbo engine (p. 6).

A spirited water-polo match was
played on Saturday at Hurlingham be-

tween the Duke of Ollapodrida’s team of

Tritons and Rear-Admiral Plodohouse’s
team of Porpoises. The Tritons won
by 13 goals to 3, the Porpoises being a
little unhandy in getting their punts
athwart the goal (p. 0),

Miss Vivienne Tronglon arrived at

Wimbledon two days late for the second
round of the Ladies’ Singles. It appears
that, owing to an attack of nervous
debility, her sixth racquet had become
unstrung. It is believed that this con-
stitutes a “ record ” in the history of

championship lawn-tennis (p. 7).



THE KEAL YICTIMS.

WoEKSB {thrown out of employment through coal strike, to miner). “ I HAVEN’T SAID MUCH SO
TAB; BUT I’VE GOT A WIPE AND FAMILY TO SUPPOET THE SAME AS YOU, AND
I’M BEGINNING TO FIND YOU A BIT OF A NUISANCE.”
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Nervous little Man. “1 s^r, old ihikg, I wouldn’t laugh quite bo loud. Hale the room looks as ie it might have

DONE IT.”

PERFECTLY LOVELY TIMES.
|

XX.

—

The Exeat.

“Anyhow,” said the Bronco-Buster

gleefully, “we haven’t got the juiced

jolly old nuisance of a jolly old Sunday

walk.”

She was standing apart on the kerb

with the Sub-prefect as she spoke. They

were both of them dressed unimpeach-

ably in white serge frocks and had green

ribbons round their hats. Everybody

else was in croc.

Exactly what the duties of the Sub-

prefect were in the scholastic polity had

never been made known, but the self-

appointed task of the Bronco-Buster

had something to do with the ropes of

dressing-gowns and leaping from bed to

bed inthe dorm. And the Sub-prefect, so

far from frowning upon these activities,

appeared to be the Principal Mustang.

Neither of them, of course, would have

been allowed to be standing there like

that, grinning at the others, if the car

had not just arrived, with the Bronco-

Buster’s parents in it, to take them out

for the day. It had been seen some

distance away coming along the Eront

;

“and the driving is like the driving

of Ma-ma, the wife of Pa-pa, for she

driveth cautiously,” the Bronco-Buster

had said, for she was always making

dreadful jokes of that kind, causing

the Sub-prefect to say, Oh, Glare

!

]3ut she had not spoken in this way to

Authority, beforewhom she was always

deferential, not to say shy.

Giggling, the two accomplices got

into the car and embraced the dog,

which they had already cast for the

future rdle of a wild boar, and were

taken up the spiral road towards the

downs. The mist had lain on the sea

all the morning, and from the middle of

it came long agonised booms. But the

Bronco -Buster and the Sub -prefect,

their attention being called to this,

proved to be quite uninterested in sea-

scapes or maritime adventure. Their

conversation was of a severely technical

kind. How, for instance. Daphne
Eobertson, in jumping on to a bed,

had knocked the whole of the bottom of

it out and gone through on to the floor.

“Is Daphne Eobertson a very big

girl?”
“ Oh, no !

” with shrieks of amused
indignation.

“She must be a very heavy girl,

then?”
“ Oh, no, she isn’t. She 's very thin

and very small, but she jumps very

hard.”

A somewhat baffling vision of Daphne
Eobertson in the act of levitation was
presented to the mind.

The garden of the cottage on the

down was glittering in sunlight, which

had fought successfully all the morning

against the sea-fog, and it was full of

the scent of euonymus and lavender

and pinks and in the long grass there

were red poppies innumerable, so tliat it

might have seemed to be a good place

to romp in or even to sit down in quietly

and make flower dolls. But the Bronco-

Buster and the Sub-prefect, whatever

their grandmothers might have felt

about it, had other ideas. When they

had put on their faded apple-green over-

alls instead of the Sunday wliite, they

ran all over the house, and selected what

might have appeared to be the least

attractive part of it on an extremely hot

morning in July.

“May we have the airing cupboard

for a cave ? ” they implored, and, crouch-

ing in that dark stuffiness, spent an hour

of thrilling drama until it was time for

lunch.

When you go out to lunch on Sunday,

of course the interest lies mainly in its
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not being beef, and in being allowed to
leave things on the side of the plate,

which you can’t do at school because
Miss So-and-So reports you (except
Joan Simpson, wd:iom she favours), and
also in having what you like more than
once. In the case of the Sub-prefect
this was tomatoes, because (she said)

she was so fond of the pips, and the soft

part of the pastry without the hard
crust at the edges. But afterwards, of

course, there were strawberries. As a
special treat the two plates- of straw-

berries were taken back to be eaten in

the airing cupboard, out of which for

several moments proceeded the steady
click of the two cave-women’s spoons.

Then they came downstairs again,

exhibiting perfectly polished platters,

and piously announced; ‘‘We ’ve washed
them ourselves.”

But when they were taxed instantly

with being wicked little animals they
were obliged to confess that they had
done all the cleaning with their tongues.

Sitting down now upon the grass of

the lawn, bobbed and shingled, a pleas-

ing picture against the background of

flowers, they began to play Snap and
Double Dummy Whist, accusing each
other in shrill but not unfriendly tones

of cheating as almost every card was
played.

After that it was time to proceed to

the nearest point on the beach and
picnic under the chalk cliff near the
coastguard’s hut. Inconsolable for a

time because they had neither buckets
nor shrimping nets, the Bronco-Buster
and the Sub-prefect had to be appeased
by the prospect of making puddings of

chalk and sand, which seemed to offer

fair chances of messiness and rivalry in

handiwork combined. Only tense drama
was lacking, and this a happy thought
of the Bronco-Buster’s was able to

supply. When the two of them had
eaten more sugar cakes than a mere
outsider might have thought possible,

and had each drunk two cups of luke-

warm and very milky tea, they rolled

up tlieir sleeves, took off their shoes

and their long white socks, and began
to get to work.

The crumbling of the Seven Sisters

provides plenty of cooking material if

you mash about the chalk lumps in

empty jam-pots with a stick. You
can make London milk, ordinary milk,

cream, or, if you mix lots of shingle

with it, a peculiarly nasty-looking and
sticky kind of pie. But after about an
hour of this delicious joy the Bronco-

Buster and the Sub-prefect, who had
now strayedsome distance away, seemed
strangely quiet. Then the Bronco-

Buster came running, terrified, with
quick gasps.

“Come, come at once!” she cried,

FRONTIER TROUBLES AT OLYMPIA.
Infidel sappers, with devil-bridge, create a scare among the Faithful

(Tommies all).

“Pam’s frightfully ill. I don’t know
what’s the matter with her.”

A hasty rush had to be made round
a cliff buttress, and there indeed was
the Sub-prefect lying motionless on her
back with every appearance of distress.

Had a loose piece of rock fallen ? Was
it the cake? The rosy brown of her
small face was changed to a dead-white
pallor. Her blue eyes were closed.

There was a moment of awfful sus-

pense . . .

The Sub-prefect, shouting withlaughter,

leapt up and dashed lightly away. Her

face and neck had been carefully smeared
all over by the Bronco-Buster with
pieces of moistened chalk.

An hour later, cleansed and in their

right minds, the faded overalls ex-

changed for Sabbaticalwhite serge, they
were delivered into captivity again.

“Ho jolly old Scripture prep.,” said

the Bronco-Buster, as they kissed

affectionate good-byes. Evoe.

“Lord Oxford kas oxcommunicatod Mr.
Lloyd George .”—Provincial Pa^er,

Boss loculus est.
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PmcHlious Belaiive. “But if you’ve no wish to encourage the young man is it eight to eet him continually bend

YOU SUCH LOVELY FLOWERS ?
”

Young Lady, ‘‘ Quite all eight, Auntie. I never smell ’em.”

OUR YACHT,
I.—Captain and Crew.

It is Percivars and mine, and its

name is The Merry Widoio, So far it

hasn’t looked very merry, but already

it has nearly made Mrs. Perclval a

widow. We were not frightfully good
yachtsmen when we started, even

though we did know how to wear yacht-

ing caps and stick our hands in our side-

pockets with the thumbs out in front.

Now, however, after four days we are

quite good
;
we can even stand up and

study other craft that pass us on the

Norfolk rivers with a critical and even

supercilious gaze, instead of crouching

down with a harassed look and an eye

on the boom. And as for sailing we
can show a clean dinghy to any craft

on the river.

Percival, who is experienced, told me
when I started that there were three

things I, a novice, should infallibly do
on the first day :

—

(1) Go aground on a lee shore.

(2) Get hit on the head by the boom.

(3) Fall off the boat into the water.

He was quite right about (1) and (2),

but (3) I did not do. I am not very
proud about it, though, because the
only reason I didn’t was that I had
already run aground on the lee shore

when I got hit on the head by the

boom, and therefore, instead of falling

off the boat into the water, I merely

fell on to the lee shore. And anyway
I did them all on the second day.

Percival also said—though I suspect

him of making it up—that one cannot

consider oneself a yachtsman till one

has done all three of these things about

six times. Percival says, Yes, he con-

siders himself a yachtsman. I consider

myself by now a skilled yachtsman.

But I wish that yachts, like the Stock

Exchange, could now and then have a

rubber boom. It wouldn’t hurt so much.
During the time that Percival is not

asleep and I am neither in the water

nor unconscious from concussion, I

think we get on fairly well. Except in

“ tacking.” I have a feeling that we
don’t “ tack ” in quite the right way.

At present we do it as follows :

—

We get on board at one of the banks
and somebody holds the stern anchor
cable while we hoist the sails. Wben he
can’t hold on anylonger he lets go. When
he lets go we charge across the river

at tremendous speed. Arrived at the

other side, I push the sharp end of the

ship out of the mud with the pole thing
called a “quant” which they supply
with the boat to help you to “tack”
with, and we dash back once more. I

wait ready with the “ quant ” pole, and,

if I haven’t been thrown ashore by the
impact, I push the sharp end round
again.

We thus thrash back and forth about

thirty times and then discover, just as

we think we must be reaching the next

village, that we have left behind us on
shore the fresh-water jar or else the

bottled beer. If it is the latter it is

serious ;
but no harm is done because

at the next “ tack ” whoever has sud-

denly landed from the sharp end walks

back along the bank to where we started

from—a matter of some fifteen yards

—

and gets it.

There is another thing we arc frankly

not good at, and that is bridges. Bridges

on the Norfolk rivers are of two kinds

—

the kind that pivots round on a central

pier and allows you to pass through on
either side, and the kind that you have
to stop and put down your mast for.

These latter are the principal means of

livelihood of men in tugs with ropes,men
on shore with ropes, and men in row-

boats with ropes, who rush out, shouting

contradictory advice and throwing fes-

toons of ropes all over you, just in time

to save you drifting up against the

bridge with your mast.

We had an unusual experionce yes-

terday over one of these bridges—the

kind that pivots on a central pier—and
we have not yet decided whose fault it

was.

The Merry Widow approached, with
Captain Percival and Crew Apple in

a harried condition and shouting vigor-
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Lady. “What a dear little gun 1 What does it shoot?”
Shopman. “Slugs, Madam.”
Lady. “I think I must have one. My gapwDen ’s over-run with them.”

onsly because the man who swings
the bridge had not yet noticed the
yacht’s arrival. We were almost on it

when it started to open, and we found
we had unluckily chosen that side v/hich

swung out against us.

Captain Percival at this critical time
was controlling the tiller with his spinal

column and the main-sheet with a slip-

knot on the left ankle, while Crew
Apple was holding the jib-sheet with
both knees and a running bowline over
the right shoulder. Despite this we
missed the -small opening which was
all that offered itself at the moment,
and our mast struck the slowly-moving
bridge with a crash. To the accompani-
ment of the rattling of empty beer bot-

tles in the starboard lockers and two
Primus stoves and a score of sardine

tins in the port bunk, we heeled over.

With masterly yachtsmanship Captain
Percival shifted the tiller two vertebrae

up his spine and drew in the main-sheet
with his knee. Crew Apple assisted by
passing the boom from port to starboard

with his forehead. But the yacht heeled

over still more as the opening bridge

pushed us about, and we apparently be-

gan to sail backwards, so we lay in the

bottom and prayed.

After five exciting minutes Captain
Percival sent Crew Apple on deck to re-

port. Crew Apple joyfully reported

that, first, v/e were still in the river

;

second, he could see the bridge fifteen

yards off on the starboard bow; and,

third, it was wide open.

Captain Percival thereupon sprang
to the tiller, gave Crew Apple his half

of the sheet, charged at the opening
and sailed through in triumph. Men
shouted strange encouragement at us

as we passed through, and we concluded

that they didn’t often see really good
yachting. Then we sailed for several

miles through the eternal sameness of

Broadland scenery and finally tied up
for the night at a pub.

Here, however, we w^ere astounded to

find it was the same one at which we
had spent the previous night. With
the help of two maps and everybody in

the bar we eventually unravelled the

mystery. It appears that the slowly-

opening bridge had caught us and
pivoted us across to the other side of

the central pier, whence we had drifted

through the bridge, stern foremost,

while we lay in the bottom. When I

was sent up to report we were already

through without knowing it, and then,

still not knowing what we were doing,

we had negotiated it back again. No
wonder men had shouted strange en-

couragement at us, though if only

Percival ...
But, as I said, we haven’t yet decided

whose fault it was. A. A.

ANNE AND REGINA.
[Miss Anne Temple and Miss Regina

Malone, two young Amsrican college students,

neither of whom is more than twenty-two,

discuss the question, “ Is Youth Deteriora-

ting ? ” in the current number of The Fonmi.]

Two ladies, whose united ages

Pan out at less than forty-five,

Have canvassed in The Forums pages

A subject that is much alive

:

Is youth in morals, mien nnd dress

Worse than the youth of long ago ?

Miss Temple (Anne) pronounces ‘‘Yes,”

But Miss Malone (Eegina) “ No.”

Bevolt, as neither of them doubts,

Is deeply rooted in the young.

Who cast aside like winter’s clouts

The creed towhich theirparents clung;

To Anne, however, they appeal

Like ostriches but lately plucked.

While brave Begina by their zeal

For Freedom is immensely bucked.

The arguments, the 'pros and con’s,

Are posed with admirable skill

Worthy of dialectic dons
Who ply the philosophic quill

;

Anne dwells upon the wild stampede
Of youth without a guide or goal

;

Bkgina bids us rather heed
Its high unconquerable soul.

The disputants are wondrous frank

;

They’ve got the latest jargon pat

(We, like America, have to thank
Feeud and his votaries for that)

;

But, as their names and views I

scan,

I wonder, while I watch the fray,

What would poor old Begina Anne
Think of the damsels of to-day 1
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uiAunenc ne cnicuoc Directors of the Underground then that the happy notion occurred
THE WOHOERS OF SGlEHGE (AOA!li}. Railway now began to run “ through of causing the Tube lifts to descend at

In the bright and buoj^ant infancy of trains, which whiffled wildly past the such intervals that by running hard to

the British race a long tunnelwas bored dwellers in the nearer suburbs, embitter- the platform the passenger arrived just

through the earth to contain an elec- ing their tempers, ruffling their whiskers as the train was about to depart and
trified system of railway trains. It ran and removing their hats. It was now too late to be able to discover where it

from Charing Cross at one end and, possible, nay, probable, to descend into was intended to go. Whilst he vainly
forking at Camden Town, reached two the dungeons of the Tube and wait for endeavoured to find out, the guards,
places called Highgate and Golders ten minutes before getting a strap for obeying the instructions no doubt of

Green, as a glance at the little map Charing Cross. The time could be spent the Directors, took care to slam the
which follows will make clear:— in reading house-agents* notices of the cantilever gates, to close the hydraulic

Golders G-o p
beauties and social amenities of Hendon doors and to smile triumphantly at his

o ere roar

^ Higbgate ^Lud Edgwai’c. Many, SO Weak is the protesting face.

\
/ human race, made use of this rare privi- Any person therefore wishing to pro-
/ lege, not knowing that the Directors of ceed from Hampstead to Charing Cross

•'^Camdea Town
Underground still had another ex- may now, and does now

—

which follows will make clear:

—

• Camden Town
oujixi.

quisite sally of humour up their sleeve.

They devised a further scheme for

linking up, as they called it, the City
® and South London Eailway with the

Hampstead and Highgate Tube, thus

This feat of scientific invention was providing a new loop which should pro-

known as the Hampstead and Highgate long the agony beneath the patient

Tube. The rough notion was that per- Thames to Clapham, and even beyond
sons living in the suburbs of Highgate Clapham to some doubtful place called

or Golders Green, or at other places on Morden, in Surrey,

the route, would be able to proceed at The format of the whole line was
reasonably short intervals to Charing now this :

—

Gross and, having done their business,

return. Edgwaro •

The system endured for some time, \
and proved, I believe, a moderate sue- \
cess. Then the gay irresponsible per- coidore Green •x * uighgat©

sons who control the destinies of the \ /
Underground world began to try to be \ /
funny. Hirst of all they extended one V Camdon Town

arm of the V—tiiat which proceeded to \
Golders Green—^into the remoter and \
more rustic parts of Middlesex, thus cros.

Camdon Town

Goldersi Green

Camden Town

I

Charing Cross

[

The effect of the sly stroke was to fill

the trains on that particular branch
with yokels, hayseeds, sundowners and
rubes, carrying pitchforks and having
straws in their hair, each one desirous
of looking at the sights of London and
discovering what had happened to their

uisire sauy 01 numour up rneir sieeve.
(i) the first train because he

They devised a further scheme for
find out where it is going to.

nkmg up, as they called it. the City
(3) ^ ^^ch

ad South London_ Railway with the t^e train for Clapham Junction come
Lampstead and Highgate Tube, thus

depart
roviding a new loop which should pro-

(3) ^ave his hat removed by a
,ng the agony beneath the mtient through train from Edgware.
hames to Clapham, and even beyond «^^tch another train for Clap-
lapham to some doubtful place called hain Junction come in and depart.

'm u 1 r (
5

)
Go away into the nearest sub-

The format of the whole line was teiTauean bureau and die of a broken
heart.

Edgwaro • A common average interval between
\ trains fromHampstead to Charing Cross
\ is about twenty minutes. This, though

Ooiaor, Grew . nighs.to
Settlement

\ / of a mining dispute, the report of a

\ / Royal Commission, an appeal to the

y camaon Town Hous© of Lords, or the liquidation of a
\ foreign debt, is a long time to wait be-
\ tween trains on the Underground Rail-

]

way. The weary moments drag by and
cimins croBH

.

j
passoDgers relieve themselves

/ ‘ by singing hymns, hoping against hope
Konnington that rescue may yet arrive.

Sometimes in an idle dream he may
think of himself sitting on beds of as-

u Clapham Common phodel and watohing from afar the
Directors of the Underground Railway
being bottled in cages and dropped down

SappoBoa bL of Morden .

s^btoauean labyrinths, through
which they briskly trot, to rebound in

This is one way of drawing the map, vain from pitilessly slammed doors,
it the more usual way is this :— But none of these faveeuTs would over

in fact dream of travelling by the Haxnp-
stead and Highgate Tube, I apologise.
There were two days during this year

.
when the Hampstead and Highgate

Morden Tube worked perfectly. They were the
(“) first two days of the general strike,

-'^waro when all the outer gates wero closed
and no victims could possibly be en-

In other words the system has the trapped. Bvok.

Konningfcon

Clapham Common

Supposed site of Morden

^ " ^

but the more usual way is this :-

golden-haired girl who had run away In other words the system has the trapped. Evok.
from the old farm and taken the wrong similitude of a snail or slug. But to a t x . f

• ^ r
turning. The rough country dialect of call it a snail or slug is a very gross ^

A doctors advice on “How to Keep
I the Middle Saxons was heard in the ins'ult to the mollusc world.

Oool .

trains, hedgers and ditchers sat on the As soon as this grotesque zoological “-Avoid hot liquids. Boc that your tooth

seats, and it was all that the unhappy phantasy was conceived half of^'the
fhroo times a day. Tako country walks

residents in the nearei- suburbs could do teains which arrived at places like tongL^Sut^w mwith to^
CO Obtain a second or third place on the Hampstead had to be diverted round Weekly i^aycr,

the loop and through the uttermost The last part of this advice is cordially
btill bubbling over with a sense of part of the City to Clapham, and it was commended to certain Labour leaders.
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Lady. “Well, how did the wedding go off, Cook?”
Cook, “Very well indeed, Ma’am, thank you. Thebe was no drunkenness and not an angry word spoken.'

EP. AND JOHN.

Augustus John and Jacob Ep.

Were men of elemental pep.

Dearer to Chelsea than the Swan
Of Avon was Augustus John.

Like bombs descending from a Zepp,

Were the terrific busts of Ep.

The frigid academic don
Was simply scarified by John.

Stout public-school boys at their prep.

Were haunted by the dreams of Er.

Victorian dames turned pale and wan
Viewing the canvases of John.

While Philistines exclaimed “ Hepp

!

Heppl”
In order to discredit Ep.,

Bright Bloomsbury looked kipdly on
The genius of the earlier John,

Before his A.E.A. had jeop-

ardised his rivalry with Ep,,

Ere Sacha Guitry and Yvonne
Had undermined the vogue of John.

Yet, though the chiff-chaff seeks the

steppe,

Scared by the fearful fowl of Ep,
;

Though faithfulChelsea toasts the scone

In honour of gigantic John
;

Enlightened critics more obstrep-

erously blow their trumps lor Ep.,

In Art more like Napoleon
Than prestidigitator John.

Our Pampered Pets Again.
“ Wanted, good country homes for two black

and white kittens (females)
;

within easy
distance of Londonpreferred.”—Lofdies’Pa^^r.

In case they should want a change
from the country mice ?

“ Mr. saw two men acting suspiciously,

and told Sergeant . The sergeant sur-

rounded the building.”—Evening Paper.

A good all-round man, that sergeant.
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SUBURBAN SCENES.
YIII.—The Kingfisher.

This morning, in London, within the

six-mile limit, I saw a kingfisher. It

was six o’clock in the morning and
^

I

was in evening dress. JBut I still

maintain that I saw the kingfisher.

And one of the gentlemen with me saw
the kingfisher too. George saw two

kingfishers. It sped past the bottom

of my garden, flying close to the water

;

there was a flash of blue, and it dis-

appeared towards Chiswick Eyot. A
neighbour, a Civil servant, told me
years ago that he had seen a kingfisher

at Hammersmith, and now I know
that he spoke the truth. But what
was he doing up at six o’clock in the

morning ?
;

On the other hand, what is anybody i

doing in bed at six

o’clock on a morning
like that? When I saw
the kingfisher I felt that

our conduct in staying

up all night was entire-

ly justified. I felt very

ethereal and good, and
George said he felt quite

extraordicarily ethereal.

So we began again to

discuss the question of

going to bed. George
said he wouldn’t go to

bed, because he wanted
to see another extraor-

dinarily ethereal king-

fisher, and I said if he

didn’t go to bed soon he
would probably see a

flying-fox, if not worse.

So we sat on the wall

and a great heron flapped

up the river, and we discussed herons

and the dawn.
George said he thought the dawn was

an extraordinary thing, because every-

body says it is quite the best thing that

ever happens
;
yet not only does nobody

ever see it, but when a man takes the

trouble to stay up all night and see the

dawn, so far from his getting any credit

for it, his neighbours are certain to

make remarks and things are said in

the comic papers
;
while if a man makes

a habit of seeing the dawn he loses caste

in all directions. George said he felt

wounded about this, but he still felt

ethereal; and then we saw seven swans.
So I told George about the swan which
attacked me when I was rowing in the

Grab, and flew after me hissing with its

beak stretched out, and how I repelled

it with moral suasion and a boat-hook,
and George said I had told him about
that before.

Then I said it was an extraordinary
thing that people should spend so much

time and money on going away from

London and searching for variety and

adventure at Deauville and the South

Seas when they could have twenty-four

hours packed with drama at Hammer-
smith without squandering a halfpenny.

Dor saywhat you like about the suburbs,

I said, we may not have much money
but we do see life. Take the last twenty-

four hours, I said, since the last time

we were in bed. In the afternoon we
had a most extraordinary yacht-race,

the sort of yacht-race that Cowes will

never see if it has seventeen Jubilees.

Yacht-races at Hammersmith have
always a certain spice, because of the

bunkers on the course—well, steamers

and barges, and tugs and ladies’ eights,

and motor-boats and things. But what
made this race so extraordinary was
that a rowing-club was holding a regatta

Bmtic (to angler as big fish gets away). “Will ’ee want any witnesses, Suer?

over the same course at the same time.

And rowing-boats have to keep out of

theway of sailing-boats, but sailing-boats

ought to keep out of the way of rowing-
boats when the rowing-boats are racing.

But when they are both racing they just

collide and use terrible language.

There were racing eights, and racing

fours and racing scullers, and we had
eleven yachts, and they must have had
a thousand boats, and there were gener-

ally eight-races and four-races going on
at the same time, it seemed. So we tacked
up and down the river, colliding with
them all, upsetting the scullers, picking
them up and explaining that it was all

their fault. And after that we would
dump them on the bank and continue
the yacht-race. And all the time we
shouted remarks to other yachts about
the handicapping system, which of

course is monstrous.
But what pleasedme most was what

happened to my rival, Mr. Giles, who
somehow managedto sneak ahead of me,

and has of course much too big a handi-

cap, and generally beats the Seameiu

through sheer favouritism. Well, as he
was stealingunscrupulouslytowards the

goal on the starboard tack, with the /Sea-

mew not far behind, there was a great

shouting on the bank, and up came a

single-sculling race with little coloured

flags, sculling like mad. So I shouted,

and Mr. Giles shouted, and the people on
the bank shouted and waved their mega-
phones, and one of the scullers with a

little green flag ran plump into Mr,

Giles’s ridiculous boat end-on.

By superior navigation I sailed clean

through the sculling-race (not without

a few words on all sides), and passed Mr.

Giles, just mentioning overmy shoulder

that he ought to be more careful. I also

said something about his handicap, and
he said that when he had taken the

sculler home and' put
him to bed he would
catch me up again,

which did not seem to

be funny. What icas

funny was that the
sharp point, or bow, of

the sculler’s boat, skiff

or ‘‘tooth-pick” turned
out to be firmly em-
bedded in Mr. Giles's

boat, and nothing they

could do could get it

out. So they somehow
waddled to the shoreand
summoned a passing
motor-boat. The motor-
boat hitched itself on to

the sculling - boat and
steamed ahead, and,
after a good deal of

manoeuvringand agreat
deal of advice from the

bank and some really lamentable
remarks from Mr. Giles, the sculling-

boat was extracted like a tooth. And
then you see—what was so terribly

funny—the water came in through tho
hole into Mr. Giles's absurd boat, and
Mr. Giles came back to the club in a

sinking condition. Oh, dear, how I

laughed I

So you see what I mean about Cowes ?

Well, after that I didn’t seem to re-

member what happened next quite, so

to speak. But George said he was sure
there was a party somewhere because he
felt so ethereal. And towards midnight
I know I rang for a taxi because some
absurd creaturehad said somethingabout
going; but when I went to the front-

door there was the most adorable police-

man standing on the doorstep, shining
his lantern at the window whore the
noise came from, and wanting to know
why the front-door was open. Well, L

said it was very serious and he ’d better

come in and ask somebody about it.
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The first thing he looked at was the

book-shelf in the dining-room, and he
said, Yes, Sir,

J.
always have a look at

the books. My life should have been

wrapped up with books by rights. My
father was a book-shelf maker, and his

father before him, but circumstances

drove me into the Army and I went to

India. Yes, Sir, you 've beat me, Sir

;

there’s more books here than ever 1 had,

and I had ninety-eight when I was in

India. But there it is, Sir, we can’t all

choose our lives, can we ?
”

It made me feel rather Tchehov and

depressed to think of this charming man
confined in the police force and yearning

after literature.

But just then the taxi came and I

asked him to wait just two minutes be-

cause the people were just coming.

But the extraordinary thing was that

nobody went near the taxi-man for two
hours-and-a-half, so he stood there

ticking till the dawn and simply loved

it. Bor just at that moment we all got

into the boats and plunged into the

river Thames on the Surrey side. It

was unfortunate that so many people

were in evening dress, but nearly every-

body took theirs off. The water was
as hot as Honolulu, and a heron flew

up and down overhead, croaking, which
George said embarrassed him' because

he had no university costume. George
was a little tiresome about his university

costume because he said that several in-

teresting points oflawarose out of his not

having a university costume, for, in the

first place, is it illegal to bathe in the dark

in Londonwithouta university costume ?

and in the second place, when the river

police came along in a boat, George ran

up the bank and made a long speech to

them about his university costume, be-

cause he said they were in territorial

waters and he was in Surrey so it had
nothing to do with them ;

and when a

policeman came along the towing-path

he stood in the shaUows and made a

long speech to him to explain that the

policeman was on land and had no
jurisdiction over the water. And, what

was so extraordinarily unnecessary, he
told all the policemen he addressed

that the party was in charge of Mr.
Haddock, and gave them my address

very loudly several times. Then every-

body stood about in boiled shirts in the

dawn carefully adjusting white ties with
mud on them as if they were just start-

ing out for a party, which struck me
as humorous. Then we rowed home in

circles
;
and there was the taxi-man still

beaming.

So that ’s how I saw the kingfisher.

A.P.H.

Our Pugilistic Freaks.

From a boxing report :

—

“ is head and shoulders above any other

man of his height in this country.”

** At St. Church, Sergt. Charles
,
of

the Embrocation Stafi, R.A.S.O., to Miss
,

youngest daughter, etc.”—Local Laper.

B.A.S.O. is an obvious misprint for

E.A.M.C. The bride was first attracted,

we understand, by her swain’s lovely

liniments.
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SUMMER IN ARCADY.
I.

—

Arcadia Cottage.

SAY,” saidAngela, coming abruptly

into my study one June morning, “what
about the summer ?

”

I looked up from an article which,

inspired by the weather, I was writing

about the habits of the Eskimos.

What about it ? ” I said. ^^It hasn’t

started, has it ? Because if I ’m missing

any of it
” And I laid down my

pen to show that I was ready for any
midsummer madness.

“ Oh, no,” said Angela. ‘‘At least I

don’t think so,” she added as a handful

of hailstones rattled against

the window-pane. “But it wdll,

you know.”
“Well,” I said judicially,

“ conceding that rather debat-

able point, what about it?

Because I ’m rather busy just

now on an important piece of

research connected with my
article. It comes in the section

‘ Nose -warmers, the Eskimo
habit of not casting until May
be out.’

”

“How wise of them!” said

Angela, shivering. “ What do

they do the rest of the year ?
”

“They rub their noses with
snow.”

“ I prefer powder,” said

Angela. “Which reminds me,”
she added inconsequently, “I
came to talk about the sum-
mer.”
Why it should so remind her

I have no idea, but I realised

that I must put the Eskimos
back into cold-storage for a

while.

“We can now give you our
undivided attention,” I said,

leaning back in my chair. “ If

you have anything to say about
the English summer which has
not already been said, we shall be
pleased to hear it. I hope it *s respect-

able,” I added.
“ Eespectable ?

”

“No bad language or deplorable ad-

jectives.”

“Oh, no. I'm talking about the
summer we haven’t had yet.”

“Do you refer to next year’s or that
of the year after?

”

“ This year’s, of course,” said Angela.
She perched herself upon the arm of

my chair.

“The summer will soon be here,”

she said.

“ Are you speaking with the tongues
of men or of angels ? ” I asked.

“Don’t interrupt,” said Angela. “You
must approach this summer in a proper
spirit.”

“I shall approach it in a mackintosh,”

I said.

“What I mean is this,” she con-

tinued ;
“ we haven’t yet decided what

we are going to do with it.”

“We haven’t yet decided whether

we’re going to have one at all,” I

pointed out.

“We ’ll take that for granted,” said

Angela.

I shut my eyes and tried to take for

granted that we were going to have a

summer this year.

“There,” I said—“I have taken the

most beautiful summer for granted.

All drowsy, hot, bee-haunted days, with

“‘I WANT A COTTAGE IN ArCADY,’ I SAID.”

butterflies and sleepy cows standing in

lush meadows and ”

“ Never mind that,” said Angela, who
is deplorably prosaic in her mind.
“What are we going to do with it

when we get it ?
”

“First of all,” I said, “ we will try to

believe that it is real. After that
”

“I mean, where are we going to

spend it ?
”

The conversation seemed to be taking
a practical turn and I felt furtively in
my pocket. I had two half-crowns, a
lucky farthing, a key and a couple of

buttons.

“If we go for a week to stay with
Aunt Martha,” 1 suggested tentatively.

“Rubbish,” said Angela with de-
cision. “ We ’re going to have a real
holiday this year. The only point is

where. I don’t think we ’ll go on the

Continent.”
“ I don’t think we will,” I said. I

had just been trying the edges of the

half-crowns with my thumb-nail, and
one of them had failed to qualify, re-

ducing my available capital by two-and-
fivepence.

“There’s yachting,” said Angela.

“There is,” I admitted, idly apply-

ing the same test to the buttons and
discovering to my surprise and delight

that one of them was a shilling. I be-

gan to take a more optimistic view of

things.

“What do you suggest ? ” said Angela.

I looked at her and smiled.
“ What have you decided ?

”

Angela laughed.

“A cottage,” she said. “A
cottage in the country for the

whole jolly summer.”
“ I see. Summer in Arcady.

”

“ Yes,” said Angela.
sjs >!c :!j *

I spent the evening looking

through the advertisements in

various dailyandweeklypapers.
But somehow their thoughts
ran on “imposing lounge halls,

withwinged staircases ” (what-

ever that may mean), and “ 14
bed 5 recptn rms,” and things
like that. They didn’t appear
to be interested in the require-

ments of people in our position

at all.
;

But it was up to me to sec

this thing through. Alter all,

I am a man, and Angela would
naturally expect me to bo
efficient about it, I called on
an agent.

‘
‘ Iwant a cottage in Arcady,

’ ’

I said.

“ I beg your pardon, Sir,”

said the agent.
“ Something,” I continued,

“ where the bees murmur from
dewy morn to an equally dewy eve.

Not too dewy, of course,” I added,
thinking of my rheumatism. “ And if

you could throw in a few cows standing
knee-deep in lush grass

”

The agent looked nervously at his

typist.

“ I ’m afraid we can’t,” he said. “ We
have no cottages in the suburb you
mention. The second door on the right

will take you back into the street.

Good morning.”
Somehow I didn’t seem to have much

luck with the agents. None of them
appeared even to begin to understand
my requirements, and one practically

threatened to send for the police when
I told him about the butterflies.

“ I ’m sorry, Angola,” I said when 1

got home again. “ But I don’t seem



to be able to find that cottage. I think
this must be the close season for cot-

tages, or there 's a building crisis on in

Arcady or something
’’

“ Oh, but you shouldn’t have bothered,”

said Angela. “ I ’ve arranged all that.”

I gasped.

‘‘Tell me,” I said. “Will the bees
murmur?”

“ You will hardly be able to hear
yourself think for them,” said Angela.

“And will there be cows standing
knee-deep in lush grass ?

”

“ Bags of them,” said Angela. “And
the grass is the lushiest you ever saw.”

“ What ’s it called ? ” i asked.
“ Arcadia Cottage,” said Angela.

I closed my ej^es in dreamy blissful

anticipation.
“ It ’ll do,” I said. L. du G.

“HEAT AFFECTS HOESES AT
NEWMAEKET.

Equator Beaten.”
Evening Papo .

The tropics, in fact, were not in it.

“Di- receives a knighthood, though ho
has sjT’cno nearly all his life in Sheffield.”

Liverpool Paper.

We don’t approve of these municipal
jealousies.

TRAVELLER'S JOY.
There ’s a high corner
Where the road turns

Under the hazels,

And there a man learns

When the sun blazes

Or when eve is cool

Caution and cross roads.
And DANGER and school.

There’s an old farmhouse
Of weathered brick,

Bound about cluster

The byre and the rick,

And high on the roof-tree

There gleams like a star

The best kind of petrol

To use for your car.

The elm-trees are leafy,

The hedge is a bower.
And slow down for hartley
To eight miles an hour

;

High stand the poppies
That drowse in the field.

The bends are all hairpin.

The DRIVES are concealed.

Wrought-iron gateways
And parkland go by,

Cattle and steep hill
Astonish the eye

;

Low the convolvulus
Droops her white cup.

Tar-spraying, steam roller,
Eoad taken up.

You may travel through England
On highway and lane.

And turn back at Scotland
And drive through again

;

Wherever you wander
You ’ll find there ’s no stint

Of capital letters

And beautiful print. Evoe,

Another Glimpse of the Obvious.

From the report of alearned society :
-

“ The item £1,631 Centenary Entertainment
will not occur again in the near future.”

From a concert notice :

—

“It is enough to say that Mr. sang with
infinite variety, in a voice in which strength
never married sweetness.”— Paper,

Preferring, no doubt, to remain solo.

From a Test match report :

—

“Andrews was out before getting a good
sight of the bill .”—Sunday Paper,

We are often tempted to try this man-
oeuvre when dining at certain restau-

rants. But that, of course, would not
be cricket.
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Husband, “Here’s the summer half gone and we’ve not won a test match. Thank goodness we’ve still got

Manchester and the Oval.” *

Long-suffering W^fe, “ Heavens I Are there two more ?
”

ANOTHER VITAL MATCH.
Victory at Manchester may give

England the ‘‘Ashes.”

[With acknowledgments toMr. M. A. Noble’

s

expert views, as published on the eve of the
last Test match in an article headed :

—

A Vital Match.
Victory at Leeds may give England

THE “ Ashes,”]

As the Test series consists of five

matches and three have been already-

played it will be readily seen that only
two remain to be played. As we draw
nearer to the end without any match
having been brought to a decision the
interest in this "great conflict tends, if

possible, to increase.

If Australia wins the match at Man-
chester she will only need to draw the
fifth match in order to win the rubber.
The same may be said of England. If,

on the other hand, the Manchester
match is drawn, everything will depend
upon the result of the Oval match.

Provided the wicket is perfect and
the weather remains good throughout

theManchestermatch, experience drawn
from the last two encounters goes to

show that another draw is not improb-

able.

If, on the other hand, heavy rain falls

overnight followed by a hot drying sun,

much will depend upon the toss. At the

same time it mnst be remembered that

a captain who wins the toss and puts

the other side in always runs a certain

risk, as indeed was demonstrated in the

Leeds match. In taking this risk I

consider that Carr was justified by
everything except the actual result.

Again, the match may be begun under
good weather conditions, which may
change on the second day. This possi-

bility introduces that element of chance
which is a main factor in the uncertainty

of the game.
In the event of the result turning

upon the Oval match there will be
an extra day’s play, which should
materially reduce the probability of a

draw.

As I write, the Australian team has
not yet been chosen for the Manchester

match, but I think it may be taken for

granted that Macartney and Bardsley
will beamong the selected ;

and there are

others, sound batsmen and bowlers,

who can hardly be left out.

Eor the English team, Hobjjs, Su'r-

CLiFFE and Tate seem to be indicated

as certainties. But I am diffident

about appearing to intrude in a matter

which concerns the authorities.

I am safe however in saying, with

regard to bothteams, that, when it comes
to choosing the eleventh or twelfth repre-

sentative (not more than eleven are

ultimately included), it maybenecessary

to weigh very carefully the claims of a

man who is a good batsman but an in-

difi’erent bowler against those of another
who is a good bowler but an indifferent

batsman.
In this choice much will rightly be

made to depend upon tlie condition of

the ground on the opening day. Of

I

course the state of the wicket may bo
[modified on the second or third day,

but it will then be too late to make a
'change in the team. 0. B.
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cToocrMr'E: r\c concern, that he took no active part in of their Lordships’ House, decided that
ESStNCL Oh PAKLIAMEN I,

affairs of the company and knew the Speaker had covered the ground
Monday , July 12111 ,—Time was when nothing about its contracts, and that thoroughly in his remarks on the pre-

the suggestion that Eussia was equip- his position in regard to it was fully vious day, and intimated that if it

pingandtraining the Afghanistan army revealed to his colleagues in the various occurred again drastic action by both
would have given us a bad attack of Ministries he had served in. Houses would result. Parliament has
what the late Duke of Argyll called Mr. Arthur Henderson’s speech before this gone so far as to imprison
“ Mervousness.” To-day Earl Winter- consisted chiefly of alternate innuendos violators of its privileges in its own
ton’s reply to Sir W. Davison, that the and assertions that no innuendos were cellars, but it is doubtful whether, with
situation was being carefully watched, intended. Mr.BALDWiNreducedthecase the thermometer at its present altitude,

seemed quite adequate. for the motion and declared this would prove a sufficient deterrent.

The New Eloquence still has the that, while there might be some ground Their Lordships, in Committee on
House of Commons in its grip. Having for a reinvestigation of the existing the Wild Birds’ Protection Act, turned
called attention to an open-air collec- practice of permitting Cabinet Ministers to the more important question of

tion meeting at Leytonstone “ on be- to retain directorships in private com- plovers’ eggs. It hurts Lord Buck-
half of the miners’ children,” of which panies, he would not accept the present master to see baskets of these dainties

a quarter of the collection (of £1 125.) motion, which was merely part of an exposed for sale to gratify the gluttony

was appropriated for propaganda and intensive mud-slinging campaign. of the rich. An amendment fully pro-

another quarter for the organisers of

the collection. Major Kin-
DERSLEY asked if the money J

coming from Eussia was dis-

tributed in similar propor-

tioas—a question which so pm
irritated Mr. Will Thorne,
for some reason or other, that w
he promptly charged the hon.

and gallant gentleman with
having a mind like a London
County Council sewer. At
the Speaker’s bidding he

withdrew the remark; an-

nouncing, however, that if the ^ ^
words used were unparlia-

mentary according to Stand-

ing Orders he was sorry for

Standing Orders. It would
be interesting to know what
Members would not be al-

lowed to say to one another

under Standing Orders drawn
up by the Member for Plais-

tow. ^ J
The Speaker, at the in-

stance of Major Oolfox, de- Scoui^i

It remained for Lord Hugh Cecil, I tecting the lapwing all the year round
was duly accepted.

Chancellor of the

L ^ various Members as
"

to

^ where this stimulating bever-

age could be obtained elicited

chlloe’s answer to Mr. Day,

^
at' least a mew^of ap-

proval, but the mind of the

Housewas on something else.

Scoutmaster (Lord Hugh Cecil) to Scout (Mr. Arthur Bender- M. Caillaux had been and

plored the discourtesy shown throwing mud; but I object still question was,
^ ^ . , , .

^ INEFFICIENT WAY OF DOING IT.” v* -j. o
on Thursday last to Black what had his visit cost us ?

Eod by Labour Members and described however, in a speech supporting his Mr. Churchill explained that the total

it as a gross indignity to himself and amendment, to reduce not merely the sum payable remains the same as

to ihe House as a whole. Later Major arguments but the Labour Party in already agreed, but the annual instal-

CoLFOX wished the Speaker to apolo- general and “ Uncle Arthur ” in par- ment will not reach its maximum of

gise publicly to the Lords for the un- ticular to absurdities. So wittily and £12,500,000 untill930. Francemayalso

mannerlybehaviour of Labour Members cleverly did he do it that the victims re-openthewhole agreement if Germany

in their Lordships’ House, but the laughed in spite of themselves and fails in the payment of her reparations.

Speaker evidently thought this would listened with good-natured interest to Mr. Snowden seemed anxious for an

be carrying the matter too far. Mr. an attack that, more clumsily conceived, opporjiunity to debate the settlement,

Lawson seemed to want to blame it on would have been received with clamor- but it is unlikely that the House will

their Lordships, but was promptly ous and insensate jibberings. When he want to do anything that might en-

called to order, the Speaker’s last word likened Mr. Henderson to a small boy courage M. Caillaux to return to the

being that the House must mind its saying ‘‘damn” for the first time the steadily diminishing charge,

own affairs. House roared approval. It was like a The Ministry of Health vote enabled

Followed the debate which, though clever scoutmaster giving a lecture on Mr. Macquisten (clothed to suit his

nominally a demand for a general the higher morality to a troop of East-* argument) to contrast the wisdom of

inquiry, was actually an attempt to Endwolfcubs. The motion was heavily the modern maiden “mid nodings on,”

vilify Mr. Neville Chamberlain for defeated. or very nearly, with the foolishness

retaining his directorship of a private Ttiesday, July ISth.—Th^ House of of ordinary males, who in tropical

company which had contracts with the Lords discussed the disturbances created weather “go about sweltering. The

Government. Mr. Chamberlain had on the previous Thursday by Members House was so affected by the news that

previously explained that it was a family of the House of Commons at the Bar sleepy sickness was on the wane that it
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could hardly wait till eleven o’clock to

go home to bed.

Wednesday, July 14th ,— closure

or not to closure ” was the problem that

tore at the vitals of the House of Lords

to-day on the motion of Earl Bussell,
who claimed that as far as the House
of Lords went no such operation was
recognised. The Lord Chancellob
agreed that there was no Standing

Order providing for the closure and no
precedent for producing one, as it were,

out of his hat, but he urged that the

Labour Lords had introduced a snake

into their midst' in the form of a fili-

buster, and it behoved them to show
that they were equal to the occasion by
evolving from their inner consciousness

a new mongoose.
Lord Ullswatee who, as former

Speaker of the House of Commons,
knows a lot about precedents and
closures and a bit (according to his own
admission) about organised obstruction,

thought that if they were going to

make the closure a precedent, as they
would if Viscount Fitzalan’s amend-
ment to the motion were adopted, they
should have a properly drawn and
carefully considered Standing Order.

The one sensation of the. debate was
the accusation, levelled against Lord
Banbury and not denied, that he had
heard the call of the wild, or rather of

the wild men from the House of Com-
mons, and had himself become so lost

to all sense of decorum as to bellow
“ Divide ” from behind the Bar.

The House of Commons, with Mr.
Amery as its spokesman, paid a brief

but glowing tribute to a great English-

woman, Miss Gertrude Bell. Her
premature death, attributable to too
zealous a devotion to duty over a long
period of years in a trying climate, had
not come, Mr. Amery declared, before
she had seen her life’s objective, the
stability and prosperity of the Iraq
State, well on its way to fruition.

The mock debate in the House con-
ducted by irreverent Transatlantics, in

the course of which one of the mock

j

debaters, in place of such Parliamentary
phrases as “liar,” “murderer,” etc., bad
shouted “Attaboy” or some other un-
couth expletive at his mock adversary,
was pronounced by the Speaker Tjo be
a figment. Strangers had however occu-
pied the sacred seats and he hoped it

would not occur again.

The House turned to Supply and
discussed such things as the telephone
(ignoring, however, Sir. Thurtle’s pro-
found query as to whether Americans
are any happier for having seventeen
to our one), broadcasting, gyratory
traffic and Waterloo Bridge. Points of

the debate were that the B.B.C, is to

become “nationalised,” that Colonel

Ashley does not like the word
“gyratory,” possibly because the “guy”

has been unduly accented, and Mr.

Lord Buckmaster.

Ammon wants the Postmaster-General
to “stimulate” the cash-on-delivery

system, presumably by making free

sample deliveries to likely patrons.

Thursday, July 15th.—Lord De La
Ware’s plea that, if they lived in West

“ Talio the question of clothing

Mr. Macquisien.

: Solar topee as worn on Terrace.

Ham, they would have done as West
Ham Guardians do, merely strengtliened

the House of Lords’ determination to

pass the Defaulting Guardians Bill with
all speed. This done they turned to the
Disposal of Churches (Metropolitan)

Measure, which the Bishop of London
moved should be presented for cheBoyal
Assent. Lord Craw’ford pooh-poohed
(if one can be said to pooh-pooh a pre-

late) the Bishop’s assertion that this

was not a Bill for the wholesale demo-
lition of City churches. “Not a stone
off

;
not a penny on ” was his slogan.

These churches were old landmarks
of historic interest and architectural

beauty. Was it a reason for pulling

some of them down that they were only
fifty feet apart ? As well complain that

there were too many pictures in the
National Gallery, too many statues in

the British Museum or too many banks
in Lombard Street. So moving was his

appeal that the debate was adjourned
till Monday.

In the Commons Mr. Baldwin out-

lined the agenda of the Imperial Con-
ference which will open on October 5th.

Mr. T. Williams besought him to re-

member that the Governments of Great
Britain and Australia did not represent
the majority of the electors. “That does
not prevent them from being Govern-
ments,” retorted the Prime Minister
drily..

Fundamental cleavages of opinion
occasionally show through Socialism’s

superficially united front. Colonel Day
asked the Home Secretary if be would
consider compelling young women who
go to night clubs as instructresses or
dancing partners to register under The
Theatrical EmpJoyees’Begistration Act.

“Will the Home Secretary consider
the introduction of legislation to register,

license and tax all people who want to

register other people?” supplemented
Colonel, Wedgwood. Sir William
Joynson-Hicks found himself in com-
plete agreement in principle with this

suggestion.

The House again debated the tax on
imported wrapping-paper and the Bet-
ting Tax as amended. The amendment,
which gives a slight advantage in the
amount of tax to wagers made on the
course, was not seriously contested, and
even Mr. Snowden in support of his

amendment was content to advance as
his main argument that the Evangelical
members of the Cabinet were opposed
to the Tax. The Report stage of the
Finance Bill was concluded.

“ Like tho Assyrians of old, but with masks
instead of tlio cohorts described by Byron, a
number of men in broad daylight descended
on the town of Bunclody, Co. Wexford, and
took away a considerable amount of cash.”

Irish Taper,

Just for curiosity we should like to

know how our contemporary visualises
|

a cohort.
|
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LESSER-KNOWN SIGHTS OF LONDON.
In the cellaks oe the Natueai. History Museum. Stuffing a gtrafpe.

ORNITHOLOGY WITHOUT TEARS.

(A neio~ and concise Guide to some of the commcyiier British
" Birds.)

All you who would study the species called Avis,

Who long to distinguish the Merle and the Mavis,

With diligence note what hereunder is written,

And learn all about them, the Birds of our Britain.

The Thrush is arresting because he has lots

Of surprisingly large and conspicuous spots

;

Apparently snails are the dish of his choice

—

He finds, I suppose, that they strengthen the voice.

The Blackbird, to judge by his fearful to-do,

Spends most of his life in a permanefct stew

;

You 11 notice indeed, if you see him near by,

He has got a silly hysterical eye.

The Starling has charms, which how little avail I

His appearance is ruined through lack of a tail

;

Admire his bright sheen, his melodious twaddle.

And doubly deplore that unfortunate waddle.

The Eobin, with widely-known waistcoat of red,

Complacent, self-centred, extremely well-fed,

Eemains unaware of a certain vulgarity

In such an ubiquitous cheap popularity.

The elegant Chaffinch has white on his wings

And cleverly runs down the scale when he sings

;

His colours are varied—preponderant, pink

;

At times he will loudly ejaculate “ Chink.*'

The Wren you may know by his tail perpendicular

;

On its set, you will see, he is highly particular

;

Loudly he sings from diminutive bill

And finishes up with a powerful trill.

Be he Long-tailed, Great, Blue—any kind whatsoever

—

The Tit is a darling, so cute and so clever

;

The vulgar would call him a regular cough-drop

;

He hangs upside down and refuses to off-drop.

The tidy small Stonechat on commons is seen

;

His little white collar is spotlessly clean

;

His habits are fussy, his song very plain,

He sits on a furze-bush without any pain.

The Greenfinch you *11 like ;
though h^ does run to beak

He is quite a nice colour and far from^ a freak

;

That droning of his, to be sure, is a pity

—

We. can but suppose he considers it pretty.

(To be contimted.)

Our Connoisseurs.

“ I managed to get a preliminary peep at some of the exc[uisite

Louis XY. Aubusson tapestry chairs, which are over four hundred

years Evening Paper.

“Police-Sergeant stated that while he was in charge of a con-

trol the defendant cycled through it, turned round some distance off,

and warned oncoming cars, with the result that they crawled through,

the control, jeered at the police, and ironically raised their hats to

them .”—Morning Paper:

In similar circumstances our car merely shakes her bonnet

and never jeers.
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A MATTER OF INCHES.

Psychologists are a queer set, but

they sometimes hit on a truth, and I

go all the way with them when they

say that we are riding for a fall if we
refuse to recognise the limitations of our

own temperaments. Take for example

the case of poor Samuel Steevens.

In the society of Market Hedingham
my friend Steevens had a definite if not

very distinguished place. He was the

husband of Mrs. Steevens and the

owner of a pedigree wolf-hound, and in

neither capacity could you ignore him,

for both Mrs. Steevens and the_ dog

were fond of him, and you could neither

speak to the one nor stroke the other

without having to say

in a very few minutes,

“Oh, hello, Steevens!

I didn’t see you were
there; how are you?’*

That was where we put

Steevens and that was
where he would have
“ stayed put ” if he had

had any sense, or if the

Wilkinsons had given

their dinner-party on

any other evening in

the year.

Steevens was always

dining out, not because

he liked it, but because

we all liked his wife,

and whatever you may
do in London we don’t

ask wives out to dinner

in Market Hedingham
withouttheirhusbands

.

On the evening of the

Wilkinsons’ dinner-

party Steevens had
dressed and was sitting

in the library waiting

impatiently for his wife

Up to a point the dinner was exactly

like all the dinners Samuel Steevens had

sat through for a year or more. His

partner asked him whether “Caesar”

had won any more prizes lately, and he

had said not for a long time, and then

after a long silence she asked him sud-

denly how Caesar was and whether he

had won any more prizes lately, and

before he could answer she said, “Oh,

I asked you that just now, didn’t 1 ?

How foolish of me 1
” Another profound

silence.

He knew what was coming next.

The lady on the other side of him

would turn round and say, “Well, Mr.

Steevens, how is Caesar? Has he

been winning any more prizes lately?”

Indignant Lady. “

PREFEE Gentlemen,”
Gentlemen peefee Blondes ’—yes, and Blondes

was so, and he would make the most
of it.

“Do you mean that V7e are going to

have races here, Mr. Steevens?” said

his hostess. “ Do tell us
;
this is posi-

tively thrilling.”

“Yes, Mrs. Wilkinson, we are going

to have a race-course up on the Downs
here behind the town. I understand

that they are starting work on the

stands at once and that they hope to

have the first meeting there in the

summer of next year.”
“ Where did you get this from, Steev-

ehs ? ” said someone, inevitably.

“I’m afraid,” replied Steevens im-

pressively, “I’m not at liberty to—er—
divulge the name of my informant

;
but

you can absolutely rely

on the truth of it. It

should be in the papers
in a day or two. In fact

I was rather surprised

not to find anything
there this morning.”
(Oh, Samuel!)
“This is most inter-

esting,” said Mr. Cox,

bank-managerand local

historian. “There used
to be racing here in the

past, and you can still

see evidences of it on
the Downs near the

Beacon. The stands

were accidentally
burned down about
seventy years ago and
were not rebuilt. I un-

derstand the course had
never paid its way, as

it was rather off the

beaten track; but I sup-

pose they think that

with our modern means
of transit they can make
it successful.”

and, for want of a better occupation,

glancing through the pages of his

morning newspaper. As he did so he
caught sight of the words “ Market
Hedingham” and at once found himself

reading a paragraph which to a resident

like himself was simply astounding.

He had in facb to read it through
several times to be sure he was not
dreaming, and by the time he was satis-

fied Mrs. Steevens bad come down-
stairs and was waiting impatiently in

the hall.

His natural impulse as he followed her

into the car was to tell her what he
had found, but they had first to decide

which of them it was who had kept the

other waiting, and long before that

point was settled he had made up his

mind to keep his news to himself. Just
for once they would have to talk to Jiim

at the Wilkinsons’, not to bis wife.

He decided not to wait for it. Dis-

regarding our local rule for formal

dinner-parties, which decrees that you
must not make conversation general

before the sweets course, he cleared his

throat loudly and said across the

table :

—

“ Well, Mrs. Wilkinson, what do you
think of Market Hedingham as a rac-

ing centre ?
”

Everyone stopped talking and gazed
at him in astonishment, and at last a
voice said, “Get on with it, Samuel;
you can’t leave it there, you know.”

“ Oh, but haven’t you heard ? ” said

Steevens. No one had heard.

He could hardly believe it possible.

At the most he had hoped, by introduc-

ing the subject, to lead the conversa-
tion for a time ; it was barely credible

that he possessed a priceless piece of

exclusive information
; but evidently it

Everyone felt that this was in some
sort a corroboration and Steevens grew
almost light-headed with it.

“ I suppose you can’t toll us exactly

in what week the meeting will be?”
said Mrs. Wilkinson. “I was thinking

we might be able to let our houses.”

“I’m afraid I can’t exactly, Mrs.
Wilkinson, but I understand it will be

some time in August.”
“ Eeally, Mrs. Steevens,” said Wilkin-

son admiringly, “your husband is im-
mense. Whore does be got his racing

news from ? Is it week-ends at Knows-
ley, or does lie hang with grooms and
porters on the bridge ?

”

“ Don’t ask me,” she replied gaily.

“ This is all nows tp me. I shall have
to talk to him when wo get home. I

don’t like this double-life business.”

And so throughout the evening. It

was a triumph for Steevens. Even



Husband (to Modiste). “Er—paedok. What colour did

Mademoiselle. “ Elephant grey.”

Husband. “Ah, yes—that ’s it—grey I”

Mademoiselle say that was?”

when conversation had shifted, reluct-

antly, to other matters he was still in

the middle of the picture, and appeal

was at once made to him if a runaour

had to be confirmed. And Csesar might

never have been born.

Going home in the car he had per-

force to tell his wife of the deception

he had practised, and she laughed

heartily. “ Good for you, old thing,

she said, “ as long as you’re absolutely

sure about it.”

“ Oh, that ’s all right,” he said. “ I 11

show it you when we get in. It’s arnong

the ‘ Items of News in Brief,’ I think.
|

He* was not quite right, but very

nearly. It was not among the items of

news in brief, but an inch or two below

them, under the heading, “ Brom our

Columns of One Hundred Years Ago.”

So once more Samuel Steevens is the

husband of Mrs. Steevens and the owner

of an exceptionally fine pedigree wolf-

hound of the name of Osesar.

A LONG-FELT WANT IN THE ARMY.

Thu recent Army Estimates were so

full of economies, some effected and

some in store, that it will come as a

surprise to many to learn that the

authorities have actually decided to

form a totally new branch of the service.

The function of this as yet unborn corps

will be to attend to all the corre-

spondence. Its representatives will be

j

attached to every unit and headquarters.

All returns, reports, documents, files,

reasons in -writing, reminders and I

hasteners will pass between them. The

combatant officers will take no part in

the war on the paper front. They will

be expected to occupy themselves out-

of-doors.

It is not yet certain whether the name

of the corps is to be “ The Eoyal Corps

of Army Clerks” or “The Eoyal Army

Clerical Corps.” It has been pointed

out that the Army Chaplains’ Depart-

ment has a prior claim to the latter title,

but I understand that negotiations are

in progress and that the matter is likely

to be cleared up before very long.

Junior officers will probably be de-

lighted at this stroke of fortune, but it

is possible that the seniors, who have

spent so much of their service in filling

up forms and in amending their copies

of the official publications, may view

the innovation with some concern.

The members of the new corps will

of course be subject to military discip-

line. A training manual in three handy

volumes and fourquarto sheets ofamend-

ments is being brought out to guide

them in the discharge of their duties.

The illustrations in Volume i. are a

striking feature, and, after studying

them carefully, no one should have any

difficulty in assuming such rudimentary

positions as “ Sit at ease,” “ Sit easy,”

or “ On the desk and off,” without any

further instruction.

Volume ii. consists of regulations for

,

* carrying out the periodical inspections
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of personnel and material. This volume

has been particularly carefully edited.

With the exception of dictionary, nib

and tyjpewriter every item given in the

index is also treated in detail on the

appropriate page. The omission of

typewriter is regrettable, as differences

of opinion are certain to occur when
I machines are laid out for Commanding
Officers’ inspection. Are figs, to be on

the right and caps, on the left, or nice

versd? This point might well be in-

cluded as an addendum in the next

volume of amendments.
Volume iii. is undoubtedly the one

which will attract the most attention.

It is a complete guide to official corre-

spondence and will be of great interest,

not only to those^ who have to use it,

but also to those who for years have

employed the words and phrases con-

tained therein without having any idea

as to their meaning. Thus, under

‘‘Eetuens” we find: ^‘The headings

Immediate, Peessing and Urgent on

a letter call for no particular action on

the part of the addresses, but any letter

headed Very Urgent Indeed should

be replied to in the course of the same
financial year. Any of the following

expressions may be introduced into the

text for euphony :

—

early
,
fortJnoith, at

once, without delay, by return, as soon

as possible, or in. due course. None of

these affects the meaning in any way,

except in due course, which is employed
only when no reply is really expected

at all. Letters which do not contain

specific questions are to be answered

by (a) Noted, or {h) Error Eegeetted,
or by a combination of the two. Civil

or un-military expressions, like kindly

or at your earliest convenience, are to be

avoided.
“ Gan you now say how this matter

stands, please ? ” is given as a useful

formula forrevivingan apparently lifeless

correspondence. The following invalu-

able device is printed in red ink and is

only to be used in cases of extreme
urgency by persons with no fewer than
twenty years’ service: “Detach and
burn the one essential letter on the file.

Then return the remainder with a cover-

ing letter stating that this correspond-

ence would appear to be incomplete.”

Why was there no vade mecum of this

sort in my day ?

Pierce competition for service in the

new corps is anticipated. The badge is

to be a Pool's Cap with proper margin

;

or, a Quarter-master (serjeant) with sup-

porters a messenger (passant, regardant)

and a pencil (salient). The heraldic

label will be glutinous on one side only,

for the sake of economy. The motto is

to be “ Gurrente calamo,” and the Eegi-

mental March will be an adaptation of

Schubert’s “ Hark ! Hark ! the Clerk.”

AT THE PLAY.

Distinguished Villa” (Little).

Miss Kate O’Brien's Distinguished

Villa—a first play—is a considerable

THE PRIMBOSE PATH OP DALLIANCE.
John Morris] Mb. William Stack.

achievement initself, and ofeven greater

promise. It is only gradually that we
recognise, as we look at the aspidistra-

haunted sitting-room of the Hemworths
in The iVvenue,Brixton, and go on laugh-

A DISTINGUISHED VILLAIN.
Alec Webberley .... Mr. Henry Hoare.
Gwendoline Tupman . Miss Gillian Lind.

ing at the snobberies, pretentiousness,

petty tyrannies and self-complacency of

the egregious Mabel Hemworth, that the
business is working itself out to tragic

ends—a device which, consciously or

unconsciously adopted, heightens the

effect of the catastrophe when it comes.

Little Natty Hemworth, slave of the

ledger and the eternal 8.45 to Lud-

gate Hill, is just one of those entirely

decent, friendly, faithful, lovable little

men that ought to have been allowed to

choose at leisure as friendly and simple

a mate. As anyone can see, he has

been carried off and more or less forcibly

married by the efficient Mabel, That
was eleven years ago, and no doubt he
thought he was the prime mover in the

affair. He still admires his wife tre-

mendously, taking her always at her

own valuation, attributing, under her

constant instruction, any unsatisfactori-

nesses in their relationship to his own
shortcomings or to her much-stressed

poor health—a weapon which she uses

with a mercilessDess which only the

Mabels know how to exploit to their

convenience and advantage. The little

man, an impenitent idealist, has kept

alive his romance against every discour-

agement. Occasionally a cloud of black

misery descends upon him. He doubts

thefundamental article of faith
,
the essen-

tialloveliness of DistinguishedVilla, and
if he gave himself half a chance would
doubt the infallibility of his Mabel,

And then Frances, a girl from another

world, comes to lodge with the Hem-
worths. Here at close quarters he sees

tolerance, culture, a real understanding
and sympathy, an adventurous spirit.

“ Don’t you ever want to go out and get

drunk, Natty? ” is put forth as a view-

point rather than a suggestion. And
the little man falls deeply in love, never

getting any farther than perpetual

thoughtfulness and service, and, in a

moment of extreme misery, desperately

kissing the cushion on which the dear

friendly head had rested. Here be has a

criterion by which to judge the hitherto

sacrosanct Mabel, But the little man’s
mind moves slowly. His loyalty still

survives.

And meanwhile Frances is meeting
her own adventure. The rough, down-
right ^‘spoiled poet,” John, is engaged
to MaheVs pretty sister Gioen. It is

not long before he turns from her

prettiness and cinema-clouded mind to

the real woman into whose company he
is thrown and who obviously is drawn
to him, while Frances's persistently

rejected suitor Alec turns in easy con-

solation to Gtom, who is by no means
the innocent child that her older sister,

sure of her own infallible method of

bringing up a perfect little Brixton lady,

assumes.
It would spoil the pleasure of the

playgoer to explain how the seeming
trifie of Natty, in one of his black

moods, not feeling able to accompany
his wife to the church whist-drive, and
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what followed this rash refusal, reveals action by occasionally fumbling after his When late he never lacketh an excuse

the deep-rooted meanness and malice of words. But even under such handicaps of the kind that you cannot investigate.

Mabel Hemivorth, This is all admirably the sorry little emerged a lovable ^

worked out by the author. Less satisfac- and a tragic figure. I liked too Mr. Wil- He recognizeth the second time no
toryisthedevelopment of the secondary liam Stack’s half-strangled eloquence road that he hath travelled on before.

theme. It is not at all in the character and controlled passion. This thoughtful * *

of John that he should be in a position actor always repays study of his careful He taketh a commission on everything ’

to have Gwen's expected child by detail, that he buyeth for the car.

Alec plausibly fathered on him. It Mr. Henry Hoare, as the almost

destroys the point of his beautiful unbelievably despicable cad, Alec, did He taketh the wrong turning,

romantic wooing of Frances. He was what he could to be as offensive as the *

not designed, I feel sure, by his creator situation demanded. When there are the most beautiful

as a light-o’-love. Too obviously this Aplay, in short, whose defects are far views he rusheth at fullest speed. He
arises out of the young dramatist’s outweighed by its qualities of obser- forgetteth nothing so quickly as your

desire to make a well-knit plot at all vation, humour and pathos, by its sense expressed wish to go slow.

He taketh the wrong turning.

When there are the most beautiful

of situation and its bold and varied

Plays are usually no better than 1 characterisation,

their weaker parts,
but there is a quality

SihoutDistinguished Villa

which carries it over this

fundamental^ defect of
^

ness and cruelty is so

final scene should have
|

been able to impose on
even so uncritical a fellow

j(j[||j| j

^

make the by no means
[

j

tion to show that it is

tim that the worst of her

is shown.
Miss Una O’Connor

gave a really superb ren-

dering of this part. Pew CONFESSIONS OF ^
actresses can so empty ,,

„
themselves of their own

Eermoarth
personalities and assume ^ '

so completely the disguise of the allotted cnwipi ci

character. jSere was an extraordinarily
^

competent piece of acting. He taketh the w
Miss Gillian Lind was reallymoving -i'

in the scene in which she makes her He always ask€

rejected appeal to her heartless lover, wrong people first.

Alec—a passage full of difficulty for the

young actress. And very subtly from When he at lai

Although he always hath a racing

edition under the seat,

he is unable to read a

map.

He hath a friend who
can effect repairs, or sup-

ply this and that, cheaper
than anyone else.

His car is the last to

be found by the commis-
sionaire after the theatre.

* Jli >IJ

He is always ready to

sleep, either on the box
or, if his employer is

lenient and weak, inside

I
the car,

si'.

He taketh the wrong
turning.

5l« i\i

He knoweth of other

cars better than the one
he is driving for you
which you ought to con-

sider buying.

THE COKFESSIOHS OF A DISSOLUTE BBIXTONIAN.
Natty Hemworth Mr. Ivor Barnard.

Mabel Heriiworth . Mrss Una O’Connor.

THE GOMPLEAT CHAUFFEUR.

He taketh the wrong turning.

Ji' * *

He alw^ays asketh the way of the

rixjxn.
^ certain kind of

ARNARD. match,heisstrikingonly
(Connor. .t i xitru® uon the box. When he

descendeth he diminisheth and becom-
eth less than ordinary. Knowing this,

if you give him a letter to post just

across the road, he driveth to do it.

rejected appeal to her heartless lover, wrong people first. He taketh for errands twice the time

a passage full of difficulty for the that anyone else even on foot would

young actress. And very subtly from When he at last findeth one who need. ’ This is partly because he loiter-

the beginning she conveyed to us that knoweth, he forgetteth the direction ebh and gossipeth and perhaps drink-

she was not so ingenuous a person as given to him and is forced to ask again, eth, and partly because chauffeurs are

her sister assumed her to be. An ex-
^

-s: »i*

cellent performance. He is incapable of seeing either

Miss Clare Harris, subject to diffi- sign-posts or the names of inns and

»!: * the last people to receive attention in

He is incapable of seeing either shops.

culties of the author’s making, built up shops,

the part of Frances with considerable

skill. He hateth notl

Mr. Ivor Barnard, who had accom- going back,

plished the heroic feat of learning (or
^

=i

nearly learning) his part in three short He hath a priva

days, suffered inevitably from the strain which is^ resented,

of such accomplishment and dragged the servants is not.

nothing so much

He is unconscious of bumps on a

bad road.

’\' 'I'

He taketh the wrong turning.

He hath a private life of his own,e life of his own. His wife complaineth that chauffeurs

as that of other make bad husbands. Because, she

saith, they have no hours; they are
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spoiled by their masters, made much of

by their masters’ friends and in ser-

vants’ halls, and are of no definite class.

In short, because they are chauffeurs.

:it

He useth your petrol for all his own
affairs,

Hi ^

He hath a special liking for roads

where there are tram-rails.

Leisurely at all other times, he be-

cometh a demon for speed when he

cleaneth the car.

He refuseth to give notice, and such

is your dislike of change and your fear

for the future that you do not give it to

him, considering endurance the better

part.
^

His shortcomings make you think

with envy of the Blanks’ James, the

Dashes’ William and the Asterisks’

Robert
;
but if you could wean any of

them away they would be just the

same.
^ Hsi ‘fi

He taketh the wrong turning.

E. V. L.

The Return of the Dog Days.
“ London and other regions barlied yesterday

in the hottest weather for nearly 12 months.”
Daily Paper,

Extremes Meet.
“Marvel op New Face for Boy.

Grafting Feet of Surgeon.”
Sunday Paper,

“ Bo not the French call the ladybird ‘ La
bete de la bon Dieu ’ ?

”

—

Evening Paper,

The ansAver is in the negative.

“His inclination was to rest for the moment
on the spars of the day.”

Daily Paper Feuilleton.

It sounds rather uncomfortable.

It is reported that the Deajt of St.

Paul’s has conveyed to Mr. Epstein an
urgent request for a replica of his Bima,
to be set up in front of the Cathedral
as a solution of the pigeon problem.

“The T.U.O. General Council has estab-

lished its own Central Labour College at

Easton Lodge, nearBunmow, Essex, which the
Countess of Warwick has given to the Sovialist

Party.”

—

Daily Paper,

An obvious misprint, but whether for

Sovietist or Jovialist we don’t know.

Prom a report of the Prime Minister’s
address on History :

—

“ I don’t know whether the attempt has been
made to * break in ’ a student on Stubbs, whom
I think people would find osideseM iSVNvim
fxz ! : do shrdlu cnifwy cmfw extraordinarily
difiicult to read as a start.”—Scots Paper,

If that is a fair specimen of Stubbs’s
style we agree with Mr. Baldwin.

SHE-SHANTIES.

’Twas at the Pictures . . .

’Twas at the pictures, child, we met,

Your father and your mother

;

The drama’s name I now forget.

But it was like another.

The Viscount had too much to drink,

And so his plot miscarried,

And at the end I rather think

Two citizens were married.

But at the opening of the play,

By Fortune’s wise design

—

It was an accident, I say

—

A little hand met mine.

My fingers round that little hand
Unconsciously were twisted

;

I do not say that it was planned,

But it was not resisted.

I held the hand. The hand was hot;

I could not see her face,

But in the dark I gazed at what
I took to be the place.

Prom shock to shock, from sin to sin

The fatal film proceeded

;

I cannot say I drank it in,

I rather doubt if she did.

In vain did pure domestics flout

The base but high-born brute

;

Their honour might be up the spout,

We did nob care a hoot.

For, while those clammy palms we
clutched,

By stealthy slow degrees

We moved an inch or two and touched

Each other with our knees.

No poet makes a special point

Of any human knee,

But in that plain prosaic joint

Was high romance for me.

Thus hand in hand and toe to too,

Reel after reel Ave sat

;

You are not old enough to know
The ecstasy of that.

A touch of cramp about the shins

Was all that troubled me;
Your mother tells me she had pins

And needles in the knee.

But our twin spirits rose above
Mere bodily distress

;

And if you ask me “ Is this Love ?
”

The answer, child, is “ Yes.”

And when the film was finished quite

It made my bosom swell

To find that by electric light

I loved her just as well.

For women, son, are seldom quite

As worthy of remark
Beneath a strong electric light

As they are in the dark.

But this was not the present case,

And it was bliss to see

A form as fetching and a face

Magnetic as her knee.

And still twice weekly we enjoy

The pictures, grave and gross ;

We don’t bold hands so much, my boy.

Our knees are not so close

;

But now and then, for x\uld Lang
Syne,

Or frenzied by the play,

Your mother slips her hand in mine,

To my intense dismay.

And then, though at my time of life

It seems a trifle odd,

I move my knee and give my wife

A sentimental prod.

Well, such is Love and such is Fate,

And such is Marriage too ;

And such will happen, soon or late,

Unhappy youth, to you.

And, though most learned men have
strained

To work the matter out,

No mortal man has yet explained

What it is all about.

And I don’t know why mortals try

;

But, if with vulgar chaff

You hear some Philistine decry

The cinematograph,

Think then, my son, of your papa,

And take the kindly view,

For had there been no cinema
There might have been no you.

A. P. II.

MONOTROPES.
[After a toell-known model.)

Pastoral.

My old friend the bulbous -nosed
shepherd was fond of telling Ins dreams,

dreams that came to him at night in

his frowsty cabin on the downs during

the lambing season. He dreamed of

Parisian salons and rose-red bull-fights.

The Goldfish.

Whenwe loved each other he watclied

us with a shrill and sinister eye. 1

diluted the water in bis bowl with
absinthe and ho died, malign to the

end. In delirium I sec him still.

Rodent and Basiliscus.

The paramour of the mauve rat is

the blue Basilisk. They meet only at

the feast of Tin Tabernacles at Timgad.

Jazz.

Ineffable pink-and-yellow corusca-

tions squealing saxophones macabre
martinis manliattans blind blind but
many lights occipital bump and diachy-

lon legs legs legs amen selah telos

finalmente the long road homo yellow

coach five pink fishes ho Kurios Dia-
bolos Konx Ornpax Minx Bpliinx and so

to bed.

“ Pnnfc, cheap, going elenvn, no furtlior u c

for same.”

—

Aclvt. in Cambridge Paper,

We always prefer punts that float.





Very nervous Youth, “I say, can I have numbeb seven, i>lease?”

Qirl, “Apeaid you can’t—it’s my lucky number,”

OUR BdOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks)

Professor Leacock still contijaues during the intervals

of communicating the dismal science to his students of

McGill University to make fun out of the follies of two
continents. He rains shrewd blows on the outliners, the

bland providers of short cuts to culture, in his Outlines of

Shakespeare, of Evolution (“ particularly adapted for the

schools of Tennessee”), of Astronomy and Eelativity. In

“Brotherly Love among the Nations ” he is chiefly concerned

to rag the fool traveller who sums up a country after a few

days’ stay, and the headliners of our newspapers who always

provide this jester with much of his materiSil. His account

of the Mother of Parliaments is not so unlike an average

session in the present House of Commons as for her honour
we could wish it to be. One of his most successful and novel

jests is his account of the new Attaboy language, including

the translation of passages of Gibbon and Macaulay into

Attaboy as thus :
“ A Eoman matron of imposing appearance

and striking countenance stepped forth before the hesitating

citizens”—“A pre-war blonde who was evidently a real

peach skipped out in front of the bunch,” and so forth. And
he has succeeded in getting some really new fun out of the

crossword puzzle—ingenious fellow I It would not be true

to say that Winnowed Wisdom (Lane) is always at the top

of the genial professor’s form. That is largely because he
has set himself such a high standard. We also now know
his general point of view, his “reactions,” so that jokes

good in themselves and new enough in fact come with a

certain suggestion of familiarity. It is some consolation to

us that, whatever pleasure he seems to get and give out of

laughing at Englishmen, he gets and gives more by laughing
at Americans. But there is no malice in him. The victims

who happen to be capable of seeing the joke should always

be able to laugh with him. I forgot to mention and com-

mend a diverting preface, in the authentic Leacockian vein,

to and about the average man.

What pleases me most about Mr. E. I. Eobson’s way-
faring volume on South-Western France is the spirited way
in which it rises to small occasions. Anyone I feel might

have scored a success in writing about the Loire chtUeaux^

whether as fortresses and dungeons of the unploasanter

kings of France, like Loches, or playthings, like Chambord,

of the more prodigal ones. But although Mr, Eobson does

the chdteaux very well, especially the minor gems unap-

proachable by charabanc,, he is at his best on the less-

vaunted glories of his district—tlie old provinces of Tour-

aine, Poitou, Aunis and a strip of Saintonge. This disposi- !

tion of territory is of course familiar, for it obtained when
English conquerors and claimants played a notable part in

the history of France. Loches belonged to the Pjan-

TAGENETS, Blois cameour way with Eleanor of Aquitaine,

Ghinon saw Joan of Arc propose our overthrow, and Tja

Eochelle— once also Eleanor’s and ours—appealed for our

aid, in verse, as late as 1627. But Mr. Eobson does not

exhaust himself in erudition. He discusses green oysters

at the He d’Olton, wine-processes and horses at Saumur
and sardine-boats at Eoyan, and gives a delectable list of the

inns where he fared best and an entire chapter on Poitovin

farmhouse plenishing. At Saintes lie saw a modern play

in a Eoman arena and the solemn civic opening of a new
post-office (baptized with champagne) on two consecutive

days. Ilis illustrator, Mr. J. E. E. Howard, is pleasantly

sympathetic in chalk, and excellently reproduced ; and, if

the true method of sight-seeing be, as Mr. Eobson sug-

gests, *^to study a little before and very much afterv/ards,”

I can unreservedly recommend A Wayfarer on the Lone
(!Methuen) both as hors d'muvre and dessert.
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Exceptimial Motoi'-cycUst. “ Sorry I

”

Polite Gentleman. “ Pray don't mention it

Win your way past a sophisticated

prelude—necessary to establish a con-

trast and introduce a hero—and you will

find Mr. Sinclair Lewis's Mantrap
(Gape) as genial, passionate and primi-

tive a yarn as Bret Harte himself

could have spun. It relates the adven-

tures of Ralph Prescott
j
New York

solicitor, on the Manitoba-Saskatche-

wan border, a region of jackpine and
poplar, creek and rapid, wigwam and
log-cabin, bannock, bacon and unlimited

moonshine. Into this paradise the mid-

dle-aged lawyer is inducted by his ac-

quaintance, E. Wesson Westbiiry of

“Twinkletoe Stockings”; a “real he-

man” who has planned a temporary

return to nature with two freight canoes,

an out-board motor, tents, sleeping-

bags, petrol, frying-pans and four minis-

tering Eedskins. Discovering that West-

hury possesses to the nth “ the school-

master’s art of making sport compulsory

and laborious and pious and dreadful,”

Prescott takes the :&st chance of cutting

his cable, a chance that sees him esta-

blished, for as long as he chooses to

grace their spare bed in the porch, with

Joe Easter, trader, and Alverna his wife.

Mr. Sinclair Lewis may have brought

off more spectacular operations, but so

far as I know he has written nothing

more intimate and entertaining than

his account of the thre0-cornered7?z^wa«5f5

at Mantrap Landing, Lao Qui R6ve,

its well-wishers and detractors. Joe the

backwoods King Arthur, great-hearted

and gauche; Alverna the married mani-

cure-girl, a “ flighty, worthless and alto-

gether gallant” Guinevere; Prescott the

involuntary and consciously ridiculous

Lancelot; the trappers, provincial police

and factors on whom Alverna lavishes

her “ come-hitherly ” eyes; the Scots

storekeeper McGavity, Joe's rival, and

Mrs. McGavity, self-deputed censor of

Joe's wife—all know their places in the

story and all adorn them. The sun of the

three chief characters sets a little sadly,

but there is a memorable afterglow.

Here 's Fugleman the Foxhound, draft from The Bodley

Head,
With Major Harding Cox to “ put him on,”

And, since the Major 's M.F.H., it scarcely need be said

That he does it like a job he ’s keen upon

;

We find his hero as a whelp, we see him walked, and soon

As a winner at the Puppy Show he ’s found

;

We see him cub, we see him kill and grow to call the tune

And lead the pack—the Hunt’s most trusted hound.

Now were this all I ’d never have a captious word to say.

But the author, scorning safety, goes a burst,

And mixes sport with sentiment and sex, and, well-a-day,

I like him best adhering to his first

;

And, if he tells a love-tale here at all, the one he tells

Should have—or so I feel—the simplest plot,^

The happy-ever-after kind that ends with wedding bells

;

In fact I ’m for convention—he is not.

Then I ’ve met within his covers Morgan Woodd, a mystery

man,
Who can talk the tongues of creatures great and small

;

He’s a cross between Si. Prancis and the piping pagan

Pan,
And I ’ve failed to make the fellow out at all

;

Yet the fact remains in any case that Fugleman ’s the thing,

And Ftigleman is shown in such a style.

With such nose and pace and courage, with such fashion,

fire and fling,

I That you ’ll find this book about him wprtli your while.

There is not a vestige in Hangman' s House (Sampson

Low) of the national cynicism or self-criticism into which,

in the words of a Minister of the Free State Government,

the Irish have been stampeded by the discovery that, they

are no better than other races. Mr. Donn By'rne, as he

tells us in his preface, has written a story of Ireland for
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Iri,ho.n, .ndto to, il, not without good to,, th.t otth. Mars

it is the last traditional Irish novel. It is not, however, romantic yarn of Dick Peeke ot lat istock.

about the Ireland of to-day or even yesterday. Internal
, j.i- , i tt

evidence fixes the date some twenty-four years ago ;
the Mr. Edgar Wallace seems to be getting careless. He

SvTs at once a eulogy of and elegy on the glories and is of course a master of the cnine story, and m construction

virtMS of that romanfe Ireland which Mr. Yeats has his later tales are as slick and businesslike as eyer, but his

nronouneed “ dead and gone :
” and a more passionate and efforts to achieve plausibility grow lamentably half-hearted.

SSSm be h«d to iLgine. Lord lo Tie TanibU People (Hto STOOaHTO») ho h.s

Glenmalure, the renegade patriot turned hanging judge, who almost given up the struggle. These teirible ones aie a

dies with the words of a^rebel song on his lips ;
Demiot gang of criminals who set themselves to avenge, by a series

McDermot, the hero, whose magnanimity to his despicable of murders. the death of one of their number who has been

rival borders on monstrosity; Connaught O’Brien, the brought to justice. They behaved so foolishly that if they

<^ambling, racing, swearing, cigarette-smoking but, of course, had had any existence outside Mr. Wallaces brain they

adorable heroine, and half-a-dozen other characters are con- would have been laid by the heels in kss than a week. I

ceived and developed in a style which not merely out-LEVEBS find it difficult to believe in murders which are brought off

Levee but reduces “Ouida” and Sir Hall Caine to the exactly according to schedule, on particular dates of which

level of bland Victorian placidity. Here is melodrama in the police have been given at least a month s notice. Nor

excelsis bravura confined to top-notes; Mr. Bvene seldom is it credible that Scotland Yard would allow itselt to be

fails to » screw his divine theorbo six notes higher ” than baffled or even seriously^ incommoded by the conspirators

anyone else. I like him when he lets himself go about horses habit of conducting their telephone conversations in the

and hounds or the beauties of the Irish landscape, but in Danish language. .Axnd once at least Mr. WALLAOEmakesaslip

his portraiture of hu- 5
l®*ail, a

man nature and in his
,, -A- ^ct which I only record

dialogue he subjects us because I have hitherto

to such an intense bom- •.
found him accurate. I

bardment of contrasts ^ \ ^4\ T1''' A; mmind him then that

and surprises as occa- I sV postmen do not put re-

sionaUy to suggest bur-
, ,/

Sistered packages into

lesque. PersonallyI felt .p'

afterperusal ofthe book
I

over.itsfaultsnotwith-

ratherlike the “Hebrew / J I iilWii||
standing, the book docs

child ’’ in the Bab Bal- .. ^ the attention, and

lads, who, “though at

first amused,” in the

end “grew awful riled

and busted into tears.”

^ m

Mr. “Bennet Cop- \ i. i

PLESTONE,” the author

^

^
t*

and elsewhere so lively boon given '

pos-

and well-informed a
23ncklayer^smfe {to imi^aiient husband). “For goodness’ sake put it ^ho rather rare

writer on naval history
^ ^ ^ ^ biuck.

wliolly admirable

that it is a pity to find him in one or two of his principal distinction of bocoming more amusing as it runs its

chapters infected with the rather unpleasing modern taste course. Mr. John Mackwohth is a clover conjuror who
for belittling and besmirching the great names of the past, produces many little surprises Iroin his woll-stockod

That belated justice should be done to the memory of SirJoHN sleeve. Bogucs and robbers, and lovers both of the

Hawkins, whose dealings in “black ivory ’’have undoubtedly fully-fledged and calf variety, figure prominently in this

been allowedundulyto overshadow his real greatness as sailor comedy, but Professor Meihlejolin, who invented synthetic

and administrator, is all to the good
;
but it could surely whisky, dominates the stage whenever he sets foot upon it.

be done quite as well without the accompaniment of an His astuteness is tempered by an absent-mindedness that is

iconoclastic attack upon the memory of Sir Francis Drake, curiously appealing, and I conceived a strong affection for

who, according to the author, was “a savage ruffian with him. His synthetic whisky was a failure, but 1 hope that

the mind of a mean man,” and whose statue has not the Mr. Mackworth will allow the inventor to continue a career

smallest right to its place on Plymouth Hoe. Moreover, that promises quiet amusement in a noisy world.

he succeeds—no doubt unintentionally—in conveying an
impression that his respect for Hawkins is largely based During the coming weeks I prophesy that Told at Monte
upon the fact that he belonged to “ what we should now Carlo (Miles and Boon) will find its way to many a beach,

call an old county family.” Whatever Drake’s faults—and For your enjoyment of the eight tales to which Sirs. 0. N.

they were admittedly not few—it was to his credit that he Williamson has given this title no perturbing mental effort

learned his trade in a hard school. The names of Admiral is demanded, and yet in each one there is a quality that

Benbow, of Sir Cloudesley Shovel, of Sir Christopher holds the attention. Do not imagine that they are merely
Myngs and of Captain Jambs Cook are sufficient proof, if gossamer trifles to be blown at once from the ineinory.

any were needed, of the fact that the “hawse-hole” officer Indeed, tragedy lurks in some of thorn, though not of the

has played an honourable part in our sea history. When brand that pierces the vitals. My favourites are “The
he is on less debatable ground Mr. “ Copplestonb’s ” Galatea Man” (for its unusualness), “Veriusberg” and
chapters are wholly delightful—notably those dealing with “ Miss Seven” (for their ingenuity) and “ Black Incense.”

the boat voyage of “Bounty ” Bligh, with the heroic tale But the whole collection is emphatically to bo commended.

fact which I only record

because I have hitherto

found him accurate. I

remind him then that

postmen do not put re-

gistered packages into

the letter-box. How-
ever, its faults notwith-

standing, the book does

hold the attention, and
if you read it in tlie

right spirit you will be

sure to enjoy it. Mr.
Wallace, after all, is

never dull.

Bticklayer's Wife (to imjiaiient husband), “For goodness’ sake put it

DOWN 1 It isn’t a brick.”

the alluring title of
i irrce Drinks (Cassell)

has boon given pos-
5NESS’ SAKE PUT IT

pjQggeg ^ho rather rare

and wholly admirable

bocoming more amusing as it runs its

that promises quiet amusement in a noisy world.

I

During the coming weeks I prophesy that Told at Monte
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CHARIVARIA.
According to a gossip-writer Mr. in a red tani-o’shanter. Our feeling is

Llo^d Geoege has decided not to visit that allowance should be made for his
SiE Thomas Inskip says that English- Eussia this year. One theory is that youth. ...

men must save England, as they have his idea is to annoy Sir Alfeed Mond. ^

done in the past. It ’s far too expen- Perhaps this Welsh mountain which
sive to let Americans do it. A Erenchman is attempting to prove keeps moving has heard that Mr. Lloyd

that Adam was a Erenchman. Judging Geoege is a prophet, and has got the
When going on holidays it is advisable by the swiftness of his fall, he might idea that he is a new Mahomet.

to leave one*s valuables at the bank, have been their first Premier.
says a weekly paper. We have asked
our bank manager to be kind to our
overdraft and to feed it occasionally.

There is a rumour that Epsteti;

Scotland Yard has issued a reminder
that the regulation that people must

After running three miles a man scare his unruly followers,

jumped from the cliffs near Calais and
was picked up two miles out at sea. Now that a home for r

bust of Mr. Eamsay MacDonald is to not stand in buses except during the
be put into the House of Commons to rush hours, which was relaxed during

the general strike, is still in force.

There is a strong movement in favour
Now that a home for retired actors of having the rush hours extended.

This we believe is the first attempt to and actresses has been opened it is

jump the Channel. hoped that something will be done for

retired audiences.

Last week a first-class cricketer was
married before play began. This is TheBishopofEiPON says that nothing
much more sensible!

“

than having a wedding
interval.

^ ^
' *

It is stated in a daily

paper that one of the
rectors of the City

Church of St. Olaf,

which is in course of

demolition, was the
father of a well-known
actress. We fear, how-
ever, that this disclosure

is too late to save the

church.
sis

Aswe go to press, the

franc is worth about a

penny, but it isn’t safe

to offer one to M. Her-
eiot for his thoughts.

il:
.

:l:

Dped that something will be done for i^ccording to a weekly journal, two
itired audiences. persons playing dominos ten hours a

day and making four moves a minute.
The Bishop of Eipon says that nothing could continue for a hundred and~~ eighteenthousandyears

^ without exhausting all

combinations of

' the game. The diffi-
^ ^

culty is, of course, to

find two persons who

prison with a

A sixteen - year - old

caddie has been sum-
moned for using bad
language. It isn’t every
youth who has mas-
tered the game at that

Tactful Beat-owner (to novice), “ Sorry I cah’t let you H.-i.VE the skiff,
Sib, ’cos it’s bespoke; but this here’s more the sort o’ boat for a
GENT LIKE YOU—SOMETHING YOU CAN USB THEM MUSCLES O’ YOURS ON.”A correspondent gent like you—something you can use them muscles o’ yours on.”

writes to The Daily ^

Express to point out what he regards helps a man so much as to feel that he Hastings magistrates have decided
as London’s nuisances. Hesaysnothing is wanted. Scotland Yard ought to be that ice-cream is not a meal. A small
about those who write to the Press. very helpful. boy of our acquaintance is of the opinion

that if properly handled it could easily

A North of England man has been Speaking of a plague of beetles, the be made one. *A North of England man has been Speaking of a plague of beetles, the be made one.

charged with attempting to shoot his Medical Officer of Health at Trethomas
"

landlord. He shouldn’t have done that, said that a good way of trapping them A party of spiritualists are going to

for there is a growing impression that was to leave a bowl of beer out at night. Egypt to get in touch with the spirit of

landlords have feelings just like human A better way is to drink the beer, and Jeremiah. What ’s the matter with '

beings. ... then you won’t care whether they’re Dean Inge ?“
"=>'

beetles or not.

At a recent carnival there was a race
^

“ The female mosquito,” says a nature

for waiters. It is not known in what A bride and bridegroom in London writer,“stings fair people most.” Gentle-

year the first of the competitors is have gone through the marriage cere- men mosquitos prefer brunettes,

expected to arrive at the tape. mony three times in one day. They

,

thus becomeoneanother’sownproperty. ^ education
Dr. Miller, of Dundee, said at the

. ,

***
-i. -i nj. J. • n

“The Homemaker. Trained by Kitchen-
British Medical Association Conference The decision of a United States ]udge garden Methods.”

that it is almost impossible to prevent that sea-captains have no power to per-
^ methods too.

“ The female mosquito,” says a nature

us becomeoneanother sownproperty. education

, .. j • n “The Homemaker. Trained by Kitchen-
The decision of a United States ]udge garden Methods.”

young men in Scotland from taking an form marriages is regarded as reducing
|

appointment at an unreasonably low the perils of ocean travel,

salary. This, of course, is due to their

fear that if they had more they might Mr, Noel Coward is re]

spend it. been playing lawn-tennis i

the penis of ocean travel. “Strudwiok, being caught at slip, after bat-

ting fvj hours and-a-half, were all out at ten

Mr, Noel Coward is reported to have minutes to one for 9,94::^-^Evening Baj^er.

been playing lawn-tennis at Le Touquet Well done, Struddy—all of him 1
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PITY THE POOR BOWLER,
The papers have been quite lively of

late on the subject of cricket reform.

Some of the brightest brains in the

country have been writing about it, and
no doubt the M.O.C. authorities are

much gratified. They will be more than
gratified when they read this

;
they will

be grateful. It goes to the root of the

matter and is full of helpful suggestions.

The great trouble is that the batsman
nowadays tvill play with his pads, and
the bowler hasn’t got a fair chance. To
settle this it has been proposed by a
friend of mine that a new law should
be made somewhat in this form :

—

If in the opinion of the umpire a
batsman defends his wicket with his

legs when he should have employed
his bat for the purpose, his pads shall

be taken from him and he can jolly

well get on without any.

The only w^eak point about this is

thafc it still leaves the dog one bite
; the

batsman will at least be able to keep
one fatal ball out of his wicket. It

would be better to abolish pads alto-

gether, except for the wicket-keeper,
poor devil. There would be some fun
in that and cricket would be worth
watching if only for the batsman’s
agility and pretty footwork. It might
even approximate the cricket-field to
theEussian ballet, as players would pro-
bably have to wear tights, to show that
they had nothing on underneath. More-
over, the chance of a couple of unde-
fended legs to sling at might restore
the fast bowler to the land. That
would be good sport and attractive to
the onlooker; there are one or two
men I know of that I ’d go some way
to see batting under these conditions.
One thing is clear : if w^e don’t abolish

the pads we ought to abolish the bat.
A man has no^ right to have it both
ways; if he insists on playing with his
legs, let him kick.

But a batsman without a bat may be
considered too revolutionary. In that
event we come to the suggestion of an-
other friend of mine, w^ho would make
him play with the back of his bat, which
is rounded, instead of the face, which
is flat. A very good idea too. I suppose
the bat would have to have two backs,
so to speak, in 'which case it would seem
better to go the whole hog and make
the thing round. A bowler with a slight
leg-break would like that; and, on the
principle that youmight as well be hung
for a sheep as a lamb, it would un-
doubtedly quicken up the batting.
There is nothing new in the proposal

to make the target larger by adding a
stump or increasing its height. Instead,
I have conceived the brainy thought of

retaining the ordinary wicket, but hav-

ing two of them at each end, about a

couple of yards apart. The batsman,

pads and all, could stand where he
chose, and the bowler, whose crease

would of course be six feet wider than
now, could within his limits bowl from
where he chose.

This, I believe, is the finest suggestion

for brightening cricket that has ever

been made. Leg-before wouldn’t matter

;

if the batsman got in front of one wicket,

he ’d leave the other naked to his

enemies. As for stodginess, it wouldn’t
exist

;
the man would be dancing about

like a dragon-fly. And you ’d be putting

a new ocular strain on him. He would
have to deduce from the bowler’s aspect
which of the two wickets he was going
for, and the bowler would acquire the
trick of looking at one while really he
was loosing off at the other.

There is an alternative to this in my
proposal to keep the one wicket as it

now is, but to have two bowlers bowl-
ing simultaneously. This is the sort of

thing that appeals to the imagination.
What variety of attack! You could
turn on two right-hand, two left, or one
of each; round the wicket, over the
wicket, or both; two fast, two slow, or
mixed

; leg and off break, or two of a
kind; a googly and a swerver (either

way).

1 haven’t half finished the possibilities

of this admirable brain-wave, but you
can do that for yourselves. I confess
it v/ould come a bit rough on the man
behind the stumps, but one can’t think
of everything. The main point is to
freshen up the batsman. And it would
do that.

But there is one other thing I ouglit
to mention. I have often felt that
bowlers shouldwear beards. A, G-. Steel
has described the terror aroused by
W. G.’s beard as be and it rushed up to
the wicket, and 1 remember, when I was
piall, being yorked by a black beard

;

h engaged tlie eye and was the cause of
dismay. There was a man too in those
days—I knew him well—who had a
long fair beard and, like the fellow in
Love's Labour 's Lost, was a “ very good
bowler.” In an insane hour he whitfcled
his beard down to a pair of innocuous
mutton-chops. Believe me or not, he
was never the same bowler afterwards,
and he never played for Kent, which
was his great ambition,

^

The beards need not be real. A selec-
tion could be carried by the umpires,
any of which could be shipped and un-
shipped at will. I recommend black
myself, but that may be a complex due
to the disaster in my early youth. I
don t suggest that a bowler need stick
to one, but he shouldn’t be allowed to
change during an over. Dum-Dum.

j

THE DOOM OF BOBBING.
be the plaything of passion, the play-

thing of the superficial flashing allurements of
life, the plaything of the paste diamond of ex-
perience, may look all very well for the hour
and the day, but in the end it is nothing. You
can bob about in the beautiful little wavelets
that dash and foam on the margin of the sea,
and the sun can flash upon you and the
children can enjoy your bobbing, but in an
hour you are a wreck on the sand.

“ You are doomed
;
your faith is in the sand,

not the harbour, and the life which is a success
is not the life that is spent on the bobbing
margin ofexistence, but the life that keepson the
high seas and the deep waters.”

—

Mr, JRamsay
MacDonald at the Crystal Palace on July21st ]

Though only an idle observer,
I ’ve studied, O Eamsay, your screed

Wherein with prophetical fervour
You show us the way to succeed

—

Not by futile and indolent fooling

Or aiming at pleasure or pelf,

But by curbing and schooling and ruling
One’s frivolous self.

To pose as the plaything of passion
May serve very well for a day,

But the flashing allurements of fashion
Soon fall into endless decay

;

Like gems which the jewellers muster
For folk of inferior taste.

Mock diamonds lacking in lustre,

Mere creatures of paste.

You may “ bob ” in the wavelets ” en-
trancing

That foam on the marge of the sea,
But the life that *s devoted to dancing
And bobbing and waves is n, e,

;

You must seek, 0 my sons and my
daughters,

If anxious to shine at your job,
High seas and deep perilous waters

Whore no one can bob.

So, shunning the shears of the barber
And banning the lure of the hoiich,

You shall gain the delectable harbour,
Tlie glorious goal you shall rcacli

;

But nevor forget, after scaling
The fortress of Fame, to look l)ack

And thank for liis unction unfailing
|

Chadbandian Mac.
i

W0 are maddened by murderous mentors,
By truculent Tories oppressed

;

We are deafened by stertorous stoniors
Doiormined to starve the distressed

;

Then, oh I let us gratefully render
Our homage in lyrical vein

To a leader whose heart is as tender
And soft as his brain.

History from the Bench.
“The .Stipendiary said it was like Martin

Luther when lie canio to London and said it
would bo a glorious place to sack.”

JProvincial Papier,

tonZ
— ^^’•.wbero Kcv. 0, is in tho

i36th year of his ministry, is considering
.schemes for the alteration ... of church
and Sunday School.”

—

lieligiotis Wcelchj,

Well, it’s never too late to morid.
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THE PICKET PICKETED.
“Peaceful” Intimidatoe. “IP YOUS HUSBAND DON’T COME OUT WITH THE BEST OP

US THEBE’LL BE TBOUBLE.”
P.C. Cave. “PASS ALONG THEBE, PLEASE.”
[Lord Cave Kaa indicated the Government’s intention to introduce legislation to deal witK the abuses of picketing, including

the practice of visiting the workers’ homes for the purpose of “peaceful” persuasion.]
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Scene

—

Cricket ground of Prejramfory School,

Small Boy {to mother toho has just boived to the Earl of Dtwipshire), “Oh, T say, Mother I I hope none of our fellows sav/.”

Mother. “Why? What’s the matter?”
Small Boy. Matter! He’s the pater of that awful little worm WurzletonI ”

OUR YACHT,
II.—Grew Apple Functions,

The yacht Merry Widozu has latterly

been the scene of much turmoil. In
fact, Captain Percival has twice in one
day deserted it, and had not Crew Apple
functioned with skill and despatch
matters might have been serious.

The first time occurred during quant-
ing.” We had just made a discovery.

The thing they call a ‘‘quant” pole,

which we thought was for helping us to

tack with, seems to have another use.

One uses it as an enormously long
punt-pole for propelling the yacht when,
after a rapid calculation of the height
of an approaching bridge and the height
of your mast, you decide to take the
latter down before going under the
bridge rather than during.

Quanting a yacht is a science. You
stick the pole in the mud at the sharp
end of the boat and then you walk the
whole length of the boat pushing on the
pole. At the end two things generally
happen. One is that you simply walk
on off the end; the other is that the
pole gets more firmly stuck in the mud
than you would have thought possible
in such a short time. I know now why
yachts have a dinghy tied astern. You

find after one or two trials that you
just have time to catch hold of it as

iL goes past.

In Captain Percival’s case it was the
first thing which happened. His excuse
was that he had misread the length of

the yacht in the handbook and thought
it was twenty-eight feet instead of

twenty-six. He said all this some time
afterwards. At the actual moment he
failed to catch the dinghy and had to

swim about in short tacks while Crew
Apple sailed back to his rescue.

Crew Apple ran Captain Percival
down twice without giving liim a
chance of getting on board, for there is

no door in the bottom of our yacht. So
then Crew Apple threw a rope. It was
unfortunately the end of the main-
sheet, and the moment it was taut off

went the yacht with the wind in the
mainsail.

We sailed a quarter-of-a-mile like

this, I at the tiller, Percival at the main-
sheet, twenty yards astern and coming
to the surface now and then.

Then the yacht ran aground—that ’s

the worst of divided control—and the
Captain came on board. But Crew
Apple, instead of being praised for good
work, had to row back half-a-mile in

the dinghy to fetch the quant polo

which Captain Percival had stupidly
forgotten to bring with him.
PercivaUs second desertion was caused

by a pair of his socks
; and for this the

Biver Palace was largely responsible.

Tho Jiiver Palace looks like a floating

section of tlio Eitz, except that it lias

blue curtains in tho stern window and
two aspidistras in tho bow window.
This watcr-cliarabanc is propelled by
motors and manned by young gentle-

men who wear yellow tassellcd caps
and rod jerseys, and young ladies who
wear red tasscllod caps and yollow
jerseys. They all sit in a row on garden-
seats in the bow, and all talk with a

strong Lancashire accent. They have
on board a piano, two gramophones,
three low comedians, and, I believe, a

beer-engino, though this last is only a

surmise
;

it may merely have been the
lapping of waves round tho bow that I

lieard. Anyhow, they travel in com-
fort, not to say luxury.

Well, the River Palace passed up-
stream while wo were at lunch, and a

sort of tidal wave about three feet high
smote us amidships and upset Porcival's

beer into his shoos. Two of tho low
comedians, looking out from windows
on the second floor, wore very facetious

about it, and the third popped a charn-
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pagne cork into our frying-pan. We
maintained silence with difficulty and
Percival started in a dignified manner
to change his socks.

Later on in the day the drying of the
wet pair became a serious matter. He
elected to tie them on to the end of the
main boom, and, waiting till the yacht
was bowling merrily down a straight

reach, he gave Crew Apple the tiller,

the main-sheet, the jib-sheet and about
fifteen instructions and leant out to-

wards the end of the boom.
While making a grab at the quant pole,

which looked like falling overboard, I

inadvertently let the boom swing, with
the result that Percival suddenly leant
outwards at an angle of forty-five

degrees, his feet on the boat and bis

arms round the boom. It became obvi-

ous that he must let go with one end,
and so he let go with his feet.

Owing to very natural excitement at

the Captain’s thus again deserting the
quarter-deck. Crew Apple lost his head
and the end of the main-sheet at the
same time. The boom, thus released,

promptly swung out still farther, and
Captain Percival of course went with
it. The next moment the river had taken
a bend so that the wind was almost
behind us, and the yacht was proceed-
ing at an incredible speed down-stream,
accompanied by Captain Percival a few
yards out to starboard and hanging on
to the boom just clear of the water.

The crew had but one thought—to

rescue his beloved Captain
;

so, seizing

the main-sheet, he proceeded to haul in

the boom and the sail and Captain
Percival and all. But, as he hauled in,

so did the yacht naturally heel over
and Captain Percival went under the
water. Crew Apple promptly let out
the sheet again and Captain Percival

reappeared. On emerging he said things

to the crew that made the water boil

about him. No definite order to the
crew was intelligible.

During the next few minutes it be-

came clear that a problem of great

magnitude had arisen. Every time the

crew tried to pull his superior officer

inboard, the superior officer went under
water. Eventually the crew decided

to leave him out there for the time being
till something happened.
We proceeded in this formation,

Percival using horrible language, for

about a quarter-of-a-mile, when the

crew of a large yacht, who talked, by
the way, with a strong Lancashire
accent, cleverly rescued him. To be

precise they rescued him with their

bowsprit during a “ tack.” They had
a fine chase trying to give him back, as

Crew Apple does not function very \^ell

alone and could only follow the river

with great care, cautiously sounding

his horn at the corners and feeling for

the hand-brake.
When we were at last reunited,

Percival seemed annoyed, and brushed
aside my profusely expressed joy at

seeing him again near enough to touch.

Two things only appeared to be in his

mind—one, that he had got another
pair of socks wet ; and two, that he had
left half the original pair of socks on
the passing yacht on to which he had
dismounted.
Again no gratitude, you see, for Crew

Apple, who had functioned so bravely.

But for his meritorious conduct things
might have been very serious. He
might not only have lost his Captain
but have had to row once more after

the quant pole, which was only retained

on board by his agility and presence
of mind. A. A.

A FELLOW-FEELING WITH NATURE.

[Lines written after an all-night

thunderstm'm.)

I LIKE a jolly thunder-shower;
I like a storm that lasts an hour

;

But, when it starts before eleven
And doesn’t let you off till seven,

Why, then, my heart wdth Nature
thrills.

And [vide Wordsworth’s “ Daffodils ”)

Feeling in language finds a form
And thunders with the thunder-storm.

“ There are lialf-a-milliou known different

kinds and about twenty of species of ticks are
known to and about twenty species of tocks
are known to be disease carraers.”

Evening Paper.

And that, no doubt, explains why the
mouse ran down the clock. Tickory,
tickory, tock.
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INDUSTRIAL NOTES.
(Fro 7ii OUT Special Correspondent.)

Trouble is brewing, it is feared, in

fche Bottle-Washing Trade. Opinion in

the Lobbies last night showed no ten-

dency to minimise the gravity of the

situation. Indeed, many well-informed

persons did not conceal their view that

if the position does not improve within

the forthcoming week it may grow

worse in the next seven days. The

possibility that the status quo will be

preserved is not seriously entertained

by anyone.
_

The situation is complicated

by the fact that on Monday
week the Amalgamated
Society of the Bottle-Washers

and Cork-Drawers of Great

Britainis to hold theirAnnual
Conference at Llandrindod

Wells. There is little doubt

that the main struggle will

rage about the Eesolution

which stands in the name
of Mr. T. Pipp of Lowestoft,

the well-known irreconcilable,

and the terms of the Eesolu-

tion are a guarantee that the

discussion wdll be lively :

—

ment. Give us the standard minimum
plus two-fifths of the minimum adden-

dum calculated on the basis of the

Three-Bottle Hour, abolish cork-time

and consolidate the 1917 scale for

slingers and huffkins, and the men will

be back in the pantries to-morrow.”

This has been interpreted in many
quarters as an olive-branch, but on

the same day, at Hoxton, Mr. Bott

said :

—

“ There must be a status ante. The
Prime Minister has sabotaged the 1920

Bottle-Datum. We ask him for our

“That this Conference of the
Amalgamated Bottle-Washers and
Cork-Drawers of Great Britain

records its emphatic determination
to at all times and by every legiti-

mate use of the industrial sledge-

hammer prosecute the cause of

WorldPeace, andwhich the present
cap talist Government by its habi-
tual failure to ratify the mass in-

structions of the last Conference in
regard to the establishment of an
Int zrnational Bottle-Washing Con-
vention, the Nationalisation of

Glass Bottles and the Abolition of

Cork-Tins in British Dependencies
has jeopardised, and, with a view
to further registering the prole-

tarian solidarity of the bottle-

washersinthe direction of economic
emancipation we hereby order His
JJilajesty’s Government to adopt
the Walsall Programme of the
26th May ult. and to without delay
hand over the bottles to the people.”

The terms of this Eesolution are clear

enough, but for a proper understanding
of the situation they should perhaps be
read with some recent utterances of

some of the more responsible leaders.

Mr. George Bott said on Monday at

Southend :

—

There must be a medium quo. The
Walsall Programme is one thing, but
the Government policy of standardised
serfdom is another. They may bring
their soldiers and their bayonets, but
they cannot draw the corks. At the
same time I am prepared for any settle-

ment that is consistent with a non-
deterioration of the international cork-
level as desiderated in the York Amend-

Disgusted Seaside Landlady (discussing departed hoarder),
“What got my back up, Mrs, ’Arris, was afier I’d put
PLENTY o’ PINS ON THE TABLE TO FIND ’iM CRACKIN’ THE
WHNKLES IN MY DOOR.”

babies’ bread and he flings us a stone.

I stand where I stood.”

And on Tuesday at Eottingdean Mr.
K." Tinker, a powerful member of the
International Union of the Bottle-

Washers of the Left, speaking at a dele-

gate Conference of the District Execu-
tives convened by the Solidarity Com-
mittee of the Anglo-Eussian Bottle and
Cork Nucleal Association, said :

—

“ The President of the Board of Trade
is an assassin.”

At the same gathering Mr. Watt-
Shrimp (Millwall) said :

—

“ The Poreign Secretary is a burglar.”
And Mr. E. Q. Plapp (Southend)

said :

—

“ The Parliamentary Secretary to the

Secretary of State for Home Affairs is

a Thug.”
In the face of these utterances few

responsible observers affect an exagger-

ated optimism as to the outcome of the

present imbroglio. On the other hand
certain passages in an article in The
Bottle, by Sir Frederic Bung, Chairman
of the United Union of Master-Bottle-

Washers, has lent colour to the view^ en-

tertained in certain influential quarters

that an issue not wholly unsatisfactory

may be looked for with reasonable con-

fidence before the year is out :

—

^‘We cannot recede from
the position which we have
taken up. Per contra, how-
ever, it is fair to say that this

plain statement of ourposition
is not incompatible with the
assumption that were we, by
some extraneous means of

which perhaps it would be
indiscreet to say too much
at present—(Laughter and
‘ Hear, Hear ’)—to be trans-

ported to a position obliquely

but not, in the geographical

sense, directly to the rear, we
should then be in a position

in which we mights fairly say
that that was a positionwhich
was not a position so defi-

nit^y behind the position in

which we were beforewe were
transferred to that position

that anyone could reasonably
say that we had receded from
the position which, as I say,

we have taken up. And on
these lines there is no doubt
that, given goodwill on all

sides, the whole situation

might be finalised to-mor-
row.”

Sir Patrick Spens, on the
other hand, at the Annual
Meeting of the Central Fed-
eration of Bottle-Masters and
General Drinkers, said,

“ Curse them ! We stand
where we stood, only more so.”

That, then, roughly, is the situation

as between two of the seventeen parties

to the dispute. The position of the
Government may perhaps best be de-

duced from the somewhat ambiguous
observations of the Chancellor of the
Duchy of Lancaster at the opening of

the Quinquennial Baxaar at Mundesley
two years ago: ^^His Majesty’s Gov-
ernment,” ho said, ^^are wedded inex-

tricably to the ne plus ultra, it is

monstrous of the employers to protest
against political interference. On tho
other hand it is outrageous of the em-
ployes to demand political intervention.

Wo shall preserve unswervingly the
equilihrium phis. The finances of tho



Distingxdslied Physician (handing prescription to patient)*

Patient. “How many guesses will you want?”
'*Ip this doesn’t put you bight, comb to me again.”

country do not admit of the spending of

a single public penny. Up till 11.35 a.m,

to-morrow we offer £20,000,000 in

subvention of all pantries not excluded
by the Washington Clause. After that

date we cannot afford a bean. (Laugh-
ter.) . The position of the Government
is perfectly clear. What we might have
done yesterday we could do to-morrow
but for what has happened to-day, and
in view of the developments of yester-

day it is idle to expect the same policy

to eventuate to-morrow as if that which
did not occur to-day had taken place in

the sense that was expected in the

ante-penultimate periods of the day
before yesterday.”

A note upon the practical conditions

of the trade may not perhaps be out of

place. . Some confusion seems still to

exist in ,the public mind as to the exact

relation between huffkins, slingers and
rag-holders. Even the Special Com-
mitteewas unfortunately indefiniteupon
this point, and it cannot be too often

repeated that it is the huff'kins who
hold the bottle, while the slinger, as

his title indicates, turns on the tap, and
the rag-holder, in the technical phrase,

‘‘holds the rag.” Of these three the

huff'kin is a skilled labourer; the slinger

is paid at the rate of 3s, ^d. a month
plus the Baddely Award and 79 8 per
cent, less three-fifths of a dough-nut
and two Eoyal Commissions, while the
rag - holder is generally a vegetarian
and is not paid at all, except sideways
under the Davison judgment. It is

widely held that had these simple dis-

tinctions been brought home to the
public at an earlier date the issue would
have emerged much previously.

Four bottles were broken by non-
union labour at Eugeley yesterday. The
basket-workershave struck in sympathy.
SirThomas Elogg said, “Moscow corked
those bottles.” Huddersfield is quiet.

=============== A.P.H.
“ Best Stumers

4s bushel, delivered to yournearest railway
station. Cash with orders.”

New Zealand Paper.

We have often noticed that people with
stumers want cash for them.

“Napoleon a dit qpe les Anglais avaient
gagne la bataille de Waterloo sur les plaines de
golf.”—Belgian Paper.

If he did, it must have been a hasty
inference from the language that our
army used in Flanders.

THE HIPPOPOTAMUS.
The hippo, I have heard it stated,

Is practically armour-plated.
And if you want to shoot him dead
You point your gun straight at his head
(I learnt this from a man who ’s shot

’em
;
I

Have never hunted hippopotami).

Now Africa, his habitat.

Is sometimes so unpleasant that,

To keep just comfortably cool,

He sinks into the nearest pool

;

The only bits left sticking out
Are half his back and half his snout.

He ’s oft mistaken for a rhino

;

This shouldn’t be, as far as I know

;

For naturalists will tell you these
Are different as chalk from cheese.

“The King and Queen
VISIT TO PIANO WORKS IN OLD FORD.”

Newspaper Headlines,

Heney is beside himself with joy.

Smith Minor’s sister has her French
examination :

—

(1) Q. Pourquoilep^retravaille-t-il?

A. Parce qu’il a L
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MORE JACKDAW IN GEORGIA.

Love in Fletton.

(As M?\ Bjehnabd Gilbebt might

reveal it.)

Ezehiel.

Like as not we 11 be wed this August,

you and me.

Squire 's been talking to me, he has

;

He says it be high time that I be spliced,

And now that Widow Hemsley's dead

There be a cottage ready for us.

Three rooms there be in it

—

Ay, and a fine sty for the pigs.

Do 'ee like pigs, Susie ?

Susannah.

Ay, that I do

;

There be a power of comfort in pigs.

Do 'ee like pigs, Ezekiel ?

Ezekiel.

I do that, Susannah ;
live and dead.

Susannah.

Do *ee like them better than me ?

Ezekiel.

Nay, nay
;
pigs is pigs and women is

women,
And parson says a good man treats

both kindly,

Susannah.

I like pigs. I like them young ones

best.

Like babes they be, all crinkled up and
pink.

Do *ee like babes, Ezekiel ?

Ezekiel.

That I do, but there be more in pigs

For marketing.

Squire’s old sow has littered finely

—

Nine.

Susannah.

Fancy that, now

!

Vicar’s cow has calved, she has.

Maybe they ’ll want me soon to milk

As well as clean the house,

Ezekiel.

Maybe ;
but where ’ll they come in

If we be spliced ?

They ’ll have to whistle then.

Susannah.

Doctor he says no girl should pass her
prime

Without a husband.

Ezekiel.

Surely,

There be a mating time for all.

Doctor ’s a wise man, certain sure . . .

Do ’ee like swedes, Susannah ?

They say a slice of young swedemunched
to mash

Prevents a power of ills.

Do ’ee like swedes ?

Susannah.
Ay, that I do.

Ezekiel.

So do 1.
^

Reckon we like the selfsame things to-

gether

—

Pigs

And swedes.
Susannah.

And babes, Ezekiel

—

Babes all crinkled, soft and pink.

Ezehiel.

Reckon there be a time for all things.

Would ’ee scream

If I made bold to kiss ’ee, would ’ee now ?

Susannah.

Reckon I ought.

But if we ’re marrying

We ’ll have to do it sometime, shan’t

we, Zeke ?

Do ’ee love me, Zeke ?

Ezehiel.

Ay, that I do.

Susannah.

Better than pigs or mangolds, more
than crops ?

Ezehiel.

Ay, that I do.

[There is a shamefaced embrace

which shahes the stile.

Reckon we ’ll have the banns called Sun-

day week

;

Your name and mine, and all the world

to hear.

What be ’ee thinking of ?

Susannah.

Them little pigs, all crinkled up and
pink.

Ezehiel.

Nay, nay, you mustn’t joke, lass

;

There be a time for all things.

Reckon I ’d better see your father.

Like as not he’ll fill our patch with
swedes,

And Squire ’ll give a sow from his own
sty.

Kiss me, lass.

Susannah.

I ’ll be a-stitching all the time now,
Zeke.

Ezehiel.

And I ’ll be whitev/ashing the sty and
cottage.

Susamzah.

Our own pigs, crinkled baby pigs

!

Ezehiel.

And swedes—an acre of swedes.

Susannah.
And babes.

Ezehiel.

Nay, nay, there be a time for all things,

[The lovers contemplate the sunset
anddream their satisfying dream.

W, K.S.

OTHER CUSTOMS.

‘‘Will the Customs be very dread-

ful ? ” asked Peggy.
“ You wait !

” I said grimly.

“They are, quite rightly, specially

hard on women,” I went on, warming
to it. “Why I’ve seen a Customs man,
with my own eyes, empty an American
woman’s case—‘she called it her ‘ grip

’

—on the ground. Everything came
out. She ’d answered back.”

“ I should die of shame !
” murmured

Peggy, her eyes big with horror.

Our first experience, at the ILook,

was unexpectedly pleasant.

We had had one of those “calm
crossings ” where you don’t sleep a wink
and reject all offers of breakfast as you
stagger up on deck in the morning.

We got separated in the Customs
shed, and I came up just in time to

hear Peggy say, “Oh, thanh you!”
gratefully as the Customs man waved
his hand over her unopened luggage
and made bis mystic chalk mark. He
did the same with mine, only without
a smile.

“ Such a dear 1
” whispered Peggy

happily.

It was very much the same in Ger-
many, My bags w^’ere opened, but the

official contented himself with inserting

his little finger into an awful basket
thing which Peggy calls “My Last
Minute Bag.” It holds as much as a

suit-case, and bulges withjumpers, books,
knitting-needles, wool, soda-water and
chocolates. He even looked back to bow
and smile as he closed the door of the
carriage gently.

“ Quite a nice man,” said Peggy. “ I

expect he was only a little boy during
the War.”
We were to stop a few days in Jugo-

slavia on our way to Italy, When wo
arrived at the little mountain station

Peggy made a bee-line for a Customs
man in a fanciful uniform and a dis-

tinctly “ come hither ” eye.

She looked beseechingly at him as ho
put a hand on one of her suit-cases. Ho
smiled and turned to me, half drawing a

revolver from his pocket, and said some-
thing that sounded like a machine-gun
learning to talk.

I went on my knees and opened all

my baggage while he strolled to the
door with Peggy and with ingratiating

gestures pointed out the beauties of the
scenery to her.

At the Italian frontier station two
young Mussolinis clanked into tho car-

riage and looked at me with burning
eyes.

I^eggy, who had been asleep in the
corner, woke up.

The two young men began to coo like



doves, while with lightning rapidity “Isn’t he a perfect lamb she said, Peggy looked at him with hurt eyes,
they marked everything near her seat, making her way to a young man with “ I have nothing to declare,” she
Ten minutes later they left the carriage, golden hair, blue eyes, and a white top repeated reproachfully,
saluting in Peggy’s direction, and I to his cap. “ Open this and this and this,” said
started, trying to collect all my small She stood shyly in front of him while the “perfect lamb” briskly,
belongings which had rolled under the the porter put her cases down on the *
seats. table. “ Well,’' said Peggy pathetically,

” Peggy*” I said irritably, “ the way “ I have nothing to declare,^’ she when we were safe in our carriage,
you go on with those jackanapes 1 I said gently, waiting for the usual smile having paid heavily on silk and other
shall die of shame !

” and wave of the chalk. contraband. “ After all those men with
The “ perfect lamb ” looked at her long cloaks and swords and revolvers

Thehome*boundboat bumped against coldly and held up a large piece of paste- had been so nice, to think that an Eng-
the side of the quay and the gangway board. lishman should behave as if

”

was let down.
^

“ Have you any of these articles in “ As if he had a sense of duty,” I said
Peggy saw him as soon as we had your luggage?” he inquired, indicating sternly,

edged our way into the Customs House, a hundred lines of close print. Peggy had the grace to blush.
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IN A PARIS FLAT.

I WROTE some time ago about easier

divorce in the U.S.A.

A Parisian gentleman is now' suing

for divorce on the grounds of his

wife’s over-fondness for animals.

She has for pets two dogs, a cat, a

porpoise,a guinea-pig, singingbirds,

hedgehogs, monkeys and fish.

I hope I have stated these zoo-

logicardetails correctly, but I am
relying entirely on a new’spaper

paragraph. It may be that a pole-

cat, a peccary or one or two ana-

condas have slipped out of the list.

The parties reside in a flat, and
it seems to be the husband’s idea

that his wife’s devotion to the men-
agerie causes her to neglect, in some
way or other, the rest of the home.

Frankly, I do see possibilities of

trouble. One may even envisage a

rather gripping little drama of the

Ibsenish kind.

AcltiUe is the husband. He
wears biscuit-coloured linen and
beautifully lustrous black hair. He
is seen returning from the Bourse,

where he has been helping M.
Poincare to prop up the franc the

whole day long. He encounters

Gdlesiiiie, the somewhat enigmatic

but slim and glad-eyed maid.

Achille {speaMng as calmly as pos-

sible and giving her his hat and gold-

mounted cane). Tell me, Celestine, where
is Madame ?

Celestine. Madame did not expect you
so early. Monsieur. She

I

is engagedwithMonsieur
Henri.

Achil le. Henri ? Ah 1

{He xvalTis across the

stage.) Henri again
!

{He
comes bach, clenches his

hands till the blood comes
and bites his lips till the

blood comes again. Exit
Celestine. Achille strides

to door L. and throws it

open. A sioishing sou7id

is heard. It is the door

of the Aquarium. He
calls.) Nanettel Nanette!

Nanette. She
is dressed in rose-

coloured oilskins,

but with a dis-

tinctly Parisian
cut. She carries a
bucket of hearings

in her right hand.
Achille {with sarcasm).

And how is this dear porpoise to-day ?

,
Nanette. Our Henri ? He is still go-

ing round and round.
Achille {with a strange intonation).

Bound and round and round ?

Nanette. Yes, Achille, round and

round and round.

[Achille walks rou7id andround and

immd the stage, Nanette

ing in the middle; then he stops.

How MANY HEREINOS HAS HeNEI EATEN TO-DAY?

Achille. Tell me, Nanette, how many
herrings has Henri eaten to-day ?

Nanette. Seventy-two.
Achille {raising his eyes to heaven and

shaking his fists in the air). Seventy-

1

“ OUE MAEEIAGE IS EXACTLY LIKE THAT, ACHILLE.

two I And the franc is at two-hundred-
and-forty.

^

{He sits doivn.) Oosh I

[He rises again suddenly. A hedge-
hog is seen to be adhering to his
wake.

Nanette {bursting intoteai^s). Monster!

You have sat upon Fifine!

[She detaches the hedgehog fivm
Achille and caresses it fondly.

For answer, Achille kicks the

poodle and tlirotvs his red

silk handkerchief over the

cage ofpai'akeets. Then he

looks round the stage as

though something loei^e miss-

ing.

Achille. Tell me, Nanette, where
are the children ?

Nanette. The children ?

Achille. Yes, the children.

[He makes signs at different

levels fi'om the floor to shotv

what he means.

Nanette. But yes. I have left

them in the nursery.

Achille. Alone?
Nanette. Certainly not. Th4r6se

is looking after them.
Achille. Th6r6se ! The new

orang-outang ?

Nanette, But yes.

Achille. Mon Dieu
!

{He rings

the hell. Enter 06lestine.) 061es-

tine, bring to me the children in-

stantly.

[He turns to his wife, but she

has gone to the gramophone
cupboa7''d, where she is mec-
hanicallyfeeding the guinea-

pigs. Be-enter 061estine.

Celestine. Monsieur, the children are

not in the nursery.

Achille. No 1 Where are they then ?

C6lestine. Mile. Th6r6s0 has taken
them out on to the roof

and is carrying them over
the telephone wires.

[Exit, still smiling enig-

matically.

Achille. This is too
much. [He goes to his

loife and shakes her.)

How often am I to im-
plore you, Nanette, to

take our married life

more seriously ?

Na^iette. Our—married
—life ? {She seems to bo

slowly untwisting the

ring from her finger.)

When I married you,
Achille, I thought that

married life would bo
something wonderful,
glorious, free. Now I

find that it is to be in a
cage

; to turn for ever
round and round as in a
tank

;
to dwell in a hutch.

Always there are prickles. {She p^Us
dotun the hedgehog on the hearthrug.)
That is why I bought this menagerie,
Achille. It is a symbol of the life we
lead together, you and I.
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[Achille goes to the xoindoio and
draios aside a curtain, A lizard

falls on his head. He stares

through the darkness. There is

a cry and a thud,

Nanette {starting). What is that ?

Achille, I do not know, {More cries

and more thuds are heard,)

Be-enter C^lestine. She carries a
saucer in her hand,

Achille. What are you carrying,

C61estine ?

Celestine. Milk, Monsieur, forMadame
Fifine.

Achille, Milk— for the hedgehog!
(He begins to pull pieces out of his hair.)

Have the children had their supper

yet, Cdlestine?

Cdlestine, No, Monsieur. The children

gave their bread - and - milk to Mile.

Th^r^se.

[She puts the saucer dotvn on the

hearthrug and retires,

Achille {turning wrathfully again to

his wife). Nanette I I

Nanette {interrupting him). Do you
see this poodle, Achille ? When I place

a bon-bon on T61emaque’s nose and say
“ Trust I

” he waits motionless. When
I cry “Paid for! ” he throws it up in

the air and, catching it in his mouth,

devours it. Our marriage is exactly

like that, Achille.

Achille. Why?
[Nanette is stumped for the mo-
ment. She thinks.

Cdlestine {re-entering breathlessly xoith

signs ofemotion). Monsieur et Madame

!

Achille and Nanette {together). Yes?

Cdlestine. All the children are dead

!

Achille and Nanette {in unison again).

Dead I How are they dead ?

Celestine, Mile. Th^r^se has thrown
them down one by one from the tele-

phone wires. They have become broken
in the street.

Achille. Ah
1 {Then, lifting his head)

It is always that something crashes.

First the franc and now the children.

(Nanette rises luithout aioord andioalks
toivards the door l.) Where are you
going to, Nanette?

Nanette. It is time for me to give
more herrings to Henri.

[Exit. Thefaint sioish ofa gyrat-

ing porpoise is heard (off).

Achille stands for a 7noment in

the centre of the stage. The
hedgehog laps milk quietly. The
gjoodle, surfeited loith bon-bons,

snores. Achille crosses to the

parakeets* cage and re^noves his

7xd silk handkerchief. The birds

begin to hoitter again. Thercse,

the orang-outang
,
peers in at the

windotu, grimacing. The curtain

falls upon the jungle scene,

A terrible little play. I recommend
it to one of the Sunday Societies.

==========: Evoe.

The Eternal Triangle Again.
“ As Terticjm Qcid —Young Lady, of good

address and education (24-28); literary or

artist c tastes preferred.”

—

l^rovincial Faj^er.

Is not the advertiser asking for trouble?

At any rate we shall advise the taking

out of a “third party” insurance.

TREASUEE TEOVE.
I FOUND it myself where the grass grows

high.

Just under the garden wall.

It belongs to a mouse who is little and
shy,

And it 's cosy and-round and small.

It *s a dear little nest, and cuddled in-

side

Are eight tiny mice in a heap

;

The mother makes nine—but she gees
to hide

Whenever I pry and peep.

I asked Nanny yesterdaywhat people do
When they find some wondeuful

thing

;

And she said—and I think she was
speaking true

—

That treasure belongs to the King.

I want to be loyal and do my best

For the King (and the Phinoe of
Wales)

;

But what could they do with a mouse’s
nest

An’ eight little mice with tails ?

If I felt certain the King would say,
“ Oh, Tony, just keep two or three !

”

I ’d not mind him taking the others
away

—

But luould he leave any for me?

“Lady highly recommends good Cook-
General; leaving through her breaking up
house.”

—

Ii'isJi Pqper,

Then she shall not come into our happy
home.
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AUNT mE AND THE FRANC.

Aunt Jane is a careful woman—care-

ful with money, I mean, although she

has such a lot of it.

Now it came to pass that she visited

the Eiviera early in the year ;
and when,

on her return to London, we met her at

the station (more in duty than in love)

shehandedHenry fifteenhundred francs.

Will you please change these for me
at your bank to-morrow morning,” she

commanded, *^and let me have your

cheque for them—it should be eleven

pounds and tenpence, I think.”

“Certainly, Aunt,” assented Henry.

I don’t want to shield Henry in this

affair. He is always willing

to admit (a little too glibly, I

think) that his memory fails

him at times. And when three

days later Aunt Jane rang up

to inquire if he had exchanged

the money I was compelled to

confess that he had forgotten

the matter.

“ Forgotten! ” echoed Aunt
Jane. Even over the wire she

managed to convey the im-

pression of a plethoric woman
labouring under strong emo-

tion, “Do youknow the franc

has dropped five points to the

pound since yesterday ?
”

“I’m sorry,” I murmured.
“But of course Henry will

stand to that
;

it ’s his fault

for not changing at once, as

you told him.”

“No—tell him now to hold

them until he hears from me.

It ’s possible,” she added with
a gleam of hope, “that the

franc may appreciate and 1

shall, after all, get more than
I paid for them, as I did once
last year.”

Unfortunately her hopes were not
realised. In less than three days the
franc had dropped another five points.

And now Aunt Jane appeared to pass
through a period of alternate hope and
despair. Within two days she saw it

drop to 177, rise to 169, fall back to

172, and recover to 156. She ignored
Henry’s suggestion that she ought to

realise at once. “ Do you think I mean
to lose twenty francs on every pound ?

Never I
” she declared angrily.

Aunt Jane began to take an interest
in French politics; She read articles

in The Times dealing with the fate of the
franc. There was an amazing change
in the style of her conversation.
“I have great faith in that M.

Briani), Henry,” she commented. “ I
see he was very brilliant in debate last

Tuesday.” -Or “I consider M. P:beet
has been most ill-advised.”

“M. Peeet,” Hemy stammered in

reply. “ What has he done ?
”

“ It was foolish of him to let it be

generally known that the ^Morgan dollar

credits were being used to support the

franc. Of course that did us a lot of

harm.”
“H5, Aunt?”
“ I mean the holders of French cur-

rency,” she explained.

When M. Oaillaux came to London
on his mission Aunt Jane exulted.

“He’s sure to get a loan here—or—or

something,” she said vaguely, “and
that ought to stabilise the franc at

once.”

"When, however, it slid shortly after-

Uncle. “Been at the jam again, I see, Daphne.”
Little Girl. “No, Uncle. I ’spect that ’s where Auntie

KISSED ME JUST NOW BEFORE SHE WENT OUT.”

wards to 198|- Aunt Jane began to be
stuffy with Henry.

“ It ’s all through your not changing
my money when 1 asked you,” she
stormed. “To think of the anxiety

I ’ve had this last three months. . . .

No, of course 1 can’t allow you to make
up the difference . , . but it’s quite ob-
vious, Henry, that you are too careless

and forgetful to be entrusted with the
handling of money. I ’m glad I know
in time.”

This dark hint about our prospects
plunged Henry and me in gloom. We
now began to get as anxious about the
future of the franc as M. Oaillaux and
Aunt Jane.

Then came the evening when Henry
returned home with the dramatic
announcement, “The French Govern-
ment has collapsed.”
“ Ob, dear, what Aunt Jane say ?

”

I exclaimed, really distressed. “ I

think we ought to get away for our

holiday now—until all this has blown
over.”

Just then the telephone rang. The
voice at the other end was that of Aunt
Jane.

“ Have you seen to-night’s papers ?
”

she asked in tones of terrible emotion.
“ M. Herriot ought to be ashamed of

himself. . . . Has Henry heard what
the deputy said when the result of the

vote was announced in the Chamber ?
”

“ I—I—d-don’t think so, Aunt. What
did the deputy say ?

”

“He said, ‘It’s the pound at three

hundred.’ Think of it, and I bought at

one - hundred - and - thirty - six.

And if it hadn’t been for
”

Mercifully at that moment
we were out off, but I ’ve no
doubt she went on talking, and
I ’m sure she must have said

some dreadful things against

Henry and M. Herriot.
We felt it advisable to avoid

Aunt Jane after Herriot’s ac-

cession to power ;
but with his

rapid fall and the appointment
of Poincare we plucked up
courage to visit her again.

Strangely enough she greeted

us with complacence, even be-

nignity.

“Henry,” slie said, “I have
solved the difficulty of the

franc. I have decided that

instead of going to Bourne-
mouth as usual this summer
I shall take a brief holiday in

France. So you see, I shan’t

need to change my francs

^ after all.”

Three times Henry opened
his mouth to reply

;
and three

times he refrained (wisely) from
speech. Even now I can’t

make him see Aunt Jane’s logic. He
sayswomen are totally devoid of reason-
ing powers. I don’t know what he
means. I think Aunt Jane’s plan an
excellent one.

Art Notes.

“Lord Honry Bentinok is trying to raise

2,000 guineas to acquire Epstein’s study of a
woman in an attitude of prayer for the nation.”

Morning Paper.
Undoubtedly it needs it.

From a hairdresser’s window:

—

“Shingle, , , Is. 3d. Bob . . , Is.”

Thank heaven, the bob is at par,

“The Artillery quickly lost four wickets,
but they bat as they do theirbusiness—

Daily Paper.

Unless they have to follow on, when
they change their motto to Bis hat q%d
cito hat.



MORE ORNITHOLOGY WITHOUT TEARS.
(A neio and concise Guide to some of the commoner British

Birds.)

The bright yellow Bunting holds forth every day
With really remarkably little to say;
Whenever you listen you gather that he 's

Affirming the same old objection to cheese.

The Woodpecker (Green) has the loudest guffaw

;

Bright scarlet his head and prehensile his claw

;

He drums in the woodland, he chuckles when stirred,

He scurries up tree-trunks—a notable bird.

The Book would appear from his cawings portentous
To think his ideas are intensely momentous

;

Perhaps he is right
;
but whatever the case

He is not improved by the patch on his face.

In his ceaseless and perfectly senseless refrain

The Cuckoo is almost uniquely inane

;

One surmises, with every desire to be kind.

He must have a perfectly vacuous mind.

The tail of the Wagtail is wagged such a lot

—

What powerful hinges the thing must have got

!

The Wagtail toill wag tail—he does it all day

—

But why he should wag tail the Wagtail won’t say.

At flying, the Swift is a dab from the egg,

But they say he ’s remarkably weak in the leg

;

If he sat on the ground in abstraction he would
Undoubtedly have to remain there for good.

The Wryneck, who runs up the trees very spry
Has a neck that indeed is incredibly wry

;

Observers depose that at need he can wear
His head back to front without turning a hair.

Aloof from the tumult, the stir and the strife,

The Flycatcher leads a monotonous life;

He sits on a twiglet in sorrowful mood

;

His mind is exclusively fixed on his food.

The Chiff- Chaff* is rather a dear little thing;
He chiff-chaffs away in the earliest spring

;

The summer wears on and he chiff-chaffs the more

—

Can it be that the bird is a bit of a bore ?

^
“Bunny.

—

‘ Is it love? When you want to be by yourself all the
time and when you don’t want to eat or take amusements ? I really
think it is ! —Ansiver to Correspondentm Lady's Paper.

It may be love, “Bunny,” but the symptoms are equally
compatible with indigestion.

From a lady’s testimonial to a hair-waving system :

—

“ I have been away on holiday and the sea air did not destroy the
waves in the least,”—Daily Paper.

So far from destroying them, sea air is well known to have
a bracing effect upon billows.

“ Bussians of all degrees, from Comrade Ivanhoff, late head of the
Chinese Eastern Bailway, who travelled all the way in a magnificent
special car, to the poorest workman in a sheepskin and a tea kettle.”

School Magazine.
The writer has evidently modelled his style on the Early Vic-
torian who appealed to all classes, “ from the Queen sitting
upon her Throne to the labourer sitting upon his cottage.”
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. ^ : HER FIRST MEDAL ROUND.
Amelia {to her ĝutter), “How can you look me in the pace after the way you

LET ME DOWN TO-DAY?.”

H.M.S. IMPLACABLE.
A Teafalgae Ship foe English Boys.

Some nine months ago Mr. Punch
supported, in a cartoon and an article,

the appeal which had just been made
to the public by Admiral of the Fleet
Eaii Beatty for a sum of twenty-five
thousand pounds to save the old Implac-
able, the most beautiful ship afloat, and
to ppair and fit her out as a holiday
training-ship for boys. If the necessary
money was not subscribed she would
have to be broken up by the end of the
year.

Thanks to the munificence of an

!

anonymous donor a sum was received
that was large enough to ensure her
escape from this fate, and in dry dock at
Devonport the Admiralty at once set

about repairing her below the water-
line. This work has been completed,
and further work carried out on the
upper structure of the ship. With the
exception of office charges the whole of
the money subscribed (a little over
nineteen thousand pounds in all) will
very shortly have been expended on
these repairs, executed with the utmost
care and efficiency by the Admiralty
Dockyard. The ship cannot be retained
much longer in dry dock, and next

month she is to be towed to her new
mooring in Falmouth Harbour, where
it is hoped that the remainder of the

work of restoration will be carried out

under the supervision of Mr. Wheatly
Cobb, to wdiose devotion and generosity

in maintaining her at his private cost

the country owes it that she was not

broken up many years ago.

The work which still remains to be

done will entail a heavy cost, and Mr.
Punch, who is represented on the Com-
mittee of the Implacable Fmid, very

earnestly supports Earl Beatty's fur-

ther appeal, which appeared in the

Press last week, for the balance (six

thousand pounds) of the sum for which
he originally asked.

He ventures to remind his readers

that Implacable was originally a French
ship, named Dugiiay-Trouin, launched
about 1789. She engaged H.M.S. Vic-

tory at Trafalgar, and four days later

was captured, after a great fight, by
Admiral Sir RrcHARn Strachan. Under
her new name she fought in the Eoyal
Navy, and in 1842 carried the golden

cock at her truck-head for sign that

she was the smartest ship in the Medi-
terranean Fleet. For many years,aftor

her more active days were over, she
served as a training-ship.

The object of the Fund is not only to

restore and preserve a very noble ship

of the line, sole survivor of her class,

but to make of her a holiday training-

school where Sea Cadets and other boys
may learn the elements of life afloat and
catch something of its romance. To
quote from these columns the words ol

one who knew well what he was talking

about, “No ship can be more suitable

for the purpose than Implacable. Her
thick oaken sides keep her cool in

summer; her vast flush decks, lighted

by great square ports, give plenty of

room and air. And about her strong
timbers cling the gallant and inalienable

memories of heroic achievement.”
It would be an infinite pity if the

work so far advanced should fail of

completion. Mr. Punch is confident
that he has only to remind his readers
of the urgent need of further funds to

draw from them a generous response.
He appeals to the patriotism of the
public to take this chance of fostering

in the youth of England a true sense
of the splendour of our sea-tradition.

Contributions, which will be grate-
fully acknowledged, should be addressed
to^ Sir Vincent Badbeley, K.O.B.,
Midland Bank, Westminster Branch,
Wesleyan Hall, London, S.W.l.

“MINE OWNERS CLIMB DOWN
Over Safety Men.”

Labour Paper Plavat d.

Evidently the cages were not working.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday i July 19th .—^Decorous but;

unmistakable “ pep permeated the con-
cluding speeches of the City churches’
debate in the Lords. Lord Banbury ac-

cused the Bishop of London of speak-
ing with two Toices, one of the dove
and the other of the wolf,

“ There are two voices, one is of the dove,
A bird whose mien is uniformly good

;

And one is of a beast we cannot love
Since the affair of poor Red Riding Hood

;

And, Bishop, both are thine !

”

Lord Hanwoeth thought the City
churches might not attract large congre-
gations on Sunday, but drew a comfort-
ing picture of the international financier

slipping in on a week-day for a moment’s
rest and spiritual refreshment prior to
a fresh assault on the bulls, Yiscount
Knutsfoed, for the Measure, said it

made his blood boil to know that any
parson was drawing four-hundred-and-
thirty-seven pounds per annum and do-
ing nothing for it on Sunday. Lord Peel
declared, quite crudely, that unless itwas
a general attack on the City churches
withthe object of getting money for their

valuable sites the Measure meant no-
thing. Lord Olivier observed that it

was not the Church of England but the
citizens of London w^ho had made the
sites valuable, and the proper solution

was to relieve the Bishop’s mind of all

anxiety by treating the sites as public

and not as ecclesiastical property. The
motion to present the Measure for the
Royal Assent was carried by the com-
paratively narrow margin of 17 votes.

The House of Commons devoted its

day to the French debt settlement. At
question-time Mr. Churchill explained

what he believed to be the meaning of

the correspondence between himself

and M. Oaillaux about the reopen-

ing of the Franco-British debt settle-

ment in the event of Germanydefaulting
on her Daw^es scheme payments, but
insisted that neither his explanation nor
anything else said in the House must
be “brought up in evidence against

him” should a difference of opinion

arise between the contracting parties as

to what the letters really do mean. The
matter cropped up again in the course

of a speech by Mr, Snowden, who
said that they meant nothing. France
could ask to have the debt settlement

reopened, but Britain was not bound to

give France new and more lenient terms.

She was bound to extend a sympathetic

and long-suffering ear, but could let it

go at that.

The debate on the whole was mild

but salutary. Mr. Hilton Young, in

the best speech of the evening, declared

that the American Government, in treat-

ing the question of War debts on a

purely commercial basis, was not reflect-

ing the spirit of the American people,
and was doing the “gravest historical

THE BISHOP’S MOYE.
The Bishop of London,

wrong” to the reasons forwhich America
came into the War. Meanwhile there

was -a “little rift within the lute” of

Anglo-American relations, due to the

THE MAN WHO GOT THE BOUQUETS.
Lord Winteeton.

Inset

:

Lord Reading, the man who earned
them.

small minority of Americanswho “make
of the ledger a hible and of commercial-
ism a god.” That had to be said for

the sake of Anglo-American relations,

not because Britain was asking or would
ever ask the United States for more
favourable treatment of her War debt.

Mr. Snowden found the pinching
boot on another leg and declared roundly
that France possibly could not, but cer-

tainly would not, save herself, and that
nothing short of another Dawes scheme
would save her and incidentally save
something for her creditors. He found
the root of the evil in our too hasty
debt settlement with the United States,

and declared that in a few years’ time it

would take a day’s work of three-hun-
dred-and-twenty-miilion Europeans to

pay the annual tribute to the United
States.

Mr. Bunciman thought we should
have used our power as a creditor to
compel the debtor nations to agree to
greaterdisarmament, a suggestionwhich
Mr. Churchill stronglyrepudiated. Mr.
Lloyd George said he had tried to get
President Wilson to talk debt settle-

ment when he was in Europe, but Presi-

dent Wilson thought it was too near
election time. The present position, said

Mr. Lloyd George, was all Mr. Bald-
win’s fault. Other Members insisted

that there had not been a real meeting
of the minds of Messrs. Churchill and
Caillaux, but did not seem to think it

mattered a great deal anyway.
Tuesdayi July 20tK—“ Mr. Serjeant-

at-Arms, what have you there?” de-

manded the Speaker at the close of

private business. “The Sheriffs of

the City of London,” responded the
guardian of the Mace. Tossing that
bauble lightly to his shoulder, and
assuming a “ better-come-along-quietly

”

expression, he strode to the Bar, and
Mr, Alderman Batho, who was just

about to bet the City Eemembrancer a
plate of turtle-soup that he could clear

the Bar standing, looked nervous.
“What have you there, Mr, Sheriffs ?

”

asked the Speaker. Mr. Sheriffs said

they had a petition from the Mayor,
Aldermen, etc,, of the City of London
praying that the Disposal of Churches
(Metropolitan) Measure, 1926, be not
presented to His Majesty for the Eoyal
Assent. The Clerk of the House
having read the “ salient parts ” of the
petition, at the request of Mr. Grenfell,
the Sheriffs retired, the Serjeant-at-
Aebis piled maces and the pageant was
over. An encore being out of the ques-
tion—the House enjoys these little

exhibitions of pomp and circumstance
—the Speaker did his best to entertain

by performing the now time-honoured
ceremony known as “ Purging the

1 House of Mr. Jack Jones.”
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A remark of Mr. Churchill

—

that it

was not often that two race-meetings

were held on the same day—being re-

ceived with incredulous “ Oh’s,” he
gracefully deferred to hon. Members’
superior knowledge, but declined to

concede the lower rate of tax to the

I

enthusiast who attends one race meet-

ing and also bets on races in progress

elsewhere. Mr. Baldwin admitted, in

answer to Lieut.-Commander Kenwor-
THY, that a large deputation was coming
to see him about the Eeform of the

House of Lords, but did not know if at

the moment he would have anything to

say either to the House or to the depu-

tation. He would be charmed, he told

Mr. Garro-Jones, to have him a salient

member of the deputation, but doubted
if the hon. Member would get the same
amount of innocent fun out of it as he
would himself.

In Committee on the India Office Vote
the House gazed enraptured while Lord
WiNTEETONpainstakinglysketchedwhat
he described as his fourth and most
satisfactory picture of the state of India.

So brave was the colouring that even
Colonel Wedgwood could only add a
few roseate splashes to the glowing
canvas. But, whereas Lord Winterton
was chiefly pleased and proud that
Swarajism was disintegrating and ter-

rorism had “received a definite set-

back,” Colonel Wedgwood saw in the
unrest in India the growing pains of

the healthy political bantling. His pre-

ference for seeing the light of fanatic-

ism in a man’s eye rather than no
light at all recalls the story of the
broken-down gentleman who protested
to the attendant in the night shelter
because he found a bullock’s eye in his
soup. “ Shut up, you fool,” whispered
the attendant hoarsely, “ or they ’ll all

want one.”

After the House had done its best to
think that a speech from Mr. Saklat-
VALA was better than no speech at all,

the Vote was passed without division.

Wednesday, July 21st ,—The anti-
foreign organisation at Wuchow having
prevented the local authorities from
carrying out the instructions of the
Canton Government to facilitate the
progress of British warships sent to
investigate the murder of a British
subject, the senior Naval officer closed
the port to Chinese shipping. This
large gesture of moral suasion was
immediately productive of the desired
results. No Chinese ships were in fact
stopped from entering the port, and
everybody was satisfied except the local
Soviet and Mr. Trevelyan. The latter
wanted to know whether it was cus-
tomary for British officers to “use their
discretion in relation to a foreign Power
in this way ” without consulting the

Government. The Foreign Secretary
replied in effect that using their discre-

tion in the interests of the British

Empire and the peace of the world was
one of the best things our Naval offi-

cers did.

The name of Mr. Dalton of Beckham
may loom large in the eye of posterity,

but when at 3.30 this afternoon he rose

to lead the attack on the Third Beading
of the Finance Bill the House responded

to a widespread determination to make
an early tea. Various other Members
took occasion to trot their favourite

hobby-horses around this well-trampled

arena. Mr. Pethick-Laweence thought

PONTIFEX MAXIMUS.
The Chairman op the Thames Bridges

Commission.

Lord Lee op Fareham.

the rich ought to be taxed more. Mr.
Eunciman denounced Protection, and
then, dramatically dismounting from
bis ancient Eosinante, proceeded to
“ shoot up ” the House with statistics

showing, figure by hideous figure, that
the coal stoppage had already cost one-
hundred-and-fifty-million pounds, and
that the miners had already lost more
in wages than the entire coal subsidy.
Sir F. Wise bemoaned “this terrible
expenditure.” Mr. Short said the Bud-
get was a bad Budget, and Sir J. Mar-
riott didn’t think a great deal of it.

Having given the Finance Bill its

Third Beading the House in Committee
fell into an ' amicable discussion on
Colonial development, passed lightly
on to the Expiring Laws Continuance
Bill, and so to bed.

Thursday, Jidy .22?id .—In the Lords
the Mental Deficiency Bill was read a
second time. The Bill removes from
the definition of a mentally defective

person in the Mental Deficiency Act
the words “from birth or from an early

age” and so permits persons who have
become mentally deficient from study-
ing income-tax forms or practising the
Charleston or listening to Mr. Cook to

be dealt with under the Act. Earl
Bussell moved a useful amendment to

the Sale of Food (Weights andMeasures)
Bill requiring a shopkeeper convicted
of shortweighting his customers to have
a notice of the conviction posted up on
the outside of his shop. The amend-
ment was withdrawn on Lord Peel’s
promising to take the suggestion up
with the Home Office.

The House of Commons learned with
satisfaction that the relations between
the A. A. and the Metropolitan Police
are those of “mutual admiration and
respect,” and there is no likelihood of

their being carried any further than
that.

The case of Signor Italo Parodi,who
arrived to spend a fortnight with friends

and was sent back from Harwich be-

cause he could only produce twenty-five
shillingsfrom his clothes,was denounced
by Members as a Parodi of international

justice. The Home Secbetary pointed
out that the Aliens Order which Parlia-

ment had called upon him to administer
(Captain Benn insisting that the Home
Secretary had in fact called upon him-
self to administer it) required aliens

arriving in this country to have enough
money with them tosupport themselves,
but rather spoiled his case by suggesting
that twenty- five bob was “obviously in-

suflicient ” for a man who was going
to stay for a fortnight with friends in

England. This aspersion on British
hospitality had, it appeared, been dissi-

pated by Signor Parodi’s friends and
everything had ended happily.

SHEBWOOD.
A Fantasy.

Little John, Friar Tuck,
Bold Bobin Hood

Were Nottingham miners
Who walked in the wood

;

In the green singing season
They swore in their soul,

“ Whatever the wage he
We won’t dig for coal.”

But when the leaf faded
And Sherwood lay bare.

All the birds had stopped singing
And cold was the air,

Back again to their mining
Bespectful and good

Wont Friar Tuck, Little John,
Bold Bobin Hood.
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THE PASSIKG OF AMBROSE.

I CAN hardly realise that Ambrose
has perished. The news has come as a

great shock to me. The idea that I

shall never again see him standing in

the window of Messrs. Hinks, Brothers,

courteously inviting me to step in and

see for myself, saddens me considerably.

No one in our suburb, I venture to

say, has taken more interest in Ambrose
than I have. There was something in

his open, gracious, highly-coloured lace

which attracted me from the first.

It seemed to recall a departed age of
j

ease and suavity. Charming,
debonair, a little lacking in

brain-power, perhaps, but a

gentleman to his exquisite

finger-tips,myaffection for him
has increased steadily down
the passing years.

It was on a bright winter
morning that I first met him.

He waswearing a Gents’ Natty
Lounge, with two pairs of

trousers (one, of course, was
spare), marked £4 45. ^d. I

don’t think I ever saw any-
thing so vile in my life. But
the way Ambrose wore it was
a revelation. In his rigb t hand
he carried a pair of delicate

lavender gloves, in his left a
bowler hat with a marvellous
brim. For all the world he
seemed to be saying, **Why
shop in Savile Kow ? ” It was
the audacity of it, the super-

lative sangfroid with which he
brought off the impossible, that
won my admiration.

Exactly a week later Ambrose
married. As long as I live I
shall never forget his appear-
ance after the ceremony. I
think he was the most won-
der!ul bridegroom I ever saw.
His bride was on his arm, and
it seemed they were about to
set out on their honeymoon.
She was not quite the sort of woman I
should have chosen for him, perhaps.
Although superbly beautiful, she struck
me as cold. What Ambrose thought of
her I couldn’t even guess. My own

to play golf. An emerald-green tee, an

immaculate ball and Ambrose in a plaid

horrcr addressing it stiffly but smilingly,

a shiny brass-putter in his hands (no

one but Ambrose could have driven

with a putter)—how’ shall I ever for-

get it ?

In the summer tennis followed at £1,

with the shirt (**The Wimbledon”) at

£1 8s. 9<^. Ambrose was about to serve

straight at some brat in a Rugby suit

with a satchel slung over his shoulder.

What the child was doing there in the

way I can’t think. If he had got in my
way I should have done my best to hit

opinion is that she had caught him.
But if he was disappointed in her he
"was far too much’ of a gentleman to
show it. His smile, his delightful
smile, freed his face of all feeling. At
£6 O5 . Od. (cash) he stood and faced the
world, as brave a bridegroom as ever
joined the Great Majority.

I fancy his wife considered him a
trifie too effeminate. At any rate after
his marriage a change came over x\m-
brose. He took to sport. His wife
stayed at home, but Ambrose came out

As FAH AS I KNOW HE NEVER HAD ANOTHER RISE.”

him. But Ambrose was too polite to do
that. Apparently tired of waiting for
the brat to move, he put on a straw-hat
with a heliotrope ribbon to match his
socks, and proceeded to the river.

Three months later he went fishing
in a Norfolk suit. The corpses of three
or four improbable salmon were drawn
up in parallel formationon the bank, and
there was Ambrose, without a trace of
vulgar elation at his luck, nonchalantly
fishing for more. How he had landed
the ones he caught I don’t quite know.
I have never before seen people catch
salmon sitting down. But there, Am-
brose was^ Ambrose, One jerk, no
doubt, of his shapely arm and the fish
would be gasping high and dry on the

puce-coloured heather. But I never saw
him do it. As far as I know he never
had another rise.

It is impossible for me to record every-

thing that Ambrose did after that. But
one adventure stands out rather vividly

in my mind. One afternoon he and his

wife were visiting—x^mbrose in evening-
dress with a made-up tie. They were
in the centre of a satinwood drawing-
room suite and their host and hostess
were advancing to meet them. Beside
each of them rested a small card, ex-

plaining what they were saying.
“ How do you do, Mr. Ambrose ?

”

the host was inquiring politely

as he advanced with out-
stretched hand (Goat and Vest
£3 O5 Od. Trousers Extra).

“ Very well, thank you,”
Ambrose replied smilingly in

his As Now Worn Six Guineas
Guaranteed.

“ The music of Wagner is

delightful, is it not?” the
hostess demanded.

“ It gives me great pleasure,”
Mrs. Ambrose admitted.
And now Ambrose lias

perished. It happened yester-*

day. In the morning he ap-
peared in the window in a
marvellous motor-coat, draw-
ing on a pair of thick leather
gauntlets. He was smiling,
bub his eyes, focussed as ever
on the middle distance, gave
not the least hint of his feel-

ings. Obviously, however, he
was waiting for his car.

His car, so I heard after-

wards, arrived rather suddenly.
It came in such haste that it

couldn’t wait for the shop
door to be opened. It came
through the window.

I saw Ambrose at seven
o’clock, on my way home.
There in the twilight, cold and
grey, lifeless though beautiful,

he lay. x^round him all was
confusion. The car—luckily no one
but Ambrose was hurt—had been with-
drawn from the window. Ambrose
lay like some dauntless Crusader, his
shapely toes turned upwards, his right
hand pointing to the coiling. He was
smiling still.

In his left hand, invincible to the last,

he held a small white card bearing the
word “ Unbeatable.” He was.

Stability in Change.
France well may grieve to see her much-

loved franc

Somewhere about the English penny
rank

;

Yet though its value lessen or enhance
She sees it ever as five-sixths of France.
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AT THE PLAY ashamed of his exciting profession, but the papers on the desk they don’t do it

. ^ n /ri
*

X
prevent Boyne's little with their backs carefully turned to the

Ask ±>EOCLES (GtLOBe). game. He can also make fifteen door whereby the owner must enter and
You ask Beccles when you want to thousand pounds out of him by selling catch them at it. ISTor would our Scot-

know where to invest your money, or him his half and then arranging for his land Yard friend have failed to under-
what horse to back, or, as young Percy ‘ faithful Oriental, Bahiy to extract the stand the point of the turned-out lights
did, w^hether you are a cad, and just before discovered
if so what to do about it, or that after all she had the real,
where to find the pearl neck- . not the supposedly (and actually)
lace you have lost. ’Eon Eustace substituted, stone. Our Inspec-
Bejicles—E. B., for short,

^

with torwasindeed throughout a mere
punning reference to an indis- dummy, and this makes it all a
pensable implement of omnisci- little too easy to command the
ence—kept a Bureau of Inform- ^ approval of the critical. And as
ation and Advice. There were vAV to receivers, isn’t this a business
special reasons why should Cx require a great deal of
know where lost necklaces were I .VAIM ^ m/f fh tact and secrecy? I don’t see
CO be found, for his real business

IBl \ ^ ** breed going about
was stealing them, though he IH!(

•

ll-jJ with loaded revolvers demand-
was as w^ell-mannered, generous

ju.
menaces the right to

and sympathetic a crook as ever
j|

gell stolen gems on commission,
smiled across footlights. The

| j|
[I I I don’t think they would receive

author makes no elaborate mys-
ItjB ^ much beyond what our friend”

tifications about his guilt; the t Bla^e did actually, in the end,
paragon shows you, at the end

^
get from the Inspector’srevolver,

of the First Act, snugly packed I If w^W However, this criticism is lor
in a fake golf-ball, the lost Firth u

\ ^ | j
WuM I those only who like to see ac-

Diamond which has been stolen LSinh i/\\|r ll
complished crooks up against

from a ilfr5. gross relict
|
|[K| wmlh something worthy of their brains,

of a Wapping pawnbroker and i iPIlHlUlinl'V® ^^1 The more easy-going need have
P. G. at Hollesley Hall, mort-

* if i(||fl
||

|il I(|l7in^
no apprehensions that they will

gaged residence of Sir Janies WHEN OBOOK JOINS OBOOK. bored. There is plenty of

Holforth a -man of high birth Posiee. invention to carry off this piece

and low mentality, with a lovely siv Frederick Boyne Me. Eeic Matuein. creditably, and there, are plenty
daughter. There are also at the of good lines, including the last

Hall an impecunious youth, saxophonist relevant document from the Baronet’s and one of the best

—

Marion to Eustace
and pet of the ineffable Mrs. Bivers

;
a safe. in reference to the engagement-ring

further baronet. Sir Frederick Boyne, But reflection on his mode of life in —“ And you loill buy it, won’t you,
very rich and bad, who with E. B. is the light of Marion's beauty and half- darling ?

” ’

WHEN OBOOK JOINS OBOOK.
Eustace Beccles Me. Basil Posiee.

Sir Frederick Boyne Me. Eeic Matuein.

joint mortgagee of the Hall. Boyne and declared love, the visit of a suspicious Mr.

!

both want the beautiful C.LD. inspector, the further visit of a gaging

Boyne essays to buy E, B.'s share of receiver persuasively demanding the

the mortgage in order to put pressure Firth diamond with a loaded revolver

on the father by threatening to fore- and only prevented from getting it by
close in the good old transpontine way. the resourcefulness ofRa/w—these things
E. B. feels himself for the first time determine him to become a tame and

decent member of society. He will get

the famous stone back into Mrs. Bivers'

hand, return Boyne his money, send the

devoted Baki about his business and
live honestly ever after.

authors of this sufficientlypleasant

3a y \
1?/ arrange all this with considerable

m I afraid they over-

m worked the ancient device of the Stupid

f
Policeman. Is it very likely that

Baniel, who already knew his Beccles,

A f fJ seeing moreover another suspect, the

a 'ilm
^©ceiver Blajs^e, enter his flat, should,

M ^
V /wfi hearing a pistol shot and actually

W j/ pVII smelling the powder (insufficiently dis-

f gii^sed by E.B 's hastily lit cigar),

calmly accept, with Blaze's aggressive

bowler staringhim in the face, our hero’s

assurance that everything was perfectly

POETBY AND COMMEBCE : A MOBNING all right? Surely there was adequate r

WITH SWINBUBNE AND A BANK-BOOK, reason for a search-warrant here. And 1

Fercy Cranford . . . Mr. E. ScoTx-aAT.Ty. I imagine that when C.I.D. men are I

Mrs, Bivers Miss Baebaea Gott. left alone in a room and want to examine Bak

Mr. Basil Foster made a most en-
.ging Beccles, displaying among

/ ^

Percy Cranford . . . Mr. E. ScoTX-GAT.Ty.

Mrs, Bivers Miss Barbara Gott.

THE PEBFEOT SEBVANT.
My master he save my life once

;

I ready to save his at any time.”

Baki Mr. Charles Wade.
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other virtuosities a very plausible feat of

sleight-of-hand, a gift which I should

have thought it would not be prudent

for a thief to advertise. Mr. Eeic
Matuein ought bynow to be thoroughly

denaoralised by the discreditable char-

acters he is so consistently called upon
to play. ’ No one can more effectively

shrug a sinister shoulder or twist a

mouth awry to suggest untold depths

of depravity or villainy. Mr. Lewin
Manneeikg as third villain, Blasts the

receiver, gave us a performance admir-

ably in the spirit of the piece, not spoilt

by over-playing. Miss ExIrbaba Gott
made the wiles, smiles and snarls of

Mrs.Bivers adequatelyodious ;
and Miss

Barbara Hoffe, who looked charm-

ing enough to convert any sinner,

played with all the sincerity and depth

which the part allowed. ^ I liked Mr.

Charles Wade’s sinister alien, Balci,

and Mr. Victor Lewisohn’s presenta-

tion of the abject bovinity of Inspector

Daniel was credibly done. Mr. E.

Scott-Gatty, a new-comer, showed
more than mere promise in the part oi i

the foolish youth who looked like falling

into the net of the pawnbroker’s wife.

The two authors, Mr. Cyril Campion
and Mr. Edward Dignon, responded
with evident reluctance to the repeated

calls of the audience, and seemed over-

whelmed with shame, at the success of

their happy venture, which looks like

having a long run. T,

Cochran’s Eevue
(
1926

)

”

(London Pavilion).

The new feature of this revue is

Mr. Will Bogers, who talks about
politics and strikes, and steadies him-
self with chewing-gum. Disguised as

a music-hall diseur he has, I under-
stand, done a great deal of quiet poli-

tical propaganda in the States, and he
comes to us as a Peace “plenipotem-
porary” (his word, but possibly a slip

of the tongue) at a moment when the
relations between our country and his

are badly in need of the saving balm of

humour. I had already heard him
(with chewing-gum) in a private house,
and I think that his intimate methods
are better suited to such surroundings
than to public places where they dance.
I prefer not to have my caviare served
sandwiched between a sweet omelette
and a bombe glacde,

Mr. Will Bogers has a modest and
confiding manner, as if he didn’t know
what to say and was leaning on his
audience and his chewing-gum for ideas.

He comes on with anengaging smile and
says nothing. At last it occurs to him
to tell you how tall he is and other
personal details. From time to time
he appears to suffer from fits of aphasia;
then suddenly the words come tumbling

over one another. He takes us by

spasmodic rushes round Europe and

America. He tells us how he saw the

changing of the guard at St. James’s and

then dashed across to Paris and wit-

nessed another daily spectacle, the

changing of the French Prime Minister.

And all the time his mobile mouth is

busy with his chewing-gum.
He is very pleasant about our foibles

and sometimes gets them right. He
arrived in England in the middle of

the general strikeand conceived a serious
admiration for our conduct of it. Indeed

he thinks that it showed us at our best,

and he wishes that it could have been

prolonged, because many people did a

job of work then who have not done

any since. He chaff’s’ us good-naturedly

Mr. V/ill Rogers.

about our attitude in the matter of the
American debt. John Bull, he says,

protested that in undertaking to pay it

off he was only acting the part of a man,
and then later on started to howl about
it. This is one of the things that Mr.
Will Bogers has not got quite right.

.You may pay your creditor his pound
of flesh like a man and still reserve the
right to address him as“ Shylock ” with-
out being accused of squealing.
Mr. Will Bogers is perhaps apt to

rely too little on his own observation
and too much on the commonplaces of

tradition—some of them not too fresh.

His little gibe at the House of Lords
dates back to the period of GiLBERT-and-
SuLLivAN, Again, when he suggested
that, to cope with the present strike, we
should use gas instead of coal, he said
a good thing

; but he spoilt it by going
on to say that this gas should be laid on
from the House of Commons. It didn’t
seem to have occurred to him that our

own jesters must have made this rather

cheap jen d*esprit a thousand times.

He spoke with transparent honesty
and no suspicion of a commercial motive
when he declared his high regard for

our English sense of humour. True, he
spared us the cryptic language of his

native slang and so made things easier

for us ;
but he must have gathered from

our appreciation of him that he was
free to make American fun at our ex-

pense as no Englishman would be free

to make English fun at the expense of

an American audience.

A genuine humourist and a most lov-

able personality. And incidentally he
introduced the right • spirit of Bevue
into an entertainment which showed
little trace of it except in the march-past
of animated advertisements— a poor
business and unworthy of Mr. Coch-
ran’s gift of invention. For the rest,

the show went gaily enough and was
the better for the excision otone of the
low-life turns. ' Also there was a little

less of the over-boomed Spinelly. Miss
Hermione Baddeley was still the clo^i

of the old programme, and it was the
fear of being the personal object of her
derision in the scene addressed to late-

comers that brought me hustling to my
seat just in time. 0. S.

SHE-SHANTIES.
Mrs. Mole.

“ This is the garden. I can see

You ’re fond of gardening—so are wo
;

A pity it is winter still,

You ought to see our daff'odil.

We had some snowdrops in this bed,
I wish you ’d seen them, but they ’re

dead

;

And in this other one we grow
Those What-d’-you-call-’ms in a row

;

Of course you know the ones I mean,
Such pretty flowers, red and green.
Well, not exactly red, but pink,

Some funny foreign name, I think
;

Not Al'pigloss, not Bishop's Hat,
But something similar to t)iat.

I ’ve got it ! Poly‘Something Pride !

No, those are on the other side.

Well, did you ever ? What a shame

!

I never do forget a name.
Well, anyhow, it’s there they grow,
And really it ’s a splendid show.
You cannot think how fine they are.

Don’t put your foot in that—it ’s tar.

And in this pond Tom keeps his newts,
The most attractive little brutes

!

Of course they won’t come out to-day,
You T1 have to come again in May.
Last Whitsuntide we had a frog.

But it was eaten by the dog.
And here we have the tennis-court.

It ’s narrow, yes, and rather short.
But still it ’s just the same for all

—

The Vicar says he likes it small.



You 're sure you 're not too tired, my
dear?

We mean to put the chickens here

;

But if we put the chickens there,

The hammock has to go elsewhere
;

You see the difficulty, dear ?

We 've always had the hammock here

;

Of course it isn't used a lot,

We only have it when it ’s hot.

They say that chickens must have
air,

And so we couldn’t put them there
;

You see, whichever way one tries,

It ’s awkward. What do yo%b advise ?

J think we ’ll put the hammock here.

You’ll tell me when you’re tired, my
dear ?

• Yes, that ’s my Milly, playing scales.

We suffer very much from snails

;

It ’s odd we have so many more
Than Mrs. Hickory next door

;

I daresay Algernon is right

—

She throws them over in the night.

I shouldn’t be surprised, would you ?

It ’s wonderful what people do.

My neighbour on the other side

Has just committed suicide.

A pity, such a pleasant man I

We used to share a watering-can.

There ’ll be an inquest, I suppose

;

And now I ’ll have.to buy a hose.

That ’s our laburnum
;
that ’s a pear

—

It ’s pretty, hut it doesn’t bear.

Now tell me, which do you prefer,

'

The smell of mint, or lavender?
I never know—they ’re both so sweet

—

We have the two ;
it ’s quite a treat.

What, going, dear ?. Not tired, I trust ?

Well, if you must, of course you must.

A pity, for you ought to see

My Milly imitate a bee.

But tell me, dear, before you go,

Can you get arrowroot to grow ?

It wants a gravel soil, they say

;

I ’ve tried and tried, but this is clay.

The hens will be a worry too

;

I really don’t know what to do. .

You see the difficulty, dear ?

We ’ve always had the hammock here;'

I doubt if Algernon could bear

To see the hammock over there.

But there it is—one has to change ;

But still it will seem very strange.

Do say you haven’t walked too far.

Mud on your skirt? No, dear, it’s

tar.

And there ’s a little on your hat

—

How ever did you manage that ?

Oh, well, a little turpentine

—

You see, there ’s not a drop on mine.

Yes, isn’t it a pretty hall?

I am so glad you liked it all.

Good-bye, my dear. Somehow I knew
That you vrere fond of gardens too.

It ’s raining, yes. Excuse me, dear,

You have some tar behind the ear.

Yes, that’s the way—across the stile,

And then the tram is halE-a-mile

;

Yes, you ’ll be home in half a tick,

You ’ll miss the thunder if you ’re quick.

Good-bye, good-bye. Now come again.

Of course, if you are off to Spain,

You ’ll miss the garden. Anyhow,
You ’ve seen a little of it now

;

But still it 's never quite the same
Without the flowers. Glad you came.
Well, that ’s for dinner, I must fly 1

Good-bye again. Goo^Z-byel Goon-bye!”
============= A.P.H.

History that Won’t Wash.
“Henry VIII. had eight wives, yeb we are

ready to wager that not all eight together conld
have kept Henry’s Linen so white and spotless

i

and in such good repair withal as one modern
wife with the aid of Laundry.”

Advt in Daily Paper,

A Fair Warning.
Notice in Indian rest-house:

—

“ Visitors are kindly requested to take parti-

cular care of any articles of jewellery or other
valuables they have with them. The lessees

cannot hold themselves responsible for loss of

such articles provided they arc handed over for
safe keeping to the manager.”
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OUR APPLE.

I 'VTANT to tell you about our apple.

To begin with I must make it clear

that our little garden, which is just too

small—thank goodness—for abbreviated
lawn-tennis, condensed croquet, or any

nuisances of that kind, is dominated by

two huge apple-trees of great age. As
similar trees, immeasurably older than

the houses they fortunately screen,

dominate the neighbouring gardens, it

is evident that they are survivors of the

primeval apple-forest that once clothed

this part of Britain and enabled the

savage frugivores to keep the doctor

away for so many centuries. How it

came about that the rude eupeptic at

last fell back before the general practi-

tioner, whose brass plates now indicate

a proportion of about one in six of the

inhabitants of a locality ravaged by

pyorrhoea, neurasthenia and tennis-

elbow, it is not my present purpose to

conjecture. I set out to tell you about

our apple, and to that intention I mean
to adhere.

These venerable trees o£ ours, un-

couth, unkempt, have never known a

gardener’s care. Yet in spite of this

neglect—nay, conceivably because of

sprawling boughs unpruned, sturdy

trunks unwhitened and roots never

dosed with basic slag—they have re-

tained their fecundity unabated far

beyond an age that the pampered dar-

lings of the modern orchard, many of

which no doubt are their descendants,

can hope ever to reach.

Year after year with unfailing regu-

larity they have blossomed in the spring

and borne fruit in the autumn . I should
perhaps mention,dn view of the freaks

of fruit-trees so often recorded in the

Press, that I have never known them
to reverse the process. Last year, after

an extravagance of blossom that was a

positively vulgar display of elderly

pride in unimpaired vigour, the shame-
less old things became heavy with
apples in such superabundance as to

be an embarrassment, even a plague.

I regret now that they did not cease
for ever upon that great note of exultar

tion. For from their performance this

year it is evident that their long story

is^ about to be closed. Symbolists
might see in it nature’s gesture of

surrender to the medical profession.

The show of blossom they gave about
Easter was apologetic, and after the
lapse of months it is plain to see that
between them they have produced but
one solitary apple. ^

Never before has an apple been so
invested with romance in my eyes as
this, the last of its line of which the
first was munched by some happy
barbarian in pre-pharmaceutical times

i—your ancestor and mine, perhaps.

That ’s why I wanted to tell you

about it.

Day by day I shall watch it sw^elling

and reddening where I know I shall

never watch another swell and redden.

And week by week I will let you know
how it is getting on. [We prefer to

remain in ignorance.

—

Ed.]

WHITHER AWAY?

Or, Thoughts on passing an American.

Stranger, what do you seek

In this unfortunate town,

Parts of it quite unique.

And bits of it falling down ?

Is it the Bank you crave ?

It doesn’t run up to the skies

But still it ’s the best we have
To meet our creditors’ eyes.

Did you desire St. Paul’s ?

It was built by a man namedWren;
The dome on the roof and the walls

Will tumble, I don’t know when;
Nelson was buried there.

Why so ? It was just a whim

—

If Senator Borah would care.

No doubt there is room for him.

Or is it “ The Cheshire Cheese,”

Where the Doctor laid down laws ?

He died, you know, of disease.

When there wasn’t a Volkstead
clause.

Or can it be Waterloo Bridge,

So greatly loved by the nation.

The fellows for Vimy Eidge
Went over, to reach the station ?

Eleanor’s Cross ? Pall Mall ?

Our streets are so awfully shabby.
Near the Savoy Hotel

Is a thing called Westminster
Abbey.

The statue of Charles I.

I suppose will scarcely trouble you.
They tell me that William Hearst
Has a house in Park Lane, W.

Stranger, what do you seek?
Or, say, would you rather stand

Here and examine the meek
Procession that moves in the

Strand ?

Their hats are down on their ears.

They haven’t much uplift yet

;

They ’re lacking in pep, poor dears.

But they pay the x\merican debt.

-
- Evoe.

Eegrettable lapse on the part of a
firm of clerical tailors whose price-list

contained the following erratum :

—

“Page 8—Bishops, Deans, etc.. Breeches
omitted. Breeches from 70/-.”

It is supposed that a new assistant was
under the impression that where an
apron was worn the other garments
were superfluous.

HOW TO MAKE CRICKET HORRIBLE.

Dear Mr. Punch,—Much has been

written about the need of altering the

rules of cricket and in particular of

renderingassistance to thebowler,whose
position, if not one of absolute destitu-

tion, is none the less deserving of the

utmost sympathy. Some of the sugges-

tions—but very few—are luciferous.

Most of them are fantastic and even
grotesque. May I venture, as a de-

tached and disinterested observer, to

outline some ideally practical hints for

the achievement ’of this end ?

—

(1) The appointment of a Committee
of “representative Churchmen’ ’ to frame
a policy for the relief of the sorely tried

dnd struggling bowler.

(2) The employment of a green in

place of a red' ball.

(3) The permissive use of a ball which
should explode on contact with the

ground. If objection should be taken

to this on the score of “frightfulness,”

it is enough to quote the opinion of

Mr. Horace Hutchinson in The Times
of July 21st :

“ What we want is to

make things more horrible for the

batsmen.”

(4) The legalisation of “barracking”
on the part of spectators so as to dis-

concert and discourage the batsman on
every possible occasion.

(5) Each team, when in the field, to

be supported by a jazz band whoso aim
should be to accompany the delivery oi

each ball by the maximum sonority of

its brass instruments and to gi*eet the
fall of a wicket by explosions of derisive

syncopation.

(6) The formation of a Board of

Democratic Control, to be appointed
by the I.L.P., for the purpose of select-

ing players in Test matches.

(7) The elimination of all amateurs
(that is to say, parasitic capitalists) as

detrimental to the best interests of the
game, and the standardising of the in-

comes of all professionals at a minimum
of one thousand pounds per annum.

'

I am, dear Mr. Punch, in the confident

expectation that you will give these
proposals the widest currency,

Yours faithfully, Offley Dott.
Padlock Chambers, Dottyville,

“ Whisky and toater has always struck me as
a peculiarly devastating, flat and pallid mix-
ture, the addition of H2SO4 being a deliberate
emasculation of the kindliest product Scotland
has ever vouchsafed us.”—Theatrical Pajjer,

In our opinion it adds devil to it.

“Adriatic (Naples).—Villa Wanted, thi0(‘

weeks end September; two servants; moderate.”
Advt. in Daily Paper.

The first thing to do is to get a nice
new map.
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Li^P \ Though a Ween built St. Paul’s, sacer-

V J dotal and grey,

4'n^lNj]!' I
That iane is a stronghold of pigeons

ll \ J
to-day:

(

They bill there and coo there and bring
\ ,/X'K *

1
wp their brood,

And on the pavement at lunch-
time lor food.

' The pride of the City ’s the storied
Guildhall,

Where aldermen nibble a mouthful
(iha’-**> all!);

But. though Magog and Gog assume
ov.nei chip's airs,

The pigeons believe it exclusively theii s.

Lord Nj t.son was set on his co’umn,
\\o know,

Tor lidding the sea of the ships of the
foe

;

ihit lus Square to the pigeons is merely
a .-pot,

/ It pc -.pie are helpful, for eating a lot.

The filoonisbury Temple of Knowledge
v.a«i laised

For students to study and study till

dazed

;

But how do the pigeons that edifice
\icw*^—

•As a bedroom,” they say, “it will
.last about do.”

AN hou MxtCATJLAY’s New Zealander sits
on lio stone

Lamenting lost London he’ll not be
a i 'lire

;

Bc.-i je him, with eyes on his knapsack-,
there 'll bo,

I 11 oet any money, a pigeon or three.

E. V. L. ,



OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
{By Mr, Punch's Staff of Learned Glerlis,)

Sm Edwabd Clarke, K.O., is one of the very few persons

now alive who knew Disraeli intimately. As a very young
man he was a protagonist of the Tory revival, and had the
satisfaction in 1868 of seeing passages from a speech which
he delivered to the York Conservatives reproduced as the
first pamphlet of the newly-founded National Union of

Conservative and Constitutional Associations. Twelve years
later he won a seat for the party in the memorable election

at Southwark—a Pyrrhic victory as it turned out, for, though
the young Member warned his chief at a luncheon given
him in honour of the victory that the result should not be
taken as a trustworthy indication of thecountry,theBBACONS-
FiELD Government shortly afterwards dissolved and suffered
a heavy defeat. Now in his eighty-sixth year he has pro-
duced in Benjamin Disraeli: the Bomance of a Great Career
(Murray) an admirable little life of his political godfather.
For the most part Sir Edward allows his hero to reveal
himself in salient extracts from speeches, letters and novels.
He acknowledges freely his indebtedness to the six volumes
of Messrs. Moneypenny and Buckle—“the fullest and
most interesting biography of any British statesman'*; and
has succeeded in his aim to give in moderate compass a
straightforward and trustworthy account of a singularly
interesting career. Naturally it is for the most part eulo-
gistic. Only once does the author permit himself a word of
criticism : that is in condemnation of the familiar attack
upon Gladstone, “ a sophistical rhetorician, inebriated with
the exuberance of his own verbosity.” Here, in the author's
opinion, Disraeli was “ for one hour less noble than him-
self.” The underlying principle of Disraeli's political
philosophy was the community of interest between rich and
poor. In Sybil he wrote that a political party can only

hope to retain power by securing for the people greater

social felicity
;
and twenty years later we find him insisting

that *^none are so interested in maintaining the institutions

of the country as the working- classes.” If these are

now the commonplaces of the Conservative party {vide

the present Prime Minister’s speeches) it is largely due to

the growing influence of the statesman whom Sir Edward
Clarke delights to honour.

Field-Marshal Sir William Birdwood, G.C.B., contri-

butes a short foreword to Gluldren of the Border (Murray),
not only vouching for the novel's truth to facts of life on
the North-West Frontier but revealing the benevolent
secret of its writer’s unique sympathy with them. Mrs.
Theodore Pennell’s husband, the late Dr, Pennell, was
known and deservedly honoured from one end of the border
to the other

;
and his wife has evidently embodied not only

their common experiences but their common ideals in a

story which from first to last is not the fermghi's but the
Pathan's. It relates, in the first place, a pilgrimage made
by a chieftain, Ma^ii Khan, his wife, Badri Jamala, and
their daughter Margalara in search of health for Badri at

an English surgeon’s hands. Wounds and poverty en-
countered on the way induce the parents to bestow
Margalara in marriage on an unprepossessing khan

;
and

the mountain child’s unhappiness in purdah, her escape,
divorce and re-marriage to a promising young robber occupy
the first half of the book. The second is mainly concerned
with the fortunes of the robber himself, who, bearing no
grudge for some years of durance in an English prison,
becomes a notable ornament of the first Afghan draft sent
to France. His derring-do and decorations, his visits to
London and Windsor, are wisely made less of than his

brotherhood-in-arms with a man with whom he ought to
have been pursuing a blood-feud, and his inevitable failure
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to take his due place in the clan when
he returns home. It is for her insight

into such personal and racial problems,

her enchanting descriptions of the

bustle and privacy of Indian life and
her entire abnegation of European atti-

tudes of superiority that I have whole-

heartedly enjoyed Mrs. Pennell’ shook.

A country doctor’s orphaned child,

A pearl of innocence and beauty

;

Her youthful lover, honest, mild,

Till hustled by a sense of duty ;

The maiden’s step-mamma, who burns

Through jealousy to queer her

chances,

And a rich married man who turns

Upon the girl his amorous glances

—

These hardy types E. E. Mills Young
In Ailsa (Bles) sets quietly dreaming

Through love-scenes interspersed among
Misunderstandings, tiffs and schem-

Which slowly, gradually draw
The reader on to where the hero

Smites the intruder on the jaw
And puts him in his place at zero.

A placid tale it is
;
no thrill

Made tress of mine stand up in terror

;

It plods its leisured course until

Truth wins its triumph over error

;

But in these analytic days

I greet with a polite salaam a

Writer who has the pluck to raise

These pallid ghosts of melodrama.

What I most admire about Mrs.

Belloc Lowndes’s new novel is, if I

may so horbiculturally express myself,

its robust shrubby habit. Never was
a tale of mystery more compactly and
vigorously put together, with not a

vestige of unpruned circumstance from

first to last. Moreover, first and last

are here highly original terms, for the

story opens with the tail-end of a mur-

der-trial and finishes with the sentence.

The interval is devoted to What Beally

Eai};pened (Hutchinson)
;
and if you

gather an inkling of this from the

evidence of the first chapter, and that

portion of the judge’s charge to the jury therein incorporated,

you are considerably more imaginative than I was. The case

on the face of it is a conventional one : a selfish young

couple, no children, a cottage de luxe within reach of town,

quarrels over the lady’s unpaid bills, a pre-war lover coming

to his mistress’s financial assistance and the husband’s

death from arsenic poisoning just as the discovery of his

wife’s twofold shamelessness becomes inevitable. This is

“The Eaydon Mystery”—apparently no mystery at all.

However, Adelaide Strain, lady-housekeeper to the Baydons

and principal witness, produces a hopeful alternative to the

hypothesis of Mrs, Baydon’s guilt. With this clue, if it is

a clue, in your possession, you go back to the antecedents

of the crime, encountering no momentous new factors but

gaining utterly unexpected light on old ones. Barely half-a-

dozen characters are necessary to the plot
;
and all save

Old Lady. “Now I want some iiumane moth-balls; something that won’t eeally

HAEM THE MOTHS BUT WILL JUST MAKE THEM LOSE THEIE APPETITE.”

the lover (who is purposely and I think wisely subdued)

are kept in the limelight at high psychological pressure.

To do this without straying from nature and probability is

no child’s-play, and I congratulate Mrs. Belloc Lowndes
on a singularly flawless success.

Stories Near and Far (John Lane) is by Mr. W'. J.

Locke, and on that account alone is assured of a ready

welcome from the bookstalls and circulating libraries and

patronisers of modern fiction in general. I do not know
that Mr. Locke is quite so satisfactory in these shorter tales

as when he permits himself somewhat wider scope, but he

can write better short stories than most of our prominent

novelists who have not specialised in this difficult depart-

ment. And he is not afraid of making experiments in this

form, whereas his novels of late years have besen perhaps a
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thought too much alike, with some beloved vagabond or

other always posed as the protagonist. In this collection

there is one story, the first in the volume, which reads

almost as though Mr. Locke were challenging comparison

with the H. G. Wells of our youth—the Wells who once

began to write a series of ‘‘ Stories of the Stone Age ” for

some popular magazine. “ The Song of Oo-oo ” is quite

well done, but the apparatus, so to speak, is foreign to what
we know of W. J. Locke ;

it is difficult to reconcile ourselves

to the creator of Aristide Pujol, and other beloved vagabonds
of modern life, groping painfully in the semi-darkness of the

cave-man’s daily life. The names alone give us an impres-

sion of unreality. But the remaining stories are much more
what we have a right to expect. “ A Spartan of the Hills

”

is perhaps the best of them, while “The Golden Journey
of Mr. Paradyne” is much the most Lockian. Life in a

caravan, somewhere in the south of Prance, is clearly our
author’s panacea for all human ills.

It was the misfortune of Miss Letty Monckton to be bom
into a family of prigs. There were the Anglo-Indian, the

- i

Wife (nenou ^ly), “ Do be cabeful, Henry
; there ’b a ship behind you 1

’

clerical, themedical and
the domestic prigs, and
even a dead prig, tfncle

Nicholas, from whose
very portrait depres-

sion emanated. The
Anglo-Indian variety,

who was Letty'

s

father,

had rashly married a
young lady whose rela-

tives went, so to speak,

tothe opposite extreme

;

and who, crushed be-

neath the immovable
weight of the celebrated

Monckton egoism, sub-

sided into an early

tomb. This Bay's Mad-
ness (Aruowsmith), by
the anonymous author
of The House Made
ivith Hands, is the story
of Betty's spirited resistance lo the same intensely respect-
able and profoundly selfish influence. Only a woman could
so truthfully delineate the perplexities, aspirations, insur-
gencies and retreats of a maiden desperately engaged in
decorous conflict with Sir Giles her papa, Cousin Maurice,
Cousin Lcetiiia, Cousin Bernard and the rest of that insuf-
ferable tribe. Never was a poor child so cursed with cousins.
And her only hope of deliverance resided in the strong,
silent, uncouth man so perversely admired by feminine
novelists. I do not think, however, that, gratuitously re-
pelling as Ifn Bullen chose to be—another version, indeed,
of the prig—the real Betty would have fled from him all
the way to Switzerland in search of a highly disreputable
grandfather and a most uncomfortable aunt. In the Swiss
episode, I feel that the authoress has slipped unawares
from the leisurely and- urbane convention of which the
late Henry James was the revered exponent, into a com-
moner vein, inconsistent with the delicate realism of the
rest of a clever piece of work.

u
naoated grange in Suffolk to be let for nothing

but the wages of two servants and the trouble of keeping
the place aired is an offer which might well make the most
needless pause and consider. There must be a catch some-
where. Either it is too good to be true or, if true, then not
quite so good as it sounds. Even Belia de Bttrgh and her

own

daughter Beat a, who were very innocent and Irish (for are
they not the creations of Miss Katharine Tynan? ), hesi-

tated about accepting it, but, so sick were they of London
flats and fogs, they did not hesitate for long. Suffolk might
not be County Mayo, but at any rate it was not London.
The Moated Grange (Collins) could not compare with Glen
Assaroe, but it was quite a nice house. The two ladies, how-
ever, soon found that there was something queer about it.

There was a tomb in the garden which they were warned
not to visit. Beata twice glimpsed a ghost. Sanclio, the
dog, evidently had something on his mind, and so
Grouch, the cook-general. Mrs. de Burgh and her daughter
began to feel uncomfortable, though they wore greatly
cheered by a visit from the charming Captain No2)icr, who
had met them by chance in London and proved to be'tbeir
neighbour in Suffolk. He was a great help, but could not
keep the poor ladies altogether out of trouble. That came,
not from any supernatural cause, but from Crouch, the
deferential butler, who degenerated in an astoiiishing’way
before their eyes. The fright he gave Beatx and his

terrible fate form the climax of a neatly constructed
littlemelodrama, which
ends on a double note
of happiness.

The Cockpit of Peace
(MuRRAY)is dated 1919-
1925, and in it Mr. Fer-
dinand Tuoky tells us
that his objects are (1)

to serve “ a slice of

contemporary Journal-

ism from a viand still

warm, as distinct from
the cold dish of distant

recollection;” (2) “to
develop, in parallel nar-

ration, something of the
life and environment of

an international corre-

spondent.” I cannot
imagine anyone more

^
bountifully equipped

lor this dual aim, for Mr. Tuohy has the keenest for a
story, and, when he has found it, a graphic style of giving
it to the world. I have a feeling that, however determined
the celebrities of the moment may be to avoid interviews,
they are simply wasting their time in trying to avoid
Mr. Tuohy if he is on the trail. In such a state of flux is

the world, and especially the European world, at present,
that a man or a matter of supreme interest to-day may,
from the journalistic point of view, be worthless to-morrow,
but generally speaking Mr. Tuohy’s book has not suffered
from the rapid march of events. Indeed, in some cases it

has gained, and notably in its vivid picture of M. Caillaux.
So amazingly varied are the people that move through these
pages that an index to the next edition would be a boon.

In our review of Mr. Priestly’s George Meredith the
following passage occurs, being designed to express, by way
of analogy, the view that, as a teller of stories, Meredith
was not in the direct legitimate line of English fiction

:

“There lies across most of Meredith’s prose fiction what
he was content should be supposed to lie across his own
’scutcheon, the shadow of a bend-sinister.” We very much
regret the word “content.” The legend here referred to
was of course absolutely baseless, and the implication that
Meredith tolerated it with complacence is equally without
warrant.

^
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Mr. Eamsay MacDonald is reported

to have been seen wearing a bowler hat

with a tail coat. Not with the approval
of Mr. J. H. Thomas, we feel sure.

5l: i\i

‘ ‘ When I dropped in at Mrs. Neville
Chamberlain’s reception at her house
in Eaton Square,” says Mr. T. P,

O’Connor, ‘‘ 1 was struck by a tall hand-

some man.” We trust his assailant was
dealt with as he deserved.

::c

Mr. Charles Chaplin is to play

Napoleon.
^

It is believed, however,

that his interpretation of the part will

varysomewhatfrom SignorMussolini’s.

A daily paper describes Mr. G. B.

Shaw and Lord Balfour as the Shake-

speare and Bacon of

the present day^ The
question arises. Did
Balfour write Shaw ?

With reference to the

safety precautions in

the mines it is pointed

out that an Act of Par-

liament decrees that

two birds must be kept

at each colliery, but

does not specify any
particular kind. It is

thought that the Act
will have to be amended
to exclude parrots.

,

^ S|S

The franc is about
one-hundred-and-ninety

to the pound, and
French ex-Premiers are

still one-hundred-and

-

forty-four to the gross.

The latest beauty treatment is to

have the face lifted. The patient should

of course be consulted first. One man
who tried to lift his mate’s face had his

own pushed back a bit.

A fashion paper has an article en-

titled “ The Secret of Slim Ankles.” We
had no idea that there was anything
secret about ankles nowadays.

A resident of Aldershot has been
summoned for assaulting a Sergeant-

Major. Is there no Society for the

Prevention of Cruelty to Sergeant-

Majors?

It is thought that the Scot who has
announced his intention of swimming
the Channel has been attracted by the

cheapness of the franc.

T7j;pist. “ Yes, the Boss certainly has what I should desceiee as a

GOOD TELEPHONE PRESENCE.”

Nearly all the kisses given in public

mean nothing at all, says a contemp-
orary. That’s the reason why we
hardly ever kiss the rates collector on
our doorstep ^ 5l«

S’P

According to a Vancouver message a

fruit-canning manager states that a sea-

serpent kept pace with his car for a

mile near the banks of Lake Okanagan.

We can only suggest that he should get

a faster car.
il«

‘^4

An M.P. has found to his surprise

that one can walk more safely in Central

Africa than in the East End of London.

Still, it seems a long way to go for a

stroll. o.

Mr. A. Moore Hogarth says that

mosquitoes travel to new localities in

omnibuses. Our own view is that they

should be compelled to walk.

Paint which renders an object practi-

cally invisible has been invented . Paint

your cricket-ball with it and solve the

problem of the hour.

Spanish matadors have challenged

British racing motorists to take part

in a bull-fight. Their desire is of course

to prove that a bull is more dangerous

than a pedestrian.

The Eev. Gerald S. Davies" hobby,

we read, is collecting laundry imple-

ments, We wonder if he has a button-

crusher. ^ ^

The Mint authorities are considering

new designs for our silver coinage more
representative of present-day artistic

tastes than those now in use. It is

believed that this step is being taken at

the instigation of Chelsea capitalists.
^

sis

A writer of cricket reminiscences

reminds us that W. G. Grace was apt

to drop his h’s (presumably under stress

of emotion). Old stagers will remember
that when he did so it was customary
to call out “ Butter-mouth!

”

It is rumoured that in order to in-

crease the popularity of gyratory traffic

in London a suggestion to instai steam ’

organs in the middle of the spaces
affected is being considered.

sis sis

*
According to an advertisement of a

book published in Paris the author
contends that a Greek inscription of the
second century b.c. proves that much
ofAristotle, Sophocles andEuripides
bad alreadybeentranslated into Sanscrit.
We don’t care, .u ...

We learn from a personal paragraph
that Lord Birkenhead’s son has become

a poet. There is, how-
ever, thepossibilitythat
the report may have
been exaggerated.

s;s sic

sis

In certain parts of

Burma a man’s wife
can be seized for debt.

We still have some-
thing to learn from
other countries.

s!« sic

sl«

After all, you can un-
derstand why a quarter

of a million cars are

stolen every year in

the U.S.A. when you
realise that a flask is

usually kept in one of

the door pockets.
5|S Sic

*(«

Mr. Laurence
Wright says that the

British people are always younger by
the sea. Excepting, of course, the Elder
Brethren of Trinity House.

s^:

^

sjc

An entomologist says that a grass-

hopper eats ten times its own weight in

vegetation every day. That must be
why it doesn’t live to be three-score-and-

ten, like Mr. Shaw.
si; si<

si;

Too much reliance should not be
placed in the rumours that Woman is

about to abandon the slim silhouette.

They are started in most oases by des-

perate manufacturers of confectionery.

Hints for the B.B.C.

“No doubt our spelling contributes to variety

and uncertainty in pronunciation. Look at

:

Guy, obloquy
;

check, cheque
;

accrue, ague

:

viscount, viscus
;
latch, yatch (I remember a

friend giving full orchestral force to ‘ yatch ’

by pronouncing it as it is spelt),”

Korth Country Paper.

Dear old Bill I How popular he always
was at the club 1

VOL. CLxxr.
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THE SAVING OF MR. COOK'S FACE.

I NEVEE had by Heaven’s grace

The luck to see his living face

And on my mental tablets grave it,

So cannot say what beauty lies

About its nose or lips or eyes

That Mr. Cook should want to save it.

The face that closed a thousand mines,

It may be drawn in gracious lines,

With lovely contours nicely curving

;

It may be like Medusa’s own,

That turned the hearts of men to stone,

And so be scarcely worth preserving.

Myself I loathe to guess a flaw

In the design of cheek or jaw

As worn by any fellow-creature

;

But I will say that face of his

Has cost the land a lot ; it is

Indeed a most expensive feature.

We ’ve paid a hundred-million fee

To save its shape intact, and he

Would have another hundred follow

Bather than let a single note

Of that old slogan down his throat

Which it would spoil his face to swallow.

Being humane, I should regret

To see the thing displaced, and yet,

If I were asked to fix this matter,

If one or other 's got to go

—

My country or his face—^ know
That I ’d elect to shift the latter. 0. S.

THE HUM OF THE HIVE.

The White Shiet Tbiumph.

The unrest in the pantries of the West End, which has

now so happily been allayed, originated, of course, in the

early part of the Season with the refusal of a much-lionised

Irish dramatist to wear evening dress when dining out in

Mayfair. If the incident had been an isolated one it is

probable that nothing more would have been heard of it

;

but the precedent thus created has been so freely followed

by other “lions” that feeling below-stairs ran very high.

The climax, I am told, was reached the other evening
when Mr, Hamish MacOackle, “The Shetland Shaw,”
appeared at the dinner given by Lady Loganberry in his

honour in plus-fours and a fisherman’s jersey. Lady
Loganberry’s menservants at once downed dishes and Mr.
Harbottle, her butler, informed her that they had done so
by order of the Butlers’ and Footmen’s Union, but that
they would resume if Mr, MacOackle either withdrew or
conformed with the sartorial convention.

Thanks to the conciliatory spirit of Mr. MacOackle him-
self, who consented to wear a dress-suit of Lord Loganberry’s
for the occasion, a temporary peace was arranged

; but it

was realised that a situation had arisen that could not be
evaded by either side, and at the conference of the Hostesses’.
Association next day Lady Sealyham was deputed to meet
Mr. Ullage, the representative* of the B. and E.U.

At the ensuing interview Mr. Ullage stated the strong
opinion of his Union that a growing abuse which amounted
to a social revolution could not be tolerated. He intimated
that a continuance of it would be answered by a general
domestic strike, involving the kitchen staffs and house-
rnaids. Lady Sealyham replied that the menservants’

1

views had the sympathy of the majority of hostesses, and,
having demanded and received an undertaking that the

Union would refrain from interference with the democrati-

sation of Society in other respects, she signed on behalf of

the H.A. an agreement to the effect that guests unwilling or

unable to conform to the accepted standards of attire shall

be entertained at restaurants where no dress regulations are

in force.

General satisfaction is expressed that this victory for the

White Shirts has cleared the air of our dining-rooms.

Iconoclastic Outings.

Eevolt against the literary idols of former generations is

so greatly in vogue among our present intellectuals that it

is interesting to hear that it is being organised in a form

that should prove no less health-giving than destructive. ,

A committee of leading iconoclasts of Chelsea, Blooms-

bury and Golder’s Green is arranging a series of charabanc

trips, of which the first will be confined to the London
District. Halts will be made at such shrines of obsolete

devotion as Keats’s villa, Hampstead, and The Pines, Put-

ney. At each stopping-place a Neo-Georgian lecturer will

demolish the literary reputation associated with it, and his

(or her) strictures will be endorsed by the rest of the party

by means of boos, cat-calls, rattles and other vocal and

instrumental media of self-expression.

The country series will include a Tennyson day in Hamp-
shire and probably a derisive invasion of the Haedy country.

These excursions will offer the additional attraction of an

opportunity for depreciating the beauties of rural England.

It is hoped to conclude the series with a great Anti-Shake-

speare demonstration, but I understand that some difference

of opinion has arisen as to whether it should properly be hold

at Stratford-on-Avon or Verulam.
I am asked to state that further particulars may be ob-

tained from Miss Posie Frowst at the Mephitic Club, and
that the co-operation of all interested in literary iconoclasm

is cordially invited.

The Bright Young Pirates.

The energies of that exuberant coterie known as the

“Bright Young People,” whose romps, practical jokes,

surprise parties and mock burglaries have contributed so

greatly to the liveliness of London during the last few
months, show no signs of being affected by the close of the
Season.' Indeed they promise to be increased by their

impending transference from land to water. . .

After what a little bird—a little sea-bird, in point of fact

—has whispered to me, I shall not be surprised to hear that

Sir Piers Ogle’s old schooner Hazeline has arrived in

Cowes Eoads, re-named Black Maria and flying the “Jolly
Roger,” under the command of one whose nom-de-vier of
“ Captain Kidd ” will hardly conceal the identity of so vivid

a personality as “Pogo ” Corusco of the Illyrian Legation.
Other bearers of piratical pseudonyms on board her will, i

fancy, be easily recognisable as the Ladies Hilaria and
Gladiola Eagge,Miss Rowena Schnorrer, youngLord Gallow-
glass and Captain Alaric Binge, Heavy-weight Dancing
Champion of the Brigade of Guards.

I am prepared, too, for the news that palatial pleasure-
yachts have been boarded and raided, andeven thatprominent
members of the R.Y.S, have been kidnapped and perhaps
made to walk the plank, in which event I am assured that
a dinghy will be in readiness to save the victims from
anything more serious than a ducking. I venture to doubt,
however, if a barbecue on the Squadron Lawn is within the
powers of even these indomitable buccaneers.

“The toui’ist need spend little time in Dakar, for, like other West
African ports, it has fast become Westernised, leaving only a veneer of
local colour within its midst.”—Weekly Pape7\

An unusual position for veneer.





SUCH A MISTAKE,
I THOuaHT she greeted me with a

certain restraint.

‘‘Have you,” she asked, “lunched
to-day?

”

“I have,” I admitted, “and well.

But I daresay,” I added hopefully, “ I

could again—if it were a really good
one.”

I waited expectantly, but apparently

she had not understood, or else I had
not divined correctlyher line of thought.

“Very likely,” she said, a touch of

severity creeping now into her tone,

“ you breakfasted as well ?
”

Once more I admitted as much,
“ Such a mistake,” she sighed,

“Devilled kidneys,” I assured her
with some emotion, “ are never a mis-
take. To err, no doubt, is human, but
devilled kidneys are divine.”

“ And I shouldn’t be a bit surprised,”

she continued, more sad now than
severe, “if you weren’t dining to-night,”

“I have hopes,” I confessed; “but I

put it no higher than that, for even the
most promising menu may flatter only
to deceive, and the wise man says never,
‘ I will dine,’ but only, when digestion

serves, ‘ I have dined.’
”

“Breakfast, lunch, dinner, not to men-
tion tea,” she murmured, closing her

eyes as if she could hardly bear it. “And
I suppose every day it ’s the same ?

”

“i wouldn’t say that,” I protested.

“Even devilled kidneys need, you know,
the collaboration of an appetite; if

there ’s a headache instead, what then
are devilled kidneys worth? As for

lunch, ah, how many a lunch is little

worthy of the name I And dinner—

I

have known, I assure you, a dinner

more like a crime than a meal.” I

lowered my voice to a whisper, for there

are things that should not be said aloud.

“Once,” I murmured, “it was boiled

beef—with carrots. I remember it like

yesterday, especially the carrots. They
insisted they had told me Tuesday, not
Monday ; but is even Monday or any-
thing else an excuse for boiled beef

—

with carrots ?
”

She looked at me patiently.
“ Shall I tell you what we are having

for dinner ? ” she asked. “ I shall pour
half-a-pint of cold water over the out-
side leaf of a Brussels-sprout. I shall

then pour the water away and put
the Brussels-sprout back in the larder
for to-morrow. And that,” she said

modestly, “ will be our evening meal.”

“By the way,” I exclaimed a little

hurriedly, “ did I tell you I am engaged
for to-night ? I promised Blanche faith-

fully.”

“I am so glad,” she cried, “Blanche
insists that the Brussels-sprout leaf

should not actually touch the water ;
it

should be held above it. If you ’re dining

there you ’ll be able to tell me what you
think.”

“I’m so sorry,” I said still more
hastily. “ I remember now—it ’s Wil-
kins I ’m dining with—at his new flat,

I ’ve just remembered.”
“ I regret to hear it,” she said stiffly.

“ Major Wilkins, in my opinion, is on
the wrong path; he allows the Brussels-

sprout leaf to remain covered with the
water for some moments. Worse, he
allows himself to take three or four sips

of the water before throwing it away.
Gross feeding, in my opinion. What
benefit does the man expect ?

”

“What, indeed?” I said. “By the
way, it isn’t Wilkins either. I remem-
ber now I asked a man to dine with mo
at the club.”

“At your club ? ” she repeated in sur-

prise. “But I understood all the clubs
were closing all their dining-rooms.
Since the papers reported those wonder-
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ful experiences of Lady Fishee no one
eats.”

‘‘Don’t they?” I said, a little de-

pressed. But then I cheered up. “At
any rate it seems simple and economi-
cal,” I remarked.

“It is most expensive,” she said in-

dignantly. “I forget how much the

treatment costs away, but it’s still

dearer if you take it at home, because

then they make no profit on boarding

you. And as for being simple you ought
to see the rules and directions. Besides,

the price of Brussels-sprouts is rapidly

becoming a scandal.”

“And the Food Council, I suppose,

absolutely helpless ?
”

“Absolutely,” she agreed.

“And is Tom ? ” I asked.

“Infinitelybefcter for it,” she declared.

;

“ He is a different man. I am a different

woman. Stronger. When I get a bill

now I no longer make feeble excuses, I

^simply write back and tell them they

must wait. And Tom—well, at break-

fast he used to be sometimes . . . though
only a very little, of course.”

“I know,” I said sympathetically,

for I am myself at times—though only

a very, very little, of course. “ Break-

fast is often but a ticklish meal; no
wise wife babbles of new hats at break-

fast, and it is said there are editors who
alwaysread allunsolicitedMSS. atbreak-

fast, so as to have an adequate excuse

for rejecting them at once. Lunch, of

course, is for discouraging friends one

does not want to ask to dinner, and at

afternoon tea the wise are also incredul-

ous, while a little dinner for two is the

natural prelude to marriage or divorce,

as the case m‘ay be. But at breakfast

one should always beware.”
“ Especially,” she agreed, “ after 'pdU

de fois gras, and plenty of it, for supper

at a night-club. I can assure you this

morning both Tom and I looked at the

breakfast-table with disgust. It came
liome to us both in a flash that it is

really such a mistake to eat.”

“ And luncheon ? ” I asked.

“Tom came back here to luncheon,”

^ she answered. “ One can get nothing

in the City, so we had it here together.

A little freshly-drawn water and the

outside leaf of a Brussels-sprout pur-

chased the same morning. What else

could one require ?
”

“ What else ? ” I echoed. “ And
that ’s your dinner also ?

”

“We are both looking forward to

dinner,” she said firmly.

“I am so glad,” I said, “because

that ’s what I came about. I ’m hav-

ing a few friends at the Claritz to-

morrow night. You see, I bought a

rubber share a little while ago and, now
that I ’ve sold it again and taken my
profit, I want to celebrate, so I thought

if you and Tom Of course,” I said

generously, “ you could bring your own
Brussels-sprout with you.”

“Ob, but,” she pointed out, “we
never care to thrust our own ideas on

people in public. Perhaps just once.”

“Just once,” I echoed; “a dinner

just once a day. More often is such

a mistake. You won’t forget to give

Tom my invitation ?
”

“Oh, no,” she promised; “that too

would be such a mistake.” E. E. P.

The Yellow Peril.

“ Niagara Falls, visited yearly by upwards

of a miUion-and-a-half people, are committing

suicide . . . The main flow of water, which
used to be United States territory, has within

the last 80 or 90 years come over into China.”
Yorkshire Paper,

Boreas Gets Off the Track.
*' Some time during March, if you have a day

to spare, and there is half a gale blowing from
the south-west (that is generally the quarter

from which old Boreas rides forth), go for a

ripping trip north-east.”—Cycling Paper,

Our Erudite Contemporaries.

A Hindu * Goddess.’

No! You won’t find the Goddess among
the Hindu Parthecon.”—Scots Paper.

Have they tried the Hindu Elgin

Marbles ?

From a French publisher’s circular ;

—

“ LlTTi^RATUEE AnGLAISE.

Somers et Maugham (W .)—La passe dan-

gerease.

Our playwright seems to have broken

1 out in two places.
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HOW WE BAOED AT COWES.

[By OUT Specially TJntrmticorthy Correspondent.)
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[For detailed description, comments, protests, deductions and general information i)lease see accompanying notes.

T

George has just shown me the Chart words if you stand on the sheet during a

(herewith) which he attached to his squall. Or rather he was a martinet

Written Protest to the Eoyal Yacht when the race began, but I gather that

Squadron after the 2.30 race for the George soon cured him of that. This

18-litre class on the first day’s racing Chart is not, it seems, the Chart of the

at Cowes. Study it closely, and you race, but the Chart of the Stodllow s

will agree with me, I think, that it is a course on her way to the starting-point,

vulgarandcontemptibleChart. Knowing which she never reached. They slipped

George as I do, it did not surprise me, their moorings, you see, at the bottom

but what the RoyalYaoht Squadron will of the Chart (a), and George says they

say about it I don’t know. And if the nearly slipped the martinet as well, for

Written Protest is of the same character George was observing a fairy in a rich

as the Chart I can see George being man’s steam-yacht, and unfortunately

expelled fromthe RoyalYacht Squadron, elbowed the martinet overboard while

or the Seamen’s Union, or whatever it he was hoisting the jib
;
but the mar-

is he belongs to, under Rule XIV. tinet caught hold of the midriff, George

George, in his oral report to me, used said, as he fell, and climbed back

all sorts of technical terms with which through the hawser-hole, but with-

I am not familiar, but I daresay they are out his yachting-cap. As he was^ prac-

local Cowes terms. The crew, it seemed, tically wet and might feel cold without

consisted of two, George and another, a his yachting-cap, George said he thought

person called Plock. There were two he ought to have something warming
captains, George and Plock. Flock, it before they actually started, and just at

seems, is by way of being a martinet, that moment, as it chanced, they saw
one of those highbrows who use violent the sun over the yard-arm.

Now, when at sea you observe the

sun over the yard-arm, it is as much

as to say that it is twelve o’clock and

the bar is open. In this case, however,

it will be noticed that the time of that

episode as marked on the Chart is

10.0 A.M., but George swears that he

saw the sun over the yard-arm, so per-

haps the vessel was rolling.

Well, then they zig-zagged up and

down forsome time ;
Georgepinched her,

she missed stays, and they drifted back to

their original position. They then reached

vaguely to the southward and went

aground on a mudbank not marked on

any chart. George said it sounded like

coral, so I suspect soda-water syphons.

At this point (o), you will remark, they

had yard-arm trouble again. After that,

quite early in the day, it seems, they

actually came in sight of the starting-

point, but the wind was adverse and
they were compelled to splice the main-

brace. And about this period, George

says, the martinet threw off a great deal
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of his aloofness and gave George the tremely unsatisfactory north-point* no sporting event, “The sport’s the thing/'

tiller again. The result is seen near the place-nanaes and nothing about the and no flummery. Few go to the place

top left-hand corner of the Chart, where Commodore. Nor is it clear to whom at all who are not keenly and practically

the jibed three times and seems or against whom the protest is being interested in the science of boat-sailing;

to have looped the loop. Un-
nerved by this event, as far as I

can judge, the sun peeped over

the yard-arm again (d), the wind
shifted to the port quarter and
George broached two— and I

daresay more. At this point,

George says, the martinet became
all careless and sort of sang.”

The next thing was the buoy.

Judging from the Chart George
reached the buoy by beating up
to it with the wind abeam, which
is a thing no gentleman does.

Why it was necessary to round
the buoy I cannot make out, but

George says the buoy was there,

and he just felt a sort of impulse

to round the thing—‘^a kind of

urge; old boy.” All I can say
from the Chart is that I should

not care to leave any valuable

jewellery about on a buoy that

George was rounding. No sooner

were they round the buoy, you
will see, than they had still more
yard-arm trouble (e), and George
says the martinet quite definitely

sang.

most of the yachtsmen take no-

thing but soda-water, as I happen
to know, and I suppose that less

champagne is consumed at Cowes
in Cowes week than at an}’' sport-

ing function in the whole of the

year. Then why go out of the

way to suggest that it is an
opportunity for self-indulgence ?

“ Eeally,” as I said to George,
“ when I think of the honest

blue ocean and the wholesome
breezes of the sea, when I think

of the thousands of simple,

natural sea -faring persons to

whom your conduct at Cowes
(to say nothing of your Chart)

must have given pain, really

George, I am quite ashamed.”
“The sun,” said George, “is

quite definitely over the yard-

arm, old boy.” A. P. H.

THE REVOLUTION IN ESSEX.

[A scheme is on foot for linking

Canvey Island by a bridge with Benfieet

and developing it into a new Coney \yard-arm trouble (e), and George ABELVAL OF GENEBAL STOBES. and developing it into a new Coney

says the martinet quite definitely [Note.—Some experts declare that Sivalloio carries too Island for the Thames. Ihe special

sang muktop-liamper(heresliown).butifitispropei-lylowered correspondent of Tte

Then suddenly George sighted f Jot^ibnMroVtWo^t.
yachts. He sighted yachts in *' the Essex coast, but the Kent coast, will

the reputed east, cried aloud, “The made. The whole thing seems to me fill the island with pleasure-seekers.”]

starting point !
” and let fly the sheet, to be utterly discreditable. A man may THEHEisjoyin the heart of Bast Saxons,

carried away the port-runner and bore not think much of Cowes, but at least Of the fiery dwellers in Bent,

down upon them, running before the he need not go out of his way to give And the note of theirconqueringEaxons
wind and broaching to from time to our visitors from the Dominions and the Is charged
time. The yachts, it seems, he took United States a wholly false impression

chaffer i

to be his fellow-members of the 18-litre of the place. You know, and I know,
won’

Is charged with a boundless content.

h gaffer now cries to his crony,

Oh, won’t that old wilderness smile
or four-point class, but, judging from that Cowes is a simple democratic when Canveyrtoned ruTo^the names of the vessels, which, accord-

ing to the Chart, he “luffed up to

avoid,” what he actually did was to

run clean through the Big Bellows’

Class in the middle of their own little

race.

I should not be surprised to hear that

the captains of the Shamrock and Lid-

worth are themselves martinets during

a race, and I am positive their yard-

arms are far less accommodating than

the Sxoallow's, so in all probability

words passed. Nothing of this, how-
ever, appears on the Chart. George just

bowled along, jibing from time to time,

flying his protest flag, and the martinet

singing. After the episode of the barge

—which I cannot but think is exagger-

ated on the Chart, for, as I said to

George, “Why should a barge be there at

alU” “Barges arealways somewhere,”

George answered vaguely, “ and nobody

ever knowswhy”—they simply ran into

the Bar and abandoned the race. As

;

for this Chart, it says nothing of the

I set of the tide, there is no scale, an ex-

Dircctions for sphcbig main-brace.—As-

semble repair outfit on tray (a)
;
remove

cork as shown in diagram (b) ; depress patent

suction lever (c) until tumbler is tiill of

lubricant. Baise tumbler gradually to level

of eye, take observation through bottom of

glass, lower away, and repeat if necessary.

And Benfieet is linked with the isle!
”

Then the skinny, the lean and the bony
Will thrive on these bountiful shores,

WiU dine off the best macaroni
And jazz on the smoothest of floors.

From beautiful bands (saxophony)

Sweet music shall float o'er the flats,

While Gladys, Bert; Doris and Tony
Indulge in their intimate chats.

So let the polite cicerone.

When strangers are tempted to boast,

Point out the magnificent Coney-
fication of Essex’s coast,

Nor trouble' if Stratford the Stony,

Or Peebles, that frivolous town,
When Canvey is turned into Coney,

Should sniff at its sudden renown.

“During storm this afternoon flagpole at

I.ondoii Boad station struck by extension of

the franchise.”— Pamper.

Which has affected, we believe, quite a

number of polls. *
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THE CUPS OR THE MONEY.

A Holiday Foursome Question.

I.

''Joyce,” I said, "although after five

stern fights "we have now worked our

way into the final of the mixed foursome

competition, we have still the greatest

problem of all before us.”

"You mean Mr. and Mrs. Potter?”

said Joyce.

"No,” I said, "I do not. What I

mean is that we have now to decide if

we would sooner have the sweep money
or the cups. In other words, should we
play to lose, or should we play to win ?

”

"I hope,” said Joyce with dignity,

"that I always play to win.”

"In this case,” said I, "it is just

possible that you may still play to win

but also hope to lose.”

"Before I do that,” retorted Joyce,

"I should like to know what you are

talking about.”

"It is this way,” I explained; "the

couple who win in the final round of

the competition are presented with sil-

ver cups, while the couple who lose—
the runners-up—^receive the whole of

the sweep money as a consolation.”

"Then,” said Joyce, "let us by all

means try for the cups, with the honour
and glory of a great victory. Honour
and glory are the onlythings that should

appeal to true sportsmen. Besides they

are just what we want for the silver

table,”

" What—honour and glory?
”

“ No. I mean the cups.”
" But to me,” I said, " there are other

considerations. Let us suppose for a

moment that Marjorie wishes you to

buy her a certain doll, or Alfred requests

me to presenthimwith—er—with ”

" A box of paints,” prompted Joyce.
“ Yes, certainly—with a box of paints.

If we chose to possess silver cups with
our names engraved upon them, these

things might not be possible
;
but with

the sweep money ”

"Yes,” said Joyce, " I think perhaps
it had better be the sweep.”

" On the other hand,” I went on,

"when my little Alfred grows to be a
man, I should like to be able to point to

the sideboard
”

"To the silver table,” corrected Joyce.
" To the silver table, and say, * That

is the cup your old father fought for in

pouring rain and broiling sun
;
that is

the cup your old father won in spite of

a grossly unfair handicap, and in spite
of the fact that your mother sometimes
put the ball further away from the hole
than your father had left it.*

”

"And I,” said Joyce, "when I am
old and ugly—for I shall be ugly some
day, you know—I say I shall be ugly
some day ”

"Never! ” I murmured just in time.

—would like to be able to show

Marjorie the cup I won when I was still

young.”
" It’s a many-sided question,” I said.

"We’ll have to tiy to make up our

minds about it.”

II.

Mr. and Mrs, Potter gave us two

strokes on the round, and nothing else.

Not even the shortest of putts.

At the sixth Joyce and I were two up

and had quite decided that the cups

were what we wanted. However, we
lost the seventh, eighth and ninth and

turned one down.
" Do you know,” said Joyce, drawing

me aside as we walked over to the tenth

tee, " I believe I feel a bit doubtful again

about that sweep. I looked in at the

shops on my way down to the links just

now, and they ’ve got a lovelynew shape

in jumpers.”

We lost another hole at the eleventh,

and as far as the thirteenth the sweep
was strongly in favour; but here we
won a hole back, and on the next green

we squared the match. The fifteenth

we won with a perfect four, a fact which
somehow made the sweep seem slightly

less desirable.

"Of course,” I whispered to Joyce,

making a last wild attempt to consider

the question without prejudice, " they

are jolly little cups, you know. The
one for the gentleman has a silver figure

of a man driving on top of it, while the

lady’s has a woman putting.”
" I should just love to have a silver

woman putting all of my very own,”
murmured Joyce. "I should dust her

every morning, and I should say, ‘ Are
you putting well to-day, dear ?

’ ”

" Joyce,” I said sternly, " this is no
time for flippancy.”

Joyce pulled herself together with an
effort and frowned at her caddie.

'* You wait,” she said
;
" I ’m going to

play like mad,”
Which is exactly what she did.

Nothing could have been madder than
the way she pitched into the bunker
guarding the sixteenth, instead of play-

ing short. And nothing could have been
more unfortunate than the way I failed

to get out first time.

The Potters were on the green in two,
and we lost the hole.

"If we’d only got a half there,”

whispered Joyce, "we might have
managed to hang on.”

“ Perhaps it’s better as it is,” I said.

"I’ve just remembered that the silver

figure of the man driving on the gentle-
man’s cup has no follow through.”
"Oh,” breathed Joyce, "what a

blessing you remembered in time!
”

" If I won that cup,” I remarked feel-

ingly, " it might ruin my game for the

rest of my life. The figure of a man
driving without a follow through is not

the best example to have constantly

before you.”

We halved the seventeenth in six,

and on the eighteenth tee the great prob-

lem vras still undecided. Mrs. Potter

played the odd, and landed on the re-

motest corner of the green ; whilst I,

with the like, did only slightly better.

" That,” I said brightly as I replaced

the turf, " although a good shot, means
the sweep for us. We were never much
good on the green.”

"Never mind,” said Joyce; "I bet

we ’ll get as much out of the sweep as

the cost of those miserable little cups.”

"It’s rather a comfort to have it

settled.”

" Bather 1 We ’ve made up our minds
at last.”

But we hadn’t.

Mrs. Potter studied her putt care-

fully. Joyce and I took to admiring
the surrounding scenery. When we at

last brought our eyes back to the green

we found that Mrs. Potter had played

well up, giving her partner very little

to do for an easy four.

" Joyce,” I gasped, " don’t play short..

Be well up and give me a cliance to

halve the match.”
Joyce smiled faintly andwalked slowly

towards our ball. It was a long putt,

considerably over twelve yards. She
considered it closely, while I took to the

scenery again. It was a little scream
that made me look round . . , Joyce
had holed the very long putt and won
the match 1

It was then we made up our minds.

It was then that we decided finally,

definitely and irrevocably, that the cups
were what we wanted more than any-
thing else in the world.

SAD STORY OF A MOTOR FAN.

Young Ethelred was only three,

Or somewhere thereabouts, when ho
Began to show in divers ways
The early stages of the

For learning the particulars

Of motor-bikes and motor-cars.

He started with a little book
To enter numbers which he took,

And, though his mother often said,

"Now, do be careful, Ethelred;
Oh, dear 1 oh, dear 1 what shall I do
If anything runs over you ?

”

(Which Ethelred could hardly know,
And sometimes crossly told her so),

It didn’t check his zeal a bit.

But rather seemed to foster it
;

Indeed it would astonish you
To hear of all the things he knew.
He guessed the make (and got it right)

Of every car that came in sight,

And knew as well its m.p.g..

Its m.p.h. and £ s. d.,
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What gears it had, what brakes, and

what

—

In short he knew an awful lot.

Now, when a boy thinks day and night

Of motor-cars with all his might

He gets affected in the head,

And so it was with Ethelred.

He called himself a ‘‘Packford Eight”

And wore a little number-plate

Attached behind with bits of string.

And cranked himself like anything,

And buzzed and rumbled ever so

Before he got himself to go.

He went about on all his fours,

And usually, to get indoors,

He pressed a button, then reversed.

And went in slowly, backmost first.

He took long drinks from mug and cup
To fill his radiator up
Before he started out for school

(‘* It kept,” he said, “ his engine cool” )

;

And when he got to school he tried

To park himself all day outside,

At which the Head became irate

And caned him on his number-plate.

So week by week he grew more like

A motor-car or motor-bike,

Until one day an oily smell

Hung round him, and he wasn’t well.

“That’s odd,” he said; “I wonder what

Has caused the sudden pains I ’ve got.

No motor gets an aching turn

Through taking in petroleum.”

With that he cranked himself, but no,

He couldn’t get himself to go,

But merely buzzed a bit inside.

Then gave a faint chug-chug and died.

*
^

Now, since his petrol-tank was full,

They labelled him “ Inflammable,”

And wisely saw to it that he
Was buried safely out at sea.

So, if at any time your fish

Should taste a trifle oilyish.

You ’ll know that fish has lately fed

On what remains of Ethelred.
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OVER-CHERlSHiNG THE PAST.

‘Nine, Eum Eow,” I repeated.

The name and the mimber conveyed it ? ’* I queried,

nothing to me, Why, to save it

What is going to happen to it ? ” she cried with enthusi

‘‘It’s condemned as unsafe and in- rate, for the suburb.”

sanitary. It 's going to be pulled down,” I considered the ma
she said. ^‘But it isn’t anytt

with a pretty animation, “ after dicing cient toll-bar, but whatever it was I

and gambling all day.” knew that it held up the motor-traffic

‘'And what do you want to do about as effectively as a policeman’s hand.
0 ** X /Mn /Vl.-I V. ........... —1. 1. 1- -

it ? ” I queried. Only one car can pass through the
“ Why, to save it for the nation !

” bottle-neck at a time, and below it there
she cried with enthusiasm. “ Or, at any is rather a steep hill.

te, for the suburb.” It now turns out that this hut used
Iconsideredthematter for a moment, to be a cellar, the actual cellar from
“But it isn’t anything like the only which the famous and blood-thirsty
nisfl of thfl TiArind rmind bfirfi.” T hicfhwji.v-vol-»V»Ar fivnKK

sne saia. ••i3UTj ie isn c anyming iiKe me omy wnicn tne lamous ana oiooa-thirsty
I looked at Miss Eansom’s frail form, house of the period round here,” I said, highw^ay- robber, Henry Grubb, may

her sweet blue eyes and silvery hair. “ This house, for instance. Tom Pipp quite possibly have ordered wine. I
She is a prominent temperance worker, may possibly have lain drunk on the was told so by a churchwarden, a well-
an organiser on behalf of many charifc- floor of this very room for all we know, to-do and respectable man, who was
able associations and a stern opponent Quite helplessly drunk,” I continued terribly grieved at the suggested pro-
(but not from the bookmakers’ side) of appealingly. ject of destroying this out-house and
Mr. Winston Churchill’s betting-tax. Miss Eansom looked round my draw- widening the road. There is no arclii-
Just at present she was taking tiny ing-room with a critical but disparaging tectural beauty about the building. It
bites out of a small buttered scone, air. is just a rough brick hut, and in poor
having paid me the honour of coming “Ah, but not so certainly,^' she said, repair.
i... J. T - 1- - i _ TT. rm t -r-r-r

u.\./-JLXV/ ULJL V/i UUU JJLKJU OKJ iUJUO
^ OHO OCuIU,

to tea. I felt certain that she was “as at 9, Eum Row. There doesn’t seem
about to interest me in some queer new the slightest doubt but that that was
crusade or other, and —
I was not mistaken.

^ ^ ,

“You know what ^ ^
that house she
went on, “a hundred

| ^ \ ^

well, somethingworse.” !1

^

My right hand^oved
instinctively to the
nearest weapon of vio-

lence, which happened "T. -r> t ^
. -r

to be the hmq<f fn-no-q
Father, By Jove 1 I feel ten years younCtER afterto oe tne brass tongs {aged five). ‘«By Jove 1 so no I.”

in tna grate.

w

Father, “By JoveI I feel ten years younoer after that,”
Bobbie {aged five). “By Jove 1 so no I.”

“When you think,” said the man,
that Henry Grubb may actually have

slept off a real eight-

eenth-century debauch
within those four walls

' \ and been roused there

f to stagger to his horse
when the news came

^ that the sheriffs were
after him. And people
actually want to get rid

of the place because it

holds up a few wretched
motor-cars I

”

“Absolutely mon-
strous,” I agreed.

" “Why, his rough
oaths to the ostler or

sallies to the
tavern wench mayhave
resounded through the
night in that very spot,”

?HAT.” he said. “He may even
have hidden there some
of the gold he took fromte A j L T*’*; \ T n —

! 01 tne gold ne took Irom

r .

me to help you to a reaUy notorious gambling heU and the wealthy citizens of London.”

T
^ resort of the He seemed to notice the dawn of a

Mioo'p
^

' rn.7 rriL
^^'ridies. new interest in my face as he said this.

anSLS^nrn^Zw.^1?^ ,
there-s not any there now,” hex; 11 _ .

o—jr- * xs»a,iu,»igumg " un, mere s not any mere now, he

tn fh°°fl
saucer a little as I moved to the drawer where assured me. “ The floor ’s been welland fell to the floor.

“ Destroy it !
” she said. “ Didn’t you

Pipp himself may have used it.”

“Pipp?”
“Thomas Pipp. The famous Regency

profligate.”

juiAO xxKjyji. O UCUIX W'tJIL
i keep my cheque-book. examined. But the idea of taking away

I suppose, I concluded as I wrote a landmaric like that, connected with armr ai rv-no fnwa (( 1 _ j i • • • . « ...
hpar wbflf T inof

a. v.uuuiuu«u as x wrote a ianumaric nxe that, connected with a

Pi^n
Signature, “most of these bucks greathistoricalname,forthomer0eon-

iripp nimselt mav have used it ’’ toat-o x„_ jn ^
u- ^

^
XAWJJULO, iVJA UlXUlJ-lC/XOUUil-

were precty deeply in debt to tradesmen venienco of passing motorists, simply
and moneylenders, weren’t they ? ” makes my blood boil.”

ears, I should think,” I said it made mine boil too. I pointed
said Miss Eansom gaily as she accepted out that Henry Grubb might even have“I sunnocie bfl m.v” T

““«accepiea out wiac Henry Urubb might even have

hadn'tSgStdtS?^’
• ^ “Thanks ever shot a man or two them and buried-

V,/ . fcJJLXVU CU XJULOIU. KJX. UVV'-I UXXC/J.C2

“All tha“hur.k« Anr^A! a f ,u
US. The mass them under the floor.

poriod “iKrp e™ °

T

t“k adSte Ip'S te“ findV^kl,°tb!.
^ ^

.. mis'*' " kfr” SkS'SSdfmy

_;'Q.it.fielpU..lydn„nk,'..fi„gn.d.np;;s:rgLttR tS h^£,‘^irh‘:Sg”'SdSS

“Quite so,” he agreed. “And are
these road-hogging Bolshevists going to
break up and destroy everything we
hold sacred? ” he asked rhetorically.

I said that, of course, if it was only
a matter of ten shillings or so—and
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Wife (revisiting with her husband the scene of their honeymoon). “Oh, John, do you bemembeh that wonderful quabbel \ye

HAD ON THIS SEAT FIVE YEARS AGO?”

and bridges and even public-houses

where ib is possible, I find a certain

danger in the rescue of every house of

call that has been frequented by some
rollicking desperado of the past. Only
suppose for a moment that our own
descendants should inherit this de-

votional frame of mind.

We have lelt behind us the days of

highwaymen and dandies, but we still

find romance in the life adventurous.

Take John Perks, of this suburb. John
Perks, I shrewdly suspect, is afraudulent

company-promoter. At any rate he

wears a diamond pin in his tie. ' I know
well the tavern that John Perks uses

for bis casual potations.

It is not (to our eyes) a beautiful

tavern. The exterior is decorated with

green andwhite tiles, arranged in a sym-

metrical pattern, rather like the tunnels

of the underground railway. The in-

terior is not conspicuously clean, nor is

the ale above reproach. Let us say

that John Perks, like Pipp, occasionally

lies dead drunk on the floor, or that

now and then, like Grubb,' he uses to the

potman rough coarse oaths. Undoubt-
edly in 2026 green and white tiles will be

the most admired and venerated form

of mid-Victorian tavern-building, and
the glamour of the twentieth-century

swindler will cling to the person of

John Perks. But will the pious ladies

and gentlemen of 2026 (almost certainly

Prohibitionists) seek to preserve The
Stonecutter’s Arms from ruin for John
Perks’ sake ?

'

It is a very distressing idea.

. — Evoe.

Household Becipes.

“ Always keep a small bottle of iodine in the

house. It allays information, and removes

any danger of infection.”—Austrahan Paper.

Anything to allay information.

“To-Day in the Garden.

Tie ill leading shoots of peaches and other

wall fruits. Sponge crotons and summons to

Court,”—Provincial Paper.

A court, we presume, of summery
jurisdiction.

THE PYTHON.
The python I will now describe,

A member of the reptile tribe.

This creature—so explorers say

—

Lies half-asleep throughout the day,

Coiled up exactly like a rope,

In fond and ever sanguine hope
That you or someone else will be

His breakfast, tiflin or his tea.

His victim he completely swallows.

His method being much as follows

:

He wraps his coils around you tight,

Then squeezes you with all hiS' might,

And when your bones have all gone

scrunch
He calmly eats you for his lunch.

It takes a long time to digest -

Things like your stockings and your vest

(He hasn’t got the grace, Lor’ bless

you,

Before he eats you to undress you)

;

And, being full to nearly busting

(This story’s getting quite disgusting),

He has to crawl away and hide

To rest his over-taxed inside.
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among the flower-beds of the cloisters, illuminated copy of the Polychronicon of

CHESHIRE REVISITED. j .^as never more pleased, more sur- Eunolf Higden, a fourteenth-century

Think of me as in a white sheet. prised.
^ ^

Benedictine of Chester, whom y^ will

AfewweeksagoIdefacedMr.Punch’s At first it had seemed incredible.
_

I find, with the famous Abbot Whit-

normally accurate pages with a Topo- stepped warily, at every turn wondering church, in a window of the cloisters,

graphical Bloomer. It was well-meant, more and more what could have hap- both of them far too hand-

the result of years of uncorrected mis- pened, why I was being given such some for monks, and J-obed in rich

understanding rather than of wilful latitude, why I was unmolested.
_

In blue. The refectory is still often used

perversity but it was an error, I God’s most beautiful and most spacious for banquets to visiting pilgrims, and

stated, in some verses on Cheshire, that houses we get so accustomed to impor- at the end of it is a platform with so

Hawarden was in that county, and it tunityandwarnings.Wasthereavergers secular a fitting as foothghts.

was therefore Cheshire timber that the strike ? Had there been a massacre of No wonder that again I say allhonour

G.O.M. felled. There was even a picture vergers? And then, at the entrance to to the hberty and enlighteiment of

of him doing it. the slype, I found one of the notices Chester Cathedral s Dean and Chapter

;

So far I have not been turned out of explaining the position. “Eree access to and may other deans and chapters fol-

anv club, but all Cheshire rose in protest, the whole cathedral,” it runs, “both on low their example
! ^ o

For it seems that Hawarden is not in Sundays and week-days, is given to
^

As for the amazing city of Chester it

Cheshire at all, but in Flintshire ;
and visitors, intheconfidencethat theywill in is too late to praise that. Although the

not iust on the border, but eight good return ” and then follow the expecta- rain fell I loitered dry and entertained

miles inside it. Letter after letter came tions, which are, briefly, that they will along the mysterious Eows, marvelling

to me to set me right, not in anger but behave themselves and remember that much at the odd levels, but even more

certainlyinsorrow ;
and

"

therewas even aleading

article of remonstrance

in a Cheshire paper,

Cheshire could not bear

to be credited with hon-

our when that honour

was not due.

To ask Mr. Punch to

find room for a revised

version ofthe lineswould
be absurd ;

moreover I

can see difficulty with

the rhymes. But in the

wish to acknowledge
Cheshire’s delicacy I

should like to be
allowed to formulate in

prose a eulogy of its

principal town, which
I visited last week and
with which I fell in

“ Now, Ebb, if we gives yeb an innings, will yeb go out when yer
IS OUT WIVOUT ANY LIP?”

“ ’OO IS THERE *ERE AS CAN GET MB OUT, ANY’OW ?
”

at the profusion of.deal-

ers in antiques. If I did

not know that Chester

battened on American
sightseers I should im-

agine that the inhab-

itants subsisted solely

by selling each other

curiosities. Apart from
the Eows, Chester’s

timber fagades alone

would make it unique,

but it is a city of the

unexpected too. The
ages mingle in the

oddest way. Entering

a haberdasher’s for a

modest requirement 1

was invited to descend
below the shop to a

Eoman bath, the price

of the entrance ticket

love; and in particular to extol that cathedrals are expensive to maintain, being deducted from that of my handker-

liberal and enlightened body, the Dean That surely is the way to do it. chief. Elsewhere I consumed a meat-

and Chapter of Chester Cathedral. Chester Cathedral is not only very pie at a table set out daintily beneath

Earlier in the summer, I was moved interesting architecturally and histori- the groined roof of a thirteenth-century

(also in Mr. Punch’s pages) to criticise cally, but a centre of zeal and activity, crypt. Nor were the ingredients of the

the authorities of Lichfield Cathedral for One side chapel, for instance, is dedi- pie in the least cryptic,

their grudging policy of opening that cated to the boy scouts and kindred Let me add that Chester has at the

building to visitors for only a brief hour- organisations, and a mass of literature moment an additional attraction in a

and-a-hal£ each Sunday; and the time is at your disposal; another, that of loan collection of some forty paintings

restrictions and sixpenny fees to be con- St. George (who in a wooden relief by John Constable, which a local con-

tended with in many other cathedrals over the altar is seen in conflict with a noisseur, Mr. Cecil B. Morgan, has lent

have long been a source of provocative really worthy dragon), to the Cheshire to the Museum. Never did so many
grief to this too feeble but persistent Eegiment; another, that of St. Wer- clouds, grave and gay, gather on one
pen. Well, let rne say roundly^ that burgh, tothe girlguides. St.Werburgh, wall. The miracle of Birnam Wood
Chester cathedral is a model. It is the whose shrine is here, is a Chester nota- coming to Dunsinane is nothing corn-

most friendly and welcoming English bility, a daughter of the King of Mercia, pared with this transference of green
cathedral that I have ever entered. Not who, though beautiful and much courted and watery Suffolk to this distant West
a closed door; not a verger in sight; by Princes, preferred the religious life to of England picture-gallery,

everything explained and made interest- matrimony. She died at Ely in 699, In case of any confusion I should like

ing by placards
;
picture-postcards on and her body was brought here to save again to state that Hawarden Castle is

B. V. L.sale everywhere at twopence each, but it from the marauding Danes. in Flintshire. B. V. L.
no one to collect the twopences—you The Cathedral library is open to all -

are put on your honour to drop them in without an attendant, so that vou may 1

4

. i.- n ^ i

a slot ,
and, more perhaps than all, there sit down to anybook you wish, or merely decided not to allow a woman school-toaohor

are garden-seats o% which yoif, may sit study the curiosities that are dis- to continue her engagement after marriage.”

around the fish-pond and fountains and played in cases, among these being an Alas I who does? Morning Paper.

“Brighton Education Committee yesterday

Morning Paper.
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Vicar, ** Good afteenoon, Mrs. Gubbins. I was glad to see you m cnuRCH on Sunday. How did you like my sermon ?
”

Mrs, Gubbms, “Well, Sir, as I says as we was coming out, if you do talk plain and straight-like in them sermons,
there’s the comfort of knowin* you don’t mean ’alf you says, so we don’t take no offence like. Sir.”

OUR CRICKET WEEK.
Towards the end of the season we

hold our Cricket Week. It consists of a

one-day match surrounded by marquees.
The fixture is Our Village v, Mugthorp.
Mugthorp is an old enemy and for days
the betting has been fast and furious.

After the match a great deal of beer will

change hands.

'

This year we have had the good for-

tune to secure a star performer, a really

Great Man. He wears the colours of

all the best clubs. He is staying with

the Doctor, who brought him down to

the nets last night. The G.M. didn’t

actually have a knock because he has

been in great form all this year and is

rather afraid of getting stale. He stood

just behind the net and showed some of

our weaker batsmen how to get across

to those oH-balls, and how not to run

away from the fast bowler, and alto-

gether made himself thoroughly useful.

He would have had a bowl, but he was
a little stiff after such a long spell

against first-class batting a day or two
ago, and naturally we wanted to keep
him fresh for Mugthorp.
Our skipper being a real Tartar, we

ended up with twenty minutes’ fielding

practice. The G.M. helped us a good
deal with advice and encouragement,
but a damaged finger (got last week
stopping a snorter at silly-point) pre-

vented him from actually joining in.

His keenness was infectious, however,
and we chuckled to think how little the

Mugthorpers knew what was in store

for them.

We lost the toss, but after a short

conferencewith hisumpiretheMugthorp
captain unaccountably put us in to bat.

TheG.M. and George (from ‘‘The Goat”)
opened the innings. We had never
realised before what a good bowler the

Mugthorp speed-merchant was. His
first three balls appeared to cause the

G.M. some anxiety. Of course they
didn’t really. As he afterwards ex-

plained, while getting your eye in'you
can’t take any risks. It seems that

you should allow any balls to pass if

they are not going to hit the wicket.

The fourth ball was a half-volley on the

off-stump which we expected to see

clumped for four, but the G.M. elected

to turn it neatly between himself and
the leg-stump (such a pretty shot) and

called George for a run. There was a
Mugthorper at short leg, so George was
run-out easily, although it was our
umpire’s end. The G.M. walked some
of the way back to the Pavilion with
George and gave him one or two hints

on running, lor future guidance.

Disasters never come singly. The
first ball of the next over was a slow
full-pitch. The G.M. played back just

too late and was bowled. It is in such
moments that great men show their

greatness, and the G.M. went straight

across and had the sight screen moved
for the benefit of the next batsman.
A sterling display by the Doctor and

some free hitting by his groom cheered
things up a bit, and we were finally

finished off for exactly 100,

Of course the G.M. went on to bowl
first. He seemed to have some diffi-

culty in getting a good foothold on our
springy village turf, but after changing
his boots and sowing a lot of sawdust
he managed to get a better grip. There
were two no-balls in his next over,

but, as he pointed out afterwards, one
can hardly expect village umpires to be
up to county standard. The tremendous
finger-spin he got on the ball made it
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“ Don’t you thenk you mioht have a tubn ?
”

**Oh, but you look so nice doing it.”
“But you ’be not looking at me.”
“My deae, this papee is pull op ‘Dainty Rivek G-iels,’ and I can gufss.”

come very fast off .the bat, and with
the score at 64- for no wicket our skipper
gave him a rest.

The bowling of, Parson and Jasper
(George’s brother) proved to be so little

to the Mugfchorpers' liking that we got
nine wickets down for 99. The excite-
ment became intense. Parson was
bowlingand the G.M. was fielding long-
on. I think the skipper should have
put a man like him at cover-point

; as
it was he had very little to do and was
obliged to keep on his Old Harvesters’
sweater andBlankshireBoosters’ muffler
to keep him warm.

Parson bowled a fast yorker. The
last hope of Mugthorp just succeeded
in blocking it and removed a large
divot. Parson pitched the next into the
divot-hole with unerring accuracy

; the
Mugthorper made to drive it along the
floor past cover-point, but lifted it to
iong-on instead. Long-on dropped the
catch and they ran two. It transpired,
as we say, that he was unsighted by a
passing bumble-bee.
We have written to Mugthorp and

asked them to a^’ee to the rule that
only houd'^fide residents shallplay in our
village game.

SHE-SHANTIES.
‘‘He-Man Hakry.”

Don’t you think I mean to dangle
At your heels, my dearest dear,

Fetch your fan and find your bangle,
Offer marriage once a year

;

I won’t wait till I am weary,
Always true and always there

;

You don’t want a lover, dearie,

But a good commissionaire.
“Yes ” or “No,”
Or off I go,

And I don’t come back, my darling

!

If you don't ivant me
You 'll have to get another;

For I toon't he

No httle girl's brother;
I won't fetch and carry
Like a puppy for a bone

;

I luant for to marry,
And I've sisters of my oiun.

I don't care much for the Plato touch,
And I loon't be nobody's poodle

!

“Why do people want to kiss you ?
”

What ’s it got to do with you ?

That *s a very minor issue

—

All that matters is, they do;

Conversation ’s not ngiy sport ;

Concerts give me horrid pains
;

He-Man Harry—that ’s my sort,

And red the red blood in my veins.

So “Yes” or “No,”
Or oft’ I go,

[

And I don’t come back, my darling I

If you doji't loant me
You 'll have to do without me

:

There don't seem to be

No chivalry about me

;

I love you, Lizzie,

But you 'd better understand
I don't go dizzy
When you let me Jdss your hand,

I '711 He-Man Hairy, Iwant for to marry,
And I %oo7i't he nobody's poodle

!

A.P.H.
Little-known Historical References.
“They wishedhim manyhappy years in Cork

and he thought that, like Richard Coeur do
Lion, they would find its name inscribed on his
heart. (Hear, hear).”—Jris/i Papier,

“Political meetings were forbidden Biucelaf.t.
Thursday, and nobody will be porniitted to
carry buns to-morrow, except the military ou
duty.”—English section of a Mexican Daily,

And they of course will pile paper-bags,
after bangingthem off for ihofeu de joie.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, July 26th ,—On the Second

Reading of the Finance Bill Lord Arnold
voiced his suspicion that the Bank of

England and the financiers of the City

of London were exercising an evil influ-

ence on the Chancellor of the Exche-
quer’s young life, and intimated that

he would like to see that callow Min-
ister placed under the tutelage of a

‘^permanent advisory council.” Thus
guided, their Lordships gathered, he
would not have adopted the gold stan-

dard, for which, according to Lord
Arnold, the “great financial magnates

these days, but we cannot really blame
him if the eflbrtis of his noble fiddlers

to raise his drooping spirits merely
served to inspissate the all-pervading

gloom. The object of the debate was
to ask the Government if the time had
not arrived to re-open negotiations on
the basis of the Samuel report. Lord
Balfour of Burleigh thought a “new
situation” had been created by the ex-

pressedwillingness of theminers’ leaders

to recommend the men to accept both

wage reductions and arbitration.

Lord Cecil, for the Government,
thought there could be no harm in

re-stating one or two simple facts. Their

of the Trustee Act, the idea being to

divert all the available trust money into

the “ British Government’s large con-

version loans,” which will be falling due.

“Certainly not,” replied Mr. Amery.
Sir Fredrtc Wise is not the sort of

man to whom you can say “ Certainly

not ” very often, and Mr. Amery said it

with the air of one who makes the

most of his opportunities.

Mr. Baldwin broke it to the House
that, unless the coal strike was mean-
while settled, it would be necessary for

them to rally round at the end of each

month for a fresh go of the Emer-
gency Regulations. SirHarry Brittain

Aurora . . .

Attendant Hm'ce

of the North ” have no use ;
nor w^ould

he have introduced the betting-tax,

which was “almost certain to lead to

an increase in betting.”

Lord Balfour pooh-poohed the idea

that you could encourage a practice by

taxing it. As for the gold standard,

thus belatedly attacked, let them con-

sider the unhappy plight of those

nations which had not undertaken the

painful task of deflating themselves.

So far from finding the Chancellor of

THE Exchequer in need of advisory

committees to direct his errant foot-

steps, Lord Balfour thought he had

conducted the nation’s finances with

“singular courage, great caution, great

invention and with great success.”

Old King Coal is not a merry soul

' LVX BEDTJX,

. Miss Margaret Bondfield.

. Mr. Arthur Henderson and Me.

could and would be no more subsidy.

Apart from that the Government would
approve of practically any old settle-

ment, but it was for the parties to

settle, and the sooner the quicker.

Lord Buckmaster said he had never

listened to such a depressing debate.

LordBalfour, not ofBurleigh, agreed,

but added that the noble Lord’s own
contribution wasn’t exactly what you ’d

call a riot of sustained hilarity.

Turning with obvious relief to more
entertaining matters, their Lordships

passed the Mental Deficiency Bill

through Committee.
In the Commons Sir Feedric Wise

wished to know if Mr. Amery would
raise, at the Imperial Conference, the

question of a three-years’ suspension

R.amsat MacDonald.

wanted to know if Mr. Mellon, the

United States Secretary to the Treasury,

would be meeting the Chancellor of

THE Exchequer while the former was
in Europe, and if so on what date. The
Minister intimated that as far as he

knew Mr. Mellon had come to Europe
to see the sights, not Mr. Winston
Churchill.
The cheers which welcomed the re-

appearance in the House of Miss Mar-
garet Bondfield were not confined to

the Labour benches. She has a bright

brown eye, like the bird which catches the

early worm, and a fund of sound common
sense which gives her a strength in de-

bate that some of her more spectacular

colleagues lack.

The House of Commons’ Coal debate
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was even more depressing than that in

the Upper Chamber. There was nothing

to say, and the Lordshad confined them-
selves to saying it. The Commons also

said it, but under more difficult con-

ditions. Mr. Lloyd Geoegb, who ex-

amined his notes at the end of every

few words, tried to convince the House
that what the Bishops proposed was
really something more than four pen-

n’orth of settlement and five penn’orth

of subsidy. The rest of his speech was
given over to accusing the Government
of fighting the mine-owners’ battle.

Mr. Baldwin could only repeat—but

had to give the repetition due and some-

whattedious length—that there “weren’t
going to be ho subsidy

;

” that any
proposals or acceptances or offers to I

recommend acceptance which postu-l

iated a subsidy were mere
futilities ; that if the parties

wanted to settle there was
still nothing to prevent them
from restarting negotiations,

and almost any settlement

that excluded a subsidywould
be acceptable to the Govern-
ment.

Mr, MacDonald dejalt

chiefly in party diatribes,

but thought they should

thank the Bishops for their

efforts.

Mr. Hopkinson, for the

mine-owners, reasserted that

they had accepted the Com-
mission’s Eeport without re-

servation, though not with-

out qualms, and twitted the

Bishops with being material-

ists. Sir Eobert Horne
and Mr. Eunciman were
sweetly reasonable, but, as no
new situationrhadreally arisen

at all, could only reiterate what a jolly

fine thing it would be if everybody else

was reasonable too. The Secretary
FOE Mines ended an inconclusive debate
by charging Mr. MacDonald with doing
in the House what Mr. Cook was doing
on the stump—advising the men not
to negotiate. ... -

Tuesday
j July 27th ,—Puerile if not

actually simulated apprehensions on the
part of Lord Pabmoor drew from Lord
Cecil and Lord Balfour statements
dealing with Germany, Egypt, Iraq and
the Dominions, nothing being said that
everybody except Lord Parmoor did
not know already. It was “ unfortun-
ately true,” Lord Balfour explained,
that the mistakes the Chinese were
making reacted on themselves, leaving
the House to infer that it would be
much more natural for them to react on
the British taxpayer.
The exact nature of a Military Knight

of Windsor is probably a profound

mystery to everybody who does not

happen to be one, but the House of

Commons felt that in any case it was
just as W'ell that the War Office had

decided to allow members of “fancy

religions” (as the King’s Eegulations

have it) to qualify for this fancy posi-

tion.

Sir W. Mitchell-Thompson revealed,

in answer to Sir Walter de Frecb,

that Mr. George Bernard Shaw’s
seventieth birthday dinner-party speech

was not broadcasted because there

was no assurance that “argumentative
political controversy ’’would be avoided.

- Captain Hacking informed Lord
Sandon that the Houses of Parliament

were saving ten tons of coal a month.

The figure does not take into considera-

tion the amount of power consumed in

The Cat [to the Goldfish). “Ip only
YOU wouldn’t be there*.”

Lord Arnold.

I COULD HAVE MY WAY

printing innumerable tons of super-

fluous coal debates.

Mr. G. Locker-Lampson explained to

the House what had been agreed upon
in regard to the bootlegging industry.

There had been a meeting of execu-
tive officials and a frank discussion of

the difficulties as they presented them-
selves to each side. The object, the
House gathered, was not to allow the
American revenue authorities addi-

tional privileges while in pursuit of the
wily bootlegger in British waters, but
to make mutual administrative arrange-
ments by which the latter will be forced
to respect the law when within British
jurisdiction. The Chancellor of the
Exchequer said he had examined “ in

a hopeful and hungry spirit ” a pro-
posal to tax exports of liquor, but found
that it would not hold water.

Wednesday, July 28th .—Sir Walter
de Frece extracted from tbe Minister
OF Labour the number of foreign mus-

icians permitted to enter the country
since January 1st, and champions of

British saxophony on both sides of the

House besought him to remember that

many skilled English musicians were
out of work. CaptainWedgwood Benn,
in bis role of leader of the Liberal

Shadow Orchestra, struck, or rather

blew, a discordant note by inquiring

whether there were no foreign pictures

in the National Gallery.

Colonel Woodcock and others asked
the Minister of Labour for a number
of statistics concerningthe working ex-

penses of certain trade unions, the
salaries of their officers and the benefits

paid to their members. SirA.STEELE-
Maitland could not give the figures, but
admitted that it had previously been the
practice to issue statistics about the

hundred largest trade unions,

but that this bad not been
done i since 1914. Mr. J. H.
Thomas, on a point of order,

declared that all the figures

asked for were available in

published documents and ac-

cused the questioners of hav-
ing an ulterior motive in ask-

ing these questions. Mild ex-

citement followed, but the
Speaker restored harmony
by saying he would ascertain

if it was so.

Sir Frank Meyer wished
to know if the Home Secre-

^N\ tary proposed to take any
~ ^ action over tlie driver of a

char-a-banccontainingthirty-

five policemen who was fined

five pounds for furious driv-

ing, The Home Secretary
felt that, as the thirty-five

limbs of the law were “in
holiday mood,” it was too

much to expect them to lay arresting
hands on their own driver.

Captain Wedgwood Benn, hearing
that the King's Message notifying the
House of the continuance of the Emer-
gency Eegulations would not be the
subject of a humble address by the Gov-
ernment, askedthe Speaker^ it wouldn’t
be in order for him to move the humble
address himself. The Speaker thought
it would—if the Hon. Member could
find the time. That seemed to dispose
of the matter, and, after Mr. Barb had
introduced a jBill for the better govern-
ment of Scotland, tbe House went into
Committee of Supply.

“It is doubtful if so many tliiii men have
been seen walking about the centre of London
hatless for twelve months or more.”

Evening Pagyer.

It suggests a new cure for obesity. i\ll

that fat men have to do is to walk about
‘‘batless for twelve months or more.”
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I

ENTERTAINMENTS AT WHICH WE HAVE NEVER ASSISTED.
The ceremony of “Turning the Honest Penny” ax the Mint.

[The Royal Mint is now competing with private enterprise in the manufacture of medals.]

THE INTERVAL.

Fbom the burden of print

That knows never a stint,

Double-headlined and half photo-

graphic;
,

From the eddy and flux

Of perpetual trucks

Ee-involved in gyratory traffic

;

From the horror of books,

And from Nimmos and Cooks,

And from Art and from Drama
and functions,

Now waft me, 0 steam,

As it were in a dream,

But not changing at too many
junctions.

Go, seek me some by-way
Ten miles from a highway
That never policeman nor navvy

knew ; I

Not roped off in narrows,

Not painted with arrows

That send you up Shaftesbury

Avenue.

Some peace-haunted hutch,

If there be any such,

Where the charabancs give me
some clearance

;

Where the cows and the sheep

Can go calmly to sleep

Without slogans of Non-inter-

ference 1

(Here rule not the laws

Of perpetual draws
And dull over succeeding dull over,

But the blacksmith is caught

Pretty promptly for 0,

And the deep-field is fragrant with

clover.)

Or give me the sea

—

That would satisfy me

—

That with infinite murmurous
patience

Says nothing at all

As it broadcasts its call

From a thousand contiguous

stations.

Some gull-ridden, deaf, huge

Asylum of refuge,

Wherewaves are eternally dashing.

And no silly crank

Can explain why the franc

Must go on, if go on, crashing.

I am perfectly sure

There is no kind of cure
;

For a world that continually

worsens.

How corrupt is the town

!

What a blackguard is Brown !

And the Smiths—what detestable

persons

!

In a fog, without hope,

We revolve and we grope.

We are lost in the mists and the

vapours

Of hatred and doubt,

As has been pointed out

By a number of chaps in the papers.

But there ’s this to be said

As the Reds grow more red

And the freaks more infernally

clever

:

That to pack up a few things

And leave all these new things

Keeps on getting nicer than ever.

— Evoe.

“Sale op Summer Frocks—Now on.”

Advt. in Provincial Paper,

But only just.

“ A day or so ago a party of fiends, including

Mr. H.
,
Mr. L.

,
Jr., and Mr.

,

went out for a motor-boat trip.”

Colonial Paper.

W^e seem to have met them.

“0 Match de Cricket.

Londres, 26.—Mais de dez mil pessoas

assistiram ao inicio do test-match de cricket eni

q^ue tomaram parte numerosos jogadores da
Qra-Bretanba dos Dominios e Golonias.

Sahio vencedor da prova o australlano

Collins.”—Brasilian Paper.

{Translation.
"I

The Cricket Match,

London 26tli (June).—^]\Iore than tsn thou-

sand people were present at the commence-
ment of the Cricket Test match in which a

great number of players from Great Britain,

the Dominions and the Colonies took part.

The winner was Mr. Collins, the Australian.

So now we know.
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SUMMER IN ARCADY.
II.~-CoT Inspection.

I don’t know how Angela first found

Arcadia Cottage, and she has never

seen fit to enlighten me, but I first

found it with the top of my head. That

is the worst of being six feet ;
when you

try to walk with the air of a landed pro-

prietor through a doorway five-feet-six

or so in height, something of the sort is

almost bound to happen.

I was so struck by Arcadia Cottage

that for a moment I could hardly

find words to tell Angela what I

thought of it. Tears filled my
eyes

;
thoughts too deep for utter-

ance, aswell as being too common-
place to be worth recording,

welled up in me. The world was
all one glory of stars.

Such was my first contact with

Arcadia Cottage; but somehow ^

Angela seemed to notice nothing

of all this. She was standing ten

yards away, with her head on one
,

side, lost in aesthetic ecstasy.
j

‘‘Isn’t it a diLchV she said.

I shook the stars from, my
eyes—much as a spaniel shakes

water— and looked round. A
glance sufficed to show me that

Angela was speaking figura-

tively; there were no ducks in

sight.

“Externally,” I said, “it bears

little or no resemblance to either

the farmyard or the wild variety

of the fowl you mention. Whether
the inside

”

“The inside is duckier still,”

said Angela, and she ran past
me through the doorway into the
cottage.

The exact significance of the
adjective “ducky ” needs defining

;

it is, I think, a pity that the ques-
tion has never been tackled by
some of our more superfluous
savants. Perhaps a Boyal Com-
mission—however, that is not at

the moment my concern.

The first thing that struck me,
apart from the door-lintel, was that
there seemed to be a great many beams
about, the greaternumber of them neces-
sitating on my part profound caution
and a stealthy crouching attitude.

“ Look here, Angela," I said, after I
had negotiated four of them, three
successfully—“if you don’t mind, I

'think I’ll just slip back home for a
moment.’’

“ What for? ” asked Angela. “ There ’s

heaps you haven’t seen yet.”
“ Quite—or felt,” I said, looking at

the beams which still lurked in the re-

moter shadows. “I’m going for my
tin hat.”

“ Your toliat 7 ”

“ My helmet, shrapnel, troops, for the

use of, one,” I said. “A remote exist-

ence in the Hulluck-La Bassee tunnels

taught me, amongst other things less

useful, what a tin hat was really for.

Whilst comparatively useless as a pro-

tection against a direct hit by a five-

point-nine, it is admirablyadapted to
—

”

“ I suppose you ’re just talking,” said

Angela. “ Come and see the bedrooms

;

they ’re
”

“I know—ducky. But if they are

“The ideal cottage BEDipOM.”

any duckier than downstairs I insist

upon going back for my tin
”

“ Yes, dear,” said Angela soothingly.
“ Come along.”

I reached the stairs practically on my
hands and knees, and faced a new prob-
lem. In addition to being a hard-
headed race, the people who built and
originally lived in Arcadia Cottage must
have had bodies as willowy as worms.
In no other way can I account for the
twists and turns in that staircase.

For a moment it really looked as
though I should never manage it, and I
had a distressing mental vision of hav-
ing to spend the whole summer—the

dark part of it, that is—sleeping on the

hearth-rug. But I succeeded; it is

wonderful what an iron will and an
indiarubber body can achieve between
them.
And Angela was right about the bed-

rooms. Everything was there which
the ideal cottage bedroom demands.
Beams and plaster and flowery curtains

and thatched dormer windows and
honeysuckle and spiders—the thing
was complete. It had atmosphere too,

that indescribable indefinable some-
thingwhich characterises the truly

rural, in contemptuous defiance

of all imitations. However, we
opened the window s and managed
to get rid of that.

In all sorts of odd corners there

were odd corners, some of them
full of atmosphere and some of

them full of cobwebs. There were
nooks too, many of them authen-
tically ingle, and here and there

cupboardswerehermeticallysealed
into the thickness of the walls.

Angela discovered new and attrac-

tive features with little squeaks
of delight, and I discovered new
beams with manly expletives. Wo
were both fully occupied.

“ Have you come aci^oss the
bathroom yet?” asked Angela
during a quiet interlude. I was
sitting on the stairs and thebeams
had temporarily ceased from
troubling.

“ I expect so,” I said, rubbing
my head. “ There is a bump here
which feels rather like a bath-
room.”

“ Imeanseriously,”said Angela.
“ So do I,” I said ruefully.

“ However, I will try to find it

again.” And I rose with a crash.
“ The house-agent said there

was one,” said Angela, wrinkling
her brows and looking round
thoughtfully.

“House-agents always speak
the truth,” I said, “so there
must be. It is probabiy concealed
in a nook—or an ingle.”

Technically I suppose the house-
agent was right. 1 1 was a ducky bath-
room—at least, a duck could probably
have had a very decent bath in it. I

was more doubtful about humans.
“Won’t it be /m?” said Angela, com-

ing out of it so that I could look.

I noticed the bath almost at once.

“I hope so,” I said. “But I shall

endeavour to restrain my mirth. It is no
bath to laugh in.”

The inspection of the garden was less

painful— was able to spread myself
more, as it were. On one side a group
of trees contained a grim threat of
hammocks to come, and on the other an I
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orchard already burgeoned with inci-

pient indigestion. In front a la'wn

sloped to a little -willow-fringed river, to

the bank of which a canoe was moored.

The place bristled with dangers.

Isn’t it allwonderful? ’’said Angela.

Mj transports were moderated.

“ On the whole/' I said, “ I fancy we

shall be able to pass here a summer nob

altogether devoid of iaoident. But we

are both young and healthy, and we

may survive it. As to Arcadia Cottage,

if seven maids with seven mops

“Oh, it’ll need cleaning, of course,”

said Angela.
‘ ‘ But what do you really I

think of it?

I cast one long lingering look about

me.
. ^ ^

“I think it is ducky,” I said. “And

now I propose a cottage tea in the cot-

tage at the end of the lane.”

We adjourned.

The cottage tea was excellent. The

eggs were ducky too—we sa-w the duck.
- L. duG.

, who is to give a recital of Aus-

tralian B-ush songs on Wednesday night, was

born in Sy'dney, where he achieved early frame

as a boy Weekly Pa;ger,

Why isit thatthese singers get so stout ?

DELIA DOIVIITRIX.

When Delia takes her walks abroad,

Good men and beasts and plants

applaud

;

And crooks refrain awhile from fraud,

By her example overawed.

Clad in his singing robes, the bard

Anoints his lofty brows with nard,

And finds it sensibly less hard

To spin his doggerel by the yard.

The busy bee more honey sips

;

The pipit more divinely pips

;

Hedges break out in haws and hips

;

The lambkin far more gaily skips.

Awaking from their sullen sleep,

Porbeagles cleave the briny deep ;

The weeping willows cease to weep,

And even snails more swiftly creep.

The yaffle chuckles in the copse

;

Turnips put forth their choicest tops

;

Farmers grow hopeful of their crops

;

Composers meditate new “ ops.”

Flappers less virulently flap,

Less often earn their parents’ slap

;

Boys less acutely whippersnap,

And dogs less petulantly yap.

More mellow grows the motor’s hoot,

More beautiful the Kyles of Bute,

More prosperous the trade in jute,

More bland the music of De Geoot.

More radiant hues adorn the rose

;

More sweet its fragrance to the nose

;

More purple and pontific flows

The flood of Garvin’s Sunday prose.

In fine, when Delia takes the floor.

The voice of Cook, our Emperor,

Strangely subdued, resembles more
The dove-coo than the lion’s roar.

“But who is Delia ? Tell me plain,”

I hear you ask, and own with pain

She ’s but the phantom of a brain

Only occasionally sane.

Benefi-ts of the UTew B.B.C.

“With regard to ‘ congratulatory/ however,

the pronunciation decided upon is ‘ congratula-

tory,’ the reason for this being the great num-
ber of consonant sounds .”—Provincial Pajpe7',

Dholmondeley, on the other hand, is

pronounced not Oholmondeley, but

Cholmondeley,

“ One of our pet grumbles is that ice cannot

be taught in this country,”—Technical Pajper,

One can always bang it on the Head

with a spoon.
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AT THE PLAY. fourteen rapid months poor Lo
“Down Hill’' (Princes). broke to the wide, Julia owns tl

Boxun Hill, by David L’Estrange — I couldn’t quite^ follow this

(which is to say, Iv^r N^i^v^ll^), is mercilessly drives him out of it.

essentially a revue in nine reels—the I need hardly say that Julia c

technique is impenitently cinemato- seem a very likely person, and the

out of her lover, so that at the end of not let her down. But he does. The

fourteen rapid months poor Boddy is viilainous.4Z^erj5 tactfully offers the little

broke to the wide, Julia owns the flat paper packet and pouches the two

•I couldn’t quite follow this— and thousand dollars.^

grcilessly drives him out of it. A year later : Marseilles—-the room of

I need hardly say that Julia doesn’t a pretty octorcon lady in a public house

em a very likely person, and the disad- off the Cannebiere ;
she has pickedtechnique is impenitently cinemato- seem a very likely person, and the disad- off* the Cannebiere; she has picked

graphic—of five or six hectic years in the vantages of thecinematographicmethod him out of the gutter, wounded and

young life of Boddy BenuicL He starts are that there is no time to develop the penniless, his wits gone; she makes him

on the agreeable and promising plateau characters or plausibly explain their ap- her servant, treats him with a cruel

of a good public school and a comfort- parent inconsistencies. I also could not tenderness, supplies him with the in-

able house in Kingston. We see him help wondering why Boddy should dispensable dope. This is the last phase

in his study taking a foot-bath in water have chosen for his boon-companions of the swift descent. And I think the

provided by an admiring fag what time the two unspeakable soldier-cads who original-version ended here. The author

his pal, Tm Wakeh/y pretends to be had behaved so offensively to him in the has added a happy ending, possibly at

working, with something evidently on dressing-room of the Casino Theatre. the expense of his artistic conscience.

his mind. Tim confesses that

in one of their bounds-breaking

adventures he has—well, it is

expected that be is shortly to

become a father. No wonder
Tiw detested it. Both are sum-
moned to the Head’s study.

The young baggage, out of spite

and because his people are well

off*, accuses our Boddy

y

who
as a matter of fact couldn’t

stand her; Tim s confession is

strangled on his lips by one of

those headmasters who always
think they know what you’re

going to say
;
Boddy is expelled,

bearing his disgrace for Tim's

sak^, because if he doesn’t get

his scholarship his impecuni-

ous old parson father’s heart

will be broken.

Paya Berwick is not sym-
pathetic about his son’s sup-

posed transgression, and when
old ikTr. Wakely dies of heart

disease and Boddy feels himself

free to tell the truth he is not
believed

; so shakes the dust of

Kingston off* his feet, and—reel

four—finds his foot on the easy
downward slope of musical
comedy. Arrayed as a chorus

We rush up the hill even more
rapidly than we had hurtled

clown. The pretty lady has a

golden heart and pays a kindly
sailorman to ship him back to

Kingston. Vivien speeds across

the Atlantic,understandingand
forgiving, to complete his cure.

The long nightmare closes.

We dry our eyes. We applaud
vociferously.

It is not, of course, every-

body’s play—it is not precisely

mine, to be candid—but it is

by no means theatrically in-

effective in the romantic man-
ner, and it certainly seems at

home in the Princes Theatre.

Mr. Ivor Novbllo, for whom
I think there is a distinct place

as actor-manager-dramatist—
a type which looked like dis-

appearing but evidently still

supplies a definite demand

—

carried through his physically

exacting task as hero with skill

and credit. Mr. L’Estrange
had with much insight given
him a part calculated to show

UPHILL WOEIC. his gifts to advantage. I liked
The ueeobmation of a eoohge-lizard. hjm best as the schoolboy andSp 7

Miss Fbab^s Doble. as the professional dancer. A
licddij BenoKh Me. Ivor Novello.

performance in the
Nine months later : a private room spirit of the piece and the place,
a Paris restaurant ; a sinister waiter Miss Phyllis Monkman’s Julia was

polo.-player, in field bootswhich henoicfz Mr. Ivor Novello.
capable performance in the

would have broken any pony’s back, he Nine months later : a private room spirit of the piece and the place,
is fetching and carrying for the famous in a Paris restaurant ; a sinister waiter Miss Phyllis Monkman’s Julia was
heartless and of course dqep and cocaine-broker, Albert; Boddy

^

a little handicapped by the irreconcil-
in love. Julia, a candid soul, explains posing as a dago, teaching dancing, able inconsistencies of the character,
that diamonds are her strong suit rather paid a, beggarly wage and proudly But in the dressing-room scene before
than hearts, but just because for the first spurning the generous tips of his fascin- these had declared themselves she W’^as
time in her life she feels like really falling ated partners

;
pale and trembling and at her excellent best. Miss Oathlben

in love and for the first time is thinking hungry because his exiguous earnings Nesbitt’s Malia, the kind naughty
of somebody besides herself, she must all go in exchange for the fatal white octoroon lady, was most eff*ective, and
tell him not to be a young ass. She is powder. (Query: Would his pride Miss Frances Doble played her
mamed, smyway, and even if she came about tips hold out against his craving?) very attractively and skilfully in a much
to him she could not be faithful—a A beautiful rich American angel with restricted frame,
well-written scene this. however whom he is supping, not for the first Mr. Glen Byam Shaw was, I thought,
holds a trump-card. He has drawn a time, prevails upon him to accept a excellent as the younger Wakely in a
horsemtheCalcutta Sweep— shows loan of two thousand dollars for six scrape and the later improved, assured
a certain mterest-and actually wins the months’ training by Beckendorf, the Wakely, well out of it: I liked Mr.
^cond prize of forty thousand pounds, famous Eussian pianist, at the end of Clarke-Smith’shead-waiter bettorthanHe settles half of it on her, blueing his which time it is assumed he will be a his rather unconvincing schoolmaster,
share with great energy while prudent money-making maestro. This lovely Mr. William Kendall was effective as
Jtaia saves hers and all she can get Vivien is worth fighting for. He will thevillainousiZ6erZ,and as AfayorLe^>7^



in the second of the two scenes in which

that character appeared. In the first,

I should guess, he was hampered by the

exaggeration of the part. A very attrac-

tive well-studied sketch of the kindly

Swedish sailorman, and a sound, im-

pression of the rather over-ruthless elder

Berwick were contributed by Mr.

Evelyn Eobbets, The play was care-

fully produced and in the minor char-

acters there was little of the weakness

generally incidental to a long cast. T

.

In Mr. Punch’s “Diary of a Mon-
daine” (July 14) a purely fictitious

lady, who exhibited the sketchy manner
and costume of the modern stage, was
introduced by inadvertence under the!

name of “ Dorothy Darlington.” The
author of course intended no reference

whatever to the talented violinist of the

same name, who bears not the slight-

est resemblance to this imaginary lady

except in respect of her popularity.

“Bees Stop Haymaking.”
Neiospaj>e7' Headline.

What do they want ? More honey

and shorter hours ?

“Governess (21) requires past, to teach

children under 12, experienced, fluent Brench

acquired in Paris,”— Papei-,

She can’t have been trying in Paris.

“ Fish that live in fresh water have many
ways of anticipating the angler’s attempts to

lure them from their hiding-places. They can

see without being seen. They can feel the

vibration of horses galloping on the water.”

Sunday Paper.

Few anglers, however, use this device.

OUR YACHT.
III.

—

Obew Apple Beings Hee In.

Landing from a yacht is quite an

art. It seems at first sight easy enough
to bring a boat alongside the land, tie

up and get out
;
but it isn’t. We have

to do it every evening—besides each

time we see a likely-looking house of

refreshment on the bank—and it casts

a gloom over us for the previous half-

hour.' On one memorable day Captain

Percival entrusted Crew Apple with

the job of bringing The Merry Widoio

alongside at no less a place than Potter

Heigham (pronounced “ Potter ” by the

natives). Crew Apple will not be en-

trusted with the job again.

Our procedure on this occasion was
as follows. For half-a-mile or so Percival

had been standing in the bows scanning

roT^s of yachts and bungalows and say-

ing, “Don’t turn her in yet, Apple

old man ;
there ’s no place yet ;

” while

I replied with dignity, “That wasn’t

a turn in; that was a luff.” At last

Percival cried suddenly, “There you
are—in between those two motor-

boats, old man. Not those. Those, I

mean those! Look out! What are

you doing?. ,

Further instructions were cut short

by the jib-boom trying to pass Percival’s

knee in a restricted space. Percival

gave way gracefully to it by swinging

outboard and holding on to the mast-

stays with the back of his neck and a

half-hitch on the left ear, while I fran-

tically w^orked the tiller and several

ropes, including, as I eventually dis-

covered, theend of the dinghy’s painter,

which did very little good to anything.

Amidst warning shouts from the occu-

pants of about ten other craft, who were’

nervously getting out fenders, w^e pro-

ceeded to take up our berth.

The wind, which as usual had been

doing very little up till then, suddenly

began to blow a typhoon. The Merry
Widoio charged down upon the as-

sembled yachtage of Potter Heigham,
fenders hanging out at every angle,

including one on the sharp end which
V7e always use when coming alongside.

At or about the bows was Captain

Percival trying to untie knots in hal-

yards. At the tiller was Crew Apple
with set face and one experienced eye,

as always, on the boom.
“Let down the sail!” shouts Grew

Apple, temporarily in charge.
‘ ‘Whichone ? ” replies Captain Percival.

“The one my end.”

“It’s stuck,” pants Percival, wrest-

ling with a rope which has nothing to

do with it.

“That’s your topping lift,” advises

a first mate, in quite friendly fashion,

because we have just missed him and
are grazing the next boat instead.

Percival, flurried, lets down every

rope in sight, including the jib-halyard,

qn which Crew Apple’s “others” are

being hung out to dry, he having mis-

judged the breadth of the boat that

morning. The boom swingswith a bang
on to the starboard side of Crew Apple’s

skull ; the mainsail descends with a run

on Crew Apple’s shoulders; the gaff,

following the mainsail, descends with a
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louder bang on the port side of Crew
Apple's skull, and the jib-sail wraps
itself round Captain PerciTal.

Crew Apple, half stunned and en-

veloped in mainsail, pulls hard on a

loose end of anchor cable tied to a ring-

bolt and tries to steer with the handle

of one of the dinghy oars which has

mysteriously come aboard from astern.

Captain Percival tugs at a rope which

has got caught somewhere, tugs harder

and removes the obstruction, which

unfortunately turns out to bo his own
feet. The Merry Widotu bumps a

motor-boat, two more yachts, from one

of which she acquires a second dingh}?-,

and proceeds to gyrate rapidly in the

river at the mercy of wind and tide,

Crew Apple by now having got the

main-sheet looped comfortal3ly round

the tiller.

‘‘Throw us an anchor! ” yell several

apprehensive yacht-owners who have

not been hit. Those who have are now
yelling something quite different. Per-

cival throws one of the “ rond ” anchors
|

and hits a man. As he has omitted to

tie any rope to it the man throws it

back and hits Crew Apple.

“Throw a rope, you 1” shout

several other men, using nautical and
yachting terms.

Crew Apple, who has .been badly

bashed on the bows, comes to and
throws a rope. It is Crew Apple’s

favourite, throwing rope, consisting of

the main-sheet. The recipient hauls in

about a furlong of it and pulls the main-
sail taut. He holds it thus against

the gale for about two minutes. Then
the gale wins. His remark is luckily

choked by water.

The bank is by now getting further

and further away,' and Crew Apple, on
the extreme stern, throws every rope he
can see at it.

They all fall short, except one, which
is not tied to anything anywhere.
As Captain Percival and Crew Apple

are scanning the receding bank anxi-

ously there is a large bump and the yacht
hits the opposite one, for it is among
the first principles of yachting that a
river has always two banks. On feeling

the shock Crew Apple dismounts from
the stern of the yacht and Captain
Percival disappears through the open
skylight into the cabin,

A friendly mariner makes us fast and
we creep on shore. We shake hands
with ourselves and everyone. Then
Crew Apple runs a second set of clothes
up to dry, puts his boots out on the
quay and retires to the cabin for the
night in triumph. We have landed.
Not, I admit, on the bank we originally

intended, but still, from what we can
hear of those who are already there, it is

just as well. A. A.

A NEW WAY WITH PROUD PARENTS.

When tackled by a parent who is

determined to relate the latest example

of his child’s precocity the average man
usually resigns himself to his fate. He
thinks there is no escape and he listens

to the narration of juvenile repartee

and prattling obiter dtcia with affected

interest that varies according to the

duplicity of his nature. But there is a

way out. I am proud of the fact that

I am its discoverer.

My method is simple but effective.

A short while ago 1 found myself alone

in a compartment of the 9.5 with Chut-

terbottle, a proud father at whose hands
I have suffered a good deal. As I fully

anticipated, before very long he laid

down his newspaper and 'endeavoured

to fix me with his eye. I recognised

the symptoms and quickly produced a

type-written sheet from my pocket. -

Chutterbottle led off with an opening

with which I was very familiar.

“Marvellous how quick that young-
ster of mine is. Simply marvellous 1

Sometimes I ask myself if he isn’t gallop-

ing along too quickly.” He paused. I

assumed that he was again asking him-
self the question, and said nothing.

After a few moments of contempla-

tion he resumed.
“At' school he leaves the other kids

of his age standing. Those older too.

And spell ! My dear fellow, you should

hear him spell. Only the other day
—

”

“Excuse me,” I said, “but how old

did you say your son was ?
”

“ Eive and three months.”
It was now my turn to fix Chutter-

bottle with my eye. ^ .

“ Does he know by heai't the princi-

pal events narrated inthe Pentateuch ?
”

[ asked him sternly.

He stared at me stupidly.

“Can he,” I barked, “converse in

Latin and French ?
”

Chutterbottle’s face was, as they say,

a study.

“My dear fellow,” he protested, “I
have just told you that he is only five

and three months.”
I consulted my typewritten sheet.

“A ripe age,” I ,remarked, “long
before the attainment ofwhich Christian
Heinecken was employed in the study
of religion and the history of theChurch.
It is worthy of note that he was able
not only to repeat what he had read
but to reason upon it and to express his
own judgment.”

“ where does this Heinecken kidlive,

anyway ? He sounds like a foreigner,”
“ He was,” I replied. “ But his prom-

ising careerwas cut short in 1786, when
he was but five years of age.”

Chutterbottle looked relieved.
“ However,” I continued, “ to bring

it nearer home, there is the case of John
Stuart Mill, who when a mere babe of

three taught himself the Greek alpha-
bet. What Greek has your son ?

’*

“Greek be hanged! ” cried Chutter-
bottle. “ What Greek have you, if it

comes to that ?
”

“ That is beside the point, Chutter-
bottle,” 1 answered. “ \Ve are discuss-

ing the achievements of children.”

Chutterbottle, I could see, was now
thoroughly roused.

“I may say,” he cried, “I don’t care
about Hugo learning Greek, though I

have no doubt he could pick it up just

as quickly as anyone else—and a good
deal quicker. But the kid ’s fond of

music. You should just see him at his

scales.”

His face lit up. He was recovering
his moral.

“Ah, music!” Eapidly I scanned
my type-written sheet.

“I am afraid that he is already past
the age to equal the achievements of

William Crotch, who was born at

Norwich in 1775. One day, \vhen
William Crotch w^as, according to his

baptismal register, but two months and
three years old, he seated himself at
the organ, having persuaded an elder
brother to blow the bellows. At first

he played at random, but presently he
produced with commendable patriotism
and with one hand so much of ‘ God
Save the King ’ as to awaken the curi-

osity of his father, then in his workshop.
When Mr. Crotch found that the per-
former was his infant son he could
scarcely credit it.

“After a lapse of a few months,
.William mastered both the treble and
the bass of * Hope, thou Muse of Young
.Desire.’ Can you say the same of
Hugo?” I concluded triumphantly,

I could see that I had penetrated
with effect the armour of Chutterbottle.
He replied tersely to rny question, and,
though he said something that sounded
like Hugo, it was not the name of his

son.

The remainder of the journey I spent
peacefully studying my newspaper.

“I would also like to get a cure for a rod
nose. I cut it out about six weeks ago, but
lost it .”—Canadian Taper.

Why not try the “ absent ” treatment ?

From a leading article on the old-
fashioned London Season ;

—

“And prodigiously careful they were of the
invitations they issued or accepted, making
no attempt and having no desire to ‘ climb,’
determined not to ‘ descend,* looking for their
company chiefly among those whose coaches
had rolled in their own ruts or among the
branches of their own ancestral tree.”

Daily Paper.

Preferably a horse-chestnut.
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I
NTO the pipkin Fortune flung

A quizzical eye, the nimblest tongue,

Something electric, the acting art,

Nonsense, sense and an ageless heart.

Laughing gaily she turned to mix,

And out of the pot sprang SEY^IOUR HICKS

MR. PUNCH’S PERSONALITIES
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Nervoits Comedian . “I say, I wi5h tour dog wouldn’t take quite so much interest in mb.”

Chorus Lady. “ The darling ! He has such a sense op humour.”

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
{By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Thebe can be no doubt that Mr. Eobert Hichens, still

maintaining his preoccupation with religion, wants to say,

in The God Within Him (Methuen), something serious and
helpful about the doctrine of right thinking as enunciated

by his mystical Eussian Jew, Peter Kharkoff But it is not

easy to acquit him of having achieved a rather ponderous
and dull book, overloaded with irrelevant detail and lacking

entirely that effect of pruning and selection which we have
now some sort of right to expect in the technique of writers

of his reputation. Kharkoff works upon the souls of those

with whom he makes contact by thinking them into a change
of heart. Even the worldly Canon Barrimore, preaching
in Dreaiiey Cathedral, spoils artistically, while improving
spiritually, an elaborate sermon by a blundering touch of

sincerity due to the hypnotic inffuence of the Jew, who is

in the coogregation. Charming Miss Cresstoell, settled

spinster, half falls in love with him, while her niece, the
Ho71. Imogen Lowrie, a jazz, lip-stick, latch-key, hunting,
swearing, whisky-and-soda girl, engaged to a nice faithful

brainless soldier whose back was broken in the hunting-field,

is persuaded by the mystic to dedicate her life to her injured
lover and carry on in the skin God made for her. She is

released by the unselfish suicide of her Hugo—this was
apparently one of the indirect effects of Kharkoff''

s

thinking
—and is, we understand, destined for the unbelieving organ-
ist of Drearley Cathedral. Looking at his figure in a photo-
graphic group of Church dignitaries, choir-boys, lay-vicars
and vergers, our Miss Cressiuell, while the mysterious
Jew stands at her side, hears her still small voice diagnos-
ing, There ’s more spirituality in his face than in all the

other faces put together.*' I found Peter Kharkoff

,

the Un-
earthly, a bore and quite unconvincing. But Miss Gressxoell

might very well give an explanation of my attitude which

would be unflattering to me. I quite see that.

Of conscious alchemy, the diligent liberation of gold from
dross, I do not find sufficient evidence in Miss Margaret
Skelton’s second novel. But that Below the Watch Toioers

(Parsons) is far richer in ore than most attempts to treat

an aspect of the War fictitiously, I am bound, after a by no
means always easy perusal, to maintain. The chief problem
of the book is an educational one—is it possible to train

youth to think internationally and work for civilisation, and
then expect it to fight the foreign co-heirs of its faith, hope
and charity with the methods of modern barbarism ? This

problem confronts Isa and Valentine Bay, who, reared in an
English military dep6t, have succeeded in educating them-
selves out of its ideals. The eccentric aunt who mothers
them is a scholar and thinker, and, though she says littlo

or nothing to bias her charges, she leaves loopholes of the

spirit where a conventional aunt would have interposed

masonry. Aunt Lucy "
shows Miss Skelton’s Pelion-on-

Ossa method of characterisation at its best. She is a little

heavy, but her weight becomes her. The children, after a

rather lonely enduring of their relative’s mature manage,
make friends with a light-hearted household, the Waylands

;

and it is the Waylands who take them at the close of their

college days to visit relatives in Germany. The pleasantest
passages of a book inevitably clouded show the English
and German families laying the foundations oi understand-
ing. Isa engages herself to a German doctor, and Valentine
loses the Waylands' beautiful cousin, Elizabeth, to a half-

Erench suitor. On what endures and what gives way under
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the strain of the War Miss Skelton
has written with perhaps some redund-
ancy of circumstance, but with nothing
of candour and sympathy that is not

the due of her theme.

Linked by indissoluble ties,

Spite of a transient altercation,

They still enhance in wondrous wise
The joy and gaiety of the nation

—

Gilbert and Sullivan, two names
Destined to-xing throughout the ages,

But Sullivan’s especial claims

Are pressed in H. Saxe Wyndham’s
pages.

The world knows well the swift success

That smiled on him from life's be-

ginning,

But here we see the strain and stress

That made the prize so hard of

winning

;

The generous heart, unspoiled by wealth

;

The loyal friend and best of brothers,

Who though in pain and broken health

Never forgot to think of others.

All these, and other traits beside,

Lend point and charm to a recital

Which has confirmed and verifiied

A boon that is beyond requital

;

The book—^brought out by Kegan, Paul
And OuEWEN—gives me genuine

pleasure,

And wakens memories that recall

The source of an abiding treasure.

The series of small books called To-

day and To-morrow (Kegan, Paul) is

starry with the names of leaders of _
modern progressive thought. How far

visitor in Country Cottage. “I suppose you don’t get much excitement here?”,
all these books are light y and bnghtly qU Lady. “Oh. I dunko. Sombiimes, fob ihstakce, a lobby passes aud
as well as instructively written I shakes the whole house.”
do not know, but Plato's American ........ — — : ,

— -vt—

.

— -

Bepublic, by Mr, Douglas Woodruff, is certainly a a title they think honourable, calling him “ the Master of

happy find. It is my earnest belief that the United them that Know,” though they do not add how little, so

States of America are now in such a strong financial the Americans hail the Detroit Oracle as the Master of

position that they can afi'ord to let us make as much fun of them that Guess.’
”

them as we like, and Mr. Woodruff does not spare his
;

A most entertaining book.

hand. Most ingeniously he stretches the grave diction of

Jowett’s translation to cover such matters as the parking Take the belowstairs squalor of Esther Waters^ blend it

of motors, Prohibition, big business, publicity and the like, with the attic stuffiness of Jude the Obscure, set your scenes

This of the Volstead clause:- in two low-class Canadian hotels, make your principal I

‘But teetotalism,’ said Agathon, ‘is the more dangerous interest the attraction of one waitress for a dozen male

extreme. Dor only a very exceptional man can keep really habituds—and you have the unprepossessing pastiche which
- ^ *'i ...1 I i nyr ^ i .n. T\ .1 j. /TV/T . _
drunk for long periods, whereas many teetotalers stay tee-

totalers for months together.'
“ ‘ Many months,’ I agreed.

Mr. Mazo be la Eoche unhappily calls Delight (Mac-
millan), Never having encountered the prototypes of

The Duke of York ” and “ The British-American ” myself,
“

‘ And even years in some cases, Socrates,’ he went on, I am prepared to give their chronicler every credit for his

‘if what I hear is true.’ picture of their external amenities; as also for the dress,

“
‘ Why, yes,’ I said. ‘ I am afraid we cannot deny it. dialect (or dialects), manners (where existent) and customs

There are men in Kansas wffio have repressed their thirst of the stock-farmers, farmyard, jam-factory and dye-works

for upwards of forfcy years.’
”

And this of American contempt for the past :

—

“
‘ Do they despise all history ? ’ asked Lysis.

“‘Yes,’ I said, ‘and they love the utterance of their

Detroit' Oracle when he said,

“ History is bunk I ”

hands who compose their clientele. He has also, as far as

my knowledge goes, drawn a competent portrait of “ two
little Cockney animals ” on and off the staff of the first inn

—

a London wench who comes out in search of a renegade
;

husband, and the renegade himself. But Delight Mainprize,
|

who gives her name to the book—her progenitors, a Russian
j

And they regard him with increasing honour as he says dancer and a Somersetshire villager, having given the name

these things. And as the Europeans have given to Aristotle I to her—is merely the creature of a disagreeable fancy.
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Having little or no substance in herself, her supposedly naif

sensuality is merely offensive in ifcs effect on the credible

society about her
;
but this, as I have already indicated, is

the main scope of Mr, db la Eoche’s activities. His style

in dealing with it has little poise or temper. In the ease

with which he delineates the normal daily drama of the

two bars undistracted by incendiaryfemininity, I think I per-

ceive a happier vein which he could easily make his own.

Long years ago Mr, E. E. Benson wrote Sheaves, in which
he depicted the efforts of a rapidly ageing wife to retain the

affections of a husband many years younger than herself.

It was a gloomy book, I remember, in which the wife’s death
to slow music came as a merciful release. In Mezzanine
(Cassell) he has returned to this theme, but, as if to give

happiness a chance, he has reduced the disparity in years
from twenty to ten. Even so he seems to find the outlook
bleak enough. Elizabeth Langdon does in the end beat off*

the harpy who is ruining her home, but her essential problem
remains. And, while in some degree it is every Vfoman’s
problem, mos^ women, I think, would have managed it

financier, peer nor newspaper-proprietor) rather a poor one.

Mr. Belloc must take another cruise in the Nona and got

some fresh air into his lungs.

Father (^eULvnmg from seaside, with prospect of a iico-mile loalk from the
station). “What oh earth’s in this box?”

Boy. “ Sand I
”

better than Elizabeth

did. “ V/rinkles and
impending age ” are

Averted, one knows,
neither by prayers nor
by shingling and short

skirts, but the unhappy
victim has at least the
expedient of thinking

about something else.

Elizabeihlhe^ with her
trouble day and night.

Here Mr. Benson’s me-
thod seems to be at

fault; he has been too*

intent on his theme.
Substantially there are

only three characters

in the book, and never
j

for a moment may the
!

readerforget thetragedy ^

of Elizabeth'

s

age.

Some relief would have been welcome, and its absence is the
more to be regretted in that the material was to hand. In
particular there wa.s Elizabeth's brother, a consummate liter-
ary egoist of whom one is given a fleeting and exasperating
glimpse. For all that, an intensely interesting book, as
absorbing, in fact, as any Benson book I can remember.

^

Mrs. Marlcham's New History of England (Cayme Peess)
IS offered to the public by its author, Mr. Hilaire Belloc, as
“ a little book especially designed for the instruction of young
people between the ages of twelve and fourteen years in the
jnstitutions and recent history of our beloved country.” That
of course, is Mr.^ Belloc’s fun. This book is neither history
nor new

; it is just an airing of the old grievances which
Mr. Belloc s saddened admirers now have at their fingers’
ends. Unlike Mr. Dick's, Mr. Belloc’s King Charles is
poiycephalous, and there is mercy in that. We do at any
rate pass from the Samuels to the Montagus and back to
the Samuels again. And while I am praising the book letme freely admit that its artistry is considerable. It is as

ifPPy execution as in idea. As Mr. Belloc shows, the
Markham dialogue is a perfect vehicle for innuendo; the
dullest of writers could hardly fail to make something of the
opportunities offered by the children’s artless questioning.
Mr. Belloc, I need not say, has missed nothing. A bitter,

I

bitter jest, and (as I am free to say, being neither politician, I

The doctrine of reincarnation—nearly as well-worn a theme
for novels, by the way, as Fitzgerald’s Omar for the supply
of their titles—provides the peg upon which Mr. Egbert
Clay, the author of A Chequer Board (Blackwood) hangs
his story of pirates, fair ladies, battle, murder and sudden
death. Further than as a peg, the reincarnation business
has really very little to do with the tale, for there is no
analogy between the humdrum life of the hero as a pub-
lisher’s reader and his previous career as a gentlemanly
freebooter

; and—but for the purpose of providing a happy
ending—it is not quite clear why it should have been intro-
duced into the book at all. The story itself—the pirate
part—is thoroughly readable in spite of the handicap of a
clumsy style and laboured verbiage, and the characters are
marked by a welcome divergence from stereotyped pattern.
The ship’s company of the Vulture are a singularly unattrac-
tive lot, but so—stripped of the glamour of false romance—

were most of the frowsy
ruffians who made their

last public appearance
at Execution Dock a
century aitd a half ago.

There were moments
when I felt consider-
ably baffled by Behind
the Fog (Heinemann).
I surmise that it was
part of Mr. H. H.
13Ashford’s intention to
baffle, but he has over-
done it. In his unspeak-
able Challis, a
popular Nonconformist
preacher, ho has intro-

duced us to as evil a
villain as anyone could
desire to run to earth.

Manylaudableattempts
of the story moving
islands of Norway.

are made to catch him, the scene
from England to the lesser-known __ „ .

Desperate adventures follow before he is finally bearded*
No reader can complain that he does not get a long
run for his money, but 1 have assisted at hunts in which
the excitements have been as numerous and the trail less
painfully difficult to follow.

The Lunatic in Charge (Lane) is a continuation of the
adventures of the engagingly amorous Mandell-Essington,
and they are as amusing and ingenious as any Mr. J. Stoker
Olouston has given us.

^

Mr. Clouston’s lunatic had already
been ‘‘at large ” three times, and you can rest assured that
the change of title does not mean that his capacity for
mischief and evasion is in the smallest degree diminished.
In fact, when he is either posing as a dos'itor or pro-
ending to be a sleuth, he is at the top of his form,
ihose to whom farce is an abomination will be wise to
avoid him, but for my own part I find his follies diverting
enough; and Mr. Clouston’s manner of relating them
adds greatly to this diversion.

Our Dauntless Prodigals.
seeks employment

; two ycaw swino-herd on estate :would serve same again if necessary
; left through no fault.”

Fcrsonal Column,
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CHARIVARIA.
Mr. Bald'win entered his sixtieth year

last week, but still hopes to see the end
of the coal-strike.

nS

We are unable to obtain confirmation
of the rumour that Mile. Lenglen has
turned professional with the patriotic

object of restoring the financial position
of her country. .v

‘'si;

Frenchmen are becoming more and
more addicted to all forms of sport.

They are now developing a passion for

the game of Shove-franc.

The experience of the British tourists

who were hooted for appearing in a
French town in bath-
ing costumes proves
once more the folly of

pretending to have
swum the Channel.

Instruction in Greek
history is recommended
by the Cardiganshire
Education Committee
on the ground of its

similarity to Welsh his-

tory. The parallel be-

tween Athens and
Llanystymdwy has of

course often been re-

marked.
'

In view of the ex-

perience of Oldeoyd,
who has twice lately

been knocked uncon-
scious' when batting,

there is some talk

among cr icket reformers

of agitating for the in-

troduction of a rule

whereby abatsmanwho
fails' to rise on the count of ten shall

be given out, even if he hasn’t fallen

on his wicket.

A letter posted at Bsigate nineteen

years ago was received at an address in

Purley the next day.

** The idea that relativity disposes of

ether is only true mathematically in the

sense that you do not have to talk about
it,” says Sir Oliver Lodge. Very well

;

we won’t.

We hear a report of a small boy in

London who cannot stop laughing. Let
him not despair. He will eventually

grow up and become a taxpayer.

An income-tax collector complains of

the illegible writing of doctors. Only
the other day a domestic servant, to

whom her master, a medical man, had
given a testimonial for a new situation,
took it to the chemist’s and had it

made up.

It is said by an American newspaper
that it is dijBficult to induce the Filipinos
to live within their income. We have
the same trouble in trying to get the
Government to live within ours.

A
*

A newspaper reports the case of a
jazz-band drummerwhowas accidentally
hit on the head with a hammer. We
must take our contemporary’s word for

it that it was an accident.

According to Mr. Max Pemberton
the art of story-writing is to tell a story.

AT OUR VILLAGE PETE.
“ See, Amelia, the dear Vicar is just putting up the hy^vins.”

It is certainly a good idea and one which
our novelists might try.

The men who broke into a wholesale
tobacconist’s at Stratfordthe other night

and stole a hundred thousand Wood-
bines are believedtohaveheen associated

with a dangerousgang of chain-smokersi

• Seismologists are disinclined to con-

nect the recent earth-tremors in the

Channel Islands with an unusually

severe wave of uneasiness among Eng-
lish tax-dodgers. ^

The care pedestrians are obliged to

take to avoid the traffic dangers in Paris

is illustrated by the fact that an acrobat

has walked across a square in Mont-
martre on a tigh't-rope.

* *

We read of a salmon which leaped

into a Barmouth motor-boatand jumped
;

back into the sea when a fox-terrier on
board snapped at it. A good dog is a
great protection against salmon.

Mr. Ford has invented a new and
cheap monoplane. All bolts and nuts
are said to be fitted with miniature
parachutes to ensure a safe landing for
them.

jj, ,,,

It is not surprising to hear that Pro-
fessor Forbes says the moon is made of
ice. That’s what comes of stopping out
all night in the cold.

A writer in a contemporary is asking,
“ What is classical music ? ” Sometimes
it ’s popular stuff which was written so

long ago that one can
admit liking it without
loss of prestige.

The Pan-Asiatic Con-
gress recently tried to

get hold of a language
that would be impos-
sible for white men to
learn. After theB.B.C.’s
efforts in the matter of

pronunciation, the
question arises : What’s
wrong with English ?

Experiments are be-

ing made in treating

iguanas and other cold-

blooded animals with
violet rays. But no-
thing of the kind seems
to have been tried on
tax-collectors.

At the Richmond
Horse Show several

bulldogs fainted from
the heat. For the bene-

fit of U.S. visitors it must be explained
that “hot dog” in this country is not
a form of refreshment.

At Sandwich a pageant is to be held

entitled “ Sandwich— Through the

Ages.” This is unfortunate, as it

will only encourage our indefatigable

humourists to go on being funny about
railway-buffets.

A writer remarks that “nothiog can
stop people from singing in the bath.”

Has he tried a stick of dynamite in the

geyser? ,5,..

“If you want to be healthy lie down
with your back flat On the bare boards,”

advises a daily paper. Some of our

heavy-weight boxers ‘have given this

scheme.a good trial, but complain that

they wake up with a bad headache.

VOL. CLXXI. G
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?kH OF THE POINTED EARS.

When from the hum of London’s traffic

j
(Gyratory or not)

I pass to seek the pure seraphic

Peace of a rustic spot,

My simple quest is stultified

By goggled fiends that go astride

Careering round the countryside

—

They an awful lot 1

Bearing their baggage on a pillion

In dubious equipoise,

They paint the leafy lanes vermilion

For sheer delight of noise,

Scarce hearing—such a row they make—
The curses uttered in their wake
By stricken pullets ; thus they take

Their devastating joys.

By Ocean’s marge my tent I order,

For there these brutes can ramp
Only on one side of the border,

The other being damp

;

And, plugged with cotton-wool to spare
My head from splitting past repair,

Far out upon the deep I fare

Until I get the cramp.

But now I hear that Hicks (ozm Jovn-
son)

Has told his stout police

To keep an ear at vantage coigns on
Those who molest the peace

;

‘‘From hoots and clatter, snorts and
clicks,

Open exhausts and such low tricks,

It is my firm resolve,” says Jioks,
To make the blighters cease.”

Eobert, I know your sense of duty.
Which nothing ever warps

;

You will preserve the quiet beauty
Of our sequestered thorps

;

With high arresting hand you T1 brave
The hooligans that don’t behave,
And none shall ’scapefrom capture, save
Over your mangled corpse.

You'll cock your ears to mark their
coming

And, trapping all you can,
Defend against their hideous drumming
The rights of rural Man

;

So, to perpetuate your praise
As guardian of our country ways,
We 11 do you, one of these fine days,
In copper-bronze as Pan. 6. S.

Our Particular Editors.
“A lunar rainbow is an unusual rather than

a definitely rare phenomenon.”— Pap&i\

‘‘iiy oase, he (Mr. Bernard Shaw) knows
that though his beard may be white his tongue
13 as sharp as when it was xedi^^-^DailyFaper.

He must try the little daily dose.

*
o’clock light again became

indiiierent, but, after consolation between the
umpires, play proceeded.”— Paper,
Liquid, we presume.

AN IMPORTUNATE BEGGAR.

A SECOND after Iris had congratulated

Mussolini (though not, of course, in

person) on purging Italy of beggars, the

Old Man of the Bay thrust his sun-

baked straw hat in my face. I should

explain that this took place in Naples,

where we had gone not so much to die

as to see Pompeii. The old man had a

volcanic eye and a streaming white

beard that made him look like one of

the minor prophets (Habakkuk was my
preference), and he held out his ridicu-

lous straw hat with a stiff insistence as

though it were some kind of nosebag
out of which we were expected to feed.

“No—not to-day,” said Iris vaguely
yet firmly, “if you know what I mean.”

“ I am a ver’ old man yes thank you
ver’ much,” said Habakkuk all in one
breath, and in English that was not so

much broken as cracked.

“Ohl he can speak English,” said

Iris.

“I bet I can speak it a lot better,” I

said rather jealously.

“Yes thank you ver’ much I am a
ver’ old man,” said Habakkuk brightly;

but Iris was disappointed.
“Why, I believe that 's all he knows,”

she said.

“ Or needs to know,” I murmured.
Iris carried me hurriedly across the

street to a shop-window that was full

of red coral. She was pointing to a
necklace that she said was absurdly
cheapwhen Icaught sight of the oblique
reflection of a straw hat in the window
glass.

As we turned away we were favoured
with a third variation of that simple
Neapolitan air. “Yes ver' much I am
a ver’ old man thank you,” droned the
voice.

Iriswalked quite fast for at least ten
yards, but the afternoon was biazingly
hot.^ “It will be all right if we look
straight ahead of us and take no notice,”
she assured me as she slackened pace.
But the eye of man is so made that

it may look as straight ahead as Iris
tells it and yet not fail to notice the
presence of an old straw hat keeping
on a level with it.

“ It is useless,” I said at last. “Even
you cannot pretend you haven't heard
him say he is a ver* much man thank
you he is ver' old yes. I could work
out the number of possiblecombinations
and permutations if only you gave me
time. Perhaps he means to give us his
whole repertoire before he goes away.”

“ The one way to shake him off’ is to
pop inside a shop for a few minutes,”
said Iris decisively, and towed me into
the nearest.

^

I think she might just as well have
picked out a shop where they sell nice

things to eat and drink. This one
happened to be a Farmacia.
The man behind the counter bent

forward with an eager smile. Then it

came suddenly to Iris that people who
pop into chemists’ shops usually have
something definite in mind.
“I want—” she began bravely.

A cold shadow fell acrossthedoorway.
“I want—” repeated Iris.

I cast a panic-stricken glance behind
me. “She wants a ver' old man,” I
gabbled.

“ Yes thank you ver' much,” said Iris.

But really, you know, it ’s awful being

1

in'a chemist’s without a single idea in
your head about what to ask for. You
try it. The man behind the counter
was simply .erupting Italian like a
voluble Vesuvius, and the straw hat
had taken up its position between us.

Its owner caught up our last words
approvingly. “ Yes a ver’ old man ver’

much thank you,” he said.

In desperation, Iris pointed to a dark-
green bottle that stood just above the
chemist's left ear. “ I want some of
that. A lot of it,” she added.
“Good heavens! you mustn’t ask

for that stuff,” I exclaimed. On the
label there was a word that looked like

Borgialina. “ It 's sure to be a deadly
poison. The chemist will think that
Habakkuk is your wealthy uncle and
that you ’ve brought him in here to do
him in. Ask for something to cure a
cold. Sneeze. He ’ll understand that.”

Iris rested her elbows on the counter
thebettertostudythe bottles. Habakkuk
by a stroke of supreme impertinence
shoved his alms-gathering old boater
across the shiny wood until it came to
anchor in front of her.

Immediately the chemist smiled a
brilliant comprehending smile and said
“ Si, si ” about twenty times. He ran
his hand along a shelf and produced a
small bottle which he pushed into my
hand.

Fortunately the directions on the
wrapper were in French as well as in
Italian. I read them, and in a flash
understood the situation as it had pre-
sented itself to the man behind the
counter. So he did think that Habakkuk
belonged to Iris 1

I wheeled round on that venerable
humbug. “Now say ^Grazie' for the
nice kind lady’s present,” I said, and
gently placed the bottle in his boater.
You see it was a preparation guaran-

teed to restore faded straw hats.

“Tangier.
Tne Khmes, who have recently defeated the

friendly Ghomara, now seem inclined to fight
matters to a finish under their now loader,
Quid Beggar.”

—

Morning Paper,
Apparently no relation to the absent-
minded one.
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Girl {seeing friend off), “Some luggage t

Friend. “I x>o, my dear-most oe it.”

Why on earth don’t you bend it in advance?”

THE DOG, THE BABY AND THE COOK.

You can’t, I find, keep a dog and a

baby and a cook. One of them has to go.

The reason is the cook. The cook, it

appears, will willingly wait on Daddy
and Mummy and Jack and Jill and the

baby’s nurse, or on Daddy and Mummy
and Jack and Jill and the dog, but not

on Daddy and Mummy and Jack and
Jill and the baby’s nurse and the dog.

You must take this as a laid-down

principle. It isn’t that the cook objects

to the dog or the baby or the nurse or

anyone. It just is that, purely as a

matter of business, she draws a line

which does not include the baby and
the dog. In other words one of them
is surplus to establishment. An extra.

One of them must go. Or else the cook.

Jack, who is eleven years old, thinks
it ought to be the baby. He hasn’t said

so in so many words, and I think if he
were challenged he would stoutly deny
that this was his view

; but that would
be merely his British doggedness (if you
will allow the expression), for in his

heart of hearts I feel convinced that he
looks upon the baby as useless and
unnecessary. She can’t bowl to him
or bat to his bowling

; she doesn’t know
thename of a single Australian cricketer

;

she hasn’t even heard of Carr. At her

best she can only gurgle, and at her

worst scream.

Jill is different. Jill quite obviously

adores the baby. So she does the dog.

She would say unhesitatingly, let the

!

cook go. The cook matters little or!

nothing to Jill. Jill doesn’t stay up to ’

dinner, being only nine ; she has lunch

at school during term time, and any
sort of cook can supply a good tea and
a glass of milk and a banana at bed-time.

Why, Mummy herself could do that

without a cook at all.

Mummy (excuse this familiar mode
of reference, but it seems unavoidable)

is in a more difi&cult plight. One may
begin by affirming that she would not
let the baby go. The dog, too—one
could hardly believe that she would let

the dog go. That leaves the cook.

Now a cook is an absolutely necessary
thing to have about the house, and
there is not, I understand, a plentiful

supply of cooks on the market at the
present time

; consequently you will be
rather surprised to learn that Mummy
thinks that there is nothing for it but for

the cook to go. Which makes so far

(assurning that I am right about Jack
and Jill) two votes against the cook,
one against the baby and none against
the dog.

And now I come in. I have ex-

amined the question very carefully and
very fairly. And I feel that it is up to

me to take some sort of a strong line.

Cook, baby, the dog. One of them has
got to go. To my mind obviously it is

not the cook. Not my cook. The
baby—it is unthinkable. Not my baby.

That leaves the dog.

I called him in.

“Paddy,” I said, “ we are mixed up
in a most serious crisis. You, the baby
and the cook—one of you has got to go.”

I took hold of his large flapping ears,

and he looked up at ms wistfully and
intelligently.

“ I know that,” he replied, “ I have
known it for some time. And I think
it is a most shameful thing that there

should be any question about it.”

I let go of his ears and he shook his

head, snorted and settled down at my
side.

“Nonsense,** I said; “you mustn’t
talk like that. Pair *s fair, Paddy.”
“I know, I know,” he answered,

“that’s exactly what I think myself.

But it isn’t fair. This baby, with all

respect, and I know I oughtn’t to gay
it, has been nothing but a confounded
nuisance ever since she turned up.

Things were going delightfullysmoothly
and everyone was perfectly happy until

this ridiculous thing happened.”
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“ Paddy,” I said, “ you are going too
far, and if you carry on like this I shall

lose my temper. This is the most
beautiful baby in the world. You’re
nothing but a jealous old mongrel, and
if you don’t pull yourself together I

shall simply throw you away without
another word.”

“ Sorry,” he replied, with a touch of

irony in his voice. “ I can see how it

stands. But you must pardon me if I

say that it completely baffles me how a
sane man like you can become such a
drivelling idiot over a useless, unsport-

ing, idle, senseless, dribbling, hiccough-
ing, immobile

”

“ Paddy !
” I thundered, and I slapped

him in the face.

He crumpled up on the floor, and his

eyes were bloodshot and ashamed as

he looked up at me.
At this moment—it was just before

dinner—the front-doorbell rang. Joan
and Michael were shown in.

Joan and Michael were being married
next week. They had spared one of their

last precious evenings to dine with us.

My wife welcomed them and took

them upstairs to see the baby. The
baby had one look at them and yelled.

They said the baby was sweet, but there

wasn’t much ring of conviction in their

voices.

We mixed a cocktail and took them
in to dinner. They said the dinner was
marvellous; but almost everything is

marvellous to people like Joan and
Michael, so there wasn’t much tribute

to the cook in what they said.

After dinner we met Paddy. Paddy
was lying as I had left him, contem-
plative, disgruntled, ashamed.

I said, Paddy, you ’re a bad lad. Get
up and shake hands with the lady.”

Joan said, “Michael, do look! Did

you ever see such a sweet dog ? Isn’t

he divine ?
”

Michael said, I say, what an amaz-
ing dog 1

”

And Paddy held up a paw to Joan
and shook hands.

I said rather sardonically, with an eye

on Paddy, “ What on earth ’s the use

of a dog that makes pals with any old

person who happens to come around ?

Paddy, you ’re an ass.”

Joan and Michael said in chorus.

Darling, isn’t he too marvellous 1 1

do hope we shall have a dog like that.”

And quite suddenly thewholeproblem

seemed to me to be solved. I looked at

Paddy. He was making a perfect fool

of himself, shaking hands and beaming
at these people as if he had known them
all his life. Knowing Paddy as I did, I

was surprised. It wasn’t like Paddy.

Something had gone wrong with him

;

he was a changed dog. I lit my pipe

and looked at him again.

mvm ^Js- '’1
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THE PROFESSIONAL TOUCH.
Absent-minded physician at a dance.

He turned and faced me as I struck wrote, ‘'with very best wishes from

my match. There was a challenge in Peter and Margaret.”

his eyes. And there and then I fixed the label

“Well? ” he inquired. on to Paddy’s collar. L. B. G.
“ Well ? ” I replied.

“ Settled,” said he. “ If I ’ve got to ^
” 7.25. Bach interpreted by Joan Baptiste

T>n -iu 4.4. Toner. Concerto an the Italian style. Allegro
go. I’ll go with the pretty lady and ^oierato; Andante; Presto,
gentleman.” 7.40. Musical Interlude.”

“ Eight,” I said steadily, and I walked Hacho Programme.

over to my writing-desk. The B.B.C. should avoid these invidious

“To the bride and bridegroom,” I distinctions.
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TRAGEDY IN THE PARK.

(An Echo of the Season.)

‘‘These things,” ske said moodily,

“only happen to me.”

“Worse to me,”! assured her. “Why,
only this morning a man who borrowed

a fiver from me the Derby day before

last paid it me back.”

“But surely,” she protested, “you
don’t call that worse ?

”

“Worse than worse,” I answered with

a hollow laugh, “for he gave it me right

under the nose of a man from whom I

borrowed a tenner at Ascot three

seasons ago.”
“ Well,” she conceded, “perhaps the

first man was a little thoughtless, but it

was all your own doing and ever so

different from what happened to me in

the Park last Sunday morning. Were
you there ?

”

“ I was not,” I said a little proudly,

“lam the only living creature in town
who wasn’t.”

“Anyone can he morbid,” she told

me severely. “ Tom and I were there.

I was wearing my new signed Paris

frock by Conte Oomme Eien et Cie., the

model they call ‘ Ce Que Pemme Veut.’
”

“I know,” I said. “Blanche was
telling me she had one from the same
people, only they call her model ‘ Ce
Que THomme Paye.’

”

“Well, it ’s whathe’s for,” she snapped.
“ Exactly,” I agreed. “ And Tom

—

what was he wearing ?
”

“Tom,” she repeated, bewildered.
“ I don’t know. Why ?

”

“Because,” I explained, “last time
I saw him in the Park on a Sunday
morning he had no collar, no tie, blue

overalls and a trickle of milk down his

nose. So I thought the same costume
might have been quite a success agaii^.”

“ Oh, that was only wear for a general
strike,” she told me. “ Well, we saw
a lot of people we know—nice people.

I enjoyed it tremendously. The sun
was simply unbearable

;
and the dust—

you can’t imagine what the dust was
like

;
and the crowd—^it was awful. As

for getting a chair, it was impossible.
If one did come vacant, ^eoigHe fought.
I was nearly dead with having to keep
on walking. And the caterpillars—they
were everywhere. One breathed cater-
pillar.”

“ You must indeed have thoroughly
enjoyed your morning.”

“ Oh, we did,” she cried. “ One saw
everyone there. I pointed out two
duchesses and an ambassador’s wife to
Blanche, as well as a princess. I
waved to the princess,” she added with
satisfaction.

“ I didn’t know,” I said, a good deal
impressed, “ that you knew any prin-
cesses.”

“ I don’t,” she answered.

“But 1 thought . . .

“ So does Blanche,” she answered.

“Oh,” I said.

“ Of course I never said I knew her,”

she explained, “because that would have

been a story. I only said, ‘ Oh, there’s

the dear princess,’ and I waved, and

then I said, ‘ There, I’m sure she never

noticed ; I shall have to tell her I saw
her.’ You ought to have seen Blanche

stare.”

“ I ought,” I agreed. “By the way,

was it the princess ?
”

“ How should I know ? ” she asked.

“ It may have been. She looked like

one anyhow.”
“And the duchesses and the am-

bassador’s wife.”
“ Oh, they were quite all right,” she

assured me earnestly. “ I mean quite

safe. Because if you say, ‘Ob, there’s

the duchess—over there, in printed

ninon,* and there are three hundred
people in printed ninon in sight at the

moment . . . You see what I mean ?
”

“ Oh, quite,” I said.

“Only,” she went on, “I’m afraid

Blanche tries to show off sometimes
and isn’t quite scrupulous, because, after

I had shown her the ambassador’s wife

—in beige lace
;
there were six or seven

of them together and they did look a

little like mannequins—she began to

show me celebrities. She showed me
five celebrated actresses, three famous
lady-novelists andMademoiselleVLASTO,
and so I was rather dignified, and I said

we must be going home to lunch.”
“ What did Blanche say ?

”

“ I forget, but Tom said, ‘ Thank
God.’

”

“ I wonder why ? ” I mused.
“ I don’t know, but it was after that

the tragedy happened, and I shall

always think perhaps it was a sort of

judgment. Because, as we were going,

we saw dear Lady Jane sitting under
a tree, and just as we stopped to speak,
because I wanted to ask her to lunch,
a caterpillar fell right down inside her
frock, ever so far.”

“ What did she do ?
”

“ She was magnificent. It ’s at such
moments that blue blood tells. Tom
said afterwards it was like a boy and a
Spartan fox, but I don’t know why.”
“But what,” I repeated, for I was

interested, “ did Lady Jane do?
”

“Nothing,” she answered. “That
was what was so magnificent—she
might have been a miners’ leader. You
.see, the caterpillar was too far down to
reach. One could note a passing squirm,
one could see an occasional wriggle,
that was all. A little pale, perhaps, she
sat there quite still, at least almost still,

except when, I suppose, the caterpillar
tickled more than usual. But somehow

one divined it was not the moment to

speak of lunch.”
“ Tact before all,” I agreed.

“ Only why,” she sighed sadly—“ -Ahy

do such things happen to me? ”

“ To—to you ? ” I asked.

“ They never do to other people,” she

assured me. “ Never. And there was
worse to follow, because just then Tom
looked up at the tree to see if any more
were coming, and one was. It came
just as he opened his mouth to say some-
thing—ever such a fat one too—and it

went right in, too far to get it back.”
“ And what,” I asked, still more in-

terested, “ did Tom do ? I hope he re-

membered the Spartan boy and the fox.”

“ I don’t know w^hat he remembered,”
she answered, “ but he just gave a kind

of jump and rushed away and coughed
as if he w^ere choking. I was left stand-

ing there all alone, and before I could

say a word Lady Jane got up. ‘ Your
husband seems amused,’ she said, and
she gave such a glare, first at me and
then at where you could see Tom on
the verge of convulsions. And then
she walked off as hard as she could the

opposite way. Wasn’t it awful for me ?

“ Of course I wasn’t really cross wdth
Tom,” she assured me, “only 1 do
wonder why it is such things only hap-
pen to me?” E. K. P.

TO HANS ANDERSEN
(in whose name a Memorial Park is being laid

out in Copenhagen, where the figures of his

fairy-tales will be found among the flo-wcrs

and trees).

How many fairy gardens, Hans,
Haveyou laid out inChildhood’s heart 1

Long since in mine you laid your plans
Which into instant being start

At the first inward look
;
and there

The Elder-Mother’s sitting still.

And, while the Maids-of-Honour stare,

The kissing Swineherd takes his fill
;

Karen’s red shoes dance through the days,

Urged on by supernatural powers,
And with his nuts the small Ib plays,

And little Ida counts her flowers
;

There Thumbelina o’er the brims
Of parti-coloured tulips peeps,

And there the Little Mermaid swims,
And there the Little Matchgirl sleeps

;

There children in their myriads call

On Ole Luk-Oie for a tale,

And there, 0 loveliest of all.

For ever sings your Nightingale.

Many a child will never see

The Park laid out by Danish men,
Yet of the kingdom still be free

You raised for them, Hans Andeksen,
Where on the magic wind that blows
From Denmark they shall smell the

breath
Even of the World’s Most Lovely Eose,
And hear the Bird that banished
Death.





THE FLAPPING CLUB.
Peecival decided the other day that

he wanted to learn to fly. Sorneone or
other had sent him a pamphlet adver-
tising a Light Aeroplane Club. It began,
I believe, after this fashion :

—

LEAEN TO FLY AND PLEASE
YOUE FEIENBS.

How TO BECOME AN InTBEPID
Bird-man in Twelve Lessons.

Take A%mtie vjp toith you in the

Holidays.

It ended with several advertisements
for Life Insurance Companies and one
from an undertaker.

Anyway, whatever was in the pamph-
let, Percival fell for it and joined up.
He now takes a bus out to his Flapping
Club twice a week and has an instruc-
tional flap.

After the first lesson Percival came
back a changed man. He was bubbling
over with the wonder of it all and in-

stantly read up the pamphlet again.
Gone was his amiable half-witted ap-
pearance, Instead, his eyes had taken
on the keen look of those accustonded
to scan the illimitable blue spaces

of heaven (page 3) ;
his mien denoted

the kindly tolerance of the man who
has regarded all earth from afar and
has seen its inhabitants as but ants
(page 4) ;

his nose gave the impression

. . . and so on,

I may say this change was entirely

due to the pamphlet. He hadn’t yet

actually been up. He had spent his

first lesson on the ground learning
where to wind the thing up and how to

put on the foot-brake, etc. I awaited
with apprehension his return from the
second lesson. Would he notice me at

all ? I was a mere earth-grubber toil-

ing below ; I was but as an ant, while
Percival, scanning the illimitable blue
spaces of heaven . . .

He didn’t notice me much. He re-

turned from the second lesson pale and
shaken, and went out directly he arrived
to buy a corrective for sea-sickness.
When he came back the conversation
turned on matters to do with the earth,
and the air was not mentioned.

After his third lesson he was again
subdued, though in a different manner.
I elicited the information that he had
been “ spoken to.” The instructor. Cap-
tain Cinder, a man of strong character,

I gathered, flies in the same aeroplane
with a dual control, and the two fliers are

connected to each other by ear-caps and
a speaking-tube. If the pupil does any-
thing wrong, Captain Cinder just points
it out. Percival says the man has a

richer vocabulary than a riding-master
but based on the same ideas and idioms.

He says he didn’t know people could
still talk like that. He told me one or

two of the lighter bits of badinage and
I shuddered.
In the fifth lesson Percival was praised

for the first time. On pressing him I

learnt that the instructor had said that

PercivaFs flying, while still resembling
that of an obese and invalid hen with
a broken wing changing perch at 1 a.m.

owing to a nightmare, was, at any rate,

better than last time, for the reason, he
added, that last time’s flying was such
that nothing could ever have been
worse. Percival was awfully bucked
about it and said the man was a sincere
sort of fellow and when he did give
praise like that he really meant it. He
then stood me a gin-and-Italian on the
strength of it and went off and bought
a flying helmet—one of those things
with a whisker fringe all round the face
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that make you look like an Ancient
Briton.

Under the influence of this helmet
and the acquisition of several technical

terms Percival became day by day more
aeronautical. Though Captain Cinder
went up with him still he was soon en-

trusted absolutely with the aeroplane
anywhere over one hundred feet, and
my admiration for Captain Cinder be-

came a very real thing, so that when
Percival suggested diffidently one day
that I should come out and see him
fly I accepted .with eagerness.

On our first bus we took the most
expensive tickets they had—pale biscuit

colour and costing tenpence—and we
went for miles. Then we changed on to

another bus and then to a tram. Then
we walked. I judged we were some-
where in Staffordshire, but Percival

said, ‘^No; only just outside London,
old man.”
We arrived in a field filled with aero-

planes and small hangars and with a

new wooden, hut in the corner—this

latter the freshly-erected club premises.

I was introduced to Captain Cinder

—

not the success I anticipated, as he was
wearing his flying-cap, ear-pieces and
speaking-tube at the time, and I couldn’t

find the receiving end of his tube to talk

into. I discovered afterwards it was
tucked into his right-hand hip-pocket.

A reticent fellow 1

I followed him' about, worshipping,

and discovered that most of the great

man’s conversation appeared to be about
painting the new hut. . Various nice

.
youngmen—club-members—were stand-

ing about, leaning against aeroplanes

and things, and he was urging them to

paint the hut. He had a persuasive

manner. He brought paint-pots and
hung them on their wrists. He found

paint-brushes for them and thrust them
in disengaged hands. He pushed them
up against the hut. I tried to pick up
some information about the Plapping

Clubfrom the fountain-head ,
but couldn’t

! hear anything except this talk of paint.

Aeroplanes, I could see, were of no more
account than club armchairs. They all

knew how to fly
;
the flying was a mere

nothing to them. The new hut was the

thing.

Suddenly Captain Cinder sprang into

a ’plane. “Ah!” I thought, “now 1

shall see what flying is.” He circled

round the aerodrome once and descended.
I edged in, expecting talk about air-

pockets or cross-currents, but all he said

was that he could see from above that

the roof of the hut would want painting

too. He then made a little run at the

hut, slg^pped some paint on to show how
easy it was and got three of the young
men.to work.

Percival appeared, looking vaguely

ethereal in flying-kit, and the pair went
up and flapped heavily round for a bit.

When they came down Captain Cinder

got four more young men on to paint-

ing and criticised with some wealth of

detail what the others had done.

Percival went up with him again, and

on returning whispered to me to ask the

instructor how he considered his pupil

was getting on. I edged up to the great

man, who was surveying what he could

see of the hut through his army of

workers and the haze of paint which

hung in the air.

“How’s my friend getting on?” I

asked privately four times, each time

louder, but he was still wearing his ears

in his pocket and did not bear. I con-

sidered taking the tube out and speaking

directly down it, but thought perhaps it

might be considered familiar.

At last I attracted his attention by

standing behind him till he stepped

suddenly back. But 1 don’t think he

heard what I said, for his face lit up
and he seized me by the arm.

“ Splendid fellow 1” he roared. “ There ’s

room here.”

He thrust things at me, and in a dazed

manner I found myself at work with a
paint-brush on a spare half-yard of hut.

I didn’tnotice much more of the flying

;

I was too busy working. I thrilled w.th
pride once when he stopped by me and
said he ’d be able at any time to pick

out the bit -I ’d painted.

After about an hour and a half Perci-

val obtained reluctant permission to take

me away, and we . adjourned. Later,

over some refreshment, I told Percival

it was a jolly good idea to allow flying

in his painting club. A. A.
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PERFECTLY LOVELY TIMES.
XXI.—Going to Tranx'e.

I thought I would swim the Channel.

I had never done so before, partly

through a preference for shrimping and

gathering shells and partly through not

having been on a suitable stretch of

coast during the Channel-swimming
season. There seems to be no ambition

amongst swimming-men to swim the

Irish Sea or the “German” Ocean, and

on my visits to Norfolk and Wales I had

always followed the herd.

Now everythingwas favourable to my
design. I was in the right part of

England, that is to say_on the southern

coast, facing towards France,

and had a bathing-suit hydran-

gea-blue in colour, with a short

skirt cut rather close, but not

unbecoming to my peculiar

style.

I should have smeared my-

!

selfwith apreparation of bear’s-

grease, using a foundation of

whale-oil, if there had been any
available. As it was I smeared
myself with brilliantine, using

a foundation of ordinary lard.

I entered the water at

10.15 A.M. I should have en-

tered it earlier but for the fact

that I had forgotten my beach-

shoes. As this part of the

beach is excessively pebbly
underfoot I was obliged to go
back to the house in the motor-
car in order to repair the

omission.

Before leaving for France I

said “ Good-bye ” to the coast-

guard, who is a great friend of

mine. He is the best dart-

playerinthe village, and spends
nearly all his spare time in the
hotel bar practising this fasci-

nating and useful game. If it

should ever be necessary for

the King’s men to repel an attempt I

to run French brandy on the south!
coast and darts were being used, there
is no doubt that he would give as good
as he got.

He pointed out that it was an ad-
mirable day for swimming the Channel,
the weather being fair to mild, with a
sou*-sou*-westerly breeze blowing, and
Neptune in conjunctionwith Mars. The
bar would not be open for nearly two
hours and a porpoise had been sighted
off the pier at Peacehaven.

I now donned my beach-shoes and,
walking carefully, entered the sea. The
spot I chose was about five yards east
of a stranded German submarine which
ought fco have been given to France at
the end of the War, but the hawser
broke, some say on purpose, while she

was being towed. From this spot I had

previously taken a compass-bearing on

France, using the masts of various

steamboats in the offing as fixed points.

Following my usual practice on enter-

ing the water, I ducked my head three

times before getting out of my depth,

making a blowing sound as I came up

again. I then paused for a few moments
whilst considering what stroke to adopt

during my journey, and was assisted in

my decision by remembering a copy

of the Boys' Home Gomimnion that I

happened to read some years ago at

Stow-on-the-Wold. This pointed out

the advantages of the trudgeon over the

crawl in the matter of mere speed. I

First-Ball Specialist “And they tell me we’re going
TO HAVE FOUR STUMPS !

”

happened to be in rather a hurry, as I

had several letters to write, and decided
therefore to adopt the trudgeon-stroke.

In assuming the necessary position I
immediatelyswalloweda largemouthful
of sea-water, an accident to which I

am peculiarly prone. To prevent the
recurrence of the incident I turned over
upon my back, the idea being to con-
tinue on my way to France by means of

au occasional stroke with the legs whilst
I recovered my habitual presence of

mind.

I now noticed several friends walking
along the top of the cliff, and smiled in
answer to their greeting, also giving a
slight- wave of the left hand from the
wrist.

“ Where are you off to ? ” they said.

Ala belle France / ” I cried. “A-w

revoir'' For I had already that sen-

sation of being half a foreigner which
comes to me as soon as I set out for the

Continent.

When they had passed on I began to

meditate a little more seriously on my
enterprise.

I had undertaken to swim to France.

But what kind of France should I find

when I reached the further shore ? Tlie

francwas oscillatingrapidly and Cabinets

were changing from hour to hour. It

was impossible to say wffio would be the

Premier of France when I left the water,

for the Governmentmight have changed
manytimes over whilst I was immersed,
and this might seriously affect the

nature ofmyreception on land-

ing. A new tax upon foreigners

might have been imposed. It

was even possible that a Eoyal-
ist Government might be hold-

ing the reins. I considered
carefully my reactions towards
the Bourbon dynasty and its

habit of forgetting nothing and
remembering nothing, or what-
ever ifc was. Would they neg-
lect to provide me with de-

jeuner ^ I was certain to be
hungry after my swim.

I now regretted that I had
not arranged a wireless instal-

lation on my neck in order to

receive the latest reports from
the Bourse' and the Quai
d’Orsay during the period of

my passage. I also regretted

that I had not installed a nose-

protector on my nose, as this

was being blistered by the sun.

Then again it occurred tome
that, whatever Government
might be gripping the tiller

when I arrived in France* for-

eign visitorshad been subjected

to a good deal ofunpleasantness
of late. True, Americans had
suffered more than English-

men, but even Englishmen had not
been altogether immune. Stones had
been thrown at them by the French. It

would have been better, I thought, to

have made a more exact calculation as
to the point on the French beach at

which I proposed to arrive, selecting

for preference a sandy part of the shore
where there were no stones.

There was another awkward possibil-

ity. Only a few days ago I had read that
a party of English people who had
motored into Cannes dressed only in

bathing costumes and eye-glasses and
ordered cocktails at a restaurant had
been hooted by the inhabitants and re-

proached for their nakedness. The
idea that after my long and arduous
crossing I might, on emerging from the
Channel, be hooted by theFrench people
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for haviag so few clothes on was pecu-

liarly distasteful to me. 1 was glad that

I still retained my beach-shoes and
determined to have the tact not to

order cocktails on landing, but a bottle

of the native wine. After some hesi-

tation I fixed upon a particular vintage

of Pouilly, if there should be any at

hand.

But how to cover as quickly as possible

my obvious dishabille was a more diffi-

1

cult problem. It would be necessary

to borrow a bathing-towel at once. And
instantly with the thought came the

fear, amounting very soon to a certainty,

that I had forgotten the French for a

bathing-towel. Incredible as it may
seem to the reader, I am subject to these

lapses of memory, always occurring at

the most critical moments, whenever I

travel in France. I can read a French

novel from beginning to end without

the slightest difficulty, but as soon as

it comes to re-translation I am driven

ignominiously to the phrase-book or the

pocket dictionary. I now began bitterly

to reproach myself for my folly in not

having consulted either of these on the

beach. Since, moreover, I had no

money or passport with me I should

inevitably have to go to the English

Consul, and to find his office in a strange

French town with many confusing

streets and possibly in the throes of a

revolution might be the work of several

hours. I should not even be able, I

remembered, to part my hair. . . .

All this time I had been propelling

myself slowly but surely by means of

an occasional leg stroke in a southerly

direction, but I now felt deeply dis-

couraged and ill-at-ease. I had half a

mind to turn back.

A seagull circling over me uttered a

cry which in my despondent mood I

could scarcely help regarding as an

omen of ill, and immediately afterwards,

to my intense surprise, I felt my beach-

shoes touching shingle.

Could I possibly have turned com-

pletely round in the water without

knowing it ? And to what part of the

Continent had I come ?

I left the water, masking my appre-

hensions with an air of bonhomie and

smiling goodwill. What was my aston-

ishment to observe the well-known

white cliffs of England and the stranded

German submarine lying a few yards

to my left! The coastguard was still

standing on the beach. I asked him if

he could explain my curious loss of

direction, and he pointed out that the

tide was coming in. I told him that I

was not sorry, since I had been half

determined in any case to abandon my
visit to France.

He said that the hotel bar would be
open in an hour-and-a-half, and I chal-

lenged him immediately to a game of

darts. . . .

The pain due to blistering of the nose
has now nearly passed away, and I am
little the worse for my long battle with
the waves.

I have had a rather interesting photo-

graph of myself taken, still wearing the

actual beach-shoes in which I made the

attempt. Evob,

“In the meantime Miss Leitch had added
many interesting chapters to British golf.

There were, for instance, her matches with
Harold Hilton and Walter Heath, to say no-

thing of her contest with J. H. Taylor. Miss
Leitch was given ‘ a half ’ in those matches.

She defeated Hilton and Heath 2 up and 1 to

go, and conquered the great Taylor 3 up and
2 to go .”—Continental Paper,

While two of her victims are happily

j

still with us, Walter Heath, we re-

I gret to say, is lying under the turf.
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A HOLIDAY,

I DO not hold vrith them that go

On holiday intent,

Who look on every hour as slow

And call each day mis-spent
^

That does not meet the noble aim

In Britons worthy of the name
Of taking back a mind and frame

More tired than when they went.

When wiser men are still asleep

They leave an easy bed

Bor an inhospitable deep

That turns them blue and red,

A thing more comfortably done

Between the hours of twelve and one,

But only when a good fat sun

Is blaming overhead.

Proud of their deed, they hasten out

With a defiant glee

To join the golf-enduring rout

For two long rounds (or three),

And, having toiled on stubborn pins

Through leagues of heather, bent

and whins
(I too have done it for my sins),

They feel they
’

ve earned their tea.

This done, as holidays are shorfe,

They pass without delay

To tennis, an exacting sport

Though pleasant, one may say

;

While after dinner they enhance

These mild amusements with a dance

That keeps them up, wdth half a

chance,

Till the ensuing day.

Myself, I will not be as these ;

Bather to me appeals

A prospect of unfettered ease

And kicking of the heels

—

A time when one may firmly shirk

Pursuits in which too often lurk

The dark and hidden seeds of work,

And concentrate on meals.

“ Early to bed and late to rise .

Shall shape my placid lot ;

I shall take little exercise

And I will not get hot

;

If others choose to hear the call

That bids them beat a foolish ball,

Then let them do it
; once for all

I say that I shall not.

To wander in an idle dell,

On a cliff's edge to sit

Admiring the surprising yell

The active gulls emit,

With such delights, unless I’m
wrong,

One should go moderately strong

;

Nor might it hurt to take along

My club's and tennis-kit.

Dum-Dum.

“ Mr. Cook went ‘oncmfwyp emfwyp shrdlu.”

Eve^mig Pajper,

We prefer it to his usual slogan.

THE RACE-HORSE REVOLTS.
[“Escalator, who got left at tho post at Good-

wood, shied twice at pedestrians and finally

became overwrought and nervous.”— Daily

Paper

The extreme patience aind forbearance

of the average race-horse in face of a

system of increasingly facetious and

even fatuous appellations has always

been to me a matter for wonder. I

have always felt, indeed, that sooner or

later the horse would, so to speak, kick
;

that he would rise in righteous rebellion

and proceed to demonstrate that, how-

ever aptly the Shakespearean doctrine

of nomenclature may fit the case of the

rose, it is not to be applied to an intelli-

gent and self-respecting creature like

the horse.

There are now indications that in

looking for such an uprising I was not

mistaken. The recent behaviour of

Escalator at Goodwood I take to be a

sign and a portent. The practice of

naming racehorses after the manner

adopted in the case of suburban villas,

beach huts and dinghies on the upper

Thames was bad enough, but the insult

which has been added to injury by the

employment of the terminology of mech-

anical transport has very properly been

regarded by the long-suffering horse as

the last straw on its back.

If I were a race-horse and, instead of

calling me Black Beauty or something

sensible like that,they called me Cowley
Bean or Carburettor, I should simply

behave accordingly. If they called me
Ford I should just go all to pieces at

the very start.

I can easily understand why Escalator

: stopped at the post after the others had
started. It was his way of calling atten-

tion to the inappropriateness of his

name. Beal escalators never stop.

Later he shied at two pedestrians.

Beal escalators never do this ; it is the

pedestrian that does the shying.

In the end Escalator became over-

wrought and nervous. But the gesture

had been made. And unless his rather

broad hint is taken there should be
further trouble of a similar kind in other

parts of the country.

A QUESTION OF TACT.
I AM afraid Mrs. Hogg will never for-

give me. Mrs. Hogg is my housekeeper.

She keeps it in an exemplary manner.
Her whole life and energy are devoted
to its well-being. She welcomes no one
within its walls of whom she does not

approve. As a rule I submit meekly to

her domination, but to-day I asserted

myself. I admitted a stranger; and
Mrs. Hogg disapproves of all strangers.

I had never set eyes on him before
;

but for all that, and in spite of Mrs.

Hogg’s tightened lips, her marked indig-

ation and distrust, I gave him the free-

dom of the house.

He did not encroach upon my^ hos-

pitality. He availed himself of it for

barely half-an-hour and then he took

himself off. He did not thank me. I

gave him no opportunity to do so. I took

care to keep out of sight until he was
through the door and away.

His name was Mr. Thomas Semeter,

The Beeches, Melcum Turgis—wherever
that may be ; I neither know nor care.

I threw his card into the waste-paper

basket. I shall probably never see him
again, and I do not want to. Nor he

me. But, if I mistake not, he will hold

me in grateful remembrance.
When Mrs. Hogg ushered him into

my study she lingered to hear the object

of his visit. He spoke apologetically,

his eyes meanwhile roving hungrily

round the room. I cut him short. I

took him by the shoulders and pushed
him gently into the hall. There is

nobody about,” I said; “the house is

empty. Go where you will, stay as
,

long as you like and, when you ’re tired,

let yourself out. Don’t trouble to thank

me or say good-bye.”

He hesitated for a moment, then he

gripped my hand very hard and disap-

peared up the stairs.

Mrs. Hogg sprang to accompany him ;

I held her back.
“ You don’t ever mean you ’re letting

him go all about everywhere without

anybodytolook afterhim, Sir? ’’she said.

“It’s only right and proper I should

go with him and show him round.”

1

“ God forbid 1
” I said, and put her

firmly into a chair. I handed her a

magazine. “You and I remain here

until he has gone,” I said, and closed

the study door,

No, Mrs. Hogg will never forgive me.

She didn’t open the magazine. She sat

following with quivering indignation

every movement overhead. “ If he isn’t

in your room now, Sir I The impudence 1

And I'm in the middle of the spring

clean. It ’s a disgrace it should be seen

with all the furniture anyhow.”
I tried to comfort her. “My dear

woman,” I said, “ don’tyou understand ?

He will have no eyes for any furniture

of mine.”
“ And now I declare he’s out in the

passage trying to open that old trap-

door out on to the roof 1 He 11 catch

his fingers sure as sure.”

“Not he,” I said; “he knows the

spring as well as you or I.”

When at last the front-door closed

behind him and Mrs. Hogg had bolted

out to count the silver, I reflected. Why
hadn’t those Tuckers treated me with
the same decency ?

The Tuckers are the present occupiers
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Sitter (viewing his portrait), “Bdt, my dear Sir, I haven’t got a beard.”
Artist (with very definite opinion of himself), “ But I have, and I AWAys subordinate my sitters’ INDIVIDUALITY TO MY OW.”

of the house where I was bora andwhere
I spent the first twenty years of my
life. A little time ago I was seized

with an impulse to revisit my old home.
Mrs. Tucker received me. She was a
brisk young lady dressed for golf, Mr.
Tucker was also of the brisk order. He
bustled in after his wife, watch in hand,
and asked me if I would mind stating

my business as shortly as possible as
they were due for a foursome.

“ It isn’t exactly business,” I stam-
mered. “I lived here once—quite a
long time, in fact—I got thinking about
the old place—I wanted to refresh my
memory ”

I hoped they would help me out, but
they didn’t.

“ I see you’ve turned this room into

a library,” I stumbled on; ‘/it was a
schoolroom in my time”—all the while
I was searching the wainscoting for the
ink my sister Peggy squirted at me

—

“and you’ve had another window put
in, and taken away the cupboard and the
three shelves which used to be behind
the door. That fireplace is new ”

Suddenly Mr. Tucker broke in with
animation: “Oh, we’ve improved the
place no end. We’ve put in central-

heating and electric light and added a
billiard-room and a couple of conserva-

tories and a garage. Come along and
have a look at ’em.”

They led the way and I followed.
I admired the billiard-table

; I congratu-
lated them upon their fine cinerarias and
early strawberries

;
I entered into the

merits of the new car.

“We ’ll run you down in her as far as
the links,” they said

;
“ it ’ll be on your

way to the station.”

And they did—Heaven forgive them

!

They didn’t even give me the chance of
walking through the old hall again.

All the same it was the Tuckers who
taught me how to behave to Thomas
Semeter,



GAN ENGLAND WIN THE ASHES ?

An Essay in Blather.

As was inevitable after my article on
the subject, still another Test match
has fizzled out ingloriously, ignomini-

ously and—I can't think of any other

word—to a draw.

On the occasion of the Lord's match,
before ever a ball had been bowled, I

said, “Unless we can get the Australians
out koice we shall not win this match,”
Events have proved that I was right.

Not only at Lord’s, but at Leeds and
again at Manchester, it is this failure oh
our part that probably cost us the game
and perhaps the Ashes—I should say
the Mythical Ashes. Now that the
issue is to be decided by the one game
at the Oval, what is the Selection Com-
mittee going 'to do to satisfy me on this

question ?

I say now, and without thinking twice
or even once, that our howling must he
strengthened. It is too late to talk of
increasing the size of the wicket during
the Australian innings-, or any other
such innovation.

No, the whole matter can be settled
bytheseleetionin our next team ofTate,
Boot, Macaulay, Kilnee, Parker, Lar-
wood, Woolley and Durston. With

such a selection our captain, xolioever

he may he, should have no difficulty in

disposing of the Australian wickets.

At the same time we must not over-

look the question of batting. It is essen-

tial that w^e havemen capable of making
big scores, and the Selection Committee
will fail England if they omit any of the

following ; Hobbs, Hendren, Chapman,
Mann, Tyldbsley, Fender a:nd G. T. S.

Stevens. It will no doubt be noticed
that I have omitted Sutolippe from my
list. As I said after the match at; Leeds,

“we cannot allow sentiment to enter
in.” SuTCLiPFB may have done fine*

work for us in the past. The fact remains
that his eighty-two runs at Lord’s was
the lowest score of the English team,
and again at Leeds he failed hy six runs
to reach his ce7itury. I am sorry for

Sutcliffe, mind you, but he 7nust be

dropped tor the good of England.
The same thing applies to Carr. He

has no doubt done his best, but he has
not won the matches, and that is the
acid test of a captain. His decision at

Leeds to put the Australians in led to

disastrous results, I have seen it stated
that he thought the sun would come out.

The fact remains that it did not come
out, and it is the business of our captain
to knoio. It is true that a great Lanca-

shire captain did exactly the same thing

on the same ground someyears ago, but
that was different, because he meant the^

other side to make a big score. This ex-

cuse cannot be used twice, however, so

Carr must shoulder the blame.
Finally, let me say in no uncertain

voice, “Hands off’ Carr.” I know I

have just demanded that he be dropped,

but I don’t suppose for a moment that

the Selection Committee will take any
notice, so I say, “ Hands off Carr.” I

have every reason to believe that it was
direct interference by the SelectionCom-
mittee that was responsible for Carr’s
tonsilitis. If he is to be our captain I

say they should leave him alone. We
are quite capable of giving him all the
advice and assistance he requires, and,
if he is wise enough to take it, I see no
reasonwhy we should not win theAshes

I

—that is the Mythical Ashes.

[Another inspiring article will appear
in the 6.30 edition to-morrow, entitled

“Why England will Not Win.”J

EAT AUSTRALIAN APPLES.

From a broadcasting programme
“ 7.25.—Handel, interrupted by Lucy

Evening Eaper.
Very rude of her

!



A NATION OF TAXPAYEES.

Fbance. ‘‘IF MONSIBUE INSISTS ON COMING AND SPENDING MONEY IN MY SHOP,

I’M AFEAID I SHALL HAVE TO CHAEGB HIM AN ENTEANCB TAX.”

British Tourist. “THAT. MADAME. WILL CEETAINLY MAKE ME FEEL MOEE AT HOME.

TAX-PAYING IS MY LIFB-WOEK.”

[It is proposed to levy a tax upon foreigners entering France.]
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, August 2nd ,—The House of

Lords passed the Adoption of Children
Bill, but deolined, in Committee on the

Mining Industries Bill, to adopt a child

of Lord BANBUE-y's nimble brain in the

form of an amendment to omit Clause 1,

abreast of current developments in gas the Consolidated Fund Bill. If the

warfare.” enormous United States had thought
rr £ 1 well to have such a survey every tenTo aispose of a person bj' gas

^

I regard as incredibly crass, years, why eouicl we not have one?
But man and his brother asked Sir B. Hutchinson. The country

murder each other, vras losing fifty millions through not
Preferring to do it eii masse, having a survey such as had been made

A more insidious form of frightful- of Crown lands, declared Mr. Buxton.

To dispose of a person by gas
I regard as incredibh’ crass,

But man and his brother
Will murder each other,

Preferring to do it en masse.

formof an amendment to omit Clause 1, A more insidious form of frightful- of Crown lands, declared Mr. Buxton.
which gives power to prepare schemes ness aroused the indignation of Mr. Conservatives pooh-poohed the idea

of amalgamation and absorption. Lord Macquisten, who wanted to know that sending an aimy of inspectors

Cecil declared that it would destroy whether General Andrews, who came through the country at great expense

the whole purpose of the Bill. A like here on behalf of the United States to was going to help the farmer. Mr.

fate befell an amendment, moved by make arrangements for joint action Dean, a Lincolnshire Member, said it

Lord Teeowen and supported by Lord against the lawless bootlegger, could reminded him of the Irish priest who
Dynevoe, to limit the five-

per-cent. welfare levy to five

financial years.

“ What ’s it for ?
”

Said Lord Dynevoe.
“There ain’t noknowin’,”
Said Lord Treowen.

The Duke of Northumber-
land maintained that the

royalty owners’ obligation

was a moral one and that the

quality of their contributory

mercy should be allowed to

flow unstrained if not un-

restrained. He wondered if

the Bill was intended to em-
bitter relations between Cap-
ital and Labour; but Lord
Cecil retorted that the pay-

ment of less than a third of

a pennyper ton by theroyalty
owners for the provision of

pit-head baths shouldnot em-
bitter anybody or anything.

In the Commons Mr. Mor-
gan Jones, to whom the

usages of polite international

society are evidently a sealed

book, asked the Foreign
Secretary if negotiations,

direct or otherwise, had been

entered into with the object

of selling arms and ammuni-
tion to Turkey. Sir Austen
Chamberlain replied that he

knew of no directnegotiations

nor of any indirect negotia-

tions thathadresultedinbusi-

ness being done, and added,

A SHADOW CABINET BOB THE SCOTS.

The Eev. James Barr “ provides for the better
GOVERNMENT OF SCOTLAND.”

(1) Mr. G. D. Hardie,

(2) Mr. David Kirkwood.

(3j Mr. George Buchanan.

(4) Mr. Neil Maclean.

(5) Mr. Campbell Stephen.

(6) Mr. James Maxton.

was out blessing the crops

and, coming to a very poorly

cultivated field, said, “It’s
no use my blessing that crop.

What it wants is a lot of

muck on it.” Mr. Guinnfss
reminded the House that a

great deal of surveying was
already being done and there

existed all sorts of reports and
statistics and many research

institutes and agricultural

advisers to whom the farmer
or small-holder could apply

for information.

One Member referred to

what had been done in Scot-

land. The Scotch, he said,

were “inquisitive as well as

acquisitive.” “We don’t get

much here! ” gloomily inter-

jected Mr. Kirkwood.
The House turned to Abys-

sinia. Sir A. Chamberlain
declared that he had ex-

plained to the League of Na-
tions what ho had vainly en-

deavoured to explain to the

Abyssinians, namely that,

while the British and Italian

Governments had agreed to-

gether not to stand on each

other’s feet while seeking

concessions from Abyssinia,

this in no sense impaired

the freedom of Abyssinia to

concede or not to concede,

according as to her seemed
best. He hoped to have an

in reply to supplementary questions, not be persuaded to go home and stop opportunity of repeating this assurance

that there was no international law Americans from running poisonous
;

to the Abyssinian representatives before

or customwhich prevented British firms liquor into Canada. the Council of the League of Nations.

fromsellingtheAffableTurkallthearms Mr. Eye, the Member for Lough- Lord Strat^

and ammunition be showed signs of borough, was concerned at the added spey found time amM the feverish

bein^^abletopayfor. Lieut.-Commander danger to pedestrians of one-way traffic, business of rounding off the legislative

Kenworthy reminded the Foreign and besought the Minister op Trans- labours of the Session to draw atten-

Secretary that the Dardanelles had port to abandon it. Colonel Moore- tion to the way in which thoughtless

been sown in theWar with mines sold to Beabazon declared that, on the contrary, motorists endangered the lives of people

Turkey by British firms, to which Sir A. the one-way system of coming through boarding and alighting from tm.m-cars.

Chamberlain replied drily that he had the rye was less dangerous than the Lord Crawpord said that tram-cars

not another war with Turkey in imme- other. a ridiculous method of transput,

diate contemplation. The House was » in fares the land, to lack of lime a prey, and, until they were got rid of, tramc

equally relieved to hear from the Prime Which has no agricultural survey ” difficulties would only increase.

Minister in answer to Mr. Ammon, was the burden of a debate staged by Lord Clanwilliam wished to know
Xiiiri, ill cuuovvoi i*'-' j-io-jL. «

. ~ ./« 11 j * 1.1

' protective measures are keeping! the Liberals on the Third Beading of
1
if there was any truth m the rumour
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that the Air Ministry was planning to

erect five million pounds’ w'orth of cloud-

capped towers and gorgeous offices in

Vv'hitehall and was bringing pressure to

bear on the Office oi Works to raise the

necessary wind for that purpose. Vis-

count Peel explained that the scheme

to make full use of the Montagu House

site by putting on it a building which

would accommodate not only the Air

Ministry but also the Board of Trade,

the Ministry of Labour and the Minis-

try of Transport was by no means a

new one, but that the need for economy

had prevented anything being done

about it. No plans were being pre-

pared and no wind-pressure was being

exercised by the Air Ministry.

The President of the Board of

Trade intimated to the House that, as

the various branches of

the cinema trade had
failed to agree on pro-

posals among them-

selves, the Government
would itself devise mea-
sures to protect the

British film industry,

thewhole question hav-

ing in the meanwhile
been submitted to the

Imperial Conference.

Mr. Churchill in-

formed Mr. Jacob that

there was no intention

of abolishing the three-

penny-bit, which he un-

derstood was “ exceed-

ingly popular in the

northern parts of the

Kingdom.”
Mr. Buxton wanted

the Government to tell

Jugo-Slavia that it

would be most annoyed
if, next time Bulgaria slapped Jugo-

slavia, Jugo-Slavia should slap Bul-

garia back without asking leave of the

League of Nations. Mr. Locker-Lamp-
son declined to embark on such a hypo-
thetical warning. There was no reason

to suppose that Jugo-Slavia would
not act at all times like a little gentle-

man and leave the use of the slap-stick

to the League.
The Housing (Eural Workers) Bill

enables certain local ajithorities to con-

tribute two-tbirds of the cost of recon-

ditioning agricultural labourers’ cot-

tages (the landlord finding the other

third) and ensures the use of the recon-

ditioned cottage to some person of the
status of an agricultural worker for the

ensuing twenty years. One might have
expected the Labour Party to receive

such a measure with shrieks of satisfac-

tion, but—so strange a thiug is the
party spirit—they could see nothing in

the measure that was good. It was

spending public money to improve pri-

vate property. Mr. Jack Jones said it

was subsidizing the landlord to enable

him to hold his tenant in thrall. Better

that the agricultural labourer should

live in a tumbled-down hovel than that

he should occupy a nice cottage—and

think kindly of the ‘thirty” ipdlord!

The Bill was read a second time, and

the House bent its energies to the

customary task of gathering up the

loose ends of the legislative coil and

bringing a useful but not too exhilara-

ting session to an end.

Wednesday, August 4tli .—The Lords

spent a breezy three.-quarters-of-an-

bour helping the Koyal Commission to

signify the Boyal Assent to fifty-six

Acts of Parliament. In the Commons
Mr. Day of Southwark, who is fre-

“DO LET ME SEE YOUR ENGAGEMENT-RING,”
“ Sorry. I ’ve just returned it to Billie ; but ip your ’re really

KEEN I CAN EASILY MAKE IT UP AGAIN.”

quently mistaken for Peter Pan, wanted
to know what was being done about

the plague of caterpillars that was
ravaging our parks, and Captain Hack-
ing drew a touching picture of the

First Commissioner of Works waging,
with every resource at his command,
from boots to Bordeaux-mixture, the
long unequal fight against the beasts

that are practically imperishable.

The Parliamentary Secretary to
THE Treasury having moved ‘‘ that the
House, on rising, do adjourn until

November 9th,” Mr. Batey moved as an
amendment to substitute August 17th.

The country, he said, was going to the
dogs, leaving the House to infer that
this was no time for sporting Members
to he going to the country or the dogs
either. He thought they should hang
around so that the Prime Minister
could be asked what about it when the
miners accepted the bishops’ proposals.

Sir Austen Chamberlain, for the Gov-

ernment, declared that the House would
in any case have to foregather a couple

of times before the Autumn Session if

the mining dispute continued, that it

needed a holiday, and in the public in-

terest, which called for a maximum of

legislative efficiency, ought to have a

good one.

On the motion to adjourn, attention

was called to the usual melange of out-

standing ills, to the numbers of persons

ruled out of unemployment benefit, to

the parlous state of the shipbuilding

industry, to the coal-mining dispute

and to Anglo-xlmerican relations. The
hope that these relations might con-

tinue to be of the friendliest was ex:

pressed on all sides of the House. Sir

Austen Chamberlain declared that

Britain neither grumbled at nor re-

pented the debt-fund-

ing agreement entered

into with the United
States, but they must
not expect us to say
that it was in our opin-

ion the best solution

that could have been
arrived at. The brief

debate on the mining
dispute called forth di-

verse expressions of

hope that there would
soon be a settlement.

Mr. Hopkinson ex-
pressed optimism on
the ground that the
strike was twenty-four
hours nearer its termi-

nation than it was the
day before, and was
called a callous brute
for his pains. More
“ noisy interruptions

”

occurred when Sir A.
Steel-Maitland was replying for the
Government, and with this last final

exhibition of its new manners the House
arose and went its holiday way.

h ’

•
I v;

“Girls Eeady to Wear Olotiiing.”

Notice over cotmter in General Store,

We doubt it.

“ Lost Pcrs. Oat
;
wh fnt. dk sbl bk.”

Manchester Napcr,

So many of them make noises like that.

“Driver, mail car, wanted
;
preference given

trombone player for jazz orchestra.”

Colonial Paper,
Hoots, toots

!

In praise of the cinema:

—

“ Anything that will command the attention
of 25,000,000 people every week must be alive

;

it has its place. It is making millions mappier
every week.”

—

Tasmanian Paper,

It certainly extends their knowledge of

geography.



Don’t mumble your prayers, Helen. I can’t hear a word you say?

“I WASN’T speaking TO YOU, MOTHER 1

*’

SHE-SHANTIES.
a Shame!”

He ’s knocking me about,

Mrs, Flame

;

He spends his evenings out,

It ’s a shame

!

He ’s drinking like a* fish,

And now and then I wish

He weren't so liverish

—

It *s a shame

!

I 'm feeling very queer,

Mrs, Flame

;

Pains in the back, my dear-
ies a shame

!

I often sit and think

I might be in the pink

If it wasn’t for the drink

—

It's a shame

!

They say that dogged wins,

Mrs. Flame ;

My girl 's expecting twins—
It 's a shame I

She don’t take no advice.

Well, twins is very nice.

But must she have them twice ?

It's a shame I

This Government 's no soul,

Mrs, Flame

;

They ’ve took me off the dole

—

It 's a shame I

I 've got a job, it 's true,

But what 's it got to do

With Baldwin if I ve Uvo ?

It 's a shame

!

I very much regrets,

Mrs. Flame,

They mean to tax the bets

—

It 's a shame I

Well, if we have to pay
For losing every day,

Where 's Magner Carter—eh ?

It 's a shame I

To-day I backed a horse,

Mrs. Flame ;

Disqualified, of course

—

It 's a shame !

But, as I said to Fred,
“ I back a horse,” I said,

“ And it 's as good as dead ”

—

It ’5 a shame !

This Government 's no good,

Mrs. Flajne

;

They talk of Brotherhood

—

It *s a shame

!

There 's camels in the Zoo
Is better fed than you;

But what does Winston do?
It ’s a shame ! ‘

Oh, well, I always say,

Mrs. Flame,

We 've got to die some day

—

It '5 a shame !

WeTL have another—see ?

No, dearie, this is me.

What? Closing? Sure to be
1

,

It's a shame ! A. P. H.
j

One Man’s Meat Another Man’s Poison-

“ I se^ in the local press that there is to be a

house to house collection and other attrac-,

tions.”— Paper.

“ Captain Girier, the hero of the recent long

distance flight from Paris to Omsk, arrised in

Moscow yesterday. He as telegraphed that e

will leave there this morning, and opes to be in

Paris this evening ,”—Evening Paper.

E is a ver’ brave man ze Capitaine.

“ Meiropolitan Police —Found during

July, Sphygmomanometer.”
Advt, in Daily Paper,

P.C, Henry, “What^'s that you have'

found, William?”
F.G. William, “ Only another of these

here blinking sphygmomanometers.”
P,G, Henry, ‘‘Ah!

”
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SUMMER !IM ARCADY.
III.—Calleks.

I WAS sitting in one of the latticed

windows at Arcadia Cottage, idly watch-

ing a spider and wondering why people

made such a fuss about Bobert Beuoe,

when a noise outside attracted my at-

tention.

“Angela,” I said, “there’s a cow in

the garden.”

Angela joined me in the window and

clutched my arm. While not afvaid of

cows, you understand, Angela does not

exactly seek their company.

“Again !
” she said in a tired sort of

voice. “That makes seven m
three days.”

“Seven? Are you sure you

haven’t perhaps counted the same

cow twice ? This one, for instance,

looks to me very like—er—Tues-

day’s cow. A return date, per-

haps.”

“That doesn’t matter,” said

Angela; “it’s another visit, and

you count every visit—like doc-

tors.”

“ And what course of treatment

do you prescribe ?
”

“ Shoosh it out, of course,” said

Angela valorously. “At least,”

she added more pacifically, “ ^07c

wiU.”

“But, my dear child, what on
earth is the use of that? The
gate won’t stay shut, and there

are eleven gaps in the fence as

well.”

“ Then you must mend them,”

said Angela decisively. “We
can’t have the estate simply over-

run by cows and horses and—er

—all sorts of animals,” vaguely
suggesting the possibility of any-

thing from elephants to drome-
daries. “ This one ’s eaten a row
of lettuces and half the nastur-

tiums already,”
“ Fond of salad perhaps.”
“ Well, go on,” said Angela

;
“ shoosh

it.”

“One moment,” I said; “before we
proceed to extreme measures—that is,

shooshiog—let us try what persuasion
will do.”

I tapped loudly on the window.
“Hi! You!”
The cow looked up languidly.

“Good cow,” I shouted soothingly.
“ Good old cow, then.”

The cow stared as though unable to

believe its ears
;
I imagine no one can

ever have spoken to it like that before.

“There you are,” I saidtriumphantly,
turning again to Angela, “You see
what kindness does. In another mo-
ment that cow will feel thoroughly
ashamed of itself and will turn and

walk straight out of the garden, taking

care not to step on a single flower-bed.

Bernember, nothing is ever gained by

violence.”

I turned again to the window.
^

The

cow was still regarding me with a

puzzled look in its eyes. I pointed to

the gate.

cow,” I called in a friendly,

thoroughly conciliatory tone. ‘

‘G ate

—

there's a good cow.”

At this point I regret to say the cow

sneered, glanced at the sky, decided

it was going to rain, and sat down on a

promising clump of gladioli, discourag-

ing it for ever.

I WAS NEVER INTENDED BY NATURE FOR A TOREADOR.

We are all of us human, and I admit
that this roused me. I had tried con-

ciliation and it had failed
;
it was time

for more drastic action. Besides, Angela
was sniggering.

“Very well,” I said sternly. “ If you
refuse voluntarily to go and stand knee-
deep in lush grass, where, according to

all the accepted canons of aesthetics, you
belong, you shall be made to,” and,
seizing a stout stick, I sallied forth to

the attack.

I was never intended by nature for a
toreador. It was an exhausting busi-

ness, in which the flower-beds suffered
considerably more than the cow. But in

the end superior intelligence triumphed
and I shut the gate with a sigh of relief.

It opened again at once.

But 1 was not to be thwarted by an

inanimate gate after having circum-

vented a particularly animate cow. I

tied the gate securely with my pocket-

handkerchief and returned to Angela.

She met me at the door.

“There are three sheep in the or-

chard,” she said.

I was still exalted with the fierce joy

of battle and I turned at once towards
the orchard. There is nothing like con-

tinuing an oflensive whilst the blood is

up.
“ Are you going to reason with them

first ? ” asked Angela, a shade too inno-

cently.

“No,” I said. “Everyone knows
that sheep are not amenable to

reason. They are a lower order of

creation than cows—if possible.”
“ Oh,” said Angela.

As a matter of fact these sheep
were not amenable to anything.

I cajoled, persuaded and worried

them in the direction of one gap
after another, and each time they
turned off at the last moment
and huddled against the securely-

fastened gale.
“ Very well,” I said, and, unty-

ing the handkerchief, I set the

gate wide open. I am kindly by
nature and will accommodate even
sheep if I can.

But in the meantime the sheep
had strolled quietly through a gap
and were peacefully cropping the

grass by the roadside.

“Look out I
” called Angelafrom

the window, where she sat en-

throned like a Queen of Beauty
watching a tourney.

I reached the gate again just

in time to wring a piercing squeal

from an itinerant pig by slamming
it upon its tail. But unfortun-

ately both the squeal and the pig

were inside the garden.

A pig doesn’t look the most
agile of all four-footed things,

but I think it extremely probable that

it is. In addition it is possessed of a

vast store of low cunning
;
you have

only to look at its eyes to realise that.

This particular pig (one of the original

Gadarene swine and possessed of a devil)

appeared to have no dearer object in

life than to make of me a local laugh-

ing-stock. As far as Angela is concerned
it succeeded.

Nothing seemed to please it. It would
respond neither to endearments (and
there are times when it is hard, very
hard, to speak kindly to a pig) nor to

curses. It seemed to be leading me on,

and to be enjoying it. Time and again
I was on the point of victory, and then
with a wicked leer and a peculiarly

offensive flick of its tail it eluded me. I

have never been a cowboy, but that



afbernoon I developed such skill with i

a lasso that it moved even Angela to

admiration.

In the end brains again told. I got
rid of it at last by laying a tempting
trail of acorns to the gate, calmly sacri-

ficing what might one day have been a
noble avenue of oak-trees. It is only
born strategists, as I pointed out to

Angela, who can take these terrible

decisions without flinching.

Angela and I like company, but there

are limits to our hospitality. That pig

has worn out its welcome in one visit,

and there have been others. Angela
called at tho neighbouring farm on our
first morning, and her call was returned

the same afternoon by a dog and half-

a-dozen hens. Oats abound, and I was
visited in bed last night by an un-

doubted earwig and two spiders.

I shall have to mend those gaps.

This may not have much eflect upon
the spiders, but it should keep some of

the larger local fauna at a distance.

Otherwise we look like being crowded
out of Arcadia Cottage before we are

properly settled in.

And I don’t mind spiders much.
Compared with that pig I can feel

almost affectionate towards them ;
they

are a very peaceful folk on the whole.

L, DU G.

TOPE V. TARPON.
[Eightmembers of the London TopeFishers’

Club (now three hundred strong) are, according
to Captain E. E. Yeats, the secreta:^, meditat-
ing a cruise off the southern coasts in the hope
of catching larger specimens of this ferocious

and shark-like fish than have yet been secured.

Mr. Bull, of Battle, Sussex, has caught them
up to fort^'' pounds, but it is thought that ten
or twenty miles out topes may be hooked of a
size approximating to that of the tarpon.]

Until very recently the toper

Was considered by judicious folk

Not so detrimental as the doper,

But a rather sorry sort of bloke

;

Now the term takes on a connotation
Pleasing both to Puritan and Pope

From the piscatorial recreation
' Followed by the hunters of the tope.

Let the modern sons of Walton harp on
Dry fly-fishing as the best of sports

;

Let our millionaires pursue the tarpon
kn that monster’s Floridan resorts;

Let them fly for pastime to Seattle

Or to Nicaragua elope,

I prefer," with Mr. Bull, of Battle,
' Off oursoutherncoasts to fish fortope.

Charity is not the only virtue

Which begins at home, and when you
know

Topes are near you and prepared to

hurt you
Youshould be the first to strike ablow

;

For, when hooked, he fights and strug-

gles madly

;

Even when you’ve caught him he
will ope

Formidable jaws and bite you badly,
Will the angry and ferocious tope,

Hitherto no specimen ’s been landed
Of a weight exceeding forty pounds,

But the Club, in numbers much Ex-

panded-,

Pushing further south its fishing-'

grounds,
' '

'Far beyond the three-mile matk, is

scheming
Plans of ample and heroic scope,

Likely to outstrip their wildest dream-
ing

By the capture of a super-tope.

'

I, although I ’ve not the least intention
Of embarking on this perilous quest,

Gladly make most honourable mention
Of .the heroes of this latest test,

Who, with courage worthy of Crusaders,
Sally forth, resolved to close and cope

With the fiercest of our deep-sea raiders,

With the savageand tremendous topo.

“Thousands of pheasan,ts flocked to the
railroad tracks to watch the royal steam engine
whiz by.”—Canadian Fa^er,

That is in Eoumania. In England they
take no notice at all.
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PORTRAIT OF THE AUTHOR.
I came forward which must have had

a soothing effect for it showed no signs

I LAID the letter down beside my of jibbing. Another man, after gazm^

nlate and helped myself to marmalade, at me reflectively, brought forward a

“ From the publishers,” I said with carved chair and told me to lean over

T rsATTfiv on chairs. 1
well-feigned indifference.

“ A cheque ? ” cried my wife,

ning 1 I want a new hat.”

^^They cost half-a-guinea each,” I

reminded her, ** and I hate waste.

Bather to my surprise she did not

argue the point, “Very well,’ she said.

“ I ’ll pack it up and send it for you.”

She took it away and I resumed my
fViP hack I never lean on cnairs. i one

Top- sit on them. I told him so, but he work. But the flow of my ideas had

^ of.f.n-nfmn Tnqtfiad. hegaveme ceased. I sat brooding. In ten days
paid no attention. Instead, he gave me ceased. I sat brooding, in ten days

a book and stepped back to observe the time I should be on all the railway

bookstalls in the U.K. inanely nursingJ boo. .nd stepped b.et to obsess.be

tlr""sked for a portrait of the author. away. y • iTnowavA mv
last novel in his next issue and has

asked for a portrait of the author.”
feet strangers who had been hitherto

mercifully unaware of my appearance
» Oh eded Amy little more round: No, round this way. mercifully unaware ot my appearance

^ ... n fn fViA Ipft We want a natural un- eacn otner, wnac an awiui ujdiii j.

“tfnStnogSoMdet of Feme," effeeted pose. Look this wey. A little don’t thmk I ^uld^e 1»

last work had been desenbed by one the picture.
Burbles was delivered

reviewer as a_ graceful i . . t served mvself

Not so wide.

and delicate idyll. - I ^

could not help feeling

that if he had been dis-

tracted by a close-up

of my nose those adjec-

tives might not have

occurred to him. I ^
said so.

^
‘‘^'2

“Darling,” said Amy
sympathetically, “it’s

large, but it isn’t so bad >>\i

really. I quite like it.”

“ You are used to it,”

I said gloomily; “the

public is not.” ..

,

“ A first-class photo- '

grapher ought to beable

to do something with

it,” said Amy, “There’s

that place in the High
Street that Gwen went

to. They made herlook

almost pretty.

“It’s no* use,” I said, seizing at a

Small Boy (to Golfer who has gene hadly off the line).

GOLF-COURSE OVER THERE, SiR.”

‘There'S a proper

^raw. “ There wouldn’t be time. Bur- I suggested hopefully.

‘ Shall I cover my face with them ? ”
1 of my head.

Burbles was delivered

to us. I nerved myself

to look at it. The re-

view of my novel was
accompanied by a pic-

ture, a back view of

three bathers sitting on

a floating raft. It was
a snapshot taken by

my wife during the pre-

vious summer, and one

of those backs was un-

doubtedly mine.

Amy was looking
over my shoulder. “I
just thought—you don’t

mind ? ” she said.

“Mind! ” Words
failed me. “ Amy,
you are an angel of

—

tact ”
.

“ They didn’t do you
justice,” she explained

J as she kissed the top

“I, like you,” she added.

hZes must have it by Friday. They will He ignored this w
43e going to press

” “We like to get son

“ They could get one print finished character,” he said,

for you,” decided Amy. “ I shall ring Do tWs.”

them up and make an appointment for He showed me
this morning.” Obediently I gripp

He ignored this witticism as ill-timed. Things that Might have been Ex-
We like to get something that reveals pressed More Grracefully.

haracter,” he said. “ You are a writer. “ Those who have not heard the Duchess

3 thisi” speak are always captivated by the beauty of

He showed me what he wanted, her voice.”— Paper.

this morning.” ' Obediently I gripped my right elbow ohannel isla>jds
I consented weakly and wrote to the with my left _hand_. at the same tune

Editor informing him that a photograph poking my right jaw with my right Newspaper Poster.

of me would reach him by Thursday. forefinger. It was not so difficult as it
«p]^0gQ catchpenny sensationalists 1

I was received at the studio by a sounds and, for all I know, this attitudeI was received at the studio by a sounds and, for all I know, this attitude

shingled young lady with a reassuring may be conducive to the production of „ g-^. ^i^ederick Hobbs wrote something on a
smile who passed me on to her male best sellers.

^

piece of paper, beckoned a policeman, and

colleagues. Ihadcycledinto the town. The photographer seemed satisfied, pointed to^he coroner, all with the same podgy

The way was not long but the wind for he said, “Quite still, please,” and finger.”

—

Femlleton.

was cold and the minstrel was not look- something clicked. And an inky one at that,

ing his best. That nose of mine (I am The print he had promised to finish *;

'sorry to have to allude to it again) is, duly arrived on Wednesday morning. “ The married men had the bes

in the words of another poet, an ever- Thero had been no time to send a proof. ®““howevL?irQproved1
fixed mark. It is not really more I called Amy into the study to see it. 1 innings, and won by 10 runs,

prominent in chilly weather, but un- may say it amply fulfilled my worst men were unlucky in losing lilr

doubtedly it appears so. The operator expectations. gvii>ss.”^Pwvincial Paper.
^

And an inky one at that.

“ The married men had the best of the play

on the first innings and led by one run. The
single men, however, improved in the second
innings, and won by 10 runs. The married

Provincial Paper.

who lurked behind the camera did some- “Are you going to send it?” she in- We hope they broke it gently to the

thing to the lens of his machine as quired faintly after a lengthy pause. grass-widow.
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AT THE PLAY.
The new peer, a vegefcarian, a total

abstainer, the faithful and honourable
I

As a matter of plain fact the authors

i do contrive to extract a great deal of

“ None but the Brave .

.
(Garrick), lover of one pretty dancer, a studious honest fun out of their grotesquely fan-

Barcical melodrama has great possU reader of Shakespeare’s plays, has to tastic situation. They point many of

bilibies as a coarse art-form if handled beg Broody, his late uncle’s butler, a their lines with a pretty wit. They arc

with discretion. Messrs. Bernard Battersea pugilist, to remove a spider resourceful in invention and they have

Merivale and Brandon Flemino have from his bedroom and set it in the sun. a distinct sense of character, and they

So that when the Tankerdoicn clan . . . ^

^ gathers to put its foot down on the

n projected marriage with Ayres N
it naturally considers that it has an

^

carried out to sea to be there disposed
j

1

^
1 W ^ assembled Tanherdoivns are

| j

m h m i

^ ^§ w w\ appalled, but the head of the family is
||

J

||j||

^wW//M m/ w/\ \

impenitent. He is as good any day
II I 11 ^Lsry/

as ‘‘Hell-Fire Jack,” who never got as I [i ||
\ |

m MM 'Bm murder. The effect of the brandy ^|l i| ||l|n^L
wears off, but a chop at breakfast next

morning sustains and completes the

. nnni. AMn_mTr,T, RTm?.v They want to bully STOUT AND BITTER.
A COCK-AND-BULL STORY.'

Lty^'d Tanherdown . . Mr. Huntley Wright.

STOUT AND BITTER.

him? Let them try! They think a lot Sir Gecrge Tanker-
Lm-dTanTcerdown. . jsie. judntley w bight, i

. stranded I

Johnston.

, , ,, . .. Mb. Lennon Pawle.
certainly achieved a laughter-moving bear ? He will use the one as an ash-

^ , , ,

version of the old theme of the coward tray; on the other, made into a hearth- have produced ap extravaganza that

turned hero. Their invention sustains rug, he will wipe his boots. ought to keep the town laughing tor

them throughout ;
their discretion per- The playgoer has only to be informed some time. But they have not com-

haps occasionally deserts them. that Paravento turns out to be a prince pletely resisted a common temptation.

It would seem that the late Lord and that the Malatesti of the Bed Hand They don’t always know where to stop.

Tankerdown, “ Hell-lireJack,” hadbeen are in pursuit of him to realise that the As you can tear a passion to tatters you

the devil of a fellow : a mighty hunter of mixture is a promising one. ‘ can, even in farce, easily blunt the point
_ a tf _ T „ _ , + TTi^"!T ri 1 rr it: in r.n

biggam e and littlewomen
—Nimrod, Odysseus,
Don Juan all in one bluff

nobleman without fear,

if by no means without

reproach. And had he

not once in the Rockies

wounded and then
strangled with his own
hands the bear that now
sits on stuffed haunches

in “a room in Tanker-

down House in White-

friars ” ? And the bull

whose head glares from

the walls had been play-

ing pitch and toss with

picador and matador
when the late lamented

baron leapt lightly into

the ring and neatly des-

patched him with his

sword-stick. These two

trophies are reverenced

with superstitious awe^by

the family assummarising

theTankerdown tradition.

THE RESURRECTION OE A PRINCE—SLIGHTLY SOILED

Colonel Melito Beelyn.

Frince Faravento ...... Mr. George de Warfaz.

of a joke if you dig it into

your audience-^an audi-

ence of people come pre-

sumably to years of dis-

cretion—with too much
insistence. It was amus-

ing enough to see the

chop-fed hero routing his

kinsmen and, whip in

hand, putting them
through various divert-

ing antics. But I think,

for instance, that the

force of the joke of seeing

'•portly Sir George Tanker-

dovm on sentry-go in a

Peninsular War shako

was not doubled but

halved by changing it for

a flat Glengarry or what-

ever it was. Again the

joke of the persistently

mispronounced surname

has had its day, even if

Mr. Shaw can be quoted

in support of it. I would

seriously beg the authors
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(or the producer and the players if, as is

I

always possible, they are partly respon-

sible) to go over the Second Act and do a

little conscientious pruning. You know

what a bore the fellow is in private life

who will insist on your swallowing the

last dregs of his pleasantries. The effect

is identical on the stage. I would also

suggest that when LotcI Tcinkevdoioii s

heroic spasm is passing and he is sim-

mering down into the mild little man

fit to go off on his honeymoon with the

charming Bluebell, he should not take

his self-questionings quite so seriously.

I think this mistake is partly the

authors* and partly Mr. Huntlet

Wright’s. This farcical melodrama

is in the main so well done that it

seems worth some revision to make it

fit its frame a little better.

Mr. Huntley Weight was genuinely

diverting and resourceful in a well-

planned and varied part such as gives

a first-rate comedian every chance of

scoring, and the authors deserve as

much credit for the creation as Mr.

Weight for the interpretation. Mr.

Henry Wenman, whose face is so often

his fortune, gave us a genuinely divert-

ing grotesque in the pugilist butler.

Mr. Goltn Johnston’s Sir George

the right air of well-bred imbecility,

and Mr. Lennox Pawls invested his

Major Knapshott with the cold fishy

eye appropriate to that bqS'Yy-drinking

and over-gallant charajcter, and snapped

out his many excellent and highly-

flavoured lines with a fine relish. Mr.

George de Warfaz was amusing as

the unfortunate Paravento, both when
inflated with fury and deflated with his

long bout of relativelyundeserved suffer-

ing. Mr.IvANBERLYN’s Colouel Melito

was appropriately flamboyant (though

I think he might tone down his make-

up), and Mr. Eugene Leahy’s Captain

Blowers had the authentic air of the

seafaring desperado of farce.

The ladies of the company had less of

the fun. Miss Mary Mayfren as the

Hon. Honoria had one of those over-ex-

aggerated parts which make it difficult

for an actress to showher true discretion.

Miss Eve Gray as Bluebell and Miss

Leila Langley as Miss Clementina

Pearce, did all that was required of

them, which naturally wasn’t much in

the peculiar circumstances. My neigh- i

hour laughed over the play and over

me so heartily that, while sharing his

appreciation, I had to make a tactical

movement to a less exposed position.

But the authors would have simply

loved him. T,

“Young Married Couple wish situation as

caretakers; Avork hand in hand; reference

given.”—Scotch Pa^er.

The little love-birds

!

HAMPSTEAD HEATH.

Whelks and cocoa-nuts.

Paper-bags,
^

Sunburnt gipsies

And tied-up nags

;

Thousands of people

In every part.

But never a donah
Nor a donkey- cart.

Greens and yellows

And greys and duns,

Easpberry-vinegar,

Oranges, buns

—

But nobody dancing

In the full sunlight,

No concertina,

Nobody tight.

Georgette dresses

And trilby hats,

Wiggle on woggles
• And slide on mats

—

But where are the feathers

And caps of youth,

And Lumme, Eliza !

”

And '
'Garn V* and ‘ ‘ Strewth 1” ?

Endless roundabouts,

Ceaseless swings,

Shies for trinkets

With balls and rings

—

But no mouth-organs

Nor pigs with squeaks,

And never a tiddler

Eor powdered cheeks.

Seven-and-seventy

Various dins

And a hundred thousand

Banana-skins

—

But where are the pearlies ?

Ealls no tear

Eor the costermongers

Of yesteryear ? Evoe.

A PLEA FOR OUR IHVADERS.

Dear Mr. Punch,—I have been read-

ing a good deal lately in the papers

about the manners and customs of our

American summer visitors. As, for ex-

ample, of American ladies who suffer

from what may be called a dietetic

nostalgia owing to the absence of an
all-American restaurant in London.
Then I haveheard onvery good author-

ity of the tragic experiences of an Amer-
ican millionaire who recently arrived

at a small West-country town famous
for its historic minster. He came with

'

his family and a valet in two speedy

and sumptuously-equipped cars and
took up his quarters in a hotel which
had been a Tudor mansion dating from
the 16th century, and in the mainten-

ance of which, with the least possible

alteration of its structure and furniture,

the proprietor took a patriotic and
artistic pride. This attitude however

could not be completely reconciled with

a due regard for the provision of the

latest amenities of modern luxury.

The weather was fine but cool, and the

august stranger was distressed to find

that there was no central-heating in the

Tudor mansion. Could he have a fire ?

Certainly, was the answer. How much
would it cost? The landlord replied

that it would be two shillings. This

seemed to the visitor to be extravagant,

but he acquiesced. The fire was lit,

but as it was kept going till 2 a.m. fur-

ther supplies were necessary, and when
the bill was presented next morning

the charge was advanced by an extra

eighteenpence. This provoked a verit-

able explosion on the part of the indig-

nant plutocrat. He paid the ‘‘ demned

total,” but not until he had liberated

his soul on the scandalous extortion

with such a wealth of invective that tho

proprietor expressed to my informant

his fervent desire that he might never

see an American in his hotel again.

It is easy to generalise from such in-

cidents, but, to judge from my own ex-

periences, I think it would be most un-

fair. On a holiday spent at a popular

resort I have seen a good many Ameri-

cans, and found them friendly and con-

siderate if not altogether uncritical of

our old-fashioned ways. They seldom

stay for more than a couple of days,

and being notoriously dyspeptic they

apparently find it somewhat difficult to

accommodate themselves to our diet.

In this they are not altogether unlike

the Givis Britannicus on his travels on

the Continent, when he finds it a trial

to dispense with bacon and eggs and

marmalade for breakfast.

But, as I say, I have not encountered

any unpleasing specimens. Within the

last week I have had much pleasant talk

with a cheerful gentleman who in the

space of three weeks had played golf on

exactly twenty-one different courses in

Scotland, England and Wales, and had

enjoyed himself prodigiously.

No, Mr. Punch, apart from the exact-

ing eccentricities of a few individuals,

I do not think that the spirit of Wash-
ington Irving is dead. And so, as one

with many generous and hospitable

American friends, as one who was
brought up on Artemus Ward and re-

[ niembers the inimitable Joseph Jeffer-

j SON, who paid in a memorable phrase

L the most charming compliment ever

r uttered to the compact beauties of the

I English landscape, I beg to offer a plea

1 in protest against the hasty and whole-

1 sale condemnation of these summer
birds of passage, whose worst fault is

3 that they have not all acquired the art

1

,
of growing rich gracefully.

1 Yours faithfully,

r Yigilans sbd iEquus.
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In times gone by the iniebest used
TO centre PwOUND a woman’s face.

story’s conclusion has an aptness and
grace which amply vindicate his own
notion of romance—‘‘as if fate bad
suddenly turned artist.” And he has
overcome a self-imposed handicap in

rendering the unkindled nobility of

Milhurne and the flagrant intrepidity of

Kove equally picturesque and attractive.

River Thames from Source to Mouth—
Why, the very name’s inviting,

Just the book for days of drouth
;

F. V. Morley does the writing,

While its admirably serving

Pictures are by Laurence Irving.

Guide de luxe to Father Thames

—

FatherThameswhom all should know
—it’s

Packed with history, crammed with
gems

From the authors and the poets,

Plus some personal narration

(Methuen’s do the publication).

Silverly the pages run

;

So the next time you ’re a giver

Of a book to anyone

—

Anyone who loves our river—
Here’s the book, it’s not alarming

As to cost, and it is charming.

A hero who dies in the opening chapter
of a novel is a novel hero indeed. That
iswhat happens inMr. Alan Sullivan’s
really remarkable book, The Days of
Their Youth (Hurst and Blackett).
But perhaps it is not fair to call Paul
Rennet the hero. He simply dies, and
from the spirit world looks down while

his widow and children carry on. Being
nice normal people, everything goes

well with all of them, but not, Paul
Rennet observes, at all in the way it

^

would have done had he stayed on earth

to take a hand in the family affairs.

This discovery—that his importance in
^

U- >!'•] I'

the family circle when alive was quite ..

out of proportion to his character and >
'

j

intelligence, and that they are all much
'

the better for his untimely decease— J
does not trouble him. In the spirit

world to which he has departed, pre-

paratory to being born again, they do

not worry, and after a while they even

cease to see what is going on among
the living. The ego which they carry

with them across the Styx gradually

fades away. Paul Rennet follows the And soon

careers of his wife and children until the ' —
end of the story—he is, in fact, a sort of ghostly reader of

the novel—and it is, as might be expected, in the delineation

of the reasonably commonplace but astonishingly real

characters of the living, rather than in the mental processes,

if one may so call them, of the deceased, that the merit

of the book lies, Mr. Sullivan is a Canadian, and he has

the gift, happily possessed by so many American novelists,

of adding the little commonplace touches that make the

artist’s lay figure come vividly to life. All the Rennets

are very much alive (except the deceased Paid), and

MANNERS AND MODES.

KOW THEY HIDE THEIR FACES.

And soon the interest will be entirely at tee other end.

one parts from them, as from charming but casually met
acquaintances, with real regret.

I had thought that all had been said that could possibly be

said about the murder of the Archduke Francis Ferdinand
and his wife in June, 1914. Professor Sbton-Watson, in

his Sarajevo : A Study in the Origins of the Great War
(Hutchinson), proves me mistaken inmy belief, while laying

bare the fact that responsibility for the crime must be

i shared between Austria and Serbia. Behind the murder
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stretched the long and bitter history of the Southern Slav

Question, In retelling this history as a prelude to the

tragedy, Professor Sbton-Watson shows that, like the

Franco-German, the Austro- Serb rivalry “ was one of the

most burning of pre-war problems.” Of the murder and

the bizarre funeral which followed there is a dramatic

account; but the greater drama was to come. Austro-

Hungarian official complicity in the murder is rejected by
the author as “ fantastic.” Yet the occasion furnished by
the murder, if not the murder itself, was welcomed by many
Austrians— Count Berchtold, the Foreign Minister,

amongst them—as affording the long-desired pretext for

settling the Southern Slav Question in Austria’s interests.

Indeed Berchtold, who has hitherto been regarded as

being more fool than knave, is' here shown very conclu-

sively to have been all knave. Seizing the happy pretext,

Berchtold precipitated a European War, the only men
in the Empire with sufficient sanity left to oppose him being

Tisza and the old Emperor. And to induce the Emperor
to consent to a declaration, of war Berchtold stooped to

the ‘‘ crowning infamy ” of lying to him about an “ attack
”

by Serbian troops. I congratulate Professor Seton-Watson
on the scrupulous and

“
welcome impartiality

with which he has
treated a notoriously

controversial subject.

Our Classical Pro-
fessors are becoming
distinctly more vocal
than they were in the
staid and dignified past.

General Literature is

no longer benefs^^^^theirij

prehensile graspl

as in the old days they
were expected to stick

to their job of teaching
Latin or Greek and, if

publication were really

essential to their happi-
JJrchin {to camping party). “Ain’t ver brought no roundabouts, Mister?”

in these days to be rather on the increase than otherwise,

largely no doubt owing to the invention of the internal

combustion engine, which has solved for the amateur so

many of the problems of seamanship. Mr. S. Clough,
whose book. Cruises and Curses (Selwyn and Blount),
records in ingenuous and amusing fashion the adventures
and misadventures (chiefly the latter) of a converted ship’s

lifeboat, the Na^icy, does not as yet belong to that select

brotherhood which finds its delight in going a-circumnavi-
gating in cockboats. But the difference is one of degree
only, and it is possible for an enthusiastic tyro who has
negotiated the various bends of the Thames which lie

between the Pool and Chapman Light to enter very com-
pletely into the feelings of, say. Sir Francis Drake when
he first sailed the Pacific Ocean. Mr. Clough is, or was,
a thorough amateur. The state of his nautical inexperience
at the outset may be gauged by the fact that his first pro-
ceeding was to get under way without unmooring ! But
the special Providence which exercises a benevolent super-
vision over the antics of fools, drunken men and amateur
mariners kept a kindly eye on him in this and more serious
difficulties, and his book closes with the significant state-

ment that the much-
enduring Nancy having
made her last voyage
he is fitting out a new
boat with a view to

“more extensive cruis-

ing.” He may make a

circumnavigator yet.

In Cornish SilJiozieUcs

Miss C. 0. Eogers
showed her intimate
knowledge of theDuchy

,

and, although Echoes
in Cornzr(3^2/ (Lane) does
not in beauty ' equal
her previous volume, it

has left mo confirmed
in the belief that she

ness, to edit revised texts with scholarlyemendations. Here
for example w.e have Mt^Gilbert Norwood, a Professor of
Greek at Cardiff. University*, bringing out a curiously as-
sorted work called The WoodenMan (Heinemann), made up
of three short stories anda varied selection of essays. I have
a feeling that the volume would perhaps have been more
impressive if it had consisted of essays alone, and if those
essays had been more uniform^ To ihy mind the three short
stories with which he opens the book are slightly ama-
teurish, though the first, which gives its name to the
volume, is a pleasantly robust practical joke. I should
conjecture Professor Norwood to be a hater of sHams, an
admirer of knock-about humour, a hearty lecturer who does
not treat the Classics purely from the scholastic standpoint.
There are some excellent passages in his book. I like best the
essay on Petronius, whom he calls ** The Earliest European
Novelist,” and ther4 is lot of-sound sense in “ Too Many
Books,” and'of good satire in “ Second Class.” At any rate
Professor Norwood is something more than a dry classical
scholar. But perhaps all our -professors are now ; the
example of Stephen Leacock (though Political Economy
is his subject^.has had its effect. . ,

.

" *

It is a curious fact that,'while the passing of the romance
of navigation is being everywhere lamented, that particular
form of sea fever in the landsman which finds the fullest
satisfaction in the possession of “ a boat of his own ” seems

can be trusted to deal
truly and faithfully with' this vastly overwritten corner
of the world. Many of, the sketches are given in dialect

;

but Miss Eogers has provided a short glossary, in
which such words as “quignogs,” “midgety-morrows,”
“quams” and “jannack” are compelled to disclose their
mysteries to “foreigners.” These sketches show humour
and acute observation of the Cornish people, but I prefer
Miss Eogers when her attention is directed to places
rather than to people. “The Secret of Pandora,” for instance,
is a delightful story of a little hamlet “ shut away from the
world.” Altogether this is a collection in which lovers of
Cornwall (whether they have or have not been born on
“foreign” soil) will find both amusement and instruction.

I learn from the publishers (Collins) that the purpose of
The Professor on Paius is “not only to hold the reader’s
interest but to make him laugh out loud.” A worthy aim,
even if it falls short of its dual object. At Professor
Bidgeley's death part of his brain was transferred by
another Professor to a cat, and a female cat at that. You
have to picture the combination as feline in outward form,
but able to -talk and think like a human being. Mr. A. b!
Cox makes full play with the ridiculous situations that
arise from such a metamorphosis, and I hope that the
welkin may ring with the laughter caused by them. For
my own part I prefer him when he is not devoting his con-
siderable powers of humour to a subject so essentiallyfarcical.
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In Battersea there is never the same

trouble over the captain as they have
j

in the case of the English team. The
Selection Cormnittee there have to put

up with him, or else he takes the bat

home. -
^

Eegret is felt that the films of Cabinet

Ministers at work, which are to he shown
during the Eecess, do not include a slow-

motion picture of Mr. Baldwin settling

the coal strike. *
‘ *

A Daily Mail reader has seen a white

snake with pink eyes. Daily News
readers never see things like that.

ill

We are told that a famous veteran

Australian cricketer is now a dentist.

He is said to possess an

action that completely

deceives the^Datient and

uproots the stumps.

Bean Inge has ac-

cepted the Presidency

of theWigan Education

Society. A spirit of al-

most Continental gaiety
pervades this notorious

town.

The importation of

firearms into America

has been forbidden.

This, of course, is quite

right, as nothing is

more annoying to an

American than to be

shot at with a foreign

revolver.
,,,

*

Following closely upon Mile. Leng-

len’s change of status comes the news

that a well-known domino-player has

decided to turn professional.
•.!«

*
A burglar who broke into a house at

Finchley was found in possession of a

jemmy two' feet in length. It is ex-

pected that the matter will be taken

up as the jemmy was in excess of the

regulation length.
^

>

*

It is stated by a gossip-writer that

a large number of international crooks

are now in London. This seems to be

the first-fruits of that “ Come to Britain
’

campaign. ,ic

According to a Natural History book

a bee will not sting you if you remain

motionless. But supposing you meet a

bee that hasn’t read the book ?

British i^ssociation meets again at
|

effect of alcohol on plants was very inter-
|

Oxford mankind will have recognised

the existence of beings far superior to

ourselves has no reference to the in-

habitants of Golder’s Green.
;,c

^

V

Adam and Eve (Sir Oliver Lodge
assures us that the Genesis account is

fundamentally true) had one thing to be

thoroughly thankful for—there wasn’t

anybody just then in a position to be

called up at a stance.

At several motor-parks now there

are car-valets. There seems to be less

chance than ever of a Ford being a hero.

A man who accused Mr. Eudole
Valentino of using cosmetics and wear-

ing bangles has declined his challenge

to a duel. It is rumoured that, had be

estuig. You should have see our aspi-

distra the next morning.

A gentleman of eighty years has

just returned home for tiie first time

in forty years. The police seem to

bo getting this traffic problem in hand

at last. .v ...

The modem merchant of Venice has

ven up dealing in fiesb. He stocks

pyjiviamas instead for the Lido.

BrowJtley-Smith. There’s that awful bore,

STAY UNDER WATER UNTIL HE PASSES BY.”

Simthley-Jones. “There’s my old friend, Brownley-Smiih.

NISE HIS COSTUME. I ’LL STAY HERB TILL HE COMES UP.”

The uproar caused by Mussolini’s

efforts to standardise women’s dress

seems to be a lot of fuss about prac-

tical!v nothing. ...

ik

Dr. A. 0. Gunther says that man
I probably lost his hair when he first

sta,rted to light fires.

It would seem that pre-

histcrio coal was very

much like curs.

A thousand Mexican
army officers have been

dismissed for over-stay-

ing their leave. The
trouble was that for

quite a long time

the revolutionaries had
hardly anybody to re-

volt against.

*

5{S

'

Professor Julian
Huxley says that even

a worm makes love.

When a lady worm re-

jects a proposal she

just turns.

Smithlby-Jones. I ’ll

I RECOG- .
-!«

la a recent cricket

match a policeman took three wickets

with the first three balls of the match.

He received many congratulations on

performing the helmet-trick.
51^

The discovery that goldfish kill mos-

quitoes has only an academic interest.

One so seldom has a goldfish handy

when there are mosquitoes about.
sJC 5[<

Some of the children taking part in

an angling competition at Deal "were

under fire years old. It is very sad.

!.
* . • •

There is a revival of optimism m
France, if we may believe the report

that a Parisian has been arrested for

making counterfeit francs.

“Storm, the world’s wonder vocalist, will

sing in four voices. This lady has a range of

31 octaves.”

—

Local Fa^er.

To save her from fatigue when running

up and down her scales there is some

talk of fitting her with an escalator.understood that

accepted, the weapons would have been

film cameras at twenty paces.

Mr. Baldwin says that he wants a

month of watching cricket. Still, if he

can only spare a couple of days it might

seem like a month.

The smallest bone in the human body

is said to be in the ear, unless, of course,

you ’ve been eating kippers.

Lord Allenby says, “ I have seen a

good deal of fighting in my life, and no

man dislikes it more than I do.” Mr.

Dempsey’s comment on this is expected

later. :{<

*

Seven silver coins were found inside

a codfish caught in 'America. Some

c.o.D. 1

Sir Oliver
Sir Jagadis Bose’s demonstration,

before the Physiology Section of the
It is uuutJiaouuu. ujLJcuu . ----

j.*

Lodge’s prediction that before the British Association, of the stimulating

VOL. CLXXI,
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THE BEER CRISIS.

A PROPOSED APPEAL TO AMERICAN
SYMPATHY.

[“There are unniistakaliie signs at tlie pre-

sent moment that the demand for beer is not
the same or not so good as it was this time
twelve months ago.”

—

Sir Cos^o Bousor
(Chairman) at the Ordinary General Meeting

of Me$S7's. Watney, Coribe, Reid & Co.]

1 READ of horrid rumours fl.ying

About the parlous need of coal

;

Our trade is on its last bed dying
And all the land is full of dole

;

Unless (they say) this dreadful stop-

page
Within the next year peters out,

It means the universal poppage
Of chattels up the spout.

Yet I remark no lack of money;
If holiday reports are true,

Our seasides bulge with milk and honey
More than they’- ever used to do

;

I haven’t tried to probe the mystery

—

I knew I ’d get the answer wrong,
But never in our glorious history

Have beanos gone so strong.

The seas are simply black with dippers

;

Never were known such wakes ” (in

Lancs.)

;

Our rural ways that reek of trippers

Eecord a boom in charabancs

;

Blackpool defeats the fame of Babel

;

' At Southend myriads nightly snore
Upon the mat or kitchen-table

Or, failing these, the shore.

I guessed—so warm the revels’ pace
is—

A catch somewhere and wondered
what

;

And now Sir Cosmo Bonsor places
His finger on the vital spot

:

In throwing off his annual statement
He let the painful fact appear

That there has been amarked abatement
In the demand for Beer.

I knew they must have faced some
measure

Of self-denial—this was plain

;

I knew they must have bought their
pleasure

With some equivalent of pain;
But Beer, the fount of British bonhomie,
The food on which it waxes fat 1

—

Who could have dreamed that their
economy

Would take a shape like that ?

I hear of persons off a liner

Cadging around the U.S.A.
In quest of alms to aid the miner
And so prolong this futile fray

;

Why can’t another begging mission
Appeal by all they hold most dear,

And get the slaves of Prohibition
To subsidise our Beer ? 0. S.

MUCK.
Take him to see the tennis-court,”

said Cecilia, before I had finished giving

her a brotherly embrace.
“ W^hy did you go and tell him ?

”

protested John. “ I was going to lead

him gently up the garden. ...”
“ Past the laurel hedge and the

pansies, down the crazy-paving to the

clump of old dog’s nose. How it all

comes back ! Let us start at once,” I

begged. “Unless, of course, lunch
happens to be ready.”

“ You can eat afterwards,” said

Cecilia.

“ Lead me to the tennis-court,” I said

resignedly. “Where is it, and how
shall I know it when we get there ?

”

“ It ’s that old bit of grass at the top

where the summer-house W'-as. We ’ve

thrown away all that ugly rockery stuff'

and knocked the summer-house down.”
“ The true gardening spirit,” I said.
“ And levelled it all out, and now it ’s

a tennis-lawn,” finished Cecilia.
“ Js it ? ” I said. “I wonder. I’ve

heard of that sort of tennis-lawn before.”
^‘Then come and see,” said Cecilia

triumphantly.

John led the way.
^ si? >!*.

^^H’m,” I said critically, ‘Us this all

of it, or is there another piece some-
where else in the garden ?

”

“Don’t be ignorant,” said John.
“This is a full-sized tennis-court—er-~
seventy something by forty something
and a bit over.”

“That’s what I meant,” I said.

“What in heaven’s name are you
talking about ? ” demanded John.
“The bit over,” I explained. “Do

you stand in the cucumber frame to
serve ? Or climb into the blackthorn ?

”

“There’s plenty of room to serve,”
answered Cecilia haughtily.

“Unless you have feet like barges,”
added John. “ I daresay you ’d be foot-
faulting a few inches, but we didn’t
make the court for feet like yours.”

“ That hole in the north-east corner,”
I -went on, pointing to a deep depres-
sion, “what is that for? Is it a sort
of cache for spare racquets, and so on ?

Or just to make the game more ex-
citing ?

”

“ That ’s where John left the roller
standing for two days,” explained
Cecilia. “It was really funny, if it

hadn’t been so tragic. When we’d
levelled it all up there was a large bump
just there, you see.”

“ Wait a minute, wait a minute,” I
said. “ I don’t understand that. You
say that after, you had finished the
levelling ”

“Moving the muck,” interrupted
John suddenly and looked complacent.

I jumped.
“That’s quite right,” explained

Ceciliagaily. “That’s what it’s called.”

: “What what ’s called ? ” I demanded.
“ The muck,” said John.
“It’s the technical term,” said

Cecilia. “ We had a man to help, you
know, and he called it all muck.”
She waved her hand comprehensively.
“ I don’t blame him,” I said

;
“in fact

I rather agree with him. But w^by you
should be so pleased about it I don’t
know.”

“ Listen,” saidJohn patiently. “When
a labourer, navvy or whatnot shifts
earth or soil from anywhere for any
purpose he calls it ‘ muck.’

”

“I know all about that,” I said.
“ When I was a fully unpaid whatnot
in the Great War I shifted tons of soil

or earth from everyivhere for no purpose,
and I called it all sorts of things. The
words come naturally after a time.”
John looked at Cecilia and sighed.

“ You are, if possible, even less intelli-

gent than usual,” he told me, “We
will ignore the question of muck. You
are now asked your opinion (not that
we care twopence what it is) of our new
tennis-lawn, designed, levelled, con-
structed and turfed by ourselves. Your
answer will be taken into account in
determining what sort of lunch you are
offered.”

I pondered the matter at some length .

“Well,” I began deliberately, “re-
membering that lunch is still to come,
let me first congratulate you on a ,very
fine result. If, of course, you could
make it half as large again it would be
nearer to full-size. I should like also
to suggest that the mound away on the
right should be moved and dropped
into the hole caused by the roller on
the left,

“ There are, I notice, numerous other
projections, lumps, bumps, dips, ditches
and so forth scattered about. These, I
daresay, are intentional. I understand
that the young Austin achieved his—
er—prowess is the word, I think, by
having balls shot at him by his father
from unexpected angles. That being
so, after a year or so on his father’s
court I shall confidently expect your
son Christopher, at the early age of
eleven, to beatBnuaNON in three straight
sets. In short,” I concluded, “judged
by the standard of private tennis-lawns,
a very fine collection of muck. And
now for lunch.”

“ Mr.
^ said that he had visited the school

the previous week and in one room 24 ft. square
there were about 100 children in the charge of
1,200 teachers. Such overcrowding, he main-
tained, was detrimental to the health of the
children and the ateLflR-^Manchester Ra2oer,We never approve of more than forty
teachers to the square foot.
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THE HOLLYWOOD TOUCH.

ME. OHAELES CHAPLIN SHOWS OUE CABINET MINISTEES HOW TO EEGISTEE

BEEICIENOY.

[A film representing members of the Cabinet at work is now being exhibited in some of the constitnenoies.]
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TD THINGS ABOUT.”
She, “One mcght be in the South of Fhanoe, instead op I

ffe, “Don’t think the crowd looks particularly French.”

She. “Oh, of course, it’s only ip one shuts one’s eyes.”

Devonshire, with all
j>

THESE PALMS AND

THE FAT HAM SCANDAL.
A EEaiMENTAii Problem.

The Barracks lias not yet quite re-

covered from it all yet. It is still hotly

debated in Messes and places where they

argue. And everybody is frightfully

worried. The Colonel of course still

thinks that . . . But I shall tell you

all about it.

It was begun by the World’sYoungest

Subaltern, who is now in our midst,

having just passed out of the Eoyal
Military Cradle. He was Supernumer-

ary Orderly Officer one morning and

as such his first duty was to inspect

the men’s breakfasts. He had never'

done it before
;
and Lieutenant Holster,

who as Orderly Officer should have

been with him to show him what to do,

had confined his assistance to remark-

ing casually the night before that it

seemed a pity that two people should

get up at 6.45 a.m. when one would do,

and that there never w£7^e really any
complaints to deal with anyway.
The World’s Youngest Subaltern

therefore found himself grappling with

it alone in the chilly dawn of the Men’s
Mess Boom, and was quite taken aback

when, having shouted out (using two

octaves), “ Any complaints ? ” someone
stood up and said, Yes, Sir.’*

It was strangely enough not even

our Private Barrel. Our Private Barrel

has a good trick which he occasionally

produces on these occasions. He comes

in early, gets hisplate, takes three or four

large mouthfuls, arranges the remainder

to look as if it were still untouched, and
then complains that “this ’ere ain’t

’ardly enough. Sir, for a big man.” He
knows well that the inspecting officer

has not yet had his own breakfast and
that his sympathetic hunger nearly

always helps towards approval of the

complaint, which means an extra whack
from a grumbling cook’s mate.

On this occasion, however, it was the

World’s Eawest Eecruit who was stand-

ing up, before Private Barrel could

disengage himself from the table edge.

Straight from a good home, he said,

“Sir, this is a beastly breakfast and I

can’t eat it. This ham is much too fat.”

The World’s Youngest Subaltern

looked at the ham. It tvas very fat. It

was in his eyes perfectly beastly. The
Orderly Corporal ventured that it was
an ordinary ham bought by the Messing
Officer from the Navy, Army and Air

Force Institute; but the Subaltern was

also from a good home, and deep called

to deep. Exercising the initiative of a

junior officer, which at 7 a.m. is a pretty

powerful thing, he ordered the ham to

be collected and consigned to the swill-

tub as being not fib to eat.

The Sergeant-Cook, having been hur-

riedly sent for by the Orderly Corporal,

arrived in time to see it go into the tub,

and when he had, firstly, recovered

speech and, secondly, remembered that

he was about to speak to an officer he

askedwhat he was to do about the men’s

breakfast. The Subaltern airily told

him to give them something else, and

went back to the Mess, happy in the

consciousness of duty well done. The
Sergeant-Cook retired to the cook-house

to send an S.O.S. for the Quartermaster,

wipe his forehead and murmur, “What
a nuisance !

” or, as the Army Act grace-

fully puts it, “words to that effect.”

Captain and Quartermaster Ledger

was the next person to be drawn into

the affair. He arrived straight from his

quarters, trying as always to give the
|

impression that he had been up and at

work for several hours and was almost

thinking of knocking off for lunch.

When he recovered his breath, which
he had lost both during the journey and
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at sight of the sacrilege, he ordered
Bully” to be served and had a con-

sultation with the Sergeant-Cook The
result was a motion carried unanimously
that “ this house considers there will be
a plurry row when the Colonel is told

about this ’ere ’am being thrown away
not properlycondemned and w'e ’d better

have some of it as evidence.”

Necessary action was therefore taken
through the usual channels, as under

:

Captain and Quartermaster Ledger told

the Sergeant-Cook to procure a piece.of

the ham and send it over to the Colonel’s

office table to await the Orderly Boom
inquiry. The Sergeant-Cook then told

the Orderly Corporal to get a piece of

ham (in duplicate) for the Colonel’s

table in the office. The Orderly Corporal
detailed Private Butt to pick two or

three pieces out of the swill-tub, and
send them over to beput on the Colonel’s

table.

Now Private Buttwas a good soldier.

That is to say he was not gifted with
any imagination, and he obeyed orders

implicitly. He collected three pieces

of ham, dusted them over and put them
on a clean plate and departed to where
he knew the Colonel was to be found at

that hour. Arrived at the Officers’

Mess, he told the mess-waiter briefly

that “Quartermaster’s orders! This
’ere ’am’s to be put on the Colonel’s

table, and there ain’t ’arf going to be a

row 1
” The mess-waiter obeyed

the first part and agreed heartily with
the last part.

The Colonel, coming in late to break-

fast, first ate his fish and then discovered
on his table the ham, now garnished by
the conscientious mess -waiter with a

sprig of parsley. He at once demolished
it with pleasure, being heard to say that

it was quite a change to get a good fat

bit of ham instead of that stringy lean

stuff.

He then went down to the office,

where Captain and Quartermaster Led-

ger (who, after an agitated half-hour

spent trying to trace his former “evi-

dence,” had at length produced two
more pieces) immediately began to ex-

plain to him, not very hopefully, what
a rotten breakfast the troops had had
and how the ham ought to be con-

demned. The Colonel lighted his pipe

and inspected the ham. Full of good

breakfast, he naturally didn’t like the

look of it. He agreed, under Captain

Lodger’s skilful guidance, that it was
rotten, sent for the N.A. A.F.I. Manager
and the Messing Officer and started a

good row. The Messing Officer in de-

lence said that the ham was good and
fit to eat, and was backed up by a stray

officer of theE A. S.C. This gentleman’s

conception, by the 'way, of when is meat
bad meat was founded apparently on a

Yorkshireman (lolio finds tJie slow jplay even of Yorkshire more than he can endure),
“ Bah goom, Ah wish it would rain !

”

belief that as long as any part is good
it ’s ail good, such belief being assisted

by a total lack of any sense of smell.

The Colonel retorted that no ham need
be bad at all, and in fact he had that

very morning had a plateful of as excel-

lent ham as anyone could want. The
meeting broke up in disorder and ad-

journed for further inquiry.

And there the matter rests. Everyone,

as I said, is frightfully worried about

it. The Messiog Officer knows now
that he has an overwhelming weapon
in his hands to convince the Colonel

that the ham was good, but he sees no
safe way of using it short of resigning

his commission, emigrating to Australia

and writing to him about it from there.

The Quartermaster is worried as to who
is to pay for (a) the condemned ham

and/or (b) the bully. The Sergeant-
Cook is greatly worried by the com-
ments of the troops at all subsequent
meals. The Colonel is worried because
he can’t find out where his excellent

plate of ham came from and thus let

the Messing Officer know what good
bam should be like. Private Butt is

very worried indeed and creeps about
looking behind him and saluting every

officer twice; while theWorld’s Youngest
Subaltern is thinking of transferring.

The only person who isn’t worried at all

is the Contractor, who buys the swill-

tub refuse at a very cheap rate to feed

his pigs. A. A,

“ He had a thick black beard, bushy high-

brows, close cropped bair,” etc .—Daily JPa^er,

The best highbrows need no bush.
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SIMPLE STORIES.
I.

—

The Robber.

One day Milly Fairbrother going

for a ^alk with her nurse Gladys Gonk
when they met a robber in a wood.

The rolDber said give me some money
and Gladys Conk said howmuch money ?

He said a shilling, and she said I

haven't got a shilling, and he said yes

you have.

She said well at any rate I shan't

give it to you, and he said if you don't

I shall kill you.

Milly was frightened at that hut

Gladys Conk was not frightened. She

said you can’t do that, and he

said why not ? and she said

because I shall kill you first.

The robber laughed at that

and said oh you will will you ?

and she said yes I will will I.

The robber laughed again

and said that's good, what
with ? and she said with my
umbrella.

Now Milly’s mother had
given Gladys Conk a new um-
brella for a Christmas present.

It had a duck’s head on the

handle made of imitation

silver and she always took it

for walks with her, and it

was a good thing she did be-

cause of the robber.

The robber's face assumed
,

a ghastly hue and he said I

never thought of that, and
Gladys Conk said well you
can think of it now.

So Gladys Conk killed the

robber and he had a lovely

funeral with arum lilies and
Milly was allowed to go to it.

Well the next day a police-

man came to the back-door
and asked for Gladys Conk.
The cook opened the door

because she was just going
out to get a chicken to make some
chicken-broth for Milly. Milly was in

bed with a sore throat that morning,
but she was better the next day and got
up, and her friend Jean Hale came to

tea with her and they played with the
animals in her Noah's Ark.

So the cook said do come in and sit

down, and he came in and sat down,
and she gave him some beefsteak-and-
kidney pie which she had made for

lunch upstairs, but she said they can
have some cold meat, it won’t do them
any harm. And she gave him some
stout which she had paid for out of her
wages.

When he had eaten half the pie and
drunk all the stout he said where is

Gladys Conk ?

The cook said what do you want with

Gladys Conk? and he said ah you may
well ask.

The cook said she is busy ironing and

she doesn't want to have anything to

do with policemen she is too young.

And he said she is not too young for

me and the judge wants to see her about

having a trial.

She said what for? and he said for

killing the robber.

The cook said oh, and he said ah you
may well say oh.

So she said well 1 11 go and fetch her.

So they had a trial and the judge

was a very kind man and he liked

Gladys Conk because he had had a little

“I SHALL KILL YOU WITH MY UMBRELLA.”

girl of his own called Gladys, but she
was grown up now and she had a little

girl called Gladys Mary. And the judge
had sent her a book of poetry for her
birthday and she had learnt three pieces
in it. And two of her aunts had given
her two fountain-pens one for black ink
and one for red, and one of the mis-
tresses of the school she went to had
borrowed the one for red ink to correct
exercises with.

So the judge said to Gladys Conkdon’t
be frightened, and she said no I won’t.
And he said that 's right why did vou

kill the robber?
She said well wouldn't you ? and he

said yes I would.
So the judge gave Gladys Conk a

watch which he paid for out of his own
money, and afterwards she married the

policeman and had several wedding
presents. She loved him rather but he
was aggravating, and the cook said of

course everybody could please them-

selves but she wouldn’t have married

him herself not if he had been the only

man in the world.

They had six children, five girls and
one little policeman, and when Milly

went to tea with her she had brown
bread and butter with apricot jam and
macaroons and was allowed to bath the
baby. A. M.

THE PICTURE BOYCOTT.
The paucity of the sales of pictures ex-

hibited at the Royal Academy
has already led to comment in

the Press, and sympathy is

naturally expressed with ar-

tists living, but hard put to

it to make a livelihood, especi-

ally at a time when fabulous
sums are given for the works
of Old Masters. Various ex-

planations are put forward for

this strange neglect—-the lean
years through which we are
passing, the coal stoppage,
the defective taste of the new
rich, etc. But it has been
reserved for a writer in a
Lancashire paper, The Liver-
pool Post, once more to vindi-

cate the traditionalleadership
in thought claimed by that
county. Fewer pictures

are being sold, whether of the
Academy or not, because of

the modem fashion of banish-
ing pictures almost entirely

from our rooms.”
This statement needs to be

extended. Pictures are disap-

pearing from the walls not
only of private houses but
of hotels. It has been the
fortune of the present writer
to spend a fortnight in a

large and excellently equipped modern
hotel. There is no lack of rooms for

smoking, reading or writing or loung-
ing. There is a large dancing saloon,

where youth and age, to adapt the classic
phrase of Artemxjs Ward, “lift their

lily-white hoofs,” not in the “dasjzling
waltz ” but the slithering fox-trot.

Other amenities are not wanting, but
from floor to basement there is not a
single picture on the walls.

Much, no doubt, can be said in defence
of this abstinence from mural decora-
tion. People of fastidious taste are
not affronted by the display of works
which afiiict and exasperate their
aesthetic sense. Persons engaged on
bridge or crossword-puzzles are not dis-

tracted from their engrossing pursuits.
Puritans, if any survive, are pleased
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by the austere simplicity of their sur-

roundings.

Personally, however, and as an im-

penitent Yictorian, I lament the disap-

pearance of those familiar engravings

and oleographs which fascinated me in

my youth and even in my middle-age.

Gone are the portraits of Royalties,^ of

coronations and otherpublic ceremonies.

Gone are the engravings of Landseer’s

stags and dogs. Gone too is “The Blach

Brunswicker ” and other once familiar

delineations of chivalrous figures and

pathetic leave-takings. Gone, again,

past recall are those innumerable cheap

engravings (mostly of German origin)

of a sentimental and domestic character.

As works of art they were negligible.

The drawing was frequently very bad

;

“planes” and “values” were disre-

garded ; but as modern primitives they

were oftenengagingby theirvery crudity.

They may be said to have served a use-

ful purpose by showing one how not to
1

do it, bub they were generally optimistic

,
and they sometimes “ teemed with uncon-

scious humour.” They may still be

encountered in old-fashioned hostelries

and in lodging-houses, where the rich

splendours of the oleograph, somewhat

dimmed by age, still linger on to refresh

the elderly visitor with memories of the

placid years of his youth.

QUANTITATIVE MORALITY.

Of a recent performance by one of

our Play Societies a critic wrote :

—

“It is a fine play, finely acted. It is

nnderatocd that the Censor did not object

to a line in it. His only objection when he

saw the first rehearsal was to the number of

drunken people lying about the stage in the

ballroom scene.

The number was reduced.”

I don't suppose the above announce-

ment means very much to you, but it

means a great deal to me. It may mean
the blasting of my young hopes of suc-

cess.

For I was just on the point of finish-

ing a rather brilliant play, in which every

member of the cast (twenty-four in

number) gets frightfully drunk in Act II.

They were to be strewn all over the

stage just anyhow, and they were not

to get up until the rise of the curbain on

Act III., two days later. And now it

'

seems that the Censorwould not permit

its production.

I am the more doubtful about the

best course to take because I am not at

all sure what the report means when it

says “ the number was reduced.” Does

this mean the number of drunken people

or the number of drunken people lying

about ? In the case of my play would

the national morals be safeguarded if I

could contrive to get some of my char-

acters, however unsteadily, on to their

feet, leaving only half of them, say, in

prone or supine positions ? This seems

rather a nice point in comparative

morality.

Alternatively, if in order to preserve

the decencies I have to keep one or

more of them sober, how many would

be allowed to take an active part in my
orgy ? What is the maximum number
of intoxicated persons which a West
End audience may be permitted to be-

hold on the stage without fear of its

morals being subverted, and is the

number constant or does it vary with

the size of the cast ? Two must be all

right, I know, because I’ve seen lots

of plays with two. But do eighteen

drunken persons constitute a moral

spectacle ? If not, do twelve ? I don’t

see how I could possibly get below

twelve in my ballroom scene without

spoiling the artistic effect of my play

altogether.

The life of a playwright is very diffi-

cult at times, don’t you think ?

“ Oars to suit any pocket.”

Advt. m Provincial Pajper.

Has the craze for small cars got as far

as that ?
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THE JAMMERS.
[The following lines may serve to throw some light on the “mush,”

“bubble,” “swish” and other nuisances which from time to time are

a source of agitation in “Radio ” circles.]

As the Spheres made music of old, shall they make for us?
’

'Twas thus I spake with my friend

As we rode together, atop of a pirate bus.

To the villa at Ponder’s End.

Through the rain we rode together, by Bank and Lea
And the murmurous marts of Bow

;

And I said, Shall the Spheres make music for thee and me ?

And my friend replied, “ What ho I

”

:!: .'I: 'A'

’Twas a secret yilla, aloof, at the gasworks’ edge.

With a name that none might read

(For it was not writ), and the gap in the garden hedge
Was a sorrowful sight indeed.

So we lit the lamp and w^e stirred the blaze and w^e hung
Up weeds ombriferous (wet)

;

And eye thrilled eye as my friend reflectively flung

The cloth from his wireless set.

Then we spun fine filaments featly about the room
In a web-like gossamer snare,

And we sorted the waves- in lengths, and the gaunt accum-
ulator we earthed with care.

We hoicked it gingerly up, for the thing was old

And visibly incomplete

;

And we earthed it deep in the green of the garden mould,
And we flattened it down with feet.

Valve and crystal we linked to the tiny drum
Till the sibilant sparks should fly,

And we turned the tap, and we waited for things to hum
('Twas my friend did that, not I

;

For I know but little of these and the things akin,

And hold with the wiser plan
Of casting the shame and the burden of ‘tuning in

”

On a really competent man).

We craved no prattle of Uncle or Aunt, no mutter
Of “Talks” on Tennis or Tee,

But the Voice that booms on the brim of theUttermost Utter
(Which has always appealed to me)

;

No Neo-Demoniac Orpheus our ears to split

With a jazz-born syncopate bray,
But the chords that crash on the coasts of the Infinite

(Which is ever so far away).

We sought no Air Force music’s muscular flow,
Nor the Band of the Grenadiers,

But the elfin lilt of the Island of Prospero,
The far-off Song of the Spheres.

Then my friend played tunes on a delicate dumb device
|

Of button and plug and key, i

And he caught his strong cat-whisker and waved it thrice
In a careless manner and free.

i

BuzZj buzz, cracJde and buzz went the frenzied set,
And buzz, buzz, a^ackle and pop I

Like a bee that has burst in a meadow of mignonette
;

And I cried on my friend to stop.

But there gui-gled an organ thunder, gusty and great,
And a cry, stomachic, astray.

Like the ghost of a huge ham sandwich that mourns its plate
In the fangs of the Far-away.

Sounds Marconic, cacophonous, Hades-blended,
Throatily throbbed, as though

The cream of the world’s expectmteurs contended
In a species of rodeo.

Followed the anguished coo of a startled dove
That is pipped by a falling star,

Then a long-drawn squeal like a lyric of Indian love

Done in the vernacular
;

The call of a strong canary, intoxicate, ailing,

Crazy, cantankerous, crude

;

The plaint of a perforate python impinged on a paling
Fluting farewell to its brood.

Till there curdled a cautious cry, “ The Jammers 1
” and lo

!

As a teacup brimmeth with tea

The room was filled with the men of the G.P.O.
x\nd the men of the B.B.C.

And as each contended with each for the prize (that ’s us)
In a semi-official fray,

We skipped through the garden fence and we caught the bus,

I

And we left them pegging away.

And so that was that. And I said to my friend, “ No doubt
’Tis glory for thee and me

To have heard the stuff that the poets have raved about
As it really happens to be.

’Tis novel, no doubt
;
primeval, it may be so

;

And well enough for the Spheres,

But give me the Air Force music’s muscular flow
Or the Band of the Grenadiers.”

SCIENCE AT SEA.

“Sea-sickness,” said the Scientific Uncle, who was not
at all of the B.B.C. variety, “is simply a matter of the
imagination. You put yourself in the frame of mind to be
ill, you dread being ill and you are ill.”

“Then you think that if we take care not to talk about ic

in front of Joan she won’t be ill? ” asked Mummy. “ It 's

her first trip on the water and we want her to enjoy every
moment of her holiday.”

“Certainly,” said the Scientific Uncle. “Keep the child
normal. Take it for granted that she will pursue the usual
night routine that she does on land and she will sleep till

morning in the usual way. Why should she not ?
”

At this moment Joan came into the room with her Teddy
bear in her arms.

“Well, little girl,” said the Scientific Uncle, “so you are
going to take part in this health-giving holiday ?

”

“ Teddy and I are going to Holland,” said Joan simply.
“He isn’t clever and funny like Daddy,” she confided to

Tedder outside the door, “but we have to be p’lite.”

Inside the room the Scientific Uncle was continuing his
lecture.

“You will of course avoid any of those pernicious sea-sick
remedies,” he said. “If I had time I would explain the
effect they have on your system. Now I must leave you.
I have to lecture to-night.”

“ Joany shall have her chance,” said Mummy, looking at
Daddy, who nodded assent.

“Her certainty,” said the Scientific Uncle reprovingly.
i;: s!s j|: .j.

“Yes, darling,” said Mummy when they were safely in
the cabin, with men in white coats carrying in their baggage,
“this is where we are going to sleep. We will open all
those funny little drawers to-morrow and see what is in
them. Now you must go to sleep very quickly. The captain
doesn’t like passengers to stay up talking. He likes them
to go straight to bed.”

It was at this moment' that a passenger just outside their
door shouted “ Steward

!

” in a voice that was louder than
any noise that was going on in the boat.
“Now the Captain will come down and see who that is,”
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Sost {to guest at garden-party). “I’m afeaid, Admibai,, this sobt of show is a bit out of xooe elembfit; bot there’s

A PUNT ON THE LAKE IF YOU CARE TO MAKE USE OF IT.”

said Daddy, determined to give Science a leg-np, ** so we

had better all go to bed and keep very quiet.”

M« *,!; :!c :I«
'!' ^

The cabin was very dark and still. Joan and Teddy were

asleep. Daddy and Mummy were not.

The boat was in that inferno known to all bad sailors as

<Hlie open sea.”

The crew now settled down happily to progressive games

on deck. One group was playing cricket with an iron ball.

Another played quoits joyfully with huge coils of rope. A
third played leap-frog with hoarse shouts. No traveller has

ever seen them do it, but every traveller knows it is what

takes place.
.

Why did they choose this cabin to bring the screw

through ?” asked Daddy in a low voice.

“And why do they repaint the boat every trip?” won-

dered Mummy. . .

.*" “What time is it, dear?
”

Daddy flashed his electric-torch on under his pillow and

looked at his watch. “Just half-past eleven,” he said.

Silence for what seemed like hours. The boat began to

toss.

“What time is it asked Mummy faintly.

“ A quarter-past twelve,” said Daddy miserably.

“ And when do we get in ?
”

“ About six,” groaned Daddy.

“Mummy,” said a surprised little voice, “I don’t feel

very well.”

“ Thank Heaven I
” muttered Daddy as he snapped on

the light; “now we can all be sick.”
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WALES. hills s

Where will youhavethem labelled ?
*’ “

said the porter kindly. m/'
^

can’t say,” I said, “but it begins The c

witb‘Penrbyn,’goesonwith‘Llandrin,’ “I

'

and ends up with two bad words and a “Y
gargle.”

.

‘‘I know the one you mean,” be said. I fc

“ And that ’s not the worst.”
^ ^

goes o

He procured some labels inscribed three.

and said, “It’s a beautiful place. The hungrily and beamed at a hot bowl of
bcliu, -LU O Oi ^

, I T *1 Ti- J3 TJ3 T

hills across the water are very fine.” soup. I tasted it. It seemed odd. I

emlabelled?” “I cannot see any hills.” glanced at the meim I read

» No.” he said, “we get this mist .. .
Pbune Ceeam.

but it be<^ius The clouds ... A striking effect.” I have not a very sweet tooth, and I
but be„

^ understand the boating is good?” may say at once that I did not find

“Yes,” he said vaguely, “at high- prune soup satisfying. Oreorge men-

)tfir
’ Rnt of course the tide ” tioned again that there were no eggs

water. But of course the tide ” tioned again that there were no eggs

I found later that the tide in Wales left in Wales owing to the hives of

goes out for nine hours and comes in for literary English people who swarm in

Penmabnmnmhwygwmglcwcham and hour after high-water. Apart from this

split one label between every two bags, the boating is jierfect. xhe bathing is

Wales is impossible. Wales is un- dangerous and ice-cold,

speakable. Wales is a piece of rock “ A healthy place, said Honeybubbie

entirely surrounded by rain. The Eng- at last. “ Perhaps a little relaxing,

lish ficck to it, huddle under water- understand you have prunes ? 1

proofs for four weeks, and go again said. “Everyone I have met seems to
^ mi 1 1 X* f.Vtzi VkVQin
next year. The children, greeting me
with their artless prattle, struck the

note of Wales at once.

They were wrapped up
in oilskins; their legs

were a mass of scars.

When they left Ham-
mersmith they v;ere

^

picturesquely tanned; ”-3^-

three weeks in Wales --

had washed it all off.

They said, “Mother
^

found two snails in her

bed. There is a wasps’-

nest in thedining-room.
’

The cook is going.
There are no eggs.”

^

'y

I found George sit-
*'

ting on the terrace with

his back to an estuary.

The tide was out. He
looked all Celtic. I have

never seen George look

so Celtic. He could not » don’t nm
muster a smile, scarcely you with the
a greeting.

“There is nothing to drink,” he said.

•ee. The channel is not navigable an Wales at this season.

[ir after high-water. Apart from this “Well, there is always fish,’ I said

j boating is perfect. The bathing is cheerfully.
^

And the next course looked

3gerous and ice-cold. like a very jolly helping of fried fillet of

‘ A healthy place,” said Honeybubbie plaice. It turned out to be banana,

last. “Perhaps a little relaxing.” “Have the fish,” I said, “fled the

‘ I understand you have prunes ?” I country too?”

d “Everyone I have met seems to “Never mind, old boy, said George

re prunes on the brain.” consolingly. “A double ginger-beer willhave prunes on the brain.” consolingly.

“Prunes?” said Honeybubbie de- buck 3^ou up.”
SCrUClt Lilt! XXUU.OOI - L- ^ ,.1, ,— — — After the fried fillet

of banana we had some
terribly good duck
By the way, you must

I
excuse the somewhat

^ J material tone of these

‘--‘ZX

/I
remarks. That is Wales.

j

^

perament. There is

I

nothing really intense

nI P| or exciting about the

I
Celts. They are justM

__
frightfully hungry.

.. They ask for bread and
someone flings them a

prune. No wonder they
“Don’t let’s have that one, Cyhil. What about the one behind

i^orked UP and tem-
U with the wireless?” O Ilf 11

peramental over the

ik,” he said, fensiveiy, “ Yes, we have had prunes, smallest thing.

ast.” Then A wholesome fruit. One gets an appe- Well, there it is. We spend all day

tite here.” getting an appetite and all the evening
?” I asked. “I don’t mind getting an appetite discussing it. We light one of the

here,” I said, “but I have not travelled brave wood-shaving fires of August and

5 was tennis, for eleven hours to get prunes.” go through the meals of the day, count-

was tennis. After a day or two I realised why ing the x^runes. For my part, I have

he train.” the holiday-makers had prunes on the developedasort of complex about prunes,

he made a brain. At my first breakfast I was I eat prunes deliberately, as black men

“Don’t let’s have that one, Cyril.

YOU with the wireless?”
What about the one behind

“We have prunes for breakfast.” Then A wholesome fruit. One gets an appe- Well, there it is. We spend all day

he was silent. tite here.” getting an appetite and all the evening

“ What about the tennis ?” I asked. “I don’t mind getting an appetite discussing it. We light one of the

“ There is no tennis.” here,” I said, “but I have not travelled brave wood-shaving fires of August and

“But everybody said there was tennis, for eleven hours to get prunes.” go through the meals of the day, count-

The prospectus said there was tennis. After a day or two I realised why ing the x)runes. For my part, I have

I read about the tennis in the train.” the holiday-makers had prunes on the developedasort of complex about prunes.

“There is tennis at”—he made a brain. At my first breakfast I was I eat prunes deliberately, as black men
long bronchial noise in his throat— offered prunes and had quite a thrill, eat coals, to mortify the fiLesh, After

“but that is half-an-hour’s mountain No one has insulted me just in that way all, the prune is the national fruit of

climb. And there is tennis over the before. What is more, I “ took ” prunes. Wales, and one must make a gesture,

water at ”—he made a short expectoral I took three prunes and it worked out I see prunes everywhere. Last night

sound—“but that is a six-hour swim, at “Soldier.” I felt a glow of virtue. I had a hotel cigar, and even that, I

There is no tennis here. We have The prune is an article of food about suspect, was a Flor di Pruna, Behind
prunes for breakfast. There is no coal, which I have never known anything the mist and the cloud the hills of

The oil-stove has exploded over the except that it is “good for you.” To Wales (which I have not yet seen) soar

bacon. It rains and rains.” begin the day with something that is up to heaven, prune upon prune. Prune
Honeybubbie came along, all glowing, “good for you” is right out of the rubs against prune among the shingle

covered with sou’-westers and tar- Haddock tradition. I felt healthy, on the shore. All night and all day it

paulins. He had been fishing in a tarn. The bacon tasted of oil and there was no rains prunes.

He bad caught no fish, but he said the toast, but I had started the day with How otherwise could it make such a

scenery was fine, Honeybubbie, I could prunes. noise? Heavens, how it rains ! They
see, was determined to enjoy Wales. During the day I acquired a powerful tellyouthattheweatherin Wales varies

He waved his hand across the estuary appetite dodging the rain. I sat down considerably from place to place. I
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have not had a chance of confirming
this. Here it just rains. Sometimes
it rains from the south-west and some-
times from the sou’-sou’-west. But it

rains. Honeybubble motors over to

Harlech and tells me it was fine there.

George says if I had gone with him to

Cough-lozenge, or some such place, I

should have seen a total apparition of

the sun. But I do not expect to have
to chase all over a Principality in order

to catch a glimpse of the sun. I expect

the sun to shine in the place in which
I am, especially if I have spent a large

sum of money on going there. If I want
to be cold and wet I can be that at

home for nothing. I have a strong sus-

picion that the sun in Wales is a prune.

Well, this is the kind of thing that

is muttered darkly at the Soviets of

Husbands, when the wives are not

listening. Once again we have all de-

cided that never again will we go away
for a summer holiday. “ A holiday 1

”

we laugh bitterly. “Ha, ha ! " “Do you
know,” says one, “there is no waste-

paper basket in my room ?
” “ My roof

leaks,” says another. And “ In my an-

nex” says a third, not to be outdone,
“ theraincomesup mysteriously through

the floor and makes a pool where I put

my socks.”
“ Intolerable!

”

“Ghastly!”
“ Outrageous !

”

“Prunes!”
And I have no doubt that every

one of them will come to Wales next

year.

Most pitiable are the many gentlemen

who have “ work ” to do. George thinks

he has “work” to do. There are alleged

to be many “sun-traps ” where gentle-

men who have work to do can do work.

And George and the others spend many
hours preparing to do work in sun-traps

and slinking from sun-trap to sun-trap.

In the first sun-trap it rains. In the

second sun-trap there is too much wind.

In the third sun-trap there is a wasps’-

nest or leeches bite their ankles. In the

fourth sun-trap the children are playing

“ Yell.” Between sun-traps they walk

home and get another overcoat.

Meanwhile the wives spend the day

picking up children from the bottom of

high rocks, talking about bathing and

not bathing, and in the intervals of not

bathing agreeing that their husbands

are absurdly fussy, and, what with one

thing and another, considerably tire-

some. George has put new words to

“Wales! Wales!”—

Wales! Wales
Is jolly for slugs and for snails

!

In buckets and pails

The rain falls in Wales,

And when it ’s not raining it hails.

So much forWales ! A s for me I say

,

here and now, that I will never go for

A SUMMER HOLIDAY AGAIN. Well, not

this year. A. P. H.

The British Association.

“ The problem of the origin of speeches as it

appeared to Darwin in 1859, the year of

Prince Albert’s presidency, and as it appears

to-day will be discussed by Professor H, E.

Osborn.”—PmioZ Paper*

Does he see any hope of a cure ?

B.B.C. Censors.

“Guiding the Public.
‘ The object of the committee,’ he said, ‘ is

to make recommendations concerning words

that have a pronunciation which is doubtful.

In this connection there are certain words
which suddenly come into general use without

people being aware of how to pronounce them.

They see them only in pkrint. One might take

the word “ gyratory “ as an example.’ ”

Evening Paper,

Or gkyratory, which is harder still.



Mistress, “And then I should want you occasionally to assist the butler upstairs.

Applicant “Poor fellow; so that’s his trouble, is it?”

DIARY OF A MONDAINE.
Forgotten Bay,

The darlingest, weeniest, ancientest,

world-forgefcting-by-the-world'forgotest

little place! No promenade, no pier,

no bands, none of those dreffnl things

called concert-parties. It has a ’mend-

onsly long past, and was once quite im-

portant, with a harbour, and plenty of

sea, and ships bringing quantities of

things from all over the world ; and now
one comes here to bask in the sunny

!

silences and to give no thought to le

rfionde oil Von s'amuse ou s'eminie.

Lots of people one knows are here

for the sunny silences and living in the

past and so on. Some have bungalows,

but it ’s more correct to live in one of

the teeny ancient native hovels and
brighten it up with awnings and flowers.

There is quite a fierce rivalry among us

as to which has the most minute, primi-

tive, inconvenient hovel. I 've scored a

big little triumph, for I have to crawl

into mine on all fours. But the really

surpassing thing is to take one of the

old-time smugglers’ eaves in the cliffs

beyond the bay, have a few bits of fur-

niture sent in, hang a bead-curtain

across the opening and be primeval.

I Chatterton Soames lives in one of them,

at least he imtends to live there, but

someone has found out that after going

into his cave at night he sneaks out

again, scoots over to a Paradeville hotel

and sneaks back to his cave in the

morning.

Now, that marvTous poetic genius,

Eoderiek Posewell, really does live in

his cave, dresses in skins and carries a

club. Some of us went to a symposium
there one afternoon. He gave us fruit

to eat and something he called metheg-

lin to drink. There were no cups or

plates, and he made us drink out of our

hands. Altogether a deliciously unusual

,

party ! He talked most arrestinglyabout

himself, told us that from the first his

great gifts had been recognised in the

home circle, and that when they w^ere

in a public place his father used to say

to him, “ Look round on all these faces,

boy—dull, heavy vacant faces. It will

be your glorious mission in the future

to bring light into these dull faces, to

stamp thought on these contracted

brows, to make these fishlike eyes glow
with joy and wonder.”
But if the wretches won’t buy his

poems—and they won’t—of course their

faces must remain as they were.

He recited us that lovely poem of his,

“The Boy in the Apple-Tree,” going to

the back of the cave, where he was only

dimly visible, and the exquisite words

sounded quite uncanny coming out of

the shadows :

—

“ Murmurous boughs, whisperous loaves,

What do they say to the hidden boy avid

of the hot-cheeked fruit ?

‘ Bite 1
’ say the murmurous boughs

;

‘ bile !

’

say the whisperous leaves,

‘ Bite, as your first parents bit the first

parent of the apple
;

Don’t heed the sour Afterwards ! enjoy the

sweet Now

!

It is lush, it is sweet
;
best of all, it is

Forbidden

!

Forbidden I Forbidden !

’ ”

We all told dear Roderick he ought

to be Laureate, but he answered, “ I hope
I am not of the stuff' that laureates are

made of.”

One of my happiest memories of the

defunct season is that musical afternoon

Marion Arkwright gave just before

London closed down. Only our dear

Marion would have had assez de toupet

to give a musical afternoon just then,

when everyone was chockablock with

engagements and crazy with rush. The
programme was almost entirely the

new composer, Eowdydowsky. Marion
swears by him and says she means to

make us all understand and appreciate

him. She gave a lecturette before the

concert began, telling us that Rowdy-
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dowsky’s work was “sub-tonal and
super-tonal, remote and stimulative,

subjective and objective,” and we all

listened meekly and, as soon as the
programme began, told each other bow
“subjective and sub-tonal” it was and
went into raptures. There was one
thing in particular that took us all by
storm. The composer described it as
“ A Trio for Piano, Violin and ’Cello,

to be performed by Three persons who
have Never learned those Instruments''

It was interpreted by two nephews and
a niece of the Arkwrights, and the effect

of the hands dashed anyhow on the

keyboard and the bows drawn at random
across the strings of the violin and ’cello

was too remote and stimulative for

words ! I never heard such applause at

a private concert.

The Chadboroughs are in a state of

thankfulness that their girl, Lucilla, has

come to her senses, abandoned her

Communist pose and broken her absurd

engagement to the unspeakable Dan
Dobbs, revolutionist Member for Grimy
Green. When the wretched affairended,

Grace told me she was going to have
the worry taken out of her facelDy Pierre,

at the Toujours Belle, who ’s done such

wonders with this new face-flattening

process, I haven’t seen her since, but

to-day I had a most mis’ble letter from

the poor dear. Whether Pierre blun-

dered or Grace wasn’t a good subject

one can’t say, but she says she ’s come
out of the treatment with a perfectly

ghastly little sneer that’s quite new to

her and won’t come off ! She ’s offend-

ing people in all directions, and a

perfectly good match who seemed quite

ep'is of Lucilla was so houleverse when
Grace (meaning to be her very sweet-

est) presented him with this terrible

little new sneer that he did a complete

fade-out.

So Grace went to the Toujours Belle

and said, “What have you done to me? ”

And that Pierre answered, “I have

flattened Madame's face successfully.

I have made Madame look young and

happy.”
“You haven’t,” cried poor Grace;

“you’ve made me look ghastly. I’m
losing all my friends and blighting my
child’s prospects !

”

But still that Pierre repeated, “I

have earned my fee. I have flattened

Madame’s face successfully. I have

made Madame look young and happy.”

t\i sje 5!''

Forgotten Bay is utterly destroyed

!

Those terrible motor-charabancs from

Paradeville have found us out with a

roar and a hoot and a forty-tripper-

power stare. I was reading the papers

under my awning to-day when I heard

one of the horrible things approaching.

It stopped not far off, and the conductor,

' V' r i

yjf I

‘Ever played at Stoke Poges?”
‘No. My only other game is chess.”

through a megaphone, told his load of

trippers : “This is Forgotten Bay, once

a thriving seaport. In place of its

flourishing overseas trade of long ago

it now only deals in Society week-ends,

which it supplies to Society with a big

‘ S.’ The row of ancient dilapidated

hovels to the right are at present

occupied by three duchesses and four

countesses.”

“Say,” drawled an American voice,

“where are the dukes and counts the

dames belong to ?
”

“The dukes and earls," replied the

megaphone man, “ are probably shoot-

ing in Scotland. The lady reading a

newspaper under an awning is the

Dowager Countess of Dolgelly.”

Twenty pairs of field-glasses were

turned on me, and the same American

voice drawled, “ Gee ! she ain’t much of

a looker without her Court rags and

jools.”

And so, having murdered dear little

Forgotten Bay, the thing roared and

hooted off.

“When the Prince of Wales was about to

depart from Magdalen College he sent for

Jimmy l\Ieads, the 66-yeai'-old cabman, who
is a great Oxford character, and used to drive

King Edward V. about the city when he was
an undergraduate at Oxford.”

Provincial Paper,

66 looks like a bad misprint for 466.

“ The psycohology of printers’ errors is an
unusual topic for the British Association, but

Professor Spearman was unfortunately not able

to point out any way to avoid them.”
Sunday Paper.

So our contemporary has seized the

“psycoholigical” moment to demon-

strate.



HER LATEST TRIUMPH.
I SAW at once that she bore herself

this morning with a new stateliness;

there was about her an access of dignity

very noticeable.

‘‘I hope,” she said when she had

greeted me, “you will realise at last,

now a girl has swum the Channel in

record time, that there is nothing a

man can do that a woman can’t do

better.”

“Except, of course,” I suggested,

“ cooking and dressmaking and dusting

the drawing-room.”
“ I don’t admit it,” she cried heatedly.

“A man’s cooking is only expensive;

he makes a sauce with cream and port

wine and calls it good when he means
it’s dear. As for dressmaking, there

never was a man-dressmaker yet could

thread a needle without help, and men
can only dust the drawing-room if you
give them a twenty-five-pound vacuum
cleaner to do it with.”

“But how well,” I pointed out, “ that

does it.”

“Not,” she remarked moodily, “if

you get the blower bit and the suction

part mixed up—and I couldn’t stop it

either because I was so excited I forgot

to turn off the electricity, and it blew
and blew and blew ; the air was just a

whirl of everything loose in the room.
Only the arm-chairs, the bookcase and
the fireirons stood the blast unmoved,
and dust was blown into them so hard

I don’t suppose anything will ever get

it out again.”

“Ah,” I said with a superior smile,

“you should have got Tom ”

“ Tom,” she cried indignantly wasn’t

one scrap of help
;
he wouldn’t do a thing

but run about the garden trying to catch

some of his silly old business papers

and things that got out there when the

blowing began.”

“Did he find them all? ” I asked.

“All except one ten-pound-note and

that didn’t matter a bit,” she answered.
“ Still, it was a pity to lose it,” I said,

“ especially in these hard times.”

“Itwasn’t lost exactly,” she explained

;

“ he only couldn’t find it because I found

it first, and then be was so mean, he
made me promise to buy him a new hat

out of it.”

“Too bad,” I agreed. “I’m surprised

at him. Still, there are those soft felt

things you can get cheap enough.”
“ I think that would have been mean

on my part,” she said loftily. “ I don’t

thinkeven a husband ought to be treated

like that, and besides I did so want to

set him a good example. So I gave five

guineas for a really nice one, and,though
Tom was quite cross and called it ex-

travagant, I didn’t care, because I felt

all through me I had been so utterly

right."
“ Five guineas,” I stammered, “ for a

hat for Tom 1 I say, though—I must
ask him to let me see it.”

“ But,” she said reproachfully, “ you

can see it now ;
it ’s the one I have on.

You see, though I bought it for Tom,
he simply refused to wear it, so I,” she

said meekly—“ I had to.”

“ And that,” I said, looking at it with

respect—“ that cost five guineas?
”

“ Wonderfully cheap too for an exclu-

sive model. Only you never noticed it,”

she reminded me with mingled melan-

choly and reproach. “ I ’m sure the

Channel girlw'ould have seen it at once.”

“I admit it,” I sighed. “It comes

of your sex’s natural superiority.”

“The Sunday papers admit that too,”

she said with satisfaction, ^^Illustrated

Sunday Gibbermgs has an article on
‘ Super-women.* Only men and films

were ‘super’ before, but now we are

too.”
“ I was disappointed,” I said, “ that

the papers didn’t publish any articles

by the Channel heroine on the * Stabili-

zation of the Franc’ and the ‘Truth

about Moscow.’
”

“ Swimmingthe Ohannel,” sheagreed,
“ ought to give you lots of time to think

out things like that. Anyhowwewomen
have really begun to break athletic

records.”
“ I knew it was coming,” I told her.

‘
‘One day last week Iwalked down Kens-
ington High Street, and when you ’ve

stood between a hefty young creature

and the frock in the window she wants
a nearer view of

;
when you ’ve been

hurled like a cork in a storm from one
woman to another; when you’ve got
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Madame La Fbance (to her trainer). “THIS IS THE PAET I HATE.

M. PoiNCAEfi. “WELL. YOU’VE GOT TO HAVE A LOT OE IT IE YOU ’EE GOING TO

SWIM THE CHANNEL—AWE THE ATLANTIC.”

[M. PomoAEa has found it necessary to secure the acceptance of his new soh^e of taxation before proceeding to consider the

ratifiLtion of the London and Washington agreements for the settlement of the French war-debts.]
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ENTERTAINMENTS AT WHICH WE HAVE NEVER ASSISTED.

A READING FROM DoMESDAY BOOK AT THE EeCORD OFFICE*.

caught in the rush heading for the cheap
|

camisole counter—well, you realise the

advance of the sex. All the same,” I

added, trying to cheer up, “there are

some things any man can do but no

woman.”
“ What are they, pray ? ” she asked

disdainfully.

“No woman,” I reminded her, “ can

throw straight. You admit that ?
”

“I do not,” she answered with her

new-found confidence. “ Why, only to-

day there’s a report in the paper of a

woman who has been throwing things

at her husband for three years and now

she’s hit him.”
“ After three years ?

”

“You can’t expect us to succeed in

everything at once,” she protested.

“Even the Channel super -girl failed

first time. And I always remember

how the boys at home pretended girls

couldn’t throw; but when we were

playing cricket on the lawn they would

never let me bowl, because they said I

threw ;
and they never seemed to see a

bit how they were contradicting them

selves. So like men.”
“Then,” I asked, “you think this is

only a beginning ?
”

“Only that,” she said pcoudly. “Take

cricket, for instance—only it ’s so silly

to use such a horrid hard ball. Still,

Tom says they are bound to change

something in cricket soon, even if it ’s
|

only the weather, so perhaps it will be

the ball instead. And in real athletic

feats where strength and endurance

count
”

She paused. She looked round cau-

tiously. Her voice sank to a whisper

as she asked

—

“ Only why do people swim the Chan-

nel ? I know the boat service isn’t all

it might be, but still it ’s ever so much
quicker, isn’t it ?

”

“The idea is,” I explained, “to avoid

the crush getting through the Customs

at Dover or Calais.”

“ Oh, is that it ? ” she said. “ Well,

I 'm glad you like my new hat. You
know,” she said as she was moving

away, “I always feel so much more

—

more dignified, more stately when I ’ve

a new hat. Do you notice it at all ?
”

“ I noticed it the moment I saw you,”

I assured her. E. B. P.

»D. E. (Bow) asks me if two people are

justified in marrying on £00 a year . Certainly

if they love each other .”—Weekly Fairer ,

Cupid, too, was a Bow-boy.

A raid on the tnskshop of Mill Hill School

by a young man who won the Military Cross

for gallantry in France was described at -

Sessions.”

In a place like that he might fairly

have expected to get the run of his teeth.

COMFORT IN EXILE.

His name I think is Jones (or

Brown ?)

;

I never have it pat,

But heard it mentioned up in town
As more or less like that

;

The only sense in which we meet
Is quite haphazard in the street.

His face is very dull and plain,

As men’s are apt to be

;

His brow conveys no hint of brain

In any quantity

;

In short, you ’d never pick him out

As something to write home about.

But, ah, on Winkleville’s parade.

That blaring blazing spot,

Among its mob—I am afraid

A rather loathsome lot

—

I thrilled to recognise by chance

That one familiar countenance.

In Winkleville a stranger I,

Amid an alien race,

Bewildered and bedazzled by
The people and the place

;

And Jones (or Brown ?) to memory
brings

A host of other homely things.
- -- W.KH.

The Old Cricketers’ Slogan.

“ Not an inch on the stumps
;
not a day on

the game.”
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MORE JACKDAW IN GEORGIA.

Memoirs of my Dead Youth.

{After JID*. Qeobge J\Ioobe.)

In 1887 George Bernard Shaw
and I were living in South Kensington,

I in a garret in the Bronapton Eoad, he

in a neighbouring mews. At this time

I spent most of the hours of the day-

writing and re-writing some chapter of

Harriet Turncock or The Diary of a

Young Beau; and frequently I wrote

Vvhole scenes and criticisms on the

shaving-paper which my plump and

amorous landlady set out on my dress-

ing-table in the form of a rosette. Often

I worked from morning till

night, snatching time only for

a crab sandwich and a pint of

India pale ale. But about mid-

night the thought of conversa-

tion would excite me. Shaw
returned about that time from
airing his dress-suit in the

Mall, and I used to go to Laven-

der Mews, sure of finding him
untrousered and singing scraps

of Mozart as he ironed the

precious garments for the next

night’s stroll; and we used to

talk literature and music until

two or three in the morning.
“I wish I knew enough

Norwegian to write my plays

in Norwegian,” he said one
night. For an hour we had
talked by the light of a candle,

which showed nothing so

clearly as the golden-red hairs

on his sinewy calves. How-
ever cold the night Bernard
always sat untrousered on the

edge of his bed, and even at

this distance of time I see his

long prophetical head, keen-

eyed and red-bearded, upright
above the glazed shirt-front

and dress-coat which he main-
tained religiously throughout the period
of his poverty.

“You’d like to write your plays in

Norwegian?” I exclaimed, and the
thought of Ibsen was acute distress to

me. “ I thought nobody did anything
in Norwegian except shoot ducks in
attics and rear bats in the belfry ?

”

Bernard did not answer, but when
I pressed him he said, “ The only chance
an Irish dramatist of genius has in
England is to translate himself from
the Norwegian.”

I told him I thought he was doing it

very successfully already, and asked
him what about Pinero, and he said
shortly, “ Sardou and brilliantine.”

On the subject of derivation in art

one can talk a long while, and it was
past two o’clock when I walked round
the corner which now surmounts the

underground honeycomb of South Ken-

sington station. The moon was sailing

very whitely in the sky and, feeling

voraciously hungry, I remembered the

cold leg of duck which Mrs. Boffin was
certain to have left on the high shelf in

my bed-sitting-room. “ She is an ex-

cellent soul,” I thought, ‘'and cares

more for my happiness than for my
digestion, but it is impossible that I

should admire her figure.” x^nd, passing

by Exhibition Eoad, I remembered how
once I had seen the poor soul kissing

the pen with which I had been writing

that morning, and, musing on the re-

collection, I thought of the women I

Father. “But look herb, old chap—twelve elevens
aren’t a hundred-and-twenty.”

Son. “ That ’s jup what Miss Girton said, Dad. I ’m
BEGINNING TO THINK ' THERE ’S SOMETHING IN IT.”

had known—delicious creatures, with-
out whose companionship I should have
been more reasonable but less interest-

ing. “ For if we are interesting to our-
selves,” I reflected, “we have van-
quished boredom

;

” and, telling myself
that women supply our chief illusions,

I compared them amusedly with the
artful colouring matter which chemists
mix with the water in those imposing
vessels they display at nightfall in their

windows.
And then, just for the sake of express-

ing myself, though I knew none but
myself would comprehend the fancy, I

invested the women I had known with
each a colour of varying enchantment.
Suzette, that gay child of Chambreuil’s
atelier, would be carmine, and carmine
the illusion she gave with her eyes of

cornflower-blue. And Gretchen of the

Bayreuth Festival, her illusion was the
pale gold of the hock her red lips drank
so prettily. But Alice Murgatroyd’s
colour was that deep emerald which is

both intoxication and despair.

There is no one that entertains one
as much as oneself, and I should have
continued the labelling of these sweet
illusions if I had not even then ap-
proached the doorway of my lodging.

I was about to use my latchkey when
dear W. B. Yeats came round the
corner.

“The very person,” I said, “I stand
in need of, for your imagination is fed

by the flicker of sad dreams. But why
do you wear so vast and sombre
a cape?”
Yeats did not satisfy my

curiosity, but I learned after-

wards that he had paid a great

sum for it so that he could read
his poems fittingly at Lady
Gregory’s garden-party. Yet
he looked so gaunt and so

authentically a poet by the
light of the street-lamp that I

was glad to invite him in to

share my cold duck and, doubt-

less, my indigestion.

At that time he was dabb-
ling in starlore, and whilst

Shaw and I had been talking

of ourselves and playwriting he
had been reading the heavens
with the aid of a telescope pur-
chased for sixpence in the
Caledonian Market.

“ I am more than ever con-

vinced that the stars control

human destiny,” Yeats said,

after we had finished the cold

duck and a half-bottle of bur-

gundy.
“That is as it may be,” I

muttered, “ but I am more
than ever convinced that my
immediate destiny is bed.”

When Yeats had gone and I was in

bed I lay awake for some time thinking
how diversely Ireland had dowered her
three most gifted sons, and how Shaw,
for all his revolt against established in-

stitutions, expressed himself in well-

ironed trousers and Yeats in capes.

But as to myself, I was content with
an individual and most high collar, over
which I peered at life like a faun.

- — W. K. S.

Another Impending Apology.
“We’ve got fifty yankettes married into

English nobility right now. Somo of them
are duchesses. Some are countesses. Eleven
are baronesses. Only one is a lady.

American Fajger,

“Mark
,
who toured with the All Blacks,

at the match on Saturday last kicked three
gals in succession .”—Neio Zealand Fajeer.

Very discourteous of him.
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SHE-SHANTiES.
The Lucky Baby.

My father went off with a gipsy,

Had seventeen children and died

;

My mother was touchy and tipsy,

But I was her joy and her pride

;

And many’s the penny I’ve brought her

Down Ascot and Newmarket way

—

She ’d hold up her seventeenth daughter

To the Lords and the Ladies, and say

:

Spare a copper for ihe Lucky Baby,

Lucky Blizaheth Maud

!

She'll bring you such luck, Sir,

You never have struck, Sir,

Health, winners, and travel ahrooA,

Hold up. Lucky Liz, show his lordship

your phiz—
How 's that for a foi innate face ?

The last and the luckiest.

Prettiest, pluckiest,

Lucky Elizabeth Grace

!

My face was my fortune, she told me,

And that ’s all the fortune I’ve seen
;

I loved a young man, but he sold me,

And I married the next at eighteen.

Well, one thing leads on to another,

My husband has left me again,

And, now I ’m a happy young mother,

At Epsom you ’ll hear me complain

:

Throw out your coppers for the Lucky
Baby,

Lucky Elizabeth Loo

!

Yoic couldn't refuse her,

You ivon't have a loser—
Milord, you 've a lucky face too.

Hold up, Lucky Bose, show the lady

your nose

;

Noio ain't that a fm^tunate eye ?

The first one is lucky,

They say, don't they, ducky ?

God bless you, milady—good-bye !

A. P. H.

THE NEW INQUISITION.

Habdly a week passes without con-

ferences or meetings at which '‘educa-

tionists” discuss the education of the

young, propose new and enlightened

methods and criticise the obscurantism

and the tyranny of the old regime.

Yet at none of these meetings has there

been any sign of a disposition to grapple

with a most serious obstacle in the way
of “ self-expression —the reticence of

some children at moments when they

are in a position to furnish benevolent

newspaper men with materials for a

thrilling “ story.”

Thus in a leading daily London journal

of August 13th there is to be found

three-quarters of a column, with por-

traits, under the engaging headlines,

The Silent Heroine. Child Life-saver

Who Would Not Let Go. Oanal-side

Epic.” It is all about a little girl of five

who saved a little playmate aged four

from drowning in a canal by hanging

fAi

. A'.' /

<1

Keeper. “ Thebe ’’dl no be >iaky bieeds shot heee this yeae, I'ai thenkin’.”

Shepherd. “Hoo's that?”
Keeper. “Weel, the tenants is auld gentlemen, and yin o’ them can shoot

BUT HE GANNA TEAVEL ;
AND THE ITHEE YIN CAN TEAVSL BUT HE GANNA SHOOT.”

on to his hand until assistance came and

both were dragged out.

A gallant act and w^orthy of recording,

but fraught none the less with positively

tragic experiences for the representative

of the daily paper. He went to the hos-

pital to which both children had been

taken and endeavoured to interview the

child-heroine, but all in vain: “The
strange thing is that she will not say a

word to anybody.” He spent ten pre-

cious minutes of his time “trying to get

her to talk, or even to say ‘ Yes ’ or ' No,’

but her little lips were pressed resolutely

together and never opened.” Some light

was thrown on this strange peculiarity

by her mother, who declared

—

(1) That,when beiTittle daughterhad

made up her mind not to talk about

anything, nothing on earth would in-

duce her to talk.

(2) “I don't expect she will ever say

a word about this business.”

(3) “I heard some talk in the street

that they were going to make rather a

‘ heroine ’ of her when she comes out

from the hospital. It is kind of them,

but I do hope they don’t."

Evidently the child’s deplorable dis-

regard for publicity is inherited. But it

is a symptom foreign to the best spirit of

the age and needs to be dealt with firmly.

Anyhow the reporter has done his best.

Ignoring the reticence of the child and

the desire of her mother he has produced

a “canal-side epic” rich in personal

details, even to the dress of her doll,

and all in spite of the fact, as he himself

remarks, that “it would need the tor-

tures of the Inquisition to drag a word
from the five-year-old child about the

wonderfully plucky way she saved her

little playmate aged four from drown-

ing.” It is indeed a splendid achieve-

ment, and should rejoice the manes of

Toequemada himself.

“In mid-Oumberland the grouse prospects

are the brightest since 1925.”—Local Pap&r,

We are ready to believe this.
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SUMMER IN ARCADY.
lY.—

T

he Gar Game.

One porfcion of the domain which

surrounds Arcadia Cottage overlooks a

corner of a main road, and here Angela

and I sometimes sit on drowsy after-

noons and play a game which we have

invented.

Strictly speaking, it is a game of

chance, conditioned by Fate and made

possible largely by the indomitable

energy and enterprise of such gentlemen

as Mr. Morris and LIr. Ford.^ If you

have guessed that it has to do with

cars, you are right, absolutely

right.

Now if you are observant by

nature you will have noticed that,

in addition to carrying a number
back and front, every car is also

distinguished by certain letters of

the alphabet which precede the

number. You have? Good. If

you are inquisitive as well as

being observant, you will also

know that these letters refer to

towns or counties, the ports of

register of the cars concerned.

You do ? This is excellent.

If further you are a policeman

or academically minded, or for

any other reason fond of useless

information, you will have dis-

covered that it is possible to ob-

tain a list of these letters, showing
the town or county to which each

refers. You don't mean to sa,y

you've got one? But this is

splendid; you must run over to

Arcadia Cottage and have a rub-

ber some afternoon.

Usually Angela, braver than I,

takes the hammock and I settle

myself in a deck-chair with a list,

scoring pad and pencil A map
for reference lies between us, but,

as Angela dare not reach for it,

the referring is also left to me.
Game is called.

It is really quite simple. The
first car belongs to the dealer, its

distinguishing letters are noted, and|
the second car awaited with breathless

eagerness. If the town or county of

origin of the second car is more remote
from the scene of the game than that
of the first car, the second player scores

one point; if it is less remote, the
dealer scores one point. The third car

is played against the second, and so on.

Cars are played alternately.

Anything mechanically propelled and
on four wheels counts, from a three-ton

lorry labelled “Dynamite only, by per-

mission of the Third International,” to

a light two-seater taking three families

out for the afternoon.

There are honours, too, scored above

the line. Any car with GB in addition

to its registration letters, showing that

its owner once thought of taking it to

Boulogne for a week-end, counts two

above to the holder. A car carrying one

of those jolly red number-plates, with

the numbers and figures reversed, counts

five above; any car registered abroad

scores ten above and is a pretty certain

winner below as well. Cars with no

number-plate, showing that they are the

personal property of His Majesty the

King, score rubber at any point of the

game, and a hundred above for honours.

r

'i //V>Xv

'

\j-.M

“All she does is to lie in the
•WINNEES.”

HAMMOCK AND SPOT

There are twenty points to a game
and the best of five games to a rubber.

The winner scores fifty above for rubber,

and points may be reckoned in pennies,

shillings, half-crowns, five-pound notes
or nuts.

There—now you know how Angela
and I spend that peaceful hour after

lunch when it is warm enough to sit

outside but not warm enough for gnats.

At least it is a peaceful hour for Angela

;

all she does is to lie in the hammock
and spot winners; but it gets pretty
strenuous for me at times, when I am
suddenly called upon to adjudicate with-
out prejudice between a Ford with a

trade number-plate from Glamorgan

and a Rolls Royce with a GB plate reg-

istered in Doncaster.

But let ’s play a hand or so, and then

you will see how it goes. I will lead.

“ FJ,” says Angela, announcing my
car, a handsome Borris-Hoxton which
swings gallantly round the corner at a

spanking fifteen miles per hour. “I'm
sure that 's a long way off.”

“ Exeter,” I announce, looking it up.
“ Beat that if you can.”

Incidentally I may say that the no-

conversation rule of Bridge does not

apply to the Car Game ;
barracking is

allowed but discouraged.
“ I play a CW,” says Angela

as car numbertwo heaves in sight.

“ That sounds like a trump.”
“ Burnley,” I reply disgustedly.

“ Is that really a place ? ” asks

Angela.
“ It 's a sort of place some-

where up in the north. I sup-

pose it counts.”
“ Does it beat Exeter ?

”

“It's further away, thank
heaven

!”

“ Then of course it counts.

Splendid ! One to me.”
“ Oh, well, if you know people

in a place like Burnley
”

“ Don't grumble
;
they Ye nice

people really, only they have to

live there because of the—the

water. All the doctors say it suits

them m%ich better. Have you
got it down?

”

“ Yes. Hullo, here 's a good
one for me. BO— Barrow-in-

Furness, and twoabove for a GB.”
“Profiteers!” says Angela

scornfully. “And I don’t think

the GB ought to count. Anyone
would want to go abroad who had
to live at Barrow-in-Furness. Is

it my turnnow ? Oh, rotten 1 XB
—that 's London, isn’t it ?

”

“Yes; splendid! Another for

me ;
and I ought to get the next

with ordinary luck. Here she

comes. A Scotch car I should

say by the cut of her jib. Oh,
blow !

” and I halve with an XK. No
score.

“ Heavens !
” says Angela, seriously

endangering her equilibrium in her ex-

citement, “here are three all together.

FK, that’s mine—HO, yours—and
DX, mine. Where are they ?

”

I turn the pages feverishly and grope

after the map with the other hand.
“ Worcester, Southampton and Ips-

wich.”
“ Don’t we get about ? ” says Angela.

“Are they all further away than each
other—I mean which ”

“Don’t worry me. They’re a tri-

angle, any two sides of which are to-

getlier
”



“ Of course they 're a triangle. I

don't see how three points could be

anything else."

“ Theymight be a straight line. Whafc

was my last one?"
“ London."
“ Then Worcester 's one to you.

Southampton—that *s mine. Ipswich ?

Where 's Ipswich?
"

“ Somewhere near Edinburgh, I think.

Be quick; here come two more.”
“ Ipswich—er—let me see

"

“ BT and HB."
“ Half-a-minute

"

“ And honours to me for a red num-
ber-plate,".says Angela, jumping up and
down in the hammock in her excitement.

“ Ipswich ..."
“ And here comes another XL.”
“Ipswich ..."
“ Have you got ET yet ?

"

“ Don't fuss me. Ipswich ...”
“The Orkneys, probably,” says An-

gela. She always says the Orkneys

when in doubt. I believe she imagines

that they lie somewhere just beyond

Golders Green.

Then I find Ipswich by accident, and

the game goes merrily on.

sic ilc i\i sic sic

Anyhow, you see now how it is

played.

But towards tea-time the cars slack

off and the day gets stiller and stiller,

and soon Angela, having beaten me

hollow in the Oar Game, is fast asleep.

And by the happy smile on her face

I know that in her dreams she is play-

ing a car with a North Pole registration

number and with the King and Queen,
wearing golden crowns, in the back
seat. L. DU G.

FIELD TACTICS.

I 'vE faced in the broad daylight

The Badger viS’d-vis,

And he checked aghast with his lips

drawn tight

At the unexpected me

;

And he spun on his spoor with a grunt

to say
That from a beast so queer

Over the hills and far away
Was the safest course to steer.

: I 've faced on his felon round,

By dusk, by night, by day,

r The Eox, but never a stare or sound
! Has he vouchsafed my way

;

And it’s little I've learnt from the

bracken's wave
And the snap of the whins but this :

That whatever 's the score one may
often save

The game by a safety miss.

I 've faced from the crazy bridge

That spans the sluice-gate flow

Two eyes upturned from a velvety

ridge

Oil the stream-smooth slabs below

;

And the Otter has slid to his own like f

an eel

With never a sign that he
Has aught to mention or to conceal,

Or fears or fancies me.

I 've faced the Stoat on the ride,

And his needle canines shone
As he arched and yapped and fluffed

his hide

And dared me to come on

;

As he slowly swung with a snarl flung

back
And dared me to pursue

And tread on the lashings of* jaunty

black

That closed the interview.

Prom a market report :

—

“Dressed cbicliens Is. 5d. ta Is, 6i, per lb
,

georgette, with a pale pink Dutob Bonnet.”
Welsh Paper.

We can’t afford to dress our fowls like
|

this.
I

Prom a report of Middlesex v. Surrey

at the Oval :

—

“ Mann drove a ball frora Peach on to the
window-sill of the secretary’s office in the

pavilion—a magnificent 6. But this gentle-

man placed to leg and made a charming late

cut that sent the ball to the boundary.”
Sunday Paper.

The Surrey Secretary seems to have put

up a spirited if somewhat unorthodox
performance. But why was he assisting

,
Middlesex ?
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When the dark-grey Dartmoor par- author, not from any prejudice in favour

AT THE PLAY. ticular fog rolls up suddenly as the of gloom, but impelled by his serious

“Escape’* (Ambassadohs). convicts am at work on the potato-patch, premisses, was forced to a mournful

I HAVE an obstinate conviction that Matt^ undeterred by a fellow-convict s ending. He made it as little mournful as

Mr. John Galsworthy, bored with his warning that no one ever gets away from waspossible, andMr. Nicholas Hannen,

triumphs in the matter of tendencious the moor, makes his dash, circles round by playing with the utmost restraint

stage-plays and family sagas, cast a in the gloom and, after a night of hard anddiscretion,prevented the sad ending

curious eye on the flickering film and going, finds himself pretty much where from deflating us too much,

in an idle moment sat himself down he started from
;
takes shelter under a An odd but distinctly interesting ex-

and made him a scenario. And what lady’s bed, wins her help, borrows her periment. The episodic method has

an admirable scenario ! The bastille of razor and her husband’s fishing-gear, its dangers for the prentice hand. Mr.

Dartmoor, the escaped prisoner, the hue- is detected but not denounced by a Galsworthy is conscientious enough

and-cry, the bafiied warders, the sport- kindly old judge, steals the Ford of a to be trusted with it, and the only scene

ing lady in cerise pyjamas, the grim picnic party, encounters a conscientious which seemed to miss fire was the en-

yokels, the pitiful Diana, the perplexed but physically impotent citizen, outwits counter in the vestry between Matt and

padre, the lovelymoor, thelonely quarry, a stalwart farmer and his men, listens the padre. I can’t help thinking that

the trout stream, the village church.

What chances for the versatile

camera-man and the megalomaniac
producer! And indeed I shall be

mightily surprised if the film rights

have not already been acquired by
a perceptive film-magnate for a nice

round sum.
But meanwhile I see our ingeni-

ous author contemplating his half-

sheet of notepaper and feeling that

there is a good deal be wants to

say about all this which can’t be

got into captions. Very well then.

Let’s make an “episodic play” of

it, and then we can get in our little

dig at the inevitable blind blunders

and cruelties of human institutions

and indulge our old honourable

complex of pity for the hunted,

while with a deft hand we rough
in a couple of dozen portraits and
season all with a little humour.
And, by Jove, yes, I think we can
make a thundering good entertain-

ment of it.

Agreed nem. con. Or practically

;

for the lady in the audiencewho de-

nounced the play as a piece of

propaganda in favour of murderers
was barking up a wrong tree. Cer-

tainly, however regrettable the fatal

result of chivalrous Matt Denanfs
encounter with the plain -clothes

GENTLEMEN CONVICTS PREFEE BRUNETTES.
The Shingled Lady . . Miss Molly Kerr.
Matt Denant .... Mr. Nicholas Hannen.

the good man would, if he ’d got as

far as persuading himself that he
needn’t go out of his way to give up
the prisoner, have swallowed the

extra pill of positively helping him
to get away by lying like a gentle-

man and arguing the matter out

like a clergyman afterwards. And
does not this scene rather delay the

pace of the action at the moment
when it should be hottest ? How-
ever, this is a small matter, and
there could be no doubt that the

audience had been thoroughly en-

thralled by this engaging shocker.

Mr. Hannen scored a signal per-

sonal triumph. You couldn’t have
a better example of the effectiveness

of restrained playing in a part that

time and again tempted to excess of

zeal. This accomplished actor is apt

to suffer in popular estimation just

because he plays with a subtlety

which is a delight to the perceptive,

or perhaps, if that sounds a little

superior, to those who think that

the modern technique of realism

is preferable to the theatricalism

which another school (not without
arguable reasons) prefers. Nobody
had much of an innings beside the

hero-convict. Miss Ursula Jeans
in the admirable prologue played

the part of 1 he Girl of the Town
man, in anger at his unfair treatment to a padre in his vestry arguing out the brilliantly, without a false intonation or
of the pretty lady in Hyde Park, it ethics of the matter with reference re- an exaggerated gesture. An admirable
was not murder, either in fact or in stricted to the effect of thewholebusiness scene. Miss Molly Kerr looked ador-
intention. The park railing knocked on the padre’s own soul and professional able and acted with great charm and
the poor fellow out. Just a bit of bad liabilities (a discourse towhich Ithought piquancy the well-written part of the
luck all round. A stiff sentence too, the hunted convict listened with a pa- lady in the bedroom. In the same scene,
five years, in the circumstances as we tience which it ill deserved), and finally by the way. Miss Phyllis Konstam’s
saw them—the charming courtesy of saves that introspective gentleman from little sketch of a Devonshire maid was
Denant, the fundamental decency of the the embarrassment in which the conflict admirably done. Mr. Leon M. Lion en-
little outcast, the excusable but dis- between natural pity and acquired con- joyed himself and diverted us with the
astrous mistake of the plain blunt science involved him by surrendering doubled parts of the second convict and
policeman set to a disgusting task, the to the law, the old judge. Mr. Staffold Hilliard’s
discreet fulfilment of which would tax I hoped against hope that Mr. Gals- little study of The Man in Fhis-fours,
the resources of an archangel. Judge worthy would let his fox get to ground who saw his duty to the State but was
and jury saw nothing of this.^ And so as Mr. Masefield saved old Reynard not equal to it, was excellent. And I
poor Matt goes to a captivity much after his topping run in a country of think Mr. Austin Trevor saved the ex-
viler than that he had endured and stopped earthsbymakinghoundschange ceedingly difficult and unsympathetic
cleverly made his heroic escape from in their fox. But you can’t change con- part of the padre by really intelligent
Germany during the War. victs on the moor. And anyway our playing.
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Mother, “Now, Bunty, don’t ”

Bunty. “You needn’t trouble, Mummie I KNOWS ALL THE ‘ DON’TS.’
”

But of cours© iti W3jS inoSjnt uo bo, and. jtic iu td^caipad cmiAS^F ^ ^ ,,

was, Mr. Hannen’s evening, and he T'® TRAFALGAR SRUARE. c^arm.
_

acknowledged an unnsnallyenthusiasbic Cleanliness, we know, is next to Wherever there is a porous white

call in a short speech much more coher- godliness ;
but there are occasions stone building in London you lind the

ent than is common on theso occasions, when cleanliness is an offence and, Angel of the Darker Tint at work, from

A thoroughly enjoyable entertainment oddly enough, the case that I have in mighty St. Paul’s to the smallest

for brows'^of all heights. T, mind is one where, because of a fussy structure. Whether or not that great

unequalled in its dignity and
lFALGAR SQUAREi charm.

we know, is next to Wherever there is a porous white

there are occasions stone building in London you find the

THE PORPOSSL

Ip I ’d to change my human corpics
’f St Martin’s-in-the-Pields. most things. The fact remains that to

For something airy or aquatic, "Who can have authorised this bar* his side have rallied, since his death in

I think I 'd choose to be a porpoise,
barity ? Not the humane Vicar, Mr. 1723, all the forces of fog and smother,

So graceful and so acrobatic, Sheppard, I trust. For hitherto I so that every beautiful thing in whifce

He is so flagrantly alive
^ looked upon him as one of the stone that he gave to London is now

And has a most delightful dive. brightest and best of the sons of the more beautiful ;
every distinguished

Although they ’re very much admired clergy. Could he be guilty ^ this thing more distinguished.

Yet 1 ’ve been told the actual fact is treachery to London and to Father As it happens, Sir Christopher was

mind is one where, because of a fussy structure. Whether or not that great

and ostentatious scouring, the bouse of man. Sir ChristopherWren,knew that

God itself suffers. I refer to the scraping this was to happen I cannot say; but

of the precious dirt from the columns it would not surprise me. He knew

of St. Martin’s-in-the-Fields. most things. The fact remains that to

Their skill is painfully acquired Time, to Soot and to Beauty nqt thedesi^erof St.Martms-in-jhe-

Bvvears and years of steadypraotice; Whoeverisresponsible for thisvandal- Fields; that was the workot James

For this is their unchanging rule— ism, there it is. The deed is completed. Gibbs, his derivative, and it is perhaps

All porpoises must go to school. Not for many many years will any new- the most striking non-WEEN church

^
^ ,

comer to London know London in her that we have ;
but Gibbs employed the

In every ointment there’s a fly; loveliness, because the portico of same material, and there used to be no
The one our hero has to face is

gjj Martin’s-in-the-Fields will be white, other portico so grave and soothingly

That, when he ’s caught and doomed to whereas to all of us, for ages past, it commanding as this. Alas, that I

die,
^

has been white and black. Not ordinary should have to write “used to be”!

His hide is made into boot-laces— white and not ordinary black, but the For to-day it is nothing. It ismechan-

A fate this king of swoops and swerves ^hite and black of which London alone ical, regular. No light
;
no shade. All

Hardly, you will agree, deserves. tias the secret: a black so rich and deep the old and fascinating nuances gone 1

'
'

'

- astobeacolourinitself, a white tender, What a way in which to celebrate its

Humour in the Temple. serene and glowing by contrast with two-hundredth birthday I—for it was
“ The Inner Temple Library will be closed black. Only London stone can opened in 1726.

during the month of August. Members arc gentle tints, only What are we to do with OUr busy-

stone subjected year after year to our bodies? Gan no one inform them as

Middle Temple Library, in view of lieavily-laden atmosphere thick with to the sanctity of London’s grime ?

extensive cleaning and repairs which are goft and caressing smuts. One word more before we leave

being undertaken this year, will be closed Upon the noses and the collars of Trafalgar Square. Is it possible that
September

^ud on the good do these atoms the Nelson column is the least little
molusive. LegaL p .

.j. perpendicular towards

“ During the interval the huge park was full they see them, brush them away ; but the Strand ? E- V. L.

of local gentry that arrived in hundreds of cars they fall on the white stoneS of —
and ate hundreds of excellent home-made

^Qj^^on they remain, gradually to Another Olimpse of the Obvious,
cakes—under an enormous marquise.” T i

^
. a, i i i

•

Dailv Paper darken them, not all ovei but paiciauy “A gentleman always looks well dressed in

and ate hundreds of excellent home-made
cakes—under an enormous marquise.”

Daily Paper,

A truly grande dame.

Another Olimpse of the Obvious.

‘A gentleman always looks well dressed in

and in perfect proportion, with a black-
1
good clothes.”—

m

Daily Paper
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TO THE MEN
{to remind them that they have had their day).

[List of colours affected by the IModein from an article in

Vmicli on The Harlequin Cushion” hv a despairing uncle : Shrimp,

Canary, Peacock, Mole, Beaver, Gazelle, Camel,Wedgwood, Mauresque,

Putt\% Toast and Flesh.

Prom a passage in Slialcespeore^s England^ Vql. II., quot.ng cmours

affected by men : Drake’s-colour satten, Ladie-blush satten. Clare-

colour satten, Gozelinge-colour tapheta, Marigold, Isabel, Judas-colour,

Peas-porndge tawny, Popinjay-blew, Lusty gallant, L)evil-in-the-hedge,

Dead Spaniard.]

Sing hey to the Llasque of the Colours that revel,

A Banquet, a Pageant, a Riot of Words

!

The gallants of England outswaggered the Devil

When men went a-flaunting their feathers like birds.

In Cramoisy velvet my Lord would go wooing ;

In proud Lusty gallant he ’d stand up to fight,

Or down at “ The Mermaid” some plan be a-brewing

For Marigold masquing on Midsummer night.

He ’d gird at his foe in Dead Spaniard stockings,

Jest in his Gozelinge doublet and hose,
^

Vie with the Fool in his motley and mockings.

Lead out his Love in his Ladie-blush-rose

;

Strut in his Apricock slops on a Sunday,

Tickle the trout in his Silver and Gray,

Claie-colour satten for sober Blacke Monday,

Isabel silk for to go to the Play.

He *d whip out his weapon and death to the traitor

Lurking in Judas and Devil-in-hedge

;

Peas-porridge tawny he ’d straddle in later,

Tossing the falcon and throwing the sledge

;

Ride with the Queen in his Drake-colour feather,

Dice in his tapheta, Bilberry hue,

Swear in his jerkin of Pomegranate leather.

And drink to the stars in his Popinjay-blew.

iF I HAD TIME TO BE BEAUTIFUL
I 'vB often thought I should love to be a Beauty. And

the annoying thing is, I so easily might be. Every news-

paper, every magazine I pickup assures me repeatedly that

it is the simplest thing in the world. But so far I haven't

had time.

Don’t imagine that I am a sweated worker or anything like

that. No, no. I have all the time there is. Bub it isn’t

enough.

You see, I have to sleep. If I could manage without that

it would be all right. But the Beauty articles all assure me
that I must sleep at least seven or eight hours. As a mat-

ter of fact I had already got that quite definitely settled for

myself. I sleep nine.

Well, let’s say that I start operations, then, at eight o’clock.

I sip a glass of lemon-juice-and-water very, very slowly. This

is for the figure, of course.

At 8.30 1 begin mymorning exercises—forthe figure again.

Half-an-hour of these at least before the bath.

I mustn’t hurry over the bath. It should be perfumed
and leisurely (without being enervating) and wind up with a
stimulating cold shower, followed by a few more exercises

to restore the circulation. This brings us, say, to 9.45.

I now feel I need a little breakfast. Never, never hurry
over meals

;
that is, of course, absolute disaster to the com-

plexion. Half-an-hour, say, for breakfast, and half-an-hour

to look through the paper afterwards for new beauty hints.

Then back to the dressing-table, 10.45.

Now the day’s work really begins. A quarter-of-an-hour’s

cold-creaming and massage of the face-most essential. Then

I must carefully remove the surplus cream and pat with a

tonic lotion for several minutes. I notice that many cold-

cieam proprietors recommend that the cream should be

applied liberally to the face, neck and arms several times a

day, but I think that that routine must be for the really

leism’ed classes. I mean, I do like w^hen I am once dressed

to keep dressed.

From 11.15 to 11.30 the morning manicure. Of course

this isn’t a really thorough manicure, only the little daily

care.

Now ten minutes to pluck eyebrows down to a neat

narrow line, v/ith one or two extra moments to dry the

tears of anguish.

Now, I have to make-up for the day. This is, of course,

a vital part of the programme, and can be rushed through

in twenty minutes only by the aid of great concentration.

Foundation cream, rouge, powder, lip-salve, eyelashes.

Touch of rouge on lobe of ear. 12.0 noon. Heavens, I

haven’t couched my hair, and what about that morning walk ?

Five minutes’ scalp massage—it isn’t much, but we ’re

hurryingthis morning. Ten minutes’ brushing and brillian-

tining. Fifteen minutes to comb, set and arrange. There we
are. Now I can dress. 12.30.

Oh, I forgot the tumbler of cold water to be sipped very

slowly. There are six of these tobeworked into the day some-

where
;
we must get one in now.

“Donotput your clothes on hastily,” I recall. “That extra

ten minutes makes such a difi'erence.” And of course every-

thing must be in exquisite repair, to say nothing of gloves,

stockings, handkerchief and so on being in perfect harmony.

Rather a strain to achieve this by one o’clock, but it can just

be done, I think.

Lunch. A leisurely lunch, of course, light but nourishing, ^

and carefully chosen.

After lunch the programme varies. Monday and Thurs-

day, the hair-dresser, for water-waving, and sometimes a

shampoo or shingle-trim. (Two hours.) Tuesday, a really

serious manicure. Wednesday, the dancing class. Not silly

modern dancing, of course, but classical dancing—absolutely ’

necessary to obtain grace and poise. Friday is Turkish-bath

day. Saturday, away to the country (fresh air is so essential).

These varied activities take us up to tea-time. After tea

there is that belated two hours’ walk which has to be got in

every day. And oh, heavens, how’^ many tumblers of cold

Water are we behind the schedule?

Home from the 'walk at 6 45. Must rest lor at least an

hour before dressing for dinner, so I might manage a tumbler

of cold water now. I can just be ready for dinner at 8.45.

After dinner—a leisurely dinner—there will be just time

to get undressed, cold-creamed, exercised and ready for bed

at eleven.

Now, all this appears to work out perfectly. But as a

matter of fact some absolutely vital points have got crowded

out. For instance, I find I ought to read good books for an
hour or two every day, and think a lot of beautiful thoughts

as well ;
it makes such a difference to the expression. And

then there ’s deep breathing
;
that ought to come in some-

where.

So that, what with answering the telephone and arrang-

ing the flowers, and keeping up my music, I somehow have
never quite got through everything necessary to ensure a

really perfect Beauty.

“If I had my way I would allow bathing at all hours of the day and
night in all the lakes in the London parks, and during certain hours of

the day I would have a band playing to encourage people to bathe and
learn swimming. A few canvas screens for changing cue’s clothes at o

all that would be required, and m the deeper lakes a man in a boat
could rescue people from drowning if necessary .”—Daily Paper.

We trust he would make his selection carefully.





OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
{By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerics.)

Miss E. M. Delafield’s Jill (Hutchinson) is a most
attractive book. Its satiric power is subdued to a sense of

justice and pity, its plot and characterisation are admirably
disposed for light and shade, and the insight and charm that

leaven its pages prevail to a higher and more even degree

than in anything of its writer’s that has hitherto come my
way. Jill, innocent daughter of Pansy, demi-mondaine,
girlish and unshockable, mendacious and loyal, beautiful and
inadequately washed, is engaging from first to last. More-
over Miss Delafield has surpassed herself in her picture

of the world on which her heroine is launched. Two married
couples, cousins yet utterly dissimilar, patronise Jill. The
Oliver Galbraiths belong to the zone of social security, Oliver

being a successful stockbroker, Cathie a dilettante in good
works. The Jack Galbraiths are, thanks to the War, down
and out. Jack cadges for commissions on cars, JDoreen
dances with impossible dagoes and touts among her acquaint-
ance on behalf of hairdressers and milliners, To secure a
ten-pound note a month from Henry Howard Maxted, bogus
company-promoter and temporary protector of Jill's mother,
Doreen underbakes the social initiation of Jill. In mercy
on a girl of eighteen so dubiously befriended Cathie offers to
show *‘my little pretence cousin” something of a corrector
world. Maxted, an amusingly unplausible villain, endeavours
to interest Oliver in Cornish oil-shale. Between the two
Galbraith households and the Pansy-Maxted menage at
Salt St. Mary the story takes its course, always with Jill

and her fortunes as principal freight, but touchingly com-
petent in its presentment and analysis of Jack. This, which
has been done so often, is done so well that I forgive Miss
Delafield the rather obvious short-circuit by which she
ultimately puts an end to her hero’s ill-forfcune.

The Dean of St. Paul’s has placed first in the collection

of essays to which he has given the title Lay Thoughts of a

I

Dean (Putnam) a very fine appreciation of John Colet,
that embarrassingly outspoken divine. It is a good choice,

for the friend of Ekasmus will not go down to posterity as

the only Dean of St. Paul’s endowed with independent

views. Putting into tabular form as briefly as possible the

opinions of Dean Inge on the various vexed topics of the

hour, I find that he dislikes :

—

The Treaty of Versailles. The Episcopal Bench.
Auto-suggestion.

Hunting and Shooting.

Divorce.

Betting.

Socialism.

The Sub-man.

The Episcopal Bench.
Eeunion with Pome.
Turks.

Nouveaux Eiches.

The Irish.

Psycho-analysis.

Prohibition.

He regards, on the other hand, with a considerable amount
of approval :

—

Victorian Literature. Jews.
Eugenics. The extension of capital

England. punishment to the
The Ministry of Women. hopelessly depraved.
Modernism. The attitude of America

in the Great War.
It is not given to all of us to be so unaffected by “group

”

sentiment, or at any rate it is not given to all of us to say
so in print. And it is given to hardly any contemporary
writer to set forth his tastes and distastes with so much
clarity of diction and good style. Perhaps I may also add,
with such violence. “These vermin are spawned by all

classes,” says the Dean of St. Paul’s, speaking of revolu-
j

tionaries. And again, speaking of the Government of 1919,
|

“ Little could be expected of a parliament elected in a
paroxysm of greed and vindictiveness.” The buffeted reader
must struggle to the surface when he can.
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In Stephen Hudson’s lp.tesfc tale

He finds a novel variation ^ ^
Of that device, still sound and bale,

The old triangular relation;

As parties to the plan v'e note

A wife, her husband and the latter’s

Artistic super-self ”—to quote

A fly-leaf par explaining matters.

And here I may as well point out

The super-self, as here depicted,

Acts on his own and gets about
Entirely free and unrestricted

;

But more than this, the A.S.S,

—

Thus curtly to describe the feller

—

Makes the whole yarn his business

And frankly figures as the teller.

Whether, as Constable maintains,

Such technique proves the author’s

Or whether it is worth the pains

Are points I hesitate to settle
;

But Richard—thus the name of it

—

Myrtle and I in all its stages

Is quite the most perplexing bit i L^\
Of fiction I have read for ages.

Here is another volume of the new
English Men of Letters, and if it be a M
paradox that its subject is an American M
it is a paradox with a precedent. Haw-
THOENE has his place in the old series,

and Heeman Melville already figures

in the new. Moreover the inclusion
(

of Walt Whitman (Macmillan), very

voice of America though he proclaimed m
himself, may be justified on linguistic

grounds; for the voice, whatever its

accent, still spoke recognisable King’s
ll

English. Whether the author of

Street, when his time comes, will be I

held qualified for admission to this Yal- \||f

'

halla of letters is another question. It
li

is rather a futile question too, and we
had better return to the excellent book
in which Mr. John Bailey essays to

put the poet of democracy in his place. ^
That place is found to be a very honour- _ ^ ,

‘

able one, not under the fiercest rays of

the sun of fame but nowhere near the glorious rivers o:

shadows of oblivion. The “barbaric . r=;T-=^'.;-’ —
yawp” cannot thrill us or scandalise us as, according to

temperament, it thrilled or scandalised our grandfathers,

but it is often still worth listening to. Mr. Bailey is to

be thanked for telling us when to listen and when to stop

our ears. The poet’s Leaves of Grass is an unkempt wilder-

J.sV't'

I'';:', V'V'i

!
' : ' V- "-I

y/'ife [onriver-hanh, to silent angler)

.

“Why on earth didn’t you tell me that

NO talking was allowed when you suggested a quiet honeymoon ey the
GLORIOUS rivers OE DeVON?”

as, according to I take to be a first novel of some ingenuity by making^ the

)ur grandfathers, choice of a woman’s career too largely a question of instinct,

\ir. Bailey is to A measure of reasoned self-determination would have

ind when to stop rendered the story of Shirley Mason, Elissa Brent and

L unkempt wilder- Ruth Farqnharson—the three girls whose fortunes as

ness enough, and it is a pardonable weakness to avoid it for London wage-earners form the chief theme of The Tight'

trimmer and brighter pleasaunces. But there are plenty Ro^e (Bles)—not only more entertaining but more human,

of flowers in it, and Mr. Bailey has been at great pains There is a show of intelligence about the argurnents wdth

to disencumber them of the weeds. His book is a right which the first two ladies (the third is less talkative) debate

anthology, and not the least of its attractions to lazy folk the claims of professional and domestic life.^ But in the

will be that, having read it, they will be able to say, with- main their attitude towards business and sex is that of the

out too great a violation of veracity, that they have read legendary monkey, who fails to understand why he cannot

Whitman. Incidentally they will have read an extremely extract two fists stuffed to repletion from two narrow-necked

interesting account of the poet’s simple life and, whether bottles. IbelieveMiss Stevenson considersthat her heroine,

they like it or not, a good deal of sound matter as to the

principles of the art of poetry.

To my mind Miss Sylvia Stevenson has weakened what

Shirley, does the trick when she finally divides her life, as

King Solomon proposed to divide the baby, between a

home and an office. Elissa solves the problem by running a
I

curio shop, in which her lovers are customers and her cus-
i
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tomers lovers. While Butli-2. Victorian survival very well doing conveys the message of the book, that marriage may

drawn—truckles to every man she meets and flings away be a poor business, but that youth, foi all its wisdom, has

ambition out of perverted motherliness. It is herexaggera- not yet evolved a tolerable substitute._ That at least is

tionofthe “womanly” attitude which, I gather, is held the only message I comd find. A pleasing touch is /oaii s

partly responsible for the manly and unwomanly vagaries love and admiration for her father. She admired him but

of her friends. I give Miss Stevenson full marks for Buth a httle this side of worship, and loved much that, if

Tsan individual, but she has no philosophic warrant for he had offered his advice to her she would I bel eve, have

confusing the virtue of self-sacrifice with its excess. Her explained to ^m why slm couldn t take it. But he, wise

Son of business politics is not so deep as she would have man, never offered it. He just went on reading Shake-

me Lagine, but she shows observation and sympathy as a speaee and cultivating his garden An adinirab e man, with

“u^nt^of feminine types and by-ways. a sense of humour which h.s children liberally fed. Mr.“;rn?SSine

-

®-se of humour which his children liberally fed. Mr.
j

Bennet, I feel sure, would have loved an hour with him.

Under the Cherry Tree (Fabee and Gwyee) is the -
; i

whimsical Odvssev of a Mr, Wantaqe, idle and charmingly Wards and guardians, strange misunderstood young ladies,

flippant young bachelor, past a ^ -J
Mayfair island of the Sirens-

^

theyloveafter much tribulation

chiefly an overwhelming ^ ^

^

and a passionate kiss on the last

Millbanhe, an entirely tiresome page-it was brave of Mile.

Lady Aniling and a Mrs. Cecil ff
(Pbincess Teou-

rather a dear. The W betzkoy to construct a^ novel

two titled ladies being both .
:-// ^ from such veij old material and

crudely managing persons are l il
not very dangerous; but our Q^i^erness of

Mr, Wmiiage^t ^e^ce of mind 1*.;^ i W A Celia (Hurst and Blackett)

is seriously threatened by the m, UM j
was a marked queerness some-

knowing pathos and skilful reti- /J l/lj Mm Y fc ^^at resembling arrested de-

cences of the third. All ends
/'' Mm. j' (/

velopment, and her guardian,

well, however, for the peace of \/} /! -*' BMmiifk'/, ‘ 1

1

. I
Fraser, was in his own

the much-beset hero, and his Mmm/k Ijl .
way nearly as queer; but they

pronounced reluctance to matri- 'C' J*
were both lovable people, and

mony is finally broken down by -* ' GeUods peculiarities were at least

a young woman who has the ^ probably accounted for by her

advantage of not having been rtZlm ^atheFs brutal treatment of her

found for him by ’any of the J flj™ as a child. The scene is laid

Sirens, and who knows the '
' ''

chiefly in New York among

moves of the game as played by iilll
aristocratic of “ 100 %

Wantages. Mr. Petee Traill jHIHIiniHHI |||||\\
American ’'society. Much more

has carved on a cherry-stone Wi\
amusing than the pictures of

with considerable skill a full- IM ' high life, however, are the many
dress romance anm The story Hi ii

clever thumb-nail sketches of

is rather inferred than told in in Jiwf'.
important personages

these witty dialogues, which i IM li'lOTifil as shop-assistants in big stores

must be read with concentra-
II I ip

staff of the Sieburg

tion and, I think, at a sitting, H |
,‘|||||,

Theatre, where Celia does a

lest the more delicate threads H l ilwi I

swimming turn as the “ Masked
be missed. As the publishers .

'!!'; I Mermaid,” in order to prove to

fairly claim, this is a modern '
'1

|

’’

|
Hi/^ir^/that she could earn her

exercise in the happy manner of I own living and he need not look

theZ)oZ^vi)mtotes,and,I would ^ ^ ^
unless he wants to.

^+- Overseas Customer. “No, I’m afraid it won’t do. -R^f .-f ;aadd, by no means unworthy ot
j something with a broad brim.”

OeUa herself odd, selt-

its parentage. The only jests contained, so tall that a station-

which seemed to me a little thin were those manufactured master, when the inevitable elopement occurs, describes

out of the deafness of Lady Millbmice's company-directing her as “ some gy-raffe,” who won my heart and makes the

husband. The elegant trifle is admirably printed, and decor- whole book something out of the common.
ated with fine appropriateness by Mr. Aubrey Hammond.

The first part of The Man with the Scar (ITeinemann)
Eeturn to Bondage (Seoker) is offered to the public as deals with the kidnapping of Gormach Grouchy, “ financier

“a first novel with a message,” but the message, I hope, and reputed millionaire,” and his subsequent imprisonment
will be a last one. Aliss Baebaea Blackbuen writes top in a lonely house. In the second part Mr. John Lomas
gracefully and with too much humour and insight to burden tells us of Grouchy's escape and of his revenge upon a num-

j

herself with “messages,” which she may safely leave to the her of exceedingly unpleasant criminals. It is claimed for

pompous and the dull. This book adds yet another to the this story that it will make other blood-curdling tales “pale
long list of present-day novels which deal with the claim by comparison.” I am not disposed to admit or to deny
of modern youth to be as unhappy as it likes. It is an the truth of this claim, but I do think that as a blood-curdier
account of the fortunes, friendships and entanglements of Mr. Lomas is inclined to overshoot the mark. Although it

two girls, Laura and Joan, Laura marries, Joa7i does not
;
was natural that Grouchy should desire to punish those who

but as runners in the Juvenile Misery Stakes a handkerchief bad behaved with such abominable cruelty, his methods of

would have covered the pair of them. In the end Joan, revenge were too stealthy and insidious for my enjoyment,
disillusioned and rising twenty-five, also marries, and by so In short my gorge rose, but my blood failed to curdle.

Under the Cherry Tree (Faber and Gwyee) is the

whimsical Odyssey of a Mr. Wantage, idle and charmingly

flippant young bachelor, past a
“

Mayfair island of the Sirens

—

chiefly an overwhelming Lady ^
Millbanhe, an entirely tiresome

Lady Aiinhig and a Mrs. Cecil p
rather a dear. The MIL '

two titled ladies being both Mm ''’'j

crudely managing persons are f

well, however, for the peace of
;J .,

A.
I

the mucli-beset hero, and his M
pronounced reluctance to matri-

J
:

;

i

^
mony is finally broken down by
a young woman who has the _
advantage of not having^bcen

Sirens, and who knows the

moves of the game as played by
Wantages. Mr. Petee Traill

has carved on a cherry-stone m
with considerable skill a full- ^ B
dress romance d rire. The story . 1
is rather inferred than told in

must be r^d with concentra-

tion and, I think, at a sitting,

lest the more delicate threads

be missed. As the publishers
.

-'nUfi '

I

fairly claim, this is a modern '
'1

|

’’

|

exercise in the happy manner of I

tbeZ)oZZvi)mZo^ 2tes,and,I would ^ ^ ^

add, by no unworthy of
I

its parentage. The only jests

Overseas Customer. “ No, I ’m afraid it won’t do.
What I had in mind was something with a broad brim.”
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Trtotice,

It appears that some readers are

still unable to obtain the strike

issues of Punch—May 5th, 12th

and 19th. Copies of all these are

available and can be procured
through newsagents, or direct from
the Punch Office, 10, Bouverie
Street, E.C.4, at Id. each.

CHARIVARIA.
So the Australian team might

just as well have brought their

wives after all.

*
***

Ever since the conclusion of

the final Test Match we have
been looking in vain for a silly-

season discussion in the Press on
the question, What is wrong
with Australian cricket ?

In view of the fact that Sir

Rowland Blades, the Lord
Mayor-elect, is a keen cricketer

there is some talk of inviting

the Australians to stay till Nov-
ember in order that they may
be led in triumph in the Lord
Mayor’s Show.

The feat of a left-handed Rom-
ford golfer in killing a swallow
with his second shot is reported

in the Press. Many a golfer

would have been discouraged

after missing the bird at the first

attempt.

During the Criccieth Sheep-

dog Trials Mr. Llovd Geoege
is believed to have got some
new ideas for dealing with

seceding Liberals.

Bookmakers have been noti-

fied that they must send their

photographs to the Commission-

ers of Customs and Excise. We
are requested to point out that

what are wanted are good likenesses

rather than pretty pictures.
5l« s|«

A parrot gave the alarm when burg-

lars wore in a Chertsey house the other

night. This has caused some annoy-

ance in canine quarters, and it is likely

that the matter will be dealt with by

the Dogs’ Trade Union.
* ^

An American Senator has had his

arm broken while cranking his Eord.

We fancy he must have said something

to annoy the local Lizzie, as she is

not supposed to snap at Americans.
^ Jr

Mosquitoes are said to be capable of

flying a distance of a mile and a half.

Then why don’t they—starting from us ?

According to a news item there is a

Bank Robbers Association in America.

What we need in this country is a

Society for Rendering First Aid to

Overdrafts.
‘ *

'

A Surrey innkeeper complains that

very few motorists pass through his

village. What about baiting the place

with a few dairy-fed pedestrians ?

who was rescued and brought ashore

protested vigorously. It appears that

she was swimming "the Channel.

NATURE NOTE.

The a. J. Cookoo {Cuculus Siridens).

“ In August
Go he must.”

All through-trains between Rangoon
and Mandalay have been cancelled

owing to floods. This means that there

will be more people than ever on the

road to Mandalay.

*
A Russian chess champion is said to

clear his brain by taking a bath three

days before a match. He has to take

the risk, of cburse, of the match being

cancelled.

Several golfers in the New Forest

have been driven away by a plague of

ants. Go for the Sluggard, thou Ant I

^
,

A lady bather on the South coast

“ Should a doctor tell? ” The answer
is, “Not until he has had an opportunity

of going home to look up the disease

and see if he can call it something more
expensive.”

A phys ognomist sa^^s that character

can be told by the eyebrows. In that

case, what is one to think of the women
who have most of theirs plucked

out ?

Berlin brewery workers hav-

ing struck, it is feared that the

lager-lowerers may come out in

sympathy. .j,

Dr. A. M. Low says that it

is possible to whistle a note in-

audible to human beings. Taxi-

drivers are 'V'ery human at times.

Side-whiskers are becoming
more popular among young
bloods like Mr. J. C. Squiee;

but wait until one of them shuts

the door of his two-seater a little

carelessly.
,|,

^

The Italian Government is

trying to popularise the potato

in the place of spaghetti, but

they ’ll never do it until they

grow one that can be wound
round a fork.

It may work out all right in

the end. If legs disappear owing

to the motor-car habit there ’ll

be nothing left to step on the

accelerator with.

It is feared that Signor Mus-
solini’s ban whicti forbids

Italians to spend their holidays

outside their own country will

have an effect on the annual

exodus from Soho to Thanet.

The opinion in boxing circles with

regard to Wills’s offer to fight Dempsey
at any street corner for nothing is that

he is a fellow of no refinement.

Jls

Now that Sir Hbnet Wood has in-

troduced the bagpipes into the Queen’s

Hall orchestra he may contemplate in-

creasing the pathos of his fantasia on
Scottish airs by substitutingthebanging

of saxpences for the cymbals.

“ Hobbs and SutcliEej^ar mobilefratrum.'*
Daily Pa^er,

A happy word, mobile. Certainly they

moved well.

VOL. CL^iXr.
I
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THE VERY LATEST.

Personally,” she told me, a little

primly, don’t think it ’s quite—^vell,

quite ladylike to try to start a ne'^.v

iashion.”

“Still less so,” I remarked, “to follow

an old one.”

“That,” she said with severity,

“ woulfd be merely morbid, only nobody

does. But to try to start an absolutely

new idea almost suggests that one

wishes to be talked about—a thing one

does so instinctively shrink from.”

“Oh, instinctively,” I agreed, “in-

stinctively— especially in these days

when we blush to find our photographs

in the Society papers.”

“ Only as likely as not,” she said with

some bitterness, “ they don’t put it in,

no matter how nice you ’ve been to the

reporter.”

“A race,” I agreed again, “on wdiich

kindness and severity seem alike wasted.

The best plan is to wait till they become

editors,”

“ So that one can stop reading their

papers ?
”

“Oh, no,” I explained, ‘<so that one

can go on reading them and then write

and say how dull and stupid they are,

and ask why someone of some faint in-

telligence is not secured to run them.”

“Well, you know,” she said, a good

deal interested, “ Tom often wonders

that.”

“ Oh, we all do,” I assured her, “all

of us.”
“ Tom,” she went on, “ says some-

times he ’s a good mind to write to The
Times and ofi'er to show them how to

do it.”

“I would myself,” I remarked, “only

I feel as likely as not they w'ouldn’t

take any notice."

“Stupid of them,” she said, “as
stupid as trying to 'start a new fashion

that very likely won’t catch on a bit

and then you ’re merely eccentric. On
the other hand,” she added musingly,
“ it does not do to fall behind.”

“If only,” I sighed, “I could im-

press that great maxim on those horses

on which I place my rare and modest
fiver.®^

“So when,” she continued, “I heard
about it this morning, and how there

was a whole paragraph in one of the

society columns pointing out that it

was an absolutely new idea—and that ’s

so rare, isn’t it?
”

“Oh, I don’t know,” I said; “only
the other day a bench of magistrates in

Surrey agreed there was no real proof

I had been exceeding the speed limit,

and they thought the police might be
mistaken, so they would let me off with-

out even a fine.”

“Oh, they did that on purpose most

likely,” she explained, “just to show

they could if they w'anted to, in case

people forgot. But this is quite differ-

ent because no one, absolutely no one

before her, had ever thought ot a patch-

work evening cloak made of bits of all

the evening dresses you *ve ever had.

No wonder it made such a sensation.”

“No wonder,” 1 agreed, “and it does

seem a most charming notion. One
will be able to say :

* Do you remember
that summer night long ago when the

scent of the honeysuckle lay in the air

. . . and you said . . . what you said. It ’s

the diamond-shaped patch beneath your

left shoulder-blade that reminded me
of it.* And the husband will look long-

ingly at a diagonal strip of pink brocade

running north-east and south-west, and

he will think :
* All that is left of fifteen

guineas at the last summer sales.’ And
your best and oldest friend will murmur

:

* Ah, how w^ell I remember that square

of old gold in the middle of your back,

it suited you so well when you were

younger
,
years and years ago.’ Conver-

sation will receive the greatest stimulus

of recent years, besides all the unre-

ceipted bills that will thus have still a

reason for their continued existence.”

“ It won’t be a bit like that,” she

assured me earnestly. “ For one thing

men never remember a frock from one

night to the next, and the women will

all be too busy planning to have a cloak

like ifc themselves.”
“ And are you already planning,” I

asked, “ to have one like it ?
”

“No,” she said simply, “because I

have one already. I shall be wearing ifc

to-night at the FifezCufcliberfcs’, the fiisfc

time one could, without being a lifctle

—well, ostentatious. A perfectly new
thing, quite untried, is always a lifcfcle

. . . don’t you think?”
“I quite understand that,” I said.

“ One . . . one shrinks.”
“ Exactly,” she agreed, much pleased.

“But to-night it will be simply the

latest thing, and not to have ifc will be
fco show oneself definitely in the back-

ground.”

“Quick work,” I mused, “if you only

heard of it this morning.”
“It was an opportunity,” she ex-

plained, “I remembered all at once
that years and years ago an old lady
both Blanche and I used to know quite

well spent all her time making patch-
work quilts of any old pieces of silk she
had. She gave one to me and one to

Blanche.” *

“ But a patchwork quilt,” I pointed
out, “ is not an evening cloak.”

“Why not?” she asked, surprised.

“Or, if not, it can soon become one.

You get a good pattern and then you
cut it oufe and sew it up again.”

“So then,” I said, “you are simply

turning the old patchwork quilt your
old friend gave you

”

But she interrupted me, shaking her

head.

“I’m alv/ays unlucky,” she said sadly;

“I sent mine away ever so long ago

when they were having a rummage sale

at the church.”
“ Too bad !

” I said, “ Then perhaps
Blanche will be first after all ?

”

She shook her head again.

“You see,” she expkined with some
reserve, “ I knew Blanche was almost

sure to have hers still, because she al-

ways keeps everything in case it comes
in useful some day. And it often does.

So I called round there this morning
beforeshe was up, orhad seen thepapers,

and I got her to give it me. I’m ex-

pecting,” she added seraphically, “ my
patchwork evening cloak to make quite

a sensation. I shouldn’t wonder if it

was talked about quite a lot—especially

by Blanche.” E. E. P.

HOW’S THAT?
{A 'point for the M.G,G.)

Tide ’s at the middle .
>

And cricket ’s at ten ;
:

Now here is a riddle,
i

You cricketing men

;

For Margery caught her,

Says Joan, in the match,

Both bands under water

—

So was that a catch ?

Blown was the hair about,

Shining the sand

;

Whereabout, whereabout
Ought one to stand ?

White and sea-chargery

Foams the great trough

—

William put Margery
Extra mid-off.

Mad as a hatter,

On starfishes bent,
'

What does it matter
i

Where Margery ’s sent ?

Seldom she hurries i

With hand or with foot

;

Nobody worries

Where Margery *s put.

William is bowling
His terrible breaks,

But Margery *s strolling

By amethyst lakes

;

Stone grots are yielding now
Weed-gardens cool,

Mid-off is fielding now
Deep in the pool.

Joan hit a skyer

That—merciful me I

—

Soared higher and higher
And fell near the sea

;

Margery caught her,

But—here lies the doubt

—

Both hands under water,

And could that be out ? Evob.





THE SPELL OF THE COLONEL.

My docfeor was worried about my
nerves and ordered me to the Channel
Islands for an indefinite stay. If 1

doubted his diagnosis I at least played

the game by taking his advice ; but the

uncanny influence which my private

sitting-room at the boarding-house exer-

cised upon me at once was most per-

turbing, and made me wonder whether
after all the doctor’s glum pronounce-
ment might not be an understatement.
For there was nothing bizarre about

the room. Indeed, on the first glance
it had charmed me. It was bright

; the
rigid Victorian suite included one or two
comfortable major pieces eminently
suitable for a person with a weak back,
and there was only one oleograph on the
walls. True the room was arranged
into a tortured neatness, but I knew that
it only needed a few indefinable male
touches to give it charm and a comfort-
able disorder.

But even while I stood taking stock
of it there began to come over me in

increasing waves a poisonous feeling of

self-depreciation, a realisation that I
was peculiarly insensible to unwritten
codes of decency and an inclination to
admit that my veneer was too thin to
conceal the rotter underneath.
Next morning the same uneasy sense

of my own unworthiness seized upon

me so strongly that I thought I would
sample the golf-course to see if it would
get my thoughts out of their morbid
groove.

Passing through a suburb held in gi’eat
strength by retired Indian military

—

each homestead being named presum-
ably after the bloodiest of those Indian
battles at which the head of the house-
hold had assisted—I came to the golf-

club, where I met a secretary who wore
a Ghurka tie. He was inclined to be a
Presence, but he mellowed at once on
my chancing to refer to afternoon tea

I

as tiffin, and I returned to the boarding-

house for lunch well pleased, only re-

gretting that the tie of my old rough-
and-grumblewar-timecorps--the3rd/4th
Glebeshires—was not likely to be mis-
taken for the neck-wear of, say, the
Guides or the Patiala Lancers or even
the Guards,

Altogether I felt so much more cheer-
ful that I utterly pooh-poohed my hal-

lucinations regarding the sitting-room.
“ The room is all right,” I said loudly
as I flung open the door and stamped in.

But^ was it ? If it was all right
why did the tune I was whistling fade
from my numbed lips ? Why did some
sinister power force me to take my
hands shamefacedly out of my pockets
and compel me to hollow my back?
Was there not something abnormal in

the atmosphere that it should make me

feel an outsider who had done all those

things that simply are not done ?

‘‘Come, come,” said an inner voice

as I was about to flee, “ this is not
worthy of one who came through four

big pushes and one cadet-school. Be a

man and have forty winks on that sofa.”

I accepted the challenge. Uneasy
sleep came and brought my legacy—

a

recurring nightmare of the Great War.
I saw myself as a very new subaltern
on a G.O.O.’s inspection. The Great
Man at length arrives at my platoon.

The front rank is impeccable, but I am
certain that we are going to come to

something very dreadful in the rear

rank. We are turning round the left

flank guide. The Great Man stops petri-

fied ; his neck turns magenta ; he makes
indignant noises. He does all this be-

cause Mr. G. B, Shaw and Mr. H. G,
Wells, in private’s uniform and neither
even looking his own height, are ruining
the rear rank. Bach in fact is in an
idiosyncratic posture and bursting with
arguments as long as a Fabian tract to

prove that his method of standing at

the slope is infinitely superior to that
laid down in the Manual. My eyes
drop to Mr. Wells’s puttees, and 1
awake to find myself standing shakily
on my feet and streaming with per-
spiration.

At that momentmyglancewas drawn
magnetically to an obscure corner, A
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pair of eyes were glaring at me from the

middle shelf of a whatnot. I approached

in an hypnotic condition and found that

the eyes were part of a cabinet portrait

of a fierce old soldier which was partly

concealed by an ornamental ginger-

jar.

I held the photograph cautiously, for

the grey eyes glowering in the shadow
of the peak of the service-cap and the

grizzled moustache cut stiffly from the

line of the relentless mouth were those

of my old C.O. It was Colonel Gash-

leigh-Gore, who came from India and

made the 3rd/4th Glebeshires painfully

regimental from the cook-house to the

bridge-table. An excellent portrait, “a

speaking likeness,*’ thosewho onlyknew
him by sight would have said innocently.

It brought vividly to my mind how he

had waylaid me after secretly watching

my form on my first ceremonial parade.

'‘Is that your idea of mounting a

guard?” he asked, and the photographer

had caught something of the Colonel’s

expression as he waited for me to give

the foolish answer, “ Yes,” or the foolish

answer, “No” ;
but of course it could

not suggest the deepening purple of his

face as he prepared to loose a torrent of

speech lurid with enough coarse expres-

sions for a Sunday play.
|

On inquiry the proprietress told me

'

that Colonel Gashleigh-Gore had spent

his last furlough from India in the

rooms I was occupying. He had been

very comfortable and had left her the

photograph. Her memories of him were

sunnier than mine. I could not even

shake her statement that the Colonel

had made no difficulties about his por-

ridge. She insisted that Colonel Gash-

leigh-Gore was -a dear old gentleman.

As I write the Colonel is face down-

wards on the occasional table under

two volumes of Eosa Carey and One

Hundred Best Poems of EllaWheeler
Wilcox ;

while I by way of bravado

am smoking a cigar with a band on it.

But I am very ill at ease. I am alarmed

by what the proprietress said about

the Colonel finding the porridge to his

liking. For with us in the War the

Colonel’s first outburst of the day was

always over his porridge. True he could

usually be heard savaging his batman

after a chota-hazri of—so they said, and

I for one believe it—a double puma’s-

blood neat, but the Colonel’s first seri-

ous attempt at being unpleasant was

reserved for the imaginary imperfection

of his daily oatmeal.

It is obvious then that, if Colonel

Gashleigh-Gore was pleased with the

boarding-house porridge which does not

even please me, either the climate or the

proprietress must be very enervating.

And this brings me to the proportion
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A TRAGEDY OF THE FINAL TEST MATCH.
Fcliceman. “ You noisr’i mean to say you ’ve been hebe all kigiit ? Lummy-

THIS IS Loeb's I ”

sum : If the proprietress (or the climate)

could reduce Colonel Gashleigh-Gore to

a “dear old gentleman,” what effect

will she (or it) have upon a nervous

wreck like myself ?

The answer, as I figure it out, is not

very reassuring, and I think I shall

have to go on to Paris.

“A Tweedmouth set of train-men, working at

their gardens over the wall on to the footpath.

These stones make it impossible for people to

walk, especially at one particular place. Young
presided at the organ.”

North-Country Paper.

We are glad that they had music to

cheer them in what seems to have been

a thankless job.
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r- Guits 111 aiid had to have some ,,p-K,-T-,rs r-.i^z-s-r-SIMPLE STORIES, medicine, and he didn't like the medi- KENTS FIRST CASE.
II—The Talking Hoese. cine and spat it out, and then his master Poetune favours the brave ; but her

Once there was a horse that had been was really angry and whipped him, and smile is for the man of swift decision
taught how to talk, and one day he said he said if you don't take your medicine and challenging intelligence not less

to his master where are we going ? you shan't have anything more to eat than for the stout of heart. I take painsto his master where are we going ?

His master said don’t you worry about at all. to insist on this whenever envious
that, if I want you to go one way I will So he said oh very well, and took his tongues whisper ofmy uncle, the famous
pull one rein,"and if I want you to go the medicine, and then he felt better. Silas Kent, that he first earned his repu-
other way I will pull the other rein, and And then he said I want a pound of tation as Britain's foremost detective
if I want you to stop I will pull both sugar to take away the taste of the by a pure accident,

the reins. medicine, but his master wouldn’t give Here are the facts. You may judge
And the horse said oh very \vell I it him, so he said oh very well then I for yourself,

suppose it is best like that, it saves won’t talk any more. My uncle happened to be staying at
trouble.

^

So after that they were very unkind “The Crown ” at Prambury when the

^

So they went on till they came to a to him and didn't give him enough to landlord was murdered. The wretched
circus, and the horse’s master
whose name was Mr. Pirbank said

will you buy a horse that can
talk? and they said they would.

'

So he sold them the horse and
went home by train.

Well the horse was quite com-
forfcable, because they were kind S
to horses in that circus, and they

|

fed him well, and whenever they ^

gave him something to eat he said TfJ
thank you.

j
j j

And he did that in the circus,

and everybody was very pleased &
at hearing a horse talk and said
it was very wonderful, and the

j

circus made plenty of money out /

of people coming to hear the horse if
talk.

^

Now Mr. Pirbank had never
worked his horses on Sundays, 4',

but; at the circus Sunday was the
day when they moved from one
place to another. ^

So the first Sunday the horse /
said look here I 'm not used to
working on Sundays I don't like it.

And they laughed at him and
said why this isn’t working, all

you have to do is to walk from
one place to another with some-
body on your back, and the horse
said oh very well but I must have
some more" oats.

'mri

iW. i

“Hn ATE so MUCH THAT HE HAD TO HAVE SOME
MEDICINE.**

man was found lying flat on his
back across the footpath in the

'""n f field behind the hotel. A stout
knife of Sheffield make protruded
vertically. He looked as if he

I
were pinned to earth like a

— i '--Tj specimen.

^^st to notice the corpse

i Ellen the chambermaid. It

her afternoon off and she was
going to meet her sweetheart. In

course of conversation she
happened to tell him what she had
seen, and as their way led past

j
police-station they dropped

in and mentioned the matter to
”
If Sergeant Baffles.

The sergeant finished his tea

then had the body removed
within doors, as it obstructed the
public footpath. After that he set

to work to inquire into the move-
ments of all those who were known
to dislike the landlord, and, as
the local population, though scat-

tered, was large, the task looked
•

^
like keeping him busy for some
time.

Meanwhilemy uncle came back
^75^^_from a long day’s beetle-hunting

in the local woods to his dinner at
soJiB « The Crown.”

ouvety wen out i must nave Said the waiter, flicking the dust
presently they sold him to a off a chair for my uncle to sit downbo thej gave him some more oats and cab driver and he had to work very upon in the coffee-room, “ Quite a little

fv,
event has happened here to-day, Sir.

^®’^® '^riving Our landlord has been murdered.”avmg so many oats, and he liked the past a greengrocer’s he stopped and said “ Murdered ? ” said my uncle.
cariots Md sugar and apples they gave is that a carrot, I should like one. « Murdered, Sir, with a great knifA in

hl'hfld
day when WeU the gentleman who was in the his ribs. Thick or clear. Sir?

”

he had said thank yon for a carrot and cab was Mr. lirbank, and directly he “Dearme!”saidmyuncle. “Thick ”

anotW^one
^ By the time my u/cle had eaten his

And his master said waH ’f

^ carrot. soup and his fish he was in possession

havrLoth^otAnnf ^ ] u
buy him a can-ot, and the of the scanty details avaiiabllnava another on,^ until to-monw, and horse said thank you. “And who murdered vour landlord **

?avS i^tTnt iTs mLZ’ had
Mr Firbank bought him back he asked, studying the menu aJd pon-

And his master was angry, but the hlrd!^
h^g not as yet been dis-

KmfteiS\^ohttho7hr^ t’ll
P’^®®®°*^y *^® forgot how S^ifVouwhl allow mefo^iion it—

J TH ““““““SSSiS'S'rala Sid"”
‘ "

e the lioise ate so much that he then he said thank you. A. M. “ The landlord ?
”
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Lady (discussing "her husband), “We’ve never had more than one row.

BACK ANSWER SINCE. OnE O’ THE STRONG SILENT SORT, ’E IS.”

’E GIVE IN FIRST, AND AIN T NEVER GIVE ME A

Oh, no, Sir, to-night’s chicken.”

H’m 1
” said my uncle. “ It is un-

usually warm this evening; I will not

take anything hot. There is some cold

beef on the side-table, I observe. Carve

me a small portion,”

He watched the waiter dissect the

beef with some deftness and took

occasion to remark, “You’re a dexter-

ous hand with a carving-knife, waiter.”

The waiter let the knife fall with a

clatter.

“I beg your pardon. Sir,” he said.

“Excessively clumsy of me, I’m sure,

Sir, but this knife is none too sharp.”

My uncle ate the beef thoughtfully

;

the waiter remained apologetic.

“These little happenings are often

quite apt to upset one’s nerves,” he

remarked. “ There ’s a nice apple-tart.

Sir.”

“ Quite,” replied my uncle. Apple-

tart, please. What made you murder

him, waiter?
”

The commercial traveller who was

tho sole other occupant of the coffee-

room started from his chair with an

^exclamation and then resumed his seat,

but, taking up a table-knife, put himself

into a posture of defence.

“Well, Sir,” said the waiter, “we
had had a few w^ords about breakages.

And to tell you the truth, Sir, I could

never take kindly to the cast in his

left eye.”

He brought the apple-pie but remained

hovering near the chair. He appeared

to have something on his mind,
“ Well ? ” said my uncle.

“ If it is not presuming too much. Sir,

I should appreciate the favour of your

advice. It appears to me that I have

landed myself in a bit of a predicament.

It might prejudice gentlemen against

this house if it were to get out that

the waiter had murdered the landlord.

What would you do. Sir, not to take too

great a liberty, if you were me ?
”

“I should go straight to the police

and give myself up,”

“Thank ycu. Sir; I will.”

Hewent upstairs tochange his clothes,

bundled a few necessariestogetherunder

his arm, came in to say good-bye to my
uncle and left

;
yet on his vray he must

have deviated from his purpose, for no
one in the neighbourhood ever saw him
again.

“ But how,” said the commercial gen-

tleman, now permanently round-eyed,

“did you know that it was the waiter

who had murdered the landlord ?
”

My uncle answered, “One of my
hobbies is psycho-analysis. If you

have studied the subject you will know
that a sudden inconvenient question

aimed at a person who is concealing a

secret will often get right through his

defences. I tried the experiment, with

the result you witnessed.”

“But, my dear Sir, you might have

had to experiment on every one for miles

around.”
“ Exactly. I was spared the trouble,

for by a sheer fluke my first shot went
home.”

It was like my uncle to attribute his

success to luck. His detractors could

never understand this modesty, so char-

acteristic of the really great man that

he was. In actual fact it was a very

cool and dashing piece of work that he

did between the soup and the sweets.

The Way of All Elesh.
|

“Matrimonial.

YouDg Man, good character, sober, good
position, desires to meet Young Widow (musi-

cal), with or without property.

Applicants will please note that all Beef,

Mutton, Pork, Veal, etc., must be procured

from A.
,
Broad Street.”

—

DommionFa;ger,

“ Root has developed the leg theory, having
three short legs instead of slips.”-Ci£7are^ie Card,

It looks as if he were qualified to play

for the Isle of Man.
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NATIONAL SELF-EXPRESSION IN DRESS.

(By our Medico-Sartorial Expert.)

The inexplicable failure of the long oyerdue recurrence of

influenza to materialize affords a convenient opportunity

for the discussion of other hardly less momentous topics, as

for example "why, as the best authorities seem now agreed,

the average temperature of the blood is cooler than in pre-

vious decades ;
why Americans wear side-spring boots, and

v/hv the names of so many liners end in —ic.
^

But there

is one question which transcends all others in its conflag-

ratory quality. Can we stabilize or standardize our dress ?

As so often happens the impetus and inspiration come

from Italy. Signor Mussolini has initiated a campaign

against foreign fashions, whether emanating from Paris,

London or New York, and as a logical corollary has decided

to promote the adoption of a style of dress typically and

characteristically Italian, We should be guilty of insularity

in its narrowest form if we refrained from profiting by

this example, especially at a time when the “Come to

Britain’* movement is in full swing. Nothing is likely to

assist it more effectually than a national costume, at once

rational and picturesque, economical and hygienic, and

also protective. The need of this last quality has been

signally illustrated by the painful experiences of a number

of golfers who were driven from the links in a southern

county by an invasion of flying ants.
^

Signor Mussolini’s notorious predilection for the revival

of the grandeur of Imperial Borne may, with certain obvious

reserves, serve as a fruitful example. Climatic differences, to

say nothing of patriotism, make it undesirable for us to adopt

the costume of the civilian or legionary of ancient Borne.

But the Ancient Britons have left us some precious legacies,

while the pages of Mrs. Maekham’s History are rich in

illustrations of head and foot gear which might be easily

adapted to modern requirements. By a judicious compro-

mise, a wise synthesis, it ought to be possible to devise a

national dress in which the old and the new were blended

into one harmonious whole. Thus for the nether man the

ideal vestments would be a combination of the kilt, plus-

fours and Oxford trousers, while for the trunk or torso it

ought to be possible to unite the advantages of the Saxon

leathern jerkin with those of the modern Pair Isle jumper,

surmounted by a Begency stock. Por the head nothing is

better than a Glengarry, or for women the Welsh steeple-

crown hat. Por foot-gear the “pampooties” of untanned

cowhide worn by the inhabitants of the western Irish

islands, with the possible addition of plantation cr^pe soles,

could not be improved upon.

Finally, though incidentally, as a preservation of the com-

plexion 1 would strongly recommend resort to the use of

woad. A company has recently been formed which manu-
factures what purports to be the genuine article as used by
Boadicea and the tribe of the Catieuchlanians, I hope in

a forthcoming article to describe the results of a week’s

inunction with this admirable balsam.

The further question starkly arises whether this costume

should be compulsory or not. The tendency of modern dress

is towards standardization. On the other hand, as a race

we are wedded to individualism. It might however be

arranged to grant licences to a certain number of people

whose vocations demand a special type of dress, enabling

them to “contract out ” of the regulations enforced, as for

example cabaret dancers, policemen, bee-keepers, engine-

drivers, artificial-eye-makers and divers. Certain callings

again might be allowed to wear a special uniform

—

e.g.^

accordion-pleated balloon trousers for aviators.

All these questions will need careful and judicious hand-

ling, and the appointment of a Eoyal Commission on Dress

is an indispensable preliminary to the legislation necessary

to bring about the desired reform. It would be foolish to

deny that the obstacles to be overcome are many and for-

midable. An eminent alienist, who takes a rather pessimistic

view of the future, has been heard to express the opinion

that the only way to check the alarming increase of sartorial

'parcLfioia is to shave the heads of the entire population

between the ages of fifteen and twenty-five and compel them

to wear nothing but dungaree overalls. I confess that this

seems to me to be a somewhat drastic remedy and likely, if

enforced, to lead to unpleasant reprisals. Meanwhile I can

only impress upon my readers with all the force at my
command the importance of co-operating in the “ Come to

Britain ” movement, not only by their conversation and

correspondence, but by the maintenance of an alluring and

well-apparelled exterior.

SHE-SHANTIES.
“Staet Hee on Champagne, Boy . .

.”

Stabt her on champagne, boy, but break her in to hock

—

That ’s the only rule of life that ’s steady as a rock;

I ’ve seen so many promising entanglements decline

’Cos the lady weren’t contented with a nice still wine.

Start her on champagne, boy, but bi'eah her in to hock;

The longer you leave it the bigger is the shock,

I used to say to Liz,

‘^Noio, what about some fizz?

Or shall we have a nice glass of hock ? ”

1 told her the history, the mystery of hock,

I told her that hock would go sweetly with her frock,

That the felon at the block as a rule demanded hock.

And other things with which I needn't troxible *ee ;

And “ Eoch," said she, “ would do very toell for me; ”

And I said, “ Waitah I a bottle of '63

!

”

And then, I don't knowiohy—
Was it something in her eye ?—

In a minute I 'd be ordering the bubbly.

If a lady chooses lobster when there ’s plaice at one-and-ten

It ’s a strain upon the passions of the tenderest of men

;

Give her dinner d la carte when your romance has just begun

,

But if love is to be lasting stick to table d'hdte, my son.

Start her in the stalls, boy, but train her to the pit

;

Educate them up until they don't care whe^^e they sit,

I've done with Lizzie, boy.

For her tastes were too Savoy,

And mine loere more Soho, I must admit,

I told her of the cooking aiid the quaintness of Soho,

I told her to Soho all the clever people go,

I told her that Soho was the haunt of the beau,

The beginning of innumerable marriages

;

And “ SoM !
" she 'd declare, ^^I'll be happy anywhere,"

And I'd say, “ Splendid I Well, a bus goes there ;
"

And then, I don't know ivhy—
Was it something in her eye ?

—

We 'd be driving in a motor-cab to Glaridge's,

A. P. H.

A Favouring Grale.

“ Begattas at Brighton, Eastbourne, and East Cowes were interfered

with by rough seas. At Eastbourne a woman souller was blown out

to tea,”

—

Provincial Paper,

Our Erudite Contemporaries.

At an American murder trial :

—

“ Mrs.
,
wearing her pride high, reminds one of those aristocratic

ladies of French revolutionary days who sat tight-lipped at their knit-

ting when the guillotine yawned.”—Canadian Paper,

1
Caelyle never told us about these noble tricoteuses.
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THE LiTERARY ASSiGNATiON.
end which Geoffrey had discovered on a And the last paragraph of ChapterXIII

summer holiday and had made the scene said

:

Geoffrey M Hogmasb, author of The of someof the most sentimentalepisodes Only obey me in this, my beloved,

a novel published (at his of 'the novel? It was bewildering, and no shadow shall rest upon us till

own expense and Mnd^evihenomdegiierre stupefying, almost incredible. the very foundations of the Universe

of A. B. Carruthers ”) by Mush and But in the course of the day Geoffrey reel into ruin.”

Mush, glanced idly through the personal had solved the problem to his own com- Geoffrey was thrilled to his bones,

column of The Daily Cner as he sat at plete satisfaction. 'Next morning appeared the third and

breakfast.
,

A. B.C. He had no doubt q£ memorable series-

Suddenly the unexpected but unmisj about that.
^

A.B.C.—Read last paragrap

takable words, The Secluded Lilt, X.Y. Z. was of course a gin ta i

^V. of “ The Secluded Lil
printed entirely in capitals, caused a probably,anddai^,withpassionate eyes ^ It said simnl
simultaneous rush of blood to his head —who had read The Secluded Lily, ’* P

and of hot coffee to his nose. When he earnestly desired to meet the author and “ 1 love you. i love yoi

had finished choking and could breathe had chosen this romantic method of and for ever!”

once more he scanned the mar-

vellous advertisement with ^nished from Geoff

frantic curiosity— ^

A.B.C.~Readlastparagraphof
1

g"

vellous advertisement with

frantic curiosity—

A.B.C.'—Read last paragraph of
1

Chapter XI. of “The Secluded '‘-1^ '

Lilt.”-X.Y.Z.
Fame! The reviewers had '

ignored his novel, it is true,
^

but others, or at least another,
P-

had read and appreciated it. \
Here it was, his work, his \
child, fronting theworld in that

thrilling region of romance, the ^
Personal Column. Fame and \ 'Ip**'’

recognition ! In the glowing r ^
words of The Secluded Lily

'H
alone this stranger, X.Y.Z., h "W A
had found the eloquent and

/ft
fittingexpression of his (or her)

^

T;
, /

thoughts. Geoffrey reddened ' \
*

with pride and his heart beat Wf
But stay ! This was a mes- |.\

p' •
’j

'

sage for A.B.C. That might ^ i%\
mean a message for ‘‘A. B.

i \\
Carruthers,” a message for

! y ' wlP
Geoffrey M. Hogmash I Could \
it be? Yes. No. Yes. Chapter EMi\
XL? How did that end? The ^ ^
meeting by Asgar’s Mark ! ^

He snatched a copy of The
Secluded Lily from a shelf and (ca-uIA- =
turned the pages feverishly. Patron, “But, my good man.

Yes, here it was. His memory begin to eesembee ms wife I
”

had not betrayed him :— Sculptor. “Possibly not at h

“On Sunday afternoon I
line it by living with it.

wish you to go to. Asgar’s Mark, that I achieving her object.

' > sV^flV Vi'WW
m.

Patron. “But, my good man, the thing doesn't even
BEGIN TO RESEMBLE MY WIFE I

*’

Sculptor. “ Possibly not at peesent. But she ’ll gfwOW

MORE like it by LIVING WITH IT.”

rrU-A foil A.B.C.—Readlast paragraph of Chapter
le a gin ta ci Secluded Lily.”—X.Y.Z.
assionate eyes

^ ^ .

Secluded Lily, He read it. It said simply this :—

the author and “I love you. I love you . , . now
\jio method of and for ever 1

”—— The last shadow of doubt

vanished from Geoffrey’s mind.

He resolved to go on Sunday.

He decided to wear plus-fours.

Itwas his duty to look his best.

At the eerie and pitiless

hour of 7.15 on Sunday morn-

,
ing he entered the train. From

»
9.30 to 11.45 stoically he en-

dured the misery of waiting at

^ a cheerless and deserted junc-

reached Ditchend,

and at two o’clock he arrived,

/ breathless and sweating, at

Asgar’s Mark.
L Not a soul was in sight.

m ~ three o'clock a cold and

P ml/M
having no shelter, he was soon

drenched and chilled to the

marrow. At 3.30 it changed

‘ m'mm to sleet.

At four o’clock he dropped

^ VIMmS his pince-nez and trod on them.

?^l!' o’clock it was prac-

tically dark and, after peering

I i for the last time at what re-

Iju mainedvisibleinthelandscape,
j

Geoffrey went sorrowfully

•-= away. Since two o’clock he
had not seen a living creature

HE THING doesn’t EVEN cxcept a few birds and a de-

jected-looking stoat.
SENT. But she ’ll grow At 5.40 he discovered that no

train left Ditchend for London
Enthralled by I till eleven, a circumstance into which

spot of fragrant and pulsing memories the book she had journeyed over the he had not thought of inquiring before.

set on the wind-swept and inviolable countryside so graphically described in

hills. Go alone and wait, my dear one. it, had identified the Honeysweet of the London. On the miseries of that awful

Wait in hope and confidence. Happi- story with Ditchend and had discovered journey it is not seemly to dwell, but it

ness will come to you there—happi- Asgar’s Mark on the hills. is typical of Geoffrey that, as he entered

ness beyond measure, undreamed of How she must have loved his novel! his rooms, he paused before a picture of

. . . at last . . . at long last.” Geoffreyquiveredwithgratitudetowards *‘The Soul’s Awakening ’’andmurmured
It was some time before Geoffrey her, and by evening he had so far deter- brokenly, “ Romance 1 A martyr to

could collect his whirling thoughts. Who mined to make the longjourney to Ditch- Romance!”
was X.Y.Z. ? Was Geoffrey A.B.C.? end on the following Sunday that he For three weeks, while suffering

Why should X. Y. Z. wish to meet was debating whether he should wear acutely from a devastating cold in the

At 3.10 next morning he reached

Wait in hope and confidence. Happi-
ness will come to you there—happi-

ness beyond measure, undreamed of

... at last ... at long last.”

A. B. 0. ? And how the devil—an ex- plus-fours or trousers. head, he reproached himself that he had
pression he sometimes permitted him- He swoopedupon the PersonalColumn not arrived as Asgar’s Mark earlier and
self to use in moments of stress—how of The Daily Criernext morning. Yes, stayed later. Alternativelyhe comforted
the very devil did X.Y.Z. know where there was another— himself with the reflection that X.Y.Z.
Asgar’s Mark was, that curious and A.B.C.—Readlast paragraph of Chapter would surely make another effort.

'

nameless rock on the hills outside Ditch- xill. of “The Secluded Lily.”—^X.Y.Z. At times he thought of inserting an
Asgar’s Mark was, that curious and
nameless rock on the hills outside Ditch-
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Mother, “When I was toung, girls never thought of doing the things they do to-day.”

Ba'iighter. “Perhaps that’s why they didn’t do them.”

answer in the Personal Column, or of

writing to X.Y.EI., c/o The Daily Grier,

but lacked the courage to do so.

Forthreeweeks he studied thi s column
in The Crier and seven other daily

papers in vain, while his new novel lay

neglected and forgotten. Then with a

great efibrt of will he manfully decided

to dismiss the whole baffling affair from

his mind and to devote himself to his

work.

Thevery next morning a letter reached
him, the sight of which made his heart

race and his scalp tingle. The envelope

showed that it came from Messrs. Mush
and Mush. With swift intuitionGeoffrey

divined instantly what had happened.

X.Y.Z. had written to his publishers

and they had forwarded the letter to

him. He had half expected something

of the sort. The supreme moment had

arrived. The mystery was about to be

solved. Eomance soared again into the

empyrean on beating wings.

With trembling fingers he ripped open

the envelope and tore out the letter.

His breath fluttering in his lungs, his

eyes misty with emotion, he read the

following :

—

Dear Sis,—In order to boom the sale

of your novel. The Secluded Lily, we
took the liberty of inserting, on your

behalf, three advertisements m the Per-

sonal Column of The Daily Grier early

last month, at a cost, including inci-

dentals, of £2 105. 2d, We shall be

glad to receive your cheque for this

amount.
Since the appearance of these adver-

tisements sixty-five copies of the book
have been sold, bringing the total sale

to date to sixty-nine copies. We should

like to know whether you wish us to

advertise further in this form.

We are, Yours faithfully,

Mush and Mush.

TO A YOUNG LOVER.

Fond Youth, I realised what you were
feeling,

How Her arrival by it seemed to

you
Proof that this Tube, which really comes

from Ealing,

Ean straight from Paradise to E.C. 2

;

I knew full well the rapture that Her
nearness

Woke in your callow heart, for in my
day,

Ere Time gave notice of approaching

sereness,

I had been seized that way.

With friendly sympathy I watched you
greet Her,

Nor found that sympathy untouched

by pain,

Remembering how no maiden when I

meet her

'

Will ever look at me like that again

;

Sternly I stifled every ribald notion

And combated all tendency to laugh

That one a prey to such profound
emotion

Should look so like a calf.

I knew you touched romancers deepest

soundings,

Nor cared a button how the world

might wag,
But, all oblivious of your surroundings.

Basked in her smile while carrying

her bag

;

But still I wished your love had been
sedater.

Less prone to demonstration, when
you placed

(And thereby blocked the whole long

escalator)

Your arm around her waist.

Commercial Candour.

From a house-agent’s advertisement

:

“£1,100.—Two-story Eight-roomed House:
e.l., gas, h. arid c. ; suitable letting as two
fiats; worth 30s. cash.”—New Zealand Faper,

“ Ho the wildest dreams of romance beat the

experience of the eighteen-year-old schoolboy

of Wellington College ?

He took five Australian wickets for twenty-

four rons. If he had done such a thing in a

Test Match he would have passed straight into

history with Hobbs and W. G-. Grace. He
would have earned a statute at Lord’s.”

Stmday Paper,

For choice, we suppose, a statute to

alter the l.b.w. law.
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THE TINY TIM.

I HAVE no idea what salary the Tiny

Tim people pay the demonstrator Tvho

called upon ns, but he must be worth

thousands to the firm. He was so im-

pervious to the initial rebuffs adminis-

tered by Jeanie while he stood beaming

on the front-door mat ;
so bland when

by arts to which I am a stranger he

had induced her to admit him ; so tact-

ful at moments when tact was obviously

required, as when he mads Tiny Tim
extract a quantity of dust from a mat
which she had herself shaken that very

morning ;
so jovialwhen the adjustment

of the mechanism seemed likely to bore

his audience ;
so persuasive when the

financial aspect of the matter came up

for consideration.
i

He was a lovely youth I

I guess I

The panther in the wil-

derness
Was not so fair as he."

And his efforts were
crowned with success,

for we purchased a Tiny
Tim.

It was delivered the

next morning just as I

was starting for the

ofdce. I toldsome other
fellows in the train

about it and was sur-

prised and a little hurt

at their lack of enthu-

siasm. Beale said they
had a Puffer, He be-

lieved in getting the

best. It paid in the long
run. I told him that

the Tiny Tim agent said

his machinewas equally

ejfficient at half theprice.

“Ah !

” said Beale. “Well, ours is a

Puffer.*’

Tickner remarked that his wife was
old-fashioned. He believed that she
was the very last woman in Balham
to have her hair shingled. Mrs. Tick-

ner thought that brooms were natural
and, so to speak, meant, but with these
things one never knew. They might
turn on you and give you a shock. If

ever she changed her mind he ‘meant to

buy her a Spruceall, having heard that
they were the most satisfactory.

That evening I took home a couple
of tickets for the theatre. Jeanie could
not say she was too tired to go out, for

I knew she must have had a very easy
day with the Tiny Tim reducing house-
work to a minimum and transforming
what had been a tedious routine into a
delightful game. It even occurred to

me that with so rhuch spare time on
her hands she might have prepared an
unexpectedly dainty little dinner.

I peeped into the dining-room on my
way upstairs.

“Hallo!” I said.

Jeanie stared at me stonily. She was
flushed and dishevelled and was still in

her morning overall. The chairs had

all been pushedinto a corner and she was
standing in the space she had cleared

with Tiny Tim festooned about her.

“ It ’s this thing,” she said. “ It won’t

work. I ’ve been at it, on and off, all

day.”
“ My dear child,” I said kindly, “ it ’s

perfectly simple. Leave it to me ;
I ’ll

just get it to function, and then we T1

put it away. I want my dinner.”
^

“ There isn’t any dinner,” she said.

“Never mind,” I said; “we’ll dine

out. I ’ve got tickets for a show. Go

SACRILEGE AT THE MUDBEACH MODEL YACHT CLUB.

and put on your prettiest frock. I ’ll be

up in five minutes.”

“You won’t be able to do anything

with it,” she said. “ You know you ’re

no use with machinery. Look at the

mess you made of the lawn-mower.”
The lawn-mower is a subject which

I do not care to discuss. I waved her
away. When she had gone I collected

Tiny Tim’s dorsal vertebrae and the

various attachments by means of which
he blows, sucks, hiccoughs and so forth,

and put them together. There were
more of them than I had thought, but
in course of time they were all con-

nected to the motor and the length of

flex attached to the power plug. I lifted

the motor with my left hand, as the
demonstrator had advised, with the
easy motion of a film heroine running
away from home with an empty suit-

case, and with my right attempted to

grapple with the remainder of the
machine. A piece of tubing fell off. I

replaced it and started all over again.
‘

I caught a glimpse of myself in the

glass of the sideboard. Something in

my pose reminded me of Leighton’s
“ Athlete struggling with a Python.” I

stopped and stepped out of Tiny Tim’s
aluminium coils. The flex for some
reason was winding itself round my
neck and my left ankle. I disengaged
myself and switched on the motor. The
demonstrator had called our attention

to the beauty of its musical note, run-

ning up the scale to C, or possibly F.

With him it had given tongue instantly ;

with me it declined to be vocal, and I

ran up to D myself instead. I tried

again and again. I stopped trying and
thought hard. I went over to the switch

in the wall. The power had not been

turned an.

When Jeanie came in

afew minutes laterTiny
Tim was in full song
and I was rehearsing
for a tahleau-vivant of

theLaocoon. I stopped
the motor and its voice

dropped down the scale,

fluttering away into

silence with the melan-
choly grace of Pav-
lova’s Swan. Some of

the sections fell apart
and I climbed out of

the rest.

“You’ve done it!”

cried Jeanie in mingled
surprise and admiration,

“ It needed a little

skilled adjustment,” I
explained. “ I think
you ’ll find it works
now.”

“ What was wrong ?
”

she asked.
“ Oh, nothing much, really,” I said

modestly, “ and I was able to put it

right. Let ’s have a look at the bag.”
The amount of dust I had collected

in the time was really very gratify-

ing. That was three days ago and we
have had no further trouble with Tiny
Tim. No real trouble, that is. He has
twice attempted to strangle Jeanie with
his flex, but that is only his playful-

ness. We are both convinced that he
means no harm.

BALM FOE THE BALD.
Thou who hast paid Time’s ruthless toll

And see’st thy top despoiled of thatch-

ing,

Although that pale and polished poll

An egg or billiard-ball be matching,
Do thou but daily take my hint

:

Bid Phoebus beam his best upon it,

And thou wilt find, in gracious tint,

A solar toupet growing on it.



HUMANE ANIMALS.

The following letters, part of an over-

flow from the correspondence which has

appeared in an angnst contemporary,

are printed for the delectation and in-

struction of'all lovers of natural history

and friends of the animal creation :

—

Eooks on the Gkeen.

Having read in The Times the Bishop
of Ely’s account of a friendly swift, I

am moved to recount the following

story of an amiable, if not very scrupu-

lous, rook. About a month ago, when
I was playing golf on the links at

Bunkerston, I hooked my drive badly

at the seventh hole and expected to find

that I was in the rough. My caddie

and I hunted in vain for the ball, and

then walked on to join my partner on

the green, where, to my surprise, I found

that I was lying only about four feet

from the hole. Surprise was converted

into amazement when a fisherman, who
had been watching the game from a

neighbouring hillock, came up and in-

formed me that he had seen a rook pick

up the ball and drop it on the green.

My opponent was so unnerved by this

occurrence that he went completely off

his game, and I won the match—on

which we had a bet of a fiver—by
5 and 4. But the sequel was even more
remarkable ;

for, on my return to the

Dormy House, where I was staying,

a rook was sitting on the lawn and

greeted me with vociferous cawing.

Needless to say I rewarded the bird

with the choicest delicacies from the

larder. It is only right .to add that the

fisherman, in spite of his calling, was
known in the village for his notorious

veracity.

—

Lemv-el Bowlong, The
Oaks, Didlington.

A Musicaii Mouse.

Many years ago, as I was playing

Beethoven’s Moonlight Sonata to my
invalid aunt, I was suddenly aware of

a faint squeak and, turning round, ob-

served a mouse on the floor in the middle

of the room. The creature did not run

away when I got up from the music-

stool butmoved slowlyto the wall ,where
I perceived that another and much
larger mouse was firmly wedged in a

hole in the wainscoting. I released the

prisoner and, after a brief duet of grate-

ful squeaks, they retiredthrough another
aperture. On the next day at the same
hour I was again playing the piano-

forte, but nothing happened until I be-

gan theMoonlight Sonata,when the two
mice reappeared and remained on the

floor until I had finished. This happened
repeatedly ;

but one day, their attention

being distracted by the music, they both

met an untimely end through being

trodden on by my aunt, who was very

shortsighted and extremely bulky. A
j

small memorial tablet let into the frame

of thepianoforte, anold-fashioned square
Broadstein, commemorates this touch-

ing incident.

—

{Miss) Mubiel Musseb,
The Tall House, Walmiham.

The Indefatigable Spidee.

The following experience, which indi-

catea^he existence of hereditary benevo-

lence in the insect world, may perhaps

interest your readers. During the recent

hot spell we were much troubled in this

neighbourhood by a plague of smallblack

flies which made life a burden whether
indoors or out, and rendered it almost

impossibleforme to continuemylabours

on a monograph on my namesake the

great Scottish hero, Eobbet Beucb.
Imagine therefore my delight when one

morning, on entering my library, I was
aware of a large web ingeniously spun
right across the open window like a

mosquito curtain, with a huge spider

ensconced in the centre. Hundreds of

flies had already been entrapped, but

not one was able to penetrate into the

room or assail my delicate, sensitive,

irritable cuticle. The situation was
saved, and in a few days I was able to

complete my MS. and send it in to my
publishers, Messrs.Hookham and Book-
ham . But the strain on the textile activ-

ities of my rescuer was too great, and he
expired on the very day on which I

wrote the last words of my monograph.
—Majob Balmebino Bilgeb-Bbuce,
Leioidopter Lodge, Isle of Bum.

‘'With their backs to the ball, the Australian

batsmen played cautiously.”

Evening Paper,

This of course is what is known as the

no-eyed stance.

“ A wedding in which many Kettering people

were interested took place on Auustg 1st. The
Vicar of St. officiated at the Cemetery,”

Northmipicnshire Paper,

We are not surprised our contemporary
should have endeavoured to conceal

the date of this painful episode.

1.



MY COMPLAINT,
The other day I made a complaint

at my Club. I say it carelessly, but in

reality itwas the product of two months’

deliberation, two months of working

myself up to a state of indignation

which would not be denied.

I have never dared make a complaint

before, though I had always longed to.

I used enviously to watch the old

gentlemen sitting near me complaining

of the caviare or the number of truffles

to the cubic inch in the ^dU de foie

gras. And then I used to think mourn-
fully about my tomato- salad. There

—

I ’ve told you 1

Tomato -salad in the Club book of

words is sixpence, and I always order

it, I am brought {a) a curved plate,

{b) salad dressing and (c) a little dish

on which are slices of tomato—a tomato-
salad, you observe. But, on pushing
these slices together with my knife and
causing them to reassemble,! invariably

find that they form only one medium-
sized tomato.

Now I have been into the matter, I

know that’ tomatoes are sevenpence
a pound, and I know that you get

about six tomatoes of varying sizes in

the bag. And that is retail price.

Therefore, at the most, one and one-

sixth pence was the cost-price of my
one medium-sized tomato. I had been

overcharged by at least four and five-

sixth pence, or over four hundred per

cent. Excessive, I consider, for the use

of a curved plate, salad dressing and
unskilled slicing labour.

But I am not, as I said, good at

making complaints. I lose my nerve.

The first and second time it happened
j

I gave the Club'the benefit of the doubt. *

After all one cannot expect such a big

concern to be exact to one tomato, and
only one more—or less—would have
changed the character of my salad com-
pletely. The third time, however, I

called the waiter up and began by ask-

ing him quite severely whether he called

that a tomato - salad. He said. Yes,

Sir, he did. There unfortunately the

matter seemed to drop. I didn’t see

any further opening. The fourth time
I became quite angry. I asked for the

head-waiter. He was very busy—poor
fellow, he has a bit of a rush about
lunch-time—and could not come for fif-

teen minutes. When he did come I had
eaten my tomato, so I could not very
well complain with confidence. I con-

gratulated him on the cold beef instead.

He remarked that he would pass on
my favourable comment to the chef

concerned.

^

The next time it occurred I caught
him on the hop. I showed him the
menu and the price, and put my ‘slices

together for him to see that they only

made one medium-sized tomato. I

said it was scandalous, and he oughtn’t

to allow it. He said he was sorry, but

he could do nothing; he was a mere
head-waiter; I was a member. Why
didn’t I ** back my bill ” ? I replied in

stern tones that that was just what I

intended to do. Things can go too far,

I said ;
like that—quite firmly. I then

retired to the smoking-room to ask the

Club Bore how exactly one did back

a bill.”

What the Club Bore doesn’t know
about “ backing a bill ” could be written

on a postage-stamp, leaving wide mar-
gins and half-a-page over. He backs

”

every bill he has ever had with some
complaint or another, and, I understand,

has even been known to “back” one
with a complaint about the size of its

back. By tea-time I had acquired a

good working knowledge of what to do.

Next day at lunch I wrote on the

back of my bill :
“ I consider sixpence

an excessive charge for one medium-
sized tomato.”

I then waited eagerly for several days
to see what happened. At last I got

my bill back with a note to say my
complaint would be attended to. I

rushed instantly into the dining-room,

ordered tomato-salad, reassembled it

and found—one medium-sized tomato,
I had my bill made out in duplicate,

backed it bothways and awaited eventu-
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THE OPPORTUNIST.
To^-floor Tenant (to lady cn floor' h&neath). “Excuse me, Mauam, but would you

T.TTn?. TO HAVE THIS PIAHO VEEY CSEAP ? I ORDERED IT FOR MYSELF, BUT IT SEEMS

THERE ’S A KINK EST TEE ROPE AND THEY CAN‘T GET IT UP ANY HIGHER,”

alities. These consisted, a week later,

of a request to speak to the Club secre-

tary. I prepared myself fully for the

interview. I turned up with

—

(a) A copy of the Club menu

;

(b) A specimen pound of tomatoes
from a grocer ;

(c) Thegrocer’sreceipt showing price

;

(d) A specimen tomato—equivalent in

size to my one medium-sized
tomato

;

(e) A sum in arithmetic on Club note-

paper.

The secretary however merely said

to me, Ob, I ’m sorry to trouble you,

Mr. Apple, but the Club cashed a cheque

for you the other day on which you had
forgotten to put the hrancli of the bank
concerned. If you wouldn’t mind just

filling it in. . .
.”

I did so, opened my mouth to give

tongue to my complaint, saw that he

was busy and took my tomatoes and
my bills and my sum in arithmetic

away again.

I then returned to the Silence room
for an hour and wrote a four-page per-

sonal letter to the secretary, explaining

the matter and ending with a magnifi-

cent peroration, in which I suggested

(a) that more tomatoes be supplied in a

sixpenny salad, or alternatively (5) that

the price of the present style of one-

tomato-powered salad be reduced.

While waiting for an answer I told

half-a-dozen of my friends about it, and

they all agreed that it was scandalous
|

and that they were glad to learn that

someone had taken the matter up
boldly. We talked a lot about the

economics of tomatoes.

Afewdays later I received a courteous

letter from the secretary stating that,

while he hardly considered it necessary

to convene an extraordinary general

meeting, a full assembly of the com-

mittee had gone into the matter, and

instructions had been issued that a

tomato-salad should have more than

one tomato in it.

I told all my acquaintances of my
triumph and airily ordered tomato-

salad at lunch. Several of my friends

laughed at me, and I rather thought I

heard one of the waiters whisper to

another that the price of tomatoes was

down on the Stock Exchange,

When my salad came I carefully put

the slices together. They were badly

mixed up—the chef's idea of revenge,

I suppose. But I discovered at last

that I had two tomatoes.

Even so I am rather worried, because

they were both small ones, and, though

I don’t know enough arithmetic to work

out cubic content, I have a strong sus-

picion that my two small tomatoes are

only equal in total size to my original

—

one medium-sized tomato. A, A.

The Peril of the Roads.

“The necessity of compelling motorists to

insure against third party risks before being

granted driving licences was urged at

Town Council meeting yesterday.

The Council decided to extend the burial

hours at the cemetery on account of the rush

of business.”—Provincial Payer .

A Cardinal Error.

“There were no paths or footwalks any-

where . . . and as we slowly sped along we
werereminded ofthe line in CardinalManning’s
beautiful hymn—

‘ O’er moor and fen, o’er crag and torrent.’
”

Weekly Payer,

Hitherto attributed to Newman,
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[“A new type of sport was introduced to England when the first meeting organised by the Greyhound Kaoing Asscciation,

with an electrically-propelled ‘ hare ’ as the quarry, was held at Manchester.”—

If this idea weee extended to fox-hunting, a Master, wishing to present the brush to a lady follower, might
HAVE to borrow A SPANNER FROM A PASSING MOTORIST IN ORDER TO DETACH THE TROPHY.

MUSHROOMS.

0 FASCINATING fuDgUS

(I don’t much like the name),

That no one yet has sung us

Your praises is a shame ;

So I appeal, O mushroom,
To Mr. Punch, who may

Pind in the weekly crush room
Por this my modest lay.

Beneath the moonlight meeting
The fairies must, I think,

Sit in their circles pleating

Your petticoats of pink,

Which then by elfin glovers

So skilfully are hid

In smooth close-fitting covers

Of very finest kid.

When all the world is sleeping

They wander forth unseen,

And set your white tops peeping
Up shyly from the green

In August and September,
Mid early mist and rime

(I really must remember
This year to rise in time).

Let lazy folk abed doze,

I ’ll get up with the dawn
To trespass o’er the meadows
As lightly as a fawn,

Nor find amid the thick dew
The trace of alien boots

Where earlier thieves have picked

you,

And left me but the roots.

t Cry shame on greedy gluttons

Who Herod’s crime outvie.

Dooming your infant buttons

Untimely death to die

;

I ’d lock the callous wretch up
In durance vile for years

Who turns you into ketchup,

You little baby dears.

No, grow to fullest vigour.

And then, ere Time begins

To tarnish or disfigure

The whiteness of your skins,

By loving hands be taken

—

Myself I like you most
With just a slice of bacon

Pried, on a piece of toast.

An Old Priend Bsappears.

Prom an article on The Twelfth
”

’•

“ Except for a troublesome wind in the early

part of the opening day, the conditions favoured
the rifles over the greater area.”

Sunday Fajoer.

“ The habit of social selection persists even
in the nude. Eows of bathing-cabins, five or
six deep, face the sea for over two miles, but
the very best class of cuticle at the Lido is

only to be found on -the private Excelsior
beach.”—Daily Pamper,

It has, we believe, a biscuit shade.

MARCUS, THE MAN-EATING FISH.

Marcus has never actually tasted

human flesh, but there is a look in his

hungry china-blue eye which says, “ If

I were only a few sizes larger . ...”

To make up for it Marcus has tasted

everything else that he can come within
tasting distance of—everything, that is

to say, except one thing. And thereby
hangs this tale. A week ago Marcus
was the finest three inches of fighting

fish that ever whipped its weight in

wild sticklebacks. To-day he is a mere
ghost of his former self. Baffled am-
bition, not a shortage of rations, is re-

sponsible for the malnutrition that has
set in. Nothing short of a complete
change of water will, we fear, save
Marcus.
You will have read in your natural

history books that the ambition—nay,
the life function, as they say at the
British Association— of the adult male
stickleback is to love, cherish and edu-
cate a mess of baby sticklebacks until

such time as they are lig enough to

look after themselves. Not a dignified

occupation for a man-eating fish, you
might hastily conclude, but when you
remember that a baby stickleback is

looked upon as a sort of hors d'oouvre

by everything that swims, and that to

keep even a proportion of them intact
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involves father stickleback in mortal

combat—generally 'with an organism

bigger than himself—about once every

ten minutes you 'will realise that the

village horse-pond is strictly a place for

heroes to live in.

Unfortunately the infant hands that

transported Marcus from his weedy
home to our aquarium failed to com-
panion him with a female of the species,

and try as we might for the ensuing

weeks no female stickleback able and
v;illing to make Marcus a proud father

could be found anyw^here. Under these

circumstances Marcus did his best. Pre-

paring a small hole in the sand he pre-

tended that it was full of baby stickle-

backs and swam round and round it,

daring ail and sundry to come on.

To come on at Marcus’s invitation is

to court trouble, and multitudinous were

the hosts of bloodworms, shrimps, in-

fant minnows and what not that Marcus
accounted for. The big water-beetle

larva—a hideous brute with sickle-like

mandibles which he uses to seize and
suck dry his victims—grabbed Marcus
by the hind eiidj a manoeuvre that had
never failed with sticklebacks of smaller

calibre ; but Marcus tore loose with

one magnificent sweep of his mighty
tail and, turning on his assailant, ripped

him with his three formidable spines.

The big dragon-fly larva that waited,

head downward, on a stem of water-

weed for three days before Marcus came
w'ithin grabbing distance of his extensile

face came to a like bad end. Even the

nobby water-boatmen treated him with

profound respect or contributed an odd

flipper to his bill of fare.

All seemed to be going splendidly,

and the imaginary brood of baby

sticklers were getting to be quite big

and adventurous fellows when the

tragedy occurred. Somebody asked us

to take care of a handsome pedigree

fancy goldfish, quite a small one, but so

fancy that the inost ignorant goldfish-

fancier would have recognised in it a

potential sweeper of the championship

board. Its golden body was completely

spherical ; it was pop-eyed ;
it had a top-

knot and twelve tails. It had no fins,

but propelled itself through the water

by a sort of rolling motion.

Little suspecting the trouble we were

;

about to cause we dumped this little

monster into the aquarium. Bolling

its telescopic eyes and opening its vacu-

ous mouth it immediately made a

wobbly line for Marcus’s imaginary

family. But Marcus 'was on the watch.

Though terrified out of his life by the

apparition—it could hardly have been

otherwise—he hurled himself at it, his

blue eyes blazing carnivorously. Taken

squarely in the ribs, the fancy goldfish,

instead of gasping for breath as an

iih;!'
, i.‘!

l!‘ !;!

: i,.i 1 \

7m
^ 1

i

•'
!

Ut i!

3-HDovl-2.6\
'

Time, 5 a.m, August 16th,

Scared, Child, Mummy, what ever was that ?
”

Mother, “Ohly ah eaethquake, dablihg.”

ordinary goldfish would have done,

simply rolled over and directed its

course elsewhere.

Danger was averted, but the foe was
by no means defeated. Since then

Marcus has made a gallant attempt to

kill and devour, or, failing that, to devour

without killing, the aureate monster

about once every quarter-of-an-hour,

but without success. As the makings

of a quick lunch a spherical fish wuth

no particular equilibria! axis and twelve

enormous tails offers distinct disadvan-

tages. The tails particularly bother

Marcus. They swathe him about in

voluminous folds, entirely spoiling his

stroke and his temper. The fancy gold-

fish, which, like many well-bred things,

is essentially brainless, takes it all in

good part, rolling its telescopic eyes

and sucking in Marcus’s figmentary

progeny wuth apathetic indifference.

I am afraid Marcus will have to go.

We shall all miss him, but he is clearly

determined to dine off fancy goldfish or

perish of hunger, and the latter seems

the more likely alternative. Besides,

if he did achieve the physically impos-

sible and by some super-zoological

effort succeed in ingesting his enemy,

we should have some difficulty in giving

a satisfactory account of our steward-

ship.

Later,—The difficulty has been solved

by transferring the fancy goldfish to a

pickle-jar. Marcus thinks he has swal-

lowed it and is beginning to perk up.

Already he has assimilated two blood-

worms and an embryo mosquito. The
veterinary surgeon says he will live.

Algod.

“CHABiiTON’s Hew Scot.

R. Jolm, the half-back Charlton Athletic

recently secured fcomQ.P. Rangers, is a native

of Aberdare.”— Paper.

Another injustice to Wales.
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that makes that all right/* She gave to be in attendance, but a generous offer

on my part to draw up a purely horticul-SUMMER IN ARCADY. ^ « There are so mcmy onmy part to draw up a purely horticul-

Y.—The Elower-show. things one has to decide about when tural music programme for the occasion

** I HAVE been asked to take part in one is on a committee, you know,*’ and —“The Last Bose of Summer,’’ “Come
the flower-show,” remarked Angela she smiled a little tired important smile, into the Garden, Maud,” “

’Tis but a

casually one morning when we had like a Cabinet Minister in a crisis. Little Faded Flower,” and so on—was
been at Arcadia Cottage about a month. Angela might wear herself to a shadow.

into the Garden, Maud,” “’Tis but a
Little Faded Flower,” and so on—was
not treated with the consideration it

“ As an exhibit ? ” I asked politely, one felt, but the flo

“No—as a committee.” I could not but r

“ Impossible,” I said, trying hard not example,

to look jealous. “ Have no fear,” I said.

“ It ’s quite true,” said Angela, trying carrot will be there,

even harder not to look triumphant. * *

one felt, but the flower-show was safe, deserved. Various persons in the village

I could not but rise to such a noble seemed to be getting strangely excited

“There must be some mistake,”

about their personal exhibits, and at
' I and the more than one house the casual visitor

was met at the garden gate upon arrival

and escorted carefully back to it on
By the date of the flower-show I leaving. The Vicarage garden was in
•, ... 1*1 (» “m j 1 TT*

said firmly. “ Obviously it was 77iy ex- » had the carrot trained to the last ounce. • a whirl of activity. Even the Vicar

perience which ” lured away from his bee:

“ No, there isn’t,” said An- /
j,

search for a potato wl

gela. “ The Vicar’s wife asked >/
j|

should be a credit to orthodi

me herself this morning in Mr. / / 1 1

Luring the last few days n
Snodgrass’s shop. Mr. Snod- / /// I \

stone, and very little soil,

grass—he’s the greengrocer, y // / IrX unturned in the er

youknow—is on the committee / // //ii\X \ village,

too. It ’s the only way we can / // //fm \\ \ The carrot and I were e

prevent him from exhibiting // //// |i \\ \
course and secure

from stock,” she added in a I ^ \ \ good place near the ]

lower conspiratorial tone. whence we could watch
I waved Angela’s well-meant arrival of the other exhil

explanations aside and rose to . Near us a few miserable c

my feet. I had come to a ^ petitors in our own c

momentous decision. shuffied sheepishly into t

“ Angela,” I said handsome-
lllfi ^ f

places, but there didn’t loo'

ly, “I have decided not to be
|

anything that
small-minded in this matter.

I

carrot couldn’t beat in a car

I shall take the large, the I'

j
I gave my entry a final

charitable view, and I shall do
^

down and moved away to 1:

;what I can to make your a general look round,
flower-show a success. I shall Rapidly the ground and
exhibit the carrot,” And I sat yJ

I

^ llli
marquee filled up, and

down again, conscious that I I

jl
village band, utterly disregi

had come well out of a very y^||M||M / Jl Iffl mMmf ing the vegetarian natun
trying situation. A smaller / liiiMllI the festival, began to enli

man might have eaten the the proceedings by pla]
carrot and let the flower-show “The Boast Beef of

go hang. I knew now that I England.” One distinguis
was made of nobler stuff. \ visitor wore a grey top-ha'
Strange how circumstances ^ ’Ave ’ee seen my kic

reveal us to ourselves. Be- beans?” said a voice at
sides, I don't care for carrots. elbow.

That will be lovely, said “Nornma but a plain sheet of white paper, and ^ admitted.
Angela. Ana i will see tnat the middle of it , . . twopence.” afraid I ve missed those,
you get a prize.”

^
^

—er— an authority on car
“ I want no favours,” I said proudly. I have never in my life seem a carrot in myself.”

“I shall stand or fall by my carrot, better form, and when, a couple of days “You did ought to see my kic
Have you smi it ? ”

^

before the great event, I laid him out beans.”
“Oh, I know it will make all the for a trial exhibit on a piece of white “I’ll make a point of it,” I said.

“Nothing but a plain sheet of white paper, and
IN THE MIDDLE OF IT , . . TWOPENCE.”

a whirl of activity. Even the Vicar was
lured away from his bees to

search for a potato which
should he a credit to orthodoxy.

Luring the last few days not a

stone, and very little soil, was
left unturned in the entire

village.

The carrot and I were early

on the course and secured a

good place near the rails

\ whence we could watch the

arrival of the other exhibits.

Near us a few miserable com-
petitors in our own class

shuffied sheepishly into their

places, but there didn’t look to

me to be anything that the

carrot couldn’t beat in a canter.

I gave my entry a final rub
clown and moved away to have
a general look round,

jpi* Rapidly the ground and the

marquee filled up, and the

village band, utterly disregard-

HIP ing the vegetarian nature of

the festival, began to enliven

/
proceedings by playing

” The Roast Beef of Old
England.” One distinguished

visitor wore a grey top-hat.
“ ’Ave ’ee seen my kiddy-

beans?” said a voice at my
elbow.

“No,” I admitted. “I’m
afraid I ’ve missed those. I ’m
—er— an authority on carrots

Have you seen it
‘

“You did ought to see my kiddy-

^

“ Oh, I know it will make all the for a trial exhibit on a piece of white “I’ll make a point of it,” I said,
difference to the success of the show, paper on my desk, he surpassed all my The flags fluttered and the sun shone,
darling, ’ said Angela hurriedly. “But expectations. His stable companions andthe climax ofexcitementwasreached
I mean we didn’t really grow it, did were simply nowhere. From that time when the Dowager Lady Shuffieton-
we? We only took it furnished.” I watched him night and day. There Smythe drove on to the ground in a
“We have luatched it grow, and we are dark stories in the annals of Carrot victoria which was itself worthy of a

have—er—watered it, surely ?

“ Only once, dear, and that was be- tell all we know.
Exhibiting, if only we trainers cared to place in any exhibition.

cause you. thought it was something
else. I mean we didn’t set it.”

From the fact that I saw less and less Mister ?
’

seen my kiddy - beans.

didn’t set it.” of Angela as the great day drew near 1 “Not yet, but I ’m hoping to—I
’m

“ This is mere quibbling, Angela, gathered that there were to be other hoping to.”
Besides, carrots are not set, you can attractionsas well,minoreventsgrouped The 7icar beamed and the trodden
take It from me. I am an authority on about mj carrot.

_

I heard positive grass began to give forth the smell
carrots.

, -
indications every time I ventured near peculiar to school sports and horticul-

‘ i m so glad, said Angela. “ Then the parish room that the local band was tural shows. A gentleman with a com-
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If

THE PIONEERS.
The Tootistg-Smiths, inspired by the Picture Press, attempt the Lido touch at Stodoington-on-Sea.

plicated camera turned up and began

taking unrecognisable photographs at

two for a shilling, mounted complete.

Themadmerry whirlwas gettingmadder
and merrier every minute.

'Ave ’ee seen my kiddy-beans yet,

Mister ?
”

“ No,” I said. “ Have you seen my
carrot ?

”

A Punch and Judy show I The ex-

citement was becoming more than man
could be expected to bear. The band

having exhausted its repertory, was now
taking a second helping of “ The Boast

Beef of Old England.” The Yicar's wife

was performing miracles of disorganisa-

tion.

“ Mister, won’t 'ee come an’ see they

kiddy-beans?”
One moment. Speaking of car-

rots
”

I caught a glimpse of Angela having

her hand patted by the dowager. Our

social position was going up by leaps

and bounds, and I tried to indicate to

her that now was the moment for her

to exhibit the carrot to the astonished

and delightedgaze of the Social Pinnacle.

‘*Why don’t ’ee come and see my
kiddy-beans ?

”

I caught a flicker of Angela’s eyelid

and dashed up, hat in hand, to receive

my social cachet,

“ Lady Shuffleton-Smythe would like

so much to see your exhibit,” murmured
Angela.

“ Always liked carrots,” said the

august lady graciously. “ Particularly

with boiled beef,” she added.

It was a proud moment. The crowd

fell back respectfully as we moved to-

wards the marquee and approached the

table where I had placed the carrot.

Suddenly I stopped, horror gnawing

at my very vitals. Where the carrot had
reposed in all its wonderful unapproach-

able glory there was nothing but a plain

sheet of white paper, and in the middle

of it, insult added to injury, twopence.
... - L.nuG.

WEDDING-DONG-BELLS.

I.—The Page.

The Page is a nice little boy
Who holds up the train of the Bride

;

But I think he ’d be safer outside.

If his duties he doesn’t enjoy

It is risky to let him remain.

If he starts to stampede or annoy

And behaves like a bad little boy,

He may hold up the wedding instead

of the train.

THE LOST VILLAGE.

We were trudging along a gritty

moorland road under a merciless sun.

“ I suppose we really are going some-

where ? ” I asked, I ’ve heard of

lost travellers wandering the desert in

circles
”

“ This isn’t a desert,” snapped Tubby,

who was acting as guide. ** And we ’re

not lost. It can’t be far now. Leave
it to me. I flatter myself I can read

maps. Perhaps you ’d like to look for

yourselves ?
”

‘‘No,” I said. “But you’re for it if

you fail to produce an inn under half-

an-hour. I suppose the map shows
‘ inn ’ ? Ordnance maps display those

human features. They ’re made for the

Army, I suppose.”
“ 1 wouldn’t go so far as that,” said

Tubby thoughtfully, “ but the name of

the village is printed in; Old English

characters. It’s sure to be a considera-

ble place, with old coaching-houses

—

big rambling places with oak beams and
settles. A rubicund host, complete with

churchwarden, and a rosyservingwench
who brings up the foaming ale

”

“ Say that again,” implored James
with a cracked tongue.
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“Foaming ale!” declaimed Tubby
lyrically, “ Ice-cold from the wood,
with a head on it and served in pewter.

After that a bit of steak, underdone,

with fried potatoes.”
“ Ah 1

” breathed James huskily.

AT THE PLAY.

*^The Light on the Mountain”
(Eegent).

I SHOULD like to look into Mr. Locke’s

mind and discover the idea which he

Or, if you prefer it,” continued had at the back of it in writing this

Tubby, ** a slice of York ham with crisp play. The more so that for this purpose

represented) never really recalled that

lady to whom Austin Dobson foretold

the day when
“

. . yonr frothed-ont life’s commotion
Settles down to Ennui’s ocean,

Or a dainty sham devotion,
‘ Belle Marquise." ”

Or was the author’s motive just to

lettuce. Served under the elms, with I should have to revisit his hospitable make matter for a pleasant little plot,

the creakincy si<^n above us and some- villa at Cannes, since, like Mahomet, in which an English soldier who knew

thincr cool in bi^ blue mugs.” he refuses (and I don’t blame him) to his Thibet might, by impersonating the

“Isn’t it time you delivered the leave his fastness even to accept the unseen Lama, impose himself upon the

floods? ” I muttered. homage of his worshippers in the King’s spiritual yearnings of one of the sister-

^ Tabby spread out the map. “ As far Cross district. Was his primary motive hood and so capture her affections ? In

as I can calculate we ’re practically on to satirise the neurotic type that takes that case he succeeded, but only on the

top of it now. We ’ll climb to the crest up some new esoteric craze by way of surface. He failed to make us understand

and if we can’t see it from there the inwardness (if any) of Lady

; I’ll-I’llneverreada mapagain.” ^ Adela^

s

attitude to her lover.

We agreed that this was prob^
^

thelndianfron-

bur blistered feet stumbled for- Pejtohad pursued the siege, always

ward. Time passed like an etern- A honourable, of her heart, appeal-

ity. James began to babble of W ing to what he still supposed to

fountains and trickling streams. be her tastes by conducting her

can almLt^smell the honeysuckle Already tired of this kind^of Iffe

in the gardens. There’ll be / she rejects an appeal that offers

thatched cottages with little cards “o satisfaction of that spiritual

in the windows, ‘ Teas provided,’
||

craving which finds expression in

and plump old ladies to bring out f m ber resolve to join the Buddhist

buttered scones and strawberry fraternity.

^ We staggered to the brow of K sketchy disguise, having tempor-

the hill and looked down on our ||i| W arily ejected the unscrupulous IF? j?,

promised land. A wild trackless ' I
j |

M she alone of the acolytes submits

moor, scarred with abandoned i| || H without protest to the severity of

quarries and rude cairns dotted 1 | 1 1 |
his ordinances, being deeply im-

among the gorse, stretched as m 11 I

||
vl pressed by his lofty and austere

“Where’s your oak-beamed ^ I 111
Taking advantage of his spirit-

inn ? ” roared James. jl|
|
H

I |
I

j

ascendancy over her helries

“Your foaming tankards?” I
HIiIhI

l| to probe the secret of her feelings

“The rosy-cheekedwench ” if
|

of Peto, the lover—and appar-

“Tbe York ham with crisp fii^ ontly persuades her (forgetting

lettuce ” for the moment that underneath

f u BACK-CHAT IN THE LAMASBEY. English gen-
faltered Tubbv. “Its marked . -r* . / -r x t-t tleman) that it was her “ animal
,igh.„.ugh oidB=gii=h,kb..r. Sim? : ss*:, aZ”' «*>»« th.» w
ing. Look for yourselves. by him, to the neglect of those

BACK-CHAT IN THE LAAIASERY.
Ma^cr Feto [as The Lama) . Mb. Robebt Horton.
Cheriion Wix Mb. Edward Rigby.

ing. Look for yourselves. by him, to the neglect of those
“What’s its name?” demanded escape fromtheboredom of amusement? [higher aspects of life to which, as Lama,

James. If so, he did not bring much subtlety to he had been directing her attention for
“ Tumulus,” answered Tubby meekly, his task. The life of the fraternity of the past month (calendar). All this

neo-theistic Buddhism, established in seemed a little inconsistent with the
“The King was again out shopping on the its Lamasery on the Tuscan hills and view she liad previously expressed on

Yorkshire moors yesterday.’*
^

run by that patent impostor Cheriton the unsatisfactoriness of physical in-
P'^'ovinc'ial Fap^, Wix, who acted as a sort of Yice-Lama dulgence.

And was able, w^e learn from another presiding Lama being reported as When he throws off his disguise she
source, to secure several pairs of braces, remaining aloof and invisible on an is naturally* pink with shame at her

When the Liberal Summer School
f^jacent height), was conducted in far exposure, refuses ever to speak to him

met at Oxford
broad a vem of humour. And the again and swoons. The gallant Pe/o,met at Oxford—

too broad a vein of humour. And the again and swoons. The gallant Pe/o,

“Sir John Simoagavetkemauguraladaress.
most part too utilising this great opportunity, carries

ill addition to providing hospitality at Warren of spiritual distrac- her off, unconscious, to a car ctl touIq

College, at which he was an undergraduate.” tion to correct a surfeit of worldly pleas- for London.
Yorkshire Paper. ure *, though I admit that the cocktail- On the strength of a statement in the

“ Warren College ” is presumably a pet pd-jazz routine of modern existence programme to the effect that the scene
name for Magdalen. But we had always is apt to produce a rather precocious of the Final Act would be the same as
understood that Sir John w^as at Wad- weariness of the spirit. Eventhe noblest that of Act l.—Lady Adda's drawing-

of them (for the aristocracy was well room in London—we were looking for-
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ward with resignation to the usual his native resilience came in very useful

anti-climax which would show us the in more congenial surroundings ;
and I

obvious reactions of physical' contact hardly know what we should have done

on a mind rendered defenceless by spirit- without it,

ual disillusionment. Judge then of our

consternation when at this stage Miss
Madge McIntosh came forward to

make a little speech about Mr. Locke’s
unavoidable a&ence, and the orchestra

played “ God Save the King.”

It may seem priggish to wonder a

little how the Censor came to pass this

play. It is true that the author takes

pains to insist upon the beauty of

Buddhist ideals ;
but the behaviour of

some of the worshippers, secular to the

point of buffoonery, gave to the ritual

an air, however undesigned, of travesty.

I have never penetrated to Lhasa,
I

and cannot say whether the Sacred City
i

encourages the drama
;
but if it does,

;

and if there is a local censor of plays,

I feel sure that he would be more par- w|||
ticalar about the sensitiveness of those

who follow alien creeds. Certainly I ^li!
should be surprised if he allowed the iglj
symbols of the Christian faith to be

presented in the same atmosphere of

levity that permeates Mr. Locke’s

Lamasery. VALOUR WITHOUT DISCRETION.
Miss Madge McIntosh seemed to ^ Henhy Caine.

understand the character of Lady Adela
better than I did

;
and if sincerity and The dialogue, being by Mr. Locke,

Caroline ” (Playhouse),
I

Mr. SoHEESET Maughaai’s well-

invented farcical comedy, now a decade

old, on the pleasantly cynical theme
chat only the unattainable woman is the

desirable, wears distinctly welland satis-

factorily survives a radical change of

cast. Miss Irene Yanbeugh {Caroline),

Miss Edith Evans {^Lcnide, the liar and
busybody) and Miss Marie Lohr [Isa-

bella, the sentimental flirt) have no doubt

gone to shoot grouse in Scotland. Miss

Lilian Braithwaite, Miss Athene
Seyler and Miss Faith Celli take up
their abandoned parts.

Not having seen the revival before

the recent change I am happily absolved

frommaking odious comparisons, though

I regret an interesting opportunity

missed.

Miss Lilian Braithwaite’s Caroline

is a charming woman. This clever

actress, now that she has escaped from
a mournful succession of morbidly

virtuous roles, has taken on a new
quality. Caroline is a well-written

part, and a definitely Irene Vanbrugh
part at that, but Miss Braithwaite
has cleverly avoided anything like an
imitation or caricature of her prede-

cessor’s rendering. She made all her

points in her own skilful way and builtbetter than I did; and if sincerity and The dialogue, being by Mr. Locke, ^ points in her own skilful way and built

sound technique could have done it she had of course its flashes of wit ; and, up an entirely credible, lovablejamusiog

might have got me to believe in her. if you are not too fastidious in your woman, devoted to her faithful honour-

Mr. Egbert Horton as Major Peto respect for other people’s religions, you able lover, but, now that^ death has

did some honest work. One guessed will get fun enough out of the situa- removed the brandy-drinking obstacle

who it was the moment he put in an her husband, dreading the plunge into

appearance as the Lama; and, if he was matrimony that everybody expects of

expected to create a surprise by remov- _ them both. Theatre fans have got into

ing his hierarchical head-gear and so habit of bracketing Miss Edith

revealing his identity, this ingenuous ^ Evans and Miss Athene Seyler as

design was frustrated by his previous opponents in an honourable and distin-

demand for a whisky - and - soda, a guished rivalry which their moods and

beverage, I take it, in which no true IT jP methods and their dangerous habit of

Lama would permit himself to indulge. inevitable. I

Thouc^h Mr. Edward Eigby played canimagineMissEvANS’sikf^i^zid'easmore

with commendable restraint, the nefar- ^ M richly expansive, while Miss Seyler

ious motives of his Cheriton Wix were M £f \ chooses the more roguish interpretation

too transparent to have deceived the m MJ s^nd makes a highly diverting and fin-

most credulous of his clients. • He fyW 1 ished business of it. Miss Faith

lacked not only the insinuating and Celli’s elfin quality seems to put her

seductive qualities required to induce ^ little out of place in. a drawing-room

them to I'oin the Tuscan fraternity, but ^
. as the intensely sentimental and rather

also the remote air of authority which imbecile Isabella, but she made, I thought,

was needed to ensure discipline and a creditable attempt to assume an un-

retain their faith when he had got them accustomed personality,

there. Still, not a bad performance. a^ ^ have of late years seldom pen Mr.

Mr. KKNUYGAmi^^sInigoSmith, 7.C., J*X ^ Aubrey Smith, who plays the barrister

whowasdestinedtobethelifeandsoiilof the EXOTERIC METHOD.
loyev Robert so resolutely

fLpicHp -nartv at thFLama^erv
u

. refuse to be merely Mr, Aubrey Smith.
the neo-theistic party at tne Liama.ery, Wynne . Miss Madge McIntosh, i. -

, ^
. n

where the conditions lent themselves to j^aiorFeto . . . Mr. Robert Horton.
tning ne naa aamirably s

his particular brand of humour, was guised himseli (into a spt of cross

not so happy (though equally contented tion; but I still take leave to doubt between Lord Ch-pl-n and Sir A-st-n

with himself) in the earlier atmosphere whether the stage offers the best Ch-mb-r-l—^n) and had jettisoned a

of a London drawing-room. Somehow medium of expression for that delicate certain heartiness which is so often

one doesn’t expect a V.O. to bound. I fancy and nice sense of style which expected of him in his rather uniform

can’t say why for indiscretion is often are of the essence of Mr. Locke’s art series of parts. An excellent perform-

the better part of valour. Howeyer„l as a maker of romance. 0. S. ance. Nothing could well have been

THE EXOTERIC METHOD.
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happier than Mr. Athols Stewart’s
intelligent physician with the admir-

able chesterfield-side manner. He most
adroitly avoided the footlight medical
tradition, no easy thing, I should guess,

from continued observation. I liked

Mr. Eobeht Holmes’s gloomy young
philanderer, Bex, This promising actor

always seems to study his parts with
intelligence. Miss Doris Cooper, Caro-

line's maid, with more of a show than
stage maids usually get, scored herpoints
without tb at over-emphasiswhichthrows
out the balance of the piece, a balance

which was thi'oughout cleverly main-
tained by a well-drilled cast. T.

‘"E.S.V.P.” (Vaudeville).

Mr. Archibald de Bear’s cheery
little revue at - the admirably-recon-

structed Vaudeville, having run for two
hundred nights, is promoted to a second
edition. The Alice in Limherland
ballet still remains the most ambitious
and a sufficiently satisfactory number,
and Miss Mimi Crawford’s Alice is a
really admirable interpretation. I sup-
pose one oughtn’t to complain of the
rather rambling progress of the affair,

but one may perhaps suggest that it is

the externals rather than the spirit of

the adventure that have been success-

fully presented.

Of the new items Mr. Egbert Hale
presents a Master Magician^ a burlesque
conjuring turn with sufficient quickness
of this actor’s versatile hand to deceive
theuntrained eye. A genuineillusionist,

Mr. CuLPiTT, followed him in a similar

vein with a travesty of his craft. All

the same I wish I couM form some
rough conception of how the charming
lady was conveyed into the doll’s-house.

Miss Joyce Barbour, a really admirable
comedienne, made a delightful thing of

Irving Berlin’s “ Gentlemen prefer
Blondes”—an inevitable joke, no doubt,
but a distinct mirth-maker in Miss
Barbour’s extremely competent hands.
Miss Mimi Crawford, as Christopher
Bobin, interpreted three of A. A. M.’s
charming ‘

‘WhenWeWereVeryYoung’ ’

lyrics, set to music by Mr. H. Fraser-
SiMSON with a very pretty sense of child-
ish sentiment—a turn that fully deserved
its enthusiastic reception.

Of the older items Miss Barbour’s
How now. Brown Cow ? ” an exercise

in vowel sounds for a Cockney climber,
is a delightful business; so too the
family Bridge party, with Mr. J. H.
Egberts, who takes to revue as duck
to water, as the irrelevant Vjcar; and
the “Furniture Saga ” in the Irish and
Scots manners, showed Mr. Hale and
Mr. Egberts in excellent form. Mr.
Hale’s Hispano-Australian cricket turn,
conducted to the tune of “Valencia,”
was a triumph of pleasant folly and well

adapted to the evening of the Great

Victory. Disguised rather mischiev-

ously as Mr. P. G. Fender, Mr. Hale,
whacked his Australian apples— the

Australians, it was suggested, had come
over not to play cricket but to advertise

apples—to ail parts of the house : a new
form of contact between stage and audi-

ence which was immensely appreciated.

There are two outstanding features of

this revue. The first is the perpetual

youthfulness of Mr. Egbert Hale. In
his grotesque trapeze act he put up a

genuine acrobatic performance. Earlier

he had declared that he really was not
the son of Binnie Hale. If that charm-
ing lady will forgive me for the moment,
the thing seems almost credible. The
second is the surprising versatility and
progress in technique of Miss Mimi
Crawford. Incidentally she contrives

by some mysterious process to look any
height from four foot nine to five foot

eight and any age from seven upwards,
to be sentimental, puckish, seductive,

childlike by turns, and to dance like a
fairy. Miss Barbour maliciously sug-

gested in a gag that her success was due
to managers preferring blondes. This
is not, nor was meant to be, true. A
thoroughly sound show. T.

THE GIRAFFE.

Men have heard the bison bellow on
the transatlantic plains

And the caterpillar snore in his

cocoon

;

They have heard the hippopotamus’s
passion-freighted strains

As he serenades his love beneath the
moon

;

While others yet have trembled at the
roar of a gorilla

Or heard them pipe the watch aboard
a nautilus flotilla.

Men have heard the grizzly grumble as
he ambles up the trail

And the Himalayan tiger at his kill

;

They have dared the deepest basement
in the heart of Maida Vale

And heard the cockroach challenge
loud and shrill

;

While eminent zoologists, v/ho’d
scruple to hoodwink us,

Describe the broody crooning of the
hen ornithorhynchus.

Men have heard the ululations of the
llamas in Tibet

And the screeching of the monkeys
in Peru;

They have heard the vibrant growling
of an earwig in a pet

And the grunting of a purse-proud
kangaroo

;

While even the okapi on the banks of
Lake Nyanza

Has been known to yodel now and then'
his mild extravaganza.

Men have heard a chipmunk chuckle;
they have heard hyaenas laugh

And admired the bullfrog’s contra-
puntal skill

;

Yet the man has never lived vrho beard
the cry of a giraffe,

And I think we may assume he never
will;

But, lest my readers do not know, I ’ll

now proceed to show ’em
W^hy no cry is ever uttered by the sub-

ject of my poem :

—

The queer giraffe

Can’t bellow,

Poor fellow

!

Can’t howl
Or neigh,

Or growl,

Or bray

;

Can’t low,

Or roar,

Or crow,

Or snore

;

Can’t moo,
Or cry,

Or coo,

And why ?

His neck
Is found
To check
All sound,

Which wanes
Ere clear

It gains

The ear

;

And so he’s mute.
I ’ll follow suit.

“TIS IN TRAFALGAR SQUARE.”

In reply to an article that appeared
last week in these pages, under the
above title, on the subject of “the
scraping of the precious dirt from the
columns of St, Martin’ s-in-the-Fields,”
Mr. Punch has received a protest from
the Secretary of St. Martin’s Parochial
Church Council, pointing out that “no
scraping or cleansing has been or is in-

tended to be carried out at this church,”
and “that the scaffolding at present
erected round the portico has been
made necessary by the fall of a large
piece of stone from the capital of one
of the columns.”

Mr. Puuch begs to offer his best
apologies for his contributor’s error and
to express his profound regret for any
offence that has been caused by the
critical comments based upon that error.

Making the Punishment Pit the
Crime.

“ Sir,—1 see that a fine of £10 was imposed
for gross cruelty to a cat.

Has not the magistrate the power to inflict
twenty strokes with the cat, as well as the
fine ? ”

—

Letter in Daily Pa^-'er,

Not the same eat, of course.
^
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‘‘A BIT CASUAL, ain't ’E ? DiD YOU NOTICE ’OW ’E SAID ‘ GoOD-NIGHT ’ ? ’*

“Yes—I ’eaed ’im'Say ‘ Gcod-night.’

”

“Well, anyone else would ’aye said ‘Good-night all.’”

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
j

(By Mr, Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Edification, to make it stick at all, should not be dmv in

with bagnets, and I have seldom encountered a more ruth-

less specimen of uplift than Miss Marie Oonway Oemler’s

Shejpherds (Heinemann), The scene of the story is set in

an American industrial town, where a twice-widowed rector

and his family are depicted as standing like Leonidas and

the Spartan Three Hundred betv^^een a slum parish and desti-

tution, Every now and then it is suggested or occurs to

the Bevereitd Mr. Halsey that he might be promoted to a

pleasanter living, where his second wife’s children could

obtain nourishing food and suitable young society, and his

first wife’s pretty daughter, Allie, be relieved of the burden-

some duties of perpetual curate. These insinuations of the

enemy are however dismissed, their auditor perceiving, as

Mrs. Pardiggle did on parallel occasions, that a taste for

self-sacrifice cannot be inculcated too early. Jack, however,

the eldest son, has heretical doubts. Jack is the chronicler

of the family. In the forcible idiom of the American school-

boy he relates the discomforts of the First-Aid-to-Every-

body House,” as ^*the old bishop used to call our rebtory,”

the mutual loves of its inmates and their Irish cook, and

the sorrows of an interregnum when Allie broke down
and a conventional aunt reigned in her stead. His own, I

think pardonable, aversion from the regime of compulsory

self-denial receives a sharp lessen when he is adopted by
a wealthy woman and allowed to taste the boredom of

satiety; but a certain amount of temporal prosperity comes

the way of at least one member of the household before the

end of their story. With this is incorporated the misfor-

tunes, rounded oli‘ by death and adoption respectively, of

two extraneous orphans.

When the three hundred wives of a former Shah of Persia

proposed to take refuge in the British Embassy at Teheran

because they disapproved of the lineage of number three-

hundred-and-one, our Ambassador there was no less equal

to the emergency than he was on another occasion when
suddenly called upon in public to interpret an indiscreet

speech of the Amir of Afghanistan. The story of this quick-

witted tactician’s life

—

Sir Mortimer Durand (Cassell)

—

has been written by Sir Percy Sykes, the Englishman

whom destiny and the call of the Empire have ordained to

wander perhaps more largely than any other of his genera-

tion among the deserts and mountains of Central Asia.

In this biography he not only does honour to an old friend

and colleague, but is provided with a legitimate reason for

conducting his readers along those congenially distant

boundary lines with the delimitation of which his subject is

historically associated ;
for, although Sir Mortimer was an

able scholar, a writer of repute, a typically brilliant servant

of India, moreover a man who in his later years made a

reputation as a diplomat in three countries, yet he will

always be best known for his negotiation of a permanent

frontier with the notorious Abdur Eahman Khan. In telling

the long story of these remote agreements the author re-
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OUR CRICKET WEEK,
“This man Tommy’s brought down says he ’s a bowler. Do you know what

HE ’s* LIKE ?
”

“Yes, you know the sort op stuff. Looks as ip it's simple— it is.”

captures not a little of the atmosphere
of wild Afghanistan, with its great hills

and dazzling spaces, its mediseval Amirs
summoning holy war or dealing frantic

justice, its turbulent tribesmen raiding

along forbidden borders. If this volume
suffers just a little occasionally because
the author finds himself also cramped
within boundaries—the limits of a bio*

graphy—still credit must be given for

his self-restraint in making so compara-
tively few saUies over the fascinating

frontiers he knows so well. In one re-

spect indeed I was sorry he refrained.

A chapter, even in an appendix, on the

third Afghan war would have rounded
off his admirable earlier sketch of Af-

ghanistan’s history.

The Perennial Bachelor reveals

By almost surgical dissection

The things that clog domestic wheels
Or make them run with smooth

perfection

;

Anne Pareish tells the tale, and she

Traces a single family’s doings
Through fifty years of cups of tea,

Junketings,party frocks and v/ooings.

The tith’Tdle is filled by one
Who, from his birth caressed and
pampered,

Takes a position in the sun
And, playing his own hand un-

hampered,
Pails to get married, proves inept

At business and as social leader.

And ends by boring all except

His loving sisters and the reader.

The story (Hbinemann) is told

With literary charm and neatness,

Spiced with a wit that seems to hold

A flavouring of acid sweetness

;

And, if this typifies her store,

Anne Parrish (Miss, I guess, not

Mrs.)

Must hurry up and write some more
At least as readable as this is.

I believe I have petitioned Mrs.

Henry Dudeney before now to allow

her humorous and homely vein freer play

than her sense of the melodramatic.

But, though I see no reason to revise

my preference so far as the greater part

of Fly Leaves (Collins) is concerned, I

own that one of its essays in terror and
violence comes out bracketed equal in

my estimation with one of its cleverest

pieces of domestic drollery. ‘‘Jarman's Clearing” and
“ Ancient Lights ” are the two best stories in an unequal

book. The former tells how a woodman living alone with

his dog loses his heart to a gipsy and betrays the old friend

for the new. Eor tragic intensity and artistic thrift of

means to this end, this is as notable a piece of work as its

writer has given us. “ Ancient Lights ” relates the predica-

ment of an elderly man of business who, having retired into

the privacy of a spacious house, finds himself continually

overlooked by a neighbour. The neighbour as a matter of

fact is not watching Mr, Stidiuortliy, Mr, Stidivorthy hap-
pens to be included in a line of vision whose objective is

much more romantic. How his clever old wife ascertains

the object of the next-door gaze, and uses the knowledge to

compass her husband’s wishes, is the theme of a highly

entertaining little comedy. Too many of the remaining

tales handle cases of mania, senility or some form of vice or

afdiction that' obscures the normal human outline. Mrs.

Dudeney's doited old women are becoming almost ‘ as

much of a feature as the innumerable Poor Toms of minor
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Elizabethan drama. The best of the batch is the half- ably in real life be no ending at all but only the beginning

starved mother of Dirty Weather,” and the story itself,

though a trifle mechanical, comes close in accomplishment
to the couple already mentioned.

of a fresh series of matrimonial troubles.

I

to the couple already mentioned. The corruption of good manners is obviously, too obviously,

the theme of Mr. AnthonyWharton’s Evil Gommunications
I It seemsin fiction a dangerous matter to marry a musician; (T. Eisher Unvin). Vulgarity grievously afflicts every

j

and of musicians I suppose a violinist must be reckoned person in the book, except the clergyman, 'who is merely

I

the most perilous matrimonial adventure. With all my ex- foolish. His one virtue—and he had a monopoly of virtue in

tensive experience of recent novels I cannot remember such his parish—consisted in doing the washing-up of the house-
an alliance turningout really well for both parties, lux First hold to relieve his miserable wife of a part of her labours.

Fiddle (Collins) I thought for a moment that Miss Jean Standing at the sink, immersed in grease, the'Be'D. Ludyard
Greig, whose name appears on the title-page, was going to Crane, M.A., received his flock. All the Vicar’s visitors came
let us off more lightly than usual. GeorgeLncas clearlymade into the scullery as a matter of course. There were a ruffianly

a hopeless mistake with his first attempt ; in his second we chauffeur, a gardener who was a blackguard, an odious
were permitted for a time to believe that he had redeemed feminine novelist, her husband the colonel, who was perman-
the past and sailed safely into the harbour of domestic ently intoxicated to the point of idiocy, and Lady Diana
happiness. Moira was obviously " Braberley, a young woman who
not the mate for him

;
Irene dis- \ it is understood was dreadfully

covers her error more slowly but disreputable. According to the
no less surely. But Miss Greig ) publishers’ advertisement (al- i

has contrasted her two women f ' \ ways so helpful to the reader)
very well. She has a decided V

^
Wharton’s book is corn-

sense of character, and can draw posed of comedy and farce. The
you the young lady of the pre- ^ comedy, I regret to remark, is

sent day as well as anybody. ^ apparently
Also I should conjecture that ""y author’s idea that fun con-
she knows something of the I sists in dull attempts at seduc-
musical world and that slie has best I can say of the
read, like most sensible people, book is that it is so silly as to
The Constant Nymph, N ot that ii be harmless.
there is any slavish copying, but
it is a little amusing to find I do not understand why

,

George Dzicas voicing precisely ' 'pilW “Sapper” gave to his latest
the same opinions as the great book of short stories the title
Sanger on the thorny subject of Lt TF

|i|H f Word of Honour (Hoddeb and
Art and the Missionary Spirit. -

: 4/ 1 Stoughton), for the tale from
And it may be conceded that .. :,-4, M • 1 % 1 \fir] which be takes it is by far the
there is a certain resemblance ‘

J n feeblest and most unsatisfactory
between the two novels in gen- ; I • of the collection. Frankly it re-
eral.

^

First Fiddle begins better ' W ('•.•••' duced me to feelings of despair

;

than it finishes, but it is a con-
‘

'

'

;
but better fare follows, andmany

scientious piece of work written, -
/ ' y

' of the succeeding stories are
I should say, by a lady who "•( worthy of the ‘‘Sapper” to
does not find writing at all an

'
’•

* ^yhom (when he gives me the
easy matter.

. chance) I am delieffited to nav

Braberley, a young woman who
it is understood was dreadfully

disreputable. According to the
publishers’ advertisement (al-

ways so helpful to the reader)

Mr. Wharton’s book is com-
posed of comedy and farce. The
comedy, I regret to remark, is

to seek; and it is apparently
author’s idea that fun con-

sists in dull attempts at seduc-
tion. The best I can say of the
book is that it is so silly as to

be harmless.

^ understand why

l (?
“Sapper” gave to his latest

IIBT—i

' book of short stories the title

ilH /
Word of Honour (Hoddeb and

ylU I
Stoughton), for the tale from

I

j

which be takes it is by far the
/in, j ,* feeblest and most unsatisfactory

collection. Frankly it re-

duced me to feelings of despair;

\ ^

but better fare follows, andmany
Y .

'

of the succeeding stories are
worthy of the “Sapper” to

whom (when he gives me the

^ chance) I am delighted to pay
tribute. “Marie,” for instance,

CAKES TO ^ tale with a reasoned mean-
ing, and “Mrs. Peter Skeffing-

ton’s Eevenge,” “ A Native Sup-
and “The Haunting of Jack Burnham” are

0^ LAWN-TENNIS CHAMPION TAKES TO ^ a reasoned mean-
was a peycfc chameleon as to moobs. “Mrs. Peter Skeffing-
the eps, for they turned to blue ton’s Eevenge,” » A Native Sup-
trom brown and then toviolet in a few pages, DrswlaEfio«ard, erstition” and “The Haunting of Jack Burnham” are
n<ie Griffith, the heroine of Lady Teoubeidge’s new novel, cleverly contrived and written. I intend to forget “ SAP-
succeeded m impressing me with her beauty, always a d;ffi- fee’s ” opening tale and devoutly to hope that he was here
cu.t task for the ladies of fiction

; but from other points of taking an eternal farewell of the crude sentimentality which,
view she hardly convinced me that her history was worth as I have observed with regret, has threatened lately to
telhng. The Dangerous Bonds (Methuen) of the story are diminish the artistic value of his work.
those which bind her to her young husband, Denny, in a mar-
riage singularly ill-a,ssorted considering that they are both in Mr. Ralph Bbegekgben was happily inspired when he

.
unfortunately Ursula has no interests beyond the decided to create ten pirates and place them on a tropical

supeifaciahties of the moment, and Denny, unstrung by war island “ conveniently out of the course of ordinary nayi^a-
experiences, IS jealous and difficult to the last degree, besides tion.” The nine tales which he tells of them are calTed
being something of a bounder. So far it is such a situation Gentlemen All and Merry Companions (Hamilton) and they
as many a youpg couple have had to face, but Lady Taou- are packed full of adventure and irresponsible fun. WhetherBEiDGB complicates it by addingan earlier suitor of Ursula's they are adopting a derelict baby or kidnapping a school-
to the dramatis persona and screwing Denny to such a mistress in order to improve their education Mr Bbegen-^tch of suspicion that a separation becomes inevitable, geen’s filibusters are genuinely amusing and should makeUrsidas chaming mother and a pleasing if conventional an instant appeal to the holiday mood. The exploits ofparson, one Bill Garmicheiel, then take a hand and bring these merry gentlemen took place apparently in 1825 whichabout a happy ending which coId common-sense, escaping l am inclined to think must have been a vintage year forfrom the spell of a pleasantly told tale, insists would prob- pirates.

° ^
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CHARIVARIA.
The Greeks have just experienced

their seventh revolution since 1916. A
Mexican has pointed out that they will

have to do better than that if they want
to get away from their amateur status.

*
Spain is persisting in her claim to a

seat on the Council of the League of

Nations. It is feared in some quarters

that if this is conceded they will next
demand a seat on the M.C.C. Selection

Committee.
,,,

Speaking at Holyhead, Mr. Lloyd
George said he had to earn his living.

One recalls Talleyrand’s retort when
a tradesman advanced a similar

plea: *‘Je n'en vois ^as la 7ie-

oessitcJ' ...

''si;''

In a recent speech Mr. Lloyd
George told Mr. Churchill
what to do. Everybody is now ^
afraid the Chancellor op the
Exchequer will tell the ex-
Premier where to go.

A forecast of the future situa-

tion seems to be that while the
Miners’ Eederation, that doesn’t

represent the miners, is still at

a deadlock with the Mining As-

sociation, to which none of the

ownersbelong, the owners and the

miners will b^e all hard at work.

Miss Ederle has gone back to

America by boat. We hope she

isn’t losing her nerve.

Paris is shortly to observe

the centenary of the accordion,

invented in 1826. One feature

will no doubt be a procession of .

grateful char-a-banc passengers.

I

trip round the world. It thus becomes We can only suppose the bird does not
their own property. know- that; that sort of thing isn’t done

in Eegent’s Park.
Signor Mussolini has been photo- he”

graphed in bathing costume. Napoleon Efforts are being made to evolve a
never was. musical instrument specially suited to

^ broadcasting. We suggest a wireless

It is feared that the newspaper an- piano.
,j,

nouncement that the Charleston is

banned at I-sleworth Labour Party The average man is always ready
dances will have the effect of keeping' to sit down and take a little nourish-

away many of the really smart people, ment,” says a w’oman-writer. So un-
fortunately is the average mosquito.

Dr. Serge Yoronofp is reported as

expressing the conviction that monkeys Thirteen bell-ringers during a holiday

were created for the purpose of supply- tour in Somerset and Wilts visited

ing the deficiencies of our organs. W'e thirteen places and rang a peal in each,

can only say that some of the organs we We understand that the local authori-

ties have taken a lenient view

^ of the affair and have decided

||\ to take no action.

m I

An exhibition of goldfish is to

be held in London this month.
We should have entered our
Cedric, but some weeks ago he
became embedded in the house-
hold cat. j,.

Incidentally there may be no
truth in the rumour that certain

of the newly-rich now use gold-

fish in the place of sardines.

The natives of certain South
Sea Islands can only count up
to four, but they are said to be
keen on golf. That ’s why.

^ •

Recent excavations suggest
that wigs were worn in England
in 1200 B.c. But only by the
very Ancient Britons.

Football emerges from its summer
sleep,” says a writer. We understand,

however, that several referees are still

unconscious from last year.

A French ex-soldier has written a

poem entitled I HaveEight Children.”

But this isn’t poetry. It ’& a multiplica-

tion table. o.

‘‘So much snow has fallen in the

Bngadine during the summer,” says a

daily paper, “ that the higher peaks are

draped in robes of glistening white.”

It is a relief to think that this charming
effect is not produced by the litter left

by mountaineers.
' S(S Sl«

Mr. Ben and Mr. Leo Frank, retired

wholesale provision merchants of New
York, have just concluded their third

THE IMPEOVED LADIES^ TEE.

have heard would have been nothing

without the monkey.
5lC

*
Stresa, on Lake Maggiore, where Mr.

G. B. Shaw is spending a holiday, has

been described as a lotus-eater’s para-

dise. Hence its appeal to a vegetarian.

The troublewith trade is that, whereas

people used to put something by for a

rainy day, they now put it by for a

fine day and spend it.

*

One Civil Service department has a

tortoise. We understand that members
of the staff are instructed to give the

creature a clear course as it scampers

alongthe corridorswithurgent messages

tied to its off hind-leg.

An evening paper reports that a

canary has been seen flying about with

the sparrows in Gloucester Crescent.

Marshal Chang Tso Lin has
executed twelve bankers in Man-

churia for speculating in the currency,

DO doubt with the idea that a little

chopping would stop their changing.

Women who will insist on getting

younger and younger ought to remember
that children under sixteen must not

he served with cigarettes.

' *
Seeing that there is no neuter gender

in French, how on earth do they de-

scribe persons with an Eton crop and
skirts ? .V

A plumber who called at a Greenock
house found a burglar in the kitchen

and informed the police. It is greatly

to his credit that he had the presence

of mind not to fetch his mate.

*
The man who is reported to he pre-

paring to swim the Irish Sea has of

course been crowded out of the Channel.
I
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HOLIDAY REST AND CHANGE.

‘‘We have had,” she told me, “a
perfectly lovely time at Yeauville. And
you in Scotland ?

”

“Most enjoyable,” I said, “except
for one slight misunderstanding Tv^hen

my host mistook his left leg for the

grouse I had just shot at.”

“ Oh 1” she said, thinking it out
;
“was

he annoyed ?
”

‘‘On the contrary,” I said, “he has
sent meamost pressing invitation to join

him in Norfolk for the First. He says

he simply won't hear of a refusal. And
Yeauville ? You enjoyed your stay ?

”

“ It was everything,” she assured me
enthusiastically, “ that a holiday should
be. A perfect rest, the sun, the sea,

the air, no worries, and all so cheap
with the franc so low

;
and then it 's so

nice to rub up one's French sometimes.
Besides, abroad, everything is such a
complete change. The Continental
breakfast, for instance. And isn't it

surprising what good tea one gets

abroad now ? After the first morning
I always had it instead of coffee. They
make good toast, too, so I had that
instead of a roll.” ^

,

“ You found a good hotel, then ?
”

“Oh, excellent!” she said. “So
thoroughly English ; almost every one
there was English, quite a lot of them
people we knew. Of course there were
a few foreigners, but one didn’t notice
them much.”
“I daresay they felt shy,” I said,

“ and kept in the background. I sup-
pose,” I went on, “ the air at Yeauville
is very fine ?

”

“I think it would be,” she agreed,
“if only the ventilation were better,

though even if you did get them to open
a window in the Casino it didn’t seem
to make much difference. Tom said it

was because it was so crowded there
was no room for the fresh air to get in.”

“But in the mornings ? ” I suggested.
“Oh, the mornings,” she said' vaguely.

“ Oh, yes—only, somehow, one didn’t
notice the mornings much. When one
has been rather late at the Casino, and
then very often after that a rubber or
two of bridge in the hotel with some
old friends we met there,' one doesn’t
feel like getting up too early. After
all,” she pointed out, “ one does go to
the seaside for rest, doesn’t one ?

”

“Or,” I said warmly, “one might
just as well stay in town.”
“We went a good deal to watch the

polo,” she continued. “ It was almost
like Hurlingham. And then there was
the racing, Tom had simply dreadful
luck

; he lost nearly as much as he did
at Goodwood, and then he tried to get
it back and lost some more. There
were some pretty frocks, though,” she

added, brightening up, “ only of course

I had seen them all before at Ascot.”
“ At any rate,” I said, “ the exchange

made everything cheap ?
”

“ Yes, indeed,” she cried. “ When a

franc is worth only three-ha’pence you
can easily afford to give a hundred or

more of them for what would cost at

least five shillings in England. And at

the Casino it was almost like playing

for counters—one didn’t mind losing a

bit; only Tom would add it up and
somehow manage to make it come to

quite a lot, I don’t know how.”
“ Exchange is always difficult to

understand,” I assured her.
“ Still,” she added with satisfaction,

“ my winnings at the Casino were
enough to pay practically all our holi-

day expenses.”
“ Splendid 1

” I cried. “ Then you had
indeed a cheap holiday.”

“ Well, you see,” she explained,
“ there were my losings as well. Tom
says we shall have to be very econo-

mical this'winter to make up for them.”
“A pity,” I said, “ that losings count.

Did you find the bathing good ?
”

“ We hadn’t much time for bathing,”

she confessed; “and then it was so

crowded, beach and cabins and every-

thing except the sea ; only it ’s silly to

pretend people at Yeauville don’t go in

the water, because they often do. One
day I saw several people in at once,

and another time a big wave splashed

over lots of them. Tom was disap-

pointed with the bathing,” she added.
“He said it was over-rated. He said

any evening frock in Wimbledon to-day
showed more than any bathing-dress at

Yeauville.”
“ I shall have to go to Yeauville to

see for myself,” I said, “or Wimbledon,”
“What about Norfolk?” she re-

minded me, “ Norfolk and the First ?
”

“ Ah, yes,” I agreed ;
“ I mustn’t fail

Wilkins or he might think I was still

annoyed about bis clumsiness in mis-
taking himself for my grouse.”

“He would be dreadfully disap-

pointed,” she said earnestly. “He
was telling Tom so, because he’s most
frightfully hard up, and he’s asked his

rich uncle he has expectations from.
He does so hope you won’t fail him.”

“ I shall refuse his invitation,” I said
with dignity. “I’m not going any-
where'^just simply to be made use of.”

V, n P

Harmony in the Mines.
“ It is computed that 12,000 miners in Notts

and Derbyshire have ^ broken away from the
BI.F.G.B. by singing on for work on the basis
of a 74 hours working day aud pre-strike
wages.”

—

Provhicial Pajper,

But Mr. Cook, we gather, would prefer
the miners to be crying oft* rather than
singing on.

ONE-TWO, ONE-TWO-
[It has been proposed that the New B.B.C.

should broadcast physical exercises every day.]

Oh, give me warning
Of that great morning
When, happy in all her works,

The B.B.O.
Has ready for me
A programme of wireless jerks.

Oh, call me early,

When day breaks surly,

On tea let my lips be fad

That morn of grace.

And place, oh, place

Five loud-speakers about my bed.

A sergeant-major,

A stout old stager,

Let me remember then,

Whose tongue could sing

Like a moose in spring,

Whose strength was the strength
of ten.

A mental etching
Of wild arm-stretching

Pleasantly let me recall,

Of good knees bent
To their last extent,

And his voice over all. '

I have heard his bellow
When leaves were yellow,

For him I have 1 alien prone
;

I have sagged and sunk,
I have twisted the trunk
When the winter’s wind hath blown.

And now to be bidden,

In sheets half hidden,

To drift on that ancient road,

To waggle my torso

Like this—only more so ;

To squat on my hams like a toad.

To number, renumber,
Then sink into slumber
And listen whilst numbering wrong

To the cultured words
Of the wireless birds

As the slow hours drift along.

Yet still, to remember
A dawn in November
By desolate huts of wood ;

To think I am there,

And then

—

“ As you were ”

Will be good, exceedingly good.
'’fi ifs * *

Faster, faster,

0 wise broadcaster,

Sweep through my prostrate head
That eddying chase,

And place, oh, place
Ten loud-speakers around my bad 1

: EVOE.

Commercial Candour.

From an estate-agent's advertisement
of freehold houses for sale

“Houses guaranteed for 18 months.”
Daily Pa^w,
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THE CRICKET THAT WE WANT TO GET BACK TO.
Batsman, “ ’Ere, George, doan’t ’ee bounce ’em in yon puddle bo much. Thee be a-splashin’ Oi.

MORE HASTE . . .

Those of you who know Berlin will

recall the chain of inland waters to the

near west of it, of which the most easily

accessible from the capital is Wannsee.
These lakes, and particularly Wannsee,
form the finest kind of ‘‘lung” for the

city, and on fine summer days all Berlin

hastens thither to sail, to bathe, to

make excursions on the steamers, or

merely to sit at a table in one of the

shore restaurants and imbibe beer.

Neither London nor Paris has anything
of the kind, although the Thames and
the Seine no doubt do their best

:
par-

ticularly the Thames, for navigation on
the Seine, bureaucracy’s own stream, is

hampered by restrictions. I can best

bring Wannsee before the stranger by
saying that it is as though Southampton
Water were distant from Charing Cross
less than half-an-hour, with trains every
few minutes, and every train full.

Por the masses Berlin has its trains

;

for the few people who can afford to

hire cars, and for the fewer who own
them, it has made a motor-track five

miles long between the city and Wann-

see, on which you may drive at what-
ever pace you will.' Now and then
races are held there, but for the most
part it is used as a thoroughfare for

those in a hurry who would visit

Wannsee, or play golf just beyond it,

or reach their homes in this delectable

neighbourhood. Sixty to eighty miles

an hour is a common rate of progress,

and even the smaller taxis can compass
their fifties and are very glad to have
the opportunity of doing so.

All except one, and this brings me
to my story.

I had been spending the day very
serenely in a motor-boat up and down
these inland seas, admiring the skill

with which the yachtsmen handled
their fragile craft and doing my best

to understand the boatman’s guide-book
remarks. All that I gathered was that

any house in its own wooded grounds
of more than common luxury and
comfort belonged to a banker—with
the exception of the mansion of Herr
Wertheim of the Department Stores,

who I suppose in a manner of speaking
is a banker too. Hither and thither

we pantingly sped, from the steps of

the Eoyal Palace at Potsdam itself

(Potsdam being a bit of a Venice) to

the inlets of bourgeois Pickelsdorf, out-

distancing everything, from the barges

on their way to or from Hamburg, which
was easy, to the ever-present police-

boat, which was difficult. The sun
shone, the breeze was just not strong

enough to blow the spray into the boat,

and the sandy shores set apart for

bathers were a moving mass of gay
costumes and the colour of flesh, under
a belt of dark fir-trees. A very delect-

able day.

At about five I disembarkedand, outside

the Wannsee station, carefully selected

a powerful-looking ex-private car, now
a taxi, for the return journey to Berlin,

having decided to go by the racing-

track, or Avus as it is called, all out.**

Por this privilege—for a singlebout of un-

restricted impetuous onset—the trifling

sum of eighteenpence is asked; and,

having paid it, I sank back like a Nero,
prepared for excitement and excess, even
though the tyres should burst. To go
as fast as possible, with no chance of

meeting anything on the road, would be
a new experience.
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But once again, on a planet where i

frustration of anticipation is almost the

only thing that its inhabitants oan count
upon, all my hopes were shattered.

We began gloriously. Weleapt forward
with a rush and for half a kilometre

boomed over the asphalt
;
and then

suddenly the engine failed. Out sprang
the driver and buried his head in the

bonnet, while other cars fled past and I

sat inside, feeling myself to be the most
stationary object in Europe. Again we
started and again we stopped, and the

driver sprang out and buried his head
in thebonnet while I sat inside conscious

that I was plumbing ignominy’s depths.

And what about that eighteenpence,

that one mark fifty? . I was not only a

figure of derision but Iwas losing money.
The driver on each return to his box

told me all about his trouble, but, having
no German outside restaurants, I was
none the wiser. Besides, what did it

matter? The speed ’s the thing. Speed,

however, was not to be mine that day,

for six times in all did we fail, and we
succeeded in only just reaching the

gates.

There I bade the driver farewell and

entered the adjoining beer-garden for

a little restoration before resuming the

broken journey to the centre of the

city. The sun was still hot, the beer

was cold and I loitered for twenty
minutes or so watching the groups at

the other tables under the striped

umbrellas, all so happily assembled.

For the Germans surpass any people

that I know in their beaming and vocal

content in each other’s company.
At length I rose to go, first having

sent a messenger to find me a cab : a

good one. (‘‘Taxi goot, goot taxi.”)

There is no rank thereabouts and I was
still more than a quarter-of-an-hour

from my hotel, even in a fast car. A
fast car 1—melancholy phrase.

The boy came back to say that for the

high well bornhe had a goot taxi secured

,

and out I went to get into it and away.
sis ^

But I did not get into it.

sis sis sis sis sis

It was the same cab that I had had

before. E. V. L.

The Test IMCatcli—Intelligent
Anticipations.

“ The grand Cricket Match Anglo-Australian

is going to take place, which will last four days.

The number of spectators will be 103,000. The
King Eaycak, Baldwin and Prince Arthur of

Connaught will be present. Bets amount to

Spanish Paper.

“The ordinary girl has improved enormously.
She looks the whole world in the face, like

Tennyson’s blacksmith .”—Daily Paper.

And is, as Longfellow described her,

“ a daughter of the gods, divinely tall

and most divinely fair.”

A SCHOOL FOR COURAGE.

The motoe-cab has ceetainly taught us—
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there was a well and a palm-tree with So the next day the Prince told the

SIMPLE STORIES. gome dates on it, but when they had Princess who he was, and she said oh
|

in _The Princess. eaten all the dates they were very hun- well it can’t be helped now and you are

Once there was a Prince who went gry, and the Prince said if somebody a little young for me, perhaps I can

to his father and said I want to marry doesn’t come soon we shall die. marry your father, it would be a pity

And Pose was very brave and she not to marry somebody as I have come

said oh well never mind. so far.

Well lust as they were going to die So the Princess married the King,
His father said who is Pose ? and he said oh well never mind,

said she is the girl I want to marry. Well just as they were going to die So the Princess married the King,

And his father said why do you w^ant they saw a caravan coming with plenty because his wife was dead and anyhow

to marry her ? and he said because I like of camels and dromedaries, and it was he was allowed by his religion to have

the shape of her face. the caravan of the Princess who was as many wives as he liked if he didn’tthe shape of her face. the caravan of the Princess

So his father said well you can’t, and coming to marry the Prince. have too many and was kind to all of

he said why not ? The Princess was a little old but she them.

And his father said because I have just was very nice. The Prince did not tell And he forgave the Prince for marry-

arranged for you to marry a very nice her who he was at first but he told her ing Pose, and he said she is very nice

Princess, andlie said what Princess ? that he wanted to marry Pose and his and I don’t think you could have done

His father said I forget her better.
.

- ' - A. M.

BRIGHTONING LONDON.
owe him some money. P AW W '>’1 ^ It is a curious but undoubted

So the Prince went away Tery
jj' il!/ ' ^ that, at a time of the year

sad, and when he had gone the W '/‘i3 which is still foolishly described

TCing clapped his hands together 1/ 1
‘ season,” memorable

and his caitiff came to him and and even soul-shaking announce-

touohed the ground with his fore-
~ ~

'f
-* >» ments and suggestions are fre-

head and said Salaam. 5 quently made. In proof of this

And the King said bring me |'l remark-

my hookah, and when he had '

i
able letter of Lord Dysaet which

brought him his hookah he said appeared in The Times and

do you know a girl called Eose ?
,

. Daily Mail in connection

and he said yes. « ^ ^
with the “Come to Britain”

And the King said well put her . .• \ WS movement,
in a dungeon. ' -ig The proposal that an orches-

So the caitifftouched the ground tra of one -hundred -and -twenty

with his forehead again and said mSM players should be organised at

Amen and went out. Brighton—where an orchestra of

Well that evening the Prince '
l|kl^4l|MP half that size was recently discon-

went to.Eose’s house and asked -'•^7 tinned—is so conspicuously mod-
for her, and her mother said she .

is not here, and he said where is r*

she ? and she said I don’t know.
So the Prince was very sad,

'

and that night at the banquet
he could not eat any of the rich

and delicate viands but drank a

little iced sherbet flavoured with
pineapple because his father was
looking at him.

“Thea' saw a caravan coming.”

BRIGHTONING LONDON.
It is a curious but undoubted

fact that, at a time of the year

which is still foolishly described

as the “ silly season,” memorable
and even soul-shaking announce-
ments and suggestions are fre-

quently made. In proof of this

one has only to cite the remark-

able letter of Lord Dysart which
has appeared in The Times and
The Daily Mail in connection

with the “Come to Britain”

movement.
The proposal that an orches-

tra of one -hundred -and -twenty
players should be organised at

Brighton—where an orchestra of

half that size was recently discon-

tinued—is so conspicuously mod-
erate that it may be passed over

for the moment. The really luci-

ferous and epoch-making part of

his letter was that in which he
suggested that the Promenade
Concerts should be transferred

rom London to Brighton during

the months of August and Sept-

ember.
We Londoners arenaturallyproud

And after the banquet he went out father wouldn’t let him so he had fled of our institutions, amongst which the

into the garden which was very lovely with her into the desert. “ Proms” hold a commanding position.
|

and had a million roses in it and a great And the Princess said quite right too But why should we keep all our good
j

many bulbuls which was what they and you shall marry Eose, I will see things to ourselves ? It is at once more
|

called nightingales. And they were all to it. generous and human, and more in keep-
singing and it was very lovely, but the The Prince said thank you, and the ing with the spirit of a wise decentral-

Prince said I would rather hear Bose’s Princess said I like weddings and* used isation, that we should be prepared to

bulbul than any of those, I think I will to play at them when I was a little girl, share them with, or even bestow them
go indoors. and I have brought my private clergy- upon, other less favoured centres. It

j

Now Eose had a tame nightingale man with me and if you don’t mind my is to be hoped therefore that the migra-
which she had taught to speak, and religion being a little different he can tion of “Proms” and their supporters
directly the Prince had said that he marry you now if you like, I expect it to the seaside will prove to be only the

'

heard a voice say Eose is here. will count but if not you can be done first of a series of similar benefactions,
So he knew it was Eose’s nightingale again when you get home. - of which it may suffice to outline a few ^

and he said where ? and it said in the So the Prince was married to Eose of the most obvious :

—

dungeon.
^

and the Princess gave him a lovely (1) That the Tower should be re-

So the Prince rescued Eose out of the kaboosh with rubies and emeralds for a moved to Dover, to familiarise foreigners
dungeon and he put her on his swift wedding present, and she gave Eose a on their first landing on our shores with
Arab steed and fled with her into the shawl to go on with and said she would the historic past of our country,
desert. give her something more when her (2) That the new Madame Tussaud’s
Well they came to a small oasis where camels were unpacked. should be erected, not in the Marylebone
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Visitor to small French Hotel {to Froprietot'). “I say, who aee those people sitting at the table next to otjbs?”

Fropiietor. “Just aerived* English tout le heme que Monsieue et Madame. I sink zat you would like to be

neae to zem.” *

Eoad, but; at Folkestone or Newhaven,
or possibly Southampton.

(3) That the pelicans in St. James’s

Park should be given an annual holiday

at Blackpool.

(4) That the Eima relief should be

lent for a period of years to Yarmouth
or Barmouth, or possibly Bootle.

The Cricket Championship—A New
Competitor. -

“Both, these games provided wins for Glamor-

gan, and this puts them second only to the

mightyYorkshire, the figures being :

—

1. Yokohama . . 81.18 per cent.

2. Glamorgan. , 72.72 per cent.”

Japanese Paper.

From an article on ‘‘ Peaceful Picket-

ing”:—
“ It is a weak case that reasons with brick-

bats, and a short-sighted executive that does

not deplore and discourage such palaeolithic

arguments.”

—

Dady Paper.

It is also a short-sighted editor who
mistakes a brickbat for ‘‘a chunk of

Old Eed Sandstone.”

“The news that all this is to be altered is

good, but we are afraid that it will have to be

taken * Cum grano Salis,’ which literally inter-

preted rneans ‘ Wait and See.’ ”

—

Essex Paper.

Does Lord Oxford know this ?

WORSE TO COME.
It

’

s a wise expression the old folk use

That THREE is calamity’s sum

;

Sowhen things happen in ones and twos
You know there is worse to come.

When your favourite pugilist takes the

mat
And a motor-lorry runs over your hat,

You will find that your luncheon beer

• is flat—

*

You knew there was worse to come.

An earthquake shatteredmyorchard fair,

Set thick with apple and plum ;

-

My car blew up with a bang and a flare,

But I knew there was worse to come,

And, as I expected,' before I could wipe
From my eyes the tears that were over-

ripe,

I lost my oldest and strongest pipe

—

I hneiv there was worse to come.

My horse ran second, a piece of luck

That made me mopy and glum

;

My sister eloped with a negro buck.

But I knew there was worse to come

;

And, sure enough, ere the day was d.ead

And I sought repose in my downy bed,

I had caught a thundering cold in the

head

—

I knew there was worse to come.

My uncle was pinched for a stumer
cheque

That he cashed at a bank in Brum ;

My aunt went hunting and broke her

neck,

But I knew there was worse to come

;

One more misfortune occurred to me :

,

As I drove my ball from the thirteenth

tee' c

I smashed my favourite club in three

—

.
I knew there was worse to come.

To-day Matilda, who seldom spoke,
' Went suddenly totally dumb.
And Prudence married an artist bloke,

But I know there is worse to come;
lam sure that Fate will attack me again,

And in fact, as I look through the

window-pane,
I see it is once more starting to rain

—

I knezo there was worse to come.

=========== E. P. W.

The ‘‘Newest” Poor.

“Two Smart Ladies Require positions as

Charwomen, cinema, theatre, or dance hall.”

Evening Paper.

“A new innovation .... took place on
Wednesday . .

.”—Local Paper.

Quite the best sort of innovation; we
always think.
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THE FAR EAST, VIA SUEZ.

An Instructional Symphony.

In framing orchestral programmes for the coming concert

season I hope that musical directors %Yill give due promin-

ence to the new Official Instructional Compositions which

have been prepared for the benefit of emigrants and students

by the Colonial and Dominions Office in close collaboration

with the Ministry of Music. This series of works w^as begun

some years ago, but the freq^uent changes of Government

have rendered their completion with any degree of cohesion

or continuity extremely difficult. “The Far East, via Suez
”

is an excellent example of this new factor in education, and

I feel that a brief outline of the' work may be of wide interest.

At the outset there is a marked air of uncertainty, but

after a few unexpected changes of quay the great hawsers

(depicted by thick well-knit string parts) are east oft* and

we find ourselves immediately in mid-Channel (submerged

reeds and considerable use of the swell). The passage that

follows is one of well-defined and strongly-contrasted

rhythms, but it is not easy to record any accurate impres-

sions. We do not really begin to take any appreciable in-

terest in the developments until we reach Gibraltar. Here

the full resources of the orchestra are paraded and deployed

for our benefit, a feature of the structural design being some

extremely intricate canon.

As the primary object of the work is instructional it is not

altogether surprising that in approaching the Gulf of Lions

(renewed rhythmic activity with sustained rolls and fre-

quent changes of pitch) no reference should be made to the

well-known resorts, Barcelona and Valencia. Lovers of old

tunes, however, should have no difficulty in recognising the

excerpt which hints at our arrival at Marseilles. Shortly

afterwards an ear-haunting siciliana (ruhato ma non ruhat-

tino) with frequent tromloni interruptions draws our atten-

tion to the volcanic region through which we are passing.

The rest of the Mediterranean is free from subterfugue, and

yet we feel that Oriental influences are at work. The music

becomes less Occidental and more chromatic. Once the

Canal is passed the climaxes become oppressive to a degree,

and the high notes of the thermometronomes would be quite

unbearable were it not for a cleverly-devised contrast in the

form of a tonic subject announced by the liquid clarinets.

The danger to bathers is grimly portrayed by a short

macabre theme on a xylophone made of shark’s teeth.

The composers are aware of the value of apt quotation,

as witness the inclusion, at the end of the Bed Sea passage,

of an air from one of the better known Aden quartets.

Occasional notes, too, from Parry’s “Blest pair of Sirens”

go far towards dispelling our feeling of uneasiness during

foggy passages. There is a regrettable inaccurac^^, however,

when the chorus of “ She sells Seychelles ” is introduced

and developed polyphonically. Unless my map is at fault

w^e have deviated considerably from the correct route.

Just as a feeling of Oriental laissez-faire begins to steal

over us we are rudely carried away by a powerful wind-
phrase on the B-flat alto monsoons. It is with profound
relief that we recognise two Bombay ducks quacking in

fourths, and we realise that our troubles are over.

“ How TO Save the Franc.

“ The idea is that the married women of France should give up
their wedding rings to add to the gold reserve of the Bank of France.
There are eight millions of married people in France. It is therefore
estimated that no less than 4,000 tons—metric tons—of gold would
be added to the national reserve if all the rings were handed in.”

Sunday Paper.

Quite correct, assuming that the Frenchwedding-ringweighs
approximately an English pound.

SHE-SHANTIES.

“I Can’t Think What He Sees in Her.”

Jealousy ’s an awful thing and foreign to my nature

;

I ’d punish it by law if I was in the Legislature.

One can’t have all of anyone, and wanting it is mean,
But still there is a limit, and I speak of Miss Tureen.

I'm not a jealous luoman,

But I can’t see what he sees in her,

I can't see what he sees in her,

I can't see lohat he sees in her I

If she was something striking

I loould understand the liking,

And I loouldn't have a ivord to say to that

;

But I can't see lohy he 's fond

Of that objectionable blonde—
That fluffy httle, stuffy little, flashy little, trashy little,

creepy-craioly, music-hally, hcnrid little cat !

I wouldn’t say a word against the girl—be sure of that

;

It ’s not the creature’s fault she has the manners of a rat.

Her dresses may be dowdy, but her hair is always new,
And if she squints a little bit—well, many people do,

I'm not a jealous looman,

But I can’t see lohat he sees in her,

I can't see what he sees in her,

I can't see what he sees in her

!

Ee 's absolutely free—
There 's no bitterness in me,

Though an ordinary woman ivotdd explode ;

I'd only like to knotv

What he sees in such a crow

As that insinuating, calczdating, irritating, titivating,

sleepy little, creepy little, sticky little toad !

- A. P. H.

Ube ''implacable/'

Mr. Punch has more than once supported the appeal

made by Admiral-of-the-Fleet Lord Beatty for funds to

restore the old Trafalgar line-of-battle ship Implacable and
fit her out for holiday training purposes. Two colour block

prints of the ship have been designed and cut byMr. Hesketh
Hubbard, E.B.A., and are bn sale in aid of the Implacable

Fund. They measure lOf inches "by 15, and the price of

each is £1 2s. postage and packing included. They can

be supplied mounted for an additional 2/6. Orders should

be sent to the Secretary of the Implacable Fund, Captain
Altham, C.B., E.N., at the Eoyal United Service Institute,

Whitehall, London, S.W.L

Sir Boyle Eoche Bedivivus.

The rich man’s motor may sow the seeds of the class war, but the

landlord’s horse yielded the milk of human kindness.”

Provincial Paper.

And that ’s why the cow jumped over the mare’s nest.

Our Helpful Press.

“I met yesterday one of the few men who see in the coal dispute

the fulfilment of their life-long dreams. He is an expert cn the

soot problem. ‘ Anyone who uses their eyes can see how very much
clearer London is, and how much farther one may see,’ he said. An
American photographer said almost the same thing about the London
atmosphere last week. ‘It ’s a magnificent improvement,’ he said.”

Morning Paper,

“ The efects of the foreign coal we are now burning arc un-
pleasantly noticeable. In the still heavy air of this morning, with
a neighbouring hotel chimney belching black smoke, Pali Mall
smelled like Wigan. Suburban gardeners are complaining of tbeir

smoke-begrimed foliage, and the trees ‘in Hyde Park are distinctly

darker than they were at this time last year .”—Evening Payer.
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IS THE INFINITE— VARIETY* OP THEIR SUBJECT-MATTER.
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threedavs on business fromConstantine, ceased to look like a sheikh and looked,

A SKEIKH IN WHITE KID GLOVES. -where Thave my home, and look what with his close-cropped head, like a French

He got into our carriage at the last I have had to bring my wife back, what restaurateur. “ One sees that Madame

moment iust as the train was leaving I had to promise her before she would does not know any Arab ladies. My
Biskra, a personage attired with more let me go at all! ” wife sees as many people as she likes,

than Oriental splendour. All one could He divedlaboriously in hiddenpockets Doubtless she will have given several

see, first of all was a turban of white- and produced three leather oases. They parties in my absence. She is very

and-gold silk, an all-enveloping haick of contained a large Hand of Fathmah set modeme. She gets her clothes from

white shantung, and a burnous of white with pearls, a gorgeous silver-and-enamel Paris (I have just had to pay a bill for

cloth. His face, by the way, was the bracelet, and lastly a diamond ring of five thousand francs—that will show

face of a sheikh in a best-seller—eagle native workmanship. you 1), plays Bridge and drives her car,

nose, flashing dark eyes, pale i
and is always entertaining.”

olive skin and snowy teeth. I
j, V. /

“But she is veiled. I al-

pw Sheila cast him^an admir-

^
^>5==

s^ ^
m^s^ ple&de^d^with hm^ cling-

woX^g
’

just bow
^ifj i "l “And^ she ^never sees any

his TOlumiLuTctothLg\kh I

j| |j aZfth^T®^*^ d°^^f h^^F-^^ h'

LadT^ar^the train loitered
|

friends,Madame—andthemen

through the sunbaked Algerian >1 ipflt
'

I

of her own family, of course,

uplands. But inafewmoments |il|j !. You would never imagine how
he peeled off the burnous and |||i gj

many^ cousins a woman can

He was then revealed in a i||^HT H He shook his head mourn-

gorgeous waistcoat of blue and | j ||| | fully and replaced his turban,

silver, beneath which blushed wiiM iliL instantly becoming once more

a vest of the subtlest pink, all lord of the desert, to my

moment^the men of our party ||j | j j

confided to me, “ is a European

were moved by Providence to i ;!|
I wife—an Englishwoman.- Nat-

go and smoke cigarettes in the i

|
{ urally I shoulddivorceHalima.

corridor, so he was free—and | |
It is simple, since we have

somehow Iknew hehadwanted

||

BK no children. Only
1^

should

a denfand as^to whether I I gathered that it ^yould be

lish ladies," said ^e sheikh m
j

'

“That does not matten I

excellent French, “particularly 11
* la have plenty of money, ifam-

as in their country they never j dullahl My brother also. 1

see the sun." have a younger brother who is

“ Oh, yes, we do sometime," ^ S8Sv^ quarried and who also seeks

I assured hjm. But it was one an English wife. He also is

of those conversations where Visitor. “ Don’t you find it awkward to keep a doo ifistruit. He has a magniheent
I was destined simply to play ^ flat ? ” bathroom in green marble and
the part of feeder. He hurried

understands, and he always ^ ^ ^ \ 1 j i

on rapidly. I feather beds. A woman would
“I have always immensely admired] “And all that,” he murmured, fixing not be better lodged in Paris,”” ”” " ' ' - -

-

««just for “ I ’m sure of it. But tell me—if your
second marriage was a failure what

ss too,” I added. would you do ? Divorce again ?
”

As a matter of fact “ Why not ? ” said he simply. (And

English ladies. You see, I am not at! me with a wistful dark eye, “just for

all vieuxjezi, like most of my country- three days’ liberty.”

men. I am ires mstruit. I admire^

Englishwomen because they are so in-

dependent, and so large in their ideas.

Visitor. “Don’t you find it awkward to keep a dog
IN SUCH A TINY FLAT?”

Bride. “ Oh, no. Tootums understands, and he always
KEEPS HIS TAIL BETWEEN HIS LEGS—DON’T YOU, DARLING?”

imired I “ And all that,” he murmured, fixing I not be

“ And on business too,” I added. would you do ? Divorce again ?
”

ParfaiiemenU As a matter of fact “ Why not ? ” said he simply. (And
she wanted to come too, so I preferred why not, indeed, if it comes to thab ?)

Nowl would not like to marry a French- this way out of it. I said I would bring “I do assure you,” said my sheikh,
|

woman. They keep their husbands like her back a present for every day I was looking at me very earnestly and hand-
j

little dogs on chains, the French ladies.” away from her—that is why I come ing me an ornate visiting-card, “that I
j

“ Your own countrywomen are more back so quickly.” should be a very good husband. Halima
j

submissive?” I hazarded. “It must,” I urged upon him, “be has seen to that. I should give my wife
'

“Submissive? Madams se moque de so very dull for her while you ’re away, everything she wanted. My brother
7noi I Of course I have had bub one shut up like that, seeing no one.” also . . . Madame, if you should hear

'

wife, butshecertainiy is not submissive. Seeing no om ! ” He took off his of any English girl w^ho would consent
See you, Madame, I came to Biskra for turban to mop his brow and instantly I beseech you to wribe to me.”



He leaped up and began drawing on
a very tight .and perfectly new pair of

white kid gloves, while I stared at the

card he had given me :

—

“ Mansour-ben-Mustapha-bek-Lakhdab,

Sheikh des Bount-Bassin,

Constantine,'^^

“I won't forget,” I murmured, and,

being devoured by curiosity, “ Tell me
—why are you putting on white kid

gloves ?
”

‘^Because we are getting in to El
Guerrah and my wife is meeting me
there with the car. She always insists

on my wearing white kid gloves when
I ride with her. She is ires correcie.

Nous wild ! An revoir, Madame—and
do not forget, I beg you.”

He kissed my hand in a way that no
B. M. Hull sheikh could have sur-

passed, and, draping himself once more
in his series of burnouses, jumped out,

with a final emotional glance in the

direction of Sheila. We watched him
getting into a very neat little car, whose
chauffeur was sitting behind, while a

fascinating creature in filmy black dra-

peries, her face hidden—pour ainsi dire

—by a wisp of white chiffon, had her

slim henna-tipped hands on the wheel.

As the car sped off I thought I caught
a flashing black glance from above that
little white veil—^none too friendly.

“ Sheila,” I said after a pause (Sheila

knows no Erench to speak of), “ I have
just received a proposal of marriage for

you.”
** My dear !

” cried Sheila. “ I hope
you accepted it.”

‘‘ Well, no—but it isn't too late. It

was from the Sheikh of the Boum-
Eassin, who 's just got out. The poor
dear is dying to marry an English
girl.”

Oh, well, why shouldn’t he ? ” said

Sheila carelessly. “It doesn’t much
matter whom you marry these days;
you can always divorce them.”
Who was it said that East is East

and West West?

Our Helpful Journalists.

Erom articles on the coal stoppage :

—

“ What is needed is a gesture leading to a
formula that can ho fashioned into a con-

venient bridge for a general return to work.”
Weekly Paper,

“ However ... it is thought the crisis will

now pass, though it would be more quickly
over ... if the men returned to work in a
body , . . than be allowed to drift back.”

Daily Paper,

WEDDING-DONG-BELtS.

II.

—

The* Oroanist,
"

The Organist deserves a’word •

He 's seldom seen but always heard
;

In surplice redolent of starch

He thunders out the Wedding March
And rendershymns with practised ease.

Knocking the stops in with his knees,

Pulling *^the stops out with his teeth,

Pounding the pedals underneath,
Crashing the keyboard with his fist,

A busy little Organist.

And yet, despite his wealth of chord,

The Organist is often bored
And frankly wishes be were not
So impotent to stop the rot.

(This is the outcome of immense
And sinister experience

Of happiness in married life.

Beginning with his own dear wife.)

But Duty, Duty, must be done,

So when the twain at last are one
And Parson, beaming down below,
Signals aloft to let her go.

He blows for joy (but not his own)
A final blast of Mendelssohn.

"Cook’s Secret Out.”
Newspaper Placai d.

Our cook’s secret has been out a long
time. She can’t cook.
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D” Company . Two long rings. None of them was the Adjutant, who
OUR REGUISEHTAL TELEPHONE. Quartermaster . One long ring. was so overcome at the unexpected

Ws’va just had a local telephone Everybody was frightfully pleased outbinrst he had evoked that he hung

put in in our barracks to connect up and started immediately to try to up his receiver and tenderly caressed

the Adjutant’s office with the Quarter- think of something to ring somebody his ear-drum. When the subsequent

master and all four Company' Com- else up about. inconclusive argument between the four
j

manders. Previous to this, of course, The Adjutant was the first. He re- heated clerks as^ to who had rung the

when the Adjutant wanted to give membered something he wanted to tell other up hadi died down after lasting

“A” Company some information, he “D” Company about the Quarter- six minutes and concluding ver^ bias-

had the following two ways of doing it. master, so he seized the handle and, phemously, the Adjutant rather timidly

The first method was for him to ring having inadvertently given a short ring gave two very long and very definite

a bell, tell the clerk, who subsequently before he realised that “D ” was a long rings.
.

• „
appeared, to take down in shorthand ring, hurriedly made it into a long one The voice of “ D ” Company clerk

a letter containing the information for and added another. Then he took up suddenly burst upon him with : “Nab,

“ A ” Company, and then send him off the receiver. then ;
there you go again ! I keep

to type it out. Eeturning after lunch, Now Private O’Jector, “A ” Company telling yon that ’s my number you ’re

the Adjutant would sign the typed clerk, had been sitting over the tele- ringing. If that’s you, O’Jector, play-

letter and a .copy. The letter would phone ever since it had been installed ing your games again I’ll come

then be entered in a register by another in a state of suppressed excitement, with round and .
.

_

clerk, sealed up -'in an envelope, and the result that as soon as he heard the “Is that ‘D ’ Company? ’’ said the

finally taken to the) ^ Adjutant in his most

orderHes’room."'’From
J j l| fili I If I I Mliilill''

refinedSandhurst voice.

here, if the orderlies ii
' I'

! L IJ ' ^ il

'
''

’ “ speaking.’’

were not too busy eat-
(
~ J| .Ba=i==i I I ! , .

^ Feavy

ing, shaving or playing ; '_Z! 1 1
i

'I Ml P silence. Then “Bli-

with cats, the things
^ M mey!” floated down the

which orderlies always 1
'!

I
I

appear to be doing
|!
L

f

'

i .W i

|

' was another
_

silence,

when you want them, i ll.ill _ L i ,i|
^ short while “D ’’

theletterwouldbetakeh ii kWvjiV fj/' I'j
CompanySergeant-

across to “A” Company ] mi hi' Major was heard,

late that night or early ''TiT/K; U' W i
!l I H “• • • answer

next morning, so that' ^ i;; I .'I! the telephone properly

“A” Company Com-| ^ V ']

- '
next time, m’ lad, or I ’ll

mander would get it im-
i ! ' l/<

' be after you. . . . Yes,

mediately after break-, i

'i il!.L»iailU-n.-.=F '> > •’ ^ Sir, Sergeant-Major

fa'st—about a quarter' .'i
.'V;-

Magazine speaking.”

to eleven.
j

U ,
|l.k The Adjutant, very

The second method! !' 1|i'![i'‘®!| ^ 'ih-'’'
''

!!
pleased with himself,

was for the Adjutant to i'j,
i, y 1 1 "..ij ; j,! .llV,;i

'
j'l'tH'r,.!' 'KWo.rj- tegan his conversation.

go to the door of his ^
'

.r' j, ',.t^
'

t
~ was getting well

Garnilous Landlady, “Do you know, when you fiest come, I knew oknnf fka <=lQlin
office and shout the tooet^e. I says to myself, ‘That’s just the soet o’

away about the deim-

necessary iniormation couple I likes to do foe—pleasant* an’ affable an’ not too much class.” ^uencies ot the muarter-

across to Captain Bay- master when Captain

' • • . ' i : ' ' ^.-rrrFT

'if

:

’5

— games again 1 11 come

D ' Company? ” said the

Adjutant in his most
refinedSandhurst voice.

“ Adjutant speaking.*'

There was a heavy
silence. Then “Bli-

mey I " floated down the

wire, after which there
' was another silence.

1 1

In a short while “D *’

I Company Sergeant-
Major was heard.

. and answer
r* the telephone properly

next time, m' lad, or I ’ll

be after you. . . . Yes,

Sir, Sergeant - Major
Magazine speaking.”

The Adjutant, very

pleased with himself,

began his conversation.

Do you know, when you fiest come, I KNEW
I SAYS TO MYSELF, ‘ ThAT ’B JUST THE SOET O’

go to the door of his '

„
'

'

r' J 7 7 '<.t! t
getting well

4.ki^ Garnilous Landlady, “Do you know, when you fiest come, I knew oknnf fka <=lQUn
office and shout the tooet^e. I says to myself, ‘That’s just the soet o’

away about the deim-

necessary iniormation couple I likes to do foe—pleasant* an’ affable an’ not too much class.” ^uencies ot the muarter-

across to Captain Bay- master when Captain

onet in “A” Company office twenty I first short ring, “A” Company’s call, 1 and Quartermaster Ledger’s voice broke

COUPLE I LIKES TO DO FOE—PLEASANT* AN’ AFFABLE AN’ NOT TOO MUCH CLASS.”

yards distant. he grabbed the receiver without waiting in upon them from apparently no-

But nowwe have a telephone. I don’t for any more. In “ B ” Company office where :

—

quiteknow, however, that the Adjutant the clerk, hard at work on a football “’Ere, Sir, that’s not true what the

gains much in speed over the first coupon, heard two rings, but, having Sergeant-Major says. What I mean to

method. It depends on the orderlies’ as yet had no chance of comparing one say is, that married coar'^' wasn’t signed

meals in one case, and the Company- ring with another so as to be able to for, and Sergeant-MajorMagazineknows
office clerks’ cross-word puzzles in the distinguish a short from a long one, it . .

.”

other. Some day we are going to have thought they might be two shorts and “Beg pardon, Sir
;
you know you

a stop-watch trial. so took up the phone. “C ” Company only told me to . .
.”

The most interesting point, however, heard three rings, certainly of varying The Adjutant again hung up his

about our new telephone is that it is lengths, but knew that no one else receiver and left tbem to it. Oninvesti-
a circular one. Everyone is on the one except himself had three rings, and gation half-an-hour later he found the

wire and there is no exchange. The “D” Company rightly guessed that argument still in progress, only now
telephone-bell, rung by a handle in one the call was obviously for him. Captain “ B ” Company Commander, under the
office, rings in all the others. It was and Quartermaster Ledger of course advantagesof the new system, had been
obvious therefore that a code of rings took his receiver off too, just to listen raked in as well to support Sergeant-
had to be prepared for the different in, because no Quartermaster has yet Major Magazine,
people on the wire, and this the Adjutant been made who can resist picking up The high-water mark, however, of our
did. He drew up the following list, gratuitous information in a barracks, telephoning efficiency came later in the

;

which he posted up in his own office “ Hullo 1
” said the Adjutant. afternoon when the Adjutant, having

and sent out to the others :— Four eager voices promptly roared consistently written letters to the Com-

did. He drew up the following list,

which he posted up in his own office

and sent out to the others :

—

“A” Company . One short ring.

“B” Company . Two short rings.
‘‘ C ” Company . Three short rings.

gratuitous information in a barracks, telephoning efficienc
“ Hullo 1

” said the Adjutant. afternoon when the
Four eager voices promptly roared consistently written

“ TTnllrk f
” ai-mnH.anormcilTT v.nv.<rr f‘ Hullo 1
” simultaneously.

Then four angry voices
‘ Get off the line !

”
bellowed

pany Commanders for the remainder of

* Coal for married quarters.



the day, received a messenger from “A ”

Company.
“ Captain Bayonet’s compliments,

Sir, and he would be wishing to ring

'you up. Would you let him know your
number of rings ?

”

The Adjutant referred to his list and
found that, though he had given num-
bers to everyone else, he had left out

any reference to himself. He invented

a number—three long rings—and rang
up ‘‘A” Company to tell them, but

could get no reply. Determined to use

the telephone or die in the attempt he
went to the office door and shouted
loudly for Captain Bayonet.

What-ho !
” said Captain Bayonet,

appearing a short way away at his

office door.

*‘Tell your clerk to attend to the

’phone.”

**Eight-o, Sir. . . O’Jector, go and
answer the ’phone, and keep your ears

open.”

A little later Private O’Jector’s hum-
bled voice sounded in the Adjutant’s

receiver

—

* A ’ Company speaking, Sorr.”

‘‘Tell Captain Bayonet that my
number is three long rings.”

“Very good, Sorr.”

A moment later three long rings

sounded in the Adjutant’s office. A
voice said :

—

“Is that the Adjutant, Sorr? Hold
on, Sorr, a minute ; Captain Bayonet
would like to speak to you.” A. A.

SILENT STEEET.
I SOMETIMES go down Silent Street,

The street that never ends,

And knock at ghostly doors to greet

A host of vanished friends.

I visit Madame Memory

—

It doesn’t take me long

;

In most departments you can buy
Old Kisses for a Song

;

And worn-out Aches and Pains hang
there,

All really very cheap,

Eor Time, the general manager,
Is soared that they won’t keep.

TheBargain Floor,mydear,’s a Dream

;

You ask Eomance the way

;

They let me have an old Moonbeam
For love, down there, one day.

The Faults and Follies, almost new,
Have been reduced by half.

AndWisdom (just turned twenty-two)
Will sell one for a laugh

;

And you should see the Sentiments
Upon the Eemnant Pile,

One, six weeks long, for thirty cents,

Three Sighs and half a Smile.

One section stocks some fine Eegret;
The liftman ’s called Despair

;

It ’s quite expensive stuff, and yet
It fades in open air.

The keeper of the Lucky Dip,

Young Innocence, is shy
And has a slightly pouting lip

;

Most people pass him by ;

But you may get a Golliwog,

An ounce of Nursery Ehyme
Or (well wrapped up in years of Fog)
A “ Once-Upon-a-Time.”

So, when I *m feeling out-of-sorts

And liverish and sore,

And there ’s no pep in winter sports

And cocktails are a bore,

I go to Madame Memory’s—
The store stays open late

;

It ’s bigger far than Selfetdge’s,

Though not so up-to-date.

And when I long for something sweet—
Youth or a Teddy Bear

—

I just go down to Silent Street

;

They always have it there.

The Cat still keeps his Fiddlestick

;

The Man ’s still in the Moon

;

And when I ’m good they let me lick

.

The honey off’ the Spoon.
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• TO JANE
.
AUSTEN.

[“In the halLthej' parted.”—J’ntZe and Prejudice, chap. Iviii ]

My dainty, my attractive, most adorable of Janes,

My Jane,' by whose accomplishment we hear
Of Mr, Bennet's household and the ladies it contains,

Especially' (a dear),

If anything,that 's perfect can be held to have a Wot,
As e’en the very sun has been convicted of a spot,

I wish to bring your notice to a matter which is not
Quite clear.

When Pride has done with Prejudice for Prejudice with
Pride),

And Darcy, though a prig when he began.
Has proved about as worthy an incomparable bride
As any humble specimen of man,

We ’re anxious for the bappy end that everyone prefers
Eor people of his rnerit and, particularly, hers.

And, looking at it baldly, you might say that it occurs
‘‘To plan.”

You start that poor young couple on a pleasant country
walk,

You bring off the proposal very pat.

And coolly pass them on to an unenterprising talk
That lasts them till they reach the front-door mat

;

And we wait on in patience in the hope that they ’ll betray
Some element of rapture in the customary way.
Till “ In the hall they parted ”

! One can almost hear you say,

“That’s that.”

My pretty Jane, I take it you are perfectly aware
That when these new adjustments have begun

A coy exchange of kisses will set in between the pair

;

It ’s not a case for argument—it ’s done.
For young men it ’s a method of expression that they ’vo

earned.

For maidens it ’s a compliment that has to be returned

;

Did nothing of the kind occur ? As far as you ’re concerned,
Not one.

How any sort of novelist, if given such a chance,
Would tackle it, you know as well as I

;

He ’d simply take a bucket to the water of romance
And pump away until the well was dry

;

Yet. not an arm encircled that Elizabethan waist,
And not a sound is heard of a salute, however chaste

;

It wasn’t due to shyness, or to prudery misplaced

;

Then why ?

It may be that such passages afflicted ypu with chill,

Or, seeing you might readily suppose
Your readers could elaborate the details at their will,

You left it them to do it as they chose

;

Or was it that the young men of your era were so dense.
So utterly bereft of Sensibility and Sense,
That you, my Jane, were lacking in the right experience?

Who knows ?

And yet—I know a portrait
;
I have looked on it with sighs—

A little lady, very far from plain,

With a little lurking devil in a pair of large round eyes,
A darling, with a twinkle, and a brain

;

And I think, if I *d been living in that age instead of this,

And you ’d been uninstructed in the rapture of a kiss.
Itwouldn’t have been my fault. Oh, to think of it! Oh, bliss!

Oh, Jane 1 Dum-Dum.



SiGNOE Mussolini. “ AH, WE MANAGE THESE THINGS BETTEE IN EOME.”





MORE JACKDAW IN GEORGIA.

Mb. Potsnaffle and the Fair
Aganippe.

[After Mr. Bobebt Nichols.)

I.

It was dawn at the foot of Mount
Helicon. Aganippe, laving her shapely

limbs perfunctorily in the light of

the quotidian spectacle, now pearl, now
sombre red, looked across the Boeotian

plains and sighed. The sacred airs of

the mountain,perfumed withviolets and
lilies, paused in their deliberate uncoil-

ing to hear the earliest sigh of the

half-awakenednymph
;
the eastern light

assumed a delicate peach-like quality

in sympathy ;
all was still save tor the

sound of that one unaffected gush of

feeling and the crisp murmur of beauty-

troubled waters. Dabbling her glossy

breasts and hips as she had done in

ten thousand similar dawns Aganippe
gazed upward at the still-dark summit
and cried aloud for sheer vexation.

‘‘Hateful existence 1
” she complained.

“ Who would be a nymph petted by the

Muses ? To bask and frisk here day
in and day out, with for visitors only

bores like pompous Clio and shrill

Euterpe or that mugwump Melpomene.

Erato *s tolerable, but you can*t have
one without the others, and I 'm sick of

the whole blessed Nine 1

”

The brightness of her habitual smile

fled as she reflected upon the dullness of

being the custodian nymph of so select

a stream, nor did it return when she|

lifted the jewelled comb and mirror that ^

Erato had given her to commemorate
two particularly felicitous moments
with Anacreon and Herrice. She
kicked viciously at the water. After all,

this constant titivation, this perpetual

combing of one’s hair under the unre-

gardful eyes of Phoebus or the self-

enamoured eyes of the Nine, was a
tedious occupation. Beauty was in

the eyes of the beholder, and preferably,

she thought, in those of a male mortal.

So thinking, the discontented nymph
stretched herself in a rainbow spray
and yawned as wideljr as good breeding
would permit.

But now the dusk pall on the top of

Helicon was lifting. Waves of amber
and purple and rose shifted and flowed

about the sacred peak. Aganippe paused
in her yawning lor a moment to admire
the decision with which Phcebus, curled

and conceited as ever, drove his celestial

omnibus in top gear over the rim of the

near horizon. But soon her yawns

kept time with her combing, and as

that morning she had reached her
millionth combing it was scarcely sur-

prising.

“Oh, for goodness’ sake, Mother
Hera,” she said, “send me a man to

talk to or I shall go mouldy with bore-

dom.”
The prayer was a thought indelicate

in its phrasing, but, as it happened, it

found a ready listener. Since midnight
Hera had been bitingly remonstrating
with Zeus upon his ill-concealed affair

with Amphitrite, the wife of his brother

Poseidon. The din of connubial dis-

agreement had shaken the night sky.

“A pretty figure you make indeed,

coming home here all seaweedy and
briny. You ought to be ashamed of

yourself, at your age tool And if it

isn’t one it’s another. Any wet little

fool will serve your fancy. If you didn’t

hold the position you do d’ you think

one of those nereids or oreads would
look twice at you ?

”

Thus the heavenly tartar was raging

when Aganippe’s heartfelt cry arose,

and, knowing her spouse’s partiality

for the nymph—quite avuncular, of

course—Hera saw a way to give his

self-conceit a jolt. Zeus had left her
chamber, throwing a cowardly thunder-
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bolfe over his shoulder as he went, but free with his nieces. Isn’t it wonderful ? when the blue night comes and the

this Herahad caught andneatly dropped I’ve waited thousands of years for your malicious fauns peer with burning eyes

into a London newspaper office. coming, and now at last you have come, in the darkness you shall bear me away.

‘‘By all means, dearie,” she purred My hero! My beloved I You have come But first be as the fauns and the sons

in response to Aganippe. “ Send you to give me freedom and delight
;
you of the gods.”

a man? That will I, and in double will take me right away from here, Mr. Potsnaffle was confused, but

quick time 1
” And since it was the won’t you ? ” inclined to compromise. He began to

prayer of the Nine’s prettiest favourite Mr. Potsnaffle was dazzled by the roll his trousers to the knees, Tenta-

she felt it only right to call her stepson peach-like contours of her dawn-flushed tively he began to wade through the

x\pollo and ask him to make a sugges- body as the water rippled joyously over sparkling waters towards her. She

tion. its fair surfaces. He permitted himself a called herself Aganippe, but she spoke

Apollo was affability itself. “Dearest glance, and then another. He saw the like Circe and the Arabian Nights,

I

stepmother, I have a votary who ’ll gold of her luxuriant hair spread fan- This was Helicon Hill and this the

j

serve your turn to a nicety. A touch wise on the stream. In his nostrils fountain of the Muses. He paused in

from me and he will be translated in was the fresh fragrance of violets and the stream, trembling with bewilder-

seeming substance to the minx’s foun- wood anemones. Music was being ment and desire. But she called to

tain. It will be a pleasant enough ex- woven about him in skeins of liquid him in a voice soft and sweet as the

perience for him, and I venture to enchantment. A dizziness seized him, honey of Hymettus. Greecewas Greece,

think, without filial disrespect, that the and involuntarily he sank to his knees her glory eternal. Septimus Potsnaffle,

pater, in his present state, will be com- 1 on the green-and-gold sward,

plefcely taken in. I ’m
]

not the son of the Chief
,

Illusionist for nothing.

As for little Aggy, she’s

in that happy state
^

when a clothes-horse

wouldwin heraffection. ^

He came slowly to

the brink of the stream,

blinkingat thenow efful-

gent morning through "

shell-riromed spectacles.

He was wearing flannel

trousers and a coat of

Donegal tweed, with a

knapsack on his back, «Lc;42^-^|rc

a notebook in one hand '
‘

and a stout ash stick
“Tuppence, p

in the other. For an
appreciable fraction of

a minute the two looked at each other,

the green-and-gold sward. I Eocknegie Professor of Greek Litera-

]
ture at Yarvard, Ba., if

* not lusty, was adven-

^ flame and steam where

Q Potsnaffle had
sE, IE.

, stood. About her was
CTING IN YOUR BEASTLY CHAIR.* ,, ,

®

R. You ’AS TO PAY FOB A NICE BIT 0* SHADE LIKE THAT.’*
thesoundot javeliDS and
hurtling bolts. Light-

“ No, do not worship me, my' ideal.
I

nings and thunderous crashes shook

Tuppence, please, Sir.’*

But I ’n not sitting in your beastly chair.'*

Can’t ’elp it, Sir. You ’as to pay fob a nice bit o’ shade like that.”

Aganippe in mid-stream, a blurred pink- It isn’t adoration- I ask but freedom, the base of the sacred hill. Facedown-
ness in the now radiant water, andMr. freedom to follow you to the ends of ward in the stream she shrieked for Clio,
Potsnaffle on the bank. the world,” And then, on a sudden Melpomene, Erato, anyand every Muse

His eyes fell before hers as speaking impulse of coquetry, the nymph darted to protect her from the wrath of Zeus,
rapidly and nervously, he said— behind a rock and improvised a garment who strode to and fro on the hilltop
“I beg your pardon most awfully, of weeds and water-flowers. Mr. Pot- cursing his honorary niece. And from

but I had no* idea-—I assure you I had snaffle arose unsteadily. her cloudy coign Hera leans with that
not the slightest idea I should find “ And now,” she said, reappearing scamp Apollo and laughs unpleasant
anyone bathing here. I hope, my dear and lazily resuming the combing of her laughter ; “ One for you, you old fool I

young lady, my sudden appearance has tresses, “we can talk. But first you Out out by a Yankee Professor with a
not dis^essed you.”

^

must take off those foolish garments bald head and flannel trousers. Ha, ha!
”

Mr. Potsnaffle jerked his straw hat which obscure your lower limbs. The
from his bald head and dipped his stoop- young sons of the gods have skins as
ing shoulders as he turned to go, but brown as bees; -the legs of the fauns Mr. Septimus Potsnaffle awaked
the nymph stayed him,

^ ^

from whom I hide are shaggy. Only suddenly with a sense of being stifled
“ Oh, but you mustn t of going, elephants have grey legs. Please take by the mosquito curtain which hung

I ana Aganippe and this is the stream them off and you shall come to me and like a cloud in the blue moonlight. His
bearing my name. That one over there sit with me on a boulder in the sun- slumber had been fitful and uneasy,
is^the rare, the blushful Hippocrene. light. Come, my hero ! You shall sing Perhaps it was the excitement of being
I m the pet of the Muses and an honor- and pipe to me aU a summer day, and in Athens. But Athens had not come
ary niece of Zeus himself. But dont tell me how beautiful I am and comb up to his expectations; it was modern
let ’s talk about him

; he ’s a little too my hair and dry it with kisses. And and cosmopolitan and tawdry. Yet
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to-morrow he would see the Parthenon.

The Parthenon! How strange every-

thing was 1 Awaking as he had just

done he had a curious feeling of disem-

bodiment. It seemed almost as if his

astral body had been wandering; he

wished he could remember where. He
felt too restless to fall asleep again.

Perhaps he might if he tried the old

incantation. Beginning with the A's

—

Achilles, Acontius, Actaeon, Adonis,

iEolus, Agamemnon, Aganippe . . .

Aganippe . . It was a stifling night.

. , . Aganippe, Aganippe. W. K. S.

Our Bright Boys Again.

Prom an answer to a preparatory

school General Knowledge paper :

—

“The Invisible Armada was so called be-

cause it was not seen in England.”

Historians, Don’t Worry.
“ Miss Loos’ own speech was the joint work

of herself and her husband, and was exactly

three words, ‘Authors prefer Leicester.’ ”

Evening Paj^e7\

“ ‘ I had to go on the stage after the show,’

continued Miss Loos, ‘and they made me
make a speech. I said these words, for I am
not good at making speeches. They were,

“ Gentlemen prefer Leicester.”
’ ”

Same Pa^er.

We prefer the first version.

“Deer forest stalkers report that stags are in

excellent condition, and should weigh well.

One fine eight-pounder has been grassed in

Glenfiddich .”—Scots Paper.

Poor little deer 1 They ought to have

put it back.

THE PURPLE EMPEROR.
There were Skippers all a-quiver

To the Admirals of the White,
There were Eritillaries flashing

Tiger-tawny tricks of light.

There were Ringlets bobbing coyly,

There were Peacocks pert with pride,

When the Emperor came bowing
(Was there ever such kow-towing? ),

When the Emperor came soughing

Zepbyr-softly down the ride.

The Hairstreaks warned the Coppers,

And the Coppers warned the Blues,

And Speckled Wood and Wall and
Heath

Went zig-zag with the news,

But the Painted Ladies glided

To the mirror of the brook,

Where sat an urchin angling,

Bare-armed with toes a-dangling,

And his eyes glued on the spangling

Of the minnows round his hook.

On the wood-wind’s scented sighings

Sailed the Emperor, full and fy,
And the azure of his slanting

Mocked the azure of the sky,

And the purple of his sunning

Mocked the violet’s velvet bud
As he settled in abstraction

—

Now, how did he find attraction

In the noisome liquefaction

Of malodorous black mud ?

So ecstatic his imbibing

That unmarked above him rose

The uplift of the small brown arm,

The body’s eager pose,

The creeping of the shadow,

The poising of the trap

—

Thus his purple pride was humbled,
And his raiment torn and tumbled
And his legs and feelers jumbled
In an urchin’s ragged cap.

On the furnace of the noon-tide

Fell a momentary chill,

The bumble stayed his bourdon
And the grasshopper his shrill,

The froggin’s croak was stifled

In a timid little cough
As the cap was slowly shifted,

As the brim was slowly lifted,

As a half-inch span was rifted

And—the Emperor was off 1

“BEITISH MINE CRISIS.
'

Offer from Cook,

READY TO RESIGN.

Headlines in Hew Zealand Pai^er.

But alas 1 for our hopes the paper in

question is dated June 8th, 1962.

There was an Archdeacon of Bristol

Who murdered his niece with a pistol,

“For,” he said, “I can’t bear

Your absurdly cropped hair

And your listening-in with a crystal.”

“Rangoon’ s new race-pouxse iias been opened.
To mark the occasion disqualification orders

against fourteen owners and trainers, eight

jockeys and seventeen ponies were cancelled.”

Chinese Paper.

The report that to celebrate the intro-

duction of the betting-tax the Jockey

Club is contemplating^, similar amnesty
has not yet been confirmed.
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I have been able to gather it, but whisper to Sylvia. Poor Charles, I’m
SUMMER IN ARCADY. Charles got quite upset about it in the afraid the fairies must have been a bad

YI.—The Fairy Eing, canoe. Somehow, before we’d even influence
;
he never used to use language

“ You ’ve got a canoe,” said Charles, begun to say all the amusing things like that. Andyousee what he’s doing?

smiling broadly. Charles always smiles which we could think of about them, That ’s called the Witch’s One-step,

broadly because Nature has built him the very mention of fairies seemed dis- But it ’s best to pretend not to notice

that way. tasteful to him. He even went so far anything. We’re going to boil a newt

I admitted it. as to say he wished he had never men- at midnight where the moon throws
“ How topping! ” said Sylvia, clap- tioned them at all. the shadow of the blasted elm and try

that way.
I admitted it.

“How topping!” said Sylvia, c

ping her hands. “ Does it float ?
”

“ Always on weekdays.”

at midnight where the moon throws
the shadow of the blasted elm and try

Be all that as it may, it looked a very to take the spell off.’

“"Always on weekdays.” nice place for a picnic. At a wide bend ‘‘Never mind the blasted elm,” said

‘•Then I propose we have a picnic,” in the river a discreetly hidden back- Charles. “Gome and take the [here

said Charles, whose thoughts run rather water led to a stretch of smooth turf, he controlled himself with an effort]

to food even in the most sylvan sur- surrounded on the landward side by basket.”

roundings.

Angela looked a little doubt-

ful about the canoe, but, as

Charles and Sylvia were our

guests at Arcadia Cottage, she

didn’t like to veto the sugges-

tion outright.
“ I know a lovely place,”

said Charles with new enthusi-

asm. “As a matter of fact

it’s only about a mile away
along the river, and absolutely

nobodyknows about it butme.”
Judging from the amount of

traffic carried by our river this

seemed unlikely, but Charles

was quite positive about it, and
he told us a long, rambling and
highly unlikely story to prove
it. He had, he said, started

out with the idea of doing a
little fishing about dawn one
summer morning (thus laying

the whole narrative open to

the gravest suspicion from the

start), and, as he was taking

a short cut to the towing-path,
he met a wrinkled old crone
with cross eyes and a hooked
nose. At this point the story

became a little confused, but
itwould seem that, after gazing
very hard at the unfortunate
Charles (who, cross-questioned,

does not remember whether he
crossed his fingers or not), the

I thick bushes; there was even a con-‘

t
ftf L

/4V'-' r'V
r

_
! T::

“‘You SEE,’ SHE SAID, ‘WE WANT TO SEE TEE FAIRIES
DANCE IN THE FAIRY RING.’ ”

“Oh,” said Angela suddenly, “look!”
“What?’’
“ A fairy ring. Charles must

have been speaking the truth

y; all the time.”
“ How strange! ” said Sylvia,

* ^4- looking at the ring but perhaps

^
'

T- not referring to it.

” Now look here,” said

f Charles-—“ that ’s enough about

4 C — —fairies and that sort of

thing. If there ’s any more of

rs-, it
—

”

! “ Dear Charles,” said Sylvia,
'

C' goiog close to him and stroking
""

his arm. “Do dance round it.

Please. Just once, to show us
how they do it.”

k “I shall do nothing of the

^ sort,” said Charles. “I’m not
a bally fairy.”

“ It ’s no use, Sylvia,” I said.

“That’s a fairy secret, and
Charles isn’t allowed by the
union to give it away. The
only way t^o get it out of him
is to put three pieces of witch
hazel down his back the first

^ time you hear the cuckoo on a
Friday.”

“You seem to know a lot

about it,” grunted Charles.

“I’ve had dealings with
witches too in my time,” I said

sadly, glancing at Angela.

But Charles turned away
old crone vanished, cleverly mumbling

I
venient stump to which to tie the I and began to dig food out of the basket

• J -1 0

It was a very nice picnic. Little

ripples lapped gently against the bank

the Lord’s Prayer backwards, an ex- canoe. like a terrier on the trail of a rat.
tremely difficult thing to do, especially We disembarked cheerfully, the near *
so early in the morning. prospect of food acting like a ray of It was a very nice picnic. Little
Anyway, Charles staggered along, sunshine upon our hearts. ripples lapped gently against the bank

evidently under a spell of some sort, “ There,” said Charles as proudly as and little gnats nibbled gently at the
and he declares positively that he was if he ’d made the place himself and then backs of our necks

; a big white swan
led by fairies to a wonderful backwater, created the rest of the world just to put floated noiselessly on the stream, and a
I he last thing he remembers is lying round it

—“how’s that for a picnic big black-beetle floated equally noise-
down on the grass whilst the fairies pitch?” lessly in the lemonade. Sunshine and

!
danced round and round him in a ring. “ That must be a very difficult thing spiders descended upon us through the
When he awoke the whisky flask to say on an empty stomach, Charles,” canopy of leaves above, and everything

which he had taken as a protection I said. “Did the fairies teach it to you? ” drowsed in the still heat—except five
against the treacherous morning rnists “No,” said Charles shortly, going million ants. It was a perfect picnic,
was empty, a proof, so Charles insists, back for the basket and stepping partly All of a sudden a meiTy whistle
that the fairies had really been there. As into the canoe and partly not. “ Curse sounded from the thicket,
he very reasonably points out, somebody it! ” he added, standing on one foot and “ A fairy !

” said Sylvia.
must have had it. shaking the other in the air. “Now look here ” said Charles.
That is the gist of the story so far as “You hear that ? ” I said in a loud “But it must be a fairy,” persisted



'Sylvia, ^‘becaiaseyou said no one knew
about this place except you and them,”

you say another word—” began
Charles.

But no one needed to. Suddenly a

large red-faced man broke cover with a

final crash, the whistle dying on his lips

as he caught sight of us. For one long

unblinking minute he stared,
“ He doesn't look much like a fairy,”

said Angela in a whisper.

“It's all right,” I whispered back.
“ It 's a magic disguise. You see, he ’ll

change into a toad or something when
he sees that Charles is a friend of his.”

“ I expect he's come to dance round
the fairy ring with Charles,” said Sylvia.

The fairy whistled again, a shrill

piercing sort of whistle this time, and
a large black fairy bull-dog came out of

the bushes and stood beside him. The
two advanced slowly towards us.

“ Do you really think he goes to hed
every night in a cowslip ? ''asked Sylvia.

“ It seems impossible, but you might
get Charles to ask him to show us how
it 's done.”

Six feet away the fairy paused,

“What are you doing here?” he
asked.

“Now watch Charles,” I whispered.
“ I expect he '11 blow a dandelion clock

at him or something—a secret fairy-

sign, you know.”
But Charles did nothing of the kind.
“ Just having a pic-nic,” he said.

“•Oh!” said the large red-faced

^

man shortly. “And who asked you
to come ?

”

Charles hesitated.
“ Go on, Charles,” I whispered. “ Tell

him. Tell him about the fairies.”

Charles took another look at the fairy

and two at the fairy bull-dog and gave
up the unequal contest.

“Nobody,” he said.

But Angela was on her feet in the

fairy-ring, close to the envoy of Oberon.
She smiled, and the little imps whom
not even a fairy could resist danced in

her eyes.

“You’ll let us stay a little while,

won’t you ? ” she said.

The big red-faced man was obviously

wavering. Angela sank her voice to a

confidential whisper.

“You see,” she said, “we want to

see the fairies dance in the fairy ring.”

A slow smile spread over the large

red face.

“That’s all right, missy,” he said.

“I often see 'em here myself,” and,

turning againto the thicket, he vanished.
But it was Charles who scored. With

masterly effrontery he snatched victory

out of defeat.

“ What did I tell you ? ” he said.

.. ^ L. DU G.

“MITCHAM FAIR FIGHT.
Knives and Fists Used Freely in a

Gipsy Battle.”
Evening Paper,

This may be Mitcham's idea of a fair

fight, but it isn't ours.

,THE VULTURE.
There 's nothing much to recommend
The vulture as a “ children’s friend ”

;

And it is not at all invidious

To call him positively hideous.

His shaven pate, disdainful look,

His beak with its repulsive hook,

His horrid taste for putrid food
(His only means of livelihood)

Make him a most unwelcome pet

;

In fact, so far I 've never met
A man who ’s kept one, never heard
Of anyone who 's tamed this bird.

He is, to say the very least,

A thoroughly disgusting beast.

Things That Might Have Been More
Happily Expressed.

“ If a man seriously ill it is certain that
he may be billed by a litble bad advice, and
since a great deal of it is already provided by
those who have spent their lives learning how
to give it professionally, with the whole weight
of considered medical opinion behind them, it

seems that the time has arrived when the
dangerous activities of the amateurs should be
chocked.”—Sunday Paper,

“ Chicago, Friday.
A man named Albert Blichmann wants a

new face, and is anxiously awaiting the decision

of plastic surgeons as to whether they can do
anything for him ”—Evening Paper,

If successfulthesesurgeonsmight attend
Mr. A. J. Cook, w'ho by now perhaps has

I

realised that the acquisition of a new
face would be cheaper than an attempt

1 to save the existing one.
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AT THc. PLAY. country before the trial

“Thy Name is Woman” (Criterion).

When il/rs. Arling, who moved in

what she would call “ Society,” made a C ilA)
claim on the Unicorn Insurance Com- ^ \ \
pany for the loss of an expensive pearl

\ ^
necklace vfhich had never existed, the

news leaked out that the Board of that

institution had decided to prosecute her

in' order to discourage a habit which

\ had apparently grown too popular in
§f W'

the best circles. The Chairman of the nNiM fe A
Board—I nearly said its Actor-Manager ^ f—was Sir James Garruthers, Baronet,

a dour Scot, who professed the very

strictest morality but had an eye for k

the beauty of 117*5. Indeed, when ^
wc first meet him, he had just returned \
from Ascot, where he had been watching \Vu
her all day through his field-telescope— \

an instrument that distinguished him ' //. \ \

from the less godly lovers of the Turf. \ \

What object he had in threatening to
^ W

prosecute her never really “ emerged.”

You would guess that his idea was to

force her to buy him off on the usual I DO LOVE ASCOT

terms. If so, he should have given us Arlmg . . Miss Heather
some clearer indication of his designs

should elope with him and get clear of a year on her. This document—worth-

the country before the trial can come less of course except on the stage—she
flourishes in the face of Carnithers,

t
- - Won over by her bravado—she even

has the effrontery to tell him that it

was he who gave her the imaginary

necklace—and recognising that, what-
ever happens, she is lost to him, he

/ withdraws his threat, on the alleged

ground of generous motives.

So all ends happily with Janet in

the arms of her husband, who seemed
to think it nicer that she should have
tried to obtain money on false pretences

than that she should have accepted a

necklace from a lover; nicer, in fact,

for his wife to have been dishonest to

somebody else than unfaithful to him-

self. We leave him about to start on a

mission to Tibet (a country that appears

to be in the theatrical air just now),

accompanied by Janet, I wonder what
the Dalai Lama will make of her and

WjL her pyjama tea-suit

!

Carr'iitliers, Mr. Norman McKin-
NEL was naturally very much in his

I DO LOVE ASCOT. element, though he was late in one of

liis entrances to it, and so caused a
I DO LOVE ASCOT.

some clearer indication of bis designs
^ ‘ '

’ rather embarrassing bitch in an other-

upon her virtue. As it was, whatever on, she secures from him an undertak- wise smooth production. He darkened

the nature of his scheme, he simply ing, written then and there on a scrap the mystery of Garruthers' motives by

dropped it—and the prosecution—for of paper, to settle five thousand pounds the reticence of his facial expression,

the sake, so 1 gathered, of the

husband, whom he discovered to

be a good fellow. I do not com-

plain, of this conversion, which

was good for his own soul and

tended to our edification; I

only complain that we never

got a satisfactory view of his

motives.

Meanwhile Janet Arling finds

herself in a painful predicament.

Either she must look forward

to doing six months in jail, or

she must prove the existence

of the necklace by procuring

evidence that sbe haii received^,

it as a present from somebody,

she herself beingtoo poorto have
bought it. Expressing a prefer-

ence for the second alternative,

she is abetted in it by an unscru-
pulous admirer, Mervyn Bland,

who undertakes to get the evi-

dence she requires. But Car-

ruthers is too quick for him, and
exposes, by means of an imagin-

ary dossier, the career of the

little Polish JTew who had been
prepared for a consideration to

give evidence that He had sold

the necklace to Bland,

Eailiagh.ere, Janet is not,yet

defeated. She changes from her

pyjama tea-suit into an evening

frock; and having accepted (to

"all appearance in good faith) a

proposal from Bland th^t ‘^she

BEITHEE SCOT. " -

Sir James Carruthers . . Mr, Norman McKinnel,
Donald Camjghell Mr. Sydney Benson,

which only varied from a sombre
and devastating stolidity to a

pale and almost equally devasta-

ting smile. It is too late in the

day to expect Mr. McKinnel to

change his skin; and, after all,

he is as good as anyone can
want in the one that he ’s got.

Miss Heather Thatcher

—

her first venture in comedy

—

improved as she went on. At
the start, when she came on
giddy with rapture over her

Ascot winnings, we should not

have been greatly surprised to

see her turn a revue somersault.

And throughout the play she

moved with the old jauntiness.

But when she kept still she did

better. I admit that, as the only

woman in the play, she escaped

comparison with her sex
;
but

she held her own with the men,
and gave a very promising ac-

count of herself.

As for the character of Janet,

no doubt before we met her

she had shown “frailty” (whose
“ name iswoman”) in this matter
of making a false claim ;

but in

the jplay itself her pluck and re-

sourcefulness went far to stultify

its title.

I must pay my compliments
to two excellent character-

sketches : Mr. Sydney Ben-
son’s Warsaw Jew [Donald
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Gcmipbell) and Mr. Hay Petrie's Bul-

strode-Smitli, clerk to the Unicorn In-

surance Company. Much fun, if not

very new, was got out of the Jew’s
Scottish alias] and the clash of wits

between the true Scot (Garniihers) and
the false was a pleasant thing to watch.
Mr. Petrie’s clerk, a humble and loyal

adorer of Janet Arling, whom he had
met at a Surbiton dance (for, though as

a member of “ Society ” she addressed

the Foreign Secretary, LordEivington,
as “Eivie,” she seems to have been
catholic enough to permit the suburbs
to come within the ambit of her social

activities), was a happy blend of pathos
and humour.
The others, including Mr. Gerald

kuESdu^MervyuBland, and Mr. Tristan
Eawson as Baymond Arling, were equal

to their respective occasions.

Mr. Neil Grant's comedy has stood
the journey from Kew to Piccadilly

Circus very well, and looks as if it ought
to make a long stay. I may be wrong
in doubting the clarity of Garruthers' i

motives, but if I know anything of

Criterion audiences they will not worry
over such trifles. They take their fun

and their intrigues where they can
find them, without analysing them too

curiously. Nor do I imagine that they
will share my captiousness on two small

points that disturbed my evening’s

serenity. But purely as a matter of

personal interest I should like the author
or the producer very kindly to tell me
(1) whether a man in the diplomatic

service would be likely to address his

chief, even on the telephone, as ‘‘Your

Lordship ”
;
and (2) whether it would

be possible, without oflending his sus-

ceptibilities, to ask the actor who had
to use the word “ acumen " to accent it

on the right syllable. 0. S.

“The Co-Optimists ” (His Majesty's).

Plus ga change^ plus c'est la mime
chose, and the Co-Optimists are still the

Co -Optimists, notwithstanding some
changes amongst the fair members of

the company and Mr. Davy Burnaby's
diminishing bulk. See to it, Davy,
slimness would but ill become you 1

Has co-optimism become a habit

both with audience and players ? Both
are apparently satisfied with a new^

programme (No. 12), which closely re-

sembles the old programme (No. 11,

10, 9—^it matters little). In spite of

the efforts of some eighteen gentlemen,

who have received “ grateful acknow-
ledgements” in the last page of the

programme for their collaboration in

“ sketches, scenas, lyrics, ideas, words
and music,” perhaps so many cooks

spoiled the froth. It is certainly some-
what lacking in the expected sparkle, a

little 'too strained at times, even- occa-

sionally fiat, and Mr. Burnaby's best

efforts could not quite reanimate it.

By far the best item was “Mary-
Eose-Marie,” by Messrs. Eeginald
Arkell and Archibald deBear, as

spontaneous and joyous a piece of work

Mr. Stanley Holloway plus a Baby
Grand.

as one could wish for, in which Mr.
Burnaby’s appearance as “Eose, the

half-starved Eambler,” was easily the

hit of the night.

For the rest, Mr. Gilbert Childs
seldom had a chance to display his

genius for humour. The ladies danced.

Mr. “W. G.” Burnaby.

Mr. Stanley Holloway sang, and Mr.
Melville Gideon was Mr. Melville
Gideon. '

.

-- E.

An “Agony”:

—

“Cleopatra.—^You will soon hear fi-om a
friend.—^Antony.”

“ Get me ink and paper : he shall have
every day

A several greeting, or I '11 unpeople
Egypt.”—Antony and Oieopatra,

Act J., Sc, 5.

TOILERS IN THE DEEP.

Everyone was made deaf by the sea.

The Atlantic Ocean, so called either

from Mount Allas or from the fabulous
island of Atlantis, makes a charming
barrier between the Old and the New
World, and has been crossed from time
to time by no less notable persons than
Christopher Columbus, Sir Francis
Drake, Paul Jones and Mr. William
Eandolph Hearst. But on its westerly
fringe the breakers are apt to be so large

and so unruly that they make a simple
bathe resemble a boxing match.
When one has been hurled head over

heels once or twice before getting to

swimming distance there is a loud per-

petual singing as of sirens in the ears.

For myself I took the precaution of
I

approaching the waves always with my
j

head turned in a southerly direction, so
‘that I was only deaf on the right side.

Mr. Chugworth had made no such
provision. He came out of his hotel

dressed in a slatternly fashion, carrying
the moist apparatus of the sea-dip and
having the usual modish maritime coif-

fure as illustrated in the old picture of

Strun'icelpeter,

Standing close to the lych-gate, which
is the spot where we assemble to talk

about the weather in the morning in

order to take sanctuary from reversing

four-seaters, he cried out something in

a loud voice, which, since I had my
right ear towards him at the moment,
I did not catch. Not wishing to seem
unmannerly, however

—

“A glorious end to the rubber, wasn't
it ? ” I shouted, flapping my towel at

him and preparing to face right about
in order to hear his reply. “A veritable

triumph for Wilfrid Ehodes 1

”

“Yes, he’s going prawning,” said

Mr. Chugworth in quiet tones.

I doubted the truth of this statement.

“I was talking about the last Test
match,” I bellowed.

Only a passing shower,” said Mr.
Chugworth.

“ How did your brother Henry get on
in the tennis tournament yesterday ? ” I

inquired, relinquishing my first subject

with a touch of annoyance.
“Murdered his wife with a coal-

hammer,” said Mr. Chugworth pleas-

antly.

I did not want to know what his

brother Henry did between the sets;

I was only interested in the result of

the game. It seemed to me that Mr.
Chugworth had an irrelevant mind.

“ Are you going to bathe ? ”T asked
him, changing the subject once more.

“ Great day'for young Larwood,” he
replied.

Despairingly I put my towel and
bathing-suit down on the old grey steps
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of the lych-gate and made ^vith my
hands the motion of a man preparing to

swim. Mr. Chugworth nodded his head,

and we proceeded together towards the

cove, making no more effort at conver-

sation, but each conducting a loud

monologue on his own account, he

about the difficulty of obtaining Devon-

shire cream, and I upon the subject of

railway accidents in France.

As we went down the steep and rocky

path, Mr. Chugworth changed gear sud-

denly to the supposed discovery of Lord

Kitchener’s body in Norway, but I

countered him rapidly by describing

the trouble I had had with a burst

tyre at Appledore. As a cautious inter-

change of views between the Mining

Association and the Miners’ Federation

the conference might have been re-

garded as normal and subtly diplomatic

in tone. As a candid outpouring^ of

soul to soul it perhaps left something

to be desired.

A few minutes later, however, the

Atlantic Ocean having landed Mr.

Chugworth one on the point of the

chin, he arose gasping and spluttering

to cry

—

“ Delicious, isn’t it ?
”

And I, recovering from a severe blow
in the solar plexus, ejaculated

—

Heavenly 1

”

We were en rapport again.

I am inclined to think that far too

much stress is laid upon the desirability

of listening to other people’s views.

One is, after all, more interested in

listening to one’s own, especially on a

holiday by the sea. But if the sense

of hearing is an over-rated gift, the

sense of sight is, at any rate, valu-

able.

Mr. Chugworth’s brother Henry is

short-sighted. It was for that reason

that I had made polite inquiries about
his welfare in the lawn-tennis tourna-

ment. There are so many hard-hitting

young girls of fourteen in this place.

He escaped from this sharp ordeal, it

appears, without accident, but he was
not so fortunate upon a later occasion.

Very short-sighted indeed, I repeat.,

is Mr. Chugworth’s brother Henry, but
he is a good swimmer withal. The
two of them happened to be standing
together on one of those strange jagged
rocks that jut out into the Western sea.

Here, I believe, or not far from here,

one of the great ships of the Spanish
Armada was driven ashore by the gale,

and the simple village folk were made
happy for months afterwards by the

rich plunder that they got from the
dead grandees. Nowadays, I suppose,

they have to be content with miserable

wretches like the two Chugworths and
me.

It was a grey rainy morning with a

south-westwind ,
and theAtlanticfoamed

and heaved.

“Look there! ” cried Mr. Chugworth’s

brother Henry suddenly, and, removing

his glasses but not his plus-fours, he

plunged headlong, like Hoeatius, into

the tide.

Mr. Chugworth shouted a remon-

strance, but even if Henry could have

heard him—which he could not~it

would have been too late, Henry swam
strenuously and skilfully up and down,

his shining red face with the wisp of

down-drawn hair kept appearing and
disappearing as he ploughed the swell.

But all too soon it became apparent

that he was in trouble, and he called for

aid. His brother ran to a party of

tourists who were picnicking higher up
the slope. One of them was despatched

to the lighthouse, and came back Tun-

ing with a man, a lifebelt and a rope.

Henry was fished for and with great

difficulty captured and beached alive.

Jumped upon, pommelled in the kidneys

and otherwise treated in the manner
proper to the apparently drowned, he

was at long last revived.

“ Did you see him ? Did you see

him ? ” he gasped when breath came.
“ See what ? ” said those of us who

can still hear.

“Old man—swimming—came up

—

several times—couldn’t reach him.”

With these few words Air. Chug-
worth’s brother Henry gurgled and
collapsed.

Everybody scanned the deep. There
was no sign. Mr. Henry Chugworth
came to himself again.

“ Nearly got him once,” he spluttered

;

“ but he kicked me aside—old man with

a bald head—in terrible distress—must
save him if we can.”

The waters churned against the rocks

and sent up great clouds of foam. But
on all the wide Atlantic there was still

nothing visible. Then fifty yards away
a dark speck was seen swimming.

“ There 1 there 1
” shouted everybody,

pointing with outstretched hands.

The dark speck disappeared.
“ It ’s a seal,” said the man with the

lifebelt.

So it was,

Mr. Chugworth’s dripping brother,

Henry, put on his glasses.
“ Dear me I

” he said. “ What a
remarkable thing 1 ’* and then, turning
to Air. Chugworth, “ Why, I was very
nearly drowned, Arthur, that time.”

“Thank Heaven!” responded Mr.
Chugworth fervently, raising his face

to the skies. Evoe.

“Beee Goes Down in Ontario.”

Headline in Irish Faper,

This has been known to happen in

England also.

RHYMES OF MY GARDEN.

The Hedgehog.
The hedgehog is a knowing fellow

Who, when t^he leaves fall sere and
yellow,

Eetires to seek his cosy bed.

All snug beneath the potting-shed
;

And there he sleeps the winter through,

A most sagacious thing to do.

'

But when the blithe impetuous Spring
Sets all my garden blossoming
He wakes and yawns and toddles out
To stretch his legs and look about.

On summer nights, from dusk to dawn.
He cruises up and down the lawn
Searching, for pleasant things to eat,

The tall grass by the garden seat.

His nimble jaws are swift to seize

Those pests that mar my early peas,

And, unsuspecting in the gloom.
Marauding wire-worms meet their doom,
While noxious grubs turn faint with

dread
To hear the hedgehog’s stealthy tread.

To add to his domestic joy

He has a wife and baby boy.

His wife, a fleet and agile dame,
Hunts with her spouse and heads the

game

;

His son is plump, to say the least,

A round and jolly little beast

Who trots beside his sire and feeds

On young and tasty centipedes.

It gives me vast delight to see

This amiable family

Devouring with prodigious zest

Those insects that I most detest.

I cannot but admire and praise

Their unassuming quiet ways.
And long acquaintance only tends

To make us closer firmer friends.

Another Headache for the Historians.

“PonroisE Attacks Ohtannel Swimmer.”
Scots Paper Pester, Aug. 26tK

“Dogfish Upsets Channel Swimmer.”
Another Scots Paper Poster, same dati.

“Channel Swimmer Beaten by Shark.”
-.4 third Scots Paper Poster, same date.

Personally, we think that it must have
been a cod.

“ The p esent Maharajah is entitled to a

salute of fifteen buns.”—Liverpool Paper.

On reading this Smith Alinor decided to

abandon his ambition to be either an
engine-driver or a “ movie ” star and to

be an Indian Prince instead.

“ Grand Annual Gymkhana. Komick Races.
Snappy Stunts.

Seats, including entertainment tacks, 2 6,

2/., 1/6, 1/-, and 6d.”
Channel Islands Paper.

Furnishing the seats with “ entertain-

ment tacks ” strikes us as a particularly

snappy stunt.





OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
{By Mr, Bunch's Staff of Learned Clerics,)

I don’t think Mr. John Galsworthy is getting tired of

the Forsytes^ but the Forsytes, with admirable truth to the
present-day evolution of their type, are getting tired of

themselves. They exhibit a strained and jaded appearance,
and the vigour and poise they fail to infuse and maintain
have to be kept up by the introduction of new blood. Fleufs
incapacity for development from a spoilt child into a woman
is the main theme of The Silver Spoon (Heinemann), the
title itself re-echoicg old Soames's bitter reflections on the
wealth his daughter was born to enjoy. The reflections

themselves are the outcome of a ‘‘scene.” Soames has
evicted Marjorie Ferrar, “ The Pet of the Panjoys,” from
Fleur's salon for describing her hostess as a snob and a
lion-hunter. Fle'ur storms at her father for mishandling
the situation and writes letters to her friends in which
Marjorie is arraigned as not having “a moral about her.”
With all his old finesse Mr. Galsworthy shows two camps
of sensible Victorian menfolk

—

Soames, Michael Mont, old
Mont, Marjorie's fianci Sir Alec MacGown, her grandfather
Lord Shropshire, and two firms of solicitors—drawn into the
women’s undignified actions for slander and libel. One man,
an earlier than Victorian, deserts Fleur's trenches for Mar-
jorie's. This is Francis Wilmot, an American, w^hose sister
has married Jon Forsyte. ' Wilmot'

s

passion for “The Pet
of the Panjoys ” is the most interesting thing about him.
He lives in his lady’s lustre

;
but, as this is one of the most

brilliant effects Mr. Galsworthy’s art has ever produced,
I suppose Wilmot may be counted a happy satellite. As
for our old friend Michael, he is as pleasantly indicated
as ever. But his political eloquence—he is now an

M.P.—produces much Jess effect on his world than his

wife’s talent for invective.

In Sir Ernest Benn’s If I loere a Labour Leader (Benn)
there is shrewd and helpful criticism of the institution of

Trade Unionism. Quite naturally and inevitably the
fact that its whole energies have been confined to the
conduct of wage disputes has forced it into a negative
and obstructive attitude. Sir Ernest, a successful and
sympathetic employer, who has done admirable work in

the early pioneer stages of the Joint Industrial Council
experiment, is by no means a smash-tlie-Unions man, but,

on the contrary, foresees an extension of Trade Union power
and responsibility in the performance of constructive
functions, such as the maintaining of craft standards and
the improvement of methods of production. He even dares
to comment on a notorious formula, “Not a penny off, not
a minute on,” and to declare that it is by no means impractic-
able, that indeed something like it must be adopted by
employers if they are to have peace, and can safely be
adopted if they and the Unions get together and put both
their houses in order. This little book is indeed likely to
have more effect upon employers than upon the men, to
whom it is ostensibly addressed. It is weakened by certain
prejudices and unwarrantable simplifications of complex
issues. Sir Ernest has no patience with civil servants,
who are to him just bureaucrats and an evil thing, and has
a professed contempt for all politicians. He sees untram-
melled production as the cure-all and would be by no means
disposed to apologise for this unblushing materialism. But
he does useful service in pointing out that bad employers,
whether hard-hearted or soft-headed, have every whit as

j

much to do with our present discontents and disasters as
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bad trade unionists* Our author re-

solutely maintains his consistent atti-

tude of Liberal Democrat—is in fact

that ideal Demo-Liberal so ruthlessly

abolished by Signor Mussolini.

Those who believe Victorian boys
At school or home were treated badly,

Will read with wonder of the joys

Tasted in youth by A. G. Beadley,
Whose Exmoor Memories (Methuen)

Eecall, before the age of hustle,

Scenes of the lives of simple men
And mighty hunters like Jack

Russell.

Though happy ’neath his father's rule,

A wise and eminent head-master,
He owed his training less to school

Than to the fortunate disaster,

The lucky chance, that sent him twice

From Marlborough’s rigorous re-

fectory

To spend long months in Paradise

(And plenty) at an Exmoor rectory.

He tells of truly glorious times
With rod and gun andExmoorponies

,

Of rustic sports, of bathes and climbs,

And talks with priceless village

cronies

;

Of golden sunsets, amber streams,

Good comradeship, Homeric laughter

;

Of boyish fantasies and dreams
Still vivid sixty long years after.

Deep were his joys from Devon won,
And fine the homage he has brought

her,

For ever through his pages run
The melodies of her running water.

Glean are his memories and sweet,

And free from any jar or jangling;

And you will find it hard to beat

His noble eulogy of angling.
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The story of Beau Sabreur (Murray) Young Lady, ‘‘ Er

—

see m this moriokg’s paper you advertise two thousand
comprises in itself a prelude to and a autumn frocks in stock. Er—may I bee them, please ?

”

continuation of Mr. Percival Christo- -

^

•--— 7 =; --7:^=

PHER Wren’s Beau Geste, The prelude, which describes the her Cockney maid in a native rising, De Beaujolais receives

training of Henri de Beaujolais as a voldntaire of the Blue his relative's signal
;
and, after a short debate as to the ex-

Hussars, has documentary interest ; the continuation, which pediency of leaving them behind, carries Mai'y and Maiidie,

relates his further adventures in Africa, I should have set disguised as his harem, on a diplomatic mission. The
down as “ the vain outpourings of a film-fed imagination ” thrills and humours of this excursion hardly maintain the

if Mr. Ween himself had not expressly assured me that it level of interest aroused by its leader’s sojourn in barracks.

wasn't. Perhaps it does not very greatly matter whether
you have pastured on vast tracks of reality (as I gather from The eminent gentlemen who a few years ago undertook

his publisher's puff has been the author's case) or done your to revise the map of Europe found their job a very exasper-

I

grazing in film-land, so long as you have the film-mind. I ating sort of jig-saw puzzle. Many of the pieces were too

do not question the possibility of Mr. Wren’s French hero, large or the wrong shape for the scheme. The advantage

American heroine, German villain and Arab-American low of those kingdoms of the imagination, of which Buritania is

comedians having prototypes in the Algerian world. All I the classic example, is that they possess an accommodating
note is that they are handled as if they hadn’t. The story elasticity. You may set them down where you like and no

itself is a haphazard affair, its aims being apparently as neighbour will be fretted by the angles in their ambiguous

subject to improvisation as its details. De Beaujolais, the frontiers. Their usual site is somewhere vaguely in Central

Eton-bred Gallic aristocrat, passes from moods of crude Europe, where heaven knows there are actual states enough,

jocularity to moods of still cruder patriotic exaltation. His Mr. G. P. Robinson, by making his Maranos an island pf

uncle, a general and empire builder, secures him a commis- the .2Egean, nob only showed some originality, but gave his
'

sion in the Spahis, with the proviso that if secret service hero, Tom Weymouth, the chance of an exciting voyage.
|

claims him he is to renounce every other ambition and duty Indeed it was on the cards that he would never reach
j

at a moment's notice. Landed with a fair American and Maranos or meet Nadine (Duckworth) at all, for his travel-
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iing-companioD, Davreaio, a genial French giant who talked out for the ilntipodes in converted ship’s-lifeboats, Mrs.

American, was the right-hand man, yon might almost say Elinor Mordaunt is a whole-hearted member, and in The
the impresario, of Alexander III., Prince of Maranos, and Venture Booh (Lane) she describes with unbounded zest

the Captain of the belonged to the revolutionary her unconventional voyagings among the islands of the

party and was out for royalist blood. However, pluck, luck West Indies and the South Seas. She is perhaps a little

and cunning defeated murderous intent, and Weymouth set too much given to running amok among the gaudier adjectives

foot on dry land, only to find himself drawn, through when she is confronted with tropical scenery, and her book
DavreaiCs embarrassing friendship, into a whirlpool of would be all the better for a shade less self-consciousness

;

intrigue. He was not at first very pleased about this, for but she contrives, aided by her unorthodox methods of

he had set out on holiday intent, and the bibulous Pr2?zc5 0/ approach and by her own evident relish for anything in

Maianos, whose chief aim in life was to make his capital the nature of a thrill, pleasant or unpleasant, to convey a
a rival of Monte Carlo, was hardly a worthy object of sense of freshness and discovery even when she is writ-

championship. But when he had seen Wadhifi, the ing about places which have been a trifle over exploited

daughter, matters took on a different complexion, and an by writers of travel books.

unromantic Englishman was ready to play the part of

knight-errant con amore. In working out the plot Mr. The young Anglo-Catholic priest usually makes good
Robinson shows an ingenuity which makes his book one fiction, but as drawn by Miss Pamela Wynne in Penelo;pe

of the best of its 'kind. And in Davreau, the exuberant Finds Out (Allan) his outlines are a little blurred. Paul
Gascon, he has created a figure of the true breed. Coward the incumbent of Sb.- Jude's, Clapham Park,

where his ritualistic practices were the talk of the neigh-

To a large band of readers the announcement of a new * bourhood
book by Mr. Aldous
Huxley brings a sense ^
of pleasant anticipation.

He is so remarkably .

penetrating in his an- ^
alysis of character, so

frank in speech, so care- _
lesswhomhemay offend T I—in a word, so emin- Ijlw/
ently readable, that it

is no wonderif his latest

work is sometimes diffi- \

i
cult to procure at once

I

from the libraries. Two {/ 2^
or Three Graces {Gratto
AND WiNDUs) contains
four stories, of which
thefirst, giving itsname
to the volume, is by far

the most important. It

opens, in the best Hux- -n ^ / • . , ^ ^

leiaa manner, with an
Batman {given out l.b^o.). “I was

-,4 . 1 .
Vnvgvre . “ Oh, wasn t you ? Well, you av:

excursus on Bores that to-moerow.”
might well be reprinted

De;pa7'ting Batsman {given out l . b .w.), “I was never outI ”

Umpire . “Oh, wasn’t you? Well, you ’ave a look 1

to-morrow.”

He had of course the usual crowd of adoring
women at his feet, and
he treated them with
almost more than the

k customary contempt.
Penelope Page, car-

\ nothing for him an

d

\ \i\
tier dark

MW shingled head, like a

M ^‘littlewet seal," brought

jml IF ^ j

him to his knees in a

\
fortnight. Nowit was

1
surprise to me that

li\W^
this young fanatic

Mv^ I
should have fallen to a

M
j. ,

wet seal— it is just

ffl !j/
what would have hap-

ro //
pened—but it is hardly^— credible that he would
not instantly have seen

=r the necessity of choos-

ejeoutI”
A LOOK AT THE PAPER between Pciielope and

the Church. Paulhow-
ever tried to run them

for presentation to club libraries
;
and it goes on to describe in double harness, and the result was tragic. Within a few

the extraordinary development of Grace Peddley, the young weeks after marriage he was finding his wife a nuisance, a
wife of one of the most fearsome examples of the species, feeling which was more than reciprocated when they reached
under the fostering care of the musical critic who tells the India, whither he is sent on a mission and where his
story. Grace herself is admirably drawn; Bodney Clegg, fanaticism develops into homicidal mania. It would have
the successful painter of nudes, is even better; . and I have fared ill with Penelope but fora gallant young Englishman,
none but words of praise, with a devout thankfulness that who, after PauVs most opportune death, reaps his reward!
I do not know them personally, for -the two chief Bores, Miss Wynne's style is pleasant, but a little slipshod.
Herbert Comfrey and his brother-in-law. The other three
stories in the book are mere sketches by comparison with In her quiet competent way J. E. Buckeose provides
this, but all four show Mr. Huxley as one who under- her readers with more than one problem in
stands, if he can^t always admire, his fellow-man. His (Hodder and Stoughton). ilfr5.H^55eZZ had two daughters,
drawing of Escobar, in the last few pages, is almost one of them adopted

; was she wise or foolish in determin-
too cruel. He despises all these figures of his a little too ing at all costs to make them happy ? Again, to the adopted
much for our comfort

; now and then it would be a relief if daughter a mystery was attached, a mystery that in the
he were not quite so mordantly clever. socia^ world carries pain and humiliation with it. Were

IP. , ,

the Bussells acting with wisdom in concealing the truth
^

Beople who travel for travellings sake may be divided from this unfortunate girl? .The author answers these
into two mam classes—those who do so with the highest questions with admirable calmness and skill. If I wanted
degree of safety and comfort possible in the circumstances, breathless excitement I should never seek it in her novels
and those who go out of their way to seek the most danger- but for rest and unperturbed refreshment she is hard to beat!
ous or, faung that, the most uncomfortable mode of In this story she gives us one incident that is really violent
progression that offers. Of the latter class, whose most and sensational, but it seems out of place and almost forlorn
nnished exponents are those inexplicable beings who set amid its placid surroundings
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CHARIVARIA.

Many Government officials who have
spent August at the seaside with their

children have now returned to their

offices to begin their holidays.

Those who are so ready to cavil at

our legislators should reflect that Mr.
Jack Jones interrupted his holiday in

order to be suspended.
*

^

-.
1:

A cockpit in Denbigh is to be pre-

served by the Government as an ancient

monument. Nothing is said about the

other one at Westminster,

*

A man lefc his home recently at Fins-
bury Park and has not been heard of

since. It is feared that he may be
stranded on an island in Piccadilly, \7ait-

ing for the traffic control experiments
to cease.

In answer to a correspondent we are

unable to ascertain if Hobbs‘s recent

feat of hitting a sparrow at Lord’s was
ever performed by W. G. Grace, or if

it constitutes another record.

When a rabbit ran across a football

ground at half-time the other day it

was chased by hundreds of spectators.

They mistook it for the referee.

tried to hatch it. Golfers all over the
country are trying to think of a better

one before America reminds us that

George Washington settled on a
cherry-tree and did hatchet.

One of the characters in a new play
is a dramatic critic. His performance
is said to be so lifelike that all the other
actors tremble. ...

An American revivalist sa^’s that con-

firmed smokers have no hope of heaven.
They must take what consolation they
can from the fact that he has consigned
them to a place where they won’t need
matches. ..

There appears to be no truth m the

rumour that the French Government
have offered to pay their War debt to

the United States if

they will swim over and
fetch it. ...

The recent earth

tremors in Greece were
ascribed to the trepida-

tion of the supporters

of General Pang.ilos.

“ Heat from a Bedfordshire rick fire

baked apples on the trees,” says a news

There is still a pos-

sibility that Spain may
be allowed a seat on the

Council of the League
of Nations if she pro-

mises to sit still.

One Channel aspir-

ant worewebbed gloves.

We are glad that Cap-
tain Matthew has not

been forgotten, in spite

of the multitude of his

successors.
Guest {to angler Host)

.

“Y'our. biggest catch, I suppose?”
Angler Host. “No. I presented my biggest to the club. This one

WAS FOUND IN ITS STOMACH.”
Another Channel as-

pirant was bitten on the hand by a dog-

fish. It is thought the creature was
jealous because theswimmerhad paused

to stroke a catfish.
*

*
A Chinaman in Paris who shot two

Arabs explained that he didn’t like

Arabs. Anybody less childlike and
bland would have put forward the ex-

cuse that he hated the way they folded

their tents.

A recent speaker said that artificial

silk is the ladder on which Lancashire

will climb to prosperity.” True. It ’s

the ladder that makes the girl go out

and buy another pair of stockings.
Hi ils

*
Frantic efforts are being made to re-

vive the popularity of Russian boots.

The most hopeful suggestion so far is

that they should be made of transparent

leather.

item. Still, that is not the most
economical way of baking apples.

*
A new refreshment-room is being

built at Finsbury Park station. The
ceremony of laying the foundation sand-

wich does not seem to have been re-

ported, so we presume it was a private

affair, ...

A North London librarian’s objection

to Miss Anita Loos’s book because it

can be read in an hour helps us to un-

derstand why suburban readers prefer

Wells, ^ ^

Mr. John Galsworthy’s reported

decision to reside in Sussex is rather a

shock to those who have always ad-

mired his originality.
Jle ^
*

It is reported from a Scottish golf-

club that a sea-gull settled on a ball and

A critic says that the modern family
consists of a man and wife, one child

and a car. One consol-

ation is that the baby
is a bouncing one if the
car is of a certain make.

A Cardiff man claims
that he can hold two
motor-cars travelling in

opposite directions, and
tear up thicknesses of

cloth with his fingers.

And yet he has never
been asked to play for

W’ales at Rugby foot-

ball. ^

Finding a cat bad
been gassed in a Black-
burn shop a police con-

stable applied artificial

respiration and saved
one of its lives.

A Bethnal Green man
told a magistrate that

he went to Kensal Rise
for his holidays this year. The bulldog

breed again

!

*

i'fi

*

The Home Secretary has warned
motorists that their vehicles must be
effectually silenced. It was hoped in

certain quarters that a similar instruc-

tion would have been issued in connec-
tion with saxophones.

Nine barges recently ran away at

Richmond. Some of these punt cushions
are certainly startling.

*
Plants, according to an investigator,

are so sensitive that they can be tickled.

One can picture an unscrupulous green-

grocer trying to make a pale beetroot

blush before he sells it,

Chicago fashions are said to be a

year behind the times. Guns, for in-

stance, are still worn on the right hip.

VOL. CLXXI. L
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CUPID AND THE P.M.G.

He wrote to her. She expected it.

!Por months now" a letter from Harry had set her dear

heart fluttering. How she started up from her chair when
the village postman clicked the latch of the rectory gate

!

Harry’s handwriting 1 His owm fine, brave, manly conson-

ants
;
his delightful vowels ; the force he gave the capitals

;

the flourish he put into the address ! The divine little space

which he always left just under her name! The other

divine little space between the county and the town!

Furtively she would kiss the envelope before placing it

beneath her washing-silk over-blouse, and then run upstairs

to her room. There she would gloat again on the super-

scription before tearing the flap. How beautiful it was I

Miss Lavinia Perkins

The Pines

Tivieombe

Devon

Harry had written that to her

!

Of course Harry did not know all this. But he did know,
or rather he did guess, that she was pleased. He had her

dear delightful answ^ers in her own dear delightful envelopes

(lilac they were) to prove it.

Until the day eame when a pale frightened Harry found
inside one of those lilac envelopes no dear delightful answer
at all, but only his own letter to her, returned to him
unopened and unread.

Yet not precisely as he had written it. The address

now ran

—

SUFFERED FROM PIMPLES FOR FOURTEEN TEXRS

Miss Lavinia Perkins
BOUGHT BLOGGO AND WAS CURED

The Pines

Tivieombe
SIMPSON’S HEREFORD CYDER

Devon
How different his letter appeared 1

•The Postmaster-General had been at it. No wonder
that Lavinia was shocked. Many were the tears and
explanations before two fond hearts could be united again.
The matter, of course, is not quite so serious as this just

at present, but there is no saying what may not happen
soon when our postal authorities get thoroughly bitten by
the advertising craze, nor how much of the exterior part
of our correspondence will be left immune from commercial
enterprise.

It might be thought that when a man or woman had gone
to the expense of purchasing the best white or azure cream-
laid water-marked stationery, not to speak of the iniquitous
exaction of a penny-ha’penny stamp, the postmark would
be a sufficient sign that the Government had been playing
about with it and fingering it whilst they did the duty, for
which they are so highly paid, of passing the communi-
cation on.

These are hard times, I know. The Government has to
turn an honest penny where it can, to relieve the burden of
the taxpayer. But it should be an honest penny, not obtained
by trespassing on property not its own. There are red
pillar-boxes which can be smothered with advertisements
of memory-training courses and fountain-pens. There are

mail-vans and parcel-delivery vans. There is the uniform
of postmen themselves. There is no reason that I can see

why all our postmen should not be turned into sandwich-
men, or why they should not carry advertisements on their

hats. Any advertisement of Bootjoy or Footbliss, any
recommendation of Globbo’s Ointment for Blisters, carried

conspicuously by a postman in the street, would have an
urgency worth many many pounds. I can conceive no
adequate reason for complaint if the Postmaster-General
were to advertise on his own motor-car, on his own front-

door or on his own hat, or plaster the G.P.O. and the dis-

trict post-offices with electric sky-signs, to render beautiful

the night and divert the sfcar-gazers from Coventry Street.

But I cannot see that he has any more right to advertise

on the taxpayer’s private letters than to hang out his shirts

in the taxpayer’s back-garden.

On the taxpayer’s private letters, I said. But the taxpayer
receives a number of letters which, until they pass into his

hands at any rate, are the property of the State. Is there

any better field for advertisement than the envelopes of

those garrulous cheery communications from the officials of

the Inland Eevenue ? All those sovereign balms for worry
and nerve strain and wrinkles, those adjurations to get rich

quick and make money by the pencil or pen, would find

effective publicity here.

But Harry’s own letter to Lavinia 1 Fie and for shame I

Let the busy Government Babbitts hold aloof. Evoe.

THE MARTYR.
(A tme and recent incident,)

I SAT behind the bowler’s arm at Lord’s

;

Apollo beamed upon the happy throng,

While figures proved the fact on busy boards
That Hobbs was going strong.

You too sat—on the turf—amid your kin,

Wolfing a worm or wind-swept crumb, no doubt.
Nor recked, poor sparrow, the uprising din,

Nor what ’twas all about.

For Surrey’s Hope had made a mighty whack

;

Swift to the ropes we watched the red death come,
And suddenly upset en route, alack

!

Your equilibrium.

Feebly you strove to mount the ambient air

;

The game was stopped, and while the curious host
Murmured its grief, you fell to earth, and there

Gave up your tiny ghost.

And to my mind there came from days long gone
Dim memories of a yarn I used to know

Told of another sparrow, close upon
Two thousand years ago.

But, ah 1 no peril followed in his wake
When he with Eoman Lesbia chanced to play

;

While you, alas 1 were massacred to make
A British holiday.

“ Herbert Smith and himself were going to fight together. They
were a pair of Siamese twins.”

—

Sjgeeohof Mr. A. J. Cook, 7'eportedm “ The Times,'*' June 7th.

“Mr. Cook desired that proposals should bo framed which would
enable the Government to take steps to bring about a resumption of
negotiations. Mr. Smith, in opposing this policy . ,

—Eeport of
Mmers' Federation in “ The Times," September 1st.

“ I loved that Oook as a brother, I did,

And the cook he worshipped me

;

But we ’d both be blowed if we ’d either be stowed
In the other chap’s hold, you see.”—The Yarn of the ''Nancy Bell ” {"Bab ” Ballads).
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FULL CRY.
Mrs. 'Arris. “ I see the FOOTBALti season 's started.”

M7's. B^'own. “Started! I should say it 'ad started. Why^ my old man's throat give out a week ago.”

WHANG.
He is really a white Pekingese, at

any rate for a day or so after his bath,

though for the rest of the time he is

a gradually deepening grey. It seems
hard to believe that there can be such
a thing as a white Pekingese, but it is

true, though uncommon.
When we first had him there were

only about half-a-dozenwhite Pekingese
in the whole of England, and I used to

impress the fact on everybody with
great pride.

Some said casually, ^Hndeed!*’ and
some said enthusiastically, How ivon-

derful 1
” and some just said, straight

from the heart, Thank Heaven 1

”

Whang 'is in fact an albino, and as

such is very precious. Only the Em-
perors of China were allowed to possess
him and his breed—just as rajahs of

native States alone possess white ele-

phants, though of course Whang is

more convenient, we find, to have about
the house than a white elephant would
be. But one thing was borne in on me
from the very start, and that was that

their Emperors can't have much of an
eye for beauty.

For Whang is no picture-postcard.

He is very difficult to describe
;
in fact

he has really to be seen to be believed,

and even then guests -of convivial ten-

dency, noticing him for the first time

late at night, have to have him very
carefully explained. Briefly he has a

fiat sort of face with a perpetually half-

open mouth, like a man dozing opposite

you in a railway compartment, to which
the years have now added an impression

of senile toothlessness. His nose is

more than retrousse, it is r&pouss&, as

though in a moment of aberration he
had tried to torpedo the side of a house.

Above this two large pink bulbous eyes

project, something like pale and ghostly

cairngorms, though they bear a very
strong resemblance, in his more thought-
ful moments, to those of a very dead

. cod. As eyes they are almost unique,
but I have once seen a rich young
Hebrew wearing something very like

them as cuff-links.

Whang carries most of his fur on his

shoulders, and with some originality

wears his whiskers on his elbows, which
gives him a very impressive front view.

Seen sideways, however, he does not

live up to the promise of his north as-

pect. Abaft the bridge, so to speak, he

dwindles sadly. Were he not admit-

tedly so rare a thing as a white Pe-

kingese, I should have said that, when
we first had him, he looked more like a

white rat. Nor does his tail dispel this

illusion, for later on in his life, owing
to the unfortunate habit of standing

with his back to the fire, picked up, I

presume, from watching old gentlemen,

his tail one day caught alight and was
not put out till the parlourmaid had
sat him forcibly in a bucket of water,

by which time most of the covering

hair had been consumed. This was
very unfortunate, for, besides the loss

of dignity, the majority of our visitors

are now under the impression that all

white Pekingese are like that.

Whang is rather lonely at times;

though he has been with us a long

while he has no friends among the vil-

lage dogs. They .are, I say it with
shame, frankly rude to him ; and
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Whang has never got over his first

and only walk in the village.

It was soon after he arrived that I

took him ont on a lead for a little exer-

cise down to the village green. The
first to notice him was the Major’s fox-

terrier, who came hurriedly out of a

gate on some important errand, saw
Whang, remarked quite simply, “ Good
Lord !

” and went hurriedly back again,

to return a moment later in company
with what the Yicar, mistakenly, we
think, calls his “pure-bred spaniel.”

They followed W' hang and myself slowly
down the village street and passed au-

dible remarks at first about the preval-

ence of aliens in England. Whang, I

could see, felt it a little, having no
doubt been accustomed in his childhood

to the most servile reverence from other

dogs owing to his status as an imperial

pet. He turned round after a while

and told the fox-terrier to “ be pleased

to remove his offensive carcase from
high-born eyes.” The fox-terrier merely
laughed and called in a loud voice to

Miss Yates’ Sealyham to “ come and see

what the tide had washed up.”

The Sealyham, who has a pedigree

and tells everyone about it, was inclined

towards irony. She affected to desire

a lot of information: was it really a

dog, or had there perhaps, she hinted

in rather an unladylike fashion, been a

mesalliance^ a few generations ago, with

a rat ? Or, with regard to that tail,

perhaps there was even a touch of a

fox-brush in the family. The Vicar s

spaniel laughed loudly at these sal-

lies and began to follow up the line of

thought in a rather coarse and Rabel-

aisian manner of his own. I never

cease to wonder where he can pick up
such ideas—and a clergyman’s dog too.

He was becoming positively indelicate,

when the Doctor’s four puppies arrived

on the scene and created a diversion by
deciding to play with Whang.
Whang, I admit, does not play well.

He hasn’t the figure for it. Besides he
kept treading on his ears, a habit that

is always subversive of dignity. The
“pure-bred spaniel” laughed all the

while in a raucous pot-house fashion.

That dog’s manners are a disgrace to

the cloth.

When the party was joined outside

the village shop by four mongrels and a

supercilious Aberdeen, I picked Whang
up in my arms and carried him home.
The other dogs roared with laughter

and follo'wed us back, making humorous
remarks. We left them in a jeering

half-circle round our gate, and I dis-

tinctly heard one of themongrels remark
that he supposed it must be for a fancy-

dress dance.

Altogether that first walk was not a

success, and Whang has never really

“ Enormously WEA.LTHY chap! They say he has a new razor-blade everyday.”

got over it. Even now, at the age 6f

eleven, about seventy-five human years,

he confines himself to the garden for

his constitutionals. He is an old fellow

and has had bronchial trouble—indeed

he has to have his dinner from a plate

because he makes a bowl echo so much.
When he sits wheezing in front of the

fire I can see that in his imagination

he is remembering the porcelain dishes

and silken cushions and imperial favours

of his youth, and, if a shadow comes
into his bulging eye, it is, I am cer-

tain, at the painful recollection of the

spaniel’s coarse rema^rks that day; or

it may even be, forWhang is but human,
that he is thinking of the splendid

retorts he could have made if only he

had thought of them at the time, instead

of two days later, as is unfortunately

so often the case.

Poor Whang ! Village life is a come-

down after a palace, and ours is a demo-
cratic and irreverent age. But I do wish
he had known enough English to have
told that spaniel that his (the spaniel’s)

grandmother was a whippet. For dis-

paragement of an opponent’s ancestors

is a recognised form of abuse in the East,

and in this case Whang would have
been absolutely right, though nobody
dares suggest such a thing to the Vicar,

A. A.

“Eewer babies were born in England last

year than in the previous year, it seems. It

has been decided not to publish their names
and addresses,”—Birmmgham Paper.

But will that encourage the others ?

“6d.—French, Spanish, German, English,

Shorthand, by Natives, 6d. a lesson.”

Advt. %n Provincial Paper.

We should like to meet a native of

Shorthand.
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SIMPLE STORIES.
lY.—

T

he Well.

said I want to be taken out it is so

smelly down here.

Jessica said are there noxious fumes ?

SUSIE THE SOCIALIST.

Her short wavy hair gleamed golden

Jessica and Peter were the children and he said it smells simply disgusting, in the sunlight, her blue eyes were

of Mr. and Mrs. Willing, and when So she said 1*11 tell you what, we dancing with the /oja de vivre, and her

their father was in a good humour he will play at you being a miner in a mine dainty feet in their light kid shoes

often said Barkis is willing though his who has been overcome with noxious seemed as if they wanted to dance too.

Christian name was Herbert but he fumes and I will rescue you, but I must She was dressed in palest yellow,

liked to say funny things out of books, first go and get a gas mask. and altogether she looked a golden girl.

They lived in a house called Woodleigh So she went into the hall and got a Men—ay, and women too—turned to

and there was a large garden with a gas mask which she was not allowed glance after her as she walked with her

well in it, but Jessica and Peter were to do and went back to the well with it. companion in the Row; but she did

not allowed to go near the well because And Peter was crying and saying I not even notice their admiration, for an

their father and mother thought they want to be taken out. He was not utter lack of self-consciousness was one

might fall in. really uncomfortable but he was only of her greatest charms. She thought

Well one day they did go near the nine on his last birthday. as little of men*s approving glances as

Christian name 'svas Herbert but he

liked to say funny things out of books.

They lived in a house called Woodleigh

She was dressed in palest yellow,

and altogether she looked a golden girl.

Men—ay, and women too—turned to

might fall in. really uncomfortable but

Well one day they did go near the nine on his last birthday,

well and Peter fell in. But there was
no water in the well so he

was not drowned, and it was
not so very deep and there were

plenty of dead leaves at the

bottom so he did not hurt him-

self, but he was frightened and
j

began to cry, because he was /

only nine and two yearsyoung- A
j

er than Jessica, and he said / J\
take me out take me out.

Jessica was frightened too ^

when she first saw him fall in, \ J

but when she saw that he was \ \\ I
not hurt at all she said look

\ \\l
here let us play at you being

\ \\1
Joseph and I will take your \ \\

coat of many colours to father \ ^
and say a wild beast has de-

voured him. X
But Peter didn’t want to

play that game then and he
said take me out take me out. wfA
Then Jessica said I’ll tell

you what, we will play at me
being a fireman and rescuing

’

you, and I will go and fetch a
ladder.

So first of all she got an old

helmet that was in the ball

and put it on for a fireman’s
,,

helmet though she was not

So Jessica put the ladder down the i the butterflies and the flowers, but only
felt that it was very good to be

I]

—

-— alive on such a glorious sum-

yS merday.

r\
before she had

realised the vast inequalities

^ of life. Somehow the mere

^ 1 1
ll -I sight of the happy riders in the

changed all her joy

A bitterness and the general

J \
of things was

K \ brought home to her as never

\ Why should they—those
fortunate ones—thus ride along

>

|\\
the highw'ay of life while she

//o(W 11
pei-'force must trudge afoot ?

/ /V^ cM handsome young man

WW UL/ sorrow

mM sorrow.

R (S^ Tired, old girl ? ” he asked.

^

words indeed were banal

I (f Hr (1

there was tenderness in his

eyes, tenderness in his voice.

//,

,

\W She only shook her pretty

/ . . Xim could she tell

thoughts,

the deadly envy that filled her

T. „ heart ?HE SAID Peter was a very naughty boy.” a i i j •/ •

At last it seemed she could

'll ‘'O'

“Anp HE SAID Peter was a very naughty boy.”

allowed to touch it, and then she got a well and it W'as just long enough, and bear it no longer. She turned suddenly
small ladder from the potting-sheds and Peter got on to her back because she to the tall man who loved her but who
went to the well with it. was bigger than he was and she rescued didn’t understand and, with tears in her
And when she got there Peter was him. eyes and in her voice, she asked him

crying because he wasn’t very old, and And her father said she was a very passionately, ‘‘Daddy, luJiy won’t dey
he said why have you been so long I brave little girl for rescuing Peter out let me have a wide too?"
don’t want to play at anything I want the well, and he forgave her for taking
to be taken out of this well, there is the things out of the hall. Another Impending Apology,
a great toad here and it is looking And he said Peter was a very naughty From a theatrical criticism :

—
^ fa-Uing into the weU -when he «i never see Mr. act without wishing

Then Jessica said I ’ll tell you what, had been told not to go near it and he that Ms appearances were more fragrant.”

you shall be St. George slaying the would have the well filled up, and Peter Indian Paper.you shall be St. George slaying the would have the well filled up, and Peter
dragon and the toad shall be the dragon, should go to bed without any supper.
I will just go and get a sword and you But his

shall have it, you will like that, and I had some,
will give up the helmet to you too.

So she left the ladder and went in to

But his mother begged him off and he
id some. A. M.

A Case of Overloading.

“In the Mansfield district alone there are
now more than 5,300 men engaged in getting
goal—a great advance over any previous total,”

Daily Paper.

This fortunate result will confirm theI

— —
^;3t: jtvt tv • i j.

j-vAuuuaiUc ioouiu wiii t/UUJUiULi uiio

g.l . ™ora ont tb, b.U ,hich .be w£Sf « '»«> <>f h.™ elw.y. held
was not auowed to do, and when she Saturday, in 19 charabancs, for their annual ttat the ending of the coal dispute
got back to the well Peter was still cry- outing.”—Provincial Paper, would follow the opening of the foot-
ing because he was quite small and he Where were’ the police ? ball season.



MANNERS AND MODES IN THE CORNISH RIVIERA.
The Barn-door Dance Club.

LYRA LUNATICA.
When I find my friends and neighbours flown to holiday

resorts,

Seeking respite from their labours in tHe usual games and
sports,

Envy never once assails me of their lotus-eating lot,

For a solace never fails me which they none of them have
got-

Borne aloft on fancy’s pinions, my indomitable soul

Seeks delectable dominions at the tropics or the Pole,

And, invoking the assistance of the astro-psychic Muse,
Spans the gulf and mocks the distance twixt the earth and

Betelgeuse.

Oftentimes I swim the Channel when I want a morning dip

;

I require no furs or flannel for a Trans-Siberian trip

;

Others turn to wine or toddy when they’re feeling faint or ill,

I refresh my astral body from the Heliconian rill.

I can track the hippocampus to his subterranean lair.

Easily outstrip the grampus, and out-hug the grizzly bear;

I in half-an-hour can clamber on to Siniolchum’s peak;
I can dive for pearls and amber off the coast of Mozambique.

If the day be dull or murky I elope to Timbuctu,
Or the Isles of Greece, or Turkey, Patagonia or Peru

;

Oft I hunt the young opossum in the wilds of Yucatan

;

In the time of cherry-blosssom you will find me in Japan.

Not for me the lure of Yarmouth or the revels of Ostend,
Or the shrimps of balmy Barmouth or the flappers of

Southend

;

No, I much prefer to hurtle through the air and join the romps
Of my friend the snapping turtle in Louisiana’s swamps.

In the dark and tangled copses,of the Hinterland of Nupe
I pursue the ampelopsis or the hairy cantelupe,
Spear the truculent porbeagle as he lurks in the lagoon,
Or confront the bearded eagle in the mountains of the Moon.

I can fly to farthest starland, scour the Caribbean main.
With no help from Wolff and Harland, no reliance on a

plane,

And, while roosting in my villa in the heart of Peckham Eye,
Watch the grim and grey gorilla as he goes galumphing by.

Mighty minds there are who carve in wondrous ways their
path to power

—

Porphyrogenetes like Garvin, parplest emperor of the hour

;

Henry Ford or Eockefeller

—

but their feet to earth are
bound

;

Space translunar, intrastellar, is my happy hunting-ground.

Some there be who mutter “looney,” but you probably will

find

They, not I, have more lacimae in the outfit of their mind

;

So, disdaining those who cavil at my habits, I intend
Jn my course of spirit-travel to continue till the end.
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father and son. Headmaster
To the question “What did Mr. with whom, I have a misty notion, two parlour-boarders with the Thespian

Gladstone say in 1876 ?
”—the year is they spent the holidays as well. As association. Of course! So I was

a matter of choice—1 can supply no for that Headmaster, there is no need being entertained (more or less) by the

answer ; but no memory could be clearer for words of mine to describe him to son of that tall lean youth with the

than mine as to certain w^'ords that any one who has read Vice Versa classical features whose stilted ways
failed to emerge from my own lips in. (and is there any one so pitiful as to and 'rather too precise and perhaps

1882. hayenot?). OurHeadmaster—aDoctor somewhat affected speech were a source

In 1882, as I was reminded the other of Letters too—was Mr. Anstey’s Dr. of mirth and mimicry among the ribald.

hand them over to the care of our for his name was identical with that of

Headmaster and his wife and daughter, my old school-fellow, the elder of the

Gladstone say in 1876?”-

evening while following the irregular Grwistone to the life,

course of a revue in a London theatre, All these are the

I was at school in a southern watering- 1882.

place. It was a curious school,

a mixture of boarders and day-

boys or, as these were, in the dis-

criminating and careful language
;

WH
of the boarders, more properly wflry
called, day-bugs. In fact there

were three sections: boarders,

about thirty; day-bugs, thirty
\

more; andparlour-boarders, four
\ HV v / V

in number, aloof and superior Aaw / \
beings, entitled to mysterious

IL
disappearances from routine, to

|j / 7
better food than was handed to

11 p/
us and to some of the freedom of / \

>
p, '

h /
the town, which, I hardly need [|\W y U n \ k
say, they abused. \

Chief of the four, I recollect, \\LI i

was a rich and spendthrift youth
from the North—^Manchester, I

\
/

vaguely fancy—^who evenmy un- Vv lil!

,

formed observation could tell me
was being scandalously toadied

to and battened upon by one of
1

' Un /

the junior masters, a Scotsman ^ 1

(who, by the way, robbed me -W'll Hi/ //^
of an early example of a foun-

j

'

I

y
/

tain-pen which an uncle had
given me). A strange man, this J
Scotsman: an athlete, even a ^
champion at one particular feat

/ / \ \
of strength, a voluptuary and j I

a martinet in spasms. He was
also so profound a sentiment-

alist that the tears used to
‘

run down his cheeks as he read

to his class (when he ought to ^
have been observing the curric- “You beally must try t(

ulum) Ouida’s short stories— school this term, de.

“ A Doff of Flanders,” “ A Leaf t .

Mothbe, I haven'

in the Storm and such moving
matter. Instantly, if the door opened, 1 Now, at the revue

imstone to the life. Poor
,
he never quite hit it off* with

!

All these are the reminiscences of the others
;
he was made of more sen-

32. sitive material than the ordinary bar-~ barian, and he had obviously not

«
mixed much with his kind

;
but

I one need not expend too much
Ip ,

sympathy on the matter, for

r ^
^

parlour-boarders are of the elect:

preferential treat-

^ ment; and he could always es-

^ sitting-room,

, / HVW / ^ \ i
Well, boys can say odd things

- Aaw / j \ 1

other, and I have no

vL\ 1

doubt that I was capable of

I k/ saying odd things myself, but in

r V / / li r
the course of whatever conver-

ri'irtf/ f'^w / U ii mJh/ \
sations we had together I am

I U V If I
• [ [fia // \ \

1SS2 I

) li \ I

'

/ \
said nothing so strange as this

:

f\L^l ItMix I \l ,
I look forward to

r /V A forty-four years hence

\ ^ 1 y yf ^
I shall see your son per-

forming in revue.” E.V. L.

P
n\ ON ’CHANGE.
iJj I - IJH / intelligent anticipation of

M \ Um \
^ Financial Article of the

j i I
London, 8th Sei^temher, 1936,

}
3/^!| J Peices ruled firm on the—"W /T Football Exchange to-day, but

^ / / \ \ 1 / there were not many transac-

/ / /
A tions, most clubs having bought

forward to ^cover their require-

Iw ments over the next six or eight

M Goal-keepers, exceptionally, fell

smartly and closed with a net
“ You REALLY MUST TRY TO TAKE A BETTER POSITION loSS of tWO poiutS OU tho day.

IN THE SCHOOL THIS TERM, DEAR.” Full-backs Were on the heavy
“WEii. Mothbe, I HAVEN’T BEEN iHEEE LONG, AND ^ut thev remained steady

I ’M not high enough yet to BE A PREFECT.” f: *
,

^ ^ .f. f
throughout, notwithstanding a

j

Now, at the revue which I witnessed I little pressure towards the close.
I

he would clap the true text-book over the other night, forty-and-four years Half-backs presented a solid appear-
the false and assume a pedagogic voice after my brief sojourn at that school, ance, and at present prices they are

again. Not a good influence for the was a young man capering and singing considered a reasonable purchase for

young. and filling one part after another in the the long shot.

The^ second parlour-boarder was a superficial semi-charade manner that Forwards advanced smartly, though
dark silent Greek, reputed to be enor- we associate with this easy and flexible their movement was erratic at times,

mously wealthy, and rightly unpop- form of beguilement; and gradually I Eeferees and Linesmen were in plenti-
ular, not only for his aloofness but on was aware that about this young man— ful supply,
account of certain of his exasperating his movements and profile and voice— There is not likely to be much doing
countrymen, one Xenophon not least, there was something faintly familiar, in this market during the next few
The other two were brothers, the sons something which touched a chord in my months, but prices are expected to im-
of^ a famous actor who w;as too busy brain. Where had I seen before either prove in the New Year, and investors
with the triumphs of his profession to this young man or another very similar? who buy sound stock at the present
be able to give them much paternal Where and when? On looking at the quotations are not likely to come to
attention, and was therefore glad to? programme this mystery was solved, much harm.
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Excited Mother

,

“Oh, please, have you seen my liitle Emma?”
Stranger. “I’ve no idea. What’s see like?”
Excited Mother. “ She has her father’s nose, but she ’s the image of me—when I was a child.”

“NEW PUMPS FOR OLD.”
Old Tom Lucliin

Never went to school, and
Ever since his accident he

Walks on a sfcnmp.

Old Tom Luckin

Was always thought a fool, and

All day long he leant against the

pump.

Old Tom Luckin
Lived with his son-in-law,

Saving up his pension as

He was past his prime

;

And Old Tom Luckin,

Whenever people asked him to.

Filled up their buckets at a half-

penny a time.

Now Old Tom Luckin
Once spent a shilling on
An Old Folks* Outing and
Went up to Town.
Old Tom Luckin
Didn’t speak a word but

Thought very hard the whole way
down.

Old Tom Luckin,

Who hadn’t learnt arithmetic,

Beckoned that he ’d saved up
“A tidy little lump.”
And Old Tom Luckin,
What did he do but
Spend every penny on a brand-new

pump.

Old Tom Luckin’s
Pump is a red one.

Leaning up against it

He manages to thrive

;

For Old Tom Luckin
Is often asked for petrol and,

Instead of a halfpenny, he pockets
one-and-five.

CHICKEN.
“ Come in,” said Arthur.

I went in.

“ Awfully glad you could manage it,”

said Arthur.
“ Very kind of you to ask me,” said I.

“ Lucy still at the seaside ? ” said

Arthur.
** Yes,” said 1.

“ And little Tom and Nancy ?
”

“ Yes,” said I.

Mabel’s still at the seaside,” said

Arthur,

I nodded.

“ x\nd her invalid Aunt Jane,” added
Arthur. “Come into the dining-room,”
he continued.

I went in.

“Just the two of us, you see,” said

Arthur.

“Very nice,” said I.

Dinner was served.

Arthur carved on to each of our plates
half the breast and a wing.
Arthur said nothing.

Neither did I.

At last, “ Ah !
” said Arthur.

“ Ah !
” said I.

“ Ever tasted it before ? ” said Arthur,
“No,” said I.

“ Before there was always Lucy and
little Tom and Nancy ? ” said Arthur.

“ Yes,” said I.

“And before that always mother and
the girls ?

”

“ Exactly,” said I.

“ It ’s been a marvellous experience,”

said Arthur.
“ Marvellous !

” said I.

“ The evil system of picketing must he done
away with root and crop.”

Letter m Daily Laper,

Or, at any rate, neck and branch.
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TESTS AND A STORY.
Cynthia had taken up the Girl Guides

and I was privileged to go with her on

one of her Brownie evenings. She said

that I could help her in her work. On
the way she was so sweet and gracious

that I nearly took courage to tell her

what I had been longing to tell her for

weeks. But on arrival at the arena she

became a brigadier-general or something

equally distant and official.

I *m taking tests to begin with,” she

said
;

you can act as judge ;

” and she

placed a pencil and notebook inmy hand.

An inward tremor shook me. I am
a nervous man. In the pre-

sence of this austere Cynthia

I was doubly so.

‘‘Don’t hesitate,” she said;

“they spot indecision instant-

Then she gave an eerie cry,

“Twit, twit, twit !
” In an in-

stant she was surrounded by
dozens of black legs. She
sorted them with rapidity and
waved her arm at me. “These
are elves and those are fairies,”

she said.

Before I could discover any
difference between them she

was starting them on the first

test, which consisted of hopping
a given distance in and out be-

tween fiower-pots, with Cyn-
thia as leader, choice of leg

left to competitor. Cynthia
chose the left

;
it was in silk

and curved ravishingly at the

ankle. My eyes followed it all

.down the course. “Passedwith
honours,” I shouted, andwaved
my hat as it rounded the last

pot.
“ What—every one ofthem ?

”

said Cynthia incredulously.

I felt myself flushing. I had
taken no notice of the black

worsted queue
;
but I recalled

Cynthia’s warning. “Every one,” I

said firmly.

“Oh—^h!” The Brownies closed

roundme tumultuously. ‘
‘ Molly Briggs

put her foot down.” “Paula Davison
kicked over a flower-pot.” “ Di Eoper
changed legs,”

Cynthia looked at me and weighed
me in the balance. I tried to stammer
an excuse. She turned on her heel.

“The hopping test will be repeated,”

she said.

This time she acted.as judge herself.

Only three competitors got through, so

high was the standard demanded by
Cynthia. Subsequently she took a ball-

throwing test, a running test and a

balancing test, completely ignoring me
and my note-book.

Then she sat down on the grass and

gathered the Brownies round her in a

ring. “ 'We ’ll finish up with a story,”

she said, and signed to me. “ I think

you can join in this. It ’s quite easy.

Paula and Betty, make room between

you. It’s a never-ending story,” she

explained; “we just go on from one to

the other. I’ll begin: Once upon a

time there was a princess. She was the

loveliest princess in all the world and

she lived in a palace in the middle of a

forest. The palace was made of butter-

scotch, and when the princess was hun-

gry she bit a piece off’ the front-door.”

The wonder of it! To break into

fiction right off the reel like that 1 I

sat hugging my knees like the Brownies
with my eyes fixed on her face.

“There was a well in the courtyard
full of treacle, and when the princess

wanted a drink one of the royal foot-

men let down a bucket.”

Cynthia stopped suddenly. “Next
one,” she said.

The Brownie on her right blinked a
moment and then took up the tale.

“At the bottom of the treacle well there

was a subgeranium passage which led

into Giant-land, and there was a wicked
giantess living there who kept a knight
in armour chained up to a maypole and
made him dance to amuse her when she
got tired of going out to parties. Go
on, Doris.”

These were astonishing developments.
I wondered what Doris would make of

them. A momentary spasm shook her.

She swallowed several times.

“Quick,” said Cynthia.

Doris made a gigantic effort. “ He
wasn’t a knight, not really. He was a
rags-and-boneman and he bought rabbit-

skins at the back-door of the palace,

and one day one rabbit-skin came alive

and bit him and he went mad and sold

it to a conjurer and he pretended to

swallow it and then brought it out of

his trouser-leg at the princess’s birthday
party. The princess and all present
were much astonished—and—and

Now it ’s you, Paula.”
If ever I sympathised with

anyone it was with the hap-
less Paula. Her mouth opened
feebly; her forehead crinkled

;

but she uttered no sound.

Cynthia waited. The Brownie
by the side of Paula prodded
her. “ Hurry up or you ’ll be
out.” Still there was silence.

Then Cynthia said “One.”
The entire circle joined in and
counted slowly up to ten, while
Paula wriggled in despair.

“ Out I
” they all shouted in

chorus. It was rank cruelty.

How could a child of Paula’s

tender years be expected to

continue a narrative the plot

of which was so involved that

ib would take a grown-up
novelist all his time to carry

it on? For a moment I was'

almost angry with Cynthia'

and flashed a glance of indig-'

nation at her.

“Next one,” she said.

There was another silence.'

Then Paula poked me in the
ribs. “Go on,” she said; “it’s

you after me.”
Me after her I My brain

reeled. When I sat down’ I

had never pictured myself in

such a situation.

“ Quick! ” said Cynthia.
I felt my mouth opening like Paula’s.

I wriggled like her, I clawed the grass.

Where w^ere we? What thread could
I drag out of the weltering chaos of

knights in armour and giantesses and
rabbit skins ?

“ One,” said Cynthia.
I gasped like a fish. I shuddered at

the thought of failing her again. She
had brought me to help her in her
work. Couldn’t I even point a moral
to a children's fairy tale ?

“Two—three—four—five,” said Cyn-
thia, and the Brownies chimed in. At
five she paused and her eyes dwelt
wistfully on me. Somehow, something
told me that she didn’t want me to be

' K ''

i

u

“ Gome on, Grandma.! Let ’s puay who can walk nearest
THE EDGE.”



out. I took heart. Words rushed to

my tongue.
“ He wasn't a rabbit-skin really. He

was an electrical engineer, and she

wasn’t really a princess. She was a

Captain of the Girl Guides, and he
loved her to distraction and

”

“Next one,” said Cynthia hurriedly.
“ And so he married her and they

lived happy ever after,” wound up
Betty, without a pause.

Blessed Brownie 1 She is to be one

I

of our bridesmaids.

I

—
The Wonders of Science.

“The Crewecommittee has arranged to apply
the bovine vaccine to 20 calves in October and
three months later five or six more will be in-

oculatedwith the bacilli of tuberculosis. Later
some of both will be killed for post-mortem ex-

amination, and if it is considered that it is

likely to prove beneficial, human beings will

probably be similarly treated.”

A icstrahan Pa^er,

We disapprove of this,

“ There is always a thrill for the American
traveller when he lands in Plymouth, for he
can visualize that dramatic exodus of the

Pilgrims more than three thousand years ago.”

Travel Majasine.

The writer appears to be a better

authority on Exodus than on Numbers.

SHE-SHANTIES.
Sisteb’s Got the Yote.”

Ah, why am I so gay ?

My pretty sister ’s got the vote.

Just thirty yesterday

—

And I let everybody know’t.
My sister 's on the shelf,

And there ’s chances for myself,

For sister Sybil’s thirty,

Darling Sybil ’s thirty,

My sister ’s thirty,

For my sister ’s got the vote

!

When anybody dines

I bring the conversation round
To the management of mines

Or the condition of the Pound

;

And it doesn’t take me long
To impress upon the throng

That sister Sybil ’s thirty,

Darling Sybil’s thirty.

Sweet Sybil’s thirty,

For sister Sybil ’s got the vote.

She goes a queer complexion
When I ask her, loud and clear,

“Are you voting for Protection ?
”

Or “ Which Party are you, dear ?
”

Oh, it won’t be long before

She ’ll be twenty-six no more,

For Sybil ’s got tbe suffrage,

Dear Sybil ’s got the suffrage,

Old Sybil ’s got the suffrage,

And it tickles me to death !

So here ’s my hearty thanks
To the devoted little band.

To the Fawcetts and the Panes,
Who freed the women of our land !

Anyhow, I bless the she
Who emancipated me

—

Formy sister ’s got tbe suffrage,

Sweet Sybil’s got the suffrage,

Good old Sybil’s got the suffrage,

And it tickles me to death

!

A.P.H.

Another G-limpse of the Obvious.

“Tate, who took thirteen wickets in four
matches—the Nottingham game cannot count
—has taken thicteen vfiokets.^'—Sundai/ Paper,

“Remaekable Coincidence in Connection
WITH Local Show.

Mr. D. purchased two tickets for the
show and found that they were numbered
1354 and 1855. These figures, strangely
enough, coincided with those of the years in

which ]\Irs. and her husband respectively

were born .”—Provincial Paper,

We congratulate the lady on having
survived till the arrival of the millen-

nium, or at least half of it.
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Fortunately Albert, as he himself Bloemfontein Avenue must be quar-
GAS AHO THE SOGiAL ORDER. possessed executive as well as terly; the agent had said that it was

Mr. Albert Perks had undoubtedly administrative ability. He went the a desirable residential thoroughfare,

made headway. Beginning as office following morning to the Gas Office Well, he would find out when he got

boy in the firm of Crump and Co., and made known his complaint. home.

Wholesale Merchants and Foreign Ex- The briliiantined Apollo behind the On his arrival Emmie’s face told

porters, he had graduated, through the counter was one of those refined per- him that all was not well. He was
ranks of male typist and junior clerk, sons who are chosen for their ability to strengthened in this belief by her first

to the diz2iy height of record clerk. He be equally rude to all classes. remark. It was, “ You won’t get any
had come to manipulate the card- You want,” asked Apollo, ‘‘ gas ad- dinner and that ’s flat.”

indexes with unerring skill; he knew mitted to No. 5, Bloemfontein Avenue ? Without pause she continued, “The
exactly where to find any paper the Are you quarterly or slot? ” gas is there all right behind the meter,

manager required. In fact, as he often ‘‘Neither; I am Mr. Perks,” replied but it won’t come any nearer, not un-

said, he was the hub of the organisa- Albert. less you bring up coins in a wheel-
tion. The dignity of his position was “Listen. Do you pay a bill at the end barrow. I ’ve used up all mine.”
appreciated and maintained by his sub- of every quarter, or do you put coins “Ah,” said Albert, “then we are not
ordinates, and, in a letter disputing with into your meter ? ” quarterly, even here.”

a rival firm, the manager himself had “ Well, it ’s like this. We’ve moved So the agent had deceived him;
said, “Our Custodian of Eecords, Mr. to Bloemfontein Avenue. In Golenso BloemfonteinwasnohigherthanColenso
Perks, in whom I have every con- Terrace we used to put in shillings, but Terrace. His littledream of climbing still

fidence . .
.” It was i I anotherrungof thelons

true that the Old Man
;

had jolly well blown
him up afterwards, but

-f-,

there was his true opin-

ion in black and white. —
Mr. Perks always kept

a typed copy of these

words, carefully folded,

in his pocket-case be-

side his season ticket.

Mr. Perks, as I have
indicated, was getting

on. To announce his

progress to the public

he deemed it advisable

to leave Colenso Terrace
for another house, situ-

ated in Bloemfontein
Avenue. It was, said

the houseagent, abetter ^
neighbourhood, and he
would be well advised

“ Woi

to quit the Greenlands
°

Lawn Tennis Club and !

join the Oaks Lawn Tennis Club, Be-
sides, Emmie didn’t like the neighbours.
The exodus was accomplished with-

out a hitch, Albert having taken a day
ofl for the purpose. As he pointed out
to Emmie and the pantechnicon men.

anotherrung of the long
ladder faded. After a
few moments of black

depression he bravely
took up life again.

“ Fortunately,” he ob-

served to Emmie, “I
have maintained the

habit I acquired in Col-

enso Terrace and I have
provided myself with a
number of shillings.”

“ Shillings! ’’repeated

Emmie blankly. “Do
have some sense in

your head; this meter
eats pennies.” E.P. W.

THE MINISTER’S UPSE.

' Podgy McSumph’s en-
“ Would you mind me making a sketch of you as a teamp ? ” counter with the minis-Trmn̂ . “Not if you don t mind me making a sketch of you as an

became known to
'

—-— the members of our
Bloemfontein Avenue, the agent says,

1
parish church congregation I am not ex-

mrif:

is a more toney quarter—^if you under-

stand me.”
actlysure. I suspect thatPodgy himself

must have talked about it to his parents.
At the back of Albert’s mind lurked

,
At any rate, the result is that the !

an idea that in Bloemfontein Avenue, Beverend Mr. McHoolish is now living
|

where life was on a grander scale, the in dread of being called upon by his Kirk
coin which procured gas might be a Session to defend himself against a I

organising skill and experience were coin which procured gas might be a Session to defend himself against a
bound to tell. The same evening the florin or perhaps a half-crown.

.
charge of latitudinarianism. I myself

curtains were hung and Uncle Joshua’s “I dare say you’re quarterly,” may be served with an indictment as
portrait

^

fixed over the dining-room hazarded Apollo. accessory before the fact,

mantelpiece. These labours ended, “ Whatever I am, will you undertake Podgy McSumph is the infant son of
Albert suggested thatthe occasionshould to have the gas turned on?” insisted our village blacksmith. Podgy is a

I

be celebrated with a draught of that the practical Albert. particular friend of mine and last Sun-
wholesome and not too tonic beverage, “ Yes. Good day.” day evening he came to see me about a
cocoa. Emmie at once assented

;
Albert With this Albert was satisfied so far personal matter. I was sitting at an

lifted the board beneath the front-door as the actual gas was concerned, but open window when I became aware of
mat where the main was situated. It he was worried all day about this new his sturdy little figure trotting round
was then that the dreadful discovery distinction, quarterly and slot. Some the corner of the house. He planted
was made : the gas was not turned on. new social division, evidently

; he under- himself in front of the window and
The cock was smothered in red-lead,* stood that from Apollo’s tone. Quar- stood staring up at me.
and a sealed notice threatened all kinds* terly was clearly the higher grade; it “Hullo, Podgy! ” I exclaimed. .

of punishment to whoever, not being’ meant the Gas Company would trust “Are ye cornin’ oot ? ” asked Podgy,
an accredited official of the Company,* you to pay at the end of the quarter, “I wasn’t thinking of coming out

The Perkseswent cocoaless to bed. I and not in advance, as slotters did.
1 to-night.
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I 've got five.”

You ’ve got \\'hat ?
”

“ Five,” repeated Podgy. It *s my
birthday.”

“Your birthday, Podgy. Are you
five to-day?”
“Ay,” Wd Podgy. “But I’m not

to get boldin’ it till to-morrow. Maybe
I’m to get an engine. I’m to be an
engine-driver when I’m a big man.
Are' ye not cornin’ oot to play at en-
gines ? ”

)

He took a tiny whistle from his

pocket and put it to his lips.

“Don’t blow it. Podgy,” I cried.

“This is Sunday. The people will be
passing to church in a minute. Come
round to-morrow and we ’ll play at en-

gines.”

“I’m going to be terrible busy with
my birthday to-morrow, and you’re
not to get cornin’.”

“ Why ?
”

“Because ye’re too old,” explained
Podgy. “Come on oot just for a wee
while and play at engines.”

“But, Podgy,” I began hesitatingly.

“Just for a wee while,” urged Podgy,
“because I ’ve got five.”

The pleading note in his voice and
the look of wistful entreaty in his blue

eyes overcame me. I rosefrom my chair.

“Well, Podgy,” I said, “this may
mean serious trouble for you and me.”
As I left the room I heard him giving

a little squeal of delight.

But when I got to the front-door I

found that Podgy had disappeared, and
I was startled to behold the venerable
form of the Eeverend Mr. McHoolish
passing my gate. The minister paused
to greet me.

“Isn’t it a beautiful evening?” he
said.

“ It is. Sir,” I replied, my eyes search-

ing anxiously for Podgy,
“I envy you your garden,” went on

the minister with a complimentary
smile. “ I often wish

”

Here he was interrupted. From be-

hind a rhododendron bush came the

sound of a tiny whistle, followed by the

apparition of a little boy.
“ Dear me !

” gasped the minister.

“This is the London train skooshin’

into the station,” cried Podgy, rushing
towards me.
“Podgy,” exclaimed Mr. McHoolish,

“what in the world are you doing ?
”

“ Stop her,” cried Podgy, coming to a

halt. He turned to the minister. “Him
and me’s playin’ at engines,” he ex-

plained.
“ But you cannot play at engines on

the Sabbath-day.”

“But I’ve got five,” said Podgy.
I explained matters.

The minister opened the garden-gate
and came forward.

Householder, “Er—no you mind signing youe namb on this paper to say you
DID STEAL THESE THINGS IN CASE THE INSURANCE PEOPLE WON’T BELIEVE ME?”

“And so you are five years of age
to-day, wee man ? ” laying his hand on
the top of Podgy’s curly head. “ Well,

just have patience until to-morrow
and then you can play at engines all

day.”

“I’m to be an engine-driver when
I ’m a big man. Can we not get playin’

just for a wee while ?
”

I saw the look of entreaty coming
into Podgy’s eyes. The old minister

wavered—and fell. He bent down and
spoke confidentially.

“ Well—perhaps—as it’s your birth-

day. But you bad better go round and
play at the back of the house.”
“We was wantin’ to play at the

front,” pleaded Podgy.
“Yes, yes,” replied the minister;

“bub it ’s Sunday, Podgy. The people
would see you at the front. Go round
and play at the back.”

“At the back? ” repeated Podgy per-

plexedly. “Bub—bub will it not be
Sunday at the back just the same as at
the front ?

”



EXTREMELY PROVOKING.
{Evei'ybody seems to he swimming the

Ghanml successfully nowadays except

the English and the French.)

Has earth any limit

To lords of the Channel ?

Will Chinamen swim it

When Swedes are grown banal ?

Will no one at Calais,

Will no one at Dover
Say Muscovites bally

Well aren’t to swim over?

This sea is no plaything
Por all to try pranks in

;

’Twas put there for bathing
Ourselves and the Franks in

;

Constructed quite simply
For resident waders,

The foam is now pimply
With forms of invaders.

They come with their steamer,
Their lunch and their goggles,

The mind of the dreamer,
Beholding them, boggles;

They sit on our beaches

—

Thrice bronze, oaken-hearted

—

And eat their tinned peaches
Before they have started.

Untaxed in their entry
By Gauls and by Britons,

No uniformed sentry

Denies them admittance

;

Their constant appointment
They keep with the briny,

Smeared over with ointment
Which renders them shiny.

Ecstaticised flounders

Observe them by dozens,

These record-confounders,

To codfishes cousins

;

The coastguardsmen ribald

Eevive with rum-toddies
Their halibut-nibbled

Yet glorious bodies.

The Greeks and Italians,

The Czechs and the Chilians,

They come by battalions.

By thousands and millions

;

They calmly examine
The horse-marines’ stables

;

They drop bread-and-jam in

The joints of the cables.

Will no one police ’em,
The strong, the rapacious ?

Van Teomp with his besom
Was not so audacious.

It makes my blood tingle.

Ho! Frenchmen, our neighbours,
Come forth on the shingle

And greet them with sabres.

— Evoe.

Our Erudite Contemporaries.

“I saw the man turn dizzy with what Ovid,
that wonderful old Greek poet of passion

,
called

‘ the pains of love.’ ”—Weekly Pa^er,

“ The Duke and Duchess of New York are to
open Canberra, Australia’s new capital.”

Chinese Paper.

But it is not true that New York will

in future be known as the British
Empire City.

“It was determined on Saturday that the
Notts Association should be granted authority
to negotiatiate with the colliery proprietors
locally .

”—Dat ly Paper.

We trust the negotiatiations will not be
protracted by the addition of any more
syllables.

“ The bride on the arm of the bridegroom
walked up and cut the cake, which was served
with champagne. Mr. then proposed the
health of the bride and bridegroom in his usual
brilliant manner, which was enthusiastically
drunk .”—Burma Paper,

We fear he had paid too much atten-
tion to the champagne.
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QUI S’EXCUSE S’ACCUSE,

Policeman. “’Feaid you ’ll have to accompany me to the station, Mess.”

Garrulous Lady. Eeally. Whatever eor ?
”

Policeman. “’Gos me notebook’s full.”

ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT,
Monday, August SOtJi .—Some two-

hundred-and-fifty M.P/s assembled at

Westminster to-day to maintain the

EmergencyPowersEegulations in force.

Another hundred arrived for the pur-

pose of voting (without success) that

they should not be maintained. Mr.

Chuechill, who led the House in Mr.

Baldwin's absence, looked in the pink.

But then he is one of the pink sort. Mr.

MacDonald, tanned by the breezes and

bunkers of bracing Lossiemouth, was

full of vigour, and his effort to hole out

the Home Seceetary in one was vain

but gallant. Mr. Lloyd Geoege was

in his place, and Lieut.-Commander

Kenwortey, who is becoming more
and more like a battleship every day,

was in quite a number of places. One
bronzed Conservative Member had

brought a dove-coloured top-hat with

him and wore it steadily, a mute but

not inglorious intimation that this sort

of thing must not be taken as a pre-

cedent. All present glowed with rude

health. Mr. Jack Jones glowed so

rudely that the Speaker had to call on

him to desist from his back-chat and

eventually, as Mr. Jones was not in a

desisting mood, ordered him to with-

draw from the House. ' There are two
possible ways of leaving the House in

these embarrassingcircumstances. The
wordy warrior may bow his crested

head and tame his heart of fire and
stalk down the central aisle with an

“I banish you"' expression. This is

the dignified method. Mr. Jack Jones

took the physically high but psycho-

logically low road, the gangway at the

back of the Liberal benches. Each
time he came to one of the pillars that

support the gallery he embraced it

warmly and, turningto the House, threw
off another Silvertown snippet. At the

sixth extempore speech (at the sixth

pillar) the Speaker got impatient and
named the Hon. Member for being too

long about it. Only fifty-threecomrades

voted against his being suspended from

the service of the House.

It having been agreed that the Eegu-

lations themselves should be debated

first, and the larger question of policy

on the following day, Sir William
Joynson-Hicks moved that the Eegu-

lations continue in force. He was not

at his best and rather delivered himself

into the hands of the Philistines—to be

strictly accurate, into the hands of Sir

H. Slesser—by stressing the fact that

Chief Constables could come to him fcr

advice as to whether to prosecute or

not to prosecute. The fact presumably

is that they get the needed advice from

some person in the Home Office familiar

with the law and the conduct of prose-

cutions
;
but SirWilliam, whom nobody

has ever suspected of egoism, continued

to give the impression that he was the

person who gave the advice. Was it

not, 'Mr. MacDonald subsequently

asked, a sound Conservative policy that

there should be no political interference

with the administration of justice?

The Home Secretary began his

speech by stating that the value of the

Eegulations must be assessed not by
the prosecutions that had taken place

but by those that had not taken place,

and might well have ended with that

sound assertion. He continued how-
ever to expound what '‘in his view"
was meant by the Acts of Parliament

which make ail but "peaceful picket-
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iDg ” illegal, and was promptly pounced
upon by Sir Henry Slesser, who in-

vited him to propound not merely the

statutes but the judicial interpretations

of those statutes. This being manifestly

beyond the powers of the Home Secre-

tary, to say nothing of the endurance

of the House, Jices did not attempt

the feat, but warmly denied the sug-

gestion that his speech would be taken

as an instruction to magistrates as to

why and when to convict. He next

read extracts from speeches of certain

Members made in the country, but de-

sisted on its being pointed out to him
that it was not customary to refer to

Members or their speeches without

giving them notice. He warned them
however that no distinction would or

could be made between Members and
others who incited miners to break the

law.

This cap seemed to fit Mr. Tinker,

who when on the stump is evidently a

Flaming Tinker, for he subsequently

arose and informed the House that

when he had led an orderly proces-

sion ’’ to a certain colliery to protest

against the winding of coal, not only

had the “ pulleys gone round ” but

“blacklegs” had actually appeared in

the face of the crowd. Could there be

any greater incitement to violence than
that ? he naively asked. The Attorney-
Geneeal later observed that the speech

and the mentality of the Hon. Mem-
ber furnished sufficient reason for the

Emergency Powers Eegulations. No
other argument was necessary. Mr.
Maedy Jones also said he stood by
every word he had uttered in public,

but as nobody present seemed to recall

what the words were there were no
cheers of encouragement or shouts of

“ Shame!”
The House passed the Regulations by

a* majority of 141 and got away shortly

after ten o’clock.

Tuesday, August 31st.—Sir Reginald
Hall drew the House’s attention to the
sad plight of the Seven Sisters whom
somebody is threatening to turn over
to the tender mercies of the Jerry
Brothers. Captain Hacking pleaded
the utter powerlessness of the Com-
missioner OF Works, but was otherwise
full of bright suggestions. W'hy not
ask the Treasury to contribute a little

something, or invite some influential

member of the public to rush to the
rescue ? Sir J. Nall asked why the
town of Eastbourne, so ably represented
by Sir Reginald Hall, did not purchase
the endangered beauty-spot

; while the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, to

whom Sir Reginald appealed for sym-
pathy, felt that the case was clearly one
for a public subscription and a national
effort.” The rapid extinction of other

objects of local interest, including the

Chester-le- Street Guardians and the

Patrington Farm Settlement, was the

subject of further inquiries, and Mr.

Looker went a step further and asked

the Government to see that the British

residents in Hankow were not extin-

guished. Mr, Locker-Lampson replied

that they were watching events in China
very carefully, to which Mr. Looker
fretfully retorted that watching events

in China from here was not much good
when British subjects were in danger

there. Mr. Churchill moved that the

Speaker do adjourn the House at five

o’clock of that day without question

put, and the motion had to be carried to

the Lobbies, both Mr. MacDonald and
Captain W. Benn deeming it an intoler-

able hardship that the House should be

deprived ofsometremendous contribution
to the solution of the coal dispute which
the contributor might find himself un-

able to throw off before 5.15 or so.

Exception was likewise taken to the

further motion that on rising the House
do adjourn until November 9th. Mr.
MacDonald thought that as long as the

coal dispute remained to be settled the

House should stand by. Mr. Churchill
disagreed. In the first place no settle-

ment seemed imminent
; secondly, if it

were, it was more likely to be harmed
than helped by House of Commons’
oratory; and lastly, if it were neces-

sary, the House could always be sum-
moned. Commander Kenworthy said

there was creeping paralysis in the

North of England
;
but the House’s flesh

refused to creep except in the general

direction of the seaside. Followed a dis-

cursive debate on the coal dispute which
added nothing to what has been already

said and from which it was quickly

apparent that, as the Parliamentarians
like to put it, no new situation had
arisen, Mr. MacDonald twitted the

Government with being an efficient

sub-committee of the mine-owners.
Mr. Lloyd George warned the Gov-
ernment against thinking that the coal

strike was about to collapse. Mr.
Winston Churchill appealed for an
offer by one or both parties to the dis-

pute which recognised that there was
going to be no subsidy,- and assured the
House that the Government meant to

press on with the question of reorgan-
ising the mining industry. As the
House bounded out to play on the
stroke of five, Mr. Wombrsley was
warning it that dearer coal would blot

out the fishing industry.

“Wanted, Second Hand Pastrycook
;

all-

round knowledge of trade.”

—

Trade Pamper.

The Specialty of a second-hand pastry-
cook, we suppose, is to make the stale

tarts so frequently encountered.

HISTORY FOR THE UNGRiTIGAL
[A recent Civil Service examination question

required the candidate to explain a matter
“ as to an ignorant but intelligent audience.”
Thus might be described the death of Julius
C.ESAR.]

Family traditions are generally merely
red-hot prejudices. Just as the family

of Little-Red-Riding-Hood never could

bear the sight of a wolf—even though
upright in his mode of life and affiliated

to the N.S.P.C.C.—and were inclined

to shoot on sight, merely because of

the narrow escape of their progenitor,

so Marcus Brutus, a noble Roman,
believed that his family had been given

a mandate to rid the world of tyrants

because of the part his ancestor had
taken in the Roman 1688. Possibly

Brutus was himself a tyrant in his

own household, but nobody published

memoirs in those days, and cheap
journalism did not stumble over epi-

grams it did not understand, so very
little, true or untrue, is known of his

domestic affairs
;
but what the Brutus

family would not have done to Mus-
solini, Riza Khan, Horthy and Mr.

Cook would not have been worth
doing.

Pglitically speaking, Julius Omsar
and Brutus were friends, and every-

thing went smoothly until Brutus began
to suspect that Caesar was nothing more
nor less than the hereditary family

bogey. The symptoms appeared to tally,

but symptoms generally do. Moreover,
be suspected Caesar of a leaning towards
the Left, when by birth he should have
inclined to the Right, being deaf in the

left ear. So when one of the Proletarian

party called Brutus a thug, and the

Member for Blasto told him that his

spiritual home was a sewer, he resigned

and remained in splendid isolation

until Ca3sar appointed his successor,

when Brutus said that he had forgotten

about Goschen. Thereupon Spurius
Mnemonicus sent him his prospectus
for a course which only cost a few
guineas and there was no obligation to

purchase, so Brutus didn’t.

Later there passed between Caesar

and Brutus a few private communica-
tions published simultaneously in all

the papers, in which each protested his

high regard for the other, so that every-

body knew there was no quarrel and
nobody hit the Chairman at the Party
conference. ’

Then onebleakMarch morningBrutus
and a few friends, notably Cassius and
Casca, went into the park to arrange to

kill Caesar, a crude though effective way
of settling differences, but always prac-

tical politics in those days.

^‘We are observed,” said Brutus to

Cassius.

No, Marcus,” replied Cassius, it is
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only the chair-attendant coming to col-

lect onr twopences.”
‘^Ahl*’ said Brutus, rising hastily,

for he was descended collaterally from
the Scotch. Let us walk beside the

Serpentine, where aquatic persons dis-

port
;
the chattering of their teeth will

drown our conversation.”

On the same morning Caesar prepared
to go to the House as usual, though his

devoted wife, Calpuroia, begged him to

rest at home after his fainting-fit of

the day before; but he pooh-poohed the

idea;

Don’t you worry, Cal,” he said affec-

:

tionately. ‘‘I’m just going to do a
little log-rolling and I ’ll be back for

lunch. ImaybringJ.H. Thomas along,

so make it just-so. How sweet you
look this morning 1 I ’m glad I married

a looker as well as a cooker. If only

there were a little Julius,” he added
wistfully as he shut the gate.

He had 'barely entered the House
when the conspirators drew round and
stabbed him

;
and the Speaker was aw-

fully cut up about it. He said that this

was going a bit too far, that honourable
Members were setting no sort of exam-
ple to another place, and that he did

not know what Lord Ullswater would

!

think about it. Caesar was also very

much cut up and called his late friend a
brute, which he was, because it was a
most unkind thing to do ; and the Birst

'

Commissioner of Works said that he
should have been consulted before such
a scene took place in a public building.

Then Brutus went into the Forum, a

place something like the Marble Arch,
to tell the world—or as much as had then
been discovered—about his day’s good
deed ; and when he told the citizens

that Caesar had just been about to put
a shilling on the income-tax he received

congratulations from all sides, especially

from the local Chamber of Horrors, the
Income-tax Dodgers’ Protection Society,

Dr. Faustus and Lord Species.

But he reckoned without a friend of

Csesar called Mark Antony, who had
made a pile on the Borsa during the ice-

cream boom, and who now appealed to

the Left at a well-attended open-air

meeting. His speech—which it must
be acknowledged in case Mr. T. P.

O’Connor is about, was not written

by himself, but prepared for him by
William Shakespeare—was calculated

to buy the multitude, quite in the pre-

sent-day manner. He mentioned that

Csesar had always sympathised .with’

the proletariat, had just been about to i

increase the relief scales all round, to

extend extended benefits, and that he ‘

had in his will made generous legacies

to the National Playing Fields Associa-
tion.

Antony’s speech was therefore a
huge success, and everybody said what
a fine fellow Csesar must have been,

and what an awful night it was last

night
; and the crowd got a little restive

and there were a few mansion fires ;
and

Brutus said to Cassius, “ What about
a race to Sardis ? ” And they went
through those gates just as if they were
behind schedule in a reliability trial.

Then Antony led out his army against !

Brutus and Cassius, and they fought at

Philippi. Each side had six men—at

least they had at our theatre, but I

expect they had eleven really—so the
contest 'was stubborn, and Antony only
won on the last green.

Everyone got his deserts. Brutus
and Cassius both played the Eoman
fool—a manly game, but bad for the
heart ; and Antony married the Queen
of Sheba.

‘‘Alsatian Golf Dog Pappies, fully pedi-
greed.”—Scots Paper.

Are these the lost ball retrievers for

which the golfing world has long been
waiting ?
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REFURNISHING.
communication from the Income-tax then, has blue-black eyebrows. But he
Inspector, a programme-pencil, an India- has more—ay, and worse than that. I

The bust of Shakespeare, I think, rubber ring. These insulting properties have given his sightless eyes, I regret
ought to go. Elizabeth in every case removes. I to say, two clearly-defined pupils. They

1 m. -.J3 tIn lending this house for a while to have never liked to ask her why. For were done with an indelible pencil, and
friends—and literary friends at that— a long time I supposed it was hero- I doubt whether all the waters of the
one cannot be too careful to make a worship, and I know that she goes to rough rude sea will be able to wash
good impression. They are certain to the Old Vic. But I once tested her them off. At any rate Elizabeth has
ask themselves what kind of a man, in with a small crown of pink hyacinths, not tried.

the intimate soul of him, is he who cut from a bulb catalogue, which could I have shaded in also lightly the
toils and ponders in this little room, only, I thought, be regarded as compli- beard and moustache, and I have a
Has he the calm sunny temperament, mentary to the great man’s life and difficulty in suggesting to you the ter-

the serene philosophical outlook which work. It went into the waste-paper rible leer which the curled right-hand
they usually associate with his name, or basket like all the rest. She has an end of Shakespeare’s moustache gives
are these a mere mask which he puts orderly mind, and it may be that her to his countenance when shaded in on
onbefore the world, in order to disguise innate sense of tidiness triumphed in his white earthenware bust. Alltheper-
the seven devils of mental self-torture this case over her reverence for the fumes of Arabia will not sweeten this
and doubt? Scrutinising my study care- dramatic muse. one little moustache,
fully, these people will attempt to reply. Certainly however it is Elizabeth And I have treated the nose of the

I repeat, then, the bust of Shake- who keeps harrying Shakespeare from dramatist with red ink. It has become
SPEARE ought to go. one part of the room to another so that incarnadined.
Nobody really knows, to begin with, I never know where I shall meet him I do not know when I did this, but I

how we got the thing. — fancy it was when I
Some say it was a was trying to write
parochial jumble sale

; ^
some simple prattling

others an ectoplasm. verses about a child.
There is the theory that I blame Elizabeth here,
it is the sole testament-

. ^ inclined to think
ary disposition of some - ^ Elizabeth had
vainly -beloved aunt. i \ U feeling
Gregory conceives it to Shakespeare’s art
be a motor mascot. It '

she would have re-
stands about eight

[
WJ \ [a moved this stigma im-

mches high. It has— / J
|

mediately with salts of
I should rather say it '///M i\ 1

' lemon or the white of
had-all the smugness // 0 1 i . ,

whatever
of its Stratford original, ; j-j-

/ j

|/ detergent commonly is
intensified perhaps a '

'
*

' ' ^sed for removiog red
little by faulty repro-

-,1
’ ink from the noses of

duction. It is-I should ^ the mighty dead. 1
rather say it was— ^

• strongly suspect Eliza-

eaShenware^^ ItTeads of fishing lioncymcon). “ Clarence darling, are we preferri^ Mar-
earnnenwaie. ±u leaas really too poor to buy fish?” lowe or even Dekker
a roving life.

^
^ to the Swan of Avon.

Personally I maintain that the pro- next. Why does she do that? She never I I notice that she has placed him this

Wife (a little bit ti?ed of fishing honeymoon). “ Clarence darling, are we
REALLY too POOR TO BUY FISH?”

per place for it is on the mantelpiece, changes the position of the brass dwarf morning in an unusually prominent
between the hand-made pipe-rack and from Bellaggio, though she polishes him position, near the golf-calendar and the
the small brass letter-weight or seal- brightly every day. old menu-card, where the light reveals
ing-wax sta;mp, made in the shape of But there is no reason, you will tell his rather repulsive features to the full,
a dwarf, which I bought at Bellaggio in me, why I should be ashamed of leaving Finally, I am bound to admit I have
some wildly extravagant mood on the the effigy of Shakespeare in my room, given William Shakespeare buttons,
occasion of the visit of Mussolini, But It is clearly not one of those chaste He has one row on his bust already,
the bust of our great national dramatist apartmpts in which only the higher right down the centre of his doublet.

to the top of one expressions of the plastic arts find a But I have given him two extra rows,
or other of the book-cases, or else on to resting-place. They are larger and better buttons than
the writing-desk. Wandering round the Alas ! I have not told you all. his own, and impart an exquisite finish
room, I seem to meet him at every In my more desperate moments, as, to the tout ensemble, especially on the
turn. vYnenever i am in search of a for instance, when thinking out a rhyme days when he wears also a paper hat.
word or an idea, his beard, his mous- for “trigonometry,’* my treatment of I often think that, so accoutred, Shake-
r.fl.r*hp hia hlonn Airpa Vno Qtt a u a t x. i i -i . ..tache, his bland eyes, his indefatigable Shakespeare’s bust has grown to be speare looks more the man of the
pen, annoy me with their suggestion oi still more lacking in elementary courtesy world, more the man who might have
a mmd that never faltered, a flow of to the dead.

^
possessed that wonderful knowledge of

diction tha.; never ran dry. It is at
^

It began with his eyebrows. There human nature, its passions, its lusts

u ^
^ something about a small expression- and follies—but never mind,

the bad habit of redecorating the Bard less earthenware bust reposing upon a I am lending this house,*not indeed
OF Avon . . . bookcase which in moments of strong to strangers, but to people who will

bometimes they are mere temporary mental strain irresistibly provokes the scarcely understand, when they first
ornaments-~an inverted ash-tray, a idle hand to the etching in of eyebrows look at him, the intimate reactions be-
paper cocked hat made out of the last with a fountain-pen. Shakespeare, tween Shakespeare’s soul and mine.
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Fair Critic. “Mr. and Mrs. Jones always give one the impression that they both realise they have married

BENEATH THEM."

They may judge him harshly. He must

be put away. I should have liked to

do more refurnishing even than this.

I should have liked to rearrange the

whole room, so that the great English

classics should not have been mixed up

with modern detective novels and old

school texts. It is a little hard to say,

for instance, what Heligio Medici is

doing between The Wisdom of Father

Brown and Moliere. I should have

liked also to get the seat of .the basket-

chair mended, because one goes right

through that on to the floor until one

gets used to the tiick.

When my friends are sitting here, as

no doubt they often will be, there is

nothing to look at but the ceiling, and

we have a small crack, I notice, in the

plaster. , . .

But a few things, at any rate, must

be altered before they come. The study

putter must be locked up in a cupboard

with the bill-files and the “pending”

basket. It would be more merciful,

perhaps, to Enderby if I took away the

snapshot, taken in strong sunlight, of

him and his wife about to motor to the

Norfolk Broads. . . .

But at any rate the bust of Shake-

speare must go. Evoe.

LINES FOR A BATHROOSm.

This is a bathroom ; do not spread

Yourself as if it were a bed.

Don’t contemplate your past when in it

And do not emulate the linnet,

Nor, though you feel inspired to do so,

Grock, Tetrazzini or Caruso.

Be gentle with the bathroom sponge,

And, if you can’t turn off the Plunge,

Turn off* the Shower first, then the Spray,

Don’t ring the bell and run away
Or terminate the well-earned rest

Of some poor friend or fellow-guest.

Don’t over-splash or wallow, dress

Or shave within these walls ; for less

(In point of common law, not crime)

Poor Englishmen are doing time.

Go easy with the bath-salts, 'please,

Don’t EpsTEiN’s-Eima-handfuls seize

;

Ear better manfully dispense

With softening and seductive scents.

The primrose bath of dalliance is

Bad for the human arteries,

Wherefore be resolute and bold,

Turn on—and then turn off the cold

;

Deep water is an ugly sin

And beauty only deep as skin.

Be quick, be brave and grave and calm,

Chant softly (if you must) a psalm.

And do not drink from either tap.

This is, dear lady (girl or chap),^

No place for even the softest drinks

—

You are in church, or on the links.

Another Romance Grone Wrong.
“ Exchange beautiful diamond engagement

ring, set in platinum,, for 2|h. id. motor-cycle.”

Scots Taper,

Another Glimpse of the Obvious.

“If SDms means could be found to allow

mills ... to work 24 hours per day, their

machinery . . . wnuld be working allthe time.”
Daily Taper,

\

Another Impending Apology.
“ Sir Matthew Nathan has been appointed ;

Chairman of the Advisory Robber Committee !

in succession to the late Lord Stevenson.”

West African Taper.
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AT THE PLAY.
“The Queen was in the Parlour”

(St. Martin’s.)

It was inevitable, in the unlikely-

event of Mr. Noel Coward’s
(of all people

!)
making the

Euritanian excursion that he
should carry unusual baggage.
There is in The Queen Was in

the Farlour more humour of

the pleasantly idiotic kind and
more human feeling than this

traffic, usually bears. And his

instinctive sense of the theatre

guides this attractive tour de

force of an absurdly versatile

person past the usual perils of

the romantic play. There are

no manifest absurdities. For,

though my acquaintance with

I

royalties is necessarily strictly

,

limited, 1 see no reason why
Princess Nadya, after three

years of married torture with
a brute of a Middle-Eastern
princeling, should not have
cast the dust of her native

Eraya off her feet and, after

a little too free a life in the
pleasant exile of Paris, have
fallen simply and desperately

in love with so attractive a
youth as Sabien Pastal

;

nor
why, on the very morning of

her projected marriage with
him, she should not have let

her old mentor, General Krish, persuade
her that princes belong, not to them-
selves -but to their country, and that,
as the assassination of the king without
issue makes'her his legitimate successor,
she must forthwith abandon her
lover at whatever cost and
return to her distracted king-
dom

;
nor, again, why, when a

year afterwards tlie hand that

i

strikes up the, pistol of her
would-be murderer turns out
to be that of Sabien, she should
not yield to his desperate and
despairing importunity for one
night of human happiness,
even on the very eve of her
marriage to a consort, however
charming, chosen for her by
her counsellors.

It is perhaps just a little too
Euritanian that this should
happen while the crowd gathers
before dawn ' in the Palace
square to howl for her blood

;

but quite plausible, after Mr.
Coward’s deft preparation,
that, instead of escaping dis-

creetly over the frontier, she
should appear on the balcony,
and in an ecstasy of remorse
invite the demonstrators to kill

her as a woman unfit to be their sov-

ereign; thereby taking the wind out

of their sails and distracting their pur-

pose. It is a little ultra-romantic, per-

haps, but theatrically elective and

reasonable, tEat the quiet rather-bored
“Why don’t you all go home to your
beds ? ” spoken by her sporting consort-
elect, Prince Keri, should turn their
now rather half - hearted demand for

death into the singing of the Kraya
National Anthem—which incidentally
seemed to have a compass of about
three octaves and to be quite beyond
the larynxes of the citizens. The pis-

tol shot by which the doomed
Sabien ended his adventure
and the perfect understanding
of his consort’s position by the
morrow’s bridegroom—he had
himself been forced to aban-
don a private romance—with
whom Nadya had already
established the promise of an
intimacy not expected of mar-
riages of State convenience,
seemed to round off the busi-

ness inevitably without leaving
anyuntidy ends dangling loose.

Naturally our vivacious
author can’t altogether keep
his tongue out of his cheek or
resist the temptation of partly,

yet not inaptly, referring to

Colonel Sapt 2006. Prince Bupert
of Hentzau, the two distin-

guished exemplars of this ro-

mantic vogue. But this is

much better stuff theatrically,

it is interesting to note, than
the inadequate stage versions
we have had of the two admir-
able romances of Sir Anthony
Hope Hawkins. The Queen
Was in the Parlour is not an
imperishable work of art, need-
less to say, but it is emphati-

cally a jolly good entertainment and
an excellent technical achievement,
planned skilfully for its frame.

Miss Madge Titheradge {Nadya),
having now thoroughly disciplined her

once too monotonously rever-
berating alto, has added much
to the range of her powers.
Her part contains laughter and
tears, flippancy and sensibility.

She contrives with
^
much sub-

tlety to achieve the plausible
progressions from mood to mood.
Mr. Francis Lister managed
with a charming ease the lighter
passages of Sabien’

s

love-mak-
ing.^ He did equally well the
much more difficult business of
suggesting with considerable
power the devastating effect of
Nadya’s renunciation and flight

upon Sabien’

s

sensitive nature
and the desperate undercurrent
of hopelessness in the moments
of their brief reunion. Mr.
Herbert Marshall had an ad-
mirably conceived and worked-
out part provided for him in the
gentle, punctilious and percep-
tive Prince Keri, and played it

with a fine dignity, delicacy
and humour, I find one can

STUDIES IN EEVOLUTION.
This suspense is too awful, •

.

Prince Keri of Zalgar .... Mr. Herbert Marshall.
General Knsh Mr. G. M. Hallard.

NADYA TUENS HER BACK ON HER FUTURE (Act I)
AND ON HER PAST (Act II.).

Nadya Miss Madge Titheradge.



easily under-estimate the skill of this

thoughtful player if one does not remind
oneself that the apparent ease and in-

evitability of his work is the result of a

sound technical mastery of his job.

Mr. C. M. Hallaed has not in my
recollection done anything better than,

nothing perhaps quite as good as, his

quite admirable kindly-gruff General
Krtsh. He built up the part with many
skilful touches (including an astonish-

ingly effective make-up) and without a

lapse into exaggeration or betrayal of

his own rather mannered personality.

A very sound performance. Lady Tree
played a charming Grand Duchess
cleverly in a humanly modified grand
manner

;
Miss Ada King imparted her

sense of humour and character into the

slight part of the stolid Englishwoman,
Mhs Phipjos (though I

could wish shewouldn’

t

say “ umberella ”)
;
and

Miss Freda Godfrey
was effective in the by
no means easy rdle of

Zana, Nadya's maid.

An excellent feature

of the production and
the playing was that a

1 pJjiiiP

pleasantly exotic for- Mifljr
eign air was skilfully

contrived without
,

the
;

'

rather tiresome device

of everybody’s offering
|

us various brands of 1
guttural and battered

English. T.

A NEW WAY TO WORLD^PEAGE.

Dear Me. Punch,—I think you will

agree with me that the discovery and
promotion of some method for the future

safeguarding of the peace of the world
is not without interest in contemporary
topics. I believe I am safe in the

assumption that people have from time
to time discussed this subject and that

journalists have been known of late

years to formulate opinions and deliver

them as facts for our education.

Sir, I have a scheme which, if and
when adopted, will, I am confident, put
to shame the efforts of the late President

Wilson, the First, Second, etc., Com-
munist Internationale and the League
of Nations.

I had the good fortune recently to

beiately enhanced by the Canadians at

the expense of their own.
Nor is this by any means the only

example of brotherly love. The Amer-
icans run an excursion steamer to the
very foot of the Canadian Falls, and
their citizens smilinglybask in the spray

I

of Canadian waters and openly admire
|

them. Beer is freely advertised and
|

sold on the Canadian shore. Do the ^

Americans treat this as a flaunt and
despise their delinquent cousins ? Not
a bit of it. They flock across by the
thousand for a drink.

Again, on either shore they teach
their young the same language" so that

!

on attaining maturity they may the !

more easily understand one another.
This appeals to me especially as an
example of that broad-minded unselfish

treatment of essentials

so much needed in this

modern fitful world. AH
rivalry is scorned. Each
nation owns a power-
house to collect what
power it can from the

I

rushing waters,

In our notice last

week of Thy Naync is

Woman at the
Lady. “ Gan you tell me ie there are any vitamines

ion Theatre itwas st^ed
Greengrocer, “Well, Mum, there’s bound to be a pew

that Mr. JNORM.iN Me- produce, but there ain’t no reason why you shouldn’t
Kinnel was late in one

^
—

of his entrances ‘‘and so caused a hitch visit the Niagara Falls. As you will

in an otherwise smooth production.” doubtless remember,* they are divided

We are now informed that the slight into two by an island, forming the

delay that occurred was due to the American Falls on the side of the

non-appearance at the proper moment United States and the Canadian Falls

of another character, and that Mr. on the Canadian side. Wehavethere-
McKinnel was in no way to blame, fore the spectacle of two great nations

We regret that through ignorance of existing side by side, sharing the glories

what had occurred behind the scenes andtheprofitsof a world-famous pheno-

we should have seemed to cast any re- menon of nature. Now, Sir, comes my
flection upon an actor who is as con- point. At exactly 9 p.m. powerful

submitted at

scientious as he is accomplished. searchlights of divers hues appear from
. the Canadian shore, wandering about

mx. -KT TT 4. x the skies in an unsettled manner. Sud-
The New Hat-trick.

applause of the
From a descnption of the Australians

gpg^jtators, these hues steady them-
. Lancashire

: selves, arrange themselves in parallel

The New Hat-trick.

V, Lancashire

“Richardson was uneasy against Mac- formation and impinge—mark this,
donald’s fast deliveries and went out to a n*

ridiculous stroke, putting his hat to a ball
Sir—on the American Falls. The pre-

which rose above his head and deflecting it to cision, i may add, with which they
,1 , -1 (. rrr ^ .j n .i*. m .* : ^ J. _ ..IT
the hands of Watson at second slip.”

Neiv ZealoAid Layer,

The home journals missed this pic-

turesque detail.

impinge eliminates all suspicion of

undesigned accident.

What an example, Sir, to Europe

!

The beauty of the American Falls deli-

neitherattempts to out-

do the other. Each
openly admits that its

own is the largest and
most costly of its kind
in the world.

Sir, it is my belief

that in this admirable
attitude lies the possi-

bility, even the proba-
bility, of future peace
for Europe, and I have
therefore drafted a briet

^ „ scheme which I am con-

will be acclaimed

WASH ’EM OFF.” cagerly by the great

European nations, and
submitted at once to professional

draughtsmen for presentation at the
next International Conference. It is

as follows :

—

(1) All nations shall forthwith adopt
the same language. I strongly recom-
mend the English tongue as being the
least; trouble to master. I anticipate

no difficulty in the settlement of this

question at the Conference.

(2) Every alternate country, geogra-

phically, shall be under Prohibition, the
adjoining ones on both sides being a hun-
dredper cent, wet. This wouldencourage
thousands of one nationality to fiock

over their neighbour’s borderfor refresh-
ment and to avoid any form of differ-

j

ence with that country at all costs.
;

Again, merely as a suggestion of course, *

I should propose to arrange the alterna-

tion somewhat as follows : British Isles,

wet ; France, dry ; Belgium, wet ; Hol-
land, dry ; Germany, wet, and so on.

Such a scheme I feel sure would be
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quickly accepted and enforced. Having
some knowledge of their nature, I think

the French first and foremost would be

alive to its advantages.

(3) This, Sir, is the framework of the

whole scheme. Some phenomenon,
natural if possible, is to be erected at a

prominent point on the border dividing

every European nation. Where that

border is above the average in length,

two or even more such phenomena
might be considered. Each phenomenon
will be, again naturally if possible,

divided into two equal parts, with the

international border running between

them, and the chief vantage-point frow
which to view either half of the pheno-

menon will always be across the border,

and after dark each half will he illu-

minated by searchlights from across the

border.

You will appreciate the enormously

beneficial eifect this will have, Sir, on

the mutualrelations of the two countries

concerned. That it would be attended

by great expense I do not doubt for a

”^inute. But what a security 1 I admit

too that the onus would fall unequally

on the nations. Britain would continue

to speak her own language, would re-

main wet and avoid the burden of

the construction of any phenomenon.
France, on the other hand, would sur-

render her language, become dry, and
be obliged to consider some five such

constructions. But who can doubt that

our gallant neighbours would in this,

as always, meet us in that never-failing

spirit of unselfishness which we asso-

ciate with their record ?

I hesitate to give examples of suitable

phenomena
;
these will be propounded

and settled upon by abler brains than
my own. The English-French border

of course would not need one
;
it already

possesses the Channel, which, I under-

stand, many persons, while the crossing

is still in their mind, for various reasons

place in that category. On the Ger-
man-French border a canyon, after the

style of the Grand Canyon, Arizona,

but rather larger if possible, could be
constructed. World records are ad-

visable where convenient
;

they un-
doubtedly appeal to the imagination of

the populace ; but such world records

may take any shape or form, e.g., the
highest mountain in the world, the

deepest valley, the bluest lake, the
coldest glacier and so on. I under-
stand our American cousins are well in

advance of us in ideas of this kind and
would doubtless have some very useful

suggestions to make.
I leave the scheme in your able

hands, Sir, to deal with as you think
fit. I wish only for the future peace of

the world, and, scorning publicity, sign

myself Philanthropist.

A FORECAST.
August, 1927, in Dover.

August 9th.—At the meeting of the

Town Council to-day it was decided

that a statue (companion to the Captain

Webb memorial) should be erected to

commemorate the wonderful perform-

ance of Miss Gertrude Ederle, the

first woman to swim the Channel.

Councillor Adam made an impressive

speech, in which he pressed the claim

of Mrs. Corson, the first “ mother ” to

accomplish the feat. After a heated

discussion it was decided that statues

should be erected to both ladies.

August loth. — Charlie Chaplin

swam the Channel yesterday. He
landed at the bandstand, having been

forty-eight hours in the water. Mr.

Chaplin would have accomplished the

distance in less time but he constantly

lost his hat and stick and had to swim
after them. He explained that his mous-
tache acted as a rudder and took him
out of his course several times. He
had no sustenance during the ordeal

except an occasional custard tart. He
received an ovation from thirty thou-

sand people, who had waited patiently

ever since the news of his start had
been received. The Mayor said that

he felt sure that the people of Dover
would wish that a statue should be

erected to Mr. Chaplin.

August 11th.—Felix the Cat and
Kin-tin-tin the Wonder Dog arrived

at Gris Nez to swim the Channel. There
was a painful scene when Felix dis-

covered that it could not be done
walking. Ein-tin-tin wasted no time,

but jumped in at once and crossed in

the record time of two-and-a-half hours.

His trainer said he had been worried on
the journey by spiteful cat-fish. When
congratulated on his performance, the

talented animal barked modestly and
said it was nothing to what he had to

do in the studio.

August 12th.—The Mayor issued a

proclamation stating that Channel
swimmers arriving on Saturdays, Sun-
days or on Early Closing Day would
jolly well have to land by themselves.

Miss Betty Bird of Battersea, who had
already started from Cap Gris Nez,
reached the Admiralty Pier at 3.30 p.m.

on Saturday. On being informed of

the warning she swam about outside

the harbour till 10 a.m. on Monday
morning, when she landed in an ex-

hausted state. In reply to a reporter

she pointed out that she was the first

woman to swim about for a whole week-
end. It is probable that her claim to a

memorial will have to be considered.

August 16th.—A '“Nippy” swam
the Channel to-day. She carried with
her two cups of tea and two on toast

twice. She was welcomed by the Mayor
and an enthusiastic crowd who were
vociferous in demanding a statue for

her. The Mayor pledged himself to

secure that the lion’s share of the avail-

able funds and space for memorials
should be hers.

August 17th.—Two Serbs, a Pata-
gonian and an Irishman from the Irish

Free State were successful in swim-
ming the Channel to-day. About a hun-
dred people watched them land. The
Mayor welcomed them to Dover.
August 18th.—The Mayor is confined

to bed with a nervous breakdown.
August 19th.—Thirty-three women

and two men accomplished the swim
from Gris Nez to Dover to-day. Four
small boys watched them land and
cheered them enthusiastically.

August 22nd.—Seventy females and
seven males swam the Channel. No-
body was there to see them land.

August 28rd.—At the meeting of the

Town Council held to-day it was de-

cided to charge Channel swimmers an
Entertainment Tax.

August 24th.—Three hundred and
ninety-nine women and eleven men are

said to have started to swim from Gris

Nez this morning. The Mayor, who was
slightly better, had a relapse on hearing

the news. His deputy has broadcast

an appeal to them to go to Blackpool
instead.

WEDDING-DONG-BELLS.
III.

—

The In-Laws.

In-Laws come down like wolves on fold,

Befuse to sib where they are told,

And snatch each other’s places;

The church in consequence of this

Is not so much replete with bliss

As full of scowling faces.

The loving couple plight their troth ;

The sniffy families of both
Examine reputations

;

His folk start criticising her,

Her costume and her character,

Her friends and her relations

;

"While her folk’s estimate of him.

Delivered with arresting vim
The organ cannot smother

;

Throughout the church it ’s understood
The Happy Pair are Not Quite Good
Enough For One Another.

“ The police were called, and helped in dis-

tinguishing the blaze.”— Ulster Paj^er.

There is no eluding these sleuths.

" A dense cloud of mosquitoes ‘ came in with
the tide’ during ihe band performance on
Southend pier, and several bandsmen were
temporarily placed out of action. Two girls

fainted from the excitement and the pain of

the strings.”— Paper.

Nothing, we observe, is said about the
sufferings of the wood-wind.
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Dr\oir ^^Bo 2 s de rose,''
I

wears grey silk stockings. Withanolcl-
BOIS DE ROSE. ‘‘Oh, but; I thought that was like j lace collar—perfection.”

AuntEmilyhad always been attracted rosewood ? ”
j

Aunt Emily looked in the glass at her

by the name of this colour, though she ‘‘It has somany shades,Moddom; this wdspy grey hair, whose wispiness just

was hazy as regards its exact now was as the quills of a fret-

translation. With three friends
she discussed it between the

hands at bridge.

“Rosewood,” decided the

acknowledged oracle of the

party—“th^e colour, I should

say, of that piano or work-

table. Not very becoming,

I should think.”

No morewas said. Theywere
all busy sorting their cards.

That week Aunt Emily
went to her club in London
for a couple of days, intent on
buying a new best dress. She
never had difficulty, as a rule,

in finding a “ready-made,” as

she was medium stock size.

She said she could always get

on best alone, so when her

niece, Evelyn, came andvolun-
teered to go with her, she

gently but firmly refused.
‘

‘Evelyn ’ s a peri ect dear,” she

thought as she floated awayon
thewflngs of a perfect morning

downKnightsbrid ge,
‘
‘ but she

would have expected me to

change my stockings and put

mh

“ ‘ MoDDOM WEAES much UKDERCLOTHING-,’
MANE1SRED ASSISTANT.’

SAID THE PEEPECT-

now was as the quills of a fret-
|

ful porcupine, through unkind
j

resistance of small-necked !

govrns. Pale cheeks annoyed i

her less, and by the time she
|

got to her arms she felt posi-
j

tively impudent. She pirou-
|

etted a little as she thought
j

of playing a no-trump hand
j

The daint)^ wristlet intowhich
|

the long sleeve was gathered

—the slits to the elbow re-

vealing bits of an arm of

which she was still quite par-

donably proud. Her inward

eye visioned all these as she

made grand slam.

In a flash she saw too her

three bridge cronies, receiving

her ocular demonstration of

real bois de rose. Not that she

would chortle overthe “oracle.”

She would say, “My dear,

you were right, and you were

wrong. There are so many
shades. . . Back she was
in the fitting-room.

“ I ’ll take it,!’ she said.

Again at her club, reaction

set in. It was much too grand.

on my new^ slippy princess petticoat.” is one of the prettiest. Neither too light She would never dare to wear it.

Being so eariy sho was served with nor too deep . . . Yes—you could wear She was too old, too careless of acces-

alacrity. Beautifulyoungwomenhovered this for dinner, for bridge or for a garden- series. She had been a fool. But she

near to fly at her bidding. If she admired party. And it fits exactly. Too short ? wouldn’t own it just at present. And she

a frock ever so little, the next minute, by No, not if—(Oh, she ovght to -have could always veil and lengthen the dress

ma^ic seemingly, there it was parading changed those Woolbreds !)—Moddom somehow, with black scarves and things,

before her on a lovely mannequin. \ Thedresswastoarriveto-morrowmom-

So many pleased her that it was with \. X iug. Evelynwas comingto dinnerto-mght.

quite an armfulthatthecharming assist-

ant conveyed her to the fitting-room. “ Well, Auntie, did you get a dress ?

Pretty styles, pretty colours—greys, “ Oh, yes, dear. A darling dress. A

clarets, blues. But so often spoilt by 'darlin’ iress." (They had both been to

the sleeves. When long enough they '''•¥
1

Juno and the Paycook the mghtheioTe.)

lolloped so at the wrist. That would \f j
.

“Well, I saw a darlin dress yester-

never do for bridge-playing. She saw
1

!
day, but I just couldn’t afford it. It

those hanging frills disarranging the ^ ™ loveliest shade of bo7S de

tricks, fidgeting, drawing off her atten-
) j\ rose. It would have done for anything—

tion when playing dummy. / dinner, dance or garden-party.

Other frocks seemed oddly small and :
, ,

And the slits in the sleeves Oh!

short. / i'
^ won’t think about it. Now tell

“Moddom wears much nndercloth- I me about yours. Auntie.”

intr,” said the perfect-mannered assist- ^ to-morrow. Eat

ant. Aunt Emily felt she was trying "v V^llf
not to notice the Woolbred stockings eight precisely,

and the unsilky petticoat. theatre there was nc

More struggles, more disappointment heartier laughter than Aunt Emily’s,

with some detail. V'“ ,
Nextmornmg,whenthedressdulyar-

At last the assistant brought a pink- ^ rived, Annt Emily didnotevenunpack it

ish georgette. \ SL i

' On an adhesive label over herown name

“Isn’t that too light?” M r she wrote Evelyn’s name and address.

“It’s a most becoming shade, ^ Whenshereturnedfromthepost-

Moddom, especially to ladies of your I
office it was through a M^ch bhzzard

complexion and hair. It’s a colour . 1 but she felt—well, she felt as if sb«

that gives a kind of soft warmth.” wood of eoses on a sunny June were walking through a wood of roses

“ What do you call it ?
” morning.” on a sunny June morning.

The dress was to arrive to-morrow morn-

ing. Evelynwas comingto dinner to-night.
sje j[: >[c 5{s

“ Well, Auntie, did you get a dress ?
”

“ Oh, yes, dear. A darling dress. A
''darlin' dress.” (They had both been to

Ju7io and the Paycock the night before.)

“Well, I saw a darlin’ dress yester-

day, but I just couldn’t afford it. It

was in that loveliest shade of bois ds

rose. It would have done for anything

—

bridge, dinner, dance or garden-party.

And the slits in the sleeves Oh 1

but I won’t think about it. Now tell

me about yours, Auntie.”
“ Not till it comes to-morrow. Eat

your dinner, child. That play starts

at eight precisely.”

In all the theatre there was no

heartier laughter than Aunt Emily’s.

Next morning,when the dress duly ar-

rived, Aunt Emily did notevenunpack it.

On an adhesive label over her own name
she wrote Evelyn’s name and address.

When she returned from the post-

office it was through a March blizzard

;

but she felt—well, she felt as if she

were walking through a wood of roses

on a sunny June morning.
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Owner .
“ I ’ve done eveey mortal thing to make it a good putting-green. I ’ve cut it, an’ rolled it, an’ watered

r, an’ given it fertiliser, an’ dressed it with lawn-sand an’ daisy-killer an’ weed-killer, an’ yet the grass isn’t
ANYTHING LIKE WHAT IT OUGHT TO BE.”

Local Exjpert . “Well, now, if you was to stop tormentin’ it for a bit it might ’ave a chance.”

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
{By Mr, Punch's Staff of Learned Glerhs.)

Throughout The World of William Clissold (Benn) runs an
increasing purpose—to get from the world to William. 1
am forbidden under the terms of Mr, E. G. Wells’s fore-
word to identify William with Mr. Wells, but “ naturally
his point of view is like Mr. Wells’ ” and his interpretation
of the world somewhat similar. Occasionally Mr. Wells’s
reading of the universe is perverse and his schemes for its
regeneration cloudy. But Mr. Wells’s reading of Mr.
Wells—or the gentleman who for the time being adopts a
similar standpoint—is charitable, and schemes for his re-
generation are non-existent. Between these poles of dubious
interest there is a host of minor matters which Mr, Wells
can be relied on to illuminate

; and as the present work is
to occupy six books and three volumes there should be
ample space to cope with them. In Book I. the speculative
William, “vaguer and more acutely critical” than most
men, arraigns the religions of the world. They are all
moribund except the Eoman Catholic Church, which lives
because its priests have no chance of a livelihood elsewhere.
God has never been. He is perhaps to be. Omega, if you
like, but not Alpha. So much emerges from a welter of
pre-historical lore mingled with exalted hopes for a “ Eacial
Man ” of co-operative habits. Book II, develops William
himself, his defaulting father, shabby Continental childhood

and scientific youth—all adequately treated but not in the
writer’s happiest vein. The autobiography doubles back to
include a “History of Toil,” a pocket monograph on
“ Money ” and an interesting comparison between Eeudalism
and Capitalism, in which both “ systems ” are stigmatised
as “ driftage.” I hope no critic of 'William's philosophy
will thank Mr. Wells for teaching him that word with-
out a qualifying allusion to the valuable flotsam found
floating among the debris.

Miss Fox Smith, whose astonishing acquaintance with
the men and ships of the merchant service so often delights
Mr. Punch’s readers, tells in her Tales of the Clipper
Ships (Methuen) of the life on board these immortally
famous craft with an understanding which suggests the
impossible conclusion that the authoress herself must have
shipped before the mast. In truth, the stories of the officers
and men, as Miss Fox Smith narrates them, are much more
interesting than the records of the ships the old seamen
handled with a skill and a courage unmatched in the world.
If it be sad to see a fine old vessel abandoned to base uses
or rotting neglected alongside a decaying wharf, what of the
old sailing captains turned adrift when steam invaded the
peace of the ocean ? In The Last Voyage of the ‘ Maid of
Athens,’ ” Miss Fox Smith narrates the dealings of the old
hard-fisted shipowner with his loyal skipper, and that sturdy
officer’s sublime revenge. The controversy between steam
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and sail continues perennial; and in

‘•The End of an Argument” all good

seamen will rejoice at the triumph of

the sailing-mate over the Scotch en-

gineer. ‘‘ Oranges ” is a delicate piece of

romance impinging upon the realism of

the sea. There are an entertaining epi-

sode of the crimp who was delivered

over to the will of an angry forecastle,

and two sinister yarns of the inescap-

able ill-luck which haunts the sea. In

fact Miss Fox Smith has provided a set

of six as good stories as may be found

outside the pages of Conbad.

A Village jlilhonaire provides

Two problems deftly co-related ;

One ’s whether love or wealth in brides

And grooms should be more highly

rated

;

The other—not perhaps so old

But hardly less profound—is whether
Labour and Capital can hold

Each other’s hands and dwell

together.

Dick's father runs a huge concern

Where Lucy's dad picks up a living;

They love, and, though the parents learn

The news thereof with some mis-

i

giving,

They let things take their course
;
but

when
A strike reveals the damsel’s father

Among the leaders of the men
It strains the situation rather.

But Eichabb Kinver

—

he whose plot

(From Leonard Parsons) I’m
pursuing

—

Is not the man to tie a knot
Without an eye to its undoing

;

Sweet Lucy's strike-supporting sire

Inherits a vast sum in dollars,

And all that you could well desire

In novels naturally follars.

^
,

\-

The general reader who is interested

in the government of his country is

placed last on the list, augustly headed
'

by Members of Parliament, of those whom the publishers

of the Whitehall Series of volumes hope to attract to their

histories of the different Government Offices. Yet, even
though it may be less entertaining to be governed than to

govern, most of us will read with patience Sir Malcolm
Seton’s book, The India Office (Putnam). You have my
assurance that it does not at all resemble an official blue-

book, and, though no doubt much dry dust does from time

to time accumulate in Whitehall, the presence of which
may by an occasional sample be suggested here, yet behind

I

the surface-values of Sir Malcolm’s study, behind the

grinding departmental work it records, one feels looming as

a great reality the smoky plains and hills of illimitable India.

When the Indian Civil Service was inaugurated by the en-

gagement of “half-a-dozen youths of meane parentage who
write good hands and shall be willing to be employed upon
all occasions without murmuring” there was begun the

weaving of a fabric of administration, not only of such

;

honourable texture as to be cause of pride to all decent

MANNERS IN THE BALLROOM.
She. “ What ’s this—a new stunt ?

He. “No, JUST BOWING TO A FRIEND.”

Britons, but also of unmatched complexity. In summarising

the story of the relations between the Home Authority and

. the Governor-General with all his men abroad as concisely

I as perhaps is possible, the author no doubt fulfils his primary

;
purpose, yet again and again he slips away from the India

of reports and schedules and council tables to wander off

into an Oriental dreamland—a country of bullock waggons
5 and jewelled princes and irrigation canals, a country where
L temple-bells tinkle and temple idols may hold property and

[ engage in litigation—only waking with a jerk in the last

) paragraph of his chapter to find himself back in his office

j chair in Whitehall with his latest report still to write. I

. like him best in these unofficial excursions.

) It is a rather perfunctory Euritania that Mr. J. 0. Snaith
i hasdepictedinbislatestnovel, but anyreaderwithanunquencb-

) able appetite for the ermine and intrigue of small imaginary

i kingdoms will find these interests lavishly represented in

} What Is To Be (Holder and Stoughton). The hero of the
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book, John Bede Cliandos, raised my hopes in the opening
paragraph by announcing that his birthday was All Fools’

Day. But this, I regret to say, was his first and last venture
into Quixotic irony. He developed by casual touches from
a solicitor wdth “ a gently subsiding practice ” into *‘a lineal

descendant of Henry YJ. of England,” married ^'a lovely

authentic daughter of the Eoyal House of Carmania,”
enjoyed a short debauch of high living financed by English
aristocrats and x^merican millionairesses, and was then
hurtled through the air with his bride to fish in the troubled

waters of Carmanian politics. The ex-solicitor as Prince
Consort, pitted against the all-powerful Krazhhm, leader of

the Beds, and General Btezavon, unmanageable protagonist

of the "Whites, is handled throughout his own autobiography
with dignity tempered by commiseration. Queen Ysa's

difficulties—mainly arising from her own supporters’ inclin-

ation towards tyranny and torture—are sympathetically

described, and the advice of the American Minister to her
husband, “Quit at once and take her with you,” is feelingly

quoted. The quitting, an involuntary but none the less

final exit, is preluded
""

by an anonymous letter
‘
‘crudely decoratedwith

a skull and crcssbones
”

and “ written in red ink,

doubtless to simulate

blood,” and the adven-

tures of the couple in

exile have their fair

share of similar artifice.

I am afraid Mr. Snaith
takes dynastic romance
too lightly. This school

has been so long a fav-

ourite with writers of

notable skill that even

a pass degree in it de-

mands exertion.

Stories about Arma-
geddon—thenextArma-

geddon— are always
popular, possibly be-

cause it is pleasing to

know that our own
foolish little wars are

not a circumstance to the things our descendants a few
generations hence will do to each other. I confess that I
always put down an Armageddon book feeling that no future
generation will ever be quite as bloodthirsty as the fellows
who write the books, and I desire to record my opinion that
of all Armageddon-mongers Mr, Shaw Desmond takes the
palm for bloodthirst on a grand scale. In Bagnarok (Duck-
worth) he depopulates about three-fifths of the ‘civilised
globe. London is wiped out by poison gas, Beds from the
EaS(t End and French black troops. Paris is wiped out by
the Germans and Berlin by the French after the whole
German army of ten million or so has been exterminated.
New York is erased by the Japs and Chinese, and alFthe
other large American cities are depopulated by a private
American war between the Ku Klux Klan and the Jews,
negroes and Irish. And so on. There is nothing of your
amateur scientist about Mr. Desmond. When he wants
another sort of gas or a death-dealing ray or a new sort of
aeroplane with which to devastate a continent or two, he
just imagines it and there it is. On the other hand our
hero and heroine manage to be in the thick of it all without
being gassed, poisoned, disembowelled by Senegalese,
murdered by the Beds or “done in,” as oue might have

expected, or even hoped, along with the rest of the human
race by some one of their author’s implements of wholesale
slaughter. Mr. Desmond is well enough posted on the
things of the present. He has written three or four quite
good novels and has been described by one critic as the
“Carlyle of the Irish struggle.” He is fairly entitled to
call himself the Munchausen of Armageddon.

It seems a long while since I last enjoyed a story by Mr.
Edward Noble, a writer whose name was pleasantly
familiar to me some fifteen years ago, but who has never
quite redeemed the considerable promise of his youth. Yet
he has many excellent qualities. For one thing he is a
sailor, and in all his books we can perceive the splendid
sanity of the sea. Then he can write—even though he is

on occasion rather weak in his spelling, especially when he
deals with foreign languages. And he has the crowning
merit of a firm faith in his own views, which means also
that he has courage enough to let a touch of melodrama
creep in here and there—an excellent spice to a story. It

is true that I do not
think he chooses his

titles very happily. The
Fire of Spring (Heine-
mann) is a name that
has no particular rela-

tion to the contents
of the book, and can
hardly be said to pos-

sess any outstanding
merit of its own. Mr.
Noble, we can see, is

all for stern discipline,

but he contrives to be
quite reasonably fair in

his picture of the young
and beautiful Suffrag-

ette (how antique the
word seemsnow !), Miss
IphigeneiaMassenshaio^

commonly and more
mercifully known as

Effie, and her eventual
capture in the best ro-

mantic style by th at gal-

.
^

lant Irishman, Captain
Patrick M'Grath of the Wexfords, just as he embarks for
the Front in Flanders. Interwoven with this affair we have
a sinister band of cosmopolitan scoundrels, all with names
clearly indicating their origin, who have agreed to finance
the militant movement for reasons of their own. Possibly
the author is a trifle obsessed with this sort of Hidden
Hand idea, but he has written an eminently readable novel.

In these days when novelists pay too little attention to
the construction of their stories In Minden Town (Faber
AND Gwyer) is both rare and refreshing. Very carefully
Miss M. A. CuRTOis lays the foundations of her tale and
proceeds to build it. A murder had taken place in Minden,
and for the time being this crime and the mystery attached
to it were the only topics of conversation in the little town.
But the murder is merely the peg on which Miss Curtois
hangs her story—a peg, let me add, which is quite capable
of bearing the weight imposed upon it. The excellence of
this tale is not due to its sensationalism, but to the history
of Minden and its inhabitants. Miss Curtois has placed
both the one and the other under a microscope, but she
examines them with eyes which are as kindly as they are
critical.
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CHARiVARlA.
We understand that the Home

Secretary's refusal to admit Tomsky
to this country also applies to Dicksky
and Harrysky. ..

Speaking at Bournemouth, Mr. J.

Walker, of the Steelworkers' Union,
expressed the opinion that Mr. Jack
Jones would be very much better if

he had had twelve months in college.

We ourselves are of opinion that it

would have spoiled his style.

Iti seems that the only way to settle

this Geneva question is to form a junior

League, with promotion and relegation

at the end of every season.

In withdrawing her representative

from Geneva, Spain seems
to have made the mistake
of thinking that she could

sit on the League of Na-
tions more effectively by
staying away.

*

A European delegation

has been invited to exam-
ine Labour conditions in

Mexico. The desire is to

dispel the belief that the

Mexican working -classes
spend all their time look-

ing on at revolutions.
* ^

i'fi

Dr. Yoshitomi claims

that the Japanese are one
ofthe Lost Tribes of Israel.

We don’t see what can be
done about it ; but perhaps
it accounts for Jew-jitsu.

GeneralHsrtzog claims

that South Africa should be as inde-

pendent as Britain. This means that

if he succeeds South Africans will not

be able to buy cigarettes after eight

o’clock at night, except through auto-

matic machines.
t'fi

To all appearances v/hat most of these

Dictators seem to dictate are special cables

to the London morning newspapers.

Scotland’s third campaign between

the *^wets” and the ^*drys” has been

launched. Scotland can do as it likes,

but we are all for St. George and the

Elagon. ^

With reference to the cat burglar

now being sought by Scotland Yard,

there is a theory that it is a woman
disguised as a modern girl.

•t'

It is predicted that in four or five

years' time, for lack of eligible candi-

dates, there may be no Lord 2Ylaycr of

London. We are keeping this gloomy
prospect from the children.

The news that a turtle w-hich had
escaped from an aquarium was at large

in the Great Ouse was another possible

cause of the recent excitement in alder-

manic circles. ^

Viscount Grey is urging us not to let

the motor-car deprive us of the use of

our legs; but one can get very good
artificial ones these days,

A London bus is said to be touring

Europe, W^e always thought this

gyratory tra jffic system would be carried

too far some day.
^
*'

*

A critic says that poetry is the ex-

‘‘ Tne work of building Piccadilly Cir-

cus was commenced at the beginning of

the nineteenth century,” says a weekly
paper. Nobod}- seems to know wlien it

will be finished.

Poreheads are to be concealed during

the coming winter, according to a Paris

fashion expert. This, says a cynic, will

prevent people seeing if ladies have any

A new football-ground has been laid

out in Epping Forest. Probably referees

will be too, if they can’t climb trees.

^
‘

Man cannot live by bread alone, but
now that a German inventor has pro-

duced a machine that will make bread

and alcohol at the same time there will

be many peoplewho will have a good try.

It is said that so many
magistrates andjournalists
are trying to study tramps
at first hand that the Lon-
don County Council are

thinking of building
another lodging-house es-

pecially for vagrants.
t]i ‘.le

A baby born in South
Wales has been christened

Cook Eichardson Her-
bert Smith, Luckily the

N.S.P.C.C.is still in exist-

‘ I SAT, OLD CHAP, WHERE DID YOU SHOOT THIS ?
”

ence.
iJC

pression of feeling without the thought

that it may ever be heard by anybody,”

To think of the times one has been

poetical in a telephone box without

knowing it

!

With reference to Italian monetary
reform a contemporary points out that

this has been assisted by the liquida-

tion of certain ‘Hrozen” assets. We
are requested to state that this does

not specify ice-cream.

Luton farmers are advised by the

police to proceed against children who
tramp on any growing corn. It must
be a very bold child who would tramp

on the growing corn of a farmer—or

anybody else.
*

In . swimming circles some recent

achievements are regarded as evidence

in support of the theory that the

Channel is shrinking.

The carpenter at Port-

patrick who is also a bar-

ber ought to be able to

save sawing when he
mends a table. He can
just talk the hind-leg off it.

5j:

The discovery of a Lancashire tenor
who can sing three notes at once is the

more remarkable in view of the number
of tenors who can't even sing one note
at once. ^ .u

A teacher of singing complains in a
daily paper that many young singers

deliberately shake the voice. Their
excuse is that their liquid notes have a
good deal of sediment.

In a booklet published by a bank
attention is drawn to the increasing

practice of initiating school-children

into the mysteries of banking. It is

just as well to prepare them for the

time when they will have overdrafts of

their own.

The recent arrival at Plymouth of

twenty tons of Mlver from Mexico is

regarded locally as quite in keeping
with the Drake tradition.

VOL. CLXXI. M
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MR. STONER AND CROWLIHK.

Ceowlink FARir, which lies behind

the Seven Sisters, has been rescued from

the builder by a generous benefactor,

and it is hoped that the nation will see

fit to subscribe some of the purchase-

money.
But the nationcannot haveMr, Stoner,

who used to farm Crowlinh Farm long

ago, while it was still a farm. Mr.

Stoner is mine. He farms, when the

spirit seizes him, my small garden, lying

under Friston Hill. It consists of about

half-an-acre of practically untouched

downland, with two exiguous flower-

borders, but even the flower-borders

are composed of chalk. There is no
‘^mole,” as Mr. Stoner calls it, in

them. He thinks they asters and they

sweet williams would do better if there

were mole. I daresay he is right.

I do not want asters, and nobody
that I have ever heard of, except Mr.

Stoner, does. When he told me that he

could get some asters for me, I said

emphatically No. I did not care for the

plant. But when I next saw him he

said to me confidentially, as between

two conspirators, I ’ve got they asters

fer you.”

I concealed my disappointment like

a man. Then later on I encountered

him again.

^*I’ve planted they asters fer you,”

he informed me witli some pride.

He planted them in a single row, and
watered them carefully by dipping a

small tobacco tin into a bucket, in order

that the right amount of moisture might
be secured for each,

Mr. Stoner informed me that the other

border was in dishabill and that he pro-

posed to clear it out. He is still from
time to time engaged in that task;

but there are days when he feels too
ornery to do much, and this is not sur-

prising, seeing that he is sixty-nine.

Small triumphs however he does con-
tinually obtain. On one occasion he
saved a rose-tree for the nation

;
or per-

haps I should say for me. It had been
thrown away by somebody else, and he
brought it down to my garden and
planted it there. The restoration of this

withered shrub now became the chief

object of Mr. Stoner’s life.

‘‘ They say as it wo?ft blow, but I say
as ifc will blow,” he used to tell me, in-

veigling me into the cabal. Finally it

blew. It is the proud dream of Mr.
Stoner that he will one day train it to

grow round the porch, to the shame
and confusion of his enemies.

It is when scything, however, that
we see Mr. Stoner at his best. When
I said that the garden consisted of half-

an-acre of practically untouched down-
land, I did not mean to imply that the

ragwort and toadflax and poppies and

vetch had it all their own way. Mr.

Stoner, taking his time about ife, mows
them down. I do not want to seem
boastful about the labour of a man who
works on my behalf, but I assert con-

fidently that there is no man in Sussex

who can scythe longer than Mr. Stoner

scythes. I have seen him whet his

scythe for nearly an hour witliout ceas-

ing, and I think it pleases him, while

doing so, to gaze at the motor-cars and
motor-buses as they change gears on
Friston Hill and symbolise, as it were,

the passing of time. He smiles kindly

under what is undoubtedly a Norman
nose, but he is very contemptuous about

the decadence of scything to-day.

There was one morning when two
young men were busily employed in a

nearby garden cutting down the grass

with hooks. Mr. Stoner could hardly

take his eyes from them.
^‘Look at them with they swap-

hooks,” he said continually
;

they

won’t do no good to that job there with

they swaphooks. They don’t know how
to use a scythe nowadays;” and he
went off into a fit of chuckles at the

idea.

Three times this summer Mr. Stoner

has scythed my garden, according to a

computation of hours which, as we have
no sundial, and I am not very often

here, I have left entirely to him. "When
I come down there is a kind of district

settlement, and Mr. Stoner has it all

his own way.
He does not, for instance, make any

deduction for time spent in conversa-

tion, and with a sense, I think, of true

politeness he always ceases to whet his

scythe when he is talking to me.

We have talked a good deal of Crow-
link Farm lately, and the way Mr.
Stoner used to farm it when he was a

younger man. Both of us are pleased

that it has been saved for the nation,

Mr. Stoner because he ‘would like to

see it scythed, I mean farmed, again,

and I because I have seen Peacehaven,
which Mr, Stoner has not. Bub I do not
know that either Mr. Stoner or myself
cares much about having the nation on
Orowlink Farm.

It is perhaps one of the main ad-
vantages of the beauty-spots that are

saved for the nation by beauty-lovers
that the nation does not visit them
very much. It is more than probable
that beneath the unaccustomed burden
of a visit from the nation the Seven
Sisters, from the largest to the smallest
of them, would crumble away into the
sea.

Mr. Stoner’s fear is that they may
turn Crpwdink Farm, where he spent
his mucti-remembered days, into some

;

kind of hotel or restaurant, and improve

the road so that they charrybangs will

drive up to it. That would certainly be
a pity, for they charrybangs already hold
W'annock Glen and Beachy Head, and
would disturb the rabbits and the
wheatears which in the present month
have the Seven Sisters almost for their

own.
I feel a sense of duty in putting Mr.

Stoner’s views about this place before

the general public, since he certainly

knows more about Orowlink than even
the many well-intentioned gentlemen
who have written about it to The Times,
There can be no real beauty, in Mr.
Stoner’s opinion, without agriculture.

When he farmed Orowlink he grazed
sheep there, and when he farms my
back-garden he plants asters and whets
his scythe and talks to me. And I agree
with him that it would be a pity if the

Seven Sisters were delivered from they
bungalows merely to be handed over to

they charrybangs. Evoe. ?

THE BY-ROAD,

The main road swings serenely

Across the rustic shire,

Disdainful, calm and queenly,

Fit course for racing tyre.

But I prefer the by-road, i

The modest humble by-road, :

The pot-holed bumpy by-ioad,
:

With all its dust and mire.

The great cars go careering

Along the broad highway,
Past Fords and Oowleys veering,

Pound charabanc and dray.

But down the peaceful by-road,

The cow-congested by-road,

The bramble-spangled by-road
Tho little children play.

The main road bleakly dashes

By village, field and moor,
And straight to London flashes.

Where dwell the slum-bound poor.

But down the winding by-road,

The twisty-twirly by-road,

The wriggling, curly by-road
You win to Eden’s door.

Along the main road streaming
The reeking lorries run

;

Its surface, tarred and gleaming.
Shines oily in the sun.

But give me back the by-road,

The flower-encircled by-road,
The lover-sheltering by-road

Before my journey *s done.

I ’m weary of the flurry

Of cars that bleat and blare

—

By day the whirlwind hurry,

6y dusk the headlights’ glare.

I ’m off to seek a by-road,
A woodlapd-shaded by-road,

A silence-haunted by-road

—

My childhood’s dreams are there.
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TWO GHiLDREN OPPOSSTE.

There are two children in the honse
opposite. But I don’t look at them
now. Our acquaintance has sprung up,

budded, blossomed and is now no more.

It began while I was writing “ another

engrossing instalment to appear next
month.” I had just got Derek Malony
suspended with arms tied behind his

back half-way down a disused well,

while the rope slowly frayed on the

edge of the stone coping, when I looked
up for inspiration and saw two small
bobbed heads regarding me solemnly
from the window on the opposite side

of the street.

I hurriedly gave Derek Malony a new
rope and returned the scrutiny. The
heads at once disappeared, and after a
while I came back to Derek, whose
language at being thus left in mid-air
while I gave glad-eyes was becoming
disgraceful.

That was, so I speak, the intro-

duction. After that I soon learnt

quite a lot about Joan (I felt sure her
name was Joan) and Dick (I felt sure
his name was Dick). They had a cup

of milk every morning for breakfast and
the bottle was put on the window-sill

till tea-time, when they polished it off'.

They had a nice nursery and a nice

house. They went to bed at a quarter-

to-seven. They went out for walks in

Hyde Park quite close and took scooters

with them—on a scale of “ Scooters,

pneumatic - tyred . . . one per two
children.”

I didn’t, however, learn all this at

once. The first three or four days were
confined to our looking at one another
when the other wasn’t, and looking

away if caught. Then I became forward
and waved. I was instantly snubbed.
Joan turned her back, tossed her head
to the left, hitched her right shoulder
upwardsandprobably, though I couldn’t

see, gave a backward kick of the heel.

The effect was rather spoilt, however,
by (a) her peeping round to see how I

was taking it, and (6) her young brother,

Dick, waving back.

The next day both refeurned my wave
a little shyly

; the day after they waved
first

;
and the following day they waved

about once every ten minutes. Derek
Malony had rather a thin time of it.

He kept getting left in the most awk-
ward situations while I broke off to

wave back.

I ’m afraid it was I who was origin-

ally responsible for the Grand Display
of Toys.

Dick one morning brought to the

window a bow-and-arrow, which he
aimed at me. I pretended to be shot and
hid behind my desk. When I emerged
again I got an encore, and then Joan
unearthed a toy pistol. Some blood-

thirsty work ensued for ten minutes,

till I drew a target in blue chalk on a

sheet of paper, which I pasted in the

window for them to aim at, and thus

found time to write an uninterrupted

chapter.

When I looked up again I was being

shown Golliwog—a coloured gentleman.
A fine figure of a man, but I felt his

taste in clothes was rather loud and he

could have done with a shingle. I re-

torted with a little Egyptian statuette

which stood on my desk, and instantly

three Dutch dolls and a railway-train

appeared, with some soldiers in close

support. I had to leave my work, go
downstairs and borrow Pat, my land-
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Bed Tie, “The ownebs want to thbow ale the onus on the miners.”
Blue Tie, “ And the miners want to throw all the minus on the owners.”

lady’s puppy, before I could re-establish
luy prestige.

Pat kept me ahead for three days,
when apparently their cat, in a most
interfering manner, went and had three
kittens, which were proudlydisplayed in

a variety of uncomfortable positions.

This was a set-back, and so that after-

noon I proceeded to purchase a coloured
balloon by way of revenge. It went
down well. The day I finally burst it

was, I say it with pride, the high-water
mark of my success. It amused them
almost as much as it surprised me. Not
even Joan’s picture-books could com-
pete with it.

The picture-book business was in

fact rather a nuisance. Each book in

turn was held flat against the window-
pane for me to see and approve. Then
it was removed, the first page turned,
the picture placed against the pane up-
side down, rectified and eventually ap-
proved again. Then we went on to

page two. I worked through a book
about engines and a book about animals
and two other books the plots of which
I couldn’t follow at all, and I had
nothing to retaliate with except a
BojeVs Thesaurus and an Everyman's
Encyclopcedia. I did try them tenta-

tively with Volume III. of the latter,

Bri—C/m, but it wasn’t a success.

Then I had a brain-wave. I initiated

a new game by going and hiding behind
the curtain of my other window and
appearing from there while they were
looking at the first one.

This was highly successful
; I could

hear shrieks of delight right across the

street. I bobbed about unexpectedly
from window to window, and they took
it up. But when, weakly seeking further
triumphs, I appeared at my bedroom
window on the floor above, I found I

had made a tactical error. In the
vernacular I had started something,”
Eor I had only those two rooms, while

the whole of the house opposite be-

longed to them. They began to appear
at every window, from the kitchen to

the attic. Moreover, there were two of

them to one of me, and I got quite dizzy.

I borrowed the sitting-room of the man
below once, but it took a bit of ex-

plaining, and was promptly capped by
Joan’s waving a hand at me through
the letter-box of her front-door. My
hand is too big for the letter-box of our

front-door.

The following afternoon I had a great

idea. I took off the green electric-light

shade and placed it on my head.

Sticcds fou. The house rose at me. I

became intoxicated with triumph. I

put on a rod nose, an opera hat with the

electric-light shade atop, and hung a
paper chain round my neck. Then 1

bobbed down out of sight and began to

crawl stealthily across the' room for

a sudden appearance at the other

window . . .

It was unfortunate that my Aunt
Jessica called on me at that moment
and I didn’t hear her enter. I tried to

explain, but she left hurriedly.

The next day a man came round to

visit me, with an introduction from my
Aunt, on some very flimsy pretext. He
was totally unable to hide his medical

appearance and asked me searching

questions about going out in the sun
without a hat.

I have now moved my desk away from

the window. There are two children in

the house opposite. But 1 don’t look

at them now. Our acquaintance has
sprung up, budded, blossomed and is

now no more. A. A.

A Modest Requirement.
“ Stenographer— ( Lady) . Capable for

about two weeks.”— Adt'i. inAmerican Ba;ger.

“ I agree witb. Hr. that fishing is the
most absorbing of all sports. I was fishing in

the Rother and was without a watch. When
I returned for luncheon I found myself late

for lea.”—Letter in Daily Paper.

The question, of course, is what had the

writer absorbed ?
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TRYING TO HELP.

‘'It’s a great, a wonderful move-

ment,” she told me enthusiastically as

soon as she saw me, “ and we must all

help.”

“If you’re thinking of the Brighton

road on a fine Sunday morning,” I said,

“it is indeed, and all do help. Why,
the last time I drove to Brighton I

never used a drop of petrol.”

“ How was that ? ’’she asked, puzzled.

“Oh, pushed along,” I explained

—

“ just pushed along. The car behind got

its nose well into mine and never let go

till we got there. The only thing was
I had started out for Bournemouth, but

the car behind wouldn’t take any
notice, and of course escape was
impossible.”

“ You ought to have known,”

she told me severely, “ that the

only way to get anywhere now-
adays is to stop there.”

“ Which ,
is, I suppose,” I

mused, “ the Miracle of Modern
Transport, or Man’s Oonquest
over Space and Time.”

“Exactly,” she agreed; “but
I didn’t mean that sort of move-
ment. I mean the ‘Come to

Britain’ movement that every

one’s so interested in. Every
one. can help—even you.”

“ So long,” I cried, kindling

at once, “as you don’t want from
me either cash, of which I have
none, or credit, of which I have
less, or work, which my doctor

should long ago have strictly

forbidden me, I am utteiiy at

your service in every way in

which supreme good will and
all the best powers of my in-

telligence can help.”
“ The good will may be use-

ful,” she said a little doubtfully,
“ one never knows. Dear Lady
Jane is most enthusiastic

;
she says if

only we can get people here from the

Continent perhaps she won’t have to

sleep in a railway carriage on a siding

next time she goes to Deauville in

August.”

“I hope, at any rate,” I said anxiously,

“that Lady Jane slept well.”
“ Too well,” she sighed, “ because

when she woke she was miles and miles
in the country, far from human aid, and
all the guard said was that he thought
she asked if that carriage went there,

and it did, while what she had really

asked was, if it stopped in that siding,

and it didn’t. But, as she says herself,

her accent is so pure only the really

well-educated French can understand
her, those who can speak English them-
selves.” .

“I can quite realise,” I said, “that

Lady Jane wishes to help. Have you

anyone else ?
”

“Oh, yes—Blanche. She’s most

keen. She says she has seen so many
English people paying hotel-bills in

France and Italy, she just yearns to see

Continental people doing it here. She

says she will sit in hotels all day long

and do nothing but watch.”

“Vindictive,” I said, shaking my head
gravely. “Not at all the right spirit.

How are you going to set to work ’?
”

“Well, we did think,” she admitted,
“ of forming a committee.”

“ Splendid 1
” I exclaimed, a good deal

impressed. “Grand idea. I wonder
who thought of that ?

”

p/ 'i

i-m,, - _ ..

.

Constable. “And was there anything else missing?”
Maid. Oh, yes, Sir, We couldn’t find the bur-

glars ANYWHERE.”

“I think we all did,” she confessed
modestly. “A kind of collective in-

spiration.”

“Why not,” I suggested, wishing to

show I too could be inspired, “have a

dinner, with someone really important
for chairman, like a Test match cricketer,

or a golfer who ’s never holed out in

one, or even perhaps someone who’s
been rude to the acting profession and
wakened next morning to find himself
famous ? All the speeches broadcast, of

course.”
“ Well, we had thought of a bazaar,”

she said doubtfully. “ Blanche wants a
ball, but that ’s only because she thinks
she can do the Charleston really well
now the football season ’s started and
she’s been able to study all the best
kicks. But I think -a bazaar would be
better; don’t ybti?”

,

“ Perhaps you ’re right,” I admitted.

“At a ball people are apt to think they

are there to enjoy themselves, and
every dinner has its moments, even if

more of anticipation than of realisa-

tion; but a bazaar’s always the stern

daughter of the stallholders’ voices all

the way through
;
people know they ’re

only there to pay. By the way, I shall

be out of England—a long way out of

England.—when this one comes off.”

“ Now isn’t that disappointing ? ” she
exclaimed. “Every single man I’ve
told about it is expecting to be abroad
just at that very time.”

“ A strange coincidence,” I said, “ but
one that proves how the ‘ Come to

Britain Movement’ is spread-

ing.”
“ Well, it ’s nice if you look at

it that way,” she agreed. “ If

there are any profits we shall

spend them on publicity abroad.

We
.
thought of adapting the

Naples slogan—“ See England
and die.”

“Don’t you think,” I asked,
“ that that is perhaps a little

liable to be misunderstood ?
”

“ Perhaps it is,” she agreed.
“ There was another we thought
of— ‘ Come to Britain—weather
guaranteed.’ Because,” she
pointed out cunningly, “ wo
don’t say what weather, and
there always is some here, isn’t

there?
”

“There is indeed,” I agreed;
“ and anyhow, like Toussaint
l’Ouvektui^e, you have great

allies; all are doing their best to

attract the foreigner. I read in

the papers only the other day
that two hundred—or is it two
thousand ?—inns and hotels are

going to show a sign which will

mean that they are always ready
to provide at any moment either

bacon and eggs or cold meat and pickles.

Do you suppose,” I asked with a cer-

tain natural patriotic pride, “ the French
will be able to resist that once they get

to know about it? Why, the cross-

Channel boats will be crowded out, and
every Channel swimmer will have to

tow at least one or two others across
as well.” E. E. P.

“A Refined young Lady wishes to mind
elderly Children, youngest not less than two
years .”—Irish Paper.

Under that age, we infer, she would
regard them as merely middle-aged.

'

“The fell race was the fastest for several
years, the time taken by Lord Lonsdale being
15 min. 7 sec.

,
against 16 min. 9 soo. last year.”

Cumberland Paper,

And did his Lordship manage to keep
his famous cigar alight all the time ?



Country Yisiicr {up 'in London)* “Do you know, the da.ts have been shortening quite perceptibey in Little Pedlington
'

A SEALYHAM BY THE SEA,

If you*d bear something sad, attend to me:
I am a Sealybam of pedigree,

A jovial dog, and one whose fancy lies

In playing games and active exercise.

Such is with Sealyhams the common rule;

My mistress is an idiot and a fool.

She calls me ^‘darling,” ‘‘duck,” and names like that,

Terms applicable only to a cat

;

Kisses my nose, and pats me on the cheek,

And carts me round as if I were a peke.

She took me down this summer to the sea

:

I am a Sealybam of pedigree.

There wore fine sands, and dogs with whom to bark,

And friendly children ready for a lark,

And digging to be done, and lots of stones,

And games for which one would have given bones,

And jolly sunlit water, bright and cool

:

My mistress is an idiot and a fool.

She dressed me in a suit of bathing togs,

A thing that ’s never done with decent dogs,

A cap included, and some canvas shoes,
‘

Laced up, which I could not kick off and lose,

And there exposed me to the public glee

:

I am a Sealybam of pedigree.

The children mocked me in my fallen state,

And pointed fingers at me, which I hate

;

Dogs of good breeding shuddered at the view,
And curs grew audibly derisive too ,*

Dor that indeed they could not well be blamed,
Nor did it matter

;
I was too ashamed.

-And thus, unwanted and an outcast, I
Sat all alone and watched the hours go by.

Once, when I tried to run about and play,

Just by myself, the shoes got in my way

;

Once, when I tried to swim, I could not get
Dry with a shake, because my clothes were wet

;

I could not even paddle in a pool

:

My mistress is an idiot and a fool.

And so I spent my summer by the sea,

WondYing why such a lunatic should be
The mistress of a dog of pedigree. Dum-Dum.

Our Erudite Contemporaries.

“The chief executive force in the architectural plans of Signor
Mussolini for producing a new Rome in five years is his old-time
socialist mentor and recent biographer, Signora Margherita Sarfatti.

The general plan is to clear the area of modern closely-built streets
around the Parthenon down to the level of the Rome of the Caisars.”

Indian Pafer.

No wonder there is tension between Greece and Italy

!

From a police-court report :

—

“ !Many of the dancers were under the influence of drink, and one
man was squirting soda-water from a symptom on peoxile in a corner
of the room.”—Daily Paper,

The symptoms seem to point to the presence of something
stronger than soda-water.
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SIMPLE STORIES.
-The Cavalier and the Round-

weli of course you can run faster you’ve Well then the Roundhead was rather

had more practice. sorry, because he thought he hadn’t

The Cavalier said what do you mean? been quite fair, and his sister Margaret
And he said well you ran away in the wouldn’t speak to him because she loved

last battle. the Cavalier. So he wrote to the Oav-Once there was a Cavalier who was last battle. the Cavalier. So he wrote to the Cav-

very brave and handsome, and he had And the Cavalier v^as angry at that alier in France and said you can come
a friend who W'as a Roundhead and he because it had been settled by the duel, home now if you like, I have made
was brave too but not so handsome as but he couldn’t do anything more then it all right with Oliver Cromwell
the Cavalier, and he didn’t wear such because they wxre just going to have and perhaps I can get you some oithe Cavalier, and he didn’t wear such because they wxre just going to have and perhaps I can get you some of

nice clothes because the Roundheads another battle, and he had to go and get your money back if you leave off being

didn’t believe in that. ready for it.

Well one day the Cavalier went to Well the Cavaliers won that battle.

a Cavalier.

The Cavalier said well I can’t do

the Roundhead and said look here I and this time the Roundhead ran away, that but I ’ll tell you wdiat, I ’ll promise

want to marry your sister, and he said but he didn’t run far because the Cav- not to fight any more against Oliver
which one? and he said your sister alier caught him up, and he said ah who Cromwell, will that do? and he said it

Margaret.
^

‘

And the Roundhead said l|jplj|!j!|i|'l!|^^

won’t Alice do ? ['l'

'

And he said no she won’t,

she is very nice but she isn’t

pretty enough for me.

So the Roundhead said well

we had better w^ait until after '

wins, and the Cavalier said oh ^ ^
I

the next battle and the Cavalier
had to run away, and he didn’t

wasn’t used to it, but his Colonel

what about me marrying Mar-

not ? and he said because you

I do call that unfair, I couldn’t

coward, and he said no "he —
isn’t, and the Roundhead said

'

yes he is.
“They often used to tele their grandchildren about

So they quarrelled, and then
duel.

they thought they had better have a is running away now? you are my
duel. prisoner.

So they had a duel and the Cavalier So he took him prisoner but be was then,
won it, and then he said what about me quite kind to him and gave him plenty
marrying Margaret now? to eat and drink because he loved his

would.

Wji^ljlij'Il So he came back, and the
''' Roundhead let him marry his

sister Margaret because she
said she wouldn’t ever speak
to him again unless he did.

Well they were very happy
and had several children, and
Alice married too though she

li- was rather ugly, and the

Roundhead married himself

1^
soon afterwards, and they al-

ways used to spend Christmas
together with all their chil-

W dren.

P Well that went on for some
time and then King Charles
won the throne, and the

^ Roundhead was afraid he

W might have to fly to France
W W himself. Bub the Cavalier ar-

ranged it all for him and he
only had some of his money

\ taken away, but his wife had
plenty, and the Cavalier had
all his money given back to

him.
And the Cavalier and tlie

-~_£ Roundhead liked each other

more and more, and when
1 they were both quite old they

often used to tell their grand-
^ children about the duel and

ABOUT laugh about it.

And they said they had had
a lot of fun when they were young and
the times now weren’t what they were

Hint on Grouse Driving.

Well the Roundhead didn’t like being sister Margaret and he rather liked the
grouse come streaming down the

beaten in the duel because he was quite Roundhead too although they were on ^
wind

brave, and he said I ’ll tell you what let opposite sides, but they had been at the brace-buttons I fix my mmd

;

us have a race, and if I win you can same school together and liked some of
^ brace

marry Alice, and if you win perhaps you the same jokes. behind,

can many Margaret, we’ll see about it. But the Roundhead was very dis-
my bags keep up very well, I find.

Well this wasn’t quite fair, but the agreeable about it and wouldn’t say he d- R- M.

Cavalier wasn’t very clever and he could marry Margaret, but at last he From an article on photography :

—

thought he could beat the Roundhead, said well perhaps you can if you let me ** How to IMake Sea Pigtdres.
so lie said oh very well, and they had a go free. Sea-sick pictures can be made if suitable

race and he won it. So be let him go free, but soon after subjects are chosen.”—Scots Paper.

So then he said now I suppose I can that the Roundheads won altogether, No doubt they can, if the subjects do
roarry Margaret, but the Roundhead and they took away all the Cavalier’s not object; but in the best photographic
didn't like losing the race and he said

j
money and he had to fly to France. circles it is not done.



COME TO BRITAIN
A Humble Contribution to the Movement.

Oh, 'why does Ne'w York go to France for its fun
When they might be as jolly in South Kensington ?

Why flock to the Continent ? Surely they know
We ’ve got a whole Continent parked in Soho.

Come to Britain I for Britain 's the best

It ’s eleven o'clock and the nation ’s at rest.

The ciirfew is pealing, all's quiet at Ealing,

And no one can say we We offensively gay ;

An income-tax form is the 07ily thhig cheap,

But come to Britain and have a good sleep.

Why go to Paris, you travelling swells,

When you ’ve never had fun in our country hotels ?

There isn’t a bath, and the bell doesn’t ring,

Bub you don’t come to Britain for that sort of thing.

Gome to Britain I The rooms are so old

And so picturesque that you zcon’t mind the cold.

The bed 's over there and the Ught 's over here

;

Dozi't put out your hoots if you zoant them this year

;

j

The maid has a heard, the cold mutton per'spires,
\

But come to Britain and visit the Shires

!

Some of you find that Mentone is dull

—

Come over and try a wet Sunday in Hull.

But take tea in bed and get up when you dino,

And there may be a picture-house open at nine.

Come to Britain and lead the gay life I
'

Asa rule it 's illegal to bathe loith your zoife

;

There ’s a Councillor watching to see you behave,

But still you may stand at your windoiu and wave ;

- You mustn't buy choc'late, you mustn't buy ale,

But come to Britain and see our new jail

!

Gome to Britain ! You will have a time.

Our hot-ivater-bottles are now m their prime.
We censor all dramas that mention pyjamas,
But to get a good thill see our gtrl-gzudes at drill;

Then we 've swings %n the parks, and municipal boats.

So come to Britain and sow your wild oats !

Come to Britain ! We 've done what we coidd

To make the place healthy and loholesome and good.

Your lohisky may cost you much less m the States,

And here between drinks ice have tedious waits,

But Ivor Novello is always on show,

So come to Britain and let yourselves go 1 A. P. H.

Cause and Effect.

“ FoUTy-THREE ZkZZ EaNDS.

During the afternoon the band discoiirsod several items of music.
A squad of ambulance men were present, and rendered valuable ass st-

ance.”—^Yelsh Paper.

** Wanted for a weekly journal of the highest class a Chief Sud-Editor
of first-rate ability in the handhug of news and make-up—including *

headings and introductions .”—JDaity Paper.

But not, we trust, the washing of dirty linen in public.

From a report of Australia v. Civil Service :

—

“Taylor joining Woodfull soon settled down, and neat strokes all

round the wicket brought runs at a good pace. Total (for hve min-
utes) 267.^'--Wcst-Cou7itnj Paper,

Who said that our visitors were slow scorers ?

At the recent Army manoeuvres :

—

“ It was unfortunate that the operations were abandoned, since . . ,

lachrymatory gas actually was to have been used.”—PrcviyiciaL Paper,

Many privates were disappointed, we understand, at missing
the chance of seeing their sergeant-major in tears.
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DIARY OF A MONDAINE.
Bolce-far-niente,

This place is not well named. Dolce
it may be, but, as for doing people
are still doing things just as they did

all through the season. Bathing and
surf-riding have been cut out by shrimp-
ing. ’Course one knows the things one
doesn’t catch along this coast aren’t

really shrimps, but sardines or some-
thing of that kind. Still, as we English
introduced the sport here, we call it

shrimping, and all the other

nations have followed suit. The
Americans, with their natural

dislike of following England’s
lead in anything, tried to get it

called surf-fishing, but they’ve
had to toe the line and call it

shrimping, sameas allthe others.

The shrimping toilette is quite

amusing, like a bathing-dress but
rather less of it and, as onedoesn’t
go right into the sea, of the very
richest materials. Any amount
of jewellery may be worn while
shrimping, not only heavily-

jewelled armlets but leglets w^orn

above the knee. In addition to

all other jewellery the shrimp-
ing toilet demands a long chain
of pink enamel shrimps, and on
the front of the silk or satin

shrimping turban there should
be a great big enamel prawn
with diamond eyes.

Both our rival climbers, Mrs,
Tinkeur-TinkeurandMrs. Smith-
Green-Jones, have been here,

and people are still talking of a
little episode (not d fro;pos da
boites, but de has) that happened
on the Nuovo Esplanade, where
everyone walks in the late after-

noon and where one sees abso-
lutely the last gasp in frocks and
legs. Mrs. Smith-Green-Jones
was one of the first to adopt
the fashion of legs painted to
match or contrast with the
frock, and on the afternoon in
question she wore a little silk petal-
frock, alternate blue and scarlet petals,
one leg painted blue and the other
scarlet, a blue shoe being worn with
the scarlet leg and a scarlet shoe with
the blue leg. She was the what ’s-it-

called of all eyes; and Mrs. Tinkeur-
Tinkeur, consumed with envy, congratu-
lated her, adding, “But wdiat a pity,
dear, that your stockings don’t fit

better!”
“ Oh, my dear I I ’m sorry for your

oton sake that you’ve said that,” cried
S.-G.-J.

;
“ I ’ve no stockings on. And

I was just going to remark to yoio, dear,
that, as you w^ear seamed stockings,
your maid really ought to be more care-

ful. One of your seams is quite quite

crooked I

”

Mrs, Smith-Green-Jones’s triumphwas
brief, however, for next afternoon the

beautiful Princess Dollydolsky walked
on the Nuovo Bsplanado in an even
shorter petal-frock, alternate petals of

black satin and gold tissue, and her legs

gilt ! They were finished off wuth black

satin sandals, a big diamond on each
instep where the ribbons crossed. As
she walked in the rays of the setting

sun she rather defeated her own ends,

Bobby {to little sister ivho has tost her money doitni the
grating). “Well, never mind; let's look at what we
WOULD HAVE BOUGHT ANYHOW.”

for people, with all the will to stare,

found that she hurt their eyes. As
Colonel Ohalfont said, “One wants a
bit of smoked glass to look at Princess
Doll this afternoon.”

Cassandra Yandollarbilt, otherwise
Sandy Van, who had hoped to get all the
staring with a blue-and-silver toilette

and her legs silvered, finding herself a
bad second, hurried off the Esplanade
in such hast© that someone said her
legs must be quicksilvered. This richest
girl in the world is eligible again now.
Everyone still remembers how she
eloped from Pia^e Erivole last year
with the fascinating Th^ophile, maitre
de nage. The swim-away match wasn’t

quite a success, and later, during a visit

to her own country, she divorced him
for “inadequate mentality.” In her
owm words, she ’s “ through with Theo-
phile,” and says she’s still engaged to
the Duke of Wessex, was engaged to
him all through her marriage, and “con-
cludes to marry him good and soon.”
In the meantime, however, she’s ac-

cepted the Archduke Sigdolph. “ Of
course,” she says, “ I know he ’s only a
siddivy”—(Sandy’s version of ci-devant)—“and that he lost his cash and his

castles in the War and has had
to be a professional guest, but
I ’m tickled to death with that
triumphal arch of his.”

Lady Manoeuvrer is stillat her
villa here with Daffodil. Poor
Maud! we’ve always admired
her for the way she ’s managed
her daughters and disposed of
them so well. Perhaps it was a
mistake to keep Daffodil in plaits

and a pinafore till April was mar-
ried, for, now that the door of her
cage is open—well, really 1 1 was
at their villa the other day when
Maud was lecturing her unman-
ageable youngest, and, ’cos I just

put in a word in support of her
mother, Daffodil turned to me
and said, “ Seconds out 1

”

“Once for all, Daffodil,” said

Maud, “ I will not have you play
about somuch with Archie Lack-
siller. Lord Bleakmore'ssons
are impossible, and he ’s the most
so. Besides, people say things
about him.”

“Oh, I know he’s a bit of a
lad,” answeredDaffodilcalmly;
“but what a dove I His profile's

the joy of my life.”

“You’ve nothing to do with
,

profiles,” said Maud angrily;
|

“you’ve got to obey your mother
and do as your sisters have done
—marry well.”

‘
‘ Come, little 'woman, ” drawled

Daffodil, “don’t hand out any
more lecture-dope just now, and

I ’ll take two at bedtime.”
And then Maud Manoeuvrer lost her

poise and gave the girl a jolly good
shaking.

Daffodil only laughed and said, “Well
done, little woman 1 I ’ve heard of that
shake. You’ve been learning gogeiu
and practise it now on vour loving
child.”

Maud subsided into a chair quite
affaissee.

“Symonds Yat.
Sir,—What does Yat moan in Symonds

Yat ? Why is it called Symonds Yat? Who
wc's Symonds ? Letter in Welsh Paper.

We have not the faintest idea. And
yat.'s yat.
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THE SLIPS AT PHYSICAL DRILL.

No, I HAVEN T HAD A DULL MOMENT ALL THROUGH THE SEASON ; ECT THEN I CAN ALWAYS SIT ALL DAY

—

- WATCHING

—
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ww
. As SOON AS YOUR HOLIDAY ’S OVER YOU 'LL POEOET ALL ABOUT ME, J KNOW.”
“Don’t be silly, darling. Haven’t I told you I’ve just completed a Memory Training course?”

THE HAEYEST.
Behind them the blue mist was softly

swathed about the moorland they gal-

loped over; ahead the sun, sinking far

across the sea, spread colours as gently

over the summer sky.

“ Gome on ;
we can just do it 1

” The
leader turned in his saddle to urge on
his four-and-twenty followers.

“ Come on, come on, come on
; we can

do it, can do it, can do it !
” the horses’

hoofs replied as the riders took to the
road that would lead them straight to

their unsuspecting quarry.

For three minutes no one spoke, then
from ahead came a whirr and a roar
that died down to a steady hum; a
moment later the sounds were repeated
by a second monster in the same direc-

tion.

“ Got ’em ! ” yelled the leader, and
the five-and-twenty sent their stentorian
war-cry up to the highest heaven, out
to the far Atlantic, and struck terror

and amazement into the hearts of sixty

merrymakers seated in cushioned rows
ahead.

In another minute the riders turned
the corner and reined up in a cloud of
dust s-ix yards away from the two char-
abancs that were about to leave.

The horsemen wore black pants and
vestSj and black masks on their faces,

black berets and black cloaks. They

confronted the holiday-makers with
twenty-five six-barrelled revolvers.

The trembling motorists gazed at

them in dismay. The women shrieked,

the men regretted ‘Hliat last hasty one,”
the children wept and the drivers

switched off their engines.
‘‘ Say, driver—I had no idea we were

to wind up with this cute lil show,”
came a voice from the nearer vehicle.

The leader took two paces forward.
‘‘Neither had anyone else,” he remarked
pleasantly, and silence, tense, quivering,
settled upon the crowA
“Ladies and gentlemen,” the leader

went on, “we are, as you know, at
Land’s End. Land’s End!” he re-

peated with smiling emphasis. “You
may be missed, you see, but probably
not found. You have all spent a very
enjoyable day

; I am sure of it
; and you

now propose leaving this glorious part
of the Delectable Duchy. Am I right ?

I feared so. Well, whether you leave
or whether you remain depends partly
upon my companions and me, and partly
upon yourselves. You have invaded
this area of perfect scenery and you
have left behind you a pernicious nau-
seating testimony to your vandalism

—

in other words, a hell of a mess. Yoxi
ask—within yourselves—^no doubt, how
do I know since I have not seen it ?

The answer is ‘Because I know your
sort.’

“This peninsula, from tlie hand of

Nature, was wild, majestic, carpeted in
the luxurious purple, emerald and gold
of low-growing heather, grass an d broom

.

Your sacrilegious hands leave it now an
offal-heap, a derelict tract of filth-be-

smattered ground that heats the blood
of Cornishmen and stimulates our trig-

ger fingers. Can one of you solemnly
declare that you have left neither a
bottle, nor a piece of paper, nor a fruit-

rind, nor a cigarette packet, nor a morsel
of w^aste food strewn on the moor, the
rocks or the sand? ... No I . . .

Not one!

“Very well. You will leave here
when every visible trace of your obnoxi-
ous visitation has been removed. You
will all leave your seats—sit still there I

—when and as I tell you, and you will
all gather up the rubbish that you and
yourkind have scattered here and return
with it to your charabancs. You see
the idea ? You will take your refuse
home with you

!

“Gentlemen—comrades, to your posts.
Trippers, descend !

”

In vigorous haste the erstwhile
revellers dispersed under the calm
determined vigilance of the riders.

Women and children naturally were
not spared. Men were persuaded speci-
ally to collect broken bottles. And for
long the tired frightened figures, whim-
pering, cursing or shamefully silent,
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Eelpful Lady {to fellow-passenger who has been stung hyiaasp), “You should clap
ON A BLUE-BAG AT ONCE, WITHOUT ANY DELAY.*’

could be seen looming out of or fading
into the subdued tenderness of gather-
ing twlight as they reaped where they
had scattered.

^

At length the “ All clear ” signal was
given, the charabanc parties were le-

assembled and made to take their places
;

encumbered with their pestilential har- .

vest. As they drove away the riders

fired a volley over their heads, half for

warning, half for fun.

When the throbbing of the engines
faded in the distance and quietude
possessed Land's End, when the gentle- \

men-companions, dismounted and un-
masked, stood silently looking down at

the sea,- it was not shrouds of mist that
drifted towards them from behind the
longships and from the coves along the
shore

; it was a company of phantom
Cornish men and women who had dwelt
in fabled Lyonnesse or gone down to

tbe sea in ships against the Spaniards,
come to give salutation to the last

Lovers of England.

A PLEA FOR PAGEANTRY.
Dear Mr. Punch,—I have read with

a sinking of my heart the attacks which
unfilial writers of to-day have been
launching of late against the alleged

sins of their fathers— floridity and
circumlocution. Tobegin with, it isnot
a new complaint. It began with Matt
Arnold in Friendshifs Oarland, and
he said all that could be said against
the excesses of the old journalism. But
after all how splendidwas the pageantry
of the old picturesque and periphrastic

style 1 Could anything be finer than the
superb expansion of your own historic

advice to those about to marry ” into
“ the memorable monosyllabic monition
of the Democritus of Fleet Street ” ? or
than the exordium of a leading article on
the death of Victor EmanuelL: ‘‘The
King of Terrors has clutched the King of

ITALYby thethroat *’
? These fine flowers

of speech, moreover, were not confined

, to leading articles
;
they were to be found

in rich profusion in the notices of con-
certs and operas. Wagner was not
merely Wagner he was “the Bayreuth
'Colossus.” I remember with what de-

light I welcomed the reference to

Telranumd in Lohengrin as “the un-
fortunate Brabantian nobleman,’* and
the description of a violinist at a rural

merrymaking as “Paganini’s lepre-

sentative.”

To call this “ slipshod English,”

“jargon ** or “ gibberish *’
is a libel and

an outrage. It was rather, as the old

lady once said of swearing, a great

embellishment of conversation. The
“ mighty monosyllable ” may have its

uses, but life and letters would become
dull and drab without a liberal resort

to purple, pontifical and polysyllabic

periphrasis.

I am, dear Mr. Punch,
Yours respectfully, ^

Sexagenaeius Sesquipedalis.

“ Though there had been some talk early in
the season of a possible abandonment of the
historic Highland Gathering and sports meet-
ing at Strathallan Park, Bridge-of-Allan, on
account of the industrial situation ^va^er

counsels prevailed .”—Scots Paper,

And this in Scotland

!

“Ho did not know a more potent instru-
ment . . . than the drama, and he did net
know another instrument more capable of ex-
pressing the real genius of a nighty people.”

Weekly Paper.

A delicate refererce to those popular
“bedroom ” scenes, we suppose.

The Simple Life.

“Although such an enormously wealthy
woman she dresses with charming simplicity,

and generally wears simply a glorious string

of pearls .”—Provincial Paper.

“ Bromley (Kent), Tuesday.
Two silver-grey pigeons, after an absence of

seven year's in Scotland, have just returned to

their former owner. Both have his name
stamped on their wings .”—Daily Paper.

Apparently they did not moult while

in Scotland. Economy, we suppose.

At a seaside fire :

—

“ The Mayor was the first to discover the
outbreak, and quickly stamped it out. Tbe only
damage done was tbe singeing of bis spots.”

Provincial Paper,

We trustthat—more fortunate than the
leopard—he will be able to change them.
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Ivipcrtant Caller. “ Have a bit of cake, my dear ”— Well, what do you say ?
”

Laughie}' of the Bouse. “Thank you; and what do you say—‘Excuse fingers’?”

SAFEGUARDIHG OF II^DUSTRIES:

An Indian Application.

When I left India my old bearer,

Eusaldar, retired, from business and took
up residence in Amballa City. Since
then he has been in the habit of sending
me monthly reports of the little ups and
downs of his quiet life. About the end
of last year he intimated that he was
getting rather tired of the monotonous
round of the bazaars. There is not
anything to do,” he complained, “but
chat chat with other lazy old mans.”
In his next communication he made the
surprising announcement that he had
opened what he described as a “Cheap
.John shop of all sort and condition of

‘thing.” He had already sold twenty
rupees worth of soap “'for much profit,”

and a number of clocks “that makes
loud ringing in the morning fit to
wake the dead.” From a later report
I gathered that the first purchasers of

the alarm-clocks had demanded their
money back because “clocks have ring
at all wrong times.” But Fusaldar got
over this difficulty by disposing of his
clocks to “far, far away poor visitor

people that wdli not any more ever come
back to Amballa City.”

Apart from minor troubles of that

description, Fusaldar’s shop seems
hitherto to have been very successful.
“ Morning, noon, night,” he told me in

one of his letters, “ I am sweating over
back with busy.” In another he proudly
informed me that “all the people is

giving me the congratulation tor giving
the long felt want with Cheap John
shop. Far and wide is customer com-
ing. I am shaping for rich rich man.”

In view of this happy state of affairs

Fusaldar’s latest report makes very
painful reading. His letter speaks for

itself. He writes as follows :

—

“Master'will be downright vexed to
know of tragedy coming in my shop.
One day cunning dog man Subrati is

starting shop same like mine. Next day
is silence of tomb with me and no cus-
tomer coming. I am make the investi-

gation with moonlight visit to shop-
window of Subrati and finding all thing
with ticket of price one anna, two anna
less than me. To-morrow I have expose
beautiful bill making advertise of Euina-
tion Beduction of Cost with new ticket
ofprice. Then,loand behold! with corner
of eye I am suddenly observe creeping
crawling Subrati making saunterup and
down in front of my shop. With aroused

suspicion Iammaking anothermoonlight
visit and finding dark foreboding is true
with lower ticket of price for everything
in shop of Subrati. Therefore whth per-
nicious process of every day coming and
going of dirty beast Subrati and moon-
light visit for me there is price coming
down to rock bottom of no dam profit

and ruin staring the face.

“Now Babu is telling me of new law
of Safeguarding of Industries for giving
stop to vile tricks same like evil business
of Subrati. Therefore I am praying
that Master will make necessary steps
for putting lid on this howling scoundrel
man and helping his old Fusaldar in

these poorless days.”

It looks as if Fusaldar and Subrati
were taking the “necessary steps” to
put the “lid on” each other.

A message from Mr. Alan Cobham :

“We landed-hero at 4 p.m. yesterday, after
Hying from Koopaiig since dawn, a distance of
about 900 miles, faiiding in Bima Bay, Butch
East Indies, en route to Refuel.”

Evening Pamper.

We cannot find Eefuel on the map, but
presume it is in the neighbourhood of

Umbrage, which, as every schoolboy
knows, the Butch took many years ago.
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M.F.E. (returning from cuhhing). “I’i> like to give your cubs a turn iitext week. How would Mokday sujt you?

Fev) Proprietor [lately from U.^A.). “ Sure. When will you come?”
M.F.E, “About five, I expect.”

New Proprietor. “That will be fine. Come a little earlier and have tea.”

THE WAY OF A LIZARB.

It had been raining since eight

o’clock. Apart from three meals the

day had been uneventful. In the morn-

ing Marjorie practised the piano and I

read The Morning Post. After lunch

Marjorie again practised the piano. I

slept very soundly on the sofa—but

Marjorie had then played Bach’s Pre-

hide and Fnguz in G Sharp Major

twenty-one times. I counted. "When

I want to go to sleep I generally count

sheep; however, it is well to make a

complete change on a holiday.

I expect I should never have seen

the lizard if Marjorie hadn't stopped in

the middle of the Fugue. But sud-

denly she ceased playing and I heard

an emotional voice exclaim, “How
marvellous! It’s stopped raining.”

Alarmed by this I jumped up and went

to the window and tried to count the

drops. None. It was truly marvellous,

’m going out.”

‘M’m going out.”

We both spoke together. Marjorie

rushed upstaiis for her waterproof. I

waited. I grew impatient. How long

would she be ? Why wait ? Eeally it

would be much better for us to go out

separately.

I 'm going to stroll down the hill,”

I shouted. “ I can’t wait.”

Although we love each other dearly

I am quite certain I heard Marjorie

murmur “ Good.”

Ah 1 It was v7onderfnl after the rain.

I almost ran down the hill. How grey

and misty the sea looked ! I decided

not to go to the beach. A walk to

Bospethy, six miles away, would be

pleasanter. At the seaside one so often

forgets the country. A holiday by the

sea generally means lunch (the same
lunch) on the beach (the same bit of

beach), and tea on the customary rock.

Twice on our Cornish holiday this year

Marjorie and I had ta defend ourselves

against large families who accosted us

with “ Excuse me, but this is our rock,”

Once, after a long argument, Marjorie

concluded by saying, “ I can’t thinkwhat
psychological motive always prompts
you to desire the same rock.” They
immediately left us in peace. The
word ‘-psychological” did it. We had

a similar success when we travelled to

Cornwall during Bank Holiday week
in a compartment entirely to ourselves.

Marjorie read Some Aspects of Psycho-

logy in Mnsic, and I read Psychology

and Grime.

^

I soon came within sight of the

turning at the bottom of the long hill.

I passed a small boy who was gazing

at something in the ditch, and about

fifty yards further on I came to a

stationary motor-car. Motor-cars are

so rarely stationary that I was a little

bit alarmed. My first impulse was to

shout out “ Why aren’t you moving?
”

But in spite of there being no one in

the car I suppressed my emotions. I

stopped to stare at the car. I was
amazed. On the radiator was a real

lizard. His head was back and the
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“What are you hanging about here for?”
“There ’s nobody on the links. Can I caddy your brushes for you?”

expression on his face said, “How lovely
to be warm and dry!” I was too
thrilled. I turned round and shouted
to the small boy. He hurried to me.

“ Do you see the lizard ? ” I said.

Oh, yerrsr.”
** Didn’t you notice it as you walked

up the hill ?
”

‘ J

Yerrsr
; but didn’t know what it was.

Is it alive, Serr ? ” replied the Cornish
boy.

Of course it is. Look ! There I Did
you see him move his head ?

”

Ob, yerrsr.”
“ Extraordinary, isn’t it ? You often

see them sunning themselves on the
rocks. They love warmth, and I sup-
pose after all this rain the poor chap
feels cold and so he’s climbed up the
radiator to warm himself. Pretty, isn’t
he ?

”

“ Yerrsr.”

And whilst the boy and I stared at
the lizard my excited mind composed
a vivid letter to The Daily Times:—

“ Sir,—To-day in Cornwall I had
the most amazing experience. Whilst
out for a walk after some heavy rain
I passed a stationary motor-car, and
to my intense surprise I noticed a

green lizard climbing up the radiator.

Is not this a most unusual occurrence ?

And can any of your readers relate a
similar experience ?

I am, etc.,

Graham Mundt.”
My reverie was disturbed by the boy’s

remark : I suppose it belongs here to
the car?”

I grew pleasantly indignant.
'^My dear child, this is a real wild

lizard that has crav/led up the radiator.
But it is quite harmless. Look, I’ll

touch it gently with my stick.” I did.

Atthesametimel went very pale. The
lizard was certainly quite harmless—

I

was right
; but unfortunately it was a

metal one. I was speechless. For-
tunately the boy was well-brought-up

;

he looked terribly disappointed. Then
we both laughed.

“ What were you looking at up there
in the ditch?” I inquired, after our
laughter bad diminished.
“A bees’ nest, Serr.”

As I turned round to walk towards
the bees’ nest I espied Marjorie bending
over the ditch.

She beckoned. When we got nearer
she shouted, A bees’ nest, Graham I

”

Yes, they looked like bees. They
were moving too.

'‘Are you sure they are real live
bees ? ” I asked.

" Of course. Don’t be silly.”
" Yery well

;
I *11 believe you if you ’ll

come and look at this lizard on the
motor-car.”

" On a motor-car?
”

"Yes, on the radiator.”

"How marvellous 1

”

Down the hill we went—the boy too.
Soon we reached the car.
" There you are, my dear

;
a beautiful

green lizard, you see.”
" But how amazing 1 Fancy climbing

up a radiator! Poor thing; it needs
warmth, I expect. . . I long to touch
it, only I daren’t. . . Hew pretty. . . I

wonder if this has ever happened before?
It’s extraordinary! I must write to
the papers about it

;
it will create great

excitement. Yes, I *11 write to The
Weekly Observer to-night,”

But she didn’t write to any paper.
As I said before, I love Marjorie very
dearly. We both walked to Bospethy,
and the few people we passed stared
very hard at us because 'we looked so
happy.
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PENELOPE.
Penelope of old

Was as good as tested gold,

Or so I ’ve oft been told.

An effort this is

To describe with verve and life

The truly trying strife

Which befell the charming v/ife

Of Ulysses.

When Uly (was it fair?)

Bushed away for change of aii',

Did Pen rage ? No. Did she swear
E’en—ahem!—a cuss?

No. Although her heart was bleeding,

She smiled as one unheeding
And betook herself to feeding

Young Telemachus.

She was never really strong,

And it happened before long
There came a lusty throng

Of amorous warriors,

Who every man jack

Had a lamentable knack
Of entering her shack

(Yes, I ’m sorry—hers).

They simply wouldn’t quit,

And they wouldn’t work a bit

;

They wouldn’t turn a spit

Or even shell a pea.

They ate up all the courses

With the appetites of horses—
Quite a drain on the resources

Of Penelope.

And, not content with dining

And prodigiously wining.

They became still more designing,

Did these schemers

;

Eor each thought that, after marriage,

He could keep a pony-carriage

And go saloon from Harwich
In the steamers.

But Penelope (of old)

To their blandishments was cold,

And of parting with her gold

She was chary.

Besides, her spouse, quite clearly,

Might return and act severely,

Proving his absence merely

Temporary.

Pestered with so much attention

(Pressing* really beyond mention)

Fen made a wise convention

—

A protecting one

;

Promised, when she’d done some
knitting

Which would not take many a sitting,

She would choose—herself com-
mitting

To selecting one.

The suitors heard and laughed

As much bottled beer they quaffed,

But they little guessed the craft

Of the adored

;

For each night she rose from bed

And unravelled all the thread.

(So with truth it may be said

They were floored.)

Then Ulysses, long since bupiug
From his jaunt to be returning.

Did return and, suitors spurning,

Set them wailing

As with bow and several arrows

He pierced them through their

marrows
Like a row of small cock-sparrows

On a railing.

Thus, unless old Homer lied,

They with ignominy died,

And not one person cried

O’er their bodies. He

Bemarked, “ An epic poem
Is the proper place to stow ’em,

So posterity shall know ’em
In my Odyssey

^

“^OWENSTEIN’S LOANS.”
Headline in Provincial Paper,

Did he always spell his name like that ?

“Lady Breaking Collecbiou of Pottery Birds

lias several left.”

—

Advt. in Liadies^ Paper.

Presumably the ones she missed.

“One thing which would do more than any
other to popularise the idea of the League
w'oiild be for the League itself to do some-

JO eiJ'J SuiAO.TdtlIt SpJL'BAiO!).

world/ JPaper^

Butwhybegin byturning itupsidedown?
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[HIY THRILLER.

Boberfc FitzCbarles slipped through

the office door and closed it behind him,

just as his partner seized the heavy

typewriter and flung it with a crash

against the stout oak panels.

Bobert paused for a moment on the

landing. Inside the office ail was now
quiet, and, taking his eye-glass from his

office eye, he polished it lightly with his

handkerchief before transferring it to

his other or street eye.

'‘Peevish,” he muttered to himself,

shaking his head sadly, and, descending

the time-worn stairs, he slipped out into

the sunlit street.
jij jij

jI*
*]<

For the life of me I can’t remember
what was going to happen next. You
see, when I had got that far I was
inteiTupted. I forget what the inter-

ruption was— a man selling packets of

seed for the canary or something—but

anyhow it absolutely drove all the rest

of the story clean out of my head.

It is a pity. It was so obviously

going to be a story with money in it.

I mean, no one would fling typewriters

about in that careless way except in a

story which was certain to bring in a

. handsome return. They are expensive

things.

And there is another thing. It was
going to be a thriller—anyone can tell

that from the opening. It has got all

the marks of the thriller about it, right
|

from the start. Action—that was obvi-

ously the keynote. You can’t throw
typewriters about without an action of

some sort resulting—probably one for

damages, I should imagine.

Anyway it ’s gone, and now the only

thing to do is to examine the available

data and try to arrive by a process of

deduction at the rest of the story.

What was the name of Bobert’s part-

ner? Something impetuous, I should

think ; Claude perhaps. But was
Claude the hero or the villain, and what
was Bobert’s rdle in the story? All

this is important, because if Claude is

the hero his name couldn’t be Claude.

It would have to be something strong

and silent, like John.

Yes, that was it, John. He was so

very obviously a strong silent man, a
man of few words, who preferred to

express himself rather in actions. His
very hints probably took the form of

homicidal gestures. In fact, when he
flung the typewriter at Bobert, I expect

he was just hinting to him that he had
stayed long enough. He didn’t mean
to be rough, but men like John don’t

know their own strength. Cave-man
stuff.

And what about Bobert, for whom
the part of villain seems indicated?

Had he done John some cruel wrong,

or just exasperated him momentarily?

Or stay, was there a woman in it?

Why, yes, of course, the typist ! John
had come in and found Bobert paying

undesirable attentions to his favourite

typist, and with a fine sense of dramatic

fitness he had fiung the typewriter at

him.

Bobert, being a villain, was natur-

ally a well-groomed man. He wore an

eyeglass. He was what the popular

press calls a “monocled man.” But
perhaps he was not allbad. FitzCbarles

is a very suspicious name, of course,

but there is an honest sort of ring about

the name Bobert. Probably he really

had a heart of gold, but had fallen

among bad companions in his youth.

Anyway, he had a clear intelligence;

he saw things coming—the typewriter,

for example.

The opening of the story states defi-

nitely that they were partners. Part-

ners in what ? It couldn’t be crime, be-

cause John wouldn’t stoop to that sort

of thing. Besides he hadn’t the brains

for it. These cave-men are wonderful

in some ways, but they haven't the

quickness of mind for a successful

criminal. No, it was a business part-

nership, distasteful perhaps to John,

certainly a little hazardous for Bobert.

He couldn’t really have put bis best

work into the business either—there

were too many distractions. You can’t

do yourself justice, you know, in an office

i n which typewriters are always whizzing
about. And if it wasn’t a typewriter it

was probably something else, a roll-top

desk or a filing cabinet or, in moments
of extreme exasperation, the office safe.

John was like that—quick-tempered,

impulsive.

Besides, there was that typist, a dis-

traction in herself. But then you can't

blame her
;
she had nothing much else

to do. Obviously she couldn’t type on
a machine which was rocketing about
the office all the time. Now and again

perhaps she would pick it up and
straighten it out and play a few pensive

notes, but she couldn’t settle down to it

seriously. John might want it at any
moment,

I know 1 Of course the business v/as

failing, all owing to John’s impulsive
nature. With an idle typist simply
eating her head off, what could you ex-

pect ? Bobert had been remonstrating
with him, and John, honest, upright,

bluff, quick-tempered John, had given

way to a momentary feeling of annoy-
ance. That ’s what it was. No crime,

no sordid underhand intrigue—just play-
fulness.

By Jove, I 'm glad of that. Bobert
wasn’t really such a bad fellow after

all. Good old Bobert 1

John was quite all right too, really

—

they were both all right.

And the typist was all right. Every-

one was all right. W'hew ! that ’s a

relief.

But on mature consideration I 'm
afraid that can’t be quite right. There
doesn’t seem to be much matter for a

thriller in it. I shall have to write an-

other one instead. I ’m sorry, particu-

larly about the typewndter. I hate

waste. L. du G.

WEDB9HC-D0H&-BELLS.

IV.—The Weddino Guoup.

The composition of the group
Is easy to decide

:

The Best Man and the Bridesmaids,

The Bridegroom and the Bride.

The problem of the photograph
Is how we should divide

The Best Man and the Bridesmaids,

The Bridegroom and the Bride.

Put the Best Man among the girls

To guard him either side,

Lest otherwise he come between
The Bridegroom and the Bride.

PINXIT.

The implements of his craft around
him

;
and beyond the little crowd of in-

quisitive people eager to probe the

mysteries of the master hand.

The artist unhurriedly proceeds with
his work, seemingly oblivious to out-

ward distraction, and yet anon pausing
to answer such of lower grade as pass
remaik.

Careless habit and cigarette alight

continuously proclaim the Bohemian.
Gradually the painted surface nears

completion, vivid in colour and true to

line.

As chimes and bells ring forth the hour
of 5.30 (summer-time) all is finished,

the impedimenta alertly packed away,
and the worker moves homewards,
reporting at the Corporation depot as

having painted Pole 76, duly numbered.

Poetic Injustice.

“Mr. paid a high tribute to the work of

Canon ,
who acts as Secretary to the Legal

Board, and quoted Goldsnaith’s lines—
‘ Still they gazed ; still the wonder grew ;

That so much knowledge in one head lay.’
”

Diocesan Leaflet.

Though not on the Legal Board, we
advise “The Deserted Village ” to appeal
against its quoter.

“A fast game at Preston ended in a draw,
Preston North End and Clapton Orient sharjng
four foals.”—Daily Paper.

We are afraid there must have been
some horse-play in this match.
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Mistress. “When my visitoes come, Mrs. Green, we ’lii just hate boiled eggs foe breakfast.”

Mrs. Gh'een. “ You can’t ’aye ’em boiled, ’m, ’cos there ain’t only two egg-spoons ;
an’ you can’t ’aye ’em fried, ’cos

THE FRYIN’-PAN ’S WORE OUT, ’M. I WEREN’T NEVER NO SCRAMBLER OR POACHER, SO YOU’LL ’AYE TO ’AYE EM BEAT UP IN MILK.

SUSAN^S ROYAL

Susan was tired of Susan, but she didn’t know what to do,

She wanted to go princessing for half-a-minute or two

;

She wanted to be quite royal and walk in a dragon’s wood,

To wander in golden slippers, but didn’t know how she could.

Susan was tired of Susan, so she wanted to be instead

A wonderful maid and carry a silver crown on her head

;

She wanted to go princessing, but didn’t suppose she might,

For both of her socks were rumpled and none of her clothes

were right.

Susan was tired of Susan, so she went to the woods, and there

The raindrops fell from the branches and caught in her

tangled hair,

HALF-A-MINUTE.

They shone like a crown of silver, they circled her head,

and oh 1

Susan was really royal for half-a-minute or so.

Susan was tired of Susan, so the buttercup fairies spilt

Out of their goldenest goblets the glistening elfin giib;

Over her heels and her tip-toes, it sparkled on either shoe,

So Susan became a Princess for half-a-minute or two.

Whenever you feel like Susan, and if you are tired of you,

While there is rain on the branches and buttercup gold

and dew
You can walk in a crown of silver, over a golden floor,

And yoic can become a Princess for half-a-minute or more.
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AT THE PLAY.
'‘Virginia’s Husband” (Comedy).
To appreciate the full flavour of this

farcical comedy you must be convinced
that there is somethingintrinsicaily
funny and improper in pyjamas
and the presence of two unmarried
persons in a bedroom. My grip on
these fundamental postulates hav-
ing weakened through weight of

years or the corruption of the times,

I found a good deal of the jesting

rather needlessly furtive and rather
dull. Still, no doubt there are jokes

familiarity with which breeds affec-

tion in many simple breasts, and
the well-tried pyjama joke is no
doubt one of them. Let it flourish,

then

!

7i>{7'i?uahadin fact no husband.
But because her aunt, from whom
she drew supplies, was a fanatical

believer in matrimony, our Virgmia
falsely represented herself to be
married lest those supplies be cut
off or so reduced that the cause to

which she is devoting her life may
suffer. That cause is the spreading
of knowledge among her sex of the
unspeakable degradation and in-

sufferable pretensions of Man.
When therefore the Aunt an-

nounces her imminent arrival on
a fortnight’s visit, Virginia hastily

advertises for someone to play the
part temporarily, and, with the help
-of her comic maid, selects one who
shall very roughly correspond with the
description she has sent to her ob-
sessed relative. His instructions are
that he shall represent himself as a
-journalist on a morning paper,
because then he will not need
to be in the house at night,

while by day he can sleep, if he
must sleep at all, in the box-
room.

Quite reasonably amusing if

a little over-elaborate develop-
ments are contrived from this

beguiling situation. A2int Janet
naturally disapproves of all this

modern separatism. Not thus
had she and her Josiah lived

their blissful life

—

Josiah, being
,dead, cannot give us bis version
,of the matter. Virginia and her
hireling, William, are positively
forced andlocked into her hither-
to vestal apartment, whence the
tactful William, escaping by the
drain-pipe to spare Virginia's

blushes—after a reluctant apo-
logy had been extracted from
her for sundry insults—sets
going the incredibly efficient

burglar alarm which had been
installed for Atmt Janet's com-

fort. The disclosures, misunderstand-
ings and mistaken arrests that follow

;

the attempted escape of William in

trousers forcibly removed (off, I am
glad and almost surprised to say) from

MAID AISD SUPER-MAID.
Virginia Trevor .... Miss Francks Carson
Elisabeth Miss Ena Grcssmith.

an effeminate suitor of Viiginia's; the
embarrassments and gambols of Aimt
Janet

;

the inevitable surrender of Vir-
ginia to her shameless and resourceful
accomplice, William—these all com-
bine to make a diverting enough last

Oh my prophetic soul, my aunti
Aunt Janet Miss Helen Ferrers.
William JJemingway . . . Mr. Edmond Breon.

Act, which tended to lift a dejection
which had settled upon me earlier in
the evening

;
and all ’s well that ends

well, no doubt.

Miss Frances Carson’s Virginia did
not make serious demands on her
gifts. She had to appear plain
and frumpish at iirst (a difficult

task), pretty and smart at the last

(an easy matter). The heroine in
farce, indeed, is seldom to be envied.
Miss Ena Grossmith’s genuine
talent for burlesque was seen to
good effect in the part of the maid-
servant, Elizabeth. Miss Helen
Ferrers was called upon to go
through manyelaborate antics, and
surrendered lierself to the business
with a praiseworthy heroism. Mr.
Edmond Breon has a gift of seem-
ing to enjoy a ludicrous situation,
and of laughing with such a natural
iioal that he compels us to share his
arauseinent. His William, which
opened in perhaps rather too resili-

ent a vein, though I rmspect that
William was intended to be rather
a bounding person, developed into
an agreealfle e.nough buffoon. Mr.
Wilfred Shine’s study of Wil-
liam's Dumbartonshire uncle, who
liad evidently paid many visits to
Ireland, was, as one would expect,
a skilful piece of work. I liked

too Mr. Townsend Wiiitling’s
grotesque detective. Mr. David

Keir gave a clever little portrait of a
deaf inventor. Mr. Walter Hudd’s
impersonation of a modernist imbecile
youth was, through no fault of his,

rather a tiresome affair. The addition
of a tedious counterpart, the ultra-

blasee young woman, played by
Miss Millie Sim, was, I think,
a failure on the part of the
author to observe a tactful pro-
portion. It is only proper to
record that the performance
was received with the compli-
ment of persistent laughter. T.

“ And So To Bed ” (Queen’s).

Mr. Pepys (the autobiograph-
ist) was honest with himself, as
other men are not. A humbug,
like most people, he confessed
it on paper without cynicism
and without serious loss of self-

esteem. That has always been
a mystery to the world. Itwould
be rather a fascinating theory, I
think, to suppose that the real
Mr. Pepys was an arch-humour-
ist who imagined this character
for himself and presented it to
posterity as a searching satire on
man. But I must develop this
theory elsewhere.
Mr. Fagan’s play at the Queen’s
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Theatre does not introduce Mi\ Pepys
the autobiograph ist. It begins, as we
are carefully told, just after the Diary

ends, and ^Yhat is a loss to literature is

a gain to the stage. In recording so

gay and merry an entry—in cipher too

—Mr. Pepys would never have gone to

bed at all, or not at least until candle-

light had been exchanged for the chill

of dawn. No hard-working Admiralty

official could have stood the treble

strain.

For here was il/r. Pejoys, mightily in-

terested in the new music from France

with a supper-party arranged at his

own well-appointed home, faring forth

to an assignation, not unsuspected by
his good wife, with none other than the

notorious Mrs. Knight. To hear her

sing, forsooth, a trifling composition

of his own, but carry-

ing a monstrous fine

pair of green silk stock-

ings withal Protest-

ing his flame, he is sur-

prised by the sudden

arrival of the King, and

popped unceremonious-

ly into an Italian chest.

There follows Mrs.

Pepys, breaking through

all remonstrance and

locking the door. She
cannpt find herhusband

(not even in the bed-

room), but she can and
does discover (behind a

curtain) the King. Mr.

Pepys lies low and says

nothing. His Majesty,

however, having been

apprised througli an in-

cautious movement of

the strange part occupied

play, but the manner and spirit of it|

are excellent fun. It is splendidly en-

livened also by music of the period,

contrived by Mr. Hebbeut Hughes,
including (besides those strains which
are heard off) two special interludes

for quartets consisting of harpsichord,

viola da gamba, viol and flute.

Mr. Edmund Gwenn is probably a

more sprightly and captivating civil

servant than the actual Mr. Pepys, for

I doubt if Mr. Aldan Jeayes, a shrewd
and properly saturnine Charles, could

ever, even at the most formal interview,

have mistaken Mr. Gwenn for a dull

dog. He would have spied the bon vi veur

through the bureaucrat ; or perhaps Mr.
Gwenn grew more fantastic in manner
when he had gob the great load of the

Diary off his mind and could throw

Bridegrocm {in a fine poetic frenzy as they stroll along the seashore on their

honeymoon). “‘Eoll on, thou deep and daek blue ocean, eoll!'”

Bride . “Oh, Geeald, how wokdeeful you aeeI It’s doing it.”

and tears, was so irresistible that even

a less versatile husband might have been
inspired to explain away green silk

stockings to her cn Bible oath.

The real Pepys was vastly troubled

by his failing eyesight and the loss of

fun that it would cause him at the time

when his Diary came to an end. Mr.

Fagan is to be heartily congratulated

on persuading him to cheer up and in-

dulge in this final bout of revelry on
our behalf. Evoe.

‘‘The Mayoh of Oasterbpjdge
(Babnes).

Mr. John Dbinswateb, in his short

speech of.acknowledgment of a friendly

and distinguisiied audience's apprecia-

tion of the first-night performance of

The 2Iayor of Castcrbindge, told us that

the task of dramatising

lh\ Thomas Habdy’s
novel had been under-

taken by himself, and
the version presented

by Mr. Philip Eidge-
WAY, as “an act of

homage to the greatest

of living wTifcers.” Let

us admit the sincerity

and seemliness of this,

admit also that the.work
of selection, reconstruc-

tion and compression

has been very ably

done—how ably, loyally

and with how adroit a

conquest of many diffi-

culties of time ^ and
scene, a careful survey

of the novel will prove.

That said, >is it also

permitted to regret that

the business was ever

by one whom he has hitherto regarded

as a sober civil servant, and plaguily

dull at that, sits on the chest and flirts

;

with Mrs. Pepys. When she has de-

parted, and not without a hint or two
i

of the manners proper to Eestoration

comedy, out comes the abashed ex-

diarist, one green stocking still adhering

to his shoulder, and, despite confusion,

delivers a tirade to Eoyalty upon its

sad neglect of the British Fleet. (Loud

cheers.) This to show you, if by any

chance you were in danger of forgetting

it, that Mr. Pepys had his serious side.

When he too leaves, Mrs. Kiight is

petulant. King Charles orders his coach.

Mrs. Knight retires. The King thinks

better of it, and, remaining, takes candle

and follows Mrs. Knight.

Mr. Pepys' supper-party, for which

he is very late, occupies Act HI. It is

a mighty fine noisy supper-party, with

a great quarrel and reconciliation at

the end.

There is not very much then to the

more of his soul into the matter of

hares and Burgundy wine and the kiss-

ing of servant-maids.

Miss Maey Grey was a splendid Mrs.

Knight, who must have found constant.|

use for the Italian chest, and might well

have fascinated an Admiralty poet as

well as an idle King. The supper assem-

bly was all of it excellent. There were

two fine ladies excessively d la mode,

who giggled mightily, Knepp .and

Mrs, Pierce,Yexj well portrayed by Miss_

Gwendolen Evans and Miss Kit.ty:

De Legh. Mr. Greed (Mr. Elliott

Seabrooke) had bidden himself to slip-

per, sending a hare, and subtly blended

joviality with a tinge of Puritan dis-

approval M r. Ivan Samson as Pelham
Ewnphrey tfiXked French andwas almost

too extravagantly gorgeous and graceful

to believe. Finally, Mrs. Pepys was de-

lightful Using a semi-Gallie accent,

justified, I suppose, by history. Miss

Yvonne Arnaud, in her sudden storms,

her relentiogs, her protests and roguery

undertaken ? For it is a frankly impossi-

ble task, artistically indefensiMe, which
should surely rule it out as an act of

homage to an artist who is artist in the

noblest sense ...of that rather lightly*

attributed title
;
and the result, as pre-

sented, seems to me very definitely an
artistic failure, however interesting in

its parts, its. subject-matter and the

homely pageantry of its setting.

If some unknown writer—and this is a

useful situation to imagine—had offered

us this we should, I hope, have recog-

nised that he had invented an absorbing

dramatic theme—this man doomed to

disaster bythe make-up of his character,

by his commerce with another more
sterling, forceful character, and by cir-

cumstance arbitrary and cruel; and

that not only had he a good story to tell,

but knew how to open it arrestingly, as

in that scene of the sale of his wife, by
Eenchard to the casual sailor-man. But
we should have pointed out that his

designwas much too large for tliieframe;
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that he had given himself no room to

develop his characters—not even his

central character— and make their

actions plausible. And if we can accept
a rough definition of tragedy as un-
usual and sombre action which is un-
folded so as to seem inevitable, and of

melodrama as similarly unusual or

violent action which progresses in a
merely arbitrary manner with an effect

of crudity and falseness, we should be
tempted to place our young author’s

work in the less flattering category.

For it is not a mere prejudice of

academic criticism to insist that scale

is of the very essence of the problem.
Mr. Haedy had a moving and a not
easily credible story to tell. He pre-

pares every situation in a leisurely,

apparently casual but actually very
deliberately contrived way so as to

induce belief in his readers. The absurd
compression of the dramatic version
makes certain episodes, and therefore

certain characters, startlingly unreal,

notably the sudden passion of the young
Scotsman, Farfrae, and Henchard's
mistress, Luceiia, and the startlingly

sudden drunken fury of Henchard in his

attempt on Fm^frae's life. Nor is young
Farfrae, who is quite as important a
character as Henchard^ because the chief

instrument of his unhappy destiny,

given time to show his deep and solid

character and real ability, against which
Henchard'

s

moody charlatanism, bitter

waywardness, easily-wounded vanity,
and streak of crookedness cannot stand.
And possibly we should have told our

imaginary young author that he had
allowed himself to be seduced by Mr.
John Drinkwatek’s chronicleism—

a

method which, however appropriate to
the known historical character moving
on a world-stage, is distinctly unsuit-
able to an invented creature set in a
homely and obscure environment.

It was most interesting to see how
often Mr. Ltn Harding, in his admir-
able presentation of a part which gives
superb chances to a clever character-
actor, was constrained to drop into the
technique of the cinematograph, with its

inevitable inference that (given enough
reels) this insurgent and pervading new
art could have done better all that the
stage version attenbpted.

Mr. Harding’s Henchard was a mem-
orable and resourceful performance. It
would have been easy for him to focus
himself on the more violent and bitter
passages and to miss the subtlety of the
gentler and finer traits in this complex
character. He did not fail in this way,
and gave a performance, in fact, so good
as, I gladly confess, to make criticism
of the whole as a whole seem a little

ungracious. I found Mr. Colin Keith-
JOHNSTON {Farfrae), usually so effective.

a little disappointing, and I think this

must be becausehewas too severelyhan-
dicapped by circumstance. Eiizahetli

Jane, developed with patient care in the

novel, became a mere pale wraith in this

play
; but Miss Moyna Macgill made a

sweet and wistful thing of her. Miss
Louise Prussing was, in Luceita, set an
even more difficult task, which, it seems
to me, she performed very creditably,

and certainly looked very lovely. Mr.
Basil Dyne’s genial and potentially

Eabelaisian rustic, andMr. DanP. Eoe’s
half-witted Ahel, were notablv well
done.

^

The other players were, in the con-
ditions of the piece, little more than
patches of local colour, admirably ar-

ranged by the producer (Mr. John
Drinkwater) against a charmingly
simple and unmannered setting by Mr.
Milton Eosmer, But something has
been taken from The Mayor of Caster-
bridge, a deep, an elusive something,
for which we have a strange and diffi-

cult term—Art. T.

TK£ GOMPLEAT MOTOR-OWNER.

A little while ago I contributed to
these pages an analysis of The Com-
plete Chauffeur,” which I hoped then
was accurate, and now feel certain must
have been, because it has drawn a reply
from a company of chauffeurs met in

consultation for the purpose, who, says
their spokesman, desire my blood

; and
it is only the truth that really stings.

Whether the counterblast that they
have prepared (printed below) is any
less accurate I leave to the decision of
those^ readers of Punch who are also
gods in the machine. E. V. L.

He changebli his mind in the busiest
spots.

He mindeth not how suddenly he
stoppeth you.

il:

He imagineth that you drive for
pleasure and have an inexhaustible
energy after a fourteen-hour day.

He looketh upon every defect in the
machinery as the result of your own
incapacity or perversity.

*

He giveth you five minutes to get tea
or lunch.

He always wanteth to try a new way
to somewhere that you don’t know.

* 4! 5!s

He readeth the map without such a
wonderful amount of intelligence.

He giveth you half-an-hour to wash,
polish and grease the car, and then, if it

is raining, as it usually is, desireth to
go for a joy-ride.

Unable himself to drive, he continu-
ally proffereth you advice concerning
your job.

'li

He changeth his mind in the busiest
spots.

He mindeth not how suddenly he
stoppeth you.

:1s

He never wanteth to go down side
turnings until you have passed them.

-i'

He getteth tight himself but insisteth
on your being a teetotaler.

* sis sjs

He forgetteth that he did not tell

you where to go, and is testy at your
ignorance.

‘fi sis t\l

He changeth his mind in the busiest
spots.

He mindeth not how suddenly he
stoppeth you.

He cannot understand why a man
intent on steering cannot see the names
of inns and shops or read sign-posts.

He treateth your advice with con-
tempt and buyeth all manner of gadgets
that are a nuisance, especially those
made of nickel-plate.

He faileth to understand that atmo-
sphere affects the brightness of newly-
cleaned motal.

On your day off he remembereth an
important journey that cannot be post-
poned.
^ ^

He is amazed at the amount of petrol
the car needeth and expresseth his sur-
prise in terms that make you feel like

a suspected thief.

:I« :!c

He changeth his mind in the busiest
spots.

He mindeth not how suddenly he
stoppeth you.

He always hath financial disappoint-
ments just before you ask for a rise.

“THE miners make AN OFFER.
One Penny.”

Nt-wsimper Poster,

Bang goes a slogan I

“ Want to Johit the Police ?—Study at home
to pass educational test.”—DaiZ?/ Pajper,

Correct articulation of course being a
sine qiid non.
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OUR BOOKING^-OFFICE.
{By Mr, Punch's Staff of Learned Clerics.)

There is nothing markedly strange about The Strange
Family (Hoddbr and Stoughton) except their surname.
They are a widowed Canon, the scholarly incumbent of a
Midland vicarage of the ’eighties, his son, a lame delicate
youth, and his daughter, a shallow but comprehensive
charmer. When the storyopens, with the lad Rudolf Strange
as its chronicler, the children are in statu pu;pillari, Elsie
twining a simple old governess round her fascinating fingers,

Rudolf sharing lessons in the paternal study with the
son of the village blacksmith. Ironically, the child of the
forge has all the endowments for gentlemanly success that
the heir to the pulpit possesses inadequately or not at all

—

health, strength, a taste for scholarship, a genius for cricket
and a genuine but conventional gallantry of outlook. Yet
the boys are close friends. Jonathan's father lost his life

in a successful effort to soive Rudolf from drowning, and the
Canon in reparation has practically adopted Jonathan.
That the pair may proceed to Cambridge together he re-
commences work as a coach, with the result that Percy
Cudden, the good-hearted bourgeois hope of a stocking-
factory, and Beggis Hicks, a young cur of a baronet-pre-
sumptive recently expelled from Eton, are added to the tale
of Elsie's admirers. Youthful rivalries in love, theatricals
and sport are the mainstay of the chronicle at home and at
Cambridge; and the reader who has little taste for these
may console himself with the mellower activities of their
onlookers. The old governess in particular, with lier

paucity of book-learning and her wealth of minor social
wisdom, is a pleasant and pathetic memory of an older age
than the ’eighties. Mr. Lacon Watson is to be con-
gratulated on a quiet honest rendering of a world certainly
quieter and on the whole more honest than our own.

The year 1912 was historically notable, it is now recognised,
for the gradual stoking up of fires which were eventually
to blaze out in the Great War. Most of Europe’s diplomats
and other official firemen were kept very hard at work
running up and down presenting little notes and squirting
rose-water generally, in a way which, though it gives an
impression, in the telling of it, of very fiddling fire-brigade
work, yet was perhaps the best that could be contrived in
the circumstances, since it is quite clear that Berlin and
Vienna were already determined to have the fiare as soon
as convenient. In The Memoirs of Raymond Poincare
(Heinemann), the man who proved himself the most
redoubtable of French fighting statesmen, once the fight
was on, shows that at this period he was no less earnest
in diplomacy that made for peace than he was later in
policy that shaped victory. During the year dealt with
in this volume he was wholly concerned, in his dual capacity
as Premier and Foreign Minister, not only to strengthen
the Triple Entente, but even more to keep all the Powers
working harmoniously, and it v/as largely thanks to him
that the fighting which broke out in the Balkans was, if

not prevented, at least localised. His book suffers, as
literature, from being too much the statement of a case,
since it is hardly possible to maintain a sense of artistic
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values when detailing all the stages ol i

complex diplomatic history. His trans- ^

lator has certainly tried to enliven M.
I

Poincare’s rather austere narrative by Er^-
I

attributingtohim English colloquialisms / ^
^

that come sometimes with the quaintest
^

^
^

incongruity. He makes him say, for
!

instance, that ^‘M. Isvolsky was always' \
‘ ''

playing off his own bat.” But in spite
_

- - ^

of such adventitious aid I fear this ^ I
" \ ~

;

volume will not have much appeal for ^ ,:'—
j

any but the most earnest seeker after; f
'“''

;

such historical truth as is here presented i
^

-•' '> r:'-^ i

in respect of the causes of the War. *'< '- '

'
^

On that question most* of us have made f ^ '

up our minds long ago,
\

i

I, driving the reluctant quill, — i i x'

'

^ ^
^

I

Note with amaze the speed and skill Aw-- "
/•; {|?/

With which for every step of mine " ‘

John Buchan takes his thirty-nine.
' ^

For sport and history, fact and fiction. J^l
"

'

The^^ Somilies and Meditations
/| ^l! \ /

(Nelson) are void of all sensations, /'J|| \
But, tried by any higher test,

I
f

Whether he writes of War or Peace, ^ I I /

^

Catullus or the bards of Greece, ^ I

Of Oxford and its changeless spells, f I /
Of Tweeddale or of Mr. Wells,
Of Burns, or Burke, or Wal’ter Scott,

‘

Or modernists, and gives it hot //r

To jargon that is stale or precious,

He ’s always certain to refresh us.

The drama of a sudden and un-
^

compromising religious conversion and *"""

«

its devastating effect on the domestic —
-

and social life of a married man is

hardly a theme for merely amiable Nervous Lady, “Would you mind not watching me drive? The smallest
handling; and unluckily ‘‘amiable’’ is thing puts me ovp.”

about the most powwful adjective 11 - * ..-— - — =^
can find to qualify Miss Victoria T, Coats’s Discootry reactions of the piece are conscientiously and gracefully indu

(Methuen). The hero and agonist of the novel is a. cated. A whipper-snapper youth, adopted by the preacher

Scots Naval captain of the Napoleonic wars, retired while to his own -undoing, is chiefiy important as revealing the

still in his prime to a Lowland estate and a decorous human weaknesses of his otherwise unconvincing benefactor,

wife. Unhappily for Kathleen Haltoji, who . had set her

heart on an Abbotsford regime of tree- planting and “Sure, Father dear, I like to- talk about it!” cried the

county visits, her husband is struck by a thunderbolt of old Irish woman when asked why she confessed so fully a

grace (nature unspecified) during a wild ride home from' peccadillo of fifty years’ standing, I feel that the same

a sedate party, and he inaugurates a radical change of life might be said by Lord Walsingham and Sir George
by understudying an itinerant preacher at a revival meeting Aston with regard to fishing. And how charmingly they

in the nearest market-town. It is hinted that his volte-face practise this their conjectured sentiment you ’ll see in two

is not only religious but political, and that his new opinions companionable and companion fishing-books, both published

embrace the very heresies he had combated in Boney’s by Philip Allan, to wit. Fish, by Lord Walsingham, and

legionaries. But Miss Coats is no more precise as to Letters to Young Flyfishers, from Sir George. Lord Wal-
Halton's faith than she is as to the divine coii,p that begot singham, whose style is as direct as his all-embracing title

it. She apparently holds the fatal belief that mysticism is: —his book’s title—-devotes himself chiefly and very interest-

a vague affair, with the result that her story on its most ingly to incident, commencing with Thames trout at Eton

pretentious side is uninformed and flimsy. Its secondary, and finishing with the capture of a big salmon in Norway,

and domestic aspects, however, are very capably seized. ' and an expression of his pious hope, to which I beg leave to

From the moment when the stubborn-pliant Kathleen and' join my own, that he may kill many another. He has the

a spinster confidant receive the dark intimation of MaVtoti^s joUiest knack of ‘“thumb-nailing,” and I wish I could q_uote

purposes, to the hour when, forsaken by his followers, he his quick work on a big trout incident (p. 58) or give you at

turns to the former for loyalty and comfort, the feminine | second hand his momentary but vivid glimpse of a bevy of

Nej'vous Lady, “Would you mind not watching me drive? The smallest
THING PUTS ME OVP.”
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baby golden tench. Sir George Aston, on the other hand,
is more the mentor, and his book, with its lucid and useful

diagrams of knots, should be digested, if for these aids to

tackle-tying alone, by every flyfisher’s son. But the Letters

may be read for far more than their practical worth, for

they are the work of one who is, as was ‘'dear Andrew,”
happy starred “the pen to guide, the fly to throw,” and you
will lay them and their kindly counsel down with a sigh.

I }]ope I should have recognised the sterling merit of

The Ttoo Sisters (Cape) without the more or less detailed

examination of its beauties in a preface by Mr. Edward
Garnett, who tells us that the author, Mr. H. E. Bates, is

but twenty years old. It is a strange story, set in a drab
Midland environment, of a queer lower-middle-class family
v^ith a mad father, two devoted but contending sisters, a crude
ne’er-do-well of a brother and a stalwart shy wharfinger
who, loving Jenny, the less comely of the sisters with the
more lovable character, is thought by Tessie to be in love
with herself. The bitterness of this misunderstanding does
not break down the deep affec-

tion between the two girls,

and the subsequent more dra-

matic tragedy—the drowning
of Michael—brings them to-

gether again in a beautiful

patient acceptance of their loss.

If the situation is indeed im-
agined and not merely the
imaginative rendering of a
known story it is a notable
creative achievement. It is

an astonishingly complete and
finely felt piece of work, what-
ever its origin, with an occa-
sional touch of the macabre.
Mr. Bates has a sense of style,

a rare gift of selection of the
salient points of character and
of the details that build up a
scene in the reader’s mind. The
character of the sensitive
girlfull of the imaginative child’s beautiful dreams and ardent
affections, the development of her self-sacrificing tenderness
for her younger impetuous sister, the lovely awakening to
love and her joy in her man’s quiet strength and fine moral
and physical courage, are exquisitely set down. The slight
story is admirably handled, and Icommend it to the fastidious
literary epicure, while assuring those who look for interest
and excitement that they will not be disappointed. But it

is not a book for the over-eager skipper.

Since the title of Mr. Booth Tarkington’s latest book,
Women (Heinemann), might mislead one into thinking that,
forsaking fiction, he had broken out into a learned treatise
on its subject, I hasten to assure his many admiring readers
that nothing of the sort has happened. Women is fiction
pure and simple, a rather cunning compromise between a
full-length novel and a series of short stories dealing with
life from the point of view of the ladies of a prosperous
American suburb—in which part of the United States I am
not, alas, expert enough to decide. Since nothing seems to
attract women more than discussion of their own character-
istics, even wlien it is uncomplimentary, Mr. Taekington is
sure of a considerable success with them

; and I need only
recommend his book to men. Slight as his stories are, there
is much shrewd understanding of their theme scattered
through them, and their value on this score is considerably
higher than their value from the point of view of thrilling

“The tide be going out fast, Maister.”
“ Well, I don’t care

; I shall not require it again
UNTIL NEXT YEAR. I ’m GOING HOME IN THE MORNING.”

plot and incident. Personally, I was much attracted by
Gromioell and her daughters and downright Mrs. Bodge and
their set. Some of them seemed a little sillier than can
possibly be true to life, but perhaps a book which had no
silly women in it might be regarded as unconvincing.

My pleasure in reading Peacock House (Hutchinson)
would have been increased if I had not found over forty
lines of print on each full page. But that is a minor blemish,
for which, I take it, the publishers and not Mr. Eden
Phillpotts are responsible. Personally I like him betteras a
writer of long than of short stories, but upon whatever branch
of literature he maybe engaged his work has a definite quality
peculiar to himself. This quality is especially obvious in
the first of these fifteen stories, and “Peacock House” was
rightly chosen to give its name to the collection. “ Count
Eollo ” and “ Grey Lady Drive ” have seriously shaken my
profound conviction that undetected murderers invariably
suffer from alarms and remorse. Occasionally Mr. Phill-
potts’ methods are over-leisurely, and in “The Cairn ” he is

slow in relating what is really
the mildest of bamboozles.
But taken as a whole his XV.
is a good side, with a most
excellent captain to lead it.

If it be a fact that there are
only seven original or, as we
should nowadays call them,
“ key,” plots in the world, and
that every story which has
been written since the begin-
ning of time is a variant upon
one or another of them, the
story of the princess who mar-
ried the swineherd must as-

suredly be one of the seven
Mr. Basil King’s The High
Forfeit (Holder and Stough-
ton) is a shining example of a
variant of it. Mr. King has
woven an exceedingly absorb-

ing story around the world-old theme. Not that his pretty
brainless Theo is really a princess at all. She is the daughter
of a self-made New York bank president, whose head is as
inflated as his money-bags, and her swineherd, otherwise
George Pevensey, is a teller in the parental bank, and inci-
dentally a War hero, who, like many others, has to learn the
bitter lesson that the levelling of social barriers during the
war years was merely a temporary measure. But it all

comes to the same thing, with the exception that the gulf
which parted the fairy-tale swineherd from his princess
was apparently a mere crack by comparison with that
which yawns between a decent young fellow of the American
middle-class and a daughter of the New York plutocracy.

Mr. Austin Philips, in A Golomho Night (Mills andBoon),
provides lavish and varied entertainment. At his best he
is an excellent writer of short stories

;
his openings at once

attract attention, and at the end he gives a pleasant and
unexpected twist to his tale. Both the story that gives its

name to this collection and “ Ordeal of Mr. Justice Ayles-
beare ” are admirably conceived and written. Occasionally,
however, Mr. Philips descends to the very depths of sensa-
tionalism; “Mate”—in which a celebrated pianist is kid-
napped—is a great, though (mercifully) short, mistake. But,
taken one with another, these seventeen stories show that
their author has real inventive and imaginative powers, and
that generally speaking housesthemwit hjudgmentand effect.
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CHARIVARIA.
Although Mr. Bamsat MacDonald

proposes to spend a long holiday in the
Sahara it is not expected that he will

be accompanied by the other leaders of

the Labour Party, They are no great
sheikhs.

Mr. A. J. Cook has been invited to
visit Bussia as soon as the coal strike is

settled. This should give further en-
couragement to the peacemakers.

A delegate from Moscow was arrested
on the French frontier with
a hundred pounds in his

boots. It is supposed that
it was his way of putting his

foot down on Capital.

The moving mountain re-

ported from Geneva is re-

garded locally as evidence of

faith in the League ofNations.

Councillor t. D. Wood,
the Mayor, has described

Margate as the Lido of Eng-
land. Up to the present no
Italian has returned the com-
pliment by describing the
Venetian coast as the Thanet
of the Adriatic.

*
*!«

With reference to the ap-

peal for the preservation of

the Seven Sisters, near East-

bourne, an old lady writes

to us expressing the hope
that they will be enabled to

enter a home for indigent

Daring the recent manoeuvres experi-
ments were conducted with the view of
ascertaining the possibility of the sol-
dier’s pack being carried for him by
transport into the fighting line. Mili-
tary men of the old school regard this
as a prelude to the introduction of the
luggage-in-advance system into modern
warfare. ^

At the afternoon open-air meetings
of the Land and Nation League, at
Oxford, speakers’ names were drawn
from a hat. There is, in our opinion,
toomucb of this oratorythrough thehat.

Five pounds was the prize offered in

a Lancashire competition for men who
could bold their breath the longest.
Why isn’t a similar inducement held out
to saxophone-players?

’
1*!

*

A Yorkshire farmer has a ben that
lays two eggs a day. But a hen of

course has no Trade Union.

It is not until you ’ve seen a Scots
athlete at a Highland gathering toss
the caber that you realise there are
people who could actually write with
some of these very large fountain pens.

gentlewomen.
*

j

“Seeing England First”

sounds very well, and might
be possible if the picnic par-

ties didn’t cover the nicest

parts with their litter,

jK sis

jJ;

With Hobbs and Bhodes
at the top of the batting and bowling
averages, many a young cricketer is con-

soling himself after a bad season with
the reflection that he will be over forty

some day and learn the game.
sl«

^

5l«

Mr. James Cox,* the town crier of

Burnham, is reputed to have a voice

which can be beard seven miles away.
If the sergeant-major we used to know
couldn’t do better than that he used to

think he was suffering from aphasia.

*
Dp till the time of writing they have

not let the male hippopotamus see his

baby at the Zoo. He might overhear
some tactless visitor sa37ing how much
ifc resembles its father.

*‘I HAVE A NEW COOK COMING ON MONDAX.”
“Oh, Mr DEAR, HOW EXCITING I WhaT JSE YOU GOING"' TO

WEAR ?

”

Probably the best way to

pay for the next war will be
to sell the film rights first

of all.
,,

There has been a plague of

caterpillars in Kent. These
are thought to be local insects

instigated by London agita-

tors whomade a forced march
from Hyde Park.

A potato weighing 2 lb. 2 cz.

has beenproduced at Ashford.
A local theory is that the
recent earth tremors were
caused by the vegetable
growing.

A lady Channel aspirant

refused to talk to a news-
paper representative. With
such fierce competition as

there has been this year new
and original methods are

bound to be tried.

ProfessorDobsey, anAmer-
ican scientist, says that the
nose is one of man’s most
superfluous organs. ' Is this

a delicate hint to the British

taxpayer to keep his to the
grindstone ?

Mme. Tetrazzini is said to be dis-

appointed because there was so much
publicity about her forthcoming mar-
riage. We presume that the famous
prima donna did not want to make a

song about it. ^ ^

A new fifty-pound motor-car is to be
put on the market. We understand a

shoe-horn will be supplied to enable

passengers to get in and out of the car.

A Stratford woman has been fined

for knocking down three women and a

policeman, after which she tried to

destroy a
'
pillar-box. One theory is

that she was practising for the x\utumn

Sales,

The reported discovery of the secret

letters of a Hittite king is one more
instance of the folly of neglecting to

destroy one’s correspondence.

The appeal to those willing to assist

the College of Pestology to rid Hyde
Park of caterpillars gives Mayfair yet
another opportunity to show its mettle.

sK *
iis

Another nuisance worth the attention

of the College is the plague of lounge-

lizards. ^

In the Canine Section of the Craven
Agricultural Society’s show heldjast
week there were several lengths ol

dachshund on exhibition.

VOL. CLXXI.
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SEEING ENGUND.

England is to be developed and
advertised, I gather, as a touring centre

for the world. Many Americans, of

course, visit it already, but a great deal

will have to be done before it becomes
intimately familiar to the Swiss, the

Germans, the Spaniards, the Italians

and the French.

I myself am preparing a short con-

versational manual devoted to the

English countryside, whose quaint pic-

turesqueness and old-world charm ought

surely to be far better known to our

continental friends.

I give below a few preliminary ex-

tracts in the English language, which
will be arranged to face parallel columns
in any required tongue.

It is too

hot.

cold.

wet.

The whole of the landscape is wrapped

.fur-coat?

mackintosh ?

Where can I pur-
J
umbrella ?

chase a parasol?

pair of goloshes ?

Ipair of stilts?

church,

cathedral.
I wish to visit the

The door of / church \
this \ cathedral

Where can I obtain the key?
The key is in the pocket of the

sacristan.

Where is the sacristan ?

The sacristan is working on the

allotment behind the sewage-
farm.

I am both hungry and thirsty.

Where can I obtain some refresh-

ments ?

I wish to sit out- ( tavern 1 ^

side this (hotel

sume a
/glass

'

t bottle.
of the local wine.

Explain to me the English licensing

laws.

These hedges are too high.

How picturesque is the petrol-serving

station I

It is known as the village pump.
Pray ask the guide who lives in the

very large house with the park
of deer.

It is a gentleman from Pittsburg.
It is permitted to walk through the

grounds, but it is not permitted
to feed the deer with pepper-
mint-drops.

These hills are very steep.

These comers are very sharp.
I see yonder a perfect specimen of

the Elizabethan cottage.

Yes, it is very perfect indeed. It;

was built two years ago.

If there were fewer trees there would
be more corn.

The labourer returns from the inn

with an irregular motion.

What type of automobile is this of

which I see so many on the

road ?

It is
I
SPACE TO LET FOB ADVEETISING

|

ducks.

The motor-car is completely I

surrounded by
^^2'.

Ipigs.

What is the age of the oldest in-

habitant ?

The age of the oldest inhabitant is

less than it was before the large

charabanc passed through.

At the house of the greengrocer it is

possible to obtain tea.

I do not like tea.

You must partake then of some
minerals.

The mineral wealth of England is

very great indeed.

These men have no boots.

They are the English tramps who ask

for alms ;
their boots are behind

the hedge.

The motor - car wishes to

charabanc
( but

driver will

pass the \
^^^"^banc

^
I
manure-cart

the i
charabanc

\

[
manure-cart

J

not permit this.

Who is the man who sleeps in the

hedge ?

He is the man who holds the red

flag to announce the presence of

the steam-roller.

Explain to me the functions of the
steam-roller.

It is to make more hazardous the
adventure of the English road.

I see a great number of horses and
dogs at the four-cross-roads.

The English are commencing to pur-

sue the fox.

Is that the mayor of the village ?

No, it is the Master of Hounds.
Explain to me / sounds of the horn,

the ( 'words of the whip.
Station me where I shall see best

the killing of the fox.

The gardens of the English are beau-
tiful beyond belief.

Tell me the names of the principal

flowers.

I do not understand f Greek ] ,

the
This meat is too tough.
This butter is not fresh.

The meat comes from South America.
The fresh butter has been sent to

town.
Yonder is the blacksmith’s forge.

What is it that the blacksmith
does?

He repairs the machinery of the
motor-thrashers and cuts the
hair of the schoolmaster’s child.

The English gendarme has a mild air.

He smiles affably at the farmer’s

boy.

The English dairy-maid has silk stock-

ings and a cloche hat; she at-

tends regularly the dances and
the cinema.

The Squire is absent from home.
The 'v^ufe of the gardener sells peaches

and vegetables to the strangers
from town.

The English breed in great numbers
dogs, sheep, chickens, partridges,

foxes, pigs and hares.

The motor-car must not be left out-

side the Admiral’s gate.

The daughter of the shoemaker is

listening-in to the Savoy band.
This house is surrounded by box and

yew in order that the inhabitants
may be preserved from the dust

;

but they are also prevented from
seeing the view.

The motor-bus starts beside the duck-

pond every hour.

The cost of the English tea is four-

pence. The price of the English
tea is from one shilling to half-

a-crown. Evoe.

THE BABIES AND THEIR NANNIES.

The Babies and their Nannies
Have all come back to Town

;

The town-house blinds are lifted.

The town-house shutters down
;

And some came back by railway,

And some came back by car,

But Nannies all are saying,

“Well now, and here we are !

”

And up in town-house nurseries

Surprises are in store

;

Dear half-forgotten gollies

Are being hugged once more
;

And cats, once nursery-kittens,

Must hear the country news

;

And dogs, once nursery puppies,

Are barking from the mews.

The leaves are wearing colours

In all the parks and squares

;

All prams will go to-morrow
To see how Peter fares

;

And, though the summer’s over.

Not one of us will frown,
For Babies and their Nannies
Have all come back to Town.

ITet Profit.

Extract from a letter received by
residents in the Far East from one of

their young daughters at school in

England :— .

**I realise that Daddy must pay a lot of

money to keep us at school in England, and
we must try and learn something. I am
learning to play tennis.”
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THE BOYS OF THE OLD BRIGADE.

I ARRIVED, as unfashionable worms
like myself sometimes do, rather early

at the gorgeous portals of the Hotel
Bulbul, and the ex-king of Euritania,

who is using up his old uniforms at the
door, obviously had his doubts about
me. I antidoted my dress-suit with my
ticket, however, before he had time to

send me round to the waiters' entrance.
Where,” I asked, *‘is this dinner

being held ?
**

He scrutinised the card. I had a
crushing feeling that there were dozens
of dinners going on inside, all more im-
portant than mine.

The Hall of Mirrors, Sir. Straight
down the stairs.”

I went down the stairs and sur-
rendered my hat and coat. Then I

coyly produced my diminutive clasp
of honours, decorations, medals and
awards, and pinned it on the lapel of
my coat, partially destroying this in
the process.

In the antechamber to the Hall of
Mirrors I found a number of small fry
like myself. We stood about nervously,
gulping cocktails and thinking that
this was a lot to get for seventeen-and-
tenpence, exclusive of wines. And then
—oh, then . , .

The doors were flung back, and into

the room began to enter streams of

gorgeous men in faultless evening dress,

with rows of glittering decorations and
jewelled identity discs hanging down
their shirt-fronts on red and purple
ribbons. They had grace, deportment,
beauty, hel air, totmiure, sangfroid and
embonpoint, and showed not a sign of

mauvaise honte, dickeys or social blem-
ishes. I had previously only read about
people who look like this, and I had
not attended an Army dinner before.

My last war celebration was in 1919,
before I went abroad, when we scraped
together about twenty officers from my
old battalion for a dinner. It was an
adequate meal. I remember that after
it I took a 31 bus instead of a 13, and
argued with the conductor in French.
On that occasion our prize medallist
was the colonel, who sported the Zulu
medal—or was it the Maori ? I forget.

This was no such sordid business.
It was difficult to believe that these

Olympians were, or had been, my
brother officers. I saw the well-remem-
bered features of many of our warriors
of mark—the 0/c Army Fat Collectors,
the Army Baker, the Commandant of
the Divisional Vegetable Garden; but,
instead of the ration tunics of yore,
they wore the outfit of Ambassadors,
and Le Queux Ambassadors at that.
My old Divisional Commander’s paltry

four rows of shaggy ribbon had bur-

geoned into a crop of miniatures which
made him walk with a list to starboard,

and he had an eruption of gold, silver

and enamel stars all over him which
can only be described as scorbutic.

There was a blinding flash from a
sort of photographic trench mortar in

one corner, my dress-suit turned green
and instantly turned black again, and
we began dinner.

I found myself opposite Pilbeam, our
late Scout Officer, and Fortescue, the
Commander of ‘‘ A ” Company. I was
shocked to see that they had let them-
selves get plump. They were aware of

it themselves, however, for as I sat

down they whispered together, and I

caught the word ‘‘fat.” Evidently they
were discussing treatment.

“ What are you doing nowadays ? ” I

asked Pilbeam. During the War his

hobby had been brooding in No-Man’s-
Land, and he was popularly supposed
to have grown an extra pair of feet on
his lower chest owing to much crawl-
ing. Probably liquor-running or an
illicit small-arms business was the}

present pursuit of a swashbuckler like

this.

“ I am in the wholesale fish trade,”

he replied.

Well, that was that. I turned hope-
fully to Fortescue. I remembered him
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volunteering for a particularly fearsome
pill-box raid, from which he crawled
back a hundred yards with his thigh
broken.

‘‘I am in leather,” he said; ‘‘and
unless split hides pick up I don’t look
like being in it much longer. The
present state of the leather market is

a crime. Where have you been? I

haven’t seen you at any of these shows
before.”

“I’ve been abroad,” I explained.

“What shall we drink? ’Thick, clear

or bubbly ?
”

“Ginger-ale for me,” he answered.
“ I find that if I drink anything at night
I can’t sleep.”

This was the man who, after three

days and nights under incessant shell-

fire in water-logged shell-holes, con-

sumed in my presence a supper of tinned-

ham sluiced down with champagne in

pint-mugs and afterwards slept with
bis head on a hox of Mills bombs.

Pilbeam ordered Vichy water.
“ This is very different to B Sector,”

I remarked, trying to work up an ap-

propriate atmosphere.
They assented.
“ How ’s your youngest, Portescue ?

”

asked Pilbeam.
“Not so good. He doesn’t put on

weight. My wife worries rather.”
“ What do you feed him on ? ” Pil-

beam inquired.
“

‘ Bonzova.’ The doctor said
”

“ Ah, you ought to try * Yellins.’

When we had trouble with our boy
”

I ate my fish thoughtfully. I was
beginning to see that it was nearly eight

years since the Armistice.
s|<

When I got home that night I sneaked
up to my wardrobe and unearthed a tried

and familiar friend
, one Samuel Browne.

He vvas a little dusty, but he still shone
with that deep purple lustre which bad
been the pride of my batman.

I slipped the strap over my shoulder

and pulled the belt through the buckle
with trembling fingers. It ran painfully

towards the old familiar hole—and then
ran back outwards. It was no use. My
old friend and I were growing gradually

apart.

I went slowly down the stairs feeling

like a dropsical Greenwich pensioner.

My wife was in the hall.

“ Those medals look nice on yourblack
coat,” she observed. “ But I wish you
could wear your uniform. It always
suited you so well.”

“ I don’t suppose it would fit me
now,” I said pathetically.

She looked at me anxiously. “ You ’ve

been working too hard at that horrid

ofi&ce,” she observed with obvious sin-

cerity. “ Try to get home a little earlier

and you ’ll soon fill out again,”

Loiclaiider. ‘Third return tae Inverness.”
TickeUClerh, “Change at Aberdeen.”
Loiclander, “ Na, na ! I tah’ sia change here—Ah 've bin tae Aberdeen.”

I gambolled back up the stairs and
threw my Sam Browne on top of the

wardrobe. AH is not yet lost.* I have
concealed the evidence and shall do

secret exercises in the bath-room until

such time as Sam Browne and I can

hold our own little private reunion.

The Explanation.
“ The German steamerWalter Holken, Luheck

for Ipswich, cargo coal, grounded on Friday in

the Canal at Brunsbuttelkoog 77. Vessel ap-

parently tight.”

—

Provmcial Paper.

Our Erudite Contemporaries.

“On the reverse side of the medal is the
Latin inscription— ‘ A ma puissance.”

Local Paper,

“ Great Attraction at Exjiouth Docks.

]\Iiss Edith will attempt to break the
1,500 metres world’s svdmming record and will

also establish a world’s record for 1,000 metres.
Note the date : Wednesday, Sept, isth, 1936.”

Devon Paper,

Well, no intending spectator can com-
j^lain of not having had good notice.

I
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SIMPLE STORIES.
VI.

—

The Ancient Eoman.

Once there was an ancient Eomaii,

and he lived in a Eoman villa with a

pavement and wore a toga and sandals

and all those things, and he talked Latin

quite easily, and he was a Senator and
very important.

Well he had a wife who was a

Eoman matron and a very nice boy
called Claudius, and one day Claudius

came to him and said 0 pater, because
he could talk Latin too, will you give

me a denarius ?

And his father said what for ? and he
said I want to buy a catapult.

So his father gave him a

denarius and he bought a cata-

pult, and one day when he was
playing with it he killed a slave

by mistake.

Well killing a slave wasn’t
against the law so it wasn’t
murder or anything like that,

but Claudius was very sorry

all the same, and he threw
away his catapult and wouldn’t
use it any more.

And his father bought an-

other slave instead of that one,

and he said you must be more
careful because slaves are very
expensive, and he said he
would.

And Claudius was very kind
to that slave and never beat

him as he w^ould have been
allowed to do if he had

j

wanted, because he was very
sorry that he had killed the
other one by mistake.

Well the slave came from
Gaul, and he was very home-
sick and wanted to go back
there because he had a mother
and a little sister and he loved
them.

So one day he told Claudius
that he would like to escape,

and Claudius said he would help him
and he did, and the slave escaped.
Well when he found out that the

slave had escaped the ancient Eoman
\vas very angry and said I can’t afford

to ‘go on losing slaves like this, that’s
the second in a fortnight, and if I find

out that anybody has helped him to

escape I will put him to death.

Now Claudius had told his mother
that he had helped the slave to escape,
so she said to the ancient Eoman you
had better be careful what you say or
you may be sorry, and he said what do
you mean ?

^So she thought she had better tell

him, and she said well Claudius helped
the slave to escape because be was sorry
for liim.

So the ancient Eoman hid his head

in his toga or one of those things and
said eheu, which is Latin for alas, I shall

have to put my own son to death.

And his wife said don’t be so silly,

what for ?

And he said because I said I would
and I can’t go on being an ancient

Eoman unless I do.

She said I call it too silly and you ’ll

do nothing of the sort.

And he said are you a Eoman matron
or not ?

She said yes I am, and he said well

then behave like one.

Well the ancient Eoman didn’t put

Then Claudius said 0 pater either put me to
OR don’t put anybody to death.”

Claudius to death at once because he
wanted everybody to know about it, and
all their relations came to him and knelt
down and asked him not to, but he said
he must.

Then they put dust on their heads,
but that didn’t make any difference

either.

^

So then they brought Claudius to
him, and he nearly said he wouldn’t,
because he looked so nice and he did
love him.

But Claudius was very brave, and he
said what is all the fuss about 0 pater ?

And they told him.
And he said of course you must put

me to death 0 pater if you said you
would.

And everybody said it was very won-

derful, and Claudius was an ancient
Eoman too though he was so young.
And they all cried very loud which
grown-up people used to do then and
tore their togas.

Well all this time the slave was hiding
in Borne with some friends and hadn’t
started for Gaul yet. So when he heard
about Claudius he came and gave him-
self up, and he said if you. must put
somebody to death put me.
Well the ancient Eoman wasn’t sure

whether it would count, but his wife
said don’t be so silly, you said you would
put anybody to death who helped the
slave escape, and he hasn’t escaped.

So he said oh very well then
I will put the slave to death,
but I don’t quite like it and
I hope everybody will remem-
ber how it was.
Then Claudius said 0 pater

either put me to death or don’t
put anybody to death and let

the slave go free.

And he said why? and he
said because he has been so

brave and I like him.
So the ancientEomanthought

that was the best way out
of it though it was very ex-

pensive and he let the slave

go free.

And the slave was so grate-

ful that he said he would just

go to Gaul to see his mother
and his little sister and then
come back and serve Claudius
for nothing, and clean his san-
dals and brush his togas.

Well the slave was really

a sort of Prince in his own
country though he hadn’t said

so, and his mother was a

Princess and had plenty of

money. So they all came
back and lived in Eome, and
when Claudius grew up he
married his little sister who
was very beautiful.

And the ancient Eoman was very
pleased and he said it all comes of doing
your duty. A. M.

Our Helpful Publicists.

Prom a letter on the coal stoppage

:

“This disastrous dispute is accelerating with
dangerous rapidity the prosperity of the Ooin-
munity . . Local Faper.

Eeally we hadn’t noticed it.

“
‘ When the war drums throb no longer
And the battle flags are furled— ’

When one reads of the events that have
taken place at Geneva this week one is re-

minded of Kipling’s lines of the pacific future
of mankind, when all nations meet amicably
in a world-wide federation.”— Ulster Paper.

And one is reminded even more strongly
of a similar vision in Tennyson’s
LoeJesley Hall.

DEATH



DUM SPIRO-PERSPIRO.
The face of the earth was dry, very

dry. Even the Tigris in the light of

the setting sun looked not so much
moist as molten.' On the far bank
shimmered Jonah’s Tomb, where, as

perhaps you know, there is still kept a

tooth of the whale that bit him.
William and I, from our seats in the

garden of the Mosul Club, frowned
alternately at the landscape and at each
other.

“A hundred-and -eighteen in the
shade again to-day,” said William, mop-
ping his face. “ What shocking mis-

management! I can’t help thinking
that this country was run very much
better when Oscar Asohe had it at His
Majesty’s.”

“ How long does the heat last as a

rule ? ” I inquired.
“ The first three months are the

worst. The treatment for heat-stroke
is to pack the patient up with ice rather

as though he were a bottle of cham-
pagne. Sounds pleasant. Now how
could I feign heat-stroke, I wonder ?

”

‘‘You might try putting the wrong
end of the thermometer in your mouth
and letting the atmosphere do the rest

;

but there—you ’d be sure to overdo it.”

William sighed and called the steward.
“ Boy,” he said, “ put two John

Collins on the ice until they 're off the
boil and bring them out here.”

I killed one of the few files that had
survived the heat. He was too ill, poor
chap, to make other than a half-hearted

attempt to escape. The steward, re-

turning with drinks, also brought news-
papers.

“ Thank heavens,” said William,

“the English papers have arrived.”

Glad of the diversion we opened one
apiece. A look of distress crossed

William’s features as he pointed to con-

spicuous headlines.

“Shade Temperature of 83. London
in the Heat Wave,” they ran.

Alternative Occupation.

“Wanted, Daily Work as Charwoman or
Pianist. ”

—

Adi t 'in Local Paper.

Our Erudite Contemporaries.

At a church pageant :

—

“Archdeacon Gregory, who afterwards be-
came Pope, was seen moving about the slave
market in Rome, wheie he is attracted by the
white slave chill ren from England. He asked
who they were and was told they were Angles.
Everyone is familiar with his reply :

‘ Not
Angles, but angles !

’ ”

—

Neio Zealand Paper.

“ A woman motoring from Grimsby to Leeds
drove her tow-seater into the South Yorkshire
Navigation Canal at Thorne, near Doncaster.”

Liverpool Paper.

A canal would naturally have an attrac-

tion for that kind of car.

“xA popular scientific exhibition is being
organised to take place next month. The
arrangements are exhibiting at the Central
Public Library a large Mayor as chairman.”

Daily Paper.

These scientific exhibitions are always
the better for a touch of humour.
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SHE-SHANTIES.

The Duke and the Uke.

A Little Song for Imbeciles.

I KNOW a Dock
Who loved his cook

In the purest kind of way

;

So he took his uke
And he sang, ** Sweet Cook,

Have you anything for me to-day ?
”

Tioang ! tioanlde, twinlde^ tivanJclej

Tzuang ! twanJclej iwinlde^ ttuay

!

“There 's soup,” said the Cook,

“A recipe I took

Hrom a cookery-book that ’s new ;

There ’s also fish
”

But the Duke said, “Pish !

Why, all that I wish is you.”

Tioang! Uoanlcle, hoinlde, twankle,

Twajig ! twanlde, twinkle, tway I

“Cook,” said the Dook,
“I know a nice nook

Where nobody will look, my dear.

Sweet, sweet Cook,
1 11 teach you the uke ”

But the virtuous.domestic she replied,

“No fear 1

”

Tioang I iwankle, twinkle, twankle,

Twang ! tioankle, tivinkle, tway I

The Duke he played
A serenade

Beginning, “ Sweet Marie,

More lovely far

Than oysters are !

”

But, “Blast you, milord 1
” said she.

Twang ! tioankle, tioinkle, tioankle,

Twang I twankle, twinkle, tway

!

“ Misunderstood 1

^

I ’m quite, quite good,”
The chivalrous peer replied

;

But the Cook put a bat
In the soup ; and “ That

Is that,” said the Cook. He died.
|

Twang ! twankle, twinkle, twankle,
Twang ! twankle, twinkle, tway I

The pain, I hear.

Was quite severe.

And yet no grudge he cherished

;

While she, of course.

Prom pure remorse
Took methylated twice and perished.

Twang i twankle, twinkle, twankle.
Twang I twankle, twinkle, tway I

It only shows
One never knows

How best to treat the Sex

;

The gentle touch
Don’t help you much

—

Much better wring their necks

!

Twang ! twankle, twinkle, twankle.
Twang / twankle, tivinkle, tway I

1

A.P.H.

HOW TO BE A PUBLISHER.

{By an Author.)

I.

So many publishers have written ad-

vice to authors on subjects such as

“How to make a Living by the Pen”
and “What Publishers Want,” that I

think it is about time for an author to

retaliate. Personally, I don’t believe a

publisherknowsmuchabout the troubles

of an author’s life; certainly nothing

about those of the rejection-slip receiv-

ing end. Of course some publishers

are authors too, but even these must
have, at any rate, one firm which will

not send their MSS. back with a letter

to say that “we regret we have kept

your MS. eighteen months, but we
wished to get an expert opinion on your
description of the Charleston in Chap-
ter VII. While all our readers are

united in saying the book is a master-

piece, we feel that at the present time

we cannot see our way . . . etc. ...”

So I have drawn up the following

hints on “How to be a Publisher.”

They are intended for the young man
who, in considering his choice of a

career, has taken the advice of a few
author friends and decided to start a

publishing business.

The first thing to do is to get an
office, remembering that a cellar in the

City is worth a block at Balham, The
office should be furnished with a re-

volving chair, a desk, a telephone and
a carefully-chosen office-boy. Cover
the desk with a mass of important
business letters from all the best firms

;

these are obtainable from any good
second-hand dealer, signed, folded and
slightly crumpled, but with dates to be
filled in by purchaser as required. In-
vest also in some imposing notepaper
headed, “ The House of Hotchkins,”
and have a box of cigars on a side-table

—the offering kind, not the smoking
kind. All this is called by us authors
atmosphere. If anyone inadvertently
lights one of the cigars you will know
why.

Everything from the office-boy up-
wards is designed to establish super-
iority of morale over the young author
who visits you. Whatever remnants of

morale your carefully-chosen office-boy

leaves to him you will have no difficulty

in shattering with the revolving chair
and the telephone, though in stubborn
cases you may have to fall back on one
of the cigsirs.

Having prised his MS. off your
victim—about half-a-hundred-weight of

paper—which, if he is a young author,
he will “just by chance have slipped
into his overcoat pocket that morning”
—send him away again and give it to
the office-boy to read.

1

From the office-boy’s symptoms dur-
ing the next week you will get an idea

of the book as under :
—

(a) If be develops a tendency to

sleep, or is late in the morning, or gives

notice, it is an intricate character-

study.

(b) If he forgets his lunch or bis

Tit-Bits, or the date of his grand-
mother’s forthcoming death, it is a

detective story.

(c) If he takes notes on his cuff or

is found declaiming to himself in

corners, it is a high-life best-seller.

{d) If he laughs, it is pathos.

(fi) If he gives it up after Chap-
ter III., it is humour.

(/) If he loses it—well, it doesn’t

matter what it is, as the author will

have to write another. Or else you
will have to have a fire in the office,

provided you think the Insurance
Company will stand it.

Having got some idea of what the
ghastly thing is about, you have now
three courses open : {a) to require the
author to alter it

;
(b) to refuse it

;
(c) to

accept it.

If the author is very young, I should
not advise you to try (a). Every young
author knows that his book is a master-
piece, complete in itself, and that to

cut out Clarissa’s four-page soliloquy

to the gas-stove in Chapter IV. is to

reduce the thing to the sordid level

of those books which are written for

money.
The next course open to you is to

refuse it. It is best to do this by letter

and then go out of town for a month.
Your letter should strike the happy
mean between directness, such as “ This
book is tripe. Ask the dustman to call

for it to-morrow,” and the following

style of rejection slip, used, I under-
stand, by polite Chinese publishers :

—

Most Honoured Sir,

—

We have
read with infinite delight your thrice-

divine manuscript. Never before

have we revelled in such an exquisite

masterpiece. If, however, we pub-
lished it the authorities, ravished by
unimaginable ecstasy, would order

us at once to take it as a model and
henceforward never to publish any-
thing inferior. Since it would be
impossible to find its equal within
ten thousand years we are compelled,
though shaken with sorrow, to return

your thrice-divine manuscript to you
;

and for so doing we crave ten million

pardons.

Yours ancestrally. Tin Tuno,
per pro Wun Tuno & Another & Co.

(Next week I will deal with the
procedure in case of acceptance.)

A. A.
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THE FAMILY DUEL.
There was a tall poet whose truculent tilts

At propriety charmed all the minxes and jilts

;

But his father, unmoved by his mutinous lilts,

Derisively called him “ a microbe on stilts.”

The calumny rankled and stung like a curse,

But an open retort would have made matters worse,
Bor his father had thorough control of the purse
Which enabled the poet to publish his verse.

So in cautious revenge his last poems comprise
A group of veiled portraits where, plain to all eyes,

His father appears as the father of lies

And himself as a saint in a martyr’s disguise.

The reprisal was hailed as the grandest of slams
By all juniors at war with their sires and their dams ,*

But elders, unwilling to take it like lambs,
Did not scruple to call it the sin that was Ham’s.

Strange Behaviour of a Kiver.

Brom the report of an Urban Council meeting:

—

“ * It is the V7orst I have ever seen it,’ declared the Surveyor. ' If

the V7eeds are not removed the river will become tilted up at the top
end.’ ”—East Anglian Paper.

“ The Temple Gardens, which have been lent by the Honourable
Society of Benchers of the Inner Circle, have been transformed into a
maze of ^Evening Paper.

Now can’t the Honourable Society of Straphangers of the
inner Circle do something to justify their public standing?
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CHERCHEZ LA FEMME.
A REMAEKABLE scene took place the

other afternoon at the Misses Flower-

dew’s preparatory school for the sons

and daughters of gentlemen. While
Miss JuliaFlowerdew was ably instruct-

ing the class in history (explaining that

the English won the battle of Agincourt

because they had been fasting and medi-

tating while the French had been drink-

ing and feasting) the schoolroom was
suddenly converted into a miniature

battlefield by the appearance of a small

brown rat.

This fearsome beast scuttled round

the room in full view of everyone and
caused almost as much consternation

as the English archers at Agincourt.

Most of the sons and daughters of

gentlemen gave tongue in various ways,

while the dear old ladies

(Miss Millicent Flower-
dew happened to be in

the room at the time)

clambered on to a table

and shouted Fire I

”

And here it was that

my sonWilliam showed
thegallant stuff of which
he is made. Seizing

a ruler, he promptly
chased the animal into

a corner, and with the

utmost intrepidity de-

livered a mortal blow.

All was peace again.

That evening the

Misses Flowerdew held

an important consulta-

tion, with the result

that on the morrow
William was before the

whole school presented with a box of

sweets and publicly thanked. Subse-
quently Miss Millicent Flowerdew de-

livered a short homily on Courage and
Promptitude which placed W'illiam on
something approaching a pedestal and
certainly ought to have covered him
with blushes.

And now we get the first whisper
of tragedy. That evening a dreadful
question entered the kindly head of

Miss Julia Flowerdew: “How did the
rat get into the room at all?" The
more she thought of it and the more
she examined the schoolroom floor the
more impossible did it seem that the
rat was an accidental intruder. Was
it possible that one of their scholars

—

one of the sons and daughters of gentle-

men—had ? She mentioned the
matter with some hesitation to the
gentle Miss Millicent, and another
cabinet meeting was held.

The result of this momentous dis-

cussion was that Miss Julia addressed
the assembled school the following

morning. Neither she nor her sister,

she concluded, thought such a thing in

the least likely, but for their own peace

of mind and for the honour of the

school they felt bound to ask the ques-

tion : Had anyone brought the rat to

school with them, and, if so, had it been
released intentionally ? Whereupon
William stood up in his place and in-

timated that he was able to answer
both questions in the affirmative.

To say that the Misses Flowerdew
were nonplussed would be merely pal-

tering with words. They were so

flabbergasted that they were totally un-
able to cope with the situation on the
spot. They could do nothing but wait
until the evening and then hold another
cabinet meeting. Eesult : Would I call

and see them ?

I found the two dear ladies in a state

of genuine concern. They had decided,

it seemed (much against their will), that
Willie must be—^not expelled

; oh, no,

that would be too dreadful—but they
had decided, or rather they thought,
it was quite time he went to a boys’
school. They liked Willie immensely

—

he was a dear child ; and of course, after

the publicpresentation, the whole matter
was rather awkward—very awkward, in

fact; but—er-—didn’t I think ?

I did think, and I relieved their minds
by telling them so in decided terms.
William should be sent to a boys’ school
at the end of this term, if they would be
so kind as to keep him till then. In
the meantime I would deal faithfully

with his offence in the privacy of the
home.

' They beamed. They had, they in-

formed me, looked up “Eats" in the
Encyclo;pcBdia, and found that they were
really most dangerous creatures, being
capable of carrying the germs of tropical i

diseases. If there was an outbreak
of bubonic plague in the school it would i

be most unfortunate, but they hoped
for the best. And would I please not
be too severe with Willie?

And I wasn’t ; but not, I am afraid,

because of the old dames’ intercession.

On the way home I encountered my
niece, Peggy. Peggy is a brown-eyed
damsel of eight and a tremendous flame
of William’s. So much so that they have
intimated their intention of marrying in

due course and living in a large house
near a good circus, with an ice-cream
shop in close proximity.

“Well, Pegs," I said, “you’ve been
having excitements at school, I hear.

Wild animals loose in the schoolroom
and what not."

“You mean the rat," she answered
gaily. “ Wasn’t it a lark ?

"

“ Lark? I guess you got out of the
way pretty quickly."

“0-o-h, yes,” she
laughed

; “I jumped
on to the form and
squealed."

“ William was a very
naughty boy," I said

gravely. “I’m going to

spank him."
She looked at me

queerlyandthen slipped
her hand in mine. “ It

was really my fault,"

she whispered, “ so
please don’t."

“Your fault? What
do you mean ?

’’

“ Well, I dared him
to do it, you know."
“You dared him to

do it? Do you mean
to say you—you knew
it was going to happen

before it—er—happened?"
“ Of course. I helped him to catch

the rat."

I took out my handkerchief and wdped
a fevered brow. “But I thought you
jumped on theformand—and squealed ?

”

“ Well, I had to pretend I was afraid,

you know.".

“Good lor! But the sweets 1 Weren’t
you ashamed when William was pre-

sented with the sweets ?
"

“We shared them," she answered
simply.

Once more I wiped the fevered brow.
“Pegs,” I said sternly, “you are an
appalling little minx !

"

She squeezed my hand affectionately.
“ You won’t punish him, will you ?

"

“I don’t know," I saiA
But I didn’t. I came to the conclu-

sion that in the rat matter William was
a mere cat’s-paw.

When is wireless first referred to?
When Adam exchanged a spare part for

a loud speaker.



TO AN AMATEUR
Tiest of our amateurs in this fair land,

Known to the great and honoured of the crowd,
The champion’s bays upon your forehead (and

They do you very proud),

When I review your greatness and reflect

On the surpassing height of your degree,

I wonder sometimes if you recollect

That day you played with me.

It was three years ago. Two stern scratch men
Had borne me forth to break a Sabbath day.

And there we met
;
you were not champion then.

But you were on the way.

As for my handicap, no matter that

;

I found myself your partner, and I said

I wished that I ’d put on a decent hat
And gone to church instead.

Yet how I prospered ! I can feel it now.
Fortune is evermore a tricksome elf,

Nor had I e’en the veriest inkling how
I should enjoy myself.

It came at once. You will no doubt recall

How at the start some cause beyond control

Pushed you into the rough, and how my ball

It was that saved the hole.

Do you remember—probably you will

—

How I went on from strength to growing strength,

The accuracy I displayed, the skill.

The grandeur and the length ?

CHAMPION.
How, when you faltered (be it whispered low)

I with my trusty clubs was there to help
Till e’en the ranks of Tuscany (our foe)

Could scarce forbear to yelp ?

And when one criminal by way of joke
Holed out his second in a bogey four,

I with a putt to halve it (with a stroke)

Missed by an inch, no more ?

And then the cmip dc grace, that final putt
That won the match, so vital and so slick,

When those two scratch men said they liked golf, but
This was a bit too thick.

Poised as you are upon a lonely peak,

Like Mars the planet, calm and self-possessed,

Y/aving at intervals an idle cleek

About your laurelled crest,

Dreams of hard fights and deeds of derring-do

Pass doubtless through your mind, while in your ears

Eing echoes from the lively throng v/hen you
Put it across your peers.

And yet, for all the great fights you have known
And all the triumphs that have made your fame,

When I recall the details of my own
Most admirable game

On that occasion when in open fight

We beat those two scratch men by four and three,

I do not think that you’ve forgotten quite

The game you played with me; Dum-Ddm.
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concertina wrinkles over the ankle.
LONDON FASHIONS. uppers may be petersham-brimmed

The season’s fashions are severe in with o'etro%isse gazelle or old London
ntour but vibrant with colour. Eed fog. Cr^pe soles should be meumere.contour but vibrant with colour. Eec

in particular is to be seen in all shades

from wilted carrot to old sandstone,

Pillar-box, vin ordinaire and Eed Ad-

THE EXPLODED ORANGE.

[The Report of the Birmingham Medical
Officer of Health reveals an ingenious decep-
tion of the pnhlic. During the year a large

Military allusions are decidedly popu- consignment of paUid-skinned oranges came
lar, and I have noticed coat-frocks into the market. The public passed them by,

tailored on rigid interior lines being and hawkers bought them up at a cheap rate,
° . P \

miral are among the most popular worn with jaunty golden-peaked kepis t^-'eated them with dyed grease, bismarck-hrown
® ^ nfirma.njofflnatA of -nAtaRn nv a.-nn

nuances. andlapelpatchesof geranium georgette, then sole

There are very few technical innova- Belts may be finished in pipe-clay bloods.”]

tions to record. Biassed edges and al- applique, and monocles, if worn, should Qran
paca gussets are momentarily out of be graticuled. Spangles, bugles and Whic
favour, as are flounced check-belts and sequins are to be polished. Should the

all-tartan tricotines. Patch pockets, if habit display a tendency to depart from
worn, should be full and fluted. Pea- the customary severe lines it can be p
cock repp and grizzled ninon readily caught up and bound at intervals with

^ ^

suggest themselves, especially if seal- tasty little knots of vermilion tape. Oran|

loped with filigree plackets in ripe saxe As regards men’s evening wear it is How
damask or stale burgundy plush. - probable that trousers will be of pre-war An

permanganate of potash or ohrysoidiiie, and
then sold them at good prices as “ Moroccan

To be in good taste, designs should be 1 ebony serge with neat strips of this I

very simple. A three-

piece open front with ((^/^///^/

startled antelope gives lm)llII 'j!/ \ \v fm
a pleasing suggestion of yl/fj /' \ y j
roominess without ap- /// // X
pearing in any -way Ilf ji y X/(|||
rococo or even baroque.

/I / \ /t( ||
Linings, whether of '

I ]• I'l

fustian or lamt, should /
!’’

I
be worn inside as usual.

j

^ \ M

of''iiOT8e-radi8h ' inser-

tions or pale uassme72-
.

hoTida nf Slxo) t-sighted FMUshnc {mistaUng Qiiap slimiyig posihon
^ ^ ^ iaccoon hate this modern art stuff, and I don’t think that’s a w
madder.

Simplicity is again the keynote of the year’s braiding down the outsides,
afternoon frockette. To disregard this Waistcoats will be white, except on the
would be to deny the authority of la second and subsequent occasions. Ool-
mode altogether. Petunia velvet or lars will be one size too small, with
dalmatian corduroy worn under a kasha sharpened edges and solid stud-holes,
coatee, which might be of crushed verdi- — .

. . , ..

Shot t-sighted Fhilistine {mistaking map showmg position of art shop), ‘*I
HATE THIS MODERN ART STUFF, AND I DON’T THINK THAT ’S A WELL-BRED GOAT.”

Orange of the ruddy cheek,

Which the public gladly seek,

How would our bright fancies

perish

Could you speak, ah, could you speak

!

Orange of the fiery brew,

How we rush to purchase you,

And what radiant pictures cherish

Of the causes of your hue.

How we dream ofsunny
Spain

/ y Where in light like

X/\\ ruddy rain

X\ Youfrombudto fruit-

K ' ing revel

XXX- reflect it back
again 1

/y)\ As your fragrant soul

y we taste

)

How our dreams by
thoughts aregraced

I ,

Of somewarm-skinned
j‘

maid of Seville—

Dreams how sweet, and
how misplaced I

Now the dream must
flicker down

(Pale and wan you
come to town)

—

Paded is the dream
'

^
to hot ash ;

i-BRED GOAT.” , S ,marck-brown

!

Seville suns did not design
On your cheek the hues of wine,
But permanganate of potash,

Painted grease and chrysoidine.

gris, with a faintly stippled selvedge
Gent's Hand, at onoe."

revera of jonquil gingham, would be in p
the best aste. This isn’t Leap Year.

With the more valuable furs there
is a noticeable tendency to wear the Go into any American restaurant and the
entire pelt, or as much of it as possible, waiter will bring you a glass of water simul-

=================== Our Philanthropic Profiteers.
“ Wtd., Gent’s Hand, at once.” Prom an article on “ Sales of Work ”

:

, J

in Pajjer. “For a sale in the autumn, bulbs in bowls
his isn t Leap Year, sell as well as anything. Threepenny bulbs

in a threepenny bowl will sell readily for

“Go into any American restaurant and the —Daily Paper,

Tasty toques can be had in complete taneously.”

—

Provincial Paper,

crested skunk or one-piece mammoth Simultaneously with what ? But per-
nutria.

Prom a market report :

—

“Poor attendance, on account of har-

Eeptile skins are still first favourites further,

haps it would be indiscreet to inquire versity where he graduated M.B., Cli.B. in
J! i-i ^ 0;i,+,s R-q. -hn r.q m. tiat awI: ” Scots Paper,

in the matter of footwear, but a world- “ Owing to the depredations of foxes a Mr.,

Oats, 6s. to 6s. 8d. per owt.”-

Not wild ones, we trust.
1 1 r. I-IJ It. n.T uu uu.q iUACS a IVJLC,,

shortage ot python and lizard is leading william
,
who has died, aged 95. had 60 TT .

•

to the spurious use of inferior puff-adder descendants, two being great -great -grand-
W® came away feeling sorry fox this

J.d e,£. of „.rdi.bl. bo.itriol,or.
‘

‘i S
The latter is apt to pinch the foot. To atone for the misdeeds of their little the waves.”

—

Daily Paper,
High-legged boots may still be worn on ancestors who spoiled the grapes, these “ Cross currants ” are just the things
willowy calves. They should fit tightly foxes seem to have stimulated the olive- we should expect to produce an agitated
over the instep, but should fall gracefully branches. Sultana.

we should expect to produce an agitated

Sultana.
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Wife. “Do YOU THINK THIS BOSETTE IS ALE EIGHT ON MT EVENING HANDBAG, DEAE? ”

Bored Husband {affecting an intelligent interest). “ I cannot conceive op a sioee suitable place poe its disposal, my dear.”

BE A LITTLE MAN.
It happened on the Underdid Drive

at Bournemouth. Nurse had only just

stopped to rest, for the pram was heavy,
the Eolls-Eoyce of prams indeed, and
the serial in Home Echoes was just too
thrilling. The dark-haired villain had
just locked the bedroom door when
Bobby started to whimper. She let

him whimper while the villain clasped
the heroine roughly by the waist.

** Be quiet, Bobby !

”

But Bobby wouldn’t be quiet.
“ Don’t be a baby,” she scolded

; “be
a little man.”
Bobby ceased to whimper and fixed

a penetrating eye on her. Nurse
gasped, for his gaze had lost its happy
baby expression. It was a face as old
as the hills, with little crows’-feet at

the corner of its eyes.

“Well,” Bobby snapped in a dry
shrill voice, “are we to stay here all

night ? When you’re quite ready, my
girl.”

This from a baby whose vocabulary
consisted of ten words, most of which
could only be distinguished by his
mother.

Nurse slowly propelled the Eolls-
Eoyce of prams.

“Not that way, damn you!” said
Bobby with great distinctness.

“Bobby I
” she almost screamed.

“ You naughty boy 1 Mustn’t use such
wicked words.”
“Go to blazes,” said the baby, chuck-

ling quietly. “Don’t be so milk-and-
watery, girl. Bless you, you ’re not so
innocent when you ’re off duty. I ’ve

seen you, you baggage.”
“ One more word from you. Master

Bobby, and home you go.”
“ I ’ll not go home. Take me where

1 can get a drink.”
“ V/hy, you’ve just had your milk.”
“ Milk 1 Did you say milk ? I ’ve a

throat like a lime-kiln and you talk of

milk,”
“ Don’t be naughty, darling. Where

can you have picked up these naughty
words ?

”

“ Where can I pick up a good drink ?
”

“Oh, what do you want? ”

“Special Scotch—at once.”

An elderly short-sighted gentleman
peered at the contents of the pram.

“There’s nothing quite so fresh and
charming as an English baby. Hello,

Baby Bunting! ”

“Hello yourself, old cock !
” was the

surprising response. “What’s going
to win the two-thirty ?

”

The short-sighted gentleman fied.

Nurse sat down and wept.
“ W'batever ’s come to the poor lamb ?

Whatever will his mother say when
she comes to see me bath him ?

”

“ Bath me !
” snapped Bobby. “ Do

you mean that a parcel of women mean
to bath me? This is a conspiracy, a

conspiracy, you—you slut. In another
minute I ’ll get out and walk.”
“You—you can’t walk. You—you

haven’t been learnt
”

“ Taught, girl, taught.”
“ T—taught yet. Sir. I don’t know

what ’s come over me.”
“ Neither do I, Stop snivelling. In

my young days girls never snivelled.

You Ve no self-control. Have you got
a match on you ? What have you done
with my cigar-case ?

”

“ Oh, he ’s gone right out of his mind

!

I shall be blamed for it, and I ’ve done
nothing except have a peep at a book.”

“ That ’s right, my girl,” said the baby
sagely. “ Cultivate the mind. It needs
it. What’s that you ’rereading? Muck!
Throw it away. You ’re no fit com-
panion for a man of my years.”

“ Year, Bobby. A year come next
Tuesday fortnight.”

“ Why can’t you say the 19th jprox.l

Come along, wench. Put your best leg

I



forward. Ha 1 ha ! Not bad, either of

’em.*'

“ You make me blush for shame,
Master Bobbie. Do be good.” '

“ Hold your tongue, girl.”
'

** Be a -good little baby, Bobby,” she
sobbed.

The features relaxed and the crows’-
feet round his eyes filled out.

“ Gug 1 Gug !
” he cried, kicking lustily.

A retired colonel stopped to look at

him.
“ Fine little ma ” he began.
** Hush !

” said Nurse fiercely.

Our Classic Cricketers.

From Mr. Waener’s speech at a
cricket dinner :

—

“Eeferring to the selection of Rhodes, he
said it might have been considered a confession
of weakness to bring a veteran out to help
England, but he felt that in inducing Ulysses
to emerge from his tent a very useful act had
been accomplished .*’—Scots Paper,

Achilles seems to have remained in the
pavilion, but then he lacked the advan-
tage of having practised with Nansicaa,

SEMI-RECESSiONAL.
“ I OFTEN wonder why it is

”

(Said Jackson), “after what we’ve
taught ’em,

That minor nationalities -

Go off with such a fearful fiza

Bound about nearly autumn.

“While honest Englishmen engage
Their thoughts v/ith wind and rocks
and heather.

And put their passions in a cage.

These idiotic heathen rage
Most furiously together.

“How can a bloke enjoy the links

Or feel delighted with the stubble
When hundreds of confounded Chinks
Are up to their infernal jinks

And causing endless trouble ?

“ One might .suppose they did not see
How awkward these extraneous

issues

To every Englishman must be
When faced by the necessity
Of building up his tissues.

“What’s more, there are distractions

now
In even less remote arenas.

Both Spain and Greece have had a

row;
The other day some silly cow
Threw bombs at Mussolini.

“Whilst England,who is calm and strong

(Whatever may be said by moaners).
Remains the whole vacation long
Content to wonder which were wrong

—

The miners or the owners.

“ It does annoy me, I confess,

To watch these foreigners disputing

;

Their problems would be vastly less

If they indulged in a recess

And did some partridge-shooting.”

“Gome then” (said I), “ at least you
thank

Your stars that you ’re an Anglo-
Saxon

And not some member of a blank
Blank State whose politics are rank.”

“ Indeed I do ” (said Jackson).

Evoe.



THE HOUSBHOLDEE’S EETURN.
Me. Stanley Baldwin. “I BATHER HOPED THAT THE COAL-CELLAR WOULD HAVE

BEEN BILLED BY NOW.”
Mb. Churchill. “WE HAVE EXERTED OURSELVES TO THE UTMOST, SIR, BUT I

CONEE8S THAT THE RESULT HAS HITHERTO BEEN NEGLIGIBLE.”





THE OUTLAW.
Djear Mr. Punch,

—

As a humourist
|

of international repute you may be able

'

to help me. I can think of no one else

who can.

This is my dilemma. A few weeks
ago I and my car left England for a trip

in the Pyrenees. Eor the export and
import of my own insignificant person
a passport suffices, but for anything so
valuable as a car they require a compli-

cated document called a “triptique.”

Spain wants one, France wants another.

Once you are possessed of these wonder-
ful forms you will find them to be talis-

mans of the greatest value. You can
cross frontiers more easily than Picca-

dilly. But beware 1 They can, no
doubt, bite you as easily as they have
bitten me.

I got into France remarkably easily.

Everything was in order; they liked

the look ot both myself and my papers.

I crossed France, and with equal ease

entered Spain. Several times I thought
the alguazils (or whatever they call

themselves), who hunt in pairs about
the frontier, were going to shoot me;
they looked so fierce. But they didn’t

;

at least they didn’t hit me. I think
my triptique must have saved me.
Thence, going along the Pyrenees, I

popped over the border once or twice
without any trouble whatsoever.
When nearing the end of its Pyrenean

journey the car sustained a slight acci-

dent. I was then in France, intending

to make just one more incursion into

Spain. But this I was now forced to

forgo, and when the car was restored

to health I was about to set its bonnet
northwards for home when a friendly

Frenchman at my hotel explained to

me about the “ Sortie Definitive.”

Now take my advice, and don’t forget

about the sortie definitive. When you
and your car go out of a country for the

last time, the last native douanier tears

out a whole sheet of your triptique, after

which operation your car is definitely

out of that country and may no more
return. Conversely,- if the douanier

does not obtain that vital sheet, then

officially the car is still in that country,

and dreadfully expensive things happen
in the way of duties.

That is why I found it necessary to

run over the nearest pass to the Spanish
aduana on the other side, meaning to

get the authorities there just to tear out

the offensive sheet without my enter-

ing the country at all. And that is the

beginning of the end.

At the last French village out came
the douanier. I explained to him in

his own language (of which I possess
some knowledge), ‘‘ Je vais en Espagne,
Monsieur,” I remember saying. '*J’ai

venu seulement pour faire d^chirer ma
sortie definitive. Je ne veux pas rentrer

dans ce pays.” Which means (in case

you don’t know): am going into

Spain, Sir. I have come only to have
my sortie definitive torn out. I do not
wish to re-enter that country,”

He understood at once. Bien,

Monsieur,” he replied, and disappeared

into his little box with my French
triptique, shortly to reappear and hand
it to me.

Voila tout, Monsieur ; bonjour 1
” he

said
;
and I proceeded.

After a long climb I gained the top of

the pass, and shortly reached the

Spanish aduana some kilometres down
the other side.

Here I had rather more difficulty, my
Spanish being hardly up to my French:

At first the excessively fierce-looking

gentleman behind the counter showed
patent signs of suspicion, but at last he

seemed to understand, and finally tore

the page out of my Spanish triptique

and motioned me offi. Two unutterably

fierce alguazils (or whatever they are

called) glared wickedly at me from over

bristling moustachios and from under

shiny black hats, and I felt their gaze



Bus Cciidticto7\ •• Have I taken youk fa.be, Sib?”
Gentle^nan from the Country, “Yes. Don’t you eemembeb me? I made a bemabk to you about the weatheb,’

scorching my back till I turned the first

corner on my homeward journey.
I reached the French douane once

more. The same official 'greeted me
and took my French triptique.' He
looked at it and shook his head.

“Monsieur cannot enter/' he said.

Monsieur has parted with his sortie

definitive,”

It was, alas ! but too true. That fool

of a douanier must have mistaken my
meaning. At any rate he had certainly
removed my French sortie definitive.

I pointed out his error.

He merely shrugged, saying, ‘^Mais
: Monsieur a declare definitivement qu’il
ne voulait pas rentrer dans ce pays.
Alors il ne rentrera point.”

I argued with him—swore—pleaded.
It was ail of no avail. “But Monsieur
has parted with his sortie definitive

”

was all he would say, “ Monsieur can-
*not enter. Monsieur must return into
Spain.”

At length I lost my temper. “But
Monsieur can’t return into Spain, you
blithering idiot,” I said in my best
English. “They've taken my bally
Spanish sortie too.”

When he had at length grasped this

I
elementary fact he merely shrugged

‘ again, and replied, “ But Monsieur must
try.”

Well, in the end, Monsieur, unable to
make any headway where he was, did
try ; but without success.

The Spanish official, suspicious before,

became - positively violent now. My
sortie definitive, I fancy he said (but I

may be wrong), was already on its way
to the King at Madrid, and anyone
whoattempted to stop itwould certainly
get executed.

This time fotir alguazils (or whatever
they are called) saw me off.

1 dashed back to France, and almost
fell on my knees to the official. “ Night
is falling,” I said; “it is growing cold.

There is no shelter of any kind between
the douanes.”

“Monsieur might try to get into
Andorra,” he remarked as he passed
into his cosy abode and slammed the
door.

On looking it up in my guide-book, I
found that I might try Andorra, that
independent little republic which lies

securely tucked away in the mountains
thereabouts. But on further perusal I
found several very serious objections to
the scheme. It is true that they don't
have triptiques, but by the way of
compensation they don't havo roads,
and they won't have cars; and t-he

easiest way into the state is a footpath
over a seven-thousand-foot col.

Very wearily I drove up again to the
summit of the pass. It was by now
quite dark, and the district, I need
hardly mention, is very inadequately lit.

As I passed the boundary-line I col-

lided inadvertently with the Frontier
Post, which broke my front axle. But
I was far too miserable to mind, and just
remained where I was, snatching here
and there what sleep I could.

I awoke with a start. It was broad
daylight. My car lay on the edge of

the ditch by the roadside, its bonnet in

Spain, its back axle in France. Behind
me were two French gendarmes, talking
and gesticulating, waving the while
some formidable forms in their hands.
In front of me were eight alguazils (or

whatever they are called), dancing and
screaming, and positively beating the
air with sheaf on sheaf of intensely
official-looking literature.

I collected both sets of forms and
tried to read them. As far as I could
make out the situation was as follows:

—

The Spanish Government was pro-
secuting me for being on a public
Spanish highway without (1) identifi-

cation disc, (2) international number-
plate, (3) rear-light, (4) any apparent
brakes, (5) a silencer. The French
authorities were instituting a “proems
verbal” against me for having left a
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French national highway without (1)

perncission, (2) side lamps, (3) head-
lights, (4) personal identification-plate,

(5) any visible means of steering. In
addition both Governments proposed
to fine me for (a) obstructing a pub-

lie highway in
| [

,
and (6) for

damaging one perfectly good Frontier
Post.

Simultaneously, too, each party in-

formed me that they proposed to eject

me as an undesirable alien. But this

caused an unexpected altercation be-

tween the two sides. After all, they
couldn’t go on kicking me backwards
and forwards across the frontier for

ever, and each side seemed determined
to have the last kick.

It was while the episode still held all

the possibilities of a grave international
crisis that I created a diversion. Tak-
ing advantage of a moment when the
combatants were temporarily kicking
each other instead of me, I made a
desperate attempt to move my car.

The steering-gear being smashed, the
result w’as not exactly what I intended.

I gave one herculean heave and the
poor old bus slid right off the road into

the ditch, and, as luck would have it,

completely turned round (and over) in

doing so, so that now my l3onnet lay in

France and the rest of the car in Spain.

An idea struck me. I hurried to the
m6lee and, extricating the principal

Frenchman, thrust his papers into his

hand and dragged him across to where
the car lay.

‘‘Monsieur,” I said, “I think you
deceive yourself. You will see here, in

France, that of which you declare I

lack—side-lamps, head-lights, identifi-

cation-plate and steering-wheel.” Then
I did the same by the alguazils (or

whatever they are called).

Both parties scratched their heads
and confabulated loudly. In the end
they both turned as one man and
dashed off, to make the necessary

alteration in their forms, I gathered.

Left to myself, I extracted from my
bag my passport, a clean collar and a

tooth-brush, lit the petrol tank with a

match and struck across country for

Andorra.

The President, a most charming
peasant, was very pleased to see me, and
says I may stay as long as I like.

That’s all very well, but I’m afraid

France and Spain will have changed
their forms by now. The question is

how to get a “ sortie definitive ” for

myself from Andorra without troubling

either France or Spain ?

That, Sir, is the problem set you by
your rather flustered compatriot,

E. Bunn.
PS.—By the laws of Andorra aero-

Friend {droivsily), “This is really tunny. Stop me if you ’ve heard it before.”

planes may not cross the frontier of the

republic, and by the laws of Nature
they can’t land anywhere if they do.

FANCY FAEM.
[A small homestead in Scotland bears, on

the usually piosaic Ordnance Survey Sheet, the

alluring title of Fancy Farm.]

O’bb Fancy Farm, o’er Fancy Farm
In skies for ever blue

The larks sing gaily all the year,

While winding waters, crystal clear,

Eun dimpling there and dancing here

Through meads of rainbow hue

—

Oh ! Nature showers her wealth of charm
With open hand on Fancy Farm.

At Fancy Farm, at Fancy Farm
The seasons fleetly flow

;

Hale Winter merges into Spring
In one brave burst of blossoming, i

And scarce the nesting swallows cling

About the casements low
Ere harvest W'aits the reaper’s arm

—

No rattling wheels on Fancy Farm ! >

In Fancy Farm, in Fancy Farm,
Could I win there with You

The genial hearthshouldne’ergrow cold

,

The field should yield a hundredfold,

And all our geese lay eggs of gold

And every dream come true ;
:

Nor aught endued with power to harm*

Invade the peace of Fancy Farm,

Our ^Pampered Pets Again.
“ Wanted, at once, experienced Horsemaid,

references essential .”—Provincial Paper. {
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IN GOLFS OWN COUNTRY.
Golf Gluh, Scotland. ‘‘Curse!” said Grant; “the wind smoking-room chimney by inches and
Se^temher,

'

26 . never touched it.” came to rest on a fairway which I sub-
It is said that no golfers education “Bad luck!” I yelled back; but I sequently learnt belonged to the six-

is complete until he has played in Scot- knew in my heart that his drive was teenth hole. From here to the first
land

;
and there is much truth in it. It sliced, and it’s no use slicing into a green was a very long way indeed,

is now the morning of the third day right-hand wind. because I had borrowed the whole of
since Grant and I arrived here, and we JMy own plan was to aim out to sea my gale for my drive and there was
have learned much already. We have with a little touch of “ draw ” on the nothing left now but to pay it all back,
still a good deal to learn. We have, for ball so that it should come sailing in on A full brassie brought me to the rouc^h
instance, to learn to understand what the gale, pitching on the right-hand on the left of the first hole; two niblick
our caddies say when they speak to us

; side of the fairway, whence, aided by shots hacked me out on to the fairway

;

but this, we think, will become easier the full force of the gale and the natural another brassie put me back into the
when (if ever) the wind ceases to howl tendency of its spin, ifc would bound rough on the left, because I bad again
across the course, carrying with it a forward and leftward, finishing a long madethemistakeof borrowing too much
blinding and deafening torrent

I

rgale; a crisp mashm niblick

faltering in its flight until it was swal- towards the clubhouse
; boring ever

lowed up by an angry wave. more and more to the left, it missed the

blinding and deafening torrent

of rain.

What we have learnt above
all is that there is absolutely

no truth in the theory, which
we have always held, that no-
thing can stop us playing golf

except snow or fog. So far

(touching wood) we have had
no snow or fog

; but we have
bad very little golf, and the
hardy Scots around us have
had none at all.

There is an island out to sea.

When you can see this island

there is a chance that the
weather may clear

; when you
can’t it is quite definitely hope-
less, and you stop in the club-

house or hotel smiling toler-

antly at the foolish English-
men who don’t understand, or
refuse to believe about, this

island, and v/ho consequently
keep coming back from the
course soaked to the vest and
pants, having played two holes
and paid their caddies for a full

round. We haven’t seen the
island yet; we have hardly
seen the sea in which it lies,

because everything out there
has got merged into one great
mass of wetness which extends .

^r'A\

shot dropped me into the pond,
which had formed in the bunk-
er guarding the green

; a mag-
nificent splosh-shot got me on
to the edge of the green

;

“Was youe gaeden a success this year?”’
“I SHOULD SAY SO, My NEIGHBOUR’S CHICKENS TOOK

EIEST PRIZE AT THE POULTRY SHOW.”

here I met Grant, crouching
under an umbrella, for the
first time since we had leit the
tee. His second drive, I re-

membered, had been a gentle
poke down the middle of the
fairway.

“How many have you
played ? ” I yelled, fighting

my way across the green.

“Six,” he shouted back.

“How many are 3’ou ?
”

“ Seven,” I roared, and I

took up my stance for my putt.

It was a long curly one, and I

asked my caddy for the line.

“ Och aye braw bricht deoch
an doris rechtreet,” he replied,

or words to that effect.

I struck my ball very truly

and it crept over the little

hillock above the hole, trickled

gently down and fell in. That
was eight. Grant’s ball was
six yards from the hole, and
on the top side. He hit 'his

first putt a little too firmly,
wetness wmcnextenasi^

^
i his second putt a little too

trom the sky to the earth and to the way down on the left-hand side of the gently, and I won the hole after all.
waters under the earth. fairway and leavingme a nice push-shot One up.

It was on the afternoon of the day up to the green, with the wind suffi- I am still one up. We had to aban-
beiore yesterday that Grant and I first oiently against me to control the flight don the rest of that round, because iust
went out against the local advice. The of my ball. I took up my stance ac- as I was addressing my ball on the
flag on the first green (two-hundred-and- cordmgly, the ball slightly closer to my second tee the gale became a hurricane
sixty yards away) had hove m sight, right foot than my left, the toes of my and Grant’s umbrella blew inside-out.
the rain had suddenly become some- lelt foot turned in after the manner of Also it had stopped raining and be<mn
thing like our ordinary south-country Tolley, my right hand well under the to hail, and 1 got rather badly cut
ram, and we were listening to no old club, my right shoulder a little lowered, about the face
wives tales about an island. my weight on my right leg. This, I And that is the only time we have

ihe first hole runs alongside the sea, have found, is the way to impart that succeeded in completing the first hole,
the sea being on yoim right; so the little bit of draw to the ball. Some- We are still hopeful, of course. Grant
proper way to play this hole is to aim times it is the way to impart quite a is on duty all day looking out for the
at the sea, leaving It to the gale to bring lot of draw; sometimes even so much island. Three times this morning he
you back to_ land. Grant to^ the that it ceases to be a draw at all and has interrupted me at my writing-desk
honour and aimed at the sea. He hit becomes a terrific pull. It was so on in the club-house to say, “I say, come
It His ball hewed Its way resolutely this occasion. My baU. after swinging and look. Do you think that could
through the teeth of the gale, never 1 across the fairway, turned threateningly

j
possibly be the island ?

”



But it never has been. It has always
been a huge black cloud gathering over
the sea and preparing to land on the
golf-course.

Perhaps this afternoon ... L. B. G.

Kingsley Revised.

Be rude, sleek youth, and let who will

be pleasant ;

Blow your own trumpet, blow it all

day long,

And make of Life, Death, Future, Past

and Present
A comic song.

“ The Patriarch of Lisbon has issued a pas-

toral letter to the clergy to pray for rain in the

cathedral and all churches .”—Daily Daj^sr,

Is it because the sermons are so dry ?

“GOOD HEALTH WEEK.
Teaching Barking Mothers How and

What to Cook.”
Evening Paper.

In the hope that the “ bite ” may be

better than the bark ?

From an interview with Mile. Leng-
len’s American manager:

—

“He said that Mile. Lenglen would partici-

pate at the garden in a shingles match against

a noted American woman player.”

Scots Paper.

We trust Suzanne will keep her hair

on, or there will undoubtedly be wigs
on the green.

MORE JACKDAW IN GEORGIA.

Thbee Songs.

{After Mr. James Stephens.)

I.

—

Bedbaggled.

With rain on his feathers,

With nothing to say,

That bird of all weathers
Sat hunched on the spray.

No chirping or singing,

No wink in his eye

;

To a wet spray clinging

And not knowing why.

II.

—

Sweet Content.

Mary has a little lamb,
And she has a blackbird too

;

One will grow into a ram
And do as all the old rams do

;

And Thomas with his boxwood fiufce

Making magic on a spray.

Will gobble worms until he ’s mute,

His singing glory cast away.

Mary, when she combs her hair.

In the silver-lighted dawn
Sees her playmate here and there

Frisking, nibbling on the lawn,

Hears the blackbird’s song, and
cries

To her pets on grass and tree

:

‘‘Mutton-chops and blackbird-pies

Are no earthly use to me.”

III.

—

Softly, Softly.

When you stray into my dreams
Put your slippers on and creep

—

Woollen slippers without seams,
Silken moccasins of sleep.

Though I pace with Deirdre
In the grey bog where we meet,

Even there will come to me
The harsh rumour of your feet.

Put your slippers on and creep
When you stray into my dreams

;

Silken moccasins of sleep,

Woollen slinpers without seams.
"

.... -W. K. S.

The New Cow.
“We supply Milk in bottles, as the cow

gives it.”

—

Advf. in M'ldland Paper.

“Lenglen Eetires fromAmateur Cricket.”
Headline in Palestine Paper,

And so England won the Test Match.

“The British Boxing Championship.

One of the most terrible tragedies of this

summer’s sporting season was the- defeat of

Bobby Jones . . . After having defeated
Eoberb Harris, the holder of the championship,
in an incomparable match, the odds on his

winning the championship were about ninety-
nine to one. At the bufiet, one of the specta-

tors expressed the opinion that Bobby could
not fail to win and, to show his confidence in
the player, backed him to the extent of two
shillings . .

.”

—

Brazihan Paper {translated),

[

The plunger

!

I
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. XWF PI AV turning to -woman’s love, and you can Margaret Kennedy’s handling in herAIT Hb^PLAY.
bitter a thing for her is the book of the tragic consumnaation of this

“The Constant Nymph” (New). coming of her beautiful cousin, jP/orc?z-c5, ill-starred romance, even though Miss
The stage version of that remarkable from England, and her capture of the Edna Best and Mr. Noel Coward

novel, The Constant Nymph, is sc young musician’s heart, or at least his played the scene with a beautifully
adroitly contrived by the gifted author, senses. sensitive and delicate touch,
with the assistance of Mr. Basil Dean, Act IL, “ The Silver Sty,” shows how The production was admirably handled
as almost to persuade me to as a whole, and there were many
abandon a theory, based on much

^
individualperformances ofreal dis-

observation, that this business ^ ^ tinction. Mr. Coward’s portrait
of adaptation is an intrinsically of an almost insufferable yet funda-
unseemly thing to attempt. There nientally lovable genius was a bril-

can be no doubt that the re- piece of work, at no point
constructed piece stands by it- overplayedand with passages of a
self, is throughout interesting and beautiful tenderness. Miss Edna
is not notably out of balance. Best, whom it is pleasant to see
True, the mood of the whole is m (^’elieved from her old bondage
subtly changed. There is more v y playing sickly parts with her
conscious humour—the humour yr with her head and
of the members of circus heart, was a charming wistful
was mainly unconscious, and not IL I Tessa, and suggested plausiblv the
less diverting for that. The young Tj fM \ strange blend of immaturity with
musician, Lewis Dodd, appears / m \

precocity which Miss Kennedy
much less hopelessly impossible ' puts into that Avell - conceived
and bearish. Very cleverly in

//
^ ^ character. Miss Cathleen Nes-

their difficult feat of compres- bitt gave us both the fascination
Sion the adapters leave bs no

SANGER’S QUICK SUPPER-BAR. and the essential emptiness and
more of the old man Sanger than

^

^ cruelty of Florence. Miss Elissa
a voice in his bedroom, yet he domi- the lady who loved a swine set him in Landi’s Antonia was attractively and
nates the whole of the long and com- asilver sty at Strand-on-the-Green, and intelligently played, but neither this

with the assistance of Mr. Basil Dean,
as almost to persuade me to

abandon a theory, based on much
observation, that this business

of adaptation is an intrinsically

unseemly thing to attempt. There
can be no doubt that the re-

constructed piece stands by it-

self, is throughout interesting and
is not notably out of balance.

True, the mood of the whole is

subtly changed. There is more
conscious humour—the humour
of the members of Sanger's circus

was mainl}^ unconscious, and not IL
less diverting for that. The young
musician, Lewis Dodd, appears /

much less hopelessly impossible fC
and bearish. Very cleverly in

their difficult feat of compres-
sion the adapters leave us no
more of the old man Sanger than
a voice in his bedroom, yet he domi-

iu

1

SANGER’S QUICK SUPPER-BAR.

nates the whole of the long and com- asilver sty at Strand-on-the-Green, and intelligently played, but neither this
pletely successful first scene. And they brought influential people to parties character nor that of her lover, Jaco&
suppress his two boys. As it is we there so that he might get on, and Birnbamn, was allowed sufficient space
are left with twenty-two characters, how all that he could find to say was plausibly to explain their queer rela-
of which two, an usher and fireman “Hunks!” In x\ct III. he effects his tionship. Mr. Kent played the vulgar,
at the Queen’s Hall, are called in to escape, after the successful or at least pathetic, good-hearted little Jew quite
help towards the plausible elopement

|
challenging performance of his sym-

1
admirably. The altered mood oLthe

of Lewis and levesa, a stage version made the
little man more of a

^
‘

buffoon and less of a

t
/ human being than the

novel, and left out a good
deal of the partial justi-

f musical charade for San-
ger's birthday. Miss

THE TWO DISGRACES Helen Spenoer’sgauche

TT o Baulina was also a not-mlina Sanger Miss Helen Spencer. T\r>.
rem Sanger Miss Edxna Best.

performance. Mr.
Aubrey Mather’s two

And
I

phony, to that tragic little room in the I clever studies of Trigorin {Sanger's ad-

I
admirably.

business which the novel-
ist can arrange in a half-

dozen words without
them.
The action quite clearly

divides itself into three

phases. In the first Act,

“The Circus,” we have A
a diverting picture of the Mk
life of the Sanger family
in their chAlet in the IMm
Austrian Tirol, with its mff/i
appallingly candid meth-
ods, the children particu-

larly, Tessa (“The Con- 'Wm
stant Nymph”), Lina 3bB
and Tony, so queer a
compound of ultra -so-

phisticationand essential
innocence

; their father’s ^
blonde mistress, so full

of vulgar malice, which
however cannot touch
their armoured souls

;
the

disregarded guests, the
unpunctual unsubstantial meals.

THE TWO DISGRACES.
Paulina Sanger Miss Helen Spencer.
Teresa Sanger Miss Edna Best.

here we learn how things really stand evilhouse in Brussels,where death solves mirer, lover), and that old hum-
bet’ween the young Dodd and Tessa, a a problem too subtle and too difficult to bug of a musician, Sir Bartlemy Pugh,
child and so much more than a child, be solved in any other way. Here in- were both excellent and admirably dif-
who has always loved him so far back deed, I thought, the solid three-dimen- ferentiated. Nor in a cast too long for
as she can remember, and can never sional commerce of the stage did break detailed mention must Miss Margaret
change. And now her child’s love is down the lovely delicacy of Miss Yarde’s horrible Madame Marxse, Mxd
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Mr. Cecil Parker's careful study of the

kindly perceptive Uncle Charles, and
Mr. Craighall Sherry’s blunt Doctor
Daivson, be forgotten.

Whatever theoretical difficulties inthe

matter of scale, over-compression and
altered mood may be noted, the piece

held the audience in thrall till the end,

and I shall be surprised if The Constant

Nymph doesn’t run for half-a-year at

least. Lovers of the book need have no
fear that their pleasant memories will

be substantially spoiled; but I think

those who have not read it will have a

better chance of judging this stage per-

formance on its many merits. T.

“The Lower Depths” (Gate),

I should have been better pleased to

make acquaintance with the little Gate
Theatre, of which I had heard pleasant

accounts, in something less unrelievedly

gloomy than Gorki’s bitter and terrible

The Lower Depths* I may here say, for

the information of playgoers, that an

immaculate boiled shirt, however soft,

is not the appropriate wear. This

gathering in an upper chamber of a

disused warehouse is not for butter-

flies of fashion, but an affair for serious

people interested to see the vigorous
experimental work of zealous amateurs
(in the best sense) with a passion for

the theatre as a sort of church. It’s

curious how this ancient business of

the theatre retains its religious appeal.

A Moscow doss-house—late nine-

1

teenth century ; incredible squalor and
overcrowding

;
the keepers a mean

elderly Jew fence and his savagesly

sensual and cruel young wife ; her sister,

rival in her affections with a handsome
young thief ; a prostitute; a dying con-

sumptive woman ; a poor craftsman or

two; a broken-down decadent aristo-

crat
;
a half-educated commercial bour-

geois with a bitter shallow philosophy

;

a spent actor; and—the one gleam of

goodness and beauty in a welter of vice,

noise, rags;vermin, stench
,
disease, drink

and violence—a wanderer escaped from
Siberia and needing to hide in obscure

places, with his religion of kindness and
his optimism of deliberate illusion.

The producer, Mr. Peter Godfrey,
adopted a technique ofrelentless realism.

The lock-maker filed away at his old

iron till the nerves of the audience were
frayed, and snarled at his dying wife
and his fellow beasts ; the savage wo-
men screamed and kicked and stamped
without control—no doubt with the
deliberate intention of heightening the
mood of disgust in the audience. It

is not everybody’s idea of a pleasant
evening, but it unquestionably made its

effect—not perhaps the most difficult

of effects to contrive, and having the
incidental advantages of coveringa good
deal of the inevitable crudity and tech-

nical inexperience of some of the players.

Por there is something, it is well to

remember, that experience and dis-

cipline give to the trained actor which
mere fire and feeling will not accomplish.
This performance was, indeed, all just

a little raw, but it was vigorous and sin-

cere. Further study and practice would
enhance this vigour and sincerity with-

out destroying their spontaneity—if the
players keep their dreams.

It was a pity that an American trans-

lation was used, for it is disconcerting

to hear a moujik saying, “What in
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hell ’s biting you ? But nobody got
as far as ^*Bo !

”—'which was something
to the good. This company sets itself

heavy tasks—long plays and short runs.

It occurred to me, in certain awkward
pauses, that so disjointed was the

author’s method that aplayer, forgetting

his words, had only to observe violently,

“ Swine 1
” or mildly, ‘^Little Father 1

”

drift out, consult the prompter and re-

turn fortified with the authentic text

;

meanwhile the others could hunt for

imaginary fleas, drink vodka or utter

curses. I am not quite sure this device

wasn’t once or twice adopted.

A play so violent and so gross is per-

haps a little flattering to the players’

talents. Hardly anything could seem
exaggerated or inappropriate. Miss
Caroline Keith put passion, malice

and cruelty into her Vassilisa'; Miss
Molly Yeness was effective as her

demented sister. Miss Stella Pearce
spared us nothing of the horror of

Anna's&iidi in the macabre death-cham-
ber, and Miss Irene Barnett’s street-

walker, with her pathetic romantic lies,

was a sound piece of work. Mr. Peter
Godfrey’s Saline, Mr. Horman Shel-
ley’s old drunken actor, Mr. Geoffrey
Dunlop’s Paro?i, Mr. Andrews Buck’s
two studies of the Jew and the Tartar
workman,were well presented. Ithought
Mr. Geoffrey Wilkinson failed a little

to give the depth and sweetness of old

Lulca the pilgrim.

The Lower Depths rings true as an
account of a dark corner in an evil

world. The author can just occasion-

ally allow himself a stroke of grim
humour which extorts a rather wry
smile, not certainly any laughter, ex-

cept from the nervous or the imbecile.

The Loicer Depths helps one a little to

understand the Eussian Eevolution. An
interesting evening. T.

TO-DAY’S HOEOSCOPE.
(With acknowledgments to the Daily

Press,)

If to-day happens to be your birth-

day you must make the best of it.

Too much care cannot be taken. Its

aspects are decidedly unfavourable.
* * *

Be careful about finance. If you
desire to leave the credit side of your
bank-balance untouched it will be fatal

to draw out any money to-day.

* * *
Journeys will be uncertain and pre-

carious. If you hear a bell chime three
times and a dark man call out, “Full
up, I tell you! ” it is a very bad sign,

and means delay.

^
Do not trust strangers to-day. If a

j

man drops a wallet in front of you you
must on no account give him your
cheque-book and watch to hold. The
sign lacks confidence.

* * *
The course of love cannot be predicted

with any certainty to-day. Do not pro-

pose to a lady—or ladies—during the
rush hours in the tube ; there would be
trouble. * * *
A white puppy coming out of a boot-

cupboard or a black cat jumping ofl*

the breakfast-table will be attended with
loss and destruction.

^ ¥r ¥:

Prospects of travel are not bright to-

daju If you motor down the Strand at

more than sixty miles an hour there will

be a money loss connected with a man
in blue. Taxis will halt and be unable
to proceed at frequent intervals along
the route; they are under the sign of a
white hand in the air.

* * *
Do not use the telephone more than

you can help to-day. A fair girl will

say, “Number engaged!” and a dark
girl will say, “Sorry you have been
troubled!” frequently. The sign is

doubt and anger.

* * *
If you open a newspaper in the morn-

ing you will see that a beautiful film

star has lost her jewels. If you open
a newspaper in the evening you will

see that a Channel swimmer has been
taken from the water three miles east

of Dover. ^ ^ ^

It would be unlucky for you to wear
your Lido swimming-suit in Trafalgar

Square to-day. There would be con-
fusion and crowds running here and
there, * * *

You would do well in a lunatic asy-
lum, the Customs House, or judging a
Beauty competition.

.

How the Days are Drawing In!
“ Sun rises, 6.27 a.m. ; sets, 7.2G a.m.”

Daily Pa':er.

Lord Irwin. Goes a-Hunting.
“ A fowling piece in hand and dressed in an

ordinary evening suit, the Viceroy walked with
an easy stridewithHisExcellency the Governor,
who was in khaki hunting dress with an
evening hat .”—Indian Paper,

“At ten minutes past five this morning
Miss

,
a lady doctor, and Mr.

,
a well-

known coastal swimmer, started on their
attempt to swim the Ohannel.
The weather was misty and hy no means

ideal for the attempt. They are being con-
veyed by a motor-boat.”—Scots Paper,

Much the best way, we think.

”RUBBER REST ARRIVES.
Tireless Beetle Able to Finish Off the

World's Supply.”
Headlines in Provincial Paper.

And then we shall be “tyre-less.”

A FEAEFUL WILDFOWL.
[From the village of Tullibody, in Clack-

mannanshire, comes the story of a sombre-
plumaged bird which threatened a baby in its

perambulator and refused to be diverted by
“ three different varieties of biscuit.” A local
Press report stated that the bird was probably
a golden eagle and that the matter was in the
hands of the police. It has not re-appeared.]

When Tullibody mothers
Take baby in the pram,

Their worry ’s worse than others’
About the poor wee Iamb

;

For, bored with grouse and rabbit
About his native cairns,

A wildfowl has the habit,

Of stalking local bairns.

In swart and awful vesture
He dashes from on high,

With menace in his gesture
And hunger in his eye

;

No soft seductive cooing
Disarms this bodeful bird,

While squeals and shouts and shoo-
ing

Prove equally absurd.

By no device diverted

And by no bribe beguiled,

He wants, it is asserted.

A Tullibody child

;

No biscuits, though assorted.

His appetite allay

—

Or so it is reported
Eound Tullibody way.

Does now this fowl dissemble
His fearsome beak and claw,

Or in his eyrie tremble
In terror of the law ?

Or did that snub so harrow
His feelings—to he thrown

Mixed biscuits, like a sparrow !
—

That now he starves alone ?

W. K. H.

The Hew Aristocracy.

“Kitchen-maid required, gent.’s castle;
capital opening.”

—

Scots Paper.

“ Scotch Lady will Give her Services as
Housekeeper to Lady or 'Gentleman.”

Welsh Paper.

Is she really Scotch ?

“Paris, August 15tli.

The new decree increases the Customs duties
by thirty per cent., except tobaccos, newsprint
and cellulose used in the manufacture of
sausages and certain cheese.”

—

Chinese Paper.

No, waiter, I won’t have saiccissons

to-day.

A bride’s equipment :

—

“ In addition to a frockette handbag and
servioe-hook she carried a sheaf of white lilies,

daisies, lily of the valley and orange blossoms.”
Evenmg Paper.

No doubt the “ frockette handbag ” con-
tained her going-away costume, while
the “service-hook” would come in

handy if the bridegroom attempted to

break loose.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
{By Mr, Punch's Staff of Learned ClerV^s)

"When a great man has written a great and well-beloved
book and when, after many years, he publishes its successor
the newcomeris approached, at least by me, with considerable
trepidation, for I know nothing more disgruntling than to
discover that your palate has gone back on you, or that this
year s vintage is not what that older one was. Lord Ghby’s
Pallodon Papers (Constable)maybeopened hjFly Fishing*

s

most exigent admirer without a tremor, and I will wager
that the devotee, having so done, will return thereto again
and yet again until they become to him as regular an ano-
dyne as is their classic forebear. The Papers, a happy
brotherhood of seven, are built mostly on matters taken
from Lord Geey’s lectures

; and in the library or the green-
wood, whether they treat of gods (say Eoosevelt orWords-
worth) or of little fishes (like Spring salmon), they, with
Walton, study that thing which is better than most
things—“ to be quiet.” It is manifestly impossible to review
a masterpiece critically and yet in miniature; so the re-
viewer—this one at any rate—must confine himself to
gratitude and humdrum eulogy. Yet, that my office be
in some sort justified, I would say that, if I had to place
the first three in this Elysian field, I would name, I think,
“ The Pleasure of Beading,” Water-Eowl at Pallodon ” and
Pleasure in Nature.” I only say ‘‘ I think,” mind you, and,

before being absolutely definite, I will, for my personal
satisfaction, at once re-read the whole seven. Meanwhile I
recommend you to make your own selections as soon as may
be, and enjoy moreover the woodcuts with wtich Mr. Boeeet

Gibbings has decorated the book, and of which I need merely
say—and no praise can be higher—that they are worthy of it.

I shall expect a valid successor to that fine novel, The
Bector of Wych, next year, for in Far End (Hutchinson)
Miss May Sinclair is clearly marking time. The book has
an odd resemblance to Mrs. Allen Haekee’s Hilda Ware

;

an ego-centric novelist with a domesticated wife and an
enamoured typist sustaining the brunt of the action. Mrs.
Haeker however exhibited a livelier sense of her novelist’s
fatuity than does Miss Sinclair. Christopher Vivart is

taken with extreme seriousness both by his creator and his
fellow-creatures. During his early manied life lie adorns
a Cotswold cottage of gentility (I am getting a little weary
of the garage behind the hollyhocks myself), and his wife,
also a Hilda, vies with his sister and his sister’s in
lending a devout ear to fragments of the novel in progress.
This idyll is ended by the War. Two of the audience die,

and the claims of a particularly strident nursery withdraw
the attention of the third. So far I have no quarrel with
Miss Sinclair’s psychology, though I submit that such an
ethically improvident marriage as that of Christopher and
Hilda was bound to break up apart from a European
debacle and a baby. Worse however follows. Christopher
has two affairs ”—one of the flesh with the typist, one
of the spirit with an old-fashioned literary Egeria, Hilda's
attitude towards these is academic. During the reign of
the typist she refuses to share her husband’s person with
his mistress, but condescends to take an interest in his
mental processes; during the ascendency of Egeria she
accedes to his physical demands and refuses him critical
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sympathy. This discrimination gives

a slightly ridiculous air of symmetry to

Miss Sinclaie’s last chapters. I shall

be glad to see her abandon box-dipt
situations for an unforced treatment of

the human wilderness.

Three People, M. Baenes-Grundy’s tale

(From Hoddee), tells with gentle

laughter

Just how a certain love-lorn male
Achieves the thing he hankers after

;

It also gets a deal of fun

Out of an Alpine sun-cure station,

Particularly when the sun
Is, so to put it, on vacation.

Two of the “ three,” as you may guess,

Are he and she who love each other

;

The third, who figures more or less

As stumbling-block, 's the lady’s

brother

;

Acting as supers in the play

Aredoetors, nurses,patients, waiters—
All entertaining in their way.
But practically mere spectators.

In short, though I 'm inclined to doubt
Whether it harbours that Titanic

Porce of appeal which brings about
A library or bookstall panic,

Still, those who want a cheerful brew
Of neither high- norlow-brow reading,

But something well between the two,
Will find the very stuff they ’re

needing.

A pretty passage of Scott on green
conceptions and grey hairs is responsible

for the title of Sir Henry Newbolt’s
Studies Gh'cen and Gray (Nelson). The
essays fall into an earlier and a later

group, and their writer suggests that

only readers who are neither old nor
young, or those who, like his dedi-

catee, Sir Edmund Gosse, have re-

fused to grow up, are likely to appre-
ciate both grpups. In giving my own vote for the high and winning degree mediatory between the reader and
trophies of maturity I am not belittling section one. extremely interesting aspects of English letters.
“ Camden’s Elizabeth ” is a typically good article of its

rather precipitate old-fashioned kind—a sort of Early Quar- A volume of short stories, says Mr. W. Somerset
renden of an essay ; and “ John Inglesant ” admirably fore- Maugham, in an engaging preface to his latest book, should
shadows the intellectual conviviality to follow. The field bear some generic title which will not deceive the pur-
of the second group is however wider and richer. “Poetry chaser into thinking that he is about to read a novel. In
and Time” is an eloquent solicitation to Poetry “not so this admirable spirit he has brought together six stories

much to lament Time as to forget it, and to think of Eter- about life in Malaya and Borneo under the title of The
nity ... as a land to be gradually reclaimed,” Such aims Gasuarina Tree (Heinemann), and if any purchaser still

are easier to exemplify than to discuss, and I found Sir thinks he is about to read a novel he has obviously himself
Henry’s illustrations in verse more persuasive than his (and to blame for it. Here are six stories, each of them of a
Dr. MoTaggaet’s) arguments in prose. In “Peacock, Scott satisfying length, five of them interesting and all of them
and Eobin Hood” the common material of Ivanhoe and admirably written. (Not that the sixth is intrinsically dull.

Maid Marian is handled in a lighter mood, and an old but for myself I grow weary of the newly-married wife

charge of plagiarism brought against Peacock dismissed confronted with the problem of her husband’s half-caste

with the apt remark that “he stands to be judged, not by children, and Mr. Maugham brings nothing new to it.)

what he has used but by the use he has made of it.” “Some Whether these tales give a true impression of the English;

Poets and their Scenery,” suggested by a visit to Virgil’s man’s life in the East I cannot say, although I should
supposed birthplace, puts forward a well-supported plea for doubt whether aggrieved wives are quite as ready with the
the native fancy found lacking in the Eclogties, And “ The knife or revolver as they are here presented. But a.n author
Future of the English Language,” “ English Literature and may surely choose the characters that suit him, and we may
Education” and “Notes on Certain Poets ’’are all in a be grateful to Mr. Maugham for choosing the themes which
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best display his exceptional gifts. There are few living which is not quite so good as the others it is that which
writers who get their effects so economically and few who Mr. Thurston has chosen for his title-piece. The Rossetti
can pass from comedy to tragedy so swiftly and yet so was an innkeeper’s daughter, who got her nickname because
certainly. The Casuarina Tree admirably displays these her beauty reminded an artist of the “ daughters of dreams
qualities, and I advise every one to sample its fruits and and of stories,” depicted by the great Dante Gabriel. Her
rest awhile in its shade. beauty struck another artist too

;
and he, more enterprising

than the '‘reclusive landscape painter,” stayed and loved,
i

Barricade (Philip Allan) opens well enough with the then went away and forgot. But he was to see T/ie

grim statement that the body of Cotint Latoitr hung from again, years later, when he had a grown-up daughter of his

a lamp-post opposite the War Office : on the back of the own ;
though he did not recognise his old flame in the half-

wrapper is to be observed a confirmatory picture of the witted lady whose husband kept the “ Crooked Billet.” It

unfortunate nobleman in that embarrassing situation; on was quite natural that be should not, but I think that the
the side is a black and brawny figure holding a musket, rest of us ought to have been able to. There really seems

I

silhouetted against a blocd-red

I sky. Prom which you may
gather readily enough what sort

of historical novel we have here

by the lady who prefers to write

under the name of “ John Pees-
LAND.” The time is 1848, the

scene Vienna in the throes of

revolution, and historic charac-

ters (including the late Francis
Joseph) stalk through the pages
withwhat realism they can com-
mand. The author has, I should
say, a kindness for the young
Archduke of eighteen, as he then
was; and indeed he seems to

have been the one possible focus

for loyal spirits ina singularlyun-
inspiring royal household. But
we come across also figures like

WiNDisoHGRATz, who brought
the rebellious capital to her
senses, and Bem, who com-
manded the insurgents, and
Eobert Blum, the German de-

puty who was shot down after

the surrender in defiance of in-

ternational etiquette. But these
of course are only brought on to
the stage incidentally; the real

story concerns itself with Baron
von Arlen, reactionary to the
back-bone, and his two children,

Elizabeth &iad ValentinejVfho are

very decidedly in the opposite
camp, and meet with all the
trouble that must be expected
for aristocrats who mix them-
selves up in unsuccessful risings.

%

to be no connection between the

two W'omen. Nothing in the
characterisation of the girl sug-

gests the possibility of her de-

terioratinginto aii/f5. Biart, For
once Mr. Thurston fails to be
convincing, as elsewhere he
always is, even when he tells a

ghost story. There is an ex-

cellent little ghost story here,

“Ganthony’s Wife.” Most of

the other pieces are of the very
slightest texture, the most
episodic of episodes. Casual en-

counters, kisses that did not
happen, fleeting moments of

sentiment are the gossamer stuff

of them. It is not what Mr.
Thurston does, it is the way he
does it, his neat craftsmanship,

his genial irony, his effective

terseness, that make this book
of his so pleasant.

If I announced my answer to

tlie question asked in What
Shonld a Man Do ? (Hutchin-
son) I should diminish the plea-

sure to be obtained from Mr.
Horace G. Hutchinson’s in-

genious story, but without being

a spoil-sport I can give some
information about the tale. A
girl had died undercircumstancesEUzabeth and Valentine,who are HOLIDAY REFLECTIONS. girl had died undercircumstances

very decidedly in the opposite The Colonel {after exhaustive contemj^lation of the Photo- whichconvincedthe coroner that
camp, and meet with all the Qvajphic Press), “Well, there are two places I am glad ahp had takPTi hpr nwn lifp Rhp
trouble that must be expected th. otheb

‘Ibe mos? Sant little
for aristocrats who naix them- creature,” and to her most in-
selves up in unsuccessful risings. “John Presland ” has a timate friends the idea that she had committed suicide was
real talent for utilising historic backgrounds, but her chief preposterous. And in the end it was proved that she had
characters are rather conventionally drawn. Elizabeth is too been murdered by a man upon whom my suspicions were
much the jeune fille of the period to interest us passionately, slow to fall. Then comes the problem asked in the title, and

IS the Victorian hero; the polished father is very as regards that I maintain my discreet silence. It is a
much the heavy father of our youth. A capable novel, in clever and engaging yarn,
short, but not likely to rouse the reader to enthusiasm.

, ,,. ,
- - _ ^ .

I shall be surprised if Mr. R. W. Sneddon does not make
btory-telling, when Mr. E. Temple Thurston is the teller, a reputation as a writer of sensational fiction. The theme

looks as easy as cricket does when Frank^ Woolley is^ at of ikfowsZeMrX (Methuen) is a hunt for the lost manuscripts
the wicket. But that is only because, like the Kentish of Moliere, and the scene is laid in Paris. Perhaps Mr.
mack, Mr. Thurston is a past-master of his game. In The Sneddon is prone to overcrowd his stage, but that is a

I

Rossetti and other
^

Tales (Cassell), he is scoring all the venial fault, and it is also the only one to be found in a story
time, appaiently without effort. His wrist is as supple as that reveals considerable originality and fertile invention,
his eye is quick.^ In other words, and to drop a metaphor I recommend readers of mystery and murder tales to follow
which

^

IS showing signs of wear, this is an admirable this chase, for they will get an unchecked and exciting run
collection of stories, light reading in the best sense, a book for their money, which (it is worth mentioning in these
for the punt or the hammock. If there is one of the tales days) will be a modest 35. U.
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CHARIVARIA.
So many secret lunches tahe place in

Geneva nowadays tliat they call it the
League of Assignations.

Shakespeare has been banned in

Italy, and as a retaliatory measure
there is some talk of boycotting organ-
grinders in Stratford-on-Avon,

We hope it is not true that Air. A. J.

Cook has bequeathed the strike settle-

ment to Mr. Herbert Smith’s grandson.

Things have reached the stage when
the period before the coal dispute can be
referred to as the good old days.

*
^

Ji:

Lord Beaverbrook’s idea of giving
i

us larger newspapers seems to be an I

attempt to help us to

keep the home fires

burning. ...

‘

It is claimed that a

gramophone has been
invented which repro-

duces sounds inaudible

to the human ear. The
telephone has done this

for years.

By swimming the
Channel a Southend
man has given yet an-
other blow to the tradi-

tion that the best

swimmers are ' neces-

sarily those who live

near the sea.

that a resident w^as annoyed \vhen, on
consulting the volumes, he found no
reference to the fact that Lancashire is

the champion cricket county this year.

A contributor to The Duhlin Beiiem
points out that Ki>?g Alfred was a
great writer. But, luckily for his repu-
tation, he never published a cookerv-
book.

,,

The vrood-wasp, we read, looks like

an ordinary wasp, but has no sting. So
if you get stung by a thing that looks
like an ordinary wasp you ’ll know
what it isn’t. ...

It appears from an article in the
Press that goldfish cannot be insured.
This is probably because they lead such
hectic lives.

The lady who made
an unsuccessful ^ at-

tempt to swim the Channel under an
assumed name is believed to be now
convinced that she might just as well
have swum under her own.

Those who are nervous of the dangers
of sea voyages will be glad to know that
in future captains of American liners

have been forbidden to perform marriage
ceremonies on board their ships.

* #
*

At a Bucks wedding farmers made
an arcii of rakes, forks and spades. We
understand that the appearance of the

happy couple was greeted by three

rousing grumbles.
:l:

sli

A writer urges that charabancs should
carry first-aid outfits. Some people
think that pedestrians venturing into

charabanc districts should be ready
bandaged. ...

;Ic

Three encyclopssdias were found in a
Manchesterrubbish-dump. It is thought

Bcxer {persuaded at last), “ Orlright

—

I ’ll sign. When ’s tub post-
ponement TO BE?”

It seems hard that the motor-car will

cause the disappearance of legs just as

we have become aware that women
possessed them.

,5,

A London football-club has contri-

buted a thousand guineas to a local

hospital. This is an improvement on
the old custom of contributing a half-

back or a centre-forward.
*

Mrs. McPherson, the kidnapped”
American revivalist, claims that her
success is due to the fact that she speaks
to people in their own language. Then
we should not like to hear her advice to

a Thames bargee whose mate has struck

him in the back with a boat-hook.
*
*

Nearly four hundred Eoman coins

were found in a sand-pit on a Lancashire
golf-course. It is thought that they

were dropped from the togas of early

golfersstandingon theirheads to express

their joy at getting out of the bunker.

The apple Ciop h.aving proved a failure

this year, the coctois are looking for-
^

ward to a record sen son.

*
The osteopath who claims that he

can rejuvenate people by manipulating
the fifth lumbar vertebra is not the first •

in the field. You can often make mcnev
by pulling the public’s leg.

Now that motor-cars are being im-
ported into xAfghanistan the march to

^

Kandahar would be even more danger-
ous than it was in Lord PiOBerts’s time.

'Jp.

A boy who won a hundred-pound ?

prize for an essay on bananas attributed
'

his success to an attack of measles,
which enabled him to make an exhaus-
tive study of the subject. The opinion
among unsuccessful competitors is that

some people get all the
luck. ... ^

A correspondent of

The Daily Express has
asked for suggestions
for a hobby. What ’s

the matter with writing
to the papers ?

’A ifi

rr^

The development of

the light aeroplane
seems to bring pillion-

fiying within the range
of possibility.

The author of an
article on contemporary
writers thinks that Mr.
G. K. Chesterton
couM not be denied bis

right to a faitteml in

an Academy of Belles
Lettres. But would one be enough ?

A Belfast manwho forgot his wedding
was found playing marbles. The ques-
tion arises : Should marble -players
caarry ? ^

*

The discovery that operations for

appendicitis aremuchcheaper in Switzer-
land than in England should add greatly
to the attractions of that country as a
pleasure-resort.

,,,

An M.P., writing in a daily paper,
remarks that in North Wales one is

surrounded by Mr. Lloyd George’s
perorations. Still, wherever one goes
there is some drawback,

An American schoolboy proposes to

devote the proceeds of a book he has
written to the cost of the remainder of

his education. His example might
well be followed by many a grown-up
novelist.

VoL. CLAXI.
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NEW ARMY MODELS.
Following closely on the completion

of the autumn manoeuvres and featur-

ing several improvements which have
resulted from the experience gained
therein, the War Office programme for

their new season’s models is on the

verge of publication.

There is very little alteration in the

general lay-out of their popular two-
horsed limbered - waggon all - weather
model. The body-work is plain but

practical. It is tastefully upholstered

in hardwood, with a range of three use-

ful colours to choose from—greenish-

grey, greyish-green and service colour.

The motive units are arranged side by
side, with central pole transmission.

There should be very little friction with
chummy types. Cooling is by air and
lubrication is on the trough and bucket
system. While the principles of con-
trol and steering are unaltered, the
driver is conveniently mounted on the
near side and carries the accelerator in

his disengaged hand.
No cushions are provided and men

are not allowed to ride in the dickey-seat
unless in possession of a pass. The
tail-board is of soft deal supported by
two neat chains and decorated with a
red triangle of poisonous paint, to dis-

courage the horses behind from biting it.

The tools are issued generously coated
with size, but they are still much too
small. The tyres are of shrunk steel,

and no spare wheel is carried, in order
to obviate tedious delays by the road-
side. A feature of the equipment is the
substitution of ** holders, lamp-bracket

”

for the “brackets, lamp-holder” of the
earlier models. This had been under
consideration for some time, but natur-
ally the pros and cons of such an inno-
vation have to be thoroughly reviewed
in all aspects before it can be adopted
on a large scale.

The feed is by inducfcion, and with
oats at their present price there should
be no difficulty in doing .twenty-five
miles to the gallon. The best filtered

fuel is recommended, as impurities tend
to choke the throttle and may cause
strangles.

An attractive feature is that no tax
licence is required, while re-treading
can be demanded free of charge at any
forge. The two moving parts are easily
detached for cleaning, care being taken
to avoid the big end, if at aU fierce.

In view of the recent controversy as
to the carrying power of the foot-soldier,

it was a matter of some interest to see
whether theautumndesigns would allow
for any reduction of his burden. On the
contrary, a regrettable misunderstand-
ing has resulted in his being required to

carry more impedimenta than ever. The

order went forth that “ the soldier is to

be dressed to kill.” One department
took this to imply that the killing

appliances were getting out of date and
decided to add eighteen inches to the

length'of the bayonet. Another inferred

that the soldier was to be dressed so as

not to be killed, and at once issued a

comprehensive suit of chain-mail, to be
worn instead of the cardigan and cap-

comforter. Two large tins of metal-

polish, an oilcan and a wire brush have
also, to be carried in order to keep the

apparatus in a bright and soldierlike

condition. A third department, how-
ever, read the order in the usually ac-

cepted way, and every man now carries

a manicure outfit, a portable trousers-

press and a lipstick.

THE WAR IN CHINA.
[With the Test Matches over and done,

some of our sporting writers might do worse
than turn their attention to the very interest-

ing state of affairs in China.]

Yestebbat’s battles ended much as

was expected. General Put Wun,
on a pitch which gave his attack some
assistance, gained an easy victory over
General Zat So. The latter has not
won a battle since the season com-
menced, and seems destined for the un-
enviable position of wooden-spoonist.
Put Tu and Wun Wun Tu had a very

stern struggle, which was ended by bad
light shortly after tea. Neither side

gave much away, and a division of the
points was the fairest ending to a very
even fight.

The championship still remains very
open, but the result of the Put Wun

—

Put Tu contest to-morrow should have
a distinct bearing on it. The former has
a lead of two points, but the latter has
a battle in hand, and a win for him to-

morrow will therefore put the two on
an equal footing.

It will be remembered that rain pre-

vented a single shot being fired when
thesetwo old rivals met previously, and
this makes the present encounter all

the more interesting. The victory may
easily go to the side which wins the
toss.

Put Tu has been unfortunate in the
large number of injuries which have
come his way, and it is little short of a
calamitythat two of his best men should
have been badly hurt against Wun Wun
Tu. One hesitates to mention such a
matter, the airing of which can often
do as much harm as good, but there
can be no doubt that several contests
recently have not been fought oub in
the best spirit, and a feeling prevails
that something should be done to stop
the roughness and ill-temper from
spreading. There can be no two ways
about it—if a man cannot fight in the

proper manner he should net fight
at all.

When asked for his views upon the
question. General Put Tu smiled his
usual enigmatic smile and said, “ Allee
light, yes, jolly good,” but it is not
everyone who can be so forbearing. The
public should let the offenders know
that they will not tolerate any but
clean fighting.

{A special detailed accoimt of to-

moiTow' s battle by our special corre-

spondent ivill appear in Friday's
edition,)

CHAMPIONSHIP TO DATE.
Fcnight. Won. Lost. Brawn. Faints.

Put Wuu . . 5.4.0 .1 .9
Put Tu.... 4.3.0 .1 .7
Wun Wun Tu 5.2.2 .1 .5
I Sing .... 4.2.2 .0 .4
Yu Sing ... 4.1.1 .2 .4
Sing Sing . . 4.1.3 .1 ,3
Zat So ... . 5.0.5 .0 .0

TO H. L. COLLINS.
(A Captain Courageous.)

’Tis the wish of Punch to-day.

On behalf of British writers,

To God-speed you on your way
With your fifteen sturdy fighters;

If the prize was not to gain,

If you lost the guarded Ashes,
As a team you ’ve left no stain

On your Southron caps and sashes.

You have played your gallant part
On a wet unfriendly wicket,

Strong of arm and stout of heart,
And your cricket has heen.—cricket]

And the worst we wish your men.
As they pass along the gangway,

Is that all return again
In the native boomerang way.

^ W.H.O.

Our Urngallant Journalists.
“ In conversation with the miners’ wives, the

seven-hours-day is quite long enough.”
Weekly Paper.

We can quite believe that.

“ Twenty cows on the line near Ongar station
held up the first milk train to-day.”

Evening Paper.

We thought that mass-picketing in a
trade-dispute had been declared illegal.

“Assistant Manager seeks change. Non-
drinker and gambler.” -

Advt. in Weekly Paper.

But will his sobriety make up for

his speculative propensities ?

“ At the end of the service Sunday night, the
choir will sing a special anthem composed hy
the organist, after which the church will be
closed for a month for necessary repairs.”

Canadian Paper.

Apparently it was expected that the

efforts of the choir would take the
roof off.





TO GET A DIVORCE FROM BOTH OF YOU.

HOW TO BE A PUBLISHER.

{By an Author)
II.

—

Procedure on Accepting
A Novel.

If you have at last decided to accept

your young author’s novel, ask him to

come round and discuss terms one day
just before lunch, saying that is the
only time you will be free. But be care-

ful how you mention lunch, because he
may get the idea that it is an invitation

from you to him, whereas, though you
don’t say so openly and he doesn’t

know it yet, it is the other way round.
This is really sheer unselfishness on
your part. Nothing gives a young
author so much pleasure as to take a

publisher out to lunch, so you should-

sink your own feelings in the matter and
accept with grateful surprise when he
asks you to be his guest, as he most
surely will. In fact he will arrive at

your office very happy, because for the
last half-hour he has been casually say-

ing to friends, ‘‘Well, sorry, old man,
I must fly. I ’m lunching my publisher

to-day, and you know what these busi-

ness lunches are.”

You may do yourself well at lunch

;

it is quite safe. At subsequent lunches,

of course, you may have to jockey for

position a bit when the waiter brings

the bill, but a young author is generally

good for two or three before he shows
signs of fumbling, losing his note-case,

or being called away to the telephone at

the critical moment.
Over liqueurs and cigars (not the office

ones) you further discuss terms. What-
ever the result you will each go away
with the feeling that you have out-

witted the other. Liqueurs and cigars,

I have noticed, often have this effect.

You return to your office, and on waking
up later start to think of a short descrip-

tive paragraph of the book, nominally
for your catalogue but principally for

insertion in those newspapers with
whose literary editors you are on drink-
ing terms. These paragraphs are called
“puffs.”

The idea of a “puff” is that it shall
‘ seem to be an unbiassed description of

a forthcoming book by an enthusiastic

literary editor who has all on his own
discovered this good thing and can’t

help giving tongue about it. In reality,

as I said, it comes from the publisher,

who in some cases has even told the
author to write it himself.

There are certain rules for describing
books in “ puff's ” which intending pub-
lishers should note. They are as under

:

(1) A humorous novel either “fs
a riot of fun from cover to cover ” or

else places its author in theforefront

of leading humourists
” No modesty

must be allowed to creep into a “puff.”

The author, you see, is not just among
leading humourists. He is in the fore-

front of them. He has them all beat.

(2) A novel dealing with country
life is always “ an epic of the soilJ'

(3) A character story is “ a thought-

ful and ivell-tuorked-out study of a
iDoman tvho discovered cocktails too

late in life,'*' or perhaps “ a reasoned
and icell-written analysis of a man
luho discovered cocktails too early in
life:*

I
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(4) A detective novel is “ the most
baffling murder mystery ever penned''
Sometimes it is so baffling that it is

obvious that even the author has had
to confess himself beaten in the last

chapter; but it is hot advisable to

mention this in a ‘^puff.”

(5) An adventure story is thrill

after thrill described loitli great imag-
ination and much pctoer of drama,"

(6) A delicate love-story is ^^a booh
loith a strong sex appeal. The author
has disthiguished himself by hisfrank
handling of the facts of life,"

(7) For a best-seller you must say
that this masterpiece of desert

adventure, ivhich rings to the eternal

clash of duty and passion loithin a
lohite girl's heart, duty is at last

triumphant." But not of course till

passion has had a pretty good innings
ior well over three hundred pages

—

otherwise it wouldn’t be a best-seller.

(8) A book of travel is always ‘‘ATm
Carminia Fives, the intrepid looman-
explorer, takes us with her through ad-

venture after adventure in the wild
North of France. A book of strange

scenes, strange people and strange

CUStOJUS."

This ought to give you an idea of how
to get out a “ puff.” Get them dupli-

cated by the hundred and sling them
round at your editorial friends in the

hope that some may stick.

The next thing to do with your book
is to get it printed. Any printer will tell

you how to set about it.

Then you must get it bound. Any
binder will tell you how to set about it.

You must of course, by the way, have
proofs for the author to correct. You
should always send him two sets. One
he sends back, joyfully corrected, almost
by return of post, because he is so

anxious the book should come out as

soon as possible. The other he keeps

lying about for weeks on his desk or in

his pocket in order that he may remark
casually to people, “ The proofs of my
new book, you know. Beastly bore,

correcting proofs.”

The last thing to do before the book
finally appears is to get a “ jacket ” with

a nice picture on the outside. A nice

picture means one with a girl in it some-
where. On the inside of the jacket you
must, under the terms of the agree-

ment with the Fiction Reviewers’ Union
(Para. 4, Labour-Saving Devices), give

a brief idea of the story. Be careful of

llie wording of this and don’t err on the

side of modesty, for whatever you say

here will appear word for word in sixty-

per-cent. of the reviews that the book
will have.

After this nothing remains but to

bring the book out, and what happens
then I will discuss next week. A. A.

;
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[The crowns of ladies’ hats are to be higher this autumn.]
]

]\1ISS POPPY PEPPERISIINT, THE WELL-KNOWN ACTRESS, CREATES A
SENSATION WITH HER “COVENT GARDEN.’^

Our Erudite Contemporaries. The Pane-less Dentist.
“ The Leyton Incorporation Committee has “ A man told the Willesden magistrate that

chosen as a motto for the new borough ‘ Minis- his wife went to one of ‘ those painless dentists,
’

trando Dignitas’ (There is dignity in saving) and ho hurt her so much in getting out a tooth

Prcviiicial Paper. that she put her foot through his window in

“LeoniaM, who swam the Hellespont to see !*™Sgles. The dentist had now sent in a

a lady, could never have done what Gertrude ^aily Paper,

Ederie did.”— Papm
, T “ ^

“ ‘ There s rosemary; that’s for reniem-

» Infanta Isabel de Borhon, the Spanish liner hrance, ’ the recipients may say with Juliet, as

belonging to the Compagnia Transatlantica', lilisy l6od their flo
.

has been sold to a British company, and has Educational Journal.

left Madiid for London .”—Daily Paper. But there will be rue for the forgetful-

Land or water, it makes no difference ness of the sub-editor who confused

to Isabel. Juliet with Ophelia.
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SIMPLE STORIES,
YIL—The Earl.

Once there an Earl, He was
quite young and very nice really but

his mother had taught him to think

himself very grand.

Well he thought he would like to get

married, and he asked his mother and

she said she thought it wouldnT be a

bad thing and she would find him some-

body.
So she found the Lady Alicia, but

the Earl didn’t like her much, her nose

was too long, and she didn’t like him
much, she said he was too grand for

her, so they thought they had
better not marry and they

didn’t.

Well then his mother said

I will find somebody else, and
she found the Lady Ermyn-
trude, and the Earl rather

liked her and she didn’t mind
his being grand because she

was rather grand herself, but

she said, I think perhaps I

won’t if you don’t mind.
And he said, why ? and she

said, because somebody else

has asked me to marry him,

he isn’t an Earl but he is quite

rich.

And he said, do you like

him better than me ? and she

said, oh yes much.
So they didn’t marry either.

So then the Earl said this

is rather silly, and I don’t

like two people not wanting to

marry me, I will look about
for somebody myself, and he
did, but he couldn’t find any-
body suitable.

And then he said I won’t
bother about it any more, I

will buy some more horses.

So he bought some more
horses and made them run
races against other horses, and they
won, but he said I am tired of this, I

wish I could get married.
And he tried again but he couldn't find

anybodysuitableand his mother couldn’t
either.

Well one evening in the summer he
was going for a little walk and he saw
a very lovely milkmaid and he fell in

love with her.

So he went to his mother and said

do ;you think it would do if I married a
milkmaid ? and she said certainly not,

what are you thinking of ?

Well the Earl was rather sad at that
because he did love her, though he knew
she wasn’t grand enough for him, and he
said I will buy a yacht.
So he bought a yacht and went for

some nice sails in it, and then he said

I am tired of this yacht, I wish I could

marry the milkmaid.

And then he said well I ’m going to.

So he went to the milkmaid and said

do you ever faint ? and she said no.

And he said well don’t faint now, I

am going to marry you.

Well the milkmaid didn’t faint, but

she looked surprised and said am I grand

enough for you ?

And be said no you are not but I don’t

mind, and she said well I do.

He said why? and she said all your

grand friends will laugh at me,

And he said I don’t mind that, and

she said well I do,

“And hr feud in love with her.”

He said don’t keep on saying well I

do, I don’t like it, do you love anybody
else? and she said well I do.

And he was angry at her saying well

I do again after he had told her not to,

and he said ifyou are not careful I shan’t

marry you at all, it is very kind of me
to marry you when I am an Earl and
you are a milkmaid and not many Earls
would do it.

So then she said well I ’m not a milk-
maid, I was only pretending. >

The Earl was very surprised at that
and he said who are you ?

And she said I am the Lady Clarissa
and I am just as grand as you are, and
perhaps 1 will marry you after all

because I think you are rather nice
really and want looking after.

Well the Earl was pleased at that but

he said I thought you said you loved

somebody else, and she laughed and said

well I do, I love my mother.

Well she looked so pretty when she

laughed that the Earl loved her more
than ever, and he said I should like to

kiss you.

And she said well you can’t yet, you
must take me to see your mother.

He said very well, but you mustn’t

come as a milkmaid, she won’t like ife,

and she said oh yes I shall.

So he took her to see his mother and
she was dressed as a milkmaid but she

looked very lovely, and his'mother said

the Earl lias told me about you but of

course you can’t marry him,
you can have some tea if you
like but you must have it in

the kitchen, I can’t have any
milkmaids here.

She said well I don’t mind,
and she went and had tea in

the kitchen, though the Earl

tried to make her not do it,

but she said she wouldn’t speak
to him again if he said who she
really was.

Well the next day a very
grand lady came to see the

EaiTs mother, and she came
in. a rich carriage with some
lovely horses, and she had
some lovely clothes on, very-

expensive with ijearls, and she
said what is this I hear, my
daughter the Lady Clarissa

came to see you yesterday and
you made her have tea in the

Idtchen, I have never heard of

such a thing.

The Earl’s mother said there

must be some mistake, 1 would
never do such a thing, but
there was a milkmaid came
yesterday, rather pretty but
very common, and of course
she had tea in the kitchen.

And the Lady Clarissa's

mother said that was my daughter and
how dare you say she is common, you
are common yourself, your father was
an ironmonger.

Well he was, but the Earl’s mother
didn’t want people to know it because
she thought ironmongers weren’t grand
enough, and she didn’t mind telling a
story, so she said that was another
Earl’s mother and not me, and if the
Lady Clarissa would like to marry the
Earl I don’t mind and I will give her a
nice wedding present.
But the Lady Clarissa's mother was

still very angry and didn’t believe her
about her father not being an iron-

monger, and she said I don’t want your
presents, I don’t like you and I am
going.

So they got married and everybody

\



in the Earl’s castle was very glad and

they had better teas in the kitchen.

They had two darling little children to

begin with and more afterwards, and

the Earl’s wife taught him not to be so

grand indoors, and he didn’t want to

because he loved her and his children,

but he was still rather grand outside

but that didn’t matter.

And their two mothers would never

speak to one another because each of

them said the other was common, but

both of them liked their grandchildren,

so they used to come separately.— A. M.

LUCRETM: THE CATFISH.

The other day I wrote an ode

About the influence which flowed

From Delia when her friendly mind
Moved her to mingle with her kind.

’Tis now my purpose to regale

Your ears with quite a different tale

About Lucretia, who in jade

Mostly (and fitly) is arrayed.

For when Lucretia walks abroad,

Though some Gilbertian souls applaud,

The ‘‘scheme of things in general”

reels

And heads assume the place of heels.

Cloud-bursts, though begged, will not

to Spain go

;

The suburbs will not read Lord Baingo

;

Doctors refuse to join the panel

;

Grandmothers fail to swim the Channel.

Hoppers desist from picking hops

;

Burglars assume the garb of “cops ”

;

Students combine to punish “rags ”

;

Vice-Chancellors don Oxford bags.

Benign and inoffensive peers

Shoot niadly from their normal spheres,

Crying profanely and obstrep-

Erously, “ Down with Jacob Ep. !

”

Even in Bloomsbury’s inmost clique,

Where mind attains the highest peak,

Highbrows a fatal fondness own
For Sabgent and the saxophone.

Though loving to promote upheaval,

In some respects she ’s mediaeval

;

Her hats are like the Quangle-Wangle’s;

Her figure runs to curves, not angles.

She sees in others’ modish folly

An antidote to melancholy

;

Herself cool, lively, never nervy

Amid a world that ’s topsy-turvy.

And yet, O strange perturbing minx,

Full of caprice, compact of kinks.

You brighten up our social system.

Quod neminenifecisii tristem.

“Khyber Pass.

Followinga communication from theMinistry
of Transport with, reference to the taking over

of Khyber Pass by the Gillingham Council, a
reply has been sent to the effect that the Council

will be willing to take over that thoroughfare

providing that it is first of all widened, fenced

and made up to a width of forty feet.”

Kent Pa^er.

They should write to the Ameer about it.

THE TRIPPER.

It was plain to anyone that he had
been drinking. The empty bottle at

his side bore mute witness to that ; and
when the time came* for him to get up
and cross the room he found his legs

unsteady beneath him. For some time

he kept hold of his chair, bracing him-

self upright, and then started swaying

on his journey to the door. Happily

no puritanical person was present to

witness his puerile efforts.

He looked dazed and from time to

time sharp noises issued from his throat,

though he strove to suppress them. One
more step—thank goodness, acd he had
reached the table. He clutched it fever-

ishly, steadying himself. Only half-

way ! It seemed miles to the door and
safety.

He set off again. But a fold in the

carpet proved his undoing. He tripped

and fell headlong with a crash that

shook the room.
And with an ear-splitting howl John

Brown, junior, proclaimed the failure

of his first attempt to walk across the

nursery". — ^ -

Schoolboy’s answer to Examination
Question :

—

“ William Wordsworth was one of our
greatest poets, and he has written many poems
in his time The best I think is ‘ The Inter-

missions of Mentality.’ ”

Especially, of course, the great passage
on Freud.
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NAVAL REFORM.
It is my proud duty to sing to-day of the British Navy,

Of those picturesque sons of the blue who have long been

our chiefest pride,

t Who go out on that beastly sea of theirs in all weathers,

;
however windy and wavy,

I

And can get in or out of any harbour, I *m told, at any

;

state of the tide.

In terms of unqualified admiration let us sing—for they are

above criticism,

Absolutely

;

And if any captious ass indulges at their expense and for

his own advertisement in ill-judged witticism

They refrain from back-chat, though they may be suffer-

ing acutely.

To them we have long owed the blessings of imported pianos,

chilled carcases and Yankee proprietary medicines,

And all the innumerable advantages we get from Free

Trade;

And if on shore they occasionally break out into wild larks

and generally heady sins,

Don’t we all love Jack ? Very well; then who ’s afraid?

The ratings—that’s a queer term—wear curious trousers

and knives fastened to lanyards

;

Their jackets also are odd, but the whole turn-out comes
down from long ago

;

Possibly it was worn when Deake tackled the Spaniards,

Possibly it wasn’t
;
I don’t'know.

I give you my solemn word that I ’ve seen the jovial tar

playing Eugby in the Tropics at seven in the morning,
And with apparent relish ;

And, I tell you, a sight like that, when you ’re feeling a bit

delicate and it ’s sprung on you without warning,
Fills one with emotions that no words of mine could

embellish.

I turn now to the officers. Not a dullard among them or a
fathead;

Well-learned, good at footer, very superior and yet bland

;

How well they keep their figures too ; though I *m bound to

say on that head,

Give them a shore billet and they sometimes show a
tendency to expand.

Hitherto there has been only one flaw in this incom-
parable calling.

And that lay in the size and position of the commodores’
stars as at present worn

;

They were too bulky to be really enthralling,
And their situation on the epaulette (longways-on) some-
how filled one with a touch of scorn.

It was all very well to say that that sort of thing’s a job
for tailors,

But it remained as a reproach for our otherwise excellent
sea-lords,

And I used to wonder why His Majesty with his well-
known love for his brother-sailors

Never insisted on having the question thoroughly thrashed
out

;
it could easily have been done by a few Boards.

Let us therefore rejoice in the glorious message that hence-
forth these stars are to be one inch in diameter instead
of an inch-and-a-quarter, and stuck on, what ’s more,
in the other direction :

Side by side in a horizental line ” is the order, though
why '^horizontal ” is too many for me

;

For at last our noble Navy will be free from the smallest

imperfection,

While the revolution, for that ’s what it amounts to,

should be of great value in helping her to rule the sea.

, ... - Dum-Dum.

OFFICIAL PUBLICITY.
Deab Mb. Punch,—The Postmastbe-Geneeal having

proved obdurate in this matter of advertising by postmark,
it behoves conscientious objectors to do all that they can.

I do not myself favour the device of using black envelopes,

which, apart from their sombre appearance, are only too
likely to tempt the authorities to over-print in white, pos-
sibly with advertisements of Sceubbo, which, as is well

known, removes all spots, stains, blemishes and grievances,

revives industry and makes paint like new.
Far neater is the plan of my friend Mr. Mugglethorpe, of

The Eyrie, Barton Monachorum, Hants, who intends to

;

print in clear capitals on his stationery

—

ALL ADVEETISEMENTS
STAMPED ON THESE ENVELOPES

WILL BE FRAUDULENT LIES.

Advertisers will thus make contracts with the Government
at their own peril, so far as Mr. Mugglethorpe’s corre-

spondence is concerned, and I do not see how an action for

libel can be sustained.

There is, however, another method, less contentious on
the legal side, and if possible more efficacious. Correspon-
dents can use the space for rival advertising on their own
account, taking care of course .first to ascertain what firm it is

which has found favour in the Government’s eyes. Thus :

—

ORUMPO IS THE BEST BREAKFAST POOD IN THE WORLD
stamped by the postal authorities, will be matched on the
other side of the envelope by
GRITNUTS IS THE ONLY MORNING CEREAL WHICH
ABSORBS THE CARBOHYDRATES AND INDEMNIFIES

THE YITAMINESI
Or, again,

GENTLEMEN SMOKE THE SENECA CIGARETTES
will be countered on the left-hand corner by
ARISTOCRATS PREFER THE EXCLUSIVE FLAVOUR
OF THE WORLD-FAMED MARCUS AURELIUS SMOKE,

to which may be added
BETTER THAN ALL GOVERNMENT-ADVERTISED BRANDS.
My own plan for nullifying this iniquitous scheme is

rather different, I propose to address all my envelopes at
the extreme left-hand top corner and fill up all the available
space by beginning the letter forthwith. As under :

—

H. Dickinson, Esq.,

The Pines,

Poppingley,

Herts,

are

Dear Henry,— Aunt
Martha is much dis-

tressed about the canary,
lohich has nowfor several— days been off its feed* rrt>

having delightful %oeather here, but the quarrel between
Mrs, Bichardson and Jane Alexander about having
vegetable marroivs in the pulpit for the harvest festival
is still going on. I wonder when the Government ivill
come to its semes about the coal crisis ? The Major
accidentally reversed his Grouch into the duchpond
yesterday and came out simply dripping* Veronica has

(See inside)

If that doesn t distract public attention from mere adver-
tisement matter, however carefully postmarked, I don’t
know what will . Yours faithfully,

Pro Bono Publico.



AT HAMPTON COURT.
|

[Iklr. Kenest Law has lately added to his Histories of the Palace ,

a book on its Gardens.]
!

Sad Tador ghosts may haunt the Palace still

To act again their human parts of woe,

Or wail—some say—because they played them ill

When passion was the call-boy long ago . . .

But let us leave those phantom griefs behind,

And Lely’s Beauties with their haughty stare,

For in the Gardens you and 1 shall find
^

More geintle beauties with a tranquil air.

Yet haunted too these walks and glades must be

:

That very path the Cardinal would pace

(While kingdoms waited for his next decree)

To muse on earthly glory—or disgrace

;

Here Henry, with his lute and song, would praise

Love’s constancy to please his darling Anne, .

And sport with her through livelong summer days,

For dalliance pleased the monarch and the man

;

And here at chilly morn we might have seen

Queen Bess come briskly forth to catch a heate ”

;

Or in a privy chamber built of green

And fragrant walls with envoys at her feet , . •

The Virgin Qoeen is nearer English hearts

Because this English garden owned her powers

—

Rare plants brought home by sea from foreign parts

To bloom beside Will SnAKESPEARB’sEnglish flowers.
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DESPERATE REMEDIES.
She was good eaougli to allow me to

perceive that to-day she was pleased to

see me.
“ I was feeling so depressed,” she ex-

plained, I think even meeting a

funeral would have cheered me up.”

‘^Yoa don’t mean, I hope,” I pro-

tested, a little hurt, ‘‘that mine . .
.”

“Oh, no,” she assured me earnestly,

“only when you are like that any-

thing ’s better than nothing, isn’t it ?
”

“ As I have never been a funeral,” I

said with some dignity, “ I cannot tell.”

“ It ’s such a sad case,” she went on
thoughtfully, “ I simply can’t get it out

of my mind. Because it is sad—isn’t

it?—when a young girl with everything
to make her a success in life—good
tennis and golf, an intimate acquaint-

ance with the Charles-

ton, a real gift for cock-

tails, a complexion I

have seldom seen
equalled as a founda-
tion for a really smart
make-up, naturally so

little hair as to be al-

most bald, friends ready
to introduce her to all

the worst night-clubs

in London, a splendid

young enthusiasm for

all the latest ideas be-

fore she had even heard
of them, a kind of innate
dignity of bearing en-
abling her to put in

their places at once all

those olderthan herself,

a record behind her of

I forget how many
broken engagements,

poor child I know is much more serious,

and besides she never realised what
she was doing, whereas the woman
with the babies, I suppose, chose her

own husband deliberately. But this un-

fortunate girl, for all her many accom-
plishments, had preserved somehow a

touching innocence. She had no idea

what danger lurked in chocolates, a

cream bun to her was only a cream bun
and nothing more ; when she went out

to dinner she—well, she dined. A
friend, probably envious, certainly

treacherous, used to ask her to lunch

and give her good ones. Of course I ’m
not defending the girl, she ought to

have realised what she was doing, but
it seems she had no idea till she. was
at her dressmaker’s one day and she
heard someone say out loud, ‘ That girl’s

getting fat.’
”

!///

Pedestrian (to cause of accident). “]Oome to me, UARLiNa !

MOTOR DO ITS BEST TO KIDD HIM ?
”

her credit not yet exhausted at any
shop of any importance—^in fact, the
whole world at her feet ...”
“A favourite of the gods indeed,” I

agreed as she paused to take breath.
“ And then,” she sighed, “ for a girl

like that to go and commit suicide.”

“Suicide?” I cried, startled.

“ Social suicide,” she explained. “The
worst kind,” she added, sighing again,
“Oh,” I said, relieved. “You mean

she ’s got married ?
”

“Good gracious, no!
”

“Well, there’s no other way of com-
mitting social suicide these days, is

there?” I asked, “I know at least
one poor woman now living happily in
the country with a husband and three
babies whose name in London drawing-
rooms, where once she reigned supreme,
is practically forgotten.”

“That’s not social suicide at all,”

she declared. “That could always be
put right almost any minute by a reallj^

sensational divorce. The case of the

“Good heavens!” I gasped. “A
girl—fat—in London—to-day!”

“ Exactly,” she said gloomily. “ The
poor thing went straight away and had
herself weighed. She had gained nine-
teen pounds.”
“What did she do?” I asked anxi-

ously.
‘‘ You may well ask. And the worst

of itwas it showed. All over. Hercheeks
were—well, plump. Arms, ankles, all

the same. As for her silhouette

—

round,” she said in a whisper.
“A round silhouette?” I asked mus-

ingly.

“Bound,” she said firmly.
“ Well, it’s very sad,” I said.

“It’s a tragedy,” she corrected me,
still more firmly. “ To-day one must
be straight and flat and thin or one
ceases to exist . . . Did I exaggerate
when I said that that girl had com-
mitted suicide ?

”

“ You did not,” I admitted. “ What
is she doing now ?

”

“ Drinking vinegar.”
“ Will that help ? ” I asked doubtfully.

“I remember one week-end I drank
it every meal at the hotel in Normandy
where we were staying—thirty francs

a bottle they charged too—and I didn’t

notice it had much effect that way.”
“ It is always recommended,” she

assured me. “ Of course she stopped
eating as well. Did you ?

”

“Well, not at meals,” I confessed.
“ Once you begin to put on flesh,”

she sighed, “ once the silhouette begins
to go

”

“ Bound,” I murmured.
“ Bound,” she agreed, “ it ’s most

difficult to stop. I am sure you can
understand now why I was feeling so

depressed.”
“ It ’s very nice of you,” I said

warmly, “to feel another’s weight so
much, especially now
the summer’s over.”

“ One tries to be
sympathetic,” she said

meekly. “ And then
there’s worse behind.”
“Impossible!” I

cried. “ What ?
”

“ When I lefther
”

‘
‘ Drinkingvinegar ?

’ ’

“No, she hadfinished
it all. But when I left

her I went at once and
had myself weighed.”
“Was that pru-

dent ? ” I asked.

“One has to be
brave,” she said. “ And
I found I had gained
three pounds five
ounces.”

“ My word I
” I cried,

“Of course,” she
pointed out, “three pounds five ounces
isn’t nineteen pounds, is it ?

”

“It is not,” I assured her firmly;
“not even at the butcher’s or the
baker’s.”

“ You won’t tell anyone, will you ?
”

“Not even,” I promised faithfully,
“ the five ounces.”

“ But I shall have to do something,”
she declared. “Fortunately there is

still time.”

“I hope,”
don’t mean-

Did the nasty

I said anxiously,
?”

‘you

She did not answer, but she looked
pale and determined.

“ Only you know,” she said wistfully
as she turned aw^ay, “I don’t really
like vinegar.” E. B. P.

“On the side of imports the most notable
features were the shrinkage in textiles and
wearing apparel.”—WeeTcly Pajper.

We often notice a similar phenomenon
when our “ undies ” come back from
the laundry.
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THE SMART SET.

Nursery Hostess. “Can you see Mrs. Eobinson anywhere? I have a Duke to take her m to dinner.”

Nursery Host, “ Mrs. Robinson ? I ’m afraid she ’s gone in and begun.”

THE WAY.
The school Beader through whose

instrumentality I should have been

taught the easy yet accurate elocutionary

manner that I never attained was com-

posed chiefly of dull extracts chosen

rather for their style than for their

interest. Yet there were a few excep-

tions, and prominent among these (I

have been remembering of late) was the

story of Sir Eichard Arkwright and

his furnace.

This story, to the best of my memory
at this distant moment, described Ark-

wright—then not a prosperous knight

at all, but a struggling ex-barber in-

ventor—-as being on the absolute brink

of a wonderful discovery at the very

moment that he ran out of fuel. His

wife, who had long thought him mad,

returned to their miserable home just

in time to see him breaking up their

few sticks of furniture and flinging them

on to the flames. In the midst of her

surpriseand indignation the heat reached

the necessary point, the experiment

succeeded, Arkwright burst into tears

of joy, and his wife, understanding, was

at least partially reconciled. Such is

my recollection.

On looking, however, into Arkwright’s

life in the Dictionary of National Bio-

graphy I find no record of any invention

that would need this kind ofintense tem-

perature, whereas Bernard Palissy,

the potter, of whom a similar story is

told, must have been dependent upon
it. But I feel sure that Arkwright was
the hero of the Beader, otherwise why
should I have his name so clearly in my
head ?

Which of the two inventors, the Eng-
lishman or the Frenchman, Mr. Henry
Arthur Jones was thinking of when he

wrote The Middleman—that admirable

drama of which the furnace scene is the

great sensation—I do not know. What
I do know is that that play should be

revived whenever we are (as now) in

the throes of a coal strike, because it so

vividly shows the way.

What way ?

The way to warmth.
No sooner did I recall the story in

the Beader than I passed the furniture

of the house under careful review. Some
of the results are subjoined :

—

DINING-ROOM.

Table .... Should not be used.

Six chairs . . Keep four.

Sideboard

Use if possible, but

cutting it up will

be difficult.
•{

What-not (a wed-

1

ding-present from r Begin with this.

Uncle William) . J

Walnut coal-scuttle )

(Aunt Teresa) . j
No, begin with this.

DRAWING-ROOM.

Burn without com-
punction.

Rosewood canter-
^

bury (Aunt Mil- r

dred) . . . . J

go at once.

Piano I don’t mind.

Eight Sheraton! ^
chairs . . . . J

^

Gramophone . . Burn instantly.

But I need not take you all through

the inventory. Thanks to the munifi-

cence of relatives the house is packed

with excellent fuel, and I am composed

in mind as to Mr. Cook and his projects

and relieved by the prospect of getting

rid of so many things that never repre-

sented my own taste. And then, when
the strike is done, what excitement I

shall have in furnishing to my heart’s

desire, irrespective of kith and kin.

Sir Eichard Arkwright, your health

!

B.V.L.
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CONFESSIONS OF A REPORTER.

Interviewing the Dean.

I.—The Dream.

Within a very few minutes of my
linging the bell at the Deanery I was

sitting in the Dean’s study listening to

his views on life in general and the de-

cadence of England in particular.

‘'Would you care to amplify your

recent utterance on the position
^

of

women in modern life? ” I asked, taking

a handful of cigarettes from the box he

held out.

“ I have already made it clear that, as

regards the status ofwoman,my spiritual

home is atDoom,” said the Dean, slowly

and weightily. " If men would
only realise it 1 However, ‘ De
gustzbus . . You know the

rest ?
”

“Eather! ’* I said. “But what
about Boadicea, Joan of Arc,

Queen Elizabeth and Madame
Tussaud ?

”

“ Their place was in the kit-

chen,” said the Dean gloomily.
“ They were mistakes—colossal

mistakes.”
“ And Dame Nature ? ” I said.

“As my favourite author,

Plotinus, says, ‘Dame Nature
never talks,’ ” he replied. “You
know Plotinus ?

”

“Bather! ” I said.

The hours fiew by. The
great clock of St. Paul’s struck

one.
“ I insist on your staying for

lunch,” said the Dean, rising

from his chair. “I have kept
the Chapter waiting for an hour-

and-a-half already, so an extra

hour or so won’t matter.”

We laughed. . , .

“I’m afraid I must get back,”

I said regretfully as the clock

struck two.

The Dean put the new edition

of the Encyclopcedia Britannica into

my arms.

“You must have a small souvenir of

our talk,” he said with a charming
smile.

“Drop in and see me any time you
are passing,’’-were his parting words as

he held open the door of the taxi I had
signalled.

“I will,” I promised.
I like the Dean of St. Paul’s.

II.—The Beality.

A policeman kindly picked me ’Out

from under the wheels of a No. 11 and
I rang the Deanery belL
“The Dean is in,” said the maid,

“ but he won’t see anyone.”
“ But the Press ” I pleaded. “Will

you kindly go and see if ?
”

A door banged in the distance.

She returned.

“He says ^NoT ” she told me. “He
said something about the plagues of

London. He must have meant ‘ Plague.’

W^e ’re very historical here.”

“I only want one w'ord,” I begged.

“ Will you ask him if he would favour

a woman Vice-Chancellor of Cam-
bridge ?

”

She went.

A door banged in the distance.

She returned.
“ He said something about ‘ Eevolu-

tion,’’’she confessed. “There’s very

little he holds with, but kind as kind.”

The interview was concluded.

As I left I glanced up at the Deanery.
A baleful countenance was regarding me
from an upper window.

I walked blindly into the traflBic. The
cow-catcher of a No. 18 pushed me
along till we got to Ludgate Circus,
where ^ a providential hold-up of the
traffic released me.

" * 5!« }jc

“So you fell down on it?

”

said the
news-editor coldly.

‘The British Film Industry.

The report suggests that if the eutire pro-
gramme of any cinema were to consist of
British films such a house should be exempt
from entertainment tax.”

Bii'iningJiam Paper,

This should make our American rivals
more conceited than ever.

SHARP PRACTICE.

There is a crucial period in every
small boy’s life when he wants a pocket-

knife and wants it very badly. Lack
of funds is not always an insuperable

obstacle, for every healthy adult sym-
pathises with the small boy’s need.

Healthy adults do not include the boy’s

'ather, who thinks that it is all non-
sense, or his mother, who is afraid he
will cut himself

:
parents are like that.

Little Eonald had successfully cleSired

the first obstacle; he had caught his

uncle in complacent mood, collected a

shilling and bought the knife of his

desire. He had still to meet the oppo-
sition of his parents, especially

of his maleparent. Mr.MoWhir-
ter was made of Caledonia’s

sternest stuff
;
proud, unyielding,

he allowed his children to accept

gifts in cash from no man—not
even his wife’s brother. Eonnie
had reason to know all this, and
on this occasion, I regret to say,

he exhibited Machiavellian tend-

encies foreign to the stock from
which he sprang.
“ Whaur did ye get the knife?

”

de”manded Mr. McWhirter.
“ I found it,” answered Eonnie,

and never turned a hair.

The elder McWhirter was of

an uncompromising Calvinistic

integrity.

“Take it to the polis-office,”

he commanded.
And Eonnie did so.

So far everything was working
according to Bonnie’s plan. All

along he had suspected that

that knife would find its way to

the police-office. He had not
been perturbed, because other
small boys had found things and
taken them there—and got them
back if they were unclaimed . So
Eonnie looked forward to the

time when, the law having taken its

course, he would regain his prize. And
at the end of six months the knife did

come back to him.
Now that he was half-a-year older

Eonnie did not expect any further oppo-
sition from his parents, so he made no
attempt to hide the knife,

.

“ That ’s yon knife,” he said, with the
air of one who is very little interested.

“Let me see it,” said his father.

Bonnie duly handed it over. The
elder McWhirfcer looked the knife up
and down and tested its blades with
his thumb, while Eonnie stood by com-
placently.

“It ’sa guid knife,” said Mr. McWhir-
ter at last. “ I think I ’ll keep it for
ma ’baccy. I lent mine to yer uncle
and he forgot to hand it back.”

Assistant. “Can I be moved to another depart-
ment ?

”

Manager. “What for?”
Assistant. “Selling nothing but gent’s collars for

EIGHTEEN YEARS SEEMS TO HAVE TAKEN ALL THE STARCH
OUT OF ME.”





Daughter of the House (returned from her holidays, to old servant), “ What are the new people like who 've taken the
Grange, Williams ? Any use to me ? ”

. .
. ^ - i

Williams. “ Posmbly so, Miss. As far as they have come under my personal observation they appear to me a jazz lot.”

r SOMEWHBEE.
If I might have for the asking

Just what a holiday needs,

Give me a wilderness to bask in,

Withwillowherb andpink knotweeds,
And a hillside running up to heather,
With a deep dark wood full of fern,

Where jackdaws sing all together
And brown and white owls in turn.

And the house shall be an old old abbey
On a green shelf just below the wood.

With the cells all "'tumbledown and
shabby.

But the guest-house solidyet andgood

;

Mediaeval, half of it, and mended,
So that you would hardly know

;

The rest Jacobeanised and splendid,

With mullions many in a row.

And the guests in the house shall be
numerous,

! But most of them my own kith and
kin.

Beautiful and affable and humorous
And active and inclining to be thin;

Their views will be naturally various.

Their taste may be for water or for

wine,

But their health must be always un-
precarious

-And their tempers as controllable as
mine.

Then, though our fare may be wildish
And the daily barometer low,

Our pleasures wiil be mostly childish.

And much the better so

;

For certainly those who employ them-
selves

With brats in the manner of brats,
Will almost as heartily enjoy them-

selves

As the Peterkins, the Jills and the Pats.

The Parish Pump Superseded.

“‘More Milk.*
How to produce it I Use the ‘ Water

Bowl’ and increase your profits 25 per cent.
No Up-to-date Farmer can afiord to be without
them.”—Provincial Paper.

“ The proposal that steps be taken to acquire
36 acres of the disused quarry as a tipping-
ground for domestics and street refuse was
adopted.”—Irish Paper.

Most of the domestics we come across
are content with any old place as a
tipping-ground.

Vive m Politesse !

“The Kioag has approved of the following
appointment : Vice-Admiral Sir H. ^ to
be Commandant of the Imperial Deference
College.”

“ There were about thirty horses on the spot,

the scent around the stables being quite an
animated one.”— Evening Paper.

In such circumstances it often is.

“ On Monday the weather in Edinburgh was
warm, the meanest temperature being 71.”

Glasgow Paper.

What could it have been in Aberdeen ?

From an account of the Bishop of

London’s Transatlantic tour :

—

” The Bishop will then go to Chicago for a
weep and thence come to Now York.”

Neio York Paper.

To restore his equanimity ?

At a horticultural show:

—

“Mr. J. J. Kettle, of Corfe Mullen, shows a
new raspberry called ‘ Corfe Mullen Wonder. ’

It is a seedling from ‘ Lloyd George,’ and it is

claimed that it is of a compact habit and less
liable to run about and come up in unexpected
places than its parent.”—Daily Paper.

Doesn’t raise cane quite so much, we
gather.
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LONDON SPRAWLING; OR, THE PROMISE OE MAYBURY.
THBEB WAS AN OLD WOMAN WHO LIVED IN A SHOE;
SHE HAD MILLIONS OE GHILDEEN WHO WENT EEO AND TO;
SHE GAVE THEM TUBES, TEAMWAYS AND BUSES GALOEE,
BUT STILL THEY KEPT ASKING EOE MOEE, MOEE AND MOEE,

[“As the people go out we must have rapid transit-more Morden tubes. . . . We are disseminating the people.”

—

Sir Eenry
Maybuby, Director-General of Roads, in his evidence before the Royal Commission on Cross-River Traffic.}





SEEING ENGLAND;

Or, More Phrases for Foreigners.

rthe British Museum.
I WISH to visits Westminister.

[the Benk.
Kindly direct me to Tot Cor Row.

rby autobus?

Do you prefer to

bjtramcar?
[on foot?

^Metropolitan.

This railway is called. UndeSound.
Inner Circle.

[Tube.

This machine understands the Eng-
lish coinage.

It cuts the ticket and presents the

right change.

It is necessary to beware of pick-

pockets, eat more vitamines,keep

clear of the gates, visit the

wife of the farmer, stand on
the right, and dismount with

the
I I*

foot

There are many turnings and a great

wind. '

Shall we, or shall we not, arrive at

the end of this long tunnel ?

We must have travelled many miles.

We have not gone the right way.
We are lost.

To what place does this train go ?

There is now no time to ask.

That train has passed rapidly through
the station.

Will the next train stop at this station ?

Ask the porter.

This porter does not know.
Blimee let us return to the street.

This staircase is moving the wrong
way.

We may ascend it by running swiftly.

Alas ! there is no escape. We must
descend once more.

Let us sit on the platform until a
train stops.

I have become entangled with the

gate.

I shall be removed forcibly by the

edge of the tunnel.

I desire only to reach the upper air.

Where shall I stand that I may enter

an autobus ? -

It is impossible to cross the road.

Let us: enter this shop.

The price of these goods is fixed.

{

pair of gloves,

cravat,

collar.

bottle of arnica,

tonic for the nerves.

This is not a chemist's shop.

It sells photographs, books, silver

ornaments,writingpaper, leather
trunks and children’s toys.

Still it is an English chemist’s shop.

In what way is this article better

than that ?

It costs more money.
In what other way is it different ?

It is a superior article.

In what way is it a superior article?

Because the other article is more
cheap.

The lady at the desk is exceedingly

proud.

There is a long procession on the
pavement.

Is it a funeral procession ?

No, it is a theatre queue.

Theplaywillj^^®
] days from now.commence in ^

The naked man tied with ropes enter-

tains the theatre queue until the

hour of opening arrives.

I should like some coffee.

At what hour was this f roasted ?

coffee {
ground ?

rointment
for the

Kindly remove this coffeej throat,

and fetch me some vermouth.
wine.

I beer.

This shop is not permitted to sell

alcoholic drinks.

A thousand thunders

!

There is a loud cry in the street.

Has there/an accident ?

been change of Government ?
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No. It is a boywho cries 3.30 winners.

r motor-cars.

The English shops sell J shoes.

principally
j

fountain-
l pens.

/ bicycles,

perambulators.

The street is full of h

pigeons,

dogs.

It is marvellous that they are not

run over 1

If they are run over, it is the fault

of the motorist.

At what hourwill the traffic move on ?

These men have dug a pit in the road,

and made a fence round it with

chains.

What is it that they are doing at

the pit ?

They are fryingbacon
and eggs.

In an English street

there are no beg-

gars, but a multi-

tude of persons

who sell flags.

Show me the way to

a bookshop.

This novel is very

expensive.

Yes, but it is very in-

teresting.

In what way is it in-

teresting ?

Twenty thousand
copies have al-

ready been sold.

What is the key of

the romance ?

It is explained on the

cover outside.

It is not permissible

to buy the cover

without buying the novel.

In what style of

arohitec- ^
church
[shop

It is a handsome modern edifice, cost-

ing many thousands of pounds.
I have a pain inside.

To wffiom was this statue erected ?

The guide is unable to say.

I wish to purchase an evening paper.
This paper is very large.

The articles in this paper are written
entirelybydignitariesoftheChurch.

They are very amusing and tell the
poor to be good. Evob.

** At an English jolctge you may very rarely
meet a Frenchman. He is not happy. It is

necessary that he returns at once to" France.
•Here there is not, he gesticulates forlornly,
iheje ns sais —Manchester Paper,

Hence he prefers the siatns quoL

THE ARTIST. THE HEAVY-WEEGHT AND

THE TENOR.

A Fable.

In the paradox of fate it happened

that a certain Artistwas made miserable

bv an aching tooth. Artists ought, of

course, to be immune from the infirmi-

ties of you and ms. So grievous was
the pain that he was forced to the ex-

treme course of visiting a dentist. In

the dentist’s waiting-room he found a

somewhat tattered copy of a weekly

paper. What was meant for solace,

however, only added to his anguish,

for he read that the result of the exhibi-

tion at the Eoyal Academy was that

few pictures were sold, and most re-

turned to their painters. This bore out

his own unhappy experience and set

Wife of new Minister. Now, Angus, you must look after the church
BETTER THAN THIS, OR WE ’LL HAVE TO THINK ABOUT GETTING A NEW
BEADLE.”

Angus {beadle of long standing). “Mistress Dewar, we whiles change
OOR MINISTER, BUT WE NEVER CHANGE OOB BEADLE.”

and a ten-pound purse and you are

offered thousands; whereas the Old
Masters of my profession get thousands
and I get not even a tankard of ale ?

”

The White Hope cogitated, and at long

last growled his solution. “ I have a

monopoly value. Once I appeared in

the ring. Were I to do it again my
value would disappear. You make your
work cheap by over-production. Give
out that you are painting your last pic-

ture and you will get a price for it.”

The Artist took this advice. His friends

thanked the gods of Art, made a whip-
round and bought the picture which
was to close his career.

But the money, as happens with
artists, did not last long. Again he was
constrained to think. This time his

confidant was a famous Tenor. He
stated his predicament.
Do you mean to say,”

said the Tenor, “that
you have painted only

one last picture ? Why,
I have made a last

appearance every few
months for nineteen
years; how otherwise
could I live ? ” So the

Artist learnt from the

Man of Brawn and the

Man of Breath how
to contrive a chronic

monopoly value, and
became an Old Master
till the day of his death,

when his affluence won
him appreciative obit-

uary notices from all

the Art critics.

erected?

him thinking. Why do the Modern
Masters starve, whereas the OldMasters,
already provided for, as one imagines,
are rewarded with higher and higher
prices ?

He was one of those whose thoughts
bubble into words almost before they
reach coherence. The first person
whom he met when, minus the offend-
ing tooth, he reached his club was a
Champion Heavy-weight; for no club
is truly Bohemian unless it boasts a
prize-fighter among its members. It

was in the billiard-room and over a
game that the problem was broached.
Neither player was too engrossed to
consider it

; for of a truth the play was
not brilliant. The Artist had an Im-
pressionist eye, and the Champion kept
so much of his heavy-weight in front
that he could not' get very near to the
table. “Why is it,” said the Artist,
“ that in your profession the Old Masters
were rewarded with a tankard of ale

Careers for Our Sons.
“ Racket Maker Required,

to supervise output . . .

Good prospects callable man.”
Advt. in Daily Paper.

We know a little man (aged three)

Who ’d fill this post most capably

;

Give him a tin, the tongs to smack it,

And he ’ll produce a first-class racket,

And, what is more, so well he ’s trained,

He ’ll see the output’s well maintained.

A Headache for the Boxing Historian.

Age . .

Height
Weight
Reach

.

Purse .

“ Dempsey.
* 31

6 ft. 1 in.

Id stone

77 in.

£90,000 and 60 %
of takings over
£200,000

Tunney.
28

6 ft. in.

13 sb. 8 lbs.

781 in.

£30,000 and
121 %”

Daily Pdper.
“ Tunney’s reach is 761 inches and Demp-

sey’s half-an-inch more.”
Same Paper

^
same day.

It is supposed that the former measure-
ments were taken when Tuj^ney was
reaching for Dempsey, and the latter

when Dempsey was reaching for the
purse.



Oloner of small Car, May I paek my car here ?
”

Autocratic Parking Gentleman. “Well, personally, I ’ve no

PARLYMENT SEAT.

If you be going up the road that runs from Shanty Bay,
You 11 see a seat that ’s stood just there for ages, you might

say—
A rotting plank on stumps of wood, above the seaweed flats,

Among the yellow cottages, the bindweed and the cats.

Well, that ’s a most important seat that no one sits upon
But Abe and Ben, and Timmy Shaw, and Job, and Susan’s

John.

They ’re wise about the weather; if you ask respectful-like

The meaning of that cloudy cap that sits on Ravenspike

;

And if you ask for sound advice they ’re certain to reply

It won’t be fit for picnicking for days with such a sky.

They tell such tales about the wind, such yarns about the

moon,
You ’d think another deluge was expected pretty soon.

It ’s like a sort of parlyment that ’s sitting every day

;

The houses would be tumbling down if they had naught to

say
About the boat that went ashore in last September year.

And what they’d all of them have done ‘‘if they ’d been

skipper theer,”

And whether yonder rusty mine is really dead or no,

And if the landlord at the “ Swan ” has got to pack and go.

They ’ve had their whack of fishing, now, both on and off

the shore

;

The cold and misty Dogger Bank will see their boats no
more;

Their grandsons patch their cobles up and out with them
to sea.

And other lobster-pots are down where their pots used
to be.

But still they seem to rule the roast and keep a wary eye
On yonder span between the cliffs, where all the boats

go by.

They ’ll maybe dig for lugworm in the ooze when tides are

low.

Or potter round for sticks and coal in drift-holes that they
know;

But mostly they will sit and suck old pipes and take

the air.

Which makes me wonder how that gent with spats and oily

hair

Has got the cheek to take the seat that no one sits upon
But Abe and Ben, and Timmy Shaw, and Job, and Susan’s

John.

Boxiana up to Bate.
“ Tunney maintained his fine form in the sixth round. He made

|

the champion miss with a hard twing of the jaf.”—Provincial Paper.

“ Professor Pile, the alligator specialist, made another record cap-

ture of one of these reptiles on Sunday last when he fished out of

the ‘ forty-feet ^ trench at Kitty village a male of the Abary species,

which he determines as 700 years old. The alligator is said to measure
8ft. 2 inches in length and inches girth.”r- Indian Paper .

.

Whatever may be said about the allegation the alligator

strikes ,us as a trifle thin.



Lady {admiring 'paintings hy local artist for sale in village shop], “Csaemixg I And are they oil or water-colour ^

Ancient Shopkeeper. “Well, Mum, he told mb they was landscape.”

room in a high sbate of excitement, thing left on his hands for ever had not
THE GORGEOUS TIE. clutching a small limp parcel. my daughter given him scope for oppor-

Anne will have to be told about “Daddy,** she panted—“here. This tunism.

money.’ At present she has got the is for you.*’ “Do you like it, Daddy?” asked

principle of the thing all wrong. She thrust the parcel into my hand Anne, with a pleased smile. There vras

Marjorie, Anne and I take our sum- and stood quivering with delighted no lack of confidence in her question,

mer holidays in a cottage at St. Stephen- anticipation. but she wanted to hear. “ Mr. Stanham
by-Marshes, a village so small that you I -shot,a look at Marjorie, but Anne liked it,” she added,

get a thrill of astonished pride if you intercepted it.
^

I still gaped. I have a quiet taste in

find' its name marked! on any but the “Mummy doesn’t know anything ties. This portable sunset appalled me.

largest-scale map. about it,” she said proudlj^ “ Open it. Marjorie bridged the awkward gap.

Life in St. Stephen centres round the It *s a present.” “/ think it’s lovely” she said un-

Ship Inn (the social centre) and Mr. The atmosphere grew tense as I scrupulously. And she gave me a look

Stanham’s (the shopping centre). “The opened the parcel and gaped at the which told me plainly that I must back

Ship” copes with the thirst of the in- contents. I did not speak. I couldn’t, her up and not spoil the child's pleasure,

habitants, and Mr. Stanham with their “ It ’s a tie,” explained Anne at last, I struggled with an untimely sense

other needs and desires. If you want a unable to bear the suspense any longer, of the sacredness of truth,

hat, a stamp, a bar of chocolate, a sack It was a tiel “ It’s—it ’s gorgeous, darling,” I said,

of coals, a leg of mutton,* Mr. Stanham The young bloods of St. Stephen have Fortunately “ gorgeous” is Anne’s own
sells it to you. If he hasn’t got it, you during the workaday week a sober habit pet word for expressing praise, so she

go without. of dress, but it is their custom on Sun- was entirely satisfied. She went to the

Anne spends a good deal of her time day evenings to blossom out into pris- door and there turned,

gazing into Mr. Stanham’s windows matic neckwear in' order to express “It cost one-and-ninepence,” she
(practising, as I point out apprehen- their individuality and dazzle (hterally) said with round' eyes and hushed voice,

sively to Marjorie, for an expensive the eyes of the fair. This particular tie, and went ofi* into the garden, whence
future in Bond Street). Occasionally, however, had a more than ordinarily she was audible later informing a young
after earnest thought, she goes in

; and striking pattern and range of dolours, friend that she had just given Daddy a

I subsequently get a sticky sweet as Evidently no man had yet been found gorgeous present,
evidence that a commercial transaction whose individuality demanded expres- I looked at the abortion. Anne’s
has taken place. sion in terms so violent, and Mr, Stan- official income is a penny a week, when
One day Anne burst into the living- ham would, I imagine, have had the I can remember to give it to her. Other-
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Detective {to famous Actress)* “What were youb jewels worth, Madam
Actress. “Oh, about one and a-hale columns.”

wise sbe subsists on casual windfalls,

which do not, I imagine, bring in very

much as yet. She must have beggared

herself by her act of filial piety.

One-and-ninepence ! I said aloud.

Poor child,” said Marjorie. “ You’ll

;

have to make it up to her.”

“I’m much more inclined to go and
push this thing down old Stanbam’s :

throat.”
“ You can’t. You ’ve got to wear it,

for Anne’s sake. You must put it on
;

and take me for a walk in it on Sunday
evening. I shall be thrilled to the

bone.” She giggled heartlessly. Then
;

she caught sight of my face. “ We ’ll go

after dark if you like,” she conceded.
“ Dash it, it won’t be dark, if we take

that thing with us !
”

^ -

I put the tie at the back of my
drawer and hoped my women -folk

would forget it. Marjorie did, but Anne
didn’t.

“Daddy,” she said one day,, “you
haven’t worn .my tie yet. Don’t you
like it ?

”

Under Marjorie’s eye I had to equi-

vocate.

“Of course I did, darling. It was
frightfully nice of you to give it me, and
I thought it was very-^er—very pretty.

But you see I only wear plain-coloured

ties.”

“ What about the one you ’ve got

on ? ” she asked—with good reason, as

it happened. But I had a truthful

answer ready for this.

“ Club colours,” I said firmly, “ are

different.”

She nodded, as one who quite under-

stands. She didn’t, of course ;
but not

for worlds would she have confessed it.

She went out thoughtfully.

“What a shame! ” said Marjorie.
“ Not a bit. I consider I ’ve wriggled

out very neatly. Now I’ve only to

give Anne her one-and-nine and this

incident closes.”

Three minutes later Anne came back.

My heart sank as I saw in her hands a

small limp parcel.

“Here’s a plain-coloured one,” she

said.

I undid it.

Technically, I suppose, the new tie

was a plain-coloured one. But its

colour was a bilious yellowish-green,

and in some subtle way it managed to

make my former present seem almost

sober by comparison. Evidently the

enterprising Mr. Stanham had unloaded
some more of his unsaleable stock.

“ Is this better ? ” asked Anne. “ It

cost two-and-sixpence.”

I was much moved.
“Darling,” I said huskily, “you

mustn’t waste your own money on
Daddy like this. You are

”

“ Oh,” said Anne in a shocked tone,

“I didn’t spend my money. I told

Mr. Stanham to put them both down
to you.”

As I began by saying, Anne will

have to be told about money. At
present sbe has got the principle of

the thing all wrong.

THE GAEDEN-CHAIR.
“Please, old gentleman, tell us where
You’d like to settle your garden-chair

;

Here, by the roses and the phlox,

The sunflowers and the hollyhocks,

Or shall it rather be conveyed,

Spite of its weight, to yonder shade?”

“No, thank you; underneath the trees

Incessant blows an Arctic breeze;

The shade ’s too cold, the sun too hot;

Why these extremes ? 1 like them not .

”

“Oh, that ’s all right,” said they, “but
where

—

Where shall we put your garden-chair ?
”

“Well, since the lawn no memory rouses

Of old Victorian London houses,'

Old friends, old guests, and I no more
At any hospitable door

Sniff goodly savours, dump the chair

I

Down by the sage and onions there.”

“Crabs in cans are quieter after a record

export,”—Japanese Paper,

We are glad to hear this, having a pre-

judice against the tinned crab that

hums.
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-TUP Dr Av One must just practise a little deception FrankMcHugh (Z)^i:^^)andMr. LeoMackAT THE PLAY. over-scrupulous Boirt and hope (a collector), was so good that the diffi-

“Ths Fall Guy” (Apollo). for the best. And there *s the rent to culties of the language were no barrier i

Let me testify, before giving myself pay and the instalments on that saxo- to enjoyment. Often real English words
time for second thoughts and the sub- phone of Fo/ri’s work-shy brother, were used, not seldom with the mean-
sequent hedging which is a critic’s be- But the suit-case happened to have ing they bear on this side of the Atlantic,
setting temptation, that in Mr. Ernest a false bottom and to be packed with The American colony was no doubt
Truex America has sent us over a ‘‘snow.” The poor fall guy has been present in full force, but there was no
comedian absolutely of the first rank, beguiled into a deeper trap than mere sign that the natives were not equally
The little man can make us laugh as hooch-peddling. Dope means a stiff appreciative. Mr. S. J. Warmington
many can, but as few among the many; term in the penitentiary. The bottom played with skill and sympathy the
and he has at command also a depth falls out of his world. police inspector in charge of the anti-

and tenderness which can draw tears The authors, Mr. James Gleason— cocaine operations,whowas incidentally
from a grown man. The admirable also part author of and principal com- honourably pursuing
Chaplin has this rare gift; JamesWelch edian in Is B'ai So and Mr. Geobge sister Lottie, This rather thankless
of happy memory had it. It; crowns the Abbott have made their trapping of “peg” part fell to Miss Mercia Sioin-
work of the pick of the world’s jesters. Johnnie Quinlan more plausible than hurne, who seemed not altogether
And, as the ingenious and sprightly his escape. He shows such address in happy in it. It hadn’t interested the
mthors oi The Fall Guy hd.veseB.sQned outwitting the real villain, Nifty'' authors very much.
their humour with a genuine sen-

timent Vvhich did not, as it not

seldom does in this class of im-

port, degenerate into a sickly and i

quite unplausible sentimentality, ^
Mr. Truex was able to amuse and
to rnove us all, a fact which was

minded boob who swallows ^y- ^
thing any plausibleperson chooses E’o-A^ (iUr. JETE.vBy LiTro.v). *‘Now what ho you
to suggest to him. Little Johnnie op these new costumes?”

late clerk in a drug-store “Come over here,

anrl COSTUMIEB CAN’T HEAR US.”

The play is well worth seeing
as a good entertainment. Mr.
lilRNEST Truex is worth seeing, if

I am not mistaken, as a comedian
of genius. T.

“The Mikado” (Princes).

Once upon a time I wrote an
article about Japan. I made
airy references to Japanese his-
tory, politics, literature and art,

as if I knew a great deal about
them. The occasion was the Dis-
armament Conference at Wash*:
ington, and my notion was that
the public ought to know a little

more about the spirit in which
our great Eastern ally might be
supposed to be taking part in
that valuable excliange of views.
A missionary who had lived a
long time in Japan wrote to me
and asked me when I had visitedmmaea do^ wno swauows any- „ ^ ^

' the country, as it was impossible
thing any plausibleperson chooses ^Emr Litton). “Now what ho you for anvone who hnd nnthvorl in
to suggest to him. Little Johnnie think op these new costumes?”

naa not lived m
Quinlan late clerk in a druff store

Tooli-Bah (Mr. Leo Sheffield). “ Come over here, know so much

and now no longer employed be-
Costumier can’t hear us.” ^

eause late, 19 out on a desperate hunt Herman, that he is then and there Whether the late Sir W. S. Gilbert

w fL f ^
false friend, so obviously offered a job in the anti-dope organisa- would have thought it necessary to give

lit There.^as ^othingin thepat^^^^^ a fairer representation of tiie Ltoms

i^’s principal industry-bootlegging, don’t think we felt he woSld have been S pr;bably, I think 1 o would have

’"r
So that put the idea^ot The Mikado into athat the best people—English baronets our comedy, most competently and wholly different and remoter setting

plausibly managed up to this point, and that without the slightest dama|^O^TOt foi short), his plucky little wff^^ semed to end on a slightly false note, to the libretto and still less to thedelivers an ultimatum that, h heis going
_

But nothing could be better than the music of Sullivan

LdwiinSkavl^KVff theinw-ft*^®'®
Ml-

C

harles Ricketts, on the other

he has promised his friend to stand m honesty of the wife the fundoment-oi fL,.
^ wiuin zo neiieve mat

with him. has received fifteen need deeJZ zL undamental the new dresses wliicli he has intro-

I would feel mean if he let down a friend hLbZd
Japan o the eighteenth century.

tions t«»iTed «. to it» dispiml. EpwraEtM Pimo '

Mr! Sb L w5m byS
the Japan of the eighteenth century,
are not only beautiful but true.

I make certain reservations. I don’t
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Yiivh Pitti-Sing and Peep-Bo, because

I prefer small bats, unless the ladies

who wear them are very tall. In the

case of Japanese ladies one flower has

always seemed to me to be sufficient

millinery. There was a great deal to

be said, I fancied, for having a Japanese

wife.

Then there is the Mikado himself.

He is much too energetically ferocious

for my taste—a Japanese warrior of the

prints. And I thought the setting of

the flrst scene wai a little dull. I have
nothing but praise, however, for the silk

tailpieces worn hjKo-Ko and Pooh-Bah,
which resembled the bonnets of motor-

cars, and, since they did a great deal

of agonised rocking, looked very well

indeed.

What astonishes me is Mr. Eicketts’

theory about the whole afiair. I have

read an article in which he states ;

—

‘‘ The Mikado, of course, is not meant
to be a true picture of Japanese life.

It is a fairy-tale, in which half the

time Gtlbeet is laughing at his own
country.”

True
;
though the last phrase is not a

a very happy one because

“ The idiot who praises, with enthusiastic tone,

All centuries but this and every country but

his own ”

is as a matter of fact one of the people

of A Midsummer Night’s Dream be-

cause Bottom the Weaver is not a typical

Athenian citizen ?

There is no reason, of course, why
we should not re-dress The Mikado as

“ A more unreal IMikado never

Did in Japan exist.”

The Mikado . , Mr. Darrell Fancoubt.

bassy raise any objection to the per-

formance of Sheridan’s Duenna^ I

should have preferred to think that in

putting a silk motor-bonnet behind Poo7i-

Bah Mr. Eicketts was simply trying

to pay fresh honour to Gilbert and

Sullivan’s art and not attempting to

satisfy the wild patriotic yearnmgs of

Japan.

For the rest there is nothing new to

be said of The Mikado. Cries of con-

sternation arose at the first appearance

of one or two well-knowm performers.

Quantum mutatus ah illo I But they I

died away as soon as it became appar-

ent that everyonewas excellent, as usual

,

and that not an air was changed, not an

encore unexpected; that in fact the

flowers of Mr. Eicketts’ Spring, how-
ever beautiful in themselves, had little

or nothing to do with the case. Evoe.

TO MY (OR ANY OTHER) CAIRN.

I DO not want to stress the point,my lad,

But—couldyoumanage not to lookso sad .

When you and I proceed to take the air

Adown the High Street or across the

Square ?

Dear kind old ladies pat you on the head

And hint unkindly that you ’re underfed

,

Then mutter vaguely ... if they had
their way . . .

They’d . . . yes . . . inspector . . ,

N.S.P.C.A.

;

on Ko-Kds list. But I agree that ^ . , mb. ijarrell j? ancoubt.
K.S.P.C.A. ;

GiLBERTwaslaughing at English pomp, as we like, for the sake of pretti- And you, instead of championing my
state and officialism, for that he always negg; but Mr. Eicketts seems to sug- cause,

does. The only thing that made him that there is some deep political Droop ears and tail and contemplate

giggle more than a judge or a policeman significance behind it, which ' seems to your paws.
was a bishop. me to be an interference with the liberty They little know your life ’s a strenuous

But Mr. Eicketts goes on to say :— > of honest fun. Did the Spanish Em-
“ Many Japanese resent a par-

ody in which their national dress

is made to look like a collection
T

of dressing-gowns. . . . During ‘

a visit of the Japanese Heir-
(

^
Apparent the Home Secretary

1

objected to the opera because he

considered it might give offence, A
By correcting the costumes we Wif//i I

are making a long overdue gesture m
X WA

of courtesy to a friendly nation.” ^ /I lh^M/f rW) W A
' I confess I do not follow this j (/ r A

idea. If The Mikado makes a
|[

i) /J ir )
’ \ ISk.

mockery of Japan, how do.es it k /A l\ I Jt/
^

Ijg

help matters to render the cos-
|
1/ \

) V 1/
tumes more realistic? Or is it 't\

\ M/
that the Japanese costumes of

\\ \ \
1770 are so funny to the Japanese \ \
themselves that they make them
indulgent towards the farcical

nature of the play ? In any case, /
how far is this fashion of taking

offence at frivolities to go ? Will

Mussolini object to The Gondo-
"

Hers? No, we will go further
Xatisha (Miss Bertha Lewis). “Are you

back than that. Will either, or Japanese or Early-Vicxobian ?
”

any, of the Greek dictators take * Yum-Ywn [Miss Elsie Griffin). “What dc

exception to the next performance matter so lono as I’m charmino?”

lark

;

From early morning until long

past dark

You please yourself in every

blessed way
With scant attention to what I

may say,

Yet to the world you show a

mournful face

That hints of hardship and un-

earned disgrace.

So,come now, Jerry (Jerry is your
name

—

270^ Jeremiah), come now, play the
game

;

Smile when in public, or, if you
won’t smile.

Give an impression that life seems
worth while.

^ It is, you know
;
you ’re not mis-

fortune’s bairn

But a most lucky and contented

Xatisha (Miss Bertha Lewis). “Are you Old
Japanese or Early-Vicxobian ?

”

‘ Yum-Yum [Miss Elsie Griffin). “What does it

MATTER so LONO AS I ’M CHARMINO ?
”

“A Yomig Girl, age 15 months,
would like to learn dressmaking.”

Advt. in Local Paper.

Well, it’s never too early to

mend.
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JULIUS C^SAR.
{With achnoiL'ledgments to Mr. Pbilip

Gueballa.)

There is nobody^quite so dead as the

dead. The dead never bore ns with

I

their dull stories ; the dead never poison

us with original cocktails. The dead

never speak to us over the wireless,

since none of us is optimistic enough to

hope that our self-appointed avuncular

relatives are dead. The dead never

despatch lictors or policemen to arrest

us on charges of high treason ; we can

say what we like about them. The
limitations which prevent our Yellow
Press from cold-blooded vilification of

contemporary heroes do not apply, for-

tunately, to historians. Modern history

contrives to combine the importance of

alleged fact with the attractiveness of

scandalous personal memoirs. The pro-

fits are great and the risks are com-
paratively few.

The older writers attempted, foolishly

enough, to make the dead live again in

their books. But old writing, like old

everything, is of inferior quality, so that

life never entered the wired puppets
which performed on the unreal stage of

their padded volumes. They succeeded

only in making two corpses grow where
one grew before. There is nobody quite

so dead as the dead.

When Julius C^sesar dismissed his

litter at the foot of the Capitol steps

—

disregarding the shade of the Victor
Emmanuel monument which was in the

elegant future to occupy the site—the

bystandersnotedthat he hadnot dressed

over-carefully for the occasion. True,

he had waxed the bald dome which rose,

not in the least like a lotus, from the
symmetricallyarranged wreath of laurel

surrounding his brow ; but, in spite of

the endeavours of Calpuenia to trans-

form him into a passable imitation of a
lounge-lizard, he still cherished that
untidiness which is the chief advantage
of military experience. His trench-coat,
he had informed her, was still sound.
It had arrived new from Crassus’ De-
partment Store on the very day the
Nervii had attacked his base. “Let
me see, that must be six years ago.”
And Calpurnia, as he intended, had
been switched aside by this reminiscence
and had entered upon a gossipy recital

of her own memories and her own life

in general, so that Julius went on to
the show without changing. He had
brought no book to read during the
sermon, for news bad reached him that
Cicero was out of town.
The scene was soon played out. On

the whole it must be judged ineffective.

A mock petition and a stab in the back

;

the kind of thing which might happen
any day in a by-street of Chicago,

,

Hardly a matter for indignation meet-

ings and editions special.

But there was Antony, with his elocu-

tion lessons behind him, trying to make
political capital out of a vulgar murder.

Cassius was skulking about somewhere,

looking like a sleuth and behaving like

a crook. Brutus, with his Primitive

Methodist eyes,was going about mutter-

ing something about liberty and making
himself a perfect nuisance. Cicero had
not heard about the affair yet, but in

a day or two he would start writing

letters. Horace was loafing about the

public-houses singing sad but salacious

songs. When war was declared he

would join up, not because he was a

born fighter, but because he liked to

be in the swim. This was, of course,

before he became respectable; he had
not yet settled down to the antimacas-

sars of Maecenas.
Virgil,with spectacles and note-book,

was picking the brains of the bee-keepers.

He intended one day to write a manual
of bee-keeping in poetic form so as to

appeal both to the business man and
to the intellectual. It was easier to

take down copy from hearsay than
to initiate first-hand research among
the bees. The bees were so apt to mis-

take the intentions of district visitors

consciously engaged in slumming.
Cato was worrying about things

; he
was full of neuroses. He did not well

understand what Julius’ dreams meant,
but a single reel of Antony’s would have
caused him to warn the Watch Com-
mittee to keep an eye on Alexandria

during the next year or two.

A bourgeois lot, entirely devoid, of

imagination.

Altogether it was a most unpleasant
time. Cheers from the Forum inter-

rupted one’s meals, and in the intervals

could be heard faintly “to bury Caesar,

not to praise him ... an Honourable
man . . . seem ambitious . . fled to

brutish beasts . . . such honourable
men . . . kindCaesarswounds . .

.
gracious

drops. ...” Tedious stuff*, only fit for

platforms. One would have had to get

away from it all. One would have gone
to a private villa at Baiae with Mr.
Lytton Strachry in another villa, and
there one would have written caustic
criticisms, not of Antony or Brutus—
for they were touchy—but of people
who were safely dead, like Marius’ and
Sulla. Or, better still, of Cincinnatus
and Regulus, because their reputations
were established and the fun of poking
their ribs was greater. One could show
that Cincinnatus was a mere rustic,

unable to comprehend the sublimity of

urban life, and that Regulus was a
Gongorist. Neither would have turned
in his grave, for there is nobody quite
so dead as the dead ... E. P. W.

A DAY IN THE COUNTRY.

Nephew Bob, do you sometimes wonder,
Tuning your car up, how in thunder.

Ere Time revolved on a crankshaft
bearing.

People managed to go for an airing?

How, in days when the flag preceded
The traction-engine, legally speeded
Three miles an hour on tarless gravel.

How the dickens did anyone travel ?

Well, if you ’ve time, perpend the story

How we went on a jaunt of glory,

Gay young dogs, in delightful weather,
I and your Uncle James together.

We started out so fresh and early

;

The day-star winked and the dew lay

pearly.

Mushrooms and blackberries took us
straying

By Cockshut Shaw where the cubs
were playing.

By 8 A.M. we had swopped our pillage

For ham and eggs in Coddingham village;

And when we came to the “ Crown and
Anchor ”

We chartered a chestnut mare, a spanker
(She ’d won the Oaks with a deuce of a

weight on),

Who spun us along in an old mail-

phaeton.
And when we stopped at the “Coach

and Horses ”

We judged it was time to recruit our
forces

;

So there in the parlour, trimly sanded,
With Phyllis to wait on us, most neat-

handed,
We lunched on Southdown mutton and

oysters.

With Clos Vougeot from its cobwebbed
cloisters.

Then, after a game in the bowling-alley,

The carrier tooled us down the valley.

At the “ Pike and Eel ” at B arson Ferry
We borrowed a rod and a trim-built

wherry

;

I threw a kiss to the miller’s daughter,
I threw a fly on the poppling water,
I hooked a trout as broad as a flounder.

The old historical sixteen-pounder,
Who, as his play grew rasher and rasher,

Capsized us over the top of the lasher;
And as we breasted the raging billows
We flushed a Naiad under the willows, .

.

I *m quite alive to your hinted stricture,

l7nayh2i,ye slightly enhanced the picture;
The point is this

:
you could never com-

pass,

With your tarmac roads and your
engine’s rumpus,

Not in your dreams, the tints we laid on.
Ours was the stuff that dreams are

made on.

More""Commercial Candour.
“ Self-Raising Mour—Down Again

Advt. in a Provincial Omnibus.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks)

kLJji the- old artistry has been employed on Dehits and
Credits (Macmillan) : it is not Mr. Eudyard Kipling’s
workmanship that has turned against him but part of his

material. The Great War, aspects of which occupy about
half his new short stories, demands a reconsidered attitude.

You cannot steer by the old lights, and the new ones-are
hardly kindled—hence I feel a certain sense of maladjust-
ment and confusion. To endow his love of comradeship
and ceremonial with a present and perhaps a future, Mr.
Ejpling creates a Masonic Lodge in London with a peculiar
care for ex-servicemen. Here are told three military yarns,
“The Janeites” and “A Friend of the Family,” both
comedies in the old manner, and “A Madonna of the
Trenches,” a tragic retrospect in the new one. Spiritually
affiliated to the last are “ The Wish House,” a story of the
vicarious sufferings of an old cook, and “ The Gardener,”
which reverts to graves in Flanders. There are two Stalky
tales, as breezily conducted as ever, and two re-readings of
the heavenly hierarchy and their earthly vassals in the
Just'So vein. The legend of a bull of the Camargue who
was an artist in slaughter is unpleasant in proportion to
the superiority of its subject’s endowments. You do not
expect an animal of super-bestial wit to make such a beast
of himself. Perhaps “The Prophet and the Country,” in
which an American anti-Prohibitionist explains himself, is

the best thing in the book. It is a perfect picture of intel-
lectual inflation, and its admirably selected and phoneticized.
jargon is a notable joy, Imthis matter, as in every other
appertaining to ear and eye and the sensitive transcription
of their harvest, Mr. Kipling’s genius is still infallible.

“England, with all thy faults I love thee still,” sangCow-
PER, plagiarising deliberately from the satirical Churchill
and unconsciously from my Lord Marquess of Halifax, who,
to a friend abroad, had written of “England, which with all

its faults is your own country still.” The Dean of St. Paul’s
might have taken either the verse of the melancholy poet
of Olney or the casual phrase of the clear-sighted Eestora-
tion statesman as a motto for his book on England (Benn),
which is one of the excellent series of monographs on the
Modern World appearing under the editorship of Mr. Her-
bert Fisher. There are, as is well known, a good many
things which Dr. Inge finds uncongenial in the place and
time where his lot has been cast. He has never been afraid

to say so. In this latest and longest of his “outspoken
essays ” he is as frank as ever. He has not, as he says,

painted a bright picture of the future of his country. He
has gathered from his reading of history that both our
manners and our morals have seen better days. He dislikes

the trend and temper of our industrial democracy and be-
lieves that, unless it changes its road, the end of its journey
must be disaster. His austere eyes look out on a luxurious
and lazy England, putting doles before duty. Were the old
aphoristic style still in vogue, he might have given his book
some such sub-title as “ Liberty Lost by Laziness.” And
yet, after all his strictures, here is his final word : “ This
much I can avow, that never, even when the stormclouds
appear blackest, have I been tempted to wish that I was
other than an Englishman.” It will be very clear to readers
of the Dean’s pages that he would not at all have cared to

an Irishman or a Frenchman. His book in fact is a
sttidy in astringent, unsentimental, rather pessimistic pat-
riotism. In one of his best chapters he gives a number of
quotations to illustrate what foreigners have thought of

I
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England, and keeps as a plum for the

last a sentence of Santayana’s about
‘‘a sweet, just, boyish master” of the

world. Dr. Inge makes no comment on
the last of these adjectives, but obvi-

ously he wishes that the Englishman
would grow up. Since however he re-

fuses to do so, the Dean sees no reason

why he should not skelp him for his

good. Nor do I.

Txoo Vagabonds found not In Sweden
And Lapland an insectless Eden,
And yet this adaptable pair,

Intrepid Jan Gordon and Cora,

Were charmed by thefauna and flora

And mainly content with the fare.

They’re critics, but fi’iendly— not

cavillers

—

And stand from the average travellers

A very long distance apart

;

For they pay but the smallest attention

To sights,” and make cursory mention
Of works of memorial art.

In lodgings by no means luxurious

They gathered lich harvest of curious

And typical national lore

Denied to the home-comfort lovers

Whotravelwith cars andwith ‘‘shovers,”

But never inquire or explore.

So these shrewd and clear-sighted re-

porters.

By living for weeks at close quarters

With farmers and labouring folk,

Eeveal to us lands in transition

Still loyal to ancient tradition,

Yet slowly discarding its yoke.

Mosquitoes endeavoured to eat them,

But failed in the end to defeat them
Or hamper their pencil and pen

;

And their volume, which issues from
Bodley^

His Head, is so bright and untwaddly
I mean to peruse it again.

The frequent references in The G^’ey

Coast (Jonathan Cape) to “wags-at-

th’-wa’” (I am not sure if that is the

correct plural), slaps inthe dike,creepies,

eoggies and other things of a definitely

Caledonian savour,might lead the casual

observer to think himself back in that

remote region once beloved of the novel-

ist and known as the “ kail-yard.” But
Mr. Gunn, as a closer perusal will soon

show, wears his kail with a difference.

His yard has been thoroughly brought

up to date. It is replete with every modern conveni-

ence (or inconvenience) in the way of complexes, re-

pressions and so forth, according to Freudian standards,

the like of which Thrums and its neighbours never kenned,

any 'more than strange new words like “whorl” and
“ hypnosis,” as incomprehensible to a genuine kailyarder

as his own Doric to the Southron, The theme of the story

is the avarice which is the besetting sin of the small farmer

in an unkindly country and its infiuenc© on the lives of the

principal persons ooncerned—old JeeonSj a retired seafaring

man turned crofter, his niece Maggie, and her rival wooers,

Da^m Tullach, the typical “ warm ” farmer, and Ivor

Coronach, a young fisherman. Mr. Gunn is possessed of a

considerable insight into human character, which would be

all the more eff'ectively displayed if he would allow the

personages of his story to develop their individualities

through their own speech and actions, with less assistance

in the way of external comment of an analytical kind.

A caryatid is always, strictly speaking, feminine—‘^a

** ’Air’s very thin on top, Sir.”

“Yes. I’m afraid that’s caused by Anno Domini.”

“Never *eaed op it, Sir, Take my tip an’ give it up.”
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female figure used as a pillar.” There are not mpy cary-

atides about nowadays, unless you count as pillars the

ladies who stand alone, like Lot’s wife, supporting them-

selves. The woman who deliberately sets herself to become

the prop and stay of a man and a man*s work is increas-

ingly rare, and not since I appreciated the 'type as unde-

signedly revealed in Lady Burne-Jon’es’s memoirs of her

husband have I come across quite so admirable a specimen

as the Mrs. Joseph Conrad of Joseph Conrad as IKnew Him
(Heinemann). Mrs. Conrad’s book—quite a small one—
is unpretentious and natural. Its object^ is to chat about

Conrad and his work as you might to a friend over the fire.

The character of its writer—to me the most interesting

thing about it—emerges incidentally. As a girl of twenty-

two she found her vocation in mothering the novelist and

his books. She learnt to steer a cutter during her Breton

honeymoon, and bub for a crippling accident might have

shared more of her husband's sea adventures than she did.

His desire that his boys should see Poland at an impression-

able age landed the whole family in a country house near

Cracow just as the War broke out; and Mrs. Conrad’s

version of Poland Be- ~

visited is not only ex- .

citing in itself but an /

illuminating gloss on IjV
CoNE.4.D’saccountof the

episode. The whole

book in fact, to look at
--

it as it is intended to /
be looked at, is an en-

•

')

liglitenmg comment: on
Conrad’s aims, literary a
methods, friendships

and personalhabits. Its
\ 11 l/irul !

manner is whimsical
;
^ NX|i

li il m| \1 I

and good-tempered and j/ \jl
in certain dramatic mo- J'

‘

‘X 1 Y 1 i

ments rises to effective ’Vj)/* V llA
artistry.

\ 1\
U::.

Upon reading in the
- ^

opening chapter of

Bygane, a Mevwir
^

(COKSTABLB), by Mr. 10 6H1KGLB.”
Martin Mills, the art- —
less description of the little girl who wanted to be a real lady,

I hoped that in spite of an inebriated father and a slatternly

mother the child might not unworthily achieve a natural

ambition, Alas, Brangane submitted for years to the

slavery of sordid poverty, and then, to escape from her

misery, went and married the baker. In the course of

his daily round that respectable young tradesman had the

misfortune (rare among bakers) to break his neck. His
widow proceeded to invest the baker’s savings in qualifying

herself for the career of an adventuress. An amorous
aristocrat of finance, who said “ Qa va sans dire,'* being

fond of Prench phrases,” presented Brajigane with a tip

which enabled her to win a fortune on the Stock Exchange.
She took the money and virtuously gave nothing in return.

Then an impecunious andimprobable Peer called Pulhorough
married this deleterious little widow for her money. So she
cub off his supplies and went into society—such society as

I

neverwas—and cultivated a taste forintoxication. Eventually
she succeeded in drinking two gallons of champagne at a
sitting; and a kind lady who discovered her ladyship alone’

in her fine house with the empty bottles, said, “ Good
gracious! she’s starving!” With which tactful, if not
strictly accurate diagnosis, the practical woman put Lady
Pidhorough to bed. And that is the end of Brangane,

Written jointly by Lord and Lady x\psley. The Amateur

Settlers (Eodder and Stoughton) is the record of an experi-

ment undertaken by them to test the welcome offered by

the Australian Government to the English immigrant.

Completely disguised as “George Bott,” Lord Apsley went

out to Australia as an assisted emigrant, travelling steerage

and sharing in every way the lot of his penniless com-

panions. Arrived at Melbourne,^ he registered with the

Employment Bureau and very quickly proved bis ability to

find work as a farm-hand and to retain it when found. Later,

he was joined by Lady Apsley, and together they made a

I fresh start as married settlers under the style of “Mr. and

Mrs. James.” Again the venture was successful. This

book may be commended as an honest record of an interest-

ing experiment and it contains (as it could hardly fail to

do) some useful hints both for the authorities and for the

intending settler. But whether the experiment itself was of

much practical value I take leave to doubt. It was never

open to question that a man like Lord Apsley could make
good in Australia or in any other undeveloped country.

Physically a splendid specimen, young, a £ider to hounds— and a Captain of Yeo-
manry, he had just the

/
qualities that Australia

needs. The problem of

our over - populated

J fj towns is no nearer

^ \ ^ I !

!

solution.

The scene of Moon-
flowers (Hutchinson) is

laid in Uganda. Even
in fiction I have seldom
met a more unpleasant

woman than the vam-
pire who plays such a
devastatingpartinMiss
Margaret Peterson’s
story, Melisande

f

although her appear-

ance did not reveal the

fact, was the grand-

daughter of a native
OOsoAE? SIOTJED HATH SUCCUMBED

are told that

“her presence, her
atmosphere” lulled the senses. They must have been
at least as stimulating as they were soothing, or she could
not have induced so many men to marry her. Not that

she was a bigamist
; her plan was to kill a husband as soon

as she was tired of him. Of course a nice boy nearly fell

into her clutches, and “ great waves of passionate madness ”

broke against his soqI before he was released from her
clutch. I am not anxious to remember Melisande, but I

shall have difficulty in forgetting her.

Scutcheon Farm (Nelson) makes such a promising start

with an attractive description of one of those remote Lake-
land hamlets whose sturdy “ statesmen” still retain many
of the words and customs handed down from their Norse
ancestors, that it is disappointing to find so admirable a
setting used after all as a mere backcloth for a plot upon
the most stereotyped novelette lines. This is the more to

be regretted because its author, Mrs. J. 0. Arnold, gives

every indication that, if she would only go to real life for

her characters and their actions, and incidentally get rid of

a distressing habit of bespattering her pages with over-

worked scraps of quotation, she would probably write quite

a good book based upon her evident first-hand knowledge
of this interesting corner of the North Country.
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CHARIVARIA.
A LION which escaped from a mena-

gerie near Yalenciennes went np behind
a tax-collector and licked his hand.

We’ve known lots of men who started

after a tax-collector like a lion and ended
just like that.

It is alleged in a daily paper that
women are indifferent motorists. Yet
many a man who has missed an easy
pedestrian has “had his eye wiped”
by a woman. ^ ‘

An American journalist speaks highly
of the politeness he experienced when
undergoing an operation in a Swedish
hospital. So few surgeons
have the courtesy even
to say, “ Scalpel suit you,

Sir ?
”

“Jeremiads do no good,”

says Dean Inge. We
trust he isn’t getting dis-

heartened.

A correspondent writing

to The Evening News men-
tions that, owing to the

clear atmosphere due to

the coal strike, the chim-
neys of Lots Eoad power
station can be seen from
the tower on Leith Hill.

Now that this fact is made
public, perhaps greater

efforts will be made to

settle the dispute,

*
It was a distinct com-

pliment to the Australian

Test Selection Committee
that Mr. Alan Cobham
left his wife at home
when he visited their shores.

* sU

*
A piper competing at a Highland

Gathering had scarcely begun his pi-

broch when he was stung by a wasp.
We can’t help feeling that he was ask-

ing for it.
,5,

.

*

Bridesmaids are not really essential

at a wedding, according to a popular
weekl}". A bridegroom of course is

still necessary, but he need not be kept

very long after the ceremony.
sic

'I'

There are very few motor-cars in

India, we read. Still, it ’s a long way
for the average pedestrian to go for his

Sunday-morning walk.
*

*
A Woking man who left his car out-

side a shop ior two hours while his

wife was shopping has been fined. A
man who allows his wife to remain in

a shop two hours rarely has enough
money left to pay a fine.

A letter sent to a retired colonel re-

minding him that his club’s subscrip-
tion was verymuch overdue was stamped
with a postmark, “ Say it by telephone.”
The club secretary who had to listen to
it is now wondering if he can sue the
Post-Office for shocL

In future, first-aid boxes are to be
fixed in every theatre. Can it be that
our critics are deteriorating in physique ?

*
Since this scare caused by a forceps

having been left inside after an opera-
tion, many people are insisting on being

per hour in a car, is dangerous. But
you can always fix buffers on the back.

ili *

We see it stated that a new kind of

percolator is greatly in favour with girls

who run tea-shops, because it is impos-
sible to make poor coffee with it. This
is the sort of rash assertion that puts
girls who runs tea-shops on their mettle.

“ Evening bags are very elaborate
and covered with sparkling stones,”
says a fashion note. We never thought
the “Brighter Clothes for Men ” move-
ment would be carried to this length.

Those who contemplate producing
film -pictures that talk and sing do not^ seem to have reflected that

this sort of thing has devel-

oped into one of the worst
drawbacks of the stage.

** HurXO, OLD MAN I

“N-no, not very.”
Still here ?

’

done up again with buttons instead of

stitches.
*

The failure of the apple crop is too
late now to be of any use. It ought to

have happened in the first chapter of

Genesis. *
^ *

*

A newspaper report states that there

is wireless now installed in 3,500,000
homes. Or at all events they toere

homes once, ^ ^
*

*'

Mussolini is a brave man, of course,

but we wonder if he ever dared to award
the prizes at a baby show ?

*
Polygamy in the desert is said to be

so popular that some sheikhs have a
wife in every oasis.

sjs H?

*
The authorities at Scotland Yard

have decided that a speed of forty miles

A correspondent of a
daily paper regrets that
there are not more Arnold
Bennetts. Mr. Arnold
Bennett doesn’t.

5!! 5k

5k

A professional pugilist

has been fined at Man-
chester for knocking a man
down in a dance -hall.

Those who have only seen
our professional pugilists

in the ring have no idea

what they are capable of

in a dance-hall.

5!*

HerrHans Bockstingel
and Herr Willi Schmidt,
who have undertaken the
task of pushing a peram-
bulator through Siberia to

China, claim to be the
world’s champion peram-

bulator-pushers. We don’t care.

* *
*

A plant has been discovered that
trembles at the sound of the human
voice. We ourselves never speak harshly
to a backward aspidistra.

* sk

*
The latest Greek revolution is said

to have been plotted during a game
of bridge. Strict bridge players will

deplore this lack of seriousness.
t'fi

The tribe of pigmies recently dis-

covered in New Guinea are described as
being very nervous. This is no doubt
to be accounted for by their constant
fear of being discovered to be pigmies.

At Newbury races:

—

“ Try Try Again beats Pons Asinorum.”
^ Sunday Pa;per.

Smith Minor absolutely refuses to be-

lieve this.

VOL. CLXXl
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THE DRIFT BACK TO WORK. .

When to the old familiar grindstone, <

After a too-brief month’s repose
]

Employed in bracing up the mind s tone, 3

Once more I re-apply my nose,
|

W'ell might I envy their vocation,

Those fellow-toilers who suspend s

Their subterraneous occupation
|

For two-and-twenty weeks on end.

I had no Cook (or other Eoyalty)

Urging me still to loaf and slack,

To make a firm stand out of loyalt}'’

Just when I thought of coming back

;

No one to stimulate my ardour

For folded hands and trailing feet;

To shout, ‘'Die hard—and even harder

—

Until we organise retreat

!

Already, ere my hour had sounded,

I heard upon the halcyon breeze

(As with a porpoise’ grace I bounded

Amid the blue of Cornish seas,

Or, at the blind holes blindly flogging.

There at Lelant explored the rough)

Labour’s true voice, my conscience jogging

:

“ Haven’t you stayed out long enough ?
”

And yet no envy gnaws my vitals

;

I would not be in those men’s shoes

;

I claim, as first of Freedom’s titles,

The right to labour if I choose

;

So, with this thought for my uplifting,

This pride that warms my heart like wine,

While others to their work go “drifting
”

I simply gallop back to mine. 0. S.

DEDICATION.

It is the common practice of authors to dedicate their

books to some relative or friend in acknowledgment, presum-

ably, of the source from which inspiration has been derived.

A modest announcement to this effect will accordingly appear

on the page following the title. As however few readers take

the trouble to glance at the introductory pages of a book, this

little presentation of compliments may quite easily pass

unnoticed.

Announcements of a dedicatory nature are of a more or

less standardised type and offer little scope for originality.

In the ease of a relative an abbreviated form adapted for

family use is commonly employed.. A good example of this

style, used by many of our best authors, is as follows:— i

TO MY WIFE.

Any comments upon such a touching and beautiful tribute

to the happy relations of the married state would be super-

fluous. It is not however considered plausible to dedicate

a book to one’s mother-in-law.

Outside the family circle it is permissible to employ a

rather more elaborate device. If, for example, the friend

selected happens to be a distinguished civil servant or an

officer of high rank in the Anny, Navy or Air Force your

dedication should run somewhat on the following lines:

—

To

aENERAL SIR HUMPTY DUMPTY,

is much more behind this simple announcement than the

actual words convey. There is an air of mystery about it,

an absence of detail that calls for investigation. It implies

life-long association with a famous warrior, comradeship-

in-arms, dangers braved and hardships faced together at

duty’s call. It will be plain to all that your old friend Sir

Humpty is in the habit of running down to Datchet and

spending jolly week-ends at “ The Nook ” whenever he

can tear himself away from his onerous official duties in ,

Whitehall. ...
The address appended to your dedication is a matter cf

the first imporfeance. It should preferably be that of some i

well-known club or one of the more exclusive hotels on the
|

Eiviera. A cottage on the edge of Dartmoor or a well-

appointed steam-yacht will answer the purpose equally

well. It looks better than St. John’s Wood or West Kens-

ington and lends colour to the idea that you are a person of

leisure, possessed of discrimination, expensive tastes and a

wide knowledge of the world.

It may be that you desire to pay a compliment to some

rich relative from whom you have expectations, in which

case something in the following style will serve :

—

To

AUNT JANE.
A TRIBUTE OP

AFFECTION.
Off Valparaiso. Easter, 1926 .

It will please the old lady to know that on your travels

in foreign lands, in the pathless jungle, on the arid desert;

or the storm-tossed sea, you are persistently bearing her

in mind. She will probably add a codicil to her will leav-

ing you the cottage at Ghingford or the Queen Anne sugar-

basin that you used to admire, with the proviso that you

find a good home for Sancho Panza, the poodle. On the

other hand she may feel disposed to revoke any little testa-

mentary dispositions that have already been made in your

favour. You never know.

The value of a dedication is greatly enhanced by the

exercise of a little judgment in the selection and disposition

of the type. For example, a pissing effect is produced by

arranging the matter in the form of a geometrical figure,

thus :

—

To

G. IC. 0.,

WHETHER HE LIKES

IT OR NOT, THIS BOOK IS

AFFECTIONATELY
DEDICATED BY THE

Where any doubt exists as to the propriety of dedicating

a book to any particular individual,.Daphne or Phyllis or

any name that takes one’s fancy will answer the purpose

equally well. Many who happen to bear the name selected

will take it as a personal compliment, and some of them may
even go so far as to buy a copy of your work.

« Pr. T had not taken the only proper course of declaring that

his book did not mean what it had been supposed to mean and ex-

plaining what it really did mean—if, indeed, it could be alleged to

mean anything else than what it appeared to mean.”—Egyptian Paper

It looks as if the Doctor exercised a wise discretion.

D.L., ETC.K.G.B., K.G.S.L, P.C., D.L., etc. From an astronomical article :

—

“His not to reason why ; “The appearance of Satan when viewed through a good telescope

His but to do and die.” is strange and wonderful.”—Australian Paper.

The Nook, Datchet. June, 1926.' That may be so in the Antipodes ; but in this hemisphere

It will be obvious to the meanesT; intelligence that there we refuse to regard him as a heavenly body.

“ His not to reason why

;

His but to do and die.”
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THE QUIHTESSEHCE SYMPHOKV.

“ Let E3 go,” said he, “ to the Quint-

essence Symphony.” He was not a

man I knew well. On my return after

an absence abroad be had been intro-

duced to me as a member of the Newer

Culture. His nostrils seemed to be un-

usually sensitive, otherwise hewasm no

wav distinguishable from ordinary mem

<Und wluat,” said I, “is the Quint-

essence Symphony ?
"

Come and see,” said he.

We arrived. The vast enclosure in

vrhich we found ourselves resembled a

theatre, hut there was no stag®-

orchestra-. The space usually allotted, to

these features was honeycombed with

pipes-that was all. My friend, I no-

ticed. leant back in his stall with an air

of sensuous enjoyment, his nostrils ex-

panding and contracting. We waited.

The whole house too waited in silence.

I found myself, at eight o’clock (when,

my friend had told me, the performance

was timed to begin), sniffing. Now

where had I noticed that faint, that

delicate odour before ?

Corse? Of course.

A fainter yet more familiar scent was

wafted to me—bloaters, the sea. With

my eyes closed, I would have sworn

that I was walking on a fami^r gors^

clad hiU some miles from Yarmouih.

Strange how these memories come bacfc

to one! While waiting for the ^ter-

bainment to begin' I dwelt on them

pleasantly enough.

A breath of wallflowers, warm as

on a summer day, tickled my nostrils.

Bean flowers—delicious. Out grass.

A vision of a farm on ahill-top, where

I had once spent a summer vacation,

came urgently back to rue. I toyed,

happily with the recollection.

“When does the symphony begin ?

I whispered to my friend.

“ It has begun,” he muttered crossly.

SomeoiiB in the stalls said * Hush,

Another smell had come. Cattle—a

nig pen.

My friend snorted. “ They are stress

ing that farmyard 'inotif too strongly

,

it should be played pianissimo. These

realists always overdo it.”
,

The smell grew stronger— much

stronger. Someone (in the gallery)

hissed. Someone (in the stalls) hushed.

Then a less obvious odour was wafted

in. It was some time before I identified

it. A new print dress. And face-pow-

der—I was on to that at once.

It’s the heroine,” my friend whis-

pered.

Light began to break on me.

Everyone else was inhaling de-

lightedly. I inhaled. Harris tweed,

tubacco. strong soap-very strong.

“ It ’s the hero,” my fnend murmured

^TgllS'at him. With his nostrils

quivering like the wings of a humming-

bird he was hovering over the wait.

He was sensing more than I was,He was seiiaiug ^— -

I felt enviously
;
probably learning all

sorts of intimate details about the hero s

^ I sniffed again. Dried apples, mil-

dew. Illumination came to me; the

farm parlour, of course. Boast mutton,

onion sauce, new print. Ah I The hero

is staying at the farm and the heroine

is waiting on him. Now, I supposed,

there would be some sort of love-scene.

How would they manage that ? I soon

learnt. ^
All other odours faded, but the Harris

tweed motif and the New Print motif

mingled in strong odoriferous waves. I

inhaled vigorously. Everyone else m
the house was sniffing as greynounas

sniff. In a moment tense with excite-

ment there was an indistinguishable
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Maid {taking morning tea to irritable old ladii). “ Good morning, Ma’am; it ’s going
TO BE A PINE DAY TO-DAY.”

Irritable old Lady

»

“How do you know?”
Maid, ‘'The glass is going up, Ma’am.”
Irritable old Lady, “ I don’t believe in these weather-glasses that go up

AND DOWN.”

blending of face-powder and smoking
cachous, lip-sfcick and shaving-soap!

And then the lights went up for the

interval.

When we returned to our seats ten

minutes later I was very much worked
up. I liked that heroine. Her cos-

metics were more fragrant than any I

had ever known. There she was again.

Wet shoe-leather. Ah! Outwalking.
Another odour came.
“ Dog ? ” I queried.

“Hound,” my friend muttered.
“ Horse ? ” I questioned.

“Hot horse,” he agreed.

A hunting scene, of course. My
nostrils quivered. Sweetbriar, black-

berries, wet hawthorn leaves {fortissimo

and da capo), A hedge, and a very high

one too, with a ditch on the other side

of it. I felt I was getting on.

Iodine. A woman in the audience

swooned.
“There has been an accident,” my

friend gasped out.

The whole audience, every nerve

tense, was sniffing hard.

Petrol— the ambulance, thank God!
“ How can we tell if it 's the hero or

the heroine who has been injured ?
”

“Wait,” my friend signed to me.

A comforting odour of brandy stole

across to us. We encored that.

“ Ah, it; 's not a fatal accident; he’s

reviving.”
“ It ’s the hero, then ?

”

“ Yes. For the heroine there would
have been sal-volatile orburnt feathers.”

After this there was a very recognis-

able hospital scene, and convalescence

in a wood of young larches (we all

recognised it as a few miles from Wood-
stock). But in the last scene I was
again baffled.

“Pew-opener,” whispered my friend.

Of course !

And then the new kid, lilies, orange-

blossom and Morocco leather of a

happy wedding came across to us.

“Pretty little play,” agreed my
friend as we left. “I’m told they are

releasing some very high stuff at the

Sniffwhiff—a Peek of that new Eussian

man’s. Clever, but hardly fit for a

mixed audience.”

“What Roger Hears.

That the aims and objects of the League of

Nations were again arranged to be put before

a Kettering audience to-day.”—Local Pajoer,

What Kettering approves to-day Geneva
will doubtless do to-morrow.

From an advertisement of a Ladies’

Clnb :

—

“Entrance Fee £5 5s. (temporarily waved).”
Daily Paper,

What will the “ permanently waved ”

ladies be required to pay ?

Our Sleuths Again,

“Some papers tied with strong string and
marked ‘ Admiralty documents—secret ’ have
been found in a bathing hut at Thorpe Bay.
The local police have sent them to the
Admiralty. Paper.

And not, as you might have expected,

to the War Office or the Ministry of

Health.

“ Not knowing the exact date of the burglary

the thief may have had a long start of the

police.”—Provincial Paper,

Evidently not one of those burglars

who keep a diary.

Our Cynical Officials.

From the Believing Officer’s evidence

in a maintenance ease :

—

“There was another sbgle son, aged 49

living at home, hut he was more or less men-
tally deficient, and gave his mother all he
earned.”—Provincial Paper,

“ There is at present an ‘ epidemic ’ of ap-

prentices in this district. Luring the past

two or three weeks numerous cases have been
dealt with at the Hospital.”

New Zealand Paper.

We have them in England too; but

office-boys are our chief trouble.
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cTot rid of you at last, but of course I all round were proud of him because be
SI MPLE STORIES. didn*t really mean it. was so holy, and he didn’t mind being

YIII,-—The Hermit. And he said oh yes I did but I must cold in the winter and never grumbled

Once there was a rich man who had makeanotherstart, and this time I think it' they forgot to biing him food some-

committed a lot of sins. And when he I will take a little food with me in my times, and they all loved him.

was getting rather old he said I am wallet. So presently everybody got to know

tired of committing sins but I don’t And she said well I don’t mind that, about him, and then they brought him

seem to be able to'^ help it, I think I you can have a cold chicken, but for too much food.

had better go and be a hermit. goodness’ sake don’t come back again Well one Christmas Day he had

Well he had a wife who hadn’t com- just yet because I like having the house a really lovely dinner of turkey and

mitted as many sins as he had, but she to myself. beef and ham and sausages and plum-

wasn’t very nice and he didn’t like her Well this wasn’t very kind, but he pudding and cheese and almonds and

much, but he had to tell her about didn’t say anything about it but bad a raisins and three different kinds of wine,

bsinw’a hermit. And he didn’t much nice meal and started off again. which different people had brought him.

like 'loin'J it because she was often so Well this time he went a long way And he enjoyed it very much because

rude to him, but he thought nobody had brought him any-
like doing it because she was often so

rude to him, but he thought
, . ^

-

he’d better, —— thing for a few days because

So one morning he said to they had all been getting ready

his wife look here, what do ——— for Christmas andhadforgotten.

you think of me being a her-
)

But the next morning he

2 was very sorry he had enjoyed

Well she wasn’t feeling very
! ^ _ ; 11

|]

it so much, and he said there

well that morning and was ji
1. P ^ committed an-

rather snappy. So she said ii
I other sin just when I thought

what do you think of me being pl-K 0 ^ getting over it, I really

a cockatoo?
^

can’t go on like this, it won’t do.

And be said well you are one. /Kl .

So she was angry at that and / \ U Christmas dinner into his

told him to get out, and he V wallet and went away without

got out. I I
tellmg anybody.

Well afterwards hewas sorry
f

^

he bad said she was a cockatoo, r”
though she was rather like one. \\

another cave, but it was nob

And he said there now, I keep / Ij ' \
W f/ 1^ \ \ so nice as the last one. But

on committing sins, though I’d \ 'Jfll ^ \ p\ u IWW ^ don’t mind that, it

much rather not, I feel sure 9 rg I |
|n T

— —

I

\vi I \\\' willbebetterfornotcommit-
the only thing for me is to be mil wl I \^\\ I'

^
^

a hermit. Ml
|

I
\ \3

shan’t let people bring me any
So he went to his wife again I Tin 1 food here, I shall go and fetch

and said I really must go and H ^ myself,

be a hermit, I ’m sure it ’s the So he used to go round beg-

only thing. ging» and he wouldn’t take

Amd she said well then for more than was just enough,

goodness' sake go and be a \* and he asked them not to give

hermit but you must leave me ^ ^/i, him things that were too nice,

all your money. ^ but they were always trying to

And he said well I don't mind e.to, because he was so holy and
that because I shan’t want any _ they all loved him.
of it when I ’m a hermit. WeU that went on for some
So then she let him* go, and * time and then his wife said well

she didn’t even see him off because she I off, and he came to another wood. And 1 he hasn’t come hack after all and I

Well afterwards hewas sorry

he had said she was a cockatoo,

though she was rather like one.

And he said there now, I keep

on committing sins, though I ’d

much rather not, I feel sure

the only thing for me is to be
a hermit.

So he went to his wife again

and said I really must go and
he a hermit, I 'm sure it 's the
only thing.

And she said well then for

goodness' sake go and be a

hermit but you must leave me
all your money.
And he said well I don't mind

that because I shan’t want any
of it when I 'm a hermit.

So then she let him* go, and

‘So HE V'EKT HOME, AKT) HIS WIPE WAS VERY PLEASED
TO SEE HIM,”

went out somewhere and forgot. he told some people that he was think- wasn’t very nice to him, I think I will

Well he had a good meal to start with ing of setting up as a hermit there. And go and find him.
because he didn’t know when he should they said they thought it was a very So she went and found him, because
get any more to eat, and he went to a good idea and they would bring him everybody knew about him now and
wood a little way off and made himself some food sometimes. told her where to go.

a nice hut out of the branches of trees Well he found a very nice cave with And when she saw him sitting out-
and started being a hermit. a fountain just outside it and he settled side his cave she said I think you ’d

And he liked it very much at first, down there as a hermit. better come home now, I ’m sure this

but the wood was rather lonely and no- And he was very happy, because it cave is damp, and you look as if you
|

body came there, and presently he got was easier not to commit ^ sins there, wanted a bath and a good meal and
very hungry because nobody came to And the animals and birds made friends I ’m rather tired of being alone,
see him or brought him anything. with him and he was never unkind to And he said well I think I won’t if

And he didn’t have anything to eat them or took their eggs. you don’t mind, because 1 don’t want
except a few acorns which he didn’t And he said this is much better than to commit any more sins if I can help
like, and after a week he said I really being rich and I wish I had been a it and this cave is very good for that,
must go home and get something to eat. hermit before. So she was rather offended and went
So he went home, and his wife said Well he stopped there for a long time home again,

oh here you are, well I did think I ’d and became very holy. And the people And soon after she had gone he said



Theatre-goer. “But, My good man, the parks are all as pull as the garages.”
Commissionaire. “ I ’m sorry, Sir, but you aren’t allowed to leave your car here. Ip I was you, I should just rush

IT home and come in a taxi.”

well I don’t think I have been very kind,

I don’t want to go home but perhaps I

had better for a little.

So he went home, and his wife was
very pleased to see him, but he said I ’m
afraid I can’t stay long.

And she said oh very well but stay

as long as you can.

Well be found he quite liked being
at home again because his wife was
much nicer to him. And everybody
knew now that he had become very
holy, so they were nice to him too and
didn’t try to make him eat and drink a
lot or be too comfortable.

Well that went on for a little and
then he said to his wife this is very
nice but I can’t stay here for ever. I

shall begin committing sins again if

I do.

And she said well why not stop here
in the winter and go and be a hermit
in the summer ?

So he said oh very well perhaps that

will be best as I am getting rather old

for it in the winter, and I think I ’m
better at not committing sins than I

was, at any rate I can try it.

So he stayed at home in the winter,

and in the summer he went back to his

cave and was a real hermit. And all

the people loved him because he was so

holy and kind to their children.

13ut they were very glad he didn’t

spend the winter in his cave any more
because they said it,was really too much
for him at bis age, and besides if he was
ill his wife could look after him. A. M.

THE TELEPHONE-OPERATOR.

Although her Christian name was
Pearl

Her turpitude was strange,

She was the most abandoned girl

Who worked at the Exchange;
Her conduct made subscribers groan
At mention of the telephone.

She kept men waiting all day long
Until they were enraged.

Then either gave them numbers wrong
Or said they were engaged;

She often woke them up at night

To ask them if their lines were right.

She made them use tili_ they were
hoarse

Connections indistinct,

And when this made their language
coarse

Powdered her nose and winked

;

When signalled to she wouldn’t look.

But only read a risky book.

Although one put two pennies in

And turned the handle round,

Excepting for the buzzing din

One couldn’t hear a sound

;

Proud Pearl would not connect at all

A common Public-Office call.

She used to put trunk-callers on
Who ’d waited hours in vain.

And, when they uttered, thereupon
She ’d ring them off again,

And ask, when they were nearly daft,

What number might they want, and

.

laughed.

5!',

One day it chanced the house of Pearl
Was burgled. All alone

In panic this unhappy girl

Bushed to her telephone.

And screamed to the police to stir

Themselves to save her home and her.

But force of habit held its sway,
And, when they put her through,

These words were all that she could say
(Although the thieving crew

Their predatory zeal redoubled) :

—

“ Wrong number; sor-r-ry you’ve been
troubled.” G. B.

“The activity in the rolling of hoops at

Barrow is well maintained,”—Tiade l^aper.

We are pleased that in spite of trade

depression the children are still allowed
their little pleasures.
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NO MORE MODESTY.
;

said Ned Knocker to Our
5 Special Representative a little before

the Big Fight, ‘‘has a good punch, but

' I have a better ... I do not think
* Bert will last two rounds . . . Bert *s

! fit, I hear, but reckon I 'm fitter . . .

j Bert’s defence is as good as any I have

I

met, but I shall be through it in no

i time . . . Bert will bite the dust.”

i

“ Ned,” said Bert Basher, “ is a dandy

I
fighter, but he has met his match ... I

j

do not of course belittle my opponent

—

j Ned is perhaps the most perfect fighting-

i

machine the world has ever seen—but

I

I expect to knock him out in the first

j

round ... I *m the picture of fitness,

i I shall raze Ned to the ground . . .

i Ned will measure his length . . . Ned
is for it.”

All boxers, I have noticed, convey to

the public in virile phrases such as

these their simple confidence in their

own powers
;
and I love the frankness

of it. None of your mouldy modesty 1

Thus it is that we aU think of ourselves,

but something prevents us from saying

it. And even if we venture to express

the notion that we are pretty good at

our job ourselves we seldom go so far

as to criticise our rivals, much less pre-

dict for them misfortune and injury.

But why not ? Why not extend this

charming self-confidence to the other

professions ? What fun, for example, if

Dr. Borax were now and then to give

an interview about Dr. Tooth, on these

lines ;

—

“ I do not in any way belittlemy rival,

Dr. Tooth. Dr. Tooth has been on the

Dental Register a long time, but he xvill

drop things down his clients’ throats.

One of these days he will drop some-
thing knobbly into a lung, and then tbe
man will die. Don’t go to Tooth. He
has a few patients left, but one by one
they are coming over to me. Tooth is

not half bad as a dentist but he drinks.”

And why shouldn’t actresses say what
they think about each other ?

“ Lotty Loo,” said Miss to-day,
“ is better known than me at the mo-
ment, but you wait. Lotty says her lines

well, but it ’s a pity she *s so fat. Don’t
think I 'm under-rating Lotty, she was
marvellous twenty years ago. Lotty has
a Cockney accent, the darling. I shall

wipe the floor with Lotty.”
Novelists again might chuck all this

cant of admiring each other’s work and
give their Autumn novels a properly
pugilistic send-off.

“ My new book ? ” smiled Mr. Riddle.
“ Well, I can’t tell you much about
that, but I can say this, it will be a
hundred per cent, better value than this

new book of Fiddle’s. Tripe. Don’t
wish to under-rate my colleague, but

tripe ’s the word. Expects to go to

twenty thousand copies, I see ;
doubt if

he sells two. My own? Well, I shall

be surprised if I don’t go to fifty thou-

sand by Christmas. It ’s a fine book.

I never wrote a better. Fiddle has

ideas, but he can’t write. Same thing

with Biddle. Biddle can write but he

can’t spell. Kiddle can spell but he ’s

no ideas. No, I’m the fellow. Now,
Thomas Hardy’s another matter.

Some of his books weren’t half bad.

Still fancies himself at the top of the

tree, one gathers. "Well, after next

week there ’ll be an end of that. Mind
you, I don’t under-rate the old boy, but

The Sheih's Niece will make him look

silly. And as for Fiddle . .

Advertisements, again, would
^

be

much more fun if the advertisers, besides

puffing their own wares, were to have

a go at the other fellow as well:

—

“ Take Yibos for the nerves. Well,

don’t take Yibos if you don’t like it.

We don’t care. But if you don’t take

Yibos don’t take anything. And in

particular keep clear of Equigen.

You know what Equigen is. We
don’t wish to he offensive, but Equi-

gen is just the ears of old horses boiled

in tar. Equigen is Ml of impurities,

boracic acid, dead leaves, bits of rope,

and that kind of thing. Still Equigen
is about the best of the lot, bar Yibos.

We ’re not going to stress the points

of Yibos. This is not an advertise-

ment but a friendly warning. In

the end you ’ll buy Yibos, of course.

But don’t make yourself ill with

Equigen first. That’s all.”

A.P.H.

JUST OFF.
Spradbrow is a man of action and

imagination, a very rare combination.

In many ways he is the most remark-
able man I have ever known, and some
day, when he has finished with it, I

mean to write his Life.

It is difficult to describe bis profession

briefly. He might be called a specu-
lator if be took any but safe risks, or
a banker if he allowed people to touch
their deposits. He is an exchange
operator of schemes and ideas and,
aptly enough, does all his correspond-
ence by telegraph or phone, I have
carefully preserved a file of telegram
and cable forms, memos of telephone
conversations, and I O U’s representing
a long-distance intimacy of many years.

He told me they might be very valuable
some day. Personally I am content to
grapple with one idea at a time, and
then I like, if possible, to get an expert
to work out the details for me for the
sake of thoroughness. That is why,
when I decided to take an unfurnisb^
flat, I wrote from the country to Sprad-

brow, who had recently been successful

in finding one for himself.

YVhat I had in mind was something
central, bright and quiet, with large

rooms and a small rent. As I received

no reply I feared that he had already

left for South America, where he has

business interests. I learned later that

the rats in his flat had eaten my address.

I wrote again, and this time had an
immediate answer :

“ splendid flat
£160 PER ANNUM BERKELEY SQUARE
JUST OFF SO REPLY IMMEDIATELY
SPRADBROW.”

I must admit that, although I had
vaguely considered every conceivable

environment for my flat, Berkeley

Square had never occurred to me as a

possibility. I am no snob myself, but

I came to the conclusion that, if ever I

wanted to let the flat furnished, I should

have no difficulty in finding one who
would take it. But why such a plebeian I

rent? I could think of no recent

Berkeley Square murder. Ghosts?
|

After all, that might increase the letting

possibilities. Americans prefer ghosts,
j

Attics? Ah, yes, that was probably it.

But the attics of Berkeley Square are
|

not as other attics, and anyway, as I

said, I am no snob, so I wired back

:

“ACCEPT PLEASE SEND AGREEMENT.”
When the agreement arrived I re-

ceived an unpleasant surprise. The
desirable property referred to by the

gentleman thereinafter called the land-

lord was situate in Hay Mews, and not

in Berkeley Square at all. I wrote at

once to Spradbrow, pointing out that

there had been no suggestion, that I

should take over his flat in Hay Mews.
He wired back from the boat at South-
ampton wishing me an enjoyable ten-

ancy and suggesting that I should com-
municate with the agent direct. He
had done the best he could for me.
The agent, whom I called on person-

ally, explained that the landlord had
released Spradbrow from his contract in

consideration of his having found him
another tenant at a higher rental. He
agreed that it was a confusing circum-
stance that Spradbrow and his flat

should both have been just off from
Southampton and Berkeley Square re-

spectively. At the same time he was
confident that I should be satisfied with
my new home ;

and the premium and
cost of fixtures, rat-traps, etc., would be
written off in consideration of certain

sums advanced by me to the previous
’tenant.

All through Spradbrow’ s career the
long arm of coincidence has protected
him, but it is the unscrupulous use he
makes of its sleeve to which I object.

I shall have some severe things to say
about it when I edit his Life and Tele-

grams.

I



THE HALF LOAF,

There ain’t the tall windjammers like we knew when we
was young,

With their masts as made a forest every water-front along;

But I know a smutty cargo tramp that’s loadin’ at Millwall,

An’ any ship ’s a better ship than no darned ship at all . .

.

When she ’s outward bound—an’ the same ol’ seas ’ll hustle

’er

—

Outward bound—an’ the same ol’ winds ’ll bustle 'er

—

South away to Singapore, North away to Nome,
An’ round the world an’ back again is one way ’ome.

There ain’t the good old ’ouse-fiags every shell-back used to

know
In the tea-fleet an’ the wool-fleet an’ the grain-fleet years ago,

But there ’s still the same ol* Duster an’ the same ol’ Peter too,

An’ I reckon them two’s good enough for blokes like me an’

you. ...
When we ’re outward bound—an’ the same ol’ stars ’ll wink

at us

—

Outward bound—an’ the same ol’ lights ’ll blink at us

—

South away to Singapore, North away to Nome,
An’ round the world an’ back again is one way ’ome.

L'here ain’t no capstan chorus now, there ain’t no mate to

bawl,
“ Are ye men or are ye corpses ? Give it lip now, heave an’

pawl 1

”

But the bloomin’ gulls all round 'er an’ the wind that ’s

blowing strong
In cargo gear and funnel stay, they sing the same ol’ song;
“ Outward bound—an’ the same ol’ seas ’ll bury ’er

—

Outward bound—an’ the same ol’ winds ’ll worry ’er

—

South away to Singapore, North away to Nome,
An’ round the world an’ back again is one way ’ome 1

”

- .... .. C. R S.

“ The haunts of birds were on every hand. The jay, the goldfish
and the cuckoo abounded.”—Provincial Paper.

We shall next hear of the cuckoo depositing its eggs in

the goldfish’s bowl.

“Before he died Swinburne intended to collect in one volume his

many poems of childhood ... Sir Edmund Gosse has now made such
an anthology . . . The selected poems include * A Birch Song.’ ”

Daily Paper.

This hitherto unpublished poem will surprise and shock
those critics of Swinburne who accuse him of sentimentality

in his attitude towards childhood.
I
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theworldofh.g.grizzold.
I By William Wells.

A NOTE BEFORE THIS BOOK
BEGINS.

' This book is a novel. Ib is not in

, any sense of the word an autobiography,

i H. G. Grizzold is a fictitious character

! and his thoughts and feelings are simply

i those which he would be likely to have

had if he had happened to be William

i
Wells. Mr. Arnold Bennett, the

j

ex-Kaiser of Germany or Bishop Hens-
' LEY Henson would have had entirely

I

different thoughts and expressed them

I
in an entirely different way. If the

I

book contains a complete outline of

1
religion, trigonometry, hydrostatics, bi-

{
metallism, conchology and apodeictic

I

geometry, it is nevertheless as a novel

I

that it is not so much presented to the

I reader as purchasable by him inmonthly

parts at all good libraries. If he doesn’t

like it he must lump it.

THE BOOK BEGINS.

The World of H. G. Grizzold.

Teliel Upharsin.

The World op H. G. Grizzold.
j

A novel at a new angle by
William Wells.

CONTENTS.

The Divisions of the Novel.

Book the First.—The First Part of

the Novel.

Book the Second.—The Second Part

of the Novel.

Book the Third.

—

The Continuation

of the Novel.

Book the Fourth.—The Novel Con-

tinued.

Book the Fifth.—The Next Phase.

Book the Sixth.—The Last Chunk.
Epilogue.

—

Notes by Anita Loos and
Sir Oliver Lodge.

THE BOOK BEGINS.

The World of H. G. Grizzold.

Books One and Tico.

The World of H. G. Grizzold.

Book One,

THE FIRST PART OF THE NOVEL.

THE sections.

Section One.—The Beginning of the

Book.
Section Two.—The Come, come!

Let 's get the bally thing started.

§ 1 .

Yesterday I was fifty-nine, and, if I

am to trust my almanac, twelve months
from to-day I shall be sixty years old.

It is not very likely that I shall live to

be a hundred, still less that I shall die

at thirty-five. Even if I am fated to

become a centenarian I shall only have

forty-one more years in which to write

books. Y’et I havefewphysicalreminders

of the flow of time. I do not eat tomatoes

as readily as I did, and I take more

trouble to get off with the right foot first

and stand clear of the gates. Otherwise

my energy is unimpaired, and my vita-

mines are hitting on every cylinder.

Yet to-day I find myself retrospective.

I propose, therefore, to give a brief

resume of the history of the world, from

the original wallowing of mankind in

the chaos of primordial ooze to the

moment when it seems possible that he

may emerge from it with something in

the nature of a final plop.

William Wells.
Feom a bust by Jacob Einstein.

Every now and then I shall mention
my brother Toby, or n;y father, or my-
self, but only when you least expect it,

in the middle of a quiet treatise on
mezozoic clay. . . .

And what a clay 1

§ 2 .

I want this book to be a comprehen-
sive picture of my mind, of the mind of

H. G. Grizzold, and before I mention
my childhood and my first fumbling
half-shy reactions towards phlebotomy
and anaesthetics it is imperative that
the reader should get a glimpse, as it

were, of the full cosmic interplay of

forces which enabled my mental con-
tinuum to expatiate.

Of metaphysics in the ordinary sense
I have none, and I rarely suffer from
chilblains in the winter or frog-in-tbe-

throat. Nevertheless I am conscious

of the vast—how shall I put it ?

—

sequence or surge of semi-related atoms,

which do in a measure subordinate the

egoism to a broader generalised being,

without lessening the intermittent ur-

gency of the personal analysis or re-

movingthevalue from the carbohydrates

which form the intenser sexual self.

It is manifest that through all the

timid, tragic uncertainties of the solar

plexus there runs a kind of half-corre-

lated pattern orrhythm, uninterruptedly
progressive, yet capable at times of un-

expected proliferation and vast creative

energies.

This is what I understand by religion,

although I shall never be able to explain

it satisfactorily to Mr. Hilaire Belloc
or Sir Arthur Conan Doyle.

§3.

I went to school at Bognor. I can
still remember the muddled way in

which we were taught in the lower
forms to regard the protoplasm, and I

can still hear my brother Toby ejacu-

lating with infinite contempt alter a

lesson on inherited hyposulphates,

Lor I silly rotters, the lot of ’em 1

”

We were very young, very earnest,

very rude.

Education ... the miserable farce

that is a by-product of our modern
social paralysis, a nameless repetition

of nothingnesses . . .

We learned at least to play marbles
and conquerors with the big shining

autumn chestnuts, and then the great

crash of my father’s death occurred.

§4.

I beganwriting this remi this novel

in my brother Toby’s rooms. He does
himself exceedingly well, does Toby, and
I went on until I had exhausted all the

writing-paper which I could find in his

writing-desk. Now I am sitting in my
Southern villa, surrounded by mimosa
and olives, a little fountain making a
musical plash under the Provencal stars.

I had to come out here in order to get

.some more writing-paper, and because
I felt that the basal needs of mankind
and the attempt to create a systematic
economy out of the welter of our modern
industrial confusion could be studied

better in the south of France, where
there is more local colour and Eoman
history and a greater variety of wines.

I have just had a romp with Evange-
line and thrust her out of the room.
Strange that a creature so full of energy
and charm should take so little interest

in palaeontology and the anxious in-

dustriousness by which primordial man
emerged from the nomadio predatory
stage of existence to the development
of agriculture, the possession of pro-
perty and organised trade. I have often



D YER didn’t think OP IT FIRST. YbR MOST L_

asked her whether she did not consider

the progress of humanity to be less an
orderly sequence of stages than an
infinite diversity of temporary equili-

briums and blundering quasi-hysterical

innovations, and she has simply replied,

‘‘Bats,” and thrown a cushion at my
head.

But I must get back to the Capital-

istic system, Tolstoi and Kabl Marx.

? 5 .

I find by the way that I have mixed
up Books One and Two. The narra-

tion of my father s death by poison in

the dock, after he had been convicted

of false company promoting, ought to

have come in between “ History of Toil

throughout the Ages ” and “ A Discus-

sion of the Traces of Transcending Indi-

viduality in Mithraism, Confucia7iism,

and the Ancient Egyptian Ctdts." But
we shall straighten it all out in time.

1 felt certain that my father and Toby
would get mixed up with The Blow of

Things, with my early school-days and
with Evangeline.

The moon has not yet risen, and as

r contemplate the steady march of the

Roman legions, the development of

systematic scientific research, the gang-
lions of financial stupidity, the spissated

welter of pullulating incompetence
which masquerades amongst us as

political thought, the still active inhibi-

tions of obsolete religious impulses and
a number of other things, I feel certain

that the only danger that now con-

fronts me is a failure in the ink supply
of this muddled uncertain world.

Twenty-five thousand years ago
. Evoe.

TO MR. ALAN COBHAM.
{Lines from a7i ad^nirer wJio, as a result

of the coal strike, has not had a hot

hath for a fottmght)

Imperial courier, blazing undismayed
Aerial trails o’ercontinen tsandoceans,

Bearing the promise of augmented trade
And a more frequent interchange of

notions

—

A wise and friendly swapping of

opinions

—

’Twixt us and all self-governing Do-
minions,

Accept a tribute from an earth-bound
bloke

On this occasion ofyour safe returning

Back to a realm that’s short of coal

and coke.

Wherein at least one home-fire won’t
keep burning,

Where we are still denied our rightful

fuel,

Thanks to that Owners versus Miners’
duel.

I lift my hat to you, Sir, pioneer
Of the bright hope (may it come true

in my day
!

)

That those who crave a change of hemi-
sphere

Will pack their bags at five o’clock

on Friday,
And slip away to some warm Southern

free land.

I long to spend my week-ends in New
Zealand.

Intelligent Anticipation.
“ The fire was first discovered at about 5 p.m.

The Fire Brigade arrived on the scjiiie

about 3 30 p.m,”

—

Local Paper,

“Hr. Harold Box, editor of The Edinburgh
Eevieiu, said we could not abandon our policy
of Free Trade merely to pleas3 Australian
politicians .”—Welsh Paper.

All right for Box, but is Cox satisfied ?
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LAMFO.
We found him on one of our walks

iied to a tree outside an Italian farm-

house : a large puppy of the race known
in England as ‘'police dogs," with a

wolfish head, a lean brown body and

very long legs ending in massive paws.

He seemed very thin and miserable,

but wriggled all over with friendli-

ness w’ben w’e looked at him. Rosalie,

whose creed does not permit her to go

wdthin arm’s-length of any dog without

patting him, found him to be a skeleton

kept from falling to pieces by his skin.

The natural result of this discovery

was a heated colloquy with the farmer’s

wife, from which it emerged that the

puppy's name was Limpo and that he

was under sentence of death for killing

chickens. Sometimes I have what I

believe the Scotch call

‘'the gift." At this

moment I saw myself

in a vision handing out

a fifty -lira note and
leading Lampo away.
The vision turned out

to be not quite accur-

ate
,
but nearly so ; itwas

a hundred - lira note,

and I carried Lampo
over filve kilometres of

mountain-side, in con-

sequence of his passive,

apologetic but definite

refusal to walk a step.

When we (or, with-

out false- modesty, I)

got him home to our
furnished villa it was
decided that be should

be given a meal. “Not
much at first," Rosalie

said wisely, “ or he will be ill after being

starved for so long. Just a little soup
and bread and no meat at all." Lampo
altered all that by jumping on the

kitchen - table and eating the cook’s

lunch while she was preparing his offi-

cial meal in the garden. He ate the
official meal as well; he is a quick

eater. Then he lay down in a graceful

attitude, much admired by the house-

hold, on the dining-room rug, which
the owner of the villa had told us was
presented to her grandfather, the sea-

captain, by the Sultan of Turkey.
Events which took place shortly after-

wards proved Rosalie to be a true pro-

phet and caused me to have another
triie vision : I saw myself disbursing a
large sum as compensation for a spoilt

rug.

The paying out of money, which began
when we first set eyes on Lampo, was
the order of the day during his stay with
us. It recurred in his chequered story

with the inevitability of the motif of

the treasure in the BhinegoJd. When
I noticed this tendency I bought a little

book in which to jot down “expenses

re Lampo." I might as well have bought

a big book.

The full story of his vagaries cannot

be told here. He was a dear dog, full

of hearty good-humour, bursting with

curiosity about everything, and had a

cheery hail-fellow-well-metway ofgreet-

ing everybody he saw by prodding them

hard in the stomach with his front

paws. He frequently laughed heartily,

displaying a magnificent set of glisten-

ing teeth, with which he nipped people

to induce them to play with him.

I will only mention e7ipassant one or

two of his exploits : how he ran oil one

morning with one of Rosalie’s more inti-

mategarments, abstractedfrom thelinen

basket, and how he’and the garment (the

“ You WILL FIND, MY DEAR, THAT ALL MEN ARE CAST PRETTY MUCH IN

THE SAME MOULD.”
“Yes, but. Auntie, so™ are much more mouldy than others.”

lick her face heartily all over : it was
very wet and covered with crumbs.

One might have supposed her to be in-

ordinately fond of Lampo ;
but the truth

was that she was petrified with terror

and dared not attempt to dislodge him
from a position which he had certainly

not been invited to occupy. She did

not dare even to move or to stop the

supply of biscuits. Whenever she

paused between one biscuit and the

next, in order to try to play out time,

as it were, until my arrival, Lampo
would remind her with a playful nip on
the hand ;

-whenever she appealed to the

cro-wd for help, Lampo would give a

protesting bark that terrified her into

silence.

After this episode, which cost me
356 lire, I said very firmly to Rosalie :

“ L. M. G." “ But where to ? " she ob-

jected. The cook, in-

formed of the situation,

solved the problem by
suggesting that her
mother would like to

have a dog. Next day
the cook took Lampo
home (at my expense).

On the way she lost his

muzzle, andwas stopped
by apoliceman

,
towhom

she gave my name and
address ... (I paid

the fine, and also paid
for the new muzzle.) I

spent the evening in

adding up the columns
of my little book. To
have spent our holiday

in Paris might have
been an economy.

latter in shreds) were brought back by a
blushingyouth fl paid for a new garment
and rewarded the youth, cursing him in

my heart) ; and how he frightened the

postwoman and all the tradesmen, so

that we remained like a beleaguered gar-

rison, receiving no supplies and no news
from the outer world till I tipped them
all to come back, and formally intro-

duced them to him.
His adventurewith the Signora Pezzati

however deserves to be recorded. One
morning Lampo was reported missing.

Presently a breathless boy appeared and
told us that we were wanted at the
Signora Pezzati’s shop, which is the
village general store. Arriving there, I

found a large passive crowd assembled
outside

; in a bovine way it seemed to be
amused. Inside was the stout Signora,
sitting behind her count,er ; stretched

comfortably across her massive knees
was Lampo. She was feeding him with
biscuits from a large tin. Ever and anon
he would raise his head gratefully and

A few days ago I

passed Lampo’s former residence, alone.

Outside was a dog, tied to a tree. A little

girl came out and, seeing that I was a

stranger, “ Would you like to buy a dog.

Sir?" she said artlessly. “We shall

have to kill this one to-night, because
he kills the chickens."

Before 1 could frame my reply to the

innocent child a shrill voice came float-

ing from an upper window. “ Imbecile,"

it said in the local dialect; “ that ’s the

man who bought the last one."
“ That is so,” I said to the maiden,

and went on my way, reflecting that I

had perhaps been the means of originat-

ing a new industry.

Prom an article on Tristan da Cunha

:

“Dr. ’s report shows that among 12
people whose ages ranged between 4:5 and 90,
there were only 21 carious teeth in all, and
only 45 teeth were missing. Not one had a
tooth missing, and not one of the teeth was
carious .”—Daily Paper

-

“Cariouser and cariouser," as Alice

might have said. -
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IMPERFECT GIFTS.

There are some place-names which
by their eccentricity seem to infect their

inhabitants with waywardness. South
Mimms, for example, may or may not

have suggested the epithet “ mimsy ” to

Lewis Carroll, but its latest exploit

lends credence to the theory. The South
Mimmsians comewithin the jurisdiction
of the Archdeacon of Hampstead, and,

as he is about to be married, they pro-

pose to present him with a horse, so

that he may “live up to his gaiters”

when he comes on his annual visita-

tions. But the Archdeacon is also a

humourist, and contemplates the gift in

the light of a menace. At present he
finds the Tube adequate to his needs.

Like so many moderns he prefers me-
chanical locomotion to equestrian exer-

cise. He even goes so far as to say

that a rocking-horse would be better

than a living, caracoling steed.

In spite of great provocation, Mr.
Punch refrains from references to gift-

liorses, wooden or otherwise, and con-

fines himself to recording two other

notable examples of generosity calcu-

lated to menace rather than gratify the

recipients.

The inhabitants of Beaconsfield, on
which town Mr. Chesterton has con-

ferred fresh lustre by his residence in

recent years, have long been anxious to

recognize their obligations to his genius.

This natural feeling has now material-

ized in the proposal reached at a recent

largely-attended meeting, held under the

presidency of Lord Burnham, to present

him with a Shetland pony. A certain

number of people were of opinion that

an elephant would be a more suitable

and impressive gift, but the majority

inclined to the view that a Shetland

pony would be easier to mount, and
that, with Mr. Chesterton on its back,

it would form a perfect illustration of

that love of contrast and paradox which
is so marked a feature of his works.

Mr. Chesterton’s reply indicates grati-

tude not untempered with misgiving.
|

He proclaims himself unrelentingly

opposed to all cruelty to animals.

“The famous breed of shaggy Shetland

ponies,” he observes, “are chiefly in

demand for underground work in col-

lieries, and, though I have never ap-

proved of this subterranean servitude, I

cannot feel certain that their lot would
1 e improved by condemning them to

carry such ‘tremendous trifles’ as

myself. Perhaps my ‘Ballad of the

White Horse ’ might suggest a better

way of translating the generosity of my
Beaconsfield friends into reality, if a

chalk down of sufficient dimensions

for a colossal figure can be discovered

in the neighbourhood.”

A somewhat complicated situation

has grown out of the resolve of a num-
ber of admirers of Mr. Bernard Shaw
to present him with a magnificent lion

cub, in consequence of his services to

the king of animals in his play of

Androcles. Mr. Shaw, while deeply

sensible of the honour, finds himself

confronted with the problems (a) of

providing suitable accommodation for

the pet in Adelphi Terrace, (b) of recon-

ciling his lifelong views on diet with

the reception of one of the greater

carnivores into his household. He has

accordingly suggested that a giraffe

should be substituted, an animal which

has always appealed to him, not only

because it feeds almost exclusively on

the foliage of trees, but because of the

extraordinary length and flexibility of

its tongue. He points out, however,

that his acceptance must depend on
the readiness of the L.O.C. to plant the

Embankment Gardens with mimosas
and other succulent trees on whicli this

picturesque and engaging animal habitu-

ally browses, as the terms of his lease

preclude him from providing them on
his own premises.

“ Few people now wear anything but garters

at night.”

—

Ladies ’ Paper ,

It sounds a little scanty, even in these

days
;
but Ho7ii soit . . .



NATIONAL WORK BY WIRELESS.
How sad are the troubles and woes of the English composer

!

How chilling the snubs that he gets in the land of bis

birth 1

Thejpest of his efforts are met by an absolute closer

;

He pours out his brightest and noblest—and what is it

worth ?

He toils and he toils, and he finds in the end that he ’s

saddled

With acres of manuscript, scores of the fullest of scores,

Which have seen the last .publisher’s heels as he turned and
skedaddled,

The last impresario visibly ooze at the pores.

But now there is hope, for the patriot lords of the wireless
Are framing a series of national concerts, whereby

A million of national parlours, attentive though fireless,

Will wallow in national music straight out of the sky.

On menu the first, at the head of our national surnames.
We find Mr. Wagnee, whom all of us hold in respect.

But who suffered perhaps from too great a devotion to stern
aims

And lack of a Gilbert, by whom it might well have been
checked.

But next we have Handel, and surely the air will be cloven
With hats at a name that is rooted so deep in our clay,

With a wave for the sturdy old Yorkshireman, Ludwig
Beethoven,

I
And a lady-executant ending in n s k a.

And here’s to the pride of old Devon, the stout Eimskc-
Korsakofp,

Beloved for his Songs of the Exe and his Dartimoor
Psalms

;

While Englishmen all, be they hampered by never so hoarse
a cough.

Will work up a shout for their dear fellow-Briton, John
Brahms.

It may be advanced by disgruntled and jealous musicians
That, great as they may be, these masters are all of them

dead,

And that many a modern composer of gifts and ambitions
Would yell all the louder if his name appeared there

instead.

But let us go slow, and say nothing to crab or to cabin
These opening efforts, and all in good time we may meet,

If we give them a chance, the old Worcestershire name of

Scriabin
Broadcast on our national roll—and that luould be a

treat. Dom-Dum.

“A Bor Eeader’s Problem.

Terence .—A moustache wouldmake you look older.”

—

Ladies' Paper.

And if he could manage a bald head and long grey beard
they might make him look older still.

“By force of circumstances men are going back beaten—beaten by
starvation in some of tbe districts.”—Afr. Cook at the Memorial Ball.

Another explanation is that they are going back to work
not because they are starved out, but because they are fed up.
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DIOGENES GOES HOUSE-HUNTING.

nc DADi lAa/icMT One felt that an appropriate opening fer social purposes.” The British army,
ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT* to-day*s proceedings would have been belatedly deciding to do away with the

Monday, September 27tK—K state of for the Deputy Serjeant-at-Arms to honourable scars of peace and issue

emergency stiU envelops our land. To enter through the floor with a couple of safety-razors to the troops, found on

get the real emergency feeling I went merry somersaults and a ‘‘Here we are its hands a hundred thousand razors

to the cellar this morning and patted again,” in the best pantomime manner, of the long-handled type which it in-

our piece of coal. The faithful creature Here they were again, three or four telligently required the company sup-

merely looked its gratitude ; but if it hundred of them ;
and what followed plying the safety razors to take in part

had a tongue Bub perhaps it is as was really pantomime, though not of a exchange. The company in question

well that it has not; there are too many side-splitting order. I observed the being Gillette Safety-Razor, Limited,

tongues in this business already. Par- Emir Feisue looking austerely down and the Americans being notoriously a

iiament met again to-day, a beneficent upon the arena from the Distinguished sociable race, Mr. Storry Deahs, jump-

provision of our Constitution decreeing Strangers’ Gallery,an ascetic youngman ing to a wrong conclusion, wanted to

that the Legislature shall only curtail in white burnous and monastic robe, know why the conh'act could not have

the liberties of the subject at consider- and wondered what bethought of it all. been given to a British^ firm. Captain

ableinconvenience to itself. The tongues Possibly he was impressed. This would King explained that this was a British

got busy again, but they were, as far as depend on how little he understands of firm, and that the razors supplied would

my cellar is concerned, voces et prce- our language. be made in this country and the blades

terea nihil. Each party concerned had, Questions of which the questioners in Canada.

it appeared, propounded an admirable had given private notice paved the way Then rose Bir B. Ealle to ask a

solution of the coal dispute which some to more serious matters. Mr. Jacob, question, and a cry of He ’s been using

other party had maleficently declined Unionist Member for East Toxteth, one!” went up, it being observed that

to consider. From this it will be seen wanted the Government to extend sum- the hon. Member had dispensed with

that the constructive genius of the mer time while the coal stoppage lasted, his moustache. Captain Fergus Gra-

nation remains unimpaired. On the thereby recalling the story of King ham, the new Member for Northern

other hand it was repeatedly asserted Canute sitting on the lawn and bidding Cumberland, who looks like the typical

that, as far as a settlement by negotia- the sun go on shining until the week’s sixth-form schoolboy, having been intro-

tion was concerned, affairs remained ration of Yule logs arrived, duced, Bir W. Joynson-Hicks, with the

exactlywherethey wereinMaylast, or “Why,Eastus,” said a coloured gentle- ease born of long practice, strode up

for the matter of that in June, 1925, man to his friend, “Ah fought you-all the floor of the House with a message

from which it satisfactorily appears used a safety-razor.” “ So Ah does, from the King, “ signed by his ov/n

that we have lost none of our fine old boy,” replied the other. “Dis here hand,” announcing the continuance of

bulldog tenacity. long-handled razor what you sees is a state of emergency. Mr. Baldwin
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then moved “ that during the remainder
|

of the session Government business do
have precedence,” there being appar-

ently nothing else to move and a mo-
tion of some sort being necessary in

order that the motion for the adjourn-
ment of the House might follow.

The debate on the coal dispute

followed. Mr. Baldwin reviewed the

course of the dispute in chronological

.detail, but said nothing fresh except
that the mine-ownershad been ** stupid

”

and “discourteous” in not accepting
the Government’s invitation to a tri-

partite conference. In a word, “ threes

into one won’t go.” Mr. Eamsay Mac-
Donald declared that now, when the
miners had made an unconditional offer

to discuss both hours and wages, the
Government found that by passing the
Eight Hours Bill it had parted with
the only means it had of bringing pres-

sure to bear on the mine-owners. Mr.
Churchill explained the recent nego-
tiations conducted by him. He did not
agree that the Miners’ Federation had
offered to discuss longer hours, except
in so far as to say there never could
under any circumstances be any exten-
sion of hours.

Tuesday, September 28th,— Major

CoLFOx, who evidently believes in going
in two by two, like the elephant and
the kangaroo, wanted to know what
had become of the “ Jixis.” The Home
Secretary explained that one firm,

whose model had been accepted, was
held up by the coal strike, while two
others had to put a few finishing-touches

to their cabs before they could, to the

satisfaction of the police, “be man-
oeuvred without unduly obstructing

traffic and without prejudicing the

safety of the passengers and the public.”

The phrase rather suggests that the
“ Jixi ” is to move in mysterious ways.
But we shall see.

Sir Frederick Hall is the parlia-

mentary equivalent of the bad little

boy who sticks his tongue out at the
good little girls in the infant school.

He did not stick his tongue out at Miss
Wilkinson, but he addressed her as
“ Miss Perky,” and the House, hearing
the nickname and finding it good, be-

came convulsed with mirth. No one
more so than the fair victim of the
sally, although with simulated indigna-

tion she appealed to the Speaker for

protection. The Speaker mildly re-

buked the bold child and the incident

closed, the only lacerated feelings being

apparently those of Miss Susan Law-
rence. It seems likely that Miss
Wilkinson,who is quite popularenough
in the House to have a nickname, will

be “ Miss Perky ” for many a long day.

The Prime Minister, replying to the

Leader op the Opposition and others,

explained the situation in China, where
General Yang Sen has, it seems, given

what Kai Lxmg would call a polished

display of belated tractability and the

anti-British boycott in Canton is on the

point of being ended.

The debate on the Emergency Eegu-
lations was opened by the Home Secre-
tary, who said there had been no fewer
than three-hundred-and-nine cases call-

ingforproceedings undertheEmergency
Powers Act since the House had last

met. A mere bagatelle, replied Mr.
MacDonald, who thought the ordinary

Jaw could have quite well dealt with
them, to which Mr. Storey Deans, who
understands these things, retorted that

it was much better for the offenders to

be summarily tried under the Act than
to get two or three years’ imprisonment
from a High Court judge in a red robe.

Captain Wedgwood Benn, who is

more convinced than anybody else in

the House that “ Jixi ” is the perfect of
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Jingo, gave the House an amusing de-

scription of the “ Cabinet film ” of the

Primrose League, which, he said, de-

picted the Home Secretary on a horse,

and underneath the lines :

—

“ JiCKS the boy for work,
JiCKS the boy for play,

JiCKS the lad

When times are bad
To keep the Reds away.”

But the Home Secretary, said Captain
Benr, was the only Member of the

Government with anything substantial

to his credit. He had got a charter

for Twickenham

!

On the motion to adjourn, Mr. Harts-
horn begged the Government, while

there was still time, to accept the

miners’ offer, Le., a return to work on
the 1921 basis, with a ten-per-cent, re-

duction, to be followed by the setting

up of such a tribunal as the Govern-
ment' had suggested. Mr. Baldwin
and Mr. Churchill agreed that this

could not be a basis of negotiation, and,

after Mr. MacDonald had talked and
Mr. Lloyd George had talked, the

House rose till November 9th, with the

coal dispute no nearer, after a vast deal

of talk, to a negotiated settlement. The
palm in the matter of talking must be

given to Lord Arnold, who on the

previous day had in one sentence de-

scribed the Government as being hand-
in-glove with the coal-owners, and in

the next accused the coal-owners of

snapping their fingers in the Govern-

ment’s face—two statements that Lord
Cave naturally found it difficult to

reconcile. .

THE GREAT RECEPTION.
(A Fantasy of Bulbs,)

I LIKE to think that Horace
Will be here in the Spring,

With Mr. C. J. Backhouse,

A very lovely thing

;

Sir Watkin too will suffer

This showy Orange Buffer

To stand by him and White-
well

—

Of course he knows him quite

well

—

A splendid early forcer

And most free-flowering.

Professor Francis Darwin
About these lawns must go,

Conversing not unkindly
With Mrs. Beecher Stowe

;

Nay, Mr. Farncombe Saunders,

You must not deal in slanders

About the Painted Lady

!

Her past was never shady;
She has the same perfection

As Fra Angelico.

Herr Arentine Arendsen
j

With F61ix Faure is set,

'll In

)Ll/i
iJl'h'.rh A

Im mil

mi

MANNERS AND MODES.
THE HEW FEMININE PHOTOGRAPHY.

"Fair Sitter (to Photographer), “I don’t want one op those sloppv pictures.

Just get the character and let it go at that.”

And General Pelissier

With General De Wet

;

The Grand Monarque must par-

don
The smallness of my garden
And strive to make a crony
Of Goethe and Marconi.

Lord Balfour, this is Bismarck

—

You possibly have met ?

And if the Black Knight fancies

To break the border mould
Sir Walter Scott shall find him

Against the Cloth of Gold

;

And Pallas with sedate eye
Shall mark the Imperati

Come out to do their duty
With Fantasy and Beauty,

Where Hero’s shining purple

Has beaten back the cold.

Here every Queen is lovely

As every Queen should look

;

The Due Van Tholl is graceful

As best becomes a Due

;

There are no nasty fellows

Amongst these mauves and
yellows,

Nor any painted brilliance

In any maid’s vermilions,

I thank you, Mr. Dutchman,
For this delightful book. Evoe.

Statement of Post-Office official re-

garding the robbery of the Diamond
Mail” from a Hatton Garden postal

van :

—

“We are leaving no stone unturned in our
endeavours to trace the thieves.”

Evening Pa^er ,

Except, for th e moment
,
the stolen stones.
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HOW TO BE A PUBLISHER.
(By an Author,)

III.

We will assume that your youug
author's book is now published in the

first edition. You should of course

remember that the smaller you make
each edition the quicker the book will

run into the next. You ought to have
quite a successful showing with editions

of fifty, because you get into two editions

on the review copies alone. But while

you are waiting for reviews and repeat

orders, you will have to deal

firmly with the author.

The first thing that will

happen is a letter from him
—generally a bare two days
after the book is published—^reading as under :

—

Dear Mr. Hotchkins,

—

I don't think your traveller

has been doing his 'work

properly. My aunt in Scot-

land, who has been eagerly

awaiting publication of my
book, asked for it yesterday

at the local book-seller’s, on
receipt from a wire from me
that it was out. To her

surprise, and I must con-

fess my own disappoint-

ment, they had not got it.

Could you send your travel-

ler up to get an order from
them? Macdonald of Kirk-

wall, Orkney, is the book-
seller’s name. He sells

everything else as well for

the village, but he stocks

quite a few books too and so

certainlyought tohavemine.
Yours, etc.,

I. Blowhard.

And two days later an-
other one will be shot in :

—

Dear Mr. Hotchkins,—

I

asked formy book at Water-
loo Station this morning and
they had not heard of it, though they
had just got in H. G. Wells’s latest,

published the same day. Does your
traveller do this station ? It would be a
good book for a railway journey.

Yours, etc., I, Blowhard.

And a week later :

—

Dear Mr. Hotchkins,—Bumpards
told me they had seen the notices of

my book, but were not stocking it. I
fail entirely to understand this. I sus-

pect the manager has not properly read
it, but only skimmed it through. I told

him to get half-a-dozen in at once, so
you ought to hear from him.

Yours, etc., I. Blowhard.
P.S.—I have ordered it myself at my

library and am going to keep it out for

two months.

All these, and similar ones which will

arrive at intervals, have to be dealt with

tactfully. I admit there are difficulties.

The best way is to write to the author

and say there has been a great demand
in Ireland or Land’s End, or Lower
Slodberry, or some place where you

think he won’t go and hasn’t any rela-

tions. By the time he has realised that

the world is still going on normally the

reviews will start to come in.

Friend, “ I ’m going up to your native town to-morrow. Ip
I MEET ANY OP YOUR FOLK THEY MAY WISH TO KNOW HOW YOU ’RB
GETTING ON. WhAT SHALL I TELL THEM?”

Artist, “Well, ip they happen to mention anything about
WHISKERS, YOU MIGHT SAT I ’VE GOT SOME.”

You will remember that on the inside

of the book’s jacket you had written
something like this :

—

“This book, by a new author of

outstanding merit, is redolent with
all the glamour and mystery of the
Orient desert. Adventure, intrigue

and passion throng its pages, and
through all runs, like a thread of

jewelled gold, the undying love of a
girl for a man—a love all-enduring
and deathless. This is a powerful
novel.”

Well, the first review will probably
be from The WestButland HeraZd, and
will read :

—

“ A powerful novel of outstanding

merit by a new author. The death-

less love of a girl for a man runs like

a thread of jewelled gold through
the pages of tliis book redolent with
desert intrigue and passion . .

Then will come The North Kirkciid-

hrightshire Beacon with :

—

“Like a thread of jewelled gold

in the redolent glamour of the desert

is this all-enduring love of a girl

for a man amid the adventure, in-

trigue and passions of the Orient.

A powerful novel.”

The Peddlingto7i - cmn -

Worsfold Gazette will say

“,A new work of out-

standing merit. Intrigue

and passion in the redo-

lent Orient desert throng
the pages of this book,

which runs like a thread
of jewelled gold . .

.”

And so on.

And then one day there

will arrive the triumphant
effort of the first reviewer
who has got past what you
have written on the jacket

and has read some of the

book itself. He gives a

resume of the first half of

the story and adds, “The
rest of the tale is worked
out to a dramatic conclu-

sion which I will not spoil

the reader’s pleasure by
relating.”

Others come in, some
good, some bad. With any
luck there may be a mis-
take in one of them, and
you can get a free adver-
tisement by writing to the
paper concerned and point-

ing it out. But all the time
you must look out for suit-

able extracts for your proper
advertisements, to show
what the papers think of

the book. Like this :

—

Let us imagine that The Post Liter-
ary Supplement says :

—

“The author of this book has suc-
ceeded in masterly fashion in boring
us beyond measure. In the portrayal
of every single character he is com-
pletely lost. The desert scenes show
that he has apparently never visited

the East, while he is a master of

cliche and time-worn phrase. And
his subject—at best—is not one that
pleases us greatly. Erankly, the book
is no good.”

At first sight this is disheartening.
You would almost say the reviewer
did not like the book. But by care-
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ful selection you can use it all right.

Thus :

—

. “ Bead what The Post Literary Sup-

plement says about this masterpiece :

—

‘The author has succeeded in masterly

fashion ... in the portrayal of every single

character . . The desert scenes show that . . .

he is a master of ... his subject . , . Pleases

us greatly. Frankly, the book is . . . good.’
”

And if that doesn’t make it go, add :

—

“THE BOOK MANY LIBRABIES HAVE
REFUSED TO TAKE.”

This will probably be quite true, but

don’t say why. Let them think some-

thing di&erent.

Anyhow, if it still fails to make
money try another. If you don’t mind

losing a lot of money and go on trying,

you will strike a good one in the end.

By the way, perhaps I ought to have

said this right at the beginning of these

articles. To be a publisher you mustn’t

mind losing a lot of money. A. A.

“Wireless Apparatus.

Beautiful Nine Months Old Toy Pekingese

Dog for Sale, owner going to England.”
Advt, in Indian Fajper.

You have only to show him a cat’s

whisker and he becomes a loud-speaker

at once. —
“Telephone Transfer.

, The old North Exchange, which has to-day

ceased to be used, was in the Exchange Build-

ings, Oldhall Street, where it was originally

installed in 18693.’*

—

Liv&t'pool Paper.

True to the traditions of the service it

was associated with a wrong number
to the very last moment.

LIFE AND THE STAGE.

“ Life,” she said to me slowly and
impressively—*4ife, I often think, is

really just like a play.”

“Which is, after all,” I observed

thoughtfully, “a little odd, for it is cer-

tain that there are very few plays like

life.”

“Oh, I don’t know,” she protested;

“both are often exceedingly dull.”

“It is one point of resemblance,” I

admitted.
“ Both,” she continued, “ cost money

—and even a great deal of money.”
“That,” I said with emotion, “is in-

deed true.”

“ Only not so much for admission,”

she went on, “ which is free for all in one

case and for critics in the other. It ’s

the accessories, the chocolates between
the Acts, that really cost the money.”

“ So they do,” I agreed.

“Besides which,” she continued,

pressing home her argument, “both are

often exceedingly improper. Then, too,

have you never noticed that both the life

and the play that succeed in London
are often thought very little of in the

provinces ?
”

“ It is,” I pointed out, “ because there

is undoubtedly in the one place a clearer

insight, a wider experience, a deeper

knowledge.”

“I suppose so,” she agreed. Then
she added, a little doubtfully—“ Which
place ?

”

“One or the other,” lexplained. “But

at any rate I amnow beginning torealize

that the stage has much to teach us.”

“ Well, of course,” she cried. “Almost

everything indeed, especially musical

things and revues. You see more frocks

there and in much greater variety.

Whereas sometimes in a play an actress

is expected to sacrifice her frock to the

plot.”

“Yet a really great artist,” I said,

“would refuse.”

“Even so,” she went on, “if she

doesn't happen to be your style your

evening is as good as wasted. You learn

nothing, andyou ought byrights to have

your money back. But it has to be a

^very poor musical comedy where you
don’t notice something interesting, even

if it’s only something fresh in shoe-

buckles.”
“ It ’s an inspiring thought,” I said.

“And then there’s the audiencse,”

she continued. “I often think the

audience counts for nearly as much as

the play and the performers. Only you
have to be careful,” she warned me
gravely. “ Some plays Tom has taken

me to see—by that funny Italian who
writes about orchards, or that quaint

Russian who writes about everything

being what it isn’t only it is—w'ell, I

can assure you honestly, at those . we
went to, there was hardly a living

creature in the stalls who was even

dressed. Whereas sometimes at a

really good revue the stalls are even

more interesting than the stage.”

“Sometimes,” I murmured, “they
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could hardly be less so. Only why
bother with the theatre when every

shop from Ealing to Eltham, and every

^Mayfair residence in between, offers

you a mannequin show with a cup of

tea thrown in ?
”

‘‘Oh, but,” she pointed out, “a frock

on a mannequin is only a frock in being,

whereas a frock on an actress playing

her part is a frock in action. ]\Ianne-

quins never sit down—and I don’t think

that ’s quite fail', do you ?—vrhile a

really giited actress can wear a frock

that doesn’t reach her knees and yet

sit down and scarcely show anything.”

“Art,” I said simply; “the highest

art that conceals the artist.”

“ And then,” she continued, “ I

do think it ’s a kind of duty to

support the drama. It ’s a national

possession.”

“It is indeed,” I agreed

warmly. “ Only a possession of

which nation— of France or of

America ?
”

She considered the point

gravely, evidently at a loss to

decide.

“ Or do they share it,” I asked,

“ like our money that the one got

through the war and the other ’s

getting through the peace ?
”

“I suppose that must be it,”

she said. E. B. P.

AT THE PLAY.

“The White Witch” (Hatmarket).

My weekly ration of Hadcloch always

makes this dull world seem vastly more

tolerable, and I went to A. P. H.’s new
comedy with the lively expectation of

a more than ordinarily pleasant evening.

In parts the mixture was excellent.

What fatal ingredient was it that grad-

ually turned it sour ?

So far from denying to the jester his

right to be serious on occasion one may
freely admit that he may often strike

a shrewder blow in a good cause than

your solemn person. But if he chooses

OPEN LETTERS.
To Gustave the Head-Waiier,

Dear Gustave,—You are a

capable and to a large extent un-

derstanding man. You remem-
ber faces and make all the out'

ward signs of being pleased to

see them again. You are soigne

and brisk and authoritative. It

is true that you can’t .mention
the noun “ sole ” without prefix-

ing the adjective “nice” to it,

but, take it all round, you do
your work, at the outset, satisfactorily.

At the outset : that is to say, while

you are ushering the guests to the table,

helping with the order and recording

it on your tablets. But there your
interest stops

; and the purpose of this

missive is to ask you to resume it.

I suggest that you would be a better

head-waiter, more worth your salary

and your share of the tips, if you re-

membered to come back to the table

now and then to see how we are getting

on. Is this asking too much ?

I am. Yours sincerely, E. V. L.

Of a new dramatist :

—

P has a pen that would turn
black ink into red blood.”

—

Pa;ger.

Very handy when signing contracts

with some of these infernal managers.

John Jones {Mr. Leon QuARTEEMAiiiE) to Jenny Bell

{Miss Fay Compton). “ Everything that takes place
BETWEEN US MUST BE ON BOARD—I MEAN ABOVE BOARD.”

the stage-play to present a serious

problem, and to present it with a cer-

tain vehemence and bitterness, he must
accept the inevitable limitations of the

medium and take care that the char-

acters through whom he presents his

thesis shall also be fundamentally seri-

ous and behave in a plausible manner,
however much he may season their

talk and the business generally with his

wit and humour for our entertainment
and relief. Else he won’t convince us
or hold our interest.

We have here the old problem of

the honourable philanderer. JohnJones
paints portraits for Art’s sake and la-

boriously manufactures comic drawings
to get the shillings for the gas-meter
(“ Hautville ” doesn’tlook like a shilling-

in-the-slot house, but producers are like

that). He is painting Jenny Bell, a charm-

ing young lady of his garden suburb, as

“ Miss Innocence,” He has been in love

with her for years, but is resolute to

play the game so far as his wife, Rnth,

is concerned. No serious word of love

has been spoken and no caress indulged

in more explicit than the occasional

chivalrous kissing of the girl’s hand.

In fact he is infuriated by the common
assumption that tw^o people of opposite

sex and friendly inclination, if left to-

gether for a few moments, will inevit-

ably proceed to shatter the seventh

commandment. This farm-yard view of

life is stoutly held by his resilient friend,

Major Hereioard, who incident-

ally is quite obviously laying siege

to Butlis heart and who in a

sporting spirit, as he interprets

that vague term, is warning our

Jones about it. Hearing with

some satisfaction that Johnny
does not propose coming down
for the week-end with Ruth to

the house they were all three

pledged to visit, and, with some
amusement, that he is going to

* work, and on the portrait oi Jenny,

he bets a fiver that the painter

will improve the occasion accord-

ing to the typical he-man’s form-
ula. The painter, furiously scorn-

ful, takes the bet. The soldier de-:

parts with Mrs. Jones in a mood
of profound optimism about the

prospects of his own campaign.
Impulsive Johnny suddenly

suggests to his sitter a sail in his

beloved six-tonner, The White
Witch. They can be back in good
time, of course, and it will be
glorious fun. They are becalmed
however towards evening, and
the hour when a conventionally

respectable return can be made
drifts by. Jones is worried

; noc
so Jenny, who is fundamentally
oiMajor Ilereiva) cZ’s school. What

more can two lovers . want ..than a
windless star-lit night in mid-Channel ?

It is an old mistake of the well-mean-
ing philanderer to forget that a young
woman may return his love without in

the least sharing his platonic theories.

To find out whether he is as indifferent

as he seems, by any tests known to her
unsophisticated little soul, she heaves
some gear overboard, hides while he
registers unbearable emotion, reveals
herself before he can leap into the sea or
the dinghy—and all pretences are at an
end. But Jones is genuinely the man
of principle; dismisses, alter a “last
kiss,” a puzzled disappointed Jenny to
a solitary bunk while he keeps watch in

the increasing fog. An ominous fog-
horn, first distant, then near

;
a crash

and disaster; Jones picked up; Jenny
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and the other White Witch lost. The
painter returns home, working furiously

from memory on her portrait, interrupted

bytelephone-messagesfrom enterprising
editors with requests for Miss BelVs

photograph, which he actually promises

to send. It is a curiously false inci-

dental touch that, when Eiith and Here-

ward, informed byMonday ’snewspapers

of the tragedy, arrive leisurely on the

Tuesday, Jones should calmly discuss

bis portrait and the sending of it to

The Eclectic.

The best in Buth responds to her

husband in his trouble. Hereward's

chances are in the balance. But she

sees the ecstatic meetingbetweenJenny,
who of course turns up smiling, and
her John, and she finally elects for

the soldier. Johnny dJidi Jenny tyxeleit

together— a charmingly unprincipled

happy ending. Leading up to this was
the least credible episode of all. Here-

ivard, who of course assumes that he

has won his bet, assumes also that

Johnny will do the gentlemanly thing

and arrange to give his wife a divorce

by the usual hotel-chambermaidroutine,

leaving Jenny out of it. Johnny will do

no such thing. He has done nothing

wrong and will fight them to the last.

Then there is nothing for it but to cite

Jenny 2,^ co-respondent, and ourhitherto

brainless Major, by way of showing

what sort of a time Johnny will have

in the witness-box against a relentless

K.C., rehearses the scene, suddenly

,

developing a power of analysis, charac-

terisation and mimicry of which he was

obviously entirely incapable. Nor was
it in the least conceivable that Johnny
would have permitted himself to stand

twelve seconds of it. A scene excellent

in itself and perfectly legitimate for

farcical characters in farce but wholly

out of keeping with the mood of the

piece and the people in it.

Mr. Heebert had in fact a choice of

methods to present his interesting situ-

ation and work of his annoyance

against the preposterous assumptions

of the sensualist and the vile technique

of that privileged bully in the Divorce

Court. He could have kept the whole
I

business on a lighter plane and let his

wit and his sense of the ridiculous

slyly convey a more serious message

than was at first hearing apparent—

a

most effective method in truth. Or he
could have laid aside cap and bells and

said his serious things through serious

characters, conforming to the procedure

of ordinary human beings. He tried to

mix the two methods and, as of all

works of art a play seems doomed to

be no better than its weakest parts, we
were inevitably disappointed.

Naturally there were witty lines,

queerly attractive angles of vision and

an interesting situation. The Jenny of

Miss Bay Compton, played attractively

in perhaps a rather too easy accustomed

THE PIAHO-TUNEE WITH AN EAR
FOR HUMOUR.

Mr. Badger , . , Me. Sebastian Smith.

manner, was a delightful little baggage.

The Jones of Mr. Leon Quartermainb
seemed less satisfactory, partly no doubt

because our man was rather a dull dog.

HEREWARD THE WIDE-AWAKE.
Major Eereicard . . Mb. Henry Caine.

But I was surprised to see how little

depth of feeling this experienced actor

put into his love-making. No, perhaps

that ’s unperceptive. He may have

been subtly conveying the strangled

thwarted sense of Johnny's recognition

of his false position. The violently

changingmoods and irresolution oiBiith

seemed to me to be well planned by the

author and well interpreted by Miss

Cecily Byrne. Mr. Henry Caine
played his part of the gross dull cad

Hereward with considerable skill, and
was particularly good in the entirely

detached and unreasonable cross-exam-

ination scene. Mr. Sebastian Smith
gave us a most delightful study of the

mournful shabby little piano-tuner.

This character, having nothing to do
with the main action, raised no contro-

versial points and could be, and was,

enjoyed without reserve. The producer

deserves full credit for the admirable

general setting and incidental contri-

vances of the Second Act

—

The White
Witch at sea. The moment of the im-

pending crash held a genuine thrill. T.

Eosmersholm ” (Kingsway)

.

I think Eosmersholm might be hon-

estly recommended as a cure for pes-

simism. We may find the primrose path

inEngland at times ratherobscuredwith
brambles, but it might be worse. We
might have bad a passionate, strong-

willed Norwegian secretary eager to

take part in the progressive movement,
and, as a means to that enlightened

end, suggesting our wife into the river,

whither we and the secretary would in

due course follow as a means of restor-

ing our lost faith in her.

True, Sir Barry Jackson’s extra-

ordinarily competent team, skippered

byMr. AYLiFPas producer, have brought
the tragic business rather nearer home.
The white horse of the Rosmers might
be prancing about Hampstead Heath,

and poor Bosmer might be going the

long way round to avoid the ponds on
his way to his unspeakable friend Crow-

ley, in Golder’s Green, or to purchase

the latest grey autumn suitings appro-

priate to clergymen who have lost their

faith. I seem to remember Sir Barry’s
making a success by dressing another

irresolute and morbid Scandinavian out

of his period. I am not sure that this

modernisation is altogetherwell-advised.

Bosmershohn might surely be allowed to

date. These accumulated horrors may
be believable about distant fanatical

provincial Norwegians forty years ago.

They don’t seem to fit even the most
progressive of our race and time.

However that ’s of course a flippant

criticism. The present Bosmershohn
is a cure for another kind of pessimism—^pessimism about the British theatre.

When one has to say that the only in-

finitesimal doubt one had about the

acting was whether Mr* Eobeet Ear-
QUHARSON did not at his first entsry
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allow himself to be just a little too

flamboyant with his Eric Brendon, it

gives an indication of the standard set

in this most interesting revival. And
even so one recognised the actor's in-

tention to heighten the effect of the

mood of deflation in which that dis-

illusioned philosopher made his second

entrance. I cannot conceive a better

Bebecca of our modern school than Miss

Edith Evans. By the restraint with

which she step by step built up her part

from the very first, suggesting untold

depths in this apparently controlled per-

son, and only gradually displaying the

tragic undercurrents and working up to

herclimax ofrenunciation, sheheightened

our sense of her author’s technical

mastery of the process of dramatic de-

velopment of character. Miss Evans
has the rare gift of repose ; knows how
to wait, and like a good general throws

in her reserves when her battle has

been thoroughly prepared.

Mr. Charles Carson made a really

fine thing of the extremely difficult

character of Bosmer, The poor self-

tortured compassless man never for-

feited our sympathy orbecame the bore

he is very capable of becoming in any
but the most skilled hands. Mr.Rupert
Harvey, that malicious intransigeant,

made an equally difficult part com-
pletely credible. A very good perform-

ance. Mr. George Howe’s editor of

The iSfi7iimeZwasalso,it seemed tome, as

well done as possible, and Miss Muriel
Aked’s Martha was, if I may allow

myself a Hibernianism, even better

than that. Martha can be easily.made,

often has been, into a conscious comic
relief. This Martha was a simple, like-

able, real person, who is saying shrewdly
amusing things, not by way of being
funny, but because her mind works like

that and her speech follows. What is

known as ‘‘a brilliant audience ”—some
of us just a little over-conscious, I

thought, of our superiority and progres-
siveness—gave the company the enthu-
siastic tribute it thoroughly deserved.— - - T.

ONIONS AND THEIR MEANING.

The onion is the most disreputable
of vegetables. Though the greatest chef
cannot cook without it, he is careful

never to refer to it in conversation.

One can easily picture the- scene in

the kitchen. The chef delegates the
task of undressing the onion to the
lowest scullion, and that officer removes
the onion’s five to seven coats furtively,

I his cheeks mantled with the blush of

shame. Before being presented to the
chef, the onion’s nudity is covered with
a fair white napkin. The scullion then
departs to wash from his hands the
vile fumes of low life.

The chef, averting his face, scoops

out a small portion of the offending

globe and tosses it into his saute pan,

whence it emerges to attach the epithet

narhonnaise to the next cutlet that

happens to pass. The remainder of the

onion is then thrown into the hottest

fire within reach. The chef, like the

scullion, has performed an odious duty

and forthwith he tries to dismiss all

thought of the sacrificed pariah.

None of us is afraid to enter a green-

grocer’s shop and buy a single lemon,

but where is the man who will enter the

same shop without embarrassment and

ask for an onion ? The proprietor and

his green apron will both change colour

with horror, and the young lady in the

cash-cubicle will for a moment abandon

her anaemia. The broccoli will make a

hasty attempt to shelter their faces be-

hind their leaves and the asparagi will

lean limply against their raffia corsets.

A few hardy rascals like the turnips

will try to brazen it out, but all the

nicer fruits of the earth will shrink into

themselves.

The proprietor, when at length he

recovers speech, will assurethecustomer

that he has made a mistake ;
that onions

do not form, he is happy to say, part of

his general stock. No doubt the cus-

tomer, if he is genuinely desirous of

buying so disgraceful an object, will

find one on some barrow in the purlieus

of Hoxton or Islington. The customer,

rightly rebuked, slinks forth, emitting

a nervous cough.

And yet there is a period in the
onion’s life when she is the spoiled child

of Fortune. The Hon. Mortimer Gluph,
a celebrated amateur with a passion for

vegetable-growing, spends happy days
in measuring the daily waist-growth of

his favourites with a pair of calipers

and giving them delicate pet-names,
such as Ailsa Craig. His steward, Ger-
vase Piympton, Esq., himself eggs on
the gardeners to reserve for the onions
the choicest tit-bits of the manure-heap.
Mr. James Wooster, the head gardener,

is drawn aside from the congenial task
of preventing the Hon. Mortimer’s fam-
ily from raiding the peaches to apply
his own important hands to moving the
hoe among the onions. Last of all

there is Bert Erbert, the onion gar-

dener, who devotes all his wealth of

mental and muscular tissue to the wel-
fare and embonpoint of the onions. The
onions are in fact the pride of the whole
staff when, each wrapped separately in

cotton-wool, they are transported by
special train to some Horticultural
Show. Dressed in crinkled paper in
art colours of all shades at ninepence
per roll, and mounted on a choice plat-
ter of Sevres, they enjoy a regal state
for the duration of the show.

At this point Nemesis overtakes them,
and thenceforth they are treated as de-

scribed in our opening paragraphs,

thereby providing a moral warning
against the pampering of youth. The
Hon. Mortimer Gluph turns from his

old associates andindicates to his domes-
tic staff that he will not tolerate onions
inside the house. Gervase Piympton,
Esq., disposes of the entire crop to some
furtive greengrocer in a mean street;

Mr. Woosterinforms his wife that onions
are no suitable food for them as has to

talk to gentry. Bert Erbert alone re-

tains his affection for the despised and
rejected

;
he alone appreciates them in

death as in life; they are his staple

diet.

Bert agrees with the scientists that
the onion contains more food, bulk for

bulk, than any other vegetable—the
empiric corroborates the theoretic—and
thus, eaten solidly all through the win-
ter, the onions feed the muscles which
will produce the following year another
bountiful crop of this vegetable, doomed
to similar social fluctuations. And so

on
;
the onion barely contriving to per-

petuate its racial existence and suffer-

ing individually in the process. Just
like us. E. P. W.

LOW LATIN.

[The Rev. J. Willis Price writes to The
Times to protest against the needless use of

the word “ quota ” in appeals to parishioners
posted up in chuich porches, instead of “por-
tion,” which is “English, homely, Biblical,

suggestive and easy to miderstaiid.”]

Though it’s not quite so vile in the
matter of style ^

As calling teetotums teetota,

Still it adds to the weight of our dues to

the State

To be asked to contribute our quota.

One might equally well, as a fair

parallel,

Beohristen lawn-tennis pelota
As use for ** a portion ” this Latin

abortion,

This needless impertinent quota.

Let them use it as much as they please
in the Duch-

y of Baden, the States of Dakota

;

In Chile, Japan, Malabar, Yucatan
Or the courts of the city of Gotha

;

Let savants descant on their quantum
or quant''

Let jurors exult in their rota ;

Such words I ’d proscribe as an alien

tribe,

And the worst of them all is the
quota.

Another Impending- Apology.
“CLEAN FOOD.

Novel Displays at Grocers’ Exhibition.”
Beadlines in Morning Taper,
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AUTUMN SALES.

Shojtwalker. “ Anything I can do fob yog, Madam ?
”

Lady. “Yes, hold the baby and give mb a faib chance,”

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
(By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

In the second volume of The World of William Clissold

(Benn), William becomes less pontifical, less given to ex-

ceeding his range. The affairs of his brother Dickon occupy
the first part ot the book, and Dickon's career exemplifies

the struggle between “the standardising organisation and
the huckstering individual.” These descriptive phrases
leave no doubt on which side Mr. H. G. Wells’s sympa-
thies are engaged

;
yet Dickonh discerned approaching the

War as the crowning opportunity of large-scale production
—as indeed it was—and emerging a man of shattered ideals

submitting to a knighthood for the sake of his wife. The
wife, a delicate cynic whose death barbs the arrow of her
husband’s frustration, is a fine and uncommon departure in

Wellsian portraiture. The second half of the book devotes
itself to William, women and work, and the situations
created by the admixture of these elements. Marriage with
a flimsy art-student results in a decree never made absolute

;

whereupon the righteous partner becomes “ the happy lover
of a number of charming . . . women.” As with other
Wellsian heroes, and with unfortunate truth to fact, William
abandons disinterested research in the early days of his
marriage and embarks on a variant more congenial to com-
merce. Finally, as an industrial organiser in the service of

an aristocratic Anglo-Jewish firm, be waxes wealthy and
influential. In this last phase he oscillates between London
and a Provengal mas, the latter reproducing all those con-

ditions of small-scale highly individualised toil and beauty
which Clissold freres have done so much to eliminate.

Logic, I feel, is not William's strong point; but what
dialectic there is in the present volume is more subtly in-

corporated than in its predecessor
;
and its most detached

diatribe^—on middle-aged futility and its place in the sun

—

is in itself both just and entertaining.

H.H. Princess Marie Louise has been visiting some of

the remoter parts of British West Africa, a district where
there is much rain. • She found Kumasi, which Wolseley
entered as a city of human sacrifice, a centre of light and
learning, and laid foundation stones or unveiled memorials
in little places in the Northern Territories which lew
Englishmen have ever heard of, except the thirty or so

officers who are the sole controlling and administrative
force for a population of about half-a-million in those great
areas. In her Letters from the Gold Coast (Methuen) the
writer not only presents solid information but adorns it

with wit and adventure, and something of the glamour of

the tropics. She writes of Queen Victoria as “Grand-
mamma” and of the Prince op Wales as “David,” and,
quite apart from the intrinsic interest of her subject, lias
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altogether a jolly happy way with her.

For one thing nothing could prevent
her enjoying her trip from beginning to

end. If her car stuck in a bog, or the

new road she was to have opened got

itself washed away by a tornado, such

a mishap was unfortunate; but no more
than heat or mosquitoes or over-bois-

terous native welcomes or many wet-

tings could it be allowed to affect either

her good humour or the success of her
undertaking. A journey carried through
in such a sporting spirit could not fail

to be a real triumphal progress, and it

needs no skill in reading between the

lines to see that all hearts—as all

bungalows—were thrown open for her

reception. Judging from my own ex-

perience her readers will be no less en-

thusiasticthan her hosts in West Africa,

and in fact her impression that her

correspondent may perhaps have been
bored with the length of her letters is

the one and only point to which excep-

tion could possibly be taken.

Two Maxwells are there : one is of

the deep, and one writes serials for the

Daily Press. It is this second W. B.
Maxwell who has written Gahrielle

(Butterwouth). Fortunately neither

of the Maxwells can write without a

certain distinction or create a heroine

who is not a living breathing woman.
Gahrielle exhibits both these qualities,

and that is all I can say for it. One
of the characters in this story reads a
book, ‘‘a novel from the circulating

library, a bad one, a feebly sensational

medley of old situations and stale con-

trivances, with entanglements that one

knew would inevitably be unravelled because the book

must, of course, end happily.” But that moment of critical

insight has not saved Mr. Maxwell from re-writing the

story of the humble governess with her war-time baby dis-

guised as a “ nephew ” and her impossible relations, and of

her aristocratic lover, the earnest and high-minded son of

the house who, thwarted in his honourable pursuit of her,

goes off to Africa to shoot lions (no, not lions; Kiffs). Nor
has he been able to avoid the letter of reconciliation which

goes astray, nor indeed any of the other customary obstacles

to the inevitably happy ending. Gahrielle will do very well

for a wet evening or a long railway-journey
;
you will not

want to place it beside Spinster of kis Farish and The

Guarded Flame on the Maxwell shelf of your library,

Myself-7-how wholeheartedly I was a serf,

When young to Nat Gould, Hawley Smart and the rest I

And I still love a galloping tale of the Turf,

And I Ve just finished one of the best

—

Edward Woodward’s Black Sheep, and they’re blacker

,
. than tar

;

But a black sheep, well penned,, to a book is no bar.

George Gopthorne, an owner, goes stoney ” as rock

Throughhis failure to pull off a Oesarewitch scoop

;

So he turns him professional steeple-chase ]ook

And, though he is bang in the soup,

Marries rosy Miss Rachael— regular pearl

—

Jasper Eungerford'

s

beautiful gold-hearted girl.

Now Jasper ’s a psalm-singing fraud, for the worm
Who holds family prayers and calls racing a crime

Is the fraudulent head of a hookmaking firm

—

Suh rosa, of course—all the time;

And poor George's failure was really because

—

But 1 think you must read for yourself how it was. -

For the book you will find, of its kind, jolly good

;

Its writer can certainly write a real race,

And George rides the National winner (he would I)

And buys back his family place

With the proceeds he nets by his bets on this one win

;

So the curtain is fortunate (T. Fisher IJnwin).

An intimate and terrible comment on our break with

Mexico and the recall of Mr. Cummins in 1924 is provided

by The Rosalie Evans Letters from Mexico (Hodder and

Stoughton), now edited by Mrs. Caden Pettus, Mrs.

Evans’s sister. These describe, sometimes from day to day,

the hopeless stand made by their writer in defence of her late

husband’s hacienda, its wheat-fields and irrigation system,

from the year after his death in 1917 until her own murder

in 1924. Evans himself was an Englishman, his wife by

birth an American. To rescue his property was for her a

tribute to his memory; besides by February 1923 she had

no other means of livelihood. An agrarian law had been

passed to expropriate large estates, with compensation,

throughout Mexico, its most benevolent aspect being an in-

tention of returning* their common lands to Indian villages.

Stalker {pending old double rifle to sportsman whose magazine rifle with telescopic

sight is out of order), ‘‘Dinna xorget, aboot nine inches eecht an’ eighteen

BELOW WI* THE RECHT BABE-EEL AT A HI7NDEEO YAERDS, AN’ TRUST TAE PROVIDENCE

IE YE ha’ to use the LEFT.”
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San Pedro Coxtocan, however, had never included common city type, but stories of the humble and, on the whole, kmdly
^ -I n JT “n c*o f.irk-n Q.nH I Q.nr? folk of tll6 POOTOr Sllblirbs. JjlIZuO/ J-TltstS TsrfvTs and and law-abi^ng folk of the poorer suburbs Linda

she was^bvious insignia ot ownership-held responsible (Minns and Boon), the heroine of her newest novel, which

for the taxes. How far she was well advised in approach- is quite as good as its forerunners, follows the occupation

inc^ the shifting (and shifty) personnel of revolutionary —uncommon for a heroine-of cloak-room attendant at a

GovemmLts for k definition of her standing, how much theatre. I am given to understand by those who can speak

common sense she showed in carrying on her desperate with authority that in real life one does not often find pretty

business of agriculture until a gang of still unpunished mur- young pemons in tueir early twenties adorning such places

,

derers shot her on the highway, is hardly the question. No but. that is a detail. Linda is as good as she is pretty, but

one who reads these long breathless letters will -doubt their her lover, Joe, is an unlucky lad, out of work and a

writer’s unshakeable conviction of duty, her fundamental landlord just about to swoop down on his widowed mother s

sanity through days and nights of horror, her personal

generosity. That she belonged to a class that most revol-

utions have decided, perhaps

wisely, to dispense with, is

clear. That less gallant ex-
jj

ponents of big business stayed
^ j

|

on and flourished where she
'll

*

anguished and died, is equally i,

obvious. As literature her let-
|

ters have no pretensions. As
I

documents they are unique. ji i

furniture, and Linda, sorely tempted, steals twenty pounds

from a handbag dropped in her cloak-room by a notorious

demi-mondaine, Pauline West,

All this sounds like the tamest

]
^

of themes, but so entertaining

;

is the characterisation, so

1 1

f
j' natural are the events which

^ |jl leave Joe a fugitive and Linda

obvious. .\s literature her let-
|

' _ I H,
engaged to marry the rich

ters have no pretensions. As J \\ Mk young man who had been

documents they are unique. Mine s escort on that par-

t 1|
I I

ticular evening, that the tale

i An exceptionally lortunate i j I
,

should appeal to every reader

I gentleman must be*'the present i H
''

| TiM hMe,

I

Headmaster of Eton,who finds
j |

1 /Mm murderand divorce as essential

! relaxation from severer pur-
j

the best romance.

lighterpSroriiteiiml I 1=^1
1 1 Lk SfPIl trace of the

gather from the dedication of h| *

lllf \
touch about Captain

his latest work of fiction, which /l 1 J ||
Anthony Eden, M.P., who in

he has called Ihe Count in M' , if |
it a I his volume, Pfaces iw f/ieM

Eensinjifiou (Jenkins), that it
,

' HMMIIlii I // /kJil tll (Mdeeay), prefaced by the

was composed to solace the I I'l | |||||||||| lnl |

1*““® Minister, deals with

junior members of his family
j

'
, , J|i||BH| 111 i||Hi thetouroftheBritishDele-

during the fatigues of the hoh-
, |

I / mWliMmlW I gation to the Empire Press

days. “Non semper arcum
)

-v 1 / '! |K^UR||| Conference in Australia, whose

fefidziipoiZo—and all that sort ^ .

11^' /j^lSr IM^I Wfln|| journeyings, as chronicled by

of thing," as our old friend . -^\ ||||rOfll/| another of its delegates, are

Mr. Broohe, oi Xiddlemarch, ' \'J-C 'jj|ilM|i||i already familiar in their lighter

was wont to say. Even the
' iifllfMW aspects to Mr. Punch’s readers,

little Alingtons, 1 suppose, . Ov. ljf/|Ww/' Captain Eden shows through-

mayturnoccasionallytostories Wi/fiti out a commendable respect for

of villainous Russian counts ^ '

\ I Ijm /'/’ ever-tender corns of the

plotting against the British '-jj i

Man on the Spot, while at the

Government and being foiled,
• same time he is not afraid

aftera series of incredible hap- upon occasion to express in-

penings, by the usual gang dependent and even critical

of amateur detectives fall be- Maid
[
sotto voce). “One thing, since IIasieb Beic leabnt opinions upon a variety of

longing to the best families).
^bopeely when 'e

^natters which came under his

But how delightful to have a
'

personal notice, ranging from
father at once able and willing to provide a iull-blown such minor points as the deleterious effect of excessive corn-

novel of this kind, almost indistinguishable from the best fort in the shape of padded settees upon the 7noml of New
models. Indeed in several respects Dr. Cvril Auington Zealand’s legislators'to subjects of more solid import, such as

Maid [sotio voce), “One thing, since ;Masteb Eric learnt
THE Charleston ’e no wipe ’is feet properly when ’e

possesses advantages over the ordinary purveyor of detective

fiction. He can write scholarly English, and he has a sense
of character. The only objection 1 can bring against this

Queensland’s unsuccessful excursions into Socialism.

In the eighth of the fourteen stories that are included in
particular specimen of his ingenuity is that it is almost too At Govmiment House (Mills and Boon), Major Aedern
ingenious. Everything is fitted in so very neatly that the Beaman says that Bollie Dennistoun's “ greatest joy was in
reader is in danger of losing his interest in the story while taking on jobs the mere thought of which set the average man
fl.rlmirincf f.hp. mp^.lTci.niam T'Vip {aoh lo Tir A T.Txrr!.nnAxr 1^QC! .nmoLiv-irp Vito oVi/-iAriadmiring the mechanism. The fact is Dr, Alington has
written an amusing parody, an excellent imitation, let us
say, of one of Mr. George Birmingham’s recent romances.
But it does not grip the reader. No man can write a
thrilling story with his tongue in bis cheek. And that is

where our versatile headmaster obviously keeps his.

Miss Sophie Cole has made a corner in the writing of
London novels, not of the sensational night-life-of-a-great-

quaking in his shoes.” Bollie was military secretary to the
Governor of Mahdipur, and also the man for an emergency.
Each of these tales has its tight situation, but Bolhe was
always at hand to relieve it. In truth he was worked very
hard; but happily he was not worked to death, and in the
last story his arm was encircling a slender waist. Major
Beaman knows his India and deals vigorously with some
of her problems. Bollie, because he spotted rotters at sight
and handled them heavily, is a hero good to meet.
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p The annouDcement that Mr. Lloyd
CHARIVAR I A. George has grown a giant marrow is a

There seems no reason why the Gov- nasty knock for those who were in-

ernment should stop at commercial dined to regard the ex-Premier as a
postmarks. Why can’t the telephone- negligible quantity nowadays,
girl say, Sorry you’ve been troubled,

but have you tried Lumbo Salts ? ” To relieve the congestion on the kerbs
during the shopping season it is sug-

In our opinion Sir Alan CoBHAM fully gested that places should be set aside

but have you tried Lumbo Salts ? ” To relieve the congestion on the kerbs
during the shopping season it is sug-

In our opinion Sir Alan CoBHAM fully gested that places should be set aside
deserved his knighthood for his courage, where women can park their husbands,
as he must have been aware of the state
of the country to which he was return- Although a moral reformer at West
ing. Hartlenool savs that bobbed hair and

the country to which he was return- Although a moral reformer at West
g- - * Hartlepool says that bobbed hair and

*
^

short skirts are worldly, many people
There is a strong feeling in favour of still consider they are simply heavenly.

persuading Lord Beavejrbrook
to sing the first note at the
great concert with which The
Daily Express is to inaugurate
the National Community Sing-

ing movement at the Albert
Hall next month.

si: *
*

We understand that the
matches between the Welsh
Eugby teams and the Maoris
will be played (if at all) in the
Welsh language.

^ sie

The American Department
of Commerce states that that

country exports twenty million

false teeth every year. This
of course doesn’t include the

gear-boxes of motor-cars.
* sic

sH

We gather from the fashion

illustrations in the Press that
women are wearing their legs

longer this autumn.

Beads are said to be coming * ^
into fashion again. It is only ill Ilf k

natural that women should 'A • H (lli( \\
wear something extra when

.
^

the colder weather comes.

A Bishop declares that he -d t ^ ^ v ,
IT ,t5 1 j-u 1- Baroer lex Gardener), “Now’s the time o tear

would rather play the oboe think op haying the moustache pruned.”
than the harp m a celestial

choir. The prospect of hearing the It is being suggested that the medical
Higher Clergy on the wood-wind is profession should agitate against the

yet another inducement to be good. sale of patent medicines ; but doctors are

clever enough to know what makes so

We are asked to say that the recent many patients require their services,

abolition of hell-fire by some of our

Bishops has nothing to do with the coal We hear of one old-fashioned father

stoppage. who is so strict that be actually insists
'' that his daughter should be home to

Dancing, we read, is on the wane, breakfast every morning.
Still, there is a good deal of dancing
on the wax. The cross-Channel swimming season

'''

is drawing to an end, and we suggest that

The drawback to the Grandson Tax, the Channel should now be thoroughly
an extension of the Death Duties, which overhauled and got ready for shipping.

Mr. E. D. Simon explained at Birming-
ham the other day, is that it might It has been decided by the Town
have the effect of discouraging young Council thata motor-track near Brighton
people from becoming grandsons. cannot be sanctioned till the question

Barber {cx Gardener), “Now’s the time o’ tear,
YOU think op haying the moustache pruned.”

of safeguarding the amenities of the
district has been considered. A Brighton

j

invaded by sw^arms of motorists is uh- :

thinkable.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer is

an exceedingly busy man,” says a gossip-

writer. He must be; apparently he
hasn’t yet bad time to be photographed
in a beret. ^

A lost dog which had a habit of trav-

elling on Underground trains was stated
to have last been seen at Barking. No
doubt that was understood to be the

station it asked for.

, ,
*

Pans is suffering from a
famine of oysters and game.

t
Send your superfluous delica-

cies to the Parisian Epicures’
Belief Eund.

HI ***

'i[ With reference to the fact
' that gaily-coloured boots for

i

! men are now on the market an

,

expert points out that the East

I j

End sets the fashion for the
-lililic-. West End in men’s wear. We

have sometimes suspected this.

^ A Daihj Express representa-
Uili tive has failed in his attempt

to discover the Eoyal Society’s

||u opinion of Mr. H. G. Wells's
opinion of it. The Royal

5™ Society’s opinion of our en-

3^uAV\\ terprising contemporary’s re-

presentative has not been as-

||Kj certained either.

n||I1| The latest style in hats is

IIIIj]*
said to be a toque worn with
the mouth slightly open.

Sir, if

Father

It appears there is a great I

demand just now for senti-

mental Irish songs, and one
native is composing a pathetic

- little ballad entitled, “ When
Laid the Landlord on the Stairs.”

5ii Si:

*
The cross-Channel swimming season

A dazzle-light for tigers is part of

the equipment of a Rajah’s new hunting-
car. The same device has of course
been used successfully against pedes-
trians.

'* j!'/'”

We understand that one of the tasks
confronting the Puie Rivers Society,

which has just been formed, will be
that of affixing silencers to bargees.

From ^‘Answers to Correspondents”

:

“
‘ Tisky.’— I should show your hands to a

doctor, my dear, and ask him to remove them.
It will only take a week or so .”—Weeldy Paper.

If we remember rightly, the other
“Tishy’s ” trouble was with his feet.

VJL. uLXXl.
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i
THE NEW SUBALTERN.

I This is the sad story of Second-

Lieutenant Swordfrog, who joined us a

short while ago. He is expected to re-

cover, but it will be a long business.

He was very conscientious. When
he first joined the battalion he spent

his afternoons reading up ‘‘ King’s Esgu-

lations ” and, whatever they told him

to do, that he did. Conversely, what-

ever they told him not to do, even if it

were that he was forbidden to “fire

guns at the funeral of a civilian function-

ary not entitled to salutes of cannon

when living,” he manfully restrained

the impulse. He felt that he was learn-

ing. He felt that by getting to know
exactly what should happen when “a
vessel carrying the remains of a foreigner

of high distinction arrives during salut-

ing hours at any authorised saluting

station,” he was slowly making himself

worthy of the single star upon each

shoulder.

One afternoon he reached Para. 948

and got rather a shock. He read :
“ The

hair of the head will be kept short.

The chin and under-lip will be shaved.”

He cast a glance at the suspiciously

new-looking safety-razor on his dressing-

table—a Christmas present from his

young sister, “and please, 'please may
I watch you using it the first time ?

”

He had magnanimously granted the

request, but had wished later he hadn’t.

He had always been led to understand

that a safety-razor was one which could

'not cut you however imskilfuUy it was
handled. Thereafter it was onlybrought

into action on the first of the month,
and even then more to mark suitably

the day on which his pay came in

than to rid himself of any encumbering
growth.

He studied the Eegulation again and
caressed “his chin and under lip.” He
thought he could just detect—but no,

it couldn’t be ;
he had shaved only last

Friday week. Ought he perhaps to run
over it more frequently—say once a

week instead of once a month? He
searched further, but the Eegulations
didn’t seem to lay down any particular

routine to be followed. In fact, the
only other reference to facial hair was
that “whiskers, if worn, must be of

moderate length,” and he was quite

safe about that.

He wondered if by any chance an
explanatory Army Council Instruction

had been published on the question

:

“ Shaving— Second-Lieutenants,” or

“Notes on Eelative Smoothness for

Subaltern Officers.” Or in default of

such an instruction perhaps the whole
matter was left, like many other things
in the Army, such as obtaining leave
and platoon-drill, to the initiative of the

junior officer. In that case he ought

to shave every day; for the private

soldier was expected to do so, and no

good officer should shirk anything that

he expects his men to do.

He decided that he had better do the

right thing. The Adjutant was rather

a terrifying person and the Colonel

worse, and whatever he did he must

not attract their unfavourable attention

at the outset of his career. Supposing

—a horrible thought struck him—the

Colonel were to askwhen he had shaved

last and he had to answer “ Last Friday

week, Sir ” ?

He got up, unearthed the bright

razor and shaved. It was rather like

running the lawn-mover over the parade-

ground.

When he had finished he studied his

chin carefully in the glass. He decided

it was smooth enough for any Colonel.

Then he turned his scrutiny to the

upper lip. Quite a different matter

this. His moustache was coming on
finely, though he could feel it better

than he could see it. It had improved
this last month

;
there were two on one

side and three on the other now.
He threw out his chest and walked

proudly out of his quarters and promptly
met the Adjutant, who said, “ By the

way, Swordfrog, the Colonel noticed

you on parade this morning.”
Second-Lieutenant Swordfrog’s heart

fell. After everything his shave had
been too late.

“He wishes it brought to your
notice,” went on the Adjutant, “that
it is the custom of our regiment for an
officer to wear a moustache. He would
be obliged if in future you would cease

to shave your upper lip.” A. A.

“ Sheffield is placed in a very unique position

in being one of the first places he is to visit

during his tour of the country.”
Provincial Paper.

Of course, if it w^ere the first of all the
first places, it would be much more
unique.

“ South Mimms is under the jurisdiction of

the Archbishop of Hampstead. The parish-

ioners suggested recently that he should keep
up the old custom of visiting the parish on
horseback, thus ‘ living up to his gaiters.

’ ”

Daily Pamper.

We are unacquainted with this prelate,

but surmise that he is Archbishop in

pariibus of the Hampstead Heathens.

“The trickle which I saw falling over the
Falls of Ladore would not have inspired Words-
worth to write his famous poem : * How does
the water come down from Ladore ? ’ I ’ll

warrant !
” Magazine.

With equal certainty we’ll warrant
that the tricklewhich we have seen flow-

ing under WestminsterBridgewould not
have inspired Southey to write, “Barth
has not anything to show more fair.”

FAIR PLAY FOR ALSATIANS.
[Mr. Pickett, the Chairman of the Alsatian

League and Club, has issued a protest against

the view, based on a recent incident, that

Alsatians are dangerous or ill-tempered, or

that they are descended from wolves.]

Dear Mr. Punch

—

throughout your
span

Of eighty years, and something more,

devoted

To the four-footed friend of man

—

I have no doubt you must with pain

have noted
The base revival of the fable

That brands us with a lupine label.

And yet in truth for centuries three,

As all admit who give the matter

heeding.

Unstained has been our pedigree

By any misalliance or cross-breeding

;

Unlike the “pudding dog” Dalmatian,
There are no spots on the Alsatian.

We are not like the pampered Pekes,

Exotic pets
;
we are not Oriental

;

We have deep-throated barks, not

squeaks

;

Eobust of frame, in temper we are

gentle,

And to “ Alsatia ” in its baser meaning
We are too honest to have any leaning.

In the world-war we guarded dumps
And won the love of soldiers who

controlled us

;

In peace by our tremendous jumps
We gladden all nice children who

behold us
(Had I been on the spot I should

Have rescued young Bed Biding Hood).

I grieve to note The Ency, Brit.,

Ev’n in its latest supplemental stages,

Continues strangely to omit
Our name and portraits from its

ponderous pages,

Though thousands pay the annual sub.

To the Alsatian League and Club.

To brand us as a treacherous breed

Is wholly false
;
it also is not cricket

;

And welcome, in our hour of need,

Are the kind words of worthy Mr.
Pickett,

Who lauds our admirable traits

In language of unstinted praise.

Then never let us hear again

From credulous reporters or broad-

casters

That we are of a wolfish strain

And prone to turn upon and rend our
masters

;

The charge, incapable of proof,

I meet with an indignant “Woof! ”

Our Shameless Advertisers.
“ Young Lady (expert dancer) requires Gent.

Partner for bathroom and Exhibition Danc-
ing. Paper.



THE “LIBERTY” OF LABOUR.
Miners’ Leader. “SO YOU’VE GIVEN YOUR FREE AND UNEETTERBD JUDGMENT ON

THE GOVERNMENT’S PROPOSALS.”
Miner. “YOU CAN CALL IT THAT IE IT SUITS YOU. BUT, IE YOU REALLY WANT TO

KNOW WHAT I REALLY THINK, LET MB GET AT THAT BOX YOU’RE SITTING ON.”



1 E. D M luminous home of waters opens bright because the public would be anxious for
ALASTAIR FITZGIBBON. And tranquU, from whose floor the new-bathed sequel showing how Alastair over-

‘‘ Botheb 1
” said Antony.

Eme^'elnd shine upon the Aral Sea.”
°ame the difi&cult situation and altered

He was very nmch annoyed indeed.
T .

his plans for obtaining peace. But
And I think he had just cause for irri- Yes, it was like Solirab and Bustum.^ Antony would have none of it. He
tation. Trials are sent to us, no doubt, And then to his amazement and dis- said that an epilogue like that would
for our good, but at the moment of their gust Antony was confronted by a entirely ruin the literary quality of his
coming it is very hard to preserve an paragraph in one of the daily news- 'vv^ork, and that we must find some other
equal mind. It seemed clear that An- papers, which asserted, apparently on ^ay out.
tony’s moral was spoilt. good authority, that the harem was Mormons were no use, because

Difficult as it might seem to be to abolished in Turkey, and even bigamy
i^j appeared that, contrary to usual

devise a romance dealing entirely with prohibited by law. There are moments opinion, bigamy has also been abolished
the sex life, and terminating in a wholly when even a strong man is tempted to Salt Lake City for a great number of
original way, Antony had, in my despair of Providence. years. And when I suggested Tahiti
opinion, achieved it. His hero, tired of You will understand that the book qj* Samoa or the Piji Islands, Antony
amorous escapades and emotional ad- was entirely modern. It was impossible only made a gesture of disgust. All that
ventures, had finally embraced the creed to throw the events back into the past, of thin^, he said, had been done,
of Islam and decided to live in Constan- and a fact of this kind completely upset £[e was ^*qually averse from the
tinople, where, gathering round him the the framework of the plot. Worse still, African desert. And indeed I think he
various hepines of the book, he pro- the proofs were actually in Antony’s ^as right. It is a basic quality, so far
posed to give peace to his weary soul hands.

,
. as I can ascertain, in the character of

by roping them all together as it were I suggested adding a note— an Arabian sheikh to carry away only
into a kind of patriarchal harem or The Author and Publisher regret to one heroine forcibly to the silent night
corral. I could find no flaw whatsoever point out that since this book was com- and the stars. However predatory his
in this ending. It seemed to me to have pleted the practice of polygamy has been disposition, he never tackles them by
the quality of great literature. The forbidden by the Turkish authorities, and the herd. It was while we were dis-
doubts, the confused yearnings, of his Alastair F'vtzgibhon^s troubled soul was cussing this point that Antony suddenly
hero’s parcelled soul had at length come therefore not enabled to find tranquillity, suggested Persia
through shallows aud quicksands to a as stated above.

‘‘ Haven’t you 'got a cousin,” he said,
tranquil close.

“Till at last
^ would even be a “in Persia?” -

The long’d-for dash of waves is heard, and certain advantage from a purely com- I admitted that I had.
wide mercial point of view in this epilogue, “What is the present law about
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Small Girl {obliged to visit dentist dtiring holiday in France) * “ Can he xjndeiista:sd
English, Mummy?”

Mother, “I don’t think he can, deae.”
Small Girl {ajter a thoughtful pause), “Mummy, what ’s the Fbench for ‘ Ow !

’ ? ”

harems under Eeza Khan?*’ he said,
ruffling his proofs' anxiously

.

I was blowed if I knew.
‘‘ Cable your cousin at once, there *s

! a good fellow,” he said.

Seizing a piece of paper he began to
draft a message with a businesslike air.

Pinished, it ran :

—

Please wire ^ossihility European
soul desirous peace sexlife harem
Teheran.

I warned him that my cousin in
Persia was not accustomed to the
sharp crises of the literary life, and that
he might find the problem a little diffi-

cult to answer off-hand. But Antony
was obdurate.

‘‘Take it at once, there’s a good
chap,” he said. “ Hotter and Strong
have been howling for these proofs for

a w^eek.”

I went to the post-office, filled in the
special form and poked ' it under the
wires. The shingled lady examined it

with a critical eye.
“ What is this word ? ” she said.
“ Sexlife,” I explained, “s-e-x-l-i-f-e.”

“Two words,” she said, dividing it

firmly with her pencil. After that she
began to consult her library.

“ Sixteen words, counting the ad-
dress,” she said, “at one and seven-
pence a word.”

I paid and was about to go.
“ Wait one moment,” she said, and

began to telephone.
“ Sorry,” she went on after a min-

ute or two, “but that line isn’t

open.”
“ Why ever not ? ” I said. “ Is there

a strike of mules in Kurdistan ?
”

She was not interested in Kurdistan.
“ If you like to send it by the other

route,” she said, “ it’ll be two-and-eight-
pence a word.”

I cut out “ please ” and “ European ”

and let it go at that.

Half-way to his rooms I met Antony.
“ You haven’t sent it ? ” he said.
“ I have,” I told him, and mentioned

the price.

“ Good heavens 1
” he exclaimed.

“I’ve just put in a far better ending
than that.”

“ Oh !
” I said, not very cordially.

“ Alastair throws over the whole lot

of them and goes to a monastery in the
mountains of Tibet.” .

“ The scrounger! ” I said.
“ He has found peace,” rejoined An-

tony solemnly, “amongst the eternal

snows.”
“But not unscathed,” I said. “ One

pound seventeen and fourpence, please.”

Nevertheless I think Alastair Fitz-

gibbon was well advised, for we have
had no reply whatever from my cousin
in Teheran. Evoe.

THE VENTRILOQUIST.

A VENTRILOQUIST proposing to the lady
of his choice

Got such a fit of nerves he failed to
regulate his voice

;

He said, “ I ’ve loved you fervently for

months, my darling Mabel,”
In tones which seemed addressing her

from underneath the table.

She searched in vain and scarcely had
recovered from the shock

When a second “ darling Mabel ” made
her look behind the clock.

She felt that she wac fainting and was
just about to fall

When a voice said, “ Don't be fright-

ened,” from a bracket on the wall

;

It added, “Will you marry me?” in

such a distant tone
That she ran upstairs to answer, and

the lover was alone. G. B.

Our Helpful Press.

“Mr. Cobhamwas escorted across the Channel
on the final stage of his flight yesterday by a
Daily Mirror aeroplane.”—Daily Mirror,

“ London, Thursday.—Although a number
of Americans are returning from the High-
lands, the Royal Family is still at Balmoral.”

)
Continental Paper.
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SIMPLE STORIES.
IX.

—

The Tea-TELLee.

Once there was a traveller who
wanted a servant to go with him on his

travels, and he saw several but he didn’t

like any of them.
But at last a man called Wobblejuice

came to see him, and he didn’t think he
would do at all, because he was rather

lame and only had one eye. But he
had such a funny name that he thought
he would like to talk to him.

So he said where did you get your
name from ?

And he said well I made it up.

He said then I think you
might have made up a better

one.

And he said well perhaps I

might.

So he said now let us come
to business, how many lan-

guages can you talk ?

And he said one.
|

He said that isn’t much use
'

to me, can you cook ?

And he said well I was never ^
much good at cooking, but I
can boil an egg,

He said I don’t supposethere
will be many eggs where I am
going to, so that isn’t much
good, canyou clean boots well ?

And he said no I was never
much good at cleaning boots,

the smell of blacking makes
me sick.

He said well you don’t seem
to be much good as a servant.

And he said no perhaps not.
" -

So he said well what can
you do?
And he said well I can do -

one thing rather well, I can
turn myself into anv animal I •

like.

Well the traveller had never
met anybody who could do
that before and he wasn’t sure that
Wobblejuice was telling the truth. But
there was a mouse in the room, so he
said well turn yourself into a cat and
catch that mouse.

So Wobblejuice turned himself into a
cat, and it had only one eye and was
lame in one leg, but that didn’t matter
because it had three others, and he
caught the mouse, and then he turned
himself into a man again.

So the traveller said well I think you
will be useful to me, and I will take you
as my servant if we can agree about
wages.

And they agreed about wages and
started on their travels.

Well they came to a great desert
which nobody had ever crossed before,
but Wobblejuice turned himself into a

camel and the traveller rode on him in

the daytime. And in the evening after

they had had their supper he turned

himself into a nightingale and sang

beautiful songs, and when the traveller

went to sleep he turned himself into a

fierce dog and kept off the jackals and
hyenas and all those animals.

Well that went on for some time,

but they couldn’t go as fast as the

traveller had meant to because when
Wobblejuice was a camel he was lame,

and besides he had to have some sleep

after sitting up all night barking. So
presently they came to an end of their

food, and the traveller said well here

“He tuened himself into a fieece dog.”

we are in the desert and it is a long way
to the end of it still, and as we haven’t
got anything more to eat and drink I
suppose the only thing is for us to die,

but I don’t like it and I wish you could
think of something.
So Wobblejuice said oh it is quite easy,

I will turn myself into a hen and lay
plenty of eggs, that will give us some-
thing to eat.

And the traveller said yes that’s all

very well, but what about drinking ?

And Wobblejuice said oh that will be
all right, I will turn myself into a cow

;

and we shall have plenty of milk.
So he did that, and sometimes he

i turned himself into a duck or a turkey,
so as not to get tired of the same kind
of egg, and once he turned himself'into
a goat, but they didn’t like that sort of

milk so he didn’t do it again, and pre-

sently they came to the end of the desert.

Well then they had to go up a very
steep mountain, and when they got high
up it there was only a very narrow path
with a most horrible precipice on one
side of it. And the traveller said I

really can’t go on any more, precipices

make me dizzy.

And Wobblejuice said I have never
cared much about precipices either, but
this will be all right, I will turn myself

|

into a mule and you can sit on me side-

waj^s and you needn’t look at the preci-

pice.

And the traveller said well that isn’t

a bad idea, but what about
you ? if you turn dizzy we shall

both fall over the precipice

together, and I should go over
backwards, and I shouldn’t like
that at all.

And Wobblejuice said oh
that will be all right, because
I shall have my blind eye on
the side of the precipice, and
I shan’t see it.

So they got to the top of the
mountain, and sat down to
rest. And then Wobblejuice
said what have we come here

7^ for?

- And the traveller said well

“'-u. I thought I should like to say
I had been here, because no-
body has ever been here before.

And Wobblejuice said well
why couldn’t~you say ife, instead
of giving us all this trouble ?

And the traveller said that 's
' what I don’t like about you,

you think it doesn’t matter
^ telling lies, I suppose it is be-
cause you are always pretend-

^ i^g to be something that you

^
” are not.

So then they nearly quar-
relled, but Wobblejuice didn’t

want to quarrel because he
rather liked the traveller by this time,
they had been so long together. So
he said yes I dare say that is it, what
are we going to do now ?

,
The traveller said well we might go

home again now, I have had enough of
travelling for the present.

Wobblejuice said oh very well but
we must find another way down this
mountain, or else my blind eye won’t
be on the side of the precipice, and I
might turn dizzy and fall over.
The traveller said how are we going

to find another way down? and Wobble-
juice said oh that is quite easy, I will
turn myself into an eagle and fly about
till I find one.

So he did that, and he found another
path by a precipice, but where he could
have his blind eye on the outside so



that the precipice wouldn’t make him

dizzy.

So that was all right, and they got

to the bottom of the mountain.

Well, when they gob home again the

traveller found he had plenty to write

a very interesting book about, and

people would pay him plenty of money
for it, because he was the first traveller

who had ever had a servant who could

turn himself into any animal he liked,

and they would be interested to read

about that.

But he didn’t want a servant any

more, because his landlady cooked his

meals for him and made his bed, and

her little girl cleaned his boobs for him,

and he often gave her sixpence for it.

So he said to Wobblejuice I am very

sorry but I ’m afraid I shall have to give

you a month’s notice because I don’t
|

want a servant who can turn himself

into any animal he likes while I am in

London, he would be no use to me.

And Wobblejuice said oh I don’tknow
about that, I could turn myself into a

horse and when you are tired of writing

your book you could go for a ride on me.

And the' traveller said that isn’t a

bad idea, I like riding and it would save

hiring a horse, so perhaps I could afford

to keep you on, I don’t really want to

get rid of you because we have had

some very interesting times together

and it will be nice to talk about them
in the evenings.

So they did that, and when the

traveller had written his book plenty of

people bought it to read, because it was
very interesting and he made plenty of

money out of it.

And what was nice about him was
that he gave Wobblejuice some of the

money, b^ecause he said you were quite

useful to me in my travels and it is only

fair.

And Wobblejuice turned himself into

a cocker spaniel and licked his band,

because it was the best way of showing

how pleased he was. A. M.

“Antique Sideboard, must Sell
;
practically

new ;
inspection invited ;

no dealers.”

Local Pa^er,

Dealers are so suspicious.
|

j

From a boot-store advertisement :

—

“Eve:? Colodeed Kids are Included in

THIS Sale,

We are doing them in in both light and

dark brown.”—South African Paper*

It sounds as if the worst horrors of the

slave-trade had been revived.

A POINT OF VIEW.

Far in the unregarded sky

A royal eagle, soaring high,

Down on the spacious realm beneath

him
Swung a proprietary eye.

An airman with prodigious fuss

Came roaring on his clumsy bus,

And plainly of an eagle’s feelings

Knew not, and did not care, a cuss.

The haughty eagle, much annoyed
At this intrusion on his void,

Defied the aeroplane to battle

And was, for all I know, destroyed.

The busman with an injured air

Descended promptly for repair,

And asked of all men what the hello

A cursed bird was doing there.

Dum-Dum.

“FIGHTING- IN CHINA.
Troops Rushing to Relief of Wu Chang.

Shanghai, Thursday.

A Hankow report states the troops of Sun
Chuan Fang are gradually approaching to the

relief of Wu Chang.”—Channel IslatidsPaper.

For the benefit of our civilian readers

we should explain that the ‘‘ gradual

rush ” is one of the most difficult opera-

tions of modern warfare.
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THE VERGER.
I

PIPPED.

Once on a time, picking posies down Enna way,

I

Proserpine strayed

;

I
Far from her nymphs and her fond mother’s ken away

Wandered the maid.

Up from below popped the Lord of the Under-world

Close at her side,

And the fair maiden, all helpless with wonder, whirled

Off for his bride.

I
Wailed her mamma, “ This is really too bad of her

;

I
Where can she be ?

j

All around Enna no news to be had of her

—

I Misery me !

”

I

Sore beyond telling the trouble that Ceres had

!
Seeking her child

;

;

O’er the wide world she went wandering weary, sad,

I

Hungry and wild.

! Deep the distress in the farmsteads and villages

;

j

Labour was vain

;

Husbandmen murmuring, “Empty our tillage is,

Blighted the grain.”

Dirges and litanies loud and monotonous
Bose to the sky

:

“Ceres, good Ceres, has gone and forgotten us;

Help or we die !

”

Phoebus at last (for none other could tell her aught).

Moved by her prayer.

Whispered, “ Your woes by the ruler of hell are wrought

;

Look for her there I

All will depend on her fast—if she ’s broken it

There she must rest

;

Mercury’s starting (his aid I’ve bespoken it)

Off on the quest.”

Down went the wing-footed god to the dreary dim
Bealms of the dead,

Tackled the king on the subject and queried him

;

Back then he sped.
“ Though it was nought but a technical meal it ’ll

Mpan her eclipse ;

Proserpine ’s eaten in Erebus three little

Pomegranate pips.”

Ceres replied, “ Then it ’s plain on diplomacy’s

Arts I must draw

;

Tell him I purpose to dwell in his home as his

Mother-in-law.”

Pluto, dismayed—such a spoken intent ’ll oft

Husbands appal

—

Settled that eight of her months should be spent aloft,

Four in his thrall.

So, when in winter our Barth-mother’s beautiful

Features are dim,

That ’s because Proserpine ’s gone on her dutiful

Visit to him.

Also (your thanks, you that study the fable, owe
Me for the tip),

That ’s why each one of those months of her stay below
Gives us the pip.

From the evidence before the Cross-Eiver Traffic Com-
mission :

—

** People were less inclined to walk to-day, with a bus at their elbow
than in the past.”—Morning Paper.

We agree. In such a predicament most of us are inclined
to jump.

The Verger. Good morning, Miss. Can I do anything

for you to improve your photographs of the church ?

The Visitor. No, thank you.

The Verger. No offence, Miss. But some amateur photo-
|

graphers who come here— and we get thousands, Miss,
I

thousands—likes me to stand in the foreground. What
they can see in the place to want pictures of it beats me,

Miss, but of course there’s more sense when there’s a

human being, a piece of flesh and blood, to help it, isn’t

there? Sure you wouldn’t like me to lean against the

font, Miss ?

Tlie Visitor. No, thank you. It ’s a pretty font. I sup-

pose you get plenty of christenings ?

The Verger. I can’t exactly complain, but it ’s not what
it used to be, Miss, when we had barracks in the town.

The Visitor (quickly). What is the style of architecture

called ?

The Verger. Weil, Miss, it ’s called Early Perp. in the

guide-book, but what that means I haven’t a notion. Per-

haps you can tell me. Sounds to me more like a vegetable

than a nedifice.

The Visitor. I wish I could.

The Verger. All except the chancel. That ’s Norman.
You see the church was built by one of William the
Conqueroe’s generals as a kind of fire-insurance. But only

the chancel ’s his. The rest was added in the thirteenth

century—Early Perp.

The Visitor. Are you the only verger ?

The Verger. No, Miss. I *m the chief. There ’s another

one under me, a young fellow of sixty or so. I verges up
the centre aisle ; he verges up the sides. I do all the real

work. I help the Vicar on with his surplice and tell the

bridegrooms and chief mourners where to stand and what
to do. Yes, and the mothers with their babies too—same as

it might be yourself, Miss, with your owm darling first-born.

Miss, bless its pretty eyes 1 I ’m the important one, Miss.

The Visitor. I suppose the bridegrooms are more gener-

ous than the chief mourners ?

The Verger. Well, Miss, it depends on the corpse. If

it’s someone that, so to speak, has been cut down not
before all her friends were—as I might say. Miss, without
offence—ready for the blow, why then I have known the
chief mourners come down very handsome. But when
there ’s real grief. Miss, there ’s very little for the verger.

Very little. One can be very absent-minded behind a
handkerchief. Miss.

The Visitor. But tell me—why do you speak of the corpse
as if it was necessarily feminine ?

The Verger. Did I, Miss ? That must have been a slip.

I may have been thinking of my own troubles, Miss. I

apologise. Gentlemen can be called home too, and not
too soon, I ’m well aware. Funny I should have said “her,”
Miss. No offence, you know.

The Visitoi\ Well, there’s no difficulty about tips with
bridegrooms, I am sure.

The Verger. Ah, Miss, you don’t know. Happiness can
^ake^\people very absent-minded too. In fact absent-
^iiide(fness is a disease that everyone can catch. It ’s

worse than influenza. Grief isn’t we vergers’ only enemy

;

there ’s happiness. There are some bridegrooms, Miss, so
joyfnl over what they think is their good luck, poor fellows,

that they never give the verger another look
;
and after all

he ’s done for them too ! They drive away in their carriage
with ribbings on the whip just as though rice-pudding
made off the rice swep’ up from the aisles was as welcome
as half-a-sovereign and as nourishing as a dinner at the
Grand Hotel.



Little Qirl (after contemplating electric eel at the Zoo). “ Oh, Mummy, it caih't be true !

”

The Visitor. What a shame

!

The Verger, Yes, Miss, it is a shame. You ’re right.

That’s why I always like the weddings where there’s a
best man. You see the best man’s got his head screwed
on all right. He’s not up the pole with thinking that
he ’s won the most scrumptious and lovely creature on the
earth. He ’s sensible, Miss. And his pockets are full of

money for everybody who has done him a kindness. I
don't wonder they’re called best men. I hope, Miss, as
when you *re married to the handsomest and richest gentle-

man in the world, as you deserve to be, bless your pretty
face! you’ll remember the poor verger a-verging about
the church, and have a best man too. It ’s the only way,
I tell you.

The Visitor, Is there a poor-box I could drop some-
thing into ?

The Verger, Poor-box, Miss ? Yes, Miss
;
but it ’s right

down the far end of the church, Miss. A long walk on a
hot day like this. Let me drop it in for you.
The Visitor. Thank you. Here’s half-a-crown for the

poor-box and sixpence for yourself.

The Verger, Thank you. Miss. Good morning. Miss
;
I

shan’t forget which is for which. I ’ve a wonderful clear
head, Miss. Good morning, Miss. B. V. L,

Common are to either sex . . .

‘‘Gent.’s Outpitting.—Good Salesman, Widow-dresser, Wanted.”
Provincial Paper.

^

There is likely to be some little delay about the discus-
sion, between Paris and London, of the details of the Tangier
Question. Before the Governments can take into con-
sideration the “secondly” and “thirdly” they have got
to discover what is meant by Primo.

I
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A QUESTION OF FUNDS.
The curtain fell. With a sigh of

relief I turned to look at Mollie, who
occupied the seat next to mine. Mollie,

I may say, is well worth looking upon,

being blue-eyed and having golden hair

shorn cunningly in a style which lies

somewhere between an Eton crop and a

shingle.

“What do you think of the show,

Mollie ? ” I asked.

Mollie considered me thoughtfully.

“Well, the acting is good,” she con-

ceded cautiously at length.

“You’re right,” I agreed heartily;
“ as a play it certainly is pretty futile.”

At this point we were compelled to

compress our knees to allow egress to

two thirsty-iooking gentlemen with
purposeful eyes. When we had settled

ourselves again Mollie

turned to me suddenly.
“ Did I tell you,” she

asked,knowing full well

that she had not, “ that

I have been left a lot of

money ?
”

“No! ” I exclaimed.

“Eeally?”
“Yes,” said Mollie,

nodding her fair head
with satisfaction.
“ From a relation I had
never met in my life.”

“ Congratulations,”!

said. “And manyhappy
returns. Is there much
of it?”

“Lots,” said Mollie

complacently.

“H'm,” I said, and
fell silent.

“Aren’t you pleased
about it?" she asked.

“A trulynoble sentiment,” applauded

Mollie mockingly. “ But are you really

poor, Pungo ?
”

“ I am a humorous writer,” I replied

with quiet dignity
;

“ and humorous
writers as a class are not notably opu-

lent.”

“ Not even good ones like you ? ” put

in Mollie innocently.

I bowed slightly.

“Not even good ones like me,” I

affirmed. “In fact,” I went on re-

miniscently, “ I have met but one rich

humorous writer in my life, and he
accumulated his wealth as a result of a

happy knack he has of putting his shirt

with great frequency upon the right

horse.”
“ You are funny, Pungo,” said Mollie,

gurgling. “In some things you’re
really quite early-Victorian.”

Beginner.

Caddy
“WhA,T wourj) BE THE BEST STICK TO USE HEBE?

of it), “A STICK 0* DYNAllUTB, SlE.”

“Well, for your sake, yes,” I replied

guardedly. “ But, considering it from
a purely selfish angle, I am not quite

so pleased.”
“ Why, Pungo ? ” asked Mollie, wide-

eyed. Mollie, I should; mention, calls

me “ Pungo ” because of some fancied

resemblance I bear to a goUiwog of that
name with whom she was intimately
acquainted when she was several years
younger than she is now.

“ Merely,” I said carelessly, “ because
it was my intention to propose to you
to-night. But that, of course, is out of

the question now.”
Mollie looked at me curiously.
“ Why is it out of the question ?

”

she demanded bluntly.

I shrugged my shoulders.
“ Maybe I am old-fashioned,” I said,

“but the fact remains that I could
never think of proposing to a wealthy
woman while I myself am as poor as a
church-mouse.” *

I

“I don’t care if I am early-Boadi-
cean,” I replied firmly

;
“ but the fact

remains that I could not contemplate
wedlock with a girl of means while I
am unable to support her in the state

of life to which she is accustomed.”
“ But I ’m not asking you to marry

me,” said Mollie.

“That is so,” I admitted. “I was
speaking generally, of course.” I re-

flected for a space. “ You see, Mollie,”
I went on, “ it is my considered opinion
that for a marriage to be a success the
man should bring into it at least as
much of the world’s goods as his bride,”

“You are funny, Pungo,” repeated
Mollie, taking a chocolate from the box
on her lap and biting into it daintily,

“ Is—is it a very big sum of money? ”

I ventured.
“ Bather 1

” replied Mollie. “ Fright-
fully big.”

“Might one inquire,” I pursued,
coughing delicately, “ about how big ?

”

Mollie glanced cautiously about her.

Then she brought her lips to within an
inch of my ear.

“Fifty pounds,” she -whispered pene-
tratingly.

I started violently.

“ Wliat ? ” I exclaimed.

“Fifty pounds!” repeated Mollie,

nodding her fair head vigorously.

I stared at her for a moment in silence.

“ Can you cover that ? ” asked Mollie,

narrowdng her eyes in a quaint way
she has.

I made a rapid mental calculation.

“No,” I said regretfully; “not just

at present. But I am not without
hope,” I w^ent on swiftly. “Let me
see. Twenty - seven pounds in the

Bank, twenty pounds in Savings Cer-

tificates, and—” (I dived my hand anx-

iously into my pocket)—“and roughly
twenty shillings in

ready coin.”

Mollie wrinkled her
brow.

“ What does that

come to ? ” she asked.

“Forty-eight pounds
all told,” I replied mod-
estly. “ I—er—want
two quid to halve the
match.”
Mollienodded gravely.
“ And will you really

propose to me,” she
asked, “when you’ve
got fifty pounds ?

”

“Nothing on earth
will stop me,” I replied

confidently.

Mollie regarded me
steadily for a space.

Then she opened her
hand-baganddrewforth
two crisp pound-notes.

“Perhaps,” said she demurely, “you
will accept these as a temporary loan ?

”

I stared at her. And then I sensed
her hand impulsively.

“Mollie,” I said huskily, “you mean
it?”

“Yes,” said Mollie, blushing faintly.

Very quietly I extracted the notes
from her hand and placed them rever-

ently in my pocket-book. Then, very
deliberately, I exhumed my hat from
under the seat.

“Let us leave this place,” I said

simply.

“Why?” asked Mollie in surprise.
“ Where are you going ?

”

“ We are going to charter a taxi,” I

said quietly, “so that we may plight
our troth in a fitting manner immune
from the vulgar public gaze.”

Mollie rose to her feet with un-
maidenly haste.

“Lead on, Pungo!” said she with
enthusiasm.
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GYRATION.

“You JUST PRESS IN AND ORDER
LUNCH WHILE I PARK THE CAR ROUND
THE CORNER.”

“ No, you CAN*T STOP HERB,
Sir.*’

“You mustn’t leave her THERE,
Sir.”

“You MUST take her up into Back-
water Square, Sir ”

“Full up herb, Sir; run her along
TO Out-of-the-Way Street.”

“No room left here, Sir; go
ROUND to HOLE-AND-COBNBR PLACE.”

“ Last place gone, Sir
;
you ’ll

HAVE to go away down to Obscurity
Terrace.”

“No more allcwed here, Sir;
MUST GO out to OBLIVION GREEN.”

“Can’t come in here, Sir; but
there’s plenty of places up in the
West End.”

“ I just looked in for a moment to
say how sorry I WAS I couldn’t JOIN
you at lunch after all this morning ;

fact is
”

“And w’hich of you gentlemen,
PLEASE, HAS LEFT A CAR UNATTENDED
OUTSIDE THE DOOR?”
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want you to read some funny legend, waiting for the Bed Light to
A FUNNY flUARTER-OF-AN-HOUR. poems,” he said. ** Have you written shine.

If, reader, you chanced to hear poor any funny poems ? ” The Being waited behind me.

old Haddock broadcast the other night, I used to think so,” I said. ‘‘But I did not feel at all funny,

an explanation is due to you. It may I do not think they will sound very Stealthily I arranged myfunny poems
have crossed your mind that Haddock funny in the ether. I question whether on the desk, holding my breath, fearful

was not that night exactly his normal Manchester will raise a chuckle.” that the Bed Light would suddenly
ray-of-sunshine self. He was not. But “ That will be splendid,” he said shine, and at some incautious respira-

if you can imagine the sensations of a cheerfully. “ Come along.'

ray of sunshine which is shut up in

a soda-water bottle covered with grey

velvet and told to scintillate through along.”

‘And I can’t read,” I added.
‘ That ’s fine,” he said.

the cork, you may begin to understand

why.
But it is conceivable,” I continued

tion of mine ten thousand citizens fall

prostrate on their hearths with shat-
“ Come tered ear-drums.

There was a large clock on the wall,

itinued, It had a great red hand which ticked
“ that I might be inspired to make some rapidly round. 9.30. No Bed Light.

I am an old friend of the B.B.C., and funnyremarks between thepoems, if that We waited.

I have always moved about that hum- would help.”

ming mountain of activity most rever- “ Have they been submitted to the

ently, feeling as a mortal might have Director of Education ?
” -

felt who strayed upon the heights of

Olympus. The halls and stairways are The Being gave me a pained look

r,

thronged with gods, Beings in constant « and a brief address, explaining that a i

touch with millions of
,

invisible earthworms.
,

Any man you meet in ^ jjf

the lift may have come
fresh from harnessing a
nightingale or a thun-

Fowngf W^eless Entlitmast (as tenon miroduces a particular}
have seen thegods gath- he isit’t hale heteeodyhihg, is he?”
ered together in quanti-

Yeung W'lreless Enthusiast {as tenon introduces a particularly trilly hit)

SAY, Dad, he isn’t hale heteeodyning, is he?”

9.31. Still no Bed Light.

I thought of the waiting millions.

I felt less funny than ever.

9.32.

9.33. . . .

Suddenly a man burst in at the

door and said shortly,
“ You ’re in the wrong

^ room.”
Wildly I gathered up

'*

,
my bundle of fun, drop-

ped a few stray gems on
galloped

after the Second Being
down an interminable

passage. We barged
through a swing-door,

dropped a little more
fun and came to a parb

of Olympus which ap-

peared to be under con-
struction or repair. I

seem to rememberclam-
bering over a ladder and

h; ' found myself, sadly out

trilly bit). “1 Of br^tb. in a larger

cell than the first, en-

tirely surrounded hj a
ties, andin a fashionalmosthuman. There funny remark not previously approved similar scheme of grey velvet,
has been a largegreyroom withnumbers by the Beings in Council would be out The Second Being rushed to the desk
of Shapes tip-toeing here and there of order and tantamount to blasphemy, and in a majestic whisper said, “ London
before the altar and exchanging strange I was then wafted into a small cell, Calling.” So may have Jove, looking
silent god-like signs with fingers and where a Second Being, as charming as down from Olympus on his earth-
faces. I have marvelled at the Noise- the First, took me under his wing, worms, whispered a fretful sigh, and
god, who sits apart upon a sofa, and The cell was hung with grey velvet, lo ! there was thunder through the earth
when the heip cries, “ Give me the I sat before a desk, from the top of and terror was in all their hearts,
letter, stealthily approaches the micro- which there protruded a red electric- He then introduced me as Haddock,
phone and rustles two pages of The light bulb, while over it was hung a the ray of sunshine—a few words only.
Times, or clinks a mighty bag of metal frightening little microphone, like some but they carried a distinct suggestion
when the servant takes a bribe. And poisonous spider just about to drop, and that Haddock was bubbling with fun,
there has been in the background a the most terrifying notice I ever saw i— that in a moment or two the ether
great orchestra, silent, waiting, holding
their breath and their trombones

; and
there have been stray mortals present
like myself, and, in spite of the awe
and the hush, a pleasant atmosphere
of celestial camaraderie. In that atmo-
sphere, I feel, I might almost have
given a very distant imitation of a ray
of sunshine. But it was not to be.

The first Being who greeted me was
gracious and charming.

“ What do you ‘want me to do ? ” I
asked.

When the Red Light
is showing

THE WORLD
can hear you.

If you Cough or Rustle your

Papers

,
you will

DEAFEN
Thousands of People.

I sat numbed and dazed before this

would be alive with laughter, that Had-
dock was about to exhilarate Thou-
sands of People

!

Then he gave way to me, and I found
myself alone with the detestable hang-
ing spider and the red lamp and the
awful notice and the grey velvet and
what was left of my bundle of fun. No
hurhan limb or feature in sight, no
friendly sound of man, nothing but grey
velvet and a silence like the tomb.

I did not feel at all funny.
I began to read the poem called
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Sausage and Masb.” I seemed to have
picked up some other person’s voice

—

some voice I had never heard before,

and that not a nice one. And as I read

the poem called “ Sausage and Mash ”

my mind flew back, as the mind of a

murderer flies back to the scene of his

crime, to the day on which I wrote it.

I remembered how funny I had thought

it then, how excruciating, how true.

Gad ! how it amused me then I It did

not seem to me to be very funny now.
I did not feel that Glasgow was shaking

its sides over “Sausage and Mash.”
Nay, I seemed to hear thousand of sharp

little clicks as Thousands of People dis-

connected their machines.

I reached the end of “ Sausage and

Mash.” I looked attentively at the

spider and listened. Not a hand I Not
a giggle ! The World gave no sign. I

said to myself, “Hang poetry ! Hang
the Director of Education ! I am going

to make a funny remark. The World
will expect it.”

I looked behind me for the Second
Being, my mouth open and on my lips a

brilliantlylaughable remark. My mouth
closed again. The Second Being was
not there.

No one was there. Nothing was

there. Only the grey velvet and the
Eed Light and the spiderand the silence.

Suddenly all the fun had gone out of

my remark. And if you, Header, main-
tain, Header, that you could have made
that funny remark to a spider in a
vacuum of grey velvet, all I can say is

that I invite you to try it.

I began the second funny poem. And
as I read I thought sad thoughts. I

thought of this strange new voice of

mine booming out through a million

ornamental loud-speakers in a million

boudoirs and bedrooms and bars, and
no one paying the smallest attention to

it. I thought of the chattering throng
in the Private Saloon at “The Black
Lion,” happily discussing boats and
tides and murders and what-not, and
poor old Haddock’s admirable verse
flowing unheeded from between those
two bottles of Vermouth on the shelf,

and of poor old Haddock being funny
all by himself in a velvet cell—and I

nearly laughed. But it flashed through
my quick mind that if a cough would
DEAFEN thousands a laugh would kill a
million. So I sobered down.
And I read on, sadder and sadder, for

fifteen mortal minutes. The Second
j

Being stole in again, but I had no heart I

now to make my funny remark. I read
on. And half-way through the last

poem an awful thing happened. 1
wanted to sneeze.

At once I realised the full horror of

the situation. At all costs I must not
deafen The World. I read on in strangled
halting tones, I read on with a potato
in my throat, I read on holding my
nose. There was never such heroic
fun before. And in the very last verse
there happened a still more awful thing,

I did sneeze, , . ,

And as I sneezed I saw millions of

my countrymen shattered, shrieking,

insane, upon their hearthrugs
;
I saw

panic and death at “ The Black Lion
;

”

I saw the survivors scribbling furious

postcards of protest
;
I saw myself the

common enemy of the Radio World. . .

,

I opened my eyes and breathed again.

The Red Light was out. The World
was safe.

But was it ? Exactly when, I wonder,
did they turn the light out ? A. P. H.

“Vacancy for Pupil (Somerset) on 200-acre
Dance every Tuesday.”—WesUCountry Paper

^

At this kind of dance one ought to be
able to shake a really loose leg without
danger of collisions.
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Child of shingled House (attending msit(yt''s toilet), What’s vat funny fing what’s hanging from your hair?”

THE REGOIID OF A CHAT.

[There has been a certain amount of curiosity
about the exact nature of the conversation
between Sir Austen Chaj^ibeelain and Signor
Mussolini, which took place recently at Leg-
horn. But we have^e satisfaction of Ijnowing,
on the highest authority, that it was extremely
friendly.]

Peace and content were victors

And happiness nnmarred

;

The Duos had no lictors,

He simply left his card
;

There was no kind of plotting

Save friendship’s plighted troth

;

The usual dress for yachting
Was worn, no doubt, by both.

They did not harp on golfin’,

Por that is Beiand’s game,

,

When to the English Dol'phin
The Eoman General came.

They viewed without amazement,
With no concern at all,

The interview that Strbsemann ’d

Been holding with the Gaul.

They gave the usual greetings
That pass from chief to chief

|

At these informal meetings
Of holiday relief

—

‘‘Your coalfields doing nicely?

”

“ Your oiiveyards, how fair!
”

One cannot speak precisely,

Because one was not there.

We know that they were cordial,

And each was in the pink,

The subjects were primordial
They touched upon, I think.

The sun, the skies, the waiter.

The local 'mise-en-scme.

Contented the Dictator
And Austen Ohambeblain.

So, chatting con amore^

Beneath them basked the blue
That emulates Maggiore
And Lake Geneva too

—

The tideless inland ocean
Which every traveller sees

On passing with emotion
The Straits of Hercules.

The inland ocean dotted
With places up and down

To various folk allotted

And fringed by many a town,
The home of countless nations

—

No waters, to my mind,
Engender conversations
Of such an artless kind.

From Suez to Sardinia
The roving fancy strays

—

Morocco, Abyssinia,

The Greece of ancient days.
What scores of fertile regions
On frequent jaunts to which

The Emperor Hadrian’s legions

Embarked without a hitch

!

~ Did Cyprus to the eastward
And Corsica to west .

Elicit not the least word
Out of the Eoman breast ?

Within that heart of granite

No doubt some secrets lay

As silent as Jove’s planet

When seen o’er Africa.

From climates cold to tropic,

From Syria to the Pole,

I can Conceive no topic

That might not move the soul.

One guess, at least, is easy,

Their final converse ran
On Francis of Assisi,

That most delightful man.

“ To him all men were brothers,”

The Great Dictator said ;

“ He thought no harm to others
;

”

Sir Austen bowed his head.
“ Pity to think there are no
People to-day like that,”

“ Here’s luck to more Locarno !

”

“ Farewell, and mind the mat.”— Evoe,

“Cumberland Maid (disengaged), aged 2t;
21 years’ reference.”

—

jLiverjpool Pajper,

Simply a born maid, my dear.”
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DEAD SEA FRUIT.

Mr. Algernon Duston-Asches paced

his library floor with dragging steps.

His chin was dropped on his chest, his

hands clasped behind his back ; in the

thick pile of the carpet his despondent

feet sank noiselessly. Now and then

he uttered a low groan. It was plain

to the meanest intelligence that Mr.

Algernon Duston-Asches was acutely

unhappy.
His secretary, seated nervously on

the edge of a chair in a corner, her

shorthand pad on her knees, watched
the great man’s moody progress with

anxious eyes. Part of her duties was to

stand between her employer and the

harsh world of realities outside these

library windows of his. Had she failed

in her trust ?

She glanced at the inscriptions on her

pad, noted down during the last hour.

“ Oh, Gehenna !
” Rats and rabies I

”

Sacred name of a dog I

” ‘‘Earioso ma
non troppo I

” Plstcchmx I ” (There

seemed to be something amiss with this

last one. Her shorthand was not all

that it might be.) Should she destroy

them? No; they were the utterances

of a soul in torment. Mr. Duston-

Asches might be able to use them in his

next novel.

The stricken man halted and faced

her, only his burning eyes alive in his

haggard face. I can’t do it, Miss Bob-
shingle,” he groaned. I can’t ! I have
my reputation to consider. The claims

of Art are stronger than those of

Mammon.”
Courage, Mr, Duston-Asches !

”

murmured the girl bravely (she was
little more than a girl—well, not much
more). “Is it not your duty? Art

may come before Mammon, but Duty
comes before both. Will you fail ?

”

“How can I?” muttered the tor-

tured man, resuming his restless round.

“Do it, I mean; not fail,” he added a|

little testily, for he was a fastidious

artist and detested ambiguous phrase-

ology.

The woman (she was practically a

woman) heaved an involuntary sigh.

Her employer’s troubles were her own,
for she was a conscientious girl.

The telephone bell on the big mahog-
any desk shrilled out its peremptory
summons and Mr. Duston-Asches

jumped violently. Miss Bobshingle

jumped violently too, for she was a

sympathetic girl and her employer’s

jumps were her own,
“Will you answer it,” she asked in a

low voice, “ or shall I ?
”

“You will,” groaned Mr. Duston-

Asches without hesitation.

Miss Bobshingle rose from her chair

and unhooked the receiver. “ Hullo I

”

“ Hullo,” said a voice. “ Are you the

Amalgamated Society of Gravediggers

and Straw-Hat Manufacturers’ Employ-
ees’ Mutual Co-operative Insurance ?

”

“ I don’t think so,” said the girl in

her sweet grave tones. One never knew
from day to day. Even from her Mr.
Duston-Asches had his secrets. She
frowned distractedly as she hung up
the receiver.

An ominous silence ensued, broken
only by the soft thud of Mr. Duston-
Asches’ footsteps on the carpeted floor.

Miss Bobshingle held her breath. Her
employer’s worries were already severe

enough without her adding to them by
breathing. Miss Bobshingle suffered

from adenoids. There is often some-
thing extraordinarily conscientious

about the owner of adenoids.

Half-an-hour later she released her

pent-up breath in a deep sigh. “It is

almost—the hour,” she whispered.

“Helll” Mr. Duston-Asches whis-

pered back. He was a brave man, but

the strain was almost intolerable.

There was a knock at the door, and
he started violently. Miss Bobshingle

! started violently too.

The housekeeper inserted her hoary
head. Her eyes softened as she gazed
round the room and a maternal look

overspread her features. She was a

perfectly new housekeeper, but she had
been well trained. “Mr. Stumer, Sir,”

she said sympathetically, “ of Stumer
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and Stuffton, to see you.

him up ?
”

No, Mrs. Parker !

”

raised his bowed head from his hands,Shall I show Mr. Stumer looked at the girl (well, raised his bowed head from his hands,

she wasn’t wmc/t more than a girl) ten- while the tears ran down his cheeks
Mr. Duston- tativeiy. Then he winked again. Miss unchecked. “ Say no more,” he mut-

Asches cried wildly. “ I won’t see him. Bobshingle winked back. It is part of tered in broken accents.

I can't see him 1

”
a secretary’s duties, she held, to wink

Miss Bobshingle laid her hand on his at her employer’s publisher.

The man’s anguish had almost ‘Come, now, Mr. Duston-Asches.”

“ I wasn’t going to,” said Mr. Stumer
frankly. “ A thousand ’s our limit.”

“You have convinced me that it is

unnerved her, for months ago she had The big man’s tones were urgent, per- my duty to suffer this affliction,” said

learnt to love this employer of hers, suasive. “You and I are men of the Mr. Duston-Asches, “ and I cannot fail

Unfortunately this employer of hers had world. We understand each other, in my duty. Miss Bobshingle, get out
not learnt to love Miss Bobshingle. Your last book’s done twenty- eight the mo^nnscYi^t oi Only a Factory Girl.

“You must see him,” she said in low thousand and still going strong. We Art must bow before Duty. And if

grave tones. “It is your duty,” No want to follow it up good and quick, you’ll just jot down a memorandum
wonder Mr. Duston-Asches had never Doesn’t matter what the punk is; the now about that thousand, Stumer, and
learnt to love her. public’ll eat it. We understand your sign it,” he added thoughtfully, “you
The tortured man swallowed con- feelings and all that, so what about a can have the manuscript right'away.”

vulsively. “ Very well, then,

Mrs. Parker,” he articulated

;

“ I will see him. Show him up.”

As the door closed he sank on
to the carpet. Eor a moment
the strain had been too much.
Miss Bobshingle sank on to the

carpet too. There was nothing
that girl would not do when
duty beckoned. Heavy foot-

steps sounded on the stairs out-

side and Mr. Duston- Asches
pulled himself together. Miss g
Bobshingle pulled herself to- M
gether too. m

“Well, Mr. Duston-Asches,” J
cried Mr. Stumer, “what about M
Only a Factory Girl ? Have you pj
’decided to let us republish it ?

The thing only sold two or

three hundred, as you know;
but that was eighteen years ago.

Nobody ’ll remember it; it ’ll be
as good as a new book and tide

us over till your next one ’s

ready. It was a wash-out be-

fore, of course, but we’ll get

away with it now that you ’ve

made your name.”
The stricken man turned away

to check a sob. “I cannot do ,

it,” he said brokenly
;
“ Stumer,

I cannot do it. I must consider The i

my Art.” L__
The man Stumer, gross, worldly.

— A.B.n.

^ aside for a moment from your

new plays and attend insteadW
^

to a plea—not new but reason-

^ asking you to ring

curtain at the adver-

1
hour

;
I am not asking you

to curtail the intervals. I might

I requests, but am aware
would be useless. No,

what I am requesting now is

should restore that old

A admirable form of adver-

/// / tisement which used to be

jh'

ij ranged “Under the Clock” and
gave the names of your com-

I am one who likes to

know what actresses and actors

A bearer of bat and of baU 0^*®“

The lacker goes out to Bengal
;

g^^® ^0 hint. You name
Says the Tiger, “ At cricket the stars of greater magnitude
You knew how to stick it ; and no others; whereas some of

AtaTestyouwerebestof’emall!”
the minor luminaries are often

t IS understood that the name of Colonel Jackson has Kpf.f wnrth
uggested as that of the probable successor to Lord

scuay.

T when he vacates the office of Governor of Bengal.”— Might you not also spend a
mes.} shilling or two more on the ad-

vertisements that you now draw
couple of hundred advance to soothe 1 up for the papers and give the name

A bearer of bat and of ball

The Jacker goes out to Bengal

;

Says the Tiger, “At cricket

You knew how to stick it

;

At a Test you were best of ’em all !
”

[“ It is understood that the name of Colonel Jackson has
been suggested as that of the probable successor to Lord
Lytton when he vacates the office of Governor of Bengal.”

—

The Tmies.'}

material, winked at Miss Bobshingle. them, on top of the royalties your agent ot the author of the play ? Ihavejust
Miss Bobshingle winked back. She suggests?” counted the theatrical advertisements
considered it her duty. “ Money,” said Mr. Duston-Asches in The Times of this morning’s issue

“ Lor’ bless you, they aE say that; sadly, “is dross. Borbear, Stumer. You and I find that out of forty-three plays
f. f.hinlr of vrmiv QV “

I oolr y-vP 1-1 ** i.1_ - 1 i ilbut think of your bread-and-butter.”

“Bread of affliction,” groaned the

ask of me an impossibility. the names of only twenty-three authors
“ All right then. Three hundred ad- are mentioned. Would it be too much

artist. “ Stumer, you ask too much of vance if you like,” said Stumer. to concede this point ? I ask both on

I

^ cannot do this thing. ’ Mr. Duston-Asches threw himself behalf of other authors and because I
“Butthey expect it of you,” said the into a chair. “No, no,” he groaned, might possibly be a dramatist myself

gross man in the mannerof one humour- “ I cannot—I cannot !
” some day and should hate to be hiddenmg a child. “Everybody does it. The Miss Bobshingle groaned too. She beneath a bushel,

public expect it, Mr. Duston-Asches.” had alreadybeen promised a commission I am, Yours faithfully E V. L
“ Then the public must be disap- by Mr. Stumer and she didn’t like the

Mr Dnqfnn- A qpVipc I
“ I'mo/I

things were going.
^

» The annual flower and vegetable show was

TV/T* "D u \ •
f

® Mr. Stumer placed his hat on the held on Saturday. The principal mourners
Miss Bobshingle, clasping her hands, writing-desk and prepared to talk. He were . . -^Provincial Paper.

talked. It is inferred that the onion-class was
than to yourself. Half-an-hour later Mr. Duston-Asches particularly strong.

to concede this point ? I ask both

some day and should hate to be hidden
She beneath a bushel,

sion I am, Yours faithfully, E. V. L.
the

“ The annual flower and vegetable show was
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Aunt. “Don’t those heavy bab-kings hurt you, dear?”

Mece. “Only when I’m alone.”

SHE-SHANTIES.

Saturday Night.

It *s Saturday night, and I *m feeling all reckless

;

I 'll stand you a cider, 1 11 buy you a necklace

;

We 11 go the pictures and settle down snugly

;

You be my Mary and 1 11 be your Dougly.

Ifeel so bright

On a Saturday night,

I want to jump over the moon;

I want to change hats

With a lady, and that 's

A sign there 'll he trouble gicite soon,

Douggie, my boy

!

Mary, ahoy

!

Gome to the pictures and register Joy,

For it 's jolly old Satzorday,

Mad-as-a-hatter-day,

Nothing-mzich-matter-day-night J

It’s Saturday night, I could fight the whole town-

Just say the word and 1 11 knock a man down,

Monday won’t happen again till next week

;

You be my soul-mate and I ’ll be your Sheekh.

Saturday night

!

Saturday night

!

I'm a rash irresponsible sparh

;

Let ’s get a box

Of the two-shilling chocs

And gobble them up in the darh.

Soul-mate, hullo

!

Sheikhy, ivhat-ho I

Come to the pictures and let yourself go,

For it's jolly old Saturday,

Mad-as-a-hatter-day,

Mothing-much-matter-day-night

!

It ’s Saturday night, and I like your new hat

;

I ’m ready to pop with emotion and that

;

I’m fizzy and fiery and fruity and tense,

So let ’s have a cider and hang the expense 1

Saturday night I

Saturday night /

I want to make Kensington hum

;

I'm longing to thump
A piano or jump

Up and down on the top of a drum,

Harriet, hi I

Light of my eye F
Gome to the pictures and have a good'cry,

For it 's jolly old Saturday,

Mad-as-a-hatter-day,

Nothing-much-matter-day-night I

A. P. R
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DOING FOR MYSELF.
When I announced my intention of

doing for myself, the women became
quite hystericah 'Why- do women
always make such a fuss about things,

I wonder.

I did not, of course, contemplate self-

immolation ;
if I had, they could hardly

have made more fuss about it. By
‘‘doing for myself” I meant catering

for myself—a fact which the women
understood perfectly well, though they

said it came to much the same thing in

the end. That is just the sort of lament-

able remark one has learnt to expect.

I was in point of fact to be left alone in

the fiat for a week, and in order to show
|

that housekeeping and cooking are not

half so difficult as the

women try to maintain,

I had decidedto do with-
out feminine assistance.

Besides, I suspect char-

women. The last one I

had was called Monica,

and she had a theory

:

she insisted that the

only cure for sleepiness

after lunch was to eat

no breakfast at all; a

gipsy woman, it ap-

peared, had told her

this. I can only con-

clude that it was the

gipsywoman’s business

to cook Monica’s break-

fast.

In the course of the

week I made a number
of important discover-

ies, which I feel ought
to be put at the dis-

X^osal of anyone who
may be inclined to ex-

plode the kitchen or

domestic myth in his own home.

How TO Shop.

Birst of all there was the old but
none the less perplexing problem of

those things lying on the shelf in the
scullery, I took one of them in my
hand and carried it round to the green-
grocer s.

“Would you mind telling me,” I
asked, holding it up by the hair,“whether
that is an onion ? Or is it a forget-me-
not bulb ?

”

While chary about diagnosing it as
a forget-me-not bulb, the greengrocer
assured me that it was not an onion.
“In that case,” I said, “I should

like to buy an onion.” (Naturally, I
can’t see what the women in the shop
had to giggle about.)

He gave me an onion in a paper-
bag.

“You may have that,” I said, laying

the forget-me-not bulb on the counter,

“ in exchange.” And I left the shop.

That is what is called barter. No
woman would have thought of that.

I proceeded to the butcher.
“ I want some sausages,” I said

;

“ good ones.”

The butcher indicated in an aggrieved

manner that all his sausages were good

ones; the demand for bad ones, now
that I come to think about it, must be

almost negligible.

“ How much ? ” he asked.

“Oh, two, please.”

“Two pound ?
”

“ No
;
lighter ones than that, I think,”

I said ; and I went on to explain that I

didn’t much care about having them
weighed, but that a big one and a little

pan. If on laying the bits of bacon in

the pan they look rather lonely, naked,
indecent or, as it seemed to me, merely
silly, do not be disturbed. It is all right.

3.

The Oven .—This is for baking
apples in. And while I am on the sub-

ject of ovens there are in a kitchen-range

two possible receptacles for food :

—

(1) The oven proper (apt, as a matter
of fact;, to carry propriety to the

length of absolute refrigeration).

(2) Thefaux-oven or ^^oubliette” This
is a smaller chamber, placed rather

low, which I mistook at first for

the oven proper, and into which,
full of pious expectation, I put
some vegetables. I think it has
something to do with the hot-water
system

;
but anyway it has no exit

(unless perhaps in

Australia), and any-
thing deposited in it

is never seen again.

(It is depressing to

think of the waste
which in the course of

centuries must have
been occasioned by
this treacherous little

dungeon.)

4.

Vegetables.—ThQBQ
are not supposed to be
cooked in the oven at

all really. (The green-

grocertoldme thi swhen
I was discussing the

faux-oven with him.)

They should be done in

the same way a's had-
docks, and in the case

of roots (such as tur-

nips) they cook much
quicker if you cut them
up first, preferably into

very small pieces.

N.B.—You can’t do
this with haddocks, though.

5. Spinach .—This vegetable is differ-

ent, Soon after joining the water it

fuses inextricably with it, and it is not
edible until all thewater has evaporated.
In the meantime it is soup: clear (for

three days), and then thick (for the next
three days).

6. MiLstard.—The easiest thing of all

to cook is mustard. You put a little

cold water on it and stir. When it be-
gins to look like mustard, then you
know it is cooked.

By-Peoduots.

No industrial treatise is complete
nowadays without a final section de-
voted to by-products. Besides the
usual acknowledged by-products of the
cooking industry, such as pigs’ food
and rissoles, there are a number of a
more specialised nature which ought to
be exploited without delay. Among

Gentleman with antique tojpjper, “When you young ladies have quite
FINISHED DISCUSSING THE LATEST THING IN HATS, I SHOULD LIKE A LITTLE
ATTENTION.”

one were about my mark for break-
fast.

He gave me two medium-sized ones,
which isn’t the same thing at all. The
fact is the women don’t train these
fellows properly.

How TO Cook.

Shopping having proved quite easy
I turnedmy attention to cooking. During
the week I made the following notes
about cooking. I have omitted, of course,
all the usualpretentious technical

j
argon

:

1. Haddock.—You cook a haddock by
boiling some water and then putting the
haddock into it. (The girl in the fish-

monger’s shop told me this.) If on lift-

ing it out of the water by the tail the
tail “comes away in your hand,” then
the haddock is cooked. (I discovered
this for myself.)

2. Bacon .—When frying bacon it is

quite wrong to put water in the frying-
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Aunt. “And what do you intend writing about, Ernest?”
Budding Author. “My dear Aunt, one does not write about jtNrririNa—one

JUST WRITES.

those which came under my notice

were :

—

Charcoal.—There are two sorts of:

this: Wood Charcoal, such as can he
extracted after dropping the stirring

spoons into the fire (used by amateur
actors, cosmeticians, etc.), and Animal
Charcoal, continually produced in great

variety.

Synthetic Buhber.—During certain of

my experiments a remarkably resilient

waste-product was thrown off, grey in

colour, and in every respect a perfect

rubber substitute. As the recipe for

this, however, is the same as for sponge-

cake, further experiment will be neces-

sary in order to isolate the secret of its

occurrence.

Chamois Leather.—A strong service-

able variety can be produced by follow-

ing closely the formula for pancakes.

Allow to cool.

Useless Utensils.

Before closing this treatise I should

like. to give a final hint to those who
intend doing for themselves.

Beware of all odd implements which
are to be found in a kitchen, e.g. a

frivolous sort of pestle made of stiff

wires. When I attempted to use this

for pounding the spinach it became
hopelessly bent and twisted

;
moreover,

the mortar in which I found it—a kind

of china bowl—proved quite inadequate,

for it disintegrated as soon as I found a

good pestle in the shape of the rolling-

pin.

It is better to avoid these badly con-

structed and (evidently) purely orna-

mental implements.

RHYMES OF MY GARDEN.

Bibds.

*Tis pleasant in the months of spring

To hear the jolly blackbirds sing

;

I always take my wife to see

The first nest in the lilac-tree.

And vigilantly spend the day
Shooing our neighbour’s cat away.
But when the fruitful autumn comes
And apples, pears and purple plums
Hang ripening on the southern wall

I do not love the birds at all.

Indeed I heartily condemn
The sheer ubiquity of them.

Though sorely tried, 1 still can bear

That here a plum and there a pear

Shall go to least the feathered throng

That keeps my garden gay with song

;

And if they mar the best greengage

I still contain my mounting rage.

For, simple creatures, they must live.

And it is noble to forgive.

Yet mild forbearance such as mine
Must somewhere halt and draw the line.

And, when with raucous greedy screeches

They squabble formy favourite peaches,

Wrath bursts its bounds and out I run,

Exclaiming, ‘‘Mabel, bring my gun !

”

Then, were 1 but a safer shot,

I ’d let them have it strong and hot.

Till the last peach has graced my plate

I eye the birds with looks of hate,

Though, to be frank, I must admiii

They hardly seem to notice it.

Perhaps it is becau^ they know
In wintry days of frost and snow

Upon the terrace they will find .

Soaked crusts of bread and bacon-rind

And large suspended lumps of fat.

Birds will forgive you much for that.

“ One of the most successful shots in Scot-

land this season was the Hon. Mrs. . In
one day she brought down three good stags,

one a ten-pounder.”—Scots Baper.

There seems to have been something
rather fishy about that one.
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-pup PI AW ^dte, then irresistibly drawn to speculation. He always held our inter-
A1 I Hb PLAY. younger, Helm, who has “a sense est, he avoided the hazards where the

“Berkeley Square” (St. Martin’s), of the future,” and returns his love, but gigglers lie, he gave us well-written dia-

The idea, on which Henry James’s in gentle and perceptive renunciation logue with friendly touches of humour
unfinished novel, The Sense of the Fast, sends him back to his own time. He, and, so far as his pre-occupation with
was based is that time does not run in meanwhile, sadly disillusioned, has seen explanation aliowed, plausibleand efiec-

a straight line, but as it were in over- his eighteenth-century high world at tive characterisation,

lapping layers or, so to speak, folds, so close quarters—its cruelties, its empti- Mr. Lawrence Anderson’s Peter—
that (if Iunderstand him—of course, like ness, its uncleanliness, its self-satisfied a difficult part—was perhaps best in
his rather literal Anibassador, I don’t) a ignorance, its family tyrannies. He steps his spirited moments. His speculative
man with a properly developed sense of back into his own century, but carries disquisitions seemed to drag a little,

the past may step across into another with him the memory oi Helen and his Miss Jean Forbes-Eobertson gave a
period in time, as into another country love so deep in his heart that he can spiritual, other-worldly beauty to the
in space—not altogether unlike the only dismiss his 1926 Marjorie, who, part of Helen, Her restrained method
young lady of Light who went out one not unnaturally, seeing that Peter I. in was naturally suited to thecharacter, but
day in a relative way and returned on his place has been behaving oddly she can put deep feeling into her work
the previous night. Just the sort of enough for the past month, is there to at the chosen moments and confirms
theme that would appeal to the promise of her auspicious
that ingenious and compli- beginnings. I liked Mr. Brian
cated mind and make full Gilmour’s bluff Tom Petti’
demands upon his dexterous and Mr. Ivor Barnard’s
technique to steer it past the carefully - toned study ‘ of
rocks and shallows incident

^ elderlyrejected suitor.

Miss Valerie Taylor,
Mr. John Halderston has seized her few interesting

worked upon this idea of chances with intelligence
his distinguished countryman

i W—- and spirit. I can’t be sure
and, with Mr. Jack Squibb \ u i

" that MissBeatrice Wilson’s
in attendance to run his eye Wi Pettigreio wasn’t
over the joints, has certainly

fwW much of a broad comedy
--even if in the more difficult W \ fig^ire for the mood of the
three-dimensional mediuin of 7 ^ \ piece {Peter says, “

I
’ve seen

the stage he hasn t altogether E youinS/ienda?^”—thatIsup-
‘ pulleditofif given us an

/' j y/
pose gave her her cue). The

interesting and effective liM production was adroitly con-

o, .-7 £.1 XT / fm rWfy trived by Mr. Frank Birch.
Peter Standtsh of the New /JT iM

^

I think I could have better
York of our day, steeped in / W surrendered myself to the
the literature of the eight- w mood of the iDiece if it had not
eenth century and enthusi- beenforthreemiscreantswho,
astic admirer of its art and —

^ \ coming very late, exercised
life, has just come over to £ their indifferent arts of con-
^ttle in this old house in versation and explanation for
Berkeley Square, left him by the rest of the evening, or at

bL“!nothSpS/SS secohd-sight-seeutg in the eighteenth centhet.
u

who had come over from the Standish .... Mr. Lawrence Anderson.
^

uncei tain import flew

N.wY.*ofI786«.visil(o . . . H...

ms Lnglisn cousins in the same old welcome him as one recovered from a be picked up and dropped withoutpenaltv
house, had falsified the fears which they mental breakdown. not nearer the .stage than the foyer or
entertained, that he might prove a mere Mr. Baldeeston keeps his head amid the middle of the Thames. T.
colonial bumpkin, by rufding it with those perplexing movements and ar-
the best in the town generally and at ranges them with great ingenuity and

“ Soaelet Lady” (Ceiteeion).
the tables in particular, had had his plausibility. But necessarily he has to When, in the absence of her husband,
portrait painted by G^sboeough—it make his characters spend an undue Reginald Gill Amei alone yjith Alicia
still Jiangsm the Berkeley Square draw- amount of time explaining the difiScult Crane and, after her retirement to beding-room—and had married his cousin, mechanism of the transfers. Nobody lingered on downstairs for a further

ff. A ^ 11 - ,
*^0^ay what was a dife- glass or two of port, and so fell asleep

Pef^Pfaiwfis^ of to-day feels himself culty to the literal mind, how and in on the sofa and was there discovered
called back, or called across, to that fold which fold of space and time Peter L at dawn by the servants, the ensuing
ot time, which is 1/86, while Pet^ and Pefej- II. exchanged clothes or who scandal—started by the housemaid-—
Ntow^rii.the beau and rake, takes his kept turning out the electric light, and was not uncongenial to his hostess.

glad to utilise this oppor-

1
awkward questions which were apt to tunity for the object—fruitless, as itand wireless, night-clubs, short skirts, present themselves. proved-of exciting iealousv in herc arabancs and coal-strikes (which was
_

Mr. Baldbeston’s achieved success husband, who, though virtuous and

LSrS more important than reasonably devoted, did not satisfy her

imuetuouq
inevitable partaalfailure of meohan- exigent demands on his affection, Mngimpetuously wooing the elder Pettigrew

]
ism and metaphysical orprseter-physical

]
distracted by bucolic interests.

®

SECOND-SIGHT-SEEING IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY.
Peter Standish .

Helen Pettigrew

Mr. Lawrence Andebson.
Miss Jean Foebes-Robertson.

the promise of her auspicious
beginnings. I liked Mr. Brian
Gilmour’s bluff Tom Petti’

greiu and Mr. Ivor Barnard’s
carefully - toned study ‘ of

HeZe7z.’5elderlyrejectedsuitor.

Miss Valerie Taylor, Kate,
seized her few interesting

chances with intelligence

and spirit. I can’t be sure
^ ' that MIssBeatrice Wilson’s

\
Lady Anne Pettigreio wasn’t
too much of a broad comedy
figure for the mood of the

. piece {Peter says, “ I *ve seen
m youm Sheridan ''—that I sup-

y J/
®^®)* The

production was adroitly con-
trived by Mr. Frank Birch.

I think I could have better

surrendered myself to the

^ mood of the piece if it had not
beenforthreemiscreantswho,

^ coming very late, exercised

their indifferent arts of con-— versation and explanation for

the rest of the evening, or at

:ntury. certain winged words

^
* of no uncertain import flew

iisoN.
T^®J^® should

be a rule that these types may
be picked up and dropped withoutpenalty
not nearer the .stage than the foyer or
the middle of the Thames. T.

“The Scarlet Lady” (Criterion),

When, in the absence of her husband,
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Though Mr. Hasti^'gs Turner had
honestly striven after a novel effect in

the opening situation, the general idea

was, of course, not very fresh. But,

whereas in many of the numerous plays

that offer us the picture of a husband
absorbed in his own pursuits, to the

neglect of a faithful and yearning wife,

it is the practice for the lady to take

serious steps, sometimes successful, to

compromise herself, Alicia, being some-
thing of an actress, finds a frivolous

delight in this comedy for the comedy's

sake.

I say “ comedy,” but the

author has been well-advised

in giving no such description

to a play which is really a

farce—not of theknock-about

order, but a farce in the sense

that most of the characters,

though generally conducting

themselves with a very

natural air of spontaneity,

are made to do things which
would be inconceivable out-

side a stage-picture of life.

Thus the behaviour of the

two female vultures ” of the

local Shakespeare Beading
Society—a welcome variant

on the Dorcas meeting—who
conspire to bring the scandal

home to the supposed delin-

quents by assigning to them
the parts of Borneo and Juliet

in the next reading, serves the

author’s purpose at the total

sacrifice ofhuman probability.

But it is in the character

of Beginald that the farcical

method is most noticeably be-

trayed. This poor irresolute

half-baked mountebank—and
Ml*. Thesiger did his clever

best to execute Mr. Hastings
Turner’s design—^was unim-
aginable as one of the pro-

tagonists in a sexual scandal.

And, if you say that any-

thing in trousers was good

enough to illustrate the formula, I shall

ask leave to doubt whether a woman
with Alicia's sense of the ridiculous

would have been content to associate

herselfwith so anaemic a paramour, even

thoughtheruralneighbourhoodmayhave

been ill-supplied with suitable candi-

dates for the part. Provincial gossip,

again, may be capable of swallowing the

most indigestible things, but it would

surely hesitate to conclude that the lady

preferred this figure of farce to her quite

presentable husband. But, whatever

may be said of so improbable a com-

bination, there was nothing to explain

the attraction which our timorous swain

had for the niceclean girl, Winton,

unless it is that in this sexless age,

when girls have become boys, they

prefer effeminacy in their men.
But I am hammering clumsily at a

butterfly when I ought to be just grate-

ful for Miss Marie Tempest’s very per-

fect technique, though I have seen her

more happily suited. Towards the end
I seemed to lose touch of her tempera-

mental vagaries, and indeed was never

very poignantly concerned about the

issue. But she always gave distinction

to the scene.

I think that Charles Hawtrey
might perhaps have been more plausible

AN IMPROBABLE PARAMOUR.
Wrongad Eushand, sorry, but I can’t see scarlet

Beginald Gill Mr. Ernest Thesiger.

Peter Crane Mr. W. Graham Browne.
Alicia Crane Miss Marie Tempest.

all that was asked of her. This included

some rather unlikely references to the

promiscuousness of her late husband,

whom she nevertheless located in Para-

dise, assuming that he had got there

through “influence,” being a baronet,

As Peggy Winton I liked Miss Fabia

Drake’s loyalty better than I liked those
]

breeches of hers which she was in the
,

act of discarding, with the idea of

repairing a rent, when the curtain

mercifully intervened.

Mr. Tom Eeynolds is too good an
actor for the rather thin part he got as

a butler; and 1 should have
liked to see more of Miss
Marie Wright as the Vicar’s

wife, whose negligible pro-

tests of good-nature were
ignored by the vultures at the

committee meeting of the

ShakespeareBeading Society.

There was something very

poignant in her cri de coeiir

when she told us how she

disliked being the “bottom
part of a quorum.”

Mr. Hastings Turner’s
humour has always a nice

quality
;
so nice, indeed, that

there should have been no
need for him to hover, as be
did once or twice, on salacious

borders. Pei'haps it was the

remoteness of my stall at

the Criterion that made me
feel a little uncomfortable.

Anyhow I didn't find him
quite at his best, which can
be very good.

The Scarlet Woman of Na-
thaniel Hawthorne was
branded with the letter A. I

wish I could inscribe Al' on
The Scarlet Lady. But at

least I foresee for her a good
long spell of notoriety: 0. S.

than Mr. Thesiger in the feckless part

of Beginald, but if you don’t mind its

improbability you will get all the fun

you want out of his treatment of it.

Mr. Graham Browne's easy manner as

the complacent husband nearly per-

suaded me at times to believe that

Nature had been consulted about this

production. The Beverend John Price

(Mr. Frederick Leister) was a good

fellow. As a vicar he disapproved of

the alleged intrigue ; as a man he dis-

approved still more of the vultures’ way
of making a carrion-meal of it. He said

his words bravely, being apparently

unaffected by the incredibility of the

conditions. As the leading vulture

{Lady S’i^com&)Miss Alice O’Dat did

“ Remarkable Chapter of
Accidents.

In Victoria Street a tramcar
a lorry and drove it against acrashed into

standard.

The horse bolted and frightened another

trolley, which, in turn, knocked a motor horse

attached to a stationary G.W.R. cyclist off his

machine .”—Bristol Pajcer.

A very remarkable chapter indeed. We
should like to have further details, with

illustrations if possible.

From an article on commercial trav-

ellers :

—

“Twice I have been bitten. On the last

occasion a bespattered gentleman in a top hat,

white waistcoat and frock coat * interested
’

me in an elaborate scheme of advertising that

was going to be ‘ worth hundreds to me.’ ”

Provincial Paper.

His bespattered state should have

caused suspicion.
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OUR POLYGLOT PERFORMERS.

The Basque Quaetet.

—

The broad-

ening of our linguistic horizon is a

marked feature of modern recitals, and
nowhere is it so conspicuously displayed

as in the series of concerts given at the

Ugrian Hall by Madame Chistera Goro-

sabel, and MM. Kusiko Odots, Pablo

Zortzi and Baicorrixo Mendigorry.

They all of them hail from the province

of Guipuzcoa, and are splendid examples
of the Celtiberian type, neither brachy-

cephalous or dolicocephalous, without

any tendency to prognathism, as in

so many of the Celts, and of a massive
and megalithic build. The programme
at last Friday’s concert was of excep-

tional interest, being prefaced by a bril-

liant exposition of the conjugation of the

Basque verb, given by Mme. Gorosabel,

in which the agglutinative and polysyn-

thetic character of the Basque tongue

was brought out with the utmost skill.

Hardly less illuminative was the chro-

matic fantasia on the Basque alphabet,

which consists of thirteen simple vowels
and thirty-eight simple consonants. This

piece, which takes the form of a vocal

duet with pianoforte accompaniment,
composed by M. Mendigorry, proved a

most affecting composition, and several

members of the audience were removed
in a state of stertorous hypnosis.

A rich treat was reserved for thosewho
remained in the quartet, in which
the three male members of the group
were joined by M. Jaur4guiberry, while

the part of the cantara, or scorer, was
sustained by Mme. Gorosabel, whose
melodious vocal efforts made her not
the least appreciated participant in the

game.
A Mezzofantian Mezzo-sopeano.

—

Madame Chivchavskoi, who gave a vocal
recital at the Mingrelian Hall on Thurs-
day, is to all purposes a newcomer. She
is a Russian, and has recently returned

toEurope aftera prolonged tourin South
America, including Tierra del Fuego,
Patagonia and the Falkland Islands,

where she astounded her audiences by
the volume of her voice, the virtuosity

of her technique and her marvellous
command of living and dead languages.

Shebeganwith a group of Maeso-Gothic
canticles, followed by three Bessarabian
ballads and a cycle of Tartar war-songs,
in the interval the singer presided grace-

fully at the samovar and the audience
were regaled with caviare sandwiches,
washed down with the finest caravan
tea. Fortified by this refreshment they
listened with redoubled appreciation to

the artist’s brilliant interpretation of

ten Klephtic love-songs, in which her

accompanist, M. Prenk Bib Doda, a
S relation of the famous Albanian chief-

tain, shared the honours. The pro-^

gramme was appropriately concluded

by a selection of Finnish fishing and

boating songs, in which the vocalist

accompanied herself on the kalewala,

the national instrument of Finland,

which combines the timbre of the bala-

laika with the sonority of the Burmese
gong. - =

THE HARVEST-MOUSE.

The morn and the eve for the mouse of

the mead
And tunnels of twilit green

;

The moon and the stars for the mouse
of the wood

And the brambles’ moth-grey screen;

The embers’ red for the mouse of the

house

And the wainscot’s peep-holed run

;

But for harvest-mouse the ripple and
roll

Of the wheaten waves and the aureole

Of August’s mid-day sun.

Russet and cream for the mouse of the

wood
And a tail with a tufted end

;

Grizzle and gray for the mouse of the

mead
And a tail that you might extend

;

Isabelline for the mouse of the house
And a tail all ringed and shorn

;

But the harvest-mouse is orange and
white,

And he hitches the end of his tail in a

bight

On the swing of the dancing corn.

For mouse of the mead the dip in the run
And the grass-roofed surface-hole

;

For mouse of the wood the tunnelled

wrack
In the scoop of the storm-fiung bole;

For mouse of the house the litter and
fluff

That ’scapes the housewife’s eye

;

But the harvest-mouse, he nibbles the
blade

And worries the spike till his bedroom ’s

made
i In a round house under the sky.

Our Erudite Contemporaries.

“To the present generation, St. Thomas
a’ Becket is bestknown for his writings. There
is perhaps no better known book of a religious

nature other than the Bible than ‘ The Follow-
ing of Christ,’ which is sold at every bookstore
although its author has been dead 756 years.”

Canadian Paper,

An “Agony” :

—

“ Queen Dear—You promised me to call in
two weeks; I want your head as a model.
Please call. Love.”—Canadian Paper.

He seems to have lost his own.

“ Lady living in pleasant country home de-
sires another. Midlands. Near station. £1.”

Advt. in Ladies^ Paper.

We doubt if she will get another home
at that price.

THE MECHANICAL CLARENCE.

Doyouknow ourMechanical Olareuce ?

No, he isn’t the Automatic Waiter,
and he isn’t the Synthetic Charlestonist,

the substitute for the Lounge Lizard
or for the young man you choose out of

a pen at sixpence a time at the Palais

de Danse.
Nor has he anything to do with the

Pictures.

Here is the whole wonderful story,

vouched for by the omniscient and in-

fallible source of all true modern fairy

stories, Whitaker's Almanack.

A hundred years ago, as near as

makes no difference, when “Peinny”
was on the throne, his brother, the Duke
of Clarence (“ Sailor Bill ”), home from
the sea and not anticipating a crown,
followed the fashion of those days, like

Mr. Hansom and Lord Brougham, and
gave his name to a carriage very like a
double brougham and exactly like a
‘ ‘growler, ” and itwas called a ‘

‘ clarence.

”

Everyone wanted to be in the fashion
and soon there were hundreds plying
for hire.

Now it happened about the same
time' that Bobby Peel went into the
Inventor line of business and produced
the London “ Bobby,” or “ Peeler,” with
an office staff’ which at once assumed
an official turn of mind; and, having
nothing much to do, the office staff’ said,

“Here are hundreds of hansoms and
clarences plying for hire without our
leave and licence

;
let us make them

pay heavily for the privilege of being
stencilled with the Royal Arms and
provided with a number.” Simul dictum
et factujn,

. Years rolled by. Stage-coaches van-
ished and were replaced by shillibeers

and omnibuses. More years rolled by
and petrol was discovered as a means of

locomotion
; but the clock at Scotland

Yard stood still, and the authorities

barely condescended to notice or sanc-
tion such innovations.

And this regard for antiquity is re-

flected in Whitaker's Almanack of the
present year of Grace, which gives, in

the phraseology of romance, its simple
record of “ old forgotten far-off’ things.”
I quote verbatim :

—

“HACKNEY CARRIAGE STATISTICS.

During 1923 there were licensed pub-
lic carriages: Hansoms, 15; Clarences
—animal 332, mechanical 7,674.”

No, porter, I am too antique for a
taxi

;
hail me a Mechanical Clarence.

“ Lady recommends trustworthy and beauti-
ful Cook,”

—

Irish Paper.

A great improvement on the “good
plain ” variety.



Euripides sh brings to our addnsSy

^nd ma^s a classic out of (^, 3, S,

Ohy may her honoured name endure as long

As the old Sibyls' (though she spells it wrong}!

MR. PUNCHES PERSONALITIES.—XXVIL
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
{By Mr, Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks,)

So many of the old graceful manifestations of Eliza-
beth’s ” genius have a permanent place in my repertory as

a light reader that 1 am sorry to set down her latest venture
as that most ungrateful of contradictions, a coarse-grained

fantasy. To put it another way, Introduction to Sally(^Lac-
millak) displays a silverpoint theme much too deeply bitten

on zinc. Salvatia, the radiantly lovely and virtuous daughter
of a small grocer, is deported by her widowed father from
Islington to a Cambridgeshire village, with the idea of pre-

serving her from masculine attentions. Unluckily Mr.
Pinner pitched his tent in Woodies during Vacation, Term-
time brings a train of undergraduates, and the first to burst
into the shop weds Sally, Jocelyn Luke, having a com-
petence of his own, fiings away ambition and sets off for a
prolonged Cornish honeymoon, in the course of which he is

to remould Sally socially nearer to his heart’s desire. His
widowed mother, a perfect suburban lady, drawn with a
very nice understanding, receives the horrid tidings on the
verge of refusing a substantial bounder, and reconsiders her
decision. Luke, speedily worsted in a bitter wrestle with

aspirates, brings his bride tohis mother’s house,which
the exigencies of culture scon impel her to quit. How
prettily Elizabeth ” can cope with running away, in the
case of a charming young woman, we all know; but the
climax that sets Sally*

s

modest feet on the necks of her
critics is neither so credible nor so happy as the defeat of
Princess Priscilla, There are, of course, memorable feli-

cities

—

Sally*

s

consolatory interview with her mother-in-
law’s little “general” is one of them—but the book is not
one of the masterpieces I shall re-read while waiting for
its successor.

The United States have always had so leal a friend in

The Spectator that one would not expect Mr. John St. Loe
Strachey to be other than the most genial of the great

republic’s critics or the warmest of its admirers. The fault

I find with American Soundings (Hodder and Stoughton)
is that the book is not so much about America as, to borrow
a phrase of Anatole France’s, about Mr. Strachey dpropos
of America. These soundings are taken, not from the bridge
of the busy and ubiquitous tramp steamer but from the
poop of a stately galleon brought to the Eastern seaboard,
not by the trader or the adventurer, but for purposes of

exhibition. The truth is that Mr. Strachey had occupied
the editorial poop too long to be either an observer or a
critic, or rather to put either his observations or his criti-

cisms on paper. The apposite quotation from Wordsworth,
the rotund phrase, the sweeping generality—these are his
masters. We can only guess what stores of observation,
if any, what catalogues of things seen, lie behind them. It
is plain however that Mr, Strachey did not see much. He
did not see the West or the Middle West. He did not see Main
Street. When he is most critical we feel that he is quoting
conventionally, as for example when he tells us that “ The
average American, the man in Main Street, in the Elk
lodges or in the Ku-Klux-Kaverns, is full of a kind of
infantile froth and folly. He is absurdly given to ritual
and flag-waving, to shouting for an hour in chorus,
‘ We w^ant Blank for the Blanket State,’ to walking in
dreary and perspiring processions with the pavement tem-
perature at 100 degrees Fahrenheit, to bellowing out, ‘ Me
for Ma,’ or some such felicitous slogan, or to following an
amateur brass band through the maze of a National Con-
vention busy with the grave and significant act of nomin-
ating a Presidential candidate.” This is all very true, but
one feels that Mr, Strachey has not actually seen any of
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these things, but is quoting from the

American intellectuals among whom ^

he moved. But if unconvincing Mr.
'

Strachey is also very readable. His

soundings may be uninstructive, but

be swings the lead charmingly.

The novels of B. Phillips Opp-

ENHEiM are such a goodly crop

That they are drawing near theirfifties—

So lavish is he of the gifties

Not always issuing from the quills

Of those who deal in shocks and thrills.

’Tis true his very latest venture

Might probably incur the censure

Of moralists like Mr. Barlow,

Since Prodigals of Monte Carlo

Will not appeal to Montessorians

Or Puritanical Victorians

Wholook askance onRHODABEOUGHTON. ^
But, though the book (Hoddee and

Stoughton)
Of ‘‘Monte’s ” madness less discloses

Than of its raptures and its roses,

And skates at times on thinnish ice.

Still, virtue triumphs over vice;

The sirens fail, the crooks are “downed”
And love is honourably crowned

;

For the benevolent baronet

Not only manages to get

A new unhoped-for lease of life

But wins a young and lovely wife.

Setting aside an occasional weakness

for purple phrases and intrusive his-

torical parallels and the unkindness of

the binders, who gave my copy eight
^

pages in duplicate and a corresponding ,

number of gaps, I found Mr. 0. P.

Hawkes’s Matiresques (Methuen) a

most enjoyable book. The writer’s co-

ordinating imagination and emulous ^
adaptability of style are invaluable

where they do not run to seed in the

directions indicated, and he has ex-
i

« ^ s V »

‘WeLI;, what bo you think op hevi?

“I SHOULD NEVER HAVE TAKEN Hiai FOR A FAMOUS PIANIST—APART, OF

directions indicated, and ne nas ex-| course, from his playing.”

plored enough literary and living by- ‘
.

•
. .

7

'

, , ^
ways to make an entertaining volume out of their and three little drawings in pen and wash have the humour

mere recital. His articles are chiefly concerned with and sense of proportion denied to the cleverest camera.

Iberians, Basques and Moors, -wherever and whenever he —
• iu -d u-

finds them ; the Moors of course being historically ubiquit- Wilham Bones was a sea-captain who tra^d in the iialtic

oas,- the Basques having the advantage of an essentially and came under the favourable notice of Catheeinb

local tradition, and the Iberians to a great extent com- Great, from whom flowed riches and, finally, an emerald ot >

bining the ethnical interests of both. An embassy to great size and beauty. In 1930 this je-wel, now a tamiiy

Charles II., with a bribe of lions and ostriches from his heirloom in thepossession of Ifoiyme, daughter of

wife’s dowry, Tangier, is the amusing theme of “A "Wa^ieer de Bohun, Home Secretary,^ disappears one winter night,

in Whitehall,” and a circumstantial account of the over- and the story of its recovery is told by Mr. Hilaire Belloc

throw of the Moslem by Charles Martel at Tours is in The Emerald (Arrowsmith). It is a deteetip story

suggested by the apparition of Spabis and Berber infantry without mystification. The emerald is found by the page-

on°the snrnn soil, but this time under the flag of France, in boy, who scents danger in the possession of it and gets rid

1917 An episode hardly calculated to recommend the of it by the process known to sohoopoys as ‘passing it on.

importation of African troops into European warfare is the In this way the incriminating jewel is handled suocessivel^y

grim theme of “ The Marabout’s Doll,” and the national by the Home Secretary’s three male guests, the peer, the

Moorish sport of “Powder-play” monopolises a happier professor and the journalist, -who are all under suspicion of

study Mr Ha-wkes is in his element when describing tradi- the theft, and ultimately reaches the detective, who makes

tional pastimes. He has watched pelota in Pyrenean use of his good fortune in a manner as amusing as it is

border-towns, seen a hawking contest at Biskra, attended a original. The book concludes -with a brilliant little epilogue,

serio-comic bull-fight in the streets of a small Spanish city tracing the later fortunes of the characters in a maimer

and a picturesque variant of tilting at the ring in Teneriffe. -which shows Mr. Bbiloo at his satiri^l best. I like Wie

His photographs are illustrations, not indiscriminate views ; 1
Emerald even better than Mr. Petre. Heie, if nowhere else.
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j
the satirist in Mr. Belloc is kept in reasonable subjection in a moderate prosperity and freedom. It is a drab life,

i
to the story-teller, and the result is a gay and witty book with no higher peak of romance than this, and no greater

' which can be enjoyed by cynic and simpleton alike. There excitements than the visit of the old man to the clinic in

1 are twenty-one illustrations by Mr. G, K. Chesterton the big town when his health is seriously threatened. Mama
:
which did” not greatly add to my enjoyment of the book. Emma, broken down with overwork, had niade this same

‘ Mr. Chesterton’s humour with the pencil seems to be pilgrimage a little before, and these were their two holidays

perpetually struggling with its medium and too often in the long life. And yet this crude record of a common-
making a losing fight of it. place couple, of the wife’s old father—-a charming portrait,

of the children and their lovers, avoids dulness by sheer

There is something uncompromising about Mr. Charles artistry of method. It is not, I must give warning, a story

G. Norris. He gives his books short masterful titles, as for careless holiday readers, hut rather for those who like

;
one who would challenge the reading public to take or their novels with a salt tang of life and who take a definite

I
leave them as it chooses. The author of The Pit and The interest in form. Miss Suckow never uses two words where

I
Octopus had something of the same way with him, and Pig one will do or a long word where a short will serve, and

j

Irou (Murray) is dedicated to Frank Norris, nephew of her simple direct idiom is nowhere diluted with those tire-

! the brilliant novelist of the ’nineties. I perceive three some neologies which sometimes make us fear that our

I

former novels

—

Salt, Brass, Bread—quoted on the title- cousins and ourselves no longer share a common language.

i page of this book, and from these names you may guess

j

something of our author’s way of telling a story. He takes As a tale of rapid change and movement, Mr. Horace
BiiBACKijiE^Y'sNightof Peril

(Lane) is unsurpassed and,
I believe, unsurpassable. In
a few hours of exceedingly

crowded life we see Peter

Berkeley changed from a
ruined man on the brink of

suicide to the happy pos-

sessor of five thousand
pounds (at least) a year.

In the same space of time
Bertram Haverstock, son of

a Cabinet Minister, was
transformed from a long-

haired crank to a sane and
ardent lover, who even con-
sented to have his hair cut.

The mainspring of these
transformations was Stella

Waverley, a most charming
young lady. She was bring-

ing her precious jewels from
Eussia,and on the way by
car from Southampton to

London she was attacked
by Eussian thieves and fled

ful love affairs), and he has finished up by becomingone of the into Peter's house, just as he was meditating self-extinction,
greatpowersin the steel market, all which is not too bad for Space prevents me from giving a detailed account of the
a penmless orphan who set out to New York in the summer adventures that followed her invasion. I will content my-
of 1885 to stay with his uncle Gyrus and see if he could self by saying that no sooner had the Eussian bandits got
make his way in the world. There is much, especially in the jewels than they were deprived of them by British
these early pages, that is worth reading in the book ; but robbers, who soon fell plump into the hands of the police.

*I fear some English readers will flag before they reach the Never a fraction of a dull moment,
ingeniously phrased but rather unsatisfactory conclusion,

^ ^ ^

Mr. E. Austin Freeman has never given his Dr, John
The value of Miss Euth Suckow’s ascetic method in Thoimdyke a more difihcult problem to solve than the one

Country People (Cape) is that, though this is quite a short book, propounded in The D'Arblay Mystery (Holder and Stough-
you seem at the end of it to have a clear impression of a large ton). Julius D'Arblay, a modeller by profession and of
number of real people and of a detailed background strangely blameless life, was found drowned in a shallow pond, and
unlike anything our own country has to show. The asceti- it looked as if the verdict at the inquest would merely be
cism consists in a resolute refusal to be drawn away into “found dead.” Astute eyes, however, had discovered a
disquisitions, descriptions, analyses, from the bare chronicle tiny puncture in the back of Julius, and it turned out that
of these imaginary lives of the Kaetterhenrys, a family of be had been poisoned with aconitine injected by a hypo-
Gernaan-American farm-folk, set down with as little colour dermic syringe. In short, Jtdius, who, as far as his charming
as will give them objectivity. Papa August, qpe&i:, daughter knew, was without enemies, had been foully

•
murdered. The tale that follows is engrossing enough,

industry and self-sacrifice, rising from the slavery of an but it is also a little intricate, Mr. Freeman is such a clever
overworked farm-boy to the slavery of being master of his writer of detective stories that it would be ten thousand
own land and that of his sons-in-law, his tenants. He dies pities if he were to allow himself-to make his tales so involved
with the consolation of seeing his children fairly established that his readers lose themselves in the maze.

a good bite out of liie and
puts it all down on paper,

stark and unadorned. He
begins a long way back and
finds very little that he con-

siders unworthy of chroni-

cling. Thus we start with
the birth of one Sam Smith
in the little town ofMendon,
Mass., who appears simul-

taneously with the arrival

of the great news of Lee’s
surrender at Appomattox,
and we follow this young
man’s career faithfully
through somefour-hundred-
and-fiftypages of smallprint

until we leave him, a post-

war millionaire, wondering
what he has really got out

of life. Well, he has gone
through the mill and had
his adventures and married
a wonderfully beautiful lady
of Jewish extraction (after a
sufi&ciency of less success-

LI

Boad~licg {who has been stopped for speeding), “All right, I don’t
WANT TO MAKE A FUSS. I ’LL GO BACK AND DO THAT BIT AGAIN.”
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CHARIVARIA.
Eipe strawberries are reported to

have been picked last week in several

parts of the country. It was far the

best thing to do with them.

A photograph of Mr. Lloyd GEOEas
smoking a pipe has appeared in the

Press, but we understand that it does

not signify a mj^prochement with Mr.
Baldwin.

So far from disapproving of the

G.P.O.’s scheme of commercial adver-

tisement (now apparently abandoned),

we are in favour of having a “ Post No
Bills ” notice affixed to every letter-box.

i'fi si:

A Southern Eailway train was held

up near Herne Hill for half-an-hour

last Monday when a coupling broke.

Passengers were made aware of the

incident by reading about it in the

evening papers.

It is said that the only caterpillar

which escaped the last Hyde Park raid

had had itself shingled and got away
disguised as a worm.

The price of motor-car tyres has been

reduced. Motorists will not have to be

so careful now to avoid pedestrians

with prominent teeth.

Complaint is made that some motor-

ists are using ambulance bells on their

cars. This convenience of course should

be restricted' to those conveyances that

pick up the pedestrians they have

knocked down. ... ^

A daily paper observes that the flapper

is the mother of the woman. This is

so ;
but the flapper doesn’t like it known.

si! Jj:

The Exhibition of Inventions opened

in London last Week, but Mr. A. J. Cook
has not entered that one about the

return to the status quo.

In connection with the National Com-
munity Singing movement nothing so

far has been done towards having The

Evening Standard set to music.

‘‘Everybody wants to fight Tommy
Milligan,” says a boxing headline.

That is an exaggeration. " We don’t.

* ^ -

Parents should always say “Good
night” to their children—that is, of

course, if they can manage to wait up

so late. j}*

A Eugby wireless enthusiast claims

to have heard strange signals which

he thinks emanated from Mars. Or it

might have been one of those “ mystery
’

men trying to get in touch with Scot-

land Yard.

An exhibition of coffins has been held

in Leeds. Yet they say nothing is being
done to brighten provincial town life.

A new book giving the unofficial

language of Australians has just been

published. We have heard of a man
who tried to issue a volume giving the

unofficial language of golf, but, after

The following appeared in the Agony column
of The Times on the day of the announcement
of Lord Oxford’s resignation: “Free.—Ad-
vertiser who has a small Egyptian Idol which
has brought him bad luck wishes to hand it

over to collector. Atmosphere apparently un-
propitious.” Our Artist appears to have
jumped to the unwarrantable conclusion that

the author of this advertisement was Mr.
Lloyd George.

three proof-readers had been carried

away in a fainting condition, he decided

to cancel the scheme.

A Los Angeles film-acferess who is

seeking a divorce wishes the affair to

be a quiet one. Only a few ex-husbands

will be invited.
^

.v

When the loss of Mr. G. K. Chester-

ton’s famous mantle was reported' ‘the

other day, the suspicion that it had de-

scended upon a lesser man of letters

proved to be unfounded.

The latest feminine fashion is an out-

door coat which looks like a jumper.

We suppose it is expecting tco much
of our fashion-designers to ask them to

produce a coat which looks like a coat.
jjc ^ic

*
There are said to be a number of men

in London just now who rob houses as

a part-time occupation. They run, of

course, the risk of being taken on by
professional policemen and thus losing

their amateur status.

*
Cars are being exhibited at the Paris

show with bodies made from silk. The
time may yet come when you’ll have
to go by bus because there ’s a ladder

in your best six-cylinder.
V: ^

The latest beauty treatment consists

of pouting the lips to make them full,

and smiling to reduce the nostrils.

Some day the man who pays the bills

may himself become beautiful by this

process.

A writer asks if the village green has
disappeared. We think nob. You will

see it again when the village policeman
has moved on.

The Bishop of Woolwich says that

he can’t compete with modern young
ladies when getting on a bus. He should

try the Knight’s move—one square for- •

ward on to the step, then two sideways.
*

An Esperanto marriage was solemn-

ised recently in Bloomsbury. Both
bride and bridegroom are said to speak

the language like natives.
*

5j;

The Emir Peisal is said to contem-
plate promoting football in Arabia.

Cur fear is that if this new movement
becomes general it may have the effect

of introducing an element of roughness

into inter-tribal warfare.

' *
**

It is reported that at a night club

several scantily-dressed girls rode round
the room on donkeys. Usually, of

course, they merely dance with them.

Several eminent composers are asking

what makes music popular, and the an-

swer seems to be the very low standard

of some of the films that accompany it.

The recent discussion over a new flag

for South Africa is thought to be due to

a desire to make a change before the

British Government lets out the vacant I

spaces on the Union Jack for advertise-

ments.
SJ- ^

Mr. G. B, Shaw declares that the

celebrations of his seventieth birthday

nearly killed him. He is believed to

have resolved to keep the date of his

eightieth birthday secret.

VOL. CLXXI. 11
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THE COST.
[It; is anticipated tliat the decline of the

revenue, due to the coal-stoppage, ^vill necessi-

tate increased taxation.]

Beside my empty cheerless grate

I crouch forlorn and shiver

;

The symptoms clearly indicate

A chill upon the liver

;

With briny dew my orbs are dim ;

Vainly 1 dam my nostrils’ flow

;

And all to suit the curious whim
Of Messrs. Cook and Co.

I sit, with eucalyptus sprent,

Too brave to whine or wheedle,

Like Patience on a monument

1

(Say, Cleopatra’s Needle)

:

! One thought alone incites my phlegm

To jib at Pate’s infernal smacks

—

That I ’ll be asked to pay for them
1 An Entertainment Tax ! 0. S.

1

SUBURBAN SCENES.

1

IX.—Flotsam and Jetsam.

The coal-stoppage, if not in every way
productive of good, has at least brought

back to Hammersmith the ancient and

honourable sport of “ wooding.” When
Thames sweeps up from Wapping on the

flood he bringswith him great quantities

of admirable firewood, good seasoned

wood, wood covered with tai", greasy

wood, little wood and big wood, great

beams and lengthy planks, together

with wedges convenient for the chop-

ping of the same. The higher the tide the

;

more plentiful the wood that is scoured

from the banks of Battersea and des-

patched to Haddock at Hammersmith.
And sometimes, it would seem, the ex-

cellent gentlemen in the Pool of London
have a dock-tidying day, and they rush

1 about the wharves with baskets and

I brooms and fling' into the river all the

1

stray firewood they can see. On these

I
days the whole breast of Thames is

j

sprinkled seductively with moving
masses of the coveted stuff. These are

known as “Good Wood Days”; we see

from our windows furnacefuls of fire-

wood driftingby, and in these hard times

the sturdy inhabitants of Hammer-
smith steal out from the shore in small

boats and scrounge it.

The sport, like others, has its niceties,

its meaner side and its aristocracy (to

whichHaddock belongs). There is wood-

j

ingwithoarsandthereiswoodingbysail.

:

j

Wooding with oars is low and obvious,

;

1

plebeian and exhausting. Wooding by
1

j

sail is the thing, at oncemore perilous and
restful, and having a touch of distinction

which might otherwise be lacking in a

pursuit soverynearlymaterialin itsends.

I have never done much pig-sticking or

rumbled for dog-fish, but these occupa-

tions, 1 suppose, have much the same
excitement as a good wood-hunt. The

boat must be sailed as swiftly and dan-

gerously as possible, and never stopped.

She darts back and forth like a sea-gull

ranging the ocean for fish. Far-off the

prey is spied, a luscious tarry log, a nice

fat beam, a chubby road-block. The

good ship bears down upon it, heeling

over dangerously (this is easily done

and makes an impression on the tow-

path), and as we fly past, with one

hand only for the tiller and the sheet,

the other hand must catch and hold and

bring aboard the prize, which generally

has a row of sharp nail-points on its

under-side. To do this slowly and avoid

the nails, to bring her into the wind

and stop her, is against the Haddock
tradition andbadform ,

like shooting a fox.

As well buy one’sfirewood at the grocer’s.

We leave that sort of thing to the meaner

race of men who go wooding with oars

and engines.

And as one hauls aboard the dripping

prize one murmurs, one regrets to say,

being only human, “ One lor you, Mr.

Cook !
” Then round and off again after

some other Heaven-sent foot-warmer

;

and if, engrossed in the pursuit, one

cannons into the bank, is bashed by a

tug or runs over a swan, one has only

oneself to blame.

Thus in no time a whole boatful of

OooK-thwarters may be gathered
;
and

really it is the only way I know in

which one may get something for no-

thing without noticeably breaking the

law. One carries, of course, a copy of

Biles on The Law of Flotsam, which is

important. Flotsam is goods floating on
the sea, and they belong to the Crown,
unless claimed by their true owners
within a year and a day. The legal

question does not often arise, but some-

times one finds a twelve-foot plank

nestling on or near the bank. If it is

on the bank it is jetsam, and the law,

I believe, is different ; but this difficulty

can be met by tipping the plank into the

river, thus inamomentconvertingjetsam
into flotsam. Donot suppose these points

are unimportant. There are low-minded

persons going about who, being with-

out energy and resource, would never

think of collecting planks themselves,

but, if they see you collecting planks,

will think immediately, ‘‘Someone is

getting something for nothing. I must
object.”

How English! For example, there

seems to be some foolish local tradition

that flotsam more than two foot long

is not legitimate flotsam. For once,

when I was towing home a twelve-foot

plank, a man followed me for half-a-mile

on the bank, saying over and over again,
“ Oy I that ’s more than two-foot long.

Oy
!
you take that back to Brentford 1

”

This man became extraordinarily tire-

some, and, as Brentford was three miles

distant, against the tide, and I had not

been near Brentford, and there was
nothing to suggest that my flotsam had

been to Brentford either, I did not pay
too much attention to him. But I have

often thought of that man since. I left

him standing against the sunset, still

shouting “ Oy 1 that ’s more than two
foot long.” A man of one idea. There

is nothing about two-foot long in Biles

on The Law of Flotsam, Still, before

I chopped up the plank I put through

a telephone-call to notify the Crown;
but long before I got through to the

right Department the servants had care-

lessly burned the plank.

I have a great long flotsam waiting

to be chopped up now, a brown flotsam,

eleven feet by eighteen inches, as I

hereby notify the Grown. But the

Crown will have to be quick.

Well, I need hardly say that a good red

sparky flotsam fire, gathered with such

difficulty and peril, is the most satisfy-

ing thing. True, the fire-place becomes
full of nails, and sometimes the tar runs

all over the domestic hearth or blazes

like a furnace and frightens the girls.

But one has a personal interest in the

thing
;
one remembers individual flot-

sams, where theywere found and among
what dangers, and who said “ Oy 1

”

Such must be the comfortable sensa-

tions of an outcrop miner as he sits

before his own coal fire.

The Crown will have to be mry
quick. . . A.P.H.

THE WHOLE TOWN’S TALKI NG.

The Whole Toion ’s Talking

because

The Farmer's Wife
met

The Padre
in

Berkeley Sqiiare^

After Dark
when

None but the Brave
see

Life

and
Escape

;

for

Love's a Terrible Thing.

Just for a Kiss

sometimes
The Best People

take

The Ohost Train
and spend

A Month in the Country,

Lady Be Good.

“ Cook in Oven.”

Crossivord clue in Stmday Paper,

We quite thought he was in the soup.



A FLIGHT OF FANCY.

Mastee Eamsay. “ THE IDEA IS TO MAKE IT SOAE INTO HIGHEB REGIONS— IE I CAN

ONLY GET IT OEE THE GROUND.’*

[At the Labour Party Conference Mr. Bamsay MacDokald announced that the fight would begin again on a new plane. The

solution of the problem would be by politics, and the new policy would be the nationalization of the mines ]
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Spoilt Young Pei'soii, “I bay—are you Major Blunt by any chance? I was told he’d be here to see after my
LUGGAGE AND ALL THAT.”

Haughty Individual, “Excuse mb, Madam, my name is not ”

Spoilt Young Person. “ Never mind
;
you ’ll do.”

FMAov/ /^i- A A/I/^Kln.A iRii- Novol ? ” poople would gct UD aiid begiii deerupl The mechanical quarry seemsDIARY OF A MON DAI NE. to dance llarion sayl that converla- to have come to stay.
Mayfair Mansions, tion is in danger of becoming a lost art Yesterday, when I came in from the

Yes, truly the leading feature of this and that we must all help her to bring afternoon dance at the Gilded Galleries
Little Season is Dancing with a big D. it back. in aid of ThoseWho Haven’t Been Aided
It ’s not enough now to have tea-dances, And now the big shops, it ’s said, Yet, I found a person (it ’s a harsh term
come-just-as-you-are evening- dances, are going to have a band and dancing- p’r’aps, but no other suits her) waiting
supper-dances and all-night dancing at partners in each department, so that for me. It was just the hour when I
“ The Grey Squirrel,’' Blue Ruin ” and after buying something at the counter sit in a dark room with a face-rest and
the other night places. At the private people can dance up and down the place a beauty-mask on, shut my eyes and
view of the Incredible Artists at the and then come back and buy something try to make my mind a blank. With
Recherche Gallery the other day, just else. It ought to be very good for all the smiling that is done now one’s
as everyone was crowding round Zig- trade. face works overtime in a terrible way.
zag s wunnerful canvas, Jealousy and Ghatterton Soames tells me the Clay- Well, she said she had come from
Triumph,” and raying about it (then shires have had a party for stalking at Messrs. Blank and Dash, the publishers,
asking each other in whispers, What Dunbogie. It’s a new departure for and they wanted me to remember
is it? Is that round green thing Jeal- them and people were a bit surprised, things for publication,
ousy? and is that square blue thing as nobody thought there was anything. “All you’d have to do, Lady Dol-
Triumph? ), Rosebud Foljambe, who to stalk at Dunbogie. The party went gelly,” said the person^ who’d a year-
was there with some more of the League out, however, in various directions, and before-last coat and skirt and any
of Jolly Juveniles, began to whistle the by-and-by a deer materialised in the amountof cheek, “would be to fix times
new thiee-step, “YouJolly Little Devil,” distance on Colonel Chalfont’s beat, and convenient to yourself to chat to me
and, hey presto! everyone began to he set to work to stalk in earnest. It was about your interesting and thrilling
dance and the pictures were forgotten, a horribly elusive deer, and he crawled recollections, and I ’d do all the rest.
The Arkwrights Brainy Breakfasts uphills on his stomach and down them No trouble for you. Names would be

have been killed dead by dancing. Just head foremost, till at last the beast sud- more thinly veiled than they have ever
as an interesting subject was started, denly stopped. Before firing he put up been in a work of the kind, but Messrs,
such as^“ The Musical Art of Rowdy- his glasses to seehowmany points ithad Blank and Dash are willing to take all
dowsky or “When is a Novel not a and distinctly saw someone winding the the risk of law actions in view of the
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Toet, “ Can I see the Editor ?
”

Bou. “No. He won’t be here to-day.”

Beet (handing ctyntrib%iUon). “Oh, weld, put this in the waste-paper basket,

WILL YOU ?
”

enormous sales they anticipate. They
offer very handsome terms, which
would be substantially increased if you
saw your w^ay to giving quite a full and
behind-the-scenes account of the Mud-
borough case, in which you were a wit-

ness and in which (the public knew) so

much was hushed up.”
“ Oh, but I don’t consider myself old

enough yet,” I said, “to remember
things. At present I’m busy living,

and people shouldn’t begin remembering
things bill they ’ve left off* living them.

But s’pose 1 did consent to remember
a few little things, why do your pub-
lishers think I ’m not fit to write them
down myself ? When Lady Arkwright
told the public the things she remem-
bered—and a good many that she didn’t

—it was all done off her own bat.”

“ Oh,” said the person, “ Lady Ark-

wright—yes, of course.”

“I wonder,” said I, exactly what
‘ Oh, Lady Arkwright—yes, of course,’

means. I can spell and punctuate, I

hope, as well as she can, and I know as

much grammar and—what’s the other

thing ?—syntax. I don’t say I ’ve made
such a study of e^i-grammar as she has,

but even there I daresay I could hold

my own.”
Well, it ended by my saying I ’d think

about it. ’Course I might lose a few
enemies over it, and my Trifling Teas
would suffer, I daresay, but they offer

big money—and so, well. . . .

“Yvonne,” I said later, when she was
getting me ready for dinner, I look

like the sorb of creature that remembers
things for publishers ?

”

“ Tiens ! ” cried Yvonne. “ Madame
la Comtesse n'a pas Vair de se rappeler

le temps passe. Fas du tout ! Madame
a V'air de s^anmiser des amourettes dUm-
jourd'hui."

Nice girl, Yvonne ! The French are so

sensible.

HIGH FBNANGE AND KEGH COLLARS.

\The Star announces the foundation, in

Paris, of an Anti-C ollar League, by a number of

artists, authors and composers. The movement,
which is vigorously opposed by laundrymen,

|

drapers, etc., is justified by the fact that the

French spend annually £’20,000,000 on their

bills for washing collars.]

How fearsome, how impressive are

The figures given by The Star

Of what the French disburse in dollars

To pay the washing of their collars

!

Incredible the total sounds,

Viz., twenty million English pounds

!

But there it is, in black and white

In print, and so it must be right.

No wonder that a League has been
Formed over there to intervene,

To free all patriotic necks
From collars which compress and vex,

And aid them in their onward march
Untrammelled by the bonds of starch.

No wonder, also, that the trade

Of laundrymen is sore dismayed

;

That hosiers on the movement frown
And will not take it lying down,
.But contemplate ibhe prosecution

Of those who lead this revolution.

Still, these three thousand million

francs,

If fructifying in the banks
Instead of going to the wash,

Would be, I think, extremely posh.

In England other thoughts absorb us

;

We have outgrown the collara morbus;

Stiff neckwear we have largely doffed,

And wear it mostly low and soft,

While those who follow Mr. Shaw’s
Contempt for all sartorial laws
Indulge in the entrancing hope
Of living without starch or soap.

And yet, though France may cure her ills

By washing out her washing-bills,

I cannot quite conceive a time
When England’s green and pleasant

clime
Shall breed a race of starchless scholars

Denuded of their Eton collars.

Our Rutliless Advertisers.
“Wanted, immediately, a mau for boiling

down. Apply Meat Company.”
Domimmi Paper

»
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SIMPLE STORIES.
X.—The Kino.

Once there was a Kingwho had plenty

of enemies, and he was always fighting

battles with them and he generally won,

but he had lost so many soldiers that

he "was afraid he couldn’t go on fighting

any more. But he thought he Avould

have just one more battle, and if he won
that then he could live in peace for the

rest of his life and get married.

So he called the chief of his army and

said to him I have been thinking of

having a good battle, I suppose it will

be all right about the soldiers.

And the chief of his army said w^ell I

shouldn’t just yet if I W’ere

you because the soldiers are

rather tired of battles, they

have had so many of them
lately.

And be said I can’t help

that, the soldiers are paid for

fighting battles, and I have

always been kind to them too,

if I say I want a battle I am
going to have a battle.

So the chief of his army said

oil very well, but if you don’t

win it don’t l3lame me.
So they had a battle and

the King lost it, and he was
taken prisonerby the Emperor.
And the Emperor said to

him I ’ve got you at last and
you have given me such a lot

of trouble that 1 think I shall

tell them to cut your head off.

And the King said oh don’t

do that, and he said why not ?

And he said because I can
be very useful to you fighting

battles, I have always liked it

better than anything, and if

you make me chief of your
army I will win plenty of

battles for you.

So the Emperor did that, and the

King won so many battles for him that

at last he said well I have got all I want
for the present and you have done so

well for me that I am going to give you
back your Eangdom.

So the King said thank you and went
1 ack to his Kingdom, and the people
were very pleased to see him again
because he had always been kind to

them, but they said we don’t want any
more battles, we have had enough of

them.
And he said oh very well, I am getting

a little old for them myself and shan’t

be sorry to have a rest, and I think it

is time I married now so as to have
some children, because if I don’t there
will be nobody to reign over you when
I am dead.

And they thought it was a very good

idea, and there was a lady in his King-

dom who was suitablethough shewasn’t

very beautiful, so he married her, and

the people subscribed and gave them

some beautiful wedding presents, and

they had several children.

Well, the Queen was veiy careful

about money, and it was a very good

thing, because all the battles had cost

such a lot that they were quite poor

now, except for what the people had
given them, but she said if we don’t

keep so many soldiers and don’t spend

more money than we can help we shall

get quite rich again after a time.

And the King said I don’t mind doing

that, I really like playing with the

i

'

“So HE SPOKE TO THE QuEEN ABOUT IT.”

children better than fighting battles at

my age, so I can do with fewer soldiers

and they can take situations.

So the King enjoyed himself living

comfortably in his palace and playing
with his children, and that went on for

some time, but presently the people
began to grumble because the King had
left all the arrangements about taxes

and those things to the Queen, and they
said they couldn’t go on paying so much.

So they came to the King, and he
said oh very well, I shouldn’t care
about paying such heavy taxes myself,
I will speak to the Queen about it.

So he spoke to the Queen about it,

but she told him to mind his own busi-

ness, and she went on taxing them as
hard as ever.

Well then they came to him again,
and they said we really can’t go on like

this, why can’t you do something about

it? And they made him some long

speeches, and he grew very tired of

them.

So he said well I won’t listen to any
more speeches just now if you don’t mind
because this is the time I always play

with the children, but if you will come
again to-morrow morning while they

are having their rest I will tell you
what I have decided.

So when they came again the next
morning he said well I have talked to the

Queen about it and I can’t do anything
with her, so I am afraid you will have
to go on paying the taxes, but I am
very sorry about it.

And they said well being
sorry about it is no good to

us, you don’t seem to be the
brave man you were.
And he said oh yes I am,

and if we had another battle

you would see.

So they said well we don’t

mind having one more battle,

as it is a long time since we
had any, and the soldiers

would rather like it now, and
anyhow it would be cheaper
than paying all these taxes.

So they had another battle

and the King won it, and his

enemies paid him plenty of

money, so there was no excuse
now for the Queen going on
charging such.heavy taxes.

And she was rather proud of

the King for being so brave
and winning a battle at his

age, and she said you can go
on playing with the children
as much as you like, I can do
very well now on what we
have and you needn’t bother
about it any more.

So they had peace after that,

and all the people were very
happy, and they loved the King more
than ever because he was so brave and
they liked him being so fond of his chil-

dren, And he lived to be very old, and
when his children grew up and married
he played with his grandchildren.— — A. M.

Commercial Candour.

On an Irish fruiterer’s paper-bag :

—

“ ’s Fhuit

Is a delight to the eye.

A pleasure to the palate.

An aid to indigestion.”

Just after summer time was over:

—

“The chill in the air, more felt by getting
up this week an hour earlier than last, warns
us that winter is upon us,”— Paper.

The writer was evidently one of those
unfortunates who put his clocks for-

ward instead of back.
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THE ARMY SAFETY-RAZOR BLADE.

It came as a surprise to me that

during the mild tumult which arose

out of the War Office’s decision to issue

safety-razors to the troops no mention

was made, so far as I am aware, of the

attendant problem of blade disposal.

In the absence of any official regula-

tion governing the subject perhaps a

few suggestions may not be regarded as

out of place.

First of all we must consider what
constitutes a used blade. Those of you

with Army experience will remember,

for instance, that the Quartermaster’s

opinion as to what was a derelict shirt

often differed from your own, and I can

foresee the same sort of thing happen-

ing wdiere blades are concerned.

The question, in my opinion, is gov-

1

erned by the quality of the whiskers

upon which a blade may be called^ to

operate. Eor purposes of classification

whiskers might be graded thus:

—

Mark I., the Swansdown or Eecruit’s

Fluff.

Mark II., the Visible Bi-Weekly

Sprout.

Mark III., the Mist on the Moor
Outcrop.

Mark IV., the Drive into the Rough

Stubble.

Mark V., the Hindenburg Line

Bristle.

The big idea, and one which must
appeal on economic grounds, is that a

blade refusing any longer to make hay
of the Hindenburg Line Bristle should

bo returned to the Quartermaster and

by him be re-issued to the next cate-

gory, and so on, until it jibs when on

Mark J. service.

Afterthat a blade might veryproperly

be regarded as unfit for further service,

but before it is designated as scrap an

affidavit by the man concerned should

be attested by two witnesses of his last

shave, countersigned by the Chaplain,

and filed for reference.

The blade would then be struck off

the active list and buried in a spot to

be selected by the Adjutant, at a place

removed from any buildings, thus obvi-

ating risk of lightning. A hole of the

correct dimensions (to be considered

later) having been excavated, the follow-

ing procedure might be observed :

—

The man’s platoon, without arms,!

would be the unit engaged. This ini

itself would encourage care in the use

of blades.

The platoon will approach the hole

in line and halt at a distance of four

paces. The Platoon Officer will then

call upon the man concerned, who will

leave the ranks and advance to within

one pace of the hole. The blade will

then be produced, identified by the

Quartermaster, and signed for.

The command will be “Extend

—

Arm ! Release—Blade !
” Care must

be taken to see that the blade is de-

posited fairly in the middle of the hole,

cutting edge last employed facing north.

The excavation will then be tilled in

by the right-hand man of the front-rank

and trampled flat by the two centre

files advancing four paces and marking
time.

That is all—perfect in its simplicity.

Another Glimpse of the Obvious.

“One of the signs that autumn is upon us

is the colder weather and the falling tempera-

ture .”—Daily Paper.

it ^Xrs.
,
aged ninety, who said she went

through the American War and was present at

the Battle of Bunkers Hill, was a witness

yesterday at Police Court .”—Daily Paper.

What the Amazon said is not evidence.

From a road-guide :

—

“ Builth-Llandoveiy.—No through route.

Four bridges wished away between Llandovery
and Llanwrtyd Wells.”—Welsh Paper.

The L.C.C. seem to be trying the same
method in the case of Waterloo Bridge,

but happily so far without success.
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RAMASWAMl.
{Lines addressed to the South Indian Cultivator orByoL)

Eyot ! How sadly art thou thus misnamed,

For thou art little riotous, God wot

;

How shouldst thou be, when in thy cooking-pot

And brazen porringer existeth not

The stuff of which are framed
Eoustums and Eamas and such warrior men ?

Living on chicken-food, canst thou be blamed

If there result in thee the spirit of a hen ?

Well, ryot, anyway, I greet thee here

To pay a debt I reckon overdue

Eor hours when I have summoned from the blue

Tierce curses on thy cranium to accrue,

And called thee names, I fear.

Scarce pardonable even under stress,

Swearing thou wast of all things on this sphere

The best designed to vex, most made for my duress.

Oft have I in my chariot ranging wide

Marked thee, a dotard wreck or dreaming lout,

Fair in the pass, stone deaf to horn or shout.

Then leaping like some maniac marabout

By turns to either side,

Till only by some soul-destroying swerve

I saved thee from determined suicide.

All very well for thee, but, oh 1 my shattered nerve.

And lo ! when I have pitched my wandering tent

Contiguous to thy little house of mud,
AU the long night thy tom-tom’s feverish thud,

Thy scrannel pipe, thy voice’s surging flood,

Have thwarted sleep’s descent

;

For thou wast striving in thy thrashing-floor

From dark to dawn, thy moil with music blent,

Heedless of this poor wretch who lay and cursed

next-door.

How often, stalking the elusive buck,

Breathless and tortured, gasping, racked and dry,

Crawling on red-hot sand beneath a sky

Composed of one vast sun—^how oft have I,

Looking at last for luck,

Drawn a fine bead and thought to drop him dead,

When up thou’st leapt from somewhere, pat as Puck,
And off he went. Ay, friend, these things are on

thine head.

Wherefore I called thee senseless and accurst

;

But other visions now let memory yield.

What of those days, when wandering afield

Weary and sore and lacking bite and bield,

I should have died of thirst,

Cr burst spontaneous into flaming fire,

Or passed in steam
;
but thou cam’st hurrying first

With cooling fruits and such, forestalling my desire ?

What of those days when I would have a shoot
And climbed some hillside hot and red and rough
And felt the clamber bad and bad enough

—

But thoic wast forcing through the thorns and stuff*

With neither coat nor boot,

Beating for me ? And little didst thou gain,

And very like wast called a clumsy brute
For that the game broke back in spite of all thy pain.

What of a thousand kindly little shows
To do me honour—ropes of marigolds
And reeking jasmine, whose embowering folds

Distinguished this poor neck
; thy rustic holds

Decked out with porticoes

For me to pass, with pandals for my throne ?

All these thy patient work when, goodness knows,

Thou hadst without this toil sufficient of thine own.

Eemembering these and kindred happenings,

Eemembering these, shall I not make amends

And take thee to the number of my friends

And say thy folly, after all, depends

Cn how one looks at things ?

And hearken, ryot : when I cross the sea

—

Now this is what the bard sincerely sings

—

I ’ll miss thy silly self much more than thou ’It miss

me. — H. B.

THE NEW MODELS.
{By a Fashion Expert suffering from too much Motor Shoiv.)

A TOUR of the West End shops shows that the chief note

in Autumn frocks will be an attempt to get more roominess

in the lighter and smaller models without sacrificing the

new fashionable body-line.

A most interesting exhibit noticed yesterday was the

autumn model of the ever popular coat-frock. The coach-

work is carried out in gabardine and the interior is roomy
and comfortable. They are fitted with buttons of a new
non-skid type which make for greater economy in running

expenses. These buttons are operated from the off-side and

are detachable.

An occasional single-cylinder tea-gown which is sure to

be popular has a somewhat lower body-line than was in

demand last year, and is fitted with twin panels suspended

from the belt. The corsage carries a wind-screen of flame

georgette.

In the light evening models the greatly simplified coach-

work and the absence of all unnecessary fittings, combined

with the knee-high body-line, have given a suggestion of

even greater compactness than was noticeable last year.

Air-cooling is favoured in all evening designs, and induction

is by direct overhead pull to the front and rear axles.

In the heavy all-weather class I saw nothing more inter-

esting than the latest twelve-coney-power Minx. This will

appeal to the woman who wants a thoroughly reliable coat

at a moderate cost. The internal heating arrangements are

excellent.

The new bonnets have a somewhat higher centre of

gravity, and will be featured in shades to match the coach-

work of coats and gowns. Eadiation is in most instances

by perforation in the crown.

Among the accessories on exhibition the Eussian boot

will again be the popular mudguard, but an effort has been
made to combine utility with greater smartness, and the

new models will fit more closely to the shaft. The clutch

will be round the instep in the newest design, and this will

make for easier acceleration.

To the woman who does her own running repairs the

little gear-box shown by a well-known firm will be of special

interest. This handy little outfit contains, besides needles,

cotton, thimble, etc., a useful collection of spare parts, such
as buttons, clutches, and so on, together with a complete
facial repair outfit.

Our Acrobatic Heroines.
“ She sprang forward alertly now, in such wise that her clenched

hands clasped his tnees.”—Serial in Fromncial Paper,

Our Erudite Contemporaries.

“The bride cannot talk English and the bridegroom does not know
German. Because of this the service was in Esperanto, the only
English word spoken throughout being ‘ Amen.’ S'wwdn?/ Paper,



LETTER TO A NEWLY-APPOINTED
CIVIL SERVANT.

My dear Henry,

—

Allow me to con-

gratulate you upon having passed into

the Civil. It is so many years since

this happened to me that I have quite

forgotten the ordinary customs of men
on these occasions, but I feel sure that

you will come and eat a Special Bureau-
cratic Dinner I am giving on your behalf

on the 80th. ' Please make out your

reply on a slip and have it initialled by
your mother and father, keeping three

copies for future reference.

There is one thing about which I feel

it my duty to warn you, Henry, and

that is concerning a new 3:egulation

which has just sprung into being. As
you will not be practised in the art of

Circumventing Officialdom I will point

the way.

'

In the first place no fire or fires, elec-

tric radiators; hot-water pipes, radiant

heat or Turkish baths, or anything

calculated to warm the blood, shall be

allowed in any Government office, build-

ing, room or annexe unless the tem-

!

perature falls below 50° Fahrenheit.

Now, Henry, there are several ways
of persuading a thermometer to register

49-99° or less : one—which I do not re-

commend—is to wait for a. cold day;

another, as used in most Government

offices, is to employ a Centigrade therm-
ometer, which starts from 0, whereas
the Fahrenheit has a handicap of thirty-

two degress. No respectable Centigrade

thermometer will ever register a room
temperature of fifty degTees. This little

artifice is, however, becoming known to

the authorities, and there is some talk

of introducing a new officer with a

thorough knowledge of the difference

between types of thermometer, who
will be provided with a table which will

convert all kinds of degrees into Fahren-
heit degrees.

A third method is now becoming
popular on account of its simplicity.

This is as follows: the thermometer
is placed in a bag of ice, which it has
become the special duty of the junior

clerk to bring every morning. When
it registers 32° F,—freezing-point—it

is flourished in the face of the Proper
Authority, who is reduced to tears by
the sight. The coal then arrives in due
course on the next broiling-hot day, and
is removed on the next cold day for

further approval.

I myself have resorted to a pretty

conceit, which is less troublesome and
not so well known. There is now a

small tag attached to our thermometer,

which reads :

—

‘‘Instrumental Error: subtract 10°

to get true reading of temperature.”

This is quite efficaciousand is strongly

approved in our office, because the tem-
perature can now go up to 59° before

we are deprived of a fire.

Of course, my dear Henry, you your-
self may be the Proper Authority to

whom these matters are referred; in

which event your procedure for getting

coal is much simpler. 1 trust you are

enjoying good health. Yours,

Calceolarius Q. Haines.

How to Encotirage Hecruiting.
“ Territobial Army Orders.

MANNEQUIN PARADE.

Madame will hold a Mannequin Parade
to-night at the Regent Dance Hall,

, when
her beautiful new and exclusive Paris Models
will be shown. Tickets,’ with Dancing, 3s. 6d.”

Lccai FaiJei',

From a book review :— I

“ And there appears for a moment a veteran
|

who might have served Mr. Weyman as model
for his ‘ Barlasch of the Guard.’ ”

Literai'y Paper,

Or Mr. Meertman for “ A Gentleman
of France ” ?

From an article on traffic congestion

:

“We have little doubt as to the essential

palliative. It is the Tube. No other agency can
in such areas shorten travel to the same extent
or so directly make for taking people’s elbows
out of each other’s ribs.”—Sunday Paper,

This optimist evidently does not travel

by Tube during the rush-hours.
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handle and economical. Itmadeshav- “T\'hat kind of deposit must we
TONY DACRE S DAY OUT, ing a delirious ecstasy. He recalled the make?” Tony had asked him, with a

A Striking Story of Passion transports of rapture which had pre- slight stammer.

Recommended to Readers of the ceded, that very morning, his cold bath. The manager did not care. He would

Daily Press. And now he was going to meet leave that entirely to them. O ador-

BEGIN NOW. Gelestine. Adorable creature! How able manager!
^

What sum did they

As he gazed at his reflection in the tastefully she too would be attired ! think of suggesting ? Twopence ? That

mirror of the Metropolitan lounge, Tony For, like him, she had availed herself of would do excellently ;
and a penny to be

Dacre was unable to help thinking how exceptional offers, which expired soon, paid monthly until the total va^e of

crood the world had been to him. A Petite, she took small woman's sizes, ninety-five pounds was complete. There

fascinating place. Delightful. which became her deliciously. He con- would be a full insurance, it seemed, to

He considered for a moment his jured up the vision of her slender figure, cover volcanoes, cat-burglars and mon-

clothes. How impeccable they were ! in natural ponyskin trimmed beaver soons. The furniture would be deliv-

True that there were times when lower with a charming collar of leopard-ante- ered as soon as the house was ready for

prices had been offered to him in ready- lope and iguana-fitch. It was an exhi- it, or earlier if they liked. They could

for-service suitings, but it would have bition model. Ail the pelts were selected, have the furniture delivered first and

been a sheer impossibility, he felt, to The lustre was exquisite and afforded the house built round it afterw^ards.

obtain better value, more exclusive de- the slim line. Gelestine ! She was in- He recommended Portland cernent.^ A
sign or such durable material. Tony comparable. Nothing in neckfur values captivating man. He had smiled into

Dacre had been far-sighted. Autumn was too good for her. Gelestine's eyes until Tony had almost

had come, and with it felt jealous of him.

the inevitable need to < And now the house

revise his wardrobe. was ready. Only the

How thankful he was . other day he bad seen

that he had seized the JMm them carrying up The

special offer held out to Cos'tnic EncyclojpcBdicL

him,which might never into the bathroom,

have come again. Im- /T^ Smiling, he lit a

possible to see his un-
^ \ ' mL

cigarette.
^

Never had

derwear, of course ;
but ^ appreciated the ba-

it was of the kind that (F > i\ cigarettes

ensured real luxury,
^

much as to-day,

gave everlasting satis- r y//lm though he had always

faction in use and was IB
made from the pick of \ ,

a. '' ill
because of the

our Imperial wools.
\ J ^ 1/

quality of the

Neck comfort too was
\

"" /r '/f \ I Ikli
There was some-

his. He was wearing \ rSv \ *

! Ill WJf thing about them too

the Bayard collar, \ 1 ^ II™ whichensured cooleven
which marks out the \ ! I I III

spooking to the end.

wearer for promotion T\\ k; 1 11
^ ^®^t the lounge

I

in the office and forms ^ '

•
‘ slowly and walked to

the sole topic of con- FORCE OF HABIT. bis car, which was
versation whenever Habitual theatre-goer listens-in for a change. waiting outside at the

well-dressed men or kerb.

men of refinement meet. He wondered what stockings she Tony loved his car. The body-work

!

And then there were his boots. As would have on to-day. He could not The upholstery ! Only fourteen horse-

he looked at his boots he could see four feel sure. They might be flesh, nude or power, yet it developed forty - two.

of them: two real -ones and two re- beige. More ravishing still, they might Affectionately he touched the tip of the

fleeted in the polished floor. It was be putty, French nude, rosewood,, sil- shining radiator. How cool it was

!

many years before Tony Dacre had ver-rose. Or shrimper’s mahogany or Speed, power, roominess, they were all

found foot happiness, but now assuredly sand. In any case they would be here; and, above all, inexpensiveness,
he had gained it at last. His boots broad-ribbed and full-fashioned through- The joy of the open road meant almost
were strongly made

; they had pliable out. Her hat, he felt certain, would be as much to Tony Dacre as foot ease or

box-calf uppers and good solid soles, a taupe velours. G61estine! He thought face bliss. And soon Gelestine would
They smoothed life’s difficult way. of the tiny home that they were to be sitting by his side. Entrancing com-
His hat too w^as just right. That was make together at Ponder’s End. panionship ! He got into the car.

the expression which he had used the How kind the manager had been 1 Slowly moving amidst the huddled
momenthe sawit. Justright. Likeother For a long time Tony Dacre had been procession of the traffic, he thought of

hats, of course, yet possessing the inde- doubtful whether he could furnish out the many shop-fronts behind which lay
finablenote of distinctiveness which sets of income, and his father had also been treasures prepared for the happiness of

apart from his fellows the connoisseur sceptical. Then one day the boy had himself and Gelestine. Scents, clocks,
in upper-grade headwear. He ran his made up his mind. jewels, hair-brushes, china, glassware-
hand lightly over his chin. Face joy “ I am going down to see the furnish- all had been collected from the ends of
had come into his life at about the same ing people at once,” he had said, and the earth and brought there for nobody
time as foot happiness and neck mirth, he had taken Gelestine with him. Both but himself and G61estine. He thought
and not only was the shaving-stick he had been nervous at first in that great especially of certain fadeless cretonnes
now used unrivalled in perfume and building. But how swiftly the urbane with a pretty all-over design and chintz
efficiency, it was more. It was easy to figure had reassured them ! colouring on cream jasper ground with

! the inevitable need to

I

revise his wardrobe.

How thankful he was
that he had seized the

special offer held out to

him,which might never
have come again. Im-
possible to see his un-

derwear, of course ;
but

it was of the kind that

ensured real luxury,

gave everlasting satis-

faction in use and was
made from the pick of

our Imperial wools.

Neck comfort too was
his. He was wearing
the Bayard collar,

which marks out the

wearer for promotion
in the office and forms

the sole topic of con-

versation whenever
well-dressed men or _

men of refinement meet.

FORCE OF HABIT.
Habitual theatre-goer listens-in for a change.
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“Italy don’t seem so nice as it did on the film bomb’ow.”
“ No, an’ it ain’t so wabm as it was in the cinema bitheb.”

which C61estine intended to upholster

the scullery. How durable they were

!

How dainty yet fast in colouring!

Wonderful fabrications!

He was in Eegent Street now. Should
he buy Cdlestine a little present before

meeting her? No street in England,

he thought, had such an intuition for

the right thing in presents as Regent
Street. If it comes from Regent Street,

thought Tony, whatever it may be it

is almost certain to be right.

What should he get ? A mechanical

piano-player? An Alsatian wolf-hound?

A tea-urn? An aneroid barometer?

The choice of possibilities was too be-

wildering.

And then suddenly he saw 061estine

herself. She was standing on the kerb,

and, oh bitterness ! there was someone
with her. A man. Yes, a man. Tony
Dacre could scarcely believe his eyes.

The sun was blotted out for him. Had
he really, this other, the same superb

tailoring, combining value with dis-

tinctiveness, as his own ? Alas, it was
only too true. The neck delight, the

foot rapture—these also were identical.

There was the same aristocratic refine-

ment (evincing personal taste) in the

iiead apparel. And last, most ironic

blow of fate, the stranger—curse him

!

—was actually enjoying the fragrance

of one of Tony Dacre’s own individual

brand of cigarettes.

It was too much. With a loud elec-

tric toot of despair the young man
turned his wheel and drove back to the

Metropolitan. Never again would he

venture out of the advertisement col-

umns and plunge into the feuilleton

page. . . . Evoe.

CORONACH.
[Glasgov/ has limited the hours during which

bagpipes may be played.]

Scots wha, fu’ o* native pride,

By the bonnie banks o’ Clyde
Pipe frae morn tae eventide,

Skirrling soulfully

;

Wha, by Gorbals’ bloomin’ brae,

Rouse ye to that martial lay :

“ Roots ! It ’s no' the rent we'Upay

!

’’

Wauling dismally

—

What ’s this clack that ’s goin’

roun*,

That the folk o’ Glesga toon

Ganna bide the perches’ droon,

Whauping woundily

;

That the men wham Wallace’ led

Say they canna gang tae bed
Whiles their neebor owerheid

Miauls convulsively ?

Caledonians, wild and stern,

Is it tae the jazz ye turn,

Like some daftie Southron kern

—

Horns and fiddlery ?

Has yon Kirkwood gar’d ye blat
“ Flags o’ Red ” and sic as that.

Tunes that wadna scare a cat,

Moans o’ Muscovy ?

Gaels, wha in the fight were wont
Aye to gie the fiercest dunt
When the pipers marched in front

Braying cheerily,

Ne’er a Saxon raised on swipes
But was feart to come tae gripes

Wi’ the squall o’ Scottish pipes

Screeching horribly

;

Ne’er a Frenchman or a Hun
But was utterly undone
Once their music had begun

Droning dreadfully

Ower mountain, moor and glen

;

Ay, and are ye turning then
Frae the strains that made ye men ?

Losh ! I ’m shamed o’ ye !

Algol.

“ Good Plain Cook Wanted end of October

;

comfortable situation on the Hog’s Back.”
Morning Paper,

It does not sound very comfortable to

us
;
but everyone to his taste.
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Polly, I regret to say, was not tee- the rescue and release her, after which
INSULARS ABROAD AGAIN.

total. She generally would not eat he held the spare end while she got

Polly. muchbread, but if it had been soaked in ahead with it. She must have got a

We made Polly’s acquaintance in Chianti she was all over it and would good grip on it at last somewhere inside,

Venice, where Percival and I have just eat nothing else. After a bigger binge because the final portion disappeared

been taking the water. Polly was not than usual one morning she flapped with a flick, like a spring-tape-measure,

a parrot
;
she was a hen ; and she be- her wings and, attacking a large stray She was always rather suspicious of

longed, strangely enough, to our fav- cat which generally overawed her con- spaghetti after that, and in fact never

ouriterestaurant. One does not, I admit, siderably, she drove it headlong out of ate anything lengthy without looking

generally expect to find a hen at a res- the doorway, securing a large beakful very carefully to see where each end was

taurant, except in the menu, but Polly, of fur. After which she suddenly sank first and holding the other one down
it appeared,was officially on the strength into an inglorious slumber in the middle with one foot.

as restaurantal pet. of the restaurant floor, where she got And then, on our last day in Venice,

Our first meeting occurred when we so much in the way that “Uncle ” at “Uncle” bustled up with, “GutenTag,

were in mid-lunch, eating the usual last picked her up, snoring loudly, and Messieurs 1 I haf molto surprise. You
Italian veal. Hearing a faint cluck we deposited her in a flower-pot. no have veal to-day. Something else

looked down, and there, standing in- Once only did we come near to baffling tr^sbon.” He bent down andwhispered,
credibly by our table in the middle of her omnivorous appetite, and that was We smacked our lips, and then a thought

the neatly-appointed restaurant, was a when we gave her a glorious piece of struck us.
. . 1 ..* , .ii(* 1 » . m i ^ tt i n u

small grey-speckled hen. I put out a I spaghetti about half-a-yard long. She I

finger to the apparition,
'

and it pecked me.
I ^

V IFi/e, “What is a bettihg-slip, deae?”
bird and said, “Hullo, Husbmid, “When you put youe money on the weon
Polly I

” and Percival re-

Wife, “What is a betting-slip, deae?”
Efiishand, “When you put youe money on the weong horse.”

Er—where ’s Polly to-day. Uncle ?
”

asked Percival appre-

hensively.

“Ach! H61as!”
|h'

“ Uncle ” wiped away
a tear and pointed to

the menu.
We debated, but at

length decided it would
be a fitting end to our

^
friendship.

" “Polio!” continued
“ Uncle.” “ Bes malade
all last night. No

^ get well. Morto ce

matin I

”

We changed our
mind without much

i- difficulty and reverted

to veal. After all, it

w^as, we felt, the least

we could do, and Per-

iRSE.” cival drew a black bor-

der round the “Polio
)sto ” on the menu. A. A.marked, “Good hen, then!” after which at once got embroiled with one end of arrosto ” on the menu,

we became great friends, and Polly at- it and, not being endowed with the =====i=:
tached herself particularly to our table, human power of suction, so useful on Our Helpful Contemporaries.
She was a matey sort of creature and her these occasions, could not immediately Prom an anticinatorFrom an anticipatory article on the
appetite embraced everything. Except engulf the other. She shook it violently Cesarewitch *

^ ^

veal
;
she would not eat the everlasting in her beak and the spare quarter-metre ^ ^ray'. . . Anica old lady with about

veal ot the Italian menu, and I don t of spaghetti whirled round and slapped as much chance of winning the race as the
blame her. We had paid, and so had her familiarly round the corner. She bookmakers have of losing over it.”

Prom a review, in a Scottish paper,

to plough through it, but she hadn’t. spun round instantly, suspecting attack, Daily Paper.

We tried her with many things during and it flicked her once more from the . . a i

our daily visits. Cheese-rind was, I place she had just left. As she whirled
think, her favourite dish, and she made back again it took a half-hitch round Glasgow novel. Warm Blood :

no distinction between cheeses. Not her tail-feathers and thus disappeared.
“ The bedro^ door opened and Sheila lier-

even if it was Italian Gorgonzola. I The indignant gaze she bent upon us ^^‘My Sdd,’ she said\^mply.°^
^ ^ '

don’t think hens can have a sense of said clearly that she considered it a Rupert remained on his knees, frozen. His
smell. dirty trick to distract a poor honest mouth opened widely. ‘ My God !

’ he said.

Grapes also were much in demand, hen’s attention and then pinch her ^ „
and we taught her to jump for them, spaghetti.

^ Sheila handed it to him.

We started low down and daily raised She continued to eye us suspiciously
^ ® with admirable

the height till she could pick grapes at intervals, till during the business of
wha. must have sounded very

off a stalk at anything under four feet, preening herself the missing meal came
anti-climax.

This accomplishment stood her in good to light. She surrounded several more “’rttantci rtvnv awav
Lowers BadLiSt^

with seveial grapes on a bunch which itself round her neck, and her efiorts Daily Paper.
a nearby customer had carelessly left to continue merely resulted in gradual The growers seem to have got as good
near the edge of his table. strangulation. “Uncle” had to come to as they gave.
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CHANGING WITH

What a welcome change it was when
THE UGLY CLOTHING OP THE 70’S WAS RE-
PLACED BY THE MORE SENSIBLE FASHIONS
OP THE 80’S !

What a relief it was y^hen the hop.-

RIBLE CLOTHES OP THE 90’ S SURRENDERED
TO THE DELIGHTFUL DRESS OF THE 1900’S !

How WE ALL CHEERED WHEN THE UN-

SIGHTLY GARMENTS OP THE 1910’ S WERE
OUSTED BY THE FASCINATING DESIGNS OP

THE 1920’S !

THE TIMES.

And HOW pleasant it was when the
TERRIBLE COSTUMES OP THE 80* S WERE
SUPERSEDED BY THE ARTISTIC CREA-
TIONS OP THE 90’s!

And HOW DELIGHTE’UL IT WAS WHEN
THE HIDEOUS RAIMENT OP THE 1900’

S

WENT OUT AND THE CHARMING MODES
OP THE 1910* S CAME IN !

And I WONDER WHEN THE GHASTLY
GARB OP THE PRESENT DAY, WILL
GIVE PLACE TO SOMETHING REALLY
INSPIRING.
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First Super Lisard. “ Hullo I Just arrived ?
”

Seccynd ditto, “ Yes. My job doesn’t begin till twelve.”
First ditto, “Lucky man. I’ve been here since nine.”

Second ditto. “Dining! Good Lord! I dance with ’em, but, thank heaven, I’ve never eaten with ’em—yet !

”

SHE-SHANTIES.
Susan Goes Shopping.

When Susan goes shopping
There ’s joy in the town,

The weather is topping,

The Bank-rate goes down

;

Policemen, seraphic.

Extend their blue arms,
Obstructing the traffic

To study her charms.
The prosiest grocer

Contrives to come closer,

The fishmongers yearn at their doors,

The shopwalker rushes
To meet her and blushes

As soon as she enters the Stores.

And all of them say,
“ Dear Moddam ! Good-day I

Moddam! Moddam I

Beautiful Moddam

!

What do youfancy to-day ?

It ’s perfectly topping

To see you out shopping !

We 've all hinds of raiment,

But don't think ofpayment—
Dist take lohat you fancy away."

She *s rather fastidious

;

She tries on a shoe ;

The first one is “ Hideous

!

The second won’t do.

They ransack the cellar
' And bring her some more,

Which seem to repel her

As much as before.

Till, lost in a litter

Of shoes that don’t fit her

And footwear enough for a Ball,

She murmurs, ‘‘Don’t worry

;

There ’s really no hurry

;

I don’t want a shoe after all.”

And all of them say,
“ Stveet Moddam I Hooray I

Moddam! Moddam!
Fastidious Moddam

!

We 're anxious to meet your desires

;

Please go on shopping

;

Keep changi'ng and (flopping

;

. We 've everything handy.
From buttons to bi-andy,

'

But lohat is it Moddam requires ?
"

She ’s not very certain

—

They show her a cheese,

A hat and a curtain,

A jolly chemise.
And ribbons and laces,

And cloth by the mile,

Controlling their faces,

But failing to smile

;

They clamber up ladders
And, slippy as adders.

Surround her with satin and silk,

Until she confesses,
“ I ’ve plenty of dresses,

But I should like a glass of hot milk.”

And all of them say,
“ Stveet Moddam ! Good-day !

Moddam ! Moddam

!

Detestable Moddam

!

We ivish you were stopp>ing

A fortnight or tioo.

Pop in when you 're popping

;

Keep changing and chop2nng

;

Go on till we 're dropping ;

We 've nothing to do

;

But, if these researches

Don't lead to a purchase.
We'd like to stop shopping,

Dear Moddam. Would you ?
"

=======^^ A.P.H.

“For Sale.

Steel Guitar. Perfect tone. Rs. 90 or near
offer. Owner buying Osmsi.vy.^^-^Indian Payyer.

Another triumph of Nature over Art.

“ There is to be no levy by the trade unions
on behalf of a union that has defied the general
body all along, and has, for its own ends, pro-
tracted its darling struggle farbeyondthe limits
of the general patience.”— Paper.

We should not have applied the epithet
“darling” to it; but it has certainly

proved very dear.
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Aacd ivothecaru (to felloiv-pHsoner). “The world is fdll op injusiice. Hebe am I, a peisombe this twelve tbaes, and

ALL BEOAdIe OpTlIb^^^ WHICH I SOLD TO THE LORD OF THE CASTLE. IT DIDN’T WORE. AND I AM NOT SURPRISED. FOR

HE WAS VERY ILL-FAVOURED, AND I HAVE IT ON GOOD AUTHORITY THAT HE NEVER EVEN SHOOK THE BOTTLE.

THE HORN-BOOK PROBLEM.
An Initial Mistake.

—The photographs of the Horn

Book discovered in Anne Hathaway’s

house make it abundantly clear that

the second letter is not S. but B. I

regard this as one of the most illumin-

ating and convincing contributions yet

made to the controversy about the

authorship of Shakespeare’s plays. It

was obviously to Shakespeare s advan-

tage to conceal the name of the only

begetter’' of those immortal works;

and yet he could not in common
honesty resist the temptation to give

a hint of the truth. So by a skilful

compromise he inscribed W. B, on the

Horn Book, i.e., William Bacon.^ If

he had put F. B. he would have given

away the show completely. His action

thus partially vindicates his character

for integrity, while knocking one more

nail in the coffin of the exploded heresy

which credits an illiterate clown with

the composition of the best-sellers of

the Elizabethan age.

Orlo Wafplehead.

Mon Abri, Great Poopington.

P.S.—Has it ever been noted, in

further illustration of these veiled refer-

ences to the man behind Shakespeare,

that he called his eldest child Susannah

(Latin sus a pig) and his only son

Ham-net?

Swan and Signet.

Dear Sir,—It will be remembered

that in the course of a conversation

between an Englishman and a Scots-

man, after the latter had claimed for

his countrymen a practical monopoly

of intellect, the Englishman retorted,

“What about Shakespeare ? He wasn’t

a Scotsman ”
;
whereon the undaunted

Caledonian rejoined, “Well, Wully
Shakespeare was a man of sech pairts

that he micht well have been one.”

The Horn Book discovered at Stratford-

on-Avon throws an interesting light on
|

this question, since, as I need hardly

remind you, the initials “ W. S.” stand

for “ Writer to the Signet.”

Donald Dinwiddie.

Dormy House, Drumnadroohit.

Yerulam Yindicated.

Dear Sib,—According to a corre-

spondent of The Daily News, “ without

the Horn Book Shakespeare could not

have gone to the Grammar School, and

without the Grammar School there

would have been no Shakespeare.”

Another correspondent replies that

there is not a shred of evidence that

Shakespeare did go to the Grammar

School. But this is a side issue. Ear

more to the point is the fact that

Bacon expressly declared that there

were alreadytoomanygrammar schools,

and that as a consequence many persons

were bred as scholars, “ which fills the
|

realm full of indigent and wanton

people.” PoMPEY Boldbro.

The Asinetm, S.Wl,

A Great Doctor’s Happy Thought.

Dear Sir,— The so-called Horn
Book was discovered in the bedroom of

Anne Hathaway’s cottage, where the

“ second-best bed,” her husband’s sole

bequest, was presumably installed. I

suggest that it was not a Horn Book

at all, but a primitive form of Warming-

Pan. The second initial might easily

be read as a P. The illiterate Anne
Hathaway had no use for a Horn Book.

But the records of the Meteorological

Office show that Stratford-on-Avon is

noted for its low temperature in winter;

moreover, warming-pans are mentioned

in the last half of the sixteenth century.

Abernethy Tabb-Lloyd, M.D,

Methyl Mansions, West Ealing,

That Monday Peeling.

“Week-end Forecast for E. and S.E.

England.—Pair weather likely to continue,

with rather high day temperature. Sonic

morning fag .”—Daily Paper.

“FROM OUB POST-BAG.

Is There a Hell?—Dull Cardiff.”

Headlines in Welsh Paper.

Can this writer be making a covert

allusion to the description of Cardiff as

“the city of dreadful knights ” ?
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SUSPICIONS.
“ Ip there is one thing I dislike more

than another,” she toldme with intense
conviction, *‘it ’s people being suspicious
of everything.”

“So do I,” I agreed feelingly. “The
attitude some men adopt when you tell

them how you did the hairpin hole in
one makes you almost despair of human
nature.”

“Only that’s not, suspicion,” she
pointed out, “that’s jealousy, because
you’ve told them about you before
they’ve bad time to tell you about
them.”

“Call it by what name you will,” I
said, “the village maiden’s attitude of
simple faith would make this world a
better and a brighter place if only it

were more widely practised—especially
by Customs-house officers and income-
tax assessors.”

“And that’s not suspicion, either,”
she retorted, “ that ’s experience. But
what a suspicious nature really is you
only truly understand when you try to
engage a new parlour-maid. The ques-
tions you are asked—and you can see
all the time'that they don’t believe one
word you say, not one word. Blanche

declares that all parlour-maids seeking
situations to-day are really eminent
KO.’s in disguise, practising the art of

cross-examination ready for the next
divorce season.”

I shook my head.
“It can’t be that,” I decided. “If

K.O.’s were clever enough for that they
would go on with it, take the job and
earn more.”

“Anyhow,” she observed gloomily,
“they don’t take the job. I did have
hopes of one girl, because she seemed
so friendly, but she refused in the end
because she said she couldn’t bear the
picture of my husband on the mantel-
piece. He looked a real villain, and
she wouldn’t ever feel safe for her life

in the same house.”
I couldn’t help smiling a little.

“ Evidently a born student of physi-
ognomy, that girl,” I remarked. “Poor
old Tom ! But I never noticed you had
a photograph of him on your mantel-
piece ?

”

“ I haven’t,” she explained. “ It was
that one you gave us of you last Christ-
mas.”
“You were well rid,” I said with

dignity, “of a girl so foolish and so
empty-headed.”

“One is never,” she corrected me,
“ well rid of a parlour-maid when one
hasn’t got one. Fortunately I was able
to hnd one girl who seemed fairly well
satisfied with my references, only she
hinted that nowadays people sometimes
wrote their own, but she said she would
put me on her waiting-list if I would
promise to pay another pound a month.”
“I remember,” I remarked, “that

Shakespeare tells us how suspicion
disposes kings to tyranny, husbands to

jealousy and parlour -maids to want
more money.”

“ Where does he say that ? ” she
asked suspiciously.

“ In one of his essays—one of those
he wrote under the name of Bacon.”
“Weil, it’s true about husbands,”

she confessed. “ Even Tom ”

“ Tom !
” I echoed.

“Even Tom,” she repeated firmly,
“can be horribly suspicious, and not
one bit my fault either. I often cut
out to keep those household hints the
papers publish, because they’re so
clever and practical and tell you things
you never knew before, and I wanted
to show him a recipe for a simple supper
dish for bachelor-girls I found last week
in Sunday Gibbering because, even if
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Mistress. ‘‘What would you like foe Christmas, Cook?”

Cook. “One of them ‘goin’ away’ suit-cases would be handy, Mum.”

we aren’t bachelor-girls I thought we
could try it all the same. You had to

have caviar and plovers’ eggs in aspic,

with a sauce of truffles stewed in cham-

pagne, served up on slices of smoked
salmon, and I wanted Tom to bring

me the things home from the City.

Unluckily I gave him the wrong cutting

—one telling you how to use up men’s

top-hats, becauseyouknowhigh-crowned

hats are coming in again.”

“I ’ve noticed it,” I admitted, “especi-

ally at matinees''

“And the very moment,” she went

on indignantly, “when Tom had read

how you only had to cut a top-hat in

half, and press it out, and pinch it in,

and sew it round, and hem it up, and

turn it down, and one or two other

things as well, he got straight up from

his chair and went upstairs and got out

his silly old hat-box and hid it away
where he thought I couldn’t find it. Of

course I knew where he ’d put it, but I

did feel so hurt.”
‘
‘ It wasunworthy of him,” I admitted.

“ And it had never even entered my
mind for even one little moment ever

to try to do anything of the kind,” she

protested earnestly, “not once. I’m
not often cross with Tom, but that time

I —two- stalls-for-the-theatre-and-

supper-afterwards cross, so you can tell

how I felt.”

“And even more easily,” I mused,
“ how Tom felt, considering the present

price of stalls—and suppers.”

“ Well; it was all his own fault,” she

insisted, “ being so suspicious.”

“But a man’s top-hat,” I told her,

“is often very dear to him—his last,

his sole link with respectability.”

She looked contemptuous.

“Tom’s never even looked at his,”

she declared ;
“ not even before he went

and hid it away like that, not once since

the day we were married.”

“ No, no,” I protested earnestly. “ Of

that at least you cannot be sure. Many
and many a time he may have slipped

away for a surreptitious peep at his

hidden treasure; often and often may
his fingers have strayed caressingly

along its glossy sides, its silken summit.

Who knows what dreams he may not

have cherished of wearing it once again

down Bond Street some dark night

when none could see ?
”

“Nonsense,” she snapped, almost

rudely. “ If ife had been like that he

would have found out long ago.”

“ Bound out ? ” I repeated. “ Bound

out what ?
”

“ Well, you see,” she explained reluct-

antly, “when we were first married

we weren’t very well off. It was ever

so long before we could even afford to

have any debts.”

“It ’s a wonder you managed to pull

through,” I said with sympathy, “ but

I don’t quite understand.”

“I knew I oughtn’t,”, she admitted,

“but I did want a fern for the hall so

badly, and when I told the woman I

couldn’t afford it and hadn’t any money
she said I could have it for any old

clothes I had done with, and so I

thought of Tom’s top-hat, because he

never wore it, and so of course it was

done with, wasn’t it ?
”

“You don’t mean,” I cried, horrified,

“that you exchangedTom’s top-hat for

a fern for the hall ?
”

“ It was ever such a nice fern,” she

said, “ and it lasted ever so long. And
it just proves,” she added with a touch

of melancholy triumph, “how wrong

Tom was to be so horrid and suspicious

merely because I happened to have*

kept that cutting, when it just hadn’t

anything whatever to do with his hat,

and then to go and hide his hat-box

in the cupboard in the attic when he

ought to know I simply wouldn’t dream

of touching it, not ever. I do think

it is such a mistake to be so suspicious

about things—don’t you?”
“It is indeed,” I agreed, “a great

mistake.” B. E. P.

OPEN LETTERS.
To a Cinema Theatre Manager.

Deae Sie,—I have nothing but praise

for the way in which, once we are inside,

you run your movie-house. You let one

film follow another without any delay;

you spare us the boredom of singers or

instrumental soloists; there is a sug-

gestion of ventilation.

All this inside. My reason for writing

is to try to induce you to be a little more

considerate to us outside your theatre

;

where no one could lose, and everyone, '

including yourself, would gain, if an

accurate time-table were shown.

Why cinema managers are so un-

willing to let their patrons know when
the star films begin is one of the new
mysteries of life. Only with the very

greatest difficulty can one vnring this

information from the commissionaire or

box-office attendant. The posters do

not say; the advertisements do not say,

or, saying, mislead. Can I not induce

you to cease to preserve such foolish

secrecy and no longer drag us from our

dinner at 8.30 to see a picture that, we
discover too late, does not start till 9.45 ?

I am, Yours sincerely, B.V. L.
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THE COAL PROBLEM.
The subject of coal has been hitherto

discussed, in our opinion, from too nar-

j

row and biassed a point of view. We
:

propose this week to give a brief re-

I siifne of the geological, historical, eth-

! nological and economical importance of

! this fascinating little fossil, which has
' already endeared itself to the hearts of
' the highest and lowest in the land.

What is coal? A leguminous and
bituminous product—how bituminous

we shall probably never know. Careful

i

examination under the micro-

i scope of a small lump of coal

i
reveals the presence in it of the

1 sporecases andspores of certain

I

lycopodiaceous trees, which

;
perish instantly in the process

of combustion. Whatevermay
I
be the view of humanitarians,

nothing can be done to prevent

this. We can only go forv/ard

with good faith and confidence

in the future destinies of Eng-
land, retaining a certainty that

I

the term anthracite is still ap-

i plied to some coals containing

I

eighty per cent, of carbon. If

I

anything, the position is even

I
more delicate than that.

In 1306 the Parliament peti-

tioned King Edwaed I., pos-

sibly the strongest of our Kings,
to prohibit the use of coal, and
a proclamation was accord-

ingly issued against it—alas ! in

vain. The counsels of the wild
men prevailed, and so general

did its use become that in 1871
aEoyalCommission saton coal.

This body reached the wise
conclusion that at the then
rate of consumption there was
enough coal to last for 1,273
years, if it was not used in the
master^s study in the morning,
but that with a constantly in-

creasing consumption its term
of years would necessarily be
reduced. No fairer or

.
juster

conclusion has ever been reached by a
Eoyal Commission, either in its major-
ity or minority report. It was received
with a general furore, and the use of
the mineral flourished wildly for over
half a century. It was not until 1926
that conferences replaced coal.

What then has been the cause of the
present landslide? In the first place
the miners have behaved like wart-hogs.
But, if this is true of the miners, it is

also true to say that the mine-owners
have acted consistently in such a way
as to give the impression that they are
peccaries, whilst the attitude of the
Government throughout the whole dis-

pute has been that of a recumbent cow.

Coal is exhumed from the ground by

the process of going down and fetching

it, after which it is taken and brought

up until it reaches the top. The diffi-

culty or ease of obtaining it therefore

depends upon three main factors :

—

(1) The trouble of finding it

;

(2) The heaviness of the coal

;

(3) The annoyingness of getting the

hands dirty.

The minimum and standard rates of

wage, on the other hand, are deter-

mined by first thinking of a number,
then doubling it, and afterwards taking

r'-V- y

.

'

'Mr

rDj'§;>j',X5rs

Old Dear. “I waxt a nice iakgb box of soap, please,
WITH * Foe a Good Boy ’ maeked oh the tablets.”

away the number you first .thought of.

Where this is done scientifically there
should be no difficulty in obtaining coal.

Why then is this not being done?
Psychological influences are no doubt
largely responsible. The cherry or soft

coal which is common throughout
Staffordshire breaks easily into small
irregular cubes, has a beautiful shining
lustre, is readily kindled and gives out
a cheerful flame and heat. .Nothing
can daunt the geniality of this popular
coal.

Splint coal, however, which occurs
plentifully in Lanarkshire and places
where they sing, is hard, and breaks
into cuboidal blocks of the utmost

pertinacity and strength. It is equally

true to say that borecole, or common
cabbage, was introduced into England
by the Eomans, and scarcely known in

Scotland until it was taken there by
OeomwelIi’s Ironsides. Meanwhile
there is plenty of coal in Warwickshire,
but little or none in Sark.

All these considerations will have to

be taken into account if we are to under-
stand why the windows of the coal-

dealers' offices are now filled with
nothing but lumps of wood.
What then of the future?

The amount of coal that
might be available at a greater

depth than four thousand feet

in the proved coalfields of

Britain, if carefully looked for,

is estimated at 5,239,433,980
tons, although many experts

place the figure at nearer

5,239,433,931 tons. Much of

this can be saved if house-
holders would only remember
to remove the smouldering
lumps from the fire before

going to bed, and put them
under the grate. The use of the

incandescent mantle in gas-

lighting also saves coal, but
irritates the ordinaryconsumer
if it flares up suddenly and
falls off into the soup. Little

use has at present been made of

England’swaterpower in order

to provide a substitute for

steam, but this is owing to the
conservative attitude of the
roach-fishers on the Thames.
There are, however, hope-

ful features in the situation.

In the first place the miners
are in many districts drifting-

back to work, a process in-

vented by Colsquash in 1897.
In numerous important seams
CooK-power is being replaced
by Hodges, and even by Her-
BEET Smith. Much of the
trouble in the mining industry
during the last twenty years

has been undoubtedly caused by the fact

that the miners have adopted an inde-

fensible slogan and refused to face the
economic situation

; whilst the owners
have adopted an irresponsible jodel and
sat firmly on the fence. Various Gov-
ernments meanwhile have remained
entrenched behind a policy of laissez

faire and 7iemo me immune lacessit, like

the old cat in the adage. How futile

these manoeuvres are is shown by the
generally accepted truth that coal is

now our only reliable source of heat,
and there is no effectual substitute, ex-
cept argument or alcohol.

It must not be forgotten, however,
in making these calculations that can-



PomiJous Husband. “My dear, I want you to hear what

THE SCANDALOUS POLICY OF HIS PAPER.”

Wife. “ Go ON, DEAR
;
I 'm listening.”

I ’YE WRITTEN TO THE EDITOR OF TEE GoUNTT HeRALB ABOUT

nel coal, when distilled at a suitable

temperature, yields paraf&n-oil in abun-

dance, and that the cod-fish {Gadus

carhonariuSj a species of cod with black t]

upper parts) is happily common in our

Northern seas. At the same time the
^

extraction of coal tar for the purpose

of preserving ships from rotting was
j

achieved by the ninth Earl of Dcjn-

DONALD as early as 1782, and has never i

been repudiated by the Miners’ Feder-
^

ation. All things being considered, it is

our duty then to remain calm, trusting

that a way may be provided out of our

difficulties when we least expect it, and

holding ourselves ready to seize it firmly

by the handle as soon as it appears.
^

Once a true remedy has been dis-

covered,, further procrastination can

mean nothing but delay. Evoe.

At a hunt-ball ;

—

“Mrs. favoured a frock composed of

gold and silver sequins closely sewn, on one

shoulder being placed a cluster of scarlet

puppies .”—Scots Paper.
^

'

Highly appropriate to the occasion.

“Ladies’ County Golf Championship.

Played. Won, Lost.

Surrey (holders) , . 3 3 3.”

Sunday Payer.

These games are apparently never won

till they’re lost.

COLOUR-SONGS.
IL—The Gentleman in Yellow.

The lady on the mantelpiece hadflowers

in her lap

;

She wore a dainty yellow gown and

ribbons in her cap

;

I was always rather sorry that the

mantel was so wide.

Because the yellow gentleman lived

right the other side.

He was such a pretty fellow.

And he had a little ’cello,

And he would have liked the yellow

Little lady for his bride.
!

They lived there all alone, with just a

pair of Toby jugs,

And a graded row—like organ-pipes

—

of big and little mugs
Which I filled with yellow daffodils and

kingcups in the spring,

[ And sometimes when I’d gone away
i the gentleman would sing.

^ He was such a merry fellow.

Till I went and bought Othello

And the Meissen PunchineUo,

And they ruined everything.

When the summer sun was shining and

the buttercups in bloom

1 1 used to fill the Toby jugs with spikes

of yellow broom,

And the gentleman would fiddle till the

day when things went wrong

And the little yellow lady wouldn’t

listen to his song.

Was she smiling at Othello

Or the Meissen Punchinello

That the gentleman in yellow

Had to play in vain so long ?

And when autumn filled the garden I

arranged the plumy sheaves

Of asphodel and golden rod and yellow

autumn leaves

In the mugs upon the mantel, where

they mingled in a hedge

Behind the little figures standing silent

on the ledge

;

And I wondered if Othello

Or the Meissen Punchinello

Pushed the gentleman in yeUow

So very near the edge ?

It may be she was fickle, so perhaps it

served her right,
I

But this morning, when I filled the

mugs with winter aconite,

I found the yellow lady,who had seemed

so coy of late,

Bewailing very bitterly her little part-

ner’s fate.

I For she didn’t love Othello

Or the Meissen Punchinello

—

I And the gentleman in yellow

Is in pieces in the grate.
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- - nppRA The original producer, Alois Mora, admirable
:
possibly Mr. Hubert Eoss,

AT THE OPERA. (^^Ued and dressed and trained his who conducted with fire, and as if he
*‘Love Adrift ” (Gaiety). little army admirably. They move had a thorough belief in his score. He

St. Cicely, if, as we may surely spontaneously and group charmingly, kept his chorus admirably together and
assume, she is as interested in profane Each seems unobtrusively concerned achieved avariety, a balance and a colour
as in sacred music, will, I think, in with his own immediate neighbours* which in less zealous hands might have
sheer pique toss her lute and virginal been muddled away. The working upsheer pique toss her lute and virginal

over the gold bar of heaven if London
music-lovers fail to rally to the comedy
opera, Love Adrijt, by the Hungarian,
PoLDiNi, at the Gaiety—most enter-

prisingly and courajieously put on by
Messrs. William Toss and H. M.
Taunay, to whom weweie indebted for

the admirable, delicate Momrt, The
Gaiety of course has in the past more
or less made a speciality of “pitheean-

thropoidaT* music, and thosewho have
reached a rather higher stage of musical .

development may fear that Love Adrift

is in the old tradition. Let me unde-

ceiyethem. Here is gay, spirited, witty,

occasionally brilliant, always well-con-

stnicted music made for an intelligent

book. The music flows into a pattern

as a whole
;
it is not a series of snippets. /isf/

And it has charmingly borrowed some- ^
thing of the mood of Bosenkavalier.

The story is slight and simple, as opera ^

stories should be, so that we can give

the best part of our attention to the
music, and it runs smoothly and plausi-

*

bly, which is gratifying and rare,
*

SMj?7/,heroine, is pledged to one Jonas, business.

HUiJ^GARIAN CHABLESTON.
Suzy .... liliss Eva Sternroyd.
Kalman, . . . Mb. Jack Wright.

I

of the spirited and melodious Tzigane
dance music in the First Act was in
particular admirably dene—really ex-
citing.

Fraulein von der Osten, as the lady
of the house bent on making a rich
marriage^ for her daughter, sang and
played with distinction—making, if the
truth must be told, her fellows seam just
a trifle inexperienced and amateurish.
I mean this more in praise of her than
in dispraise of them. Miss Kathleen
Lapla, The Countess, has an attractive
voice which she used charmingly. She
played also with intelligence. Mr.
Jack Wright’s excellent tenor served
well in the part of The Student

; and I

liked Mr. Andrew Shanks’s mellow, if

perhaps just a little colourless, baritone.
But the Hussar Captain was an unsuc-
cessful lover, so that may explain it.

M ss Eva Steenroyd as Suzy made a
pretty picture and has a pretty voice.

Nor did she merely appear the amiable
empty heroine. Mr. Frederick Col-
lier’s genial squire, and Miss Gwen
Knight s comic governess were agree-

o heroine, IS pledged to one JoMs, business. There’s none of the eye^ Knights comic governess were a^free-
whom she loathes. This is the night right, eyes left, unison grinning and able and competent performances and
of the betrothal feast. But the roads general dull symmetry of comic opera Miss Constance Groom, a guest, sang
are blocked with snow. Jonas does not tradition. It is gratifying to note that her short part with real distinction,
arrive, but the half of Hungary that all except Fraulein von der Osten are One has suffered so much in one’s
happensto be travelling that night does, recruited in England. day from Gaiety opera that perhaps one
and is welcomed with royal hospitality. I do not know who was responsible is inclined to exaggerate the merits of
Conspicuous among the arrivals are a for the musical production, which was this. But, if that large new musical
lovely countess and a f.hA
gold-and-vermilion Ca p-

tain of Hussars, who
immediately click. Last
of all a young student,

who is evidently des-

tined for Suzy,
This little opera is

admirably producedand
staged. The Gaiety can
haveseldom seena room
that really looks so like

a 1 oom that human be-
ings can live and eat in.

The great hall of the
genial Teter is admir-
ably designed for its job
of allowing free move-
ment and attractive

grouping, of being a
restful background, a
tactful foii to the gay
figures, not a distract-

ing gilt and enamelled
I affair which proclaims
with loud voice how
many needless pounds
it has cost.

SAYING IT WITH MUSIC.
A HEW TERROR ADDED TO TOASTS.

Miss Eva Steenroyd.
Mr. Frederick Collier.

The Countess Miss Kathleen Lafla.
Mr. Andrew Shanks.

Peicr $ Wife Miss Eva von der Osten.

public which the en-
lightened policy of the
B.B.C. is nobly beget-
ting—it is whetting the
appetite rather than
satisfying it, for no
honest music-lover can
deny that music is apt
to suffer an unhappy
radio change—-doesn’t
realise that there is

here something music-
ally interesting without
beiog too abstruse or

modernist, it will be a

gross pity. As a tech-

nical achievement in

comedy opera produc-
tion—intelligible book,
seemly and subordin-
ated deco7\ liveliness

and precision in the
chorus-singing, balance
and colour in the music
-—LoveAdriftis notable.
I think this show is

important, because we
really do begin to feel
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the need of something in the way of

popular music a little less sterile,

snappy and syncopated. Our musicians
want a market for work which they

can do well enough if they get a public.

Mozart and Lilac Time and Love Adrift

can help to give them that public. T.

AT THE PLAY.

‘‘The Chablot Show of 1926”
(Pbince of Wales).

Chariot 1926 will be known, I pro-

phesy, as a sound vintage. It has good
colour, a distinctly pleasant bouquet,
together with plenty of body; also,

which is of importance in these dancing
days, an abundance of agile nether
limbs, shapely in the slender modern
mode, attached to the engaging young
ladies of the chorus. Mr. Eonald
Jeans, who provides the book, has a

stock of genuinely original ideas, which
he presents with a sufficient seasoning

of wit and polite naughtiness.

I think, however, that no one of the

team ofco-operators—assistant-lyricists

(Messrs. Donovan Parsons and Eow-
LAND Leigh), dance-devisers (Messrs.

AntonDolin and Laddie Cliff), music
makers (Messrs. Noel Gay and Dick
Addinsell)

,
decorators, costumiers, prin-

cipal players and chorus—will resent

the verdict that the most memorable
thing was the personal success of Miss
Jessie Matthews. This young lady

has apparently leaped with a single

graceful bound from the chorus to the

exalted company of the stars. She has

a charming little voice,

excellent enunciation, a

versatility unusual in one
so young, is a most grace-

fullight-footed dancer, and
has a challenging person-

ality—most important of

stage gifts. A dainty rogue

in chiffon. Perhaps those

astonishingly supple eye-

muscles may betray her y
into a mannerism which
will be tiresome when it

has lost its freshness
;
but

there can be no doubt

that she is a discovery,

and is fortunate to have

found producers percep-

tive enough to have given

her so complete an oppor-

tunity.

The first hit of the even-

ing was a playlet, “Yours
to Hand,” in which Mr.

Jeans restricts himself en-

tirely to the mad jargon

which commercial men
who share the tongue of

Shakespearehave devised ‘

to convey their ideas.
'

THE LAST OF THE GABBIES.
JBIinkers . . Mr. Herbert Mundin.

Beginald Shorthand is applying to Lord Princess, danced with a charming grace.

Carbon iov 2Ln engagement as to and of course Mr. Dolin’s technical

the and the deflated feats were most adequately performed,

romance is worked out in the most in- If one can be diverted, as happily I find

genious manner. Mr. Herbert iMun- myself still able to be, by the sight of a

_ man being beaten to insensibility by a

f
champagne bottle of india-rubber there

is entertainment in “The Price,” in

which Jasper, the villain (Mr. Herbert
Mundin), in a sinister imsymmetricai
moustache receives his deserts at the

hands of his intended victim's lover, Mr.
Henry Lytton, Jr. The dancing by
Mr. Lytton and Miss Matthews in

“Silly Little Hill” seemed more im-

portant thanthe song. MissMatthews’
rippling supple movement was a real

In “ The Last Cabby ” an old and
valuable trick of heightening pathos

by humorous preamble was brought off

most successfully. The apparently

cruel chaffing of the old cabman by his

brethren of the taxi and by the attend-

ant at the shelter, the bravely assumed
air of prosperity and the grumbling of

the old cabby are shown up for what^ "^orthwhen the old man comes
_ _ to uav. and the attendant, with a hand-

THE LAST OF THE CABBIES.
a gruff “That’s all right.

Bhnlcers . . Mk. Heebeet Mcsdis. knows he’ll be twopence
din’s Miss Sunday Wilshin’s short in his accounts. The house in-

Corona and Miss Jean Aylwin’s Lady sisted on dragging up Mr. Herbert
Carbon were excellent*. I didn’t make Mundin from his dressing-room to tell

much of “The Golden Key,” a miniature him what they thought about it.

ballet arranged for music of Debussy’s. The series, “ Making Playgoing
The setting lacked beauty (if that was Brighter,” included an excellent spoof

the intention) and the ballet lacked Grand Guignol turn, enlivened by song
ideas. But Miss Jessie Matthews, the and dance ; a really diverting and novel

presentation of Lucia di

Laimnemioor, without mu-

aggeration of gesture, com-
petiug personalities and

^ babble of flamboyant

/% \ grand opera; and a ver-

I r (\ IP liu / V concept

/ 1 Iv m \ wi/ ' m X distinctly amusing in

y A. I\\ \ it detail, of the ballet. The

/Ik I \\ house has lost

/ ^ V\\ V \ hiscollar-stud; thedancers
set to work to find it in

\ the Muscovite manner.
^ Space-liipits compel me

decline to mere cata-

loguing. “A Gala Night

\ ^ at Galashiels ” is a new
[)}- ^ version of the eternal

\ \ I

theme of Scottish financial
’

1 iw I caution, withMr. Mundin,
Miss Aylwin and Mr.

1 Harold Warrender as

effective principals; Miss

uSl
Jessie Matthews, as pert

^ with Mr. Jeans amusing
A PICNIC BANSANT. “ The Good Little Girl and

She^' Miss Jessie Matthews. theBad Little Girl,” to Mr.
‘He” Mr. Henry Lytton, Jnr Noel Gay’s music; “The

PICNIC BANSANT.
. . . Miss Jessie Matthews.

“He” Mr. Henry Lytton, Jnr
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Whimsical Pedlar ” ballet was adequate
if not notable; “Atmospherics,” per-

haps the best jest of the evening (on a

thoroughly jestworthy subject), was
audaciously naughty without offence;

versatile and deservedly popular Mr.
Mundin in ‘‘The Elevator Belle ” made
us laugh with an amorous page-boy,

assisted by Miss Hazel Wynne as The
'Milliner's Girl

;
also as a valet gleefully

pushing his master deeper into a com-
promising situation, and as a cheerful

convict
;
Miss Matthews sang prettily

in “ Friendly Ghosts ” (the producer
might note that his ghosts destroyed

his plausibly-designed illusion by not
keeping their gestures in one plane), and

;

a charming final number, “Journey’s
End,” by Mr. Donovan Pahsons and
Mr. Noel Gay. With Mr. Anton
Dolin in “ See-Saw ” Miss Matthews
proved herself something of an acro-

bat as well as a light-footed dancer.

A very charming thing was the genuine
and generous pleasure which the ladies

of her profession on the stage and in

front received this attractive young
lady’s deserved success. A jolly evening
—awfully unlike BosmersJiolm. T,

“London’s Potini^iee” (Little),

It seems of the essence of successful

revue that the revuers should promptly
establish a friendly contact with their

audience, bring them into the show and
make a sort of family party of the busi-

ness. That contact effected, the good
joke is amplified into a better, the mild
joke seems good, even the mouldy jape
will seem to stir in its grave. Somehow
the team in London's Potiniere doesn’t
seem to possess anyone with this
notable faculty of wiring up the set.

It is not that Mr. Aekell’s book is

poor. It has wit—more wit than
humour, perhaps, which is meant for
a compliment—and he can loose a gay
shaft of penetrating malice at the ap-
propriate, deserving object, which is

the chief and most diverting function
of wit. The playlets of “ Seamark ” are
well imagined and have the due element
of surprise. Mr. Norman O’Neill has
disciplined his ^ambitious muse to per-
form the lighter capers demanded of

her. I think what -fault there is lies

with the players. Possibly Nervousness,
the merciless, had them in thrall,' and
they may contrive to exorcise her. The
intimacy of the Little Theatre is some-
what intimidating, I can welTimagine.
The best items in the first half of the

programme were, first, a mischievous
rag of Mrs. Henry Wood, Browning,
Beardsley, Disraeli, and a certain
flamboyant modern; and, next, “The
Hole in the Law,” a playlet with a grim
ending, which I may not disclose,

j

Whether there be such a hole in the

law as is here so ingeniously indicated

the lawyers must decide. “ Road Up,”
a really humorous and plausible ex-

planation of the holes one sees in the

town’s highways, is a dialogue (by

“Seamark”) between Mr. Jack Mel-
FORD as a puzzle-headed and slightly

intoxicated youth and Mr. Robert
x^TKiNS as the imperturbable hole-

keeper. A happy and much appreciated

gambling element was introduced in
“ Luck,” a large roulette-wheel in-

dicating the fortunate winner of what
looked to the envious unlucky like a

handsome shagreen cigarette-box. Miss
Babs Valerie wasn’t, I am afraid, very

plausible as a hard-swearing Mistress

of Foxhounds, and her tailor and boot-

maker might reasonably be chid for

their share in the matter. The com-
pany professed to play Maria Martin ;

or The Murder in the Bed Barn as the

original barnstormers would have done
it. Of course they did nothing of the

sort. They, probably quite wisely,

ragged it to pieces, Mr. Atkins making
an excellent thing of the black-hearted

WiUiam Gorder.

The second part opened with a turn
ingenious in conception and excellently

carried out, “ Golf Spirituals,” by Mr.
Gordon Sherry, in which the author
(and composer?

)
was joined in a bright

foursome by Miss Bert^ Adams, Miss
Lila Dubois and Mr. Julian Herbage.
“A Game of Bowls,” in which a

certain mysterious seafaring man ex-

pressed his annoyance that his game
should be interrupted by rumours of

ruin from Bolsheviks at home and
abroad, and protested at the “ Ah me !

oh my 1 ah me!” attitude of certain

modern defeatists (deans and what-
nots), was an excellent turn and a sound
homily. Mr. Frank Cochrane sang
Mr. O’Neill’s jolly tune with a fine

spirit. “ Embers ”—perhaps just a lit-

tle over-sentimentalised—dealt with a
poignant memory of Zeebrugge. Mr.
Jack Melford as The Man and Mr.
Hay Petrie as Marry the Maioher
made a good thing of this. Mr. Arkell,
interpreted by Mr. Frank Cochrane,
was witty about sundry of our follies in
“ The Sphinx

;

” and the whole company,
which,besides thosementioned, included
the Misses Nadine March, Kathleen
Vaughan, Margot Barff, Eileen Les-
lie and Beatrice Lance and Messrs.
Thomas Weguelin and Cyril Wake-
field, rounded the evening off* with the
sufficiently amusing “ The Hell of New
York,” to the music of the original
“ Belle.” But something is amiss here.

_ T
“ What a glorious day was Sunday. We use

the phrase in a very special sence,”**

Scots Paper,

And with a very special spelling.

THE OPERATIC ORCHESTRA.

The composer of opera ’s teeming with
thought

Of which orchestras thunder the trend
;

So the life of most opera-singers is

brought
To a speedy and premature end.

They shout and they scream for a season
or so

In a frantic attempt to be heard,
But when you consider the strength of

the foe

Their ambition seems almost absurd.

Prima-donnas who stand upon tiptoe
and shriek

Of love and such passionate things
Have been known to survive for as long

as a week
By gargling port-wine in the wings;

But if tenors should try to exhibit their
class

They have to contend with a phrase
Which, nobly expressed with the whole

of the brass,

Their light serenading outweighs.

If the bass should endeavour to make
an effect

By booming aloud in his boots,
His purpose at once is effectively

wrecked
By a frenzied fantasia of flutes.

And even though three or four singers
conspire

To sing all at once for a space,
A scream on the strings, rising higher

and higher,

Will put them again in their place.

The most numerous chorus is nearly in
tears,

Bows its head to the boards and
succumbs,

When its longest, most strident and
heartiest cheers

Are drowned by a thunder of drums.

But at last, in this highly-mechanical
age,

A happy improvement is planned;
They 're fixing loud-speakers, I ’m told,

to the stage,

And a silencer on to the band. G. B. ’

“B was one of his creditors . . . and
now, on* the death of her husband, ho asked
her to pay up.”— Paper,

He seems to have been as callous as he
was impudent.

“The Grand Opening

(Dress Optional) will be held at the Hall
on Thursday : Blue LagoonDancc Band.”

West-Country Paper,
But we always understood that univer-
sity costume was regarded as essential
in the best blue lagoons.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
[By Mr, Punch's Staff of Learned Clerics,)

My first thought on turning over the four-hundredth page
of Lord Baingo (Cassell) was that, in this masterly
merciless book, Mr, Arnold Bennett has returned to his
l3est form; my second, that it will make angry and dis-
illusioned men, of whom there are plenty, angrier and more
disillusioned. Hep is a novel, conceived in the grand
manner and teehnically of so perfect a craftsmanship as to
be beyond criticism. Lord Baingo will probably become
a classic.

^

Learned professors of a hundred years hence
will take it down lovingly from their shelves and browse
over this picture of Whitehall under the microscope in
the Great European War.^ We, however, are still in
the year 1926, getting, it is true, a clearer perspective
of the War as time rolls on, but even now, many of us,
sore and puzzled from the aftermath. And so, for all
its wit, for all its drama (and no one can tell a tale more
thrillingly than Mr. Bennett when he chooses), the book
leaves one with a feeling of savage despair for the sanity
and safety of the human pee. In a world of sacrifice,
huD3ility and courage, can it be that there was so much
cynicism and chicanery in Downing Street, so furious a
jealousy between the various Ministries in Whitehall? It
can. The book has the stamp of bitter truth. It is idle
to pretend that because Andy Clyth, Prime Minister, is
ppresented as tall” and “ Lancashire-Irish ” we are deal-
ing with fiction. In so far as the politics of the book are
concerned, we are dealing with real personages, and those
who enjoy the game of fitting caps to heads will have the
time of their lives. But the game is too easy. Who, forj

instance, could mistake Sid Jenhin or Tom Hogarth"^ Cer-
tainly not Sid Jenkin, who will be the first to appreciate
his portrait. Only Mr. Bennett’s hero, Lord Baingo, re-
mains outside, aloof, mysterious, and a great piece of writing.
A type rather than an individual. Lovers of Mr. Bennett’s
earlier work cannot fail to enjoy him, for what else is he,
after all, but our old friend “The Card” plunged into

' Affairs. Lord Baingo is a great and courageous novel, but it

will disturb the sensitive reader almost beyond endurance.

It is unfortunate that the only available text of The
Letters of George Eliot (Lane) had been pruned of “every-
thing that seemed to him irrelevant” by the novelist’s
husband, Mr. Cross. Their writer herself postulates three
kinds of letter-writing : correspondence “of simple affection,
which gives a picture of all the details . . . that a loving heart
pines for”; con’espondence “purely moral and intellectual,
carried on for the sake of ghptly edification ”

; and the
correspondence “of impulse, which is necessarily irregular as
the Northern Lights.” The reason, I fancy, that posterity
has rather cold-shouldered George Eliot’s letters is that
probably Mr. Cross classed domestic gossip under irrelevan-
cies, and we are left with an overplus of edification. This,
as Mr. B. Brimley Johnson points out in a graceful preface

^ very telling selection, followed the mode of the writer’s
religious enthusiasms. Finally, she arrived at the, for her,
sterile perception that “ the highest lot is to have definite
beliefs. Had she been, you feel, less impressed by her
rnale advisers—whose reflected presences “date” rather
shabbily-—the issue of her struggles might have been a
happier one. This, however, is not the only interest of
the letters. There are gaily-coloured travel-pictures—the
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orange-and-white morning robe of a

German Princess, the chocolate-black

houses of Amsterdam
;
sketches of fellow

notabilities; accounts of the proven-
ance of the novels, and the expression of

a massive, homely, vigorous yet wistful

femininity. The most amusing thing in

the book is a Warwickshire correspond-

ent’s account of Mr. Liggins, the pre-

tender to the authorship of Adam Bede,

found ‘‘washing his slop-basin at a

pump by a deputation of Dissenting

parsons.” I cannot help wishing that

George Eliot had occasionally been
allowed to indicate herself and her own
circle in the spirit of this quotation.

It ’s generally understood
Among the criminal and lawless

That murder leads to nothing good
Unless your alibi is flawless

;

And this sound rule, whereby the crook

Prolongs ad lib, his evil courses,

The Vei^dict of Yoii All, a book
By Mr. Henry Wade, endorses.

A murder mystery of the sort I

Which Holmes delighted to unravel

—

Candle-grease, cigarettes burnt short,

A fallen telephone, some gravel

—

The clues with which its scene is set .

'

Point, when the experts come to view

!

it, i

To him who did the deed, and yet

Prove that he wasn’t there to do it.
i

1

Conditions, these, which seem to ask
Eor copious probing and explaining

;

And there ’s an aspect of the task

As novel as it ’s entertaining

—

We’re spared the super-sapient sleuth

Whom writers of most tales like this

use,

And Scotland Yard finds out the truth

WhichCoNSTABLE (most aptly) issues.

A first novel is more likely to give

evidence of exploited than suppressed

intelligence, but inAFlore^itine Comedy
(Bles), which I take to be an initial

venture, Mr. Claude C. Washburn
seems a little afraid of the edge of his

own understanding. This is perhaps
natural in a young American writing of

the Anglo-American colony in Florence.

A memory less implicated than I feel

Mr. Washburn’s has been would have
presented the snobocracy of Piesole and
Settignano with more detachment

;
the

ironic attitude would have been given

freer play, and the story, which, as it

stands, is almost the tragedy of its

hero, would have been (with perhaps

greater justice) the comedy of his environment. As things

are, a mild tinkle of teaspoons dominates the more con-

ventional moiety of Conrad Broohds romance. He writes

a best-seller in New York, acquires an income for life

by gambling with the proceeds, comes out to Florence,

marries a compatriot heiress and instals himself in a villa.

His circle and that of his wife are tolerantly indicated, and

there is little to prepare the reader (who, if he has a palate

for the second half of the book, is probably wearied by the

first) for the better wine to follow. The War intervenes,

and Conrad, distracted by his universal sympathies, works
in an Italian hospital. Peace and the colony return, and
the teaspoon-tinkling resumes, blended with a pleasant

canvassing of the rate of exchange. Conrad is beginning to
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hear more subtle music, but bis change of face is so diffidently thirsty audience join in the refrain of his famous hymn and

handled that it dees not command the interest it might, depart in peace. Mr, Heebert Adams, manufacturer of

There is, however, enough life and art in Mr. Washburn’s yarns, has no serious political purpose and manages his con-

last chapters to bespeak a benevolent curiosity towards the ventional machinery with sufficient skill to be entertaining,

next manifestation of his talent.

The ‘‘gentleman ” who so successfully dusted the mirrors

The name of Jerome K. Jerome on the cover of a massive of Downing Street and the glass of Fashion may have

book

—

My Life and Times (Hodderand Stoughton)—gives bettered himself—he is now a full-blown novelist—but be

a slight shock to some of us who have been accustomed to is not ashamed of his humble beginnings. On the contrary,

regard ourselves as merely on the verge of middle-age. For he has proudly pinned his duster to his waistcoat. He was

we can remember the appearance of On the Stage—a7id and is and will be “A Gentleman with a Duster, and as

and Idle Thoughts of an Idle Felloiu, and Three Men ill a such he has written pie Other Door (Mills and Boon). It

Boat, and how the papers, almost without exception, sneered is rather a pity, I think. Not merely because this is a book

at the New Humour, and how the public, less critical or to which six writers out of seven would have been glad to

more discerning, bought these early works by the thousand, put their names, but because you cant habitually carry a

It does not seem so very long ago
;
but afterwards there duster 'without occasionally wanting a flick round with it.

came the Jerome of those two bright periodicals, To-Day Our gentleman is an acute observer of men and of things,

and The Idler, which perished untimely owing to an ill- but most of his characters talk too much. They do not

advised libel action that benefited nobody but the lawyers ;
bore—they talk too well for that—but they tend to become

andthen yet another Jerome, the writer of Paul Keher and mere mouthpieces for the exposition of rival philosophies,
m-r • /‘.I ml • 1 „ n— . . , , .i , ,

.i ,
, .

, T J.T__ « ^ fit*

The Passing ofthe Third
Floor Back, So it seems
that the amiable and
ruddygentleman whose
portrait looks out on us

from its gilt frame op-

posite the title-page

may be entitled to his

massive volume, and we
are all somewhat older

than we imagined. He
writes his reminis-

cences very much as he
wrote those early works
to which I have re-

ferred. Even then he
liked to put in a page
or two of serious mo-
ralising here and there.

Like most humourists,

he was anxious to shovr

that he was capable

of something else, and
herehemay have rather

overdone the serious

Magistrate. “You say he said you had the pace and habits of a
MONKEY, and THAT HE COULD MAKE A BETTER MAN THAN YOU OUT OP CHEWED
steingV What happened then?”

Viciim. “’E then became abusive.”

and the story suffers in

consequence. The best

character in the book
is Lord Boger Nugent, a

veryhappy combination
of sportsman and hum-
bug, whom the author
has been able to ob-

serve with complete
detachment. The Other
Door is a stimulating

and thought-provoking
book and good enough,
even as a story, to go
on everyone’s library

list. May the gentle-

man continue

!

The Treasure Ship
(Partridge) is launched

betimes and joyously
solves the difficulty of

choosing a Christmas
book for children. Those
of you who remember

side. But I commend his book of memories, though it its companion volume, The Flymg Carpet, will need no fur-

does not possess an index and its title might be considered therrecommendationfrom me, but in case that most engaging
imposing. It is lull of amusing stories in quite the old book escaped your notice let me say that this “ ship ” is even
vein, and the author has always been a good fellow, though more laden with the treasure in which every properly-
we may not agree with all his theories as to social topics constituted child delights. Lady Cynthia Asquith has

!
or the spelling of proper names. ‘ captained this enterprise as she captained the other, and

her part is admirably done. She has been assisted in her
Jtll, daughter of Lord Eaglehridge, newspaper colossus, task by a crew whose work is uniformly worthy of the dis-

sketched in after a famous model, was called Comrade Jill tinguished names appended to it. You can find tliose names
(Methuen) by David Giirrant, leader of the British Com- in the book itself for the reasonable price of six shillings.
munists (they continue to get all their advertising free from ^

those who most disapprove of them), in whose sterling I confess to a mental bias in favour of tales of the good old
character and not unagreeable person she is interested, with coaching days; so when the Boyal George, in So Sjoeed We
the natural result that honest David is suspected by his (Lane), “with the jingling of harness and the musical blare
intriguing colleagues to be a tool of the ineffable bourgeois. o£ the horn ” rattled into Sherborne, I felt that I had em-
Juiian Grimthorpe, the great revivalist, is also a suitor for embarked upon an excursion after my own heart. Perhaps
JilVs charming hand. The third competitor is a plain sound I hoped for too much

;
possibly Miss G. V. McFadden has

major, who is eventually left in possession. David, I may for once failed to reproduce her true form. Anyhow, this
say to comfort the timid, is a very gentle brand of Com- story of gambling and revenge did not grip me. Its atmo-
munist, and the political discussions of the party have not sphere is stuffy and its theme liampers Miss McFadden’s
a great air of likelihood. Nor has the final scene at the natural skill as a novelist. I must admit, however, tliat at
great revolutionary meeting, in which Julian, having saved one point she quite fairly bamboozled me and that’the last
DavkVs life by receiving the bullet of the sensualist and ex- pages of the story explain much that is bewildering in its
tremist Stennitz, dies,^but not before he has made the blood- earlier chapters.
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cotton, yet no motorist ever takes the ties, but we understand that these do
CHARIVARI A. trouble to ascertain whether his pedes- not include the Hunt Servants’ Benevo-

Next week is Eat Week. Eat early trian happens to be a vegetarian. lent Society. ^

to avoid the rush.
"•'

A motorist charged with dangerous The announcement that the increase

Bookmakers, we read, attend big driving pleaded that he was infatuated in the number of telephones in London
fishing matches near Leeds. It must with a woman; so it seems to have during the last twelve months amounts

be heart-breaking to have put y’our been Love that made the wheels go to over forty thousand arouses sus-

money on an “ also fished.” round so fast. picion that the authorities are not doing
*

all in their power to check it.

The fact that salmon are ascending A survey of modem business leads
^

the Tees in greater numbers than for one to the conclusion that we shall never Medical men say that yawning is good
|

many years is ascribed to the freeing of make both ends meet until we leave off for human beings. That accounts for
|

the river from pollution by the stoppage makin'g two week-ends meet. the robust health of dramatic critics, pre-

of works. These attempts to justify suming of course that they are human,

Mr. A. J. Cook leave us cold. The number of public characters intro-

duced into works of fiction lately has A picture postcard posted in Birm-
|

A baby- washing -and -dressing com- been .only les.s remarkable than 'the ingham in 1910 having been delivered
|

petition for husbands is to be held in number of fictitious characters appear-

Ayrshire, This, incredible as it sounds, ing in public life.
-

is connected with the ! !

” ”

that knows a particular

It was nice of the fish

^

A poet complains that ^,z.

Sec nd (helpfully). “ ANnoiPiTiON, that's the thing, 'im loocoaii unan m
,g then ii won’t come

verse, but that s only 'vp'hen 'e does it.”

because we can’t yell_-

out “ Boul 1
” when he rhymes “ glass ” Mr. E. D. Holmes says that there is

with “face.” nob much the matter with a man who
can laugh at himself, but, in that case,

Mayfair announces that frocks are what has^he got to laugh at?

to be cheaper, so long as customers will
^

recently in London, it is thought that
j

the Postm^ster-Geneeal is breaking i

up his coileotion and
j

going in for cigarette-
|

Among this year’s
j

literary anniversaries it

should be noted that

Mr. Bevebley Nichols
has celebrated his
twenty-sixth birthday.

t]i jI?

'**

Dr. Blsner claims to

he able by means of a I

special apparatus to

take photographs of the
|

inside of a stomach. It
j

must be very difficult i

to get some stomachs
i

to look pleasant. I

Tunney announces i

Sec nd (lielpfitUy)

.

“Anticipation, that's the thing. Tey an’ imagine planninf^ to
'

WOT ’E ’S GOIN’ TO DO TO YEE, AND THEN IT WON’t COME AS A SDBPEISE
something that" UOWHEN 'E DOES IT.”

,

u jcuu iav./

champion has done be-

Mr. E. D. Holmes says that there is fore. Can he by any chance be intend-

nob much the matter with a man who ing to fight ? ,,,

Mayfair announces that frocks are what has he gob to laugh at ? It is greatly to the credit of the con-

to be cheaper, so long as customers will “ gregation of Salisbury Cathedral that,

pay for them. We thought there was A free fight in the Mexican Parlia- when it was announced from the pulpit

a catch in it somewhere. ment, during which revolvers were that a thousand-pound banknote had

used, was started by a boot-black hoot- been found in the offertory bag, nobody

What the Government seems to have ing in the gallery. This just' -shows claimed to have put it therfe in mistake

started with this American contract i^ how careful Mexican boot-blacks should for a threepenny-bit.

war to the safety-razor. be as to where and when they boot.

The wives and daughters of Wallasey

An American scientist claims to have Stalin, the man of the hour in Eussia, business men have formed a club to

discovered that earth-worms sing, par- is said to be a Georgian, One of those popularisecigar-smokingamongwomen,

tioularly the syllable “Do.” There Neo-Georgians, no doubt. If the movement spreads we may hope

seems to be some excuse for the early ' to see many women smoking the cigars

bird after all. ... ,1^
.

An epidemic of thefts from automatic they would otherwise have given to

cigarette-machines in London by means their husbands at Christmas.

In consequence of the report that of Dutch coins is reported. Suspicion
^ _

the tin industry is looking up, many attaches to a desperate gang of chain- The doctors are again advising ns to

sardines are getting so thm through smokers who have made Holland too see that we absorb sufficient profceids

worry that they aren’t worth catching, hot for them. ^ ,j.
and calories. It should be mentioned

* * that a proteid is very much like a

A contemporary'points out that cab- A tame fox m Lincolnshire has c6l- calorie, only longei, and it has a shaggy

bage contains the ingredients of gun- lected over a hundred pounds for chari- coat.
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THOUGHTS ON THE NIOTOR SHOW.

Feom being a luxury, the motor-car

became a necessity : from being a neces-

sity it has now become a nuisance.

—

[Co]^yriglit:\

I am tired of my own motor-car, be-

cause it never seems to be ready when
I go round to talk to the man who feeds

i

and waters it, and because we cannot

j

see eye to eye with each other about
1 what is wrong with the magneto. He

1

believes that the thyroid gland has been
eliminated from the thorax, whereas in

i my opinion the real trouble is that the

j

ultra-violet rays have run down. Any-

j

how, I ’m not going to the motor show

j
at Olympia.

!
Hardly anybody I meet is going

i
to the motor show at Olympia. No,

1
not this year, they say, and you can

j

see by the little shifty gleam in their

1

eyes that they are perjuring their souls.

Probably by next spring all these

avenues will be blossoming with six-

cylinder cars. Who wants a six-cylinder

car, anyway ? In my opinion the fewer
cylinders a car has the better. They
only make for pride, and pride is one of

the seven deadly sins.

Moreover, of what use are many
cylinders when one is travelling along
a narrow lane behind a motor-lorry

which has been employed to tear up
the roads and has no time to allow any-
body to pass. Any kind of car is good
enough to sit and look at the back of a
motor-lorry in. Even if there were no
motor-lorries, there are the careful old

gentlemen who have decided that
twenty-five miles an hour is the perfect

velocity and insist on keeping the crown
of the road, I travelled for six "miles

behind one only the other day. It-was
easy to tell, by carefully examining the
back of his head, all the thoughts that
were passing through his brain,

I am driving,” said the fat red part
under the white hair and just above the
collar, “ well over the maximum speed
that is allowed by the law. If I went
any faster parliamentary government
would be at an end. There may be a
hundred-and-forty cars behind me, but
this is myVerdun. They shall not pass.

”

When the road gets a little wider,”
I thought to myself, “ I will pass him
if I die in the attempt. And when I
pass him I shall throw him such a look
of contumely as shall make him wither
at the wheel like a fading flower.”
And I carefully rehearsed my look of

contumely in the mirror on the right.

At the end of the six miles the old
gentleman put out a fattish hand, slowed
down to twelve and turned up a by-road
to the left. He was not so much a care-
ful old man, I suppose, as a visitation
sent to chasten us.

Nevertheless it does seem to me that

with all the improvements that are being

made in the modern motor-car, some
kind of panel to be shot out at the side,

containing words of opprobrium, such

as “ Foul hippopotamus !
” or “ Three-

toed sloth!” could be supplied, with

the letters reversed, of course, so that

they would be legible in the looking-

glass of the driver in front. In the

present state of the roads this kind of

thing would be far more useful than
mere additional cylinders.

No, I am not going to the motor
show. When I think about it, when I

study its prospectuses, its specifica-

tions, I am tempted to inquire what
happens to the old motor-cars. Every
year every maker brings out a new
model. Every year, or every two years,

people like the Blisworth's and tens of

thousands of others exchange their old

car for a new. It is the Blisworths, by
theway

,who had twins a few weeks ago,

and called the boy Magneto and the girl

Garburetta.

But what, I repeat, happens to the

old motor-cars ? One cannot, of course,

pretend that one never sees a dead
motor-car, as one never sees a dead
donkey. One does see them in the
ditches sometimes—quite dead—and
the owners standing by the little pile

of autumnal wreckage, and, having no-
thing else left to quarrel about, arguing
in which drawer of the writing-desk
they put the insurance policy. But
motor-cars don’t die nearly as fast as

they are born, and there must be a
limit not only to the road space of

Great Britain but also to the possible

motor-car-owningpercentage of thepopu-
lation, In America, of course, that is not
so. In America, I gather, every char-
woman is a motor-charwoman, but in

England, as you gaze at the tideof traffic

along Piccadilly, you may be pretty
certain that, however mixed the sex and
social status of the drivers may be, there
are scarcely any charwomen amongst
them. Nonagenarian fruit-eaters from
the outer suburbs, I grant you

; ladies

in the Higher Thought Movement per-
haps

; but not manual toilers—no. Ex-
cept, of course,- when they stop the
engine and the self-starter fails.

I know one lady who bought a small
brand-new Poltergeist, and the third
time she took it out decided to run a
frienddown to Chichester. Ife happened
to be the Friday in Goodwood week,

1

but she did not study the newspapers.
On the way down the thing went into

:
a trance, and refused under any provo-
cation to come to life again. Silent

;

prayer went on behind for some time,
and then a gentleman in a white hatwho

:

was drivinga—well, driving a motor-car,
got out and asked whether he could do

anything to help the tired sufferer on.

After about ten minutes’ work he dis-

covered that the passenger had inad-

vertently kicked the petrol-tap during a
discussion on theosophy, and turned it

right off. After that Goodwood week
was resumed.
There must soon, I say, be a limit to

themotor-car-owning population. There
must be a point at which it is impossible
to sell second-hand cars. Where do
they go, like the elephants, to die ? I

used to have a theory that there was a
kind of stag-leap for motor-cars, where
they are driven over the cliffs into the
sea, as so frequentlyhappens inAmerican
films. Perhaps there is. If not, I think
a judicious agreement between the Eng-
lish motor-car manufacturers and the

English film industry might help, even
now, to settle the problem. Nothing is

so delightful as to see a motor-car going
to glory on the films. Habold Lloyd
accounts for two in his latest film, and
in one case there is nothing whatsoever
left of the machine except the starting-

lever, which remains in his hand. As-
suming that he had that bit done thirty

or forty times over before it was satis-

factory, as I believe is often the case
with the important films at Hollywood,
the motor-car industry would be bene-
fited by the elimination of quite a lot of

second-hand cars. We need more enter-

prise and more combination in English
business all round if the old country is

not to go to the dogs.

I say I do not want one of these new
little six-cylinder cars. I know that the
Blisworths will be getting one. In a
month or so from now I shall see them
standing outside their front-door exam-
ining the thing and trying to look un-
concerned.

‘‘Not too bad,” they will say about
it. “ We did Eeigate to Eastbourne in

an hour-and-a-half the other day.”
“Dear me 1

” I shall answer in com-
miserating tones. “ I suppose the road
was dreadfully crowded. Do you know
the record four-in-hand coach time from
Piccadilly to Brighton ? Three hours
and forty minutes. It was done by
IsEABL Alexander in 1837 with Queen
Victoria’s first speech to Parliament.
What an awfully nice luggage-carrier

you 've got I

”

Even if I do go to the motor show
at Olympia I shall not look at any of

these little six-cylinder cars. I am go-
ing to look out for a new little car called

the “ Safety,” which is being advertised
everywhere on the roads. It seems to

be always first. Evoe.

“Pedigree Cockerel Spaniels for Sale,
Parents registered at Kennel Club.”

Provincial Fa^er,

Well “feathered,” no doubt.
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Person of recentlij-acgiiired wedltli. “Yus, I must say I like the look op ’er. (To salesman) Just stick one foot on the
EUNNING-BOAED AN* EEATEND YOU ’EE ’OLDING A CIGAE.”

THE REWARD OF OBEDIENCE.

Sir,

—

I am, I trust;, a good citizen.

When the Editor of The Sf •ctator uses
the phrase, Ev'ery right-thinking Eng-
lishman,” he must refer to persons like

myself. So at least I like to think.
In the street I *‘keep to the right,”

even if it involves stepping into the
traffic, in the lift I stand clear of the
gates ” at the risk of losing my train.

I am told to eat more fruit and to buy
British goods, and I do. 1 am told not to
throw bottles out of carriage-windows
or spit in tramcars, and I don’t.

So that when the Government ex-
horted us to economise in electric-light

the warning did not fall on deaf ears.
With that regard for the community

which is one of the pleasing traits oi

both the Miners’ Eederationand the Coal-
owners’ Association, the strike (or lock-

I out) was arranged- to take place, as
usual, during the summer, which hap-
pened to resemble a real summer rather
more than usual.

Now I confess to a certain extrava-
gance during the after-sunset on days
of late summer. It is pleasant, if the
evening is at all chill, to draw the cur-
tains, switch on the light and enjoy a
pipe and a chapter of a book before a
small fire. It is a suitable close to a
perfect day.

Although I live in an “ out-crop
”

area, where the butcher, greengrocer
and newsboy all offer to bring me
privily “a bit of good coal” after dark,
I have kept to the letter of the Coal
Controller’s orders. Indeed, I went
further and refused even my ration.

I acquired the habit of going to bed
early, for one cannot knock out a pipe
at a gas-fire, nor can one poke it with
any satisfaction. This small sacrifice

saved coal, gas and electricity, and
would help the country to win through.
When at the quarter’s end my meter

recorded only four units of electricity

instead of the customary thirty, I felt

indeed a worthy citizen.

Judge of my surprise when I received
a demand for the price of twenty units.
I wrote in protest that I had used only
four, that the meter, which belonged to
the Electricity Department and which
was unlikely to favour me, agreed that
myconsumptionwas only four, and that,
much as i should have liked to consume
twenty, the Government’s demand lor
economy could not be ignored by any
right-thinking citizen.

In reply I was informed that twenty
units was the minimum per quarter,
and, whether used or not, must be paid
for. A ch^ue by return would oblige.

I am no.w a changed man.
The evenings, as you may have

noticed, are drawing in. I toast my
toes before a fire of “out-crop” coal

which has been delivered furtively in,

as it were, a plain van. Two bulbs
at least glow above my head, and 1 do
not intend to go to bed until I have
probed the mystery of the corpse found
in the bar parlour of The Blue Swan.
The municipality has goaded me into

rebellion. I already keep to the left

when walking the street and push my
way to the head of the queue. Yesterday
I bought a packet of cigarettes after
8 P.M.

Where it will end I know not. Al-
ready I feel a desire to throw bottles
out of the carriage-windows. I hope
and trust that I shall still refrain from
expectorating in tramcars.

Faithfully yours, A Rebel.

“Eobbeey at Feencei Chateau.
Thieves carried off the dagger belonging to

the African rebel Abdel Kader. The dagger,
studded with diamonds, \vas presented by the
Rev. 0. Provincial Paper,

His name is unfamiliar, but presumably
he was a North African missionary.

*Mr. Lloyd George was w.^aring a bright
blue sofe [? soft hat J

of his own design.”

Daily Paper.

Brought to Mr. Churchill’s notice,
this is said to have been received with
an indulgent smile. Nevertheless it is

thought to be one of the most serious
challenges he has yet had to face in his
ambitious career.
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HINTS TO INVALIDS.
{By our Medical Gorrespondeiii.)

The recenfe spell of cold weather has

;

caused a certain recrudescence of in-

i diienza, though of a mild type, and as

j

yet notreacbicg the proportions of the

;

epidemic which is long overdue. It is

i
none the less desirable, however, to iin-

I

press upon all who are affected by this

I

ailment the need of due care in pro-

i

raoting conditions conducive to its cure.

' Strange to say, one of the most potent

I

influences— remedial or otherwise

—

i has hitherto been sadly neglected. It

is notorious that when people are out

of sorts, or really ill, they evince a dis-

like, sometimes amounting to positive

antipathy, for the society of their family

or relations. The question accordingly

arises whether the patient should resist

or yield to this feeling; and by way of

assisting him to form a judicious dec's-

ion the following notes which have been
supplied me by a distinguished medico-

;

psycho-pathologist are worthy of atten-

1
tive study. They are, it will be observed,

I

of the nature of a “ Table of Affinities,”

without special reference to matrimony,

; but indicating the extent to which it is

j

expedient to regulate friendly relations

I
with one’s kith or kin when one’s health

i is impaired.

Eespect for grand-parents is a laud-

able trait, but it needs to be controlled.

Their habit of criticising modern man-
ners leads to friction ;

but, where they

show a disposition to move with the

times, their company can be endured

with equanimity, A visit from a grand-

mother who has swum the Channel is

not to be roughly rejected. A man
may not marry his grandmother, but

in stages of convalescence he may dance

with her. Mutatis mutandis, the same
remarks apply to parents. The crude

philosophy of Dickens enshrined in the

question, “ Is the old min friendly? ” is

not a bad guide. If he is ;
if you are in

the habit of addressing him by his

Christian name or as ‘'old fruit,” con-

versation with him will not retard

recovery. It is harder to dogmatise

about mothers and daughters, for here

the competition in dress and social

accomplishments is more acute, and a

shingled mother is not always a minis-

tering angel.

The functions of uncles nowadays are

so multifarious that it is impossible to

lay down any rules of universal appli-

cation. Patients whose funds are limited,

or whose balance is overdrawn, should

exercise caution in communicating with

their financial uncles, unless they hap-

pen to be of the long-lost and affluent

type. Again, in moments of depressioii

the counsels of Dutch uncles are to be

avoided. Juvenile invalids may profit

from the discourses of wireless uncles,

but facetiousness sometimes defeats its

ends, and adult professional optimism
may produce juvenile pessimism.

Modern civilisation, it is to be feared,

has impaired the quality of fraternal

affection. Elder brothers remain criti-

cal, and younger brothers have ceased

to be hero-worshippers. Bands of

brothers are seldom encountered even

in the musical world. “Weird sisters
”

have become more numerous. Cousins

are, according to the old saying, either

less or more than friends, but the an-

gelical quality preserved in the epitaph,
“ She was first-cousin to Lady Jones,

and of such is the Kingdom of Heaven,”
is hot encouraged in this democratic

age, and there is, alas 1 only too much
truth in the unpublished epigram :

—

By independence let your worth be proved

;

Thrice blest is he whose cousins are

‘removed.’”

Keeping His Monkey XTp.

“ We are afraid that if he be not elected the

new leader Mr. Lloyd George will continue his

gorilla warfare against whoever may he the
choice of the Party.”—Scots Parpen





Be. “Gloeioxis moon, isn’t it?”
She, “Rather. Makes one eeeii quite old-fashioned, doesn’t it?’

pounds, but it is a great deal of money
and the letter you brought wasn’t much
good to us, so I suppose you won’t
mind taking another one at the same
price.

And he said do you mean for the

same two thousand pounds or for an-

other two thousand pounds ?

And they said well we were rather

thinking of the same two thousand
pounds.

So he said oli very well I don’t mind
doing that, but I can’t bring you the

answer for a week because 1 should like

to stay in America for a little, it suits

me and 1 like the look of the people.

• So they said oh very well, but don’t

be longer than a w^eek if you don’t

mindi ...
So he was transported to America

again and enjoyed himself very much
there and saw a lob of the country

because the Genii transported him
wherever he wanted to go to and he
didn’t- have- to pay anything for it.

Well just as it was getting time for

him to be transported back to England

he found he had run out of one of the
powders which he mixed to summon
the Genii, and he couldn’t buy it in

America, so he had to sail back to

England in a caramel and it took him
nearly two months to do it. And the

people were angry at his being so long
bringing them an answer to their letter,

and they said it is no good to us now
and we are very sorry we paid you the
two thousand pouhds.
And he said oh well I’m not.

And after thgit he couldn’t call up the
Genii again because something had gone
wrong with dne of the powders, but he
said :oh' never- mind, I have gob two
thousand pounds and-I have been twice

to America, so I will make that do.
- - - - A.M.

The XJnbendalble Chauffeuse.
“ To-day, a -girl, in a frock that reaches just

to her knees without the slightest suggestion
of a curve from shoulder to hem, depresses the
accelerator with her toe and her car shoots by. ”

Daily Pape7\

Isn’t it high time that she learned to

drive sitting down?

INSULARS ABROAD AGAIN,
II.

—

The Flask.

This is the story of Percival’s flask,

and it all happened in Venice. Venice
is the place where they make Venetian
glass,Venetian beads and otherVenebian
wares. And now Venice is the place

where Percival made his Chianti flask.

A guide named Emmanuels in the
Piazza San MatCo had decided it w’as

worth while adopting us. He was an
enthusiastic sort of chap and keen on
his‘ job. He began by saying 'wih-

ningly:—
“You Ifke-a see glass factory and

glass-blowing? Men make-a da bowl
and cla flask. Vera naice, vera booti-

fool.”
^

Percival said in kindly fashion, No,
thanks, be didn’t want to see a glass

factory. Emmanuele replied in pleased
tones, “All-a right-ho, gentlemens, I

take you. Vera bootifool! ” We then
both said, No, thanks, we didn’t want
to see a glass factory. Emmanuele, in

;

an ecstasy of delight, said, “Splendeed !
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I

Fiv-a lire only. Zis "way to glass fac-

I

toiy,”

i 1 remarked firmly that I didn’t like

;

glass, and Percival said that he hated

I

factories. Emmanuele merely begged

! us to resteiin our very natural eagerness

I

for one leetle second, as we were nearly

;

there. Percival took a deep breath;
I then he apologised to Emmanuele for

j

not having made it clear at first that

: we didn’t want to see a glass factory,

j

It was stupid of him, he admitted, and
! it had been on the tip of his tongue to

;

say so before, but he had been under
' the impression he had mentioned it.

! Emmanuele simply said, “Pronto!

!
Vera naiee,” and led us into an inferno

;

of flame, of busy men and of still busier

! small boys, all which, he informed us

:
proudly, was a glass factory. He also

i added that it was “ vera bootifool.”

I

For some while we watched men
i
playing with lumps of molten glass on

I

the ends of long iron tubes which they
: twirled rapidly in their hands and down
which they oeeasionally blew. It all

looked very busy, but we could not see

anything actually being made. Each
figure in turn that we watched seemed
just to have finished. All the while
Emmanuele’s treacle-like purr of prob-

{

ably inaccurate explanation dripped
gently on our ears from a position of

vantage behind,whencehecould seethat
his five lire didn’t get away from him.

At last Percival pointed out a massive
high-browed man who really appeared
about to start. He was a fellow of

some consequence, the Mussolini of

the place, for he had three small boys

I

to help him, two to bring him tubes
with blobs of red-hot glass from the fur-

nace and one to bring himdrinks ofwine.
Mussolini began by slapping his chest

I

several times, and we ^ged up close

so as not to miss anything. Then he
squinted along various rods, like Inman
selecting a good cue, and put them in

the furnace. Then he sat down and had
a drink.

After a while he got up and inspected
his rods, cuffed a small boy, sat down
once more and had another drink.

The third time he got up with pur-
pose in his mien. He dashed to the
furnace. We nudged one another in a
frenzy of anticipation. After all this
we felt sure he was going to blow at

least a good-sized conservatory, if not
a Crystal Palace.

With a flourish he pulled out a rod
with its glowing burden and relit his
cigarette. Then he had another drink.

We rounded angrily on Emmanuele
and asked what ail this meant. When
he had finished his long explanation we
found that, unobserved by us, Musso-
lini had just made a beautiful glass
flask and was now having a drink. , . .

It may have been Percivals exclam-

ation of annoyance at missing it which
drew attention to us ; anyway, however
the thing began, it ended by Percival

taking his coat off and leaping into the

aren?^ determined, at Mussolini’s in-

vitation. to “make-a da good fiasco for

Chianti.”

Mussolini handed him one of the

long rods complete with lump of molten
glass, and Percival in masterly fashion

twirled it in his hands and blew. A
pleased murmur went round the factory

as the result was seen to be something
like this :

—

Percival, bowing graceful acknow-
ledgments, stopped twirling for a

moment and the ‘‘fiasco” instantly

became like this :

—

Hurriedly he turned it over and be-

gan to blow once more. When he paused
for breath he had more or less retrieved

his error, thus :

—

By now the word had gone forth and
workers were crowding round. Perci-

val, rather embarrassed, began to ques-
tion Mussolini on further procedure
and again forgot to blow till rather late.

The “fiasco” instantly took up this

shape :

—

With a slight shudder Mussolini re-

turned it to the furnace for reheating

;

and Percival, somewhat shaken, was
given a half-litre of wine. The drink
seemed to affect him considerably, be-
cause when his rod was returned he
leapt at it and blew several mighty
blasts, holding it alternately up in the
air and down towards the ground, and
looking something like Pan in a Spring
pastoral ballet. During this he rested
it once on his own foot and once on
Mussolini’s, at which he laughed in an
eldritch fashion in mid-blow.
The result was so horrible that every-

one crossed himself and drew back in
alarm, while two of the small boys burst
into tears. With averted face Musso-
lini took the thing from him, cooled it

and handed it back, wrapped in straw.
We were seen off in a hostile silence

with our trophy, which finally looked
like this :

—

THE FINISHED FIASCO.

A. Pause for graceful acknowledgments.
B. Pause for questions re procedure.

C. Spring pastoral ballet.

D. Percival’s foot.

E. Mussolini’s foot.

F. The eldritch laugh.

Emmanuele alone seemed to like it,

and said it was “Vera naice, vera boo-
tiful”

; but then his opinion was prob-
ably biassed because he had not yet
received his five lire.

And yet as a fiasco it was complete
and perfect. A. A.

PEIDE OF REGIMENT.
[The French army is proposing to instal

labour-saving devices in afl barracks in order
to enable conscripts to devote more time to

purely military training.]

There may be some who ’ll joy to think
that Science

Should not consider it oiiiiside its

sphere

To ease by means of many an apt
appliance

The burdens of a soldierly career,

Should make those burdens lighter than
a feather

And thereby wake an unaccustomed
doubt

If wanior and housemaid go together
(Except when walking out).

But I, admittedly for selfish reasons,

Would find this change a matter to

deplore

When 1 recall the few but hectic seasons
When I was Private 20394,

Who, having with his puny mates (a

queer row)
Lined up before a doctor slow to bar,

Was duly passed and lived to find a hero
Extremely like a char.

I should consider it indeed an ample
Cause for the loosing of the mourn-

ful tear

Did England imitate this French ex-

ample ;

The arm I served with then ^YOuid
disappear

;

And I should simply hate to see dis-

banded
As something which the King no

longer needs '

j

Cookhouse Fatigue, wherein, to be quite i

candid,

I did my doughtiest deeds.
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Lady (to her gardener's s(yix]» “I suppose you help your father with his own garden?
Boy, “Oh, no, Mum. Father’s very perticlar; ’e wouldn’t let me touch it.”

BILLS FOE EEPAIES.

Of two accounts that greeted me at
' breakfast this morning, one was from
my builder, and it read as follows :

—

** Bepairs to roof refixing slipped slate

renewing one 2 1 x 10 slate and make good
cement fillet and lead valley material

1 slate and nails i-peck of cement and
labour 15/10,”

No breaks, no stops ; all in one breath.

The other was from my doctor. No
details, no account of materials used;
simply three printed words: To Pro-
fessional Attendance,” and underneath.

in a bold round handwriting, “ Twenty
guineas,”

Why should not the doctor have set

out his statement in more or . less the
same form as the builder ? Thus

‘‘To examining you after motor acci-

dent,and finding that .you had a frac-

tured left leg and left arm and sundry
superficial cuts and' bruises repairs to
leg and arm refixing after fracture and
make .good cuts on face and hands
material 4 splints 40 yards of good
quality bandage 4 pads 6 yards ad-
hesive dressing 6 boxes ointment 20
bottles medicine and labour Twenty
guineas.”

I might have felt that I was getting
value for money. As it is I leel that
the builder, if only, by the fulness and
candour of his statement, has earned
priority of recognition, and I shall pay
him first. -

Our Erudite Contemporaries.

“In the dear Victorian days, when girls did
not smoke or wear short skirts; a poet wrote of
some damsel : ‘ Her voice was soft, gentle and
low, an excellent thing in women,’ If that
poet lived to-day he would be a sorrowful
man.”—Sheffield Paper,

Why confine to the Victorian era the
poet who was not for an age but for all

time ?
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NFi MirWT Canada followed with nineteen-and- ran out at twenty-two, almost a cer-
N tLbU N b N I Ca H T. a-quarter minutes, a stiff proposition to tainty for the Longest Speech

.

I HAVE to announce the results of one beat, with so many speeches, and music New Zealand put up a poor half-
of the best speech-sweepstakes that in between ; and I must say it is a bit hearted performance for such a jolly

ever were, held last week at the jolly hard to sandwich so much music in Dominion, and only ran to thirteen
and imposing dinner given by the Press between the speeches at a public dinner, minutes—no sort of use.

to the Imperial Premiers and members One goes to a dinner prepared to hear The score now stood as follows
of the Dominion delegations. Good bad speeches, but, if one is to have good iiusTRALiA 22
dinner, good company and anybody’s music as well, then where is Liberty ? Canada 19J
race till the very last moment. And However, Mr. Bruce was up soon, New Zealand.... 13

The score now stood as follows

xiUSTRALIA 22
Canada 19J

race till the very last moment. And However, Mr. Bruce was up soon, New Zealand.... 13
then, when has one had four or five and loud and long was his welcome. I Great Britain ...
Prime Ministers to bet about ? Is it had a slight argument at this point Then Ireland came in and made a
treason, by the way, or irreverent, to with Mr. Chalmers, who said that this spirited knock of eleven,
bet^ about Imperial statesmen, and preliminary applause ought to count as By the way, speaking of Ireland,
which of them will make the longest part of the speech. George backed him how strange are the minds of the men
speech after dinner? I hope not. I up, but only, I think, because he had who report speeches! Mr. Desmond
think not. We did it most respect- taken a dislike to the man who drew Pitzgerald deputised for Mr. Cos-
fuily. They made capital speeches, all Canada and wanted Australia to win grave, who was ill, and he made the
of them, and (until the crisis) I for one the Longest. (You see the subtleties most amusing speech of the evening,
missed not one word. Nobody who has which surround you in this sport ?) I real Irish, real after-dinner stuff, and
drawn a Prime Minister in a speech- ruled definitely against them—and pro- not less serious because it was amusing,
sweepstake does miss a|— jBut all I read about
word. That is the glory

of the game. These
’ speeches were capital,
‘ 1 repeat, but bad they

I

been otherwise we
;
should still have list-

J

ened to them with
: every ear. So that no
! after - dinner speaker

;
should do anything but

;

commend my sweep-
! stakes

;
and 1 want no

I

complaints from any

I
Prime Minister, please,

j. We had the usual

I

rules—a pound a share,

]

and prizes for the
Longest Speech and the

i

Shortest Speech. There

I

was no cliche prize this

1 time, out of respect
for our distinguished

1 guests. Besides, the

ruled definitely against them—and pro- 1 not less serious because it was amusing.
^ about

Earnest Youth {to meek waiting client in solkitor's office), » Oh, yes, Sir,
HE DOES TAKE ON SMALL JOBS, BUT, IE YOU WANT TO GET THE BEST OUT OE

p^l^Ween LaSt aud \\^St,
HIM, HB’sr ITCEINC TO DEFEND A MUJRDEItER,^* the JMeW UUd the Old,— between the Hon. W. S.Empire (bless it I) is a terrible tempta- vincial players had better make a note Monroe and the Maharajah of Burd-

A -u jii n n
When little Newfoundland began

T
moTiwit the orator ope7is his moiUh till by saying that he was not going toi still think wangled the draw. The the 77io7nent he hits his seat agam^all detain us long at this late hour of the

fm .
intermediate applause, of course, bemg evening I put him down for ten minutes.

of^A^ I was wrong. Newfoundland wereOanada (Mr. Mackenzie King). But with an unscrupulous player like all out for a sturdy 7.Austi^ia (Mr. Beucb). George even this rule is not water-tight. Still, I made pretty sure now of win-Nbw Zealand (Mr. Coates). Mr. Bbuoe speaks forcefully, weightily ning my money. We had now been
I liate to say this, but I dining for over three hours-and-a-half—

IsdI position to the tot .peek.,,

the 7iio7}ieut he hits his seat again—all detain us long at this late hour of the
intemiediate applause, of course, evening I put him down for ten minutes.
incHded:'

^

But I was wrong. Newfoundland were

IVTITA /QtV Pr-ra^ TV.F 1

^ VY Oil.U» JUlOi YUUS UOSlDlOn lOl’ 13116 laSU SDOa 1161%

"MAHABATAR ol ysnT^nwfvX^
’ I hoped the Maharajah would be

' I dmw Ind^t, 1,-fH

SO much applause as they re- jumpybefore all these Prime Ministers.

! 1
^^^ ceiv6d._ When he reached the seven- I also hoped he might not know very

I

Newfoundland, the two last speakers, teen-mmute mark he seemed to waver a much English. I imagined him stam-
' leaving this stupid meringouUfewbrokelwords of thanksSpeech. Aust.aha was drawn by a per- down on the man who had drawn in Hindustani and sitting down withfeet stranger opposite to me, a Mr. Ohal- Canada, started round after round of a record two-and-a-half or less What

:

applause. This not only took time but an opportunity it is, by the way, for

i alat BriSn
^emed to put new Ihe into AustraHa. the last speaker on the?e occasions to

j

-oritain (Boid Buenham up) He went on easily to twenty minutes— stand up and sav “Eeallv I am not

I

ed off modestly with nme-and-a-half there was a good deal of sneermg and going to make a speech Reallv I have
, minutes, and was. almost certainly out bfctoess across the table between nothing to say except ‘Thank-you{of the running for any prize. Chalmers and the Canada man-and and really sit^rnT WhaTanCation



that; man would have! But no white

man has ever done it* Perhaps India

would show the way.
Bub no. The awful thing was that

the Mahaeajah spoke better English

than anyone else—smooth, flowing,

deliberate periods. Nervous? Hal True,

he seemed worried about the lateness

of the hour, but this did not hurry his

admirable delivery
;
andtherewas George,

of course, applauding like a lunatic. It

ivas a good speech, quite one of the most
impressive of the evening. But that

was no reason why George should ham-
mer on the table with a spoon at every

word the man said and wake up the

whole audience. Four minutes—five

minutes—they were gone in no time.

Five minutes and a-half—and then the

Mahabajah said modestly, ‘‘I must not

detain you any longer at this late hour

in the evening . . And I hioio he was
going to sit down.
But “Go ON 1 shouted George. And

all those three-hundred sheep in the

audience made encouraging cries and

clapped their hands—little knowing,

poor fools, that they were so many
pawns in the vile schemes of George.

I tried to kick George under the table

and kicked Mr. Chalmers instead, but

he had won four pounds for the Longest,

(curse him !), so I did not really care.

Six minutes—and I still had hope.

The Mahabajah paused, and I thought
he was gathering himself for his pero-

ration. A nice snappy little peroration,

and three pounds sterling w'ould be
mine.

And then some imp, some fiend, put
into the Maharajah’s head the name of

Nelson ; for the morrow would be Nel-
son’s day. At the name of Nelson
my heart sank. At the name of Nel-
son George gave a sort of whoop,
and the assembled Press of the Empire
cheered with him. The Maharajah
went on about Nelson. But really I

do not know what he said about Nel-
son. I am sure it was good ; but I was
too broken to listen. And I will say

for the Maharajah that few speakers

I have heard, having once got on to

the subject of Nelson at an Imperial

gathering on the eve of Nelson’s clay,

would have got rid of Nelson so quickly

as he did.

But he was not quick enough for

me. Pie went to seven minutes, and
he went to seven-and-a-lialf, and then

he sat down, a gallant loser, but still a

loser, by half-a-minute.
** Well done, Newfoundland!” I said,

as I handed George the boodle.

‘‘Well done, Nelson! ” said George.

A. P. H.

‘^Brevis esse lahoro, ohsciirus fio.’’
I

“Fur s c Ige mans fife, 2 reo. 2 Mrms, kit,

gsyr, g frs, piano, p. lin. 49s 6d or epl pt pvtc
hli do.”— bi Evemnrj Fajier. ‘

No prize is offered for the solution of !

this conundrum.
\

Fram a pastoral letter :

—

“ The last two Sundays in ohureli have boon
like meeting old fiends,”—Church Magazine.

We feel that a Church Magazine was
not quite the place for this remark.

“ The colliery proprietors ofiered the
men returning to work a special bonus of 3s.

per shirt. The circular concluded :
‘ Have no

fear, the men presenting themselves will bo
adequately protected.’ ”—Provincial Pag)ei\

Naturally
;
they would be wearing all

the shirts they could lay their hands on.

From a report of a Golf Tourna-
ment:

—

“ Especial praise must be given to the green-

koeper, who had his course in perfect condition

and must have spent the night watches in

filling up divot marks with his ihen, for of bad
lies there were Daily Paper,

Unless this is a bad lie by our contem-
porary, it indicates extraordinary devo-

tion on the part of the green-keeper’s

assistants, unequalled since the days
when Quintus Oubtius flung himself

into the gnlf.
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Gregory responded with some heat that. There are books in this room the
THE UNITED STATES OF EUROPE.

if home penny toy motor-ear loss of whose covers remind me of

A NUMBER of eminent bankers and was protected for a few years, a point of pleasant differences of opinion between

business men (forsooth) seem to have skill would almost certainly be reached Gregory and myself in this matter of

met together and propounded a scheme by our home manufacturers which Protection and Free Trade. Are we to

for levelling the tarild* walls of the would enable them to produce an article have the sanctity of home life violated

Continent, and establishing open trade, the wheels of which revolved with equal to suit the \vhim of a few wealthy

What right have eminent bankers and facility to that of the German model, bankers Avhose hearts are so cold that

business men to do any such thing? In trying to demonstrate this on the they prefer economics to humanity?
1 wonder whether they realise what mantel-piece Gregory broke the Eng- Whatsubstifcuteare we to find, Gregory

misery an arrangement of this kind lish motor-car, wlvch I regarded as a and I, for this bond of disagreement

will bring into countless humble homes, triumph for Free Trade. that they are about to remove?
How, for instance, will it fare with Gregory replied that the car would I have said that I am a Free Trader,

Gregory, and how with me? You not have broken unless he had hit the and that Gregory believes in Tariff

might as well take away from us the clock with it, and that the clock came Eeform, but as a matter of fact, at the

sunlight, the flowers and the birds as from Switzerland and was of a peculiarly moment when this bombshell from the

this long-standing dispute between us detestable shape. This, he pointed out, bankers burst upon us, negotiations

on Tariff Eeform and Free Trade. was an argument for Tariff Eelorm. • were actually on foot to transfer our
Gregory is a Tariff Eeformer, and I I have not, 1 may say, always been a respective allegiances, on the grounds

believe in'^Free Trade. That at least is Free Trader. What converted me was that each of us now thinks that he has
the immediate position of affairs. If Gregorj^’s lamentable defection, to- one or two more corking arguments on
I shiver and say, ‘-What

j j

the other side than his

disgusting weather !

’’

Gregory answers, “How
can you expect to have
decent weather with-

,

out Tariff Eeform ? *’ ^
And if Gregory says

he cannot shake off his

cold I point out to him
that his cold is the nat-

ural affliction of a man
who does nob believe in

This proposed aboli-

tion of ail the tariff

harriers of Europe
would not help either of

us in the least. It is my '

contention that Eree
Trade is good for Eng-
land even if all the tariff ^Lisa .

'

barriers in the other -

countries were two hun-
dred feet high, with little Frenchmenand

Gregorj^’s lamentable defection, to- i one or two more corking arguments on
the other side than his

opponent is able to ad-
\ vance. The blow there-

'

fore has been very bitter

oil
to Gregory and me. We

^ attempt to

k" f
break down all econo-

^ ^ L ^*^0 masses are in-

extricably mingled. Yet
hoped that for

^ our time at least the dis-

What

’

s THAT MEAH, BiLL?” tmction bstweeii Tariff

ehj], “That s Latin fob ‘Keep off the geass Eeform and Free Trade
;—; might have been pre-

wards the beginning of this century, to I served Jrom the Vandal and the Visi-

^Liza . “What’s that mean. Bill?”
Bill [Wisely ], “That s Latin fob ‘Keep off the geass

Germans and Spaniards peering scorn- the heresy of Protection, which he had goth.
fully over the top. It is Gregory’s pro- previously opposed with all the eio- Judging by their reticence, I suspect
found belief that even if all the other quence ati his command. that several of our great daily news-
countries of Europe adopted Free Trade, I could nob permit our life-long in- papers are feeling a similar sense of
England w^uld be benefited^ by Tariff timacy to Le broken by so untoward an affront. Evoe.
Eeform. To remove the whole issue agreengenb on a vital economic policy. =
takes something out of our lives which i'or the sake of our friendship I threw ‘•PABTNEESHiP.-Coui'sebookmakerrequires
can never be properly leplaced. over Tariff Eeform, and we now both man with £200 to act as his confidential clerk,
Some time ago I triumphantly showed of us have the added advantage in argu- Wages £2 per day and short of profits

Gregory two coloured penny motor-cars ment of being able to observe :
monthly.”-:D<ii^7/ Pa},er,

made of tin. The wheels of one of them “Letmerecailfor a moment what you Is the betting tax casting its shadow
went round, and the wheels of the other said in 1905 (or 1906). Sittiog in that before?
wouldn’t. The motor-car with the chair (or lying on that hearth-rug), you
sticky wheels was made in England, used the words : ‘It seems to me that From an article on “A Flutter at
and the other one in Germany. 1 the country is heading towards the Monte Carlo ” :

—

alluded to the aptitude which the Ger- precipice of economic disaster, and can- « One black-coated oroixpier, a beavily-mou-maps have always shown for making not possibly be saved unless— staohed gentleman in evening dre^s, so im-
toys, and used the two motor-cars as Anfithis, 1 must say,"gives an added 'wholesomely pallid as to suggest his having
the text for a short homily on the piquancy to our debates recently disinterred, having thrice re-

® f^mUy life so compli- Zt wHh Tair lifTro!country those manufactures which the cated, bound up with so many pleasant nonnoed weariness, ‘Le jeux est fait’ (‘the
genius and natural resources of its in- reminiscences, is now to be destroyed, game is made P<ipc»\
habitants enabled it to produce most if you please, by a posse of eminent The pallid gentleman’s French also
cheaply and well. financiers, many of them foreigners at seems to have been a little mouldy
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ODE TO RED.
0 YOU that give the shepherd
A morning tip that he

Will probably be peppered
Before he ’s back to, tea,

Yet when you come ac nightfall

Inform his westering eye
That, bar perhaps a slight fall,

The morrow should be dry,

All colours have about them
A charm we cannot shun

;

What we should do without them
1 couldn’t say, for one

;

But, though I speak with deference
For others, be it said

That my unshaken preference
Is still for you, O Bed.

1 love the crude geranium.
The lobster and the prawn,

A bald and sunburnt cranium
' And hippos v^hen they yawn

;

A ferret with a pink eye
Inflates me with delight,

And, now 1 come to think, I
Prefer red wines to white.

The red of kingly trappings
Which charm the subject’s eye

And rouse devoted clappings
I place extrenaely high.

And, though one feels a check
where

That royal hue is found
In Communistic neckwear,
The taste itself is sound.

Dear is the Eye of Danger
Which, shining through the gloom,

Saves the unwary stranger
From damage or the tomb

;

Bed garments worn by ladies
Exalt me to the full.

Unless the red-clad maid is

In trouble with a bull;

I love, again, red roses.

Bed cheeses and red gold,

The crimson blush of noses
'

Afflicted by a cold.

The planet Mars; and parrots

j

(When red), and,cherry-^rt,
A motor-bus, -and carrots :

P carrot's ! O my heart ! /
'

-

I Beat not, 0 heart, ^so wdldly
For her of long-ago

Whom you, to put it mildly,
Worshipped when ten or so

;

Her dazzling head she rated
As auburn—all the same

Her brothers, whom she hated,
Gave it a ruder name.

Such dreams the world may pooh-
pooh,

Bub oh, I loved that crown,
Crested to shame the hoopoe,

Until she turned me down

;

And, though I ’ve long been pen-
sioned,

My heart is not yet chill,

And that same root I mentioned
Eeminds me of it still.

Dum-Dum.

A Mixed Bag.
“On the New Natm Major

,
Mr.

John. and Mr. Stephen —^— shot in one
day 27 brace of partridges, Captain L.

,

Lieut.-Colonel
,
and seven hares.”
Noi tli-bountry Paper,

“ Wanted, a number of motorists to push new
business propaganda in and out of London in
their spare time.' Free petrol .”—Daily Paper.

There 's.quite a lot ofnew lousiness-propa-
ganda that we should not mind -seeing
pushed out of London. -

“Mr. and Mrs. F. gave a most enjoy-
able dance at the Masonic Hall, Gonville, for
the coming of age of their kingfisher blue panne
velvet, trimmed daughter, Doreen.”

Netv Zealand Paper,

They were almost bound to give a good
dance for a girl like that.



Mr. Lloyd George. “MINE. I THINK!”
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MY PHOTOGRAPH.
I HAVE just had my photograph tahen.

It stands on my desk before me as I

write. It is the picture of a grim, smug,
self-conscious cad. No, it isn’t. It is

the picture of a poor, weak, indeter-

minate, characterless ass. The head is

thrown back in an arrogant manner and

tilted foolishly to one side
;
the chin is

thrust forward in a pathetically feeb.e

imitation of Mussolini; the eyes are

soulless and cruel, with a suspicion ol

insanity lurking in their expression.

The mouth is vague and nervous, the

lips pursed tightly and yet portraying

nothing but weakness and indecision.

The complexion is shiny and white, like

that of a man who lives his life in the

more expensive night-clubs and never

takes exercise. The hair is smooth
and glossy, with the marks of the comb
showing clearly upon it. The clothes

are stiff and conventional; the whole
thing is a lamentable failm-e. Yet none
of it was my fault.

I remember so well how it happened.

I remember how I sat in the waiting-

room that morning looking through

albums of photographs of other people

who had been “ taken ” before me, all

of them so prim and steady and respect-

able. I remember how 1 looked in the

mirror and straightened my tie and

pulled down my waistcoat and sighed.

I remember how the man fastened me
down in the chair and clipped my head

into a gadget that came up from the

back, I remember wondering if this

gadget would come out in the picture.

I remember how the man came up to

me and turned my body sideways, facing

to the right, and my head sideways,

facing to the left. I remember how
it reminded me of having my tonsils

taken out with a local ansesthetic. And
I shuddered.

I remember the conversation.
“ Not quite so serious, please.”
“ But i am serious,” I replied.

At which the man laughed and said,

“Not always surely? Come—a little

more cheerful now.”
Whereupon I smiled a wan and sickly

smile, so that he had to wait for a few
moments until it had worn off. I re-

member affecting an air of nonchalance
with a dash of devilment in it, but this

again checked him.

I remember how I wanted to look to

one side instead of straight i^to the

gaping mouth of the camera, and I re-

memfer how the man declined to

allow it.

I remember trying to concentrate on
some happy event of my life and fail-

ing to think of one. I remember that

at the last crucial moment I was horri-

fied by the thought that I had con-

tracted a violent squint.

And it all comes back to me as I look

at this photograph propped up in front

of me on my desk, and I realise that it

ought never to have happened.

My friends are all clamouring for a

copy. How can I let them have it?

How can 1 allow this false impression
of me to be stuck up on mantelpieces

all over the country ? How can 1 allow
it to appear alongside those powerful
articles which I am always about to

write for the Sunday papers ? How can
i ? I cannot

;
I will not allow it.

There is another picture of me. It

was taken by an amateur, aged eight.

In it 1 am seen playing a shot with my
mashie-niblick in the garden. The ex-

pression is particularly bright and intel-

ligent, despite the fact that it is obvious

from my swing that the shot with the

mashie-niblick must have been socketed.

It is an exceedingly pleasant likeness

of me. I have decided to use this. 1

have decided to have it enlarged (the

head and shoulders, cutting out the golf-

swing), and I shall send it round to my
friends. They may say that it is mean
of me, but it is better so. Meanness is

only one fault. All the others are in that

picture which now lies in a hundred
fragments in my waste-paper basket.

- — L.B.G.

Misfortunes Never Come Singly.

“During the Term we had’measles, German
mpasles and mumps, and a full inspection, by
the Board of Education.”—School Magazine*

“Police last night took to Cannon-row
Police Station a largo motor-car fund unat-
tended ill Whitehall.’—Dcjh?/ Paper,

If this fund was raised for the upkeep
of our roads, it is not the first raid of

the kind. Does Mr. Chubchill know
anything about it ?
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CONFESSIONS OF A REPORTER.

Interviewing tee Post^hastee-

General.

I.

—

The Dream.

With lightning rapidity my request

Give them mylove,” said the P.M.G. I said. I just want a little

“W'hat a slogan that would make, by talk with him, man to man.”
the way 1 Tell them they are ever in “ Is it about a postcard which has
my thoughts. And tell the children just been delivered after fifteen years ?

”

that their slogan, *Eat Your Crusts!' went on the voice warily,

will be on the envelopes next week.” “ No,” I said
;
“ it *s an interview.

He slipped a one-and-sixpenny postal- Press interview. * Tell the public ' in-
fer an interview was sent by pneumatic order into my hand. terview.”

tube to the inner sanctum of the Post- “ Just a sample,” he said, smiling. In that case,” said the voice, “ we
Master-General, who, I understood, “ Good-bye, good-bye.” shall be very pleased to see you at
was superintending the framing of a I passed out into the busy streets eleven o’clock precisely, if you can
halfpenny stamp for presentation to the and stood for half-an-honr with a pigeon make it convenient to call at that hour.”
High Commissioner of one of our vast on the toe of each boot, thinking on

! Dominions.

i
k warm invitation to come

! up at once was extended to me.

j

As I entered the room he

j

came to meet me with out-

I

stretched hand, and 1 felt the

;

currents of magnetism flowing
I around me, under the door and
1 down the stairs.

Por the Postmaster-
General is a personality.

“ Surely that was the Lord
Chancellor whom I passed /

on the stairs ? ” I queried as
^ j

we sat down and drew our
chairs together.
f^Why not?” smiled the

P.M.G, I had a very reason-

able complaint this- morning
from Mr. Smith, who keeps
the generalshop at Blackberry-
on-Hili, with regard to one of

our slogans, and of course I

hastened to enlist the highest

legal aid in the land.”

But all this must take up
your time,” I saidwonderingly.
“What am I here for?”

! demanded the P.M.G. “Could
I take any pleasure in my high
office if 1 thought that one of

my employers was nursing a al*,

grievance against me in his s^YEETi^

heart? Mr, Smith will re-

ceive a postcard—no, a letter-

card— to-morrow morning [Hr.

which will assure him that his

objection has been completely
and lovingly dealt with. The Smiths of

Great Britain are very dear to the heart
of a Postmaster-General,” he concluded
earnestly.

“ Our readers will be delighted to

* the greatness of St. Martin-le-Grand. I made it convenient.

/.#i

To see the Postmaster-

^ General, I gathered from the
official who received me grave-
ly, was as impossible as to see

Chancellor op the Ex-

\ CHEQUER when you want to
complain about your income-

\ \ lax assessment,though 1 learnt

“ r^/ V ^ space of some

I i

^ad been no
fewer than three regrettable
irregularities in this respect.

i]k
\ I

^ Aberdeen

;

.W J A T V another was an American from

^7^. i M ^ small town in the Middle
West who wanted to “Check

^ official shuddered in quitVa

A f \ \ ! i
human way when he told me

/ I \ \ j I
other, of course,

Jss^ \ \ f \ ^ ^ady. These cases were
still occupying the attention

officials who dealt with

^ ^ more trouble for the Postmas^-
ter-General over the post-
mark slogans ? ” I asked.

SANDS POE PLOUGHING. “Further dissatisfaction on
:msay MagBo^lb. ‘‘There’s none too much the part of the public would of
IN THIS DESERT AIR.” course take some considerable

— cessor. The special forms re-

II.-Thb Eeality. f such objections

' AAA » T ’-I .
y®^ passed by the com-

Umcial 000, I said, taking down mittee which deals with such matters.

_ . _ .
would have to be a careful

^

Disnguard is Trunks, said a sweet sifting of evidence and classifying of
ice re^^ingly. persons concerned. Then, after a suit-

.

^ repeated, able interval, such persons would be

SANDS POE PLOUGHING.
Ifr, EAMSAit MagDcnald, “There’s none too much

S^YEETNESS IN THIS DESERT AIR.”
Mr, Noel Buxton, “No, and there won’t be any until

THE LANDOWNERS TAKE A LEAP OUT OP OUR BOOK.”

[Mr. Eamsay MacDonald, accompanied by Mr. Noel
Buxton, formerly Minister of Agriculture, has gone lo the
Sahara.]

II.

—

The Eeality.

heaiaiUhis, isaid. “ I represent one- voice reprovingly. nersons concerned Then nrW o
miilion-and-two ^ople, exclusive of “No, 000 !” I repeated. able interval, such persons would becomplimentary and TOucher copies, you » Oh, said theWeet voice, requested to presenUhemselves with

“Who do vou qurmosp Hip f, <

such forms as were necessary, at the

are? "SoSredtheWp SL ^7
^ Eincbley?” asted the head offices of their districts.”

t M
^ sweetvoice . . . “Have they answered? “And the finalists? ” I asked.

Mr Cm? T
“Would be granted an interview—Ml. OoOK, I expect, I said thought- [ the ime . . . You re through.” no. nnf.wif.Vi (-.Iia PnonmrAQm,.T._n,.rT.,.,...-rt I.

— ' O XV,» VXJ.XV^U,tii4,

<?A 1 11 i: 1 *11 Official 000,” said a voice.
“And aU of them with their little “I want to speak to the Postmaster-

grievances, no doubt,"musedtheP.M.G. General,” I requested.

.. T , n . ,
.“ ^ telephone account ?

Witnout rwiy doubt, I said decidedly, said the voice guardedly.

“And the finalists? ” I asked.
“Would be granted an interview

—

no, not with the Postmaster-General,
but with some official under Schedule
P (18), who would ”

,

“Note theobjection? ” I said brightly.
“Exactly,” said the official with

quite a kind smile.



Mabel (loho has been to tea with small friend). ‘‘And only fancy, Mummy I Molly can say the Lord’s Pbayer and do up
HER OWN GAITERS !

”

THE POPINJAY.

’Twas Julius Caesar’s self, so goes

A story I find pleasant,

Who gave to us our English

rose

And, equally, our pheasant

;

So when in June a rose I pick

When roses on the trees are,

Or when, just now, I hear a stick,

A far-ofi beater’s busy stick.

Go tap, I think of CiESAu,

Of General Julius O^esau,

The rose of royal sort is she,

To England’s Arms material

;

But if a rose is royalty

A pheasant cock ’s imperial

;

His collar’s white, his mail’s more
bright

And bronze than I can utter;

And when he goes to bed at night,

Hole hoh, goes up to bed at night,

He makes a lordly splutter,

A mighty lordly splutter.

He naixes much with millionaires

Who mostly own our good land,

He gives himself infernal airs

When walking in a woodland;
He ne’er in cottage gardens is

The pledge of rustic lovers,

His are the gold-roofed palaces,

Those blue and gold-roofed palaces,

The gay October covers,

Our gold autumnal covers.

And later, when you see him come,
Some sparkling mom surmounting,

Tall as the towers of Ilium
The battery discounting.

He sails, a popinjay of blood,

Eesplendently aspiring

;

And if he crashes with a thud
There *11 seldom sound another thud
More meet for your admiring.

Complacent self-admiring.

So when you hear a beater’s stick

As busy as the bees are,

Spare half a moment (but be quick
!)

To think of Julius OissAR
(The fraction of a breath will do,

I ’d say to lord or yeoman),
Then concentrate, my lad, like glue

Upon (remember, please, like ghie I)

xAnother noble Eoman,
This right imperial Eoman,

“ Women (2) of Social Prestige, good appear-

ance and personality, for civic work ; must be
capable of meeting the elect.”

Dominion Paper.

Would these be the Mayor and Cor-

poration?

OPEN LETTERS.
To Jenny the Chambermaid.

Dear Jenny,—You are a nice girl,

and, when you like, you can smile very
prettily and make the hotel seem almost
a possible place. You look after the

rooms fairly well—that is to say, as well

as anything is done nowadays, when
there is such a concentration of thought
on time-off and its beguilements, from
love and the shops to dancing and the

pictures ; but you have one grave fault

:

you will not bring in my boots.

Wherever I find you, in England or

abroad, you are fixed in your determina-
tion not to perform this simple act, and
I wish you would tell me why. Are you
bound by a rule drawn up by the Con-
federation of Chambermaids or League
of Servants ? If so, evenwhile not under-
standing it, I can accept the situation.

But if it is a mere capricious and whim-
sical unwillingness on the part of you
and your sisterhood I wish you would
reconsider it. Nothing is more annoy-
ing than, half-dressed, to have to stoop
at the doorway and rake them in.

I appeal to you, Jenny, to think of
|

our plight and behave more kindly.*

I am, Yours sincerely, E. V; L.
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OLYMPIANA.
T^vo things one quickly learns at the

Motor Show. One is that every car is,

in turn, the best, or, at any rate, has
no defects. The other is that, whatever

I else the busy inventive brains at the

I

back of the industry can do, they can*t

devise a door that can be securely shut

without banging.

* * *

Olympia when the Motor Show is on

j

would be a really amusing place were

I

it not for other people. Other

,

people are always in the way,

I
but never so much so as when

i you want to look closely at

j

a car or to ask questions of

1
the salesman ; and no matter

1
bow early you arrive, even to

I

putting yourself out painfully

to get there, these otherpeople

are there first.

Norwill the salesman catch

your eye. Obviously, by any
person of sense, and particu-

larly by a dealer, to whom
serious customers and orders

are the breath of life, every-

one else should be gently

but firmly discouraged directly

your approach is discerned.

But this does not happen at

motor shows, where the sales-

man seems to be at the mercy
of any impostor who is there

merely out of id e and loqua-

cious curiosity. I suppose the
poor fellows become dazed.

Tt/i

As for the impostors, who
pretend that they want to

buy but really have neither

the intention nor the means,
they are always a nuisance,

but never more so than when
they sit in the cars. Under
the pretence of testing the
comfort of the seats and
springs they will retire in

couplesinside these fastnesses
and there repose and talk for

balf-an-hour on end. The
salesman would eject them if he could

;

but how dare he if they look like the
real thing?

^ ^ ^

But the greatest blemish of all is that,

although motor shows are promoted in
the interests of trade, the aim of every
exhibitor being to sell his car, the one
thing that you cannot do there is to buy
one. Not what I call buying, which is

putting down your money and removing
the goods. No one can go to a motor
show, take a fancy to a car and drive it

away. Harold Lloyd might succeed
in this manosuvre, Harold Lloyd being
supernatural, but no one else could, not

even the millionairiest of Napoleons or

the most Napoleonic of millionaires.

^ ^ ^
The perfect way would be for every

exhibitor to keep in a garage close by, or

even in a side street, numerous other ex-

amples of liis cars ready for service.

Then there would be business indeed.

You would see the model, make the

usual inquiry, ‘‘Can’t I have this one ?
”

receive the usual reply, “ No, I *m sorry,

but it was sold on the first day of the

show,” and then be led to the reserves

I 11*1^ »! . . • I
1 I

h'aie Gentleman, “ Well, have you pinished with the tele-
phone ?

”

Indignant old Lady, “I haven’t touched it. Sie. I ’ve only
BEEN waiting FOR THE RAIN TO CEASE.”

to conclude the bargain and dash home
with the prize.

Buthow far is this ideal from the real i

“ I should like one of these,” you say.
“ In fact, I *11 have one. When can you
deliver it ? To-morrow ? ** and you draw
out your cheque-book.

“To-morrow!” shouts the young
man, in his consternation and surprise
almost taking his hands out of his
pockets. “To-morrow! That would
be impossible.”

“ The next day, then,” you say.
“ The next day !

” he echoes, in the re-

newed disorder caused by such a revo-
lutionary suggestion actually disarrang-

ing his hair. “ You could not have it

for at least three weeks.**

* * *
Three weeks is the stock phrase. It

might be three months
;
but if you want

a new car very badly the difference

doesn*t matter: three weeks and three
months are the same.

* ^ *
Even the body-makers, those aristo-

crats, won’t let you drive the car away.
“Yes, you can have it,** they say, “ but
not till the end of the show. You see,

it *s a model.”
' More often, however, it

has just been sold. “If you
had only come along balf-

an-hour ago,** the superb
creature murmurs; and you
walk sadly away, wondering
what it must be like to

live in homes such as theirs,

with satinwood inlay even in

the kitchen-table.

* * *
Pondering on this iron rule

of postponement, this impos-
sibility of getting immediate
possession, I thought, as I

went home, what an amusing
and satisfactory thing it

would be if we varied the
Motor Show with a Coffin

Show. And why not? It

sounds gloomy, but as a mat-
ter of fact might be made an
aid to composure. Can’t you
see the rival makers standing
discreetly but proudly by their

exhibits, prait^ing them in care-

fully-modulated tones, with
all the rich resources of the

advertisers’ dictionary, that

unctuous tome. It would be

pleasant to seehow tastefully or

even luxuriously upholstered
one's last residence was to be

;

but more than pleasant—de-

liciously soothing—to hear
the salesman, no longer a
superior and unsympathetic
youth, but a suave and elderly

man, respectful and reserved,

assure you that not for many years
could it be ready for you 1

“But 1 want it at once,” you would
fjust for fun or from habit) exclaim.
“At once! Impossible! We could

not make this to give you satisfaction

under twenty years at least.”

That would be worth hearing.
'

’ B.V.L.

“Our soft Furnishing Expert’s advice is

always at the disposal of Customers who are
considering alterations to existing schemes.”

AdvL m Scots Paper,

Our experience of Caledonian experts is

that their softness is apt to be over-
rated.
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SHE-SHANTIES.
I Like Them Fluffy . , •

Some like them gentle and sweet

;

Some like them haughty and proud;

Some of us like them petite,

And some of us love the whole crowd

;

Some will insist upon grace,

And some make a point of the pelf,

But, to take a particular case,

I do lite them fluffy myself.

I like them fluffy, Ifreely cojifess,

With fluffy blue eyes and a fluffy blue dress,

With fair fluffy hair, like Love-in-a-mist,

And lips that declare I want to he kissed,**

With fluffy soft cheeks, like plums on a wall.

With a fliiffy soft heart, and no brains at all.

Some like a girl that *s well-read;

Some like a shingle or crop;

But I don’t care what ’s in her head

Brains are all right in their place,

But oh, it ’s a shock to the heart

If the lady postpones an embrace
To invite your opinions on Art

!

And to-day, as I paused on the brink,

I own I was slightly annoyed
When she sighed and said, “ What do you think
Of the basic assumptions of Feeud ?

”

I like them fluffy,** I gently replied,

Not huffy or stuffy, or puffy toith pride,

With downy soft eyebrotos and artful blue eyes,

The kind that the high-broios pretend to despise,

With fluffy complex'tons, like plums on a icall,

And fluffy opinions, and no brains at all,** A, P, H.

Our Helpful Contenxporaries.

From a column headed ** Matrimonial Queries ” :

—

“The French word ‘nee’ means born. Hence jMaiy Smith nee
Adams means that Mary was christened Adams and took the other
name by the marriage Canadian Paper,

If there ’s plenty of hair on the top

;

Give me the frivolous locks

;

Give me the Gaiety Queen;
Give me the Chocolate Box,
And give me the Girls’ Magazine!

I like them fluffy—I knoio it *s had taste— .

With fluffy soft looks and a floioer at the waist,

With golden hair flying like mist round the moon.

And lips that seem sighing “ You must kiss me
soon;

**

Not huffy or stuffy, not tiny or tall,

But fluffy ^
just fluffy, with no brains at all.

From Smith Minor’s history-paper :

—

“ Q. Write a short note on Pope Innocent the Third ?

Am, Pope Innocent the Third was a very good Pope. I ’m afraid
I don’t know much about Pope Innocent the Third. Well, honestly,
I don’t know anything about Pox>e Innocent the Third.”

‘.‘History Repeats Itself.

William Shakespeare was thename of a man convicted yesterday at
Police Court of game trespass. It was stated he kiUod tvro

rabbits in a wood. Shakespeare, who said he wanted a dinner, was
fined £1 or 14 days.”—Sunday Paper,

It does not seem to have occurred to him to plead that the
rabbits were really killed by a man named Bacon.
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AT THE PLAY.
“Children of the Moon ” (Royalty).

Ip the author, Mr. Martin Flavin,
meant me to leave the theatre- in a state

of nervous apprehension, wondenng
whether there was a tendency to moon-
stroke in my family, I am sorry to dis-

appoint him. The fact is that my flesh

was never made to creep properly. For
one thing, the atmosphere of mystery
which he invited me to breathe was too

obscure to be really uncanny. For an-

other, the manner of its introduction

was not calculated to thrill me. For
we first heard of the A tlierton tradition

of lunacy from a half-witted old grand
papa who had lost his memory and
simply doddered. It was his view that

we are all sprung from the Moon, and
that to the Moon we ultimatelj^ return.

I gathered that she had a curiously

perverted sense of motherhood, for she
sometimes required her children to go
out of their minds and commit suicide

when she was at the full. This had
happened to the old man’s son and
grandson, and, though he himself had
survived and still kept in filial touch
with his unearthly mother by means of

a massive telescope (loaned by Messrs.
Negretti AND ZAMBBA),we leamedtbat
this moon-business had spoilt the prom-
ise of a brilliant career. True, be had
contrived to be^‘ome a Judge, but ap-
parently inAmerica, where this

play seems to come from, a

little job like that doesn’t

count.

But, if Mr. Flavin fails as a
mystery-monger, his humanity
is better than his metaphysics,
and in Lmcra, the daughter-
in-law of Judge Atherton, he
gave us a very real and orig-

inal character. The First Act
had been little more than a pre-
paration for her appearance in

the Second. It had moved
very deliberately while every-
body, except a butler and an
air-mechanic, was talking ter-

ribly good English; and its

,only relief was the charm of

Miss MaryRorke as the sweet-
est of grandmothers. But v/itli

the advent of Miss Miriam
Lev\'es as Laura we sat up and
began to take serious notice.
News has reached her that

lier daughter Jane is taking
kindly to a Majcn' Bannister,
an aviator (so Laura called
him), who is being nursed in
tldQ Atherton house after a crash
in the neighbourhood, and she
comes at full speed to inter-

vene, having given up a foreign
tour (“cancelled her reserva-

tions,” as she puts it) for the purpose.

Shejs one of those women whose pas-

sionate love for their children is nothing

A DAUGHTER-IN-LAW OF THE MOON.
Laura AUertc/n . . Miss Miriam Lewes.
Jane Atherkn . . . Mi5>s Delia Dellvina.

but a glorified form of prehensile ego-
ism. A very tigress- of a mother, she
would herself claw theni to death rather

than lose them by any other process.
She had already done something very
like this to her only son. In a final

effort to dissuade him from joining-up
in the War she had let out the secret of
the suicidal ' lunacy in his blood (his

father bad died of it), with the result
that this knowledge had preyed upon
his mind and he had thrown himself
from his fighting-plane.

First she forbids Jane to marry any
flying-man because of this tragic associ-
ation, Then she discovers that Major
Bannister had been her son’s superior
officer and • had allowed him to fly

under a full moon, though aware of his
hereditary taint. That made him a
murderer, and she forbids Jane to marry
a murderer. Failing here, as a last

resort she discloses the family tendency,
takes Jane into the full moonlight and
lets her go mad.

Subsequently, whether through a re-

vulsion of spirit or because she sees
that shemustin any case lose her daugh-
ter, she repents and gives way. But
it is then too late. Jane retains enough
sanity to refuse to let her lover marry
a lunatic

;
and he, recognising that her

suicide is only a matter of time, arranges
to antedate and share it. So he seizes
the opportunity of. a moon-tranco to
carry her off in his plane,* \vith only a
thimblelul of petrol, into ~the, thick of a
sea-fog. And that ’s that. - . i

Tf the play survives it, must
be on the strength of Laura's

•
- character ‘ and Miss Miriam
Lewes’s notableinterpretation
of its domineering egoism.
Time after tinae, when the de-

vastating arguments of all the
others ought to have reduced
her to pulp, she came up resili-

ent. Now and again her voice
betrayed the familiar influence
of Mrs. Patrick Campbell,
but her personality is too dis-

tinct for that to matter much.
Miss Delia Dellvina had

perhaps a more difficult part
as Jane, and she did some
brave things. If her gestures
were a little angularshe at least

escaped the self-assurance of

the girl of to-day. Indeed there
was happily nothing very
modern in this play, though

. its time was the present or
thereabouts. ..

As the family
,
doctor Mr.

Felix Aylmer had a light task,

or made it. seem light by the
soundness of his manner, Mr.
Frank Freeman’s Major Ban-
nister seemed a little colour-
less, but that may have been
du,e to a '^cottnmendable reti-

cence. I have spoken of Miss

COMPARE AND GRAND’MilRE.
Dr. Weih&rell Mr. Felix AvLiirER.
Madam Athertmi Miss -MAnv, Rorke.
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Mary Borke’s charm as ''21adain''

Atherton) and it; remains to say that Mr.
Stanley Lathbury, as the old Judge,

babbled of very improbable matters as

probably as could be expected; and
that Mr. Elliot Makeram gave a

pleasant sketch of H'iggs the mechanic.

We, could have done with a little more
of his Cockney humour, mild as it was,

for very little diversion was to be got

out of the trivialities of the but-

ler, Thomas, the only other character

who really tried to be funny.

The elementary lighting of the simple

scene—the same commonplace interior

throughout— discouraged any atmo-
sphere of mystei7. No attempt was
made at an effect of chiaroscuro; we
were given a steady stream of electric

light within and of full moon without.

!

Indeed the latter paid no attention to

the alleged sea-fog, but shone right

through it with unabated brilliance. I

should add that ‘‘the Atherton Eesi-

dence” was supposed to be situated

on a rock-bound coast, where, ac-

cording to the butler's statement, the

surf roared day and night without inter-

mission. This continuous monotone

Prmcess Charming, Elaine of Novia smith). The revolutionary leader,
(Miss Winnie Melville), is des tined to has surrounded the Sylvanian Legation,

^
whither Elaine has fled, and demands

( her surrender. Alter much flashing of

f
swords and heroic resolutions of what
might very ^vell have been all the junior

officers of the Sylvanian navy under
command of a Lieutenant Torelii (Mr.

,

John Clarke)—to an excellent mar;ial
air of Mr. Bussell Bennett’s—the re-

sourcelul Clniff suggests that if she
mar ies one of the officers (and why not
Torelii, who is obviously in love with
her?) she will be a Sylvanian subject
and free to depart. Imnoff, man of

blood and iron, rather surprisingly

accepts this solution and stalks out of

the
^
picture, his resolution having no

doubt been sapped by the dancer,
Wanda Navaro (Miss Alice Delysi.a),
who plays Delilah to his Samson with

^

her finished audacious skill.

The newly-wedded pair arriving at

King Christian's court, this sham-sinis-
monarch, who has been ready to

- approve the marriage if his unseen
PALACE BOR^. princess should turn out to be dull and

iatdy „a aateally
cumbs to the beautiful if reluctant

might have contributed a suggestion of be the consort of the cynicalATfngO/M'is- Elaine; has her divorced forthwith
impending doom, but in order that the of Sylvania (Mr. George Geos- by his Attorney-General) and strictly

‘ Ij, T.-i
dialogue might have a chance it

was only suffered to operate spas-

modically, 0. S.

“ Princess Charming
”

(Palace).

The new piece at the Palace,

though labelled “A Eomance with /A

Music,” is really quite in the fS
authentic British musical comedy
tradition, and must be judged by
standards proper and peculiar to (^jk
the type rather than with the

critical apparatus called for by
really grown-up entertainments. >551
It has more plot and coherence jBS
than is usual, and perhaps slightly hH
more plausible characterisation.

But I doubt whether Perencz
Martos, the librettist, or Albert IM
SziRMAi, the composer, would al-

together appreciate the inter-

polation by assistant lyricists 49
and song-makers which give the E
whole a I'ather snippety air. And 1
1 should be surprised if even a 1

third of what Mr. W. H. Berry
]

{Albert Chuff, insurance-agent)

says was evenput on paper at all.
'

His fun has that effect of adroit AA

extemporisation so characteristic

of this comedian’s competent if

somewhat stereotyped method;
but, however amusing, it needs
pruning, simply because four hours

is too long for even tolerant citi-

zens to hold out against the Alheii C

minor pangs of boredom, ^ Wanda ,

guarded pending her re-marriage
^ to himself on the morrow.

And, to cut an obvious story

short, of course all ends as the
gallery could wish— constant
lovers united, wicked king con-
soled by siren much more suited

to his sophisticated taste.

Needless to say Mr. Berry and
Miss Delysia contributed many
outrageous jests, and there were
others in a politer vein, of which
the definition of a rake as “a thing
which makes hay with grass wid-
ows,” may serve as a good sample.

Tunetul airs in many moods,

heroic or danceable
;
an excellent

portrait of a king in Mr. George
Grossmith’s subtler manner:
Delysia’ s admirable technique
and calculated indiscretions’; Mr.

Miss Winnie Melville’s charm-
ing looks and voice (with a little

roughness in its high notes—not
surprising perhaps in a smoke-
laden atmospbere|

; some lively

larly by Miss Ardath Db^Sales,
Miss Elaine Lettor and Miss

dresses and uniforn^—in all tSs
there is plenty to delight the eyes,

tickle the ears, and provide an es-
“ COLOSSAL ASSURANCE.” cape from the realities:' Compres-

Alh&'t Chuff (Insurance Agent) . Mr. W. H. Berry. sion should improve this show, for

Wanda Navaro Miss Alice Delysia. which I prophesy a long run. T.Wa7tda Navairo

.
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THE BOOK IHIART.

Mr, Philip Anderer is bringing out

yet another Angina novel. Headers

who have followed the exploits of Lady
Angina Pectoris through Angina, An-
ginaMarried and Angina Divorced need

not feel discouraged by the title of his

latest novel, Angina Buried,

Mr. Anderer, who is a firm believer

in an intensified after-life, has another

Angina volume well on the way.
* * *

Jaios That Have Interested Me is not,

as might be supposed, either political

or theological, "it contains a series of

thumb-nail character sketches and sytn-

:

pathetic obituary notices written by a

retired prize-fighter who hidesunderthe
nom de guerre oi'* A Gentleman with a

Glove.” He gives us a number of per-

sonal recollections of prominent money-
lenders, landlords, and fellow-pugilists,

some of whom are still living. We
welcome the appearance of this viva-

cious writer, who makes such an agree-

able contrast to the more recent type
of biographer whose ambition it seems
to be to five comfortably and to write

dangerously. ^ *

The publication by the Pleshpots

Press of a volume of Memoirs by Vis-

count Mammon of Unrighteousness has
created quite a stir in many quarters.

It is rumoured that the continued in-

stability of the franc may be attributed

i
to it and that several episcopal sees will

I

shortly be vacant. Lord Mammon has

I

been associated in his time with a great

j
many public figures and is well known

I

in the City and on Wall Street. Those of

I

his Lordship’s admirers who would like

to see him our future British Dictator

are particularly recommended to secure
his book. ^ ^ ^

Messrs. Borrov/ and Boost have done
the public a great service by bringing
out in a cheap and convenient form a
modern version of Dante’s masterpiece,

' under the title of Doivn anvong the Dead

j

Meji, Several of the Immortal Ploren-

1
tine’s purely local characters have given

I
place to notorious people of our own

i times, such as Teotskt, Landru,
i
Wilhelm II. and the inventor of the

j

saxophone.' The foreword, by an ex-

j

curator of Madame Tdssaud’s, is in

j

itself a brilliant piece of suggestive
and restrained criticism. The book,
as he points out, should help to fill the
gap caused by the burning of the Baker
Street institution.

** A large tannery at Sydney was completely
’ gutted by fire yesterday. One fireman was

I

estimated at £40,000.”—Provincial Paper.

! He seems to have been worth more

I

than a million tanners.

AN ECHO OF COLCHESTER.

Hail to thee, blest oyster,

Only shunned hy cranks,

Welcomed in the cloister,

Worshipped by the Yanks,

The glory of the genus of Lamelli-

branclis I

Though the first who swallowed

Thee remains incog..

Millions who have followed,

Avidly agog.

His splendid lead, acclaim him as a

brave bold dog.

Prized in ages hoary
In the distant East,

Gustatory glory

Of the Eoman feast,

Yet sanctioned and approved of by the

fasting priest

;

Beautiful in ban*els.

Making luncheon gay.

Mourned in Lewis Oarroll’s
Elegiac lay.

Beloved of bards and sages down from
Ohaxjcee’s day

;

Linked with the inglorious

Name of Dando, still

. Earned as* the notorious

Bilking ostreophil

Who used to eat his thousands but

never paid the bill

;

Better than all fishes,

Salmon, sole or trout,

Better than the dishes

Gourmets rave about

;

Devoid of acid, unprovocative of gout.

Crabs ‘‘await our question,”

Thou from blame art free

;

Men of weak digestion

Safely feed on thee,

!|!hou most eupeptic product of the
teeming sea.

Some to swift Alsatians

Eeverence'accord

;

Thee, King of Crustaceans,
J 1 salute as lord,

The noblest Mollusc that adorns the
festive board.

'Hail, then, scientific
^ Oyster-culturists,

Hail, 0 plump pacific

Osireophagists,

Hail, oysterousColcestrian convivialists

!

Another Impending Apology.
Miss is well on the way to repealing

on the concert platform the triumphs she won
on the Daily'Paper.

" The standard world-hoot of Football. Four-
fifths of the British League teams regularly
play in it.”

—

Advt. in Evening Paper.

Quite a rival to the shoe in which the
Old Woman resided.

THE MAN WKG WOULD NOT LET WELL
ALONE.

As a Scotsman I always feel not a

little elated when I hear people say
that most of the stories toid against

Scotsmen emanate from Scotland. It

is comforting to believe that one belongs

to a nation of humourists. I was dis-

cussing the matter the other day with
a chance acquaintance, also a Scots-

man. He warmed up to the subject

and illustrated our racial claim with the
following Scots story, one of the best

and oldest :

—

“An excited Scot violently pulled

open the sliding door of a smoking-
compartment full of men. ‘ Ha’e ye a
drap o’ brandy on ye? There’s a
faintin’ wumman in the next compart-
ment.’ Brandy was not forthcoming,
but a flask of whisky was produced at

once, and the intruder said, ‘That’ll

dae fine.’ Seizing it, he retreated to

the corridor, put the flask to his lips,

finished it and handed it back with
‘ Thank ’ee ;

I feel better noo. I canna
bide faintin’ weemen.’

”

I chuckled politely, as if the story

were new to me, and said, “Good.”
The raconteur looked doubtfully at me
and said, “ You see, all the men thought
the whisky was for the faintin’ wum-
man.”

THE EARLIEST BIRD.

In the still and dew-fresh morning,
At the rising of the sun,

Lark pours forth his golden warning
That day’s splendour has begun ;

His aubade is so enthralling

And his voice is so divine,

If it were the first song falling

On so keen an ear as mine,
I should fancy, half-awaking,

That the world outside was fair

And that it was worth while making
Some endeavour to be there.

But I ’m warned that all ’s not beauty
In the world at five o’clock,

Being summoned first to duty
By the crowing of the cock, G. B.

Our Cynical Reporters.

“After a largely-attended reception and
wedding breakfast at the Hotel, during
which a large number of congratulatory tele-

grams wore received, the happy couple .left for

Penance for the honeymoon.”

—

Local Paper.

From an article on Tennvson :
—

“Tho writers took a leap as regards the
poet’s movements from Oxford to Farringford,
and conveyed the impression that between the
close of his University career and tho time he
received tho wreath ho was but a nomad, a
literary Bedouin, a ‘wandering voice’ like
Wordsworth’s skylark.”—MtdZawiZ Paper.

Or perhaps a “ blithe spirit ” like Shel-
ley’s cuckoo.





OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
[By Mr, Bunch's Staff of Learned Clerks,)

Ip iihe main object of the satirist is to bring human nature
into contempt, which I beg leave to doubt, Miss Eose
Macaulay is getting, as the thimble-hunters say, warm.”
In Oretoe Toion (Oollins) hardly one of her characters but
falls childishly short of the common stature or recedes with
artificial senility away from it; nobler approximations, or
even an effort after them, are lacking, and you are presented
with savagery and decadence as though they were the whole
corpus of life's choice. Denham Dobie, daughter of one of
thosevaguely self-indulgent parsonswho are becoming rather
a speciality with Miss Macaulay, is out for savagery. She
wants, in the words of the title-page, to go to Birmingham,
and passion, as it did in her father’s case, takes her on to
Orewe. Mr, Dobie's Crewe was the unkempt household of
his second wife in the Pyrenean republic of Andorra. Den-
ham's Orewe was the literary London, to which her dead
mother’s relations introduced her. Her marriage with an
incredibly silly young publisher makes absolute her relatives’
decree of social conformity

; and Denham's struggle against
this is the theme of the book. The girl is depicted greedy,
sensual and mentally inert

;
and it is her lowest instincts,

though it might well have been her highest ones, that rebel.
The matter of her rebellion is admirably drawn, I could
gaze for a considerable time, holding my nose, like the
spectators of mortality in the Pisan Gampo Santo, to watch
Miss Macaulay anatomise publishing, play-acting, novel-
writing and political London. But I should like to re-
mind myself that the hermits were still milking hinds in

the left-hand top corner of the picture at Pisa ; and so,

I fancy, given a chance, would Denham,

Sir Peedebiok Maueice tells us that it was a casual
remark made to him by Lord Kitchener at St. Omer in

1916—^‘‘Ah, if only we had thought of organising our
Government for War!”—that furnished the germ of his

Governments and War (Heineimann), But, though the his-

tory of the Great War would have supplied him with only
too^ many examples of ‘‘how not to do it,” he has wisely
resisted the temptation to revive recent controversies, and
has taken his object-lessons from the American Civil War.
The early mistakes of both the Confederates and the Pederals
were largely due to the lack of proper co-operation between
the civilian and military heads. Jefferson Davis did not
like J. E. Johnston and never gave him his full confidence.
Moreover, on the strength of some small military experience
he was too much inclined to interfere with the conduct of

the campaign. He got on better with Eobert B, Lee,
who was as tactful as be was brilliant, but even to Lee he
never clearly imparted his policy—probably because it was
never quite clear to himself. Here Lincoln had the ad-
vantage, but he, too, was not fully in touch with McLellan,
his first Commander-in-Chief, and it was not until he dis-

covered Grant and gave him unstinted backing that the
Northern cause began to prosper. The moral that General
Maurice draws is that in a democratic State the politician
and the soldier must alike train themselves in peace time
for the conduct of war should it be thrust upon them. Each
roust recognise the other’s difficulties and his own limita-
tions, Policy belongs to the Prime Minister

;
strategy to the
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soldier. Neither mist encroach on the

other’s province
; but each must with-

hold no information that may help the

other to make wise decisions. These
are sound theories, of which the story

of Gallipoli furnishes only too painful

proof : and I should like to think that
in future they would be adopted, and
that our statesmen would abandon their

I

present method of confronting war

—

I

first to temporise and then to extem-
porise. General Maurice at any rate

has shown them a better way.

Eeader, if you,

As so many do,

Delight to discover what ’s what
and who*s who

In the animal tribe,

You 11 find a bright scribe

In E. G. Boulengee. Erom him
you 11 imbibe

Full many a new
And original view.

In A Naturalist (that*s himself) at

the Zoo,

Of fish, flesh and fowl,

Ape, elephant, owl.

All creatures that twitter or whistle

or growl,

You 11 find he can write well

;

And our Mr. Beightwell
Has drawn them asleep and at

food and in flight well.

In fact it ’s a store

Of Zoology's lore,

And published by Duckworth.
What need I say more ?

I suppose Mr. A. A. Milne has a sort of

idea that Winnie-Tlie~Pooh (Methuen)
is partly his book and partly Mr. E. H.
Shepard’s, theirs havingbeentheactual Mrst Loafer (as

hands (deft hands, I admit) that tran- Seco^id Ditto. “

scribed theadventures of the great Pooh
and adorned them with unforgettable pictures. But, be-

tween ourselves, the book is Ghristojpher Bobin’s, for whose
sake and in whose society alone people like Edioard Bear,

alias Banders, alias Winnie-TJie-Pooh, Ee-yore the donkey,

Piglet, Owl, Babbit, Kanga and Baby Boo take on character

and immortality. These excellent people are even, I feel, a
little embarrassed by Mr. Milne. Only now and again, of

course. The bits he puts in by himself—the pretty scenery

in the story of Ee-yore's lost tail, for instance—are conces-

sions to the drawing-room. But to have captured so much
of the tender ruthless nursery atmosphere shows reserves of

a more primitive spirit; and the nursery, never slow to

reward its skalds and improvvisatori, will acclaim and re-

member. They will remember Winnie-The-Pooh, a sort of

Tartarin among bears, a little boastful but so bashful, a

little greedy but so good-hearted, a little given to taking

on enterprises that only luck can see him through, but so

lucky. They will remember (with tears) the unfortunate

Ee-yore, whose very thistles were sat on into saplessness

by his less sensitive acquaintance. They will remember
Kanga, proudest and most doctrinaire of parents, and the

Frenchman asks him a qitestion). “ Woi’s ’b savin’, BobV”
I Duiuro. ’It ’m in the ear’ole.”

baby they stole from her [Babbit and Poo/i), and the terrible

time she gave Piglet, carried off in her pouch instead. They
will appreciate, without knowing why, the enchanting
logicality and illogicality of the dialogue, and the conse-

quent willingness of every grown-up person to read the

whole book to them again and again.

Messrs. Hutchinson have just published as sound a lot

of true detective stories as I remember. You 11 find them
in a book by Mr. Joseph Gollomb, the American crimin-

ologist, a book he calls Scotland Yard, out of compliment,
I conclude, to our C.I.D., and in which he deals with the

police systems of London, Paris, Berlin and Vienna. Most
books on crime are interesting, and Mr. Gollomb’s is no
exception ; it is however not of the classic sort that stylists

like H. B. Irving or Miss Tennyson Jesse have achieved

;

rather it seems to aim at dishing up real cases as though
they were the thrillers of fiction. So well does Mr, Gollomb
succeed in this that he makes Sherloch Holmes appear the

veriest bungler, especially, I think, when compared with the

sleuths of the Berlin Meldwesen. It is provoking however
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;

to find here and there carelessness in facts; e.g. in mention-

! ing the Muswell Hili murder (a brutal crime of thirty years

i ago, interesting only because of the clue which eventually

I

hanged its perpetrators) Mr. Gollomb calls the murdered

I
man Smifcbers, states that he was “ a receiver ” and has him

i shot with a revolver. As a matter of fact the victim, a

i Mr. Smith, was an innocent old gentleman of eighty, and he

\vas battered to death with jemmies. Nor can I quite

swallow, in these days of abundant motors and even House-

hold troops, that the crown and sceptre of England could

be conveyed to Bond Street for renovation in the tool-bags

of three policemen disguised as labourers and smoking clays.

It don’t teem proper anyhow. There, I ’ve had my grumble,

and I *11 now say that I began Mr. Gollomb’s book after

dinner the other night, that I found myself thrilled to the

marrow and that I sat up till near daylight to finish it.

Admirers of Mr. W. W. Jacobs’s racy and distinctive

talent might well be excused for feeling a certain degree of

nervousness lest after an all too long silence he might, as

does sometimes happen
in such circumstances,

have lost his power to

charm. Few disap-

pointments are more
poignant tnan the dis-

covery that an author

upon whom one has

confidently relied for

some special form of

entertainment has

ceased inexplicably to

tickle the literary palate

as it expected to be

tickled. It is therefore

very pleasant to find

that in Sea Wliis^pers

(Hoddee and Stough-
ton) Mr. Jacobs has by
no means let hisreaders

down in this manner,
but is still the authentic

and inimitable Jacobs
of The Skipper's Woo-
mg. His two excur-

sions into the macabre do not, it is true, quite touch the level

of those little masterpieces in this vein, The Monkey's Faio
and Jeiry Bundler; and he has one or two lapses into

Ohristmas-number sentiment which might be by anybody.
But the philosophisings of the night-watchman and the
antics of those three simple-minded mariners, Ginger Dick,
Peter Busset and Sam Small, have lost none of their old-

time savour. Long may they continue in the same 1

The four historical Empire tours of H.E.H. The Peince
OP Wales have all individually been the subject of lively

literary treatment, but it has been left to Mr. Chaeles
Tueley to gather into one modest volume

—

With the Prince
Bound the (Methuen)

—

the most fascinating features
in all. As a geographical exercise alone, of the sort calcu-
lated, with the help of the maps provided, to set up in most
of us unfulfillable lon^ngs to travel to the beautiful ends of
the earth and back, it is time well spent to accompany again
the Benown and theBepulse, while to a loyal subject the stot y
of the Pbincb’s triumphant progress will be an acceptable
variant on the normal monotonies of travel. Whether in
Canada, where his hand became “played out ” in his attempts
literally to “ meet the city,” or in Australia, extricating
himself, the only smiling person there, from an,overturned

railway-carriage ;
whether in South Africa laying a wu*eath

on the grave of President Keuger, or in India moving
amid the splendour of her pageantries, one hero, and

one only, takes the stage. Mr. Turley not only well

recaptures the sense of great spaces traversed and of

great multitudes clamouring welcome, but portrays the

central figure with distinction.

Miss Patricia Wentworth has made an inspired choice

of a title for her latest novel, even if you take it quite simply

that The Amazing Chance (Hoddee and Stoughton) is the

discovery that Anton Blum, a dumb German peasant, is

really a missing British officer. When you read on and
find (a) that he is one of the Laydon brothers and no one
knows which

;
{h) that the discovery is made by one of his

oldest friends, who happens fortunately to be stationed on
the Ehine; {c) that one of the Laydons and their cousin,

Jim Field, also missing on the same day, have both been
married to the same woman, who also in the course of her

career marries three other men, you realise that there are

quite anumber of amaz-
ing chances to choose
from. That said, I have
nothing but praise for

Miss VVentwoeth’s
story, and in spite of

the fact that she suc-

cessfully trickedme into

thinking that the hero
was really his brother

until the last page.
Her characters are well

drawn and amusing,
even the unimportant
ones; her dialogue is

lifelike, and tho sus-

pense, as I have hinted,

is fully maintained. I

herewith recommend it

heartily as very jolly

reading to everyone for

whom so lavish an
assortment of amazing
chances won’t consti-

tute a serious impedi-
ment to enjoyment. It didn’t for me.

To anyone interested in the noble art of self-defence I
commend the stories to be found in Mr. Eonald Campbell’s
A len-Bound Contest (Cassell)

;
some of them told by

Professor Ben Barlow (“Bifi:” to his pals), the quaint and
humorous hero of a hundred fights. The best of these is “ The
Honolulu Hurricane,” but “Old King Goal” is also really

diverting. In “ The Beetle ” Mr. Campbell has succeeded
in*the extremely difficult task of writing a good short public-
school story. It is a fair criticism to make both of this tale

and of “Mac,” the' last of the ten, that Mr. Campbell ap-
proaches perilously near the brink of sentimentality, but ho
doesn’t topple over. So all is well with a book whose slogan
is “ Seconds out of the Eing.”

-We welcome Mr. A. P. Heebeut’s She-Shanties (Fisher
Unwin), most of them collected out of Punch, and cleverly
illustrated by Mr. A. K. Zinkeisen. Also Dog-Stories iiom
Punch ''

(Ingleby)—twenty-five of them, with pictures
by Mr. George Morrow. The list of contributors includes
the names of Mrs. Fortescue, Miss Brenda Spender and
Messrs. Brightwell, Garland, Herbert, Knox, Lehmann,
Lucas, Magill, Milne, Talbot,J. Walker and E. P. Wkite.

MASKS FOR PUBLIC MEN.
The appreciative cheerpdl mask, to be used by after-dinner speaker

WHILE PREPARING HiS OWN SPEECH.
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CHARIVARiA.
Lieufe.-Commander J. M. Kenworthy

has joined the Labour Party. Notwith-
The reyiyal of the fashion of keeping

monkeys as pets, to which attention
As a result of the Imperial Conference standing this new secession, the Liberal is drawn, accounts for the depression

it now seems practically certain that Party can still form fours.

Great Britain will remain within the

Empire. .j, We know a Scotsman

among lounge-lizards.

The latest craze is for frocks in w'ineEmpire. .j, We know a Scotsman who has de- The latest craze is for frocks in w'ine

^

cided not to come to London to make shades. In^size, however, they vriil go
We question the wisdom of these his fortune. He is hoping to have it on resembling liqueurs as usual,

attempts to get into communication sent on to him.
with Mars. From the number of canals

’

' Can it be that Mr, Lloyd George is

on that planet it is greatly to be feared The springing of the new motor-car at last going to be Liberal with that
that a large proportion of its inhabitants models exhibited in London is said to fund of his?
ure bargees. ,j. show a great improvement. It is now

up to pedestrians to display a corre-

Mr. Winston Churchill has been spending resilience,

recasting what this country will be
:e in 1970. He is believed to be con- “ People who attend church should

forecasting what this country will be
like in 1970. He is believed to be con-

An American-Indian Chief has taken
the name of “Big Noise of the Earth.”
Signor Mussolini will be pleased.

fident that by that time a settlement of be dressed in keeping with the place,” *' It is not always that the office

the coal crisis will be in sight.

We are asked to contra-
‘

diet the rumour that a

booklet is shortly to be
issued under the title of

Mr. Wells Objects to the

Outline of Mr. Belloc.

A critic, talking of the

recent yodelling concert,

said it ought to inspue our

milkmen; hut w^e don't

I

mind that so long as it

doesn’t put ideas into the

heads of our soup-eaters.

Things have reached

such a state in Chicago
that when a man is killed

by a motor-car dr shot by
“ thugs ” they - return a

verdict of Natural Causes.

KH V

A police-officer suggests Irritdbi

that we should hold a Fire

Prevention Week in Eng-
land. He has been -antici-

pated. Mr. A. J. Cook organised one

long time ago and it isn’t over yet.

declares a vicar in his Parish Magazine, seeks the man,” says an essayist. It
jWe fear many will draw the line at 1 does so, of course, in the case of an
|

absconding cashier.

SirW^ILLIAMAEBUTHNOT
|

Lane says thatthemodern
|^ girl’s bow legs were caused

:r;

^
feeding when she

^1 1 O/ ^ other hand, it may be

11

1

1

5

merely nature’s endeavour
j

to produce a perfect pillion-
’

^8 The news that Mr.

i
Augustus John bad dis-

' M 1
covered a young artist of

I

real talent in South Wales
Chelsea

^
^ ~

sand more women than
Pet-son. “AYhIt’s the use oe youe rotten time-table men in Northem Ireland it
.8 NEVER KEEP TIME ? ” ^

^KiN’’TmE™?T " too many Colleens Bawn.

Irritable Person. “AYhIt’s the use oe your rotten time-table
IP THE TRAINS NEVER KEEP TIME ?

”

Porter, “Well, ’ow would you know they wep.e late ip it wasn’t
FOR THE blinkin’ TIME-TABLE ?

stained -glass for their horn-rimmed
spectacles. ^ ^

Even if one half the world doesn’t :

know how the other half lives, it does
its best to tell it how to.

.

“Is it really unlucky for thirteen

It is said that a Scotsman at the The Gozo-Sliema Channel, Malta,

Motor Show, being offered a trial run in has been swum by a man. American “Is it really unlucky for thirteen

a new model, asked the demonstrator to girls don’t seem to have thought of persons to sit down to a meal?” asks

drive him as far as Aberdeen. this one. a correspondent. Yes, if you have only
* catered for twelve.

We have ascertained that the rumour A North Wales beauty spot, known
that Qqeen Marie of Eoumania is on as The Loggerheads, was put up for sale

a visit to America is quite true. the other day, hut there was no pur-
last night gave a lecture to

the other day, hut there was no pur- Edinburgh Y.M.G.A. on ‘ The Land of the

chaser. It is thought that the nation Midnight Sin and the Folk who Live There.’”

A fashion-writer predicts that women might buy it for Mr. Lloyd George.
will soon be wearing two beauty patches

instead of one. In our opinion that A writer in a Sunday paper points

would give a slightly overdressed ap- out that Italian organ-grinders would

pearance. give their ears to return to this coun-
* * try. Our thoughts, however, are with

A daily paper states that “ all young our own ears. ^
boys and girls are now looking for- *

ward to November 6th.” At present, Land in Manchester is said to be

of course, that is the only way they can fetching a hundred-and-ten pounds a

look at it. yard. Anybody would think it was coal.
[

And vice versa.

Lght buy it for Mr. Lloyd George.
^ ^

Pamper.

A warning against night-clubs, we pre-

A writer in a Sunday paper points sume,

it that Italian organ-grinders would “For Sale.—Delirious Farm-cured Hams
ve their ears to return to this coun- and Shoulders, Is. 3d. and I5 . Id. per lb.”

V. Our thoughts, however, are with South African Papet\

ir own ears •
The wilder thehoar, themore toothsome.

“I believe it is a fact that singing is extremely
beneficial in certain cases of deafness,”

i.r.A

VOL. CLXXI.
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BROADCASTIKG AND THE PERSOMAL HOTE.

(To M. H. B.)

Last night I “ talked ” from 2 LO

;

The Radio Times had spread a rumour

That I would be prepared to throw

Into the void of ether’s flow

Some thoughts I had regarding “ Humour/'

Too gay a topic ;
so I read

Some samples of my own conceits instead.

[ And, as I read, my fancy flew

To where you live next door to Boreas,

I
Far in the Highlands ;

there I knew
^

' That, though in Scotland's general view

I I might be deemed a dull and sorry ass,

! Ycni would be kind ;
I had no doubt

1 Your loyal heart would bravely stick it out.

1 So, when at last I hushed my drones,

i
And, freshened by its nap, the nation

I

Sat up to readjust its phones

Eeady for Steauss’s livelier tones,

I had the following inspiration :

—

I felt it might be rather jolly

To let you have this message—“Good-night, Molly !

*’

But did I dare to ? I did not.

Too much I feared the stern officials.

That man is broken on the spot

Who adds the smallest word to what
Stands in the text with their initials

To fix a final sanction. Golly 1

If I had done a gag like “ Good-night, Molly 1

”

Think what my present state would be

If I had dared that dashing curtain

!

The minions of the B.B.G.

Would instantly have gone for me

;

I should have been—of this I 'm certain

—

Haled to a dungeon by the ear,

1 Thrown into chains and shot at dawn, my dear.

Owing to my restraint, this hand
Is still alive to write and bless you

For listening-in so nicely, and
I hope I ’ve made you understand

Why I could not just then address you,

Why 1 declined that tempting folly.

But I am safe with Bunch, So Good-night, Molly

!

' 0. S.

THE GOLDEN AGE.

<^It’s wonderfully interesting,” she said to me with
sparkling eyes, “ and very exciting too.”

“It always is,” I assured her, “for we live in exciting

days. Out of them comes always something new, as they
used to say of Africa before they brought that land of mys-

! tery within the scope of personally-conducted tours.”

j

“ "Well, this is ever so new,” she assured me. “ Pyjamas
I
are to be golden.”

“ Golden !
” I repeated. “Won’t that make for insomnia? ”

“ I don’t see why,” she said. “ Besides, one could always
change them before going to bed.”

“ Of course,” I agreed, “ there is always that.”

“And simply everybody,” she assured me firmly, “will
have to have them now.”

“ Golden nights,” I mused, “are evidently coming, which
is all to the good, since golden days seem far behind.”

“ Of course it doesn't mean men,” she said.

“ It so seldom does,” I sighed. “And what about bed-

socks ? ” I asked anxiously.

“I don’t know,” she confessed. “And anyhow I don’t

think bed-socks are really chic -do you ?
”

“ Perhaps not,” I agreed. “ But how has it come about

that, though the age is so little golden, pyjamas are to be

so?”
“It ’s in the papers,” she explained.

“ Isn’t journalistic enterprise wonderful ? ” I cried. “ In

the slow old days, in that dead-alive Victorian age (and the

lady-novelist of to-day knows what was wrong with it the

moment she casts a careless eye on George Eliot’s work)

they used to do things like rescuing Livingstone and so

on. Now,” I said, “ the enterprising special correspondent

discovers the colour of some one’s pyjamas. For I suppose

they do belong to somebody and really are dazzlingly in

being at this very moment ?
”

“ Oh, yes,” she said; “ I forget who—some one awfully

famous, though. It must be wonderful to be famous,” she

said wistfully.

“ And wake to find,” I said still more wistfully, “ the hue

of one’s pyjamas placarded at every corner. That never

happened to me when I was famous.”
“ You ? ” she asked, as if surprised.'

“ Oh, once,” I assured her, “ all the world knew about me

—

all my world, at least. It was when I missed the catch at

school that would have won cur House the championship for

the third time and made the challenge cup our own prop-

erty. And people remember it still. The other day i met
a man who has been living all these years in Manchester,

but now he ’s come back to London, and the moment he saw
me he said, ‘ Do you remember that catch you missed that

lost us the cup ? ’ So then I gave him Tom’s address.”

“What ever for ?
”

“In order,” I explained bitterly, “that he might ask Tom
if he remembered that time when he kicked through his

own goal in the last match of the season.”
“ I don’t call that being famous,” she protested. “ I call

that being stupid.”

“And what,” I wondered, “ do you call wearing golden

pyjamas? Clever? However, I suppose you are right, and
the proof of real fame only comes when the evening papers
think it worth while to tell the world 'what colour your
nightwear is. C.aESAU and Alexander never got as far as

that.”
“ Because,” she explained, “ there were no evening papers

then, were there? So it wasnlt the least scrap of good
being famous, was it ?

”

“Not a scrap,” I agreed; “not without papers to tell the
world about it

;
only inadequate wandering minstrels, who

probably lacked ‘pep’ and enterprise, and would never
have held a job for a week on any up-to-date' paper.”

“It must have been funny,” she mused, “without the
evening papers.”

“ It was,” I assured her emphatically, “ the Golden Age.”
- - B. E. P.

From a police-court report :

—

“Jane went into the witness-box and said she was a dealer.
She travelled about in a cavern.”

—

Belfast Pajpe?'.

The cult of the cave-man was bound to produce the cavern-
woman.

From an account of the aeroplane accident in the
Channel :

—

“The passengers asked for brandy after they had been taken off, but
they were unable to give them any. Instead they made them some
hot sea, which was very w'elcome.”

—

Provincial Paper,

The circumstances were of course exceptional, but hot sea
is a most dangerous beverage.



MmERs’ L-eadeb {tvithfigure of Mine Owner)} „™ „„„ qn?t''
Mine Owner {wUh figure ofMM Leader) }

THE GUY. SIE!

John Boll. “I’M NOT LIKELY TO EOEGET EITHEE OE ’EM.”
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She^Jiercl, “Doan’t think *ee can pass, Zor. But ep ’ee gets out oi ’ll gie ’eb a hand to lift the motey-car over un.

INSULARS ABROAD AGAIN.

III.—The Eow.
I ONCE told you about a row we wit-

nessed over the catching of a fish at

Monte Carlo. Well, Percival and I have
just seen an Italian row v/hich was
every bit as good. Not knowing the

language we were slightly handicapped,

but it seemed fairly easy to understand

the main idea.

We were sitting at a cafe in Yenice,

next a watchmaker’s shop, when a little

dark man rushed up, looked at the shop,

took out his watch, gazed indignantly

at it and dashed in. In a few moments
the sides and window of the shop began
to bulge outwards with the strain of

a brisk conversation that was being

initiated inside and was apparently

much too big for the premises. Stac-

cato sentences came squeezing out of

every aperture like threads of meat
from a mincing-machine. Soon the

shopkeeper and the little man, as if

realising that they were a bit cramped
for soul-expression, came to the door to

have the row out in the open air, where
it might have room to circulate. Perci-

val and I at an adjacent table were

thus able to follow it.

The little man still had his watch in

his hand and was tapping it furiously

to emphasize his remarks. He also had

a pair of long and expressive moustaches

which were worth a start of several

sentences to him. The shopkeeper, on
the other hand, was relying chiefly on
shoulder-shrugging, at which he was an
expert. Being in his shirt-sleeves and
having a strong pair of braces, he was
able to shrug his trousers as well.

We began to speculate.

^*I see what it*is,” said Percival.

The little chap had his watch repaired

yesterday and has just found it still

doesn’t go and is complaining about it.”

At first that appeared to be the solu-

tion. Despite our lack of Italian we
could imagine the little man’s every

word as he pointed out to the shop-

keeper that not a wheel was turning

in the North.”

The shopkeeper, who, judging by his

shirt, strongly sympathised with the

Pascist movement—or it might have
been merely Saturday—denied the accu-

sation. Never, he said, had he repaired

a watch so well, and if people were such

fools as to break watches again as soon

as they got them back so beautifully

mended it wasn’t his fault. He pro-

duced from his pocket a watch about

the size of a soup-plate and pointed out

that he had repaired that one too and
it went perfectly.

The little man waved his arms to

heaven and, as far as we could guess,

intimated nastily that it probablywasn’t

his own watch, but that of a confiding

client, adding further that if it went at

all it was because someone else had re-

paired it. This stirred the watchmaker
to frenzy, and he thrust his face to within

two centimetres of his opponent’s face

and told him about his parentage. The
little man retorted that the shopkeeper

was no gentleman. The other there-

upon thrust his watch’s face to within

two centimetres of his opponent’swatch’s

face and carried his remarks on parent-

age back to the third generation. The
little man circulated his moustaches all

round his face till they stood at five

minutes to one, and the other shrugged

himself rightdown to his carpet-slippers.

It was at this point that we thought
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“No, Angela, tou’ve been otjt all the morning, and ip you come shopping
WITH me this afternoon YOU ’LL BE SO TIRED.”

“ That wouldn’t matter, Auntie
;
I ’vb nothing on this evening.”

there must be somethiug more in it

than the mere question of repairing a
watch, Percival said be believed the
shopkeeper had stolen the other’s watch
and fobbed him off with a dud, while
I thought that the little man was a
burglar and thewatchmaker was a fence.

By the time we had finished specu-
lating the little man had tapped his

watch so hard that he had broken the
glass, while the shopkeeper had brought
six more timepieces, including a couple
of large clocks, out into the street and
was showing hovr well they kept time
by prodding them in the internals with
his finger. They were still talking like

machine-guns, and the word ‘‘Fascisti”

began to appear in the conversation.
‘‘ Pascisti,” by the way, properly pro-

nounced, is a most effective word to

employ at any time. Percival and 1

now use it at any vagrant cat that

obtrudes itself on a doorstep, and the
animal doesn’t stop till the topmost
boughs are bending under its weight.

But to return.

When the shopkeeper reached round
the back of his pants for his knife

Percival and I jumped up in alarm, but
he only produced another and even
larger watch, which, still talking furi-

ously, be pushed into the other’s face.

Personally I was beginning to doubt
whether the watches really had any-
thing to do with it. It now seemed
that the quarrel had far deeper sig-

nificance than a mere stolen watch.
Perhaps some clandestine love-affair, in

which the watchmaker’s daughter and
the little man were involved, had just

been discovered by the angry parent;
for I could see a rather pretty girl inside

the shop taking a close interest in the

affair. 1 warned Percival not to give her

the glad eye or he might get a watch in

his b^ack one of these dark nights.

It seemed, however, that the incident

would, after all, pass off without blows,

because the opponents were now fight-

ing at slightly longer range. The little

man was withdrawing slowly up the

street, and the shopkeeper dared not

follow, since nearly all his stock was
out on the pavement. The advantage
lay slightly with the latter, because a

shrug carries further than a moustache
wave.

“ Begone, thou,” shouted the watch-
maker, or so I imagined, “ and never
come near my daughter again, son of an
ugly old dog.”

“ Daughter !
” shrieked the little man.

“ Bah 1 I thought she was thy mother-
in-law !

”

Avaunt, pig! *Twas only because
it was dark that she ever spoke to one
with a face like a back-street.”

He gave a final and crushing shrug,

of which the effect was marred because

he had hurriedly to clutch at his trousers

and retire into his shop. The little man
disappeared, having introduced several

saints into the argument to lend celestial

weight to his final opinion that the

other’s ancestry was practically un-
known. Honours it seemed were even.

I said to Percival that we were lucky to

have been the witnesses of such a drama
of hate, passion and revenge ; but Per-

cival called the waiter up and asked
exactlywhat the trouble had been about.

“No trouble. Signor,” said the cheer-

ful waiter. “ Man go in to ask-a da

right hour. Shopman think his friend’s

watch go fast two minutes. Other man
say his watch slow”
What I like about these Italians is the

spirit they put into everything. A, A.

“The Cambridgioshire.
Insight II.

Bulger.
Asterus.

All tbe ‘probables’ ran except The Sirdar,

Insight II., La Caporale, and Tonton.”
FrovincM Pa^er,

The winner appears to have literally

“ walked ” away with it.
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your elbows are shiny, what do you do dinners and teas and sometimes they

SIMPLE STORIES. for a living?
' went to the pictures.

XII-Thb Bukglae. And he said well I play on the flute. Well that went on for some time and

Os’CE there was a burglar called because he didn’t want them to hnow one ^y Arthur Pomegranate said to

Lrthui Po4granate, but he had not he was a burglar, and he had taken ofi p. Wil oug^y I suppose you must

Serbornabm-glar.hehadplayedon hisblackmask
^ ^

be very rich, how did you make all your
^ AT Tl/r. TTT'll T VirtYT/a /

, Q j ^

he very rich, how did you make all your

the flute, and he couldn’t earn enough And Mr. Willoughby said I have money.
^

money by that so he had fallen on evil always wished I could piay on the flute, pd he said well I was in business

ways instead. would you like to come and live here but I retired from it when 1 began to

Well one night he thought he would and teach me?
t i, t

hur^e No. 41 Wellington Ten-ace, so So he said he would, and Mi-s. Wil-
^

And Arthur Pomegranate said what

he waited till everybody was asleep loughby said your mother could come ousmess
• 1,1

and then he climbed up a water-pipe too, because we haven’t any children pd he said well I was a burglar,

and got into a bedroom as quietly as and there would be plenty of room for And Arthur Poinegranate was sur-

he could so as not to wake anybody. all of us. pnsed at that and he said well it only

But he made more noise how small the world is

than he meant to, and he woke
up Mr. and Mrs. Willoughby

who lived at No. 41 Wellington

Terrace and were sleeping in

that room.
So Mr. Willoughby sat up

in bed and he said who are

And he said I am Arthur

Pomegranate.
And Mrs. Willoughby hadn’t

sat up yet because she was
rather frightened, but she said

are you the son of my cousin

Emily who married Mr. Pome-
granate who played on a trum-

pet?
I

;

And he said wellmy mother’s

name is Emily and my father

did play on a trumpet, so I

suppose I am.
So Mr. Willoughby said well

I am very glad to hear that

because when you came in just

now I thought you were a

burglar especially because of

your black mask, it is' rather _
an awkward time to come but

we are pleased to see you and
if you will go down into the

dining-room we will put on
our dressing-gowns and come

0^ because we haven’t any children And he said well I was a burglar.

.d there would be plenty of room for And Arthur Pomegranate was sur-

! of us. prised at that and he said well it only

shows how small the world is

because I was a burglar too

v - before I came to live here.

And Mr. Willoughby said oh

^ ,

were you? and he said yes I

j }

17 And Mr. Willoughby laughed
j' I

- and said now isn’t that funny,

lin^l ^ do 'you remember when you
first- came to see us I said I

^ thought you were a burglar ?

'Well Arthur Pomegranate

^ V thought he wouldn’t tell him

I
I A r

come to No. 41

% Lk O ^ WellingtonTerrace as a burglar

^ \ because he might not like it.

I' I hm\ H be said I would rather you

4 I
(I j Ĵ . \ ^ didn’t tell mother I was a burg-

I
I j

don’t mind, and Mr.

I ui 1

—^-7^ 111 Willoughby said oh no I won ’t

,

I
l\^

I
^1. jII

I m
~

I would rather you didn’t

I |\| I nWl
^ tellMrs.Willoughby that Iwas

|l I '

I I
one either, because she thinks^ il '

5=- ^ something to do with tin

go Mr. Willoughby and
ArthurPomegranate liked each

othermore than ever after that,

often used to talk over

what they had done when they

% were burglars, but they both

said they were glad that they

__ „ weren’t burglars any longer be-
BLI. JtJST THEN Mr. WiLLOUGHBY CAME IN.”

cause it wasn t really honest,

So he said he would ask his mother
|

and they would be ashamed to go on

{
***'* Ijga ci;.

“Weli. just then Mr. Willoughby came in.”
down andhave a nice talk. cause it wasn’t really honest,

So he did that, and there was some So he said he would ask his mother and they would be ashamed to go on

silver plate on the sideboard which he if she would like that, and then Mr. doing it now.
thought he would like to have, and he Willoughby said well it is getting rather Well that went on for some time and
did think of going away with it before late and we should like to go back to then one night another burglar came to

Mr. and Mrs. Willoughby came down, bed now if you don’t mind, so I will let No. 41 Wellington Terrace, and Arthur

Buthesaid to himself oh well I suppose you out at the front door, and next Pomegranate heard him and went into

I 'd better not, as the lady upstairs is time you come if you just ring the bell the dining-room an(i found him putting

a cousin of mother’s, I can get more they will let you in and you needn’t the silver spoons and forks and other

out of them by being honest. trouble to climb up the water-pipe. things into a suit-case. And he said

Well Mr. and Mrs. Willoughby came Well Arthur Pomegranate went to now I have caught you, it is a good
down in their dressing-gowns and they see his mother, and she was very poor thing I heard you come in.

were very kind to Arthur Pomegranate because her husband was dead and she And the burglar said well I don’t

and gave him some cake and lemonade thought she wouldn’t have another one, think it is a good thing, because I have
because they thought he might be rather so she said she wouldn’t mind going to a wife and a little girl who haven’t got

hungry, and they asked him about his live with Mr. and Mrs. Willoughby. enough to eat, and if you hadn’t caught
mother and he said she was quite . And they all liked one another and me I should have sold the silver spoons
well but he hadn’t seen her for some Arthur Pomegranate taught Mr. Wil- and forks and things for plenty of money
time. . loughby to play on the flute and his and then I should have been able to give

And then Mr. Willoughby said well mother and Mrs. Willoughby went shop- them some nice food and buy them some
you don’t look as if you were very rich, ping together and they had very nice clothes, but as I haven’t done you any



harm 1 suppose you will let me go away
again now.
And Arthur Pomegranate said well I

don’t know about that, I should have
to ask Mr. Willoughby because they are

his things and not mine.

Well just then Mr. Willoughby came
in, because he had heard them talking

and he had only just waited to put on
his dressing-gown.

And when he had heard about the

burglar’s wife and little girl he said well

I don’t mind letting you go this time if

you promise not to do it again, Arthur

Pomegranate and 1 were both burglars

once but we have given it up and should

be ashamed to do. it any more.

And the burglar said well I should be

glad to give it up, I am not very good
at it, I make too much noise, but it is

difficult to get honest work.

And Mr. Willoughby said well how
would you and your wife and your little

girl like to come and live here ? You
couldclean the boots and knives and your
wifecould cook, because the cook wehave
nowgets tipsy sometimesandwethought
of getting rid of her, and your little girl

could go to school.

So the burglar said well I could ask

her, it would be better than nothing, but

1 would rather you didn't tell her that

I have been a burglar if you don’t mind
because she thinks I have something to

do with carrying people’s suit-cases for

them outside stations.

And Mr. Willoughby said that would
be all right and he would rather nobody
knew about him and Arthur Pomegran-
ate being burglars either.

So they all lived together at No. 41
Wellington Terrace and were very com-
fortable, and the burglar’s little girl won
prizes at the school she went to, and
when she grew up Arthur Pomegranate
married her, and when Mr. Willoughby
died he left them all his money. A. M.

“ Messages by the Beam Wibeless.

arw? Eanm |LO(iso 1 k,gmj’(2fd tbi’,F4oe bz

The new beam wireless service between
Canada and Great Britain was demonstrated
at the G.P.O. yesterday.”—Finmicial Paper.

It seems to have been a great success.

Prom a criticism of Dublin’s broad-

casting programmes :

—

*'The whole tranbte at 2BN was well summed
up in two words by* a member of the Senate
when he spoke of * maddening moootony.’ ”

Irish Paper,

It sounds like the tune the old caw^

died of.

ORPHEUS A LA MODE.

The animals of Thrace approached, de-

lighted,

When Orpheus played his music
heaven-born

;

But when I play they run aw^ay af-

frighted,

I play the motor-horn, G. B.

The Attractions of Domestic Service.

“Wanted; Good-class general servant; over

30 years of age ;
for house near Police Station.”

Local Paper.

“ SOCIAL WHIRL AT SIMLA.

Chess Totjhneys.”
Indian Netvspaper.

It ’s a giddy life East of Suez.

“ magistrates on Tuesday fined Stanley

10s. inclusive for using band language.”
Local Paper.

Trombones are perhaps the worst.

** On Wednesday, February 10th, 1822, we
passed out to sea by the Needles, and took a
farewell of our native shore for some years.

On October 1th, 1923, we airived in the
harbour of Mozambique.”

East AJrican Paper.

Rather a long passage, but at any rate

they escaped the "War.
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ONE OR TWO SINS,

In my speech at the Annual SoiiAe

of the Hoxton Babbit Fanciers* Associa-

tion (last Thursday) I said: “Before I

pass on to my main subject this evening

I cannot refrain from mentioning a mat-

ter which has pained us all very deeply.

I refer to the accusation of drunkenness

brought against no less august a body

than the House of Commons.
“On my way to that gathering,” I

proceeded, “I had heard at a street

corner in that very suburb the follow-

i
ing piece of dialogue :

—

“
‘ What I say is, you *re drunk.*

“ * Who says as who ’s drunk ?
*

“
‘ I says as you *re drunk.*

“
' Well, I says as I *m no more drunk

I

than wot you are.*

1

“'Well, I says as a man who says

wot you said is a man wot ’s drunk.*
“

‘ Garn.*

Sophistical subtleties of this kind

were introduced into the conversation

of Englishmen whenever and wherever

debatable topics arose after the evening

meal. How unsatisfying they were 1 The
fact was that no one in England was ever

drunk. A man might be drunk and dis-

orderly ; he might be drunk and incap-

able ;
he might be drunk while in charge

of amotor-car or an albatross or a buffalo,

but he could not be simply drunk.
“ Why then had this vague and inde-

finable offence been used to fling as a

taunt in the face of the House of Com-
mons ? There were many other failings

(alas I) of which they might be accused.

Pride, as I had often had occasion to

point out
”—(here I shook my forefinger

at the audience)—“was one of the seven

deadly or cardinal sins, whereas drunk-

enness was only part of a deadly sin,

being included, as the less is included

within the greater, in the general sin of

gluttony or greed.

“And, speaking of gluttony, how was
it that the charge of gluttony was never

brought against members ot the House
of Commons, or indeed of any other

public body? No public speaker, to

my knowledge, had ever risen and said

with a full responsibility for what he
was saying, ‘ I have seen manyaldermen
badly blown out at a mayoral banquet,

and I am sorry that no corporation or

municipal party is exempt.*
“ Was it not only too probable that

men returned to their duties in the

House of Commons, or went about the

other business of the nation, bulging

with beef-steak, surfeitedwith lampreys,
flown with oysters and caviare, or with
the glazed eye and puffed countenance
which only too clearlyindicateda second
lielping of college-pudding and sauce ?

Of two great English kingswhohad been
1
untimely removed from us owing to un-

due indulgence in the pleasures of the

table, over-eating was in both cases re-

sponsible, drunkenness only partially

and in one.” (Here I touched my eyes

gently with my handkerchief.)

“ Let me see, where was I ? Oh, yes,

speaking of spiritual pride. Pride had

caused the overthrow of the Archangel

Lucifer, who, asthey all remembered, fell

nine days through space without any

pause for refreshment, and that too at

a time when it was not yet known that

space was nothing but a relative term.

How many members of the House of

Commons, ay, and the House of Lords,

showed a proper sense of humility when
under rebuke ? I would name no names,

but was any party exempt ?

“How was it that the accusation of

pride, or that of having hard faces, never

moved the House of Commons to anger

or caused them to complain of an abuse

of privilege? It was easier to detect

pride than drunkenness, for the whole

outward bearing might show it, the scorn-

ful mien, the superb made-to-measure

and not made-for-service apparel, the

gorgeous buttonhole, the oiled hair, the

contemptuous inflection in the voice,

the use of spats.” (A Voice, “What
about rabbits ? **) “ I would come on to

rabbits presently. In the meantime I

would point out that I had by no meais
exhausted the list of the seven deadly or

cardinal sins. There was envy. There

was ire. How many of our politicians

were free from these two serious and in-

teresting foibles, each forming a complete

sin in itself and not merely a part of

some other sin ? Bickering and divisions

were rife in every fold, and yet no
moral reformer, except myself, had been

found with sufficient courage to rise and
say, ‘ I have seen manyMembers burst-

ing with anger, I have seen many Mem-
bers bilious with envy, in the House of

Commons, and I am sorry to say that no
party is exempt.*

“Nor, alas, could I feel certain even
now that the House of Commons would
take this castigation to heart, as they
had taken to heart the minor accusa-

tion of drunkenness.

“I would pass on now to the sin of

accidie or sloth. I need scarcely remind
the rabbit-fanciers ofHoxton of the noble

words written long ago by an old com-
mentator : * The fourth heed of the beest

of helle is slouthe, which is called of

clerkes accidye.
*

’* (Several voices, ‘ ‘ Sit

down.”) “I would sit down,’* I said, “in
my own chair and in my own time.

‘
‘ Could it be said ofanyparty in thepre-

sent House of Commons that they were
entirelyexempt from this grievous fault?

Were there not some of them who had
actually fallen asleep,nay snored, whilst

a Bill was passing through Committee ?

I named no names, but let them look

into their hearts and ask whether it

was not so. Nay, it was even possible

that in some cases the sin of accidie

had been mistaken for that of drunken-

ness, and theveryMemberwho, so it was
said, had been carried prostrate from
the assembly may have been overcome
by an ignoblelassitude causedby a multi-

tude of sub-sections and not by wine.
“ I did not propose to deal with the

handling of the coal crisis, for this

would take me too far from my main
theme, which was, as they all knew,
the general state of the rabbit-fancying

industry in Hoxton, Islington and the

Northern suburbs, now happily united

to Surrey by the Morden extension of

the Edgware Tube. But I might be

pardoned perhaps for saying a few w^ords

about the sin of covetousness, which
seemed to me responsible for almost as

much as, or even more than, the pre-

sent state of unrest and discontent and
setting of class against class as that

than
”

At this point I was interrupted by
the Chairman*s bell.

“ Time forbade me,” I continued, “to

deal as extensively as I should like with

the remainder of the seven deadly or

cardinal sins. Eeverbing, then, to the

vexed topic of dandelions as a diet for

half-bred Angoras, there was little doubt

that they set up fermentation in the ”

- Here the Chairman’s bell sounded for

the second time, and I was persuaded to

resume my seat Evoe.

THE LURE OF THE LOLLIPOP.
[“Over-indulgence in sweets deranges the

liver and often leads to a general down-grading
of character,” was the view expressed by a

doctor to a Daily Express representative.]

James as a lad, ere yet he had
Begun to near his full-size,

Was wont to feed with vulgar greed

On brandy-balls and bulls’-eyes
;

He had a pash for spending cash

(Supposing same were handy)

On luscious stocks of creams and chocs,

Of caramels and candy.

And when, in course of time, perforce

His adolescence finished,

The baneful craze of earlier days
In no degree diminished ;

A City man, he placed a ban
On beef and beer and coffee.

Content to munch, *by way of lunch,

Gigantic slabs of toffee.

All this, you see, explains why he
Has now become at fifty

Bad-tempered, vain, uncouth, profane,

Lethargic, mean and shifty.

Let those who read take earnest heed :

Though pudding palls and meat’s
tough.

Don’t court the fate that lies in wait
For him who guzzles sweetstuff.



THE SILENCE OF THE SPHERE.

Is it not time that the Government
intervened in the unfortunate situation

that has arisen between the Martians
and our scientists? The trouble has
dragged on now, not merely for months
but for years, and we are no nearer to a

solution than when efforts were first

made to bring the Martians to reason

and to obtain some response to the ap-

proaches that were made to them.
It is not so much for our astronomers

and wireless experts that w’efeel, though
they have suffered enough, surely, from
heart-sickness over the affair; it is

rather for their wives and children that

we are concerned, who have to endure
the company of these men overwhelmed
by the bitterness of disappointment.
The suggestion of a conference we do

not favour. It is very doubtful whether
the Martians, in their present temper,
would agree to attend one ; and another
difficulty is the choice of a neutral meet-
ing-place. Neither do we advocate a

subsidy. Somehow our scientists who
are engaged in this conflict manage still

to live and therefore do not need finan-

cial support, while the Martians, what-
ever their condition, certainly do not
warrant any further burden being im-

posed upon the British taxpayer. The
callous indifference these people show
to all the expert effort that has been
made to win some response, and to re-

iterated invitations to develop some
sense of comradeship and co-operation,

renders them unfit for any such benefit

as a subsidy might confer.

Meanwhile Mr. Baldwin and his

Cabinet still stand aside and refuse to

govern.

“We had grown a little weary of the ever-

lasting sameness of feminine coiffures, and the
long side-pieces notion offers just the fright

solution of the problem *’

—

S> African Paper,

It sounds as if it might create a scare.



MUSiC AND THE MASSES.
Dear Mr. Punch,—I have jusfc been

reading with mingled emotions Miss

Ella Hepwoeth Dixon’s article, “ Is

Music in Danger ?
’’ in The Westminster

Gazette of October 28. According to

this talented writer, Music is not only
|

in danger, it is dying.
“ It is a singular fact,'’ she declares,

“that, though the upper and middle

classes—not to mention the miners of

the North—have a greater feeling for

good music than at any time since the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, we
seem quite unable, in this sumptuous
capital of ours, to keep alive either

grand opera or orchestral concerts.”

This point is arguable, but what are

we to say of the extraordinary and un-

democratic attitude revealed in the

passage which asserts that as a people

we are lacking in “intensive culture” ?

Or of the libel, for it is nothing less,

contained in this sentence: “I have
never yet beheld a British Guardsman
in the Tate Gallery nor a bricklayer

(despite his good wages) attending a

symphony concert ” ?

Facit indignatio versus; and I am
moved by way of protest against the

class prejudice betrayed in this article

to embody my own experience in the

following lines :

—

I ’ve never met a Marquis who could

play on the bassoon.

Or a Duchess or a Countess who could

sing in perfect tune

;

I ’ve never known a belted Earl who
led a string quartet,

Or seen a Lord-Lieutenant who could

play the clarinet

;

I ’ve still to find a Yiscount or a Baron
or a Bart

Who in the simplest madrigal can take

the easiest part

;

I ’ve never met a Bishop at the soirees

of De Groot ;

I’ve never seen a Banker play the

Bessarabian flute

;

I ’ve never met a High Court Judge
who cared for Scriabin,

While the most unmusical of men in

England is a Dean, '

And the most astute Financier that I

have ever known
Can’t tolerate the violin, but loves the

saxophone.

But I know an old bathchair-man who
can accurately sing

Every single leading motive in the

whole of Wagner’s Bing ;

And I ’ve met a humble postman who,
returning from his rounds.

Elicits from his cornet soul-animating

sounds

;

I ’m told there is a labourer upon a

sewage farm
Who warbles Brahms and Schubert

with electrifying charm

;

And I’ve heard a blithe road-breaker

who, as he plied his drill,

Sang Siegfried's “ Schmiedelieder ” with
amazing verve and skill.

I am, dear Mr. Punch,
Yours fraternally and melodiously,

Vox POPULI.

The New Polo-Scoring.
“ Philadelphia, September 13fch.

In the final of the Ses^ui-contennial Polo
Tournament the Hurricanes defeated Orange
County by 11 ohukas to 8 .”—Chinese Pa^er,

“ Pour-seater, non-starter. £45.”

Provmcial Pajoer,

Cars that have been scratched are often

reduced in price.
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MRS. HASH.
(.4 Serial Drama of the utmost import-

ance. Begin at once.)

I.—Mbs. Henn Looks In.

'‘I THOUGHT I’d just look in, Mrs.
Hash.’;

“ Quite a coincidence, Mrs. Henn. I

was just making a cup of tea. There ’s

some people can smell a kettle boiling

half-a-mile away.”
Meaning by that, my dear ?

”

“No offence, I’m sure, Mrs. Henn.
And none taken, I hope, where none
intended.”

“ That’s as may be. Moll Anderson ’s

lent me her Marriage Mart, Mrs.
Hash.”
“And what’s that, Mrs. Henn? ”

“ A newspaper, Mrs. Hash. We were
reading a piece or two together.”

“Like two drowned men swapping
lifebuoys. Did you see anything that

took your fancy, Mrs. Henn ?
”

“Then you know the paper, Mrs.
Hash?”

“ I ’ve heard of it. And you needn’t
take a person up so.”

“Aren’t you ticklish to-day, my dear ?

A person might think that a person
wasn’t welcome.”

“ A person might think from now till

Christmas, and then nothing might
happen. Did you think of exchanging
Henn for something, Mrs. Henn, or is

Moll Anderson looking for a Eefined
Bachelor with Means ?

”

“You seem to know the language yery
well—now, no offence, my dear. No,
we was studying the little bits put in

by the females. As a matter of edu-
cation.”

“Oh, was you? ”

“ Yes, Mrs. Hash. Would you like

me to read some of the bits put in by
the females, Mrs. Hash? ”

I

“ There ’s no law against reading that

I know of.”

“ Thank-you, my dear. Well, here ’s

‘ a Delightful Young Spinster, age
twenty-five years, height 6 feet 4 inches ;

very refinedand pretty
;
rosy complexion,

perfect teeth, fascinating expression,

lovable disposition; desires to meet
superioryoungbachelor, sincere, straight-
forward, not stout or extravagant, good
habits, fond of music; must have
means.’

”

“Is it a husband she wants or the

Peince op Wales ?
”

“Neither, I think, Mrs. Hash. A
meeting is the only thing stipulated.”

“Then she’s no better than she

should be.”
“ I dare say you ’re right, my dear.

And here’s another. Listen to this, dear.
‘ Energetic Spinster, nut-brown hair and
dark hazel eyes; prairie bred and born,

alive and skookum ’ ”

“
* Skookum,’ Mrs. Henn ?

”

“ Skookum. * Alive and skookum.’
”

“ What ’s that, Mrs. Henn ?
”

“ Some foreign language—Jazz, I dare-
say.”

“Well, go on.”
“ ‘ Affectionate, domesticated, no bad

habits, auburn hair
’ ”

“Two minutes ago she had nut-brown
hair, Mrs. Henn. She can’t keep chop-

ping and changing
”

“ No offence, dear
; I’ve slipped into

another column. This one is * sometimes
lonely after business hours ;

dark, re-

fined, stylish, affectionate, sensible; just

recently won a prize in a charming
faces competition. Appearance and re-

ligion immaterial if a thoroughly refined

gentleman with income equal to lady’s

own. The right man would not regret

his interest; even physical defect no
drawback, lady being slightly hard of

hearing but fond of country. Kind
hearts are more than coronets, and
simple faith than Norman blood. Box
No. 613.’”

“ Is that all there, Mrs. Henn ?
”

“Just as I read it, dear.”
“ Nothing about musical ?

”

“No, Mrs. Hash.”
“ Would you say that I was mu^-ical,

Mrs. Henn ?
”

“ It ’s difficult to say, dear. Why ?
”

“ Oh, nothing. A person can wonder,

I suppose, without giving reasons.”

“Would you like me to read some
more, dear ?

”

“No, thank-you, dear,”
“ You wouldn’t think to read some of

them that anyone would stoop so low,

now would you? Eestless, I suppose.

Since you lost Hash, dear, I daresay

you feel a little of the same? ”

“My feelings is my own, Mrs. Henn,
and nobody else’s.”

“Certainly, dear; but what I mean,
a widow is a v^idow, and you can’t get

away from that. There’s bits from

widows in this paper too, Mrs. Hash.
There ’s one here

”

“ It ’s a pity to waste your breath on
that sort of thing, dear. I knew a
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' woman who read too much, and it led

to asthma.”
“This onebegins, ‘x^ffectionat©Widow,

not long free
* ”

“The woman I'm thinking of had

asthma till the day of her death, Mrs.

Henn, and then she was drowned.”

—domesticated, shy, fond of a

good laugh and a cup of tea
”

“And how's Henn behaving him-

self?”
“ Nicely, thank-you, dear— * fond of a

good laugh and a cup of tea

“ They were saying at ‘ The Leg-of-

Mutton’ be was knocking you about

again.”

“Oh, they were saying that, were

they? And I daresay

Liz Eoberts had some-

thing to say, Mrs. Hash,
if the truth were told ?

”

“Liz was there cer-

tainly, Mrs. Henn ;
but

I don't know as she

said any morethan half-

a-dozen others. Some-
thing was said about

your taking out a sum-
mons, my dear.”

“Oh, was it? A nice

thing I Well, I don't

want to hear anything

against my husband,

thank-yon. What other

remarks was passed,

Mrs. Hash?”
“ Pearl Mason was

saying you had a bit of

a turn - up Saturday
night.”

“Pearl Mason hasthe

longest ears in Paradise

Eow, Mrs. Hash, and
one of these days they T1

catch in a key-hole, I

shouldn't V70nder. If

a person can’t have
words with her own
husband on a Saturday night !

”

“Don't excite yourself, my dear. We
must all speak as we find, and I 'm sure

I’ve never had anything but civility

from Mr. Henn, whatever he may be in

the home.”
“ If some people had paid more at-

tention to their own husbands they
wouldn’t know so much about mine, I

dare say.”
“ Meaning by that, Mrs. Henn? ”

“Meaning what you please, Mrs.
Hash.”
“Don't think I’'m finding fault with

Mr. Henn, my dear.”

“Oh, no! Other women don’t find

fault with him. I 've noticed that.”
“ Well, I 've known him these seven

years, and I 'm sure no one could have
wished for a better-tempered young man
before he was married.”

“Oh, yes; I’ve dragged him down,

I dare say.”

“Don't take me up so, my dear.

What I mean to say, it was before he

was married I knew him best.”

“Oh, yes; you and Henn were very

thick, I believe.”

“ Not to say ' thick,* dear; but what

I 've said, and always will say, it 's

managing he wants.”

“Thank-you, Mrs. Hash. It's a

pity you didn’t marry him, perhaps

—

you or Liz Eoberts. Or Mabel Par-

sons.”

“Mabel Parsons! Was it her you
had the turn-up over Saturday night ?

”

“Turn-up? I don't remember say-

Friend. “ So you got youb poem pbinted ?
”

Aspiring Feet. “Yes. I sent the first stanza to the Editor op the
COBRESPONDENCE COLUMN WITH THE INQUIRY, ‘ OAN ANYONE GIVE ME THE
BEST OP THE POEM?’ A DAY OR TWO LATER I SENT THE BEST UNDER
ANOTHER NAME,”

ing anything about a turn-up, Mrs.
Hash.”

“
‘ Words,* I think, was the expression

you used, Mrs. Henn.”
“Your hearing's never been the same,

my dear, not since that nasty fall you
had after the funeral.”

“It's very like you, Mrs. Henn, to

make game of a person'-s misfortunes.

You 'd laugh at a suicide if the person
was better-looking than yourself.”

“ I '11 say no more about your misfor-

tunes, Mrs. Hash, if you'll leave my
husband out of the question.”

“ Well, that's a very fair exchange.
That 's what I call an honourable settle-

ment all round. Do you take one lump
or two, my dear ?

*’

“ Three, if you can spare it, dear,”

“You're welcome, Mrs. Henn.”
“Thank-you, dear.”

“ Well, would you believe it ? There 's

tears in my eyes.”
“ Same here, dear.”

“Now we're perfect ladies again,

Mrs. Henn, perhaps you 'd care to go on
with your reading?

”

“ I wouldn’t think of it, Mrs. Hash,
not if it pains you.”

“It's a pleasure, dear, to hear your
voice, whatever the words may be.”

“Thank-you, my dear. Well, Moll
i^nderson was saying, my dear, that

one of these little bits in The Marriage
Mart reminded her very much of some-
body she knew.”
“Go on !”

“ It’s the truth; and I said the same.”
“Did you, dear?

Would it be Mabel Par-

sons by any chance ?
”

“No, dear, it wasn't
Mabel Parsons.”

“ Liz Eoberts ?
”

“No. Itwas a widow.
Not long free, Mrs.

Hash.”
' “ Go on !

”

*
‘ Pact. And we were

saying—^well, Jwas say-

ing—^that, if it was the

person we had in mind
she hadn’t expressed

herself to the best ad-

vantage, perhaps.”

“Oh, you said that,

did you ?
”

“ Yes, dear. We was
saying that she hadn’t

made the best of her-

self in the advertise-

ment
;
and I said that

a nice woman like this

woman couldn’t be ex-

pected to tell the tale

thorough, not about her-
self—see ?—not in pub-

lic. It stands to rea-

son,' I said, ‘ only a dear

friend can do that,’ I said ;
‘ and it 's

only throwing good money after bad
for her to keep up this “Affectionate

Widow” bit in the paper week after

week. But if she vras to take one or

two of her own friends into her confi-

dence,’ I said, ‘ and let them put their

heads together, it would be a very

different story,* I said, ‘ and she 'd get a

bite the very first week, I shouldn’t

wonder.' Have you had a bite, Mrs.

Hash?”
“ Not a nibble, Mrs. Henn.”_ A.P.H.

“
* Although there may be one or two among

the 30 members of the council who object to

dancing,* the vicar added, ‘that is not the
reason for the decision. I myself would never
stop dancing.’ ”

We shall shortly be hearing of his

promotion to the See of Eumti-Poo.
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Hostess {an enthusiastic Film-Fan). “What do you think of the ‘IToub Horse-
men OP THE Apocalypse ’ ?

”

Guest. “Not enough runners—no place money.’*

THE WONDER OF IT.

I WALK by tower and steeple

And hugely I admire
To see so many people

Still able to respire

;

I find it somewhat funny

—

And so, no doubt, do you

—

That all my friends have money
To do the things they do.

Old England needs a saviour

;

Her sides are badly cracked

;

But is the Bloggs’ behaviour
Consistent with this fact ?

While all the world is whining
That trade has taken wings,

How do the Smiths keep dining

On such expensive things ?

** If blunder follows blunder
And bread becomes more dear.

Where shall we be, I wonder,”
Says Mr. Brown, “next year ?

”

Still, as I pass The Gables,
This solemn thought occurs,

That Mrs. Brown has sables

Or coney musquash furs.

With deep, with deep disquiet

I scanned the various pars
On that Olympian riot

To purchase motor-cars

;

No word, it seemed, was wTitten
On any stand or stall

To tell men that Great Britain

Was tottering to her fall.

Our mills are mute and idle
;

The state of steel is rank

;

Yet Jones, the suicidal.

Embarks upon a ;

In that vast exhibition

Did no one for his good
Point out in what position

The poor old country stood ?

One thought at least I cherish

To cheer me for a while

—

That England, though she perish,

Yet perishes in style

;

Though fast the spirit peters.

She uses as she jogs

Six-cylinder four-seaters

To take her to the do£fs. Evoe.

GENERAL INTELLIGENCE.

My son Peter, aged five, is in his

second term at school. I took a father’s

natural pride in his first report. It ran

as follows :

—

Arithmetic—Fair.

Scripture—Moderate.

Geography—Poor.

History—^Very poor.

General Intelligence—Excellent.

It was the last item that gave me
particular satisfaction. For I am a

free-lance journalist and it had always
been my hope that my son and heir

would carry on the good work. Already
he takes an almost precocious interest

in my compositions, and 1 am delighted

that my own opinion of the excellence

of his general intelligence should be
endorsed by his schoolmaster.

A few days agoJ was busy on a short

story when Peter, on his return from
school, entered my study and asked me
to read it to him.

“ Sorry, old man,” I said, but Daddy
is racing against the clock or he would
be only too glad to.”

Peter has been taught good behaviour,
so he did not repeat his request, but

withdrew to his play-room and busied
himself with his mechanical toys.

1 finished my story with just four

minutes in which to catch the post. As
I sealed down the envelope Peter re-

appeared.
“ I kept as quiet as I could. Daddy,”

he said, “ so will you please read it to

me when it comes back?
”

As I said, I am very glad that his

master has endorsed my view of Peter’s

General Intelligence.

Of a Parliamentary candidate :

—

“Mr. was once Mayor of
,
and has

twice visited Africa. On one occasion he met
a lion face to face .”—Daily Faper.

The ex-Mayor’s face apparently won.
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ESSENCE PARLIAMENT.
snickersnee across the Secretary fob behind the band,” to which LordTHOMP-
Wab's jugular, but it glanced off harm- son smartly retorted that he knew much

Monday, October 25th.—Lieut.-Com- lessly. Sir Fbebbic Wise wanted to less about galloping than the noble earl,

mander Kenwobthy is reputed to be knowhowmany shareholders there were In the Commons, on the motion to

the most unsquashable person in the in the “ British” company that has been adjourn, Mr. Baldwin, having mildly

House of Commons, but he is not awarded the "War Office contract, but observed that there was complete har-

unsquashing. This afternoon, amid loud there was no reply. Sir W. Joynson- mony in the Government, thought it

and largely derisive applause, he took Hicks, in answer to questions and also well to add that if any combination of

bis seat in—or, to be strictly truthful, later in debate, explained that Mr. Cook his colleagues had been able to curb Mr.

on—the Labour Party. Aiming his had been prevented from speaking in Churchill they would have done what
person at an imaginary gap between Staffordshire by the Chief Constable, no one in any previous Government had
Messrs.VARLEYand Adamson, helowered whose belief that the speeches would been able to do. Nothing was said about

himself into it with defiant aplomb, the result in a breach of the peace he, the the coal dispute that had not been said

faces of the semi-submerged comrades Home Secretary, did not question. a dozen times before,

indicating their feeling that there Tuesday, October 26th.— Dr.

is a limit even to what the solid- Salter, Labour Member for B.er-

‘aces of the semi-submerged comrades 1 Home Secretary, did not question. I a dozen times before,

ndicating their feeling that there Tuesday, October 26th.— Dr.

is a limit even to what the solid- Salter, Labour Member for B.er-

arity of the working-classes can mondsey, where

^

the drysalpers

ernors of the i^o^^asting Cor- tions^as good manners or good

poration. Sir W. Mitchell- t taste to curb his enthusiasm.

Thomson replied that the hon. Knowing that, and knowing fur-

and gallant Member would have ther ^that the pubHc takes little

matter on the Supplementary Es- tical^ propagandists, the House
timate—‘Gf the hon. and gallant would normally have ignored his

Member is still in his place.” At declaration,made to a temperance

least two members of the Labour society and repeated to a news-

Party hoped that he wouldn’t be paper, that he had seen Members

where he was. House “ with drink taken,”

“No, Sir,” replied Mr. Church- as they say in Ireland.

ILL to a long question, of which Not so Sir A. Holbrook, who,

he had received written notice, by seeing in the occasion an oppor-

Mr. Saklatvala. “No, Sir,” he tunity for harassing his political

replied to a still longer supple-

mentary question in the same V i
good repute at the same time, in-

vein. One recalled the dear old // sisted, on Monday afternoon, on

Victorian song in which the lady j f j
I moving that Dr. Salter’s intem-

went on saying “No, Sir” (as ' T jr/i/j /// perate temperance oratory consti-

ordered by Papa) for a dozen ^ // tuted a breach of the privileges

verses until the intelligent swain of the House. The Doctor being

betook himself to the hypothetical absent, the motion was^ adjourned

negative, whereupon they became till to-day, the general impression

each other’s own in less than no 4-i .A being that the offender would ex-

time. Mr. Saklatvala’s straight-
' press regret and the matter drop,

forward Orientalmindisincapable THE SPRAT AND THE WHALE. Mr. Neil Maclean thought

of stooping to such a questionable Mr. Sid^'ey Webb (the Acute Angler of the Labour that, as they were going to dis-

weapon of debate as a hypotheti- Tarty). “Of course I’m glad to have captured this cuss the practice of heaping in-

cal negative and a third “No ^^o^ising little fish, but what I ’m really hoping g^lt.g ^ defenceless legislative

Sir ” Sed him off,
’

.

body, they might as well consider

The motto Experientia docet” is Dealing with the same subject in the heinous case of Dean Inge, who
evidently truer than somepeople realise, the House of Lords, Lord Birkenhead declares in his recent book that “tbs

Colonel Lane-Fox assured the House said that as in the last five months Mr. new type of Labour Member is some-

that the upward movement of the price Cook had made two hundred and eighty- times a drunken ruffian.” It so hap-

of coal had been checked. The state- eight speeches there could be no sub- pened that, as Mr. Maclean read this

ment, it appeared, was contrary to the stantial loss to the rhetorical anthology phrase out with all due emphasis, the

experience of several Members present, of the nation by the suppression of two. newest type of Labour Member in

who insisted on quoting the actual It is to the Upper Chamber, staid and the person of Lieut.-Commander Ken-

figures. Mr. J. H. Thomas asked from even sombre as it is, that in these days worthy was sitting just below him.

what source the Department of Mines we must wend to hear political opponents The House greeted the unintentional

had got its information. “From my own exchanging the niceties of badinage, sally with shouts of delight, the victim

experienceand the experience of my De- Lord Birkenhead quoted Mr. Have- assuming the Eed-Indian-at-the-stake

partment,” replied the gallant Colonel, lock Wilson who “ had forty years of expression appropriate to the occasion.

Some other matters were considered trade-union credentials to set against To everybody’s regret the Speaker

before the main question of the Emerg- Lord Parmoor’s thirty years of fine ruled Mr. Maclean out on the tenuous

ency Eegulations was reached. Mr. Toryism.” Later he twitted the noble ground of belatedness. There was

Storry Deans again drew his safety Lords opposite with “galloping miles nothing amusing about Dr. Salter’s
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WINTER WARFARE.attack on his colleagues, but the spec-

tacle of Dean Inge being haled before

the Bar of the House by the Serjbant-

at-Aems complete with sword, and,

after due hearing, incarcerated for a

period of gloomy refiection in the dun-

!
geons sacred to the immortal memory

I
of Guido Bawkes, would have provided

j
the best kind of entertainment. Possibly

I

the Speaker’s decision was inspired by

the fact that the Dean is enjoying in

the United States the sanctuary that

he would otherwisehave been compelled

i
to seek on the steps of St. Paul’s.

Dr. Salter, when his turn came, not

only refused to retract but exhibited an

unrestrained desire to go muck-raking

before a Committee on Privileges
;
but

the House heavily defeated an Amend-

I
ment with that intent. Its viewwasmost

j

aptly put by Mr. T. P. O’Connor, who

I

as ‘‘ Father of the House ” declared that

i it was a model of sobriety in compari-
i son with former years and denounced
Dr. Salter for ‘Mirfcying the House’s
clean linen in public.” The Prime
Minister put the whole matter in a

sentence. Some Members might oc-

casionally forget themselves. “We all

know it but we do not talk about it.”

A few Labour Members made speeches

resenting SirA. Holbrook’sprovocative
declaration that “he knew there were
Members opposite from North of the

Tweed who made it their boast that

they would destroy the character of the

House,” but the House passed the

motion without a division.

Members proceeded to discuss the

Emergency Eegulations, the bright

speech of the evening being made by
Mr. Purcell, who, amid loud shouts of
“ Drivel,” declared that the Govern-
ment’s burning desire was to stir up
disorder so that they could call out the
troops and see if they would fire on the
miners. This, the Home Secretary

I

said, was just the sorb of speech that
justified Emergency Eegulations.

Another Paradise Lost.

“The Cam has every reason to be proud of
havingmotheredTennyson and Rupert Brooke,
but the Isis has presented to the Muses a pro-
geny no less distinguished. I^Iilton and Mat-
thew Arnold are names which spring readily
to the mind.”—Daily Pape7\

And what about Wordsworth of Wad-
ham, Byron of Brasenose, Marlowe of
Merton, etc., etc. ?

From a recent catalogue of books on
Ireland :

—

“ A Collection of poems, by the Clare Bards,
ill Honour of the MadDonnells of Kilkee
and KiUone, collected and edited by Brian
O’Looney.”

Bard O’Looney seems to have included
the Donnells in the Looney clan tem-
porarily. .

Lectures.

Now that the evenings are closing in,

a full day’s soldiering out-of-doors is

impossible. The Army is therefore en-

couraged to settle down in earnest to

its winter programme of Examinations,

Boards and Lectures. It is with the

last-named that I propose to deal in

this article.

Military lectures have at least one

feature in common with ordinary lec-

tures. They are of two kinds only,

viz. :

—

A. Those with lantern.

B. Those without lantern.

(There are certain sub-divisions of these

A LUNAR RENEV7AL.
Sir William Ioynson- Hicks.

“Some people might be bobed with
THESE MONTHLY REVIVALS. I RATHER ENJOY
THEM.”

categories, such as “ those with slides

but without lantern,” and vice versa;
but these are dealt with fully in The
Mammal of Good Staff Work.)

“ A ” type lectures are far the more
popular and attendance at them is often

quite voluntary. They are presided
over by a very senior officer, who is

therefore too busy to attend in person,
but a quite senior enough officer kindly
consents to take the Chair instead.

The Chairman in his preliminary re-

marks announces that the lecturer has
come all the way from London to speak
on the interesting question of “The
Strategical Significance of the Cacbuca
Islands.” Nobody, in the Chairman’s
opinion, is better qualified to speak on
this matter than the lecturer, who has
been studying the Cacbucan question
ever since he went to the War Office in

1907.

The lecturer bows in response to a
hearty welcome from the audience, and
there is a short delaywhile two orderlies

unfurl a large map of the world covered
with invisible names and proceed to
attach it to the wall. No sooner is this

completed to the lecturer’s satisfaction

than he remembers having left his

lantern-slides in the taxi. The two
orderlies are sent in pursuit and the
lecturer begins.

In accordance with time-honoured
custom his opening remarks are to the
effect that he considers it a great privi-

lege to address such an audience on such
a subject. He says that it is quite im-
possible to deal with so vast a problem
in such a very short time. (Loud ap-

plause.) He gazes round appreciatively
and catches sight of the missing slides.

They are on the table, where he first

put them. There is a short delay while
they are handed over to the lantern
orderly, who vanishes with them inside

his fireproof sentry-box.

After a futile search in the Pacific

Ocean the lecturer assumes that every-
body knows exactly where the Cachuca
Islands are, so that he need waste no
time in pointingthem out. He proposes
to get on with the first slide and makes
a clicking noise accordingly. As this

evokes no response from the sentry-box
he hangs his billiard-cue on the floor,

at the same time giving the command
“Lights” in a smart and soldierly

manner. Immediately the room is

plunged into darkness, and from the
sentry-box come sounds of escaping
steam and falling glass. At last a faint

beam illumines the-screen and a table

of figures is projected on to it, the wrong
way round. This is hastily removed
and reappears upside down. Thus it

remains for a few minutes until, covered
with large beads of perspiration peculiar
to all military lantern slides, it fades
away like the Cheshire cat.

The lecturer now warms to his work
and touches upon the history of the in-

habitants of the Cachuca Islands, their

peculiarities, their harbours, their fight- I

ing forces. Graphic illustrations are
given of Cachucan warriors, upside
down, and of the Cachucan coracle fleet

inside out. Just as the interest is at
its height there is a muffled explosion
in the sentry-box, followed by a com-
plete black-out. The lecturer announces
that time is getting short, but that, if

any member of the audience would like

to ask questions, he will be pleased to
answer them if he can, and if there are
any.

A plain dull regimental officer stands
up and asks the lecturer whether it

would not be a good thing to capture
the Cachuca Islands right away and
have done with it, because then we
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The East (of Bungalow Oasis). “Teeeibly glad to see you, old man I Soeey I haven’t boom to put up youb camel, but

YOU CAN PAEK IT ALMOST ANYWHEEE OUTSIDE.”

should know exactly how we stood.

At this the lecturer becomes very serious

and asks if there are any shorthand

writers present. He then requests the

audience to observe the strictest secrecy

with regard to any remarks he may
mabe, and finally informs them that,

whereas several experts (whom he could

name) are strongly of the opinion that

such a procedure has just asmany points

in its favour as against it, yet he could

mention quite as many others, equally

expert, wdio are convinced that the

‘"cons” are every bit as sound as the

“pros.” He would like to be allowed

to go even further into this interesting

question but he feels that the inside

information which his official position

gives him debars him from so doing.

(Loud applause.)

The lecturer then thanks the audience

for their appreciation, and the Chairman

thanks the lecturer for his lecture.

The lecturer thanks the Chairman for

thanking him, and the oldest inhabitant

thanks the Chairman for presiding.

The Chairman, in thanking him, says

that it was a great pleasure to preside

over such a meeting. The meeting

shows its appreciation, looks at its

wrist-watch, fumbles for its cap, stick

and gloves, and departs, inwardly bless-

ing the lantern orderly.

THE BRIDLE GATE.

Blacks and browns and bays and

duns, -

Chestnuts, greys and piebald ones.

Decked with stockings, stars and blazes.

Stepping clean or cutting daisies

;

Sluggards, pullers, baulkers, stickers.

Staunch ones, stayers, colts and kickers

;

Meek ones, mild ones, plungers,

snorters

;

Slant-eared rips with lifted quarters

;

Rushing brutes that will not wait,

Ambling cobs, serene, sedate

—

Here they come through the Bridle

Gate!

Princes, squirelings, bucks and peers.

Merchants, Jews and profiteers,

Shipping-kings and sardine-packers.

Thrusters, busters, shirkers, slackers ;

Men with wings and men with stars,

Gunners, Lancers and Hussars

;

Youngsters of the Naval Forces

Riding rash on hireling horses

;

Men alarmed and men elate,

Men who hunt in fear and hate

—

See them crowd through the Bridle

Gate I

Ladies stout and ladies slim.

Wearing bowlers wide of brim.

Habited or breeched and booted.

Bowing sweetly when saluted

;

Ladies large and short of breath,

Timid ladies scared to death

;

Ladies out for joy of jumping.

Ladies on their saddles bumping;
Ladies of uncertain date,

Lost to hope and trusting Fate

—

Beauty abroad at the Bridle Gate;

Bright-eyed youngsters brisk as weasels

;

Schoolboys kept at home for measles

;

Girls both shingled and in tresses,

Girls escaped from governesses
;

.

Children of more tender ages

Freed awhile from nursery cages,

Proud as conquering Alexanders

On their dwarfed eleven-handers

;

Stout of heart if light of weight.

Bob and Biffy, Olive and Kate

—

Blow them on through the Bridle Gate I

W.H.O.

Another Glimpse of the Obvious.

“ The absent-mindedness of people who sud-

denly step in front of an approaching vehicle

is responsible for many street accidents, says

the chief constable of

Tasmanian Taper.

“ It is marvellous what has been achieved at

the Restaurant, where a beautiful Pour
Course Lunch is served at 1/9 and a potential

Six Course Pinner at BI0”’—S'iibu7'hanPaper.

Shakespbaee, no doubt, had such a

dinner as this in mind when he wrote

of ‘Hhe bare imagination of a feast.”
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Coloix^il ^Gpi^&y {^to wo'iiiQiii sciiiyit&YhiQ o^vnil^Sblyi ccToss faivicciy), **How then I .Hurry up with that baby of yours.”
Wmian. “Baby YOURSEiiF—playing with that little ball and in them knickers !

”

Eugena Rex, the Guinea Coast ape,

Looked thoughtfully at his daughter’s shape,
Looked thoughtfully at his barrels of rum
And scratched the dome of his cranium.
‘'I wonder,” he mused, “if a largesse of liquor
Discreetly expended would get her off quicker ?

A suitor of spirit as well as position
Is needed for one who, though plain, is patrician.”

To hinterland forest sped royal command
That he who aspired to the princess’s hand
Must enter his name for a symposium
And drain to the dregs a whole barrel of rum

;

While pantomime hinted a barrel would fill a
Grown chimpanzee, or even gorilla,

“You d think that there wasn’t an earthly for me,'
Observed a Telinga, “ but just wait and see.”

Telingas, the tiniest apes in the trees.

Resemble each other like so many peas

;

And long ere the entries had ended the clan
Had hit on a subtle yet promising plan
Eor the good of their chief, who, on signin<^

name,
Suggested short breathers as part of the game,
“And I trust, Sire, my inches may not prove a bar? ’

“ Get out of my sight !
” said Eugena R.

The lists were appointed
; by twos and threes

Came cheery gorillas and chimpanzees

—

Never was seen such a simian throng

;

But the day was hot and the rum was strong,
And what with the crowding and what with the sun
At every trial the barrels won.
Competitors entered again and again,
But the moon was topping the baobabs, lolun—

EUGENA REX.

A Guinea Coast Legend.

his

Came the wee Telingas, Teiinga-linga-Ungas,
Drop-drop-dropping like the petals of syringas

;

Doggo in the grasses they halted for a while,
And on the tick of zero moved in single file.

Hared a nimble runner in from the grasses’ border,
Back was passed from file to file the skipper’s final order,
That be who first attained the lees in bolting his potation
Must hustle to headquarters to report the situation.

Out scuttled number one, where the grasses ended.
One link forward the living chain extended

;

Back scuttled number one, sputtering and swallowing

;

Strictly in rotation was the sequence of his following.

Stared at the miracle Eugena R. in wonder

—

Tot . . . Tot . . , Tot .

.

.

!

But he never got rotunder I

High among the baobabs a caprimulgus churring
Broke into a giggle, for the series was recurring,^

Out, about aud home again—all as like as peas
;

Came at last the tidings that the ullage reached the lees

;

Then forth, without a wobble in his speech or in bis
carriage,

There strode a beaming little ape who claimed the girl
in marriage.

“Well, a promise is a promise,” said Eugena R.
“ Look among the grasses !

” screamed the mean night-
jar.

Cp the nearest baobab, not a whit too soon,
The hope of the Telingas made a bee-line for the moon.

The yells of the belaboured and the squealings of the
clawed

Betokened far beneath him the disclosure of the fraud

;

And that ’s -why Telingas, who are all as like as peas,
Affect the highest branches of the very highest trees.
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THE WEST WIND AND ZOE.

The Winds had taken off with the

twilight and not a breath was stirring.

The West Wind, a robust but mild-

mannered youth, with the pleasing ex-

terior enjoyed by the majority of the

Immortals (he is a minor Immortal, you
know), was sitting on the hill-top. His
rushing cloak of russet hung idly about

his ample shoulders and he looked pen-

sive.

You see he was very really and truly

in love. And his beautiful lady didn’t

know about it, though he had frequently

whispered the fact t^o her and had even

shouted it
;
in fact she didn’t know him

by sight even—h ow could she ? Tor the

Winds are invisible; at least I ’ve never

met any mortal who ’s seen one or wdio

could understand what their voices say,

sing they high or low. And the West
Wind, you see, loved a mortal, a mortal

shepherdess, and the shepherdess her-

self loved a mortal shepherd and quite

an ordinary shepherd at that.

Now the latter was an extremely shy

lad even for a simple herd-boy, and he

had, to date, not dared to declare him-

self to Zoe (our heroine’s pretty name),

though he indeed loved her devotedly.

Here you ’ll recognise that we have the

makings of a proper kettle of fish.

‘‘Hullo, old man,” said a flippant

young Zephyr slipping down from the

pine-tops and addressing our hero,

“what’s the trouble? You look as if

you ’d dropped a drachma and picked

up an obol.”

The West Wind sighed, and the whole

forest murmured sympathetically.

“I am in love,” he said, and he pro-

ceeded to tell the Zephyr about Zoe at

very great length, and about Zoe's con-

founded indifference; he did not say,

however, that her affections were already

engaged, for this he did not know,
“ What ’s to be done ? ” he concluded.

“Dunno,” said the Zephyr vaguely

(all Zephyrs are vague), “Why not

steal upon her disguised as a shower of

gold ;
that ’s fashionable^ you know*

—

Danae and all that.”

“ My good fool,” said the West’ Wind
pettishly, “do talk sense I Am I Zeus ?

and how can a Wind be a shower of

gold ? I should probably blow myself

away.”
“ Oh, use your wits, my dear chap,

do !
” said the Zephyr, who didn’t the

least know bow to either, but was be-

coming bored with Zoe.

He moved importantly away into

the night.

But the West Wind sat on under a

garland of stars. He could hear the

Zephyr (young ass) whisperingnonsense

* And still is, I ^ni told.

IfM
y/w

u'W

H c/.Xr.^,w?»4

“ Youb dog looks very miserable this morning.”

“Yes, it’s the cat’s pault. He wanted to run after it and it wouldn’t

START.”

to the nymphs and oreads in the blue

!

shadows of the wood ;
but soon, his wits

jumping, he exclaimed Eureka I ” twice

and went to bed.

Eureka is Greek, and you all know
what it means.
And in the morning it was fresh and

blue and sunny, with all that freshness,

blueness and sunniness for which the

Golden Age was famous. And if you
are doubtful as to how much that was,

come with me by Mapledurham some
jolly day when next the lilacs are out

and the weir dancing and I’ll show you.

Meanwhile, however, the West Wind,
thinking himself monstrous clever, had
hidden in the laburnum-tree outside

Zoe’s door. Soon she came out. Her

blue smock (’twas the colour of wild

hyacinths) matched her eyes, and her

sunny hair (she ’d such lots of it) was
coiled ever so thickly round her little

head lest it should fall into the churns.

She looked as fresh as butter herself.

The West Wind jumped down in the

golden showers of labrnmum and sang,

“Z'oa mou, sas agavo'' (but in old

Greek, of course), as elegantly as Lord

Byron himself. Zoe didn’t seem to mind
a bit, besides it was only the Wind.

She said, “ I love the West Wind,”
and then she blushed and added, but so

low that none could hear, “ Olytander.”

Yes, Olytander was the shepherd-boy's

name.
She said no more, and the West
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Wind, puzzled but naturally enough
,v,endER TO THE 200. AT THE PLAY,

encouraged, 'watched her trip lightly iviniNL/c-ri i w i n

along the sheep-track. (Reflections of a small girl on hearing that “The Theee Sistees (Baenes).

’^g^g out acres and yellow ^ poisonous snalie Ims just liacl a tear in its Even the xuost aideut ichehoviaus

lovP"! nf 't and “ Here soes aoain ” said ‘'inrisibly mended” at the Zoo with a admit that it is difficult at first not

tirWesf’wlnd.S^^^ and
Pat=lr from another snahe.) ^ a little exasperated with the futile

came gallantly to her lost in the shim- When IVe seen Nanny mending us provincials, the brother and three sisters

mer and the sweet smeU of it and hidden and patching-up our frocks, Prozorov and the odd assortment of

in the little songs of its gold-banded And putting torn-off buttons on and officers of the garrison who drift in and

bees. Eoe opened her bare arms wide darning holes in socks, out, philosophise, strum on guitars and

to the scent and the sunshine and Inever thought that presently I 'd want pianos, take photographs, make love

sniffed ecstatically. “I do love you, to do it too— and drink vodka in their aimless un-

W'est Wind,'’ she said, and then she But I ’d love to mend the animals that disciplined way in this interesting tragi-

acres of it, and “ Here goes again,” said

the West Wind, and swept across and
came gallantly to her lost in the shim-

mer and the sweet smell of it and hidden

in the little songs of its gold-banded

bees. Zoe opened her bare arms wide

sighed and began to say “ Glytander ”

;

in fact she 'd got as far as “ Ciy ” when
she again blushed, like all wild roses,

and then she turned as pale as possible

and thought, “ Oh, dear, if he 'd beard !

”

for there came Glytander (really he

wasn’t half a bad-looking

boy) to meet her among

the cobra’s scales,

And lengthen the baboons* grey frocks of puzzling you as to wffio is who and
which never reach their tails;

the gorse.

Now the West Wind ^
(I’ve told you) had no
idea (how could he, since

no one had said so ? )
that

Zoe loved and was loved

by another, but he was hBIMI

nevertheless mildly irri-

tated by the interruption.
He looked round for fresh

gold to be a shower in,

“Three times does it!’*

he cried and—whoops

—

he blew away the chaplet

of honeysuckle that kept

Zoe’s golden hair up, and
tliere he was in a shower
that wouldn’t have dis-

honoured Zeus himself.

“Oh, the Wind I
” cried

Zoe, and suddenly things

happened. The golden
softness of her hair
streamed out hither and
yonlikesunshine ; a strand

Masha

of it, shining and irresist-
*

ible, was round Ciytan-
'

der’s neck in no time (a fatal careless-

ness for which the West Wind has
never forgiven himself), and then some-
how, all shyness forgotten, Zoe was in

her shepherd’s arms at last, and, as far

THE THREE JOLLY SISTERS.
Miss Margaret Swallow.
Miss I^Iartita Hunt.
Miss Beatrix Thompson.

I ’d like to mend the tiger’s ear
,

that I rather than awakened passion to the in-

seems to have a tear,

shaggy little bear.

as she could be seen for the golden tif-

1

^ ^ neaten ail the edges of one vultures army doctor, Tcliehutvldn, vague expon
i> 1— X J.1— 1 1 . -.1 where they re frayed ;

' . ^
fany about them, she was being kissed.

The poor West Wind (can you won-
der that he so often sounds sadly?)
gave one heart-broken soband left them

;

and you and I perhaps cannot now do
better than follow his gentlemanly ex-

ample.

. ,1 — Qj- uisnop J3EiiKELEY s perpioxim
I a turn the eagles trousei-s up and philosophy, permanent cadger and oc

bind the fringe with braid ;
• . . . f 1

casionai drunkard;y ,
-1 ... , . ,

. — ,, T 111 I ViCSUiJiWAAa;!. VIX U4JI AiCXJ-U.
, UiJLJLU. ClJOfU

I d stjtch in time the dappled deer Captain Solyony, wdiose wanton
whose coat IS wearing thin, 1. . . . ^ y .

I need it in the Zoo. comedy. But they will say, and
wisely, “Just you wait. Observe the

I ’d like to set a diamond patch upon technical skill with which in the open-
3g scene the author uses the device

I what he is alter by way of exciting your
interest and commanding
your attention. Observe
these people coming to

life before you, figures of

a real life, inconsequent,
iinsymmetrical, tragic-

f
comic—Ibis feckless un-
stable Audrey Prozorov,
minor official of theEural
Board; sister Olga, the
school-marm, old maid
in the making, crippled

by her headaches and her
tenderness for her little

sister Irina and her old

inefficient nurse; sister

Irina, with Moscow the

pole to which her com-
pass always swings, chil-

dishly romantic but un-
able to fall in love, hating
the routine of her work

;

sister Masha, bored to

rtTV^ei-ocrv. distraction with her

^
honest, devoted and suffi-

„ ciently competent but
lET Swallow.

plain and unambitious

rT^nJ;cnvr husband, KuUgin, and
turning from sheer enmii

trospective Colonel Vershinin ; Audrey's
And best of all I’d love to darn the pretty, meanly t}rannical shrew of a

wife, Natasha, grabbing every advantage
for her infants without scruple

;
the old

ent of Bishop Berkeley’s perplexing

that bitter

baiting of the blameless suitor iovIrina's
And put tucks m the elephant Avhere it Lieutenant Barm Tmenbach,

wants taking in. ' ^ encounter. Not a
Zoe and Glytander have been dead I ’d see why the rhinoceros’s bib is out ‘ well-made play * assuredly, but made

these millions of years, but the West of shape— as well as life is made—in Eussia; and

I

Wind is a faithful fellow, and, when you I’m sure that somewhere round his not so far in essentials from the way it

meet him tJiis month rushing through . neck he’s been and lost a tape— is made in England. Of course, if you
Lycrofts with a shower of golden leaves, Yes, when I ’m old I won’t go mending want OuiDA-conceived military heroes
you can imagine, if you like (I shall kids like me and you, and close-ups of feather-pated blondes
anyhow), that he is still remembering But I’ll go and mend the animals that in their arms this is not your theatre.
Zoe. P. E. C. need it in the Zoo. You can go to or
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Mr. Theodore Komisarjevsky has A Matinee in aid of the Mothercraft
provided a charming and charmingly Schools and Day Nurseries of the
simple setting and manages the balance, Marylebone Health Society will be given
grouping and lighting of the piece with
real skill, indeed distinction. I thought
that in tlie dark Second Act he let him- Z
self be seduced by his appreciation of

the value of sudden shafts of light flood-

ing the darkness by too frequently

opening and shutting the two doors
LEFT, thereby rather failing to conceal

an artful dodge. The light also was a

thought too sinister for the mood of

the Act, and, moreover, to be trivial, we
were sure that the lynx-eyed Natasha
would never have allowed so extrava- ^
gant an illumination. I notice too that

Sir. KomisARJEVSKY is very fond of

leaning people against window-panes
and doorways—though that may well

be one of the most sacred of Eussian yn

The Barnes Theatre is making a

place for itself as a school of competent
acting. I suppose, by the wayC it ’s no
use asking the Director to put up a

notice to the eflect that Cockneyisms
like ** Olgar is and**idear of will in THE BA-CESLIHEH
future be

_

discouutenanced.
_

This is nUUtyUn . . Me. Dan F. Eoe.
especially important in Eussian plays,

where every lady’s name ends with the at the Alhambra, on Sunday, Novem-
fatal vowel. The company of experi- ber 14th. Among the artistes offering

enced and less experienced players their services are Miss Lilian Bbaith-
workedadmirablytogetheranditisdifQ- waite, Mile. Delysia, Miss Gwen

MARK TAPLEY REDiVIVUS.

The Earth’s crust is quaking

With fissures and chasms
That come of bad baking

And cosmical spasms

;

And Mars, the “ red ” planet,

Still plaguily near,

Distresses Lord Thanet
And Lord Beavermere.

And while the celestial

Conditions are sinister,

Baldwin’s a ‘‘bestial”

“ Ferocious” Prime Minister;

This, anyhow,
Is the amiable view

Of those who kow-tow
To the Communist crew.

All the world ’s mad
;

Die-hards and soft livers

Ceaselessly gad
In saloons or in “flivvers ”

;

"While women—why, Lane,
In defence of the verities,

Has to complain
That their surae ain’t ieretes

!

But :

—

My missus has learned

To be frugal in smoking,
And Jack bas returned

From the films to stockbroking

;

We ’ve got a new cook
Who is friendly and willing.

And Dolly’s new book
Is both decent and thrilling.

We’ve got some more coke,

Quite as much as w'e prayed
for ;

I sent up a joke

To The Wail which was paid
for;

And Tom’s last report

Concludes with “Excelling

V
In all forms of sport,

Though weak in his spell-

ing.”

So, cheerfully waiting
For rosier times,

I ’m not for migrating
. To alien climes.

^ With Inge in his Inge-land
Eefusing to mope,

I continue to sing “ Land
Of Glory and Hope.”

worked admirablytogether and it is difS-
1
waite, Mile. Delysia, Miss Gwen 1 We ’ve got a new cook

cult to particularise individual Who is friendly and willing,

performances. I thought Miss Dolly’s new book
Beatrix Thompson's Irma a TOSUA Is both decent and thrilling.

very attractive study ; and rxr > j. i

Miss Martita Hunt's a
' We ve got some more coke,

more difficult part, exceedingly

well-handled. Of Miss Mar- Wg \ t f^ i

GARET Swallow’s Mas/ia I am wM^ a\ m u-u -j

not so sure. But I gladly give ’W §\ Me which was paid

her the benefit of the doubt, as r jyS=s-^ Tom’s last report

hajetSurddffieS^ In^USs rfsfoj^^

tasha was a first-rate piece of ff So, cheerfully waiting
work. Mr. Dan Eos’s Tche- y/ yHlillifl/ ( For rosier times,

°

brought out all the j/ I ’m not for migrating
humour and humanity of this / I To alien climes,
well -written part; and I C With Inge in his Inge-land
thought Mr. Charles Laugh- I Eefusing to mope,
ton’s Captam Solycniy admir- I continue to sing “ Land
able. I imagine that Tchb- Of Glory and Hope.”
HOv’sBaro?i was a gayer young

))
man than Mr. Leonard -Upton ..Tvep for Sale. -ParkBide,
chose to present to us. The Ashton-on-Mersey.”
subalterns were particularly „ Provincial Paper.

well done by Mr. Anthony ®®® already the moral
TuTPT.ATi'n and Mr T.rnNTi'r, Mr. Dousns Busswas {Andrey Prozorov). ‘ Yov uvsi r.f fV.<.IRELAND ana Mr DTONEL

^ ^ ettect of the betting-tax,
Eidpath

;
as were Miss Elsie

French’s old Nurse, Mr. Alfred Fbang90N Davies, Mr. FrederickEan- “For Sale—Quantity of Godown horses

Sangster’s KuUgin and the Vershinin alow and Mr. Laddie Cliff. Eeserved eight per tooV-—Indian Pajper,

of Mr, Douglas Jefferies. seats (from 12/- to 1/2) may be obtained Or two rupees per head. They sound
Indeed a notable demonstration of from Miss L. G. Mobeblt, 53, Circus cheap enough; but at that price could

_ Provincial Paper,
THE BABY IN THE CASE. ^.u i» -o tA J 1

We see already the moral
Mr. Douglas Bubbibge {Andrey Prozorov). “You must take
word for it that there ’s an infant inside this.”

enecr or tne Detting-tax.

THE BABY IN THE CASE.

sound repertory technique.
I
Road Mansions, N.W.8. one rely upon them to get up again ?
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THE DECAY OF AUNTSHIP.
‘‘In my young days,” I observed

pathetically, “ aunts were aunts.”

My nephew Bill helped himself to my
cigarettes and ollered the box to Sylvia

with a generous flourish.

“ What are they now ?/’ he asked in

tones of polite interest.

“I don’t know’. Certainly they’re

not aunts as I understand the word.”
“ What rot i

” said my niece Sylvia.

Sylvia is Bill’s twin, and shares most
of his ideas but not his suavity of

manner. “ When a person has a sister

' or brother who has a daughter
”

“ Or son,” put in Bill plaintively.
“—or even son, then the person’s an

aunt. You can’t get away Irom that.”
“ I should simply hate to try. But,

Sylvia, there used to be more in aunt-

ship than that when I was young. An
aunt wassometimes majestic, often awe-
inspiring and always respected. Her
nieces andnephews sought herapproval,

sometimes her advice
”

“ And always her cash,” said Bill.

I disregarded this piece of cynicism.
“ They didn’t call herby her Christian

name,” I looked at Sylvia. “ Nor did

they fill her cups wuth a hash of fag-

ends.” I looked at Bill.

“ It is a disgusting habit,” he agreed
amiably, dropping a match in with a
sizzle,

*• Mine is a cruel fate wdien you come
to think of it, children. I ’ve had all

the trouble of being a niece without any
of the rewards of being an aunt.”

“ I don’t find it any trouble to be a
niece,” said Sylvia.

I looked at her scornfully.
“ You’re not a niece. Not in the true

inmost sense of the word.”
“ You, Sylvia and Bill,” I went on,

“ do not understand the most element-
ary functions of niece-and-nephewhood.
And I should never win the Gold Medal
as an aunt. Just look at me.”

“ You look very nice,” said Bill
gently. “ The back of your neck rather
wants shaving, though.”
“You see, darling,” said Sylvia

eagerly, “it ’s your age. It ’s the wrong
age. If you were tw^enty, like us, you ’d

be young and sensible enough to drop
all this nonsense about being an aunt.
And if you were sixty or even fifty,

naturally we’d be kind to you and—

”

“Encourage3^our illusions,’’prompted

“ Yes, But to be thirty-three is

merely—what is it exactly, Bill ?
”

Sylvia generally appeals to herbrother
for suitable adjectives. Sylvia is tlie

more voluble twin, bub Bill has the
larger vocabulary.

“ Risible,” said Bill, after considera-

j

tion.

“ Yes, risible,” echoed Sylvia. “ Mean-
ing comic, you know,” she explained.

“ I find it tragic,” I said bitterly.

“ You are probably both right,” ob-

servedmy peaceful and pedantic nephew.
“ /SwZ?jectively your ripeish age may
very possibly be tragic. Objectively it

is undeniably comic.”

“Neither fish, flesh, fowl nor good
red-herring,” explained Sylvia.

“Neither youthful, middle-aged nor
genuine antique,” pursued Bill. “ It ’s

not the right age, dear aunt.”

“What would you call the right age,

Bill? ” I asked meekly.
“For an aunt,” replied Bill ponti-

fically, “ that is, for the kind of aunt
you aspire to be, I should say about a
hundred-and-seven. For any other

person of the feminine sex, eighteen.”

There was a hoot of derision from
Sylvia.

“ Marjory had a birthday last w^eek
”

she remarked with apparent irrelev-

ance, addressing me but keeping a
watchful eye on her twin. “Poor
Bill! I do call it touching. She was
eighteen. Hence ”

Bill rose to his feet with a dangerous
expression and carefully placed his

cigarette on the mantelpiece.
“ Who is this Marjory? ” I asked.

Sylvia looked at me incredulously,

arming herself at the same time with a
sofa-cushion.

“ What I Don’t you know Marjory ?

I thought all the world had heard about
Marjory by now, Bill being such a
chatterbox. He writes poems to her
too. Free verse, you know’, because of

course he hasn’t enough brains to think
of rhymes. Bill, recite that one about

—

”

Here she rose like lightning and
attempted to barricade herself behind
my chair. But it was too late. With
great rapidity Bill placed his hand over
her mouth and in another moment a
regrettable scene took place, as they say
in the best newspapers. I didn’t mind at
first. No longer suffering from the
twins’ united taunts, I sat and smoked
peacefully and listened to the thuds,
gasps and snorts.

But when I heard a noise like a
curtain-rod giving way I looked round.
When I saw a vase of flowers perilously
tottering upon a swaying table, I stood
up. And when the vase ceased to
totter and deposited itself and its con-
tents upon the carpet I summoned what
little aunthood I bad and protested.
“ Children 1

” I cried sharply. “ This
is disgraceful. Stop it immediately,”
I commanded majestically.

But Sylvia was sitting firmly on
Bill’s chest and they were both deaf
to my entreaties.

O-hoooo I
” wailed Bill in an agony

of risibility, rolling against a collapsible

card-table, which took the opportunity
and collapsed,

“ Stop it at once!” I yelled above the
storm. “Bjdvia! Sill! I mean to say,
Sill and Bylvia! I mean—oh, damn!”
The effect w’as instantaneous. Sylvia

put her hands over her ears. Bill rose
to Ills feet with a pained expression.

“My dear aunt,” murmured Sylvia.

“My dear aunt,'" said Bill sadly,

“remember the tender consideration
due lo a nephew’s young ears. Did
aunts really

“Yes,” went on Sylvia plaintively,

“in your young days did aunts say—

”

Her voice dropped to a horrifiedwhisper.
You say it, Bill.”

“Damn,” wdiispered Bill, large-eyed
and shocked.

I am hoping that my great-nephews
and grand-nieces will now have a better

conception of what is due to an aunt

;

but I fear the \vorst.

SHE-SHANTIES.
Boon Mr. Davenport.

I ’vE lost me job, George,
It ’s a shame

!

I 've lost me job, George

;

All the same
I don’t much care

If I never see again
That Mrs. Davenport,
She gives me a pain.

Well, there was 1 a-poiisliing

The rods on the stairs

—

• Up comes the creature,

And up she flares

;

She lost her temper,
And I give warning,

And all about nothing, George

!

Oh, well, who cares ?*

But poor Mr, Davenport

!

Lord, how he ’ll miss me
Now he can’t kiss me
Every morning
On the stairs

!

Well, there we are, George 1

Burned iny boats.

Jealousy’s a thing, George,
Gets girls’ goats.

Would you believe it ?

The mean old tabby !

Took my notice,

An’ it do seem shabby.
Well, what ’s a kiss, George ?

I can’t see the harm.
What can you expect
When a girl ’s got charm ?

But bang goes my income

!

We can’t get married, George,
Not for a long time

—

* George, will you mind ?

And .poor Mr. Davenport

!

Lord, how he ’ll miss me
Now he can’t kiss me

—

And he ivas so kind ! A. P. H.





OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
{By Mr, Punches Staff of Learned Clerics.)

The chief interest of the last volume of The World of
William Clissold{BEi^2s) is William*

s

notion of an imminent
redeemer, the benevolent man of big business towards
whose advent all the foregoing jeremiads and isaiads have
been so much mountain-levelling and path-preparing. He

I

exists already, collaterally with kings, diplomatists, politi-

i cians and soldiers. He is already beginning to “ supersede
;
them by disregard.” In time he will oust them altogether,

j

grenouilles se lassent de Vital dimocratiqiie*' and a
stork, super-storkishly disinclined to gobble the population,
is the only alternative to anarchy or King Log. This kind
of Whiggery—the doctrine of Dizzy’s Millbanh cosmo-
politanly extended—has the negative merit of eliminating a
great many archaic and neo-archaic nuisances

; and, if its
exposition had not been attended by the incensing of so
many of Mr. Wells’s smaller fetishes, it might have served,
very much in Disraeli*s own manner, to familiarise a
practicable ideal. On its domestic side I found the novel
inconse(

5
[uent but attractive

; the proposal to wed and found
a family, after decrying marriage as suitable to peasants,
and children as the by-products of agricultural necessity, is
so very Wellsian. But, like most men who have made all
they want out of the world as it is, the elderly William can
afford a tenderness for the woidd as it was. He even thinks
it possible that some of us others may return to “the
ancient balance of the peasant life when men and women
were alike working. At a higher level and in a more lucid
co-operation.” For this idyllic but remote prospect, for

j

two admirably destructive chapters on education, and for

I

a sorely-needed exposure of '^low-grade” romanticism, I

j

express myself his debtor.

It is, I think, the admirable purpose of Mr. J. A. Spekder
to live in charity with all men

; and, although he has given
the best of his life to the exposition of Liberal politics, his
ambition is fulfilled. The Changing East (Cassell) is in-

spired with an urbanity and an impartiality which must
charm even the politically prejudiced. An experienced
observer of affairs, Mr. Spender went to the East to dis-

cover exactly what was happening in Constantinople, Angora,
Egypt and India. I can promise a very pleasant journey
to those who care to wander arm-in-arm with him across
the Galata Bridge, jostled by men of all nations, and beside
the magic waters of the Bosphorus, hearkening to the com-
plaints of the Old Turk and the aspirations of the Young,
or Kemalist, variety

; thence to voyage to Angora, that bleak
and ghastly experiment in capitals, and thence across to
Egypt, where Mr. Spender had been in 1919 as a member
of the Milner Mission, and where, as he now reveals, he was
pursued one dreadful night by a vindictive mob. Eevisiting
Cairo, Mr. Spender blandly analysed the politics of the
moment; and then he went to India. His observations
upon the working of the new diarchical system of govern-
ment are instructive enough. Even more interesting are his
personal impressions of the country and the people. He
paid a polite call upon Mr. Gandhi, who is vaguely regarded
by the English public as a terrible rebel. Mr. Gandhi was
recovering from a fast, which is that holy man’s specific for
social ills, and, lightly attired in a loin-cloth, was discoursing
amiably to a devout circle of chelas when Mr. Spender
joined the party, Mr. Gandhi explained to Mr. Spender
that the cure for the troubles of India consisted in a return
to the old native industry of .spinning. Mr. Gandhi himself
spends a daily hour at the wUeel. Such kindly pictures as
Mr. Spender’s sketch of G-andhi, and his sympathetic
account of his visit to the humane poet, Sir Eabindranath
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Tagore, serve better to enlighten the

British public upon Eastern attitudes

than a library of political treatises.

i».i I'l'

Though England was a more sedate / y/' I

land / ' '
'i

What time Charles Turley wrote his
,g|

Major and Minor in nineteen-five,
|

The book is very much alive, ,1
=::=-^'

|

Like Pa?^, who took the floor I

I
'h.

|

And won our hearts the year before. ^J *
t ll r ll f ‘ h

'

:

Wherefore, in fitting recognition y
I

Of this new (MbthSbn) edition, f 'M '
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Barrie, Sir James, and also 0. M., ¥ P' \
• i, i}(|

j j
|.
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-^5 ‘‘

!,,|.
| | |

And P^mc7t in unison acclaims - 'LA L;''
‘''

'jil i‘' .v i .l!i >

The benediction of Sir James. -:v
^ Ih I ! u! *

For here you have the “real thing,’* L
'

^ ,

Devoid of all “ swashbucklering,”
1* 1 'I ' 1

1' ^

Or of the grousing and the growling jC^Mw
ii ! f.

Of scribes addicted to nest-fouling. '1'^' •*
I

Here, as in all the tales of Turley,
rl

'' '' I'l ‘I
1' li

You 11 find no saints whose heads are TO? *

mil 1 .

1

i'lli il iLii tli I ll I

curly,
‘ ‘ ‘

'

> Mm
Bub normal boys, shy, even surly— ^

•’
lilll f ti''

V'l' 1 1 I'l '*'lM 1 fr Ji"

Nob sinister, nor modern PJn'cs \
lll'l ‘

^
-

1 1 I H I

'
1 ,

Prone to undisciplined hysterics— iV^ll i ill
‘ *

I 1 f i 1
1

Boys whom at times one has to wallop, >{ , /I
I -

' \\ I I ')
' || 1

1
1 ‘ ^ I v‘'*

-1
1

I

Depicted by a schoolboy Trollope, / illlllifJ 'iMlll'l
Who watches them With friendly eyes J Jl WTmir^>IF)iu/jT L 7M
As in their wildness they disguise

' 'Ml | f f (

I

1

['' li’

The soul that dares the great emprise. mA I

|
I

The lectures Miss Lena Ashwell "
j fill ^

I

gave towards the maintenance of the
]|i
Mi 1 ll

'• 'Ij/Vil ( ( I'

Lena Ashwell Players are now, with |l(|
| %m\i1

I 1 ! /
1

( \ I 1

additions and her brother’s aid, incor- Ml I
'

. 1
I

|l I 1
I I /I i .

porated in one volume. I am bound to
^

saythatthecompas3 ofi?eyZeciio72sP?-ow /'IjF'l' .y‘j'j!ll ^ i||||
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ridiculous as well as the sublime; but - 1 V
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while the highest note is reached 1 "
j
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atallifthelecturerhadfacedherphilo- ^ il/ MlU/m
sophy of life as squarely as she faces Inveterate Serial Reader, “ Excuse me—do you eequibe rescuing, or does it

smaller problems. At the close of an gome all right in the next instalment?”

interesting prelude summarising her - " 7 -

. „r":r '"r::

' =

career and the outlook gained from it, she contrasts “the way Her effective insistence on the strength and scope of the

of the Intellect ” with “ the way of the Intuition, the way of Scandinavian element in Macbeth shows how little her

Religion and the Arts ”
; and a surprising tenderness for insight has to fear from the alliance of reason,

cults that foster these distinctions (and account for the

cold feet on the battlements at Elsinore by the amount of A year or two ago, I seem to remember, one of Mr.
j

“ectoplasm from the bodies of the witnesses” needed to Punch’s less reverent artists depicted Miss Sheila Kaye-
i

materialise the ghost) pervades an otherwise reasonable Smith as dominating East Sussex like a Colossus and
I

volume. Apart from ectoplasm and intuitions, you will find angrily warning all literary aspirants off the sacred gorse. i

Miss Ashwell’s work, like that of her rightful master, If Miss Kaye-Smith does really feel like that about it I

Shakespeare, an inspiration and an entertainment. It is, wonder what she thinks of Miss Nora Kent, whose
as she says, probably the first book in which an actress trespasses are now becoming too serious to be ignored,

has shared with her public what she has learnt from Barren Lands (Holden), like The Vintage of last year, is

her - labour of interpretation ; and Miss Ashwell has an East Sussex family chronicle, and, good as The Vintage

taken from and given to Shakespeare more than most was, Barren Lands, 1 think, is even better. If it covers a

enthusiasts. She has studied his period to some purpose ; longish period, as a family chronicle should, it does not

that period when, perhaps to the betterment of both, fail of interest from the first page to the last. Miss Kent !

“ trades were respected-arts vulgar.” She has read every- has possibly taken a liberty with Nature in giving to farmer
thing there is to read about Shakespeare’s women and Latimer three children so sharply contrasted in character

made up her own mind. And what a notable mind it is let as Stephen, Ellen and Mark] but Nature is probably too

her opinions of Cordelia, Desdemona and Cleopatra witness, busy to mind, and anyhow it adds greatly to the interest of ;

. I'rl-

'ill'll iiii lih

Inveterate Serial Reader. ** Excuse me—do you require rescuing, or does it

GOME ALL RIGHT IN THE NEXT INSTALMENT ?
”
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the book. Much as I liked the rugged Stephen, “ clingmg

with the old yeoman faith to his native furrows,’* I don’t

think I could have stood for three of him. Miss Kent's

style is always adequate and, when the occasion demands

it, touches beauty. Altogether a delightful book one, if

the lapse into “ Gorse ” may be excused, which you will be

‘‘unaccountable” glad to read and “middling” Sony to finish.

Miss A. E. Weekes is so definitely and deliberately a

romantic that it is perhaps beside the point to suggest that

her characters in A Son of the House (Constable) talk and

act as people who move on the solid plane of reality do not

in fact talk and act. But she can invent and develop a story

andgive a clever differentiation

io her puppets. W’hen proud

Lord Laleliam/s adored wife

ran away with the unscrupu-

lous Edward DeloJiuy she took

the Laleham heir with her.

After her death her lover re-

ported her son as also dead for

some malicious reason that

appealed to his twisted na-

ture. Hence Martin, the son

of the forsaken peer by his

second wife, grew up in all the

pomp and circumstance ap-

propriate to the heir of Lale-

ham Chase. On his death-bed

Delahay, now sunk to keeping

a somewhat disreputable hotel

in a stark Peruvian mining
town, tells his reputed son

Denis the truth. Whereupon
that ingenuous youth, obscure

clerk in a shipping office and
by no means a gentleman in

outward bearing, presents him-

self at the ancestral home,
where, expecting to be wel-

come, he is taken for a black-

mailer. That is one movement
of the story. The other deals

with the family of his friend

Julian Chamwood, who also

is “not quite,” poverty having
taken off the fine edge of the

old Charnwood gentility ; and
introduces usto his sister Olive,

who mothers the orphaned
Cliarmvoods, of whom one is

Fompous new Parson, “ Ea—I ’vn not seen you in ciiuacii

YET. I—ER—HOPE YOU ’RB NOT A WAITDEBING SHEEP ?
”

Irascible Man, “ Bah !
”

a drunkard, another cheats atj cards. By what intricate

paths Miss Weekes leads her highly-coloured characters,

tempered by the fire of the War, to the final happy ending
in the union of the two families and the social rehabili-

tation of the Charnwood outsiders I must leave you to

gather from her pleasant pages.

In addition to a pleasant vein of sentiment “Ian Hay”
possesses a real gift for scarifying unpleasant characters.

1 know few writers who can depict the horrors of a bore
so convincingly as he. In Half a Sovereign (Hodder
AND Stoug-hton) he gives himself every opportunity. Sir

James and Lady Bwjiborough (in themselves a fairly useful

pair) collect together on their yacht for a Mediterranean
cruise a really fine assortment. Here they are. A Member
of Parliament named Jubberley, a pompous fellow with
three chins who lives up to his distressing name

; George

Bum^stead, one of those incurably breezy comedians who

ought to be shot at sight; Fodmore, an insignificant little

fellow who Wyants to teach the crew morris-dancing and is

interested in spiritualism. Then there are the women.
Gwen Goidland, the clinging, helpless, soulful affinity;

Arabella Hockley, a female hobbledehoy; and Mrs, Dunham-
Massey, giving and inviting confidences from her fellow-

guests with her svreeb low voice and apologetic smile. A
really excellent cast, which our author handies faithfully

and well—so long as be keeps them aboard the vessel.

Unfortunately he decides—perhaps the name of Fodmore
was too much for him—to have a little jest with the

spiritualists. When Queen Dido makes lier appearance

Major Beith’s humour begins to wear a trifle thin. But so

long as he steers clear of the
occult he is as good as ever,

and especially when depicting

his middle-aged hero and the
pair of modern lovers. I should
call it a fair crop of Hay,
slightly spoilt in the gathering.

Hei mannKrng, with the idea

of decimating France and so
avenging his Fatherland, in-

vented a deadly disease and
also the serum that would
counteract it. He was actu-

ated solely, by revenge, but the
bandits who stole the devastat-

ing part of his secret, but
failed to find the remedy, were
seekingnothing but money and
power. In the Kingdom of

Evil these villains must, I

fancy, be given liigber place

than Krug, Mr. Egbert Ser-
vice has staged The Master of
the Microbe (Fisher Unwin)
in Paris, whose underworld he
wouldseem thoroughly to have
explored. Indeed I am grimly
convinced that for sheer horror

and breathless excitement his

tale is top of its class. “What,”
I see on its jacket, “is it that

is so fascinating with the

Apache style of living? ” To
that question I can still give

no reply, but I can express a
definite opinion about the state-

ment that follows it: “After
you finish this book you yourself will desire to have the same
experiences.” I personally desire nothing of the kind.

Mr. P, F. Warner’s name on the cover of The Fight for
the Ashes in 1926 (Harrap) is a guarantee that this account
of the recent Australian tour is written with knowledge and
discrimination. He gives us the full scores, generally accom-
panied by short accounts of all the matches, but I imagine
that cricket enthusiasts will turn at once to the match which
decided the destination of the ashes. To this historic encoun-
ter he gives thirty thrilling pages. He does not crow over
the result

; and I feel certain that, if the game had gone against

us, he would not have croaked. He pays a just tribute to the
generous spirit in which the Australians accepted their de-

feat, and rightly draws attention to the handicaps they
suffered from illness and accident. Cricket journalists are
not always distinguished for their discretion, but this volume
will leave nothing but good feeling behind it.



rWARiVARiA ^ wheels in “Once again November is here, theUnAKIVAKlA.
tljg middle is soon to be seen on the forerunner of the month of Christmas

“I PREFER acting in plays I have London streets. The idea is to prevent festivities,” declares a contemporary,
vc-ritten myself, ’’says Mr. Noel CoWARD, these two-seaters from running under- This of course is according to precedent.
But are there any others ? neath. ^ * *

This of course is according to precedent.
But are there any others ? neath.

.j, ^

^
A correspondent writes to know if,

In a Sunday paper various prominent It was recently discovered that Mr. when the new wave-lengths come into

;

people have given their ideas of ^ the Shaw was not on the list of authors force, the old ones will be accepted in

I

After Life, and speculation is rife as to banned by the Vatican, but we under- part-exchange.

I

which will ultimately be adopted. stand that he is bearing up as well as

can be expected. ^ It is pointed out that there are now
Some amalgamations of publishing - twelve Lord Mayors in this country,

firms are announced, but we attach no Alien thieves are said to be working Nothing, it seems, can be done about it.

stand that he is bearing up as well as
*

can be expected. ^ It is pointed out that there are now
* twelve Lord Mayors in this country.

Alien thieves are said to be working Nothing, it seems, can be done about it.

credence to the rumoured absorption of as waiters in some of our exclusive

one best-seller by another.
sj:

We read that among resi-

dents in Westminster it is the
fashion to keep curious pets.

In some of these households
tame M.P.’s are in favour be-

cause of their almost human in-

telligence. u.

1 hotels and restaurants. The O.I.D.

It is officially stated that

there are only two Italian organ-

grinders in London. Well, we
must jusfc make them do.

“With trust gone, love is in-

complete,” says a writer in the

morning Press. That is just

what we keep telling ourincome-
tax collector. ^ ^

*

“ What this country needs is

a first-class brain,” saysViscount
Chelmsford. The silence ol

Mr. Winston Churchill is be-

ing adversely commented upon
in certain circles.

*
From a home journal recipe

for making a deodorizer :
“ Take

a good lump of red-hot coal . .

.”

Yes; but from whom ?

*
It is now illegal in France to

imitate Eoquetort cheese. For-

tunately we have never been

w ^

Mr. Churchill, ‘ If this little quarrel
Gets warmer and warmer,

I ’ll end as a moral
And social reformer.”

Our theory about the pink-eyed rats !

which are reported to have been
found in Mayfair is that this

peculiarity is due to late hours.

^ According to The Daily Ex-
press a thrift campaign has
been started in Aberdeen. An-

^ other chance for Scottish hu-
mourists. ^

[
.. During Eat Week it w’as said

p. ;
that one old rodent in a London

% warehouse refused to take the
poison baits on the ground that
they always gave him indiges-

tion.
,,

.

'/ We read of a man who has
named his new house “Dan-

\ wurkin.” If he called it after

A his plumber he must be an
A optimist. ^

^ Since a well-known doctor
has said that four hours’ think-

ing exhausts the tissues as much

^

as ten hours’ manual labour we
i[ . know w^hy our gardener always

looks so tired at the end of the
day.

Floral decoration on the body
is a feiture of one of the new
French cars. But surely a

pedestrian is entitled to the sad

able to do it as we don’t possess a tal- disguised as diners, are keeping a care- privilegeof preferring a simple ceremony
setto voice.

,,,
ful watch over the thumb-prints on the and no flowers by request.

soup-plates. ^
It is being suggested in some quarters * Mr. St. John Ervine has been saying

that what killed the parrot at the In return for the membership of the disparaging things about Manchester,

“Cheshire Cheese” was an attempt to Sioux tribe of Indians conferred upon and he is understood to hold the opinion“ Cheshire Cheese ” was an attempt to Sioux tribe of Indians conferred upo
say “ Attaboy ! ” ^ Queen Marie op Eoumanta there i

Dean Inge points out that even a hawk an honorary Balkan statesman.

Bisho^D would be more angry if you told A Bournemouth vicar complains of

him he wasn’t a gentleman than if you A skull three-quarters-of-an-inch thick thetheft of hymn-books from his church,
told him he wasn’t a Christian, iiut has been found in America. Now we The temptation, however, must be very

we should never dream of denying the know who invented the first moving- great. ^
gentility of the Higher Clergy. picture plot. ,j.

*

Queen Marie op Eoumanta there is that “what Manchester says to-day” is

some talk of making Chief Bed Toma- not English. ^

gentility of the Higher Clergy.
-^’5'

- - ^ Edinburgh Zoo that

We hear of one man who was so tired It is reported that in honour of their devoured a bag containiug fifty pounds
of trying to get his coal permit that he new Eector the students of Glasgow in Treasury notes has become an object

set fire to all the correspondence and University now wear a goggle when of morbid interest to crowds of Scottish

did without. motoring. sightseers.
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INSULARS ABROAD AGAIN.

1
lY.—II Filmo Magnifico.

Percival and I, having decided, that

v'e ought to see everything there was to

be seen in Venice, bought a guide-book.

The first thing, our book told us, that

every visitor to Venice ought to do was

to see the pictures. So Percival said,

yes, we would roost certainly go to the

pictures, and I voluntered to sally forth

and get a couple of seats for that very

night.

I studied the posters outside the

cinema (formerly the church)^ of San

Giuseppe. I observed that Signorino

Giovanni Googanowas to appearshortly

in his Grande Successo. That evening,

however, there was an Italian film on,

the title of which was posted up every-

where, so I took tickets for it. It was

called Oggi, I told Percival when I

got back that it would be very instruc-

tive to see a real Italian film for once

and compare it with the ubiquitous

American productions.

We arrived early to watch the viva-

cious Italian audience. At least the

audience would have been vivacious

but that every time anyone showed a

disposition to chatter several young

men with black shirts and kinky”

hair standing in the gangways told him

to “ Shssh I
” As the young men, in

addition to black shirts, were wearing

large and knobby sticks, the offender

always did so.

While we were watching these very

efficient preservers of the peace, we
were plunged in darkness and II Ftimo

Magnifico began. Apparently it wasn’t

called Oggi after all, but some long

title we didn’t have time to read. Nor
really would it have made much differ-

ence if we had, for neither Percival nor

I understand Italian well, and could

only guess at what was going on.

Firstwe were shown Signor Orlandino,

a typical Italian business man, a milion-

ario, in his office inVia Muro (it sounded

a little like Wall Street) at Eome. He
wears horn-rimmed spectacles and a

cigar. He is signing his name every-

where and handing papers to men in

shirt-sleeves and reading tape-machines

and dictating to his stenografa. He
also conducts a snappy business conver-

sation over the telephone in five-and-

a-half seconds, including getting his

number. We were glad to see that the

familiar and super-efficient telephone

service of the films is used in Italy as

well as in America.

A younger business man then enters,

Signor Giuseppe, and tells him he loves

his daughter. Orlandino is furious at

the idea. Why, the fellow’ s business is

hardly worth five hundred thousand lire

!

“ Non molto, per gosho t ” he cries,

and tells him to guess again. Giuseppe

reiterates that he loves her dearly, par-

ticularly as she is the daughter of a

powerful business rival, and he is going

to marry her, so there now.

OrZ<^nJmoputs on his eye-shade, bites

the end off* another cigar, rolls it all

round his mouth and laughs sardon-

ically.

“Very well,” he threatens, “if you

do I will set out to ruin your business

;

and I will cut her off with a cejitesimo—
at the present rate of exchange too.”

Giuseppe retires, registering as much
emotion as his face will hold.

Orlandino, alone, takes a pull from

a flask of Chianti in his hip-pocket and

sets to work to ruin him by telephone

and tape-machine.

That night Signora Orlandino is

holding a magnificent reception in her

palatial residence on Tiberside Drive.

The bouse is full of negro-footmen and

cocktails and guests. To show "what a

big affair it is there are real silver

cuspido7'i everywhere, instead of brass

ones. Despite allthis, manages

to get an enormous ball-room all to him-

self in which to make love to Orlandino s

daughter Sadia, Sadia, by the way,

is the kind of girl who always stands in

front of a light to make her hair shine

like a film star’s. She sees her lover is

dejected and offers him her chewing-

gum to console him.

“ Ca?‘o mio,” she cries, “what’s
eating you ?

”

He tells her he has seen her father

and that he must sacrifice either her or

his business. He adds that for a proper

hundred-per-cent. Via Muro business

man there is only one course to be taken.

There is apparently a little misunder-

standing here as to what this one

course is.

After this I confess I lost the thread.

The ste7iografa came into it again

and two men with masks and revolvers,

and there was a lot about smuggling

cases of Asti Spumante into Eome in

motor-boats in which bribed gendarmes
and Federali played an important

part. Also what I understood to be

the Italian for bootblackers or black-

legs.

At last, however, I gathered that

Giuseppe bought off a business coup
which put him out of his rival’s power
—something to do with selling bogus
oil-plots in Calabria. He then managed
to involve Orlandino in a vote-buying
scandal which ruined his chances as

Gandidato Bepuhlicano for the Dic-

tatorship. Having thus established his

superiority he was able to bring off a

business merger by marrying Sadia,

which was done at sixty miles per hour,

in a motor-car, by a Stray priest. The
make of the car seemed familiar, but I

understood vaguely from the pro-

gramme that it was all right, as it was
made entirely in Italy from Italian

materials and by Italian labour. I for-

got to say they were married only just

in time, as there were for some reason

two car-loads of gendarmes firing re-

volvers at their heels.

We came out feeling very pleased

that we had seen a typically Italian

film. Eut I must say I had been un-

aware till then that they had sky-

scrapers and an elevated street-railway

in Eome. A. A.

A NEW JANEITE.

[With apologies to Budyabd Kifling.)

Jane lives at my house—three times

blessed she

!

Praise the Lord for making her, and
her for making me

!

And while the stones of my house (or

Jane’s house) remain,

Glory, love and honour unto my par-

tio’lar Jane

!

Jane and I went motoring
To see our family

;

Two nights in Somerset
And two by Devon’s sea.

Jane packed my bag for me

—

That was only fair

—

Collars, hankies, everything,

Pyjamas—one pair.

“ The Combe,” in hilly Quantock,
Our first (too brief) abode

;

On Monday after breakfast

We took the Dartmoor road.

Jane packed my bag again

—

At least she thought she did

—

Collars, hankies, everything,

Strapped on the grid.

Presently the under-

housemaid at “The Combe”
Laid her hands upon her hips

And went to do our room

;

In a private limbo
Where none liad thought to look,

Underneath the pillow

(So she told the cook)

Lay on the bolster,

Folded very neat,

A gaudy slumber-suiting,

Covered by the sheet

;

Purple stripe on purple,

’Neath the counterpane,

Jane’s lord’s pyjamas,
Left there by—Jane.

Woe ’s me ! When bedtime
Came on Monday night,

Where to find a costume
To clothe a naked wight I

But Jane used Fersuasion.
Heaven and earth she moved,

And I slept in (whose ?) pyjamas,
The man Jane loved!
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MR. SWALLOW AND MISS GULP.

Whether I was ever actually intro-

duced to Mr. Swallow I have never been
able to recall. Quite possiblywe fell into

conversation at some public dinner or

at the Gravel club. But, owing to many
chance meetings, we got co know each
other very well indeed, and I soon real-

ised that ourintimacy had progressed far

past that stage at which it was possible
to say to a man openly and straight-

forwardly, ‘‘By the way, forgive my
stupid forgetfulness, but what is your
name ?

”

‘For of course he was not Mr. Swallow.
I only call him that because the word
represents more or less the sound under
which he was introduced to me, if intro-

duced he ever was. He is a pleasant
man, with clean-shaven face, blue eyes
and fairly light hair. He is in the Civil

Service, and does credit to that organisa-
tion. Many readers of this paper must
know his name quite well, i only wish
they would tell me what it is.

The first moment, I think, that I dis-

covered that I was finally debarred from
finding out by the viva-voce method was
when he said to me casually, Of course I

my family have been settled in Here-

1

j

fordshire for generations.” I answered
heedlessly, “ Of course ”—^for I natur-
ally like it to be thought that I know
which are the oldest and best families

j

in all the English shires.

There couldnowbe no further thought
of that ancient ruse :

“ Let me see, how
does your branch of the family spell the
name ? ” for everybody, or at least every-
body with a knowledge of the world like

mine, knows how the Swallows of Here-
fordshire spell their name, as distinct

from the Swallows of Northumberland,

j

I envisaged the Swallows of Hereford-
shire settled peacefully amongst the
white-facedoxen inthatpleasant county,
never moving from the little village with
the old church above the river valley

;

never migrating, for instance, to Egypt
when the winter came, or forging a
cheque, or doing anything that would
bring their name into the headlines of
the daily Press. Confound the fools 1

I began to learn a good deal about
niy Mr. Swallow’s work in the office,

his political views, his recreations, which
appeared to be golf and winter sports,
and his original views on the subject of
coal. He had rooms in Kensington.
That much was clear. Once, in a mo-
ment of desperation at a restaurant, 1

took his hat down from the peg as
though in mistake for my own, hoping
against hope that his hatter had
stamped at least his initials inside. If

he took an envelope from his pocket I

glanced furtively at it over his shoulder.
But with a diabolical cunning he de-

feated me every time. Occasionally I

toyed with the idea of heaving him
suddenly over the Embankment into
the Thames, for I thought that during
the restoration of the apparently
drowned which would ensue there
might be a chance of examining his

handkerchief or his undeiiinen. But
a fear lest my motive might not be
understood restrained me.
There was the sounder and more

manly course of getting a private de-

tective to shadow him to his home and
report his identity to me. But a private
detective agency, I reasoned, if ap-
proached in a matter of this kind,
would be unable to believe— would
imagine that I wanted—well, perhaps
we need say no more.
Once, with a fiash of genius, I said

to him after a long and interesting con-
versation (about the Balkans, I believe)

:

“I wish you would write me a letter

about that when you get home.”
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Jozies {who has arranged to meet his wife at the Stores). “Have you noticed a lady

IN A VERY SHORT SKIRT?”

Shopwalker. “I don’t remember any particular lady. Sir. You see all the
SKIRTS ARE SHORT.”

Jones. “Then she can’t be here. You’d never forget this one,”

He replied from his club. This was Mr.
Swallow’s signature :

—

I took it to a handwriting expert, who
committed suicide the next day.

Yet, apart from this fraudulent con-

cealment of his nomenclature, Mr. Swal-

low was an honest and kindly man.
As time went on I began to avoid him

as far as possible by slinking through
doorways or getting into a different

carriage at Charing Cross, for I felt

certain that a crisis would come inwhich
h i s obstinate duplici ty would overwhelm
me with confusion. It came. It came
through Miss Gulp.

Miss Gulp was a pleasant enough
girl, who meant nobody, I am sure, any
harm. She was quite sufficiently young,

attractive and well-dressed . The blame,

so far as her share in the tragedy is

concerned, lies with Mrs. Enderby, who
introduced me to her twice, but after-

wards, I suppose, quarrelled with her,

for I never saw her with Mrs. Enderby
again. If the two had been brought
into conjunction I always felt that the

name would have come back to me again

by some irresistible association of ideas.

As it was I quite frequently met Miss
Gulp afterwards, at receptions and
picture-galleries and places like that

;

but our friendship was soon of such a

nature as to make any question of ask-

ing her name a quite unpardonable
affront. We used to talk a good deal

about her little brother, who is at some
private school— I forget which— in

Sussex. She is very fond of the lad.

Richard Gulp. He plays half-back, and

has a passion, it seems, for collecting

stamps. I was shrewd enough to give

Miss Gulp a Persian stamp from my
Cousin Frederick and ask her to send it

to the boy. The little ingrate never

replied, and I was baffled again.

Fate, as anyonewho has studied drama
or literature will understand, was lead-

ing up to a terrible denouement. I had
never yet encountered Mr. Swallow at an
evening party, and it was not without a

sense of foreboding that I observed him
at the Bartons’, about the middle of last

July ,
anxiously st eeringan ice through the

serried throng. He greeted me heartily.

I tried to show by my hauteur that I

resented the familiarity of his manner,

but with his usual dogged insensibility

he stayed chatting by my side, and in

a few moments (it might have been

Ibsen!) the worst occurred.

Smiling pleasantly—it still makes
me hot to think of it—Miss Gulp ap-

peared.

I suppose the presence of mind of an

Englishman in the face of a great diffi-

culty is one of his principal assets.

There was nothing for it but to do what
I did.

<'Oh, how delightful!” I exclaimed.

“ May I introduce ”
|

And then immediately I was seized

with a fit of uncontrollable coughing.

It was terrible. “ Gulp—Swallow,” I

spluttered, ** Swallow— Gulp.” Both
of them, I am glad to say, were ex-

ceedingly sorry for me—there is a

generous knightly strain about the

Swallows of Herefordshire—and broke

into conversation to covermy embarrass-

ment.
“A crumb,” I said apologetically,

with streaming eyes, when the danger

was overpast.
sj:

Only a few days ago I met Miss Gulp.
‘‘ I ’m going to be married,” she said.

Thank heavens, I thought, thnt fixe^^

her. Who is the abominable ruffian ?
”

I inquired.

Why, you introduced us yourself,”

she said merrily, “at the Bartons’.”

Well, well ;
I hope there will be a lot

of little Swallows. Evob.
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SIMPLE STORIES.
XIII.—Old Muggle.

Once there 'was a boy whose name
was Jack, and somebody had told him
the story of Jack the Giant-Killer, so

he said well my name is Jack too and
when I am old enough I don’t see why
I shouldn’t kill a giant myself.

So when he was old enough he went
to his father and he said what do you
think about me being a giant-killer ?

And his father said he thought it

wouldn’t be a bad thing because they
were very poor and if Jack killed a

giant they might get some money for it.

But his mother said I never
heard such nonsense, you ’ll

i

stay where you are.

Well he didn’t stay where
he was, but one morning he got

up early and went off. •

And when he found he had
gone his father said I suppose
he has gone to find a giant but '

he will have to go a long way
because there aren’t any near
here. And his mother said

it is all your fault for encourag-
ing him, I don’t suppose we
shall ever see him again.

And then they nearly quar-
relled, but they were very poor
and they had to work so hard
that they hadn’t time for much
quarrelling, so presently they 'I
said oh well it can’t be helped
and they made it up again.

Well Jack went a long way
off and he couldn’t hear of any
giants but at last he came to

a place where they said well ^7^
there was one here a few years
ago called Old Muggle, but he
hasn’t been heard of lately.

Jack said do you think he
is dead? and they said they
didn’t know, he was rather old you
and he might be dead, but
perhaps he had only gone away some-
where else.

So Jack went on a long way farther
and at last he came to a place where
there was a giant and when he asked
about him he found it was Old Muggle,
and he lived on the top of a mountain,
and when he was hungry he used to
come down and take some cows and
sheep, but he never took any little chil-

dren so they said it wasn’t as bad as it

might have been. Still they would be
very glad to have him killed and if

Jack could do it they would give him
plenty of money.

So they showed him the mountain
where the giant lived an(J it was a very
high one but he said he didn’t mind
that and he went up it.

And when he came to the top there

was a great rock, and he thought the Then Old Muggle said well perhaps
giant must be behind it, so he called I shall, do you think you could help me
out, and the giant poked his heads over cut it off and bury it ?

|

the top, because he had two of them. So Jack did that, and it was a most
I

andhesaidwhathaveyoucomeherefor? horrible head, but the one that was
Jack said are you Old Muggle? and left was rather nice and he quite liked

he said he was, and Jack said well I ’ve the look of Old Muggle now. He was
come to kill you. as big as a tree and very strong, and
Old Muggle said what for? I ’m not he seemed to take to Jack and he said

doing anybody any harm. to him you must be rather tired coming
And Jack said yes you are, you are all the way up this mountain, if you

taking their cows and sheep and they like I will carry you down on my back.
don’t like it. So he did that, and while they 'were
Old Muggle said well I do call that going down he told Jack that he was

unfair, I must have something to eat really very glad to get rid of his other
mustn’t I ? and Jack said no. head because eating meat always gave
, _

him a stomach-ache but the
other head would have it.

And Jack asked him what
he liked to eat and he said he
liked cabbages better than any-
thing but the leaves of trees

would do, especially oak trees

because of the acorns.

Well the people who had told

Jack about the giant wouldn’t
give him any money because
they said he hadn’t killed him.
And Jack said well I do call

that unfair, he won’t do you
any harm now.
But they didn’t believe him,

and they said they couldn’t

have any giants there and he
must take Old Muggle away.

So Jack said well if I take
him away will you give him
some cabbages ? and they said

they didn’t mind doing that,

and they joined together and
subscribed a hundred cabbages
out of their gardens and Old
Muggle ate them all and he
was very pleased because he
said he had never eaten so

many cabbages before at one
time.

HAVE KILLED ONE OP MY HEADS, IT IS TOO BAD.” Well after he had had a good

^

sleep Old Muggle took Jack on
Well he didn t know what to say to his back, but sometimes he walked, and

that, but suddenly he roared out in presently they came to Jack’s home,
quite a different voice very well then 1 And by that time Jack liked Old Muggle
shall eat you, and we ’ll see how you like very much, and he told him so.
that. And it was his other head that And Old Muggle said well I ’m glad

.

you do because I never wanted to do
Well Jack was rather frightened for anybody any harm but my other head

a moment, because the first head had made me, but now I dare say I shall
spoken quite nicely but this one sounded get on better with people,
most disagreeable. So he threw a stone Well when they came to Jack’s home
from his sling and it hit one of the his father and mother were glad to see
giant s heads but he couldn t see which him back but his mother said what is

getting rather dark, that you have brought with you ?
Well directly after that^ Old Muggle And he said it is a giant,

began to cry and he said^ you have And his mother said oh well we can’t

^ J^\^y heads, it is too bad. have any giants here, we are not used
And then Jack knew which one he had to them.
hit by the way he spoke, and he said Jack said but it is only Old Muggle,
oh well never mind you will be much and she said I can’t help that, we can’t
better without it. make enough money to feed ourselves

HAVE KILLED ONE OP MY HEADS, IT IS TOO BAD.”

better without it.



properly and they say giants eat a great

deal.

But t^t was all right because Old
Muggle did a lot of useful work in pull-

ing up trees by the roots, and Jack’s

father only had to cut them up, and
when they were cut up Old Muggle
carried them into the town to sell, and
that saved a lot of time instead of

having to do it with a donkey which
couldn’t carry so much \vood at a time

and it saved its keep.

And Old Muggle ate the leaves of the

trees that were cut down and never

grumbled because he was really nice

since he had lost his other head. And
when Jack’s father grew richer he

bought a field and planted cabbages in

it to give Old Muggle a treat some-

times.

And the people in the town got to

like him very much because he was so

gentle and if they wanted a building

pulled down he would just lean against

it and it w^ould fall down, and he was
always ready to do little things like that

for them.
Well that went on for a long time,

and then Old Muggle died, because he

was rather old already.

And everybody was very sorry especi-

ally Jack, because he did love Old Mug-
gle and Old Muggle loved him. But he

was grown up now and presently he
got married and had several children.

And he used to tell them about Old
Muggle, and he said I shall never eat a
cabbage again as long as I live because
of him. ____ A, M.

OPEN LETTERS.
To the French Prime Minister.

Mon CHER M. Poincae^i,— Every
country is, to the eyes of its neighbours,

here and there curiously fallible. Eng-
land, I am sure, strikes your clear and
unemotional vision as being far from
perfect ; while France, for all its lures,

has what are to us some very odd
ways.

Just at the moment, when you are so

much occupied by the problem of saving

expense, I am more than ever perplexed

by one of these. I ask myself if you
can ever have thought what useful

purpose is served by the officials posted

at all the gates of Paris, who lean

languidly from little boxes, with cigar-

ettes drooping from their lips, and when
you leave the city in your car give the

chauffeur a ticket, and when you return

receive it back again. To what the

number which the chauffeur calls out

has reference I am not certain, but I

fancy to petrol; yet, as the contents of

the tank are no longer measured, going

or coming, there is no need for any
number to be called at all. As to-day
nothing happens whatever beyond the
empty handing-out of a ticket and the

delivering of it up, the retention of this

army of officials is the more perplexing,

especially as their duties necessarily

lead to congestion of traffic, and all your
countrymen detest delay.

I do not suggest that "the elimination

of these tickets and of their apathetic

distributors would mean a great saving
to the exchequer, but it would mean
some, and their departure would be an
earnest of financial seriousness.

With apologies for this interference

in other people’s affairs,

I am, Yours respectfully,
- - E,V.L.

THE TEUMPET.
Trumpet, have you called to battle.

Bloodshed and to strife ?

Have you driven men like cattle

From the light of life ?

,

Has,your voice predicted glory

Spite of fear and mud,
And when conflicts have been gory

Fired the hero’s blood ?

No; when there was cannonading
You were nowhere near:

But you’ve done your job in aiding

Aunt Maria to hear. G. B.
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MORE JACKDAW IN GEORGIA.

Livestock in Connaught.

{After Mr. Austin Clabee.)

The Lost Mistress.

I.

In the midnight I heard the rain gathering,

Snuffling upon the thatch like Wicklow swine,

And the sound of its scuffling and snuffling

Made a half-lost memory mine

;

I thought of the watery brightness of her eyes

When we had taken wine.

II.

Starlight had broken up the swine-packs

When my eyes knew sleep,

But still in my dreams I saw her gazing

With wet eyes daft and deep,

And her voice, low droning over the table,

Was the bleating of a sheep.

The Curse of Seumas the Piper.

I.

Black luck upon you, Sean MacOidh,

Because your geese hiss when I pass

!

I made a red sash into a bonnet

And stitched a swan’s white plume upon it

;

But green is your heart and green is grass.

And geese are swans in Ballinasloe.

II.

But, Sean of the Fiddlers, my curse shall hiss

Above their hate when your bier goes by.

The leaden shell will bear upon it

The bitter weight of a piper’s bonnet

—

A red curse under a windy sky

When geese are trussed in Ballinasloe ! W. K. S.

THE COMING CRAZE.

She said to me with tears in her eyes :

—

I ’m almost beginning to think that perhaps I ’m
growing old.”

“A thing,” I assured her, “that simply is not done

nowadays, when it is both easier and more usual to grow
young instead, and every great-grandmother’s a lesson and

example in frivolity.”

But she shook her head.

“It is only the old who grow young,” she said sadly,

“and age is frivolous merely because it has no longer a

reputation to keep up. Being old is when you find that

change comes to you as a shock,”

“But in these days,” I said with some emotion, “there

so seldom is any change, even out of a five-pound-note

—

and if there were the waiter would expect to keep it.”

“When I say ‘change,’ ” she explained loftily, “I mean
the cosmic change ;

” and I felt her eye upon me to see

what I made of that.

“Oh, the cosmic change,” I said respectfully. “Oh,
yes—yes—so do I. Yes, it’s always so cosmic, if you
notice.”

“ And up to now,” she went on, “I have welcomed every
change and felt equal to them all. When one morning we
woke up and found that long hair and long frocks had
gone out and no hair and no frocks—at least, short frocks

—

had come instead, I was quite unmoved. When we left

music behind among the old outworn things and took to

jazz instead, I was ready for it, and when people gave up
dancing for the Charleston I didn’t mind. Already it ‘seems

quite natural to me to know my place before the maids,

and I trust I always remember that not to show proper

respect to the cook is as much as my place is worth. I

was one of the first to understand that to-day you judge

a play entirely by the pyjamas in the Second Act, since they

are now to the drama what wit and wisdom once were.

When I was told that the Eima Memorial in Hyde Park

was beautiful, I didn’t mind a scrap, and it was no shock

to me to discover that the short way across is to gyrate. I

realised too, as quickly as any one, that it is hardly any

longer respectable not to belong to a night club, and when
both my maiden aunts took to rouge I scarcely noticed it.

Yet there was one thing I did believe in, one illusion I still

cherished, one that I shared, I think, with even the youngest

and the weariest. In spite of all the changes I ’ve seen,

and welcomed even before they came, it was a shock to

me—and that ’s what made me feel I must be growing old

—when I heard that mannequins—mannequins ”

“ Yes ? ” I encouraged her, for it is a subject that has

always interested me—“ yes, mannequins ?
”

“ Mannequins,” she said faintly, “ are to be—Ugly !

”

“Impossible!” I cried.

“ It ’s in all the papers,” she told me, “ so it must be true.”

Of course there was nothing to reply to that.

“ Is it,” I asked, “ to match the newest frocks ?
”

“It’s to avoid,” she explained, “distracting attention

from the frocks.”

“ But surely no girl will ever consent to be called ugly in

public?”
“With girls nowadays,” she sighed, “ one is never safe.”

She lowered her voice to an uneasy whisper. “ Suppose it

catches on? Suppose it ’s the coming craze ? Suppose we
all have to be ugly too ?

’*

“ My word I
” I gasped, appalled. For a moment we looked,

in silence at each other, and then I tried to be brave.

“ After all,” I said, “ some do their best already with Kussian

boots and Eton crops, each end worse than the other.”

“Eussian boots come off, though with difficulty,” she

pointed out, “ and transformations go on—on Eton crops.

This is more than that—this is you.”
“ Oh, come,” I said, a little hurt

;
“not me ”

“I mean,” she interrupted, “you, your own self—all

of us everyone.”
“ There ought,” I said, “ to be a society for the pro-

tection of mannequins. Probably I shall found one.”
“ Most likely it will become a real craze,” she repeated

moodily. “ I fully expect it—Ugliness Parlours everywhere

—pages of Ugliness Plints in all the papers. ‘ Why not
BE Ugly?’ in large letters on every hoarding. Leading
actresses writing articles on ‘How 1 Became Ugly.’ I

can see it all coming.”

And the soap slogan,” I mused, “ will be ‘ Keep that

New-Born Baby’s Boiled Beetroot Complexion.’ ” In a

shaken voice I asked, “ If it does come, what will you do ?”

“ I shall be ugly too,” she answered simply. E. E. P.

Dog Law.
“ The question whether a dog which occasionally fights other dogs

and chases acts could be ordered under the Dogs Acts, 1871 and 1906,

to be kept permanently under control or destroyed as a dangerous dog
was considered by a Divisional Court in the King’s Bench yesterday.”

A dog which chases acts is obviously entitled to no mercy
from the Bench.

“ The managers of the Opera in Paris have decided that henceforth
it will be necessary for anyone seeking admission to any of the
reserved parts of the house to wear at least a black tie.”

Evening Paper.

I

So the day of the mere bootlace (with smile) is over.



SACRILEGE.
[A “ Household Hint ” declares that a orioket-bat makes an excellent ironing-board for sleeves.!

Mary, ifc may not be ! Though winter’s rigour ‘‘Your” bowl—forbulbs to make the home seem sweeter—
Bids it stand idle in its coat of oil, Is my tobacco-jar you ’ve carried off,

My bat shall not be called upon to figure And what you blandly call “ your ” carpet-beater

^
Among the adjuncts of your laundry toil; Once served me well at golf.

You shall not desecrate its blade by fitting
,

,

Thereon the sleeves that decorate your dress ^ know you d take my bat without compunction,

(Though I am glad to find the Mode permitting wiped its oil away,

Sufficient sleeve to press). Divert it from its customary function,
And then, upon some Saturday in May,

For I remember many a prized possession As I strode forth (eleventh), bold and breezy,
Which you (unauthorised) have had on loan, To show the way that sixes should be scored,

Misused and by a gradual progression Unnerve me with the stern command, “Go easy

;

Come to regard (and speak of) as your own; Don’t break my ironing-board,”
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MRS. HASH.

(1 Serial Drama of the utmost import-

ance. Begin at once.)

II.—The Drafting Committee.

'Well, if ife isn’t Henn coming Henn?”

gentle, strong, practical, sincere, re- npright. Now what 's all this about

spectable, refined.’ Well?’* dark, fond of sport, genuine, gentle,

“ Well ) ” strong, practical, sincere, respectable,

“ Well ?
” refined ? It isn’t a man yon ’re asking

j

“ Well, why don’t you say something, for but an elephant.”

across the street 1 Now that *s very

fortunate, Mrs. Hash.”

“Quite a slice of luck, Mrs. Henn.

The moment you went and stood at

“ I was thinking.”
“ What do you think of it, Mr. Henn? *

“ I was wondering.”

“ I suppose I can have my ideel, the

same as others, Mrs. Henn. But, if you
want to know the truth, I borrowed

them expressions from the other ladies’,

moment vou went and stood at “With your experience of bill-sticking, bits in the paper. I don’t know as I

window I kind of felt in my bones Henn, would you call that a magnetic ( care very much if he s refined or not, as

he was in the neighbourhood.”
“ Did you ever ? It must have been

an angel brought him.”

advertisement or would you not ? ” long as he don’t smoke in the bed.”

“ As to magnetic, I can’t say. There ’s “ Just what I thought. It ’s no good

nothing much with it, only the one expecting too much. Take ’em as they

You flatter vourself, my dear. Good sentence, ‘Bond of a cup of tea . . . Fond are, and mould ’em, I always say. Am
evening, Mr. Henn.”

“ Evenin’, Mrs. Hash. Evenin’, Flo.”

of a cup of tea . • . Fond of a
—

’ Ha,hal
”

“ I suppose I can put a cup of tea

“Well, Henn, as I was saying to into my own advertisement without

Mrs.Hash, it’s Providence that sentyou asking your leave, Mr. Henn ?
”

here, and nothing else, for you being a “ No offence, Mrs. Hash. Certainly

bill-sticker, I said, you ’re well up in the you can.”
' _ “ . « IT , . TTT1 J XT

I right, Henn ?
”

“G-r-r.”
“ Your husband don’t seem himself,

Mrs. Henn.”
“ That ’s too much to hope, dear.

The day he seems like somebody else

use of words, and me being connected

with the theatre, if it ’s

onlydressingthe Chorus
^

young ladies, between
Ijilllll'ill

: us, I said, there *s very
*i|l|r |ll

little we don’t know |||h ||
about the English Ian-

guage. Mrs. Hash is

thinking of making a

change,Henn, andshe’s
advertising for her

second in The Marriage r

Mart. But what she ’s

wrote don’t do her quali-

ties justice. And, what
we thought, between us

we might get her ofl

quicker than what she ^
wiU by herself, if you
see what I mean, Juda& (drc

What Henn means, dear, being a 1 we ’ll hire the Assembly B^oms and

I

—

^

^

^

~

^ Lice habits,generous to
Prisoner. “Your Honour ”

^ fr.

Judge {drowsily). “Is it? I thought you won the last hole.”
refined workin^^ claL

n, he don’t see Conway Street being I gentleman ’
. . .

‘ no bad habits, past
“If I’m to exert I

^ ' iretinea wording - class

my intelleck I must lay down.” man, he don’t see Conway Street being gentleman ’
. . .

‘ no bad habits, past

“Do, dear. Have a lay-down on the overrun with cheerful widowers looking sins or indiscretions whatever’—well,

couch, and Mrs. Hash will give you for a cup of tea. And I daresay he ’s of course you wouldn’t want to go as

something. Then perhaps she ’ll read right. You don’t want the cup of tea
;

far as that
”

you what she ’s put in the paper already at least, men like Henn don’t.” “ I don’t know why not, Mrs. Henn.”

but hasn’t had a bite, not yet.” “ And you don’t want the cheerful.

You read it, Mrs. Henn. You ’re All widowers is cheerful,”

“ Keep cool, dear. That ’s the ques-

tion I was coming to. Are we going

fond of reading, aren’t you ?
”

“ I want to help others, Mrs. Hash, my man.”
That ’s my be-all and end-all.” “ Well,H wouldn’t wish to seem to be “ I wasn’t aware that you was adver-

“ Say another v/ord, dear, and I ’ll poking my nose into my own affairs, tising at all, Mrs. Henn.”

burst into a hymn. Here ’s your tea, Mrs. Henn, but are we much forrarder “ When I ’m doing a person a service,

Mr. Henn.” than we were ? ” my dear, a spiteful taunt won't turn me
“Tea?” “All in good time, dear. Now there’s from my purpose. There’s no more
“ Tea, Mr. Henn.” one thing strikes me about your little sensitive woman in all Gale’s Gardens
“ Thank-you, Mrs. Hash. Well, read bit, dear, and that is there ’s a lot in it than Florence Henn,^ but when she ’s

it quick, Flo, before the stimulant wears about the gentleman but next to nothing doing good nothing will stop her,”

off.” about the lady. And there’s some as “Very well, Mrs. Henn, go on. It’s
“ ‘ Affectionate widow, not long free, might say when they read it that this nothing to do with me who I marry. I

domesticated, shy, fond of a good laugh was the kind of person that wanted a know that.”

and a cup of tea
’ ” lot more from a person than they was “ What do you think, Henn ?

”

“ Tea, did you say ? ” ready to give to a person.” “ What are you blathering about
“ Tea, Henn. ‘ With lovable dispo- “ They might.” now, Flo ?

”

sition, no encumbrances, height 5 foot 6, “ If your husband ’s come here to in- “ At one time, Henn, you were very

medium complexion, wishes to meet suit me, Mrs. Henn, he can take his foot friendly with Harriet Hash here, though

cheerful widower or bachelor, any age off my clean auntmacassar,” no one would think it from the way you

to forty, dark, fond of sport, genuine, “ Let him be, dear. He can’t think go on in her house—take your foot off

“I want no clinicalremarks from you, to tell the truth in this advertisement

or are we not ?
”

“ I wasn’t aware that you was adver-

burst into a hymn.
Mr. Henn.”
“Tea?”
“ Tea, Mr. Henn.”

and a cup of tea
’ ”

“ Tea, did you say ?
”

“ Tea, Henn. ‘ With lovable dispo-

' sition, no encumbrances, height 5 foot 6,

“ What do you think, Henn ?
”

“What are you blathering about

now, Flo ?
”

“ At one time, Henn, you were very



Wife (furiously), “You don’t bay you’ve asked those poisonous Beownes to dine with us to-moeeow?**
Husband. “Weld, thbeb was an awkwaed pause in the conveesation, and that was add I could think op to say.**

that cushion, will you ? And I ’m ask-

ing you, in your opinion should she let

on about her bad habits, if there was
any, or should she lay it on thick with

the whitewash, like the others?
”

“ I should make a clean breast of it,

and then nobody *d believe it—see ?
**

“ It ’s an extraordinary thing, Mrs.

Hash, every now and then this lump
says something which would almost

make you think he had a brain. There's

something in what he says, Mrs. Hash.
Most of these ladies in the paper, to my
thinking, seems too good to be true, and
nine times out of ten, I shouldn’t wonder,

the gentleman’s disappointed. Now,
if you was to put the truth, very likely

it would seem too bad to be true. "What
were you going to say, dear? ”

*‘Go on talking, dear. I wouldn’t

spoil anyone’s pleasure.”

“Anyhow, you see, your little bit

would stand out from the other bits and
get more attention maybe ;

and of course

we could put in a word here and there

to give the idea that you ’re a lot better

now than what you have been. And
then the gentleman can’t turn round at

the altar and say you was telling a lie

—see ?
”

“Well, Mrs. Henn, you ’re very full of

ideas. What do you suggest ?
”

“ Give me the pen and I ’ll show you,
dear. I should begin something like

this : Will-no-one-'pluch-a-brand-frcmi
-the -burning - flighty-widow- seeks-

sanctuary ’ ”

“You’d begin like that, would you,

Mrs. Henn ?
”

“ Don’t excite yourself, dear. This is

only the foundation, like. We ’d have
to moderate the language, of course.
‘ Has- been-no-better-than-she-should-
he-hut-is-a-lot-heUer-tlian-wkat-she-

was-needs-only ’ ”

“ It’s sixpence a word, Mrs. Henn.”
“Never mind, dear. It will be re-

turned to you an hundredfold—* Needs-
only-refined- musical— sincere - gentle-

man* s - companionship — to-bring-out-
flower-like-gualities-of-nature-crushed
-by-harsh-experience-peppery-temper-

but-soon-over-and-all-forgotten-better
-than-long-sulks ’ ”

“Thank-you, Mrs. Henn.”
“ Don’t mention it, my dear

—

*A-little

-on-ihe-near-side ’ ”

“ I beg your pardon ?
”

“ ‘ A little on the near side,’ dear

—

* but-iohat-can-you-expec t-of-defence-

less—woman— surrounded-by- harpies-
wotild-give-all-to-the~right-man-py-
ous-sincere-pleasure-loving-tempira te-
hut- ready -to- condone— man*s-weak-
nes ^es-hazel-eyes-and- after-rich-ex-

perience-in-youth-knoxos-too-much-to
- expect- everything - 6 ft, 7-moderate—
habits-but-easily~mouldedf There !

”

“ What did you say, Mrs. Henn ? I

was taking forty winks.”
“ The Early Christians went on with

theirgoodwork undershowers of arrows,

Mrs. Hash. And so do I, Mrs. Hash.
When this is printedin the paper they ’ll

have to put on an extra postman for

Conway Road. I ’ll go home now, dear,

and write it out proper for you, and
send it in to-morrow.”

“ And perhaps you ’ll pay for it, Mrs.
Henn ?

”

“ There ’s one or two wives in this

borough, my dear, would think it was
well worth the expense. Come, Henn.”

A.P.H,

“ In some of the leading stores . . . there
are graduates of Oxford and Cambridge who
have entered on the ground floor but are deter-
mined to work their way up.”

Provincial Paper,

Very sporting of them not to use the lift.
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THE NEW EMIGRANTS.

Sir Thomas Beecham’

s

decision to

leave England, now that broadcasting

has been subsidized by the Govern-

ment, as a country no longer worthy of

good musicians, is, we regret to learn,

likely to be follo'wed, for other reasons,

by other eminent personages.

Sir Dyson Hardwick, the well-known

Oonservative politician, has issued the

following statement to his constituents

:

‘‘The only thing left to do since

our Government, central or local, has

gone Eed, is to get out of England as

quickly as possible. Whereveronegoes

this infernal colour affronts

the gaze. Eed pillar-boxes, red

buses, red herrings, red routes,

red judges, red admirals, red

legs, greet one at every turn.

The people of this unhappy
country have no eye except for

red. I am going, but have not

yet finally decided whether it

will be to an all-white country

—to the Arctic regions, the

land of eternal snow— or to

Italy, the home of the black

shirt. But wherever I go I

mean to take with me as many
Englishmen as possible who
desire to escape from this

horrible tyranny.”

A famous and fearless cleric,

whose name will leap to the

minds of intelligent readers, has,

we understand, addressed the

following letter to the Arch-

bishop of Canterbury •

“England, once the home
of quiet, is now given over to

the dominion of din and, by a

strange inversion of her racial

virtues, welcomes and fosters

this diabolical and devastating

craze. There are, however, a

few who have not bowed the

knee to the idol of Sonority,

and these will, I have reason to be-

lieve, follow me into the wilder-

ness, where silence reigns and the

voice of the saxophone is dumb.
Music—so-called—has always been

the curse of civilisation. England
was great because shewas unmusical;

in the effort to deserve the title of

‘a musical people’ she has chosen
the path which leads through Pande-
monium to annihilation. The major-

ity of eminent composers were either

mad or bad—witness Beethoven,
Schumann, Hugo Woef, Wagner.
Most great singers have been impos-
sible people. The great players are

worse. Mr. Eamsay MacDonald
has wisely sought the seclusion of

the Sahara for a while, but I am re-

solved to make it my permanent

address.”

Consternation has been caused in

City circles by the news that Sir Jonak
Clamp, the great financial pundit, has

announced his firm resolve to throw all

his appointments andengagements over-

board and proceed without delay to

Patagonia, where he proposes to found

a colony for the pursuit and practice of

Quietism, on the basis of the prohibition

of all dancing. The reasons for this

momentous decision are set forth in a

manifesto, from which we extract the

following passage:

—

“Voluntary expatriationis a serious

those who think with me, there is a
better prospect of peace andhappiness
in the land of the Giant Sloth than
in the land of perpetual motion. To
adapt a Victorian singer :

—

‘“There methinks would be enjoyment,
there a genuine advance,

Llore than in the endless slither of the
everlasting dance.’ ”

“You LOOK A WRECK THIS IMORNIHG, MaTJD. HaVB
rou BEEN SITTING UP AGAIET BBADING A NOVEL?”

“ Yes, ’m. They didn’t get maeeied uNiiij neably
FIVE o’clock this MOBEUENG.”

step, but there are occasions on which
it is inevitable. After long but fruit-

less efforts to promote industrial

peace,! despair of weaning the British
public of allclassesfrom its disastrous

infatuation for the dance. Hundreds
of millions are spent upon it which,
if more wisely bestowed, might suffice

to restore our shattered commereial

supremacy. England is no longer

worthy of having wise advisers. Ho
self-respecting financial expert can he

expected to xemain in a country

where even grandfathers and grand-

mothers have succumbed to the
charms of the Ohaxlestoa and the
tarantulation of the Tango. Helucb-

antly and sadly I have come to the
conclusion that, for ma at least and

THE SORROWS OF THE RfllSFIT.

(With acknoioledgmenis to an article in
“ The Times ” ofNovember ith, “ Tro-

cnistes, the Clothier.*')

Hard is the lot of modern man
When, Nature having been

unjust, he *s

Controlled by a sartorial plan

Eramed in the spirit of Pro-
crustes ;

Since Mass Production more
and more

Inexorably “ standardizes,”

And tends completely to ignore

The folk who fall between two
sizes.

By Nature I was not designed

To fill the rdle of fop or dandy,

With features homely,unrehned,

And hair that borders on the

sandy

;

I do not haunt palatial Halls

With the sleek votaries of St.

Vitus,

And yet, when public duty calls,

I must appear bene vestitm.

My figure, short and stout and
square,

No female heart can set a-

twitter,

But proves the wonder and
despair

Of every ready-made outfitter;

Prom peg to peg I sadly go,

For, though my family may
cavil,

I really can’t afford the Eow

—

I mean the sumptuous Eow of Savile.

My head is not of standard shape,

Yet, having little cash to scatter,

My modish friends I dare not ape

And patronize a Bond Street hatter;

My footgear oft offends the eye,

But I should soon be stony-broken

Were I so reckless as to buy
Boots that require to be bespoken.

Yet there is hope—for if, as Lodge
Contends, the force of mind cam modi-

fy matter by some occult dodge,

And give us each a nice new body,

I crave no Herculean thews,

No classic grace, no brilliant ox-eyes,

So long as I am free to choose

A corpus absolutely stock-size.
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THE WORLD AN OYSTER.

Ever since wireless first
CAME IN

—

i

i
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MY BACK-GAEDEN LTD, ,

I HEAE that Lord Eosebery, follow-

ing the example of other noble lords,

has turned his estates into a limited

liability company. The aroh-individ-

ualist has become a corporation.

I too find my estate more than I can

manage. Neither my garden nor my
income are large" enough 4o

'
justify a

regular gardener, and I have to fall

back on occasional help. I often wonder
how Mussolini handles his gardeners.

I am, I confess, clay in the hands of

mine.

To Old Joe a garden where things

happen is preferable to the peaceful

semi-wilderness where a tired man may
rest. But however explicit my in-

structions he takes' advantage of my
absence to carry out his original plans

of devastation, or goes behind my back
and obtains contradictory instructions

from Barbara.

The Heir too makes his own plans

and executes them in my garden. He
delights- in uprooting the bulbs which
the chatty letter-writer in Holland has
sent us, and on each occasion Barbara
insists that I shall punish him. I do
not care to punish the Heir. I would
rather hit someone of my own size.

It is obvious that some change of

authority is needed. My garden has too

many masters. And LordEoseberyhas
shown me the way. I intend to turn

my estate into a Limited Liability Com-
pany, whose purpose it will be to carry

on the business of ownership, factor-

ship, management, improvement, ex-

ploration and development of landed

estate, and of farming, mining, fishing,

forestry, oil, and shoreworks.

I ’ve copied that from Lord Eose-
bery’s articles of association. The estate
is a bit short of shoreworks and fishing

at the moment, but strong in other

lines. I hope I am not deceiving the

public by retaining Lord Eosebery’ s

rolling periods. 1 do not want the

issue to be oversubscribed on a false

conception.

Barbara will join the Board after

allotment. She is a born director. If

she would only weed instead of direct-

ing, the garden would be less of a
scandal. On second thoughts she had
better be secretary, for we must have
one, and I cannot be both chairman and
secretary. She will like to keep the big

black minute-book. If she upholds the
Chair, she will be allowed to read the
minutes. She loves reading aloud to

me when I am busy.

The qualification for directors must
be low—say, twopence in fully paid

ordinary shares—because the Heir must
be a director, and that is all he possesses

at the moment. I want him to realise

that he is a partner in the property,

and that when he uproots bulbs he is

d-amaging his own estate. Perhaps
he will fear the Board more than he
fears his parents.

If, on balancing her bulbs and finding

a deficit, Barbara insists that I shall

whip the Heir, the deficiency will be

brought to the notice of the Board,

whose decision will be communicated
to the culprit by the secretary. After

all, I maintain, it is her job.

When I tell the occasional gardener

to trim the hedge, giving it the merest

shingle, and he retorts, “ What she

wants. Sir, is cutting down to the roots,”

I shall reply, “It’s not what *she’

wants, what you want, or even what I

want. It’s what the Board wants.”

If he demands a rise, he must apply to

the Board, and, if the Board desires to

dispense with his services, the Board
will sack him. I have never been suc-

cessful in my efforts to sack Old Joe.
And if my neighbours complain of

the seeds which distribute themselves
from my garden to theirs, I sliall be

able to say, “ Any representations you
care to make should be submitted to

the Board through the usual channels.”
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REMARKABLE CASE OF JOURNALISTIC HONESTY,

Me. Lotooeb, who dobs thb Society Gossip coluiin in a Sunday papeb, writes: “I dropped in at BEEKDroaE’s east

NKJHT AND DID NOT SEE A SINGLE FACE I KNEW.”

SHE-SHANTIES.
The Peach on The Pillion.

Ride on, pretty Percy I I *in clinging, I ’m clinging I

I ’ve needles and pins

Prom my skull to my shins

;

There *s dust in my eyes, but I ’m singing, I ’m singing

;

I ’m Helen, or someone, and you are my knight.

You ’ve a peach on the pillion,

A girl in a million

;

I'm clinging, I’m singing,

And Brighton ’s in sight

!

Eide on, my brave Percy 1 I ’m aching, I ’m breaking 1

I haven’t a bone

That feels quite like iny own

;

I ’ve broke a suspender, my stocking is shocking

I wonder just what that old gentleman said ?

My Hector, my hero,

My Netting Hill Nero,

I ’m lashed to the saddle

And Brighton ’s ahead

!

Eide on, rapid Percy I Go faster, go faster I

Look round—do you mind ?

—

To make sure I ’m behind.

But quicker !—the quicker, the sicker the Vicar

;

He ’s waving, he’s raving, the funny old dea,r

!

Your face is vermilion,

But I ’m on the pillion

;

I ’m clinging, I ’rn singing,

And Brighton is near I A. P. H.

« U.S.A Blades, 6/11 pkt. Why pay 4/6 ? -^Provincial Paper,

War 0f6.ee, please note.

BRIDGE FOUNDATIONS.
I.

—

The Deal.
“ And doubt not so to deal

As all things shall redound unto your good.”—

It is not until we are seated at the table that our merit

as players is tested, and the first test is provided by the deal.
^

The earnest player should attempt to deal at^ least twice
!

in every four hands (one in four being his legitimate deal).

During play he should casually place on his left the pack

not in nse, thus indicating that the next deal is "hAs deal.

With the pack so placed he is in a strategical position to

quell argument. Prequently this simple act is sufdcient for

the achievement of success.

In advanced circles more subtlety may be necessary. It

should be remembered that each ot the other three players

will be anxious to secure the deal. Watching sound ex-

ponents, I have seen, on occasions, all four in turn dexterously

seize the spare pack and place it in position, thus causing it

to circle round and round the table. Yet to the uninitiated

it appeared that each was intent solely^ on the play in

progress. My own method is to work rapidly at the end of

the hand.
. ,

In extreme cases it may be found desirable to^seize the

pack and to deal without waiting for the formality of cutting.

A light flow of banter and criticism will help to cover the

action and to divert attention.

By securing the deal, the student will obtain the first

call, and this brings me to the vital matter v/ith which- my
next article is concerned.

Another Grlimpse of the Obvious.

“ It is not an unusual thing in racing to back the wrong horse.”

Sunday Paper,
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•rue nicii I isemuftiru-r ne uinjiuE ^ecfcion. “ One may Search everywhere, erroneous, that the person involved is
THE uISILLUSiONMENT Or mAUAnlE jg Germaine?” not only without even the most rudi-

P^COT.
Q;j;j0 woman thus addressed mentary knowledge of the language em-

You ask her,” I said to Estelle, my became emotion incarnate. Never did a ployed but also destitute of the normal
charming hostess, as we reached the pair of eyes roil in a mannerso indicative perceptions of a human being. I stood

concierge’s glass door on our way out. of the feelings of one who is pestered in the doorway while Madame Picot

Ask her if she knows where I can find about rooms fifty times a day. “ Every made it clear, with great wealth of detail,

a nice room. I hate hotels.” day !
” she exclaimed. “ And I have but that I had the resources of a nation be-

Estelle peeped through the hideous one extra room, and that is let. It does hind me ; that from a financial point of

lace curtains and, discerning the move- not pay to let one’s rooms, I tell you. A view I left practically nothing to be
ment of an opaque form within, opened beautiful room, for which she pays me desired. The small woman observed me
the portal a iew inches. two hundred francs a month ; but what thoughtfully, her head on one side.

Madame Picot !
”
she called, in that would jmu ? It is a friend, and she uses “ The English,” repeated Madame

tone of honeyed politeness with which my gas, she takes my butter and my Picot, “have they not le dole? Pour,

Parisians mask their earnest desire to cofifee, and last night, because she has a five, six livi^es a week—Heaven only

tear all concierges limb from limb. cold, she says tome, ‘Is it that you have knows how many of those English
moment, sHlvous plait!” a little of rum?’ No, it is insupportable.” pounds—and for nothing ?

”

A strangely-fashioned female in a “ A beautifulroom !” moaned Madame The dark woman’s eyes became enor-A strangely-fashioned female in a “ A beautifulroom !” moaned Madame The dark woman’s eyes became enor-

puce woollen jacket came forward and Picot, sighing heavily, “and from the mous. “ For nothing ? ” she inquired

made discouraging mumbling sounds, window a view of the most superb.” breathlessly.

One obtained a glimpse
^ “ Pour rien du tout”

of an apartment replete |i L ri

^

.1 Madame Picot assured

with souvenirs of the I^TT' !

“j, J-h-
lltii 1' I

' ' '

“ It is the law in

Tour Eiffel and Fon- '-r—

“

IlfM f' I
England, they say.”

itainebleau; there was
'li

' ^'1 '
1

’
>*

j

'
• ' r .

Tiens,tienB
!”

an enormous quilted
'ii ^ ^^^1—-fl—

''
'

the guest, overcome by
bed, a sideboard of un-

lITlli 1 1

*
" startling revelation

speakable design and 3 i|i[| tSYf % ¥01 1 - X of the state of things on
proportions and a pro-

j "^I'r ‘-"C.
other side of the

fusion of jimcrackery
|||||| 'P*'

Channel. “Itisaston-
in glass andchinawhich lifjPlii'' Eil—-—

-

ishing.”

positively held the eye J ‘ I began to grow res-

in thrall. Not even the pros-
The extravagantly- ^

shaped female cast a ^ .
Paris would permit me

look at the letter-rack
. mBBL yy' ' remain silent,

and remarked in a non- ^ " “Do tell her,” I said
chalant rasp, “Nothing " ^

to Estelle, “that I

for you, Madame; no- ^ haven’t got the dole,
thing at all.” / / anyway.”

“I did not come for ^ Estelle did so.
letters,” explained Es- .

Musician {to irate Bouseholder), “Don’t play outside 7ovr ’cube? And “Ma’m’selle has not
telle sweetly,^ opening outside tovr ’ouse? This is the ’ouse I’m platin’ out- dole?” barked Mad-
the door wider and — ame Picot suspiciously.
thereby disclosing a table spread with “Ail Paris, I assureyou,’’supplemented “ And why not ?

”

a check cloth, and^ on the other side the little woman in a frenzy of artistic “Mademoiselleworks,’’replied Estelle.
of it a dark-eyed little woman eating appreciation. “From the window one “ She ’s a writer.”
cold sausage and butter, with a nap- sees allParis, Andthere is the electricity There was a further interchange of

Musician {to irate householder), “Don’t play outside iovr ’ouse? And
66 ’s PLATIN’ outside JQVR ’OUSE ? ThIS IS THE *OUSE I ’m PLATIN’ OUT-
SIDE OF.”

kin tied under her chin; evidently a and a stove. All that one -will—and she glances.

breathlessly.
“ Pour rien du tout”

.
, ,| Madame Picot assured

' '

' her. “ It is the law in

_

England, they say.”
i Tiens,tiens!” ciied

r '
‘ the guest, overcome by

this startling revelation

of the state of things on

.5--, the other side of the
- " ip Channel. “ It is aston-

ishing.”

- I began to grow res-

tive. Not even the pros-
pect of a view of all

^
.

Paris would permit me
/ to remain silent.

“ Do tell her,” I said

to Estelle, “ that I

haven’t got the dole,

anyway.”
Estelle did so.

m ’OUSE? And “Ma’m’selle has not
II PLATIN’ OUT-

ame Picot suspiciously.
“ And why not ?

”

“Mademoiselleworks,’’replied Estelle.
“ She ’s a writer.”

There was a further interchange of

guest. Even a concierge, it would pays me two hundred francs

—

appear, knows the softening influence I tugged at Estelle’s sleeve.
of friendship.

“One does not get le dole if one
works, alors ?” hazarded the guest, her

“ Can’t you^ ? ” I whispered. “Do eyes larger than ever.
“This lady, said Estelle, indicating throw out a hint that I’d adore a room “Notz, Madame,” I interposed, and at

nae, “ seeks a room. Do you know by with a view of all Paris; and I hate rum.” the sound of my voice bothwomen leapt,
wh^e she can find one ?

^

“It would be well, Madame, would it The little person, however, was not dis-
MadamePicot though itwas difficult not,” ventured the tactful Estelle, “if posedtoregardme seriously, even though

on the instant to credit the existence, you could find a good tenant, such as I proved to possess the double gifts
or imagine the fortitude, of a Monsieur Mademoiselle here ? The English are so of speech and understanding. If these
Picot-bent a casual brow upon me.

^

I amiable, so ” English were mad, as she had frequently
was wearing a Paris hat and my bearing What else we are did not transpire, been told and no longer doubted, then
was no more typical of the traditional for Madame Picot became galvanised at assuredly I was the most unbalanced of
Englishwoman of Erench humour than this juncture. my race. She gave an expressive shrug
is the demeanour of the majority of my “ Ma’m’selle is English ? ” she asked, and returned to her consumption of the
^mpatriots. I aroused in Madame regarding me from a new and more in- saucisson,
Picot’s ample bosom neither interest spiriting angle and exchanging glances “Ma’m’selle works, alors,” she re-

n .. ,

with her friend across the table. marked, signing to Madame Picot to be

u
^3'ising her

^

Thereupon they discussed the situa- seated and derange herself no more over
shoulders level with her ears and rather tion with that splendid frankness which trifles. “I do not understand these
seriously dislocating the woollen con- comes from a conviction, frequently English. No, it does not pay to let one's



- Madame {taking her ymng'charges to school in Paris). “Bot is it kboessabt to examinb ? See, it is only the baogage oe

THESE YOUNG PENSIONNAIRES.” TvrTTmr »»

Harassed Douanier. “Alas, Madame, nowadays the young pensionnaires know too much.

rooms. Look at mypensionnaire ! She

takes my butter, she uses my gas, and

last night
”

Estelle closed the door and we stepped

sadly into the street.

How tbe Antipodes got the News.

“An American, Mrs. Corson and her two

children, swam the English Channel to-day.”

Tasmaman Paper.

The British Press, with unusual reserve,

told us nothing about the youngsters

exploit.

From a review :

—

“A song for the singer; yea, a song for the

man who wants to be a singer and cannot.”

Musical Magazine.

Surely it is a mistake to publish such'

songs.

Beneath a picture of the Atlantic

Fleet:

—

“An impressive demons ration of Britain’s

naval might will be provided by the Atlantic

Fleet oft Portland to-day.”—DaiZj/ Paper.

It seems to have been between the

Devil and the Deep Sea.

THE QUEEN OF SHEBA.

{Being the Becord of a Boyal Tour.)

The Queen of Sheba went to sea,

She took her son and daughter

;

About the blue the dolphins ran.

And there was that Leviathan

To tote her through the water.

The Queen of Sheba went to sea,

The billowy deep she tossed on

;

Her state-rooms were a cedar

set,

And everything she wore and ate
|

Was radio-ed to Boston.

The Queen of Sheba came to land,

Her head was showered with roses

;

The windows of her vast hotel

Were dotted night and day as

well

With neatly-patterned noses.

The business magnates of the West
For weeks in serried sections

Had practised rolling on the floor,

And some had spoilt the bags they

wore
By frequent genuflections.

They built for her a golden throne
|

And made a boom in baiih^
j

And vowed there never yet had been
|

In Tyre or Babylon a queen

So truly democratic.

The Queen of Sheba’s furniture -

Was richly dight with gildings

Her walls were hung with tapestry,

She trod on Persian rugs, and she

Was shown theWoolworth building.

The Queen of Sheba caught a cold

Through Philadelphia’s breezes

;

Under the palms the Pressmen hid,

Hoping to learn what monarchs did

When overcome by sneezes.

The Queen of Sheba loved it all,
|

She smiled upon the gapers

;

Her articles were copyright

And syndicated every night

To fourteen thousand papers,

Though now and then her spirit failed,’

She still turned out her column on

,
The ivory and apes and gold

f
And all the richness manifold

That filled the land of Solomon.
Evoh.
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AT THE PLAY.
“The Lover ” and “The Cradle Song

”

(Fortune).

The humble critic (legends to the con-

trary notwithstanding) is so delighted

to find something that he can praise

unreservedly that when it appears he
is bound to ask himself, “ Can this be
quite so good as it seems to me?
Hasn’t this gallant handerillero of an
author bemused me by adroit waving
of his gay cajpa ? Hasn’t he touched
some purely personal preference and
deprived one of the power of objective

! vision ? ” I don’t think so here.

Both the “curtain-raiser ” (much too
perfunctory a classification for so charm-
ing a conceit), The Lover, and the two-
Act The Cradle Song have a wit, sincer-

ity and beauty of thought which deserve
that too easily bestowed attribution

—

distinguished.

^

Ourauthor, SenorG. Martinez Sierra,
is oue of the most accomplished of con-
temporary Spanish dramatists, and a
translation of his Bomantic Young Lady
pleased the cognoscenti some little time
ago. I shall be much surprised if

he does not change the ill-fortune

which has dogged’ the little Fortune
theatre.

In The Lover the Queen has just

been saved in a carriage accident by a

stranger, a man-of-no-account, a petit

bourgeois, an impossible, as the out-

raged insistswhenHer
Majesty decides to thank her rescuer
in private audience. “Her lover,” she
calls him whimsically, remembering
that shehas frequently seen his face here
in the capital, yes, and there in a distant
town of her kingdom, why, yes, and

;

even in some foreign land, she forgets

which.

And when the timid little man ap-
pears, his eyes alight with the flame of

immeasurable loyalty to his Queen, rev-

erent admiration of her beauty, exalta-
tion in his heaven-sent opportunity, his
body bowed, without crioging, in per-
fect self-abasement, you see that here is

the fine jewel in the leaden casket. The
Queen is a little amused and a little

touched. She draws from his reluctant
lips the whole story. He tells her how he
had spent his substance—hewas a cheese-
maker of some standing, purveyor to the
Court, in fact—on travelling, “ which is

now-a-days so expensive,your Majesty.”

“You will remember your Majesty
was in ill-health and had to go to In-
dia ... . and then again later you
were in the Holy Land.”
In short, the perfect loyalist, the de-

voted servitor, the adoring admirer has
become impoverished and supremely
happy. No, he could not possibly accept
the brilliant jewel from her breast be-
cause, “ you see, your Majesty, that has
a value and it somehow simply wouldn’t
do . . . But if I might have the little

mirror that your Majesty has looked
in.” And so forth. Ingenuous, ro-

mantic, impossible—but so skilfully is

the pattern worked out that you accept
it as the beautiful and natural thing it

in fact is. Mr. Sherbrooke’s 'playing
of the lover was a really superb piece
of work. How easy for just a touch of
falsity to creep in. How difficult not
to make the little man simply insig-
nificant, something of a worm. Mr.
Sherbrooke, who has done many fine

things, has never done a finer. I am
convinced that Miss Phyllis Eelph,
competent and attractive as her per-
formance was, seriously misinterpreted
her author. She accepted “ the lover’s

”

faltering story with an air of faint
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amusement, slightly modified by genuine

feeling. The emphasis surely was wrong.

The consciousness of the absurdity of

the situation would no doubt have been

throughout in her mind, but so lovely

a devotion would have broken through

her reserve, would have moved her, if

only for a moment or two, much more

deeply. I would beg Miss Eelph just to

try thisimportant inversion of emphasis.

The Cradle Song is based on a very

simpletheme—the effect on acommunity

of Dominican nuns of a tiny girl found-

ling left at the convent by her unknown

and presumably unmarried mother.

You see the immediate impact on the

nuns of this, to them, world-shaking

event ;
on the formidable legalist mother

Vicaress, who pleads the “ Eule ” in her

objection against undertaking any such

charge and fears the consequent^ un-

wholesome distractions, the pettings,

the jealousies, the competition for the

little one’s smiles ;
on the gentle mother

Prioress

i

who cannot think that their

Father Dominic would have meant

them so narrowly to interpret the letter

of their constitution, yet herself also

faintly apprehensive, seeing the flutter-

ing of young hearts in her lovely discrete

dove-cote; on the young Sister Joanna

of the Cross, who had lelt behind in the

world a troupe of brothers and sisters,

and in particular a baby brother, who

still tugged at her heartstrings; on

the whispering giggling novices; on

the rounded, cheery portress; on the

heretic Doctor, who oflers the little one

his honoured name provided the Prioress

will do the thing that her huinan feel-

ings dictate and accept this ofl:'ering so

evidently intended by the Lord for her

birthday.

And then, eighteen years later, we are

shown the more enduring effects. Some

new loveliness and warmth have been at

work in this austere and difficult, how-

ever essentially peaceful, place. The

adorable little Teresa is singing in the

garden. Deverend MotherPrioress sends

to admonish her for interrupting their

spiritual reading, but it is a tender

smiling admonition. Sighs come from

this nun and that, for this reason and the

other, but most of all because their little

Teresa is to-day to leave them to go out

into the dangerous world and her young

Don Antonio. The old Vicaixss is still

grim, reproving her for some minor
j

fault; but there are tears near her eyes

and a tenderness behind her fierce mask

which eighteenyears ago would not have

been possible. Sister Joanna, who has

more than all the rest mothered the dar-

lingfoundling, is agonisingon the cross of

thecomingparting. Allthe convent has

worked on their loved child’s trousseau,

gowns and under-garments in the height

t‘ER I THINK MY AUNT’S EXPECTING ME, RoSE.”

“Possibly, Mr. Ernest, but she is out.”

ofthe worldliest fashion, cut from papers

!

such as have never before been seen in

this holy place. What tender ingenuous

wishes are expressed for her happiness

;

what anxious monitions timidly ad-

vanced ;
what a delightful composite

homily is delivered to Don Antonio, an

honourable young man, no doubt, but

hardly worthy of their treasure and, if

the truth be half-glanced at, none too

orthodox 1

Sefior Sierra has perhaps as his

best gift a delicate unerring taste. He
has, for instance, invented no dissolute

nun to tickle the groundling’s fancy;

the Sisters have their temperamental

differences, and the inevitable faults,

small jealousies, trivial tale-bearings,

personal antagonisms, not always suc-

cessfully veiled, of secluded folk in con-

stant unrelieved contact with each

other. He has produced an astonish-
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Jng diversity of characterisation in a

most narrov^iy restricted frame. I don’t

see how anybody, whatever his partic-

ular stage-fancy may be, can fail to be

impressed with the beauty, sincerity,

observation and artistic detachment of

this exquisite piece of work.

Mr. A, B. Bilmee, one of our most
thoughtful producers, has enhanced the

charm and lovely simplicity of all this

by the unmannered austerity of his set-

ting, and the sweet air of repose which
only careful drilling of an intelligent

team could have achieved.

I have left myself too little space for

the praise of individual players : of Miss

Gillian Scaife for the tenderness and

suggestion of internal conflict of her Sis-

ter Joanna ; of MissBaebaeaBveeest’s
Prioress, with her sweet unruffled bear-

ing and tender sympathy, and of Miss

IsoBEL Paegitee’s stem Vicaress ;
of

Miss Natalie Moya for the lively and
lovable Teresa] of Mr. Cheistophee
Oldham for his shy restrained Don An-
tonio

;
of Miss Di Boebes for her stormy

Sister Inez
;

of Miss Ivy des Yceux for

her Sister Marcella, both as a pert nov-

ice and as a full-fledged nun with her

stormy world-haunted days.

If The Cradle Song does not captivate

the town, from Kensington to Camber-
well, I am prepared to eat this notice

and offer a shamefaced abject apology

to Senor Sieera for my countrymen's
obtuseness. But I feel pretty sure that

neither the unwelcome diet nor the

apology will be needed. T.

‘‘Shavings” (Apollo),

‘ This ingenuoushoneyed comedy, done
out of Joseph C. Lincoln’s book by
Pauline Phelps and Marion Short, is

worth a visit for the admirably sensitive

acting
,
charminglyunforcedhumourand

attractive personality of Mr. Harry
Beresford, who, though a Londoner
born, making his entrance to the stage

vid the Gaiety chorus forty years ago,

promptly beat it for New York, and now
comes back after his long exile to find

a thoroughly deserved enthusiastic wel-

come, which evidently touched him
deeply.

As for the comedy, it falls inevitably

into the category of Eomantic Mush.
But our cousins do this kind of thing
with a gusto which we now lack, and
season it with a humour which removes
its grosser emetic qualities.

Jed Winslow, a maker of toys in a
small American seaside town, is a hope-
lessly unpractical, kindly, child-loving,

woman-avoiding person, who is only
prevented from continued exploitation

and bankruptcy by his rugged friend.

Captain Sarn Eunnhoell, president of

the local bank and bitter enemy of the
local ironmonger, a malicious old cur-

mudgeon,whose only son is in love with

the banker’s daughter, but nobly re-

frains from pressing his suit because he

has contracted a permanent game leg

WOBIQNa THE OBAGLE.
“ Shavings ”

. . Mr. Habey Beresford.

fighting for liberty in Brance, They do
these things in such comedies.

There comes a charming widow to

the little cottage over against Jed's

windmill shop. We see at once that

THE IINAVE AND THE «ACE.’»

Charlie Phillips . . . Mb, James Baglan.
Major Leonard Grover Mr. Milton Bosmer.

nothing, not even her handicap, a ver-

itable chee-ild of the most depress-
ing^ stage type, can prevent him from
laying his unspoilt heart at the pretty
widow’s feet. And the widow has a
well-loved brother, a bank-clerk, who

had temporarily retired to the State

prison for borrowing money from his

bank. He has come to this little town
to hide and is fixed up at his old job

with the fierce and unsuspecting Hun-
niwell. And of course he is recog-

nised, pursued by the malignant iron-

monger and saved by the desperate

stratagems of the kindly Jed. And of

course there is a bemedalled airman (it

used to be a sailor) who has long been
in love with the little widow. And of

course the lady’s love for Jed, which we
saw developing so nicely, was only of

that frank sisterly kind which is full

of admiration for his more than human
quality of patient virtue, but when it

comes to business prefers well-nourished

airmen. S>o Jed is left with his toys,

reproving himself for barking for the
moon, like the strange breed of hound
heard baying in the yard, and reminding
himself that he is very fortunate to be
allowed theprivilege of having the moon
to look at.

But, as I say, Mr. Beresfoed played
himself into our affections, entirely

disarmed our critical faculties and
thoroughly deserved his signal personal

triumph. Mr. Beeris Hartman's iras-

cible golden-hearted banker was well

done. Mr. Brembbr Wills thoroughly
enjoyed spitting venom from the male-
volent ironmonger’s twisted lips; and
nobody can twist a lip with Mr. Brem-
ber Wills I Mr. Borrester Harvey
gave us a sufficiently diverting study
of an egregious drummer; Mr. James
Baglan cleverly contrived to look the
part of a well-meaning young man
who has made an unfortunate error

of judgment and is always looking
out of the corner of an apprehensive
eye to see who is about to recognise
and denounce him ; Miss Joan Clement
Scott played prettily the part of the
banker’s daughter. There was nothing
else to be done with it. Miss Jessie
Winter, Mr. Ion Swinley, Mr. Bew-
LAss Llewellyn and Mr. Milton Eos-
mer had tasks which gave no sort of

scope to their talents. The setting was
of the ultra-realistic order; the toys
duly moved their arms or wings

; wind-
mills revolved, and paper hollyhocks
and roses were shaken by the wind

—

whose hand occasionally rested lightly

on the garden fence. T.

“Yellow Sands” (Haymarket).

Though the firm of Mr. Eden Phill-
potts and Daughter knows its local

colour by heart, thispicture of village life

in Devon might well have failed (since

Devon is not in Eussia) to hold our in-

terest if ithad not beenfor a central figure
which seemed to have intruded out of a

different world. Brom the very start

when we discover Bichard Yarwell re-
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cumbent on the sands fwe ourselves I sand still destitute of this convenience, A rather tame solution, perhaps, for
being seated in the sea) tahing a sun- 1 he accepts the suggestion, offered by I those of us 'who had looked for
bath till such time as the thing better—or worse,
public-house should open, he once fo
set^ us laughing with his by the solving of anotb<
amiable philosophy (“If the culty—the misunderst?
brain ’s busy why should the hju between Joe and the
body work ?” or “ Let them % /Tc} I\ his heart. There rer
that can’t dream work”), and YjfSH the far greater and
scarcely ever opened his fundamental difficult]

mouth without saying some /N^Cf sented by Joe's prone
good thing.

/ objection to marriage ^

Where did he get his wit ? \!& I

»

ground that with a 2

Not certainly by inspiration / //^ men on the dole noboc
drawn from the atmosphere J

/' ^ right to be happy or
of Yellow Sands, for the hu-

. \j^ jf more children into a
mour of his relatives and V V Capital was ei

neighbours, if we except his i in the sole occupati
sister which had a 4 grinding the faces of th
quiet dry quality of its own, ^ But, owing to the for

was mostly of the unconsci-
>, \

imminence of the fim

ous kind that one smiles at I jjffl
fe \ tain, we were allowed

iiudnotivith, I suspect that, pense with the consid«

in spite of his disreputable Uf^ vfc- of this dilemma,
clothes, his deplorable habit |||^ ^ Young Mr. Oedeic
of cadging and his insatiable wicke’s study of the ole

thirst (I dare not estimate mental was a remg
how much birthday port at achievement. He de]

three^and-six, and how much TUE BOESEXE’S ^V^OOINGr
not so much by w

funeral sherry at the same ^ said-though that was
figure, he accounted form the as by his way of say

course of the evening), he ac- And if, as I have .

thirst (I dare not estimate '—

^

mental was a remarkable
how much birthday port at

k^eu^eiY^
achievement. He delighted

three^and-six, and how much TEE BOESEXE’S ^V^OOIEGr
not so much by what he

funeral sherry at the same ^ said-thongh that was good-
figure. he accounted form the as by his way of sajung it.

course of the evening), he ac- And if, as I have hinted,

quired his humour under the immediate Bfc/iarc? in a rare interval of utility
,
that Biohard may have seemed a little too

tuition of Mr. and Miss Phillpotts. he should build an institute for the bene- clever for his native environment, Mr.
The main scheme did not pretend to fit of the fishermen of Yellow Sands. Habdwicke never forced this reflection

thing better—or worse. Hap-
pily it W'as at once followed

by the solving of another diffi-

culty—the misunderstanding
between Joe and the girl of

his heart. There remained
the far greater and more
fundamental difficulty pre-

sented by Joe's pronounced
objection to marriage on the

ground that with a million

men on the dole nobody had
a right to be happy or bring

more children into a world
where Capital was engaged
in the sole occupation of

grinding the faces of the poor.

But, owing to the fortunate

imminence of the final cur-

tain, we were allowed to dis-

pense with the consideration

of this dilemma.

^ Young Mr. Oedeic Haed-

^ wicke’s study of the old detri-

Lydia Blalce .

Joe Varwell

any novelty. We are familiar

enough with the acquisitive

attentions paid to a rich and
moribund relative, with the

reading of the will and the

consequent exposure of dis-

appointed insincerity. But we
could still indulge a fresh curi-

osity as to the disposal of the

property, though the fact that

the deceased’s favourite colour

for her personal fibery was red

should have warned us that

her money was to go to a

Communist nephew. Even so

we were closely concerned to

know whether he would en-

dorse the views of the old

waster, Bichard, and readjust

his principles on becoming a

‘‘blasted capitalist.”

If this was our unworthy
hope, it too was to be blasted.

For young Joe Vanoell remains

loyal to the under-dog. At
first he is for distributing his

legacy among those million out-

of-works who had always ob-

sessed his imagination; but

when, after laborious calcula-

tion, it is proved to him that

his fourthousandpoundswould
only yield them a match-box
apiece, leaving forty thou-

i
ii

SEEINa DOUBLE.

Richard Vanoell . Hs. Cedeic Habdwicke.

The Twins . . . Hiss Alice and Miss Dbusilla Wills.

upon us by “pressing” his

humour ; he himself remained
unmoved among the roars of

laughter that followed his de-

vastating sallies of cynicism.

Very good, too, in a broader

vein, was the humour of Miss
Amv Veness as Mary Vanoell,

whose great expectations were
so rudely shattered. Anything
less conciliatory than her man-
ner towards the old lady whose
money she hoped to inherit I

cannot conceive ; but that was
not her fault. In the part of

Jenifer, who saw so much
more than she was supposed
to see with those kindly old

eyes of hers, Miss Susan
BiIChmond gave a very deli-

cate and teautiful perform-

ance.

Perhaps the most difficult

character to handle was Joe,

the Bolshie. His revolutionary
ideals were too naively solemn
for any designed humour ;

in-

deed he never smiled once till

the very end, and then only

over the happy conclusion of

his love-affair, and not because
he saw any irony in his new
status as a capitalist. Mr.
Feank Vospee played the part
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with so ranch sincerity that, though his

would have been prepared to exter-

minate us all for heartless plutocrats, he

made of him a rather lovable creature.

Mr. Edward Petley brought a touch !

ofsimplenobility to his sketch of Thomas
Major, the old sailor and faithful lover

of Jenifer from early days. Mr. Nich03>

SON was easily suited with the part of

Mr. Basloiv, lawyer and friend of the

Yarwell family ;
and the Misses Alice

and Drusilla Wills were irresistibly

funny as the twin spinsters from the

local wool-shop.

I have only one serious criticism to

offer on this delightful entertainment.

It may be permissible to extract humour
from the circumstance of death, for

under its shadow human nature itself is

apt unconsciously to provide the incon-

i

gruity which makes for humour. But
here, in the scene that followed immedi-

ately upon the funeral of Jenifer, some
of the fun was purely gratuitous. One
needn’t be very squeamish to find this

sort of thing a little jarring. I liked the

idea of setting out her old arm-chair for

her, but not the sport that her own
Bicliard got out of her imagined

presence. All this merriment, which
we were asked to share, might have
seemed less callous if she had been just

a name to us, though I doubt if even

the unknown dead make a very good
subject for laughter. But we had known
Jenifer living, and we had loved her.

For the rest I have only grateful

praise, and 1 advise everybody to ** come
unto these Yellow Sands.” O. S.

A WILD CAT SCHEME.
Headers of The Times have recently

been made aware of the southward
advance of the Scottish wild cat. But
from the indifference of the public we
gather that the true significance of this

development in the life of the fauna of

these islands has not been grasped.

It is stated, by one who knows, that

"‘by means of a double southern migra-
tion between the years 1910-1926 wild
cats have extended all over Central In-

verness-shire and the Grampians, and
have within the last three years, owing
to a fresh movement, passed south over
the Drumtochter Pass and through
Craigienour and Eannoch, down to

their old haunts in Perthshire.”

The Grampians have not sufficed to

stem the tide of wild cats. Not only
is Gleneagles threatened ; not only are

Edinburgh and Glasgow likely before

long to have wild cats in their midst,
but England itself will not escape. De-
pend upon it, these Scottish marauders
have London for their objective

; and
once they strike the high road that
leads South through England nothing

will stay their advance. They love

their native land, with its glens and

braes and burns, its rowan-berries and

its bonnie lieather; but that vron’t

make any difference—they wdll get to

London at last.

Then, believe me, there will be no

withstanding them. They will roam
everywhere. In business circles they

will infest every newspaper office, every

banking and insurance establishment,

and the Stock Exchange. Among the

i ships in the Port of London one will be

found in nearly every engine-room if

not on every bridge. In social circles

groups of them will appear in every

drawing-room and every club, where
they will discuss among themselves, no
doubt, the great advantages offered by
their native land in comparison with

England.
It must be borne in mind that the

Scottish type is much wilder than the

English. It will be no joke, therefore,

to be awakened in the early hours of

New Year’s Day or of any other of their

festivals by a party of them letting off'

pseans in praise of the bonnie, bonnie

land ayont the Tweed, and in their pure

Scots tongue criticising the Southern
cat for its inability to sound its r’s.”

For our part we regard this threatened

influx of wild pussies from' Scotland as

appalling.

Bn a (Boot) Cause*

On Thursday, November 18th, Prince
Henry will preside over a Festival

I

Dinner at the Savoy Hotel to com-
memorate the Seventieth Anniversary
of the Eoyal Northern Hospital. It is

the only General Hospital in an area of

seventy square miles of North London.
In 1925 it treated over four thousand
in-patients and two hundred and nine-

teen thousand out-patients. The annual
cost of this work is eighty-five thousand
pounds, of which only five per cent, is

assured from endowments. It is nearly
fifty thousand pounds in debt and has
almost reached the end of its borrowing
powers. Unless a substantial amount
is received in donations before the end
of the year it cannot continue to supply
the needs of the vast population that
it serves.

Contributions to Prince Henry’s
list should be addressed to the Marquess
of Northampton, Chairman of theEoyal
Northern Hospital, Holloway, London,
N,7. ==========
“London—In a comprehensive report on

the Dutch Bepuhlic, issued by the British
Department of Overseas Trade, it is stated
that the year 1925 was, generally speaking, a
satisfactory one .”—American Pa.^er.

Yet we doubt if Queen Wilhelmina
will be altogether pleased to hear of

her deposition.

INVOCATION.
Most mighty hunters, hark to me,
Awake from your repose,

Dread Nimrods of old Nineveh,
Black beard and eagle nose

;

Command yourshadowy horse-masters,

Upon the chariots call

;

Yon could not but he restless, Sirs

—

The roses fade and fall.

For loved you not chill morns and
bright

When, hand-to-hand, unawed
You roused the lion in his might,
Dark-maned and lightning-pawed,

To dare him in his desert state

And rush the horses in,

And chance the pitcli-and-toss of Fate
Upon a javelin’s spin ?

The javelin ’s out of joint to-day
And haply you’d disclaim

The soft-nosed lead, the far-away
But telescopic aim,

Who closed like falcons from the wrack,
But still, bold horsemen all,

I bid you back, I bid you back

—

The roses fade and fall.

I bid you to no perilous peers
Of your great days and done

;

Yet come—the air’s likq hunting-
spears,

The little foxes run

—

Come, lend us, w^hen they lead the
dance,

New called upon to ride,

The glory of a countenance
That ne’er wou d be denied.

For oh, there 's lions in our way,
And blackthorn’s claws can clutch

;

Come, lend the gay high heart to hey
And have at ’em as such

;

My gamecocks of old Nineveh,
My shadowy captains all,

You could not but awaking be

—

The roses fade and fall. P. E. C.

Our Intrepid Sportsmen.
“Following Hounds.

“It requires in the first place nerve to nego-
tiate coolly the difficult places . . . Crushing
through a bulrush demands a good reserve of
courage.”—Irtsh Paper,

Pharaoh’s daughter was a braver
woman than we thought.

“— SCHOOL.
‘Men’s Sana in Corpoee Sano.’

Preparation for Public Schools, Universities.”

AdvU in Educational PubAcation.

But, judging by the motto, we should
doubt if Classics are its strong point.

“ Motoring has opened up , . . the faculty
of flight on the ground level. . . Already it has
made a difference in the distribution of popu-
lation,”—Daily Papjr,

Very true. The ditches are full of people
nowadays.



How did the Champion (whose skill increases)

gain such control of ivory's caprices ?

’Twas ^SE'i^S, the superb, the super-human,

Turned Master S^EWMAS^into master cueman.

MR. PUNCH’S PERSONALITIES.—XXIX.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
{By Mr* Bunch*s Staff of Learned Clerics)

Ip yon wish to amuse yourself and other people by bait-

ing the high gods, the traditional method is to do so from
behind a mask. Mr. Laurence Housman, in his latest book
of short stories, too often brazens out situations that he need
never have faced and communicates his embarrassment to
the reader. To the school in which The Tioilight of the
Gods is the outstanding native masterpiece, Ironical Tales
(Gape) certainly contributes a few notable examples. There
is, for instance, the satire of the deities Law and Orde7% who
each create a world. In one world, due acknowledgment
of natural cause and effect is the vogue; in the other, abject
recognition of omnipotent Providence. Laio likes to sit and
watch his world. Order prefers to push his about. Neither
gets the result he hopes for, and the experiment is de-
scribed with admirable detachment and zest. To the same
successful category belong “ Joy in Heaven '* and “ Winki-
boo,” in which an old clown and a slow-witted schoolboy
taste the supernal clemency. But Lady to George Pox,”
which derides the Chestertonian impulse to believe every-
thing of a mediseval character, is unworthy of its excellent
object. As for such hagiological jeux' d^esprit as “ The
Turn of the Worm ” and The Eeal Temptation of St. An-
thony,” they have been done too often, and better done, in
the audacious nineties. A series of Oriental fables, mostly

smoke and rose-water, serves to diversify the European
legends; and there are one or two capital fairy-tales.

Kill or Cure” (v^hich is not a nursery story) has an original

fairy godmother; and “A Landlord and his Eent” (which
is) ought to be taken up like Cassiopea and set in an
anthology of similar stars.

I remember a crude passage, in, I think, an early Wells,
where the inhabitant of another star is shown a middle-
class loafer loafing and pertinently inquires if it is for this that
the proletariat sweats. Nowadays, of course, the proletariat

makes less play with its pores than it did, but a certain
amount of its spare time is still so to speak diverted. We
all of us know working people who, like Hood’s semp-
stress, have no leisure for emotion, and people (not as a rule
of the lower classes) who have too much. The novels of

Mr. Maurice Baring are exclusively concerned with these
last

;
yet so skilful is the hand that marshals their passions

that it is only when it falters a little, as I feel it has done
in Dajph^ie Adeane (Heinemann), that you notice how otiose
these passions are. Daphne Adeane is the story of a rnari-
age de comenance, with which Daphne herself, being dead
before it takes place, has nothing materially to do. But
the immaterial is the best shot in Mr. Baring’s locker;
and it is his and not their perception of the immaterial
that lends distinction to his chattering philandering world.
The dead Daphne, still swaying her lovers and informing
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with personal fragrance the house she

once dwelt in, has a lyric reality, Lsss

substantial in her very substantiality is

Fcmnie, the heiress, married to Michael

Ghoyce and blighted by implicit com-

parison with his lost mistress. Fannie

carries off her part with a certain stiff

pathos, but she temporises with life

too long and the salvation she ulti-

mately finds has a fortuitous air. Her

crowd is familiarly and delicately indi-

cated, and its background includes

several faces from the foregrounds of

Mr. Baring’s previous novels.

In Marazon, by Nevil Shute
(From Cassell), we are shown a pilot

Whose doings totally refute

The view that theirs is not a high lot

;

The pilot here, to be exact, ’s

Engaged in civil aviation,

But there are also other facts

To justify his elevation.

He ’s one of that delightful breed

Whose nerves and wits are never!

jangled

;

He crashes his machine, is freed,

And straightway finds himself en-

tangled

Deep in an enterprise to foil .

A most exciting scheme of smuggling,

Which to reveal would be to spoil,
'

So full it is of wily juggling.

Enough to say that in the hard

Contested strife of brain and muscle

The Navy, Army, Scotland Yard,

And E.A.F. all join the tussle

;

And lest this seem a tale too tall

For you to swallow whole unwincing,

I ’ll add that as it ’s told it ’s all

Most entertainingly convincing.

Although he was active in public

affairs only four years ago, the stately
,

figure of the “ Squire op Blankney ” seems properly to

belong to the gallery of great sportsmen of the Victorian

era. As he himself came to realise, Providence intended

him to be k Master of Foxhounds rather than a states-

man, and it must have been a strong sense of duty that

called him to Westminster, even to be the champion of

agriculturist causes. A superb horseman in spite of his

heavy weight, he made of foxhunting a scientific study.

That his knowledge of everything appertaining to it was

profound. Freeman, afterwards famous^ as a huntsman,

bore witness when, as a young whipper-in suddenly called

upon to hunt hounds for the first time, and counselled by

the “Squire ” to “ put your horn into its case to begin with,

he said, “ You are the first person, gentleman or huntsman,

who has ever told me a single thing.” On the Turf of

course he made history ; and in the minds of most people

he will always be chiefly associated with the sensational

affair, as strange as a piece of racing fiction, that culmin-

ated in his revenge on his rival in Hermit’s Derby. The

true version of that business his daughter, Lady London-

derry, now gives us, as well as letters in evidence of hev

father’s subsequent magnanimity to the penitent lady who

had jilted him on the eve of their marriage, I by the

of the racehorses in training that he had just been watch-

ing (was it The Eapid Ehone ?) to catch a train at Malton

station; but perhaps that story is apocryphal. It goes

without saying that a history of the “Squire ” throws many

an interesting sidelight on those with whom he came in

contact both in sport and politics, so that Henry Chaphn

:

A Memoir (Macmillan) is equally a worthy niemorial of a

great English gentleman and a valuable contribution to the

records of the old days that seem so good to look back upon.

Animal books always please me, fact, fiction or fairy-tale,

and Mr. Henry Williamson’s collection of short stories.

The Old Stag (Putnam), is no exception, unless indeed it be

that it has exceptionally pleased. In fact, when I finished

the initial yarn, the “name ” story, about an Exmoor stag,

I thought I ’d found a classic of venery such as had not

come my way since first (or last) I read The Life of a Bed
|

Deer, to which Mr. Williamson makes a pleasantly modest

allusion. “The Old Stag” (he runs, fortunately, to thirty-
^

one pages of smallish print) is a masterpiece with which the
j

rest of the book cannot quite keep pace, charm Mr. William- !

SON never so wisely. And charm he does, dipping his pen

so to do in Pity and in Poetry and in all the “plovery

E.t t lor .n ..w g.i.g to ...»
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pernicketty and say to Mr. Williamson that he really must
not, when telling what purport to be true stories, expect me
to swallow like creams certain unnatural history. Duly defer-

ential, then, I beg to doubt, among other things, that gos-

hawks would readily “fly’* a kite; that a dog-io%. is tame-

able, or that a peregrine w^ould or could take a woodpecker

climbing a tree-trunk ;
but I simply won’t have it at any

price that a badger, in whose earth a hunted fox goes to

ground, would, having killed the hunt terrier, emerge on his

own initiative and attack twenty couple of high-couraged

hounds, lame half the pack, defy the hunt servants and

retire unscathed!, Mr. Williamson hereby insults my
intelligence ;

but, for the sake of his stag and the gallant

fun shown from Stumberleap Wood till the Devon and

Somerset are finally defeated, all is forgiven and a delightful

book cordially recommended.

In a true spirit of investigation, as she might almost

persuade her readers, Joanna Oannan, in The Lady of the

Heights (Fisher Un-
win), sets out to hold

judicial inquiry on the

holy state of matrimony.
Having found it a fail-

ure once in the person

of her artist hero, Boger

Wilberfcnxet who actu-

ally and most distress-

ingly descends tothrow-
ing a palette at his irri-

tating and rightly irri-

tated Nina, she ruth-

lessly abolishes this

lady and starts again.

When Boger, after a
nominally respectable

but actually and un-
necessariiydisreputable

interval falls in love

once more and bars
marriage and palette-

throwing for the future,

the question arises as to
what alternative there
may be. The writer,

bringingin a verdict that
one cannot but applaud,
decides that there is none, and in the end allows Boger
to enjoy an orthodox happiness that it is not at all certain
he deserves. The theme may seem at first blush a little

elementary, but nearly all the players engaged to thrash it

out are at least brisk and workmanlike, while even the
minor characters have clearly indicated parts that they
really do get on with. Two of them hum at meals. Boger
himself, though I admit that he could paint, since we
are told that four of his pictures were hung one year at the
Eoyal Academy when certainly the regulations would only
have allowed him three, is perhaps the one weak spot, being a
poor cardboard sort of fellow. As for the two lady princi-
pals, though one feels it rather a pity that they could not
have rnet, since their exchange of opinions would have been
both circumstantial and refreshing, and though the book is

not irnproved by their dividing it between themselves in
two distinct halves, yet they are both quite satisfactory
human people, cleanly and attractively drawn, with some-
thing to like and something to dislike in each. And the success
of the story is not confined to its treatment of these two.

Miss E. Tait-Eeid will have to make up her mind, I

“ Excuse me, Sir. If you look at your peogra.mme when you get inside,
YOU WILL SEE THAT THE LADIES’ DRESSES ARE SUPPLIED BY IklADAME POM-POM,
THE PARASOL BY PAULINE, THE GENTLEMEN’S CLOTHES BY PHILLIPS AND BAILEY,
THE WALKING-STICKS BY TWISTER, AND THE MONOCLE WORN BY SiR CUTHBERT
COMES FROM OPPE AND TICK. BUT THEY DO NOT TELL YOU THAT THE COLLAR-
STUD, WHICH IS LOST IN THE SECOND ACT, WAS SUPPLIED BY YOUR HUMBLE SER-
VANT. What about a couple yourself? I’m belling them at two a penny.”

think, whether her vocation is novel-writing or coaching
for a Modern Languages Tripos. Mareeya (Hepfer) is a
rather unhappy attempt to combine the two. Alix Fleming,
who tells the story, goes to one of the women’s colleges at

Cambridge and there meets and falls under the spell of

Mareeya Pavhvski, a Eussian fellow-student of devastating
charm and of still more devastating inability to speak more
than three consecutive sentences in the same language.
Mareeya meets Alix's brother, Donald, and a hopeless
passion ensues

;
hopeless, because Mrs. Fleming will have

none of it, objecting to Mareeya on the grounds ot (1) nation-
ality, (2) religion, (3) age and (4) instability of character.

Personally I rather agreed with Mrs. Fleming
; but Donald

took it badly and even went so far as tO' call his mother a
“skunk.” (He had not left Winchester long, but long
enough, evidently, to have forgotten the old school motto).
Mareeya returns to Eussia and marries one of her own race,

while Donald goes off on an expedition to Central Africa.

Difficulties—chiefly typographical, I expect—prevent Miss
Tait-Eeid from follow-
ing Mareeya into her
Eussian household, and
when we hear of her
again she is in Italy,

where finally she dies,

still faithful to Donald's
memory and, because of

it, refusing the opera-
tion which might have
saved her life. The book,
I may add, is priced at

the reasonable figure of

six shillings, giving the
reader approximately
fifty-seven French
words to the penny.

To undertake the

study of a middle-aged
woman who falls in love

with a man consider-

ably younger than her-

self is an act courageous
almost to the point of

rashness, but in Bopes

of Sand (Hutchinson)
Miss M. P. WiLLCOCKS

has produced a memorable and, to some extent, an attrac-

tive portrait. Anne Dominick was self-confident and of an
assured position when Frank Oatway entered her life and
proceeded to upset the orderliness of it. Henceforth she alter-

nated between ecstatic happiness and blank despair. In
spite of her kinks and tendency to overmuch introspection,
Anne is intensely alive and not without charm. On the
other hand I can only regard Frank as a leaky receptacle
for her emotions, a type familiar enough in fiction though
happily rare ‘in real life. In the later scenes, laid in the
wilds of Exmoor, Miss Willcocks gets a very firm grip upon
her story and brings it to a satisfactorily dramatic climax.

Mr.^ Punch gives his benison to three charming volumes
of which the matter, or most of it, is familiar to him. In
Poems of Impudence (Benn), E. V. Knox (“ Evoe ”) has
brought together his recent verses (chiefly from Punch), and
Arthur Watts has made sympathetic pictures for them.
Gorgeous Times (Methuen) reproduces some of “Evoe’s”
prose sketches. Warriors at Ease (Methuen), by “An-
thony Armstrong” (“A. A.”), consists of light articles on
military matters as they strike the sapient vision of a sapper.
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CHARIVARIA.

It is anticipated that, in return for

the de^rree of D.C.L. conferred upon
Mr. J. H. Thomas, the National Union
of Eailwaymen will make the Chan-

cellor of Oxford University an honor-

ary engine-driver.

There is said to be keen jealousy

among the hotter night resorts of Lon-

don as to which shall be known as the

Mustard Club. ^
‘ *

A gossip-writermentions that Mr. A. J.

Cook is almost a fruitarian. One of

his favourite dishes seems to be slogan-

berries.
^

^

An evening paper complains that

there are fewer poets than ever before.

It seems impossible to

satisfy the evening
Press. 5-.

Writing in a conlem-

porary, Mr. David
Neville says that two
tons of turtles go to the

making of soup for the

Lord Mayor’s banquet.

Our information is that

they don’t go of their

own free will, but have
to be pushed.

sK *
*

has arrived inEngland in search of peace
md quiet. Where he expects- to find it

is of course being kept a secret.

^

The vaults beneath theHouses of Par-
liament were searched on November ofch

and no gunpowder plot was discovered.
But then it must be remembered that
the House wasn’t sitting that night.

* J'

A man has been summoned for loiter-

ing in a neighbour’s garden. One
theory is that he was looking for a piece
of coal he threw at a cat away back in

the good old days.

It is rumoured that a daily paper is

contemplating bringing off a coup by
publishing topical photographs which
have not been rushed to London by air

in the face of a gale.

London is playing a

chess match with Chi-

cago by cable. That is

just how we have de-

cided to fight Gene
Tunney.

A weather expert predicts severe
;

frosts for December. Now is the time
|

to put your name on the plumber’s ;

waiting-list. ...
|

A gossip'writer who entered a Chelsea
‘

book-shop found himself in the midst of
|

a high-brow tea-party at which, he says,
i

all the Sitwells were present. That
|

ought to teach him to be more careful.
|

I

It is hoped that Mr. Osbeet Sit-
|

well’s visit to America will not be
|

marred by a repetition of the scenes ol
'

fulsome adulation to which Queen ‘

Marie of Eoumania has been subjected, i

s}s
i

i

A mouse caused a short-circuit on a
!

10,000-voIg switchboard at Woking ;

Electricity Works and plunged a vil- .

lage into darkness for twenty minutes,
j

' It is thought that the i

martyred rodent was I

jealous of the publicity
'

given to Eat Week.
* *

sic

A poet has lately set

up in business in the

West End as a sand-

wich - purveyor. His
most popular line is

said to be a dactyl be-

tween two spondees.
*

sjc

It is reported that the

accounts of the mob-
bing of their new Prin-

cess by the people of

Antweip have been re-

ceived by Mary Pick-

ford in a very generous

spirit. ^

A German dancer who
danced for nearly three

hundred hours had to

stop owing to a brain affection.^ Our
suspicion is that it was something of

the sort that made him start.
t\i

^

51:

It is stated that after a long techni-

cal debate on the Electricity (Supply)

Bill last week one M.P., upon leaving,

called to his chauffeur, “Ohm, John.”

Eeturns just issued of London street

accidents show that in three months
over three thousand persons were

knocked down by pedal cyclists. A
little old-fashioned, perhaps. They
could have had it done with far greater

neatness and despatch by motor-cars.
s}c

'Ai

‘^Saxophonist at Liberty,” says a

contemporary advertisement. We can’

t

imagine why he was let out. -

. »|c

The Earl of Portsmouth, who has

been ranching in America for forty years,

Poor Belatwe (to Cousin who has acquired sudden wealth), “Ow n’ you
MANAGE IP YOU ONLY WANT TO FINISH ’ALP A CIGAB ? It ’S A BIT OP A JOB

TO KEEP THE OTHER ’ALP BE’IND YBR BAR, AIN’T IT?”

“An actor is never too old to learn,”

declares a contemporary. So that’s

why they keep on putting it off.

*

Mr. Owen Nares relates that he

failed to play a golf-baU from one island

in the Victoria Palls to another. These

set-backs, however, are incidental to the

actor’s career, and otherwise his African

tour seems to have been a success.
* *

The news that Sir. Lloyd George
has won a prize of a camera with^a six-

penny ticket should have the effect of

reassuring any Liberals who doubted

that his star is again in the ascendant,
''sK 5k

5k

We are asked to contradict the rumour

that, in consequence of Sir Thomas

Beecham’ s complaint that wireless

broadcasting is driving him to America,

never to return, the question of abolish-

ing the B.B.O. is under consideration.

Daring the voyage of

the White Star liner,

Adriatic, from New
York to Liverpool, women appeared on
deck in their summer frocks. Sailors,

who are a superstitious race, regard

this as a sign of fine weather.
5k >!«

*
The filming of a murder trial in Amer-

ica is regarded over there as the next

best thing to the filming of the murder
itself.

5k

The hatchet is now being used as a

musical instrument. Geoi^geWasking-

ton’ s father seems to have got off very

lightly. ^ -

Commercial Candour.

Prom a Pnilippine handbill:

—

“Visit Our Big Challenge Sale.

This sell will be well-known throughout the
Philippines.”

“ The accused men were remanded on boil

until next Tuesday.”—Daily Paper .

“ Something lingering with boiling oil

in it.”—The Mikado,

VOL, CLXXT.
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ON THE BLACK UST OF THE BLACK SHIRTS.

“All hope abandon, ye who enter here.”—L’iu/erjzo.

FAccordiug to the new Italian law, it appears that anybody ,
native

)r alien, who utters, or has ever uttered, inside Italy or ^t3ideit,_ any

bone, I am told, is confident of popularising the Ruritanian

Gurrh, an animal of enormous size and ferocious appearance,

though she has had the misfortune at the outset of having

three of her kennel-men rather severely mangled by a par-

ticularly fine specimen, just released from quarantine, which

uncomplimentary remarks about the Government or its Head, IS liable upset by being spoken to in what was to it a foreign

to be arrested and summarily tr ed in the Fascist courts.]
language.

Above Grimaldi’s gorge by Pont St. Louis j hear that Lady Parking has already quite a large kennel

A man of blood, too large to be defied, of thequaint Illyrian Kweeris, whose tails, carried in the form

Calls for the traveller’s passport showing who he of a perfect note of interrogation—an essential point, by the

May be and what he wants the other side, —give them such an appealing look. Lady Atalanta

His birth, his bulk, his facial composition
; ^

Tykes is, of course, never seen in the Park without her

And I, ere now, 'with innocent feet and fain, famous pair of cliiens d'avevgle, typical members of the intel-

Have entered Italy by his permission
; ligent breed that guides blind men about Continental cities;

But I slvall never pass that toay again. and the Hon. Mrs. Smee-Slarkey’s Andorran smugglers’

A lower ingress leads yon to the “ Buddy dogs are privileged inmates ot her hou^ in Berkeley Square

'
Books ” and a restaurant beside the shore, On the other hana the less-known Butish bi eeds are not

Alio a cave where earnest people study being utterly neglected To give one ms aneo, S,r Kenelm

Local remains of prehistoric yore ;

Currie is sanguine of obtaining Kennel Club lecognition of

And here from Menton I have made my entry the Manx cat-hound, which has been trained for generations

Into that sea-bound cul-de-sac to drain to content itself with biting oft its quarry s tail.

A pot of tea by favour of the sentry
; Pliers in the Shires.

But I shall never pass that icay again.
Whatever may be said elsewhere in favour ol the vogue

i
For I have done derogatory verses of the light aeroplane it is by no means appreciated in the

I

About the Dux
;
and, since upon my head hunting-field, where, I am assured, it has become a common

I Ihe Law has plastered retrospective curses, occurrence for the sky to be darkened by swarms of these

i I should be jailed at sight and come out dead
; aerial runabouts whose occupants make a practice of hopping

'^ovmQ'i\s'^n\i,^^Lasciate ognisperanza"'
^

off from one of the London aerodromes in the morning,

(Dante) upon the frontier, black and plain
; swooping round the Shires and buzzing back to Town in

A bullet in my chest for every stanza time for tea, if not for lunch, without having paid the ‘‘cap”

No, I shall never 2^ass that luaij again. 0, S.
-(jo a single pack, much' less the subscription.

If this flying in the face of hunting convention, this oub-

THE HUM OF THE HIVE rage to the feelings of orthodox sportsmen, were all, it would

Among thb Saubians.
'

Le serious enough ;
but I hear grievous tales of horses scared

„ , . 1 -L j 7 u 4. u Till, and foxes headed by low-flying invaders
;
of more than one

Of the various supper-clubs ds that hav’e lately been
landing in the middle of hounds, and of several

opened,_or shortly will be, none is hhdy to strike^ a ^iiore
'g appreciably nearer apoplexy,

distinctive note than the Saurian, at -whose inaugural “’gbt
grave a view is taken in some countries of this latest

recently I had the good fortune to assist. As Lord
foxhunting that the question of appointing an

Charleston one of the prime movers in i s establishment,
^ Pigl^ faster

pointed out m a -witty speech, the name of the club marks
mounted followers, is under serious consideration,

the apotheosis of the reptilian cult and signifies forrnal
measures this functionary, who no doubt would fly

recognition of those firmly attached appendages of Society, ^ ^ gongpicnous scariet plane, would adopt to enforce his
the lounge-hzards, to a fossil species of whom-the plesio-

authority I cannot conjecture; but I know of M.F.H.’s
saurs, in fact-he claimed to belong. The interior, which

^ machine-gun.

Calls for the traveller’s passport showing who he

May be and what he wants the other side,

His birth, his bulk, his facial composition

;

And I, ere now, 'with innocent feet and fain.

Have entered Italy by his permission

;

But I shall never pass that toay again.

A lower ingress leads you to the “ Ruddy

Rocks ” and a restaurant beside the shore,

Also a cave where earnest people study

Local remains of prehistoric yore ;

And here from Menton I have made my entry

Into that sea-bound cul-de-sac to drain

A pot of tea by favour of the sentry ;

But I shall never pass that ivay again.

For I have done derogatory verses

About the Dux
;
and, since upon my head

Ihe Law has plastered retrospective curses,

I should be jailed at sight and come out dead

;

For me ’tis writ, ^^ Lasciate ogni speranza

(Dante) upon the frontier, black and plain

;

A bullet in my chest for every stanza

No, I shall never pass that loay again. 0. S.

THE HUM OF THE HIVE.

Among the Saurians.

saurs, m lact-ne ciaimea lo oeiong, xna imenor, wmen
^ ^ machine-gun.

made such au admirable environment for the shnky ^ imperative for prompt and drastic steps
figures of both sexes tha thronged it, impressed me by its

^ tendency to interpret too literally

..a L.ay a- 0<"lbe.yi.g countries.-

Dalliance, who were at separate tables, were receiving con-

gratulations on their impending divorce; Sir Lazarus THE SWING GATE.

Schnorrer—who, I noticed, was affectionately addressed as Down the daisv meadow there’s a big swing gate,
“Lazzy” by his companion—was animatedly discussing

the working of the Betting Tax 'with “Tom” James, the

fashionable Labour leader; and Lady Drumblare, whose
terpsichorean researches have done so much for modern
dancing, was discoursing to “Mike ” Donnybrook, the emi-

nent jockey, on the eurhythmic possibilities of unexplored

Iguanaland.

A special “ Sanrian ” cocktail had been composed for the

occasion by the incomparable Guglielmo, and I heard the

sensation of swallowing it a^Dtly likened to a lizard slipping

over a sun-baked wall.

Dogs op the Day.

So far from being discouraged by the controversy that has

lately raged round the Alsatian, the craze for dogs of exotic

breeds seems likely to be further stimulated by the enter-

prise of certain influential fanciers. The Duchess of Maryle-
1
bury.”— Indian Paper.

THE SWING GATE.

Down the daisy meadow there ’s a big swing gate,

And I swing on it whenever I go past

;

It creaks and groans like anything with all my weight,

And 1 laugh at it and swing it very fast.
I

But who is it, and who is it, who rides the gate at night,

And swings it to and fro beneath the stars ?

It may be Robin Goodfellow, the cheeky little sprite,

With crowds of tiny folk along the bars.

For all night long I hear the gate go swing-swing-swong,
And, though I peep, I never see who ’s there

;

But one night I ’ll be very brave and creep right along

And give the elfin riders stick a scare!

Our Erudite Contemporaries.

“A Boman farthing (Carolus ll.) was recently unearthed at Canter-
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...

THE ALTRUISTS.
First Bookie. “I’VE NO USE FOE THIS HERE TOTE. DESTROYS THE YUMAN ELEMENT.

Second Bookie. “YES. IT AIN’T EIGHT. THE PUBLIC WANTS TO DEAL WITH A GENTLE

MAN NOT WITH A CASH-REGISTER.”

First Bookie. “AND MIND YOU, WORST OF ALL, IT’LL MEAN A LOT MORE BETTING.
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Hostess (.0 Anglo-Indian Colonel). “ And I suppose you go up to the hills when Calcutta becomes too hot for you ?
”

INSULARS ABROAD AGAIN.
Y.

—

A Handt Guide to Venice.

The following few notes were col-

lected by Percival and myself during

our recent trip to Venice, and contain,

we hope, information that is not in the

guide-books:

—

Gondola-Hooker.— having
emerged from the station and settled

yourself comfortably in a gondola, you
begin to wonder why on earth the

fellow doesn’t start, you will look round
and find at your elbow a large and ex-

tremely dirty straw-hat. This belongs

to the man who has been hooking the
gondola to the steps, and it means you
have to get up and unbuckle once more.
The gondola-hooker is not allowed in-

side the station, otherwise he would
soon be demanding a lira for holding
your train still to the platform.

Gondolier .

—

A gondolier is not a
lovable person. His conversation is

confined to “ Gondola, Gondola ? ” as

you arrive, and something which obvi-

ously means *‘Not enough,” as you
leave. Peroival’s method of paying by

I
driblets is perhaps the best to adopt in

order to avoid argument. Thus: Well,

Mario, old man, we ’ve had a nice ride

;

here ’s ten lire for your boat ;
and here ’s

three lire for a tip ; and here ’s one-fiifty

for yourself; and here's this, because

you ’ve got a nice kind face. Well, bung-

oh, Mario, old man !

"

“ This " consists of about half-a-hun-

dredweight of small copper coin (Eng-

lish value, one penny three farthings).

By the time Mario has finished count-

ing it and is ready to say it is not as

;

much as he expected, Percival is lost

in the crowd.

Beggars,—No self-respecting Vene-
tian hag can let any foreigner pass
without begging from him on the score

of abject poverty, even if her hands are

so full of market purchases that she has
to hire a small boy to beg for her.

Pigeons.—^Many a young wife in

Tooting Bee solely remembers Venice
as the place where they keep those
darling tame pigeons.” Personally, we
found the pigeons an extraordinarily

wild and rough set of birds. They fly

in your face, sit on your hat and tread
on your feet, all without a word of

apology
;
and, if you happen to be carry-

ing any maize with you, you are liable

to get badly pigeon-handled before help

can arrive.

Spaghetti-Drill for Eating ,

—

On the command Eat spaghetti by

numbers 1” on the word “One!” grasp

the plate firmly with the lelt hand, at

the same time plunging the fork with

the right hand into the middle of the

spaghetti. On the word ** Two !
” rotate

the fork rapidly between the thumb
and fore-finger of the right hand. On
the word “ Three !

” insert the spaghetti

so secured (if any) in the mouth, at

the same time bending the head slightly

forward from the shoulders till the point

of the cliin is in a line with and two
inches above the inner edge of the plate.

On the word “Eourl” withdraw the

fork to the “On guard” position, and
bite ofi‘, suck in or otherwise eliminate

all loose ends. As the last end dis-

appears, make a short point at theplato

once more.

Note.—Should the plate be suf-

ficiently adhesive on the under side

to render the use of the left hand un-

necessary, thishandmaybe employed

,

in conjunction with a crust, to collect
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stragglers by an encircling motion.

Eifie regiments nse spoons.

Misto di maub,—This is a dish

of everything the fishermen dredge up
from the bottom of the lagoon. Well,

perhaps not quite everything, hut I cer-

tainly found a cuttle-fish in mine, and

Percival swears he broke a tooth on

one of the Doge’s wedding-rings.

VeaIj.—The staple industry of 'Venice

is the cooking of veal to look like some-

thing else.
* Veal is to the Venetian

menu what coney is to the world of

furs. Percival and I have quite a lot

more to say on the subject of veal in

Venice, but we daren’t say it here be-

cause of this new Fascist law by which

any foreigner may be arrested and put

to death for having said anything un-

favourable about Italy, whether inside

it or outside. A. A.

THE STATE OF BRITISH MUSIC.

To the Editor of ''Punch”

Dear Sir,—I am entirely at one with

your “ Dum-Dum ” when he deplores the

preference shown in this country for

the works of foreign composers. At the

same time we have to remember that

music has not only to be written
;
it has

also to be produced and listened to.

Sterling work is already being done by

many unobtrusive patriots who, not

having been born with the gift of com-
position, are endeavouring to make our

concerts and recitals as thoroughly

British in character as possible.

For instance, I notice that at the

charity matinee organised by the Grand
Duchess Aspidistra of Novi-Bazar in

aid of the Erzerum refugees, at least two
of the programme-sellers are bond-fide

members of our old aristocracy. It may
be of interest to know that the Erzerum
male-voice refugee choir intend to give

some examples of the fascinating old

Eussian plain-song. Unfortunately the

music became very much decomposed
during the tiresome sea-voyage from

Vladivostock, and a great deal of it

has had to be entirely re-written by a

prominent Llandrindod copyist, I feel

that a little national self-congratulation

on this matter is justified.

Then again I hear that several of our

distinguished visitors, among them
Signor Garrotti Stiletto, Oav. Gastro

BombarinoandGrigorenkoProfunditch,

positively refuse to sing unless they

are paid in English money, while Mes-

dames Mezzina la Mobile and Soprana

Fiattini are ordering ail their own pre-

sentation bouquets from London florists,

and are not bringing a single bloom with

them from abroad. Antonin van Hoek-

hoek, the Haarlem bulb-fancier, with an

upper register like a peewit’s, has en-

Hjaged an inexpensive English accom-

panist for his whole tour, while Giuoco

Pianissimo, the sibillating bourdon, who,

of course, accompanies himself, is to use

only an English pianoforte, by special

permission of the makers.

This may be an unfounded rumour,

but I have heard that every single

property ” for next season’s Gerrnan

opera is to he a home product. Sieg-

fried’s dragon is to be on loan from the

curators of the British Museum, and

the cobbler’s hammer for use in Die

Mei&tersinger will be bought at trade

rates in Birmingham.

In view of this gratifying mass of

evidence you will not be surpiised, Sir,

that I sign myself

One who is serenely confident is

THE RENASCENCE OF BRITISH MUSIO.

A Sporting Chance.
“ Do You Want a Goose fop. Xmas ? If so,

join the Rifle Club .”—Local Eai:er,

“TUBE CLOSED.
Passbngbbs Alight in Tunnel.”

Headlines m Daily Pape?\

"We trust they were successfully put out.
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SIMPLE STORIES.
XIY.

—

The Detective.

Once there was a detective who was

good at finding out crimes, and one

day a gentleman came to him and said

somebody has just tried to murder my
rich aunt, do you think ycu could find

out for me who it was ?

And the detective said well I might,

but why not let sleeping dogs lie ?

And be said well when she comes to

she may think that it vras me w’ho did

it because of her money, and it will be

rather awkward for me.

So the detective said yes I can quite

see that, and I will find out

for you who it was and you

can go back to your wife and

your three little girls and tell

them not to worry, and you

needn't be late for breakfast

any more.

And he said how do you

know that I have a wife and

three little girls and that I was
late for breakfast ?

And the detective said oh

that is quite easy, you have

three spots' of marmalade on

your face where they kissed

you good morning, and if your

wife had been dead you would

be wearing a black tie instead

of a blue one with red and
yellow anchors on it, and you
must have been very late for

breakfast because your little

girls had finished theirs or they

would have left porridge or

egg or bacon on your face but

not marmalade.
So he said it is very wonder-

ful, and the detective said oh
that is nothing to what I can
find out if I like, did the man
who tried to murder your rich

aunt leave any finger-prints or

things like that behind him ?

And he said well he did leave a photo-
graph of himself with his name and
address upon it, 1 suppose it fell out

of his pocket.

The detective said well that might
be of some help if everything else fails,

now I had better see your rich aunt
and then I shall have something more
to go upon.
And he said oh you can’t do that,

she hasn’t come to yet.

But the detective said oh that doesn’t

matter, and he took him to see her, and
she was lying in a nice bed with a pink
eiderdown on it, and she hadn’t come
to'yet, so the detective was able to have
a good look at everything without offend-

ing her.

And when he had finished he said I

am glad I came here, it is quite easy

now and by the time your rich aunt

comes to I shall be able to tell you who
tried to murder her.

So the next morning the gentleman

went to him again, and he said my rich

aunt has come to now, and she is rather

offended with me because she thinks it

is me who tried to murder her because

of her money, so if you have found out

who it really was it will make it less

awkward.
And the detective said oh yes I have

found cut who it was, I told you it

would be quite easy, you know that

shop Bigg and Bolt in the High Street ?

And he said he did.

I AM GLAD I CAME HEBE, IT IS QUITE EASY NOW.^

And the detective sa/id well if you go
there you will find a man serving in

the shop with black hair rather rough,

and if a policeman goes with you he
can take him to prison because he is

the one.

And he said it is very wonderful, how
did you find out ?

And the detective said oh it was quite

easy, that pink eiderdown was a new
one and it had the name of that shop
on it, and I knew the man who had
sold it to your rich aunt would want
to see what it looked like on her bed,

and his hair was rough because he
brushed it; with her hairbrush before he
went away, I found a black hair on it;

and hers is more ginger.

Well the gentleman asked 'a police-

man to go with him, but they were all

ladies serving in that shop and none of

them had black hair, it was more golden.

And they said they hadn’t stocked pink

eVlercowns for a long time and if that

eiderdown looked new it must have been

laid by. And Mr. Bigg who was quite

bald said he w^as sorry somebody had
tried to murder the gentleman’s rich

aunt, she had always been a good cus-

tomer, and if it had been anybody in

his shop he would have spoken about

it but it must have been somebody else.

And Mr. Bolt said so too, and his hair

was red so it couldn’t have been him
either.

So the policeman didn’t take up any-

body there, and the gentleman went
back to the detective and he
said look here you must have
made a mistake about this.

And the detective said ^vell

I did, I have been looking at

that hair through a microscope

and it belongs to a black spaniel,

and if your rich aunt keeps one

I expect she brushes it with
her own hairbrush sometimes.

And he said well she does

keep a black spaniel called

Fido, and perhaps she does

brush it sometimes with her

own hairbrush, she was always
rather dirty in her habits.

And the detective said why
didn’t you tell me that? it

would have made all the dif-

ference, if you keep things back

I ’m afraid I can’t go on any
more for you.

So the gentleman said don’t

you think it would be worth
while to try that man wlio

left the photograph of himself

behind with his name and
address on it ?

And the detective said well

you can do that if you like, it

isn’t the sort of clue I care

about myself, it is too easy,

but if anybody ever tries to murder your
rich aunt again you can come to me
and perhaps I shall have better luck

next time.

So the gentleman gave the photo-

graph to the police and they had the

man sent to prison. And the gentle-

man’s rich aunt was pleased with him
for finding out who had tried to murder
her, and she said she would leave him
all her money because he hadn’t tried

to do it himself, A. M.

“ Carting sand from a ijifc cn the golf links

at Knott End, Fleetwood, an English f.irin-

labourer found 400 Roman coins in a good state

of preservation. The find is of historic import-
ance as ... in A.D. 207 Severus visited the
district on a primitive expedition from New
York.”— /Sarf/i Afncaii Paper.

It must have been a very primitive

New York that sent money to England.



MORE JACKDAW IN GEORGIA.

Later Poems.

{After Dr. Egbert Bribgbs, Poet Laiueate)

I.—In the Golden Ways,

In the golden ways
Summer in silence wanders;

The wasps utter her praise,

A full cow ponders.

An ass munches a flower,

A white cloud hovers

;

Behold your perfect hour,

Ye happy lovers

!

II.—Snow Blossom.

If it was not Thomas it was Bei'tram said to me
‘‘ Awake, Cuthbert, awake, the blossom is on the tree

;

It is white as Mary’s teeth, it is red as her eyes

;

Awake, Cuthbert, awake, from your slumbers arise 1

I could have lain longer, but his clarion cries

Roused my limbs from sloth in a glad surprise

;

In the cold water I plunged, and sang “ I shall be

As fresh now and fair as the bloom on the tree.*

But when I had sung an'd towelled and dried with glee

I looked, and behold ! no blossom upon the tree.

But a white snow fallen at midnight spread flower-

wise,

Flushed red with the angry dawn of November skies.

Therefore I took from the lowest boughs with sighs

Handfuls of snow the fltlier to chastise

Thomas, or haply Bertram, who said to me^
‘‘ Awake, Cuthbert, awake, the blossom is on the

tree !

’*
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SAY, YOU MIGHT AUTOGRAPH THIS FOB ME AFTER THE GAME.”

III.

—

Official Ode on Conclusion op the Coal War.*

Now warmth to our toes in kindly snuggeries,

And glow in our cheeks, for coal at last cometh,

Ending the long famine that shut out

Comfort and peace from patient England 1

Full seven long moons since miners and mine-owners
With all the Briton’s incurable folly.

Our scuttles and workshops ignoring,

Opened their lips in mutual defiance.

Now ends the mad strife, now grates and furnaces

Receive once more their necessary fuel.

And, oilstoves and blankets rejecting,

England resumes her ancient coal fires. "W, K. S.

The JSation’s thanks are due to Mr. Cook and Mr. Evan Williams
for inspiring the Laureate to one of his all too few official odes.

“RAT EXTERMINATION AT THE ZOO.

Departure of the White Elephant.”
Daily Paper.

The fact that he was not asked to take part in the orgies

of Rat Week seems to have preyed on his mind.

“Railway Carriage Scene,

Evidence was given by a guxrd that when the train stopped at

Surbiton he asked to remove his boots from the sea.”

Evening Paper,

An obvious misprint for “ boats.”

“ CarlerS Motorists.

Attenlion was drawn yesterday to the stated practice of motorists

of leaving stones, which had been used as wheel ‘ chocks,’ lying on

the road. There a'e a great many things in which some motorists

could show more consideration for the safety or comfort of others.”

Tasmanian Paper.

Tho best thing some of them could do would be to live up

I

to the headline and be really “ earless.”
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MRS. HASH.
' 1 *ni confident of that, Mrs. Hash.

‘Then you’re the only one that is.

[November 17, 1926.

known it to happen, Mrs.

(A Serial Drama of the utmost impoi't- Well, it; was Florence Henn that wrote

ance. Begin at once.) that bit in the paper for me. And by the

HI.

—

The Assignation. way, Mr. Treasure, we’re getting on

‘ It strikes cold to-day, Mrs, Hash.”

‘Gold yesterday too, Mr. Treasure.”

that bit in the paper forme. And by the in the c<

way, Mr. Treasure, we’re getting on

swimming up to the time of speaking, before,

but if I luas to snap out at you you ’ll ‘‘ And

[rs. Hash.” “ 1 ’ve known it to happen, Mrs.

ne that is. Hash.”

that wrote “And do you find if you have a day

And by the in the country it rains V
”

getting on “It does, Mrs. Hash, if it never rained

And do you find that a lot of people

Not so cold as what it was the day remember what was said about that, I you meet are selling things on the m-

before.” -
x.

- ^ x... « - ,, ,

“That ’s right.” and all forgotten; better than long

“Quite a frost this morning there sulks’?”

as.” “ That ’s what took my fancy par-

“ And that ’s the truth, Mr. Treasure.” ticular, Mrs. Hash.”

“The band plays nice.” “ Much obliged. From what you said

peppery temper, but soon over stalment system^?

“Certainly, Mrs. Hash. Generally

pianos.”
“ And do you find that a lot of your

relations are a lot worse off than you

The band plays nice.” “ Much obliged. From what you said are, if you did but know it, and if you ’ll

You can’t beat music, not for enjoy- just now. Mr. Treasure, you must be a make it a round figure they’ll never

ment.”
“ You ’re fond of music, Mrs. Hash ?

”

“It ’s a passionwith me, Mr. Treasure.”

“Yes, I remember you said as much
in the ad—inyoiuTetter. Stupid of me.”

“Well, it’s no good

beating about the bush,

as the executioner said.

Now we’ve met we’ve

met, Mr. Treasure, and

there ’s no sense in sit-

ting here talking like a

couple of bishops. \Yhat

was it made you answ’er

my advertisement, Mr.
1

“ Mrs. Hash, I have I

'

been a subscriber to The
Marriage Mart now for

eighteen months and

never made an appoint-

ment yet. Not that I’ve

not seen many attrac-

tive propositions in the

Female Columns, but 1

felt they was all, if I

may say so, couched in

the language of hyper-

“You may say that,

ML\Treasure,but what s

it mean ?
”

very cautious gentleman.”
“ I ’ve reason, Mrs. Hash.”

‘ Been blighted in wedlock before ? ” Hash ?
”

trouble you again ?
”

“How did you know

for exaggeration.”

“Go on,”

“And being one that’s liable to be
carried away on the wings of fancy,

, said as much “ No, Mrs. Hash ; but, to tell you the “ And do you find, if you recommend

Stupid ot me.” truth, I 'm liable to be took in. There ’s a person to another person, they gener-— ally take his watch ?
”

“Eight - hand* man,
“ " eh?”

Betty {to Fiance “Theee kow, 'George 1 Nobody can say we’ve only <( \Yell you’ve heard
SEEN EACH OTHER AT OUR BEST.”

^ Iliajor-domO ?
”

very few can touch me at my own pro- “ Never meb the officer.”

ksh, is Italian fession, but in matters of the world I “Well, some might call me a major-

don’t seem to have much judgment up- domo, and some might call me a sort of

to-date.” butler.”

i ’s liable to be “ Then we ’re a pair, Mr. Treasure, “ Butler, eh ? I might have guessed

Betty [to Fiancej

.

“ There now, 'George
SEEN EACH OTHER AT OUR BEST.”

1 Nobody can say we ’ve only

I

very few can touch me at my own pro-
“ Hyperbowl, Mrs. Hash, is Italian fession, bub in matters of the world I

don’t seem to have much judgment up-

to-date.”
“ Then we ’re a pair, Mr. Treasure,

Mrs. Hash, I thought it best to keep no luck.”

clear of anything that was on the frothy “I daresay, if the truth were told,

side. Bub your little composition, if I you have a confiding nature similar to

may say so, bore the hall-mark of Truth.” mine, Mrs. Hash.”

because I 've got judgment, only I have it from your name. I was in service

“ It was wrote by an enemy of mine,

that ’s why,”
“ We are all our own worst enemies,

I always say.”

“ One of the mugs, you mean ? Well,

speak for yourself, Mr. Treasure. But

myself once.”
“ Lady’s-maid?

”

“Not exactly, Mr. Treasure. Some
might say that I was a sort of cook.”

“A sort of cook?”
“ Well, quite a cook. Good, plain and

I can see we ’ve plenty in common. Do fancy, with three sauces.”

I always say.” you find, if you put your shirt on a race- “Not doing anything now ?
”

“ I was speaking of Florence Henn. horse,that a dog runs through its legs ?
” “ No, Mr. Treasure, just living on my

Well, enemy ’s too harsh perhaps. But “That’s very often the case, Mrs. means. And I oblige a few ladies alter-

what I mean, she ’s one of these cat-in- Hash. Or else there ’s some hanky- nate mornings.”
the-manger wives that wouldn’t shed panky at the start.” “Ever wish you was back in har-

no tears to see me shake the dust of “ Or foul play at the corner. I know ness—what I mean, you've nothing
Fulham off my feet. I ’m a menace-on- ’em ! And do you find, if you go a train- against cooking ?

”

the-doorstep, they say, not but what I journey, there ’s generally a gentleman “I’ve nothing against cooking—if

couldn’t be if I chose to use my powers, sitting opposite who knows a trick with it ’s cooking for the loved one.”

I daresay; but I don’t.” a necklace, an’ it ’s a shilling a time ?
” “ Well, it ’s a coincidence, Mrs. Hash,
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There ’s a place vacant at our place at

the end of the month/'
“ Place ? What sort of a place, Mr.

Treasure ?
”

“ Well, cook, Mrs. Hash,’'

“Oh!"
“ And I was wondering, Mrs. Hash,

if it isn’t a liberty, if you 'd care to con-

sider same. Because, if you did so, with

my influence you 'd be pretty sure to be
engaged.”

“ What I had in mind, Mr. Treasure,

was a different kind of engagement, if

you ’ll pardon my blushes.”

“The same here, Mrs. Hash. But—

”

“ Well, Mr. Treasure ?
”

“Well, what 1 was thinking, if you
was to take the place

”

“ How manv kept, Mr. Treasure?
”

“ Three, and a young girl under you.

And what I thought, if you took it,

we 'd have a better chance of getting

acquainted, perhaps.”
“ Would that be quits nice, Mr.

Treasure ?
”

“ISlice?”
' “ Well, living under the same roof,

and you and me prospective, so to

speak.”
“ As to that, you can trust my judg-

ment, Mrs. Hash.”
“ I thought you couldn’t trust it

yourself.”
“ In a question of morals, Mrs. Hash,

my judgment is a flaming torch; it’s

only where my interest is concerned

it ’s liable to flicker out.”
“ Oh ! I suppose you think I ’m not

your sort, not reely?”

“I’ve given you no cause to say

that, Mrs. Hash.”
“ I daresay I 'm a bit common for a

Major What ’s-his-name.”
“ Now, now, Mrs. Hash, don’t jump

to conclusions.”
“ I suppose it was silly of me to think

we might be suited, perhaps.”

“On the contrary, Mrsi Hash, I think

you showed good sense.”
“ You don’t think nothing of the

sort !

”

“ You wrong me, Mrs. Hash.”
“ Then what ’s all this about cooks ?

”

“ Well, there’s that judgment of mine,

Mrs. Hash. I should have said, between

ourselves, that you ’re the very person

for me. That’s my judgment, Mrs.

Hash, But then I know by bitter ex-

perience that my judgment is nearly

always wrong. So, what I thought,

the best thing is, do nothing hasty, but

put the matter to the test, as I ’ve sug-

gested.”
“ Well, you seem a very unusual

gentleman, I miust say. By the way,

Mr. Treasure, if I may make so bold,

did you ever advertise in The Marriage

Mart yourself?
”

“ I did, Mrs. Hash.” •

“ I suppose I couldn’t see your little

bit, Mr. Treasure ?
”

“ Certainly you could, Mrs. Hash.”
“ Would you read it out, Mr. Treas-

ure ?
”

“ I ’d rather you read it yourself, if

it ’s all the same to you.”

“Oh, very well ^Broadminded

Bachelor in responsible position income

£500 per annum and something in the

Post Office dark hair and eyes clean-cut

features herculean buildadapta hie reason-

able affectionate clean-shaven musical

shy considered humorous and witty seeks

unsophisticatedioorJcing-class lady spin-

ster or young luidou) without encum-

brances up to age 85 genuine reticent

domesticated vicio matrimony,^
”

“Of course, Mr. Treasure, if that’s

the sort of gentleman you are 1 Very
well, Mr. Treasure, I ’ll come.”

A.P.H.

A Hasty Inference.

From the report of a jewel-robbery:

“ It was thought that a ‘ cat ’ thief had been

responsible, because there is a mews at the

back of the building .”—Daily Paper

»

At a cricket-club dinner :

—

“ The toast of ‘ The President ’ was drunk
with musical honours, and Captain . in

response, thanked the proposer for ali tets

kind remarks, which he was afraid he did not

observe .”—Local Paper,

The too frequent fate of after-dinner

oratory.
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TOM AND TIM; OR, TIM AND TOM.

As bards remark, “ Ife is not mine
”

To warble in the epic line,

Just now at least ; I bring a tale I ’ve heard

About a cat (it may be true

;

If I can stand it, so can you)

That had a strong affection for a bird.

The two were pets, a happy pair

Whose mistress gave them every care

;

The bird a pure canary known as Tim ;

As for the cat, a luscious Tom,
Lord only knows where he came from

;

He was, of sorts, a cat
;
enough of him.

The little bird would hover round

And lightly hop along the ground

Or on the cat’s bead, debonair and brisk,

Heedless that actions such as that

With any ordinary cat

Might well involve an element of lisk.

But Thomas, though a perfect curse

To mice, and not at all averse

From palatable birds when in the mood,
Seemed by the smile upon his face

To treat him as a special case,

Nob as a handy article of food.

Time, as it will do, went and came,

And still old Thomas played the game,

And still, though asking for it all the while,

The bird escaped the fate of those

That fiddle round the feline nose

And find no menace in a feline smile.

But things can happen once too oft

;

One morning Tom, serene and soft,

And to all seeming settled in a snooze,

With one sharp leap as swift as doom
That took him half across the room

Had the canary in a brace of twos.

The victim squeaked, the lady screamed ;

,

The cat’s tail waved, his eyeballs gleamed,

His whiskers stiffened in demoniac glee

;

He raised the bird, uninjured yet

(Save for a shook it won’t forget)

And laid it gently on his mistress’ knee.

And turned, and like a sabre flashed

Out of the room. Bed battle clashed

;

Wild war-cries rose and fur besmeared with gore,

As Tom, though not in his first youth,
Engaged with claw and gallant tooth

A pirate cat he ’d spotted round the door.

How long they fought remains unknown,
But Thomas, battling for his own,

Thomas the chivalrous (though smaller weight)
Gave his marauding foe such beans
That he withdrew to other scenes

In what is known as a precarious state.

But, though he left his foe a wreck,
Poor Tom had got it in the neck;

That strong heroic soul had had its fling;

And, as he passed, and feebly purred

j

With his last breath, the little bird

i

Perched on his head and sang like anything,

i Dum-Dum.

—
1

BRIDGE FOUNDATIONS.
II.

—

Playing the Hand.

“High is our calling.”—Wolbswolth.

In devoting this chapter to a consideration of the best

means of securing the privilege of playing your own and

your partner’s hand I am dealing with a matter of consider-

able importance, for, until your partner is put safely out of

action as dummy, the true joys of Bridge must remain

untasted.

Professor Goblusky has stated {Precepts and Principles,

Chap. 6, para. 12) ;

—

“ The call is one of the most important departments of

the game, demanding the exercise of skill and foresight,

and, to the beginner, full of difficulties.”

The Professor has concisely tabulated these difficulties

as follows

(2) The Opponents.

(3) The Partner.

Let us take them in order.

(1) The Cards .—Every player has his method of arrange-

ment. Some place all the high cards together, well spread out,

with the low cards tucked away out of sight. Others, more
democratic, arrange their cards in suits, irrespective of pip-

value. Whichever method you decide to adopt (and there

is much to be said in favour of each) you should always

glance at the cards of which your hand is composed before

making a call.

If you are the dealer you may at once make what is

known as a pre-emptive bid, such as 4 Spades, 3 No Trumps,

or 6 Clubs. One purpose of every bid is to give informa-

tion, and the special purpose of the pre-emptive bid is to

inform your partner that- you intend to play the hand
yourself. Should he know you, the information is probably

superfluous; and it must be admitted that, if you scare

others from bidding, valuable opportunities of gleaning hints

as tothe best call to make are sometimes lost. Thus, if Spades,

Diamonds and Clubs are called respectively by the other

three players, a little concentrated thought should convince

you that Hearts will be your best bid, if you want to play

the hand.

By considering the bids of the other players and seizing

all opportunities as they arise, the earnest player can usually

overcome the Professor’s initial difficulty,

(2) The Opponents .—Opponents have been defined as

the people who invariably hold every card in the pack.”

To prevent their winning game after game in monotonous
sequence it behoves you to curtail their activities.

Try subtlety. Deceive them by calling without reference

to the value of your hand
;
and, should this method result

in disaster, remember the play ’s the thing.

(3) The Partner .—There is little doubt (here the Professor

and I are in entire accord) that the partner is by far the

most formidable obstacle. It is remarkable to what depths
an otherwise worthy and respectable citizen will sink in his

selfish desire to play the hand. It is fortunate that even
the most obdurate partner can be subdued.

The only practicable method to adopt is this : Every
time your partner calls, take him out into another suit

;

every time he increases his bid, increase yours also. Es-
member: He who bids longest plays the hand.

Our Erudite Contemporaries.
“Herman Melville, the author of ‘ Moby Dick,* had a considerable

reputation as the author of ‘ Typhoon * and other great sea and travel

stories.”

—

I rovincial Payer.

Conead’s fame, on the other hand, was entirely unaffected
by Omoo and Typee.
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Dentist (to old lady who has had her last feiu teeth extracted). “Now, Hrs. Smith, you must be careful how you chocsb

YOUR FOOD.”
Mrs. Smith. “Lob’, Sib, I can’t chew no food with all my teeth gone.”

• THE SAFETY YALYE.
j

[Lines W7’itten on A Near Betrospect of

the Goal Stoppage.)

At times I gratefully recall

From days of Armageddon,

When we ’d our backs against the wall

And Hope herself looked leaden,

How Atkins (T.) was at his best

While ruin faced the nation—

^

That *twas his endless power to jest

Which saved the situation.

So, in her nine days’ civil war.

When Lab:)ur pressed her hotly,

Old England chose to don once more
Her overall of motley

;

Her transport-workers, mid their toil.

Sang slogans crisp and jolly,

And punctured with the jester’s foil

The pelt of solemn folly.

Though now we ’re in another hole,

And many a home has shivered

Because it can’t afford the coal

Or get the stuff delivered,

Our Tapleys still, if chastened by

A cheerless diilce do^mmiy

Can ask of England (and reply), -

* ‘ Are we downhearted ? No ,
Mum T

Thus, whether things are in a blaze

Or relatively frigid,

One blessing still attends our ways
And keeps our balance rigid

;

One healing trait will see us through

All times of national tumour
And leave us all the tougher too

—

Our saving grace ” of humour.

“ Two girls, whilo teaching their parents to

dance the Chaileston in a Highbury flat,

caused the ceiling of the flat below to collapse.”

Evcfiiny Paper.

Even the “flat Charleston” has its

drawbacks. 1
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mkl REFLECTIONS OF HENRY
GRIZZDLD.

By William Wells.

More and more as time gees on I

feel that I, Henry Grizzold, have made

a mess of my life.

I had arranged a world that was to

he a W’orld of homogeneous creative

development, in which the co-ordinated

accumulations of scientific achievement

were to result in an ever-increasing

simplification of human affairs. It was,

in fact, to be a world of polysyllables.

Very few short English words were to

sully its purity or interfere with the

constituent ganglia of its interrogative

growth. I was quite clear on this point,

I often used to talk it over with

my step-uncle, Tadpole Pent,

the schoolmaster, an essential

product of the irrelevant and

triturated residuum which mis-

educates the upper-class Eng-

lish youth. He w-as profoundly

evasive and platitudinously

vague. Letting my eyes wan-

der round the bookshelves in

his study, I often used to ask

myself what he was really driv-

ing at. There were hardly

any real books in it at all . The

History of the Fairchild Fam-
ily, Gentlemen Prefer Blondes,

Oman’s Shorter History of

Borne, local guides to the lesser-

known English cathedrals,

Bradshaw, Who ’s Who, the

works of Hilaire Belloc,
Deeds that Won the Empiie,

slilustraiedBirds’ Eggs,

the poems of Tennyson, Oat's

Gossip, and an odd volume or

two of Charlotte Yonge. Oh,

yes, and Vanity Fair.

When 1 questioned him
about modern literature, es-

pecially modern English and
American literature, when for in-

stance I asked him what opinion he had
of the works of Egbert McAlmon,
Ernest Hemingway Walsh and Ger-
trude Stein, he answered with a kind of

hushed horror, characteristic of the un-

enterprising priggishness and super-

formalised ineffectiveness of his sub-

species :
“ Hogwash I

” or “Tripe !

”

Querulously conservative and at the

same time supercussively ultra-montane,
he was at all times incapable of under-

standing the marmoreal diffuseness of

my energising verbosity.
“ I can’t make out,” he used to

grumble, “ why every now and then you
find it necessary to speak of atmospheric

fcBtidity when here at Grigby we only

talk about ‘fug.’
”

Or again, when I alluded to the col-

lateral synthetic process that continu-

ally readjusts the rates of remuneration

in our basic industries by means of or-

ganised collective bargaining, “ I sup-

pose you mean,” he would say mourn-

fully, lock-outs and strikes ?
”

The man had no flair for vocabulary.

Often, w^hen I think of him sitting in

his faded browm study, surrounded by

pipe-cleaners and the debris of an effete

examinational curriculum designed to in-

stil snobbery into the fibre of alat-headed

adolescence, I ask myself how it is that

r, Henry Grizzold, who have made ar-

rangements for a w'orld so vastly differ-

ent, should have come to predecease him.

For predeceased him 1 have. So too

has Evangeline. She was recalcitrant

at first, but I overpersuaded her.

The end of Henry Grizzold.

“ I don’t want to die on page 868,

deah,” she said with a little wholly
characteristic toss of the head, “ before

the book comes to an end.”
“ Don’t be alarmed,” I told her, “ It

will be absolutely instantaneous and
subcutaneous in your case. I shall sur-

vive for a few moments in considerable

agony. This will give me time to talk

to the doctor.”

“ Elle est mat blessee 1 shall ask.

And then, referring to money matters,
“ Hell, what does one do ?

”

“ Elle est morte,” the doctor will reply.

That is the French for “ She is dead.”
“ Mo7dG I

” I shall answer. “ Good I

”

Not long after that I shall die too.

That wry smile of mine will recede into

the fog and be swallowed up altogether

into the caliginous obfuscation of the
night.

Old Belloc wull probably be pleased.

And Tadpole Pent? He will go on

misdirecting the minds of potentially

pubescent humanity and renderingthem
unfit for the fuller freer life of the

world which I have so carefully created,

the world which is to come. An ironical

situation and one that I ought to have
foreseen. It will distress my second-

cousin and biographer, William Wells.

For there can be very little doubt

that the world which I have fashioned

will be one particularly suitable for mo,
Henry Grizzold, to reside in. Whether
I look at the removal and supersession

of that etiolated institutionalism which
addles our larger public schools and our

two older academies, or of the more
freely developed personalities

which will emerge from the

meretricious welter of cur pre-

sent ideas about matrimony,
1 can see that were it not for

one of those wild but not un-

common freaks in the evolu-

tional processit is 1 rather than

Tadpole Pent who ought to

Imve survived. I wonder now
tJiat Sir Ernest Benn, my
publisher, did not notice it.

As it was, my brother Toby
bad to finish the book, and he
has made a mistake in the

proofs. “ Batter ” on p. 1007
should have been “Putter,”

and the word “archbishop ’’ten

pages further on ought to have
been printed “ oviparous.” Mis-

takes of this kind are certain

to occur in a world still tousled

- and tangled by the inhibitions

of a semiromantic mediseval-

V ism, and even my brother

C- I Toby, with all his large buoy-

ant open-hearted disdain of

monastic puerilities, is not to-

tally free from them.
The future is, however, in

process of becoming. Making every pos-

sible allowance for unforeseen contin-

gencies, it is practically certain to be.

The fetters, gags, brakes, cogs, spokes,

hand-cuffs, goggles and overalls of

classicalism, of conventionalism, of

quasi-romanticised formalism, will be

removed. Education will bereorganised

.

Marriage as we know it will cease to

exist. An intelligently industrialised

and scientifically correlated race-con-

sciousness will be born out of the

chaotic limbo of reticent gropings and
muddled improvisations which have
done duty for politics and religion iti

the past. The gas-balloon of blatant

irresponsibility will go suddenly pop.

The atmosphere will be clearer. Free-

mating and consciously aspirational

beings of both sexes will biff about in it,

emancipated from the maudlin hysteria
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of chivalry, chastity and chance, it

will be a chummy kind of affair.

Only I, Henry Grizzold, will not be

there to take part in the pleasurably

purposive existence which I have fore-

seen. And it does not appear to me
now, in reflecting on my life, that this

abstinence of mine from the new and

better world will be a pity. Por I am
the only person verbiferous enough to

enjoy it. . Evoe.

GOING WEST.
(With achioidedgvients to Sir Thomas

Bhjecbam.)

I MUST join in this stampede to

America next year. No self-respecting

sportsman could remain in a country

like this.

It is bad enough that in lawn-tennis,

boxing, golf and athletics we have had
to yield the palm to other countries,

but what I find infinitely more revolt-

ing is the introduction of mechanical

appliances into our sport.

I say nothing about electric hares.

If these had been all, I might perhaps

have consented to remain on this side

of the Atlantic. But when it comes to

supplanting the bookmaker with a sort

of cash-register and automatic calcula-

tor combined, known as a totalisator, I

cannot close my ears to the call of the

We?t.
Eliminate the bookmaker from our

race-courses, and not only is sport done

for, but the country is in jeopardy. The
bookmaker is necessary to the main-

tenance of the British breed of men.
This England of ours—or rather yours,

for after next year you can have it all to

yourselves—has owed more to the book-

maker than is vulgarly understood. For

it is by standing up to bookmakers, chal-

lenging their estimate of the chances,

demanding the right amount of win-

nings from them and not leaving until

it has been received, that man acquires

that stamina, that toughness of fibre,

that quality of dogged perseverance in

the face of fearful odds, that hitherto

have been the characteristic of the Eng-
lishman.

With the coming of the totalisator,

therefore, the race (British) is doomed.

One needs only a backbone of putty in

order to be able to approach a machine,

press a button or two and take out a

slip. The race-course will be a suitable

resort only for nurserymaids and men-
milliners. And another thing that sim-

ply disgustsme is that people can choose

a noisy machine—the discordant whirr

of wheels, the unmelodious click with

which a ticket is extruded—rather than
the tones of a living human voice, the

music of a bookmaker blithely singing

the odds. To prefer a cast-iron body
full of wheels and levers and cogs, all

securely bolted to one spot so that you
may be sure to find it there on return-

ing, rather than the agile form of

an animate bookmaker, picturesquely

tailored, with fresh nosegay in button-

hole, is to my mind a treachery to art

as well as an abandonment of a source

of England’s greatness.

I have lived in your miserable coun-

try all my life. With the coming of the

totalisator I go.

Commercial Candour.

“Special Christmas OEer. — Photographs
coloured; send your own photograph and
2s. 6r/., and you ^vill ho astonished at what
you receive in return.”—Local Pacer*

“Philadelphia, Pa., October 21.—Prince
N icholas of Humania was half-an-hour late to

the civic dinner given in honour of his mother
to-night. The train with his baggage aboard

was late getting to Philadelphia, so the Prince

had to borrow some ‘ tails ’ from Col. Yincent
Carroll. Col. Carroll has two suits.”

Canadian Paper.

We had guessed as much. Still, we like

to know these details about America’s

aristocracy.



SECRET FAME.
[“ Who knows whetker the best of men be known ?

”—Sir Thomas
Bbowne.']

Some twenty years ago, do you remember,
About the time the leaves had ceased to fall,

Towards the sad end of a sad November,
That most despairing month among them all

Appeared in print a mirth-provoking story

That set you tittering from the very start

And ended in a burst of “ sudden glory
”

That nearly broke,your ^heart.

You read it thrice
;
you told your friends about it,

The liquid laughter trickling down your chaps,

And in the merry end, I do not doubt, it

Was pasted in your favourite book of- scraps

;

But did you give a thought to that poor writer

Who made you chortle, suffocate and choke ?

I ask because I was the very blighter

Or, if you like, the bloke.

A few years later came another shaker,

Another tale of button-bursting force,

You know, the one about the undertaker
Who—oh

!
you must remember it, of course

;

It turned you into one gigantic gloat, it

Engulfed your system in a spate of glee.

Although you never knew the man who wrote it.

That man was Little Me.

And then that funny thing about the golfer,

That tale that knocked you absolutely flat,

In which the caddie made a solemn offer

To—ha ! I thought you would remember that

!

You read it and for many minutes after

You rocked with pleasure that was almost pain.

Now can you guess who wrote that screed of laughter ?

Well, that was—^right again 1

Doubtless in anthological collections

Posterity will estimate my grade,

Appreciating all my rare perfections

When I am but a dim unheeding shade

;

But while my spirit haunts the blue pavilions,

All earthly traces dissipate and gone,

Though I be re'ad with zest by countless millions

I shall be still Anon,

“Knowing Spansihman desired conversation with English person
same condition.”—Spanish Paper,

But knowing Englishman he lay low and said nuffin*.

“Domestic strife is said to have split the members of the Tooley
Street branch of the Transport and General Workers’ Union into

two camps .”—Evening Paper,

Shades of the historic tailors 1

“In the Manx Legislature, yesterday, the Governor’s proposal to
vote a sum of £760,000 to the British Government in final settlement
of all responsibility in respect of the cost, of the late war was discussed
One Labour member said he would agree to the contribution if

England would agree never to go to war without the consent of the
Isle of Man.”—Provincial Paper,

Tennyson, no doubt, foresaw this momentous declaration
when he wrote in Locksley Hall :

—

“ Till the war-drum throbb’d no longer, and the battle-flags were
furl’d

In the Parliament of Man.”
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THE WEITINH ON THE WALLSEND.
(at the Goohem Exhibitim). “NOW HBKE IS OOE NEW GEID THE LATEST

Mr. Baldwin (ai the Goohery Exhibition). “NOW HEEB IS OUE JNBW

NATIONAL LABOUE-SAVBE.”

The Lump op Coal {with smouldering resentment). “CALL THAT A GEID? I CALL IT THE

THIN END OE THE WEDGE. YOU ’LL BE NATIONALISING ME NEXT.”

[“ Grid ” is the name given to the system of mter-oommnnieating lines between fe
®Jf‘'°"®„°i*^®;Tth7t it ff^flrst

by the Eleetrioity Bill. The Conservative opposition to this excellent measure is largely based on the appiehens

step towards Nationalisation.]
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT. and u^rTng^S
Tuesday, November 9th.—Listeuing cheers vyhen Mr. George Balfou

incleed, enjoyed the unusual privilege had no foundation. He himself ascribed
of sitting back and uttering derisive part of the trouble to the fact that the

Tuesday, November 9th.—Listening cheers vyhen Mr. George Balfour Treaty, framed as the result of the Wash-
toMr. Baldwin sonorously reciting the drew a pathetic picture of himself and ington Conference in 1923, had not yet
list of some twenty-five Bills which he colleagues as the anxious guardians of been ratified by all parties concerned,
hopeseither topassintolaw orsuhstan- the liberties of the people. The only But it was chiefly clue to the state of

tially advance in that direction before proposed amendment to the Bill on China itself, where General was warring
it becomes time to go home and dress up which Major Attlee and his followers on General, with varying fortunes and in

as Santa Claus, one was reminded of the had come prepared to join oratorical directions that nobody could foresee,

manager who took pains to collect, an issue—that permitting municipalities to 'Whom, he asked plaintively, were
excellent cast for Hamlet, but omitted sell electric-light fittings—was astutely they going to conciliate ? Those who
the Ghost. The measures deal with left by the Government to a free vote of knew the Chinese had told him that

dentists and blasphemy (not in the the House. Sir Douglas Hogg, an they had a great deal of common-sense,
same Bill), with wild birds and betting Ajax defying the lightning from the a great power of seeing things as they
and horticulturalproduce and fertilisers, Tory benches, presented an indomitable are, and great gifts of character and in-

with shops and forestry and merchandise back to the foe, most of his colleagues tellect. Conciliation should therefore

marks and vinegar. There is no Bill, being engaged elsewhere with the soft be quite easy. This genial implication

however, nor any talk of one, to

deal with Cookism, and if things

go on as at present—the Presi-
dent OF THE Board of Trade
told Mr. Hannon that the direct

cost of the coal strike alone was
already between two and three

hundred million pounds—there

will be no birds to fly, no mer-
chandise to mark, no crops to

fertilise, no shops to close, and
no possibility of damming the

flow of blasphemy from chilly

householders.

The House of Commons usually

commences its labours with at

least a show of elan, but to-day

was probably one of the dullest in

ils history. The Liberal benches
were as bare as Mother Hubbard’s
cupboard, and when Sir Egbert
Hutchison arrived, joyously

cracking the Whip of unity, there

was no team to crack it over. Sir

Egbert, as unconcerned as Little

Bo-Peep over the absence of his

flock, received the applause of the

V,.

THE MODEST HEN.

Mr. B.iLi)Wj:N {surveying the list of Bills in the JParlia-

parties present with a brave smile mentary Programme). “I propose to cut the cackle
and sat down in Mr. Lloyd
George’s seat. Mr. Clynbs was

AND GET ON WITH THE HATCHING.”

that the great gifts in question

were equally shared by the con-

ciliators did not provoke the

cynical jeers that would certainly

have manifested themselves in

another place.

In the Commons Sir E. Hutchi-
son moved for a new writ for

Central Hull. There seems to

have been some idea that the

Labour Whip was entitled to

^ move for the writ, apparently

^ on the principle that, as Lieut.-

Commander Kenworthy had
changed his Party, it must be

assumed that his Liberal con-

stituents would naturally change
their politics to oblige him.

^ Sir Austen Chamberlain in-

formed Mr. Trevelyan that the

Canton boycott was called off on
October 10th, but was not able to

say just how, or with whom, the

calling ofl had been arranged, or

w^hether it looked like being called

on again, and if so, why.
Mr. Lunn wanted to know

why three -pennorbh of tobacco

now costs eight-penee-halfpenny

and if the Government would

present, but left early, and Mr. J. H. turtle that turnefch away broth. No deal with the profiteers in this com-

Thomas, D.O.L., popped in for a mo- doubt it was his experience of Circuits modity and also in matches. Mr.

ment, but, mindful perhaps of the Ox- that enabled him to short-circuit Sir J . Chadwick said the difference repre-

ford Public Orator’s advice—“ fyzia Nall and the Fascio di Comhaiti- sented increased duty, and the prices

vigilantia servanda rubra ilia qiiam which had obstructed the Bill for charged were not unreasonable, Cap-

vocant lux ”—did not come within the two-and-a-half months in Committee, tain Hacking rather naively informed

Bar. and to make substantial progress. Mr. Campbell, of Camberwell, that a

Question-time produced only one re- Wednesday, November lOih .—In the new stone bridge for the St. James s

ply of moment, that of the Home Sec- Lords Lord Parmoob, wdio, like Truth' Park lake had been offered as a free

BETARY, who Said he was glad of the ful James, is free to maintain that the gift, but^ that the proposal was “ at

opportunity of stating that while no Heathen Chinee is peculiar, but believes present in abeyance.
^

The would-be

special invitation to do so had been that a policy of patience and concilia- donor s name was withheln, and the

issued there was no intention of inter- tionis the best way of putting an end House was left wondering whether
j

lering with those who wished to wear to ways that ai'e dark and tricks that Captain Hacking had been called upon !

the medals of their dead soldier relatives are vain, asked the Government for to make a perilous choice between the '

on Armistice Dav. further information on the state of claims of modern sculpture and theon Armistice Day. further information on the state or claims ot modern sculpture ana tne
j

The House quickly settled down to affairs in China. personal feelings of the pelicans.
|

the Eeporb Stage of the Electricity Bill, Lord Balfour hoped that the sugges- Captain Eraser having received by

but the theme is not one upon Web tion conveyed inLord Parmoor’s speech una'nimous consent leave to bring m a

any Members but its heroic opponents that this country had been pursuing Bill to provide blind persons with free

on the Conservative benches seem in- policies of which an “enlightened China- broadcasting licences, the House turned

dined to wax eloquent. TheCpposition, man” would have cause to complain, again reluctantly to the Elecbncity
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Bill. One dmsion was taken on a

Labour amendment, and thereafter the

spirit of Gaston and Alphonse brooded

o’er the scene. Mr. Hannon had

merely to suggest an amendment and

Sir Douglas Hogg metaphorically

hugged it to his bosom. Colonel

Ashley barely outlined some proposal

to improve the measure before the

House had clamorously voiced its

approval. Only when Sir J. Nall
moved an amendment that all tariffs

should be district tariff's, did ' Sir

Douglas Hogg, sensing the cloven hoof

in the velvet glove, grow suddenly

stand-offish. Colonel Ashley, not to

be outdone, spurned an amendment of

Mr. T. Williams. What orgies of

slaughter wmuld have supervened if

eleven o’clock had not struck, one can

only imagine.

Thursday, November 11th.—Eespon-

sibilty for the House of Commons can-

not at present be laid at the door of any
woman under thirty. Miss Wilkinson
is anxious that all women should take

their share of the blame and asked

when the Government, which, like the

Lenten lily in the poem, has, in her

opinion, ‘"not long to stay,” is going to

do something about it: Commander
Eyees Monsell regretted that he was
in no position- to make a statement on
the subject. -

A brief but lively bout of questions

and answers revealed the fact that just

over a million pounds of Red gold has
been sent from Russia for the relief of

i the miners, and that as far as the
Government is concerned all contribu-

tions have been permitted to be thank-
fully received.

TbeBethnal Green Boardof Guardians
have decided that no boy under their

charge shall adopt a military career if

they can help it. The Paeliamentary
Secretary for the Ministry of

Health told Captain Macdonald that
he had not heard of this decision, “the
gravity of which the Minister fully ap-
preciates.”

Colonel Day asked the Secretary
OP THE Treasury if he was aware
that between three and four hundred
pounds a week was going out of this

country to America in the form of royal-
ties on plays without the Income Tax
authorities getting a cut at it. Mr.
Ronald McNeill said he was sorry to

hear it. The Government, it seems,
does not contemplate legislative action,

presumably on the principle that, as
Uncle Sam is already in the act of re-

moving John Bull’s shirt, an effort by
the latter to retain his collar-stud would
be a mere waste of time.

The House, having got on with the
Electricity Bill, which Major Kinders-
ley brightly described as “national-

ization without the courage of its con-

victions,” adjourned, but not until Mr.

Kirkwood had complained that he had

been summoned for making a speech

THE LIBERAL BO-PEEP.
Major-General Sir Robert Hutchison.

at Renishaw, in Derbyshire. Captain

Hacking wished the best of luck to

the bon. Member, forwhom, he said, the

Home Secretary entertained a great

ELBOW!
Sir Eouglas Hogg defies a back-bench

ATTACK,

affection. Jicks, then, is “ cruel only to
be kind,” if at the moment he seems to
be contemplatingthe possibility of giving
Mr. Kirkwood “ severaismacks behind.”

RE-BESTIFYING ENGLAND.
A vast latent heat of controversy,

ready to be kindled at any moment and
burst into flame, exists in this country
v/ith regard to the wild cat, the badger,

the red and the roe deer. Especially
with regard to the wild cat. The man
who writes to say that a wild cat mea-
suring seven inches across the whiskers
was killed in Caithness by a crofter in

the year of the Diamond Jubilee is

assailed with poisonous and vindictive

hatred in the Press by the man who
insists that a wild cat measuring eight
inches across the whiskers was killed

in Strathbane by a grafter during the
first year of Sir Henry Campbell-
Bannerman’s premiership. The bitter-

ness aroused passes all the bounds of

decent controversy, and the Editor is

finally forced to declare the correspond-
ence closed. Not, however, before the
whole question of wild cats in Wales
has been ventilated, and a still further

and more violent emeute has been pro-

voked with regard to the last appear-
ance of the wild cat in the Derbyshire
dales.

A most admirable archaeological sen-

timent is cherished about the survival

of the last English wild cat. It is like

St. Paul’s Cathedral or one of the City
churches.

Badgers and roe deer arouse a similar

fury, though perhaps a little less terrible.

There are some parts of England where
the existence of the badger is debatable.

It is not, for instance, quite certain whe-
ther they still exist in Ken Wood since

it was munificently presented to the
public and united to Hampstead Heath.
Bub some persons maintain that they do
still exist there and root about amongst
the underwoods. I remember a vener-

able white-haired old gentleman, a
member of nearly all the international

peace federations (and there are a great

many of them) in the Northern suburbs
striking a friend smartly over the head
with a heavy walking-stick because the

fellow asserted that there were no bad-
gers still rooting about in Ken Wood.
Not long ago a wild white roe deerwas

reported on Exmoor, and the nation
was plunged into the bitter throes of

controversy once again. Men had seen
this roe deer nibbling a turnip as the

shades of evening fell, or leaping over a
low stone wall. Finally it was dis-

covered to be a goat, and the country
settled down again to its normal recrea-

tions and pursuits.

I leave out, let it be noticed, the
business of birds. The bird-fighters,

the men, I mean, who debate on whether
a cole pipit could possibly have been
heard singing in Lancashire on the 14th
November, 1896, are in a different
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Maiden (toko Ims turned on the wireless). “Gosh! It isk’t darce-mdsic after ale; it's iust sohe moth-bateh old washout
SPOUTING ABOUT SOMETHING SCIENTIFIC.”

Youth. Well, he 's talking with quite a bit op rhythm ; let 's one-step to it.”

category. Equally acrimonious, they

are specialists as well as sentimentalists.

Their taunts are reinforced by more
data, their ribaldry expresses itself in a

more scientific strain.

Personally I like a good fight about a

wild cat or a badger or some species of

deer. But a thought has struck me
lately about the ethics of these feuds.

Is it a point of honour that nature

should not be encouraged byhuman aid?

Supposing that a man were to buy two
badgers (I do not suggest that badgers

in the live state are easy to come by, or

that even in the greatest of our London
general stores to ask for them over the

counter would be met by a “ Certainly,

Sir; pay at the cash-desk, please,” but

still there must be places in which they

can be procured) and put themdown
,
like

port, in Ken Wood or in any other place

where badgers are not so frequent as

they ought to be, in the hope that they

might thrive and prosper there, would
that be cheating or would it not ? Might
a man freshen up the Yorkshire or Derby-
shire hills with a few surreptitious wild

cats, on the import of which I do not

know that there is any duty, and thee

confound the bigots and pessimists by

discovering them there ? Is there any
code amongst natural historians? Is

there furthermore any Act of Parlia-

ment to prohibit this?

I do not recommend proceeding fur-

ther than the wild cat, so far as the

small carnivora are concerned. I do’

not propose laying down the lynx or

the ounce in selected parts of England
and Wales, for this might provoke dis-

turbances amongst the people of which
the echoes would last for generations to

come.

But let us take a more harmless re-

habilitation, Supposing that I were
to take two elks, a lady and gentleman
elk, in a plain van, of course, down to

Exmoor, and turn them loose there

secretly by night, afterwards sitting

back to watch the efifect of my man-
oeuvre in the daily Press—should I be

transgressing the etiquette of zoological

debate ? Or, supposing that my plan

were successful and a race of elks

began to arrive on Exmoor, and even

to infest the surrounding districts of

Somerset and Devon, should I not

rather be looked upon by posterity, if

they discovered my ruse, as a bene-

factor to the wild life of my native land ?

It does seem to me that, short of a
settlement of the coal dispute, nothing
could cause such fieiy exultation in the

hearts of Englishmen as the discovery

of a wild elk nourishing itself on pine-

cones and booming every now and then
melodramatically to itself near Exmoor
to-day. Charabanc parties would visit

it by the score.

It would be ratber fun also to lay

down a few good bears at Haslemere.
. - . Evoe.

“ The outstanding characteristic quality of

the dog IS honesty. It is incapable of deceit

;

in love or hate, joy or sorrow, a dog is sincere.

It will not bite your hand or wag its tail unless

it likes you.”—Sporting Weekly.

We must try to remember this next

time we are bitten.

From the report of the cricket-match

against All Karachi:—
“Huebicane Hitting by M.G.C.

Earle at once entered into the spirit of the

game. Using his height to the best advantage
ne stepped out and drove the bowling all over

the ground, sending the crowd into ecstasies.

Twice he liifted it all out of the enclosure.”

Sunday Paper.

This summary removal of the crowd
seems to justify the headline.
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Gardener {wlw disapproves of his mistress's methods with the rabbits)

»

“Well, I don’t hold with it, M’m. ’Tain’t natuee.
’They’re used to hutches.”

THE NEW HEADWAY.
{By our Craniological Expert.)

The recent revival of interest in phren-
ology naturally appeals to Punch in

view of the remarkable conformation.of
his own headpiece. No excuse therefore

is needed for an article in support of a

science which has suffered unduly from
the irregularities of its terminology and
the gibes of profane jesters.

I cannot, however, endorse the view
of the “ Septuagenarian Minister ” who
protests against the use of the word
'‘bumps” in this connection by The
Westminster Gazette, “ because that
word is a caricature of a very important

i art, the art of discovering the innate
possibilities of the individual.” On
the contrary, I am inclined to regard
“phrenology” as a most unfortunate
misnomer. “Bump,” as applied to
protuberances on the cranium associated
with special mental faculties and pro-
pensities, is at once the shortest, most
expressive and picturesque word in the
English language. It is run very close
by “ bulge ”

; but when it comes to com-
pounds there can be no comparison
between “ bulgology ” and “ bumpo-
Icgy” on the score of euphony. All I

the associations of the word, again, are

calculated to endear it to the populace.
It recalls the name of one of the most
romantic heroes in the novels of

Fenimore Coopee, Natty Bimppo, It

is linked, in the form Bumpus, with
one of the most respected representa-

tives of the book trade. And it is

enshrined in the argot of the music-
halls with one of the most popular
catch-words of the Victorian age,
“ What ho ! She bumps.”
Pedants and purists, who cavil at

hybrid formatives, may object to
“bumpology,” as they do to “picture-
drome,” but their protests are negligi-

ble and even futile. Words destined
for constant popular use, though incor-
rectly formed, will, if handy and expres-
sive, always triumph over the cumbrous
coinages of the precisian. With all

the force at my command therefore I

plead for the retention of “ bumps,”
“bumpology” and “ bumposopher ” in
this context.

At^ the same time I confess to re-

gretting that the word “bump” should
in certain circles be appropriated to
scenes and surroundings wholly re-

moved from science and scientific re-

search, Why, for example, should

“bump-suppers” be monopolised by
undergraduates and devoted to gather-
ings leading, I regret to say, to exhibi-

tions of pyromania, to the destruction
of furniture, to collisions and contu-
sions, which do not conduce to equa-
nimity or academic calm? It would
be far better if they were replaced by
bump -dinners or conversaziones, at
which the votaries of a great science
might meet in the peaceful furtherance
of its philanthropic aims. I regret
also to observe that in the Netu Oxford
Dictionary room is found for such words
as “bumpkin” and “bumptious,” which
by a false analogy may be unfairly ap-
plied to the kindly and industrious fol-

lowers of Gall and Spuezheim. For
example, Buckle’s History ofOimlisa-
tion was described by a hostile critic

as “a bumptious book,” although, so
far as I am aware, that eminent writer
pays no attention to the subject of

cranioscopy.

The path of progress is always beset
by snags, and in no other department of

psycho-physiological research has such
persistent prejudice been encountered.
Many years ago it was wisely sug-

gested thatphrenology shouldbe applied
to the discrimination or selection of
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servants, officials and parliamentary

representatives; but the forces of ob-

scurantism prevailed and nothing v^as

done. The appointment of a Royal
Commission to inquire into the possi-

bilities of the artificial cultivation of

benevolent protuberances is long over-

due, and some of us may yet live to see

the realisation of Christopher North's
suggestion that children's heads should

be moulded so as to suppress the evil

and foster the good. It is alleged that

he made it in jest; but the sarcasm of

one generation has often proved the

illumination of the next or next but one.

ODE TO THE H. B.

[Suggested by a recent corresi^ondence.)

Noble indeed was the nameless man
Whose brain was first inspired to plan

The blissful boon of the warming-pan.

But nobler than he or than Aristotle
Or Alexander or Amos Cotjlb
Was the man who gave us the good Hot

Bottle.

“Water is best,” but Pindar forgot

To add—and the lapse is a serious blot

On his verse—that it ought to be bottled

and hot.

Wondrous, I ween, is the axolotl,

Wondrous the scenery of Bohotl,

But I prefer the good Hot Bottle.

Lyrical grounds—though I disagree

—

Rule it out of the N.E.D.,
So I welcome it here with three times

three.

Dear to Dumfries is the Fell of Swattle;
Dear to Derby 's the parish of Shottle

;

Dearer to me is the good Hot Bottle.

When winds blow chill and skies are

black,

With one at my feet and one at my back
I laugh at the threats of the Zodiac.

Great was Nezahualcoyotl
;

'•'*

Great was the late Herr Felix Mottl
;

Greater by far is the good Hot Bottle.

Some praise the flexible rubber kind
;

Some to the rigid type are inclined
;

I welcome both with an open mind.

Dear to some smokers is the dottle

;

Dear to Australians is the wattle

;

Dearer to me is the good Hot Bottle.

Spartans and Stoics may spurn and
flout it

;

Cranks may make sad songs about it

;

Wise men (like me) can’t do without it.

Welcome to some is the question

What *11

You have?” but to me no “spot” or

“tot ”11

Compare with the gift of a good Hot
Bottle.

* The Poet-Hiug of the Mexicans in the

fifteenth century.

Salesvian (showing customer golf stockings), “ Surprising value, Sir, worth
DOUBLE THE MONEY—LATEST PATTERN, FAST COLOURS, HOLE-PROOP, WON’T SHRINK,

AND IT’S A GOOD YARN ”

Customer, “Yes—and very well told.”

For it adds to the blessedness of bed.

Removes to the feet the heat of the

head
And saves you from seeing or dreaming

red.

Our Erudite Contemporaries.
“ ‘ Friends, Brightonians, countrymen !

’ be-

ganMr. , opening like a municipal Brutus.”

Et tu, Brighton?
Local Paj.cr.

Strawberries are sweet in the pottle

;

Wine appeals to the thirsty throttle

;

But this is the only blameless bottle.

The Strenuous Life of the East.

“ Two Houses For Sale. In Coonoor, both

central to golf links, clubs, gardens, church

and other places of business.”—.Betrrwa Paper.

“The straggle beca meali ttle ding-dong,

with the Maoris attacking.”—

An easy language, Maori,

“ Lieut.-comdr. 0. Kerr, D.S.O., will be
adopted as Liberal candidate for Central Hull
to-night in opposition to Lieut.-comdr. L. E.
Gaunt (Conservative) and Lieut.-comdr. Ken-
worthy (Socialist).”— Paper,

When that favourite writer of our
youthful days, the late W. H. G.
Kingston, wrote his famous boys'

classic, The Three Gommanders, it never

occurred to him to make all his three

heroes Parliamentary candidates ; and
still less to put them all into one Hull.
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AT THE PLAY.
*‘Half a Loaf” (Comedy),

IAM not sure that Mr. George Street,
Leader of Plays, has not been caught
happing if, as I suspect, it is part of

his business to prevent serious danger
to the morals of the younger of His
Majesty’s lieges. The device employed
by twenty-year-old Ann McGovern, who
had set her heart on marrying the

obscure, handsome, witty and entirely

reluctant painter, Michael GJiallenor, is

so devastatingly simple and so com-
pletely effective that it may ‘‘put ideas

”

into the heads of the too precocious

youngwomen of our day, with disastrous

results to the duller and more helpless

sex.

“ I love you and I am going to marry
you,” says Ann to MicliaeL

“ You 11 do nothing of the sort. 3

am old enough to be your fatlier. I

don’t like you. I don’t like your taste

or your money or your guests, who bore
i

me stiff. And your father would as

soon let you marry a bootblack. Your
mother obviously aims you at a duke.”

“ Nevertheless you ’ll see ! I ’m not

a millionaire’s spoilt daughter for no-

thing,” is Aim's riposte. And sure

enough next day Ami bursts into the
Chelsea studio to* announce her parents’

enthusiastic approval of, nay insist-

ence on, their immediate marriage.

“Don’t understand,” says Michael,
“This letter from your father is obscure
certainly, but it- is definitely the reverse
of friendly.”

“ Oh, well, you know, I just told him
you were my lover.” (1 1 !

* * * V f 1)

Of what avail Michael's

word of honour to the infur-

iated bawling American mag-
nate, who, if the scoundrel
does not forthvvdth rush to
the legistrar, will smash him
financiallyand hound him out
of all the clubs of London,

“But,” says Michael, edge-

ways as it were, “I don’t

belong to all the clubs of

London.”
“ Then I ’ll put you up for

them and get you black-

balled,” which certainly

I

shows resource.

“Oh, very well,” shrugs
Michael, mentally noting
that divorce is, after all, a sim-
ple matter, and six months
of the poverty of a more than
ordinarily ill-equipped studio,

plus the presence of soulful

penniless Margot, who drifts

about his studio in the most
expensive silk pyjamas, and
has been more than friendly,

will see the matter through.

Of course we all know what will hap-

pen after six months. Ann will sorrow-

THE REFUSAL.
The Man. “My dear giel, I kin'Ow youe

INTENTIONS AEE HONOUEAELB, BUT 1 CAN’T
MAEEY YOU.”

Michael Challenor . Me. Dennis Eadie.
Ann McGovern . . . Miss Phyllis Titmdss.

fully declare herself beaten just at the

moment when Michael has decided that

she is necessary to his existence, and

Margot has decided to marry somebody
else and go to Canada, in the wild open
spaces of which her pyjamas will be
enormously apropos. Moreover it is

Margot, at first so bitterly resenting the
coming of Ann, whose letter (“ to be read
by you and your wife”) tells them not

’ to be asses, as it has long been clear to
her that each loves and is made for the
other, and so forth.

From which it is clear that an enter-

taining and plausible little comedy,
which begins in a charmingly whimsical
mood, laced with Michael's sprightly

nonsense and Anns pert shameless-
nesses, declines, perhaps inevitably, to
the strictly sentimental. Any sufering
caused by the andante amoroso is

however more than compensated
by the preceding allegro vivace and
scherzo.

Mr. Dennis Eadie, we were all de-

lighted to see, has played himself back
into the best of his old light form.
Eadie parts have their dangers for him
—the iatal danger that they may bore
him. But surely nobody can give such
an air of inevitability to a part of this

kind or walk the stage, laugh, jest

and utter bland insults with such un-
studied ease when it pleases him to

do so.

Miss Phyllis Titmuss, a deservedly
popular figure in the Eevue world,
seemed to me an entirely adequate
Ann, a character so ingeniously un-
likely that liardly any interpretation
would be open to reasoned criticism.

Miss Hilda Moore has the difficult

task of playing for two Acts against
the mood of the piece, and is further

handicapped by the fact that
lier character changes com-
pletely in the Third. This
actress, besides delighting the
eye of the connoisseur,always
brings her parts to life if

given anything like a chance.
Mr. Athole Stewart was
excellent as the friendly dull-

witted Bill Page, Michael's
foil and unsuccessful rival;

and Mr. James Lindsay
showed us to what lengths
American millionaires will go
when crossed. Miss Annie
Esmond tactfully made his

wife into the kind of wife he
would have had, and Miss
Phyllis Black played with
credit the small part of a
Cockney maid.

Mr. Noel Scott, in trans-

lating this extravaganza of

Mr. Claude Eoger Marx,
has done his work exceed-
ingly well. He has conveyed
it into English mood, not
merely into English words,

THE 2 30 p.M. BREAKFAST-SUIT.
Margot Miss Hilda Mooee,
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and has no doubt imported many be-

guiling little jests of his own. T.

Prince Henry is unavoidably pre-

vented from attending the Eoyal
Northern Hospital’s Festival Dinner,

over which he was to have presided on

the 18th instant, at the Savoy Hotel,

as announced in these pages. Field-

Marshal Viscount Allenby will take

the Chair. Particulars of the Dinner
can be obtained from the Secretary,

Eoyal Northern Hospital, Holloway,

N.7, to whom subscriptions to be

placed on the Chairman’s List should

be addressed.

At the Gallery of Art of the Imperial

Institute there will be held from to-day

till December 5th an exhibition of the

works of students, many of them from
the Dominion s

,
whohavegained scholar-

ships at the British School of Eome

;

also drawings by English artists which
havelately been purchased for the South
African Art Gallery at Capo Town.

I WILL BE BOHEMIAN, I WILL . . .

I LIKE this party,

I do,

I feel so Arty

;

Don’t you ?

My, it ’s a wonderful sight,

So many people who write,

So many actors

And concert attractors

—

I do feel Bohemian to-night

!

And I toill he Bohemian, I toill

!

I'll talk about Art till I'm ill;

On my stomach I'll lie

And discuss Eogee Fry

—

I tuill he Bohemian, I will I

So this is Bohemia,
Old boy V

Is it nervous angemia,

Or joy?
Who are the ladies who cook
Haddock and eggs in a nook ?

^Yhat are they called,

And why are they bald.

And are they as odd as they look ?

Make me Bohemian, I beg !

Give om a haddock and egg !

And loho is the man
Who is using a fan,

And why does he stand on one leg ?

Ain’t the discussion

Bizarre ?

Golly ! How Eussian
We are I

And Olga Popolga’s divine,

And if she decline to be mine
I ’ll try to look Tchehov
And shatter the neck of

A bottle of strawberry wine.

For I will he Bohemian, I tuill I

I'll gobble up Life till I'm ill

;

I'll double my ration

Of gaspers and Passion—
I will be Bohemian, I tuill !

No more Convention
For me

!

I ’ll fearlessly mention
The flea

;

And we ’ll have a studio too,

i ’ll whitewash the wallpaper blue,

And make no more strictures

On Futurist pictures,

Whatever the horrors you do

;

And if you paint eyelashes green

I'll murmur , “I see what you mean,"

And express no surprise

At triangular thighs—
I will be Bohemian, old bean !

Life is so jolly,

I think;

Let ’s plunge into Folly

And sink 1

Turn on the gramophone, boys !

I 'm rapidly losing my poise

;

Try to avoid

The subject of Freud,

And let ’s make a horrible noise

!

J tuill be Bohemian, I stuear

!

I don't care a hang what I wear;
I'll take off my shoes

And dance in the mews
Till I meet a policeman—so there !

I do like this party,

I do!
But I don’t feel so hearty

—

Do you ?

I think I am going to yawn

;

I ’ve eaten too much of that brawn

;

I should have said

We were better in bed.

And I strongly object to the dawn.
I will be Bohemian, I swear !

But I should like a little fresh air;

I would not presume
To suggest there 's a gloom.

But are we as gay as we ivere ?

A.P.IL

“ Gunmen in Night Club.

PROPRIETOR AND ENTERTAINER CLUBBED.’’

Scottish Evening Pajper.

The gunmen, it would seem, were good

Johnsonions and liked ‘‘clubable”

people.”
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HETTY. THE HEN.

The recent recurrence of “ Eat Week”
brings back to mymind an episode in the

brief life of Hetty, the hen, from which
the beginning of her great career may
be said to date. For, long before the

nevrspapers had made rat-hunting a

national sport and a civic duty for seven

days and seven nights, the necessity of

exterminating these disgusting rodents

V7as fully realised by thisremarkablefowl.

Hetty was that rare bird, a hen with

j

brains. Even as a chicken she was
!

peculiar. Indeed she was hardly out

of the shell before it was obvious that

! she was an exceptional fledgling. She

1

bad none of the yellow downiness of her

j

brothers and sisters. Hetty in fact

was bald, and her own mother regarded

her with such marked disfavour that

she had to be withdrawn from the

family circle and brought up by a step-

mother.

It was all one to Hetty, Naked but

unashamed, she stalked about like an
ungainly mechanical toy, a leggy, ugly,

angular caricature of a fowl. Yet she

did not seem at all conscious of the fact

that she was not as other hens. Indeed
the only time that she showed any sense

of inferiority was when her young bro-

ther began to crow. Hetty evinced the
most flattering interest in his efl:‘orts, fol-

lowed him about for hours, and at length
by her embarrassing attentions reduced
his noisy pride to bashful dumbness.

This was far from her intention, but,

like many brainy females, Hetty had
no tact. Disappointed, she withdrew
to a corner, where she practised crowing
under her breath. Half-an-bour’s assid-

uous effort resulted in a recognisable
“ cock-a-doodle-doo,” but she was evi-

dently dissatisfied with her performance
and never repeated it.

But if she could not crow she would
not cackle, and as she grew to henhood
she seemed to despise all female graces.

In course of time she acquired a modicum
of feathers, but she always had a ragged
unkempt appearance and a half-starved

look, despite the fact that her long legs

and quick brain enabled her to fare

better than the rest. She was a feminist
among hens and as such unpopular
with the less advanced fowls. One
could almost hear their sneers.

But Hetty ignored them, unless, per-
haps, the laying of an extra fine egg
was a reply to their taunts. For she
could lay. None better. She always
chose a conspicuous place on these oc-
casions. With perfect nonchalance
she would scrape a hole in the middle
of the hen-run, subside into it with her
long legs tucked away as well as possible
under her meagre plumage, and from
this position survey her detractors with

that air of complete detachment which
they found so maddening. Even when
her egg was an accomplished fact she

did not cackle about it like an ordinary

hen, but stood over it with silent satis-

faction until not even the stupidest

fowl could remain unaware of her

achievement.

It was on one such occasion that Hetty
first showed her fighting strength.

Hard as nails and with a reach which
gave her an immense advantage over

the other fowls, she had of late lacked

sparring partners. But she could fight.

And, as she stood on one leg thought-

fully contemplating her latest produc-

tion, her meditative eye was caught by
two bright beady orbs. Instantly her

storklike pose was abandoned. A rat

in the hen-run! With one bound she

was upon him.

The fight was over in one round last-

ing two minutes, and, beyond losing a

few feathers which she could ill spare,

Hetty emerged unscathed from the en-

counter and sat down by the corpse

with an air of morose triumph.
She had found her jnetier. There-

after she was the fowls’ champion and
defence—death to rats, a curse to cats

and a terror to dogs. Life for Hetty
was one long happy Eat Week while
there remained a rat to be killed. And,
although she never actually killed a cat,

it is safe to say that no cat approached
her and escaped with all his lives. As
for dogs, they never dared to approach,
and if by chance one came within
Hetty’s range of vision she immediately
gave chase. Many a dog that was a
very Cerberus at the gate of his own
domain was seen to lower his crest,

tuck in his tail and “ beat it ” with
shameful haste when he crossed the
path of this Amazon.
But one day two dogs, newcomers to

the neighbourhood, were having a
rough-and-tumble outside our gate. It

was a private fight, though in the public
road, and Hetty had absolutely no cause
to interfere. But, alas 1 unbroken vic-

tory had bred a spirit of aggression
which prompted her to take the offen-

sive on all occasions, so, legging it

down the drive like a miniature ostrich,

she hurtled between the combatants.
They broke in confusion and fled yelp-
ing to right and left. Surveying the
rout with truculent pride, Hetty pre-
pared to return to her own place. But
at that moment a car, hooting like a
yapping cur, rounded the corner at full

speed. . . .

Death must have been instantaneous.
The chauffeur declared that the hen
met it in a posture of fight, not flight.

Even without this clue a pathetic
paucity of feathers made identification

of the corpse an easy task.

THE CONDUCTOR.
Before you set out
On the labour and strife,

Disappointment and doubt
Of a musical life,

Attend to this rhyme

:

Nearly everyone fails

By devoting his time
To the practice of scales.

The flute, violin,

The piano or horn,

One must really begin
On the day one is born

;

When the drudgery ’s done
Small advantage is sucked

;

Far better, my son,

To set up to conduct.

You have only to wait
Till the orchestra ’s seated,

Coming in very late,

To be frenziedly greeted,

Acknowledge with bows
Of appropriate grace

The applause you arouse
By just showing your face

;

Then pick up a sticl:

Which you’ll find on your stand,

And give it a flick

With a turn of your hand.
Whereupon in a flash

Every instrument there

Will bellow and crash,

Bray, bubble and blare.

The fiddle and flute

And the oboe will squeak,
The cornet will hoot
And the ’cello will creak,

The organ will thunder,

The trombone will boom,
The drum tear asunder

All ears in the room.
While you brandish and poise

The stick in your hand
That uproarious noise

Will exude from the band

;

And wdien you see fit

To direct them to pause,
The audience will split

All their gloves with applause.

Then turn compile %l faut
In superior style,

And bow very low
With a satisfied smile,

To assure them that you,
You alone, are the one

To whom honour is due
For the whole of the fun.

And if people suppose
That the show does nob need

Your contortions and throes

To make it proceed,
And would not be wrecked

If you vanished from sight,

You need not object

—

They are probably right. G. B.
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COUNTY SONGS.
XX.—Leicestershire. ^

In Leicestershire they hunt the fox

As other folk himt gold.

A man without a hunting-kox, ^
Or dressed in anything but pink, ^
Is not a man whom one would think

Of knowing ;
and I ’m told

The merest babies’ google-goos

Approximate to vie%v-hallocs. ^
In Le.cestershire they dread the frost ^
As other folk dread pain ; I|S

In fact they ’re absolutely lost

.ris

In fact they ’re absoluteiy lost

When Jack congeals their darling

The fox alone shows signs of mirth, '.f 7

And, till it thaws again,
^

‘ i

The huntsmen sit and smoke and si^h

. Or eat another Melton pie.

^ ^ kA

k'K
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Wife of itinerant Mxisiciaiu “You*d better check it, Thomas. Only tuppence in the last two hours. This ’ere
WIRELESS IS GOIN’ TO BE THE RUIN OP US.”

OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
{By Mr, Punch's Staff of Learned Clerks,)

With the same scholarly thoroughness that characterised
his treatment of the Spanish dramatist, Benavente, Pro-
fessor Starkie has now come to grips with Luigi Piran-
dello (Dent). Pirandello's theatre he sees as “ a pulpit
whence the dramatist preaches over the dead body of old
literature.” Yet the preacher has no message, only doubts
acquired by his study of the philosophers, from Kant to
Einstein. “He does not dictate, he only discusses and
suffers.” In the end he is the least philosophical of dramat-

1
ists, “ sending out (as a Neapolitan critic puts it) false
syllogisms dressed up as men.” And, although the public
likes to think it is assisting at the birth of a new dialectic,
it is held in reality by Pirandello’s fantasy, his lyric-
ism, his ingenious piquing of curiosity, qualities he shares
with such old-fashioned idealists as Calderon and Cer-
vantes. This reading of the playwright may seem strange
to those who only know his dramatic work, and that chiefly
in such extreme examples as “ Six Characters in Search of
an Author,” But Pirandello was fifty-three before he
turned to the stage at all. His earlier output consists of
highly' “regional” short stories, and these Sicilian matins
are described in commendable detail. Even the bare bones

i

of such novelle as the ludicrous olive-crock story, “La
Giara, and the pathetic “Alla Eappa” show how strength-
ened was Pirandello’s hand by traditional sentiment and
how much he has forgone in search of “the European
mind.” Professor Starkie’s analysis of this phenomenon
and its stage embodiments is every \vhit as discerning as
his dissertation on Verga, Capuana and other Pirandellian
origins. But he is up against a more nebulous cloud of
witnesses,^ and, if his last chapters have not the precise
value of his early ones, the fault lies in their material. i

Jenny B^vokfieldt Mr. John Carruthers’ very attractive

heroine, is Adam's Daughter (Cape) in a general as well as

a particular sense. At any rate, with her daring curiosities,

her eagerness to eat of the fruit of the tree, she is a true
daughter of Eve, which, I take it, comes to much the
same thing. Her actual father, Adam Brookfield, the
embittered headmaster of an undistinguished school, is

almost as much in the centre of the picture as his way-
ward child. Indeed, if there is a fault to be found with an
extremely lively and interesting tale, it is that we are kept
so long with Adam, his early mistakes and their unfortunate
results, that we begin to think that we are never coming to

the theme announced by the title. Not, let me hasten to

add, that they do not make a very good and rather a poignant
story in themselves, or that they are irrelevant to the
main issue. It was largely because Adam was what he was
that Jenny was what she was, a desperately pugnacious
little rebel, with most subversiveviews on matrimony, family
ties and all such crusted conventions. Pebellion at home
did not matter very much, but when she entered the uni-
versity of Durceston her words and ways got her into serious
trouble; authority rose in its wrath, and it was intimated
to her that a second term’s residence was not considered
desirable for her. This and the sentimental complications
which were its partial cause and the domestic tragedy which
coincided with her academic downful w^ere rather too much
even for the gallant Jenny, and we leave her in an odour, if

not exactly of sanctity, at any rate of austere philanthropy.
But it is hard to believe that she will stay there. She has
the sort of vitality which spells inevitable mischief, and Mr.
Carruthers is to be congratulated on his skill in convinc-
ing us of it without undue insistence

;
just as, with even

lighter strokes of the pen, he gives life and likelihood to the
little group of men and women who surround and are dis-

tracted by her.
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Forty Good'Moining Tales—here is a

book,

Here is a bouquet, which Methuen’s
send,

Flowers out of Fairyland—please you
to look

—

Found by Eose FAleman, so found
by a friend

;

Blossoms of Elfland all bound in a

bunch

;

Few people find them like “E. F.” of

Punch.

Slight are her pickings, mayhappen,
and small,

Yet gay, like the little gay speedwells,

they are

;

But how did she enter the garden at all?

Sure she was born ’neath a fortunate

star,

And Mab of the Fairies has never been
deaf

When asked for the entria by Punch's
“E. F.”

In his latest addition to the chronicles
of Polchester I rather feel that Mr.
Hugh Walpole is “saying his piece”
—an interesting piece, but perhaps in

some ways a perfunctory one. Or so

I explain the constantly frustrated

sympathy with which I followed the
fortunes of his hero. Hjalmar Johanson,
whom Polchester called Harmer John
(Macmillan), had a Glebeshire mother
and a Swedish father, so, having made
a modest pile as artist’s model and
teacher of gymnastics in Scandinavia,
be came over to England and put up
at Mrs. Penethen's, in The Precincts.

The artist in him yearned to preserve
the beauty of Polchester, the hygienic
enthusiast to enlarge the chests of her
tradesmen and reduce the waists of her
canons. Polchester expressed hersell

benevolently towards both intentions

—as long as Harmer showed himself

pliant and appealing. He roused the
motherly tenderness of his austere landlady (a very com-
petent portrait), won the hearts of both her children—plain

Judy and dazzling Maude—and was “ taken up ” by the
Gathedral, Only his friendship for tZbm Longstaffe, a parson
whose daughter had fallen from Polcastrian grace,-argued
badly for his success. His betrothal to Maude and his en-

gagement to reduce (by massage) the fiesh of Canon Bonder
show this success at its zenith. In its tragic declension

Mr. Walpole’s grip tightens on the town and slackens on
its victim. The Swede’s spiritual allegiances are not only

made inadequate to the reader—this is understood ; they
seem inadequate to inspire the massive resistance Haimer
Jolm puts up to Polchester’ s use and wont. The chapter in

which they are canvassed by the mystical Wistons is, as per-

haps it is meant to be, an ironical embarrassment. But the
novel boasts a very pretty proportion of more commanding
incidents and less ambiguous characters.

The spectacle of the new rich turning the new poor out
of their nice old country-houses is a sad one. How Mr.
Archibald Marshall must hate it; and yet how sensibly’-

Frantic Second. “ Don’t shingle ’I^r, ’Arby—knock ’is ’kad orf !
’

he comports himself 1 He just shuts his eyes tight and
pretends it hasn’t happened. The Allhright Family (Col-
lins) is a pleasant book, with no villains in it. The family
itself is pure Marshall, from the head of it down to the
two inevitable youngsters (but not twins this time), who
are always quarrelling and never happy when separated.
Into this family of well-bred, rich, humorous but rather
self-satisfied people the author introduces two terrible
“ outsiders,” one a chorus-girl and the other a bumptious
little clerk who through a chapter of accidents has incred-

ibly succeeded to a peerage. He also introduces an inter-

fering old aunt, ’^hose attempts to marry the son and
daughter of the house to the right partners lead to nothing
but exasperation and bitterness. Here, you would think,

are three “villains” who must be discomfited if the book is

to have a happy ending. But Mr. Marshall knows a
better way than that. By skilful touches he brings out the
hearts of gold beneath their unpromising extexdors and
makes you feel quite ashamed of yourself for your first

instinctive dislike of them. And after that he finds the
right husband or wife for everybody {Aunt Abigail included)
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and drops the curtain on four ideally happy couples posed ences afford yet another study in contrasts. They include
against the background of a cloudless horizon. This is as the destruction of the Konigsberg and the torpedoing of

it should be. Thank you, iMr. Earshall. the LacQiiia; and he has an interesting account ot the
sighting of the elusive Moive by the last-named vessel

The luck of Stephen Heath, architect, town-planner and when she, having a convoy of troopships under her pro-
chief member of the municipal council of Stangate, was tection, could not risk an action.

proverbial. He had always hitherto got exactly what he
wanted. Clever and good-looking, he earned a brilliant Neither William Trehorne Faclley nor the author of Ids
reputation as a scholar at Westminster, scored success after being, Mr. Norman Vennee, cares to hide his conviction
success in open competitions for designs of public build- that Billy was a silly ass

;
and indeed his behaviour was

ings, married that beautiful and sufficiently aristocratic lady, incredibly foolish. His friends condoned his foolishness on
Adeline Cardonnel, and had, when the story opens, four account of his pristine innocence and invincible gaiety, and
handsome children. Nevertheless there were points about the readers of Billy Padley's Wife (Heinemann) will do
Stephen ihdui made me tremble for his future. He was in likewise. Like many another impulsive youth, having
fact one of those cold hard men who are designed for the become affianced to one charming lady, became entanoled
express purpose of being put through the mill by aspiring by force of circumstances with a second damsel, who was
novelists until they are reduced from overweening pride to what philosophers in their euphemistic way describe as an
a due appreciation of their own unimportance in the scheme a-moral person. But Billy in addition allowed himself to
of the universe. They start with the world at their feet and be intimidated and driven to regrettable subterfuge by one
finish bowed down with well-merited suffering. They bully of the flimsiest threats ever employed by a professor of black-

1

theirwives and children

;

at the opening of the

I

book only to be left

I

desolate and apologetic

{

at the end. A simple

;

formula, perhaps, but
still effective. 1 do
not know the name of

<'Noel Boreest,” who
has pinned down Mr.
Heath and his family

between the boards of

Ways of Escape (Con-

stable), but I should
conjecture her to be a
woman, and somewhat
inexperienced. It is an
amateurish book, but
not without promise of

better things. Most of

the characters are over-

drawn, and those that

;

are meant to arouse

I

our sympathy leave us

- -V

mm ^‘1- 'I L-'./i.'-- =

'

Expert {condescendingly), “Yes, quite a usEpnn little bus. Looks well-
sprung TOO. But I don’t like the colour. You ’ll find it ’ll show up
EVERY TOFPEE-STAIN.”

mail. Pive minutes’
conversation with the
Home Secretary, whom
Billy was strangely
serving as private sec-

retary, would have de-
livered him from his
terrors. It is true that

;

the Home Secretary,
I

according to the singu-
lar modern fashion of

delineating a politician,

is depic ted as an amiable
imbecile; but even so

Billy might surely have
consulted a permanent
official of that powerful
department. But no,

not he. It was a young
American who, familiar

with the blackmailing
industry, came to Billy's

rescue
;
and when I add

that the American’s
cold^or actively hostile. Even Paul Kenyon, the good- namewasBwdil need not describe his methods. IfMr.VENNER
hearted publisher (it is unusual to find a publisher posing occasionally errs on this side of probability, he has never-
as a sympathetic character in a novel), develops into theless succeeded in making a sufficiently diverting farce
something of a bore, and the beautiful Mrs, Heath, who
learns to love him in secret, almost provides an excuse for The Pigeon House (Hodder and Stoughton), by Mr.
Stephen's behaviour. But there is a note of sincerity about Valentine Williams, is not, I fear, built of theright material
the novel that makes it worth reading—-once. for giving full scope to his acknowledged skill. In the past

^ contributions to the general fund of sensational fiction
it wou.d be difficult to imagine any contrast more striking have been so lavish that perhaps I was unreasonable in

! than that between the sailing ships of the Glasgow Shire expecting his generosity to be maintained. Anyhow, in

u
Spedding first served before he this story, full though it is of incident and intrigue, I found

left the sea and went into steamboats,” and the sumptuous his spell a little less binding than usual. My rSain trouble
vessels in which he has si^e gamed so long and so compre- was that in the first chapter, called “The Wedding
hensive an experience oi Transatlaniio Travellers (Fisher Night,” the hero is summoned to leave his bride, and what-
UNWIN). There is admittedly not much of the sea atmo- ever perils might beset him I knew too well that in the last
sphere about a foroy-thousand-ton Atlantic liner

; but what chapter there would be a rapturous reunion. But I hastenyou lose on the nautical swings, so to speak you make up on to add that Mr. Williams, in the interval between the
Lhehumanroundabouts andMr.SPEDDiNGhasnotn^^^^^ heroes sudden departure and his return to domestic bliss,
the unrivalled opportunities afforded to a purser, in hiscapac- gets him into and out of situations which I can only describe,
ity of liaison officer, for studying the passenger in his habit and that inadequately, as tight,
as he lives. The result is an entertaining medley of anec- ==================^^
dotes of the great and the near-great, of prima donnas, news-

~~ ^

paper magnates, prize-fighters, card-sharpers and all the rest
Matrimoney.

'

of the varied types that jostle one another in the gilded
number of valuable presents, among vhicli were several

,t th. tot l8Ath.M. The arthor's m, ..peri-
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DistrictJudgeWalsh of Milford (Ire- ucder that age was largely responsible
CHARIVARIA. land), in letting off a poet, said that to for the rowdiness of the Athengeum.

Colonel Lane-Fox, Secretary for be able to vrrite poetry was a good de-

Mines, states that any consumer is quite fence. In English law of course it is There are now so many medical stu-

free to change his coal merchant. Then regarded as tantamount to a previous dents in this country that a glut of doc-

we should like to change ours for two conviction. tors is predicted. We must eat moretors is predicted.

tons of Derby Brights. ^ apples.

This new Charleston seems to have
According to a morning paper women been invented by a Scotsman who was The Spanish Government’s reported

are now buying their dresses on the trying to keep bis foot on a sixpence in intention to admit women delegates to

The Spanish Government’s reported
I I * 1 1 • i T 1 *^1

j

instalment system. We seem to have a crowded ball-room.

seen some of them wearing the first in-

stalment. .1.

the proposed National Assembly is of

course due to the feeling that their

Nine cassowaries have just been sent But we shall never take kindly to a film

to the Zoo by Lord Eothschild. Pub- chase of absent-minded professors armed
lishers of hymn-books are looking for- with test-tubes. ^
ward to an increase of business. *

Lord Portsmouth says scientists are presence would have the effect of en-

needed on modern ranches, not cowboys, couraging the oratoreadors.

According to Admiralty Fleet Orders century.

Bone chessmen have been found in

Dorsetshire which are said to prove
that the game was played in the tenth

definitely known.

The trustees of Battle Abbey are re- 1 instruction is to be given to sailors in 1 however, that none of the original

orted to be attempt -

1

l
' matches is still in pro-ported to be attempt-

ing to stop the right-of-

way across the green.

They should remember
what happened here

once to Haeold.
5i<

It seems that Dean
Inge thinks that those

who speak and write

about St. Paul’s Cathe-

dral being in danger
ought to have their

own domes examined.
* »!<

i'fi

In his opinion the

whole thing is a news-
paper stunt. Well, if

the Dean doesn’t take

a gloomy view of it,

who should ?

A weekly paper has
published an article en-

titled “ Who are the

Man of Letters (to applicant for •post of Lady Seci'ctary), “I see you have
HAD experience IN THE SERVICE OP TWO WRITERS OP ROMANTIC NOVELS,

I_eb ”

Applicant, “Ip you prefer realists or paulo-post-Geoegians, I can

GIVE YOU ALTERNATIVE REFERENCES.”

Our theory about the

Eed Admiral butterfly

that an Evening Neics

reader found in his coal-

cellar is that it chose

a place where it was
likely to be able to

hibernate undisturbed.

Attention is drawn
to the number of prom-
inent high-brows who
go about bareheaded.

A possible explanation

is that they have sent

their hats to'be
stretched.

An artist’s idea of

what a Martian looks

like has been published

in a daily paper. In our

Sitwells?” Theymight have let us find
I

motoring, in future the man at the opinion these offensive caricatures are

out for ourselves. wheel will hold out his right hand when calculated to militate against cordialout for ourselves. . . „ ^ _

he ports the helm. inter-planetary relations.

The Government is giving up the
^ ^

lease of a farm at Patringham because Mussolini has sent a signed message Lord Eiddell has described Great

it does not pay. That seems a funny to The Daily Mail. He must be care- Britain as the only instance in history

reason for a Government Department ful or he ’ll lose his amateur status. of a huge population living on its wdts.

to give. • Well, we can’t all be newspaper pro-

'i'
‘ A ladyM.P. is demanding equal rights prietors.

If ho had not fought Gene Tunney for men and women. All men will sup-
^

it is thought that Dempsey might have port her in her gallant fight for their A cat at Brail, Indiana, and four of

been awarded the Nobel Peace Prize, interests. ip, ^ .her five kittens have each two extra

*
, ^ paws. In the opinion of local Anti-Pro-

The new escalator at Charing Cross According to Professor Bramer the hibitionists these “Pussyfoot ” stunts

Underground station travels at the rate human ears are self-contained wireless are overdone.

of one hundred feet a minute, instead of receivers. We should particularly like
^

the usual ninety, thus enabling passen- to know the wave-length of those be- Headlines to a telegram I'egarding the

gers to step off with the wrong foot longing to the telephone-operator at infraction by the Soviet agents in

much quicker. ^ the other end of our line. England of the Anglo-Eussian Trade

he ports the helm.
* *

Mussolini has sent a signed message

The new escalator at Charing Cross

the other end of our line.
!}«

A correspondent writes to a contem- The action of a club in imposing an

porary asking which is the better, the age limit of forty-five has caused dis-

[

gramophone orthe wireless. The answer cussion. It will be remembered that

England of the Anglo-Eussian Trade
Agreement :

—

“BRITISH RELATIONS WITH RUSSIA.
‘Flagrant Breeches.’”

Malayaji Paper.

. the negative. the experiment of admitting members 1 To match those flagrant Eussian boots.

VOL. CLXXI. Y
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“THIS QUARTER” AGAIN.

I FIND that I have nofc paid enough

attention to any very modern poetry of

late. I am pleased to see that the very

modern poets still harp on the old, old

things. They write, for instance,
^

of

girls. In fact, that is understating it.

There is Emmanuel Oarnivali, of

whom the editor of This Qiuirier says,

“ He is a major poet now ... I would

say that Oarnivali is the Keats of to-

day, but that is not quite true. He
has more to say than Keats, He is

more important than Keats. He has

lived in a more important age and

known a larger world.’*

In this largerworldEmmanuel Carni-

VALi has come across many girls. Of

one (whom he seems to love) he sings

—

“ It has taken centuries of gigantic sorrow

—

sorrow of an old wor’d-weary race

—

to build the sorrow that is in your eyes,

you, magnificent girl.

You said. Love 'is a swallow.

Wliy would you capture a swallow ?

Love is not servile hlce

a canary.''^

And of one to whom he seems to be less

attracted :

—

** Bats, tcads and salamanders

;

mandrake, foxglove and stinkwort

a-boiling in a cauldron

:

from which,
In the darkness of Time,
popped your eyes,

your evil-beast eyes,

your poisonous eyes.”

And yet again of one whom he pities

:

Her name was Kasha, Katinka.

She was good and faithful,

Somewhat like a doggie.

She had a pimpled face,

the poor thing !

She loved me well

by way of OOOOOOHHHH ! and
AAAAAHHHHH!

looking into my eyes

:

for she spoke no English
as I spoke no Polish.”

He has not forgotten Kasha :

—

“ Ah ! Doggie, doggie !

you are still wagging your tail

fanning the dust
in the junk shop of my memory.”

There are times indeed when the old

tender passion revives :

—

“Ah ! Doggie, doggie !

I tear a piece of the live flesh of my
heart

and throw it at you for you
to eat.”

I salute Emmanuel Oarnivali.

Of wine also the very modern poets
sing.

“The drunken antennae of my thoughts are

haunting
the rumbling boulevards of the universe.”

writes Eugene Jolas, whilst

Mr. Ernest Walsh, the editor of the

periodical, who puts twenty-six of his

own poems into the issue—rather a large

number even for the editor—says :

—

“ I know
I am a poet

And I know what the waiters are saying

As they clear away the corks and empty
bottles/’

Natural scenery, the riddle of the

universe, the weather, provide ever-re-

current themes.

“ It is cold.

The bitter of the winter

whines a story.

It) is the colder weather when the truck

drivers sing it would freeze the whiskers

off a brass monkey.”

That is the threnody of Carl Sand-

burg.
Egbert Eoe, apostrophising a clump

of hollyhocks, observes :

—

“ The sky is white-eyed with clouds like an
idiot woman who listens

with leers and squeaks and knowing nods

to the idly pessimistic

gossip of monotonous pines

When I pass the eventless road to look at

you, Dark Flowers.”

And from Leon Herald Sabiani we
have

“The Cow.

The thoughtful cow
Looks at the lifted bird

Like a philosopher gazing at a star.

Finally the cow tells her calf

What a bird is.”

But of all the lyrics and idylls in this

number I think that the most arrest-

ing is one by Mr. Kenneth Fearing,
who adopts the unusual procedure of

introducing newspaper headlines from
America into the flow of his melody :

—

“On Sunday, when they trolley to the meadows
they read the Sunday paper

aiRL SLAYS BANKER BETRAYER
they sp>read it out on the grass

BATHTUB STIRS JERSEY ROW
and then they sit down on it nice. <

Harry doesn’t even read

ZIGGINS OINTMENT—
WITHERED FLESH

Has ciiied thousands of men a,d looinen of
mo'eSj warts, red veins, pimples, flabby nech,
scalp and hair diseases.

.NOT EXPENSIVE and FULLY
GUARANTEED.

No. Harry says nothing at all, he smiles
and they kiss in the emerald meadows
on the Sunday paper.”

I am the more ,glad to have printed
these quotations here, because these
very 'modern poets complain, as very
modern poets have done before them,
of lack of recognition from the critics of

the age. Mr. Walsh, in the editorial

of This Quarter, gives no quarter at all

to Sir Edmund Gosse and Mr. J. 0.
Squire, who never, so he tells us, “ get
past Chaucer, Shakespeare, Milton and
the like.” But his final fling is directed
against Mr, W. B. Yeats.

“ Here is a sonnet,” he cries, having

in it all that William Butler Yeats
has tried to capture or failed to capture

since 1886.”

It is by William0arlosWilliams :

—

“Man in a Room
“Here, no woman, nor man besides,

Nor child, nor dog, nor bird, nor wasp,
Nor ditch pool, nor green thing. Color of

flo’wer,

Blood-bright berry none, nor flame-rust
On leaf, nor pink gall-sting on stem, nor
Staring stone. Ay de mi !

No hawthorn’s white thorn-tree here, nor
Uwn

Of buttercups, nor any counterpart
;

Bed, book-backs, walls, floor.

Flat pictures, desk, clothes-box, litter

Of paper scrawls. So sit I here,

So stand, so walk about. Beside
The flower-white tree not so lonely I

;

Torn petals, dew-wet, blotched yellow my
bare instep.”

It seems to me only right that Mr.
Yeats should hear about this “ sonnet,”

which certainly has fourteen lines, for

I have counted them. Evoe.

BABY BANTING.
[*‘ Even the nursery has been invaded by the

‘ Banting ’ fashion . . . lest baby should get

the fat-forming habit.”—Daily Pms.]

Even at an early age
Slenderness is all the rage

;

Chubby babes have been replaced

By a type that shows distaste

If a tactless uncle brings

Harmful sugar offerings.

Mother’s latest fads decree

Breakfast kippers, fruit for tea

(Jam and porridge had their day,

She has lean:ed a better way).
Banting babies always eat

Dinners of “ extracted ” meat,
Or remove their hunger’s edge
With a careful choice of veg.

Nannies who are up-to-date

Do not boast of added weight.

Baby Banting must be slim,

Supple, too, in every limb
;

So the well-trained infant knows
How to bend and touch her toes.

Daddy never goes a-hunting,

Like the sire of Baby Bimiing,
To secure a rabbit-skin

To wrap the Baby Banting in.

Furry frocks are quite amiss
For an active child like this

;

Hygiene and the modes allow
Only airy clothing now.

.ZEolus, R.A.F.

From the evidence in a recent case: —
“The Wind - Commander said that ho

accepted the explanation given.”

Evening Paper.

B.B.

If one was bound to have a voice

Broadcast from Parliament, the choice

Was thoroughly judicious when
Strictly confined to that of Ben.

G. B.
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SilETY FIRST.

TfiB Postmastee-Gekeeati [to Big Ben). “ON AND APTBE NEW YEAR’S DAY YOUR WIRELESS
CONTRIBUTION WILL HATE TO BE SUBMITTED TO GOVERNMENT CENSORSHIP, AND.

IE APPROVED, WILL BE OEEICIALLY TYPED . FOR DELIVERY.”
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INSULARS ABROAD AGAIN.
VI.

—

PERdVAB Helps.
It took place in a railway-carriage

betweenYenice and Milan. In our com-
partment were two Italians, a French
lady, a Spaniard, Percival and myself,

and, by way of contrast, two Chinese
gentlemen in horn-rimmed spectacles.

Into OTir pleasant chatter, just before

we reached Verona, an Italian ticket-

collector with a very unpleasing fa§ade
introduced a jarring note by discovering
that the two Chinese, who had come
from Buda-Pest and were bound for

Paris, had not got tickets for the
section between Venice and Milan. The
usual row began, complicated by the
fact that (a) theChinese could not speak
Italian, and (b) by a bit of bad luck the
ill-educated fool of a ticket-collector

could, not speak Chinese. Into this

row the man Percival saw fit for some
obscure reason to intrude.

He started badly. ^ He turned to the
Chinese and was beginning : “You savvy
no have got one-piecey ticket Milan ..."

when the elder Chinaman replied in
perfect English with a strong American
accent :

—

“Thank you. I’m afraid I don’t
know Italian, but I was educated atj

Harvard and speak English fairly well. I

This muddle is the fault of the people
at the Buda-Pest Travel Bureau, who
have apparently missed out of our book
the Venice-Milan ticket. Perhaps you
could explain to the man ?

”

Percival, who loves to help, said con-
fidently, “You leave this to me, John,”
and instantly joined battle. Through
the medium of one of the Italians who
seemed to understand his French, he
began by telling Luigi, the ticket-

collector, that the two Chinese had no
tickets. This, being about the only
thing that Luigi had gras*ped so far, did
not seem to calm Win. He replied
angrily that they must pay. Percival,
assuming in his large-hearted way that
the Travel Bureau in question was
Messrs.ThomasCookand Son’s,when as
a matter' of fact it was not, said it was
Thomas Cook’s fault. Xiuigi, even more
angry, was understood to say, then
Thomas CooKmustpay. Percivalstarted
on another tack by stating that the
Chinese had not the money. Luigi re-

torted that they must immediately get
out at Verona. Percival said that they
had already paid Thomas Cook, and re-

peated that it was Thomas Cook’s fault.

Luigi, barely intelligible with fury, was
understood to say, "then Thomas Cook
must immediately get out at Verona.
Percival said the Chinese had paid

once and wouldn’t pay again, and
wouldn’t get off either, so there. Luigi,

muttering, “Ahal Time will show,”
or words to that effect, withdrew omin-
ously.

A storm broke out when he left. I

told Percival he was a fool, and Percival
said he wasn’t going to stand by and
see innocent foreigners stranded in

Italy, penniless. The two Italians

talked reverently about “II Dace,” and
the French lady talked to herself, while
the Spaniard made several very cogent
remarks which, had anybody been able

to understand them, might have proved
of the utmost value. A stray ’ Swiss
peeped in from the next carriage to see

what it all was about and, having ascer-

tained, came right in and prepared to

take part. The Chinese alone remained
unaffected and settled down to read
magazines.

At Verona Luigi reappeared. “Now,”
he said, “ here *3 Verona. Either pay
or get out and stay behind 1

”

“Not a cent will they pay, nofc a
second will they stay,” declaimed
Percival automatically, and added that
it was A. J. Cook’s fault."

The multi-lihgual argument, now fur-

ther complicated by a Eussian and two
Austrians from further down the train,

raged round the compartment till the
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windows rattled and suit-cases fell off

the rack. Luigi threatened and pleaded

and shrugged his shoulders and got

sulky and finally wept, and the China-

men read magazines. The only person
who appeared to enjoy it all was the

Eussian, who was speaking fluent

Czech0 - Slovakian.

At last the train moved on, and Per-

cival turned to his lovoteges: “Brescia
is the only other stop before Milan, and
at Milan your tickets become valid,” he
said. “ You must sit tight past Brescia

and you’ll be all right.”

Between Verona and Brescia we dis-

cussed the matter afresh. The time

seemed to pass quickly. The Eussian
gentleman spoke a good deal of German
and Swedish. The Spaniard made more
subtle remarks which 1 was convinced

had a bearing on the matter.

Meanwhile the Chinese started an-

other magazine each.

At Brescia Luigi returned. He was
fearfully excited as, apparently, he had
to get ofi at Brescia. He had with him
two very young Civil Guards in uniform.

“ Will you pay ? ” he shouted.
“ They are penniless 1

” shrieked Per-

cival.

“Then throw them off! ” he yelled to

the Civil Guards.
The very young Civil Guards giggled

and looked at each other. Luigi felt he
was being let down.

“ Do your duty I
” he roared ; and one

of them at last shyly asked the Chinese

to get off.

The Chinese, apparently aware for

the first time that there was some sort

of a disturbance in the carriage, asked

what it was about. Five people ex-

plained in six languages, the Eussian

using two. Percival told the Civil

Guards something about Thomas Cook,
and Luigi told bis patron-saint some-
thing about Percival. In the middle of

it the train moved off.

There was a rush, Luigi, breathing

vengeance, fled to the station telegraph

office and the Chinese remained tri-

umphantly in the train. One of the

Civil Guards also remained, having got

trodden on in the crowd. He was
carried on to Milan, protesting bitterly.

Between Brescia and Milan our car-

riage devoted itself to recapitulation,

while the Eussian talked Yiddish to

someone in the corridor. The Spaniard

made more remarks, and later the

Eussian interpreted them to us. The
Spaniard, it turned out, had all the time

merely been asking what the row was
about. This discovery gave quite a

fillip to the conversation.

As we drew into Milan we saw lined

up on the platform the station-master,

two officers, and a platoon of Italian

Colonial Infantry with fixed bayonets.

Sportsman. “ Want a good tip for to-day, Antonio ?
”

Antonio. “Tanks I I ’aye ’ad some. Antonio no longer back-a de gee—just
BACK-A DB nut.”

The station-master was holding a tele-

gram about the size of the front page
of The Times, Luigi’s swan-song from
Brescia.

The Chinese and Percival were made
to descend at the point of the bayonet.

It appeared that we had lost the battle.

But after a scene like a prize-fight on
the platform Percival and the Chinese
climbed in again. I asked Percival how
on earth he managed it.

“I didn’t,” he replied in a bitter un-
dertone. “ They paid up. They had
money all the time. They told me they
hadn’t realised they were being asked
to jpay."'

As we moved off’ I saw the Eussian
on the platform. He was explaining the

affair in Arabic to an Italian Colonial

soldier. A. A.

A Glimpse of tlie Obvious.
“ 3 1 is hoped that this Patronal Festival will

be a real parochial celebration, for centenaries
only occur once every hundred years.”

Provincial Paper.

“The office g'llwho reads a penny love story
in the Tube may be gathering from it a know-
ledge of the construction of society which she
would not acquire in any other way.”

JSvming Paper.

We think it quite likely.

A propos of the conferment of the
Nobel prize on Mr. Bernard Shaw :

—

“ Behind his flaming whiskers there beats a
human heart, and even Nero was susceptible

to the laudations of the people on his artistic

prowess .”—Scots Paper.

Nero had no heart, Mr, Shaw’s flam-

ing whiskers would have set him
fiddling.



SIMPLE STORIES.
XY.

—

The High'^’Atman.

Once there was a highwayman, and
he had a lovely horse called Black

Prince, which could gallop faster than

any other horse. And one day he was
on Hounslow Heath and he saw a coach

coming. So he thought he would stop

it and see if the people inside had any
money or gold watches or things like

that.

So he stopped the coach, and the

people were very frightened because of

his black mask and his pistol, and they i

gave him all their money and their
|

gold watches, and he galloped

away with them on Black -

Prince.
( ^

„

Well directly he had done
|

’

that some men on horses met i

the coach and they said oh
here you are, we have been
sent by the Lord Mayor of

London to protect you from
j

highwaymen, because Houns-
low Heath is rather a favour-

ite place with them. i

And the coachman said

well I wish you had come a ^
little earlier because a high- i*

wayman has just been here I T

and robbed us, I don’t mind
j

for myself, because I left all
P

my money at home, but the
| g

passengers don't like it and ^ i
if you can catch him and get I I

their money and watches ^

back they will be obliged to
^

you.

So the men galloped after

the highwayman and the
coach went on to London.
Well the highwayman

didn’t think anybody would
come after him so soon, so
when he had galloped about
a mile he let Black Prince
walk, and he had taken off

his black mask so he didn’t look like a
highwayman now, he looked more like

a gentleman going out for a ride.

So presently the men caught him up,
and they said have you seen a highway-
man here lately ?

And he didn’t like telling stories, but
he had to sometimes, so he said no.
And they said well that’s funny be-

cause one has just robbed a coach on
Hounslow Heath and he came this way
so he ought to have passed you.
And he said well I can’t help that,

perhaps he has gone down a side road,
and they said perhaps he has.
So they didn’t quite know what to

do, and suddenly the highwayman
thought to himself well I don’t think
it was quite nice of me to tell them a
story and they do look so silly, so he

PUNCH, OR THE LONDON CHAEIVABI. [Noyembeb 24
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said well if you want to know I am the very nice, but one day she said to him
-s.i 1 -1 1 n?"! I 1 1 I 111* /N..

highwayman myself, and then he gal-

loped away as hard as he could.

where did you get that watch from ? it

is just like one my father used to have
Well at first the men were so sur- but a highwayman robbed him of it on

prised that they didn’t do anything, Hounslow Heath,

and then they said oh we must catch And he said were you with him? and
him or the Lord Mayor of London will she said yes I was, 1 was only a little

be angry with us, and they all galloped girl but I remember it quite w^ell.

after him, but of course they couldn’t And he said well that’s a funny thing
catch him because Black Prince could because I didn’t think I knew you when
gallop much faster than their horses you were a little girl, but of course I

could, and so he got away.
Well the highwayman went on rob-

remember you quite well because I was
the highwayman myself and I thought

bing coaches and he always got away how pretty you were,

because Black Prince galloped so fast Well she was rather shocked to hear
that nobody could catch him. And he had been a highwayman, but she

I

was pleased because he had
- -A thought she was pretty when

^ 3 she was a little girl, and she

I
y°^ ought to give father

I ‘‘t I i ^ don’t

I Sfi '

i I
doing that, it is only

Hut I I I
fair and I have plenty more,

I /I I

^ would rather you didn’t

U 'I

anybody I was a high-

—I

wayman once if you don’t

And she said oh very well,

if you promise not to do it

I^ord Mayor of London asked

course

been a highwayman or he
wouldn’t have asked him.

^o Black Prince and rode off
WAS PLEASED BECAUSE HE HAD THOUGHT SHE WAS T nrdnn
PBETIY WHEN SHE WAS A LITTLE GIBL.” i

Well as he was crossing
that went on for some time and he got Hounslow Heath he saw a highwayman
quite rich, and presently he said well I galloping towards him, and he had just
am rather tired of being a highwayman robbed a coach, and there were some
and Black Prince is getting old and has men galloping after him, and they were
done a lot of galloping, so I think I the very same men who had tried to
will retire and live in a nice house with catch him when he was a highwayman
roses on it, and Black Prince can have himself.
a nice field to graize in and sometimes And they recognised him at once
I can go for a ride on him, he is not too and they stopped and said now we have
old for that. got you.

So he did that, and he was quite So he said well you have, but what
happyexceptthat he was rather lonely, about the other highwayman ? I will
so presently he said I think I had catch him for you if you like,
better get married, then I shan’t be so So he did that, because Black Prince
loneiy, and I should like to have some could still gallop faster than any other
children, there was a dear little girl in horse if he didn’t have to do it too
that coach I robbed on Hounslow often.
Heath and I should like to have one So then he said to the men well 1

^ G ‘

.

have caught this highwayman for you,
bo he got married, and his wife was so now 1 suppose you won’t tell the
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Lord Mayor of London that I was a

highwayman myself once.

And they said they were very sorry

but they must.
And he said well I do call that unfair,

because I could have got away quite

easily if I had wanted to.

And they said well yes you could^

but we shall have to tell him all the

same, but perhaps he will forgive you
when he knows that you caught the

other highwayman.
Well the Lord Mayor of London did

forgive him, because he said it is a long

time since you were a highwayman
yourself and I don’t believe in being

hard on people.

And what was nice about him was
that he let him come to his banquet all

the same and didn’t tell anybody that

he had once been a highwayman, and
he enjoyed himself very much.
And after that ho was very happy

and fond of his children, and when they

grew up one of them became a clergy-

man. . .

— ' A. M.

“ ‘ In ICGG,’ proceeded the preacher, * William
th Conqueror burned Southwark in the reign

of King John. It was again burned in 1676." ”

Daily JPaper,

William the Conqueror however had
nothing to do with this second case of

arson.. He was dead by then.

THE UPHOLDERS.
Best pair of friends, tested and tried,

In war and peace, mid joys and
fears,

On w^hom i daily have relied

For ten long rolling years

;

The day has come when we must
part,

And, as for me, I understate
The truth in saying that my heart

Bleeds at this stroke of Fate.

In times of utmost strain and stress

You always bore the heaviest brunt,

You stood behind me and no less

You guarded me in front.

You braced me in my hours of need,

Helped me to laugh at Fortune’s
frown

;

Your friendship w'as no broken reed

—

You never let me down.

When glacial rigours chilled my blood
And both my hands grew still* and

numb, - '

When every finger was a dud
Or turned into a thumb,

Alas ! repeatedly I gave
Vent to a temper vile and black.

But you, forgiving, patient, brave

—

You never answered back.

Sheet-anchors, pillars, props and stays—
The lexicon 1 search in vain

For fitting terms to sing your praise,

0 admirable twain 1

Worn out with work, ye crave the rest

Your loyal life so richly wins,
But ere we part I hail ye, best

Of all the Textile Twins.

Before the close peculiar bond
That linked you with my life is

snapped.
And Time, with his resistless wand,

Condemns you to be scrapped.

Companions and supporters true,

In strenuous as in peaceful times,

Blest pair of braces, unto you
1 consecrate these rhymes.

A Burnt-offering.

From a clergyman’s permit :

—

“ Two tons of coke for devotional purposes.”

“ E\’idence for the plaintiff was to the effect

that defendant’s car ran into the bullock while
going at a fast speed on the wrong side of the
road; but defendant contended that the car
was almost stationary when the animal ran
into it .”—Dish Paper,

And to make the animal’s conduct worse
it does not appear to have sounded, its

horn.
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MRS. HASH.

(A Serial Drama of the utmost imiyort-

ance. Begin at once^ and buy the

bacfc-mmibers,)

IV.—Mrs. Henn Looks In Again.

“ WEiiiij Mrs. Hash, and how ’s the

* Eefined Bachelor ’ ?
*'

“ It 's friendly of you to look in, Mrs.

Henn, but reefy I don’t know that I

can tell you much, I ’m that breathless

with emotion.”

“Well, sib down and take it easy,

dear. I ’ve all the day before me.”
“ Some people would say that these

matters was too sacred for casual

gossip, Mrs. Henn.”
“Other people might say it was a

misjudged individual called Florence

Henn that wrote out a certain adver-

tisement for The Mar-
riage Mart and sent it

to the paper and paid

for it with her own
money, and if she ’s

not to hear what hap-

pened after that then

there’s no more grati-

tude in Fulham 1
”

“ Lower the voice if

you can, dear. There ’s

no knowing I mayn’t
swoon when I think of

what *s took place.”
“ Well, have you

hooked him or have
you not ?

”

“Hookedhim? It’s

as much as I could do
to tear myself out of his

arms.”
“ Don’t begin at the

end, dear. Or was that

the way he began ?
”

“ No, dear. Well, we had dinner at

Frascatti’s, you see
”

“ Frascatti’s ? I thought you was to

meet by the band-stand in the Park.”
“ Well, so we did. It was after that

we went to Frascatti’s,”
“ Where’s that?

”

“Where’s Frascatti’s? Well, it’s

difl&cult to say where a place is wdien
you ’re driving in a motor.”

“ A motor, eh ?
”

“ A lounge-car, dear. But it ’s in the
Strand or somewhere, as you know very
well.”

“ I don’t know any such thing, Mrs.
Hash

;
neither do you.”

“Well, am I telling this story, or are
you, Mrs. Henn ?

”

“ You are, dear. Now, no offence.

I ’m a bit queer to-day. You tell it how
you like, dear. Is he handsome ?

”

“ Handsome ! Well, if you was to

rollDouglas Fairbanks and the Prince
OP Wales and poor old Eudolph into

one they’d look like chimney-sweeps

beside him. You neversaw such a man !

”

“ No, I dessay not. What ’she do?”
“ Do ? Well, you might say that he

^as a—a kind of Major Domo, like.”

“ What ’s that ?
”

“Well, it’s difficult to say exactly,

dear.”

“I see. Go on, dear.”

“ Well, it was love at first sight, of

course—on both sides. The moment I

saw him I said, ‘There’s my soul-mate,’

I said.”

Your what?”
“Soul-mate, Mrs. Henn. And he

said the same, because he told me so.”

“ Was this at the band-stand ?
”

“Yes, dear.”
“ Well, when you both said, ‘ There ’s

my what-is-it ’ at the band-stand, did

nobody send for the police ?
”

Landlady . “What’s the matter, Mr, Sikes?
SOMETHING FOR YOU O.O.D.”

Sylies . “Blimey I I thought you said C.I.D.”

“We didn’t say it in words, dear. It

was in our eyes, like—under the surface

—see ?
”

“ I see. Well, what happened then ?
”

“Well, we talked for a bit. But all

the time I could see he was only yearn-
ing for the moment when he could get

me by himself. So presently we took
the bus

”

“The bus, dear?
”

“ The motor, I should say. He called

it his bus, you see. And the door hadn’t
hardly slammed before his arms was
round me. And before I could say Jack
Eobinson our lips had met.”

“ Go on \
”

“ It ’s the truth. Passionate ? I never
see such a man. A regular whirlwind,
with his breath coming and going like

that poor woman with asthma i told

you about, and his eyes blazing like an
underdone chop. After a bit he took
to kissing my hair, just like the books.
And once, Mrs. Henn, he pressed his

burning lips to my ear.”

“ Which ear, dear?
”

“ 'What does it matter wffiich ear ?
”

“Nothing, dear. Only didn’t you
have on that big hat with the feather?

”

“ No, dear, I had the toque.”
“ Well, that was a slice of luck, wasn’t

it ? And what happened next ?
”

“ Well, then, of course we just

emptied oub our souls. And he looked

more like Eudolph every minute
; and

after a bit I had a fit of weeping. Tears

of joy, dear. And then we got to

Frascatti’s and had ta7’hle doot.”

“ What ’s that, Mrs. Hash ?
”

“ It ’s a kind of fish, dear. Done up
with trimmings and a yellow sauce.”

“Well, I never heard of it. What
did you have after that ?

”

“We had Well, you ’ll under-

stand, dear, I wasn’t in much of a state

to notice food, it isn’t likely. I just sat

back and sipped my
wine.”

“Oh, did you? Did
Mr. Whirlwind make a
good dinner ?

”

“His name’s not
Whirlwind, it’s Trea-

sure. Yes, be ate pretty

hearty. Well, I mean,
he toyed with a part-

ridge. And then he
had some caviare, and
then he had a plate of

olives and some port-

wine. I took a cara-

mel.”

“What’s that?”
“It’s a liquoor, dear.

Don’t show your ignor-

ance.”

“Insults don’t affect

me, Harriet Hash, no
more than a javelin in

the martyr’s breast, and you know it.

What happened next ?
”

“ Well, then he gave a shilling to the

band and we had some dancing.”

“The Charleston, I dessay?”
“ Well, that among others, of course

;

but I don’t care so much for it myself.

The Albert is my favourite and always
has been. Mr. Treasure ’s a rare hand
at the Albert.”

“Do they dance the polka at Fras-

catti’s, Mrs. Hash? ”

“Not so much. Well, not like the

Albert. But you’ve only got to ask

the band. There ’s nothing they won’t

do for a gentleman like Treasure, and
him coming from Chelsea, you see.”

“And after that, I suppose, you
named the happy day ? When ’s it to

be, Mrs. Hash ?
”

“ When ’s what to be ?
”

“The wedding, Mrs. Hash.”
“Nothing’s fixed, dear. We’re in no

hurry, you see.”

“Not after that scene in the motor.

I ONLY SAID THERE WAS



dear? Not after his kissing the toque,

and that ? I thought he was a regular

whirlwind, Mrs. Hash ?
”

“ Well, there 's reason in everything ;

there’s no sense in galloping to the
altar, not at my time of life. A person
doesn’t always know their own minds,
not all at once.”

“What about *soul mates,’ dear?
And what about ‘ love at first sight ’ ?

”

It seems to me, Mrs. Henn, there’s

nothing you hold sacred. And, if you
want to know, I ’m taking up a first-

class situation in Chelsea from next
Friday as ever is, so as to be near the

loved one.”
“ A situation

!

You going to work
again ? Then you must be in a state.”

Cook, Mrs. Henn. Or chef rather.

One of the first families in Chelsea.

Tnree kept, Mrs. Henn, and a young
girl.”

“ Well, I never! Chelsea, eh? Didn’t
you say Mr. Whirlwind lived in Chel-

sea ?
”

“ Same house.”
“ Same house ! Eis house, Mrs.

Hash?”

“ No, Mrs. Henn. Didn’t I tell you
he was a Major Domo ?

”

“You did, Mrs. Hash, and I’m no
wiser than I was before. And as far

as I can see this is just a common kid-

napping case, and nothing else, and,
before you know where you are, Harriet
Hash, you ’ll find yourself being ex-

ported to South America. So there 1

”

“ Don’t excite yourself, dear.”
“ Well, I must speak as I find. What

is a Major Domo, I ’d like to know ?

Sounds fishy to me, I must say. How
do you know it isn’t only another
name for an artist ? You wouldn’t like

to wake up and find yourself an artist’s

model, I suppose, Mrs. Hash ?
”

“I wouldn’t wish anyone to have
a fit in my house, Mrs. Henn, so I

may as well tell you that some might
say that a Major Domo was a kind of

butler.”

“Butler, eh? And keeps his own
motor, does he? Well, I don’t like

the sound of him. And, what *s more,
you can call me early-Yictorian if you
like, but if you think 4t ’s right to work
in the same kitchen with a gentleman

who ’s pressed his burning lips to your
toque in a motor, then I don’t, that ’s

all.”

“ Perhaps that was only a manner of

speaking, Mrs. Henn.”
“You know best what lies you’ve

been telling me, dear, but lies or no lies

it was Florence Henn that wrote the
fatal advertisement, and I ’m responsible
for you, and, if you’re going to a rich

house in Chelsea, my conscience tells

memy place is at your side. And, trouble
or no trouble, my dear, if it ’s only look-

ing in for a cup of tea, no day shall

dawn but what I satisfy myself that
you ’ve not been done to death by your
Mr. Whirlwind, with his curious habits
and his eyes like blazing chops 1

”

“Perhaps I was exaggerating, Mrs.
Henn.”

“ Perhaps you was, Mrs. Hash, and
perhaps you wasn’t. But, if you was,
you ’ve overdone it—see ? Good after-

noon.” A. P. H.

“The newest; sfcyie of toaster burns both
sides of the bread at the same time.”

Worneii's Pajoer,

Wasteful, we call it.
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A WORD TO FEMALE PUNTERS.

How TO Set a Good Example.

“I WANT you,” said Patricia, “to put

half-a-ero'wn on Penny Bun for me.”
“Sorry,” I replied, “but a person

who receives bets, even as an inter-

mediary, is a bookmaker within the

meaning of the Act. I cannot break

the law.”

“But surely so many persons are

breaking the law just now that one

more won’t make any difference.”

“Quite. But I think you ought to

back up Mr, Churchill. You voted

—

I mean, had you reached years of dis-

cretion you would have voted—for his

party.”
“ But that was before he taxed silk

stockings and betting,” she objected.

“ Still, we must set a good example.”
“ Of course," she agreed, being always

willing to set an example, especially

when it has only just come from Paris.

“I suppose,” she continued, “you
yourself are giving up betting?

”

“Business with my bookmaker,” I

said, “ as usual.”

“Then you can take him my half-

crown.”
“ I don’t take him any money. It ’s

not legal. He *s a credit; bookmaker.”
“ I didn’t actually offer you the half-

crown,” she said,‘

“ I must admit,” I replied, “ that in

all your betting transactions you have
never insulted me with money. Cash
has never passed between us except on
the rare occasions when you have
spotted a winner.”

“Then that’s all right,” she said

breezily.
“ But it isn’t,” I objected. “ I should

then be a credit bookmaker and I should
be bound to take out a Bookmaker’s
Certificate, with my photograph in the
top leffc-hand corner.”

“ How jolly !
” she exclaimed. “ You

might be able to turn an honest penny.
Bookmakers do awfully well.”

“The certificate costs ten pounds,"
I explained, “and, if my only customer
bets in half-crowns ”

“ That ’s just a beginning. I ’m sure
I could get you heaps of clients.”

“ You don’t propose to stand at the
street corner and collect shillings and
betting slips ?

”

“ I hadn’t thought of that. All I
want at the moment is half-a-crown on
Penny Bun. Apparently that will cost
you ten pounds.”

“ At the very least. It is not clear
whether I should have to register this
room as an ofiice at an additional charge
of ten pounds. Even then it would not
be legal to receive your bet over the
breakfast-table. The proper procedure
would be for you to go to the nearest

telephone kiosk, ring me up and whisper
the name of your fancy into the re-

ceiver. ilt the end of the week I should

send you by post a cheque for your

winnings or a bill for your losses.

Probably the latter.”

“ There seems a lot of red-tape about

it,” she said.

“ Still, we must set a good example.”
“ Quite,” agreed Patricia. “ I ’d bet-

ter make other arrangements.”
“Opening a credit with my book-

maker for yourself ?
”

“No, I hate to pay when the race is

over. It ’s just paying for nothing.”
“ I ’ve noticed your reluctance. But

what else can you do, consistent with
setting a good example ?

”

“I shall just give half-a-crown to

cook,” she explained. “ She will give

it to the milkman who knows a man
who stands in front of the “ Green
Dragon £*

FICTION AND FACT.

We have received a spirited mani-
festo from the President of the Normal
Novelists Association protesting against

the charges brought against contempor-
ary writers of fiction in a recent issue

of The Times,

The right of this body to a hearing

is sufficiently established, as the Presi-

dent observes in bis opening remarks, by
the facts that the membership already

I

runs into five figures and that the

I

annual circulation of copies of their

works is to be reckoned at not less than
ten millions. We cannot reproduce the

manifesto in its entirety, owing to its

length, but must be satisfied with a sum-
mary of its contents.

The attack in The Times grew out of

some criticisms of official English, on
the score of its ineptitude, and Mr.
Ellis, the writer of the letter, declared

that our novelists were even greater

offenders, and gave a number of exam-
ples to substantiate his charge. These
the President of the N.N.A. proceeds to

examine.

Novelists are assailed for represent!

ing girls as habitually “ tripping.” It is

pointed out that no better phrase could
be found for the characteristic gait of

the vigorous and athletic damsels of

to-day. If you watch them as in their

thousands they flock to and from their

work, it is impossible to deny the appro-
priateness of the word to the lightness
and agility of their movements. More-
over, what better phrase can be devised
to express their movements in holiday
times? It is the essence of trippers to
trip, as it is of flappers to flap and
bounders to bound. The practice of

“leaping in and out of taxis,” which
Mr. Ellis declares to have no corre-

spondence with fact, is, on the contrary.

common form amongst the younger
generation and is traceable to the nim-
bleness acquired in dancing and athletic

sports.

Still more unfortunate is the laboured
and unconvincing objection of Mr.
Ellis to the expression, “selecting a
cigarette.” What else can a smoker
do? He does not put two into his

mouth at once. He must and invari-

ably does select or, if you prefer it, pick
or choose one, and the need of this

selection is all the more imperative
when it is remembered that the cigarette

case often contains examples of different

brands. Einally, Mr. Ellis scornfully

derides the practice of writers of sensa-

tional fiction who speak of people who
“ double-lock” doors, on the ground that
it can’t be done. Yet within three days
of the publication of his letter another
correspondent of The Times writes from
a house in which there are sixteen

locks, all of which can be double-locked.

But the sting of the N.N.A.’s' mani-
festo lies in the last paragraph. “ Why,”
asks the President, “ seek to convict

sane and benevolent novelists of sole-

cisms and ineptitudes on the strength

of phrases which are simple, legitimate

and correct, and leave untouched and
unrebuked the hideous jargon affected

by the abnormal school who discard

action for introspection, and substitute

for healthy excitement and happy end-
ings a perpetual wallowing in the
drains and dustbins of humanity? ”

A special Matinee will be given at

the New Scala Theatre on December 8,

at 2.30,' in aid of the National Adoption
Society, whose work is to find homes
for homeless children. A new play,

Forfeits, being a light comedy in Three
Acts, by Maxwell Anderson and
Ethel Dane, will be produced by
Henry Oscar. Tickets may be obtained
from the President of the Society, the

Marchioness of Titchfield, 16, Port-

man Square, W.l, and inquiries for

information should be addressed to the

Secretary, National Adoption Society,

4, Baker Street, W.l.
* * *

A Ball will be held at the New Chenil
Galleries, Chelsea, on December 3, in

aid of the Greater London Fund for the

Blind. Among the stewards are several

of Mr. Punch’s artists. Tickets {£1 Is.,

including supper) may be obtained from
the Honble. Mrs. Brooke, 21d, Oadogan
Gardens, S.W. 3. (Telephone : Ken-
sington 4688.)

From a description of* Prince Carol
of Roumania:

—

“ The Prince is 6 feet 11 inches tall and bell-

biiilt .”—American Pajper,

I

They ought to call him Prince Carillon.



THE SNAP-:

{A householder recently captured a

Though some may reckon it; a foolish blunder

Occasioned by your highly nervous state

That made you lose at once all lust for plunder

When fronted with a photographic plate,

I am not one of those who would deride you,

I hold, nor do I doubt that I am right,

Even a villain of a deeper-dyed hue
Might well have paled in fright.

I too find cameras destroy my vigour

;

The merest glimpse of one my manhood saps

By bringing back to mind again the figure

I cut in my Elaine’s vacation snaps,

SHOT TERROR.
burglar by presenting a canm^a at him.)

Who, now the chemist’s toil has crowned her labour,

Brings out the finished prints for all to see

And proudly shows to every friend and neighbour
The libels that are me.

I realise the fears that set you quaking

;

I know exactly why it was that you
Preferred that the police should do the /‘taking,”

And I_ endorse the wisdom of your view;
You *ve chosen well, although a convict’s crust is

. Like in the future to become your lot

;

The judge, at any rate, will do you justice

;

The camera would not.
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LOOKING AHEAD
; Garibaldi, Yittorio Bmanuele,

Or, Leaves from the Diary of a or Catour. Competition started in

Super-Dictator. national ne-wspapers to hit upon good
Things very quiet here lately since substitute for original names. All sug-

the Tutti Brutti Trial, Must try to gestions sent in to bear full signature

streets and squares in Italy now called that hot chestnuts are served with
after Garibaldi, Yittorio Bmanuele, every meal at National Liberal and Be-
or Catour. Competition started in form Clubs. Eeported indigestion of

national newspapers to hit upon good Mr. Eunciman.

make them hum

Bollowing on arrest of General Eisotto * -x

at Yentimiglia by my men on charge of Everybody wins
demanding an cmelette aux fines lierhes, never expected this,

have made myself Minister of European * ^

Interior. This my eighteenth portfolio. Interviewed Beni

gestions sent in to bear full signature Intention to reinaugurate the Holy
and address of competitor. Greatest Eoman Empire strongly discouraged by
excitement prevails. Mr. Hilaire Wells of England, whocitement prevails. Mr. Hilaire Wells of England, who

* * * has villa in Provence. Supported, how-
Everybody wins competition. Had ever, by another Englishman, Mr. H.
ver expected this. G. Belloc, who seems to have vendetta

* * * with Mr. Hilaire Wells. Persuade
Interviewed Benedetto Croce and Mr. G. Belloc waylay

Issued edict that all cooking by Italian Pirandello to explain my theory of Hilaire Wells at Bordighera”
-7. J.1 1 i. J.1- - : : ja j • i p -i i*.-i . ^ —
chefs throughout the Eiviera to be done sesthetic criticism and dramatic con- jawbone of paleolithic man. Eavour-
with oil. Delight in Lucca. struction on national lines. Both tre- able comments by English Press.

* ^ * mendously interested. Decided to burn * * *
Discontent in France. Bread baton all copies of Shakespeare found on Annex Spain. Annoyance of Span-

fighting along the C6te d’Azur. Fear in Italian soil, owing to line, “ This was iards who have not been informed.
England that the trouble may spread to the noblest Eoman of them all,” ap- Eelent and return it.

Soho. A homhe has been thrown at plied to BniUts and put into the mouth * * *
Geneva. Have rescinded edict and sub- oi Mark Antony. Think of extending Divert attention momentarily to West
stituted order that no ~

Africa, and offer to
stakes in casinos are to - A . r stabilise the cowriestakes in casinos are to

be laid on rouge, but only

upon noir. Croupiers

with me to a man.
* * ^

Put forward my idea

for redecorating the
SistineChapel, bringing

the motifs more into a
line withfascismo. His
Holiness annoyed.
Have compromised by
proposing to rebuild

Eoman Forum, now
greatly in need of repair.

* * *
American citizen ar-

I
rested in Florence yes-
terday for speaking of

me as a wop. Find it

'
-I

Divert attention momentarily to West
Africa, and offer to

. ^
stabilise the cowrie,

tp
Chorus of approval by

T Ashantis, signalised by

ir^
beating of elephant
drums.

jfITT*

Httshand (gulling «p), “Something's wrong with the
.HEAR that intermittent TICKING?”

Wife. “Oh, that’s baby, dear. She’s got hiccups.”

Do YOU

difficulfctounderstand intricacies of the the same ban to Goethe, not lining Lira stabilised at par
American tongue. Pardoned A. 0. on his Faust.
cnndition tihn.t. fVirrinffL TTl I

^ ^ ^ I

Offer to arrange
B.B.O. programmes in
England, Still await-
ing replyfrom Downing
Street.

^ ^ *
Propose to subjugate

Eussia. General relief

in European embassies.
Encouragement from
M. Baldwin. Conster-
nation in Moscow.
M. Briand offers me
a Balaclava helmet.
Jit par. Evoe.

condition that be rode through Florence
seated on a white bullock, facing tail and Beiand in financial difidculties again,
recitmg passages from Dante’s Infen-no. Offer to stabilise the sou.
FcolishprotestfromAmericanConsulate. * * *

“Lady, who dropped rum through pocket,
asks for personal appointment, final explana-
tion.”

—

Advt. ill Birmingham Bayer.

,, This sort of accident obviously needs a
^ .

Under great pressure from heads of good deal of AYnlainiTiiyShown copy of The BalUmore Sun, Fascist organisations, was three times
^

containing headlines- offered laurel crown in now recon-
ITALUN DLAGWAGGEB gets PHESH.

I

structed Forum. Eejected offer each 1 ever^^ tS^WordswL^thi^WnTD TTXT'nm'MTTnTTm-N •VTAHr-m i.: .• LT_ _ 1. 1 _
“ t

« xxxaxj, iawwou.WOP UNDIGNIFIED NAME FOB time with suitable speech.
FELLOW-COUNTByMAN OF DANTE, * *

HE SAYS. Proposed to annex Dalmatia. I
Have declared war on U.S.A. suaded by League of Nations.

,

* * * * * *
War with United States averted on Proposed to divide all Gaul into th

receipt of apology from President Cool- parts. Dissuaded by M. Poincare.
IDGE, containing recognition of fact * ^

time with suitable speech. things certainly are not what they seem.”

^

Morning Bayer.

Proposed to annex Dalmatia. Dis- Longfellovian admonition,

suaded by League of Nations.
—

* * * * * * “New York’s newest night club has a

tli.t Coir«!p°°wS‘S™ of a«o»! Is.u« commaod *to*aU IWiao hot. SSI?”*'’”*and America only really self-governing chestnut vendors in London to greet
colony of Italy, Belief in Washington, each other with the Eoman salute and i

“Hr. and Mrs. Frank Bartlett, of California,

* * crvof*^Ane Imnprafnr TTnf;»Tr^nvoRl^
have done 275,000 miles of their walk round

m: ./aat ^ve,imyemtor! Unfavourable the world. Thev arrivAri waavFinancial crisis in Athens Offor .

unravouraoie the world. They arrived this week at South-

WHqp
to comment m England owing to conges- ampton on board the Aquxtanio., to begin

stabilise the lepta. tion in the Strand. • ^ another stage of their walk.”—/Sco^s Bayer.

FTorra
^

7 T 7 T ^ ^ Wc look forward eagerly to the com-Have decided to rename all public Command withdrawn on condition nletion of the twelfth kn

ampton on board the Aquitania, to begin
another stage of their walk.”—/Sco^s Bayer.

^ ^ We look forward eagerly to the com-
Uommand withdrawn on condition pletion of the twelfth lap.
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ABOUT SPOT.
The Little Girl’s Song.

I ’ye got, I ’ve got a little dog, Spot,
A little dog, Spot, have I

;

His eyes are bright like the candle-light
And he 's just a candle high

;

And, ones and twos, he eats your shoes
' When he can’t have pudding or pie.

His coat ’s all rough like wriggly stuff,

He ’s white like a white snowball,
And^his tuppeny tag of a tail can wag

Till it can’t be' seen at all

;

And, twos and threes, he ’s very few fleas,

And he 11 often come when you call.

And, beautiful sight, where his back ’s all white—
Oh, beautiful sight to view!

—

There ’s a beautiful splotch like a round gold watch
Of a beautiful golden hue

;

And, threes and fours, when he scratches doors
They 11 open and he 11 trot through.

:

Whenever he ’s glad he runs like mad,
But when he is sad he ’ll sit.

But I ought to add that he never is sad.
He never is sad a bit

;

And, fours and fives, when dinner arrives
He ’s just as ready as it.

When shadows of rooks wheel round he looks.

Then chases them all like sheep

;

In the red, red, red geranium-bed
He ’ll bury a bone most deep

;

And, fiives and sixes, he licks and licks his

Wet paws while he goes to sleep.

They tell me, ‘‘Jane, just take the train

When next the weather is fine.

Tor there ’s lots and lots of beautiful Spots
A little way down the line

;

”

But, sixes and sevens, I don’t believe heaven 's

A beautiful Spot like mine

—

Snips and snails

And puppy-dogs' tails,

As pretty a Spot as mine. P. E. C.

The New Shakespeare.
“ Leontes, raying over the grave of Ophelia, is left far behind by this

SOO-mile motorist to Tintern Abbey and back.”—laiterary Journal,

Poor Laertes doesn’t seem even to have started.

“ An anonymous gift of £18,000 was received yesterday by the X/ord
Mayor of Liverpool towards the fund for the preservation of the
famous Liverpool Blue Coast School .”—Morning Paper,

We never knew that Liverpool boasted a Gdte d'azur.

“ His Highness the Maharajah of gave birth to a daughter
;
the

event was announced by the usual salute of guns from the Royal
Artillery.”—Indian Paper.

Surely this unique event deserved an extra salvo.
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, NoDemher IStJi.— Possibly

Dr. Leonard Hill's description (not

new, of course) of the House as a place

of hot heads and cold feet {he charit-

ablyblames it on the ventilating system)

had reached the ears of certain Members
when they assembled this afternoon.

At any rate the Postmaster-General's

speech on the new Broadcasting Cor-

poration made no heads hot and no

feet cold, except perhaps those of Mr.

Harney and Mr. Hore-Belisha, who
declared that broadcasting should be

left, like the Press, to competitive

private enterprise. Beyond this formal

warming of the Free Trade fetish's

clammy feet of clay, there was no real

opposition to the Corporation or its pro-

posed activities. Mr. Graham doubted

the advisability of maintaining the ex-

isting ban on controversial subjects and

declared that in the absence of con-

troversy the public would get inanity

and platitude, which would frighten off

listeners-in who wanted stronger meat

‘•even under a system of broadcasting.”

He thought the newspapers had

driven a hard bargain and were in error

in so doing since the broadcasting of

news had everywhere been found to

stimulate the demand for the printed

word. On the whole he acclaimed the

proposals as a fine piece of “business-

like Socialism.” Sir P. Sykes revetted

that it had not been found possible to

arrange that the Corporation should “ act

as a channel for communications for all

Government departments who wished

to issue broadcasting notices.” It

would be jolly if the Announcer could

suddenly break off from the football

results to tell William Brown of Sur-

biton to look in the letter-box for a pre-

sent from Uncle Income-Tax Collector.

‘Mr. Davies favoured the broadcasting

of political speeches. It would enable

politicians who could not induce people

to come to their meetings to get at them
willy nilly. Captain Fraser thought

there must be a golden mean between
complete prohibition and the inclusion

of a speech by Mr. Saklatvala. Mr.
Hore-Belisha suggested that broad-

casting ought to be “ given the dignity

of a profession.” At present apparently

it is simply a London calling.

All this occupied a very short time,

and the House, having given Second

Readings to the Horticultural and Fer-

tilizers and Feeding Stuffs Bills, pro-

ceeded to “seek its straw in some'

sequestered grange” at the early horn:'

of 8.40.

At Question-time Captain Hackino
was questioned by Sir William Davi-

son about a hundred-and-seventy Rus-

sian aliens who had been granted per-

mission to reside in England. He
explained that they had arrived at

Southampton en route for the United

States in 1923, but would not be allowed

to land in their spiritual home for

another three years. Instead of these

people— of whom a hundred-and-thirty

were women and children—being kept in

the Eastleigh Transmigrants' Hostel

anylonger theywere to be turned over to

a committeewhich guaranteed that they
should not displace British workers.

Mr. Macquisten asked if it would not

be possible to employ them while they

were here in teaching the Russian lan-

guage to the members of the Labour
Party.

Tuesday, November 1 6th,—Sir Frank
Meyer suggested that in one-way
streets the cab-ranks should be put

against the kerb “ so that pedestrians

could have an uninterrupted view of the

traffic.” The present system, by which
the pedestrian merely gets a glimpse

of the traffic from underneath, has the

Minister’s attention, but the proposed

arrangement, ColonelAshley explained,

would “interfere with the shop front-

ages.” Pedestrians who don’t want
their frontages interfered with can go

round another way.
We have long suspected that Pub-

licity, instead of being the handmaiden
of Knowledge, has become its mistress.

The fear was confirmed when the Post-

master-General informed Mr. Walter
Baker that sales of the Post Office His-

torical Summary had been insufficient

to warrant the expense of bringing it up
to date. We shall never learn -whab

they paid the humourist who invented

the new telephone-booth with knobs.
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Viseouat Sandon asked the Secretary fall hardest on the districts hardest hit distress-warrant tickets on their fnrni-

OP THE Treasury if he was aware that by industrial depression and therefore ture and commitment orders hanging
the Government spent eighteen hundred least able to bear it. Miss Lawrence over the breadwinner’s head, was poign-
poundsonJ5rfl^Zs/iuz^*sand^.S,C.’s. Mr. is one of the few Labour Members who ant enough, and only failed to be more
Eonald McNeilIi so because it was some-
thought the sum modest. what over-coloured by
It had been larger. It ^ passages in which the
will be a sad day for the whole hideous blame was
nation when a Govern-

''

ment official has to take incapable Conservative
his mind off the nation’s ^ \ \

^
business in order to re- ^8B Astor rose to inform
member when the next S ^iss Wilkinson in no
train home starts. \ -

uncertain terms that the
Mr. Hors - Belisha mm \ W \

^ blame must rest upon her
asked the Postmaster- 0 I \ ly/i i

colleagues who
General if Parliamen- \\ ^ ^ had shouted in the House
tary Candidates might y X not want
not be allowed to broad- \ Y/^ ^

4 industrial peace andwent
cast a statement of their ||Hb|| ^ about thecountrypreach-
policy. The Postmaster- ^ y ing class hatred.
General thought not. Mere men talked for
Would the Postmaster MotH the rest of the evening,
then extend the inhibi- ^ being with
tion to the- leaders of his

J '^R® 3 4-wdL- Air. Neville Chambee-
party and the Labour ^ —I ^ proclaimed
Party and his (Mr. ^ himself the stoutest ad-
^re-Belishas) party ? “Come on; we can’t have too many cooks for vocate of a more equit-
“ Name? snouted Mem- this job.” able substitute for the
tes invitingly; but Mr. honB Cecil, Lord Oxford and Lord Parmoor. present rating system,
Hore-Belisha was not if the “insuperable diffi-

giving any secrets away.
^

do not suffer from the inferiority com- culties” could be overcome. The Vote'
The debateinOommittee on the Belief plex and can at all times forget her was agreed to.

of Unemployment vote found the ladies Party and stick to her subject. She Wednesday, November 17tK—In the
mustered in strength. * All were present was complimented and supported by old nigger-minstrel troupes there used

iUDDiNG g—-4^ _S ^ACEj

T/ie Chief Cook.
THIS JOB.”

‘Come on; we can’t have too many cooks for

Lord Cecil, Lord Oxford and Lord Parmoor.

except the Duchess of Atholl, and all
I
Mr. Dixey and Mr. Harney. Then [to fun

spoke
;
but the unanimity of

opinion that usually mani-
—~~''~

~^=rs=fs=^^csir^^

fests itself on such occasions
w’as painfully absent. Only p,
the presence of the softer sex M
in large numbers prevented
the debate from becomicg
red in tooth and claw. A

In the beginning SirKings- T ^ v j/
n3^^WooDMdMr. LuisB^r

^

held il, bub' when later
came into legitimate play a Wheatley [Architect). “Don’t allow that feller '

number of things had oc- ''vith it. Let it tumble down, and I ’ll build you
curred to it that Mr. Lans-

one—some day.”

mi

Dixey and Mr. Harney. Then [to function a gentleman, usually ad-

^-v
dressed as “ Mass’ Johnsun,”
whose business it was to pave
tbo way for the witticisms of

Mr. Bones the corner-man

^M other members of the
troupe. Lord Parmoor fulfils

^ a like function for such of the

^ /
Government troupe as per-

/M^/ // form in the House of Lords.

PUIIM^^^ClIll SlJ Ip

. . _

*

pompous verbiage the gist of

both critics’ remarks was thatJjEt it tumble down, and I’ll build you a i j.- -o 'i.* i

-SOME DAY.” ^^as high time the British

^

• Government made concrete
Miss Wilkinson, Labour’s in-

1

proposals for disarmament. Lord Oxford

wM.

^ I , • ITT-* 1*1 1 VJI ? WX AJJ-JLi Wi-l U JLXJICvUw V^VJiiWXQUw
I
BUBYspartyparticularydishketohear. came Miss Wilkinson, Labour’s in- proposalsfor disarmament. LordOxfoed

comparable sob-sister. Her picture suggested that, if the Chancelloe op
spoke, it was a sound and impressive of the hapless condition of the unem- the Bxcheqdee would come to Parlia-

L .f
working-people owing money ment next Session with a proposal to

of the burden of rates, which at present for rates, owing money for relief, with meet the nation's financial difficulties



Husband . “I ’ve more bills to meet than I can settle, and you’ve just bought two more frocks and another hat

!

At this rate I shall boon be in the workhouse.”

Wife . “I DO THINK you’re SELFISH TO TALK LIKE THAT. DON’T YOU SEE HOW MISERABLE YOU MAKE ME?”

by cutting down unproductive expendi-

ture on the Services, he would be con-

ferring a benefit on the civilized world.

In the House of Commons the

Speaker had occasion to warn Mem-
bers to mind their adjectives. The

offender in this case was Sir F. Hall,

who left the adjective “widespread”

lying about in a question on the abuse

of the dole, to the annoyance of Mr.

Batey and others. The Speaker said

he spent a lot of time striking out
I

Members’ adjectives, but this one had

eluded him. Sir Frederick promised

to keep it on the chain in future.

The House debated the Housing

(Eural Workers) Bill in Committee. It

enables money to be spent on repairs to

agricultural dwellings, one-third each

being paid by the owner, the local au-

thority and the State. Labour criti-

cism, led by Mr. Wheatley, was chiefly

directed to the fact that the money can

be used to turn stables .and other build-

ings into dwellings. This Mr. Wheat-
ley construed into an attempt to house

agricultural labourers in buildings in

which the bloated plutocrat was un-

willing to house his handsome limou-

sine. The House, which knows how
sought-after are hundreds of London
residences that were formerly stables,

merely laughed.

Thursday, November1 TheHouse
of Lords gave a Second Beading to a

Bill prohibiting the employment with-

out permission of the Law Society, of a

solicitor who has been struck ofi the

rolls. Lord Banbury made a char-

acteristic but unsuccessful speech in

support ofLordBaleoue op Burleigh’

s

proposed amendment to the Lead Paint

(Protection against Poisoning) Bill,

Clause 2, which prohibits the^ employ-

ment of women to paint buildings with

lead paint. Lord Banbury thought

that if women were fit to vote they

were fit to decide whether they would

poison themselves or not.

Sir W. Joynson-Hicks, questioned

about the stag-hunt in which the stag,

having been rescued from the sea by
motor-boats, had its throat cut on the

pier, said that, short of making. stag-

hunting illegal, he did- not see what
could be done. It would seem that

cutting the animal’s throat, instead of

sending it to the Zoo or phoning up
the local abattoir, is one of the stag-

hunter’s most cherished privileges.

The second reading of the Consoli-

dated Fund Appropriation Bill (No. 2)

provoked another debate on the ques-

tion of relief by Boards of Guardians

in necessitous areas. Mr. Greenwood
accused the Minister of Health of

“ administering the Poor Law of 1834

in the spirit of 1834.” Lieut-Colonel

Headlam likened the attitude of the

workman of to-day to that of the

Eomans who clamoured for “ bread and
circuses.”

Onthe motion to adjourn, Mr. Clynes
raised the question of banned meetings,

and Labour Members had a good go
|

at the Home Secretary, who, however,

is well able to hold his own on such

occasions. He maintained that in ban-

ning the meetings of Communists who
were determined to continue the stop-

page, when the Labour leaders were in

London trying their best to effect a

settlement, he had done the Labour
Party a signal service.
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NAMES, NAMES.
A PAMPHLET -which has reached me

advertising a certain new and ingenious
device for registering your personality
contains some astonishing facts con-
cerning British surnames, and as I per-
used it there came back to my memory
one of the most perturbed and peevish
men that I over met.
“I have had,” he said, ‘‘an amazing

experience and I still tingle from it.

Listen. I was sitting in the waiting-
room of a small station when a fellow
came up to me with a bright smile and
his hand outstretched. His face was
totally unfamiliar to me, but evidently
mine was one that he thought he recog-
nised.

^

Feebly I took his hand and
shook it—by the way, what a stupid
convention this is ; can’t it be stopped ?

So often they ’re limp too, even damp
—perhaps I even forced a smile. But
still I had no notion who he was.
“He was what is called affable.

Effusive even. He said how pleasant
it was to meet me again, and really
seemed to think so

;
to such an extent

indeed that I hadn’t the heart to dis-
courage so much good feeling, and so,

like a coward, I capitulated. For fear
of dashing the spirits of this misguided

' stranger and turning his cordial expres-
sion into mortification or shame, I

affected to know him as well as he
knew me, and by way of keeping up the
illusion'I asked him, * How’s Smith ?

’

This I thought would be so safe. The
world is full of Smiths.”
He paused,

“Yes?” I said.

“ Well, what do you think happened ?

He told me about Smith. So far as I

can reconstruct his words, he said,
‘ Smith. Ah, yes, it’s very sad. You
haven’t heard, then ? Smith ’s had a
stroke. He was as right as rain in the
morning. Went off to the City just as
usual, his wife assures me, ITl tell

her you asked after him; she’ll be
grateful. Went off to the City just as
usual, and the next thing she heard he
was in a hospital. What it all means
no one knows, for there ’s no sign of

private worry. His head clerk says
that everything is straight and pros-
perous. He doesn’t seem to have had
any private complications. It’s true
that he was a big shareholder in a
rubber thing that’s gone wrong, but
everyone expects that to get all right
again. No, it ’s a mystery. Let ’s see

—

how old would you say he was ?
’

“ Here again I ought to have replied
that I had no idea. But instead I
hazarded sixty-three.

“‘No,’ said this bore. ‘Fifty-nine.
Not a day more. You know how some

men look younger than they are, and
some older. Well, Smith looked older.

I know I ’m right
; his wife told me. I ’ll

tell her you asked after him. Poor
woman, it will comfort her.’

“And so,” said my friend, “it went
on until our trains came in and we
parted. To this hour I don’t know
who he was.

“ Well,” he resumed quickly, “ that
was yesterday. Will you believe that
the same thing happened to me to-day ?

I had exactly the same experience, and
again I hadn’t the pluck to destroy the
fellow’s complacency by saying that I
didn’t know him from Adam. There ’s

a saying that we live and learn, but it ’s

a lie. We don’t learn
;
at least I don’t.

But I didn’t resort to the Smiths again.
I asked him how Brown was.
“‘Brown,’ he said, ‘Brown’s fine.

He ’s like a dog with two tails. His
second girl’s just become engaged to
an American millionaire and he sees
before him a life, of luxury and ease.
Yachting and all the rest of it. You
remember the girl, the fair one with
the thin legs. What the Yankee can
see in her I—but that’s a foolish re-
mark, anyway. The other girl’s much
rnore in my line, and, if I remember
rightly, much more in yours too, con-
sidering the way you carried on with
her on the river last summer.*
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Wife. “Look bather suspicious characters, don’t they, Arthur?”

Husband. “Oh, no, dear—they HAmv’r a car ."'

“Here I invented a telephone call

that I had to make, and escaped. But
what an extraordinary chance I Who
on earth can he think I was V On the

river 1 I loathe the river. It ’s a very

dangerous world, and never again will

I pretend to know anyone—never.*’

Yon will agree that it is no wonder
that this conversation came back to me
when I tell you that, according to this

pamphlet, there are 530,000 Smiths in

this country, of whom 204,000 are J.

Smiths. There are 320,000 Browns,
and 425,000 Joneses. There are 120,000

Morrises (I mean the name, not the

car), and of these how many do you
think might be confused with William,
the author of The Earthly Paradise ?

Five thousand four hundred. There are

135.000 Lewises, but to what extent

these are (like some of the Morrises)

Anglicised names for Hebrews is not

stated. Davies again is a name to

which the Jew is partial, and there are

180.000 of them,

Thesa figures are odd; but at the

other extreme there are some that are

even odder. We expect multiplication

from the ordinary names ; but the extra-

ordinary should be rare indeed. Yet

they are not. How many people, do

you think, are named Beetle? One
hundred-and-fifty. And Coffee ? Fifty-

four. And Tea? Twelve. There are|

as many as 435 persons named Fino,

whichseems a little unjust to the kennel,

and only nine fewer named Gotobed
(not SoTOBED, as admirers of Mr. Ed-

mund Gwenn might think).

We alwaysknew that America was so

tactless as to have a Winston Church-
ill, but England, it seems, has eight;

and how amusing it would be to stand

them in a row and compare their hats

!

The muUiplication of Winston Chur-
chills is a great blow ;

but almost worse

is the information that there are thirty

Bernard Shaws. Have any or all of

the other twenty-nine, I wonder, put in

a claim for the Nobel Prize for Litera-

ture, which the great George has sur-

rendered ? According to my arithmetic

£6,500 divided by 30 is £216 13s. M.
each—well worth having. E. V. L.

THE ORNITHOLOGIST.

I knew a man of manners mild.

As sane and simple as a child,

Who roamed the Outer Hebrides

And lived for weeks on nuts and cheese

(His only other food was hope),

Seeking the red-necked phalarope.

He had the pluck of twenty men

;

Twice he was savaged by a wren,

And once, when searching for a twite,

He spent a really horrid night

Hanging suspended by his bags

From one of Scotland’s highest crags.

He walked from Sunderland to Hull
|

To see a greater black-backed gull.

And rode two hundred miles by bike

To find a butcher-bird or shrike.

He hid himself in hollow logs

And crouched for hours in dismal bogs

Eegardless of the fiercest gales

To watch for EalhdcB (or rails).

In course of time the man went daft

;

He rowed to Iceland on a raft,

To hunt for auks that no one 's seen

Since, roughly, 1817.

And when they said, ‘‘The bird’s ex-

I

tinct,”

He chuckled to himself and winked.

In spite of what was prophesied,

When last I heard he hadn’t died

;

A schooner saw him drifting west.

And heard him shout, “I sail in quest

Of dodosc-spelt d-o-d-o,

Bidus inepUcs I Cheerio I

”

A Real TrajSdc Reform.
The one great advantage of turning Lower

Begent-streeb into a noe-way street lies in the

relieving of congestion of Piccadilly -bound

trafB-C.”

—

Even.ng Paper.

“Those . . , who will neither work them-

selves nor let others do so place themselves out

of court. It is noticeable; too, that these

methods of the hotheads . . . are directly con-

trary to the law.”—Provincial Paper.

So they may find themselves in court

after all.
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AT THE PLAY.
“The Would-Be Gentleican”

(Lyeic, Hamaibesmxth).

Whatever the purists may say it is

better, I submit, to have Moliere^s
vital evergreen comedy Ansteyed and

Playfaired into a new shape and mood
than not to have it at all. “ F, Anstey,*’

creator of Mr. BuUittcde and (in Mr.

Punch’s pages) BabooJabberjee, has per-

formed an exceedingly neat feat of com-
pression,withsome additionsand glosses

of his own. The essence of the action

remains, if the subtler wit and comment
of the great comic genius have been cut

away and the comedy has become a

farce-burlesque. Mr. Nigel Playfaie
has played variations upon the theme in

the Hammersmith mode, and it is

pleasant to see how ingenious he can be

without too obviously repeating him-

self, and with what naive enjoyment he
fills out the part of M, Jourdain, an

enjoyment which puts his loyal audience,

in good humour from the first and keeps
them amused till the extravagant end.

There is more to this snobbish cit than
Mr. Playfair puts into the part, but he
is doubtless right in making him a mere
figure of fun in the mood which Mr,
Anstey’s free adaptation has imposed.

Mr. Norman Wilkinson’s designs

for the decorations and the dresses are

,

as good as anything he has given us.

Some inconsistency, I think, there may
be in putting the would-be gentleman,
whose taste in clothes is so fantastically

execrable, in a room of such tactful

delicate colouring. It is not likely that

he inherited it from his predecessor, as

expressly tells us that

the decorators and upholsterers have
only just been got out of the house.

Perhaps however the Comte de Ghdteavr
Gaillairdtook thebusiness off his hands,
pocketing doubtless a liberal commis-
sion from the contracting firm. The
incidental “decoration”—the dancing
of Miss Penelope Spencer, which is

always lively and varied, and the songs
of Mr. AlfredEeynolds—were delight-

fully in place. Mr. -Miles Malleson,
who generally has some new trick up his

sleeve, offered us a most diverting gro-
tesque, an elderly dancing faun instruct-

ing his bashful son (Miss Penelope
Spencer) how to conduct the business
of making love to the musical comedy

I nymph (Miss Frances James), effec-

tivelyburlesquingthedramaticresource-
fulness and the lithe antics of another
memorable faun, that of the incom-
parable Nijinsky.

A further interesting surprise was the
appearance of Mr. Edmond X. Kapp, one
of the small band of our authentic carica-

turists, not only actually playing the
recorder as to the manner born, but

acting with an excellent discretion and

in no way betraying his presumed lack

of technical experience. Miss Sydney
Fairbrother’ sgood-humouredlyshrew-

ish Madame Jourdam was a delightful

THE WOULDN’T-BE GENTLEWOMAN.
Mme Jourdain . Miss Sydney Faiebeotheb.

piece of broad comedy, as you would
expect. Mr. William Stack’s Dorante
let too little of this callous unabashed
cadger peep through the gallant, though
one supposes that Moliere meant you

THE MAKING OP A MAMAMOXJCEI.
If. Jourdain Me. Nigel Playfair.
The Mvfti Me. Miles Malleson.

If. Jourdain Mr. Nigel Playfair.
The Mvfti Mr. Miles Malleson.

to assume that therewas nothingagainst
the aristocratic code of the day in pluck-
ing the city gent and exploiting his pre-
tentious snobbery for your own amorous
ends. MissViOLETGR.AHAMmadeamost

ohomirngDorionene', Mr. CaeletonHobbs
an attractive CUoiiie, the only decent
gentleman in the piece, and not techni-

cally a gentleman at all. Miss Florence
McHugh gave us a verypretty pert maid
in her Nicole, and Miss Fay Yeatman a
charming doll in her Lucille. Mr. James
Whale as the sardonic lackey, Mr.
George Bishop as the resourceful valet

of Gieonte, Mr. Miles Malleson as the
Dancing Master, and again as The
Mufti, and Mr. Eichard Goolden as
the Professor of Fhilosophy, kept the
merry mixture well stirred.

The audience never missed a point,

from the lesson on the correct pro-
nunciation of the vowels to the be-

labouring of the hindquarters of Majiia-

mouchi Jourdam by the four wild der-

vishes.

Mr. Playfair has once more contrived
a rich entertainment in the mannered
tradition of his theatre. He certainly

never lets archaeological or historical

considerations cramp his style. One
might theoretically object to this per-
sistent distortion, but I find it in fact

extremely diverting and devised with
skill and imagination, A very delight-

ful show. T.

“Vaudeville Vanities”
(Vaudeville).

Ifmost of the turns allotted to various
soloists “and Chorus” could be dis-

pensed with, or if, instead of punctu-
ating the entertainment, they could be
massed at the beginning, so that by
arriving sufficiently late you could miss
them, it would add much to the gaiety

of the evening. And along with them
I would park most of the duets.

Through these Vanities of Vanities
there seemed to run a consensus of

opinion that the artistes were prepared
to find a cure for boredom. Thus, if

you were feeling “ blue,” with “ nothing
to do” (a rhyme that occurred more
than once), you might meet someone of

the opposite sex in the same condition,

or alternatively (but less hopefully) you
might travel on “ The Sunshine Line.”
For myself, I was feeling very blue in

the head with cold—a cruel air being
directed on its sensitive apex—and could
derive no solace from either of these

anodynes.
Before I close my brief offensive I

should like to say that the usual futility

of the stock chorus was peculiarly well

illustrated by the support which it gave
to Mr. A. P. Herbert’s lyric, “I Like
’Em Fluffy.” Never have I seen a more
unfluff’y collection ofbobbed and shingled

heads.

The most ambitious item V7as Mr.
Louis Parker’s romantic pantomime—“A Venetian Wedding.” The sym-
bolism of the dumb-show was pleasantly
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intelligible; Mr. Fbaser-Simson had Acting C.O.’s ignorance of the tariff Wedding”—a very graceful perform-

made some Yery fresh and felicitous setting out the relation of punishment ance.

music for it, and Mr. Laurence Iryikg’s to crime, Yras an irresistible figure To turn to the ladies, the fascinating

costumes and setting (not only here but of fun to those of us, a dwindling quality of Miss Mim Oeawford’s

in the delightful episode of Mr. A. A. company, who still remember the miming and dancing is too familiar to

Milne’s ‘‘The King's Breakfast”) were humours of theWar. Here he had good call for any new word of praise. But
so charming that I see no a new word must be said,so charming that I see no
prospect of his getting a com-
mission from M.Diaghiliefp
to dress and decorate the

latest form of Russian ballet.

A small vein of quiet humour,
ever so slightly infused with

burlesque, ran through the

piece
;
but it attempted little

of the subtlety of The Punch-
Bowl (Mr. Archibald de
Bear’s best production so

far), being content to achieve

a pure beauty of colour and
movement.
The rest of the programme

consisted largely of short

sketches, ofwhichthehumour,
being untrammelled by allu-

^

siveness or any other feature

proper to revue, was easily

assimilated. They all made
their points, but not all of

them were very effective in

theircurtains. Thus the sketch

called “Disgrace,” in which

('h>5(!-fc-T0 C-7V/.

Colomblna

/ Arlecchino

HEART ATTACK.
. . . . Miss Mimi Cbawford.
. . . . Mr. Basil Howes.

and said loudly, of the acting

of Miss Frances Doble. In

each of the three very differ-

ent sketches in which she

took a leading part she

brought the nicest intelli-

gence to supplement the

piquancy of her personal

charm. She showed a very

pretty sense of humour as the

mother of the burglar-boy,

and in Mr. A. P. Herbert’s
admirable She- Shanty, “I
get so Girlish when I see

the Moon”; and was just

as good in “ The Turn of the

Tide,” where everything was
absolutely serious except for

the last grim sentence. Here
she played a Scots girl, whose
cares are divided between her

dying father and the claims

of domestic economy. The
ruling passion for thrift,

strong in death (in this case

a mother and father sit up at night for stuff to playwith; butwhere his material somebody else’s death) prevails at the

the return of their cherished burglar- was rather anaemic, as in the solo, “ Is end, and she adjures the dying man,

boy, went admirably till the youth, after it British ? ” he gave life to it from his in case he should feel that his time has

handing his mother an expensive neck- own incorrigible vitality. His name- come while she is away making pur-

lace, deplores the bitter disgrace which sake, Mr. Basil Howes, was equally chases in the village, to use his last

he has suffered in the eyes of less ex- attractive in quite another style breath in blowing out the candle,

perienced members of his profession by as the Apprentice in “A Venetian On the whole an entertainment of at

missing with his revolver a police- least average excellence; more free

man who had intervened while he than usual from the banalities of

was in the act of demonstrating its kind, but never quite touching

how a safe should be opened. It the level of Mr. de Bear’s best,

seemed to me that his success in ^ should like to see it again if I

eluding a copper thus exacer- might keep my head covered ; it

bated by an attempt on his life would still get enough ventilation,

should have more than compen- ^ should have to take off my
sated for any taint incurred by hat now and then to the leading

failure to lay the fellow out. J performers, and to Miss Frances
And in what was perhaps the

, ^ Doble every time. 0. S.

gayest sketch of all, “After the I/

Ball,” the effect of some very ^ ffj The Housing Shortage Again,
happy dialogue was tempered by

|
wBB “Small Furnished Bedroom, bath

a rather tame and puerile finish. I (sleeping accommodation only).”

Here, as an aunt who is being I
^ Provincial Paper.

initiated into the mysteries of Ij
j M Zealand’s Havy

chess, Mr. J. H. Egberts, now
|

AucKLAND.--The Dunedin and Dio-
thoroughly acclimatised to the at-

|
i medereturntoportaftergunneryprac-

mosphere of the music-hall stage, |l tice on Friday next. Run By aWoman.’-

repeated his recent triumph as a |[ ! / 1 i n -d •

^ocal Pajoer,

clerical amateur of bridge. Within P— /''/

/

v/ /

Probably Britannia.

the linaits of a closely-defined per- III “ Some countenanca is given-on the
sonality and a manner sensitively

' / / 1 / /fTKi^oCyv*
wrapper to the idea that on its authoi

restrained, he showed himself jra| 11 have fallen the mantels of Dickens and

astonishingly adaptable in a great ||H| lO iW William de Morgan.”-ikro7mn^7 Paper.

variety of parts. From this reference to “mantels
”

In “The Quality of Mercy,” ^ ^ one conjectures the particular in-

Mr. Bobby Howes, as a Sergeant- Aff, RoRBr HTott'es. « Is IT British ? ” fluence of The Cricket on the

Major who has to correct an H. Boberts (De^xndro). « Ho, it ’s Italian.” Hearth*
Mr. Bobby Bottles. **Is it British?”
Afr. J. B Boberts {Leandro). «Ho, it ’s Italian.”

least average excellence; more free

than usual from the banalities of

its kind, but never quite touching
the level of Mr. de Bear’s best.

I should like to see it again if I

might keep my head covered ; it

would still get enough ventilation,

for I should have to take off my
hat now and then to the leading

performers, and to Miss Frances
Doble every time. 0. S.

The Housing Shortage Again.
“Small Furnished Bedroom, hath

(sleeping accommodation only).”

Provincial Paj>er,

“Hew Zealand’s Havy.

Auckland.—The Dunedin and Dio-
mede return to port after gunnery prac-

tice on Friday next. Run By aWoman.”
Local Paper,

Probably Britannia.

“Some countenance is given ‘on the
^

wrapper to the idea that on its author I

have fallen the mantels of Dickens and
|

William de Morgan.”— <jf Paper.

From this reference to “mantels
”

one conjectures the particular in-

fluence of The Cricket on the

Hearth.
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BRIDGE FOUNDATIONS. SHE-SHANTIES,

III.—Placing the Gauds. The Third feoai the Eight.

“Do not saw tlie air too much with vour hand.”—SHAKEspnAnn. ilr. MurDiumbo ’s been telling my bumps,

Every sound player should be able to deduce more or less
|

accurately the contents of his opponents’ and partner’s hands.

There are two methods by w^hich this information may
be acquired. One is by laboured deduction from the bid-

ding and the play of the cards ;
the other is by looking.

Looking is the simpler and surer method. The man who
can say (to himself) boldly, “ I knowl” must always have

an advantage over the man who mutters weakly, “ 1 think.”

It is perhaps difficult to achieve success and at the same
time to escape detection, but Bridge has always demanded
perseverance, endurance and adaptability.

The following hints may prove helpful to the young player

who, wishing to look, is not familiar with the conventional

methods of doing so.

(At the successful conclusion of manoeuvres 2 and 3 de-

scribed below, the player should at once create an impres-

.sion of unimpeachable honesty by ^varning his opponents

that they are revealing their cards.)

(1) The Beclining Posture ,—Sit low in the chair, leaning 1

well back. It should then be possible to see the faces of

the cards as tliey are dealt. The objection to this course is

that it demands keen sight, considerable powers of memory
and rapid thought, and is only practicable when your partner
is dealing.

(2) The Dropped Handkerchief,—The cards having been
|

dealt and arranged, drop your handkerchief and, in stooping
|

to pick it up, glance rapidly at the hand above you. Eesum-
ing the upright position, carelessly let lall on the other side

one or more ofyour unimportant cards, stooping and glancing

as before.

Five minutes’ steady practice each morning on rising will

be found most beneficial, and the following exercise should

be repeated ten times :— '
.

Sit on a high chair facing the open window, hands on
hips. Without rising from- the chair, bend slowly fiYst to

the right and then, to the left.
' A deep breath should be

inhaled while bending and exhaled while rising. By thus
keeping in good training, .rush of blood to the head and
shortness of breath at the Bridge-table may be avoided.

(3) The Thirst,—^This is a very popular method, and
rightly so, for he who obtains information and refreshment
at one and the same time is indeed fortunate,

Bise casually, saunter to the sideboard and mix the appro-
priate peg. As you return, the desired information will be
easily acquired.

Alternatives suitable to the fair sex and to those who find
' that repeated visits to the decanter have an undue influence
on the mental equipment are the matches, the handbag
and the favourite pipe.

Complications sometimes occur. All four players may
rise together and wander round the room in search of vari-

ous articles. Decline to play in future with people so
wanting in the finer social instincts.

Hockey Hews.
“It was found necessary to cancel both the Oxford University

V.
^

Bromley fixtures, although the Bromley team travelled to Cam-
bridge in preparation for the game.”

—

Sunday Fajper,

A crushing reply to Baedeker’s advice : If pressed for

time, omit Cambridge.”

“During digging operations on Farley Heath, Surrey, 61 coins have
been found, ranging from two British, dated 100 B.b.,‘to a Roman
coin of the time of Honorius.”

—

Daily Paper,

There were prophets at the British Mint in those days.

And it seems I’m a wonderful girl,

I ’m lovable, kind, ambitious, refined,

And likely to marry an earl

;

I ’ve Culture well-marked in my forehead, I hear,

And Talent for Business just over the ear,

I ’m sure to succeed in some brainy career

—

Well, but why am I still in the Chorus?
They all like the third from the right,

My eyes are so hroion and so bright

;

Lord Lollipop thinks I'm a darling,

I sing like a bird—say, a starling.

My smile is just magic,

But my line iS tragic,

And I ^oant to play Cleopatra.

Little Lord Lollipop night after night

Sits at the end of Bow B,

He don’t care a clout what the play is about,

But he gapes and he gazes at me.
My hair is like night, my complexion ’s a dream

—

If he says it again I am sure I shall scream,

For I don’t want to look like a chocolate cream,
Or I ’ll never get out of the Chorus

!

They all like the third from the right,

I'm filling the house every night

;

I could act if I once got a chance—
Well, I've made people think Ican dance ;

The pnihlic may toisli us

Just merely delicious,

But we want to play Desdemona.

Little Lord Lavender loves me as well,

But it isn’t so much my physique,

It isn’t the size or the shape of my eyes,

It ’s my genius that makes the man weak.
Take Sabah Bernhardt, take Terry, says he,

Take Gladys Cooper, Tallulah and Spi,”

Boll them in one and they ’ve nothing on me

—

Well, then, why am I still in the Chorus ?

They all like the third from the right.

The Boxes adore me at sight

;

I 'd rather they threio rotten eggs.

For I'm sick of waving my legs

;

No loonder it rankles.

They flatter my ankles,

When xohai I'm cut out for is Ibsen,

I could be tragic and husky and hoarse

—

Ophelia, perhaps, is my part

—

If the manager thinks I ’m a butterfly minx,
I can tell him I live for my Art

!

Sometimes I dream that I ’m taking a call,

Catching the showers of flowers that fall,

Or acting as Judge at a fancy-dress ball

—

Bub I wake and I ’m still in the Chorus.
They all like the third from the right.

It's a pity my eyes are so bright.

For nobody sees that I 'm deep,

A kind of volcano asleep.

Don't praise my figure,

I wish it was bigger.

For I want to play in Grand Opera.

A. P. H.
“ Wanted.—A strong man to work on a farm and milk a cow that

speaks German.”

—

Frovincial Faper.

Only a strong man could stand that.





OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
{By Mr, Bunches Staff of Learned Clerks,)

Theee is an antnmnal feeling about Good-bye, Stranger
(MACMiLLiLN) which reminds me of the unusual vistas,

pleasant and unpleasant, you get from a familiar landscape
when the leaves are falling. I ’m afraid Miss Stella Benson
feels that there is more ugliness than beauty revealed by the
present winter of our discontent

; and I ’m afraid she is right.

At any rate I appreciate her book’s penetrating sense of the
Americanisation of life, a process that includes too much
mechanism and apparatus in material things, along with the
synthetic production of bogus culture and spirituality. “ If
people park Fords on holy ground and prattle about God’s
Great Out of Doors,” says old Mrs, Cotton to her Californian
daughter-in-law, “naturally God leaves the place at once.”
Old Mrs, Cotton is a disagreeable Englishwoman; Daley,
her son Clifford's wife, is a charming American. Daley's
intellectual bankruptcy is as much a social asset as her face,
her clothes, her gramophone and her dogs. Cynical Mrs.
Cotton thought Daley a very suitable wife for her “ manly
practical ” Clifford. Unluckily, at the end of the honey-
moon, the real Clifford was carried off by fairies, and the
changeling left in his place became printer to a mission and
betook himself to China. Here the story opens with Daley
the life and soul of a little coterie of (mostly male) expatri-
ated, Mrs, Cotton as cynical chorus, and an unforgettable
background of Chinks. Into this demi-paradise penetrates
a travelling concert-party, whose accompanist, Lena—who
oddly resembles the mcofnprise, bony and disruptive Lucia
of Matilde Serao’s Fantasia—seduces the affections of
the changeling. Clifford,! feel, lives chiefly, like Helen
OP Troy, in the potiier his infidelity causes. But this is

responsible for most of the elvish humour and tragic wisdom
of a unique and righteously alarming book.

When Sarah Duchess op M.AimBOROUGH asked Bubb
Doddington to procure her “ a caricatura drawing ” of Mrs.
Masham “ covered with running sores and ulcers ” to give
to Queen Anne, she showed herself one of the first English
patrons of the great art of linear defamation. This art

appears to have taken a lively if somewhat rude part in
the Continental controversies of the Renaissance

;
and its

elementary foundations, ecclesiastical and popular grotes-
ques, were well and truly laid in mediaeval England. It was
a primitive society whose satiric draughtsmen did not omit
to bring out (usually by exaggeration) the latent absurdities
of individuals, parties and fashions

; and you can trace the
story of their efforts—the rigour of the game, not kindly
Comic Art—in Mr. Bohun Lynch’s History of Caricature
(Faber and Gwyer). This interesting monograph, the
work of a modern practitioner, is satisfyingly copious where
most histories of caricature leave off. I found nothing very
novel, except a fine quotation from Bergson, about its

initial chapters
; but from the eighteenth century onwards

its outlook is most illuminating. In England the" activities
of Gillray and Rowlandson, and those of Vanity Fair, are
particularly well handled ; as, on the Continent, are the
lortunes of Philipon’s Charivari, Ospovat, Derwent
Wood, Phil May and Furniss figure in “ The Recent Past,”
though it is significant of Mr. Lynch’s legitimist principles
that the last two are regarded as hardly in the true succes-
sion. “ Max ” has a chapter to himself, and “ England and
America To-day ’’—rather subjective in its stresses—closes
the chronicle. A score of illustrations, excellently repro-
duced, are corralled, in the modern manner, at the end of
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the letterpress. The last example,

drawn especially for the book by Mr.
Ealph Barton, is a most amusing and
masterly confirmation of its doctrine.

In Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick’s book
(From Collins), Sack and Sugar,

enter

A pleasant group of folk who look

For guidance to one brilliant mentor ;

And she, who keeps in tactful view
And leads their every undertaking,

Proves, what we all already knew,
That no raw hand was at her making.

This dame *s the sort of person you ’d

Most gladly take a load of care to,

Knowing she ’d help you to elude

The minor shocks that flesh is heir to,

From solving Bradshaw'

B

twisted maze
Or tackling bores in conversation

To finding sane and human ways
To ease the servant situation.

She ’d choose your Christmas gifts to

meet
Your touchiest friend’s most ardent

wishes

;

For unexpected guests repeat

The miracle of loaves and fishes

;

Cremate your family skeletons,

And make your home a blissful haven
By proving that your geese are swans
And that your swans were bred on

Avon.

A connoisseuse in savoirfaire,

A specialist in silver lining,

Which she discloses with an air

That I am hopeless of defining,

I lay my homage at her feet

And state it as my firm conviction

That you *ve your work cut out to meet
A nicer thing in recent fiction.

•

''

Sassenach. do you do w^th your old safety blades?”
Scot. “Use ’em for shaviy’.”

There is an old Arab proverb which A "

says, according to Major Eoger Evans \' \\
in his admirable little volume entitled '

, \
‘ C\ .

A Brief Outline of the Campaign inMeso-
'

'

V' '

potamia, 1914-1918 (Sifton Praed),
^

“When Allah made hell he found it ^ ^ ^
was not bad enough, so he made Iraq ^ '

and added flies.” And he seems to

have added much else—a featureless Sassenach. “ What do you do w^th your old safety blades ?
”

desert, impassable morasses, quagmires Scot. “Use ’em for shaviy’.” I

of greasy glutinous mud for troops to r :::= ...i: ..i:; -r
j

wade through, and discomforts innumerable, one of the the politicians and the Generals who were responsible for

greatest being the impossibility of short leave because designing and carrying out, at enormous expense in life and
there is nowhere to go. To condense the official history of money, a side show, whose cost was not much greater than
the campaign and produce a volume which is readable and its futility. A book to be heartily recommended.
full of interest to both soldiers and civilians could have
been no easy matter, and Major Evans has carried out his One out of quite a number of things which I like about
task with considerable skill. His graphic story, written Mr. Stacy Aumoniee is his kind heart. A ruthless realist

with clearness of outline and lucidity of expression, tells of would certainly have brought the angel-child, whom you
the stirring events and deeds of heroism leading up from will meet first on the dust-jacket playing The Baby Grand
the capture of Basra in 1914 (undertaken for the purpose of (Heinemann), to a bad end, or at the best to a dreary
the protection of the Anglo-Persian oilfields) to the tragedy frustration of musical ambitions

; but Mr. Aumoniee can-
of Kut, and the final entry into Baghdad in March, 1917. not do that. Though he sets her in the dingiest surround-
He shows much discernment and critical faculty in his ings and even contrives the theft of the baby grand
appreciation of the leading figures in the campaign and itself, the last glimpse he gives us of Lena Gabril (whom

^

does not hesitate to point out the mistakes made by both her impresario prefers to bill as ‘‘Gabrielski ”) is of her
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wearin<^ ‘Hhe clothes, the maoner and faint perfume of the 1 expeditions and gives us one of the most inspiring tales of

well-bred,” sailing out of the Queen's Hall and into a taxi, courage and endurance to be found in the English language,

homeward bound for Hampstead, husband and babies, and, ^‘This determination to climb Mount Everest,” Sir Ebancis

what is more, taking with her, no doubt to the best lunch writes, “has grown out of the ordinary impulse men have

which she has had in her life, the stepsister who helped to climb the hill in their neighbourhood . . . Man, the

I to steal the piano. So with Mr. Paul Journee, whose son, spiritual, means to make himself supreme over even the

I despising the paternal workshop, took to paint. Pans and mightiest of what is material.” He pays a glowing tribute

Chelsea, had a flash of success, went very completely off to the bravery and devotion of the men who refused to be

the rails and ran into a tragic and sordid fate. Here discouraged by the difficulties and dangers that beset them,

again it is the last glimpse which determines the tone of At the National Service in St. Paul’s Cathedral, held in

thetale, and we leave EV£^/i€?‘PawZ(w’ell called “'The Happy memory of Geoege Mallory and Andrew Irvine, who
Man ”) uproariously enjoying himself at his grandson’s had lost their lives in the third expedition, the Bishop of

birthday party. Not all of Mr. Aumoniee’s stories, it must Chester spoke of “ the indomitable cheerfulness ” of those

be admitted, are so deliberately optimistic, but in all there who took part in this great adventure, their “amazing

I
is a quite deliberate avoidance of calamity. Sometimes courage,” their “pass!on for work,” their “refusal of praise.”

It is impossible to read this

epic without recognising the
force of those words.

Sir Philip Gibbs has told

Young Anarchy (Hutchinson)
through the mouth of a middle-
aged bachelor, a type familiar

enough to readers of fiction.

It is a story of the conflict

between youth and age, and is

sufficiently modern to include
the General Strike. Manyol
the characters, especially those
of the younger generation, are
drawn with insight and sym-
pathy, but the portrait of the
Bishop of Burphavi is to my
mind absurd and not a little

disturbing. Indeed the scene
in which the good bishop com-
mands his men-servants for-

cibly to remove his son from
the dinner-table leavesme won-
dering whether Sir Philip’s
sense of the ridiculous does not
at times entirely forsake him.
While his book contains most
of the elements which make
for popular success, those of us
who are jealous for his repu-
tation as a novelist wdll find in

it reason for anxiety.

If The Knot of Beluctance
choly genius, and. from which Mrs. Millin’s previous (Philip Allan) is Miss Barbara Goolden’s first novel I may
work was not entirely free, is even more marked in the congratulate heron a very bright book, and yet ask her not
present volume. It is a tendency not wholly desirable in to be quite so bright next time. Brightness within limits is
fiction, and in a work which is mainly historical it is a delightful, but it needs contrast, and she gives us none until
positive defect, manifesting itself m that peculiar form of the last few pages. Her story is of Ann Moxon^ parlour-
sentimental wrongheadedness which, in order to do justice maid, living apart from her husband, and Belinda Ambrose,
to the losing side, does a good deal less than justice to her employer’s daughter, and how Belinda met and fell in
the victors. Thus Mr. Gandhi^ becomes a “saint,” and lovewith onei^^^sseZ'Zilft^ey-s,whom certain amateurdetectives
Lobengula—in sober fact one of the most brutal tyrants among her friends soon identified as the parlourmaid’s grass-
even Africa has known, whose thirst for liquor was only widower. Belinda's father and mother, who seem, if one
surpassed by his thirst for blood~an inoffensive potentate may judge by their behaviour, to have mistaken the comedy
with a harmless partiality for champagne, robbed of his of the situation for farce, find themselves in all sorts of em-
inheritance by the avaricious white man. The book dis- barrassing positions, the former speaking, and the latter
plays high literary ability ; but its qualities are those both speaking and acting, in the most improbable fashion,
which better become the novelist than the historian. Mr. Ambrose remarks to his wife, after seeing off a visitor

j ,^alked back. , She went by cab. The
There is no mp better qualified than Sir Erancis Young- woman pays.” And the whole book is just like* that. The

HupAND to write Epic of Mount Everest (Arnold), effect is rather tiresome, yet one feels that a little more—
I

xbis volume contains a condensed description of the three or less—would have made it most amusing.

I

our author indulges in sheer
'

I
fantasy. The day in the life

of Frederick James up-

holsterer’s salesman, described

under the title of “Business
and Desires,” is an authentic

new Arabian Night; while I

intendno gibe at Mr. Aumonier
when I say that Mr. Michael
Aelen at his most wilful might
have imagined “Juxtaposi-

tions.” Mr. Aumonier com-
bines inventiveness with a

cheerful spirit in a way which
makes for the best of light

reading.

Mrs. Sarah Gertrude Mil-
LiN,the author of several South
African novels of exceptional

distinction, has forsaken fiction

for the time being and, under
the title oiThe South Africans
(Constable), reviews in the
light of past history the pro-

blems, particularly those of

race and colour, confronting

the Union at the present time.

I am not sure on the whole
that her new departure is a
success. The touch of morbid
emotionalism which nearly all

South African novelists owe
to the influence of the late

Olive Schreiner’s melan-

iiiuli';:

Fo7id old Soul (to young man who has brought hack lost

pet dog). “Thank tou so much—so kind op you. Wouldn’t
YOU LIKE TO KISS THE DARLING GOOD-BYE?”
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RING more than twenty-four thousand been found embedded in a lump of coal
CHARIVARIA. sermons are delivered from pulpits in in Montana, D.S.A. It is a relic of the

It is rumoured that there is great dis- England every Sunday. All the same good old days when coal wasn’t so ex-

satisfaction because Hampstead isn’t we shall continue to look on the bright pensive to eat. ... ^
specifically mentioned in the King’s side of things. ^
new title. ^ * Twenty chickens hatched from eggs

When a bull broke loose in Shefideld which had been preserved for fourteen
“ Christmas is Coming,” says a head- the other day it ran two miles and then weeks are said to be now healthy and

line. We are not so sure until ’we have entered a private house. The explana- thriving. But then of course they

confirmation from Dean Inge. tion is that there was no china shop in haven’t been told about it yet.

the vicinity, ^
During the strike many miners turned At a Cambridge theatre, programmes

their attention to back-yard poultry. An essayist estimates that a Thames are provided which are readable in the

They have realised that the hen is more bargee hasa vocabulary of three hundred dark. If they ’ll only include a serial in
j

profitable than the parrot.

Mr. Sidney Webb’s first

speech of the Session is

reported to have been aud-

ible to nobody but himself.

It is believed, however, to

have impressed him favour-

ably. ,

A baby otter found wan-
dering in the village of Foch-
abers, Scotland, was taken

to the police-station, where
it refused to eat a smoked
yellow haddock. One theory

is that it had promised its

mother never to eat smoked
yellow haddocks at police-

stations.

A writer remarks that in

some ways the modern man
is very similar to the primi-

tive man. If his women-
folk talk too much he goes

to his club, while his ances-

tor just reached for it.

The cross-word pui^zle

came to us from America,

but the Merchandise Marks
Bill was the Government’s
own idea. ,1.

j.

I words, only a few of which he uses. Of ‘ them there is yet hope for the drama
in England.

Mr. Kirkwood says that

what he said in the House
he will say in heaven. Mr.
Kirkwood is an optimist.

* Ht

Pekin anthropologists as-

sert that man is a million

years old. The result seems
disappointing, but it must
be remembered that we
haven’t had Mr. Wells all

that time.
,,,

So many claims are be-

ing put forward as to the

authenticity of other copies

of the “ Monna Lisa ” that

the famous smile is said to

be developing into a broad
gnn.

It is reported from Paris

that a locksmith and a
joiner have fought a duel
about a flower-seller. The
locksmith is believed to

have been laughed at.
^ iJC

*
It is feared that, in ad-but the Merchandise Marks Yowig Man. “ stalls, second row in the
jjj jg feared that, in ad-

Bill was the Government’s ..
dition to the French Bl-

own idea. * :^un^Man. “Oh, weix, m that case I don’t want them. 7*^’ *1^® Irredent-

yovr show can’t be anx good.” ists have their eyes on Soho.

Dr. Petroff, of Bukh-
arest, has succeeded in isolating the course, if you drop an iron bar on the Many people have been killed in Bul-

typhusgerm. It is said to be so lonely foot of one of these men, you can get garian County Council election fights,

now that it would like to correspond the whole issue at once. These Ba=kan voters have none of our

with a few measles microbes. municipal apathy.

While acting as a deputy county-

The Home Office has decided that court judge at Trowbridge Mr. F. E. An American author has made a list

films cannot be taken in Hyde Park. Weatheelet, K.C., the famous song- of the world’s ten worst writers. But
We think occasional close-ups of Hyde writer, cracked two jokes. Judges of surely there must be more than ten of

Park orators might be allowed for zoo- the High Court never do that. If they them ? .v

An American author has made a list

logical purposes. have two jokes they take them on
circuit with them.'I' circuit with them. The report that Abd-el-Krim is writ-

A new buried city has been discovered ing his memoirs lends colour to the sus-

in the Valley of Trebba, in Italy. It is We read of a waiter who has become picion that even at the time of his sur-

understood that Signor Mussolini has a bank manager in Munich. It must render he was contemplating a

decided that any person found burying be a great treat to hear him ask a client

Italian cities in future will be severely if he would like a second helping of A writer says that the modern woman
dealt with. ... * overdraft. ^ doesn’t want a man who can satisfy her

According to theEev. Arthur Gold- 1

he would like a second helping of A writer says that the modern woman
erdraft. doesn’t want a man who can satisfy her

* smallest wish. No, what she wants is

A human tooth of fabulous age has one who can attend to the larger ones.

VOL. CLXXI. z
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OFFICERS K SERGEANTS.
I.—Pbeliminaeies.

Short of a Pay Parade there is no

event that causes so much enthusiasm

in our barracks as a football match

between the officers and the sergeants.

A very strong rivalry exists between

the two Messes, which finds expression

in contests in every branch of sport

—

to the great delight of the troops. In-

deed we at the Officers’ Mess hardly feel

that football has begun till we have

played the first of our series of three

—

Officers V. Sergeants.

All our matches against the sergeants

have two distinct parts : first the pre-

liminary attack on ouropponents’ moral,

and second the actual match.

We begin the first about ten days

ahead by remarking casually that our

last-joined officer is a wonderful per-

former and once played for the Army.
This statement is of course absolutely

untrue ;
he probably has never played

soccer before. It is purely a try-on

—

something to frighten the sergeants;

and it does. We regularly work it off

on them every time a new officer joins

us. All we have to do is to mention

en passant to any sergeant that we
hope to beat them this time because

Mr. Swordfrog has once played forward

for the Army team. The sergeant to

whom you are talking believes ifc in-

stantly—“What, that noo gentleman,

Sir ? Go on 1 Did he really ?
”—and

in a day the news has spread all over

the barracks. Anxious sergeants tackle

officers about it everywhere
;
stray cor-

porals sound you delicately, and even

Private O’Jector, “ A ” Company office

clerk, in the course of handing Captain

Bayonet papers to sign seizes an oppor-

tunity to ask whether “it’s correct,

Sorr, what the bhoys are saying about

the new gentleman ?
”

Captain Bayonet, who, with the other

officers, has agreed beforehand on all

details of the innocent Swordfrog’s ath-

letic career, says it is, and a moment
later hears O’Jector’s stentorian voice,

through very thin panelling

-

7
- “It’s

quite true, Mick; that there young
Swordfrog played for the Army; old

Bayonet says so.”

The betting, as overheard in barrack-

rooms by passers-by, then slowly goes

to odds on the officers, and the ser-

geants confer heatedly in corners. It

is always a wonder to me how they
manage to swallow the tale each time,

but they do. To my certain knowledge
we have had at least three officers all

straight from either the Army or the
England team, and they have believed

it every time.

As the day approaches rumours fly

about everywhere. One hears that

Second-Lieutenant Swordfrog is ill, or

will have to sit on a court-martial on

the day of the match, or is resigning

his commission. Then it is said hope-

fully that he is going on leave ; but we
counter by saying that of course he

would give up a day of his leave to

play in so important a match. Another

rumour states that there is yet some

chance for the sergeants, as the officers

are having a lot of discussion because

they can only x^ut nine men in the field.

We" tell the sergeants in answer to this

that we can easily find eleven men, and

that the discussion merely arose over

the question, not of how many we could

find, but of how many we considered

necessary. This rattles them badly.

Time goes on and the rather scared

Second-Lieutenant Swordfrog acquires

a popularity that years of good soldier-

ing has denied to other officers ; and the

whole battalion leaps to obey his slight-

est wish. His batman meanwhile talks

darkly about attempts being made to

nobble him, and sits up all night watch-

ing his master’s room.

The Sergeants’ Mess is in a ferment

of excitement, and they expend a lot of

subtlety in trying to find out in what

position Swordfrog plays. Their scouts

dog his footsteps everywhere, in case he

may kick a football about and thus give

away his form. We, however, knowing
that he has never played soccer before

and is not particularly good at rugger,

take pretty good care that he doesn’t.

On the morning of the great day the

sergeants can hardly speak for nerves ;

they arrive on the field to practise

directly after their dinner, and take it

all frightfully seriously. The men have

been given a half-day off and the ground

is surrounded by a wall of khaki.

The process of lowering ouropponents’
moral continues up to the last minute.

Though most of us have hardly ever

played soccer, we model our style osten-

tatiously on League footballers. We
gather together in the pavilion and slap

each .other’s calves, and then amid
deafening cheers run out in a bunch,

Captain Bayonet carrying the ball and
bouncing itonthe groundintheapproved
method. He misses it almost at once,

and Lieutenant Holster first treads on
it and then falls heavily over it, which
rather mars the effect of our good recep-

tion. The only things lacking in us are

long curly wisps of hair to hang over

the eyes
;
but that is difficult to achieve

in the Army.
A murmur of “ That *s ’im 1 ” goes

round the field as Second-Lieutenant
Swordfrog is pointed out. He looks

nervous and is wearing a weirdly-

coloured jersey. The troops debate
hotly among themselves whether it is a
special Army jersey or conceivably the

All-England one. Actually it is an old

one from“ Highfield,” Swordfrog’s house
at school.

Last of all comes out our goalkeeper,

Lieutenant James, clad in enormous
“shorts,” a startling Eair-Isle jumper,

woollen gloves and a large and loud

check cap. At this a sensation quivers

along the audience, culminating in a
shout—voice unknown,but suspiciously

like Private Sling’s—of “Good ole

goalie!” followed by “Coo! Look at

his pants !

”

And thus at last w^e are ready for the

actual match. A. A.

TWOS AND THREES.
[See “ County Songs,'' “ Pimcli,” Nov. 3.)

Dear Mr. Punch, I ’m Braithwaite’s

“Bob,”
And, though your artist clearly

Knows how we sheepdogs do our job,

Those ttuo sheep touch us nearly.

Our pride takes rank, in Westmorland,
With that of statesmen, poets,

“wrustiers”

—

We pen by threes at trials, and
We are the hustlers.

No dog, however young and bad,

Erom Dunmail Top to Wrynose,
But has heard tell (and if he ’s had
A chance himself to try, knows

First-hand) that working sheep by two-

And-two is merely puppy’s play, Sir,

For it ’s the third that tries to do

The getaway, Sir,

We would not, even if allowed,

Pass any kind of stricture

Upon your artist ; we ’re too proud
Of being in such a x)icture

—

All in a green field close about,

W^ith rocks and rainbows neatly

peppered

—

But thought he ’d like this pointed out,

Being a

And, in this matter of the sheep,

Some day, when dark fells soften

To sunny gold and skies don't weep
(They really don’t quite often),

Will you and he, Sir, soon or late,

With “ E, Y. L.” come and pursue it

To Eydal or to Applethwaite,

And watch us do it ?

“CRICKET.
The Use oe a Smaller Boy—Cricket^ir’s

Views.”—Irish Pa(ver^

Our view is that you can’t start ’em
too young.

At a special church service :
—

“The musical programme, which precluded
the usual address, was greatly appreciated.”

Local Paper.

Possibly true, but a little tactless, don’t

you think ?





,PllEPARATIONS FOR CHRISTMAS AT THE GrEAT STORES. TRYING OUT A POSSIBLE BEST-SELLER.

WILD CATS ON DARTMOOR.
Thebe! I thought as much. No

sooner do I write about the extinction

of the wild cat in Great Britain than a

British wild cat appears. And in Devon-

shire too.

I quote the letter verbatim and in full

from The Western Morning News and
Mercurij of November 23rd :

—

“Sib,—I wonder if any of your

readers can throw any light upon
what appeared to me a most unusual

appearance at the opening meet of

the Dartmoor Foxhounds early this

month.
“ Being well ahead of the field, I

was the first rider to enter Tristis

Copse, hard upon the hounds. On
emerging from the woods, with the

hounds in full cry, down towards the

stream on the right, I caught sight

of an animal hurriedly taking to the

open moor. From its size, from its

apparent ferocity, and from the bushy
prehensility of its tail I exclaimed

(aloud), * Felix naturabilis 1

’

“ Can this be possible ? I believe

the last authenticated appearance of

the wild cat so far south as Devon-
shire was in 1861 (the year of the

death of Albert the Good), and, al-

though it has recently been reported

to have crossed south of the Gramp-
ians, such an extensive * trek’ as this

is hardly credible.

» “The theory of * dropped from an

aeroplane’ will not do, and one is

forced to the conclusion that we are

face to face with a survival of the

aboriginal species. That is, of course,

unless 1 am very much mistaken.

Gould any of your readers corrobo-

rate ? Naturalist.”

I bid you note this letter. For all

the studied moderation of its opening

it bears every token of the latent sav-

agery which fills every wild cat lover’s

heart. Mark well how the writer was
the first to enter Tristis Copse, ahead
of the field and hard on hounds. Ob-
serve the swiftness of his eye. Despite

the speed with which the animal was
taking to the open moor, he had time

to notice its apparent ferocity and, more
than that, to detect the bushy pre-

hensility of its tail, that point which
above all others distinguishes the wild

cat from its domesticated cousin of the

fireside.

Mark too how he soliloquised. ^^Felix

nat^Lrahilis

!

” says he out loud. There
is the true stamp of your bigoted nat-

ural historian who will go to the stake

a martyr to the truth of the survival of

the wild cat. All the odds are against

him . There is no authenticated appear-

ance of the wild cat, he confesses, in

Devonshire, since the year of the death
of Albert tee Good. I take issue with
him even in this. I do not believe in

the authenticity of the wild cat which
is said to have made an appearance on
Dartmoor that year, any more than that

of a later specimen reported whilst our

minds were still in a fever of excitement

owing to the great Baskerville sensation.

It is my belief that the last specimen
vouched for with any accuracy was ob-

served in the spring months of 1849,

when the Society of Arts sketched the

outline of the great Exhibition of Indus-

tries subsequently opened in Hyde Park
on May 1st, 1851.

We may discount equally, I think,

the Crimean War wild cat, seen at

Chagford by the Eev. P. Gurney, and
the 1859 specimen mentioned in

of the Furze, Mr. Coblby’s otherwise

admirable work.

But what are we to say of the

present apparition ? Have the eyes of

“Naturalist” deceived him? Was
the bushiness of the tail a mere chance
growth ? the apparent ferocity nothing

else than a sense of guilt or sudden
alarm ? Or is it possible that someone,
taking my hint, has been reviving the

indigenous wild cat by importing speci-

mens from elsewhere ?

I look forward earnestly to a long

and bitter controversy in The Wester^i

Morning News and Mercury on this

point.

For possibly, if the creature was
dumped or imported, it may not even
have been a wild cat at all. It may
have been an ounce from the Troad or

the lynx execrabilis of the Southern
Tyrol. At any rate visitors to the wilder

parts of Dartmoor will do well to carry

a stout cudgel in their hands. Evob.
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Hat old (to his Mother, who has ashed him to he kind to a friend's hoy in his first

tom). “You KNOW, Mother, I can’t possibly do anytiieng poe John, except not
BE ACTUALLY BEASTLY TO HIM.”

MORE JACKDAW IN GEORCiA.

iNAKIilATES.
I

{A ftej' 2[i\ Humbert Wolfe.)
\

I.

—

Old Mahogany.
|

Tenderly on my face,'’ said the table,

“ she laid her hands, and waited

;

Fatty spread his as much as he was
able,

and her motlier, though distinctly agi-

tated,

‘•laid her hands like two withered chest-

nut leaves

on my warm old visage. These
are the hands round which my spirit

weaves
curious fancies as I stand at ease.

“The other hands, of host and hostess,

they
supplied magnetic current, one must

think,

finished the circle ; but one cannot say

anything more. The fat man thought
of drink

“and of /ter face palelygleaming opposite.

Her mother thought it time her daugh-

ter wed.
She wandered somewhere in the Infinite.

The host and hostess wished they were
in bed,”

“ And then what happened ? ” chorused
the five chairs.

“For suddenly she said ‘Ah!’ and
then you stirred.”

“ I went so giddy with their touch, their

stares,

I fluttered like a silly fledgling bird.”

‘ ‘ But, table dear, whatmadeyou flutter 7

Tell us.”
“ There was a dead thing hovering in

the room

;

it was the fat man’s youth, and it was
jealous.

Only she heard its protest and her

doom.”

II.—Candlestick.

“ Candlestick,
tall and thin,

what do you say
when lights begin ?

”

“ Curse it 1
” I say

behind the backs
of maid and footman,
“ Here ’s more wax,

“ wax for my head,

wax for my throat,

wax for my nice clean

golden coat,

“ wax for my hips
'

and slender flanks,

wax on my knees

and down my shanks,

“ wax on my ankles

(how fierce it feels
!

)

hot wax dribbling

on toes and heels,”

“ Candlestick

!

Surely not,

surely they keep you clean ?
”

“ They do not

;

“ they always forget,

the lazy hacks

!

That ’s why I say,
‘ Curse the wax T ” W. K. S.

Journalistic Candour.
“WiiAT IS AN Optimist?

—

Find the man
who advertises in the ‘ Courier ’ and you have
a living definition of the term.”

—

Local Paper.

“To-day’s Golf Hint.

So if the driving is not so good as usual tiy

to get the left hip and club-head to strike the
ball at tho same instant.”

—

Daily Paper.

With a resilienthip,we understand,some
astounding results may be achieved,

“ Avas four up at the twelfth . . . but
the holer began to lay very poor fogl.”

• Evening Paper.

We have always held that the greatest

difficulty about golf is the language.

“ The famous Sistine Chapel in the Vatican
is in danger of subsistence. Fissures have
appeared in the outer walls.”

—

Evening Paper.

But so long as they retain their sub-

sistence they cannot be said to be
without visible means of support.
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SIMPLE STORIES.
XYI.

—

Binkib.

Binkie was a dog that belonged to

Eoddy Warner. He was about the size

of a large fox terrier and a sort of red

colour with some black in it, his coat

was short, so was his tail, and he was
something like a lot of different dogs

but not quite like any of them and he

had a very nice character.

Well one morning Eoddy said to

Binkie it is a holiday to-day so I think

we might go out and look for rabbits.

And Binkie jumped up on him and
licked his face and wagged his tail hard

and said yes that will suit

me better than anything,

what fun ! Because he could

say whatever he liked, but it

only sounded like barking.

So they went out to look

for rabbits and they went
into a wood where it said

trespassers would be prose-

cuted, but Binkie couldn’t

read and Eoddy didn’t take

any notice.

Well they met a keeper,

with a large dog bigger than
Binkie, and while the keeper
was asking Eoddy what he
wasdoing thereBinkiewalked
up to the keeper’s dog wag-
ging his tail, and he said how
are you? You are such
handsome dog that it is

pleasure to meet you.

And the keeper’s dog was
rather pleased at being called ^
handsome so he didn’t growl
as he woQld have done if

Binkie hadn’t said that, but
he said yes that ’s all very ^
well but what are you doing
heie where you ought not
to be ? . ^ ^
And Binkie said oh well I

don’t bother about that, 1 just

go where master takes me, I suppose
you do too. I like the look of your
master and I ’ll just go up and say how
do you do to him.
So he went up to the keeper wagging

his tail, and the keeper was just saying
to Eoddy that if he went straight out
of the wood he wouldn’t say any more
about it. And he said hullo that’s a
rum-looking tyke of yours but he seems
friendly, and be patted Binkie’s head
and said good dog Towser.
And Eoddy said yes he is very friendly

with everybody, but he likes me best
and if anybody went for me he would
go for them.

So the keeper said well let’s try him,
I will pretend to hit you with my stick

and we will see what he will do.

So the keeper pretended to hit Eoddy

with his stick and directly he did that

Binkie said oh this won’t do and be

flew at him and bit him on the leg.

"Well that didn’t matter because he

had thick gaiters on and didn’t feel it,

but directly the keeper’s dog saw Binkie

bite his master he said oh this won’t

do, and he flew at Binkie and then they

boiih began fighting and growling, but

the keeper hit his dog with his stick

and made him let go of Binkie, and

Eoddy snatched Binkie up and held

him though he wriggled and tried to

get away.
And the keeper laughed and was quite

pleased at Binkie doing that, and what

“And the keeper’s dog said well I lidn’t exacily v;in,

was nice about him was that he said

Eoddy might come with him to feed

his young pheasants if he liked, and
he told him to put Binkie down and
he said to his dog now you leave him
alone and keep to heel.

So they went off through the wood,
and the keeper’s dog was still angry
and did some little growls at Binkie,
but he dared not do anything else

because his master had told him
not to.

But Binkie had quite forgiven every-
body by that time and he wanted to
make friends with the keeper’s dog, so
he said to him that was rather fun, I
do like having a nice fight sometimes
don’t you?
And the keeper’sdog said you wouldn’t

have liked that fight much longer. I ’d

have taught you something if master
hadn’t stopped us.

And Binkie said oh of course you
would have won, I could see in a minute
you were a much better fighter than
me, but somehow you don’t think of

that when you start. I suppose you
have had lots of good fights and won
most of them haven’t you?
So then the keeper’s dog began to

think Binkie wasn’t so bad, and he left

off growling and said I once fought a
mastiff who was much bigger than me.
And Binkie said oh I don’t suppose

you would mind that, did you win ?

And the keeper’s dog said well I didn’t

exactly win because they
vvouldn’t let us go on, but I

should be quite ready to do
it again.

And Binkie said well I wish
I had known you before, I’m
sure you could give me lots

of tips about fighting, what
do you think of my master,

he ’s nice isn’t he ?

And the keeper’s dog said

my master could easily beat

him in a fight.

Well Binkie didn’t quite

like that and he said well of

course he is much bigger, but

if they bad a fight 1 should

lielp him and then we should
win.

And the keeper’s dog said

no you wouldn’t because I

should help my master and
we should win.

And Binkie said oh well

perhaps you would because

he didn’t want to quarrelwith
him, and he said 1 like your
master and I can see my
master likes him too. I think

all four of us ought to have
a lot of fun together. And
he had forgotten about the

keeper hitting Eoddy with
his stick and his trying to bite him on
the leg, and he had almost forgotten

fighting the keeper’s dog because his

memory wasn’t very good for that sort

of thing;

But the keeper’s dog hadn’t forgotten

'anything, and suddenly he found he
'didn’t ’like Binkie at all, and he said

what* breed are you ? I don’t remember
ever seeing a dog quite like you before.

Well this was one of the things that

Binkie didn’t like talking about, and
other dogs had been rude to him about
it before, but he didn’t want to quarrel

so he said oh haven’t you ?

And the keeper’s dog said no I haven’t
and I hope I never shall again, I think
your father must have been a stoat or

something like that.

Well that made Binkie so angry that



before the keeper’s dog had finished

speaking he flew at him, and there they

were fighting and growling just as they

had,done belore.

Well the keeper parted them again,

and Eoddy took Binkie up, but they

both went on growling and growling

and it was no use letting them walk
together again, they would only have
gone on fighting.

So the keeper said well that little

tyke of yours is a terror, it is his fault

because old CiBsar would never have
taken any notice of him if he had kept

quiet, you had better take him away
now, I can show you the young birds

another day but don’t bring him with

you.

So Eoddy had to take Binkie away,

and he was angrywith him and thrashed
him.

And Binkie pretended to be very

much hurt so as to please him, but he
wasn’t ' much because Eoddy wasn’t

strong enough. •

. And when it was all over Binkie

wagged *his tail and licked Eoddy’s
hand, and he said we do love each other

don’t we ? . A. M.

THE PASSING OF “PINKIE.”

After struggling for nearly thirteen

years

To make both extremities meet,
And seeing no end to the lean years

That all my endeavours defeat, .

It fills me with awe and with wonder
To read of the Michelham sale

And the dealers who bore off their

plunder,

Triumphant yet pale. *

Where they come from, these thousands
of guineas.

Shrewd readers can easily guess,

For the tribe of the Morgans and
Stinnes

In England grows steadily less

;

And the flight of our national heir-

looms,

That saddens the patriot soul,

Is linked with cold furnaces, bare looms,
And 'shortageof coal.

* It was stated in an evening paper that the
purchaser of SirThomas Lawrenciii’s“ Pinkie”
(Miss Moulton-Babbett) was “white with
emotion ” when it was knocked down to him
at 74,000 guineas.'

Though highbrows regard with abhor-
rence, ‘

Though Bloomsbury’s critics can’t

stick

The flattering portraits of Lawrekce,
So “mannered” and “shiny” and

“sljck,”

While painters like Lely and Kneller
Prom earlier eminence drop,

He has ccme as a very best seller

Eight up to the top.

And I, though for reasons romantic
To Eeynolds and Eaeburn I cling,

Ere over the stormy Atlantic

Your way to Chicago you wing,

0 dainty, delectable, dinky
And exquisite Eegency belle,

I'bid you, most picturesque “ Pinkie,”
^ Eegretful farewell.

“ Ah Kong was fined Rs. 200 by the Pourth
Additional Slagistrate on Monday, having, it

is said, been found carrying 8 J tolas of opinion.”
' Burma Paper,

We are rather sorry for Ah Kong. He
had probably forgotten that, as eighty

tolas make a seer, they might make a
Fourth Additional Magistrate into

Solomon.
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MRS. HASH, Mr. Treasure, give

(A Smal Drama of the utmost import- and you can keep your
.,
9^? did^ voi/ever^se'e*a noiieeman

niipp Berlin at ojice and hiiv the “Youmight say that spirit-lamps was And diet you evei see a poiieeman

bactnmTell) science, in a way.”
. ,

waning away because somebody said

“ I mightn’t say anything of the sort, he had big feet

Y.

—

Cotton-wool. Treasure, not being a born idiot. '‘Not to my recollection, Mrs. Hash.”

-Well. Mrs. Hash, and here you are Anlfealking of tea. I’ll put the kettle on “No. WeU ^vhat about mother-in

in your oWn kitchen, Monarch of all you now.” ^ ,

laws ? I ve heard one or two_ smart

survey.” “ Do, Mrs. Hash. And I ’m sure I ’m things about mother-m-laws m my
“ Thank you, Mr. Treasure, but ‘ sur- sorry if I 've said anything unpleasant, time—I don’t know what’s your espen-

vey’ is no word to express my feelings I was reading the Eeport of one of those ence and them s no s or age o

when I look at you after aU your kind- Committees not long ago, and it said motber-in-laws tha. I know

ness.” much the same as you.” “That ’s quite right, Mrs. Hash.

“Putting in a word for you wasn’t “"Well, that’s the first time I ever “ Then there s love.

kindness at all Mrs. Hash, but selfish- heard of a Committee talking sense. “ Love, Mrs. Hash

.

the nest minute you ’re in flames. No, “And did you ever see any comic bits

Mr. Treasure, give me my spirit-lamp about policemen?”

and YOU can keep vour science.” “ One or two, 1 suppose.

“You might say that spirit-lamps was

science, in a way.”
“ I mightn’t say anything"of the sort,

Mr. Treasure, not being a born idiot.

“ Weli., Mrs. Hash, and here you are And, talking of tea, I T1 put the kettle on

in your own kitchen, monarch of all you now.”
^ * -rv TV T . TT A J3 T T

ness.
“ Putting in a word for you wasn’t

kindness at all, Mrs. Hash, but selfish-

ness, if the truth were told. And how ^Ybat did^ the Committee

d’ you like your new quarters ? ” Treasure ?
”

I don’t complain, Mr. Treasure, not “ Y^ell, they said very n

yet,though I don’t know
I
that I bold with all this

in service last, Mr. Trea-
|

jl
|

sure,^e used to b

^

^
^

|

know' that anyone has

invented a machine that
vU'ijp

*'

||PlW0| ' Tw
and^ell the difference ''

I 11 \ \
between a commercial j I U \ \
traveller and a literary

gentleman and use the ^
right language accord-

^

» T 1
HEEDESS costume.”

‘‘There s a good deal *«go i have, deae—I’m the ceook.”
in that, Mr. Treasure. —

“ That ’s quite right, Mrs. Hash.”
“Then there’s love.”

“ Love, Mrs. Hash? ”

“ Love, Mr. Treasure. If there ’s one

pore devil that gets into the papers^
Jl ^1 4.U,’ U

9^^

'Y'ell, thev said very much what 1 more than anocher, you ’d think it ’s the

pore devil in love, male
and female, as the case

t
may be. And if there ’s

anything in what your

I

couple Virgini^^^P^s-

|

experience that" one
I ASKED YOU TO GET SOMETHING TO CO WITH MY SUEP-

laughs mOSt at thcm WG

E.AB-I -M THE CROOK.”
: more, Mr. Treasure, you

“Oh, GeOEGE, I ASKED YOU TO GET SOMETHING TO CO WITH MY SHEP-

HEEDESS COSTUME.”

“So I HAVE, DEAE—I’m THE CEOOK.”

The day will come, I always say, when you said, Mrs. Hash. They said there can take it from me it don’t matter what

the domestic classes will be worth their was too manyjokes madeabout domestic they say about a person in the papers

weight in gold, even if they *re my size, servants on the stage and that, and as long as they say something. I never

Well,what becomes of all this electricity they said all this was discouraging re- saw Ned Negus so cheerful as the day

if you have a revolution and one of these cruiting for an honourable profession, thejT’ had his picture in The Mirror ior

Moscow gentlemen goes and turns off and,ifit was all the same to the gentle- overloading a donkey.”

the current ? A fat lot of use all these men as made the jokes, the Committee “ Well, I wouldn’t wish to contradict

switches will be Mr. Treasure. But would be just as glad if they brought you, Mrs. Hash. But you ask Mabel

you and me goes on for ever, in a manner their proceedings to a close.”

of speaking. Well, if ever the day comes “Oh, did they? W'ell, I never said

hen Harriet Hash can’t give you a any such thing, Mr. Treasure, and I person?

what ’s her opinion.”
“ Mabel 1 That ’s the la-di-da young

cup of tea at seven minutes’ notice or a never heard of such a thing, and, what ’s “ One
niceplateof sausage-and-mash at fifteen, more, if this Committee of yours said a Mabel !

”

then Mr. Baldwin can pub the shutters thing like that it ’s time they gave up “ Yes,

up, for that ’ll be the end of ^/ifs country, committeeing and minded their own “Mrs.
But as for this electricity I wouldn’t business—see?” bit of an

“ One of them. I ’ll call her

trust it round the corner.”

“Yes, Mr. Treasure.”

“Mrs. Hash and me was having a

bit of an argument and we thought you

“I don’t know that I’d go as far as It’s a point of' view, I suppose.”

that, Mrs. Hash ;
it ’s very handy, some “It isn’t anything of the sort,

“Don’t take it to heart, Mrs. Hash, might help us maybe.”

of it, say what you like.”

“Do you lose your appetite, Mabel,

Did if you see a funny bit about a parlour-

“Like one of these aeroplanes, Mr. policemen?”

Treasure—very handy one minute and “Not that I know of.”-

this Committee say anything about maid at the Chelsea Palace ?
”

“ My appetite ’s all right, thank you,

Mrs. Hash, but I don’t know what
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ri^ht anybody has to make game of us.

We ’re as good as they are, i suppose,”

“Oh, no, you’re not, Mabel, not if

your head’s the wrong size for your
hat, Mabel; not if you ’re touchy, Mabel,
because that ’s a drawback to anyone.

Ever go to the pictures, Mabel V
”

“ Often, Mrs. Hash.”
“ Ever see a wicked solicitor on the

pictures, Mabel ?
”

“ Often, Mrs. Hash. I never saw a

good one that i can remember. They ’re

all alike.”^

“All alike, are they? And did you
ever see a funny policeman ?

”

“ Policemen are funny, specially the

Americans.”
“ You ’ve been to America, I dare say,

Mabel?”
“ No, Mrs. Hash.”
“ Know any American policeman to

speak to?”
“No.”
“Well, you’re an authority, I can

see that. And did you ever see a City

gentleman that acted wrong 1o the

young women in his office—on the pic-

tures, I mean? ”

“ They all do that, Mrs. Hash.”
“ And did you ever see an actress on

the pictures that went from bad to

worse and had a season-ticket for the

haunts of pleasure ?
”

“They’re a bad lot, Mrs. Hash.”
“ You know them better than me, I

daresay. Well, Mabel, you don’t mind
pointing the finger of scorn at other peo-

ple’s professions, do you ? But when it

comes to a flippant word about a parlour-

maid it’s ‘Hoity-toity,’ and what right

has anyone to pass remarks about me ?

What right have you to split your sides

over a policeman that puts his foot on

a banana-skin, Mabel ?
”

“ They can look after themselves, I

suppose, Mrs. Hash.”
“ And so can we, I suppose, if we ’re

not too busy riding the high-horse. I

don’t know whether it ’s this electricity

orwhat, but some people are that touchy

to-day you can’t speak out loud to them.

People that wraps themselves up in

cotton-wool gets prickly shins in the

end, Mabel.”
“ Do they, Cook ? Well, if it 's all

the same to you, I think I’ll get on
with my reading.”

“Do, my dear. And don’t trouble

to wash up the supper-things
;
Mr.

Treasure ’ll do that. And I ’ll bring you
your tea in the morning. Good night,

Mabel. I ’ll come and tuck you up.”
“ Aren’t you a little harsh with the

girl, Mrs. Hash ?
”

“ That, Mr. Treasure, is what I call

the New Young Woman. And now, if

you ’ll bring your Committee along I ’d

like to have two words with them while

the kettle ’s boiling.” A. P. H. -

Operatic Celehritif. “I tell your pool reporter I hap been starring por six
MONIS IN NoOYORK.’*

Sub-Editor. “Quite so.”

Operatic Gelehrtty. “Well, the idiot he bay ‘starving.’ ”

RHYMES OF MY GARDEN.
The Earthworm.

The earthworm, Judged by outward
features.

Is not the handsomest of creatures

;

One might be tempted to disparage

His somewhat undistinguished carriage,

And nobody I ’ve heard of yet

Has kept an earthworm as a pet

;

In short, we find that in the main
Men view the worm with cold disdain.

Slighting—and this I cannot pardon

—

His yeoman service in the garden.

We well may pause before we jibe

At members of this humble tribe

;

For, though he bags no prize for beauty.

Your earthworm has discharged hisduty
Most faithfully throughout the ages,

Without a thought for hours or wages.

Compare the prehistoric worm
With, let us say, the pachyderm,
The mammoth and the woolly rhino

Were useless beasts, so far as I know,
Who filled the air with raucous hoots
And heaved up forests by the roots,

Or wallowed in the mud and blinked

And happily became extinct.

Meanwhile the worm, with sturdy toil,

Was getting busy with the soil

And piling up that rich brown loam
In which my tulips find a home.

So I will speak the praise of worms
In bold enthusiastic terms

;

Derided, scorned, misunderstood,
They still persist in doing good

;

And it would be a gracious act,

Inspired by gratitude and tact,

If garden-lovers all concurred
In censuring the early bird.

!
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THE CAMEO-SELLER.
On the Capitolioe Hill, behind the

Palazzo Senatorio, is a little terrace from

which one gets a very good view of the

Porum. The guide-books recommend
tourists to go there, and consequently it

is a strategic point for the cameo-sellers,

by whom it is always strongly occupied.

The moment Bosalie and I arrived on

this little terrace w^e saw one of these

creatures shambling towards us,^ his

box under his arm, and on his bristly

oily face the expression of a beast of

prey anticipating a fat and easy kill.

He put down his box confid-

ently on the low wall near to us,

released onus a gas-attackwhose
ingredients were Toscana cigar,

red wine and garlic, leered fatly

I

and pointed to the Forum.
But at that moment I pointed

to the Forum too, and just as

he opened his mouth I began to

speak, looking him well in the

eyes with a compelling stare.

Zat,*’ I said loudly and rapidly,

“is ze arch of Tito—Taitoos.

Zose are ze tree columns of

temple of Castor and Pollux.

Zere is ze Basilica Giulia, ze

temple of Yesta and ze ’ouse of

ze Yestal Yirgins.”

He seemed put off somehow

;

he stood goggling at me with

his mouth open, his arm still

feebly pointing. I gripped him
firmly by the shoulders and
changed his direction a little

“ You see,” I said in a lo’w tense

voice, swivelling his petrified

arm in the right direction

—

“ you see, be’ind zere ? Zere is

ze Colosseo—gladiators, Chris-

tians ;

” and I champed my jaws
fiercely in a realistic imitation

of a lion chewing a cameo-seller.

The man breathed heavily,

pulled himself together and
fumbled with the bottom drawer of his

!

box. Again I anticipated him. Diving
quickly into my pockets I whipped out

a ghastly mosaic bracelet and an un-
speakable cameo brooch. “You like

buy nice bracelet ? ” I said coaxingly,

holding it up to his perspuing face,

“ made in ze Pope’s school
; only tirty

lire—you pay sixty for ’im in ze shops.”

And I made to clasp it on his wrist, just

as one of his loathsome kind had clasped

it on Bosalie's wrist a few days before.

He drew back, and a look of fear came
over his face. I followed him up, talk-

ing loudly, and held the brooch under
his nose. “ Lovely brooch !

” I shouted.
“ Look ’ere—I give you ze two for fifty

lire, good business, made in ze Pope’s
school ; zey cost you two hundred in ze
shops.”

He closed his box and walked rapidly

away. I hurried after him, making

play withmy wares. “ Lovely presents,”

I bawled at the top of my voice; “I
give you ze two for tirty lire ;

made in

ze
”

He broke into a trot and disappeared

round the corner.

When I returned to Bosalie and the

peaceful contemplation of the Forum I

realised my incredible triumph. The

man had not uttered a single icord, I

think I must be the only man on earth

who has prevented a cameo-seller from

talking.

“I HAVE CALLED, SiB, TO SEE IP YOU WILL AGAIN GIVE
SOMETHING TO THE FlKEMEN^S DINNER. A YEAR AGO
YbU GAVE HALF-A-CEOWN.”

A YEAR ago! Heavens! how many courses is this
'dinner ?

”

THE ANIMAL MENACE.
What Is Behind It ?

To my mind, activities in the animal
world give ground for grave alarm.

A short time ago a large snake nearly

ran amok on the platform of a London
terminus. The other day an elephant
was washed up on our shores ; and, while
it is true the poor creature was dead,

that elephant,dependupon it,wasmeant
to land alive. Last week thirteen mon-
keys were let loose in London, a large

dog of strange breed was found prowl-
ing about Begent’s Park, and a leopard
sprang from the stage of a provincial

music-hall into the auditorium, after-

wards taking refuge, uninvited, among
the orchestra. A few days ago it was
stated in a court of law that a mosquito

had bitten an admiral. Moreover there

is this Alsatian hound problem.

I suspect that at the back of all this

is Bed Gold.

We must not view the monkey in-

cident with indifference because the

animals were small and only thirteen

in number. There is such a thing, let

us remember, as the thin end of the

wedge. With the encouragement of

this successful experiment, is it beyond
the powers of the Soviet Government,
with millions at their disposal, to induce

some miscreant to let loose a much
larger number of orang-utans? And

that elephant—what more sim-

ple than to jettison elephants

here and there round the coast

so that they land in our country,

creating panic in our seaport

towns and trumpeting their de-

structive way through our golf-

links and game preserves ?

What sinister member of that

music-hall audience waved a

piece of steak at an opportune
moment to lure that lethal beast

beyond the limits of the stage ?

What kind of an individual, do

you suppose, set that mosquito
on that admiral? Who tam-
pered with the screws of the

snake-box? Who are at the

back of this movement to intro-

duce the wolf-strain into our
Alsatians ?

What is the Home Secretary
doing? About this dastardly

scheme for disorganising the

moral of the country he has said

nothing, except that those who
turn our Alsatians into wolves
must be held responsible for the

consequences— a courageous
threat to lock the stable-door

after the horse has been de-

voured.

Meanwhile the police patrol

our streetsunarmed. And Idoubt
whether among the whole personnel of

Scotland Yard they can boast of a single

snake-charmer, and whether there is in

the whole of its equipment a single ele-

phant-rifle, a single mosquito-swatter,
a single monkey-wrench.

Let us hope this warning is given in

time, or here, in our island home, we
may soon have snakes at the door of

every luncheon-car, elephants climb-

ing up our piers and smashing a way
through our bathing-vans, leopards and
wolf-like hounds ready to pounce at

every turn, mosquitoes biting high
officers of all Services indiscriminately.

“Lost, working man, Friday, grey rain-

coat.”—Provincial Pamper,

This can’t be Crusoe's friend
; he had no

raincoat.
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EVE IN THE GARDEN.

It was Adam, one fancied, who shouldered the toil

Of subduing the earth and of tilliog the soil;

Well, if he once lived by the sweat of his brow

In the Garden, I don’t see him doing it now.

For to Eve is the Garden, the love and the care

Of the first-fruits of Paradise blossoming there

;

She plants and she labels, she prunes and she wires,

While Adam sits by with a pipe and admires.

You must not suppose him deficient in will

;

1 1 is rather a question of technical skill

;

For he is—or believes himself—passably good

At a labourer’s task, like the sawing of wood.

On occasion a special indulgence concedes

The responsible office of clearing the weeds.

Dandelion and buttercup, pests to be scotched.

Though even at this he requires to be watched,

Lest his fragments of lore be untimely forgot.

To leave him in doubt which are weeds and which not,

Lest he root up as groundsel what proves to his shame

To be something possessing a long Latin name.

Still he knows the proud moment can not be delayed

When an urgent appeal for his presence is made.

As the Lord of Creation, to deal with strange bugs,

To destroy leather-jackets or trample on slugs.

Adam delved, as I hinted before, and Eve span,

But Time would appear to have altered that plan,

For the ancient traditions of Eden are gone.

And Eve does the garden while Adam looks on. A. C.

BRIDGE FOUNDATIONS.
lY.—

T

he Unconventional Double.

“Double, double, toil and trouble.”

—

Sbaeispsase.

Example is better than precept. Here is an example

:

—
A.

4 A.. K
^ A.. K. Q., J., 10. 9, 8. 7, 6.

^ None.

4 A., K.
Y. X.

4 Q., 9, 6, 5. ^ 10, 8, 7, 2.

4, 2. None.

0 Q., 6, 5. 0 A., K, J., 9, 4, 3.

4 8, 7, 6,
5, B

*

4 J., 4.'3.

3.5.

0 10, 8. 7. 2.

4 J.. 10. 3, 2.

A dealt, and called four Hearts.

X doubled.

The call was left in, and A made grand slam in Hearts.

X said he was extremely sorry, but he mistook his

Diamonds for Hearts.

Ernest Shepard, whose drawings in Punch for A, A.

Milne’s When We Were Very have not been forgotten,

is now holding an Exhibition, at the Sporting Gallery,

32, King Street, Covent Garden, of his illustrations to Mr.
Milne’s Winnie-the-Pooh,

WASTE SOUNDS.
(By a Student of Sonorities,)

Much has been said and written, mostly in terms of dis-

paragement or even abuse, of the “dominion of din,” the

tyranny of unnecessary noise, which, in the view of those

who protest against this feature of modern life, is a curse

and a calamity.

That there is some ground for these complaints is not

to be denied. Unfortunately the majority of these critics

are uncompromising adherents of the old order, querulous

reactionaries, and wholly unable to rise from a negative

or destructive attitude to the formulation of a constructive

or remedial policy. They seem incapable of realising that

an immense and fruitful field of artistic effort, hitherto neg-

lected, lies open in the intelligent utilization of waste noises.

Economics are at the root of nearly all our troubles and

difficulties, and nowhere more conspicuously than in the

world of music. The cost of production and performance

is paralysing opera and symphonic concerts and driving

our best musicians into the wilderness. The heightened

standard of living and the expenditure on peremptory

needs—such, for example, as.motor-cars—reduce the funds

available for other purposes. The price of normal instru-

ments is prohibitive. You can purchase a new four-seater

for far less than a first-rate fiddle, and a secondhand side-

car costs little more than a tuba.^

And yet we are confronted with the strange anomaly

that, while the main current of the evolution of music

points to the gradual elimination of the sounds produced by

instruments which satisfied the needs of eighteenth-century

audiences, there is no organised attempt to substitute for

them a new apparatus at once more in keeping with the new
spirit of the art and at the same time infinitely cheaper.

Instrument-manufacturers go on making the old models—
in strings, wood, brass and percussion—with the melancholy

result that the most enlightened composers are denied the

means of testing their sumptuous and sonorous experiments.

Another anomaly that suggests itself in this context is

the abandonment of old instruments which lend themselves

to modern exigencies. Take, for example, the comb. Who
plays the comb nowadays ? And yet, when covered with

thin tissue-paper, this humble but universal implement is

capable of producing sounds of peculiar sweetness. The
timbre of the comb is unique, delicate and penetrating, yet

veiled by a gentle bombination or buzzing. Combs of dif-

ferent sizes can be used in concerted music with a most
pleasing result.

Another lost instrument is the coffee-pot. Many years

ago there was a man who performed on it in public, and in

his hands, or lips, the thing became a trumpet. But to-day

his very name is forgotten. Again, blades of grass, when
blown upon edgewise, will produce notes of a piercing

shrillness equal to those of the highest register of the pic-

colo. Yet this inexpensive and vegetarian instrument has

fallen completely out of fashion amongst the ingenuous

youth of this age.

You, Mr. Punch, have recently sung the praises of the hot-

water bottle, but it has been reserved for a writer in The
Times to supplement your catalogue of its virtues in a most
interesting way. Hot-water bottles, he tells us, can sing or

at least wail. “ The gift seems confined to stone or metal

bottles ; an aluminium one provided the strangest instance

of the kind. In this case the wails and whistles, as of a cat

and an engine, were not to be tolerated in the bed or even

silenced in the room.” What better example could be forth-

coming of the waste of sounds which would not only be

tolerated but welcomed with enthusiasm in a concert- or

ball-room ?



I may note in conclusion that the though un-

justly accused of being the enemy of good music, is at least

open to the charge of failing to utilize the valuable raw
material of sound provided by the phenomena of atmo-

spherics and oscillation. If these were placed at the dis-

posal of modern composers for concert use, “ imagination's

widest stretch in wonder dies away ” before the impending
enlargement of our aural horizon.

Belativity in the Antipodes.

J. D. has loft for Auckland to-morrov/.”

New Zealand Fajper.

“ Caused by the heavy rain over the week end several slips came
down in the Manawatu Gorge, completely blocking the road. It is not
expected that the road will be cleared for traffic yesterday.”

Neio Zealand Faper.

PARTING IS SUCH SWEET SORROW.
[“Mr. Cook is leaving for Russia shortly .”—Daily Fa^^er.]

Unlike the housewife who, aghast, surveys

The broken tenor of domestic clays,

Britannia hears with joy far more than grieving

The words, for once so welcome, “Cook is leaving.”

=========^^ C. E. S.

From an article on trade-journalism

:

“For some time it was confined to the Drapers, who inserted

articles on any topical subject, but always introducing the firm’s

name, a very clever, indirect, specious way of advertising, if you
could only get the public to read through the lubrications of some
engaged shribe.”—Commercial Cirmlar,

And always provided, of course, that the engaged scribe

was not over-lubricated.



THE BMUD OF JOHN WELLMAN.

[Sir William Abbuthnot Lane, voicing the

views of the New Health Society, has recently

pointed out that an efficient snhstitnte for exer-

cise may be found in “ rolling the abdominal
waU.”]

I ha’ lived the life of a hermit,

I ha’ worn hygienic boots

;

I ha’ dined, with a doctor s permit,

On apples and nuts and roots

;

I hcb taken pills, I ha* toiled up hills,

But this is the last of all—
The deed by stealth that I do for my

health

When I roll the abdominal loall ! -

Or ever the winter woollies

Fit tight to the tub-like form,
Ye may work with a pair of pulleys,

^

Ye may punch till the pelt grows
warm

;

Ye may squat on the hams till the
knee-joint jams,

With the song of the lark ye may rise.

But unless ye ha’ ta’en Aebuthnot
Lane

Ye know not the way of the wise.

Who has called for the unfired fodder
That Nebuchadnezzar had?

Who has danced, a weary plodder,

All day for a health-fiend’s fad ?

He hath found small joy for his soul’s

annoy,
And little reward have they

Who blush like a rose beneath their

clo’es /
From the ultra-violet ray.

To the lean lone man his tropics,

To the wasp the wall-hung peach,

The Press-men chivvy their topics,

- The club-men follow their leech

;

They have learnt this tlmig as the club-
“ doors swing,

And this thing over all,

To wriggle their thews as they read and
nmse.

And to roll the abdominal xoall I .

By the cream o’ the, milk we curdle,

^

By the yam and the yourt and the

yeast, 1
-

By the half of the globe we girdle

As the flag flies w;est and east

;

Where soundsthemoo of the distant gnu
And the bison pops from the mud

We have foughten the fight of our ap-

petite.

But the end thereof is a dud.

The men of the race of Ammon
Have welted the squash-ball round.

And a wondrous god is Mammon,
The god of the horse and hound

;

But nbver the path to the Turkish bath

Nor the lifted tan of the Eow
Shall^make you well as the way I tell,

The Way that the wise ones know.

For the salt tides swing to ocean
" And the great whales gambol west,

But no man has seen the motion
That moveth my undervest

;

I sit in my chair and I speak you fair,

\
But the muscles arise and fall.

And the good that I ivin goes on within

As I roll the abdominal loall

!

‘ Evoe.

A Mixed Bag.

From a brqadcasting programme :

—

“The Bishump, the Lion and the Robert
Blatchford .”—Evening Paper,

“The author of ‘ A House of Cards ’ obviously
-khows his—or should it be hers ?—world.”

Sunday Paper,

We cAn set the critic’s mind at rest. It

should not be “ hers.”

“ Letters written by Sir Isaac Watts indicate

that it required much research before he in-

vented his steam engine.”—Canadian Paper,

And we have always understood that

the Eev. James Watt, D.D., improved
a lot of shining hours before he com-
posed “ How doth tbelittle busy bee?”
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, November Captain

HACKI^a intends to go down to pos-

terity as the Plain Man’s Friend.

Facilities for cinematographing in the

Eoyal Parks, he explained to the House,
are granted on application, but there

must be no “ posing of artists or filming

of stage scenes.” The camera-man, it

seems, may invite the ducks to clinch

for a fadeaway or tell Bima to work a

brighter line of eye-stuff, but the lords

and ladies of creation must positively

keep out.

Captain Evans recalled the Prime
Minister’s promise that British film-

producers should not want for an
authentic British atmosphere and back-

ground. This did not move the steely

Under-Secretary. The parks, he de-

clared, were for people who wanted
fresh air, not film atmosphere.

It seems that the Unionist Party, for

allits apparent meekness, has its aggres-

sive side. Lady Astor told the Home
Secretary that that side would not

tolerate the provisions of the new Fac-

tory Bill which made it possible for

young persons under eighteen to be em-
ployed for twelve hours a day.. The
Home Secretary pointed out that other

clauses of the Bill were also objected

to, and that Lady Astor was not the

only aggressive member of the Union-
ist Party. ‘‘ We are the ones that

count,” she retorted, and the Home
Secretary said no more.
The noble lady next complained to

Sir Kingsley Wood that the labels

on the tins of imported skim-milk were
not nearly prominent enough. As Sir

Kingsley promised to go into the ques-

tion, we shall in due course no doubt
have <‘Not Fit for Infant Consump-
tion ” replaced by “ Not fob Suckers.
This Means You !

” or something with
an American punch to it.

The House early set about the Eeport
stage of the Merchandise Marks Bill.

The measure outrages Liberalism in

every fibre of its stringy being, and to

the Liberals fell the task of trying to

temper it to the shorn foreign importer.

Obviously Captain Wedgwood Benn
should on this occasion have been the

captain of Liberalism’s soul, but he, at

other times the most graceful of com-
batants, sees red when the Sacred Prin-

ciples are assailed. It was therefore

lelt to the tactful Mr. Harris of Bethnal
Green to “ suave ’* the situation.

Mr. Harris is a subtle antagonist. 0 n

a clause requiring that imported goods
bearing the name or trade-mark of a

British manufacturer or trader should

bear the name of their place of origin, he
asked the President op the Board of
Trade if he had by chance heard of the

“Mustard Club,” and pathetically pic-

tured the existence of a public mustard
pot with “ British Mustard ” on the
outside, and “ Made in Germany ” on
the bottom. Sir Burton Chadwick
countered by saying that he was also

aware of the Ancient Order of Froth
Blowers which advertises its philan-

thropic efforts by presenting the chari-

table with free cufi'-links. Was there

any reason why these should not bear
the name of the country of origin?

Mr. Harney wanted to know what
would happen if he “ colloped his beer
with zest ” (as the Froth Blowers’ ritual

i-uns) from a foreign-made bottle. The
Parliamentary Secretary of the
Board op Trade said there would be
nothing to prevent him, but did not
explain why.
Another Amendment proposed by the

Government makes it unlawful to sell

in the United Kingdom any imported
goods having for their name or trade-

mark the name of any place or district

in the United Kingdom. The object is

apparently to enable any British manu-
facturer to keep his foreign trade rival’s

goods out of the country by building a
factory with a model village round it
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and calling it
*
‘ Eemington ’

' or •
‘ Gillette

”

or Quaker.”
Mr. Morrison produced a House of

Commons toothpick with ‘‘Paris and
London ” on it. What would happen,
he asked, if the toothpick were made in

Paris and the wrapper in London or

vice T, 9 Sir Philip Cunlipfe-Lister
found this too much of a problem and

0

'C/TY

Lord Haldane lends his weight in sup-
port OF THE Government scheme as
ADVOCATED BY LORD PeEL.

replied that there was a special power to

grant exemption in special cases.

The next Amendment, providing that
the section should not have effect in

respect of the application of a name or
trade-mark to articles used as cover-
ings, reels, labels or otherwise, was so
complicated as to deserve Miss Law-
rence’s description of it as all topsy-
turvy like something out
of Alice in Wonderland.
The House evidently
thought so too, for it

pretty soon reeled off to
bed, having first demon-
strated that no amount
of divisions can shake the
manifest superiority of

British boot-leather.

Tuesday
i November
Prank Meyer

hasdiscovered that steam
lorries issue clouds of

steam and showers of
sparks. Would the Min-
istry of Transport deal
with the nuisance ? The
Minister made it clear
that in his opinion the
lorries in question had
not intended any disre-

spect tothehon. Member

lations were laid on the table, the Home
Secretary saying that by Friday he

hoped some of the Eegulations might
prove to be no longer necessary.

Colonel Day asked the Postmaster-
General if he would not issue a thumb-
slotted Telephone Directmiy. The Post-
master said it would take a hundred
men seven weeks to do the thumb-slot-

ting, and would cost twenty thousand
pounds.

The House quickly got back to the

business of thumb-slotting amendments
to the Merchandise Marks Bill, Most
of the debate turned on the question of

fruit and vegetables and other perish-

able commodities. Miss Lawrence
was distressed to learn that in aggra-

vated cases unmarked or improperly
marked consignments of food would, if

it was not practicable to return them, be
dumped into the sea. She thought it

would be better for the Customs officials

to take a pot of paint and write on the

crate, “Produce of Czecho-Slovakia,”
or whatever it might be, and send a

bill to the importer. At the worst the
food might be confiscated and made
use of. Mr. Harris pictured the plight

of Bethnal Green which already found
fruit almost beyond its means. Put
further restrictions on the foreign im-
porter and he would cease to import.

Bethnal Green would have no bananas.
His, he declared,was the Party ofplenty.

By way of confirming this he made
it the Party of plenty of amendments.
Mr. Webb also propounded a few, but
the Labour Party’s chief effort was
that of Mr. Barnes, who saw no good
in having foreign steel marked as
such when any expert safe-blower could
erase the mark. Mr. Webb also dealt

with bananas. “Why mark them,*’ he
asked, “when there were no British

bananas ? ” To this SirPhilipC unliffe-
Lister replied that there were British
Empire bananas, for which many
Britons would have a preference. Just
how the man who merely buys a banana
here and a banana there is going to be
sure of securing the British article was
not explained.

Sir W^iLLiAM JoyksonS^icks [to Colo7iel Lane~Fox), “I’ve
-D

^ IT altogether: butTue Emergency Begu- to lop off a tail or two I raise no objection.”

THE CHIEF OF THE VANDALS.
Lord Hugh Cecil as seen by his

adversaries
[Afte?' an ivory diptych of the fifth ce^itury).

^

The House poured through the Divi-
sion lobbies with dogged fidelity, and
the Beport stage of the Bill was com-
pleted before midnight. Mr. Harris
failed to plaster the thing with amend-
ments, but he covered himself with a
blaze of dialectic glory in a last heroic
effort to persuade the House that the
League of Nations would be outraged,

the Treaty of Versailles

ruthlessly violated and
the Locarno Spirit hope-
lessly Endangered by the
clause of the Bill which
described the exports of

the mandated territories

as “Empire produce.”
Wednesday, November

2Mh.— The House of

Lords resisted Lord Gar-
son’s plea that the Elec-
tricity Bill should go to

a Select Committee. Lord
Birkenhead cited in sup-

port of tho measure the
low cost of “ juice ” in

America, and added as a
millennial circumstance
that in America they had
electric ovens in which
the amount of current
used declined automatic-
ally as the joint became

HAD THAT CAT
IP YOU WANT
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done. He said that all proposedAmend-
ments to the Bill would be considered

by the Government, which, however,

would profoundly regret the delay that

would result from sending the Bill

to a Select Committee, where (their

Lordships were allowed to infer) the

pressure would automatically decrease

as the Bill’s goose became cooked.

The Parliamentary Secretary to
THE Admiralty informed Mr. Day that

‘incidents in the ordinary course of

naval routine ” could be cinemato-

graphed on H.M. ships, the Admiralty

participating to an unspecified extent

in the proceeds of the film. We may
assume that under these advantageous

conditions the “ posing of artists ” so

abhorrent to Captain Hacking will be

easily absorbed into their daily routine

by the Navy’s handymen.
The Home Secretary had a little

Dog Day all to himself. Captain Evans
seemed to think that the eminent scient-

ist of the London University who buys

the dogs for purposes of research ought

to know a valuable dog from a no-

account mongrel, and that proceedings

should be commenced against the Uni-

versity for paying cur prices for Crystal

Palace canines. The Home Secretary
said that the Professor was not perhaps

so great an expert as the hon. Member.
He told another Member that there were
difficulties in the way of letting the

police sell some of the fifty thousand
unwanted Towsers that they annually

chloroform. Answering another ques-

tion, Sir William Joynson-Hicks ex-

plained that his recent letter about dogs

with a wolf strain had no application
|

to the breed of Alsatian dogs.

Colonel Lane-Eox told the House
that Saturday would see the last of the

coal restrictions removed (except possi-

bly the prohibitive price)
,
and the Prime

Minister stated that there was no in-

tention now to set up an arbitration

tribunal for the coal-mining industry.

The House took the Third Beading of

the Merchandise Marks Bill, the attack

on this occasion being led by Mr. Lloyd
George, who described the measure as

I

a means of advertising foreign goods at

the expense of the British ratepayers.

What we needed to do, he said, was not

to mark, foreign goods but to market
our own.

Thursday, November 26tli. — The
House saved the City churches and by

so handsome a majority that even

Lord Hugh Cecil, who pleaded with

it to countersign the issue of the execu-

tion warrant, must now be convinced

that in England a sermon in stone is

still regarded as worth two in the pulpit.

He had the support of Sir Henry
Slesser, who commiserated with his

momentary colleague. Lord Hugh com-
plained that The Times had vilely mis-

represented the Church Assembly’s Bill

as a plot to destroy the City churches.

Sir Henry reminded him that the news-
papers still more vilely misrepresented

the Socialist Party, in season and out of

season, as burning to destroy the Con-
stitution.*

Sir Y. Bow.ater led the defence on
behalf of the City of London, and Sir

Martin Conway laid about him in the

name of the learned, historical and
artistic societies. Let the City churches

stand, he pleaded, in the streets of the

money-changers as silent witnesses that

there is in the world something finer

and greater than mere commerce and
industry. Mr. Ammon and Mr. Eonald
McNeill also “bore them right

doughtily,” and the division found a

paltry twenty-seven stalwarts rallied

round the iconoclastic banner.

“Wanted, Black Fluffy Kitchen, male.”
Fravincial Fcqyer,

No woman would allow her kitchen to

get into such a state.
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MANNERS AND MODES.
After the “ Vagabond Hat ” "wiLij leaders op FEHrNiNE fashion adopt an ensemble that is in keeping ?

SHE-SHANTIES.
The rivB-o’CLocK Eaibies.

At five o’clock and after

Down every City street

You *11 hear their e*fin laughter,

You’ll hear the fairy feet-

Cheapside seems full of roses.

The pavement rocks with fun
As, powdering their noses,

From bank and shop they run

—

" Homeioard, hurrah I

Go the Five-o'clock Fairies,
Flurrying, scurrying,

Home to Mamma,
With !ai)y red hats
And fairy pale faces,

What stockings and spats
And vanity cases I

London 's in flower,
The Bank is a hoioer.

And constables hud to the best of their

poioer.

While, since it 's our duty
To venerate Beauty,

I take offmy hat to the Five-o'clock
Fairies,

Why are these dull photographers
In Lady Dash engrossed

When I know ten stenographers
Would leave her at the post ?

A tig for your New Yorkers

!

' Your rnidinettes—pooh, pooh !

Madrid rnay hold some corkers

—

Well, we have one or two.

Homeward, hdbray I

Go the Five-o'clock Fairies,

Gahteri'ng, bantering.

Into the fray !

Fighting for trams
And battlingfor buses—

What jostles and jambs.
What fairy-like cusses

!

Caught in the rain,

Crushed in the train.

Up at six-thirty to do it again.

Tough as they 're tender.

They never surrender—
I take off my hat to the Five-o'cloch

Fairies,

You ladies rich and splendid,
If you have ever been

Locked in some place intended
For one not large sardine,

Give thanks you travel gaily,

Not as the fairies do,
Who fight their passage daily
From Cannon Street to Kew.

Homeward again
Go the Five-o'clock Fairies,

Wearily, drearily

Into the train.

Jolty stockbrokers

Have got the last places.

And prosperous smokers
Blow smoke in their faces.

Bolling and reeling.

So faint they are feeling.
But stockbrokers never get out before

Ealing.

The sami thing to-morrow--^
To-morroio—to-morrow !

I take off my hat to the Five-o'clock

Fairies. A. P. H.

“ We have buried our hatred of, Germany,
and we should advise the minority to do the
samewith Mr. Lloyd GeoTge.”—Liberal Paper.

We can’t help thinking that this would
be going too far.

“ Large selection of Bedroom, Dining Room,
Hall and Kitchen Furniture. We can furnish
a house with all that is necessary, a best value
obtainable. Liberal discount for cash or de-
ferred payments .”—Lccal Paper,

There must be a catch somewhere.

From a review :

—

“ Take this pocket-size book, full of excellent
illustrations, a scientific book most entertain-
ingly written, take it into the field and enjoy
spiders as you have never enjoyed them before.”

We must recommend this work to Little
Miss Muffet.
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: NEW WORDS FOR OLD.

i
The taximan seemed to be singularly

' obtuse. “Surely you understand,” I said.

I

“ I want you to drive me "—and I spelt

I

the name for him—“to B-D-W-Y.”

I

“Come again,” he replied, with a

certain brightness,

“B-D-W-Y.”
“ Is that Welsh, guv'nor ?

”

“No,”
“ And it ’s not what you might call

! vulgar abuse ?
”

I

“No.”

j

“Then I’ve never ’eard of it.” He
was quite definite.

“ Come, come,” I remonstrated; “you
go along past those mews on the left and
keep on until you are near Up Thms st.

Leave that on your right and make for

Chrtrho st.”

Ho looked at me as if he had difficulty

in getting his mental apparatus to work.
“ x\nimal, mineral or vegetable? ” he

asked weakly.

I w^as annoyed at his flippancy.

“ Don’t you know the London area ?
”

I cried, “I suppose you have some
hazy idea of driving me to Crsblton or

even Srbtn. You are just the sort of

fellow who would land me at Gt Tchfld

st or Brkng rd or Hg Bnt, and then

calmly stop to ask me the number I

first thought of.”

The taximan, I regret to say, tapped

bis forehead with his finger and, with

the cryptic remark to his vehicle, “ Gee
up, Joe,” drove away.

When I complained of his conduct to

a policeman who was standing near he

listened sympathetically. I pointed out

that I was merely trying to get to a

road given inthe newTeleplione Directory

as the address of a man who had been

a chrbnc agt, but had given that occu-

pation up in order to be a phrmctcl

chmst, optcn and mdcl agt, in business

premises formerly used as a pckng

wrhse by a whlsl mfg frm.
“ I know the place is in Pntvl rd,” I

said, “ for The Telephone Directory says

so. But it seems to me that trying to

get there is as difficult as trying to sell

grmphns in a vgtbl mkt.”

The policeman at this stage looked at

me rather curiously, and mentioned that

he would be back that way at 3 a.m.

precisely, and if I hadn’t gone by then

he would most certainly see me.

As he turned away I remarked sadly

that I would not bother, but would

return to my liome at Hrw-o-t-hl.

He must have heard only the last part

of the remark and misinterpreted it, for

he said very abruptly, “ None of that

language, now; move on.”

So I went liome to complete the draft

of my new Bill to Prevent the Painful

Clipping in Telephone Directories of

She (after the qiiarrel). “I wjsh I vrAS dead.”

He. “I WISH I WAS TOO.”

She. “Then I wish I wasI ”

Words that Previously Have not Done
us any Harm.

It is obvious that this measuremust be
introduced and made law at the earliest

moment, beforeanymoredreadfulthings
happen. Nothing seems to be safe. If

addresses can be maltreated as theyhave

been without the slightest warning, we
may find in the next Directory that

personal names have been dealt with in

the same way.
To-night, therefore,! propose to write,

asking for their support, to various

members of the Government, including

Mr Stxly Bldwn, MrWn Chl, Sr Wm
. Jyn Hks (the Hm Scy), Sr Wtn-Evns,
Sr Sml Hr (Air Mnstr),-Mr Chmbln and
SrWm Mtchl TMSN{Pmr-Gnl), If they

will not help there is always Mr Ck. I

Words are his strong point.
j

Prom a publicity agent :

—

“ In the Shakespeare class the students will

be examined in ‘ The Waiter’s Tale.’
”

Can this be about the “ poor cat i’ the

adage,” who let “‘I dare not’ wait

upon ‘I would’ ” ?

“Next Monday polling will take place for

the election of J County Councillor to repre-

sent the North Ward in the County
Council in place of Aid. , who has re-

signed.”—Provincial Pai'er.

The suggestion that a whole alderman

could be replaced by a mere fraction of

a county councillor seems to demand
an apology.
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-|-UF PI AV never really persuaded us that she bore those hanging strands of hair that weAi I Me MLAY.
the stamp of her craft. found so worrying. They may have

“Teeeawnv op the ‘Wells’” Of the other “theatrical folk” Mr. been period, but they made him look
(Globe). Qoarteemaike as Twn Wrench (just like one of our young effeminates of

As there is nothing new to to-day emerging from the sea.
be said of the play itself, it As James TeLfer, venerable
may be permissible to indulge exponent of the legit mate
one’s curiosity as to the Man- drama, Mr. Atkinsplayed with
agement’s motives for giving commendable reserve in apart
us this revival of a revival. that might easily have been
Was it their idea to provide an over-mouthed

; and when Miss
example of the sound work- MWMj Scddamohe, in the part of
manship of a past master for AvKwlj Violet Sylvester, lapsed from
the benefit of some of the slip-

.
tbe seat of majesty she never

shod dramatists of to-day
?_
Or lapsed into farce. Miss Poe-

to escape from the drawing-
_ deed’s Avoma Bunn encour-

room (or bedroom) drama of i ^ iMB^A aged the hopes of those who
contemporary manners (if any) have seen her intelligent act-
and dress (if any), and, by ^

‘ i^g revue. Mr. Harvey
offering character-parts that IrlKWry^gr as Ferdinand Gadd, whom
demand a little imagination, to <

^ “tbe public wanted”; Miss
give ouractors foronce a chance ^

Dane as the flashy but good-
of acting? Or, with a bene- S hearted Imogm Parrott, and
volence extended to the public,

I i |f||/ I I m.GooK-Ea.sAugustus Colpovs,
to present a period play for the

• ^ M I I the buffoon of the company,
better education of our very

j
were all excellent,

young Georgians who have not Of the “non-theatrical folk,”

w Sebastian Smith (plainW “Mr. Smith” of the tofcal

Ihe ppp<,rt„n.ly ol ™ DKOONTENI.. g S”
1e.l”

Sts, ? £‘H’l.rr e;jt=wt.r..tech ct si
„ ,

Wilham Gotver. Though it
All excellent motives, except the last, for an instant at the first I wished he was his business to provide naost of the

which I suspect to have been the real had been Mr. Henry Ainley) played fun, he played with due restraint
one. If so, it justified itself up to a the devout and sacrificial lover with a notably at the moment (perhaps the
point, for Miss Bannerman, who must very nice and untheatrical sincerity, best, and the most unlikely, in the play)
always look sweet m any costume, was I should have liked him better without when he commands everybody to sit
narticularlv sweet as a Vic- ^ /a. m

A DISCONTENTED “DEMON OP DISCONTENT.’
Avo7iia Bumi Miss Pordred,
Ferdinand Gadd Mr, Harvey.

particularly sweet as a Vic-
torian. But herperformance,
for all its charm, was not a
very fSueinterpretation of the
character of Bose Trelawny,
It was easy enough to un-
derstand the attraction that
she had for young Gowei\
but one never quite under-
stood her success as an
actress at the ** Wells.'*

Of course the author had
given Trelawny a refinement
which set her apart from her
fellow-mummers—this, in-

deed was one of the qualities .

that drew her lover to her

—

but he had never meant her
to be a mere lady amateur.
In her moments of joyous
expansion

,
when surrounded

by her friends of the stage,

Miss Bannerman could nob
very well fail to be a differ- ^

ent creature from the caged
bird of Cavendish Square;
and from time to time she
showed a professional gift

when imitating old Sir
William's manner (“Have
we no cheers?"); bub she

A KEAN BLADE.
Sir Wdliam Gower, K.T

.

. Mr. Sebastian Smith.
Bose Trelawny Miss Margaret Bannerman.

down with him to hear Tom
Wrench read his comedy. I
wish we could have seen him
after an hour of it, but the
curtain wisely fell with the
announcement of the title.

As Trafalgar Gower Miss
Ferrar—rather tall for a
mere shadow of her dim-
inutive brother— gave a
pretty touch to her preju-
dices. Mr. Upton’s Arthur
Goi4;erwas aproperlymodest
and inarticulate Tzanck. In-
deed these qualities were so
marked that I trembled for

his performance as jeune
premier in Tom Wrench's
comedy. But here again the
curtain made a well-timed
intervention.

Miss Gott, as Mrs, Mos-
sop, friend and factotum of

thecompany of the “ Wells,"
gave a very good perform-
ance, and the rest of the
cast could hardly have been
bettered. They were never,
as Trafalgar Gower might
have said of Miss Banner-
man, “ out of place."
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As for Sir Arthur Pinero’s share much-entertaining and attractive wife, out from the invaluable if slightly em-
in our entertainment, I doubt if a rapidly becoming the Most-Important- barrassing TF/u'^aA'^r. Lady Tremayne s

happier choice could have been made Person -in-the-Foreign-Office. He has intimate friends happen also to know
from his vast repsitoire. His technique just landed a League appointment. He what he does not, such is the confidence

and attention to detail are here seen at of this really devoted couple, that she
their best. The period is too remote to longer any private means,
appear out-of-date, a fault that has been Where then does the money come from ?

found—at any rate with his young We see, and her friends see, our
people’s dialogue—in some of his more pretty Lady Tremayne in the first Act
recent work. If a certain strain of evidently haunted by the thought of

melodrama is evident in the latter some imminent danger. Has she a

part of the plot, this is a permissible lover and fears discovery ? But that ’s

infection caught from a foot-lights’ absurd. That good-looking rich youth
atmosphere. And if at times he is apt brings her roses and begs’ her to

to insist upon the idiosyncrasies of his take the money he knows she desper-

types, as in the case of the Irish stage- ately needs is obviously a chivalrous,

manager, that is all in the Dickens sportsman, not a bargain-hunter. And
tradition. And it is something that the incidentally he knows something. Evi-

characters (even old Gotver, with his dently too the epigrammatic ilfrs. BZooc?,

narrow intolerance) are all lovable, and assiduous but unmalicious gossip, sus-

that there is no episode or sentiment pects.

here that leaves (as has happened in And when we get to the Milton Club

some of Sir Arthur’s plays) an un- we also know. Lad^/ has been

pleasant taste in the mouth. cheating at poker for some time. She
The play had a great reception from is about to be trapped and unmasked

a first-night audience, which must have ^ ^
by a bitter lady who thinks she has

included manyintelligent people, though " stolen her cavalier. The Milton Club

the free list was said to be suspended did not strike us as a place in which

for all but the critics. And yet I am CAVKN- merely giving yourself six caids

not very sanguine of its success. Miss ^ ^
you could make

Bannerman’s personal charm will not ^f'Vtamde Fcemx .. . . Mr. West. ^ sufficient' living to cut a dash in these

alone ensure it. And' the play’s very
‘ ^ .... . -

. expensive days. -And it seemed to us

virtues—its humanity and cleanness— has been too busy being important to re- a little optimistic in Lady Tremayne to

of this really devoted couple, that she

has no longer any private means.
Where then does the money come from ?

We see, and her friends see, our
pretty Lady Tremayne in the first Act
evidently haunted by the thought of

some imminent danger. Has she a

lover and fears discovery ? But that ’s

absurd. That good-looking rich youth
who brings her roses and begs’ her to

take the money he knows she desper-

ately needs is obviously a chivalrous,

sportsman, not a bargain-hunter. And
incidentally he knows something. Evi-

dently too the epigrammatic ilfrs. Blood,

assiduous but unmalicious gossip, sus-

pects.

And when we get to the Milton Club
we also know. Lady T^‘emayne has been
cheating at poker for some time. She
is about to be trapped and unmasked
by a bitter lady who thinks she has

stolen her cavalier. The Milton Club

did not strike us as a place in which
by merely giving yourself six cai ds

when it was your deal you could make
a sufficient living to cut a dash in these

expensive days. -And it seemed to us

a little optimistic in Lady Tremayne tovirtues—its humanity and cleanness— has been too busy being important to re- a little optimistic in Lady Tremayne to

may condemn it in the eyes of that new alise that the dresses, interestinglunches suppose that- she could go on doing her

public in whom sophistication andstu- and dinners, butler and general trim- six-card trick without detection. But
pidity are found together in a most mings cannot possibly be provided out of then she was a Pole by birth, and you

unholy wedlock.

“ A House op Cards ”

(Little),

A House of Cards cer-

tainly tells a story— not
quite a new story, but then

what story is really quite

new? And our author, Mr.
Laurence Euston, has a

distinct gift for character-

isation within rather con-

ventional bounds. Also

there is occasionally a cer-

tain liveliness to relieve

therathertoolong stretches

of a dialogue which is

sufficiently aerated to be

appreciated in small

draughts, but not, I think,

wisely served out by him
in such over-generous
measure. It takes a Wilde
or a Shaw to ignore with-

out penalty the axiom that

it is just as well to get on

I

with the story if it ’s

chiefiy a story that you

I

have to tell.

Sir Hugh Tremayne is,

largely it seems through

the instrumentality of. his

exceedingly well-dressed,

his official salary;whieh anyone can find ‘ know what foreigners are. It also

seemed to us of the falsely-

called sterner sex that no-

§

thing like so much fuss

would . have been made
about the lady’s trans-

gression. I know the com-
plete feminist would insist

on the right to be fully

punished for the unforgiv-

able sin, but I think that

quieter \vays of dealing

ifjS with the sad business

II

’would havepresentedthem-

IWm However, as the

S'^thor might fairly retort,

•

.|: \

' discovery, the im-

;

'

i
. a|\W minent ruin of our Import-

i

jUi
ant Person, who, we were

•. rather shocked to seevwas
M-- for all bis • devotion im-

/i[ )
' measurably more upset by

reaction of all this

upon bis own career than
by his wife’s obvious suf-

na/yiie {trying to syend a quiet hour m her ^^houdos'^ after
and^ despair. s a

cheating at poker at her Oliib). “A pull house again I
” matter of interest, are the

ludson ...... Me. Treven Grantham. careers of important and

rkwrigU Miss Cbcily Byene. - valuable persons ruined

qurre Miss Martita Hunt. if their wives deal them-

igh Tremaym .... Me. Malcolm Keen. selves six cards instead -of

Vremayne Jeanne pb Casalis. five? l.wonder. Of course

pi
Lady Trema/yne (trying to spend a quiet hour in her ‘*6oiAdo.r” after

behig caught cheating at poker at her OliCb). “A pull house again I
”

John Hudson Me. Treven Grantham.
Mrs. Arkwright Miss Cecily Byrne. - ^

Mss Squire Miss Martita Hunt.

Sir Hugh Tremayne .... Mr. Malcolm Keen.
Lady Tremayne ,Mias Jeanne pb Casalis.
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: Sir Hugh, noble at heart when he has

I

had time to puli himself together, for-

gives his darling. They will begin all

^

over again and face life together. But
;
she knows better. She will go back to

;

her own Poland and leave him to his

j

Foreign Office and his League, and per-

: haps also to the pretty widow for whom
; he has a tender but entirely proper

i affection. In actual fact she takes a

i shorter journey, and that committee
1 meeting at the Milton can be cancelled.

I

Mr. Malcolm Keen as Sir Hugh bad

i
a difficult and somewhat embarrassing

!
part, and he was duly and skillully em-

i barrassed. I liked very much Miss Mae-

j

CARETYaede’s amusing and technically

!
competent Mrs. Blood. A delightfully

human sketch oiLadyTreinayne'sidlt]!-

ful old Polish maid was put before us by
Miss Joan Pereira. Miss Martita

I

Hunt gave life to the character of a

j
mannish gambling spinster of the latest

mode—agood performance. Mr. Teeten
GEANTHA]\ras the devotedyoung cavalier

of Lady Tremayne steered through the
shoals of his difficult part wutli con-

siderable skill.

As for Miss Jeanne de Casalis she
suffered, I think, from a little sense of

unreality in her part and in the rather
unnecessary tragic complications of a
situation for which so much simpler
solutions offered themselves. But she
was always interesting, and she had her
beautiful moments, particularly when,
havingmade her confession and received
her forgiveness, she made her husband
realise how deep her love really was.
This is an attractive play of its type and
was rightly enjoyed. T.

THE DIAGHILEFF DIALOGUES.

I

There is no need to describe the
speakers in the conversation that fol-

lows, after it is stated that it occurred
in the stalls at the Lyceum, which,
once the decorous temple of the high-
priest of the stage, became the vocifer-

ous home of melodrama, and is now
given to a short season (until the Christ-
mas pantomime is ready) of Eussian
Ballet. The Eussian Ballet has a way
of convening similarities : the women in
the audience are alike in everything but
their ages, and do their best to equalise
those ; the men are alike in dress and
voice

; and there is but one adverb. That
is, this year. Next year there may be
another. If no guide is given to the
sex of the speakers it is because that
doesn’t matter.

* * *

How does it strike you ?
”

‘‘ Not terribly. All a little bit cheap,
isn’t it ? Not on the old scale, anyv’^ay.
But I love Les BiohesJ'

“Yes, such an enchanting decor.

What fun if house-parties were really

like that 1 Petrova is delicious, isn’t

she ? Did you ever see anything sweeter

than that little jacket ?
”

“ She ’s terribly good. And what fun

to have servants like that !

”

“ Yes, wouldn’t it be? Always coming
towards you with profiles.”

*T 'd adore a sofa like that.”

*'So would I. Terribly refreshing

when one was tired.”

^ *

“I watched you smoking all through
the last piece and envied you. I was
dying for a cigarette.”

“ Why didn’t you have one ?
”

“I hadn’t the courage. It says,
‘ Smoking in the intervals only.’ I ’m
such a terrible coward.”

“It’s silly to take restrictions rigidly.

I should be terribly bored at the ballet

if I couldn’t smoke. In fact I look on
the Eussian Ballet as one of the props
of the cigarette industry.”

“ Do you like it this time ?
”

“ N ot terribly . But Danilova’ s per-

fect. I love them thin like that.”
“ She looks terribly fragile.”

“ Oh, no
;

don’t you believe it.

They ’re terribly strong, these dancers.”
^ *

“ Are you keen on these Symphonic
Interludes ?

”

“Not terribly. They seem. to choose
such dull music. Fancy calling that
thing a valse, and it bores me to have
the fiddlers all among the stalls. It ’s

terribly confusing.”
‘

‘ Idzikovsky ’s as good as ever. Don’t
you think ?

”

“ Terribly good. He stays up in the

.

air for hours. It *s marvellous. Well,
good-night. See you here to-morrow,
I suppose ?

”

“No, not to-morrow. I ’m not terri-

bly fond of Les Matelots, But on
Thursday for certain.” E. V. L.

THE NEW MONKEY-HOUSE.
To the Editor of Punch.''

Sir,—It is now common knowledge
that the famous Monkey-house, Wit
in 1864, has been demolished, and the
place where it once stood looks like an
orange-skin upon the Tuesday follow-
ing a Bank Holiday. Considerable dis-

appointment has been expressed by
visitors who have “missed their old
friends meaning ^^5, curse their impu-
dence 1 The workmen employed upon
the demolition have stated in no un-
certain terms their disapproval of the
public deportmentthroughout the opera-
tion

;
of the nuts, apples and facetious

comment offered to them through the
bars of the partly-dismantled cages.
Finally our waiters, stewards, etc.—
quaintly known as “ keepers ’’—have

complained about the fatigue entailed
by answering twenty thousand times
daily the question," “Where is the
Monkey-House ?

”

Thus far I have stated the character-
istically selfish human attitude towards
our change of residence. But there is

another side to be considered

—

ours.

The new house will, it is threatened,
be fitted with fine meshed steel netting
and concrete flooring, and flooded, in
dull weather, with ultra-violet rays.

These alleged “improvements,” so far
from brightening monkey-life, will, in
the writer’s estimation, cripple our key
industry. The netting must inevitably
impede or damage such imports as false

teeth, ditto hair, spectacles, season
tickets, hats, hat-pins, pipes, cigarette-

holders, and all other snatchable pro-
perty, thus curtailing our chief re-

muneiation, justly due, for the amuse-
ment and instruction we provide.
The specially-prepared undiggable

floor is a small matter. Any monkey
worth his nuts can store what ’s his in
his cheek pouches. I, for one, retained
a “Waterbury” watch for two days,
the keeper at first attributing its loud
ticking to a touch of asthma on my
part.

But as regards this lighting. Perpetual
illumination is by no means desirable,

I

the smallerandmoreintellectual monkeys
(such as myself) relying largely upon
low visibility to get their own back
upon the cage bullies, undetected. I
submit that it will in future be extremely
unsafe to make a rear attack upon
James, the big chacma baboon, if one’s
every movement is to be irradiated by
a flood of ultra-violet rays. The quasi-
human pastime of “back-biting” will

be doomed.
I am informed that “animal lovers ”

i

are enthusiastic over the proposed ‘
‘ im-

j

provements,” claiming that we deserve
'

better accommodation, since toe have so
miicli in common loith their oion species.

They flatter themselves

!

1 am, Yours rudely,
|

Macacos rhesus.

“Coal and Coke Merchant
Gravel and Sand Supplied.”

Theatre Frogramme Advt.

We fancy we know that merchant. But
couldn’t be now throw in a little coal ?

“ Rev. H. asked for some remarks about— Church Tower, but the lecturer said that
be had only studied it for some ^0 years, and
therefore could sa% little about it.”

"

Somerset Paper.
If only all lecturers were like that.

“Tin Talks.”
Headline in Financial Paper.

Eather a slangy version of the old
saying.
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THE BIRD-CAGE.

I LEFT the lavender nnpluckt

;

I left the bees to drone

;

I left the dairy door ajar

And walked the woods alone.

By Cross in Hand I climbed a hill

Where beech and bracken grows,

And there I met three likely lads

All in their Sunday clo’es.

And Jem spoke first from Hazard’s
Green,

He doffed his cap and said^

“Ye’ve walked and talked wi* all us

three,

But which one will ye wed ?
”

Now Jem had craft and money too,

And John was brave and gay,

And Tom o’ the wood had tender eyes

But ne’er a word to say.

The west wind blew the bracken down

;

A lark sang overhead

;

And in my heart I knew full well

I was not ripe to wed.

And so I bade them go their ways
And search the world to find

Each one a gift to prove his love

And make me know my mind.

So Jem went up to London Town
To ply a cunning trade,

And brought a gown of golden cloth

With guineas he had made.

And John sailed out from Port o’ Eye
Aboard a brigantine,

And brought me home a shining sword

Of gold and damascene.

ButTom o’ thewood stayed fast at home
And helped us mow the hay

;

A penny here, a penny there

Were all he earned for pay.

But all his pence he hoarded up
And bought a bird for me

—

A poor caged bird with golden wings,

And bade me set her free.

The golden gown was rich and rare,

Its colour like the sun,

But in its heavy folds I found

I could not leap or run.

The shapely blade gleamed in my hand,

But little need had I

Of gold-wrought steel who wept to see

The thieving thrushes die.

I held the cage and loosed the pin

;

The door fiew open wide

;

The yellow bird, she seemed half-dazed,

Afraid to come outside.

Tom coaxed her down ; she beat her

wings
And sang so sweet and clear

That glad and gay i smiled on Tom,
And took him lor my Dear,



OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
{By Mr, Punch's Staff of Learned Glerks.)

Not being to any irrational extent a devotee of what Mr.
Beskard Shaw styles his more pretentious workj I enjoyed
Translations and Tomfooleries (Constable) without any of

the qualms he fears these pieces may excite in more serious

partisans. The deviation from the Shavian norm in Press
Cuttings,” ^‘ThePascinatingEoundling,” “The Music-Cure”
and “The Glimpse of Eeality,” does not seem to me worth
quarrelling about. Even “Passion, Poison and Petrifaction”
is only its reductio ad ahsurdmn. But “Jitta’s Atonement”
and “The Admirable Bashville” are both extremely inter-

esting departures. As its preface explains, “ Jibta’s Atone-
ment ” was translated by way of a gesture of personal and
international amity towards Herr Tbebitsch, its author,
and Central Europe : Mr. Shaw divining, inferring, guessing

' and co-inventing the trend of the drama and substituting
a serio-comic close for the luxurious woe of the original.

His defence of this last audacity, a disquisition, convinc-
ing in itself, on the tempers of English and Viennese audi-
ences, is not precisely to the point; and I feel that the
jocularJ?7^aZc of his last Act sins not only against Tbebitsch’s
conception of Jitta's husband (which Mr. Shaw admits),
but against the same Act's earlier revelations of the char-
acter of her lover's wife. Still, it is pleasant to re-greet
the experiment, and still more pleasant to renew acquaint-
ance with “The Admirable Bashville.” So long as that
which is plausible but impossible is to be preferred to
that which is possible but unconvincing, the dramatic
version of Cashel Byron's Profession should, thanks to its

excellent blank verse, continue to hold a high place among

its author's oioera. The prefaces of the new volume are

becomingly but disappointingly brief, the most character-
istic being the two paragraphs on tomfoolery which prelude
the examples in that kind.

Here’s (from Putnam) a book on a wonderful trip

—

The Archmis Adventure; it owes its creation

{Arcturus, I 'd say, is the name of a ship)

To exciting deep-sea exploration

;

William Beebe 's our author; he's made scientific

Eesearch in Sargasso and plumbed the Pacific.

And there's nothing that 's dry in the draughts that he's
hauled

;

Eomance comes to hand fresh-and-fresh with the dredges;

Or the effortless albatross holds you enthralled
Till the sea-lions bark on the ledges

;

But these last are so sad that you '11 turn to the blazing
Bright butterfly fishes and find them amazing.

And here I \yould beg your attention
;
just look

At their portraits on colour-plates—daintiest dishes;
The artists have added a charm to the book

—

Saw you ever such dear little fishes ?

But this shark that 's been photo'd in fathoms of water
Looks as ugly as sin and as sinful as slaughter.

And, when you've done diving dof, helmet and hose
And thank those concerned in these pages ot pleasure,

And include in your compliments, please, Miss Euth Eose,
Who contributes a chapter on Treasure

(The lost Cocos treasure—how pirates allure us
!

)

And the Zoo of New York that commissioned Arckirtis,
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He {not a good dancer), think getting bettee—beginning to feel my
FEET A BIT.”

She, “How BO YOU find ’em? Heavyish, aeen’t they?”

Mr. Chesterton, I believe, haspointed

out that in all great popular literature,

from the Odyssey to Pichxvichj the mov-
ing machinery of episode exists to dis-

play entirely static character. Ulysses

is Ulysses, and Pichoick Pickxvick, from
the first page to the last—only things

happen to them. The small unpopular
literature of our own era—thanks largely
to a helpful push from Signor Piran-
dello—has just arrived at the point

where character is in a state of constant

fluidity and practically nothing happens
at all. Mr. John Palmer's new novel

is built on these lines and dedicated to

the arch-exhibitor of “the enigma of

personality and the ambiguities of its

expression.” But even Mr. Palmer
knows that you cannot get on if all your
characters are erupting and eroding into

new craters and coast-lines of person-

ality on every page. So he allows only

his heroine, Jennifer (Chrtstopher-
soNs), to be “in peril of her identity,”

and surrounds her with more or less

normal individuals. Jennifer has gone
to spend the night (for the first time)

in her playwright lover's flat, Harry,
her hu^and, has just (2 p.m.) rung them
up and found them together. Harry
will sit down and write a sympathetic
book about Jennifer's metamorphoses,
from childhood up to date ;

he will then

see more clearly how to handle the

situation. Probably he is only an illu-

sion, and Jennifer is only an illusion,

and the reader (whose assistance is

involved to discern the real Jennifer) is

onlyan illusion—still, hewill do his part.

Having donp mine, I can vouch that the

post of illusion to Jennifer's husband is

no sinecure. In fact, had it not been
for the company of Jennifej^'s brother

—

an oaf, but a solid anti-Pirandellian oaf

—I should have vindicated my reality

like Alice by walking away and leaving

Hairy to his dream.

It is not much more than a year

since Sir H, Eider Haggard died,

but the two handsome volumes, edited by his friend,

Mr, 0. J. Longman, and entitled The Days of My Life
(Longmans), seem already to deal with a far-off age. Partly

perhaps this is due to the fact that the author began the

serious business of life very young; partly also because he
sealed up the manuscript of this work as long ago as

the beginning of 1913. He was only nineteen when he
sailed, in July 1875, for South Africa, on the staff of Sir

Henry Bulwer, then just appointed Governor of Natal.

Eighteen months later he was wflth the special mission to

the Transvaal which resulted in the annexation of April 12th,

1877 ; soon after that he was appointed Acting Master and
Eegistrar of the High Court of Pretoria. There followed

quickly the Zulu War, Majuba and the retrocession ;
and in

1881 Eider Haggard returned to England, his promising

African career cut short, with a young wife and child and his

way still to make in the world. But he had learned to under-

stand soraetliing of the native races and of the old Dutch
wortrekker^ho hunted them down ;

he had heard from eye-

witnesses tales of the battle prowess of the Zulu. In those

days there were still witch-doctors and war-dances and
mysteries in the unexplored interior, and Eiddr Haggard
was a man who could deal with such subjects in the good
old saga fashion. And with what a gusto he used to describe

battles, ancient or modern; at what a pace he wrote those

books of his! I note a passage here : “Between January,

18S5, and March 18th, 1886, with my owm hand and un-

assisted by any secretary, I wrote King Solomon's Mmes,
Allan Quatermain, Jess and She." And this 'while he '^’as

following his normal profession of a barrister.

It has taken Mr, Crosbie Garstin a third volume to

bring the adventures of that spacious scoundrel, Captain
Ortho Penhale, to a suitably heroic end, but those who
have met him in the The Owls' House and High Noon will

swear by Tre, Pol and Pen, if they are good Cornishmen,
but roundlywhoeverthey be, that they want more. For surely

a more lovable ruffian never walked a quarter-deck or w'on
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frail lady. Far be it from me to recount all his fresh

adventures as captain of the unlucky Ghost, privateer, as

an escaped prisoner in Spain, as the master-brain of the

smuggling trade, and the terror of the Eevenue officers in

the little seafaring world that lies between Falmouth and

Penzance. The West Wind (Heinemann) has more in it

than adventures. Mr. Gaestin knows his Cornwall and

has fared (more respectably, no doubt) in all the far seas

and foreign places where the swashbuckling Pejihale finds

himself alternately in and out of luck. He knows and
loves the sea in all its moods and has more than an insight

into the hearts of men and women and the things, little

and great, that move them. And he has a pretty hand for

turning a verse, and a sense of humour of which Punch
readers, who knew him as “ Patlander,” will not need to be

reminded. Eesult: as bright and moving a book of love

and adventure, as brave a picture of sturdy folk and stir-

ring times as man or woman, young or old, could wish for.

In The Old Bridge (Lane), which is the Ponte Vecchio in

Florence and not the

Pons Asinorum of

Euclid, Mr. William
J. Locke has added a

fourth side to the eternal

triangle. PerellaAnna-
iuayQ,nd An thony Bla Ice,

young and spiritually

akin, were obviously

meant for one another,

but the best they can
manage, being artists

and poor, is a rather

hopeless engagement.
Enters the rich and
beautiful Mrs, Ellison,

a middle-aged Ameri-
can widow, who sets

Anthony on the road to

fame and fortune while
completely turning his

head in the process.

But Silvester Gayton
is at hand for the dis-

carded Perella, An elderly professor, he
; but a “ lamb

of the true Lockean breed. When these two couples meet,
the inevitable happens; Perelia and Anthony renew their
love, while their elderly consorts wring their hands in tragic
helplessness. Miserably they discuss alternatives until at
length the solution occurs to them. Heroically, if rather
fantastically, they decide to go off together and so provide
the “evidence ’* which will enable the younglovers to marry.
This setting to corners should (if one has not read a thou-
sand novels for nothing) result in two happy and completely
suitable marriages

; but Mr. Locke rejects this easy solution
of his dijBficulties and provides an unexpected ending, which
the reader will wish to discover for himself. The Old Bridge

I

adds little to Mr. Locke’s reputation as a story-teller; of
the four principal characters only the professor lives, and
the two young lovers are often actually tiresome. But if

you don’t like the actors you can always look at the back-
cloth. Mr. Locke has put much of his love of Florence
into these pages, and it is worth a good many plots.

With the best will in the world I am, I confess, unable
to understand exactly what Mrs. E. S. Garnett wished to
prove by writing Samml Butler and his Family Eelations
(Dent). Mrs. Garnett herself afidrms that her main
purpose a defence of the family circle held up toi

ridicule in The Way ofAll FleshP And then Mrs. Garnett
proceeds to argue (1) that in his great novel Butler did

not intend to hold up his family circle to ridicule; (2) that
for some of the characters in 2 he Way of All Flesh Butler
did use his relatives as models; (3) that the models did

not in fact resemble the characters; (i) that they did.

The reader is left to make what he can of these proposi-
tions. Speaking without prejudice, 1 should say that
Butler, like other novelists, took his material where he
found it. Nor is there a word in The Way of All Flesh to

incriminate his family. And because his father, mother
and sisters, strange as it may seem to-day, had been im-
placably offended by Butler’s Erewhon and Fairhaven,
Butler left directions, in case of his death, that The Way
of All Flesh was not to be published during the lifetime

of his.relatives. It was not Butler’s fault that his literary

executor disregarded tinat injunction, or that his biographer
thought proper to publish indiscreet extracts from Butler’s
note-books. Mrs. Garnett herself publishes private diaries

and letters in her anxiefcy to demonstrate how excellent were
theways of the Butler
family. But who now
“deniges of it ” ?

Whenever I reflect

upon the industry of

Mr. Egbert W. Cham-
bers 1 feel like a drone.

Over sixty novels al-

readystand to his credit,

and The Man they
Hanged (Appleton)
runs to a length of four

hundredandmorepages
and is written with
such zest and abund-
ance of detail that I

am left gasping with
amazement and admir-
ation, The scene of

his latest story is laid

chiefly in as much of

New York as existed in

the daysof WilliAMand
Mary. Though the tale is told by a young and gay filibuster

called Dmh Hazlett, its real hero is no less a person
than Captain William Kidd. If you consult that most
engaging book, The Pirates' Who's Who, you will find that
“in the whole history of piracy there is no' name that has
so taken the world’s fancy as has that of William Kidd.”
But, if you will read further, or take my advice and consult
Mr. Chambers, you will find that Kidd, though he was
hanged for piracy, was not a pirate at all. In this tale he
stands out a fins and tragic figure, and I fancy that boys
especially would delight in making a closer acquaintance I

with his remarkable career.

Nobody could ask for a better Christmas present than
P.T.O, (Methuen), a new volume of “Fougasse’s” draw-
ings from Punch, in colour and black-and-white.
Another delightful gift-book is Everybody's Pejgys (Bell

AND Sons), which gives in one volume the Diary, abridged
from the complete copyright text and edited by O. F.
Morshead, with lavish illustrations by Ernest Shepard,
of Mr. Punch’s staff.

^ “POGHOBN WITH A PORTY-MiLE EaNGE.
ORIGINALLY INVENTED AS A MUSICAL INSTRUMENT.”

May it never revert I
Provincial Paper.

First Tramp, “Lay downI Lay down, caen’t yebI”
Second Tramp, “Try ’im with ‘ Lib down,’ Alp. P’raps ’e *s well bred.”
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a strong feeling tliat restrictions on the
j

washing of dirty hnen in public should I

apply equally to Upper Belgravia.

A canine journal has published an
|

article on the care of the dog-lover’s

complexion. The trouble with some
dog-lovers, of course, is that their com-
plexions are so liable to be licked off.

^ i

Mr. G. B, Sh\w has pointed out to
j

the actor who is to impersonate him on
the stage that tugging his beard is not a
mannerism of his. Much more charac-
teristic is his curious habit of tugging

other people’s legs.

The reported attempt of a
Bond Street firm to popularise

the kilt is likely to be as un-
successful as the repeated ef-

forts to domesticate the haggis.

A contemporary reminds us
that Glasgow is further from
London than Paris is. This,

of course, accounts for the
greater popularity of the
French capital as a pleasure-

resort. .V

An Americannndertakerhas
written a series of film com-
edies. Cinema patrons are
requested not to lead the sub-
epitaphs aloud.

According to statistics spin-

sters live longer than married
women. Apparently while
there ’s hope there ’s life.

* *
*

We hear that things in

Chicago have come to such a

pass that at smart gunmen’s
weddings the happy pairs

drive off amid a shower of

bullets. ...

CHARIVARIA.
It is said that dogs are going to be

popular as Christmas presents. So be
careful how you open your stocking on
December 25 Ih in case you find an

Alsatian in it. ...

In the opinion of a medical authority

eighty per cent, of the men of this

country are unfit for military service.

This estimate falls short of our old ser-

geant-major’s by twenty per cent.
sji

^

'\i

Mr. Leo Maxse recently wrote an art-

icle asking whether Mr. Lloyd
George has a future. The an-

swer seems to be in the pro-

spective, ^
‘ *

At Toulouse recently a wild

boar charged into the middle

of a Eugby scrum. It now
knows better than to do any-

thing so silly in future.

Dr. Paul Maechal, of Paris,

says that man’s supremacy is

threatened by insects. Even
the bishops have never said

anything quite so cruel as this

about the modern girl.

Dentists are said to be ruth-

less drivers of motor-cars. In
changing gear they don’t mind
how many teeth they extract

from the cog-wheel.
'

»!«

'

So high are the charges in

some WestEnd nursing-homes

that they have another home
next-door where patients can

recover from seeing their bills.
*1'

'I*

*
No doubt the Dominion

Premier meant well who said

that English cars only need
pushing to be a success.

This advantage is seldom enjoyed by a
Wadbam man. ,,, .j.

Thieves borrowed a Chelsea Council
ladder to break into a church, says a
news item. We hold the view that it

ought not to have been lent to them for

thau purpose.

With reference to Sir Willi.\m
Joynsok-Hicks’s view that the prohi-

bition of stag-hunting would logically

have to be extended to every other form
of lethal sport, including the running-
down of pedestrians by motorists, we

''L. . i if''

! i.rl

-I

Mr. T. P. O’Connor has
expressed his belief that it was only out

of politeness that the Emir Feisul pre-

tended to know his (T. P.’s) name. We
feel sure, however, that in Arabia Mr.
T. P. O’Connor’s name is a tenthold

word. .u

In a list of Old Etonians who have
distinguished thems^elves in the Arts a

gossip-writer includes Sir Gerald du
Maurier. He has the additional dis-

tinction of being one of the few Old
Etonians who have been educated at

Harrow instead of Eton.

“ Another gossip-writer mentions that

Sir John i Simon went to the Blvr with

all the weight of Balliol behind him.

Shopnan. “This is a smaet type op co.%.t, Sir—looks
WELL OK—AKD, IP I MAY MAKE THE SUGGESTION, WOULD BE
EFFECTIVE HUNG OVER THE RADIATOR OP YOUR CAR.”

think it only fair to point out that

when a pedestrian takes to the sea his

pursuers are usually sporting enough to

let him take his chance.
sic sic

In view of Lord Birkenhead’s re-

ported decision to give up politics in a

year or so we are authorised to state

that in that event arrangements would
be made for politics to be carried on,

s}: sic

It is stated that a murder is com-
mitted in the Greater London area every

night. In our opinion it is too often.

. Among Pimlico residents, who have
just been notified that washing must
not be displayed in back-yards, there is

The young City girl seen last

Monday in an Underground
carriage for non-smokers has now ad-
mitted that she wanted to be the
object of remark.

^

By means of modem methods in the
newDaily Mail offices,we read, the finger

of a child can release the power of giants.

This greatly enlarges the already large

scope of the office-boy.

“ Notes ]Tisi; exchanged between the United
States and Mexico over the question of
American vested rights in Mexico will, accord-
ing to Washington opinion, almost inevitably
lead to a withdrawal of recognition of the
American Government by America.”

Scots Paper,

Mexico is of opinion that Washington
has spoken a mouthful.

VOL. CLXXI. A A
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PLOUGHING THE SAND.
{With condolences to Mr. Bamsay MacDonald, lately home

from the Sahara, on having a motion of censure thrust

^Ljpon him.)

Poised on the humorous hump of a camel,

Leading the simple or vagabond life,

Far from the cares that incessantly trammel
Men of political strife,

Yet have you fashioned in desolate places,

Like to a sailor that longs for the land,

Pictures of Home as a palmy oasis

After an ocean of sand.

How did they welcome you back from Sahara ?

Was it with wassail for easing your drouth.

Or with a mug of the waters of Marah,
Bitterly sour in the mouth ?

Just when you looked for a succulent drencher

Good for a palate that *s parched with the waste,

See, you are served with a potion of censure

Tepid and not to your taste.

Nightly you thought (for you hated to handle
Coal as a theme in the heat of the day)

Clynes couldn’t ask you to rake up a scandal

Scotched while his Chief was away

;

Vainly you cherished that comforting notion
;

*Twas but a mirage, you now understand,

As you proceed, with a camel-like motion,
Pounding the tedious sand. 0. S.

BRIDGE FOUNDATIONS.
V.—Problems.

“ Lo, I will stand at thy right hand
And keep the bridge with thee.”

—

Macaulay.

I AM always pleased to give the benefit of my experience
and advice to the young student who, having carefully

perused the standard works of the masters, yet finds that
situations arise in which all the lore of the text-books avails

him not. Where so much depends on individual psychology
it is impossible to foresee every eventuality

; but, in giving
examples of problems which have arisen in actual play, I

trust that 1 maybe indicating sound general principles
and assisting the earnest player to be armed and ready for
the fray. ’

.

-

Brohlem 1.—This problem was put to me quite recently
by a member of my little club. His name is Jones, but,
bowing to convention, I will refer to him throughout as A.
The calls were as follow :

—

A. One Spade.
X. One No Trumps.
B. Two Hearts; .

y. Two No Trumps.

A. Three’ Spades.
X. Three No Trumps,
B. Four Hearts.
Y. Four No Trumps.

This closed the bidding—a happy example of unselfish
support on the part of Y., who had, as it happened, no
guard in Hearts

; but, as he truly said, the game was the
rubber game. X. therefore played the hand in four No
Trumps. B. led his highest Spade, the two, which X. cap-
tured with the ace. X. then placed his cards on the table,
indicating that he proposed to make nine tricks in Clubs,
having a sequence from the ace to the six, B., somewhat
thoughtlessly, also exposed his cards, and it was found that

he had a sequence of nine Hearts from the ace to the six.

He could therefore, by playing Bis Hearts, have put X. six

tricks down.
The problem is : What should A., remembering that ladies

were present, have said ?

Opinions will differ on this point. My own decision was
as follows : A. should not have referred to the matter at all.

It being the end of the rubber, he should have risen, glanced
at the clock, recollected a pressing engagement, and left the

room, leaving B. to settle the stakes.

Brohlem2 .—Thisproblem caused an unprecedentedamount
of argument in the club. There was no member, honorary,

playing or sleeping, who did not hold strong views on the
matter and express those views at great length. It was, in

fact, owing to this incident that six of our members are no
longer on speaking terms.

The players were as follows :

—

Major A.

Dr. Y. Mrs. X.
Miss B.

Dr. y. played the hand in three Hearts. Having obtained
the lead, he proceeded to draw the trumps, or, as he jocu-

larly put it, to extract the teeth from his opponents* jaws.
In the second and third rounds Major A. discarded small
Diamonds. The discard was observed by Miss B. in the
third round, when the Major had already revoked.

“ Having no Heart, partner ? ” she cooed.
“ Having a heart that beats both strong and true, Miss B.,”

said Major A.

Then why don’t you play it ? ” asked Miss B., blushing
prettily.

Major A. rose and leaned over the table, nearly, though
not quite, exposing his hand. ‘‘Dear lady,” he said, “do
you wish me to play my heart ?

”

The problem here is of a threefold character:

—

(1) What did the Major mean ?

(2) What should Miss B. have replied ?

(3) Should Dr. Y. have claimed a revoke ?

I will take them in order.

(1) What did the Major mean ?—General opinion held
that the Major was being facetious, a habit of which unfor-
tunately he cannot be broken. I think general opinion
erred. The Major, realising that he had already revoked,
sought to divert attention from his lapse. He hoped that
his sudden rising might upset the table (a flimsy affair) and
the penalty be averted. Unfortunately for him the Doctor
was an old campaigner. The Doctor steadied the table
during the Major’s upward movement and, quickly rising
himself, replaced the Major pn his chair.

'

(2) What should Miss B. have replied ?—Miss B., being a
middle-aged spinster, and the shortage of men being what it

is, should not have hesitated to reply, “ Oh, Major, this is

so sudden I”

^3) Should Dr. Y, have claimed the revoke ?— Here again
opinions differed. Some contended that the hand should
have been abandoned and the happy couple congratulated

;

others said he should have claimed both revokes.
Happily this problem was solved by an urgent telephone

call, which summoned the doctor to the service of humanity.

Mr. Punch would like again to call attention to the
activities of the Santa Claus Home at Highgate, to which
his readers have before been generous. This is one of the
smaller beneficial institutions that are in danger of going to
the wallthrough the competition of themore spectacular large
charities, but its work for sick and crippled children is admir-
able. Donations should be sent to Miss Charles, at the Home.
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Young Man, “What aeb those two gassing about?”
Young Woman. “That what-d

’

yE-cALii book by What ’s-his-name.

Young Man. “ Blinkin’ highbeows !

”

OFFICERS V. SERGEANTS.
II.—The Match.

The officers^ and the sergeants’ teams
meet in mid-field and the captains con-
sult with the referee. Our captain (ex

officio; he is the sports ofiBieer) is for

playing only fifteen minutes each way,
with a half-hour rest inbetween

; but the
sergeants,whose captain is always, with
due regard to discipline, “the senior
warrant or non-commissioned officer

present on the field of play,” are for

forty-five each way. We compromise
as usual at thirty.

The troops lining the field are having
the time of their lives during all this.

Their officers are out in front of them
helpless, without even the sobering in-

fluence of uniform to uphold dignity,

and they make the most of it. Within
the course of the first five minutes of

good-humoured barracking every officer

learns by exactly what nickname he is

known to the “ brutal and licentious

soldiery.” All, that is, except Second-
Lieutenant Swordfrog. Owing to the
rumour, carefully circulated by the
officers for moral effect that he is an
Army player, an aura of respectful

silence clings round his movements.

We take up position, Company-
Sergeant-major Magazine, our oppo-
nents’ star player, is, we observe, hur-
riedly moved across to the right wing,
so as to oppose Second-Lieutenant
Swordfrog. He rolls up his sleeves and
looks very determined. Swordfrog tries

to look unconcerned.
The whistle goes and we kick-off.

Instead, however, of passing, Captain
Bayonet, our centre-forward, extremely
unexpectedly kicks the ball very hard
and straight ahead. This is never really

done in good football. The ball hits

Quartermaster - Sergeant Bourbytwo,
the opposing centre, rebounds with ter-

rific force, strikes Captain Bayonet on
the hand and amidst roars of “Hands! ”

a free kick is awarded to the sergeants.
Quartermaster - Sergeant Eourbytwo
takes it, and he is seen to aim vindic-
tively at Captain Bayonet. The right
spirit of healthy personal rivalry is

already present.

After this sensational start the game
proceeds on more or less normal lines
and a goal is scored by the sergeants,
owing to Lieutenant James’ too-large
check cap falling over his eyes at the
critical moment. The ball goes into
the net, while the blinded James barks I

his knuckles on the goal-post. The
sergeants congratulate one,another very
seriously over this. “ We ’ll win,” they
say, “ if only we can keep it from the
left wing where Mr. Swordfrog is.”

Swordfrog, I need hardly say, is just

as anxious about this as they are.

Flay was a bit dull for the next
quarter of an hour. Our front line

initiated two brilliant passing move-
ments, but unfortunately they did not
achieve much. The first time they were
so intent on getting ahead that they
left the ball behind, and on the other
occasion they were so busy passing to

one another that they omitted to make
any ground. Later, however. Captain
Bayonet scored a goal. He took the
ball down unaided and at first made
rather a feeble shot. Their goal-keeper
gave the slow-moving ball ' a terrific

kick to clear it, and Captain Bayonet
thereupon shot again brilliantly with
the left hip. The goal-keeper hadn’t a
chance to save in; in fact he hardly
realised it was in the net. Captain
Bayonet, however, w’^as quite modest
about it.

At half-time the score was three to

two in our favour. No further incident
of note had occurred, save that every
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time Second-Lieutenant Swordfrog re-

ceived the ball he was promptly mas-
sacred by Company -Sergeant -major
Magazine. On each occasion the troops

loyally made excuses for him and
shouted “Pouir’ “Dirty Play!” and
“’Ard lines, Sir I”

The first thing that happened in the

second half was a fine goal by Quarter-

master - Sergeant Pourbytwo, which
again completely defeated Lieutenant

James. I must say, however,James had
been a bit put off, just as he was await-

ing the shot, by a voice, once more suspi-

ciously like Private Sling's, telling him
his shorts were getting longer. Several

score of the troops shouted “Bad luck 1

”

several score more shouted “ Offside 1

”

and one called “ Give'im C.B. for that,

Sir !
” The troops are always over-

whelmingly in our favour in any match
versus the sergeants. Why, I don’t

know. It can’t be finance, so it must
be policy.

With the score at three all. Lieutenant

Holster had to be led off*, suffering

injury. Carried away by a back page
illustration of The Daily Glass, he had
volunteered to head the ball. It had
gone miles up in the air, and Lieutenant

Holster had sprung iorward suddenly,

crying, “ Eight 1 Mine! I’ll bounce

it on my head—like the pictures!”

Everybody, including our opponents,

politely drew off, and we watched him
breathlessly as, gazing upwards, he

judged its flight. We think he must have
made an error of calculation, because it

simply fell heavily on his upturned

face, apparently before he was ready for

it. The Medical Officer says his face

will look practically the same as before

in a week’s time.

This shook us all for some while, till

we scored once more, this time through

Second-Lieutenant Swordfrog. A corner

was being kicked for us and the ball

struck Swordfrog on the back of the

neck while he was looking nervously

round to see where Sergeant-major

Magazine was, bouncing . thence into

their goal. This was considered by the

audience to be too wizardly for any-

thing, the finest bit of head-work they

had ever seen; and just what they

would have expected from an Army
player. He was held to have vindi-

cated the honour of “big” football.

Indeed it would have won us the match

but for the fact that the sergeants in the

last five minutes twice more “ baffled

our custodian and netted the leather,”

thus winning by five goals to four.

However, as we told them afterwards,

we expect to beat them next time. We
have a new officer joining us shortly

who is alleged to have played for Eng-

land. The sergeants arc already very

much worried about it. , .
A, A.

DOGS.
My granny has a pug dog

;

She likes him, I suppose;

The only thing he ever does

Is just to lie and doze;

A snoozy, fuggy snug dog,

A lie-upon-the-rug dog,

A black-and-putty pug deg,

With hardly any nose.

My auntie has a Pekinese ;

He ’s very, very wee

;

My auntie puts him up her sleeve

And takes him out to tea

;

A snappy over-seas dog,

A crabby, cross Chinese dog,

A snorty Pekinese dog,

And not the dog for me.

My uncle has a sheep dog

;

His Christian name is Jock

;

He goes out with the shepherd

And he comes of Highland stock

;

A run-and-jump-and-leap dog,

A guard-you-wbile-you-sleep dog,

Never was such a sheep dog
For rounding up the flock.

And then there is my own dog

;

He ’s just a terrier size

;

It isn’t very likely that

He ’d ever win a prize

;

A humble quite-unknown dog.

He ’ll never be a “ shown” dog,

He ’s just-my-very-own dog.

With thoughts behind his

eyes.

His mother was a mixture;

His father was a tyke

;

His uncles on his mother’s side

Were “Taffy,” “Mac” and
“Mike;”

An earthy-nosed bone-burier dog,

A Scotch-Welsh-Irish-terrier dog,

A sort of more-the-merrier dog,

And just the dog I like,
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MRS. HASH.
(A Serial Drama of the 'utmost imioort-
' ..-V . T 7 .7 _

“That’s just it, Mrs. Hash
always expecting the worst.’’

“ Then that Mabel knows more about
it than I do ;

and so do you, Mary Jane.

Begin at once, and buy the 9

what are we going to do Have you nearly done washing-up? ”

• “ I ’ve only the butter-dish now, and

Hash, only grin and bear it.*’ ' Well, when you ’ve done, if I were

I haven’t seen you doing much you, I should slip off and chance it.”

grinning yet, Mary Jane; I don’t know
about bearing it.”

“ Oh, Mrs. Hash, and leave you to

answer the door! I wouldn’t think of

I ’m sorry, Mrs. Hash
;
I won’t cry such a thing. Besides, Mrs. Hash, it ’s

more. But to-night ’s my birth- against my principles. My mother said

bach members). “There’s nothing to be done, Mrs. the drying, Mrs. Hash.”

Mary Jane. Hash, only grin and bear it.” “ Well, when you ’ve done, if I were

“What are you crying for, young “I haven’t seen you doing much you, I should slip off and chance it.”

Mary Jane‘s
” ° grinning yet, Mary Jane; I don’t know “ Oh, Mrs. Hash, and leave you to

“ It’s nothin^, Mrs. Hash.” about bearing it.” answer the door!
^

I wouldn’t think of

“Well, if it^' nothing, don’t make “I’m sorry, Mrs. Hash; I won’t cry such a thing. Besides, Mrs. Hash, it’s

that noise. You ’re spoiling my supper, any more. But to-night’s my birth- against my principles. My mother said

But if it is something then let’s hear day, so I thought perhaps he might to me when I went into service, ‘You

the worst. That Mabel been unpleasant ask me to marry him. Only I was late do your job,’ she said, ‘ whatever others

atyain?” last week, and I don’t think Arthur ’ll may do,’ and that I’ve stuck to and

Yes, Mrs. Hash.” have anything more to do wuth me always will.”

“That girl would make Mussolini after this.” “And it does you credit, Mary Jane.

weep. What's she done now? Well, if you won’t go to Arthur

Come, out with it 1 And you ^ you 'd better do the next best

can’t wash greasy pans in cold thing and tell me about Arthur,

water, so don’t cry into the f
And meanwhile I ’ll give ‘you a

sink.” J <3rying.”

“You’re very kind, Mrs. Hash. — 3^'^ “ Oh, Mrs. Has/i /
”

Well, this was my evening out “Here, give me the wiper,

by rights, and I’ve got an ap- !v
Arthur like ?

”

pointment with Arthur.” “He ’svery refined, Mrs. Hash.

“Who’s Arthur? And what’s

he do?” reading. You wouldn’t believe

“He’s my friend, Mrs. Hash. what he reads.” ^

He ’s a mute.”
^

“ Nor wouldn’t anyone else, 1

“ A mute, Mrs. Hash. A |
“ And he looks that handsome

mourner, like. He walks be- stepping behind a body in bis

hind the body. Firm of Am- black and all. I go and watch

brose.” ^ every Friday, if they have

“Well, did you ever! And > an interment.”

then you wonder that trouble
‘ “That’sno way to spend your

stalks in your wake! Why
f

afternoon out, my girl. I sup-

couldn’t you fall in love with pose you’re potty about the

a fishmonger while you was
!

poor fish?”

about it?
” '

' “ I suppose I am, Mrs. Hash.
“I did, Mrs. Hash, but he But he isn’t a poor fish. He’s

threw me over.” romantic, Mrs. Hash, and
“ Well, well, get on with it.

” ^ means to go on the films if

“Well, you see, it was my he 'gets the chance. He’s got

evening out, ' and Mrs. Duke r ^ ^ talent for comedy, they
bought tickets for the Postmen’s "

. ^ say. Funny, isn’t it, him being

Concert, and she gives them to
,

employed where he is? So it

Mabel, and she says everyone underground along there.” ^ seem as if he was suited,

can go if there was somebody Rustic . “Ah, make it a bit more private, like.” you see. And I think about him
left to answer the door, because all the time, Mrs. Hash. Isn’t it

she’s expecting friends, you see, and “Then he’s not worth having any awful? Did you ever find that, Mrs.
Mabel says she wants to go, and . more to do with, you can take it from Hash?”
Dorothy too, and Mr. Treasure being me.” “ I seem to remember something of

out, you see, she says we can’t expect “I don’t know about that, Mrs. Hash, the sort.”

you to answer the door—that ’s you, The trouble is, you see, I think I like “ And I can’t hardly sit still when the
Mrs. Hash—well, that ’s only natural

;
Arthur more than he likes me, you see.” postman knocks.”

and I says,* Well, it ’s my evening out by “ That ’s always the way, Mary Jane. “ I know
;
I ’ve seen you—^upsetting

rights,’ and then she pinches my arm and What are we women but the playthings the mustard for a young man in the
she says, ‘ Don’t' be impudent,’ she says, of an idle hour? Acid-drops, balloons, mute trade.”
and off they goes

;
and here I am with 'meringues, Mary Jane.” “ Oh, I know it ’s silly of mo

;
and as

all the washing-up to do, you see.” “Oh, Mrs. Hash, is it as bad as that ? often as not there ’s no letter after all.”

“Quite the little Cinderella, aren’t I suppose you’ve been in love often, “The dirty dog !

”

you? Well, it’s a dirty shame, I must say. Mrs. Hash?” “He isn’t a dirty dog, Mrs. Hash.
And where ’spoor Arthur all this time?” “ I have been in love, Mary Jane; but Only writing don't come easy to him, I

“ He’s at the corner of Lovers Alley, it 's so long ago that, if the truth were know,; and of course he ’s busy, there ’s

Mrs. Hash; and I ’ll bet he’s mad, he’s told, I don’t remember much about it,” so many deaths, you see. But it does
that suspicious if I’m late.” “ Oh, Mrs. Hash, you mustn’t say come hard sometimes; I seem to spend
“A man in that profession should be that ! That Mabel was saying you was all my money on stamps. Is all girls

prepared for anything, Mary Jane.” sweet on Mr. Treasure.” as sillv as me. Mrs. Hash?

”

all the washing-up to do, you see.” “Oh, Mrs. Hash, is it as bad as that ?

“Quite the little Cinderella, aren’t I suppose you’ve been in love often,

you? Well, it’s a dirty shame, I must say. Mrs. Hash?”
And where ’s poor Arthur all this time ?

” “I have been in love, Mary Jane
;
but

that suspicious if I ’m late.”

“A man in that profession should b
prepared for anything, Mary Jane.”

I

as silly as me, Mrs. Hash?

”
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** There 's one or two, perhaps. And
how does he treat 3'ou ?

“ He’s very kind, Mrs. Hash. I will

say, of course, he’s not what I call the

Valentino type of man—what I mean,
he don’t show very much

; but there it

is, he’s never had anything to do with
any other girl—that 1 do know, because
he told me so.”

“ How it all comes back to me

!

“What ’s that, Mrs. Hash ?
”

“Nothing, Mary Jane.”
^

“ So, what I mean, you can’t expect
him to show as much as you would if

he ’d had as much experience as others.

Of course I ’m glad he ’s not had more
experience, that’s only natural, but
sometimes think I wouldn’t have
minded his haying had more experience

if it would' mean that he ’d be able to

show his feelings a bit more, because
sometimes, you see, although he ’s

affectionate, you see
”

“ Yes, I see what you mean, my dear.

What would you be doing now if you *d

been able to go to Lovers Alley?
”

“Just talking, Mrs. Hash. We just

stand against the wall and talk, like

the others. There’s nothing else to

do, you see, only go to the pictures,

and that ’s not so private, is it ? I often

think it’s a pity the only way two
people can get a little privacy of an
evening is to go and stand in a public

passage. And it ’s funny, I often think,

you read in books that love is the

greatest thing in life, and then when
you’re in love there’s nowhere to go.

Did you ever find that, Mrs. Hash ?
”

“It’s very curious, MaryJane, but it’s

a queer world, as the rhinoceros said.”

“But still it’s better than nothing.

Of course we don’t talk very much
;
very

often we stand there half-an-hour with-

out saying a word, yet the time seems
to go like lightning, and before I know
where I am I ’m back here again. And
here Iamdrying these things, and there’s

poor Arthur waiting for me. I can just

see him pacingup and down like a tiger

;

and I know how wild he’ll be.”

“Now don’t cry again, my dear. Just

you slip off
;
I’ll finish these things; and,

if anyone comes to the door, I suppose
I can let ’ em in as well as another per-

son. If your Arthur’s any good he’ll

be waiting for you still, and if he isn’t

then it don’t matter.: Off with you,”

“Oh, Mrs. Hash, I couldn't really.”

“Don’t talk like a lunatic, my girl,

but go.”
“ Well, I ’ll never forget it, Mrs. Hash.

You’ve got a good heart, whatever they

say.” t

“ And a poor brain. I *ve heard that

before. Get alDng with you. But when
you come back you’re to tell me every-

thing that happened, because I want to

know, and I have my reasons.”
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Polite old Gentleman, *‘Paedon my glove, Betty.”
Betty, “Eight-ho! *Scusb my jammy pingees.”

“You shall, Mrs. Hash. And, if I’m
a Cinderella, then you’re the Fairy God-
mother, I’m sure.”

“ Don’t talk sloppy, Cinderella, or I ’ll

throw this saucepan at you.”
A. P. H.

From the report of a recent examina-

tion

“Some candidates do not seem to have
grasped that German is an inflicted language.”

Strange, considering what a lot of

bother some of us took not long ago to

prevent its being even more widely

inflicted.

“THE MILKMAN
WHO 3S UNDER

Medical and Veteeinary ScrEEvisroN,”

Adit, in Theatre Programme.

You should see this Centaur harnessing

himself to his own milk-cart.

From a description of a rummage-
sale :

—

^ “ I know someone who is wondering yet who
ill that motley crowd bought Virgil’s ‘De
Bello Gall CO ’ (Book 3) in the Latin, and
why ?

”

This is one of the, wonders that will

never cease.
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MILITARY MACHINATIONS.

The recent display before the Do-
minion Premiers has drawn attention

to the thoroughness with which the

mechanicalisation (anglice mechanisa-

tion) of the Army is being ejected. As
there was no demonstration, however,

of one of the latest developments I am
glad to be in a position to give some
account of it.

To the outside world it may appear

that the authorities are experimenting

solely with armoured cars, tanks, dra-

gons and the like. Actually, I happen
to know that the General Staff antici-

pate very good results from an inven-

tion of an entirely different type. They
consider that the individuality of the

soldier should be retained at all costs,

so, rather than coop him up in a mobile

box, they have hit upon the idea of issu-

ing him with mechanical boots. In

these boots he will drill, march and
fight. Obstacles will have no terrors;

for him, and his great speed and radius

of action will make him more to be

feared than many of the purely mechan-
ical devices of the day.

The boots are about the size of snow-
shoes, but I cannot of course divulge

any of the details of their construction.

Each is fitted with a small engine

which drives a track similar to that of

a tank bub only a few inches wide.

Broadly speaking, one might liken them
to a pair of roller-skates with cater-

pillar tracks instead of rollers, A clever

feature of the design is that a right

boot can be used on a left foot if neces-

sary; this is a great convenience as

well as a very considerable economy.
The petrol tank is situated in what
used to be the water-bottle, and the
spare parts are carried in the haver-
sack. The gear-change is as simple as
could be.

There is some difficulty at first in

maintaining a correct balance of the
body at high speeds, but recruits are

being taught extremely patiently and
progressively, and there have been re-

markably few accidents as yet. A com-
plete new drill-book has been produced
with commendable promptitude and I
see no reason why the close-order and
ceremonial drill of the crack regiments
should not soon reach a very high stan-

dard. Some movements are a little in-

tricate, as forinstance the**About Turn.”
The official detail for this is as follows

:

“ On the command ‘ About Turn,’ dis-

engage the right clutch and change
smartly into the reverse, taking care to
keep tbe knees together and the heels
turned out. When the turn has been
completed de-clutch both feet and re-

main in neutral until the command
‘Forward,’ when both clutches will be

engagedi simultaneously. Throughout

the movement the head will be kept

erect, shoulders square, chin drawn in,

carburettor level and the eyes looking

their own height and straight to the

front. Care will be taken not to alter

the setting of the sparks or to restrain

the breathing.”

I am told that the officers are, gener-

ally speaking, quicker to adapt them-

selves to the new means of locomotion

than the men. Possibly their experience

of winter sports is of assistance. At

any rate there is only one type of boot,

whether for officers or men; but the

commanding officer and the adjutant,

who are still looked upon as being

mounted,” are provided with super-

chargers.

The boots being bullet-proof a man
has only to lie upon bis back with his

toes turned up to be afforded complete

protection from frontal fire, while a

;

small clamp attached to the right boot

allows him to use his rifle with com-
parative comfort and affords a very

steady support for it. Further, it only

takes a moment to convert a boot into

a very passable float, and a speed of

ten or twelve miles an hour on smooth
water is attainable. The saving in

bridging expedients is enormous.
Already there is considerable rivalry

between the units that have received

their boots, and I know of one in which
it is a military offence for a man to

allow the engines of his feet to fire out

of step. Boot inspection is a very im-
portant ceremony, and the diagram of

a boot stripped and laid out is extremely
complicated. There has been a little

trouble in connection with sparking-

plugs, as it was found so difficult to keep
them in action as well as to have them
fib for inspection. However, this has
been remedied, and every man has now
two sets, one provided by an enterpris-

ing British firm and one by the author-

ities, The latter is kept exclusively for

kit-inspection.

THE DRAMA OF STAGE DIRECTIONS.

The practice of elaborate stage direc-

tions is developing rapidly in the pub-
lished drama ; we now know which of

the photograph-frames used in ActJIL
were wedding-presents and which the
'heroine had picked up at a jumble-sale.
But why stop at physical details when
the idea might be extended to include
retrospection and psycho-analysis, as in

the following Tragedy of Modern Life ?

The marble table is streaked with a
pattern of half-dried coffee-stains that
would give a vaguely Persian effect but
for the invincible rococo of the iron-

work. Through the rain-streaked win-
dow-panes the sign of the Cactus

Plant Cafe ” makes a blur of colour
against the grey Gehenna that is Lon-
don. The walls, repapered in 1912 by
Albert Halifax, Builder and Decorator
(falsely accused, a year later, of anony-
mous letter-writing in the S.E. postal
district), have lost something of their
original spontaneity

;
only a couple of

medallions above the cash-desk (con-
cealed until 1925 by an oak-framed ad-
vertisement for Twiway’s Tea) conserve
their pristine eclat.

Miss Gertrude Faulkner has just be-

gun her second egg. She eats with a
kind of spiritual gourmandise thatwould
be almost Directoire but for the precision
of her finger-work and the refined sim-
plicity of her ulster, which is faintly

suggestive of a Yorkshire vicarage. Her
Uncle' Henry, indeed, had for some
months toyed with tbe idea of associat-

ing himself with a Temperance Society,

but finally decided for the Westminster
Bank. Despite, however, the perfect

poise of the English gentlewomanwhich
has never deserted her since the publi-

cation of The Bosary, Gertrude is be-

trayed by the nervous movement of a
sensibly-shod heel. For she is agitated

—

terribly, .strangely agitated. . . .

Separated from her by only some
eighteen inches of dappled marble, eats
Albert Mendelssohn. ^ She has never
seen him before, yet his dreamy grey
eyes, his small blond moustache, the
broken ripple of his thinning hair, the
small shirt-darns half-concealed by an
artistically - knotted crimson tie, the
quick deft turn with which he scoops
up (oh, so appealingly

!)
a tress of spa-

ghetti—all these are familiar to her.

And she has never seen him before.

Not in 'this life.

She has stopped eating her egg. The
long pale hands are still. Her restless

gaze roves over the table as though
seeking the answer to the enigma in

the Oriental outlines of the coffee-stains,

the bold curves of the carafe, the melan-
choly folds* of the menu . . . He is

going to speak to her.

Albert, Salt, Miss?
Suddenly, with one of those marvel-

lous flashes of intuition that have
something of"* the X-ray but more of

the angelic, Gertrude realises that with
the salt-cella?: he is offering her his life

;

in the nervous, almost commonplace
gesture she reads the humble desperate
avowal of a simple heart. What is she
to say to him ? What answer shall she
make to this appeal for comradeship ?

For her heart is torn.

On the one side is her loneliness, tbe
loneliness of London

; on the other all

her past life. Wistfully she lives over
again the days of her youth, the long
quiet years of Salisbury, before her
father took to inventions. The peaches
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on the south wall are reddening, and

she hears as in a waking dream the

shrill squeaks of her brother Alaric

playing by the river that flows along

the bottom of the garden. Poor Alaric I

But they had always been told that

the current was dangerous down by the

willow’s ;
and he was so daring.

And then that mad reckless week
spent in Paris, the Gay City. They
had been twenty, the two upper forms

of her boarding-school, and once more
she sees the bold admiring faces of the

taxi-drivers held up to 'let them cross

the Eue de Eivoli. Paris ! Montmartre

!

The Gare St, Lazare ! Can she, with

such memories as these . . . ? But his

eyes, the eyes of a faithful spaniel, with

something wild and passionate deep in

their depths ...
As in a waking dream she sees their

wedding. One bridesmaid, perhaps, in

beige,with a basket of chrysanthemums,

because a white wedding was so trying

in the autumn, but a Eussian head-

dress.was always becoming. She sees

their honeymoon— Paris again, the

Gare St. Lazare, Montmartre, the Gay

City! Paris, with the old memories
ever mocking, just round the corner of

her happiness 1 For there are some
things one never forgets.

She sees all their future life together,

the rates and taxes, the shadow cretonne

curtains, “When Did You Last See
Your Father” over the mantelpiece . . .

Gertrude. No, thank you.
Curtain.

Commercial Candour.

“Get Your Coal From the Seate Co.’^

Notice on Tramcar Ticket.
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BUCK UP, ENGLAND!
When one bas not been to America

one depends a good deal for a know-
ledge of her lively customs and institu-

tions on the English cinema, the Eng-
lish novel and the English stage. But
Mr. H. L. Mencken, in his compilation
called Americana^ which consists of a

great number of cuttings from rather

obscure American papers dealing with
some of the most important problems
in Transatlantic life, does help to give

one a wider view.

The paragraphs which I have selected

here from Americana, 1926 (Maetin
Hopkinson), I have rededicated, with-
out Mr. Mencken’s permission, to

various authorities and persons on this

side’ of the Atlantic, in the hope that
they may profit thereby.

To Officials of the Booh’d of Educa-
tion, the Ministry of Health and the

Ministry ofLabour, From a speech
by a distinguished State official, from
The Argus Leader of South Dakota

:

Sociology, the bastard offspring of

French atheism and Eussian nihilism,

is honeycombing the social fabric of

America and threatens tb.e foundations^
It is the parent of every dangerous

doctrine that bas disturbed the nation

in the last thirty years. It is alike

degenerating to teacher and pupil. It

is more dangerous to sanity than the

loco-weed and more explosive than dy-

namite ... It is a drug that destroys

the reasoning powers of its addicts. I

am wondering how long a loyal and
patriotic people will tolerate it.”

:!c

To Lovers of the African races. From
The Charlotte Observer of North
Carolina :

—

“The Eev. Mr. Taylor and the Ilev.

Mr. Dick' conducted a public debate at

Edenton on the question, ‘Will the
negro retain his present color in hea-
ven ? ’ Mr. Taylor contended that the
negro’s color will change.”

To Holders of Parish Bazaars, From
The Osborne Enterjyrise of Mis-
souri :— t

“ They paid off a church debt down at
North Greenfield Church, near Spring-
field, the other night with a hugging
social.

,
Eight hundred people attended

and seventy-five dollars was 'raised.

The rates :

—

Girls under 15, for a two-minute hug,
15 cents.

Girls 15 to 20, same for 25 cents.

Girls 20 to 25, same for 50 cents.

Other men’s wives, same for 75 cents.

Old maids, three cents and no time
limit.”
51: *

1
'. 5ls

To the Boyal Horticultural Society, An
Associated Press despatch from the

town of Goschen, Indiana :

—

“A. E. Cundred, gladioli grower of

Goschen, has been banned from the

strict orthodox church he attended.

The Church cast out Mr. Cundred be-

cause authorities decided that in hybrid-

ising his gladioli to produce new varie-

ties he was interfering with the divine

scheme of things.”

sU i\: sli sli

To the 0,P, Society and Dramatic Critics

in general. From The Eugene Daily
Guard of Oregon :

—

“ Shakespeare is almost as bad as

Ibsen, and it takes a morbid or prim-
itive nature to enioy a play of that
kind.”

'\< 5|s jlc

To the Committees ofAgricultural Shows,
From The Daily Ohlqihoman of Ok-
lahoma City

“The State Fair, will give a pri^e of

twenty-five dollars to the boy whose
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red hair comes nearest to matching the

hair of a Duroc-Jersey hog.”

ils

To Sellers of salvage stock and all

Advei'tisers everyiohere. From a fire-

sale advertisement in The Portland

Oreg0712071 of Oregon :

—

“IP TEABS PEOM THE HEAET
EVEB TOOK A MAN TO HEAVEN
THIS MAN -WILL SURELY BE THEBE

WHEN HIS TIME COjMES.

An Unbelievable Surprise Awaited Him
Wednesday Morning. Oceans of Tears

Eolling Down His Cheeks, with a

Broken Heart, the Owner of the Amer-
ican Clothiers Company, Watching
His Thirty-two Years’ Honourable
Career in Flames.

‘ OH, WHAT AN END ! ! OH, WHAT A
FINISH ! !

* THE OLD MAN CBIED.

Nobody could imagine the internal

pain that man suffered, fainting dead

away in the meantime, while friends

from all over the city rushed to help

him and share his sorrow.

Blit thefla7ne could not he stopped.

With tears and sorrow they went their

way

!

AMERICAN CLOTHIERS CO. STOCK. .

215 Morrison Street—No'rth-£asfc Corner First

and Morrison Streets.”
"

-

'
.‘Is Jls J’.s

To English Prohibitionists. From a

news item of Eeno, Nevada :

—

“G. Aldayer, a blacksmith, took a

drink of ice-water to-day, and for four

hours physicians worked on him before

they could open his jaws. They said it

was a form of lockjaw.”

s!« >ls

To the Senior Common Booms of Oxford

and Cambridge Univei^sities. I’rom

Ihe Dartmouth^ a college paper of

New Hampshire:

—

‘“There is something inspiring,’ said

Dean Laycock, ‘in hearing one’s own
college yell. But sometimes I think

the students have forgotten how to give

*it. When theWah—Hoo—-Wah is pro-

perly given there is something in it

'which appeals to a man’s loyalty and

makes him feel a small part of some-

thing immensely large. . .
.’ With|

Dean Laycock as cheer-leader the stu-

dents, gave the Wah—Hoo—Wah twice

,as it should be given.”

To the Same. From The Student Life of

Washington University, Missouri

“Chancellor Herbert S. Hadley will

open discussion in an assembly of all

students in Graham Memorial Chapel

on the question of choosing a mascot

for the university. All classes in the

university will be dismissed to attend

the discussion and the debate, which,

as the result of student agitation on the

question, will be dealt with as follows

:

> '>hl V'‘i

'i ii'

•• s \ \'\

iiii

'

' n\ I?'/'

' rirPT^i

IN SEARCH OF SUNSHINE.
English Tourist at Lugano (having fled, the horrors of his own climate), “ Salvatobb

WOULD BE JUST ABOUT THERE—IF YOU COULD SEE IT, DEAR.”

“ Chancellor Hadley will first explain Socrates took the shamrock rather than

the underlying reasons for holding the submit to the abuse of enraged ignox-

meeting, and will introduce several pro- ance.”

minent alumni,who will discuss possible * "

mascots for the university. ’ Then dis- And finally, To a/2 pood Femmisis. From

cussion from the floor will be in order The Cleveland Press of Ohio :

—

in the form of five-minute discussions “ On September the eighth Mrs. H. J.

with two-minute rebuttals on behalf of Kelly, formerly Miss Mary Jane Clark,

the various animals proposed. A vote presented herself with a small son.”

will then be taken what animal is most thanking Mr. H. L.
desirable as the mascot of Washington

J|£ejjcken lor his labours. Evoe.
University.” —
rr^ ^ j jT r ' 7

“ Men excavating ill forecourt of GravesenJ
To President CosGUAVJB aild the lush QQ^servative Club discovered human skull and.

Free State. From The Banner of bones at a depth, of seven feet.”—Local Fa^er.

Lebanon, Tennessee :— Excavations are in hand, we are told,

“ The biographies of all great men at the Liberal clubs in the hope that

show them more sublime in the last something resembling' a' head may be

scene of the last act of their lives, discovered there too.,



AD HIRUNDINEM.
[Many swallows delayed their departure from

our shores this year till after the middle of
November, or two months' later than usual.
Anxiety is expressed lest the universally recog-
nised harbinger of Springin Northerncountries
should be as late in returning as he has been
late in departing.]

0 SWALLOW, swallow, flying South
So late that no one can remember

Yonr change of clime at such a time
As mid or late November

!

You are, we know, a “ trustful bird,"

And experts truthful and respected
Freely attest your will to nest
In places unexpected.

So, since you often choose to roost
In chimneys, it may be contended

The fireless grate has made you wait
Until the Stoppage " ended.

And yet the optimists in the Press,
Who strive to comfort, not to grieve

us,

Admit with pain they can’t explain
Why you are loth to leave us.

Say, can it be that you resolved
To linger in these Boreal regions

TillPiAMSAY Mac was safely back
To fire his flagging legions

—

That you dislike the Labour sheikh
Who barged into your winter quarters

And scoured the sands of Afric’s lands,

Neglecting his supporters ?

Earthquakes, perhaps, may yield a clue

;

Caillaux's or Abd-el-Krim’s de-

thronement
;

Or wireless tricks, or Cook or “ Jicks
”

Account for the postponement.

But anyhow this strange delay,

Bird-watchers utterly outwitting,
Suggests some cause outside the laws

' That rule your annual flitting.

Fly South, kind bird, and, though at last

We now can keep our homes fires

burning.

Don’t, when you bring the news of
Spring,

Be two months late returning.

-“ Yesterday the Stock Exchange Committee
decided to include in the regulations, by an
addition to Eule 134, the specific statement
that a bearer bond is a negotiable instrument
like a bandnote, ownership of which passes by
simple delivery.”—Daily Case,

The leading case in this connection is

that of the conductor of a travelling
orchestra who pawned the big drum in
order to raise the wind.

FILTHY LUCRE.
“Money," she said to me with all

the contempt and scorn that word alone
has power to evoke among those who
have but little of it

—“ money indeed !

*’

“ Call it,” I begged her, “ * filthy

lucre’—I always do, and it always
makes^me feel better."

“ Money ’s so vulgar," she’complained.
“But can anything," I asked,' “be

really vulgar that is at the same time
so strangely rare ?

"

“ Some people - have plenty," she
pointed out.

“But hot," I reminded her, “the
people one meets in real life. Though
there is one man at the club

’’

“Well, you know him, don’t you?’’
she asked.

“ I seehim often enough," I admitted,
“and I have spoken to him, but not
often. He does not encourage it."

“A snob,” she said contemptuously,
“ a vulgarian."

“Oh, no,” I protested, “not a vul-
garian byanymeans

; thei;e is an assured
dignity abdut him thaS is far indeed
from vulgarity. And not a snob either,

for he doesn't distinguish between
members, and will serve one of the
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committee no better than anyone else

—or, at least, not mnch—for we are all

equally childish in his eyes and he
makes allowance for us all. Indeed 1

suppose a head-waiter always sees men
at their worst.”

“But are head-waiters rich?” she
asked, apparently surprised.

“ It may be only a rumour,” I con-

fessed, “ for it is wuse to call no man
rich till you know exactly what he has
concealed in his income-tax return, and
besides I have met reputed millionaires

who always made a point of borrowing
their taxi fares. But I do not know
whether that was because they were
really poor or because they w^ere really

millionaires.”

“ Well, people shouldn*t have lent it

to them,” she declared.

“But,” I told her, “if they were
really poor, then it was charity, and we
are told that charity shall not lose its

reward—bread cast upon the waters,

you know. And, if they were really

millionaires, then too kindness to them
might bring its own reward, even if

only in the shape of a stray Stock Ex-
change tip.”

“ All the same,” she insisted, “ I think

money ’s disgusting.”
“ Yet to have none,” I sighed, “ is

even more disgusting.”
“ The fact is,” she decided, “ the

whole subject is degrading, and when
people happen to get money they be-

come intolerable.”

‘‘But tolerated,” I said, “distinctly

tolerated.”

“ Oh, one has to make concessions,”

she admitted. “ But, for instance, there

are some people we know who ’ve just

bought a Daimroll.”

“A bad sign,” I told her, shaking my
head, “ a frequent prelude to bank-
ruptcy,”

“Po you think so?” she asked,

brightening up a little. “ But I don’t

think it can be with them,” she added,

depressed again, “ considering the prices

they charge and the way they always
seem to sell their meat out. The trouble

is,” she decided, “that money never
comes to the right person.”

“ I ’ve noticed that,” 1 agreed. “ And
it ’s strange when you think how many
people there are in the world never tired

of writing to ask if they may send you
any sum from five pounds to fifty

thousand pounds by return of post in

plain registered packet. And then there

are editors—a careless, generous race,

always scattering large sums of money
all round. Why, one of them asked me
negligently only the other week on a

lot of posters whether one thousand five

hundredpounds for solving a conundrum
would be any good to me."
“But after all,” she asked me

JILTED.

earnestly, “ does money mean happi-

ness, or health, or youth ?
”

“ Oh, that undoubtedly,” I cried,

“ for without money who would dare go
near a beauty parlour ?

”

“ Why, even in Society,” she assured

me, “ money counts for little compared
wiih other things.”

“That’s good hearing,” I said. “I
am happy to know that birth, brains,

beauty
”

“I wasn’t thinking of those so much,”

she interrupted, “ but I was making a

call last week, and there were two or

three ever such rich people there,

women who could afford to wear even

the cheapest artificial pearls.”

“ But could they,” I asked, “ afford

to dine at the Gorgeous and .walk out

without giving a single tip to anyone?
”

“Oh, yes, easily.” she assured me;

“and yet nobody was taking the very

least notice of them, and everybody was
simply fighting to get introduced to

another woman, one who was ever so

poor and nothing behind her but her

Divorce Court records.”
“

“The imponderables still count,” I

said ;
“ there is still hope.”

“Only remember,” she warned me
sternly once again before we parted,

“don’t think I care anything about
money, because I don’t. Money is no-

thing to me
; only ’what it buys.”

“ That is,” I assured her, “ the senti-

ment of all truly elevated minds.”

E.B.P.

“ The storm has caused more seriousdamage
than was supposed, and the. high wind has
blown off roots of horses and uprooted trees.**

Laxly LayerI

Evidently a misprint for hoofs.



Young Blood (to very slight acquaintance), “’Ullo, Miss Jones, whebe are rou going?”
Flap^ger (with hauteur), “Thank tou, Me. Brown, I've been where I'm going.”

BEAUTY AT THE WHEEL
She could not, I know, find her own carburettor,
And plugs and magnetos are Greek unto her.

And yet there is nothing on earth she likes better
Than racing the roads with a whizz and a whirr,

Threading the traffic

Serene and seraphic,

Eeclining on cushions and smothered in fur.

She may—I don’t doubt it—have heard of a bonnet,
But all that ’s beneath it is te'rrCL incog.

^

Though she ’s vastly intrigued by the mascot upon it.

Which may be a dancer or may be a dog.
' If motors will travel

What need to unravel
The mysteries' hid in mechanical fog ?

Oblivious of danger she chances her corners
And passes on bridges and ttrns without sign,

And, if she don’t, fill a few houses with mourners,
It isn’t the fault of the fair Caroline

;

Bor oft a slow-footer

Has hopped from her hooter
Just cleared by an inch—which is cutting it fine.

She simply ignores the policeman on duty,
Drives round him or dodges or bumps him behind,

Sublimely unconscious that boldness and beauty
At crossings have no special licence assigned

;

If he holds out an arm.
Unimpressed by her charm,

She smiles into distance, conveniently blind.

When stopped—as will happen—by troubles organic
And helpless on highway or stranded in lane.

She holds up some good-looking youth as mechanic
And flirts with him gaily till started again

;

While, slave to her smile,
' With a spanner or file

He wallows in grease and forgets to complain.

She exceeds the speed limit, and then whenthey trap her
She gently suggests that their watches are wrong,

And, assuming the rdle of 'the innocent flapper,
Says talking of forty is stretching it strong

;

Bor she really was going
At fifteen, and slowing—

In fact she was merely tortoising along.

Ah, well 1 Give her room on the roads, for, God bless her!
She brightens our lives with her quaint little ways,

,And why, after all, should her conscience distress her.
Since men will assist her whenever she strays ?

We owe certain duty
To youth and to beauty.

And if she should smash us, why—somebody pays.

W. H. 0.
Another Impending Apology.

Brom a broadcasting programme :

—

i • Lower Animals
(from Aberdeen). —JSvemng Paper.

“When living in Scotland I accompanied a friend on a trip to
ualloway, visiting Carlyle’s ecolefection and Craigenputtock enioitte,*'

mi 1 r . . .

Ceylon Paper,
ihe ecclefecfein as believed to be a local variety of Ban-
bury cake.



A CHANGE OF FRONT.
High Soviet Oppiciae. “ ME. COOK, KEOM ENGLAND ?

”

Me. A. J. Cook. “YES, A HUMBLE DISCIPLE OP LENIN.”

High Soviet Oppiciae. “AH, WELL, I’M APEAID YOU ’EE A BIT LATE. THE FOCUS OP

OUE ANTI-BEITISH ACTIVITIES HAS SHIFTED TO CHINA.”
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday, Nommler 29th ,—The top-

less towers of Westminster are crumb-

ling to decay and the Fine Arts Com-
mission is to decide whether repairs

can be undertaken on a less ornate

scale without detracting from the ori-

ginal design. Mr. Harris thought this

important decision should be left to a

Eoyal Commission, presumably on the

principle that a Eoyal Commission, if it

does anything at all, can do no aesthetic

wrong ;
but Captain Hacking thought

not. This accords with the general

belief that the calling into being of

Eoyal Commissions comes

within the scope not of art

but of craft.

Colonel Lane-Fox- as-

sured Sir Walter de
Frece that the Coal Mer-

chants’ Federation had cir-

cularised its members to

urge on them the import-

ance of giving the small

coal-consumer a fair share

of the black diamonds.

Pressed to admit that

£3 18s. Qd. a ton was not

a fair price, the Minister

contented himself with

the assurance that the

price would soon come
down.

Mr. Thortle does not

like the Empire, a feeling

which the Empire, if it

ever became aware of him,

would possibly recipro-

cate. Mr. Amery had
outlined to the House
the general achievements

of the Imperial Confer-

ence, notably the fact that

clearer expression had
been given to the two car-

dinal principles of equality

of status and unity under

the common Crown. ‘‘Is it not the

best comment on that statement that

the British Empire now exists only in

name?” asked Mr. Thxjetle. “Cer-

tainly not,” replied Mr, Ameey^ in a

tone of voice which clearly indicated

that in his opinion the hon. Member
himself had only a nominal existence

outside Shoreditch.

Mr. Eamsay MacDonald was greeted

with cheers when he rose to ask the

Foreign Minister about the situation

at Hankow, and Sir Austen Chamber-

lain prefaced his reply by saying that

he hardly knew whether to congratu-

late or commiserate with his colleague

on his return. Mr. MacDonald now
goefe through the Lobby murmuring—

“Prom the desert I come to thee,

On my Arab shod with fire.”

Carrying a prayer-mat and a bunch of

spears he looks every inch a sheik, but
there is probably no truth in the rumour
that he is coaching the Clydesiders to

shout La ilaha iUadlahii I El Ljenin
rasill allahi !

’*
as they rush into the

fray against Baldwin and his new
Crusaders.

After Sir Austen had assured Mr. T.

Johnston that the Sudan Plantations

Syndicate was not “ getting a bulge
”

either on the poor benighted heathen or

the scarcely less benighted British tax-

payer, the House turned with strange

zest to the mouldy remainder-biscuit of

the Emergency Eegulations and con-

tinued to masticate it con amove. Its

savour lies for the Socialists in the fact

that it offers an opportunity for a con-

certed attack on the Home Secretary,

whose efiSiciency is to be gauged by the

vehemence with which he is attacked

rather than by the adroitness with

which he defends himself. Mr. Hudson
led the assault, and went on to accuse

the Tory Party of distributing thirty

thousand bogus Communist leaflets in

Central Hull, urging people to vote for

Commander Kbnworthy. He charged

that Party, he said, with every kind of

dishonesty. Evidently he suspects it

of a kind of political imbecility that the

state of Parties does not confirm.

Sir H. Slesser and CaptainW. Benn,

both ideal exponents of the theory that

the proper way to prevent split skulls

in the country is to split hairs in the

House of Commons, joined in the attack

on the Minister, while Mr. C. Edwards
made the specific accusation against

the police of drunken brutality, but
failed to explain why he had not drawn
the attention of the Home Secretary
to the matter in the usual way.
The House moved on to the Parks

Regulation Bill, which (Captain Hack-
ing explained) enabled the First Com-
missioner OP Works to prevent sport-

ing tipsters, distributors of propagander-
ous literature and other nuisances from
spoiling the amenities of the Eoyal
parks and otherwise to exercise the

same powers as those en-

joyed by the L.C.C. over
the parks underits control.

Mr. Ammon having been
assured that the Commis-
sioner’s power to prevent
freedom of speech in the
parks was not to be en-

larged in any way, the
Bill was given a Second
Reading. The Mental De-
ficiency Bill was also read

a second time and the

House adjourned betimes.

Tuesday,Movemher 80th,

— The plasby lightnings

that play about the Elec-

tricity Bill, a measure
primarily intended (ac-

cording to the critics) to

illuminate the Govern-
ment’s political shop-win-

dow, were transferred to-

day to the House of Lords.

Undoubtedly the most
scintillating stroke was
that of Lord Banbury,
who urged by way of

amendment that selected

stations should be allowed

to maintain a reserve for

their own consumers in-

stead of turning all their

power over to the Board. Viscount

Peel rather unkindly retorted that elec-

tricity was not something that could be

stored away in barrels like beer, a reply

that so upset Lord Banbury that he

presently sat down on his hat.

In the House of Commons Sir Harry
Brittain urged the Minister op Agri-

,

culture and Fisheries to consider the

possibilities of introducing the British

clam on a commercial basis in view of

the large number of American clam-

eaters who visit our island every year.

The Minister said that the clam was
already a native of our shores. As for

its commercialisation with the view of

attracting American visitors he com-

mended Sir Harry to the advice and

good offices of the Department’s shell-

fish expert.

The Carmarthen Chameleon. “So Joseph’s coat has changed its

COLOUR ?
”

The Hull Chameleon. “Yes, but not without the consent op his

BRETHREN.”

Sir Alfred Mond and Lieut.-Commander Joseph Kenworthy.
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The House is a place where the sway
of fashion is largely at a discount, but

it was observed that Miss Wilkinson
was in her place dressed in white

starched collar and cuffs. ‘^Miss Perky
”

had become Miss Nippy, minus the

bandeau I

The assault on the Small Holdings
and Allotments Bill, as amended in

Standing Committee, was led by Mr.

Noel Buxton, fresh from the “ desert’s

dusty face,” and in consequence a little

on the dry side himself
;
but the real

impact was provided by Mr. Lloyd
George. He loves the smiling country-

side, and, now that the last leaves are

reddening on the Liberal tree, would
fain expound its possibilities to the poor

town-bred industrialist.

He smote the Bill because it extends

facilities not hitherto enjoyed to the

smallholder who wishes to be a small

owner and not a small renter, his argu-

ment apparently being based on the

belief that in this country, as opposed
to Ireland, Denmark and elsewhere, no
farmer wants to own his land if he can
help it. As the Bill provides equal or

greater facilities for the small holder-

renter Mr. Lloyd George’s contention

did nob really assail its usefulness. That
was left to Mr. T, Williams, who com-
plained that every small hclder-owner
planted on the land would Le a small

Tory, and to Mr, Penby, who declared

that the County Councils would cer-

tainly favour the hire-purcliase buyer
as against the renter.

Wednesday, December House
of Lords, on the initiative of Lord
Templemore, considered the numerical
weakness of the Army, and once more
emphasised the importance of popular-
ising the Territorial army. Lord Mid-
leton stressed the necessity of cutting

down the “enormously superfluous”
War Office establishment. Lord Hal-
dane shrewdly observed that an army’s
strength was not to be measured by
counting noses but by its organisation.

He would not criticise the size of the
War Office staffs until he knew more
about them. The Earl of Onslow, for

the Government, reassured their Lord-
ships both as to the question of further
reductions of army strength and as to
the position and prospects of the Terri-

torial army, which, though admittedly
somewhat short of officers, was not as
badly off as had been represented.

Affairs in China occupied the atten-
tion of the Commons. At Question-time
Conservative Members cross-examined
the Foreign Minister quite fiercely on
his continued tolerance of Soviet anti-

British propaganda. Sir Austen ad-
mitted that the Government had ample
reason .to sever trade relations with
Eussia, but declared that it had not

been found expedient to do so. The
situation at Hankow, he explained to

Mr. MacDonald, was easier, and Brit-

A TRIAL FLIGHT?
Lord Henry Cavendish-Bentinck.

ish residents will be relieved to leairn

from Westminster that they are not in

any immediate danger.

Major Carver, the new Conservative

THE WESTMINSTER PIT-HEAD BATH.
At the requesst of Colonel Applin the supply

of hot water in the House of Commons has
been resumed.

Member for Howdensbire, and Lieut.-

CommanderKenworthy, CentralHuli’s
comic chameleon, took their seats amid
the cheers of their respective parties.

Commander Kbnworthy perhaps esta-

blished a record when, as his first

official act and deed as a Socialist, he
later supported a Government measure.
‘A Bill to add two judges with Indian

experience to the Judicial Committee
of the Privy Council, with a salary of

two thousand pounds a year, roused the
indignation of !Mr. Kirkwood. “What
is it,” he demanded, “that these men
have that is superior over me ?

”

“Brains,” said a voice from the other

side of the House, but Mr, Kirkwood
was thinking of lungs.

Thursday,December2nd,—The Second
Beading of the Merchandise Marks Bill

iii the Upper House gave Lord Inch-
cape the opportunity of declaring that,

though he had crossed the House to

bask beneath Conservative skies, he had
not changed his Free Trade soul. He
denounced the measure, but did not
challenge Lieutenant-Commander Ken-
worthy’s record of the previous day by
voting against his new Party.

In the House of Commons the Home
Secretary was asked if he would do
something about the organised inter-

ruption of political meetings. Was it

not a fact,;another Member asked, that

ninety per ' cent. of-£he.se dhterrliption^

came from supporters of one political

party ? Sir William non-committally
leplied that that was certainly the case

at Ms political meetings. Cne cannot,

of course, imagine “Jicks” beingrudely
shouted down by a bevy of raucous
Primrose Leaguers.

Mr. Neville Chamberlain defended
the proposed reduction of the Housing
subsidy as being the only means of

bringing down the cost of houses. He
was attacked from an unexpected quar-

ter by Lord Henry Cavendish-Ben-
tinck, who, amid Cpposition cheers,

charged the Government with manu-
facturing Communists, and said it was
high time the Government took away
the money of people who wasted it on
luxury and devoted it to the purpose of

fighting social degradation. It was an
Adelphic utterance, and Lord Henry
could not have complained if he had
suddenly found himself being clasped

to the bosom of Mr. 'Stephen.
Mr. HopkinsonI on the other hand,

said that the Minister had done a wise
and brave thiug. He defended the

Government so prettily that one recalls

the lines in The Shropshire Lad :

—

0 when I was in love with you
I called you wise and brave,

And all about the wonder grew
How well I did behave.”

A good many other Unionists either

decried or doubted the wisdom of the
reduction, but, lulled into acquiescence
Ly S.r Kingsley Wood’s high-piping
1 ehlevisms, voted for the Eesolution.



THE DAWN OF THE HOT-DOG'S DAY.

Why do we still fail, try as we will, to reach the standard

which has been attained by the people of the United States ?

To a large extent we spring from a common stock,*to a large

extent we speak the same language, and life is portrayed for

us all by the same films. Further, Mr. Selfkidge and others

have kindly come among us personally to render what
assistance they can.

In my opinion it is a question of food. You must admit
that since chewing-gum and sundaes and peanuts and grape-

fruit became popular foodstuffs among us we have been

more amenable to ready-to-wear sports suits and Trans-

atlantic styles in dancing. The cocktail too has played its

part, no doubt. Whatever the pessimist may think, we may
be said to be getting on. Yet we still fall short’, and Presi-

dent CooLiDGE himself a little time ago seemed to hint that

we were still in the boob class.

I have great hopes of the hot-dog, therefore. I believe

the hot-dog is destined to make just the difference we want.

Even if at first we can onlymeet it byattending professional
football-matches, it is worth our while to cultivate its affec-

tion. And let me say here that to consume a bot-dog is not

a really formidable ordeal; face it boldly, remember that its

bark is worse than its bite, remove the collar, and the rest

is easy.

Soon, we may hope, it will be possible to eat hot-dogs, not

only on the football-field, but on the golf-links, at Hurling-

ham, with the Quorn, and wherever else recreation is sought.

More important still is it that there should be hot-dogs at

every fireside, for the home is the cradle of the nation’s

character, and we should do well to guard it with hot-

dogs. A couple of hot-dogs in the afternoon would make
all the difference to the tired housewife; there should be

hot-dogs waiting to give welcome to the weary breadwinner

on his return in the evening, and the little ones should have

a hot-puppy or two before retiring for the night.

Of equal importance would be the installation of a hot-

kennel in the House of Commons. Might we not then look

for high-souled legislation such as is found across the

Atlantic, and for the submission of men of all nationalities

to the melting-pot from which they emerge hundred-per-

cent. citizens ? Let the Olyde-siders get the hot-dog habit

—

yes, red-hot-dogs, if they prefer them—and let the Liberal

Parties, every one of them, become addicted to the hot-dog,

and we may yet see here the state of things prevailing in

the States, where something—and I think it may be the

food—makes the American people what they are.

Let the whole country, in short, go to the hot dogs.

THE ENTOMOLOGIST.
On days that are sunny, on nights that are starry,

'

My neighbour sets forth, a determined shikari

;

And what if his weapon seems somewhat pacific,

The purpose behind it is simply terrific.

His people declare that, perspiring and hatless.

He ’d follow a Hair Streak all over the Atlas 1

By nature a student, non-peripatetic,

It costs him a lot to be so energetic,

Aud yet he will go for a week without sleeping

To capture a Noctua really worth keeping.

He lurks in my orchard—his only excuse is

To plaster my pippins with saccharine juices,

Whence rare Lepidoptera, fuddled by suction,

Are quickly transferred to their lethal destruction.

How often I *ve seen him, far off in the distance,

Attacking a Brimstone with dogged persistence.

And later observed him, intrepid, tenacious,

Securing his prize on my borders (herbaceous).

Whenever I look at my sticky plantations,

My pulverised pinks and my crumpled carnations,

I long for the day when 1 11 see him pursuing
A Mazarine Blue to his final undoing.

I hope it will lead him to Oornw^ll or Dover,
Wherever the mightiest cliffs are—and over

!
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AN UPLAND EVE.

Asa rule downs are, except for dew-
ponds, waterless, but I know, and so do
you, my dear, a gentle old grey down
of the Berkshire country which has a
little stream all to himself. She jumps
out high on the great ]Dig's side of him
and goes hoppity-tumble downhill, just

like a Border beck. You could step

across three of her anywhere. When
she gets to the bottom she spreads out

into a round little shallow of shiny

sand and gravel and then loses herself

in a lush patch of marshy mead, along

which the -mays of early June are so

white and so fresh that we stop to

look at them even more than
usual, and where the kingcups
are like -golden saucers and
where—well, were I to say just

how big and -blue the forget-

me-nots are, who ’d believe me ?

Mr. Culpepper of The George
and Dragon says that the little

stream, which disappears as sud-

denly as a water-vole under a lily

pad, pops up again a mile or

two away as one of the carriers

of the famous trout river that
glides' lazily down the*"summer
days in search of Father Thames
and the sea. -Buttbere—I don’t

know
;
in fact I ’vealways fancied

otherwise about the little Eve,
for so I call her, because she ’s

kind to flowers and has her own
little garden; besides I don’t
think she has a real name, and
anyhow Eve is as good amame
for a river as Eden—and Edens
are of coursecommon as Joneses."
I fancy, then, when she has
done her waterpot best for her
flowers that she is picked up by
the sun, an armful of silver

vapour, and set once more a-top
of the down to do it all over
asfain—that she is concerned, in

when the Thames was fordable below
Streatley and the gods were not yet all

gone, there lived a young lady of seven-

teen. Her name was Eva. She was an
only child, and her father and mother
bad gone “ across the fern ” (they were
that sort) and had never come back.

Eva was poor, but she was pretty and
kind, and she loved animals and butter-

flies and flowers, especially, flowers,

whose talk she understood and who
loved her.

When herparents were gone Evawent
to live with a cross old aunt at the foot

of the down, which in those far-ofi' days
was waterless except for the dew-pond.

.

Now poor Eva’s only dress was very

You ’BE A LONG TIME BLACKING THOSElloteWkeeper.

BOOTS.”

New BooUhoy, Well, Sib, some op

fact, solely with her garden and not at
all with the taking of trout, gentlest of
sports though it be.

Have it either way you like, but here ’s

her story that I learnt all on a fine day
while I waited for a feeding fish beside
the river. Two miles away the down
in the heats of hay-harvest loomed
hazily. Upon the placid monster an
idle sunbeam lit a sudden dance of
'distant diamonds, and I remembered the
little Eve. At that moment a king-
fisher began to talk about her. You say
that kingfishers do not talk, but that
they squeal shrilly ? You are a hateful
little prig, my child, but of course cor-
rect, and 1 probably did go to sleep and
dream the whole thing, and I’ve a jolly
good mind not to tell you about it.

However, about a million years ago,
j

old, and her aunt, who was cloSe-fisted

and unfashionable,* would not give her
a new one. So the may-trees gave her
a beautiful frock made of their white
petals, which, if mixed with moonshine
and woven by the Green Men of the
Downs, become quite washable. And
when shewent out the blue down butter-
flies flew round and round her, like little

blue happinesses, to make her a cloak;
and a vastly vivacious cloak they made
of themselves, you may be sure.

Eva’s aunt had a garden, but there
were only vegetables in it, so Eva
planted wild-flowers in the far corner,
and gave them water to drink out of
the rainwater-butt, and sang to them
till they did famously.
But her aunt said, Don’t you dare

use the water for your rubbishy flowers,

Miss !
” and the old crosspatch pulled

them up and threw them over the fence.

But Eva replanted them in a corner of
the meadow.
’Twas a terrible dry summer, that,

but every day Eva took her shiny cop-
per bucket and went up-along to the
dew-pond. There she filled up and
came back to her thirsty garden.

“Dratted waste of time,” said Eva’s
aunt

;
but she altered her opinion when

Sir Harkaway Wurzel met Eva while
so employed and wanted to marry her.

Eva had to say “Yes” because her aunt
told her to and she was in a dependent
position. But she hated the idea, for
Sir Harkaway lived entirely to kill

things and did not know the
diflerence between kingcups and
buttercups; he moreover con-
fused Chalk and Common Blues.
He also confounded them when
told different. Besides he was
fat and fifty.

The wedding-daywas a scorch-
er; Eva’s aunt wore bombazine
—her bottle-green. Eva, who
had watered her garden early,

went to say good-bye to it. You
will remember that she under-
stood flower-talk. There was a
new baby buttercup

;
it said,

“ Eva, darling, it’s dreadful hot,

and I’m thirsty all down my
sta'k.” Eva cried a tear on to
it. The baby buttercup said,

“Oh, Eva, that’s alL salty.”
“ Wait a minute,” said Eva,
She ran home, took her shiny
pail and went up to the dew-
pond. She saw Sir Harkaway
and his companions coming to
fetch her, so she had to hurry.
Sir Harkaway* looked hot and
unpleasant, and Eva hated being
married more than ever. Eva
filled her bucket, and she said,

'EM WAS BROWN.”
|

** Good-byc, dear down
;
I wish

I could stay with you for ever.”

And the old god of the downs, whose
name'is Derry, heard her, and he said,

“And so she shall, because she’s a
darling.”

And he made a medicine of the chalk.

Then Eva had to hasten, but she felt

of' a sudden that something nice was
going to happen. Downhill she went,

'

fast at first, then faster and faster.

The blue butterflies—her coat of neb-
uly—couldn’t keep up

;
they streamed

out behind her. The may petals and
moonshine began to come unstitched
and to mingle with the chasing blue-
ness; blue and silver were after her
now like the winking of water.
On fled Eva, and her small feet got

dancier and dancier and her heart
lighter and lighter, till at last her slim
little self took the neatest little header

;



COURTESY ON THE UNDERGROUND.

imaginable into her own on-flitting

shadow and, all a-ripple and a-bubble

with laughter, she ran into her garden

(you'll have guessed!) as the jolly little

bluerand-silver stream that she is to

this moment.
Her shiny bucket of course became

the pretty gold basin that she still fills

to overflow, and the baby buttercup had

a most satisfying drink and forgot to say

“ Thank you.” ^

And what of the astonished Sir Hark-

away and his gaping guests? Why, old

Derry, while he was about it, changed

them in a twinkling to the silly-look-

ing group of gesticulating junipers that

you know quite well. They stand at

the foot of the down to this day ;
and

Eva’s aunt (in her bottle-green) stands

bang in the middle of them. P. B. 0.

“Why Not Buy Now for Christmas ?

Turbots—Monthly economy oSer price, per

lb. Evening Pamper,

We never start stirring the Christmas

turbot till latei in December.

“ After the wedding a reception was held at

the town house of the bride’s parents, who are

building a little house in Northumberland for

the bridle Q<>wgle.'*--North-Country Paper.

Who will, we trust, go well in double

harness.

“Pray take my strap, Madam.”

MODERN ROMANCE.
*

When Mary married William

She married him for gold ;

But what is wealth or splendour

When lovers’ hearts are cold?

True love comes down from heaven,

True love may not be forced

;

She spent a year with William

And then she got divorced.

When Mary married Arthur

She married him for rank-—

Old names are more than rubies

And millions at the bank.

Yet even rank and titles.

Where love is not, are vain

;

She stood it several seasons

And got divorced again.

When Mary married Eupert

She married him for Art ,*

So sweet a tie is culture

To hold a damsel’s heart.

Yet even Art makes weary

A soul that pines for love

;

She fled from Eupert, just like

The gentlemen above.

When Mary married Bernard

She married him for power

;

He stood before his country

The idol of the hour.

Too oft hath high ambition

The trustful heart misled

;

She dropped her Bernard simply

Because her love was dead,

When Mary married Ernest

She married him for looks

;

Her heart was tired of titles

And wealth and power and

books,

Alas, that manly beauty

So false a guide may be 1

She got fed up with Ernest

;

And gained her fifth decree.

When Mary married Lancelot

She weighed eleven stone

;

She turned her simple fancy

To love and love alone,

He was not rich nor noble,

He was not great nor good

;

She went and married Lancelot

Because she thought she would.

When Mary’s friends were angry

Because she left the Town
And asked her why she wasted

Her moments with a clown,
“ My looking-glass,”- said Mary,

My lessening charm reports

;

Old age is for the cottage

And youth is for the Courts,”
Bvoe.
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XWF PI AV ing and her mother, while To772m?/, after as possible. Not one in a score of
^ absorbing in his despair an incredible actresses would have had the wit to

^‘The First Year” (Apollo). amount of gin of no very authentic refrain from over-broadening it to win
Mr. Ernest Truex need have no fear pedigree, finds that the omniscient the easy laugh. A very well-written

that the relative failure of The Fall Loving is wrong, raises his price to the part this, also. Miss Mary Eorke’s
Guy was due to any fault of his, or railway agent and takes back to his charmingly dull mother, Mr. O, B.
even to London’s inability to recog- little home town one hundred and Clarence’s complete bore of a father,
nise a comedian paramount. . The Fall twenty-five thousand dollars, less the Mr. S. J. Warmington’s easy com-
Guy was probably too distinctively and price of a mammoth box of chocolates petent Eailway Agent, and Mr. Brom-
narrowly American to be interesting and sundry doctors’ fees expended in ley Davenport’s kindly uncle (Mr.
to a wide circle of playgoers. True, the business of recovering from*his sur- Davenport wisely attempting not at
The First Year, by Frank Ciia.ven, is feit of “hooch.” The difficult “first all to mitigate his authentic 'British
also American, but it is a friendly, un- year ” is over ; ashamed of herlack air) were all pleasant things to watch
pretentious little comedy with a central of faith, her Wanderlust and her dollar because of their skilful technique. In
motive of universal aoDeal—thetriumnh eomnlex. anuonncfts a. fnrthnnrm‘n<T little Iagcav

-

nnrf.o Mice isin-oATT TT^NTTrA-n-n.“ motive of universal appeal--the triumph complex, announces a forthcoming little lesser parts Miss Norah Howard and
of charm and modesty against compla- Tucker and all is exceedingly well. Mr. George Curzon were more than
cency and bounce. There is just adequate,
also a genuine and decent hu-

4 A ^ quite excellent evening’s
man feeling behind it all, f ^6 entertainment. T
though I suspect (and I don’t

f ^
suppose the author will seri- “The Co-Optimists”
ously doubt) that little To^nmy Majesty’s).
Tucker^ shines through Mr. H The Co-Optimists are hardy
Teuexs a tractive personality enoughtolabeltheirnewpro-
with a light that Mr Ceaven

( | gramme “13th,” instead of
never quite succeeded in light- \ i s IJ (

W/Am/m “12Ath,” as they say for luck,
mg. Ihe house gave to this t

|
-—a J s //m s protecting themselves by sedu-

comparative stranger the sort . k S lously heaving salt over their
of reception that IS geneially

\ | =| | left shoulders. They have a
offered to none but long-tried

/ \i^l| I ^ congregation, and
favountes. I hope somebody ^ there is no reason to suppose
over here will really explain

| G\ that it will refuse to go on
to him what a fine compliment

||||||8 ^ sitting under them, especially

/Tii; • ^ \ % % MUlmmS if they give it no more reason
^ a very M J wllMiiB lor defection tlian a captious

smal dull town, but It suits ad- I S i ||i|i||| critic can at present detect,
mirably our modest little man Of course you Lve to profess

rifi \ ® Iifill rather a blind faith to find
estate. He could not dream I

\ ^ I |f i II everything equally entertain-

'

\ 1 ill
fs he to summon u °enou h U M MB 111 111

invention has not yet de-

courage and^behef m him^fIf

to explain this to her ? That
®

tall, handsome, bumptious
^ recently joined the fellowship.

rolling-stone of an engineer, ,THE BABES AND THE GOOD UNCLE. SuEmA^^/wr'p^hHnt^f
Bich Loving, has no such' Grace Livingsten . . . . Miss Phyulis Povah. livplinoaa .la
handicap. He goes to it a l^r. Myron Anderson . .

'

. Mr. Beomeey Daveepom.
liveliness and dancing --skill,

little too confidently, however Thomas Twicer . . . . Mb. Ebxesi Teubx.
and, with Miss Donis Bentley

abou?’°his °'busfness^^™ d t

probably have car- gave us oL of mcsratTractiv^of

nritlv to
contrives ried this pky to success if he had been the new items; an exceedingly tunefulpiomptly to ^tiact a declaration from indifferently supported by a raw cast and intrignincr admonition addressed

SuSootHmsX^^^^^^
-what skilful passages fLm mood to to man-edTtors orwoSs inSe

fMiSrirwhSfJntawV expressive shrugs, what journals. Miss Leigh was also very(Alis.ouri), which IS apparently a little pleasant exercises in modest swankery, captivating as “The Bandmaster’slai|er and only a little less duU. what resourceful and yet reticent Daughtei ” and thr e^r^ of fourHe gambles his all on a tract of land variations On the theme of the temper- kilted pipers with ineeniouslv externhrough which a projected railway s ate man overcome by casual iutoxTca- porisedTOTrls aTbZ pes r^ade
° this turn^ntran autheifr'fZ”

SotheimourS pU b P Another divertingly foolish turn in thednomei course. Ane lailway spurchas- Phyllis Povah s Grace was an admir- first nrocframme waqaqfndvnf Pn Pnm

I

s 1 1 win respect.—flies back to Bead- witteddarkie“ temporary ’’was as good facial muscles never grow less supJle!—



i 1 |i'

Wife [after short chat with fnmd). “Geoege, you kstow Mes. Smythe?”
^

Bushand, “Mrs. Smythe? Of course. I was just SAYma to myself, ‘I know that voice I

offered us a heavy tragedian’s view of
‘
‘TheUnderworld ofLondon AfterDark ,

’ ’

withmany dismal and grotesque absurd-

“Life is mostly froth and bubble.”

Froth-Bloioer-in~CUef . Mr. Davy Burnaby.

ities of rhyme and unreason. The semi-

finale, “Mary-Eose-Marie,” was a good

idea, a little halting in execution, but

with an admirable portrait of Miss Fay
Compton’s Mary-Mose^ by Miss Leigh,

and, for all Iknow,beingone of the few of

London’s teeming millions who haven’t

seen Miss Edith Day’s Bose-Marie, an

equally plausible portrait by clever Miss

Doris Bentley. Mr. Davy Burnaby
added an over-life-size Jack Stylton

leading his melodious mites, a diversion

which was much appreciated.

Two good new turns in the Second

Part were “ General Post,” an ingenious

working out of the theme that, as

monotony in work is the great bugbear,

it would be well if the Photographer,

for instance, put in half-time as a

Dentist, the Wireless Expert as a

Doctor, the Tailor as a Moto-r- Sales-

man, the Auctioneer as a Eailway
Booking-Office Clerk, with sundry lively

innuendoes which you could take or

leave as the niceness orgrossnessof your

mind dictated ;
and “ Our Albert,” in

|

which Miss Doris Bentley’s E^mna
Harris, sad white-faced spouse of Jim
(Mr. Childs), was a quite admirable

piece of work, especially that beguiling

burlesque dance which celebrated the

peace that succeeded the domestic

quarrel over the half-wit Albert (Mr.

Stanley Holloway). There was here

also one Jest of the first water, which
seems too good and too obvious to have

been made now for the first time. Says

Emma, stiff and proper-like, ‘‘Women
have cleaner minds than men ;

” to

“ Body open or closed ?
”

The Buyer . . Mr. Wolseley Charles.

The Salesman . Mr. Austin Melford.

which Jim : “ Well, they ought to have.

They change them often enough.”

An old turn, “The Ghost Trade,”
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with Mr. Gilbert Childs as Sir George

of the Haunted Tower, and Mr. Austin
Melford as Lord Herbert, the Murdered
Marguis, is still, I think, the best thing

in the show, and extremely diverting at

that.

The programme was seasoned
tliroughont by Mr. Stanley Hollo-
way’s round baritone, Mr, Melville
Gideon’s artfully confidential tenor,

and the dexterous assaults of this latter

artist on a helpless Steinway. T.

A second “Artists’ Own Exhibition,”

organised by the Imperial Three Arts

Club, will be held at the Spring Gardens
Gallery from December 11th to Decem-
ber 29th. The pictures, as before, will

be sold to the highest bidders, the prices

offered being written on cards to be

placed in a receptacle at any time during

the Exhibition. There will be a com-
petition open to visitors, in which the

prize will go to whoever comes nearest

to the general view of the competitors

as to what are the best six pictures on
show.

Those who desire information about
the many excellent projects of the

Imperial Three Arts Club,which include

a Competition Concert forthe encourage-
ment of composers of songs, should
address themselves to the Hon. Secre-

tary, Mr. George Lynch, 248, Gloucester
Terrace, Hyde Park, W.2.

The Blighty Industries Association
has just opened, at theAlexandra Hotel,

Hyde Park Corner, a sale of Scotch
Tweeds, Blankets, Woollens and Eeal
Shetland and Fair Isle Hand-knit
goods, produced by disabled Service
men and the widows and dependents
of mine-sweepers. The sale will con-
tinue to December 18th.

WHAT WOULD YOU DO ?

Dear Mr. Punch,

—

Though a Vic-
torian matron I feel bound in honesty
to confess my unstinted admiration ior

the modern woman when confronted by
the trials and troubles of domestic life.

I am impelled to make this confession
by my study of the “Woman’s Page”
in The Star as edited by Miss Margaret
Banneeman. As a lesson in fortitude,

magnanimity and toleration I know no-
thing to equal the counsel given in an
article in the issue of December 2nd,
under the heading “What’ll I do
when ?

”

Even in the first example the de-
mands made on the equanimity of in-

jured innocence are severe enough in
all conscience. “ Suppose your maid let

fall the hot leg of mutton on the dining-
room carpet, what would you do ?

”

Personally I feel that I should be

paralysed by such a calamity. It hap-

pened about eighty years ago in my
grandfather’s house, only it was a butler,

not a maid, who was the offender, and

matters were complicated by his reply-

ing to his master, who indignantly ob-

served, “Do you see what you’ve done?

You ’ve dropped the mutton on the car-

pet ”—“ N-n-no, Sir
;

it ’s on the rug.”

I really forget what exactly happened
to the mutton after that. Perhaps the

solution was that recommended by
Edward Lear in somewhat similar cir-

cumstances, viz., wrapping it up in a

clean napkin and throwing it out of the

window. But the butler was certainly

dismissed. Nowadays we are more
humane; the “Woman’s Page,” as

edited by Miss Margaret Banneeman,
prescribes no punishment for the maid,

only composure and calm for the mis-

tress. “ It sounds bad for the carpet,

yet actually it would be an easy acci-

dent to efface,” with the aid of a spoon,

blotting-paper and a hot iron. You
must not use a knife—even on the maid.

But even greater tragedies can be

treated by the modern methods of cath-

arsis without resorting to the devices

of Clytemnestra. a terrible ordeal is

described in the following passage :

—

“‘Himself’ is cleaning his pipe, he
shakes the stem, full of liquid nicotine,

and some spurtles [good word] on to

your new putty-coloured gown ! What
would you do then ?

”

It is easy to guess how Catherine of
Eussta or the Dowager-Empress of
China would have risen to the occasion.

But the modern matron, so unjustly

maligned for her alleged vehemence,
knows better. She asks a chemist for

some pure chloroform and, instead of
applying it to the offender token he is

asleep, tries what this will do’ to help

remove the stain. I can only' render
justice to such moderation in the words
of the lateMr. Charles Bertram,“Isn’t
it wonderful ?

” •

Yours faithfully, Amanda Jones.

“What is lacking is that indescribable
‘catchet’ which is the prerogative of the
weaier of Dross Clothes.”

Yoi'leshire Tailor's Advertisement.

“ ludescribable ” seems right.

“ The Alsatian took the Pekinese crosswise
with its paws as a pike takes a minnow.”

Scots Taper.

The only pike wo ever caught didn’t
use its paws but just took the minnow
in its mouth.

“Although crows waited to resume work
tb-day at Leigh pits, many places were not
ready for them, ^and hundreds will have to wait
a considerable time.”

—

North-Gouniry Taper.

And then, no doubt, Mr. Cook will de-
nounce these birds as blacklegs.

SHE-SHANTIES.
“ She Loves Me—She Loves Me

Not . .

He.

She loves me ? She loves me not ?

It *s very hard to say.

She loves me in her blue dress,

She hates me in the grey,

She loves one oioi this evening.

She loved one yesterday.

She loves one ? She loves one oiot ?

She loves one oiot . . .

I ’ve been sitting here with Phyllis

Picking petals off the lilies,

Picking petals off the roses

In the good old w'ay
;

I’ve been sitting here since lunch,

Wrecking roses by the bunch,
And I doubt if I proposes,

For they all say “ Nay.”

She loves one ? She loves one oiot

Tlieoe ’s soonething loi her eye,

Is it toelcoonioig or toarning ?

Is it cynical or shy ?

If I kissed her veoij geoitly

Would she clioig or tootUd she cry ?

She loves one ? She loves me not ?

She loves one oiot . . .

She.

What ’s be thinking of, I wmnder ?

Have I made some fatal blunder?
Am I very, very boring ?

Heaven only knows.
Should I be a little bolder ?

Shall I turn the chilly shoulder ?

Is he angry or adoring?

, I sh all-ask this rose . . .

lie loves one ? He loves one not ?

This booby of a man

;

He loves one not ? He loves me ?

Is it one or is it Aoin ?

He loves one—u'ilL he kiss one ?

If he wants to, ovell, he can.

He loves one ? He loves one not ?

He loves one oiot ? lie loves one

!

He.

Not a word. What is she tliinking?

Is it sentiment or shrinking?
If a gentleman proposes

Will she faint with fright?

Will she never, never utter ?

I ’m about as brave as butter.

But I ’ll go on wrecking roses

Till it comes out right. . . .

She loves one ? She loves one oiot ?

It '5 veoij hao'd to tell.

She loves one ? If I hissed her
Would sheo'un and ring the hell ?

If I kissed her very geoitly

Would she kiss one very ovell ?

She loves one ? She loves one oiot ?

She loves one oiot ? She loves one I

A. P. H.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
{By Mr. Punch's Staff of Learned Clerics.)

One of the great and abiding advantages of Liberalism is

its central situation. This may suggest, as in the similar

case of Glasgow, grand facilities for getting away ; in recent

years it has rather tended to do so. But while you remain

a Liberal—not a facing-both-ways Liberal, but a genuine

cultivator of the old virtus—^your opinion of an increasingly

illiberal world is obviously one worth attention. This, at

any rate, was the conviction underwhich I finished Mr, A. G.
Gardiner’s Certain People of Importance (Cape), in which
the author of Prophets, Priests and Kings and Pillars of
Society has recorded his impressions of present-day notabil-

ities and the movements they embody. His book naturally

stresses personalities rather than principles. Save perhaps
in the domain of sport, where convictions and the practised

power of acting on them are still more vital than glamour,
there are very few public careers in which principles

are strictly necessary. You have only to compare Mr.
Gardiner’s appreciations of Lenglen and Hobbs withj

some of his studies on newspaper magnates and politicians

to realise how inevitably the adjectives ‘‘well-disciplined”

and “judicious ” are applied to the games of the former, and
how preposterous they would seem in connection with the
games of the latter. Not that Mr. Gardiner is out to play
the censor. He finds a charitable sidelight for the most
unpromising profile. Save in the case of the Press, where
personal loyalty sharpens his regret for vulgar transitions,

he is all understanding and tolerance. On Sir. Amery and
Mr. Wheatley, “ Jicks” and Mussolini, Chicebbin, Dean
Inge and thirty-one others, he has many a word that
posterity may endorse as the last. To have heard views
so moderately and deftly expressed has been a notable
pleasure, or, shall I say, a Liberal education.

The character of the bx-Kaisbr may well be a subject for

discussion for some time to come, if only because it took the

world so long to fathom his shallowness. Emil Ludwig,
in Kaiser Wilhelm II. (Putnam), writes of him with indis-

putable authority, while the former emperor himself, in a

second instalment of his memoirs

—

MyEarlyLife (Methuen)
—has confirmed the impression of triviality created by his

previous volume. The one author gives us a picture of a

rather nasty bullying small boy who never learnt sense or

manners, a false Iriend, a treacherous ally, a cowardly oppo-

nent, one who never could bear to be looked at fairly in the

face, who loved toys more than work and changed his clothes

twelve times in a day. And this unlovely portrait the other

writer unwittingly endorses, making it clear that war, revo-

lution, dethronement and exile have alike been unable to

shake that vanity which is the one stable element in his

character. He has repented nothing, learnt nothing, and
in these pages is still slurring and excusing, still blowing

silly little trumpets in praise of his own cleverness, and still

entirely satisfied that the melancholy system of education

he details was justified in a perfect result. One is inclined

to think that two years for him in a good rough English

school might have saved the world from war and his German
fatherland from catastrophe. His book rings false from cover

to cover. It is superficial, theatrical and incidentally not a

little dull. Emil Ludwig finds the psychological clue to

this character-problem in the long struggle against that

physical disability which made Wilhelm II. unfit for the

heroic rdle into which he was more or less forced. He con-

siders that he has been all bis life “ a child screaming to

keep up its courage.” This writer’s brilliant study, which
is by no means all unsympathetic to its subject, is one of

the most dramatic pieces of writing I have come across for

a long time. It gives a curious impression of having been
rather improved by translation.



Provost; twice over, M. E. James

—

Who heightens his official glories

By his indisputable claims

To gratitude for his ghostly stories

—

In memory of halcyon days

The double debt of his dpsTTTtjpLa

To school and college here repays,

Miscens jocosis seria.

His recollections, he admits,

Are for the most part rather trivial

—

Of scenes wherein the clash of wits

Sprang mainly from a mood convivial

;

He owns that “ esotericJokes

Have crept too much into his chron-

icle,

And yet the fun he freely pokes

la not the least sardonical.

He tells of boys whose talents shone

At school in simulating Bedlam

;

Of the heroic type of don,

Like Henry Jackson, Walter Head-
lam ;

Scholars beloved, whose fame endures,

Forgotten freaks, eccentric sages,

Music, Greek Plays, ‘‘push-biking”

tours

—

All figure in his pages.

Eton and Kings sheer joy confers

;

And Punchy on rigorously testing it,

Congratulates the publishers,

Williams and Norgate, for suggest-

ing it

;

For no amari aliqiiid

Surgit de hoc leponim fonts ;

No imp of malice lurks amid
The memories of “Monty.”

A problem not peculiar to the Middle /
West and Boston, but characteristically

stated in terms of those two environ-
' ments, is handled in Miss Euth Suc-

Kow's second novel. I have not, by

the way, come across her first ;
but, if

Gomti-y People is anything like as good

as the rustic portions of The Odysseij of

a Nice Girl (Cape), the acquaintance
* ought to be worth making. The new
book copes- with the converse of a

;

problem very popular in the ’nineties,

: the problem of the suppressed young

woman kept at home and given no
“ onnortunities.” Here the young wo- Jean (after listening to a long recital of her mother's virtues lohen a little girl). “ Well,

‘ man is given extraneous chances at all I can say is you can’t have known what temptation was.

’ horn, to .s ol . ioriom hop. impds h«, o« the

, her Batiye town Insists, the marriage she wonld probably up of her home to throw m
have made in any case. It is no injustice to Miss Suckow must at all costs get back to the land. For this something,

to put you in possession of these facts. Any plot capable gradually revealed as underlymg her innocent sophistication,

:

of evolution among the people and scenes she knows so I found Miss Suckow s heroine as interesting as her orbit.

well would, thanks to her atmospheric responsiveness and
, ,, •a-,-,

supple artistry, have been equally attractive in the issue. Mr. Osbeet Sitwell r^es us all soundly. His themem
Moreover, the story of Marj^ie Schoessel is not really so Before the Bombardment (Duokwobth) is thelife of old and

obvious as Buena Yista pretends. Something more than a aiUng ladies, not in Scarborough, of course, but m I^w-

child’s dissatisfaction with homely things takes her from borough, which is quite like Scarborough, justbeforetheWar.

her father’s store to the absurd Academy of Expressiou in Ho is a skilful but too impatient satirist. Too impatient,

Boston; something beside the knowledge that the world because, though his satire is easily discermble in the thread

has more gifted young women than it will give careers ” of his nprative and fuU of ^

to lures her ba4: to filial pieties ;
something beyond the 1 the malicious mind—he must needs break off every now and
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then and ruin the whole entertainment by direct and frontal “ School stories,” a well-known critic has decided, *' may
attack. His Caiion Hancock, a clergyman who believed be roughly classified under three headings : the sentimental,

in healthy manly sports, holding that they helped true the orthodox and the discontented,” and, if Foi^ Sons of
worship, and invented a contrivance made of bamboo and Gentlemen (DentJ were put in one of these classes, I suppose
v;atch-springs—like a mouse-trap at the end of a fishing- it would have to be the third, though it is not written with
rod—fortheferreting-out of ping-pong balls which had fallen any bitterness; but, as it deals entirely with masters, it is

under sofas or bounced themselves on to the tops of cup- not strictly a “ school-story ” in the accepted sense of that
boards,” is good, quite good. Eut when, a few lines later, classification. On its jacket I see that ]t is placed in the
Mr. Sitwell speaks of those who sat under ” Gabion same category as The Shadoiu of the Chapel, but this com-
Ha7icoc/5, hearing in his sermons “some echo of the sounds parison scarcely does justice to its vision and breadth of

of their favourite and fatuous recreation,” the words “and outlook. “Keer Shaw”—lam still relying on the jacket
fatuous” are bad, quite bad. It is worse than useless to is the pseudonym of one of those people who are rather
flog the horse which one has slain. There are hundreds of portentously described as “ educationists.” But, whatever
instances in the book of this habit of hitting unnecessarily his label, he has, in his history of the decline, fall and re-

hard. This is, of course, a matter of mere technique. Some covery of Straye school, written a book that will provoke
would say that Mr, Sitwell hits too hard in spirit ; that he argument and discussion. However vigorously you may
is unmerciful, not to say unchivalrous. He trounces the dissent from his point of view, you will acknowledge that
public schools, he scarifies cricket, but they can probably it is expressed with moderation and good-humour.
stand the strain. His principal animus, however, is directed

against the spiteful jealousies and unamiablefoiblesof elderly Sir William Nott-Bower has had a full and fruitful
ladies who have little else to fill their dreary lives. I counsel career, and his book of reminiscences, Fifty-hoo Years a
mercy to Mr. Sitwell.
I feel that, if he had
been fonder of cricket,

hewould not have spent

so much time in bowl-

ing fast grub-sneaks at

the shins of the aged
and infirm. But I like

his poetical passages.

They are grandly Sit-

wellian,and I find them
more effective in prose

than in verse.

Her many admirers,

among whom I claim

to be by no means the

least enthusiastic, will

feel pleasantly excited

to hear of Joanna God-
(Oassell).

I confidently expect
most of them to agree
with me that a mere

' / '•

Neglected Cicstomer, **I suppose I can bit here until I starve, eh?”
Waitress, “Oh, no. We close at eight o’clock.”

Policeman (Aenoll), is

an entertaining record
of work thatwas always
useful and often of

supreme importance.
Educated at Chelten-
ham, Sir William
passed on to Sandhurst,
and, after a short time
in the Army, joined the
Royal Irish Consta-
bulary. In 1878 he
was appointed Chief
Constable of Leeds, and
three years later be-

came Head Constable
of Liverpool. In this

position he remained
until in 1902 he was
made Commissioner of

Police for the City of

London, from which
post he retired in 1925.
Prom this bald time-

longshort-storywasnotreally quite enough for an event of table you will guess that he was often faced with

fu
old friend, and to wish situations that demanded tact and determination. As an

that Miss Sheila Kaye-Smith had been good enough not organiser of the police force he did most valuable work and
only to tell us that Joanna, after all, did marry, but to give here gives the finishing touch to a career of public service
us also sorno idea as to her happiness—or unhappiness— by his modest account of it.
in the married state. The reader who does not know his ~
Joanna Godden wiU not be likely to find this lightly-sketched Those who find the airing of private quarrels in published
story veiy interesting but 'will have as compensation an memoirssomewhatdisagreeableneedhavenofearsconcern-
altogether dehghtful tale iu“TheMookbeggar ’’-the tramps, ing Lieut.-Colonel W. P. Deury’s book of reminiscences, InMj. and Mis. DairympU, are among their author’s happiest Many Parts (T. Pishee Unwin), for it is the creator of the

n
J'-’agedy quite remarkably well genial Pwaile Pagett who here speaks, rather than the

told, and four other stories of every-day human life which slightly bitter author of The Shadow on the Quart&r-Deoh.
are realty satisfactory work. Then for good measure. Miss Lieut.-Oolonel Deuey tells his life-story straightforwardly

without false modesty, and there is a pleasant vein

« n
beautiful, and with one of humour running through every page. He gives, among other

attach proper im- things, an interesting account of the quelling of the Cretan

FhTnWnanf Sik But what was she Insurrection of 1898, and also of the well-known disaster

nf fhfi
and Ifnpnws, speakmg to the Fucforia when she was rammed and sunk -by the

"Pork
language as Gamperdown as a direct result of Admiral TEYON’siatalthis. For a short while it may live on in the ultra-vioiet order. In this latter connection I was rather surprised torays, but it is bound soon to disintegrate and return to the see that the author made no mention of Admiral^TEYON’s

&7on "To1
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CHARIVARIA.
Gene Tunnest is reported to have

said that the chief object of his forth-

coming trip to Europe is to meet Mr.
G. B. Shaw, whom he regards as the
greatest mind in the world. It augurs
well for the cordiality of their meeting
that upon this controversial point they
see eye to eye.

*
'

A lion was recently run into by a
motor-car in Central Africa, and it is

suggested that it must have been walk-
ing on the wrong side of the Equator.

fleeting.” That ’s not what the Liberals
ofSmethwick say of our“Mrs.” Mosley.

It is rumoured that the drug stores
are falling into line with modern selling

schemes. Heaven save us from a par-
ade of mannequins at the Mustard Club
showing off the latest plasters,

*
In an advertisement of the contents

of a weekly paper we noted, “‘How
should We be Educated ? * By Aldous
Huxley.” How else indeed ?

'Ai sis

Attention is drawn to the fact that

A wallet of Treasury
notes which a dog at Mat-
lock brought to its master
was restored to the owner
before the police had time
to issue notice of the loss.

This is the sort of thing

that destroys the confidence

of our four-footed friends.

A Clerkenwell man has
reported the loss of a cheese

from his premises. There
is a suspicion that it has
been sold to some Univer-

sity for vivisection purposes.
* *,•«

i'fi

The news that smart
young men in the West
End are having their hair

permanently waved should
dispel the belief that it is

impossible to do anything
permanent with smart
young men in the WestEnd.

*' *:<'*'

“A good fire in a well-

ventilated room will keep
colds away,” says a lady

writer. Coal at its present

price would keep anything

away.

Various members of the

Labour Party are in favour

of birth-control. Their political op-

ponents feel it would be a good idea if

in certain cases it could be made retro-

spective.
,1,

The trouble with the very latest

Eussian boots is that they are so very,

very beautiful that they can only be

worn on fine days when there ’s no need

for them.

A botanist says the lily belongs to

the same family as the onion. This

explains why Solomon in all his glory

was not arrayed as one of them,
sft

S|<

Phineas Eletcher said of Cynthia,
“ Her words were like a strain of honey

Determined Ferson. “Kow, before you start, I am aware
Christmas is near, and the same to you. I consider the
WEATHER is SEASONABLE. I DO NOT KNOW WHO WILL WIN THE
Football Cup, neither does racing interest mb. I do not go
TO THE PICTURES. I AGREE IT ’S A LITTLE THIN ON THE TOP, BUT I
INTEND TO DO NOTHING FOR IT, AND I ALWAYS SHAVE MYSELF. KOW
GET ON WITH IT.”

Southsea is a favourite place for ex-

perimental productions of new plays.

Southsea residents would seem to have
a very real grievance, but, we fear, no
legal redress,

We hear of a clergyman who is said

to be an expert conjurer. It is to be
hoped that he will never be tempted to

palm the baby at a christening and pro-

duce it out of his hat.
^ *

In an article on the shifting of con-

tinents Professor George P. Slegge
states that America is moving west-

ward. There is no immediate necessity,

however, for Americans still in Europe
to hurry home.

The law prohibiting detailed reports
of divorce cases is expected to be in

force next term, but confidence is felt

that a section of the Sunday Press will

manage to carry on.

In motoring circles, where the pro-
posal to make walking to the common
danger a penal ofience, meets with un-
qualified approval, there is a strong
feeling in favour of having it enacted
that every pedestrian must be preceded
by a man with a red fiag.

si;

According to a daily paper, domestic
pets are in great vogue in

the Boar’s Hill colony. In
many of the homes, we un-
derstand, the poet is quite

like one of the family.

In view ot the pronun-
ciations "that are being re-

commended to the public,

philologists fear that event-
ually the English language
will be superseded by B. B.
Cese. ...

A small antique coal-

scuttle is reported to have
been sold for two hundred
and twenty - five pounds.
One theory is that the pur-
chaser thought it contained
coal.

It has been stated that
if an egg is taken forty

miles in the air the atmo-
sphere will cook it perfectly.

We must tell cook about
that. ...

A North London post-
oflice is to be considerably

enlarged. In consequence
of this the public will be
able to send telegrams of

almost any length.

Women of an uncertain age who
persist in trying to look younger and
younger should be sent to the nursery
to play at being mothers.

'Ai i'fi

“Who but a stupid person would give

one large sugary cakes to eat without
either plate or afternoon tea serviette

to assisD one in the task ? ” asks the
writer of an article in a daily paper.

Only a person quite ignorant of what
is correct in Upper Tooting, we think.

“Checking off your Christmas List.

For Aunt Clara, something smart in the
way of bags.”—Weeldy Fajger.

We thought the vogue for masculine
modes among women was nearly over.

VOL. CLXXI. B B
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THIS SHEIK BUSINESS.
It is, one is given to understand, in

a thoroughly bad way. Like Hiim'pty

Dumi^y, it has had a great fall, and all

the Ling’s iiorses and all the king’s men
cannot push the shattered sheik back to

his old place in the eyes of the romantic
sex. It is not just that poor Valentino

]

himself is dead. It is not that even the

stupidest English publisher has come
to the conclusion that sheiks have been
overdone and cut no more ice with the

circulating libraries. It is worse than

I

that—or those. The sheiks are taking

I

j

Quite an eminent sheik, one that

recently married his son to the daughter
of a sultan, has, so my evening paper
assures me, just laid out for himself a

nine-hole coursewith rolled-sand greens
on the edge of the desert.

Obviously that finishes the whole
affair. Quite apart from the difficulty

of taking anything like a full swing
with a wooden club in a burnoose—so

that by this time the misguided sheik
is probably just a mere dago in plus-

fours—the chieftain who lays down his

horse-whip for a driver has clearly for-

feited his last claim on female respect.

It is one thingto bepassionately knocked
about by a fierce son of the desert in an
ecstasy of uncontrollable afiection; it

is a very different matter to be bad-
gered by an exasperated long-handicap
merchant who comes home in a vile

temper because he can’t manage a half-

iron, let alone a whole harem.
Conceive the hideous doubt of the

heroine who has just been well bitten
and beaten and then hurled into the
corner with a desert oath. If mere
soreness is anything she ought to be
satisfied. But she isn’t—not after this
latest horrid doubt has been sown in
her mind.

“Tell me, Abdul,” she moans anxi-
ously, “is this hundred-per-cent.,
honest-to-goodness affection ? Or are
you just off your drive again ?

”

And with a fearful scowl the shamed
sheik creeps out into the desert with
his brassie to try once more to keep
his right elbow into his side and both
wrists stiff at the moment of impact.
Nowadays the picture is one of sheer

sadness. It reduces Sahara to the level
of mid-Surrey; an oasis is little better
than Ealing.^ But, suppose Scotland’s
sole gift to civilization had reached the
desert in the days of Haroun Al Eas-
CHiD, what a veiy different Arabian
Night

s

might have been written ! Alad-
din's lamp might have made him not
plus four but plus forty in the way of
handicaps

; and, if the fisherman had
only known how to handle the contents
of his brass bottle with sufficient tact,

he might have been the finest artisan

player the world has ever seen. “Open
Sesame ” would have been the password
to the Open Championship, and Ali

Baba would have been the boss of even
Bobby Jones. I expect Haroun him-
self, with an obliging afreet forhis caddie,

would have been able to put it across

Hagen ten up and eight ; and obviously

Scheherazade would have had much
less difficulty in keeping her sultan

amused, for she could have clearly con-

tinued for all eternity the task of telling

how" the Third played the fifth

hole in two (and that after he had sliced

his drive into the bunker), or how Sinbad
w'on his sixth round for the Captain’s

Prize at the twentieth hole, after his

opponent had been dormy five.

These things might have happened
with some air of excitement and ro-

mance. But the chance was missed a

few centuries ago.* And all that remains
is the shadow of a sheik shivering on
the seventeenth green while his caddie

hands him his putter for an all-but-im-

possible half. It is not, all things con-

sidered, the picture that one would
have wished.

A BREATH OF LOCARNO.
To one of His Majesty*s Lis^ectors of

Taxes, being a jrank appeal to Ins

better nature.

Sir,—Eor some time past I have been
vaguely aware of a certain lack of

cordiality in the terms of your letters to
me. Your communication of yesterday’s
date leaves me no room for doubt on
this point

; its phraseology is abrupt, its

manner almost unfriendly. On the eve.
Sir, of the mellowing season of Christ-
mas, against which I feel that even the
official austerity of your department
cannotwholly prevail, f venture to make
thi.s frank appeal ; Is it seemly at such
a time that we should permit a spirit of

acrimonious bickering to marthe perfect
suavity that has hitherto characterised
our long and delightfully urbane corre-
spondence ?

I do not intend now to analyse or
discuss those differences that have so
unhappily arisen between us. I have
never thought to question your arith-
metic, Sir, and I beg of you not to cast
doubts upon mine

; for all the calcula-
tions involved have been worked out for
me by my eldest daughter, Dorothy,
whose last term’sschool-report indicated
that she has made very fair progress
in this branch of mathematics. To
Dorothy, accustomed as she is to solving
abstruse problems relating to the sale
and purchase of stocks and shares, com-
plicated by the incidence of brokerage
at

-J %, sucii sums are mere child’s-play,
and I have complete faith in her

accuracy. Thus I cannot see the justi-

fication for the degree of scepticism
with which you treat my figures. Some
people, I am afraid, would not hesitate
to describe it as pettifogging.

To be candid, 1 think that you write
to me too often and await my replies
with undue impatience. The dictating
of those buff'-coloured notes is a part of
your professional duties, and I am aware
that you must fill in the time somehow.
Beading them and answering them,
however, are not such simple matters,
for I am a busy man and my leisure is

limited. In effect it means that I am
often obliged to keep my friend Birt-
whistle waidng for neatly twenty min-
utes on Saturday afternoons when he
calls for me in his two-seater to give
me a lift to the links.

What we need is a spirit of com-
promise. If you will agree not to
write to me again for six months, I for
my part will undertake nob to reply to
your three outstanding communica-
tions. Could anything be fairer than
that ? I do feel, Sir, that, if we could
come together and discuss the matter
amicably over a cup of coffee and a
cigarette, our differences would fade
into insignificance. We should rapidly
pass to more congenial topics, and in
all probability find that we .a

common enthusiasm for the cultivation
of begonias, or are both constant com-
petitors engaged in solving the same
cross-word puzzles. Are you, may I
ask, at all keen on chess ?

Life is short, Sir, and it is very ques-
tionable—wliether we are justified in
squandering the fugitive hours in a
consideration of such sordid details as
arise out of departmental assessments
or the fractional abatements allowed in
certain circumstances on earned or un-
earned increments. It is not* as though
the question of super-tax were involved—in that there is a certain sublime
grandeur which makes it a theme not
unworthy of contemplation. But for a
trivial sum like £11 195. 8rf.-—ought we
not to rise above it ?

That is all, Sir, for even now I hear
Birtwhistle honking impatiently out-
side my gate. Let us endeavour to
preserve our dignities in this matter.
Can we not come to a gentleman’s
agreement to think of it no further

—

at least until 1927/1928 ?

The Porce of Habit.
“Widow (aged 50), giving up housekeeping,

seeks post as housekeeper.”

—

Provincial Pajj^er,

“ Motorists I
!—Eor anything in the way of

vulgarising,H
, Tyre Specialists, alone reign

sujn'eme.”—Plew Zealand Paper,

Ah, bub have they seen our English
road-hoffs ?





OFFICERS V. SERGEANTS.
III.—Tea and Games.

The Officers* football match against
the Sergeants is a terrific affair, but it

is nothing compared with the sequel.

The sequel, cemented in tradition, is the
continuance of the rivalry that evening
in other and less strenuous spheres of

action. These other spheres are bil-

liards, bridge, cribbage, shove-halfpenny,
blow-football, singing and beer-drink-
ing; and for the occasion the Officers

are the guests of the Sergeants* Mess.
It starts as soon as we have recovered

from the football and have all finished
talking to each other of the goals we
would have shot; all, that is, except
the aggrieved Lieutenant James, our
goal-keeper, whose conversation con-
sists of nothing but “ My dear man, 1

couldn’t even 7'each that one, let alone
stop it. What you fellows seem to ex-

pect in goal is a blooming octopus.”
When we arrive at the Mess we are

at once greeted by our late opponents
' with every appearance of hospitality.

To see Captain Bayonet and Sergeant
Grenade smiling at one another you

would never think that a bare hour ago
Grenade had been thirsting, in a strictly

respectful manner, of course, for his

superior officer’s blood, while Captain
Bayonet had four times been heard to

say that it was really a bit “ off,’’ that
fellow Grenade shoving about like that.

We then have tea. Tea with the
sergeants is a light affair of cold ham,
cold beef, salmon mayonnaise, eggs,

salad, beer and pickled onions, with a
cup of tea or so to give an air of veri-

similitude. Next we are divided up into

teams for bridge, cribbage and so on,

and the rivalry recommences. The
Eegimental Sergeant-Major flits about
among the groups, like a burly and well-

built fairy, with an enormous sheet of

paper, on which he is keeping scores in

every theatre of operations. This, we
all know, is only for form’s sake. It is

a long-standing tradition that the scores
always work out exactly equal.

Bridge as played in' the Sergeants’
Mess is different from bridge played
anywhere else. It is more direct. It

has none of those subtle conventions by
which, if you go two Hearts and scratch
your nose, your partner at once knows

that you have at least four Diamonds,
or, if you go five No Trumps and fall out
of your chair, he at once realises you
have had at least eight whiskies. In
the Sergeants* Mess they don’t really

bother about calling at all. They lick

their fingers and lead out all the aces,

the other cards following in strict order
of seniority. Bevoking is merely looked
on as a little human weakness, to be
forgotten in a good laugh, instead of a

crime only to be expiated with blood.

Bridge in the Sergeants’ Mess is

further complicated by the fact that
the officers more usualiy play poker, in

which game a certain amount of badin-
age and scarcelj^-veiled innuendo on the
subject of your own and your opponents*
honesty is not unknown. The sergeants,

on the other hand, take things seriously.

When Captain Bayonet remarked in his

affable poker fashion that we should win
this band, as it was his deal, and be had
palmed three aces, there was quite a

sensation. He tried to explain for sev-

eral minutes, and only pacified Ser-

geant Haversack by dealing with his

sleeves rolled up and two sergeants
standing behind him.
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The officers' teams nearly always win
at bridge, but the sergeants win at crib-

bage. Few of the officers play cribbage

;

in fact the only game we got was won
by the Senior Major. And that, since

the scoring is done with two matches
stuck in boles along the board, was due
not so much to his skill as to his being
absent-minded and a heavy smoker.

In the shove-halfpenny the Regimen-
tal Sergeant-Major badly defeated Lieu-
tenant Holster; but then of course he
was playing on his own ground. It

was a good shover's ” wicket, owing
to Sergeant - Major Magazine having
accidentally spilt some beer on it just

before the game started. Lieutenant
Holster found difficulty in keeping on
the board, and was left behind right
from the start. He played some fine

forcing drives, one of which broke a

tumbler on a neighbouring table, but
never seemed properly at home. His
excuse that he was only used to playing
with half-crowns was not well received,

and, amid much barracking, the Regi-
mental Sergeant-Major beat him by
fivepence-balfpenny.

Billiards goes on through all this and
generally has the largest audience of

any of the competitions. They are a

magnanimous audience too, and are

prepared to make any exeuie for bad
play by the officers. Each time our re-

presentative fails to score, one can hear
above the clicking of balls and the clink-

ing of glasses Quartermaster-Sergeant
Fourbytwo exclaiming generously, “Bad
luck, Sir; rolled off, kissed, no legs, no
chalk, hard lines !

”

But the piece de resistance of the
evening is the blow-football. When the
billiard games are over, two little goals

made of match-boxes are set up on the
billiard-table, and an egg with its inside

blown out is placed on the centre-spot

;

we crowd round eight a side, and on the
whistle we all blow together and try to

score goals. Age cannot wither Quarter-
master- Sergeant Fourbytwo's tradi-

tional joke—that of first surreptitiously

placing a full egg on the table instead

of the empty one. It is more than a

joke now: it is a regimental custom,
like wearing Minden roses.

Blow-football in full blast is an awe-
some game. To be, at a range of two
feet, up against Sergeant-Major Maga-
zine, who has had nineteen years’ ex-

perience of shouting commands across

stormy parade-grounds, is a thing to be
remembered. Jt is like standing just

behind an aeroplane propeller. Lieuten-

ant James, facing him, was unprepared,
and only saved himself by hanging on
to the table edge. The sergeants

scored two goals in rapid succession,

and then we managed to score one, be-

cause Lieutenant Swordfrog by some

remark made all our opponents laugh at

once. At half-time the score was still

two to one, and then our East Wind
“ punged ” a fine shot and equalised.

The second half was more strenuous.

Our opponents took to blowing in

unison, and windows and doors wei*e

flying open all down the Mess, while
the billiard cloth was billowing up and
down. At last, on the stroke of time,

Sergeant-MajorMagazine gathered him-
self together and with a tremendous
shot scored a deciding goal. The goal-

posts were biowninto thefire-place
; the

egg-shell was smashed under the force of

the blast like a sampan in a typhoon

;

the pictures stood out at right angles
from the walls, and Lieutenant James’s
collar went up the chimney.

Later, when we had recovered breath,

we settled down to a few songs. At
the end of the evening the Regimental
Sergeant-Major added the score up.
It came to : Officers, thirty-five points;

Sergeants, thirty-five points. Strangely
enough, a draw. ‘ A. A.
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MRS. HASH.
(.1 Serial Drama of the utmost import-

ance. Begin at once, and hui/ the

back numbers.)

VII.

—

The Peoposal.
‘‘ Well, Mary Jane, you ’re back

early.”
“ Yes, Mrs. Hash.”
“ Wasn’t the young fellow there ?

”

Yes, Arthur was there, Mrs. Hash.”
‘‘ Well, did you have a nice time ?

”

“Yes, Mrs. Hash.”
“ Were you late ?

”

“ Twenty minutes, Mrs. Hash.”
” What did he say ?

”

“ He didn’t say much, Mrs. Hash.”
“ Well, you can’t expect a man that’s

been anundertaker’s mute all day to burst

into'poitry because his

youngwoman ’s twenty
minutes late for an ap-

pointment. But was he
cross with you ?

”

“No, Mrs. Hash
;
he

didn’t seem to mind.”
“Oh, didn’t he? Well,

did he ask you to marry
him?”

“ I think so, Mrs.

Hash.’*

“Youi/mi^so? And
is that why you ’re look-

ing like a funeral ?
”

“ I don’t know, Mrs.

Hash.”
“Well, Christmas

roses, girl! what’s the

matter with you? Here,
take off your things and
tell me everything that

happened. And 1 want
to hear every word he
said.”

“That wouldn’t be
difficult, Mrs. Hash,
Well, he was waiting ouc cuu ui

Lovers’ Alley, not wild, like I ex-

pected,but resigned like, leaning against
a lamp-post. So I saii ' Evenin’, Ar-
thur

; I 'm late.’ And he said, ' Evenin’,
Mary ’

; and I give him my face, and he
kissed me, and then we walked up
Lovers’ Alley, you see

;
and after a bit 1

said I hoped he wasn’t cross because I
was late, and he said, ‘ No.’ So then
we stood under a tree, only it dripped,

I
you see, and then he put his arm round
me, but not ardent, you see—not what
I call ardent, and then I said, * Do you
love me, Arthur?’ and he said, ‘Yes,’
and I said, ‘ Do you love me as much as
ever, Arthur?’ because he seemed so
resigned, you see, and he said, ‘Yes.’

“ So I said, ‘ Will you hold me tighter
then, Arthur? because it ’s my birth-
day, you see, and I ’ve been upset this
evening—that Mabel’s been unkind
again ;

’ and he said, ‘ Yes,’ and he did,

but not much. So I said wouldn’t he

wish me many happy returns of the

day, and he said, ‘ Yes,’ and he did. And
then he didn’t say anything, you see,

so I said wasn’t it cold, and he said,

‘ Yes,’ and I said was it too cold for him,

and he said, ‘ No.’ Then I said did he

mind the drips, and he said, ‘ No.’ And
then two ladies went by with a gentle-

man, and I heard one of them say it

was disgusting all these couples in the

passage, and the other said, Yes, wasn’t

it abandoned or something; but if

they’d been talking to Arthur they

wouldn’t have said that.

“ So then I said, ‘ Well, if we’re dis-

gusting we ’d better go to the pictures,

perhaps,’ and Arthur said, ‘ Yes,’ and so

we did. Well, when w^e got to the

pictures it was a comic, and everybody
was laughing, and the fat man sat down
on a block of ice, and I said wasn’t it a
scream, and Arthur said, ‘ Yes,’ but he
didn’t laugh much. And then the fat

man fell into a flour-tub,, and then he
fell into a coal-cellar, you see, but I
didn’t laugh so much. Then when that
was over 1 said to Arthur did he think
it funny, and he said, ‘ Yes.’

“And the next thing was a dramma,
and it was called The Voice ofLove. And
I thought, ‘ Well, this is more like it, per-
haps,’ and it was about whales mostly
—well, the young woman’s father caught
whales, and she was playing with her
dolls, you see--well, not playing so much,
but they reminded her of her young
man—her young man that was, that is,

because they were both kids then, you
see, and they played with the same
dolls, only now he was in England and
she was at. this whale-place, you see.

And one of the dolls was dressed like

a sailor, and she liked this doll best

because it was like the young man, you
see, and this doll seemed to speak to

her, and it said, ‘Nancy, ahoy! I’m
coming,’ and that was the Voice of

Love coming over the water, you see

;

so she said she wouldn’t marry the
dark gentleman after all, like her father

wanted, and then you saw this doll

life-size, and really you’d have sworn
it was speaking. So I said to Arthur
wasn’t' it wonderful how they think of

these things, and he said, ‘ Yes.’
“ Then 1 sat a bit closer to Arthur, be-

cause I ^vasn’t so warm, you see, and our
knees met, like they do, you know

; and
he kept his knee against mine, so I felt

better then, and I said, ‘ The Voice of

Love, it ’s a beautiful

name for a picture, isn’t

it?’ and he said, ‘Yes.’

Then I read out the
writing bits between the

p ctures. And therewas
a woman behind as had
seen this picture before,

you see, so she told her
driend what was going
to happen before it did,

so we got the hang of

it quite well, and the
young man came over
like the doll said he
would, and she said

she’d marry him, but
her father said he
couldn’t marry her till

he’d caught a whale;
that w^as to show he
was a man, you see. So
he said lie’d catch a

whale. But he didn’t

know the dark gentle-

man had designs on her
honour; and then

I found I’d dropped my purse, and
when* Arthur picked it up our hands
seemed to get mixed-up, like they
do—you know what I mean, a little

finger or something
;
but that seemed

awkward, so I changed the position,
and then he held my hand proper,
and I- said, ‘ Arthur, do you really love
me ? ’ and he said, ‘-Yes.* And then the
dark gentleman hit the young man on
back of the head, and he was put in the
hold, you see, with chains on his ankles,
and the dark gentleman said, ‘Now your
young man is dead you’d better be
mine while you ’re about it, see ? and
meanwhile you come into the wood

;

’ so
he dragged her into the wood. But as it

happened an old servant heard what he
said, and he followed them, you see.

“Well, by that time Arthur’s hand
was pretty hot and mine was a bit

clammy, if the truth was told, but I was
that happy I didn't care if it. melted.

Spectator. “That befeeee looks as if he’ll get into hot water
WHEN THE MATCH IS OVER.”

Local Sii^porter. “’E won’t; it’s all arranged. *E ’s goin’ in the
’ORSE-TROUGH.”
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So this girl said she wasn’t going to lose

her honour, not for anyone, she said

;

and the dark gentleman said ‘Curse

you, if you don’t marry me I ’ll fore-

close on the farm, and that ’ll upset

your father,’ so she was in two minds,

you see. But of course they didn’t know
the old servant was creeping up from

tree to tree with a gun,

“Well, "all this time Arthur's hand

got hotter and,>hotter, and I had pins

and ueedles in the arm, but I wasn’t

going to move, I was that happy, so I

said, ‘What ’s the matter, Arthur ? You
don’t seem yourself,’ and he said, ‘No,’

and then I said, ‘ Have you lost yourjob,

or what?’ but only in joke, you see, and

then he said,
‘‘ Yes,’ and that took my

breath away, and I said, ‘ Did you laugh

at a funeral, or what ? * because he 's

often said he wanted to laugh in the

middle of a funeral, you see ;
and that ’s

funny, when you come to think of it, be-

cause he isn’tmuch of a one forlaughing.

Well, he said, ‘ Yes,’ and I said ‘ Christ-

mas 1
* struck all of a heap I was, and

I said, ‘ Well, nevermind, Arthur,you ’ve

got me, anyway,* and he said, * Yes,’

and I said, ‘ And we ’re going to get

married, aren’t we, Arthur, when you’re

a big man on the pictures ? ’ because he

means to go in tor the pictures, as I

told you, and his father says he ’s quite

a talent for comedy, and I thought it

would please him it I said what I did.

So he said, ‘ Yes,’ but not ardent, not

what I call ardent.

“So there you are, you see ; but that

might have been because he ’d lost his

job, or it might not, you see ; so then

we came home. And now I can’t tell you
what happened to the young woman in

the wood, and, what’s more, I don’t

rightly know if I ’m engaged to be mar-

ried or not, Mrs. Hash.”
“ The world is very harsh, Mary

Jane, for us girls.”

“ I daresay you *re right, Mrs. Hash,

and I ’m sure it ’s very kind of you to

take so much interest in a girl.”

“It isn’t kind at all, Mary Jane, but

selfish. It ’s a long time since l.was in

love, as I told you, and I wanted to

hear how a gentleman made an offer of

marriage in these days. It don’t seem

1 to have altered much.’l A. P. H.

ALADDIN’S GAMP.
[A French abbe is reported to be able to

divine the presence of gold and other precious

metals by means of a rod composed of the ribs

of an umbrella.]

Whene’er my lady rain

Trips boldly down the street,

I flaunt my gamp again

And plod on skidding feet

To plan how I may dodge the Fates

And win my daily bread and cates.

Had I the abbe's power.

How deft would be my way
To‘ cull in one sweet hour

:
Sufficient for the day,

To conjure up long-hidden dibs

By waving my umbrella ribs 1

“ Waterloo Bridge is one of the most beauti-

ful bridges in the world. It is natural that

England should want to destroy it. Why not
dcstioy St. Paul’s Cathedral as well ? It has
got the same complaint as Waterlool Bridge
and is very much in the way. England and
beauty do not go together. Tou cannot mix
oil and water.”—Letter in Evening Pajgter.

But “Waterlool” is a pretty good

attempt.
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1

1

ON A PRIVATE AFFAIR.

j
I EiSE to make a personal explan-

1

ation, Sirs (and Mesdames).

j
When I ^vas christened I had three

!
initials. E for Edward, G for George,

1

and Y for Victor—that is to say, if you

}

use the form recommended for tele-

phoning telegrams by the London Tele-

phone Directory of 1926. Whatever
may be the truth about Edward and

1

Victor, George at any rate is correct.

I cun George. Or rather I was.

It is a good name. Too good, in

fact, I very often felt, for me. As a

child I used to be George in my own
mind most frequently on Wednesdays
and Eridays. Those were the days on
v;hich I saw myself as George, full of

strength, honesty and good intentions,

which in my case, alas! w^ere much too

seldom realised. Other people, in fact,

found a difficulty from my very earliest

infancy in regarding me as George. He
became a shado'wy figure. His visits,

like those of the angels, were rare. Yet

1

not for worlds would I have disowned
him if it had not been for the Great
War.
In order to defeat the Germans it

became necessary for me upon certain

occasions, and particularly during the

later stages of the Great War, to sign

my name as many as six hundred times
in the course of a morning in a com-
pany orderly-room, and, though ink was
not one of the items on which expendi-
ture had to be cut clown, I felt that

time was. It will soon be discovered
by any practised penman who cares to

make the experiment that it takes very
much more time to write three letters

six hundred times over than to write
two, and that of the three letters E, G
and V, G is one which involves the
largest amount of tactical operative skill.

Reluctantly I let George, already little

more than a phantom, go.

It was hard to bring him to life again.

Under D.O.E.A. the restrictions on
my initials remained, and even after

D.O.E.A. they lingered on. Yet George
is not wholly dead. He visits me, for

instance, in my tailor’s bill and on my
income-tax forms. I find him a severe
and not wholly lovable companion.
And in my signature he has not forced
his way in between Edward and Victor
again. Yet for all that, if I am to go
about under tlie cloak of initials merely,
with my surname concealed, I am in

very truth E G V, and not E V. E V
is somebody else. He has a pre-empted
and a wmrkl-wide claim to those tw’o
letters of the alphabet, standing by
themselves. And 1, from whom George
has departed, am E for Edward, V for
Victor, S for Surname, or, if you like it

j

better, EVOE.

On thinking it over, I am inclined to

say that the 0 in EVOE has given me
more trouble, if it be possible, than the

spectre of George. And yet in origin

EVOE was a simple thing.

When I was at school, every term
before we broke up we sang a song, and
the song started—for I am ashamed to

say it was a Latin song

—

‘

' Evoe I Ic^ta req^tiies

Advemt laboriim,’'

which being translated roughly means:
“ Hurrali ! a joyful end of our labours is

at hand.”

And if there is any more suitable word
to write at the end of an article, when
now the toil has been accomplished and
all one has to do is to sit back and wait

for the day when payment will arrive,

I should like to know what that word
may be.

I do not think the 0 in EVOE is

sounded. I think that (like the Z in

geography) it is mute. I think that

EVOE is pronounced to rhyme with
DV. At any rate that is the way we used
to sing it. Bub those who have newer
and nobler ways of pronouncing Latin
diphthongs have possibly other views.
A brother of mine, speaking with the
authority of the Church of Rome, in-

forms me in The Isis that the word in

these days is pronounced You-hoi. On
the other hand a gentleman, writing in

verse in The Granta and perhaps writing
with the authority of the Anglican
Church, rhymes with Ohloo. I do not;

care. Let them have it their own way.
All I know is that the word was com-

monly known in Greek and Latin as an
invocation to Dionysus, the god of light

verse makers and drinkers of still lemon-
ade. For these reasons I found an ad-

ditional propriety in the pseudonym.
But I couldn’t bring theG (for George)

into EVOE any more than 1 could cub
out the 0 (for Orange). Nor can I easily

change, to avoid confusion and mispro-
nunciation, either my name or my
pseudonym. There is the irrecoverable
George, who disappeared under an
avalanche of army-forms. And there is

the 0, which has become a nightmare
to me owing to the modern mispronun-
ciation of the Latin tongue.

^

EVOGmightdoit. But it sounds too
like a furniture-cream. And EGVOE
is equally cumbrous, besides missing, in
my opinion, the Dionysiac fervour of

the cry for ginger-ale. I am forced to
remain, not E.V. but EVOE

.

“Believed to be pOit-Eomao, a human skull
was found during digging operations at a great
depth in Winchester Broadway,”

Local Pctper.

It is reported that quite a number of

post-Roman skulls may be found in

Winchester without digging.

“DAN RUSSELL THE FOX.^’

(After Ckavceb andMiss Someuvjlle.)
By moonlight in Maytime
Where Philomel sings

The cubs skip at playtime
Like sprites upon springs

;

They romp and they tumble.
They bind in a blur,

The jolliest jumble
Of fun and of fur.

Then, imp from the May ground
And Jack-in-the-Box

And Buck in a playground
Is little Dan Fox,

Dan Bussell, Dan Bussell,

Dan Russell the Fox.

Bub now that he ’s big and
Bewhiskered and bold

And shiny and brigand,

Farm, w’arren and fold,

Cock-pheasant or “ cheeper,”

He sorts them no end,

And that for Tom Keeper,
Since Squire is his Iriend.

Then, iclnle the foU froivn so

Whose ducklings he docks,

He *s “ off to the Downs 0,”

Dan Russell the Fox,
Dan Russell, Dan Russell,

Dan Russell the Fox.

Bub saints, now, and sinners,

When all ’s.said and done.

We dance for our dinners,

We pay for our fun
;

And he’s no exception,

This playboy of mine,
Wlio ’ll ne’er the quick-step slum.
The music decline.

To hound-song unsparing
The hanehroof rooks,

But little he ’s caring,

Dan Bussell the Fox,
Dan Bussell, Dan Russell,

Dan Bussell the Fox.

For Dan, deuce a doubt of

Dan, five times in six

Can dance himself out of

The awkwardest fix ;

And sixth time? (precisely

—

We ’ve seen, you and I)

Dan Russell know^s nicely

How varmints should die.

And, as the luck fails kirn,

He grins and he locks

To the nose that first nails him,
Dan Bussell the Fox,

Dan Russell, Dan RiLssell,

Dan Bussell the Fox.
^ ppn

“ The Bibliop of says that altliougli he
has vestments and candles he attaches no
more importance to them than he does to his
trouser buttons.”— Paper.

At the worst, of course, there is always
his apron.



SOUND ECONOMICS.
Dear Mr. Punch,—Your Sfeudent of

Sonorities has rightly drawn attention

to the vast volume of useful sound
which, under the present economic
system, is allowed to go to waste, with
little or no effort to harness it to the

needs of modern music. He quotes, as

instances of simple instruments whose
potential output is at present most
regrettably neglected, the comb, the

coffee-pot and the hot-water bottle.

But he fails^to allude to an apparatus

which far exceeds any of these in power,

flexibility and simplicity of manipula-
tion. I refer, of course, to the baby.

Sounds from this mechanism can be
produced in almost any desired volume
by a mere pressure of the finger and
thumb, and are moreover richest in

tone at night, just when their services

could most usefully be employed in

connection with concerts, dances and
night-clubs.

During the present period of economic
upheaval it is incumbent on us all to

use our best endeavours, even to the

extent of personal sacrifice, to check
wastage ; and with this in view I would
urge music-lovers, wherever the pro-

duction of modern music is found to

be too severe a drain on the national

resources, to form “ pools ** for the effec-

tive distribution of the valuable com-
modity towhich I have drawn attention.

These pools could be organised on the
lines of the ‘‘ lending libraries which
already exist here and there for the
circulation of pianola and gramophone
records. A large selection of instru-

ments would then be available, and the

varying needs of concerts, orchestras

and dance bands adequately met.

Much as I value music in the home,
I personally would be prepared to lend

support, in kind, to such an organisa-

tion. I would prefer for the present,

however, to retain my comb, my coffee-

pot and my hot-water bottle.

Yours public-spiritedly, An Owner.
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WINTER SPORTS.
I.

—

Bringing Hoirs the Yule Log.
“Angela,” I said one bright frosfcy

in cap and bells, bestrode the Yule log

on its triumphal progress through the

village.”

morning, “ I ’ve got an idea.”
“ Another ? ” said Angela. “ You had

one only last Thursday.”
“ I am going to bring home the Yule

log,” I said.

Angela seemed to lose interest.

“Yes, dear,” she said: “that will

be nice, won't it? The wheelbarrow,
is in the garage.”

‘ How nice for you 1
” said Angela. I showed it to her.

Angela was difficult about it.

“We couldn’t possibly burn it, even
if we could get it home,” she said when

“ And won’t the village love it 1

”

“I was not proposing to allot that

part to myself.”

“ Why not ?
”

“ Because the fire-place in the cottage
isn’t eight feet wide, tor one thing,” she

“I’m sorry,” said Angela. “I’m said. “ Firewood like this may be all

afraid the village will expect it. What very well for baronial halls and places
Angela seemed to lose interest. else is there? ” like that, but they ’ve gone out.”
‘ Yes, dear,” she said: “ that ^cill “ Oh, a tabor and a pipe and .so on.” “Never mind,” I said, for the jovial
nice, won’t it ? The wheelbarrow. “ What *s a tabor ? ” spirit of y “ olde tyme Christmas had got
n the garage.” “ These are questions of detail which hold of me; “the great thing is to
‘But you don’t understand. This is can be settled later,” I said liurriedly. bring home the YYile log. Once you

not a mere matter of trundling a wheel- “
*]

barrow. Especially at this festive be

The great thing is that there should have got it there it doesn’t much matter

season of the year there are a number so on.”

-er-—meiTie-making and dancing and
1
what becomes of it.’

of oid-time ceremonies and observances
which no well-regulated household can
afford to disregard.”

“Hear, hear!” said

Angela.
I pulled up. It was

a pity: I was just

getting into my stride.

“Why did jmu say

“ Well, it didn’t seem
the right place for A
‘Loud and prolonged
laughter’ or ‘Ironical

cheers 1
’ It wa& a

speech, wasn’t it ?
”

“ This spirit oflevity,”

I said, frowning. '

ll

“ So unsuited to the
approach of the festive

season ’ murmured An-

I allowed my brow
]

to relax.

“How would you ^

like to take part in the JEstaU Age;

ceremony of brinffinff south end or

home the Yule log?
” Buyer. “0

“ How IS lb done ?

asked Angela cautiously.

Angela walked round the YYile log and

“ Well, first of all we go up the hill- keeping you warm, and you’ll need
side and select a well-matured log.” soviething—especially if you ’ve got

“ Matured in the wood ? ” nothing on but red-and-yellow tights
“ Obviously.” and little bells,” she added.

‘ I ’m glad there ’s going to be danc- tapped it with her stick.

said Angela. “ There *s nothing I “ Then you’d betterorder the traction-

gested to him that he

SOUTHEND If im'mopbbtI”''’
shouW assumethechai'-

Buyer. “Oh, is thehe ? Weix. see that you ’ave ’em cleabed
of the jester, and

AWAY BEFORE I TAKE POSSESSION.” UeStriCie tilO JLUie log
^

; through the village with
i a good vigorous charleston for I merrie quip and jest, only the fact

EM CLEARED

like a good vigorous charleston for I merrie quip
keeping you warm, and you’ll need that I am secretary of the golf handi-
something—especially if you ’ve got capping committee prevented him from
nothing on but red-and-yellow tights becoming abusive.

“And then?” “T1
“Then, Angela, we show the village I said,

that the spirit of Merrie England still “Bi
lives.” is a 19
“Does it?” not a
“Of course it does. The great h^rt The ceremony is traditional,” I said. » .\nd you could e”asily read up a few

of England IS stiUsound-aUpohtioiaBs “Oh, well," said Angela, “I don’t merrie quips,” 1 addel “The chief

1 1' i TT •,

suppose it matters much what the vil- thing is to shout and sing a good deal.”

,
,,

g® tnmks as long as we pay our bills.” “ If you imagine,” said the Doctor,

1
- • -m,

And she left me. speaking veiw distinctly, “that I am
^ ®®’'’®'

T i* T

* * * * goiog to make an exhibition of myselfmony of bnngmg home the Yule log
_
I found a very nice Yule log, about for the benefit of all the loafers in thisas invariably attended by merrie- eight feet long and two feet thick. It viUage, you ’re not only mistaken, hut

“T 1 11.

you’d better take the part of the fool
d „fc.\pect the weather was better . the village in a ceremonial procession, yom-self. You've qualified.”

• 1 j 11

If tliere bad been any other way of get- The only real offers of help that I

,•

folk-songs, tmg it tlirough the village it wouldn’t received were from Miss Weatherspoon, iinstance, and the village humourist, { still have been where it was. who suggested that she should lend her

and little bells,” she added.
“The dances will be folk-dances/

I said. “ Please be period, Angela.”

“A nice fool I should look,” he said.

“You would,” I agreed, misunder-
standing his drift^or the moment. “ A

“ But I am,” protested Angela. ‘^‘This ripping fool. You ’ve got just the right
IS a 1926 Yule log we ’re bringing home, lace for it,”

not a 1626 one.” The Doctor glared.
“ And you could easily read up a few

lerrie quips,” 1 added. “ The chief

was invariably attended by merrie-
making.”
“I expect the weather was better

theu,” said Angela.

I



harpsichord as soon as I meufcioned

folk-dances, and from the assistanb at

the bank, who worships Angela from
afar.

It was a great pity, and it saddened
me to think of what the village had
missed. But we got our Yule log all

right.

1 happened to mention to old George
that I had intended to get this particular

log down, and a couple of days later it

arrived prosaically in a cart, neatly

split up into faggots. It cost me a lot

of money, and I didn’t really get any
fun out of it

;
but Angela was pleased.

She seemed to think that it was so

much more useful like that. L. Bu G.

Our Psychological Poothallers.

“The work of Couiioii and McLean was
grand, while the wingers responded in fine

fashion to the promptings of their respective

insides.”—Scots Pa^er.

“Prebendary Carlile Tells of a Sudden
Conversion.

‘ The most sinking case I ever met,’ he said

to-day, ‘ was that of a drunken man who, mis-
taking me in my surplus for a ghost, “went
straight,” and helped us for 30 years till he
died.’”—Evening Paj^er,

Mr. Chuechill has hopes of converting
the National Debt wdien he can show it

the ghost of a surplus.

“ROOT/'
(To J. J.).

“ Boot is a Dachs of noble stock,

A pedigree chip of an ancient block,

And a most distinguished chip of it,

With his sleek black coat and his long
straight nose.

Lovely brown «yes and ebony toes,

And a whip-like tail that emotion shows
By a comical twirl in the tip of it.

** Boot,” as I learn from his mistress,

Jane,

Harbours an aristocratic disdain

For the arts of the kitchen-cadger;

And for menial tasks seems so unfit

That it baffles my fancy and passes my
wit

To think of him ever turning a spit,

Or even drawing a badger.

He eats and enjoys three meals a day

;

He has a deep melodious bay

;

His temper is sweet and gentle

;

And the only fault that I have' to

record,

Though it cannot be altogether ignored,

Is due to his being so much adored

—

He is rather too sentimental.

“Boot,'* when one comes to catalogue
His accomplishments, is a gifted dog,
For he understands jobations

Expressed in English, plain and correct,

And also the marvellous dialect

Which his human relatives all affect

In their canine conversations.

Wonderful names his pedigree deck

—

“Berolina ” and “Bolandseck ”

—

Famous in song and fable
;

How, then, did his sponsors refuse

To follow these fine ancestral clues

—

How in the world did they come to

choose

‘‘Boot ” as his permanent label?

For it wasn’t suggested by Punch’s
salute,

It wasn’t borrowed from “Roolitoofc,”

Nor was it, as some might believe, a

Oompliment paid, on politic grounds,
To the land of dollars from that of

pounds,
To the eminent jurist whose fame

resounds
From Washington to Geneva.

Yet when I tell you the reason why
The name was given, you can’t deny

It’s a regular top-holer;
For whether he walks or luiis or

begs,

As sure and certain as eggs is eggs,
“ Boot ” swings both ways and has four

short legs,

1 jike his namesake,the famous bowler.
.5
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“ Mummy, I had 2?o idea Father Kwjsmus was twi.sts.”

THE HEROINE’S BATH.

As an earnest student of magazine
stories I have made three important
discoveries about the heroine.

The first is that she never uses a
handkerchief of ordinary size; it is

always “ridiculously small,” “totally
inadequate ” or “ an infinitesimal scrap
of lace.”

The second is that she never has
thick ankles. Her eyes may be “ set a
trifle too close together,” or her mouth
“too large for perfect beauty,” but her
ankles are ahcays slim, trim, dainty or
slender.

The third and most remarkable char-
acteristic of the short-story heroine is

the fact that she never has a bath.
“Nonsense!” you protest; “it is pre-
pared and perfumed for her by Celestine
her maid, and we see her going to the
bathroom wearing a distractingly pretty
boudoir cap, with a bewitching wrapper
drawn round her graceful figure.”

Quite. But have we any evidence
that she actually has a bath? Are we
ever allow^ed to accompany her any
furtherthan thebathroom door ? Never.
And not only do we never see her in

her bath, but w’e never hear her there.

What a contrast to this suspiciously
j

silent affair is the hero's bath! He
splashes and sings, whistles, swears and
bangs things about, thereby proving be-

yond doubt that he really gets into the
water.

What is the reason for the novelist’s

reticence about the heroine’s bath?
We may dismiss as trivial the sugges-
tion that it arises from any delicacy of

feeling on his part ; such an explanation
is contrary to the spirit ofmodern fiction.

The reason is far less worthy, and can
be traced to the attitude of mankind in

general to the subject of bathrooms.
Men undoubtedly think that they should
have the monopoly of these places, and
that women are trespassers, interlopers
and perfect nuisances if they sho^v any
desire to go near a tap.

I am not a feminist, but I assert with-
out fear of contradiction that the sight
or thought of a bathroom brings out
all that is base in a man’s nature, and
reduces him to a mere brute. Kind
husbands and considerate brothers be-
come selfish fiends and stony-hearted
scoundrels the moment they penetrate
a bathroom. Once let a man get inside
and the wails and entreaties of wife or
sister hammering on the door are
drowned by the monster’s merry songs
and joyous sluicings.

Many an unfortunate woman is in

an early grave to-day as the result of

pneumonia contracted while she \vaited

for hours, lightly clad, for her wretched
husband to condescend to come out.

Many a sister has gone to a dance a
nervous wreck, uncreamed and half-

powdered, as the result of similar brutal

treatment at the hands of a callous

brother.

The male writer of course knows that
women are thwarted by his own sex in

their desire to bath in comfort, and are

adjured to “ buck up,” “ get a move on”
and “not stay in there all day.” So,

when he has described all the prelim-
inaries and cleverly suggested that the
heroine is about to enjoy a prolonged
and luxurious bath, his conscience smites
him. Eather than tell a lie or hold as
it were a rosy and enchanted mirror up
to nature, he lapses into silence until

the slim figure emerges from the bath-
room.

“But why,” you may ask, “ do women
writers of fiction also ignore the most
important phase of this subject ? Why
do they not assert the riglits of their

sex by making their heroines have
proper baths ?

”

The reason is to be found in the suffer-

ing which they have themselves ex-
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periencecl from the conditions I have

described. Driven from the stronghold

of her male relatives, hounded from the

landing, cowed and mortified, the writer i

1 finds the subject a painful one. Having

wistfully touched the fringe of it she

shrinks into wounded silence.

Sometimes perhaps her feelings are

tinged with bitterness. VVhy, she asks

herself, should a heroine be allowed to

I soak and wallovr in hot water for an

I

hour or so when this luxury is denied

i to her creator ?

! Finally, let me say that I should like

to remind men that women are now
practising as doctors, lawyers, archi-

tects, and, I believe, steeplejacks ;
and 1

hope that the time is not far off when
father, brother and husband will, in

fiction as well as fact, bruise their

knuckles on the bathroom door while

a heroine splashes and sings, whistles

and swears on the other side of it.

A PLEA FOR HOME ORATORY.

Things in the City to-day would be

much brighter if men who propose and

respond to toasts had acquired the rudi-

ments of the art. It is in the home
that improvement should besought, and

no better opportunity will be found

than at this season of the year. A
little oratory in the home would surely

make this a different Christmas for

some of us.

Picture the scene. Towards the end

of breakfast, Father will bang a spoon

on the table—on an unoccupied space,

for preference—and will then rise,

pulling down his waistcoat, smiling

from right to left,, and saying, ^'My|

dear wile, my dear children, my Lords,

Ladies and Gentlemen, 1 'wish to ex-

ress, very feebly and very imperfectly

fear, my heartfelt and most sincere

thanks for the very beautiful patent

cigar-lighter which I find on my plate

this morning. As we are gathered at

the breakfast-table I recall the story of

a nervous curate who, while breakfast-

ing with his bishop ” and so on.

Another bit of heavy spoon-play will

herald Mrs. Wenceslas, father’s dear

'^vife, who, in a graceful little speech

thrilling with womanly feeling, will

shyly return! thanks for the hot-water-

bottle.

Then Mr. Harold Wenceslas, a slender

boyish figure of twelve years of age, will

assure his hearers that this will not be

the Christmas he anticipated, for little

did he think—neither perhaps did he

deserve—that his interesting -looking

parcel would contain half-a-dozen most
useful handkerchiefs. If asked '^vhe-

ther the gift itself or the spirit which
prompted it is to be the more esteemed,

he will unhesitatingly reply the latter.

And one after another the children

will voice their gratitude, until it comes
to the turn of little Muriel. She will

say, ‘T rise in response to your all-too-

generotis invitation, both the last and
the least of the speakers this morning,

to try to express what I feel about

this remarkable doll. Had the choice

of a gift been left to me I might have
preferred one of those quaint stuffed

dogs that are so popular just now. It

is well that Christmas presents are

selected for us by others, for one cannot

begin too early in life to learn how to

keep a stiff upper lip in the face of dis-

appointment. In the years to come I

shall, Iam confident,be a better, stronger

woman because of this doll. Buown-
INO has put the matter very truly, and,

I may add, very ably, "when he says,

*We fall to rise, are baffled to fight

better.’ ” = =
“FJIENCH RECIPE,

Marconi au Gratix.”—Scots Paiicr,

We sometimes take ours with a pinch

of salt.



BALLADS FOR BROAD-BROWS.
The Pboletariat.

I WAS playing darts in the old ‘‘Blue Dragon
;

”

Therewasyoung Bert Baxterand a little friend of Jane’s,
Harriet and Albert, that works on the railway,

And old Bill Mortimer that works upon the drains,
When up jumps a lunatic and starts a little chat,
And he calls us “Members of the' Proletariat ”

!

Oh, toe DID la'iigh /

Oh, 10e BIB laugh

!

Ha I Ha I Ha

!

Well, it knocks a fellow flat I

And I said, “ Well, bogs, loJiat d' you think of that ?

Fancy me a Member of the Proletariat I

Fancy me and you,

And Harriet and Hugh,
All these years, boys, and, Lord, we never Icneiv

We loas all life-meinbers of the Proletariat,
The Proly-oly-roly-poly-proly-tari-at

!

Well, I said, “ Long words never lined a bread-box,
But a nice long word is a comfort all the same

;

You can saywhatyou like about thelanguage of Shakespeabe,

^
But this here mouthful puts the man to shame

;

Eor you do feel good, and there’s no denying that.
If you speak about a plumber as* the Proletariat 1

”

Oh, we BIB laugh !

Oh, we BID laugh !

Ha ! Ha I Ha I

Well, it knocks a fellow flat

!

And Bill said,flrm-l\ke, he didn't mean to he

Not an economvc patbn, nor a bond-slave—see ?

So 1 hifld Nell's hand,
And loe all felt grand, ^

And we gave\three.\cheers for, to Socialise the Land,
And we tool^a ^easoii-ticket for the Proletariat,

The Proly4oly-7vly~poly-proly-tari-at 1

Then I went out, and I said to a policeman,
“ Comrade, Wage-slaVe, ain’t it very strange,

These here capitalists doh’t want to nationalise
The Means of Production, Distribution and Exchange ?

If you ask me. Constable; I ’rh taking off my hat
To the Nancimancipation of the Proletariat !

”

Oh, he-BID laugh I

Oh, lie^BiD laugh

!

Ha ! Ha ! Ha

!

Wdl, '4t kndcks a felloio flat

!

So he said, kind-like^ “ Come along of me !
”

But I said, “ What about Solidariiee ? ”

And Bill said, “ Shame !

Solidarity 's the game I ”

But he took nie of to the station just the same,
Though we 're^ bhth life-membei^s of the Pi'oletariat,

The Proly-oly-roly-poly-piroly-tari-at

!

A. P. H.

Muscular Christianity.
“ The Bi&hop, with the Minster Curate (Rev.

)
carrying the

pastoral staff, clergy, churchwardens, and the choir, walked in pro-
cession from the Church House, singing a hymn.”—Local Paper.

'

Obviously a misprint for “monster curate.”
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ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT.
Monday^ December 6th ,—On the odd

occasions when it falls to the Speaeee
to say a few welhchosen words, he
declares, following a time-honoured
formula, that, alike in brilliance and
behaviour, the Members in being are in

every way up to the standard of their

predecessors. Wild horses would not
drag from Mr. Whitley what he really

thinks of it all. Nevertheless the mellow-
ing influences of a Savage Club dinner
have extracted from him the important
admission that only a Speaker who
can see the funny side of things can
hope to retain his sanity.

The following embodies the gist, as
caught by one present, of Mt.W'hitley’s
remarks :

—

As day after day
I sit ill the Chair,

While the GLydesiders bray,
And the Eadicals blare,

And the twitter of tedious Tories is more than
a mortal can bear,

I am fed to the teeth,

I am bored to the bone

;

On my headstone the wreath
Would long since have been strown

If it weren’t that I pass the time thinking np
bright little jokes of my own.

As glum as the tench is

And solemn as owls.

Behold the Front Benches
Ignoring the howls

Of the wild men of Wales, the D.'chard Con-
servativos* Russophobe scowls.

Mv nerves it would blight,

My mind it would shatter.

To sit there all night
And give ear to their chatter

;

If it weren’t for my own little jokes I should
soon go as mad as a hatter.

Ask me not who is it

Moves me to jest

;

“ WiNNiE-the-Pooh ” is it ?

Is it the chest

Of Kenivoethy (Lieutenant-Commander), the
sat-on but never suppressed ?

Does mirth fill my bones,

Till the canopy rocks,

At the face of Jack Jones,
At the voice of Lane-Fox,

At the manners of Comrade Buchanan and
Brittain’s incredible socks ?

Who shall reveal them,
My wheezes ? Not I.

In my breast I conceal them,
And shall till I die,

All the japes that I make on the Members, and
which are my targets, and 'why.

Those in charge of a Brighter Parlia-

ment movement are engaged, one under-

stands, on a suitable vote of thanks to

the Marquis of Lincolnshire. Scorn-

ing the more conventional arguments
that have been advanced in support of

the Small Holdings and Allotments Bill,

that venerable but intrepid nobleman
astonished the House and created a

magnificent precedent by bursting into

song. It was the Liberal Land Song of

an older day (not Mr. Lloyd George’s,
which is in the nature of a swan-song),

A LILT FOR THE LORDS.
(The MaPwQuis op Lincolnshire.)

and the noble Marquis threw such
emotion into the music that their Lord-
ships hastened to give the Bill a Second
Reading without a division.

THE RETURN OF THE CRUSADER.
(Colonel Wedgwood.)

A rose by any name smells as sweet,

but Commander Bellairs thinks it

most unfair that anybody whose own

name has perhaps become malodorous
should be entitled, for a small fee, to

smell more sweetly underaname already
legitimately worn by others. Captain
Hacking, for the Home Office, doubted
whether the far-reaching legislation

necessary for the purpose would really

achieve the desired end.

The House in Standing Committee
considered the Rural Housing Bill.

The Minister of Health rejected a
proposal of Mr. Edwards, the repre-

sentative of Bedwelity, that no assist-

ance should be given unless the land-

lord agreed to put in a bathroom and a
fixed bath

;
and thereby destroyed the

hon. Member’s hopes of going down to

posterity as the Member for Bath and
Bed-wellty. What, Mr. Chamberlain
asked (with all the townsman’s ignor-

ance of the countryman’s resourceful-

ness)
,
would be the good of a fixed bath

in a cottage which had no water laid on ?

Mr. Eye wanted the Bill to ensure
the preservation of all that was beautiful

or historic in country cottages and their

settings. Mr. Paling smelt snobbery
in the proposal, but was tersely re-

minded by Mr. Skelton thatMr. Ramsay
MacDonald had himself objected to

steel houses because they would tend
to destroy the “ amenities ” in question.

The Bill was finally read the Third
Time.

Tuesday, December 7th .—In the
struggle Cl outrance between things
oesthetic and things material, all that
is dear to the champions of the former
is comprehensively embraced, for Par-
liamentary purposes, in the word
“amenities.” Having boiled one of

the great factors of existence down to
a single word the utilitarians have
little difiiculty in brushing it from their

ruthless path.

To-day, during the Lords* discussion
of the Electricity Bill, Lord Montagu
OF Beaulieu made the admirable pro-

posal that local authorities should be
able to object to overhead electric lines

if they spoiled the scenery, their objec-

tion taking the form of an appeal to

the First Commissioner of Works,
who should have power to order
the offending cable underground. Vis-

count Peel, resisting the Amendment,
cynically doubted whether the public
attached enough value to beauty to

be prepared to pay for it. The argu-
ment seems to be—why preserve the
scenery on the off-chance of the public
learning to appreciate it by-and-by ?

The House gave a Second Reading to

the Sale ofFood (Weightsand Measures)
Bill. Sir Philip (I)unlifpb-Lister*s

speech certainly could not be described

as a “ Song against Grocers,” and Mr.
George Harvey*s declaration that the

I

Billproclaims that “grocers and butchers
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are dishonest people who want watch-
ing did not impress the House.

It would be more judicious to say
that the Bill proclaims grocers and
butchers to be honest people who want
watching because it is so easy for that
rara avis, the wicked grocer, to give his

innocent fellows a bad name.
The most noticeable thing about the

Bill is that it does not cover cheese. Id

appears that cheese evaporates, whether
covered or not. The ripe Stilton that
weighed fourteen pounds when you led

it from the cheese-fancier’s may have
shrunk to a bare twelve after you liave

had it on the chain for a couple of weeks.
Mr, Harvey declared that

meat evaporates too. We
know it does when the but-

cher’s boy leaves it on the

step without ringing the bell,

and the President of the
Board of Trade is all against

our pound of steak sYeighing

only fourteen ounces when
removed from last Sunday’s
leading article.

He admitted that certain

goods must be weighed in the
paper if the grocer is to be
able to get on with it, and ex-

plained that a legitimate per-

centage of paper had been
agreed to, ranging from two
to four - and - a - half grammes
per pound of food wrapped.

'

Apart from Mr. Harvey
the Bill had no opponents,
though one or two Members
thought it ought to go much
farther, Mr.MoRRisoN wanted
it to include soap, but the
Deputy - Speaker thought
that the New Health Society
should be left to handle that
end of the food problem.
Earlier in the evening Mr,
Morrison had asked if the
Pood Council were entitled to examine
into the coal trade.

The House also gave a Second Bead
mg to the Palestine and East Africa
Doans Bill, after Mr. Morgan Jones, of

Caerphilly, who had failed to catch the
Speaker’s eye when cheese "was before
the House, had insisted that the inter-

ests of the native must be paramount

;

and Mr. Wedgwood, lately returned
from Palestine, had explained ^vhy in
the nature of things a zealous Zionist
and a blossoming desert must involve
a diminished Bedouin and a shrunken
sheikh.

Wednescicuj, December 8th .—It is not
often that a Government gets the happy
opportunity of deftly turning a Motion
of Censure into a well-delivered Vote
of Censure on the Opposition. That,
however, is what Mr, Baldwin did on

this occasion. Not only did this wicked

animal defend itseK when attacked, but

it inflicted devastating discomfiture on

the attackers.

Mr. MacDonald and his colleagues

obviously had no stomach for the fight.

They would have been content to leave

the final apportionment of blame for

the coal dispute to “the rebellious

prickings of human reason and the

rugged tuition of hard facts,” as the

Chancellor of the Exchequer put it.

Mr. MacDonald led the “ beating of

the tom-tom and the strident calls to

the faithful behind him.” He accused

che Government of playing the mine-

THE BEWDLEY BADGER.
Get animal est tres mechant

;

Quand on rattacpie il se defend.”

owners’ game. The Prime Minister, in
reply, charged the Opposition with fail-

ing to control Mr. Cook, and devoted
the rest of his speech to showing, mostly
by quotations from Labour organs, just
how uncontrollable Mr. Cook had been.
He even quoted the words in which
Mr. Cook told Mr. Bamsay MacDonald
that the miners did not want him to
come to their assistance. l^Ir. Cook was
still on the warpath, he reminded the
LabourParty. While they were cursing
him (Mr. Baldwin) in the House, Cook
was cursing him in Moscow.

^

Mr. Lloyd George devoted some
time to explaining why, although he
thought it had been all the Govern-
ment’s fault, he could nob vote for the
Motion of Censure.
Mr. Churchill, who ‘‘replied to the

debate ” (another way of saying that he

came in and swept up the mangled re-

mains that strewed the arena), enforced
the Premier’s arguments, by pointing
out that Mr. MacDonald had waited
untilMr. Cookwas in Moscow to call him
incompetent. The Labour Party bad
dragged British industry into the poli-

tical arena and allowed Bussia to come
in and foment class-warfare. They had
embittered the country’s industrial life

with politics and had staged a general
strike and a prolonged coal-stoppage,
and the nation was the stronger lor

knowing that neither could break down
the life and organization of the country.
The Motion was handsomelydefeated.

,
Thursday, December 9th .

—

Mr. Day is anxious that Cap-
tain Hacking should do some-
thing to deprive the Alsatian
dog of its first bite. Captain
Hacking cautiously replied
that he had no power to take
any special steps in the mat-
ter, an answer which recalls

that of the boywho was asked,
as a test of intelligence by a
prospective employer, what
steps he would take if he was
walking down the road and
met a lion. “Mighty long
ones, Mister,” replied tlie

youth after a moment’s rapid
thinking.

The House discussed the
Palestine and East Africa
Loans Bill again, and the
main theme of argument was
the condition of the poor
native. Should he be com-
pelled to work, or is the pos-
session of an able-bodied wife
(or wives) sufficient to absolve
him from expiating the curse
of Adam in his own person.
Is the Government taking
care of him or permitting
him to be ruthlessly exploited

by the settler, as Labour Members
alleged? It was left to Mr. Somer-
ville to put the matter in a nutshell.
What Mr. Dalton and Mr. Morgan
Jones should do, he suggested, was to
go to Kenya and preach the emancipa-
tion of women there. They would not
be very popular and he advised them
to take a bodyguard of the sort of
stalwarts who had been so much in
evidence iu the Hull election.

In Committee on the Sale of Eood
Bill an amendment was passed requir-
ing butchers to deliver with boned or
dressed meat a statement of the net
weight on which the price is fixed as
well as of the actual net weight. As a
steak is merely a piece of meat from
which the rest of the ox has been re«

moved, the butcher may be involved
in some lightning calculations.
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THE F.W.S.

At a time 'when associations and
clubs and federations and leagues are
being formed on all sides, it is odd that
so little has been heard of the F.W.S.
It merits notice because it is perhaps
the only purely altruistic body in the
world, with no other motive than the
well-being of others, even to the ex-

treme discomfiture of its members. The
F.W.S.

,
or, in full, The Friendly Warn-

ing Society, exists solely that other
people may not fall into our own mis-
takes, and we who belong to it are
pledged to do everything in our power
to that end.

For example, when we are in restaur-
ants we must spare no trouble to pre-

vent fellow-guests from suffering our
disappointments. Either in personal
conversation or by means of a written
message we must point out to new-
comers meditating upon the menu that
the fish might be fresher, the beef less

tough. According to our temperaments
do we carry out this good work. If we
are shy and diffident, we say it with
the pencil. Forgive me for appearing
to be impertinent,” we write on the
back of a visiting-card, ^‘l)ut you will

be wise if you give the soles a miss.
I have just had to send mine away.”
Or, “Pardon this api^arent intrusion,

but it is well-meant. The ^lat dtijour
is better left alone. I have tried some
and can therefore speak with feeling.”

There are different ways in which
these communications are received, but

surprise is always the first emotion

—

surprise on the part of the simple, sur-

prise that anyone should be so kind as
to go to such trouble about them ; on
the part of the chronically suspicious,

surprise at our infernal cheek. The
simple, having grasped the fact that we
have no nlterior motive, that we are
wholly benevolent and disinterested,

smile and nod their gratitude
; the

cynical scowl but take our advice.

To write the warnings is, however,
not always possible, or at any rate
practicable. In an old-curiosity shop,
for example, it would be very difficult

to save another customer from disaster

by first inditing and then handing him a
note. Too conspicuous. So conspicu-
ous, in fact, that, if the dealer knew what
was happening, the Friendly Warner
might find himself in the gutter. Here
then the voice is best, and the voice
discreetly modulated too. “ I should not
buy that Queen Anne chair before con-
sulting an expert,” we murmur to one
customer, or darkly remark to another,
in passing, “Corot rarely signed in blue
in the top right-hand corner.”

I should explain that, although the
first function of the Friendly Warning
Society is to warn, its members ar^
not debarred from helpful suggestions
too. We do nob, for instance, consider our
duty necessarily completed by dissuad-
ing the stranger from one dish ; should it

be possible we go on to recommend an-
other. But the more cautious and self-

protective members prefer to remain
W^arners, and Warners only, because

when one recommends one is immedi-
ately suspect.

I can best illustrate this peril by ex-

changing meat problems for those of

wine, for we have to be equally vigilant

for victims of the vintage too. If the
wine-list has, so to speak, bitten us,

are pledged to do our best to see that it

shall not bite others.

Here, again, writing is, to my mind,
the better w^ay. “ Forgive me,” says our
note, “bub if you should be meditating
claret I advise you to choose the Mille-

fleurs rather than the ChateauYinaigre.”
Or, “ Pardon a stranger butting in, but,

if you care to profit by my own unfor-
tunate experience don’t try the Maisoi
Bilge '17. It is thin and acid. The
Popinjay ’19 is much to be preferred.

*

You appreciate the difference between
the wine list and the menu ? There is

no compulsion to add a constructive
counsel to any of our warnings, but the
impulse to do so is stronger, is more
natural, wdien it comes to wine. But
the risk of being misconstrued is enor-
mous, because, although it is possible
to recommend a joint without being
suspected of being a butcher or of

forwarding any financial interest, if

you urge a certain brand of cham-
pagne or claret upqn a total stranger,
his first idea is that you are the wdne-
merchant who supplies the restaimant,
or a friend of the house in one way or
another.

But no one who is afraid of being
misunderstood must ever belong to the
F.W.S. E.V. L.
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GAMES AND DEMOCRACY.
Dear Me. Punch,—Having observed

recently in your pages a suggestion of

the manner in which some of the cus-

toms and institutions prevalent in the

Xew World might be adapted to the

needs of the Old, and admiring as I do,

Sir, the sound reasoning and philan-

thropic motives which unfailingly in-

spire your correspondents, may I for the

benefit of my countrymen be permitted

to expose a theoiy of my own derived

from the same hemisphere ?

The scene was a golf club in Cali-

fornia. My lady-partner and I had
obtained a number—twenty-three—and
were waiting at the caddy-master's box
for the calling of this number, when
we should be allowed to

walk to the first tee,

some half-mile distant,

and start. Twenty-three
was at last announced
and we moved off. Be-
hind us we noticed two
gentlemen proceeding

evidently to the same
destination. Wearrived

at the tee together. We
asked them their num-
ber and they answered
“ Twenty -three.*’ We
explained that there

must be some mistake
as we were also twenty-
three.

Now, Sir, comes my
point. There was no
mistake. We were in-

tended to share the
number twenty -three,

and go round, the four

of us, together. We
could play as we chose,

one foursome, two sepa-

possible the benefit of a round on their

course in the minimum time. Incident-

ally, in this case, the democratic prin-

ciple was served by the extension of the

pleasures of female society from the one

(me) to the many (the other couple).

There are to my mind, Sir, other

reasons of principle why this scheme

should be considered an improvement
on our own methods. Golf has the

reputation of being an extremely good

school for the control of one’s baser

passions. But I can assure you. Sir,

that the scope our methods provide for

the exercise of this restraint is as

nothing compared with that provided

by the American system. Consider the

case of two singles played simultane-

ously. To have two balls, with the

rate singles, or four separate onesomes,
We could use any number of balls we
chose up to four. The management
was extremely reasonable and made no
attempt to force our hands in this re-

spect. Only for the good of the com-
munity we were obliged to go round,
the four of us, together.

I feel convinced. Sir, that you will

share my admiration of this scheme,
and reverence the master-hand of true
democracy as seen at work in this ruth-
less sacrifice of private selfish ends to
the welfare of the public at large.

What were my motives ? To enjoy the
society and improve the acquaintance
ofmy companion, to the accompaniment
of a little gentle recreation. What were
her motives? I trust the same. What
were the motives of the powers that
ruled the golf club? Democratic:
Golf Links for Golf, and Golf for the
People. To afford as many persons as

success or failure of which one is not
concerned, continually mingling with
one’s own, and to wait constantly for

two strangers, in whose performance
one takes no interest, to play a stroke,
is a lesson in composure which surely
the most conservative of our players
will agree with me we can ill afford to
neglect.

Further, I feel convinced. Sir, of the
great benefit that some of the other
games dear to the heart of the English-
man would derive from the application
of the same democratic principle. For
instance, the poverty of the attend-
ances at our football matches must
have caused anxiety to many of those
good democrats who love the game for
the spectacle’s sake. I read that the
attendance recently at one of the lead-
ing centres of this great game was
actually recorded at something below
forty-three thousand. But if the various

clubs would entertain the idea of plant-
ing a goal in the centre of every side
of a square field, of placing four teams
in that field at the same time, and of
increasing the allowance of balls from
one to two, a black and a white, I think
they would find that the game would
attract the public interest it merits,
and that the individual players would
acquire the sound market value which
is the proper object of the directors’

activities.

Then there is the question of croquet.
I know well, Sir, that, in hinting that
this fine game could in any way be
brightened or that any alterations could
possibly add to its excitement, I shall

meet with a storm of disapproval. My
answer, with the example of the Cali-

fornian golf club before
me, is that • I decide
without hesitation to
face it. And I herewith
openly submit that in

order to make more
room on the public
courts and to give the
many thousands of holi-

day-makers a chance of

enjoying their share of

this popular pastime,
two oreven three games
should, and could, be
carried on simultane-
ously upon the same
court.

Moreover, I under-
stand that the skill with
which this game is at

present played by some
experts will often place
an opponent in the ig-

nominious and degrad-
ing position of having
thenumberof his strokes
limited to one, or at the

most two, during the match. Thus the
youth of England are frequently denied
the exercise and excitement for which
they take up the game. As a remedy
for this evil, Sir, 1 would suggest that
the Croquet Federation of Great Britain
should emulate the excellent example
set them by the billiards authorities and
insist on one or more cannons being
made between every series of, say, three
consecutive hoops. With some dozen
balls on the. lawn there should be plenty
of opportunity for cannons, and the
breakswould be shortenedby the liability

of a player at any moment to have his

ball struck in the course of a cannon by
a participant in another game. Thus
in a short time we should see in this

country much the same number daily

figuring upon our croquet-lawns as the
Americans can boast upon their golf-

courses. “ Croquet for the People,” Sir,

should be our motto. >



The Chess Union, again, might well

reflect on the advantages that wonlcl

follow the democratisation of theirgame.
How meagre, foi\so great a sport, is the
complement of two players which it now
employs at one board 1 But, by the use
of four sets of chessmen of different

colours and of such a size that two pieces

could be accommodated on a single

square, not" only would this defect be
remedied, but the vast chess-going pub-
lic, with increased scope for its enthusi-

asm, would, to the incalculable benefit

of the nation, become vaster still.

Let these examples suffice. To go
further, Sir, and illustrate the applica-

tion of this beneficent principle to other

national sports would be to insult an
intelligence on which I confidently rely

for the support that wiU ensure its rapid

adoption. Believe me. Sir,

Yours obediently, Benefactor.
' ^

The Hawkiidge stag killed by the Devon and
Somerset early in October has been described as
being ‘ as fierce as a tiger and as strong as a
bull,’ and this 15-pouuder killed one valuable
hound, injured another badi}", and put several
more temporarily out of action.”

' West Country Pajoer.

Your 15-pounder stag is a terrible wild-
fowl.

AUTHOR TO ENGLAND,
A Dedication.

On, where is the public,

So wise and so true ?

Has anyone seen it ?

And what does it do ?

Not easy to hoodwink,
NotTightly misled

—

I doubt its existence;

I think it is dead.

Can that be the public

Out there in the street,

So nasty to look at.

So filled with deceit ?

It moves like the locust,

It makes no pretence
Of asking the whither.

Of minding the whence.

Eternally pampered
And endlessly told

Of its sense of proportion,
It grew uncontrolled

;

The heart that was generous,
The mind that was clean,

Are hopelessly altered

From what they have been.

No longer it questions,

No longer delights

In freedom and justice

And other men’s rights

;

My curse on the public

Whose feet have forsook

All the paths of the righteous
I place in my book.

It laughs at my sermons,
For evil prevails

;

But even its laughter

Won’t damage my sales

;

For there ’s never a public

Too lost to admit
That, if that is the public,

They cannot be it, Eyoe.

From a law report :

—

“The American publishers, he said ha 1 put
a note at the end of the book, ‘ The author has
mod a synonym, but we know who he is.’

”

Simday raper.

People are getting so clever in these
crossword days.

“ ‘ It is fiattering to ms to hear that the
world’s champion hoavj'-^veight boxer is coming
expressly to Europe to pay a visit,’ said Mr.
George Bernard Shaw to me to-day.”

Provincial Paper.

To right-minded visitors, of course,

G, B. S. and Europe are very much -the

same—especially G. B,S,
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AT THE PLAY.
<‘Lido Lady’* (Gaiety).

In the old days the visitor to Venice,

when exhausted by its beauties, would
take a gondola across the lagoon to

seek an afternoon’s relaxation in the

ugliness of the Lido, Since its dis-

covery and exploitation by the snap-

shot Press, the terribly mixed bathers

in this Margate of the Adriatic

regard Venice as a mere suburb, the

resort of curious highbrows. But the

scene-painters of Lido Lady felt that

Venice ought to receive more recogni-

tion than that, so they shifted their

island a mile or so west, placing it in

the vicinity of S. Giorgio Maggiore,
and giving us the Campanile and the

Doges’ Palace (barely visible from the

actual Lido) as a near background for

the pyjamas of the chorus. I should

like to hear Signor Mussolini’s views
on this disturbance of his geography.
For the rest there was nothing Vene-
tian—or even Italian—in the whole
show; and I should like to hear his

views on that too.

However, the mise-en-schie never mat-

XEADING LAD AND LIDO LADY.
Harry Bassett . . Mr. Jack Hulbert.
Fay BlaJio . . . Mis^ Phyllis Dare.

ters very much in a musical comedy, and
diUj2}lage by any othername would have
served as well for the exhibition of these
not very attractive cosiwnes de hain, I

say “ though nobody ever entered
the water, with the exception of one man
who fell in (off), and another who res-

cued him—both by preavrangement.

The authors seem also to have de-

cided, rather cynically, that any sort of

plot would do to keep us going between

the songs and dances. So they made
one out of a recipe for a tennis-ball

of synthetic rubber. This was carried

about in somebody’s pocket and coveted

by the villain (disguised as a tennis-

champion from South America), who
secured it and at once set sail for New
York with his spoil. Why the retention

of the original document was so essen-

tial,whenhe couldeasilyhavemadeacopy
of it, was never shown, but it provided

an excuse for a fresh setting in the Third

Act, with the whole company. Lido

ladies and gentlemen, embarked in the

liner Futiiria (“ golly ! what a name ! ”)

—some of them because they wanted
to recover the stolen property, and the

rest because they didn’t like to be left

out of the picture.

Meanwhile there was the love-affair

of the hero and heroine to be straight-

ened out. Harry Bassett no good
at any manly exercise (unless you count

dancing as one of them). This defect

threatened to spoil his chance with Fay
Blake, and he had set himself to correct

it. First he undertook to defeat, an
expert pugilist, having previously ar-

ranged to be allowed to win. This
collusive scheme failed owing to his

opponent’s taking a sudden dislike to

him, and Bassett was knocked out. He
then undertook to beat the Dago ten-

nis-champion. Here, to the general

astonishment, he succeeded, but only to

have his triumph dashed by exposure
of the fact that his victim had never
won championship honours—or any
other—at the game. But Bassett's per-

sonality was undefeatable, and in the
end it was impossible for the lady to

resist his gay resilience after each dis-

comfiture.

Mr, Jack Hulbert was delightful as
this unheroic hero. There is nobody
on the stage quite comparable with him
for delicacy of humour. He never
relies on buffoonery; his fun is always
understated

; and nothing ever disturbs
his smiling serenity. He can laugh at
himself too, an admirable and peculiarly
English accomplishment.

Miss Phyllis Dare made him a most
attractive partner. Light-footed in the
dance, she can afford to dispense with
high-kicking; her voice has quality;
and to the commerce of love she brought
a note of sincerity unusual in this kind
of

^

entertainment. On these two in
chief the play depends for its success.

I am not forgetting Miss Cicely
Courtneidge in a grotesque vein as a
film-star greedy for publicity—a very
clever performance and a courageous
one too, for not every actress on the
right side of maturity would care to

sacrifice her feminine graces on the
altar of Comic Art ; and not everybody
takes pleasure in witnessing the sacri-

fice. She has a natural sense of the
absurd, but her methods were liable

to lose their piquancy by repetition:

she insisted, for instance, too much on
that yodelling trick. Still I pay my

THE QUEEN OF SHEBA IN' GALA
DBESS.

Miss Cicely CouRTNEinaE.

most
,
respectful compliments to her

devoted self-effacement.

Nobody else seems to call for particu-

lar mention except Mr. Arlington, who
played Bill Harker, a lovable American
buffoon; Mr. Harold Frencb^ in the
rather colourless part of the gentleman
who lost the recipe; and, as a Lido
lady of no importance, the charming
Miss Phyl Arnold.
The dancing of the chorus, male and

female, was above the average. There
was a very pretty interlude in the lounge
of the liner— a dance of “Atlantic
Blues,” done by Miss Phyllis Dare
“ and Girls,” and designed to reproduce
the sound and movement of the sea.

As for the book, it kept up an even
excellence without deviating into excep-

tional brilliance or dulness. Over some
patches of it the brainwork of all those

authors may have seemed to be spread

a little thin, but it afforded a pleasant

and restful relief after a surfeit of revues,

where the variety—if not the quality

—

of detached ideas makes it impossible

to escape a certain amount of mental
stimulus.

There were at least two effective

songs, “ To-morrow -the Skies may be
Grey ” (a good lyric this) and “ It All

Depends on You” (with “permissible”
sung as “ permissable,” to rhyme with
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kissable”) ; and if they don’t become
fixed in the }Dopular ear it will not
be for want of reiteration^ vocal and
orchestral - There was no getting away
from one of them even in the interval.

A gramophone (wisely concealed) was
throwing it at you in the vestibule.

0. S.

‘‘The Man Who Ate the Popojiack”
(Festival, Cambbidge),

The new or, rather, radically recon-

structed Festival Theatre at Cambridge
has been made possible by the zeal

and generosity of Mr. Terence Geay,
Egyptologist by trade and theatrical

entrepreneur by deferred but unmistak-
able vocation. It has admirable prac-
tical qualities, a steep rake, which pre-
vents the inconvenience, so common in

London, of finding that the head of the
man in front of you blots out something
like twenty-five per cent, of the centre
of the stage ;

it is decorated in a free but
not too bizarre manner

;
it has a series

of broad steps leading up to the stage
proper, shrewdly designed both for

classical and modern experimental work.
The stage is roomy, and equipped with

the solid plaster back-screen and lighting

batteries of the Schwabe-Hasseit system.
The scene is capably set with the help,

without affectation, of screens after

Goedon Ceaig’s general formula. There
are also many amenities— a row of pegs
in the foyer on which you can hang
your coats; caviare sandwiches and a
special hot spiced brew, a sort of refined

negus, to be appreciated these wintry
nights between the Acts at a friendly

bar
;
a programme which can be read in

the dark (and’ not so well in the light

perhaps!); a special row of seats for

late-comers, to which I only see two
objections—one that they are about the
best seats in the theatre; the other, that
there is no oubliette at the end, down
which the noisy and unashamed, as
distinguished from the- unfortunate and
apologetic, late-comer can be tactfully

pushed.

The little theatre opened successfully

with the Oresteia of JEschylus. Its

second entei’tainment, to which I was
bidden, was The Mafi who Ate the Fopo-
mack, by Mr. W. J. Turner. Of course
the Oresteia was, it is well to note, a
modernist play in its time, but not of

the same category as Mr. Turner’s,
which might be aptly described as an
intellectual farce—a novel and attrac-

tive business.

One can easily imagine the more
obvious ways of working out a typical

farce of which the main theme is that
the man who ate this rare Oriental
fruit stank, to put it plainly, so foully

that no one could approach him, and
also, a minor but still disconcerting
enough matter, went black or blue-

black all over. Mr. Turner does not
take, needless to say, any of the obvious
ways, though he very properly allows
himself a few tactful jests about his

savagely-perfumed hero, lest, no doubt,
he should be open to the charge of too
high-browed a detachment. There were
in fact two men who ate the popomack.
Sir Philo Phaoron, the Egyptologist,
who; being married to a tiresome wife,

took the matter philosophically, pro-
vided himself with a diver’s dress and
stumped about his friends* houses
shouting cheerily through a megaphone,
and hearing the replies with difficulty

or ease at choice. With Lord Beleoir^

a devout lover, it was far otherwise.
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and with fiancee ^
Muriel, who made

a vain effort to overcome her repug-

nance, and her father, the rather brutal

Sir Solomon Bauh, who, though the

purchaser of the popomack and the

cause of Belvoh'^s bizarre misfortune,

does not disguise the inevitable impli-

cations of it so far as marriage is con-

cerned.

The author in fact cleverly treats

his ingenious joke as a secondary
matter and interests himself in the

states of mind of his queer people, in-

troduces a frank and witty disquisition

on love between Sir Solomon and three

Chinese gentlemen, pokes fun equally

at modernist pictures and their spleen-

! ful uninstructed critics, and generally

;

enjoys himself and diverts us in com-
i plete disregard of any recognised rules

! and conventions of play-making.
It would not be fair to the Puckish

author to explain by what devices he

1

makes his witty absurdity plausible.

An audience composed largely of un-
dergraduates took the points quickly
and quite evidently enjoyed itself. A
picked audience, no doubt; but I see no
reason at all why this amusing fantasy
should not keep a London playhouse
full of ordinary citizens agreeably en-

tertained. It does not need to be under-
stood, only to be laughed at. I wasn’t
at all sure what deep design in insult

or reproof the author had in his mind.
Possibly be had no other purpose than
the providing of a lively jest. This he
has triumphantly accomplished.
The players—a repertory company

—hard-worked and eager, did their

work with credit, notably Miss Doria
Paston {Muriel), Mr. Maurice Evans
{LordBelvoir), Mr.EodnbvMillington
[Sir Philo), and Mr. Torin Thatcher
{Sir Solomon), Mr. Arthur Jefpress
(a friend of Lord Belvoirs), and Mr.
Michael BL^mpton as Nosegay (his

lordship’s valet). The production of

Mr. Herbert Prentice was intelli-

gently conceived and capably carried
through. ^

THE CHELSEA CHIMNEYS.
The consternation with which I read

the cold-blooded newspaper announce-
ment that the famous chimneys of the
Chelsea power-station, a favourite sub-
ject with countless artists, had been

j

condemned to demolition is even sur-

j

passed by my amazement that the per-
petration of this act of vandalism has
evoked no s^orm of protest from the
artists themselves, the Press or the
public. I can well understand that the
artists themselves are too aghast, *too
stunned for articulate remonstrance.
The Press and the public are, of course,
notoriously apathetic in regard to such
matters until they are given a lead.

That lead therefore I will now attempt

to give, in the hope of rousing such a

tempest of popular opinion as shall

compel the restoration of what has been,

far ’more than a conspicuous feature of

the London riverscape, a landmark

—

a milestone, I might say—of British

Eiparian Art.

We need a Eusein, but I will do my
best.

As those who have closely followed

modern aesthetic developments are

aware, with the electrification of Lon-
don that heralded the straphanger, a

new era dawned in more worlds than

one, and the upspringing, from the site

of old Gremorne, of the four great chim-

neys of the power-station against the

ever-changing sky was to the riverside

art-mind as a clarion call. Thereafter,

that group of chimneys dominated the

riverside art-mind as the one thing static

in a whirl of “ isms.” In all those years

no exhibition of the Eoyal Academy
was opened from which scores of repre-

sentations of those chimneys bad not

been excluded. In all those years no
artist was considered to have estab-

lished his or her footing in Chelsea until

he or she bad painted, drawn or etched
those chimneys at least once. And now
the riverside art-mind is to be adrift, rud-

derless, anchorless, without a beacon.

Many artists indeed have specialised

in the power-station. From these I

select the representative name of

Ernest Albertson. But merely to say
that he specialised in it is inade-
quate. How then shall I convey what
that noble group of chimneys meant to
him ? There was once a Japanese who
painted a hundred views of Fujiyama.
Far more were those chimneys to

Ernest Albertson than Fuji was to
that old Jap. They were more to him
than Emma, Lady Hamilton, was to
George Eomnet ; more even than Sir

William Orpen has been to himself.

Ernest Albertson’s whole artistic be-
ing was centred in those chimneys.
He had depicted them in every known
medium, from every possible point of
view, in all conceivable atmospheric
conditions and many that were incon-
ceivable. He had no thought of ever
depicting anything else. It was his am-
bition that his name should be for ever
inseparablefrom the chimneys thatwere
the be-all and end-all of his uareer. And
now, at a blow, his very raison d’etre as
an artist is destroyed.

Often I wonder how Albertson is

taking it. I picture him crouched on
th,e Battersea bank, disconsolately con-
templating a Chelsea that, deprived of
its chimneys, is as unthinkable as
Augustus John without a beard. In
darker moments 1 fancy him gurgling
his despairing last in those very waters

wherein his beloved chimneys were
wont to be reflected. In wliich event
his death will almost literally lie at the
door of the electrical authorities, and
his ghost will assuredly haunt them

—

a ghost with little side-whiskers and a
funny tie.

But, be he alive or dead, there can be
no peace for the spirit of Ernest Albert-

son till Chelsea arises in its wrath, cry-

ing, Give us back our chimneys !

”

INOCULATED INSPIRATION.
(By a Student of Etigenics,)

The remarkable case, recorded in the
Press, of the schoolboy, aged eleven, who
wrote an operetta while in bed with
chicken-pox has attracted considerable

attention, but the psycho-pathological
issues involved have not yet been fully

realised.

The charges so frequently levelled at

British composers on the score of the
inferiority of their works to those of

foreigners may or may not be justified.

But there can be little doubt that a
way of remedying the disparity, if it

does exist, is now available by the
inoculation of promising musicians with
the specific bacilli proved by experi-

ment to stimulate inspiration in various
branches of composition.

The experiments which have been
carried out at the research laboratory
of Professors Wragg and Freake are
most significant and promising. Ba-
boons inoculated with the virus of the
Ta7witula gigantica have shown a
marked tendency to indulge in synco-
pated rhythms both in their gestures
and cries, and a young chimpanzee, as
the result of the same treatment, now
gives vent to prolonged ululations, in

which Professor Wragg has detected
unmistakable metrical affinities to the
most advanced type of vers These
have been carefully recorded by a lead-

ing gramophone firm, and a phonetic
transliteration will appear in the Janu-
ary issue of The BoiuUst, the official

organ of the Toxicological Society.
The prospects, as I have already

stated, are distinctly encouraging, but
I am bound with all the force at my
command to inculcate caution and to

impress upon enthusiasts the desira-
bility of confining themselves at the out-
set to minor ailments as incentives to

inspiration. Mumps are to be preferred
to measles, chicken-pox to beri-beri. As
Professor Wragg, with admirable can-
dour, has remarked, ^‘it cannot yet be
categorically declared that every person
inoculated with the scarlatina bacillus
is ex ipso facto a potential Scarlatti.
And,” he adds, ** there is always the
bare possibility that the melody might
be worse than the malady.”
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NOAH’S NIGHTCAP.
[‘‘Xoali's Nightcap—the plant Efeclisclioltzia,

with reference to the conical buds.”—Concise
Oxford Dictionai'ij.l

When Noah went to bed at night
He Tvas an awe-inspiring sight

;

Upon- his head so old and hoar
A curious kind of cap he wore.
As he lay sleeping on the billow,

Hiswhite hairstreaming o’er the pillow,

Upon his head there perched a cone
Bo stiff that it could stand alone.

Of orange hue it was, so bright

It put to shame the candle-light,

And when he wore it in the dark
Startled the creatures in the Ark.

Discomfort great he nightly bore

When this odd pyramid he wore

;

I can’t think what he did it for.

One day the window he leaned through
To watch the mighty eagle, who
Was vigorously doing “ cabby

”

For fear his muscles should get flabby

;

A gust his nightcap whirled away

—

It was a very windy day.

The stick he held, as was his habit,

Was not quite long enough to grab it.

Poor Noah sought with might and main

,

But never found his cap again,

And, though he made much fuss and
bother,

He was obliged to buy another.

So that posterity might see

What headgear Noah wore at sea

The vanished nightcap then became
A flower that bore his august name;
And when in gardens you shall find

" k flower that’s swayed by every wind,

With tight peaked buds, so silken soft,

Eememher Noah up aloft.

Escliscboltzia is its name in all

- The standard works botanical

;

But, though the plant is just the same,

.
Noah’s Nightcap” is a better name.

,
The moral of this little verse

Is here appended, plain and terse:

—

When winds begin to rage and roar

Ne pas se lyenclier aio dehors.



OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.
{By Mr. Punch’s Staff of Learned Clerks.)

If I set myself to defend contemporary fashions on the
ground that a light application of woad and very little else
was the traditional costume of British beauty, 1 should not
look for any particular gi-atitude on the part of my clients.

I wonder whether Signor Giuseppe Puezzolini will reap
more forhaving maintained , in h is extremelyinteresting book
on Fascism (Methuen), that Italy has never really emerged
from the ccndottiere stage and that popular responsibility
and constitutional freedom are entirely foreign to her spirit.

Fortunately, perhaps, his book is not addressed to Italians.
It was published in Paris in 1925 for the impartial en-
lighteninent of outsiders

; and Miss Kathleen Macmillan,
its English translator, has contributed an excellent chapter
bringing it up to date. Its author’s low estimate of his
countrymen is largely due to his youth. He belongs, as
his translator makes him say, to “the last,” mRaning

, I thinlr
the younger, generation—a generation brought up when
“parliamentary institutions had reached the ma vimrim of
discredit ” and plunged at a critical age into the War.
Allow his premises, either out of conviction or for the sake
of argument, and you will find his book informative and
reasonable. He describes the “ intellectually and morally
impoverished atmosphere in which Fascism grew up, the
torpor of the authorities, the impunity of the mob,’ the
regional problems that confronted the Black-shirts. Fas-
cismo is envisaged less as a programme than as an improvisa-
non, and the careers of the wijp7wvisato7'it Mussolini

I

Faeinacci, “ Dumani, twelve times a murderer,’* and the
rest, are handled one by one, like the Lives of the Trouba^
dotirs, II Duce’s achievements in foreign and domestic

policy are well summed up
;
as is also the beginning of that

“campaign of normalization** which Miss Macmillan’s
chapter reduces to so tragic a Moscow.

Mr. Eimab O’Duffy is another of our modern Juvenals.
He comes from Ireland, which makes things easier in many
ways. It appears from King Goshawk and the Birds
(Macmillan) that the Wheat King had promised his wife
that she should have all the song-birds in the world for
her very own ; and, being the Wheat King, King Goshawk
was enabled to buy them up. At a later stage he decided to
buy up all the wild-fiowers of the earth and transfer them to
his own domains. To resist him there was born, of a mortal
mother, Giianduine, the son of the Irish hero, Guchnlain,
who was the son of Dechtire and of L^tgh of the Long Hand,
This gentleman, aftermany surprising adventures in Dublin,
came to London, and, helped by the daily papers, was some-
thing of a popular success until he disclosed the real objects
of his crusade. After that the Press grew stern, as thus :

—

“ Mr, Cuanduine*s latest effusion can only be described as
a violent attack upon the rights of property and the freedom
of the' individual. It is nothing less than a proposal to tax
the provident and efficient for the benefit of the thriftless
and idle. Briefly his policy is the forcible expropriation of

i

the birds and wild-flowers in private ownership and their
transference to communal control, when their enjoyment
will of course only be permitted on a dead level of equality.”
And again, “ What incentive do we offer to industry and

enterprise if the financier or monopolist at the end of a
lifetime of toil is to be allowed no more of melody and
perfume than a tramp lying by the roadside ?

’*

Finally Guandxtine makes an expedition to the South of
Europe, where he fights a duel with some foreign autocrat
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One of" the most amusing points '
i

about Henry James was the pains he />V^ f ^-vA' '

took to get into English society at the Generous Lady. “There how—I ’m sure I’ve porgopten someone !

”

beginning of his exile from America, LUc Beast of Burden, “Hasn’t the charlady got an aunt, love?”

and the pains he took to get out when ,. —z-r- ... -
. j^r„=,:.^:

he had hived all the honey he needed. At forty-three he these are copiously and cleverly given, they are not the

was not only ready but anxious to be ** dropped and cut justification of the book. This I find in the chapter on

and consummately ignored.” “I believe only in absolutely Letters, Prefaces and Literary Criticism, and such of its

independent, individual and lonely virtue, and in the serenely comparative and analytical overflowings as irrigate the

unsociable (or, if need be at a pinch, sulky and sullen) remaining sections. Here both James and his

practice of the same.” This attitude, carried into more or are at their best, and the result should not be missed by any

less consistent practice at Bye and Chelsea, leaves James’s lover of English letters.

biographer little material, save letters already published, for

an intimate life. And I warmly applaud Mr. Pelham In The Forkines of Hugo (Heinemann) Mr. Denis

Edgar’s decision to cut the cackle about Henrij Janies, Mackail quits the realm of idyll, which he explored so suc-

Generoiis Lady. “There now—I’m sure I’ve porgopten someone!”
LUc Beast of Burden, “Hasn’t the charlady got an aunt, love?”

In The Forkines of Hugo (Heinemann) Mr. Denis
Mackail quits the realm of idyll, which he explored so suc-

Ma7i and Author (Grant Eichards}, and give only such cessfully in Greenery Street, for that of social satire veiled

biographical details as help to explain the writer. Him Mr. by a cloak of extravagance. Hugo Peak, a young man of

Edgar ranks very highly. “ By any standard of appraise- more means than intellect, is a variant on the “ fall guy
”

ment, save that of consistent clearness, he is one of the great we have recenbly seen on the stage; bub there is nothing

masters of our English speech.” Personally I should nob go tragic about his consistent failures. He is engaged to his

so far. Apart from his lack of lucidity, James is hardly an cousin Sally, daughter of Loj^d Biggleswade, a newspaper

inspired prose-writer. He is a prose-writer of extraordinary proprietor, who refuses his consent until Hugo has justified

taste, and, for all his Micawberish lapses, one of the rarest his choice of the journalistic career by getting into print

in that obviously second-rate category. As for his manipu- and being paid for it. Hugo's efforts are invariably defeated,

lative skill, you can appreciate some of its virtues in Mr. bub his soul is unconquered and his cheerfulness inexhaustible.

I

Edgar’s summaries of the stories and novels. But, though The narrator, an industrious author who begins by resenting
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Hugo's intrusions, is rapidly fascinated by the spectacle of

his misapplied energies and bis intoxicating geniality. The
‘‘serialisation oiHvgo's life-story” affords Mr.MACKAiL abun-

dant scope for indulging in his misoneism at the expense of

journalistic “stunt merchants,” publicity agents, egotistic

actors and singers and bogus schools of journalism. The
sketch of the prima-donna’s husband who adored his wife but

hated music arrided me extremely; and there is a mordant
study in “ As you were ” of the crypto-egotist who illus-

trates the paradox that “ above a certain level of fame the

more you avoid advertisement the more it is forced on
you.” In the end Sally, “ the girl in a million,” saves the

situation—a young lady who had a smile “ so fresh, inno-

cent, gay and utterly to be mistrusted, that it might have
drawn tears from the old, sighs from the young or prayers i

from the middle-aged.” The
scheme and its treatment re-

mind one at times of Mr. P. G.

Wodehouse; but Mr. Dekis
Mackail “drinks in his own
glass,” and the vintage is

always clean and refreshing.

TheHome University Library
continues to keep all seekers

after tabloid knowledge—and
even more serious persons

—

in its debt. Drama (Williams
AND Noegate) has been fitly

entrusted to Mr. Ashley
Dukes, critic, playwright and
more than ordinarily zealous

student of the theatre, past and
present—with an alert eye too

on the theatre of the future

—

English, European and Amer-
ican. Mr. Dukes is stimu-
lating, if a little vague, in his

earlier chapters of analysis of

the essence of drama and in

his categories and classifica-

tions. A conveniently com-
pressed summary of the his-

tory of the theatre in various
countries is followed by five

entirely admirable practical

chapters—“The Actor,” “The
Producer,” “The Scene,”
“The Playhouse,” “The Au-
dience”—which set forth with lucidity and insight the
functions of the various contributors to that complex
thing which is The Play. Our author shrewdly points
his doctrine with instances ancient and modern, carries
his learning with a modest air, and lets you see his
friendly bias towards the Romantics as against the Realists.
A bibliography so complete as to be almost forbidding is
not the least valuable part of a competent and well-planned
book. Playgoers will find their pleasure much enhanced
if they will but put themselves to the pleasant trouble of
reading these two-hundred-and-fiffcy short packed pages.

Valancy Stirling, the heroine of The Blue Castle (Hod-
DER AND Stoughton), comes out of the very same box as
the Emilys and Annes of Miss L. M. Montgomery’s earlier
novels. Like them, she finds a refuge in a dream-world of
her own fashioning from the dull realities of life in a Cana-
dian “ small town,” and, when the local doctor informs her
that she has only a year to live, she proceeds to throw her
bonnet over the church steeple and ask a young man to

marry her—on the understanding, of course, that she is

going to die according to schedule. Needless to say, if

Valancy had received a proper grounding in the rules of

sentimental fiction, she would have guessed—as the reader
does—that the doctor’s verdict would turn out a mistake,
and that her temporary husband would have conveniently
fallen in love with her during her allotted span

; but one of

the restrictions of her “small town” existence having been a
ban on novels she cannot be expected to know this, and the
requisite game of cross-purposes ensues until the time is

ripe for a happy ending all round. The plot is as thread-
bare as could well be imagined

;
the odd thing is that in

the telling it acquires a surprising semblance of fresh-

ness, thanks to that particular quality of naive zestful-

ness which is the speciality of more than one popular
- Transatlantic novelist.

Sportsman (adrift in fog). ** Here,
AFTERNOON IN A RUGGER MATCH.”

I SAY I I STARTED THE

The Glass-Mender, and Other
Stories (Heinemann) is a
baker’s dozen of fairy-tales

by Mr. Maurice Baring. Some
of these tales are original and
some are translations. Mr.
Baring is one

,

of those pecu-
liarly happy mortals who com-
bine the gift of tongues with
that of invention. He has
also a third gift, a prose style

so delicate that the “ horns of

Elfland ” are in every line of
it. There is little that is new
in the design of these tales,

and that is just as it should be,

for, as Mr. Baring knows very
well, there are only two fairy

stories in the world—one being
of the king who had three
sons, and the other of the prin-

cess to whose christening a
certain fairy was not invited

—

and both these stories must
have the same ending. But
even within these limits Mr,

’

Baring has contrived such a
variety of treatment and of
incident as to make every tale

seem new. A delightful book
to read by the fire now that

, — one has it again
; and, with

Christmas not so very far away, a book which should solve
the difficulties of many uncles and aunts.

I am not disposed to envy Dich Prescot's experiences as
a guest at Blatchington Towers. In the morning after his
arrival he went for an early bathe, and as he returned to
the house through the windows of the library he came into
contact with a corpse. On hearing footsteps, he went back
into the garden, and met a man who was stark naked.
After two such incidents you will not be expecting a very
restful house-party, and you will be right. The Blatchington
Tangle (Collins) takes place in a single day, but in those
few hours G. D. H. and M. Cole crowd enough suspicion and
mystery to last humdrum people for a lifetime. This tale is
most liberal both in the number of its characters and in the
surprises which they produce from their united sleeves. But

peatest shock of all was the conduct of a man
called Wicks Ellis, who found leisure, in an environment
that can only be described as hectic, to dress himself “ in full
dinner panoply.” This really scared me.
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xA.n outbreak of influenza among tur- otherband, of course, awoman is twenty
keys is reported, but it is not regarded three until she is about forty-five,

as sufficiently serious to warrant the

postponement of Christmas. We'are glad to find ourselves in agree

a man is twenty-three until he reaches with training like that ought to make a
his twenty-fourth birthday. On the superb cocktail-shaker.

If the police w’eren’t so clever at dis- when he says, “ The short cut has no
covering missing novelists we know of place in our very complex civilisation.”

several who should be encouraged to That is our view of the Eton crop.

three until she is about forty-five. It is now being rumoured that the

recent avalanche at Cresta was started
j

We'are glad to find ourselves in agree- by an Englishman who went ski-ing in i

ment with Sir Eeginald Blomfield a bowler hat. ^
1

when he says, “ The short cut has no *
I

disappear.

We understand that, in the event of vene in

D.O.E.A. following the present vogue trouble,

and disappearing, no bloodhounds or

ELce in our very complex civilisation.” Attention is drawn to the growth of
|

lat is our view of the Eton crop. vegetarianism in the Labour Party. It
j

is still unsafe, however, to offer nuts to

In future Italy will be able to inter- an extremist.
.j,

vene in Albania in the event of internal

trouble. "With castor-oil ?

divers will be put on her track.

The wife of an ex-sergeant-major has
been granted a separation order against

The Superintendent of the American him because of his violent temper. The
Methodist Episcopal Church in the question arises: Should sergeant-majors

Mr. Charlie Chaplin is getting so Transvaal says he has seen the Charles- marry ?

much notoriety from his wife’s threat- ton danced by savages. So have most
J j: T? J

*' ^
ened divorce proceedings that there is I of us.

some talk of his going

on the films.

Among useful Christ-

mas novelties we note

some little gaily-painted

clips for bills, labelled

“To Be Paid.” It is

to such seasonable
bright thoughts that we
owe that festive feeling.

* ^
*

What a man should

do whose wife gives him
cigars at Christmas is

a question of etiquette

that is often asked. One
man so treated is said

to have given a piercing

shriek and rushed out

of the house. When
last seen he was trying

to bite a gasometer.

At the classes held by the Liberal

Speakers’ Training As-
sociation heckling and

j

booing are permitted
in order to accustom
the pupils to speak in

electioneering condi-

f^ tions. Nothing is said

about eggs and toma-

Some people can
^Qok ahead further than

WU ^ others,” observes a

|»|| writer. But who is

far-sighted enough to

imagine the time when
Sir William Joynson-

3 Hicks’ two-seater taxis

will have become ob-

L — solete ? ^

last seen he was trying ^ ' The extraordinary
to bite a gasometer, “Please, Must, the dustman would like his Yule Box.” electrical storms which

^

- have been experienced
One of the prizes at the Christmas When Mr. Baldwin said be bad a in America lately are regarded as su-

draw organised by the London Young contempt for Socialists who pose, we perior to the old-fashioned steam ones.
Liberal Federation is a basket of apples hope he wasn’t thinking of Epstein’s
from Mr. Lloyd George’s allotment at bust of Mr. Eamsay MacDonald. We hear that a lady who was buying
Churb. This is a nasty knock for those Christmas presents last week, on being
who declared that nothing would come The young lion at the Zoo, which is told that she ought to have shopped
of his Land policy. being fed on porridge, is said to have a earlier, retorted that she was dealing

peculiar roar. Possibly it is trying to with Christmas 1927.
Lord Grey’s declared inability to say “Hoots!” ^

'
— '

keep step with Mr. Lloyd George is From a War Ofiice circular:

—

nob surprising in view of the ex- A statue recently exhibited of a
“ Army Form B 199a . .. should include

Churb. This is a nasty knock for those

who declared that nothing would come
of his Land policy.

nob surprising in view of the ex- A statue recently exhibited of a
Premier’s tendency to step off’ with mother with a child in her arms is

the extreme Left.
^

said to be very modern. Then why
isn’t she nursing a small dog instead ?

'5" From a War Ofiice circular:

—

A statue recently exhibited of a
“ Army Form B 199a ... should include

ather with a child in her arms is
which, although apparently

. T , V T nn ^
irrelevant at the time, might under certain

id to be very modern. Then why circumstances “he of value as regards posting
I’t she nursing a small dog instead ? or placing.iin .officer. No limit is placed to the

facts which may be included under this head-

A gossip-writer has discovered that
and entries such as ‘Unionist for

i. £ o 'J.
Blankshire Constituency, 1899-1902,’ ‘Plaved

APHONY Trollope wrote from Switzer- Rugby football for Scotland, 1904-1926,’ may

The Daily News is to give a series of fs-cts whi

articles dealing with Mr. Henry Ford. A gossip-writer has discovered that
We understand that the title will be Anthony Trollope wrote from Switzer- Ru^gbyfo
“The Dawn of the Tin Elizabethan land on notepaper bearing the heading be made.
Period,” of a well-known London club. Our We do

It is rumoured that the Chicago by these scandalous revelations. minster, instead of serving his country
authorities contemplate holding a “ No

‘

' in the field
;
but we agree that we could

Murder Week.” ^
' A musician summoned for debt re- never know too much abouhthe hero

* cently complained that. the concertina who played for. Scotland over a period
Mr. Justice MoCardie has ruled that had gone out of - favour.- But a man of twenty-two years

of a well-known London club. Our We do nob care for the officer who
feelingis that no useful purpose is served throughout "the Boer War sat at West-

1

VOL. clxxi.
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THE DOG IN THE HOUSE.
"We are thinking of an Airedale, be-

cause Major Haedikg Cox wrote so

charmingly of Airedales in one of our
shiny-papered weeklies. It is a mercy
that he did not write about St. Bernards.
I have had the greatest difficulty in

persuading Barbara to give up her idea

of one of these very large dogs.
‘‘ A St. Bernard,” I said, “ is all right

in its proper environment. With a Mont
Blanc in the background a St. Bernard
can be drawn to scale; but not in a
Council house, B-4 type.”

“ Then why don*t we have a larger

house ?
”

“Because,” I explained, “there are
no unoccupied houses in between the
B-4 type and the large ancestral

;

mansion, with hereditaments and a
hundred and forty-four acres one rood
three perches, or thereabouts, of park
land.”

“ Ancestral mansions are quite cheap—^relatively.”

“ Belatively ? ” I echoed.
“ We needn’t pay for it, you know,”

she tempted. “ Nobody pays for things
nowadays. Just a deposit and it ’s yours,
with an insurance policy on your life.

The house will be conveyed (that is the
legal word, I know) in a plain van im-
mediately. Oh, I shall love to scamper
in the park with my St. Bernard ! You
can come too, of course.”

“ Thank you,” I replied ;
“ I shall be

busy working off the mortgage. But
do be serious. We can’t buy a house to
fit the dog

;
it will be easier to buy a

dog which will go inside the house.
Even so there will be difficulties. We
hardly want a dog whose nose peeps
through the letter-box while his rudder
scares the birds in the garden.”

“ That ’s the worst of these compact
bijou residences,” she sighed. “I did
want a St. Bernard. Think how useful
he would be if you were lost in the
snow.”

“ There is every indication of a mild
winter,”^ I pointed out, “ in which case
his special qualities would be wasted.”
Barbara sighed again.
“Of coupe, as you make so much

fuss about it, he needn’t come indoors.
We could have a kennel ”

]

“ Would a mere kennel meet the
case ?

”

“ Well, a lean-to, then.”
“It would be more reasonable for us

to occupy the lean-to and give the
house to the St. Bernard.”
At this point we reached a deadlock.

We failed to find a formula or build a
bridge. And then Major Harding Cox

I showed us the w^ay out by writing so
charmingly of Airedales. Barbara knew
at once that she would love an Airedale. C

* “ Haven’t they nice faces ? ” she ex-

claimed.
“ Surely the question is, what is their

cubic content ?
”

“Not so big,” explained Barbara.
“ And their velocity ? ” I inquired.
“ What has that to do with dogs?

”

“A great deal in a B-4 house. The
cubic content of a dog gives a rough
idea of how much of the domestic
hearth the dog will occupy. But dogs
do not spend all their time on the

hearth. They rush about. One dog of

sufficient velocity can upset me while I

am fastening my collar, trip you up as

you leave the bath-room, and send Cook
sprawling with the breakfast—all in the
space of two seconds. Consequently
to discover how much space a dog oc-

cupies one must multiply his cubic
content by his velocity.”

^

“ We should only have him in occa-

sionally after dinner,” said Barbara,
adding, with a woman’s logic, “ when
your velocity is practically nil.”

But I am not quite sure of Airedales
and have made exhaustive inquiries.

True, they are not large, but they are
rather leggy, and their velocity is dan-
gerously high. I don’t think a B-4
house will be quite comfortable if an
Airedale shares it.

I wonder if Major Harding Cox, in
next week’s issue, could be persuaded
to write charmingly about Pekinese.

BALLADS FOR BROAD-BROWS.
Stories.

In the caf6 or the club.

At the palace or the pub,
You are sure to meet a genial soul

Who apparently devotes
All the day to anecdotes

And has very little self-control.

In a minute you’ll have heard
About the Bishop and the Bird,

And the liner and the Lord-knows-who,
And in very little more
You’ll be thinking, “ What a bore

!

I shall have to tell a story too.”
But I never can recall I

Any anecdote at all,

Whether drawing-room or otherwise,
So, when anyone begins,
“ Have you heard about the twins ?

”

I delicately thus replies

—

“ Everybody tells me stories,

I

But I never Jcnotu any stories;
So don't you tell me a story,

For I can't tell you a story

;

I don't want to tell you a story,
Foil don t want me to tell you a story,
So, if you don't tell me a story,
Then everything is quite all right:'

Nothing daunted, he proceeds
To enumerate the deeds

Of a gentleman who owns a Ford,

And continues with a short
But scandalous report

L* Of a very, very well-known lord

;

While I wonder in despair
What the witticisms were

That were whispered in my ear last
night

—

5 That extremely funny yarn
i Of the Banker and the Barn

—

j I remember little bits, not quite;
} But, at any rate, I ’ll miss
5 Not a syllable of this,

: And I listen as the children do.
Am I feeble in the head ?

i By the time I go to bed
: I have quite forgotten that one too.

Everybody tells me stories,

But I don't know any sto}ies;

I don't wajit to hear good stories.

For I can’t remember good stories;
I don't loant you to tell me a story,

For I can't tell you a story

;

But, if you don't tell me a story,

The7i everything is quite all right

How I wish I had a biain
That was able to retain

All the captivating things one hears

!

How I wonder who invents
All the spicy incidents

That are common in the lives of peers I

How I envy all the men
Who have heard about the hen,

And can tell you how the Scotsman
dined

;

Though I very often tries

To pretend that I despise
This extraordinary kind of mind.

For you ’ll find that, when a bloke
Always knows the latest joke.

There is very little else he knows

;

So I ’d rather give the time
To the Cult of the Sublime,

And whenever he arrives I goes.

Everybody tells me stories,

B'ut I never know any stories;
I'll shoot if you tell me a story,
For I'll have to tell you a story,

And I can't tell you a story,

And I don't want to tell you a story !

But, if you don't tell me a story,

Then everything is quite all right.
- A.P.H.

Our Candid Officials—The Last Word.
“ Eeferring to my previous application for

land-tax, I would ask that you would kindly
send same ky return, as you cannot appeal
against this ass.”

From a publisher’s notice :

—

“ A sumptuous large paper edition, limited
to 7C0 copies, at $35the copy, each copy signed
twice by the author, has been printed on
hand-woven Javanese fish-food and the type
shot from a gun.”

—

American Paper.

British publishers of a certain class of
fiction please note that that ’s the stuff
to give ’em.





WINTER SPORTS.
II.

—

Stibbing the Pudding.

“Would you like to stir?” asked
Angela, popping her head inside the
study door.

“No, thank you,” I said, “ I *ra very
comfortable as I am.”

“ Not for luck ? ” said Angela,
“Not for anything,” said L
Angela laughed, a silvery happy little

cascade of a laugh.
“ Silly,” she said ;

“ I mean the pud-
ding.”

I looked up. It was a very efficient,

very aproned, very housewifely Angela
who stood before me in snowy white
cooking-sleeves and a sort of bib. Her
hands were white with flour, and even
the tip of her nose had somehow man-
aged to enter into the spirit of the thing.
I gathered that Christmas festivities

were in the making.
“ As master of the house ” I said.
“ Oh, no, hardly that,” said Angela.
“ I beg your pardon. As a privileged

associate in the domestic r&gime ”

“That ’s better,” said Angela.
“—I suppose it is my duty to take

some share in the Christmas pudding.”

“You’ll do thai 2X\ right,” said Angela.
“ The point is, what share ought

I— ?
”

“ About seven-eighths, I expect,” said

Angela, beaming at me. There is a
sort of domestic joke about my appetite.

As a matter of fact Angela eats far more
than I do, but there is another domestic
joke about her appetite. These things
grow with the passing years.

“ What I mean is,” 1 continued, “ do
I, by stirring the pudding, make myself
in any way responsible for the ultimate
result ?

”

“Not if you stir it properly,” said
Angela.

“ I see. Then if anything goes wrong
with it

”

“ It can’t
; but if it does I ’ll forgive

you.”
“ To stir is human, to forgive divine,”

I murmured. “You have a beautiful
nature, Angela.”

“It’s a beautiful pudding,” said
Angela.

“ I haven’t a doubt of it,” I said, and
I rose to accompany her to the diminu-
tive apartment which she is pleased to
call a kitchen.

There was just room in it for Angela

and the pudding and me at the same
time.

At a first glance I was disappointed
in the pudding; it didn’t look like a
pudding at all to me. It was simply a
crumbly collection of various odds and
ends in a big yellow bowl.

“There,” said Angela proudly, “isn’t

that a beautiful sight ?
”

Angela did not mean this as a ques-
tion ; it was an expression of faith.

“It looks rather—er—bitty to me,”
I said. “ Mind you, Angela, 1 don’t set

up to be an authority on puddings, not
at this stage, anyhow, but

”

Bitty!'' said Angela. “What do
you mean by bitty ?

”

“You know—with bits in it.”

“ Of course it ’s got bits in it.”

“What of ?” I asked, anxious to show
a friendly interest. Angela took a deep
breath.

“One-and-a-quarter pounds of raisins,

one pound of currants, one pound two
ounces of suet, one pound two ounces of

breadcrumbs, twc-and-a-quarter ounces
of citron, a quarter of a nutmeg, an
eighth of a

”

“Good heavens!” I said, “what is

all this?”
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“The recipe," said Angela. “An
eighth of a teaspoonful of cinnamon,
three ounces of orange-peel, three

ounces
"

“Peel ?" I said, looking closer. “Why,
so there is ;

” and, salving an awfully

jolly-looking bit, I popped it into my
mouth.
“You mustn’t do that," said Angela.

“Why not ?
"

“ That ’s not to be eaten”
“ Oh ! Then what is it for ?

"

“ I mean, not now. Seven eggs
”

“ I beg your pardon ?
"

“ I said seven eggs," said Angela.

“Why?"
“ Because there seven eggs. Three-

quarters of a gill of brandy
"

“What?"
‘
‘ Two-and-a-quartergills ofporter

—

”

“I say I

"

“Half-a-gill of rum "

“ It’s an orgy!
”

“ It’ll be a jolly good pudding."

“I believe you," I said. “Is there

anything else?
"

“Two ounces of sugar and a little

salt."

“You disappoint me. No magnums
of champagne or kegs of whisky ?

"

“I’m afraid not," said Angela. “Now
will you stir it ?

"

“ Ought I to ? I mean, won’t it mix
its drinks rather?"

“Just for luck," said Angela.

I took the wooden spoon in my hand,

but, as I held it poised over the basin, a

thought occurred to me.
“Whereabouts is the cinema-man

concealed?"! asked. “I should like

to face him if possible. I always think

these topical films would be
"

“ What are you talking about ?
’’ said

Angela."

“Surely this, if any, is an occasion.

You don’t mean to say that there are

no cinema-men ?
"

“Not one," said Angela.

“Not even a Press photographer
?

"

“ No," said Angela. “ I ’ll letch my
Kodak if you like," she added; “but
there aren’t any films in it."

“It doesn’t matter,” I said, and I

turned moodily to the task of stirring

the pudding—for luck. I hate to see

opportunities wasted.

The pudding stirred uneasily—intel-

ligent anticipation, I suppose.

“There’s rather a lot of it for one

meal fortwo persons, isn’t there? ” I said.

“ Good gracious, yes 1 It ’s for iioenty

persons," said Angela.

I let the spoon drop from my sud-

denly nerveless hand.
“ Who are they ? ” I said. “ Angela,

you’ve been keeping something from

me."
“But it says for twenty persons in

the book.”

“ Then the book is taking a very great

liberty. What right has the book, or

any book for that matter, to invite

twenty persons to come and eat my
Christmas pudding? And I warn you,

Angela, that if Miss Honeybunch is to

be one of them
"

“ She won't be," said Angela. “ Be-
sides, it’s going to be six puddings.

Now, just give it one more stir."

“There," I said, handing back the

spoon.

“Thank you," said Angela. “That
will be one-shilling-and-sixpence.”

“ One-shilling-and-sixpence ?
"

“Yes, please. In threepenny bits."

“ What for ? " I asked.

“Just to go in the pudding," said

Angela. “ They 're for luck too."

L. DU G.

[The above recipe may be used without

fee or licence. The pudding should be
boiled for eight hours. Mr. Punch accepts

no responsibility for the result.

—

Ed.]

A LADY AND HER GARDEN.

Path paved; lawn shaved;

Trim cypresses, stiff-tipped

;

Shrunk shrubs in tubs ;

Gaunt privet-screen, close-clipped

;

Twin cocks in box

;

One peacock, hacked from yew ;

Elm, pollard

;

Lime, pollard

;

Ash, pollard

;

One lady, pollard too..

“ Landor’s ‘ Sentimental Journey,’ phantasy
though it may be, is yet based obviously on
truth.”—Literary

On Sterne reality, in fact.
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EXTRACTS (BY EVOE AND G. M.) FROM THE LIVELY CHRISTMAS BOOK LIST OF MESSRS. HAPPY AND GAY.

GIVE HIM A BOOK ! GIVE HER A BOOK I

THE BEST
CHRISTMAS BOOKS

GIVE IBOOKS AT
CHMSTMASTIDE

“ The best cure for ruelancholy is a book/'

Dean Inge.

JUST OUT, Price 21s. 6d.

NOTABLE ENGLISH CMIMES
Profusely Illustrated

.

JOHN GLOOP, THE B1RMINGH\.M
GAROTTER.

‘
‘ This amazingly vivid narrative,

’

'

The Hempmakers' Illustrated Magazine.

SEVENTH LARGE IMPRESSION.

TOMTUBEMS
. OF ALL TIMES

'With 29 Woodcuts.

SUCCESS OF THE PUBLISHING SEASON

ODD FORMS OF ARSON
By the author of “ FAIR SUICIDES.’

JEREMY THOMPSON BURNING DOWN HIS BOOKSHOP IN 1788BY MEANS OF A TINDER-BOX AND FLINT.—From an old Print.

"A sumptuous Whitechapel Echo.

GIVE HISTORY AT CHRISTMAS-TIME

MAGNIFICENT MURDERERS
OF THE PAST

“ This sparkling series.’*—Loamshire Beacon.
“

. . . . books .... ”

—

Spectator.
“Better than Cranford.''—Mr. Arnold Bennett in

The Evening Standard.
“ Took my breath away.”

—
“ Sociable Grosbeak," in

The New Statesman. "

“Faugh!”

—

Mr. James Dotiglas in The Sunday
Express.

h CESARE BORGIA.

HE W'ATCHED HIS VICTIM WRITHING CONVUL-
SIVELY ON THE FLOOR.”—From the “ Magnificent
Murderers'* Series, No. 1.

2.

MESSALINA.

3,

IVAN THE TERRIBLE.

4.

WANG-WU.
“

‘ Wang-Wu ’ is a revolting book.”—Church Times.

" What is so nice as a nice chair and a nice book ?
”

Rebecca West.

MERRY BOOKS FOR THE SEASON OF
MIRTH

SERIES.— Ten full-page Coloured Plates.

POPULAR POISONERS
AN EIGHTEENTH. CENTURY CUT-THROAT

TWO FASCINATING FORGERS
A PRINCE OF BLACKMAIL
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AN INTERESTING REVIVAL
{From a Press Notice of 1036.)

The Aldershot Show, which is being

held for the first time for several years,

opened yesterday under ideal conditions

before a large and distinguished gather-

ing of spectators. The new show-ring
is a quarter-of-a-mile in diameter and is

picturesquely situated in the middle of

Laffan’s Plain. The popularity of the

revival was apparent from the number
of smai t regimentaland club charabancs,
while everywhere was the pleasant buzz
of internal combustion and the healthy

odour of oil.’ The arrangements for the

comfort ofthe spectators were admirable,
lubricants of all the best makes being

obtainable from the numerous pumps
and over the counters of the refreshment-

garages. It was a thoughtful act on the

part of the Committee of Management
to provide such a comfortable park

where engines which bad come some
distance could cool down and rest in

such peace and quiet.

The Tank -Marshal officiated as

steward of the ring, while the Dragon-
in-Chiftf and the Pirst Mechanical Lord
were the principal judges. The splendid

six-cylinder band of the Nuts and Bolts

Eegiment (Bracebit’s Own) played

selections at intervals. It was interest-

ing to note that the bandmaster was
only assisted by one mechanic, whose
duty it was to see that the machine
was properly fed with music.

The Officers’ Chargers Class attracted

some excellent entries, and several laps

of the track were completed before

Colonel Gunn-Cotton’s handy cock-

tailed whippet, “Manhattan,” was
ordered to turn in. This little machine
is beautifully put together, slightly

short in the caterpillar but well sprung
and painted service colour, with his

name blazed in white on the dumb-
iron. The intelligent little fellow posi-

tively pinked with pride when the first-

prize rosette was riveted on to him, and
he left the ring in top gear' with his

gallant owmer in only partial control.

As usual, the jumping attracted by

far the most attention. The new course

is a very exacting one and calls for

great skill on the part of the driver

and ready obedience from his mount.
I

Captain Fulminate’s Miss Behemoth”
was a strong favourite, but developed

such a bad knock that it was only by

repeated slipping of the clutch that her

driver was able to get her out of the ring

at all. There was also an untoward
incident at the barbed-wire entangle-

ment, where Major Pebble-Powder acci-

dentally let in his reverse and became
unseated. To the consternation of

everybody present he was slowly but

surely run over. So well is the weight

First Boy. “Wot’s the good of goin’ eoui^d singin’ vet? We don’t know
*ARP THE CAROr..”

Second Boy. “Don’t bother about that. 3My experience ’as always been that
THEY don’t let YOU FINISH IT.”

of the modern vehicle distributed, how-
ever, that the Major escaped with a

cracked watch-glass and a dented cigar-

ette-case,

Lieut.-Colonel Blastine, after a no-

fault round, was unlucky' to have a
misfire at the canal jump. Showing
exemplary patience and tankmanship
he circled left, patted his throttle and
made much of his magneto, bub was
only rewarded for his trouble by a
second misfire. It was found subse-

quently that the Colonel was not wear-

ing a licence, so that in any case he
could not have won.

Entries by officers of other armies

are always welcome, and the perform-

ances of the French competitors evoked
unbounded enthusiasm. Capitaine Le-

bleu d’Horizon, driving his one-litre

“P61ix Potin,” made a great bid for

victory, but was unfortunate in develop-

ing slight strangles in the carburettor

and was obliged to retire “very highly

commended.”
The jumping will be continued to-

day, other interesting events being the

Ladies’ two-stroke hackneys and heavy
shire tractors, to be followed by section

jumping and trade tank turn-outs.

. The Committee is rightly enforcing

very strictly the rule that any machine
likely to back-fire or to be otherwise

dangerous to its comrades is to display

a red tail-light continuously.

“I think theie will fee hardly anybody say-

ing :
‘ I would really like to buy some’thingfrom

you, but your assortments aie too shallow! ’

Lutli Bidh Catalogue.

We know nobody who would say a thing

like that.
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THE RETORT IMAGINARY.
{hi any Golf Clnh)

Sib, for the information you ’ve imparted,

The prompt outspokenness of your reply,

Banging from that fine drive with which you started

To the long putt by which you won the bye.

With details of the bunkers, whins and banks
Which you surmounted, pray accept my thanks.

I \q no excuse now, with the facts before me,
For ignorance, no reasonable ground

For doubt as to the hole that saw you dormy,
Or where your victim finally was downed.

’Twas kind to give a confidence so free

To a mere casual listener like me.

You 've told me of the pair in front that beckoned
For you to pass, then found the ball and played

(At the fourth hole), which made you miss your second;

You *ve told me of the stymies you were laid,

And indicated just exactly where
You lifted from the ground under repair.

That chip that got a bad kick at the seventh

;

The ninth (the short hole), where you hit the pin;
That run-up shot that won you the eleventh

;

The thirteenth, where the ball just trickled in

—

You *ve made it all quite clear, and it was nice

To know you Ve cured that tendency to slice,

I *m quite convinced you've done the best you can, Sir;

Ungrudgingly you 've given me, I know,
A comprehensive categoric answer
To my brief question of an hour ago

;

But it was mere politeness, all the same,
That made me say, “ Well, Jones, how goes the game? "

THE HUM OF THE HIVE.

To Staetlb the States.

The much-discussed visit to New York of a party of young
Englishmen of good standing, some of them bearers of his-
toric titles, as guests of the famous exclusive“FourHundred,”
seems to have inaugurated a new era in Anglo-American
social relations. Not to be outdone, several prominent
Chicago hostesses, of whom Mrs. Canning Steers is the
acknowledged leader, have now combined in extending an
invitation cn bloc to the exuberant coterie known as the
“ Bright Young People,” to whose unflagging zeal and in-
genuity in devising romps, surprise parties and practical
jokes London is indebted for no little distraction from the
anxiety of the last few months.

It is confidently expected that their activities in Chicago
will provide a long-needed counter-excitement to the daily
affrays between rival gangs of gunmen, of which the second
city in God’s Own Country has now become blas4, as well

;

as demonstrate to untravelled Young America that in “lil
old Yurrup” nowadays the highest spirits are not incom-
patible with the highest breeding.
Among those who, 1 hear, have already accepted this

invitation are The Ladies Hilaria and Gladiola Bagge
; Sir

Lazarus Schnorrer’s vivacious daughter, Bowena; young
Lord Gallowglass; Captain Alaric Binge, Heavyweight
Dancing Champion of the Brigade of Guards

; the irrepress-
ible “ Pogo ” Corusco, of the Illyrian Legation, who has been
readily granted leave of absence, and that popular former
ornament of the Foreign Office, “Beggie” Moron, As a
witty American has expressed it, they are certain to put
both the “ chic ” and the ** go ” into Chicago.

The S.I.D.I.

The increasing practice of affixing tablets to the houses
in which celebrities have lived is an admirable one as far as

it goes, but there is a widespread feeling that in its limita-

tions it is unfair alike to living notabilities, who surely de-

serve something more than the prospect of this posthumous
form of recognition, and to the many thousands who, it is

deplorable to think, constantly pass and repass, without
knowing it, even the residences of such popular idols as,

say, Mr. Abnold Bennett and Mr. Gilbert Feankau.
And, to view the matter in a more commercial light, it is

manifestly an injustice that writers and artists are denied a
means of advertisement that is enjoyed by doctors, dentists

and solicitors.

It is satisfactory to learn, however, that all this is likely

to be rectified by the newly-organised Society for the Identi-

fication of the Domiciles of Intellectuals, some of the mem-
bers of which have been prompt to set the example that, it

is hoped, will shortly be followed in the case of every living

man and woman of genius. To give instances: “High
Brow,” the Hampstead house whose secret has hitherto

been known to few but the intelligentsia, now bears a
plaque on which those who don’t run too fast may read
that Torquil Freake, Man of Letters and Publicist, lives

there
;
and passengers on Chelsea bus-tops who are blessed

with good sight will have little difficulty in distinguishing
the second-floor flat that is the abode of Ivo Scrannel, Poet.

The Lido in London.

The Lido cult would appear to have taken a hold on
London that is not likely to relax yet awhile, and the
latest and most significant manifestation of it is the won-
derful and delightful Lido Lounge, within a stone’s-throw
of Piccadilly Circus, for which those who are tied to Town
just now have to thank an enterprising syndicate inspired
by the genius of Giuseppe Isazzo, to whose flair for supply-
ing current needs so many of our favourite resorts have
owed their success.

On entering the Lido Lounge one has the sensation of

having been magically transported from wintry London to

.the summer glow of the Adriatic shore. The walls of the
large inner hall, painted by the gifted artist, Linsidi, are a
marvellously realistic panorama of Venice and the neigh-
bouring coast, under a typically blue Italian sky, and at the
far end, its surface level with the floor, is a swimming-bath
filled with warm sea-water, to which the cleverly-painted
walls that bound it give the effect of extending to a far
horizon. The deep sand that covers the floor is kept
heated by an ingenious special process, and Giuseppe’s
patrons, in their bathing-costumes of many hues—which are
de rigueur for both sexes, by the way—complete the bril-

liant illusion as they lounge and sprawl luxuriating in the
artificial sunlight with which the place is illuminated,
chatting over their cocktails and listening to Cimpanzi’s
concealed band, or even take an occasional dip in the water.

Giuseppe assures me that his one misgiving is that those
who have only known the Lido in London may find the
real thing a little disappointing.

Another G-limpse of the Obvious.

From a Kent guide-book :

—

“Visitors who may be attracted to this interesting locality will
find the aspect of the country greatly changed since the time of St.
Augustine’s landing.”

“British gumboots have been compelled to reply to attacks upon
them from the banks of Yangtse-Kiang river.”—New Zealand Paper.
This action of the gumboots seems to have been a permis-
sible form of sabotage.
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DIALOGUE IN DECEMBER.
M?', Man, Oh, Mr. Thrush, whafc a song you sing

!

Never a passer-by but cocks his

Eye to the orchard which you ring

With a roundelay
On a winter day

As if you ’d springtime over the way
And little Miss April had come to stay

With her green and her gold band-boxes.

Mr. Thrush. But amn’t I right to sing a song
When the days are dark and a song amazes ?

Don’t the gold ghost daffodils chime ding-dong
In each bubbly note

Of my bursting throat

Till you catch the rustle—not too remote

—

Of little Miss April’s petticoat

And the chink of her chain of daisies ?

Mr. Man. Good Mr. Thrush, but of course you ’re right,

And a song sung now finds a thousand
thankers

For one who’ll turn when your orchard’s white

;

So lift your head •

To our skies of lead
And fill ’em with gold to wake the dead,
Or little Miss April a-bed, a-bed,

Her daisy-chain down at her bankers.

P. R. 0,



OFFICERS r. SERGEANTS,
IV.—Hockey.

OuKfootball-match with the sergeants
is, of course, such a serious business
that it ispractically a religious ceremony

;

our annual hockey-match with them,
however, provides merely comic relief.

It is, in fact, treated so lightly that the
men are not even given a half-day off

to watch it. This means that your
touch-line audience is confined solely
to those men who are either sick, ex-
cused duty, just off duty, just about to
go on duty, on duty nearby, or merely
happen to be passing. In fact a bare
two hundred, instead of the usual two
hundred-and-thirty.

The standard of play among the mem-
bers of the two teams naturally varies
considerably. On the one hand there is

Lieutenant Holster, a star player, who
wears a shirt like a coat-of-arms, canary-
coloured gloves turned back from the
wrist, and white tape round his stick in
no fewer than three places

; while in
contrast to him is Sergeant-Major
Magazine, who thought hockey was a

game till he was given a stick to play
it with. Between these two extremes
are players of every degree of skill, such
as Lieutenant James, who plays fairly

regularly; Captain Bayonet, who hasn’t
played since school; Quartermaster-Ser-
geant Bourbytwo, who knows the rules

but can’t play the game itself; Sergeant
Grenade, who can play the game itself

but doesn’t know the rules, and Lieu-
tenant Swordfrog, who can obviously
play golf.

^
Then there is Sergeant

Haversack, who has a stick but can’t
play, and there is Corporal Foresight,

I

who can play but hasn’t a stick, a de-

I

ficiency due to his having been raked
in to complete the officers* team at the

I

last minute in place of an absentee. It

results in his being put in goal, where
he is allowed to kick. Finally there is

Lance-Corporal Scabbard, who has been
appointed referee, more by virtue of a
very powerful whistle than because of
any deep knowledge of the laws of the
game.

^

With a mighty blast like a factory
signal, play begins, and the forgetful
Sergeant Grenade, omitting aU formal-

ities of the bully, drives the ball with
a masterly tee-shot straight from the
centre of the field through our goal.

Deafening applause results. Ten min-
utes are then wasted while Lieutenant
Holster explains, first to our opponents,
that by the rules ib isn’t a goal, and
secondly to the referee. After which
five more minutes pass while the referee

explains to the touch-line crowd. The
impression finally left on the touch-line

is that it is rotten luck on Sergeant
Grenade and that there is some sort of

a clique against him led by Lance-
Corporal Scabbard. Being very tena-

cious of the right of free comment on
all matters of public interest they refer

to this belief throughout the remainder
of the game.
Play is uneventful for some while

after, till Lieutenant James, stopping a
high one with his hand in front of our
opponents’ goal, drives it through about
two inches from the goal-keeper's head
and at thirty miles an hour, a magnifi-
cent scoring shot. A piercing blast

fromLance-Corporal Scabbard’s whistle,
however, announces it as a free hit to
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Ex-Petty Officer. Waves a iiuedred-foot high! Well, I done twenty-two
TEARS IN THE SERVICE, AN' I NEVER SAW WAVES A HUNDRED-FOOT HIGH.”

Sailor. “Ah, but don’t forget, things ’aye gone on since you was at sea.”

our oppouents for “hands.” When
the matter has been adjusted the
officers demand another reteree, while
the sergeants demand another goal-

keeper, Sergeant Haversack having left

a message to say he has suddenly re-

membered he is orderly sergeant and
has had to go. Captain and Quarter-
master Ledger comes forward and says
he can just spare the time to referee

;

and after a hot meeting of all the ser-

geants the junior lance-sergeant present
“volunteers” for the vacant position
in their goal-mouth.

Further play up to half-time consists

of a series of brilliantly-organised move-
ments by Lieutenant Swordfrog, Lieu-
tenant Holster and Captain Bayonet,
all of which are foiled by Sergeant-
MajorMagazine at right back. Sergeant-
Major Magazine has spent most of his

spare time going about swinging his

stick at the end of a long arm, like

a Neanderthal man called out to defend
his home, and his tactics when at close

quarters are somewhat primeval. His
method of stopping a rush seems to be
(a) to step on the ball and sink it

deeply into the ground, (b) to sweep his

attackers’ legs from under them with
his stick, and (c) to fall over on top of

them afterwards. Any purely technical

brilliance on the part of his opponents
is thus apt to be dimmed, lor Ser-

geant-Major -Magazine is-no gossamer.
Counter-attacks by our less conscien-

tious members on Sergeant-MajorMaga-
zine’s shins are without effect. He
is discovered afterwards to have been
wearing a pair of bayonet-scabbards
under his stockings.

The score at half-time is two goals to

the officers and one to the sergeants,the

latter scored by Sergeant Grenade, who
swept the ball up into his midst at the

half-way line and by a magnificent rush
bore it with him through our goal, and
incidentally through the net, no one
having been able during his advance to

penetrate his protective screen and take
it from him.

Midway through the second half a

very knotty point arises. During a

miUe in our goal-mouth Sergeant-Major
Magazine, who has broadminded ideas

on the position of right-back, drops his

stick. It is at once picked up by Cor-
poral Foresight, the officers’ goalkeeper,

who has not got one. Sergeant-Major
Magazine demands it back, but Fore-
sight, throwing discipline to the winds,

asserts that possession is nine sections

of the Army Act, and that he has won
it in fair fight.

Sergeant-Major Magazine puts him
under arrest. Corporal Foresight ap-

peals to Lieutenant Holster. Sergeant-

Major Magazine thereupon puts him
further under arrest, and Foresight ap-

peals to Captain Bayonet, his Company
Commander. Captain Bayonet sends
off for a copy of King’s Eegulations to

find out what to do—or rather, since

nothing is just do7ie in the Army, what
action is to be taken or procedure to be
adopted—in the case of hostile weapons
captured from the enemy during battle.

The Adjutant gives it as his opinion that
it is a nice point ; Lieutenant Swordfrog
is appointed Prisoner’s Friend, and we
are just about to unravel the affair when

a whistle-blast announces that Captain
and Quartermaster Ledger has decided
it is time. Thereupon the whole ques-
tion is at once complicated by Private
O’Jector, who timidly appears from the
crowd and asks for his stick back,
plase, Sorr—the wan which the Sar’nt-

Ma’er borrered from my kit.”

The inquiry is therefore adjourned
for further witnesses to be called and
for the completed evidence to be reduced
to writing. A. A.



MRS. HASH.
(1 Serial Drama of the utmost import-

ance. Begin at oncej and buy the

haoh mmhers.)

VIII.

—

^The Gaimblee.

“ Mrs. Henn said she *d look in this

evening, Mr. Treasure. It was her that

brought us together, you might say,

because she was the one that wrote my
little bit in The Maniage Mart.*'

“Well, she’s ail the more welcome,”
“ Thank you, Mr. Treasure. But the

fact is, if you’ll pardon the liberty, I

made out you was a bit wild.”

“Wild, Mrs. Hash? I don’t know
that I gave you any cause to say that.”

“No, you didn’t. But she seemed to

expect it. So I said you was a regular

whirlwind
;
passionate, you know, and

throwing the money about
; women and

wine and that. And what I thought,
perhaps you wouldn’t mind keeping it

up? In conversation, I mean.”
“ Glad to oblige, of course, Mrs. Hash,

but it won’t come too easy.”

“Haven’t you got no vices at all?”

!

“Horses is my hete noire, as you
know, Mrs. Hash, and always has been.
I’m what they call an invertebrate
gambler.”

“ ‘Veteran,’ you mean, don’t you? ”

“No, Mrs. Hash, invertebrate.”

“Well, that will do, whatever the

word. You make a lot of that. Spring

her a few ‘ naps ’ and ‘ doubles.’
”

“ I don’t know about ‘ naps,’ but I ’ve

got three tickets in the Tasmanian
Sweepstake on the Melbourne Oup.”

“ Well, that ought to fetch her.

What ’s the prize ?
”

“I stand to win twenty thousand
pounds.”

“ Twenty thousand 1 Well, you’ve
kept it pretty dark, I must say.”

“I’m not so very proud of it, Mrs.
Hash. I ’ve done it' once a month for

years and never drawn a horse. But
this time I ’m sure to have some luck.”

“ Well, if you tell Mrs. Henn about
this she ’ll take lodgings on the door-

step. She ’s a vulture, that woman,
and don’t you forget it, Mr. Treasure.

You keep your eye on the spoons.”

“You ought not to say a thing of

that kind without you ’ve foundation.”

“When Mrs. Henn goes out of a
person’s house they’re lucky if she
leaves the foundation. I think I’ll

put the cold sausages away. And,
speaking of sausages, here is the lady.

Evenin’, Mrs. Henn. Well, this is a
treat I

”

“ Evenin’, Harriet. You *re a sight
for sore eyes. And thisis Mi. Treasure ?

”

“ The same. Sit down, my dear, and
I ’ll make the tea.”

“Well, Mr. Treasure, I’ve heard so

much about you, and now you don’t

look a bit like what I expected.”

“What ’s the difference, Mrs. Henn ?
”

“ It ‘s hard to say. He looks quieter.”

“He hides his light under a bushel
—don’t you, Mr. Treasure ?

”

“In my way of life, Mrs. Henn, it

very often comes in useful to wear a

mask.”
“The lion laying down in lamb’s

clothing, that’s what he means, Mrs.
Henn.”
“Go on [

”

“Dodging detectives and thwarting
these race-course gangs— that’s his

life.”

“ You don’t say ! I thought he was
butler here.”

“ In his spare time, Mrs. Henn. Mr.
Treasure’s an invertebrate gambler.”
“You mean ‘ veterate,’ don’t you ?

”

“No, my dear, invertebrate. And
he ’s backing horses all over the world

;

one day it ’s Doncaster, Tasmania the
next. Is that right, Mr. Treasure ?

”

“That’s right, Mrs. Hash.”
“ Tasmania ? Where ’s that ?

”

“New Zealand, dear. .He pulled off

a double in Canada last week, and now
he ' stands to win twenty thousand

|

pounds in Tasmania.”
“Twenty thousand! On a horse-

race?”
“ It ’s a sweepstake, Mrs. Henn. I ’ll
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“Well, aistyhow, I’ve got his number—S 08971.”

“ Think you ’ll have luck this time, but I don’t know that I want to
Mr. Treasure ? ” part.”

“ Well, I fancy it ’s about my turn.” “ And I know very well he doesn’t.”
“ A hundred thousand is a lot ol “ I wasn’t referring to you, my dear,

people, Mr. Treasure.” Well, Mr. Treasure, I’ll bet you one
‘‘ I trust my star, Mrs. Henn.” pound two-and-six you won’t sell me
“Well, if you’ve got a star, Mr. that ticket—-there! And with all that

Treasure, you’ll win anyhow, if you sporting blood in your veins you can’t
only have the one ticket, whatever it is. very well refuse.”
And then it will only be an extra ex- “ It ’s difficult, certainly.”
pease your having the two.” “ Now look here, Mrs. Henn ”

“There’s something in that, Mrs. “Don’t interrupt, dear. Well, Mr.
Hash.” Treasuie, is it a bet ?

”

“There’s nothing in it, Mr. Treasure.” “ It ’s a bet, Mrs. Henn. My blood is

“But if you should be unlucky, and up.”
you’ve got rid of one of them you’ll “Spoken like a man. Well, here’s
only be out of pocket for the one.” my money for the bet.”

“ That *s true enough, Mrs. Henn.” “ And here ’s the ticket, Mrs. Henn.”
“ Well, what about it, Mr. Treasure? “ And now I owe you another one

I don’t mind obliging you—and cash pound two-and-six for the ticket.”
paid, of course.’’ “ Oh, well, I don’t know that I can

“It ’s very civil of you, Mrs. Henn, take your money twice over
”
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go and fetch the tickets, then you can

“Much obliged, Mr. Treasure.”
“What a man, Mrs. Henn 1 Eeckless?

Eeckless isn’t the word for him.”
“No, I dare say not. He don’t look

it certainly.” ^/T
“That’s his cunning. You don’t

suppose he’d go about with an adver-
j

tisement to say he ’s the champion ^ %

gambler of the world? He’s shrewd, /
, ^

^

Mrs. Henn, as shrewd as he’s daring. ‘ A'

That man, he ’s got the demon of sport K
in his veins. There’s nothing he won’t / (^Slti
bet about. He ’ll bet about the number / v/M
of bites in a cherry or how many spoon- / v-/
fuls in a cup of tea. Tasmania or 'v.

i v o.. .

Horsemania, it 's all one. And generous
with it all. Half w’hat he wins he / ^
gives to the poor, Mrs. Henn. That ’s / / ^ ^
the only reason he ’s in this kitchen

[ / ^

“Well, you seem to have struck it i

lucky, Mrs. Hash. And me being the \4l ' “—'

—

one that introduced you I suppose I ’ll \ /
be coming in for a little commission.” \\ / / / /
“Don’t be too hasty, dear. Nothing \\ / W / / /has passed between Treasure and me in V r / ^....

t /
the way of love, except what you might " /
call a few sympathetic references. Ah, / //
there you are, Mr. Treasure. I was just / / //
telling Mrs. Henn how you can’t look

I
at a person without betting on the

/
number of hairs in her head,”

“ That ’s right, Mrs. Henn. I ’ve got /
it in the blood. Well, here’s the ^

/ 1
tickets—three of them, you see, 90,001
to 90,003 -and there ’s 100,000.”

“x\nd all of them standing to win
twenty thousand pounds ? ” ly/7/W/^///////^^^

“ That ’s right, Mi-s. Henn.”
“ Cost one pound two-and-six each, 1

see. It ’s a lot of money, Mr. Treasure. /wv
“ Not to him, Mrs. Henn.”
“I suppose one of these tickets is

'''//////'///y/////////// //ff/f

i

yours, Mrs. Hash?” “Well, anyhow, I’ve got his nu
“Not that I knows of, dear.” - — —
“Well, now it’s been mentioned, “Think you’ll have luck this time, but I c

Mrs. Hash, I’d be very glad if you’d Mr. Treasure?” part.”
accept one of them. Suppose you took “ Well, I fancy it ’s about my turn.” “ And
number 90,002 for your own ?

” “A hundred thousand is a lot ol “ I wa
“Oh, Mr. Treasure, I couldn’t hear of people, Mr. Treasure.” Well, M

it. Oh, well, if you insist—but of course “ I trust my star, Mrs. Henn.” pound t
1 ’ll pay you for it.” “Well, if you’ve got a star, Mr. that ticl

“Don’t you trouble yourself about Treasure, you’ll win anyhow, if you sporting
that, Mrs. Hash.” only have the one ticket, whatever it is. very we]

“ Oh, weT, it’s very handsome of you. And then it will only be an extra ex- “It’s
I must say.” pense your having the two.” “ Nov
“ What about the other ticket ?

” “There’s something in that, Mrs. “Don
“
^What about it, Mrs. Henn? ” Hash.” TreasuK

“Well, what were you thinking of “There’s nothing in it, Mr. Treasure.” “It’s
doing with it ?

” “But if you should be unlucky, and up.”
“ What should he do with it but hold you’ve got rid of one of them you’ll “ Spol

on to it and pray ? ” only be out of pocket for the one.” my mon
“ Well, I was wondering, dear, wbe- “ That *s true enough, Mrs. Henn.” “ And

ther he wouldn’t like me to take it off “ Well, what about it, Mr. Treasure? “ And
his hands, perhaps.” I don’t mind obliging you—and cash pound t^

“Now, Mrs. Henn, I won’t hear of paid, of course.” “ Oh,
him disposing of another.” “It ’s very civil of you, Mrs. Henn, take yor
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“ Mr. Treasure?

“Yes, Mrs. Hash.”
“ What you want is a nurse.”

“Maybe, Mrs. Hash.”
“ I bet you won't marry me, Mr.

Treasure.”

“Bet youJI will, Mrs. Hash.”
....I — A.P.H.

SOME FISHES.

The roach is rubicund of fin,

Which shows the temper he is in

;

Forbid your children to approach
Too closely to an angry roach.

The perch prefers me not to touch on
The bars which lie on his escutcheon

;

I would not for the world besmirch
The reputation of the perch.

The carp is diffident and shy

—

It 's hard to say exactly why
;

A tune upon the Jewish harp
Will frequently attract the carp.

The pope is much inclined to roam,
He hardly ever stays at home

;

But wholly innocent, I hope,
Are all the motives of the pope.

The breamJs very good to eat.

But you should follow this receipt

:

Some vintage .port, a pint of cream,
And (if you must) a little brqam.

The pike is not at all refined
;

I do not wish to be unkind,
But on the whole I never like

To be familiar with a pike.

The trout eats Blue and Olive Duns,
He will not eat meringues or buns.
There’s little more to learn about
The habits of the common trout.

The salmon’s food for kings and queens
;

The cod for those of modest means
;

So in the restaurants of Mammon
They cannot serve both cod and salmon.

“ Oh, ndy uncle !

”

“ What did you say, Mrs. Hash ?
”

“ Nothing, Mr. Treasure,”
“Well, Mr. Treasure, it’s as you

please. But of course I ’d prefer to pay.”
“No, Mrs. Henn, I wouldn’t hear ofit,”

“Well, I would. Now look here, Mr.
Treasure, if you ’ll pardon the impertin-
ence, if you let that woman go off with
that ticket it ’s a mountain to a mouse
that that ticket will win the prize, be-
cause I know her, and that ’s the kind
of woman she is.”

“ I don’t know that it ’s any affair of
yours, my dear.”

'

“No, Mrs. Henn, perhaps it isn’t.

But I’m telling Mr. Treasure that, if

that ticket’s going into your hands,
he ’ll be wise to keep a share of it,”

“ Well, that ’s very reasonable. Shall
we say five per cent., Mr. Treasure ?

”

“ I was thinking of fifty per cent.”
“Five per cent, seems reasonable

enough, Mrs. Hash. It ’s Mrs. Henn’s
ticket, after all.”

“ Well, shall we split the difference
and say ten, Mr. Treasure ?

”

“Certainly, Mrs. Henn. That’s very
handsome of you.”

“ Oh, my departed uncle I

”

“Well, now I’ll be slipping home.
Thank you, my dear. And much obliged,
Mr. Treasure. Good night, all.”

“Good night, Mrs. Henn.”

“Houses for the Poor.

In the Borough Medical Officer of Health’s
report it was stated that there were 919 occu-
pied houses that were deemed unreasonably fit

for human habitation,”—Piovincial Pa;per.

He seems hard to please.

“ Gifts to members of the family or to friends
amusekindly, gladdening remembrances of the
giver. Some Gift Suggestions:

Father—Cheq^iie Blotter.”

Christmas Catalogtie.

Father will be pleased.

Headline of an article on exhaust
gases :

—

“POISON THAT DOGS THE MOTORIST.”
Daily Paper.

A pedestrian writes to point out; that
the sentiment is excellent but the gram-
mar faulty—“ dogs ” should be singular.
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eign, that foraierly enabled Tientsin to and Sir Anlus Gunlifpe-Lister pulling
ESSENCE OF PARLIAMENT. boast that an edible puppy could walk him by the head. Mr. Hekdehson
Monday, December 13th,—The House from one end of the town to the other pleaded that the sausage was a ^*com-

of Lords is jealous of its privileges—or without fearof molestation. Theanswer mon ” article of food and should be sold

what is left of them—and of these the explained how, why, when and where by net weight. The President op the
most cherished is the traditional prac- inflammatory persons, complete with Board op Trade insisted with equal

tice of making haste slowly. No wonder literature, had been arrested in the vigour that the ambrosial bag of mys-

Earl Beauchamp asked for a precedent British quarter of Tientsin at the re- tery had been recommended by the

when their Lordships heard themselves quest of the Chinese authorities, and Pood Council for special treatment.”

being invited to give a First Beading was so long that even Mr. Trevelyan The latter w’on, and the butcher can

to the Judicial Proceedings Bill on the could not excogitate an “ arising out of continue to sell the sausage by weight,

last day but one of the Session and to that.” by the bunch or by the litter,

put the Bill through all its remaining Sir W. Davison asked the inevitable Tuesday , December 14th,—LordBuEK-
stages on the day after. question whether the humble disciple ham, describing himself as a “melan-

Lord Danbsport cherishes the Arm of Lenin, who is now in Moscow be- choly survivor of the newspaper pro-

conviction that the Hibernian subsists coming more discipular and perhaps prietor,” damned with the faintest of

by borrowing money from the Saxon to more humble than ever, would be praise Lord Darling’s ‘‘Secret Divorce”

repay what he owes him and Bill, w’bose provisions, be

then using the money to buy ^ said, would merely enhance

another horse or a new gun. / '

i' international reputation

Suspecting that something of for smug self-satisfaction,

the sort had been happening i

|H‘
Asan ancientmonument the

in respect to Irish land-pur- i;
.

,
i W Houseof Peers deserves more

chase annuities he asked for
1
1 i'l

I I

* respect than it gets. Lords

papers. Lord Clarendon, !;;i
|

j ^ j
j

il
Banbury and Carson had no-

however, assured him that thing much against the Bill,

the Free State Government 1 but they damned the Govern-

had been exhibiting no dis- ment in no uncertain terms

quieting feats of financial for using the UpperChamber
legerdemain, and that the iK, ^ ]

i

eleventh - hour high-

position as regards the land- y !\ 1

speedy legislative sausage-

purchase payments was com- machine instead of treating

pletely satisfactory, deference due to a

Eeturns showing the num- “revisingbody.” Lord Par-

her of times the House of IMSMi
.. ,.i

i

||||||^^
moor with judicial impartial-

Commons was moved to ad- ‘.vdlij ity damned both the Govem-

importance, the number of Other speakers deplored the

hours it sat, the number of W||| * manner in which the Bill was

Private Bills it disposed of,

fi

haved itself during 1926, cost iM| proceeded to

£67 95. to print~and cheap Vv— abandon it in re by passing

at the price, Captain Fitzroy VTSIIB^ measure through with

thinks, for such a large quan- \l' repulsive haste re-

tity of interesting reading quired.

matter. Mr. H. Williams ^ PRIZE EOR GOOD CONDUCT. Lord Weir moved “That

thought the nation might Oejisbt-Gobe and Lord Buxton. House do now produce

do better with sixty-seven peace m industry, or some-

A PRIZE EOR GOOD CONDUCT.
Me. Ormsby-Gorb and Lord Buxton.

said, would merely enhance
our international reputation

for smug self-satisfaction.

Asan ancientmonument the

House of Peers deserves more
respect than it gets. Lords
BanbuIiY and Carson had no-
thing much against the Bill,

but they damned the Govern-
ment in no uncertain terms
for using theUpperChamber
as an eleventh - hour high-

speed legislative sausage-

machine instead of treating

it with the deference due to a
“ revising body.” Lord Par-
moor with judicial impartial-

ity damned both the Govern-
ment and Lord Darling.
Other speakers deplored the

manner in which the Bill was
being rushed through, but,

having fortified their posi-

tion m modo, proceeded to

abandon it in re by passing

the measure through with
all the repulsive haste re-

quired.

Lord Weir moved “That
this House do now produce
peace in industry,” or some-

pounds nine shillings’ worth of some- {allowed to return to this country.
|

thing to that effect, and proceeded,

thing else. Mr. Thomas thought the Captain Hacking assured the House with some inconsistency, to urge em-

public purse would be heavier if there that the situation was being carefully ployers and employed alike to take as

were not so many of Mr. Williams’s watched, whatever that may mean, their slogan, “For industrial recovery

speeches to report, and Captain Fitzroy He also explained that a Eussian gentle- put not yonr trust in politics.” Lord

urged the House to seek economy by man, named HYman Marlick Cohen, Cecil tried to modify the inconsistency
!

having fewer divisions. is still among us, although three times by pointing out that, as there were, “ to

As a division costs nine pounds— recommended for deportation, because his deep regret,” no sons of toil in their

enough to maintain the London Hos- the Soviet Government refuses to recog- Lordships’ House, and very few em-

pital for thirty-six minutes—it does nise him as a Eussian citizen. The ployers, the Peers could properly under-

seem as if there ought to be some possibility of effecting an exchange sug- take to give wise and impartial advice

cheaper method of recording the Oppo- gested itself to the prehensile mind of to both sides. His own view was that

sition’s technical presence than an end- Colonel Howard Bury. * a sense of co-partnership should replace

less procession through the Lobbies. The Sale of Food Bill passed through the relation of employer and employed.

The co-ordination of effort between the Committee and Beport stages, but Lord Thompson would have none of

the Berkshire and Surrey county police not until the sausage, enacting the rdle this. The working man, he announced,

forces is not closer, it appears from an of the defunct Tarqitin in the “ Battle loathed the idea of working for profit,

answer of the Foreign Secretary to of Lake Eegillus,” had provided the To make him a partner would be to

Mr. Trevelyan, than that between the nucleus of an epic encounter, Mr. Tikis make him a conspirator of the bloated

various police forces, Chinese and for- Henderson pulling him by the heels capitalist. Over his dead body first—
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mime or a vote of censure on the !pe-

partment of Agriculture for the high

price of turkeys would have done.

Both * “ Where did you get that hat ?
”

[Sir Austen Chamberlain is takiug the duties of Sir William
Joynson-Hicks as Home Secretary, and Sir John Gilmour, Sec-

retary of State for Scotland, is acting as Lord Birkenhead’s
substitute at the India Office.]

and (one gathered) Lord Thompson’s

second 1

Once upon a time, it is said, an

ingenious merchant started to

import live fish in tank-cars

from the Pacific coast to New
York. The fish arrived alive,

but their demeanour was le-

thargic and they were found

when cooked to be soft and
lacking in flavour. The mer-

chant was at a loss until some
intelligent person suggested

the introduction into the trav-

elling-tank of a catfish. The
catfish, so the tale runs, kept

the tank in such a commotion
that at the journey’ s end all

the occupants were found to be

in the best of health, strength

and flavour.

What the House of Com-
mons needs to-day is some
human equivalent of the cat-

fish. There was a time when
the Irish Members served the

purpose and served it very well,

but they are gone—all except

Mr. T. P. O’Connor, who still

purrs on- occasion, but as a

militant has long since forsaken

the title—and the present Op-
positious have not the art of

imparting stingo to the Parli-

I

amentary ginger - ale. The
Clydesiders give intermittent imitations

of the wild cat deprived of its young,

but that is because something makes
them wild. The Irish catfish was wild

from sheer joie de vivre.

The last day of the Session might
have gone out in a blaze of fireworks.

Instead, the House polished off at a high

rate of speed and with onlya mild protest

against the Increase-of-Penaltieg-now-

calied-the-Penal-Servitude Bill, all the

measures that are to crown the arduous
labours of a praiseworthy but by no
means hectic session. To the Penal
Servitude Bill last-minute exception

was taken. Sir Henry Slesser said it

was a Bill to increase penalties, and the

Lords had changed the name because
the Government were ashamed to let

the public know they were stuffing a
brick into the toe of the poor criminars
Christmas stocking. Others said the
same thing, including one Labour Mem-
ber, who claimed to know more about
the difference between hard labour and
penal servitude than any other living

Member of Parliament.

Then came the debate on the Motion
to Adjourn. The subject selected was
the Distressed Areas. It enabled Mr,
Graham to make an admirable speech,
but it gave no opportunity for season-
able fun, as a debate on the failure of

the Government to subsidise the Panto-

Even Captain Wedgwood Benn’s long-

anticipated interpellation regarding the

proposed intention of the Mandates

"AND SO TO BED.”
Mr. Speaker.

Commission of the League of Nations
to consider whether it will receive dele-

gations from the mandated territories

failed to engender mirth. Nor, after

Mr. Ormsby-Goee—his ears burning
;

fiercely with the pretty things that
I

were being said about him by Lord
j

Buxton in another place—had
|

explained the actual position,
j

did it seem to matter very !

much.
Wednesday

,
December 15th.^

The House of Lords, having
I

decided to leave off on the right

note, discussed the emission of

sparks and noxious vapours

—

not, however, from Parlia-

ments, but from steam-lorries,

which Lord Denbigh com-
plained had on more than one
occasion nearly deprived their

Lordships’ House of his ser-

vices.

Lord Peel said he hoped
there would be fewer sparks
and less smoke when there

was more and cheaper coal.

He thought the existing law
was adequate. most un-
satisfactory answer," declared

Lord Newton. Lord Den-
bigh, now convinced that lor-

ries are not the only things

that disappear in a cloud of

black smoke, agreed.

At 2.30 the Eoyal Commis-
sion gave the Eoyal Assent

to thirfcy-two new Acts of Par-

liament.

In the Commons the Air Minister
informed Mr. Day that the Cooke-
Schilovsky Turn Indicator bad under-

gone satislactory tests. This gyroscopic

fog-indicator is not to be confused with
the CooK-Bolshovsky Eevolution Indi-

cator now under consideration by the

Home Office.

Mr. Trevelyan complained that the

British Museum had been closed on
account of a quite trifling amount of fog,

its fog-indicator having presumably over-

gyrated
;
and Mr, Hugh O’N kill learned

from the Prime Minister that Parlia-

ment is to have a new name, to wit the

Parliament of the United Kingdom of

Great Britain and Northern Ireland.

And so to bed.

But first the Prime Minister ex-

plained that during the Eecess there

would be some further Ministerial depu-
tising. The SECRET.ARY OF StATE FOR
India, who was deputising for the Home
Secretary, has himself gone to Madeira,

where the cake comes from, and his

position as deputy is assumed by Sir

Austen Chamberlain, while the Secre-
tary OF State for Scotland will depu-
tise at tke India Office.

Asked who would look after Scotland,

the Prime Minister said that he had
rather hoped Scotland could look after

itself over the New Year. The same to

all of us 1



THE NEW CRUSADER.
[The Film correspondent of The Evening Standard announces, on

lilr. Douglas Fairbanks’s personal authority, thathe (D. F.) “ is now
preparing a screen play outlining the progress of Christianity.” No
definite details have yet been decided upon, but it is stated that he
“ exhaustively studied the subject before making up his mind to under-

take this very spectacular and costly production. Christianity will be

treated in relation to the history of civilisation.” The surprise felt by
some of his greatest admirers as to the decision and to his ability to-

adapt his “unquenchable spirits ” to so serious a theme is admitted,

but “perhaps the Fairbanks of to-day is a little changed by h’s recent

European tour, when he was much impressed by the serious endeavour

of Continental directors. He even planned an association with Eisen-

stein, the Eed director of the much-discussed ‘ Potemkin,’ ”]

As down Time’s gulf we backward fly, our memory faints

and fades

When we attempt to conjure up the scenes of the Crusades

;

The cries of Cross and Crescent are irreyocably mute

—

There are not any records of the tunes of Blondel’s lute.

Of Kichaed and of Saladin but little stock we take

:

We never talk of Saracens but only of the Sheikh

;

And as for poor old Peter, the famous warrior-monk,

With Ford we relegate him to the realm of utter ‘^bunk.”

Yet now we have authentic and authoritative news
That “ Doug,” the greatest votary of the Tenth and silent

Muse,
Most agile and athletic of the followers of the Gleam,

Proposes to revivify this mediaeval dream.

Details as yet are lacking of this enterprise immense,

But this we know for certain that, regardless of expense,

He means to stage this “ costly and spectacular production,”

And correlate religion with historical instruction.

Tis true in certain quarters that misgivings are expressed

As to how he can accommodate his genius to the test,

How temper his unquenchable exuberance of soul

To fit the high requirements of his new crusading rdle.

The millions who adore him may let fall some natural tears

At the temporary passing of the Prince of buccaneers.

Who abandons, though 'tis only for a very little while,

His panther gait, his Sherwood state, his devastating smile.

But the latest information of his European tour

These timorous and suspicious minds must tend to reassure,

For the Continental magnates, even in their reddest “reel,”

Have impressed him very deeply by their spiritual zeal.

And his late “ exhaustive studies ” are the surest guarantee

That naught will be neglected to enable us to see

The routing of the Paynims by the most prodigious smacks
That ever Paladin or Peer dealt with his battle-axe.

The gloomy Dean may ban the screen or at its teaching rail,

But wiser and more tolerant minds the glorious tidings hail

That he, who long the lawless life has boldly glorified,

Comes down with a resounding bang upon the angels’ side.

In fine, the gain outweighs the loss, for nothing can detract

From the supreme significance of this momentous fact

That Douglas Fairbanks has resolved to “ feature ” Christ-

ianity

As forming part and parcel of the progress of humanity.

“There are, of course, powerful arguments in favour of reticent

divorce. In many countries already this class of litigation is

treated as a mainly private matter, not to be thrashed out corum
pqpw/o.”—Evemng Fajger,

In those countries, of course, such cases are heard

From a police-court report :

—

“ The Vioar of Parish Church said the girl had previously been
employed by a lady who trusted her with considerable sums of money
and found her unscrupulously honest,”—Provincial Paper

^

“And faith unfaithful made her falsely true.”
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ROW TO BRIGHTEN OUR PANTOMIMES.

It has long been agreed that the
pantomime is an amusement to which
benevolent children may bring their

parents. But now that the children’s

plays, such as Peter Pan and Treasure
Island, are an accepted institution at

Christmas, no child need go to the
pantomime, and this hallowed tradition

may be dedicated entirely to our adults.

In old days many concessions were
made to grown-ups at the pantomime,
and a host of irrelevant scenes and
characters were introduced into the old

nursery- tales, while topical allusions

and highly-spiced jests were thrown
out to enliven weary parents whose
sense of duty had brought them there.

Now there is a chance for further

improvement in this

direction and the old

stories may be brought
up to date by some
modern touches, such
as the bedroom scene
and the use of the tele-

phone. Two specimen
scenes are here suggest-

ed for the brighten-

ing of such time-worn
dramas as Cinderella
and Bluebeard,

Scene— hotel where
Cinderella and her

family are spending
a week-end. No, it

does not matter luhy
they are there or

whether hotels were
invented in their day.

Pantomhne audiences

accept any improha- _
hility without question. The room is

expensively furnished tvith a po7xe-
lain wash-hand basin and brass taps,
a night-hell and some smartfurniture.
Cinderella is discovered in bed. She
is apparently asleep in spite ofa blaze

of green limelight that plays on her
face. Presently the light shifts to the
door, which slowly opens, while a
furtive hand cixeps round it andfeels
fcr the electric switch. Enter the
Prince disguised as the Hotel Boots.
He is can'ying a glass slipper.

Cinderella {in her sleep). My Prince !

[Prince starts guiltily and drops
the glass slipper with a crash on
the floor. Cinderella, wakened
by the noise and the electric light,

sits up and stretches veryprettily.
Seeing an intruder she with a
stifled scream buries her head
under the clothes.

Cinderella {in muffled tones). Dastard 1

Why are you here ? -

Prince {ixcognising her), Cinderella

... I beg you not to make a noise.

I was only returning the boots. And
I ’m very sorry that I broke your glass

one. By the way I can’t find its

fellow.

[Cinderella leaps out of bed to ex-

amine thefragments. She is wear-

tng pyjamas of palest ashes-of-

roses mnon,caught in at theivrisis

and ankles loith Kolinksky fur.

The pockets are ornamented with

diamante bijouterie, and the loio

neck is outlined by a band of

chiffon velvet. To this is added
a little Juliet nightcap of seed

pearls and gold tissue.

Cinderella, Oh 1 my lost slipper. I

dropped it at the ball. The other is in

my suit-case.

Barbara. “Mummy, if Santa Claus is
KNOWS so MUCH ABOUT LADIES* STOCKINGS?’

Prince. Ah, ha! I’ve caught you,
my angel.

[He seizes her in a rough embrace.
Cinderella. Help I Let go ! I shall

scream—I shall ring the night-bell, just
as Mrs. Cheyney did.

Prince, But reflect before you do it.

(Cinderella is slowly approaching the
bell.) Your sisters are sure to say un-
pleasant things.

Cinderella{haughtily), What can they
say ? My reputation has always been
worthy of my godmother.

Prince. They will say you rang the
bell for your boots, and it is only three
o’clock in the morning.

Cinderella, You appear to be the
Boots, but you remind me strangely of
the Prince with whom I lately danced
the Charleston.

Prince. I am he.

[He flings off his hotel uniform bit
by bit and appears in perfect
Prince s costume. Producers may
interpret this as they please,

\

Cinderella {impulsively holding out
her hands). My Prince!

Prince. My Cinderella

!

[After apassionate clasp Cinderella
returns to the hell.

Cinderella, All the same I’m goino
to ring it,

^

Prince, Why ? It will wake every-
one up.

Cinderella. I hardly know whv, but I
feel impelled to do so.

Prince, Then I shall have to ask vou
to marry me.

[This decides Cinderella to ring the
bell. She does so. There is a
noise of hurrying feet and loud
thumps on the door.

Voices Outside. What ’s wrong ?

Enter in different sorts of night-gear
Cinderella’s Pather and Sisters, fol-~ lou'ed by the Night

Porter and Mana-
geress.

All, What is it?

Tioo Sisters, There—
I’m not surprised. The
virtuous Cinderella 1

Prince {stepping for-
ward among them).
Silence! I accept the
blame entirely. This
scene is duo to me.
Cinderella has behaved
in a manner that sets
her on a level with
Caesar’s wife, whom I

hope she will shortly be.

Father, Sir, explain’

yourself.

Prince. I am the
Prince and there is the
glass slipper. I called

on your daughter to— propose for her hand.
1 happened to be returning from a
fancy-dress ball. That is my dress on
the floor, and I thought, as I was pass-
ing, I would just ask your daughter to
become my wife. Her virtue is such that
she resented the place and the hour.
Father, You leave the stage without

a stain on your honour.

And so on.
^

The idea may be easily
brought into line with the latest fashion
in bedroom scenes. W. M. L.

{To be continued.)

“Ruler, good tradesman, permanency, suit-
able man.”

—

New Zealand Paper.

We should not recommend the Exile of
Doom to apply. New Zealand has an
unhealthy climate for autocrats.

“After the luncheon Mr. Churchill and
M. Poincar(S had a very cordial chat lasting
nearly half-an-hour. It is understood that
the talk never went beyond general tics.”

Provincial Payer,
Surely hats were mentioned

!'

EEALLY A SAINT, HOW IS IT HE



THE ESCALATOR.
{A Christmas Shopping Tragedy)

Oh listen whilst the tale I tell

Of how—^life happens so

—

1 came across my Amabel,

My loved of long ago.

We met—one passing glimpse, no more;

We stood, but might not stay

:

The inevitable onrush bore
I

Our fleeting lives away.

We met ;
^twas in a world of cares

Each burdened by a load

;

We met upon the moving stairs

At Tottenham Court Eoad.

We met with no renewed delight

Our wandering ways to crown,

For she stood on the upward flight

While I stood on the down.

We passed in silence like two ships ;

We made no facial sign

:

She held her ticket in her lips

And I my pipe in mine.

We made no gestures that might bring

The old dead years alive

;

I had twelve parcels tied with string,

And she had seventy-five.

Wedged tight as mortal souls may be

Where none may start nor stir,

My Amabel rolled up to me
And I rolled down to her.

Mutely I stood, with straining eyes

That bridged the gulf between,

Whilst she went upward to the skies

Conveyed by the machine.

My Amabel ! the same, unchanged

—

Except, of course, her clothes

—

Since those fond days when we arranged

To plight our mutual troths.

My Amabel I the same, the same

!

No doubt the glorious hair,

Though less of it since shingling came.

Substantially was there.

The same two orbs, the lustrous deeps

On which my soul had fed.

Were there; and I remembered heaps

Of things that we had said.

Did she remember too what was,
What had been, but had died?

One could not tell, of course, because

Her face was occupied.
s;« ^

I reached the foot, I fought like hell,

I scaled the ascendant track

:

And halfway up, lo I Amabel
Came lightly rolling back.

She too had seen, she too desired

To tell me for my good
Where, since the old days had expired,

We two precisely stood.

One distant cold salute she gave

;

I raised my hard felt-hat

;

The untiring staircase, wave by wave,

Went on, and that was that.

* * ^
Once more we turned, once niore we

passed,

Each to our several train

;

I looked the third time and the last

—

She froze me with disdain. Evoe.

A PLEA FOR THE TOPPER.
Dear Mr. Punch,—Though you have

at different stages of your long career

spoken disrespectfully of the tall hat,

1 feel sure you will not endorse the

ferocious attack made upon it at a

recent meeting of the Parents* Associ-

ation by Dr. Belprage. He there

described it as “ an abomination with

no redeeming feature.” Overstatement
invariably provokes reaction, and in-

temperate abuse of an opponent fre-

quently causes public opinion to swing :

round from the side of the assailant to

that of the assailed. I have no desire

to belittle this distinguished physician

as an authority on hygiene, but in this

particular instance he seems to me to

invite the criticism, as Mrs, Gamp
would have put it, of “bats in the

belfrage.”

Eational dress is an excellent thing,

but it must not be forgotten that the I

beaver hat, the forerunner of the silk
j
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0^

topper, was introduced in precisely that twc: pi av
century, the eighteenth, which was THE PLAY,

known as the Age of Eeason. I am will- ^‘The WhiteheadedBoy” (Ceiteeion).

ing to admit that it is not suitable for The Irish Players are one of the few
every occasion, and to acquiesce
in its abandonment by cricketers

and skaters, though I have pleasant

recollections of the grace with
which it was worn at the London
Skating Club’s rink in the days of

Vakdervell and Witham, as late

as the ’eighties. I waive the question
of its dignity and impressiveness,

and pre'er to base my defence on
its utility and convenience, and its

va'Ue as an emblem of civilisation. .

First and foremost, then, I would
point out that its introduction is

an infallible sign of progress in all

subject races. The tall hat appeals
with irresistible force to the noble

: savage. Throughout the length
and breadth of the great African
continent it is beloved by sable <

potentates and is an indispensable
|

part of their uniform on all cere-

monial occasions.

Secondly, I would remind Dr.
Belfrage that again and again its

use by foxhunters has saved them
serious or even fatal injuries when
they have been pitched on their

heads.

Thirdly, it cannot be denied that
in moments of ecstasy, when espni ' A VIRGINAL CIECE.
de corps and the desire to exult AuntElUn . . ; . Miss MAms O-Neioi.
over the defeat of rivals has been johnDnffy . . . . Me. Aeihur Sinclair
wrought to the highest pitch, as
for example at the Eton

^

and Harrow obvious links we still have with their
match in its palmy days, it afforded an distressful country, and perhaps the,
absolutely perfect target, while at the unvarying warmth of their welcome
same time protecting the wearer from here may do just a little to hasten the
actual comminution of the cranium.

VIRGINAL CIRCE.

. . Miss Maire O’Neill.

. . . Mr. Arthur Sinclair,

Fourthly and lastly, it provides the
whole tribe of conjurers, whose benefi-
cent activities are so much in evidence
at this -festive season, with -a perfect
receptacle for the concealment of their
live-stock and the fostering of illusion.

Take away the tall hat and conjurers
would perish and magic disajipear.

To conclude, I maintain that it is a
monstrous libel to say^that the top hat
has no redeeming features. On the
contrary, it simply bristles with them

;

it is an Imperial asset, the* joy of youth
and the crown of age. Did not Mother
Shipton prophesy :

—

England will come her final cropper
When she gives up the tall silk topper ” ?

I am, dear Mr. Punch,
Yours faithfully,

Behcoln Linnett,

“Describing the ranch house Lady said
there was no lavatory, bathroom or water
supply. She had a small boy from the grocer’s
for a wash-stand.”— Paper.

I Few of the small boys we know will
stand for much v ashing.

THE GENTLEMAN LABOURER.
Deiiis Mr, Fred O’Donovan.
George Mr. Sydney Morgan.

day when rose and shamrock may be
happy again in the same nosegay. Mr.
Lennox Bobinson is obviously Mr.
Eden Phillpotts’ opposite number!

The Whiteheaded Boy has already
had its enthusiastic reception . One
sees it again with no sense of stale-

nesR, but with heightened apprecia-
tion. And one can pay a less divided
attention to the superb technical
mastery and CO-operAtive sense

^ (as Aimt Ellen would say) of this
admirable company of vagabond
mummers.
Those who give the stage a place

in their reflections when they have
left the theatre will find it instruc-
tive to compare the formula of Mr.
Eobinson with that of Mr. Phill^
POTTS in the seemingly eternal
Farmer's Wife.

Air. Eobinson extracts his fun
from his countrymen’s rather more
unpleasant racial foibles—greed for
nioney, combativeness, taradiddling,
dissimulation. Both extract fun out
of the universal quality of snobbish-
ness. But while Mr. Phillpotts’
rustics are dull and kindly by nature,
Mr. Eobinson ’s are more lively and
more cruel. There is more friendly
humour in The Farmer's Wife, more
malicious wit in The Wliiteheaded
Boy. Both plays keep the house
in almost continuous merriment,
but there is a certain secondary
flavour of bitterness in the laughter
caused by the jests of the Irish

author.

As to the players. SirBakeyJackson’s
well-trained team cannot compete with
their Irish rivals in experience and
technical accomplishment. One has to
admit that these “ colonials ’’ have a
natural turn for the drama, for which,
one would perhaps suggest, their daily
lives are a perpetual rehearsal. We
achieve our results by prayer and
fasting.

What could be better than Miss
Maire O’Neill’s elderly virginal Aimt
Fllen, her disapproving snifl, her prim
disciplined mouth, her occasional out-
breaks of bubbling laughter, her sense
of pleasure in others’ misfortunes ? Or
Mr. Arthur Sinclair’s tight-lipped,

avaricious,blarneying Chair-
man of the E, D. 0. ; or Mr. Sydney Mor-
gan’s harassed and exasperated George
(head of the family which has sacrificed
itself to the whiteheaded boy, Denis, to
whom a pal sent the wire, “Geoghe-
gan’s Hope also ran,” to announce the
result of his third attempt to pass
his medical), with. his bursts of rage,
and his stern resolution to have done
With: Denis and rueful compromises

;
or

the unscrupulous favouritism of Miss
Sara Allgood’s doting fussing mother
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of the paragon; or Miss Cathleen"
Drago’s lively Bahy, Miss Mollie
Maceay’s patient resentful Jane, and
Miss Veronica Tueleigh’s flattened

Kate, all of whose chances have been
sacrificed to their mother’s darling ?

Not less effective, because apparently
without flaw, were Mr. Harry Hutchin-
son’s half-witted Fetci' and Mr. J. A.

O’Bourkb’s Donough Brosnan, Jane's

constant and constantly-thwarted lover,

both sacrificed to the spoilt, idle, ex-

travagant Denis, Mr. Fred O’Donovan,
the Whiteheaded Boy, had the only
part which did not “play itself,” and
conveyedwith great skill andplausibility
the more complex character of this

pseudo-swan among geese. Nor was
Miss Moyna MacGild’s charming little

study of Duffy's daughter, Delia, who
gives the impression that, in spite of her
seeming simplicity, she will stand no
nonsense from Denis or Denis's family,

a whit less competent. A monotonous
series of verdicts, I am afraid, but de-

manded by strict justice. T.

“The Gold Diggers” (Lyric).
i

The “ gold diggers ” in question
were ladies of the chorus, Mabel, Violet,

j

Sadie, Trixie, Dolly, Gypsy &vidi Jerry;
and the gold mines were Stephen Lee,

\

Wally Saunders, James Blake and i

Barney Barnett. The game is played
without fixed rules. It is the general
purpose of the former to extract -from
the latter motor-cars, lunches, flowers,

jewels, clothes and houses and at best,

in the opinion of Mabel, the most adroit

digger of them all, alimony. It is the
object of the latter to get as much in

the way of consideration for value re-

ceived as they can contrive. The gold-

diggers always win.

Do not suppose, however, that all the
diggers are merely mercenary, all the
mines soulless votaries of purchased
pleasure. Little Violet is an innocent
who believes in love for love’s sake.

Young Wally, to five million dollars,

will blithely sacrifice them all for his

shy fragrant Violet. But Wally's uncle
and trustee, Stephen, who knows what
ladies of the chorus are, refuses his con-

sent to the marriage of these babes,

and James, his lawyer, is called in to

help rescuetheingenuous Wally from the
clutches of his siren. James, for the
Goldmines Protection Society, suggests
that they had better study the question
at first hand. Jerry, who has a heart
of gold rather than of a gold-digger,

devotes herself to the conversion of

Uncle Stephen. Her plan is to pretend
that she is Wally's young woman and to

behave in so outrageous a manner as to

make the stern guardian accept little

Violet for his ward out of sheer relief

at the escape from so vicious a type.

So far from being repelled by the
assumed rapidity of Jerry, the poor
boob falls flat for her (and she for him,

A HEART OP GOLD.
Stephen Lee . . Mr. Ian Hunter.
Jerry Lamar . . Miss Tallulah Bankhead,

of course), while James the lawyer
allows himself to be fleeced by the un-
scrupulous Mabel. Net result : Wally

STAKING OUT HER GLAUM.
James Blake . . Mr. Fred Kerr.
Mabel Munroe

.

• !Miss Jobyna Howland.

and Violet, Stephen and Jeiry honour-

ably paired, and Mabel provided with
her alimony at no sacrifice of virtue.

This ingenuous New York idyll was
very much better in its parts than as a

whole. Miss Tallulah Bankhead
could,'I think, carry on her shoulders to

success a much less diverting affair than
Mr. Avery Hopwood’s latest comedy,
and kept us happy with her charming
muffled voice, her vitality and her lithe

dancing. There are dull and bald patches,

and too much irrelevant padding, but
there is an air of expensive high spirits,

night-clubs, gaiety, pyjamas, flowing
bowls and tactfully-concealed fleshiness

which serves to pass most of the time
pleasantly enough for the worldly-
minded.
Mr. Ian Hunter acts with an easy

assurance the impressionable Stephen
Lee, and Mr. Fred Kerr as James Blake
wags an apprehensive head and makes
his points with finished skill. Mr. Hugh
Williams gave us an attractive study
of the guileless Wally, and Miss Jobyna
Howland diverted us with a broadly-
played burlesque of Mabel, the avari-

cious but of course essentially golden-
hearted blonde—a well-written part.

^Mr. Charles Carson, who was the
only gold-bug who really knew what he
wanted in return for his bribes, and
of course didn’t get it from the virtuous
Jerry, had little to do' to prove bis

capacity. I was unable to place the
clever young lady who entertained us
by her chewing-gum technique, her
shrewd humour and the uncomfortable
physical effects of her first ride. I am
glad that she allowed us to hear more of

the racy idiom of her countrymen than
her companions. It is a misfortune
to miss any of it, for it is a perpetual
delight to students of philology.

The play was well-mounted, well-

dressed, well-lighted and well-received.

- T.

“ Tokyo will be the first city of the Far East
to have a subway. Work on the project is now
well underway,”—Technical Paper.

That is as it should be.

“Another man told us that in some of the
mining areas ‘ if it had not been for the women,
children would have come into the world with-
out a stitch of clothing.’ ’*

Trade Union Paper.
Well, that ’s how we came.

From His Other Wife, byBoyVickers :

“ It was the year I had to come down from the
Varsity. I was nineteen. ... I was steeped
in Ovid and Lucullus.”

Though we do not remember to have
read any work by this distinguished
gourmet, we are not surprised that an
undergraduate “steeped in Lucullus”
(apparently as early as his second year)
“had to come down.”
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PERFUME PLAYS, LTD.

Dear Mb. Punch,

—

The appreciation

by your critic of our Quintessence Sym-
phony has, we trust, put an end to a

long conspiracy of silence on the subject

of our achievements. As our produc-
tions are, almost without exception, the
fragrant exhalations of Sir Otto Stenk,

a short description of a first-night of his

play The Emir will afford a typical illus-

tration of the scope of the New Drama
and the difficulties of presenting it.

Opening with massed dish-smells,

damp cigar exhalations and faint trails

ofspearmint, the scenewas easily located

by the first-night critics as a New York
cafeieyha. Thence the usual face-powder
sex-index accompanied one through
smells of gasoline, yielding to a stale

greengrocery odour, upon which a smoky
atmospherewith a saline tang impinged.
Then salt-damped wood and quickly
succeeding heterogeneous smells forced
their way through the sea air. Still

the face-powder index. “ Girl going to
landing-stage or docks ” was the whis-
pered interpretation of the critics.

Then the smells of cut-flowers and
chocolates added themselves. Clearly
the usual farewell gifts to a girl starting
on an ocean voyage.

Salt air again, but clean and crisp
this time. She's gone on deck and
the ship must be under way. Cigar,
stronger and weaker, stronger and
weaker. Very strong smell of face-

powder. She has observed the cigar-

smoker walking up and down past her
chair and war-paint is being renewed.

Pipe, cigar, pipe, cigar, different c’gar,
first cigar again, same cigar, same cigar
... he ’s ridden the others off. What ’s

he going to do now ? Smell of hair-oil.

He's raised his batl Match-striking
smell, smoke of scented cigarette. But
who on earth smokes scented cigarettes
these days ? She must be playing the
man-eating vamp, and the match was
of course an easy introduction.

^

Shipboard flirtations followed, as in-
dicated by the recurrent cigar-smoke.
A tropical harbour by night, the going
ashore, the visit to native bazaars, the
desert expedition with, its succeeding

[

smells of ‘train, sand, horses, hot pig^
skin saddles and the rifle-oil of the
escort—all these items got across to
the audience successfully.

Suddenly arose the hot acrid fumes
of cordite and nitro-powders, the smell
of rifle-oil heating up, of camels and
old-fashioned black gunpowder, and
then the unmistakable odour of fresh
human blood. That it was the Emir
himself who secured the fair prize of
the raid was made clear by the gen-
tlemanly mildness of the ‘‘bouquet
d'Afrique" which, stimulated by the;

heat and the exertion, now mingled in-

timately with the face-powder.

Bouquet d’Afrique, face-powder, bou-
quet d’Afrique, face-powder, dusty dry
heat, camel and damp goat-skin water-
bottle smells ... on and on they rode
over the unchanging desert.

But then, as those of us who were
there remember, the desert did change.
Damp muggy heat like that of a steam
laundry arose. Was it an oasis ? It

^vas not. It was the moisture of the
overcoats of the audience (there had
been rain outside) evaporating under
the persistent heat of the desert. The
organist operated his dry air stops—but
in vain. xA steam laundry on a camel
in the desert \vas all we could perceive.

Nobly Mr. Sfcenk (as he then was)
rose to the occasion. The straight

desert drama of sheikhs and passion
had succumbed. It must be turned
into a dream from which this was the
awakening. With one movement he
swept the organist off the stool on to
the leek-onion-garlic group of pedals
and began to improvise. Dashing the
tears from his eyes, he discarded the
now useless score of -who knows what
scenes of Eastern courts, glamour of

palm-trees and oases, and started a
masterly run on cabbage, cauliflower
and. broccoli steam. From her dream of

sheikhs the girl of the face-powder was
waking to her surroundings in the cafe-
teria and her neglected duties. A dis-

tinct odour of dollar bills. The girl

was being paid off. Dismissed? A
faint touch of tear-gas confirmed this
view, as the door of the cafeteria opened
on motor and street smells and closed
on that of the neglected cabbage.

This open admission of the diffi-

culties under which we labour in our
productions will, I feel sure, if you will
kindly give it publicity, obtain more
sympathetic collaboration on the part
of the public.

Should they wish still further to
assist the Neo-Nidorian movement,
may one point out the gain which
would accrue if such notices as No
POWDERING- and Gentlemen are be-
QUESTED NOT TO REMOVE THEIR HATS
were more carefully observed?

Finally, may I point out that patrons
will no longer be subjected to the in-
convenience and scandals which arose,
we regret to say, from their attendance
at Ihe 'Vwnijp and The He-Man, since
deodorising lounges are now provided at
the more modern theatres for the use
of patrons after the performances ?

Yours truly,

Perfume Plays Ltd.

Another Exchange Problem.
“ Wanted, three Half-Sovereigns. Will give

S/-* —Tasmanian Taper,

TO A BICYCLE BELL.

xAlas, how many years have flown
Since first your silvery note I

sounded,

And on a cycle of my own
First o’er the bumps in boyhood

bounded,
And felt, like Icarus, the delight
Of suddenly acquiring flight.

The roads were peaceful then
;
no noise

More strident than your rinu in-

truded,

And bells of other little boys
Who also cycled (as a few did),

And those of elder people who
Sedately pedalled two- and-two.

But the inventive brain of man,
As restless as the winds that fan it,

Is always making some new plan
To work commotion on our planet

;

Especially it thinks we need
Devices for increasing speed.

So motors came, and all was turned
From peace to uproar in a twinkle

;

The tempest blew, the W’'aves were
churned

;

Your modest and melodious tinkle,

Where hooters hoot and Klaxons squall,
Can scarcely now be heard at all.

Lorries and-motor-buses dash
Along the road which was my cycle’s,

And charabancs about me crash,
Sounding a trump as loud as

Michael’s

;

Amid the din it is absurd
To try to make your tinkle heard.

W’hen in the future I retire

(So runs my fanciful reflection)

And find some land of lieart’s desire
Where everything will be perfection,

Motors shall vanish like a dream
And cycles be once more supreme.

Then once again, my bell, you ’ll serve
To warn pedestrians encroaching

Upon my path. You ’ll not unnerve,
But sweetly hint that I ’m approach-

iQg,

Nor, like the horn, instil dismay
Into the people in the way.

Gently I ’ll pedal through the town
And down the flowering lanes and

by-ways,
And nobody shall fly or frown
At meeting me upon the highways,

And even sergeants of police
Shall smile upon my wheels of peace.

And children, looking close, will tell

From signs beneath my looks seraphic
That, DANTE-like, I 've been in hell

—

The hell of England’s pos' -war traffic

;

And they will make it extra nice
For one returned to Paradise. G. B.
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OUR BOOKING-OFFICE,

{By Mr, Bunch's Staff of Learned Clerks.)

Like lather Eonalb Kkox I hate reading the newspapers

unless there is a headline upside down opposite me in a

railway-carriage. Still I will say this for the more literate

portion of the daily Press; it does keep alive, and very

healthily and happily alive, the raciest and most central

- type ot English essay. Of this type, which selects an

every-day theme and illuminates it and adorns it into

significance for the average man, Father Knox himself has

now republished twenty-nine examples. A71 Open-AirPulpit

(Constable) is a little book of ideal pocket format ;
and the

interior lives up to the companionable professions of the

!

outside. Occasionally it does more. Paragraphs in suc-

cession rise to the classic Bacon-Lamb-Hazlitt-R. L. S.-

at-his-best level; but there is not, I feel, a single essay

which, like the Is^dieseyedhy Ferdinand in his pre-Miranda

period, has not some defect in it. This, because I believe

it to be ascribable to Father Knox’s diffidence rather than

to his incapacity, I should like to stress. He does not

think “Concerning Bells”—a beautiful thing in its in-

ception and masterly in half its execution—worth a coherent

and graceful close. I do. Then take “ Time, Change and

Easter.” There is nothing in it exactly of a piece with that

Elian passage about the coach-and-four. Having made

this protest in hopes of securing a collector’s piece next

time, I shall go back and re-read London’s Stations,” “The

Traveller’s Bible,” “These Motorists,” in fact quite three-

quarters of the book, with renewed gusto. Its crowning

merit is its naturally differentiated outlook ;
and those of

us who are provincials at heart” will note with plea-

surable malice how much of this is due to its writers

detachment from London.

To most of its readers Lord Oxford’s Fifty Years of

Parliament (Cassell) will prove a little disappointing.

There is very little ot Lord Oxford in it, and those who

know that astute and mellow statesman and have naturally

expected the Lord Oxford of this book to be the Lord

Oxford of the Lobby and the dinner-table will be the most

disappointed of any. It seems that he is now engaged on

an autobiography which will no doubt be immensely read-

able, but this will not comfort those who have paid their

fifty shillings for a work whose title they not unnaturally

construed to mean “ Fifty Years of Parliament as I Saw It,’

The personal aspect being carefully eliminated, these formid-

able volumes must be judged on their merits as history, as

to which it may be briefly said that, while Yol. I., vyhich

deals with a Parliament of which the author vyas a sort of

spectator, is cogent and impartial, Yol. II. is steeped—in

respect of events and policies if not in respect of persons

—

in the spirit of Liberalism at least to the mild extent that
|

its anthor is. Still, as history, the earlier chapters are so good

that the reader finds himself regretting that the whole work

is not in the same vein, and that Lord Oxford did not

begin with the accession of Queen Yictoria and throughout

survey, in bis smooth, scholarly and judicial way, events
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in which he himself played no parb.
^ ^ , ,

Then we should perhaps have had more
(/%f 1

1

political philosophy, more weighing and WMi
^

sifting of causes and effects, a keener
y f

analysis of personalities and less narra- ^ ^ > -

tive, and fewer inverted commas. Hlhw '^1

jLflliiirpp,
In A Pensioner s Garden Lord Darling ^ V^j if'

resumes,

Though his manner perhaps more
‘

\ fr\\ \ ^
^

ornate is, V / 4 i / o i
- nth

The pungent satirical style that illumes /M/jiSk M 'i M £ ^
The works that he wrote in the

/ Ji. ^
For, while there are pages in which in \\l

^

~
^

^ \ ^

His mood is both genial and placid,
' {1^/'

^

^
From comment incisive and acid. .Mr!

Old customs and manners, new plat-
^

ffll

Which he clearly regards as unstable,
\ji m ^ Mi

With ‘‘comrades ” and cranks and self- "^11^ ^ Jm Mjj ////& l]

In fantasy, forecast or fable oj ^
Portraying the noon, drawing ever more

I
/Ijnn j/li \

Of the' day that is dawning so redly 0^ rf 1ll I if rll/ I
In politics, letters and art—all appear

\|P ||ll \ ^ 1 I

^

In his verse, like^he bee which, to fur-
'| --^T 1 1 ||| '^

j

All blossoms impartially rifles, '

'\1
'III 1 /^ H ^\ \ f ^

From elegy, ode and from sonnet he
Itf
jC^^\

'

To the lightest of lyrical trifles
; ^

And, though one can hardly apply to
(1^11

The saying of “ little, but roses,”
1 1 1 juiMl I nPlm I ^ I !

'

He has managed for Holder and K(y
j
||J||jB 1 yjM

y
' j'

Quite a number of elegant posies. i
j\ U 1m I

•' f
He 's never at loss for a suitable saw ^ i!' ii I fh ' ^

From legal or classical Latin
; I' r L’ I l

' '

On French he is notably given to draw,
(

I,

'

And Dante he ’s perfectly pat in
; ^

*

I

And yet in this sprightly though erudite M

One bloomer at least I have spotted,

Where (page 73) in the name of von ^

The u incorrectly is dotted.
1 Boy {after ^purchase of toy 'motor), ‘*And when can I expect delivery?”

There are several volumes in the '

- — —

^

- —

new English Men of Letters series that I feel it would to see how the ’book could be bettered. The modest and

have been entertaining to take on, but I do not envy heroic life, its inspiring and bewildering output, are dis-

Mr. OsBEET Burdett his task of coping with Willictm cussed with a perfect equipoise of sympathy and discretion

;

Blake (Macmillan). Blake’s literary work, his poetry, the character of the period is most carefully indicated to

philosophy, and art criticism, are the necessary back- thepoint where Blake’s genius quits it at a tangent; and the

bone of a volume in this edition ;
his engravings, intellectual chaos towards which he was heading (a chaos

“ frescoes ” and water-colours are side issues. This is whose present realisation affords an argument for modern

doubly hard on Mr. Burdett, for Blake’s literary work estimates of Blake as a “thinker”) is suggested with a

(rate it as you will) is anything? but a well-articulated humanist’s distaste. The humanist, I feel, is right when he

Lckbone to anything, and Mr. Burdett himself believes maintains that Blake approached religion- mainly through

Blake’s designs superior to his lyrics. Given these two the art that was his real occupation. Like Milton, who

drawbacks, one necessary and one adventitious, it is difficult almost wrote an epic on King Arthur instead of Paradise
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Lost, ifc "was not a purely interior call that determ'ned his

bent. To prove this thesis Mr. Burdett lays considerable

stress on Blake's upbiinging by ‘‘enthusiasts” and his

recluse apprenticeship to drawing among the tombs of

Westminster Abbey. But he is equally interesting on the

poet’s old age, when patrons—good and bad, but, at any rate,

men of the world—sustained, even when they exploited,

the artist’s interest in his craft.

S])lendicl Joy (Methuen) may prove a popular novel.

True, it is almost undiluted sentiment, and there may be
some who find this rather cloying to the palate. But
Miss Marguerite WiLHiiAMS (presuming her to be an
unmarried woman) is so firmly posted on the side of the
angels that I can forgive her it she occasionally seems
rather to force the note, though I must raise a gentle protest

against her men. They are too obviously the creatures of

a cloistered imagination. Here, for example, is that cele-

brated novelist, Mostyn Boyce, one of those intrinsically

noble characters who
“““

suffer from a strain of

harshness, no doubt in-

duced by the hardships
they have suffered wrest-

ling with publishers

and an unappreciative

public. I suppose it

was essential for the
purpose of her moving
story that he should
have quarrelled with
his charming and Gris-

eldalike wife, nee Clare
Chalmers, but I think
Miss Williams should
have managed to make
him a shade less incred-

ibly suspicious. After
all, Mostijn was a novel-
ist himself, and should
have acquired some
knowledge of the world.
Then there is the in-

valid schoolboy, Jim
Cavendish, whom every

marked the KiJs progress. To his deadly skill with the six-
shooter he added an equal competence in “rustling ” cattle
and packing the cards. Sharping indeed seems to have
Leen bis chief means of livelihood, when he w^as not en^aaed
in the more congenial exercise of killing bis fellow-men.
That, however, he hardly regarded as a serious occupation

;

it was at once too easy and too much a thing of course. He
was not a homicidal maniac, but provocation had no need
to be pushed to the extreme before he pulled the trigger.
Withal, he was a charming fellow, courteous and affable^
handsome and shapely, with singularly small hands and
feet. He was in great request as a dancing-partner. Many
a damsel lost her heart to him, and many a tear was shed
when, as inevitably happened, he “became shot” him-
self, to use the tactful phrase of the Preferred Blonde.
Mr. Burns has been equal to his theme. He tells his
extraordinary tale with cinematographic vivacity and his
pages bristle with captions. It cannot be many months
before the film is released and drawing crowded houses.~~~

Meanwhile there is the
book.

Angry Gentleman. “ I don’t like
Wait, “SoRRV, Mister, Muvver

YOUR SINGING OUTSIDE MY HOUSE.”
doesn’t let us go inside.”

body loves, innlading the author herself, but who is so
clearly predestined to figure in an emotional death scene
that the experienced reader mistrusts him from the start.
And his brother Wilfred bears even less relation to real life!
That a man should have returned to his native land after
“five years of lonely farming in the States ” only to behave
in the hysterical fashionattributed to thi.s unfortunate young
fellow I must politely refuse to believe. For all that, this is
a readable novel with a moral that is ignite unexceptionable.

OscAE WiiDE once said that nature imitated art. It -is
one of the remarks, worn trite by repetition, on- which his
reputation rests. But you need not hope to be regarded as an
epigrammatist if, after reading the history of Billy the Kid
(Bles) as told by Waltee Noble Burns, you let fall the
observation that life in New Mexico in the ’seventies
forestalled the movies. The thing is too obvious. . If ever
there was a film hero in three dimensions it was Billy,
who lived for twenty-one years and killed a man for every
one of them, not counting Indians. His adventures would
seem incredible even for the Wild West were .we not
assured that they are true, and were not many of them
presented to us in the words of those who had their part in
them and by a happy chance survived the hail of bullets which

The stories which Sir
Hugh Clifford has
christened In Days
That aie Dead (Mur-
ray) are concerned
mainly wdth men who
carry out the duties of

empire in distant and
lonely places. Without
hesitation I can choose
three of these tales as
the best in an excellent

eleven. “ Cast ” is per-

haps the most appeal-
ing. Here Sir Hugh
tells the history of an
able and brave man
who for his country’s
sake worked himself
nearly to death before

he was even middle-
aged. The contrast be-

tween Simon Stranges
position in the Bast aud his life in a “ cheap and nasty”
London suburb after bis health was ruined is vivid enough
to haunt my memory formany a day. “In the Heart of Kafa-
mantan” and “Greater Love,” whose theme is courage or
the lack of it, are also full of good matter and .sound mean-
ing, though the ending of “ Greater Love ” is a shade too
sentimental for my taste. Tn this volume Sir Hugh does
not make any notable pretence to humour, but “ The King
of the Sedangs ’ is a diverting story, which may be described
as the googlie member of this remarkably sound team.

«
-4 Coniis/i. Droll (Hutchinson) Mr. Eden Phillpotts

finds abundant opportunity to indulge in the brand of
which he possesses so inexhaustible a supply.

W%lham CJmgwin, who beguiles his old age by telling the
story of his life, was the son of a stone-breaker and the
husband of a woman whose views of matrimony were
elastic. The stern critic might argue that no man except
a born fool could continue to believe in the virtue of a
woman who was constantly disappearing

; but a childlike
simplicity contributed much to WiLliam/s quality of quaint-
ness. In short he really is a droll, and worthy of a place
among the creations of the author of The Farmeds Wife
and Yellow Sands,
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cided that the only practicable way to satiou from the driver. It must hurt

get his ball out of a bunker was to take the feelings of the owners of toy two-

Loed Beaverbeook’s articles on the bunker to pieces.

“ Splendid Failures ” help us to realise

that brilliantly gifted men often lack With reference to the modified in-

just the little something more that terpretation of the three witches in the
"

I -I 1 111 T j • I* Tl » . 7_ _ j 7 _• i_

e bunker to pieces. seaters to see pedestrians ignoring them
and deliberately loitering in the path

With reference to the modified in- of Eolls-Eoyces. ^

makes the successful newspaper pro- latest production of Macbeth, it is now
prietor. ^ supposed that the contents of their

An authority says that it is impossi-

In view of the alleged perilous state gredients of haggis,

of St. Paul’s Cathedral it is urged that

Scotsmen assembling outside it on New Our opinion about

supposed that the contents of their ble for a woman to buy a frock in ten

cauldron were really the original in- minutes. Many a man will feel relieved

at this. If it were possible, think what
she could do in an eight-hour day.

Scotsmen assembling outside it on New Our opinion about the cinema organ

Year’s Eve should not sing Auld Lang which imitated the bagpipes is that it Suggested penalty for these radio

Syne above a whisper, is in the worst taste for one instrument pirates :—make them walk the aerial.

to mock the infirmities of another.
'

A scientist predicts that it will not
^

This new rat fur is said to keep the

be long before television will enable the In Abyssinia, according to a traveller, wearer very warm ;
in fact it ’s so cosy

Lord Mayor of London and the Mayor it is the custom to chain a debtor to that the original owner simply hates to

of New York to see each other as they his creditor. We are pointing out to part with it. o-

converse over the telephone. It wull our tailor that he ought to be thankful
^

of course take longer to make this pos- 1 he isn’t an Abyssinian,

sible between more ob- ^

Itui ptno,,

I

for life.
An American writer

>1: T says that the English
Plwtographer of Local Pat or. “Thask you, geytlymek ; and now I should

. ^
. ...

tv-Q.-on ah.The news that a puma to take one of you ale sMiiaNG—on the off-chance of a win. ^

has arrived at bignor I — bred racehorse. Pos-

Mussolini’s private Zoo reminds us The greatly increased size of Wko^s sibly he took one look at her clotbes

that his collection is said to include a Who for 1927 makes more than ever and then felt like putting his shirt on

lion so fearless that it will put its head apparent the need for a handier volume her.

into the Duce’s mouth. entitled Who's Not Who,
A railway accident was caused at a

In a wrangle between two German A gossip-writer has noticed a minia- French station owing to the train ar-

professors of palaeontology, bothofwhom ture fire-brigade on the Twickenham riving two minutes before scheduled

we members of the Steel Helmet Asso- Eugby football ground. This precaution, time. NosucliriskisrunoiioneSouth-

ciation, one struck the other on the head we understand, has been adopted ever Coast line we know.^

with a bunch of keys and injured him sincethememorableiaternational match

so severely that he had to be taken to when play became so hot that both It is stated that forty thousand per-

hosnital. That ought to teach him to teams burst into flames. sons leave Golders Green Tube station

Various proposals for reforming the

House of Lords are be-

ing put forward; but,

before we go too far,

should pause to ask

whether a reformed

In
to the film people in

Hollywood.

Sir W. Xbbuthnot
Lane says that fair-

haired women seem
better able to fight

against disease - than

dark ones. Perhaps
the reason is that as

invalids they don’t look

so interesting.
^

An American writer

Photographer of Local Paier, “Thank you, gentlemen; and now I should

LIKE TO TAKE ONE OF YOU ALL SMILING—ON THE OFF-CHANCE OF A WIN.”

len play became so hot that both It is stated that forty thousand per-

ims burst into flames. sons leave Golders Green Tube station

every day. We don’t see what else

Miss Helen VTills is alleged to have they could do with it.

remember fco wear his steel helmet when every day. We don t see wiiat else

discussing contentious topics with a Miss Helen Wills is alleged to have they could do with it.

colieafuie. ... ... written a book of poems. Every tennis
^ champion has her faults, A West-End tailor writes to tlie Press

The secretary of the Artisan Golfing to say that with all future clipts he in-

Association states that he knows of A boxer who recently crossed from tends to ask for cash on delivery. Of

several workmen who walk miles for a America to England remarked on the course there is no harm in asking,

round of golf before breakfast. We roughness of the sea. Nothing annoys ================

ourselves hear of a plumber who, after a boxer more than to be attacked below “ Have You

taking a look at the links, goes a long the belt. -u
.j. • Rolled, renovated and Icillcd all weeds on

way back to fetch his clubs.
' * .

At Leicester a man knocked down by ,
Oaidetutg Pap.^ .

A West-End tailor writes to tlie Press

to say that with all future clients he in-

“IIave You
Rolled, renovated and Icilicd all weeds on

rouL* garden patlis and walks ?
”

,
Oa)dening Paper,

It was this same plumber who de- a motor-ear received the ear as compen- The answer is in the negative.

L. CJ.'.M. J) I>
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THE PACIFIST.

j

Ponsonby is the secretary of our local

;

branch of the League of Nations Union
and an indefatigable worker in the cause

I

of uniyersal peace. The season of Christ-

mas naturally always finds a responsive

:
welcome in Ponsonby's heart, and his

I

nephews and nieces benefit.

“I want a nice present for a small

1 boy of about—er—eight,” saidPonson-

;

by when at last lie had managed to pin

I

down an assistant in the large toy-shop.
' “Certainly, Sir,” said the assistant.

.

“ Something mechanical?
”

!
“Yes, I should think so,” said Pon-

I

sonby. “What do you suggest ?
”

j

The assistant dived at a counter piled

I

with painted clockwork,

j

“This is the very latest thing. Sir,”

I

he said ; “a model tank complete with

I
a small quick-firer. When wound up

I

it will travel across the nursery floor,

‘ firing as it goes.- A most amusing and
I instructive toy.”

j

“ No,” said ]?onsonby. “ I disapprove

I

of tanks.” ^

! The assistant glanced at Ponsonby
! and decided that he must be a retired

I

colonel of the Eoj^al Horse Artillery or

something of that sort. They disap-

prove of tanks quite a lot.

“ Certainly, Sir,” he said soothingly.

“Nasty things, really, tanks. Knock
all the sport out of war, I always say.

j
Perhaps this would be more acceptable
—a complete battery of field-guns, with
horses and drivers complete, in bos,
one guinea ?

**

“No,” said Ponsonby.
“We have a large assortment of very

excellent lead soldiers of all regiments,”
:
said the assistant hopefully. “We guar-

1 antee the details. Or mule batteries
with guns which take to pieces—a very
popular present for young boys.”
“I don’t want anything military,”

said Ponsonby.
The assistant had another good look.

Ponsonby resembles a retired admiral
even less than a dug-out colonel, but
the assistant was not a psychologist.

“This,” he said, “is an exact model
of the latest battleship, with gun-turrets
complete. The ammunition-hoist works
whilst the ship is in motion. Or perhaps
a model submarine would be more
“No, it wouldn’t,” said Ponsonby.

“I don’t want anything to do with the
Navy.”
The assistant wiped a little perspira-

tion from bis brow. Ponsonby looks
least of all^ like an intrepid bird-man,
but the assistant’s job was to sell him
something,

“Certainly, Sir,” he said. “What
about a model aeroplane ?

”

“ That s better,” said Ponsonby.
“Links of Empire, and all that.”

“Quite,” said the assistant. “This
is a very fine model, guaranteed to fly

a hundred yards in any direction. You
will notice that it is fitted with bomb-
racks and a supply of bombs, which
explode harmlessly but with a sharp

report. A very amusing toy, Sir.”

“Look here,” said Ponsonby, “ haven’t

you got anything which isn’t connected

with slaughter ?
”

The assistant looked round vaguely

;

the question was new to him.
“ We— er—perhaps— er— a model

farmyard ?
”

“ I ’ll take it,” said Ponsonby.
Sic Jlc i'/ :{{

A few days later he called to see if

his selection had proved satisfactory.

“I hope I got the right present for

George,” he said to the boy’s mother.
“ He simply loves it,” she said. “ It

fits in so well with his other presents.

Gome and see.”

Ponsonby ascended to the nursery.
In the middle of the floor stood the
model farm, its windows filled with
miniature sandbags and its wooden
walls loopholed for rifle fire. A com-
pany of khaki-clad soldiers was in

possession, with a model ambulance de-

tachment to the rear. Some yard s away
a battery was engaged in putting down
a hot barrage, under cover of which
more infantry, prone on the floor, were
wriggling to the attack. Prom the
further corner a tank advanced, firing

as it came.
“ Isn’t it ripping? ” said the nephew

of the apostle of peace. L. du G.

THE DOCTOR'S DILEMMA.
[It is proposed that all articles written by

medical men for the Presson matters of health
shall be unsigned and submitted in advance
to a committee of censors.]

When I am told to take more exercise,

Or quafi* each morn the lemon’s
potent juices,

That aches will not assail nor pains
surprise

One who his daily pabulum reduces,
Omitting beef-steak pie and currant dufl,

I like to know who *s peddling out the
stuf.

The great physician, Dr. Bedside-
Manner,

The famous specialist, Sir Harley
Street,

When for a modest twopence or a tanner
They tell me what to drink and wear

and eat,

Pack, as they say, a punch in every par
Because the paper tells us who they are.

In my case their authoritative views
Are academic, I am glad to mention

;

No daily salts preserve me from the
blues

;

My liver calls for no undue attention;

I have a constitution like a horse,
And punish everymealwithout remorse.

But then you never know. Misfortune’s
knout.

Or some base microbe with abhorred
nippers.

May lay me low and leave me flattened
out,

Vvith no more constitution than a
kipper’s,

Yet ignorant. as are the fowls of air
Of what to eat or drink or smoke or

w^ear.

Wherefore, while still robust I like to
learn

About each fell complaint that does
not rack me,

That being forearmed with wisdom I
may spurn

The several maladies that may attack
me

When I am old, or have amassed the
wealth

Without which no one can enjoy ill

health.

But would I read the cold and cautious
screeds

That fill theB.M.A.’s terrific Journal,
Or scan the lines witli which The Lancet

leads

To light and learning those whom
our internal

Troubles intrigue, who find it lots of fun
To think up Latin names for every one ?

Unsigned, anonymous and vouched for

AA secret caucus, harsh, inquisitorial

—

Who will peruse such articles ? Not I.

What papers print or lavish editorial
Praise on such screeds ? Not one. The

world wants dope,
Simple, convincing and replete with

hope.

The pictures of large-heartedhuman men

,

Their name and fame—these things
we think a lot of,

Knowing that so much comes within
their ken

That ordinary doctors do not wot of

;

If they are silenced Ave shall soon hark
back

To that superb word-wizard, Dr. Quack.
Algol.

“ ’anew sports bats have turned-down
brims, and are of speckled felt like a thrush’s
Qgg "^Fashion Paper,

Many thrushes, however, keep to the
old-fashioned shell.

“ At the annual dinner in connection with
the Fat Stock Show, Mr. W.

,
who

presided, said that the time of dual purpose
breeding had gone. They should breed for
milk and for beer separately.”

Provincial Paper,

It is never wise to mix them.
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I

A NICE CHRISTMAS STORY.

I

Theeb or four years ago I advocated
the filming of poetry and attempted to

‘ show the way in which I thought Mr.
, John Masefield’s Sea Fever might be

I

successfully filmed. The other day I
' actually saw a poem filmed. Ifc was
The Bime of the Ancient Ilarmer, by
S. T. CoLEEiDGE, a very nifty photo-
plav,^ featuring the Albatross, Death,
Life-in-Death, the Lonesome Spirit from
the South Pole, Polar Spirits, fellow-
Daemons, the Invisible Inhabitants of
the Element and other well-known and
world-popular stars. .

But that was not all.

Speaking casually, I should have been
inclined to say that the plot of The
Ancient Mariner was one into which
one could not drag very much of*the
sex interest

; the number of girls in it,

I should have said, was rather few, and
those not of the chorus-lady type. But
I should have reckoned, in saying so,

without my film-producer. Love, he

argued, comes into the poem. It starts

off with a wedding, and it says :

—

“ He prayeth best wlio lovetb best
All things both great and small

;

”

and, whereyou have love knockingabout,
hang it all, you want plenty of girls.

We started wdth a simple woodland
scene. A man of rather villainous
countenance, in tight knee-breeches,
was shooting fawns. At least they
seemed to be fawns. A beautiful girl

was pottering about the wood in high-
heeled shoes, and one of the fawns was
shot while she w^as feeding it. After
that the follow w^ent from bad to worse.
Noticing a ptarmigan, or some such
fowl, roosting on a tree-stump, he took
a pot-shot at it sitting, with the result
that he got a back-fire and damaged his
eyes.

^

It is scarcely necessary to remark
that in falling he rolled over a cliff.

I cannot conscientiously say that I have
seen any villain fail in a film without
rolling over a cliff. He was saved by
a tree growing half-way down, and by
using the rope thoughtfully provided by

the film-producer. The girl came down,
also using the rope, saved his life,

nursed him to recovery, and fell in love
with him.
You remember the plot of S. T.

Coleridge’s Ancient Mariner ? Quite.
Then we will get on.

Becoming convalescent, he showed
her the furniture and curios (so-called)
in his house, and the sight of some
Venetian glass so affected her that she
was ready to run away with him, desert-
ing the simple young man of her rustic
love.

There had, however, all this time been
lurking in the background an old man
with flowing white locks and large
sorrowful eyes, an old man dressed a
little like a schoolmaster, a little like a
priest, and a little like a commission-
aire. He buttonholed the villain on
thepretence of showinghim more curios,
took him to his house, gave him a glass
of wine, rebuked him for his conduct,
and proceeded to tell- him—^you will
never guess what. Why, an old story
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about a sailor and an albatross, ail in

rhyme. Sometimes the rhyme appeared

on ordinary coloured backgrounds, and
sometimes -.in the sea, -just under the

moon. Sometimes' you got a whole
stanza complete, and sometimes parts

of a stanza. And'tfae rhyme was illus-

trated.

Here again I had underestimated the

film-producer’s powers. The polar re-

gions traversed Ancient Mariner's

ship contained caverns more full of

dancing -girls than I should have
thought possible. Half-naked, too. I

should never have thought of that.

They were lady-dasmons, I imagine, of

the polar, seas. Nice girls. And there

was a kind of Polar King who travelled

about mainly under water, and a panto-

mime Polar Queen covered with glitter-

ing stars and carrying a 'wand. There
were also penguins, . seals, and'' men
dressed up as polar bears.

The Ancient Marmer now shot an
albatross. This occurs in the actual

poem. Alter that we followed the course

of the narrative with a certain degree

of accuracy. We burst, for instance,

into a silent sea; the bloody sun at

noon right up above the mast did stand,

and the albatross was hung about the

Ancient Mariner's neck. It had every

appearance of being a real albatross.

At this point again I should have
said that the sex motive was working
a little thin. But I had forgotten the

phantom ship.

“ I bit xny arm
;
I sucked the blood,

And cried, * A sail ! A sail I

’ ”

The black hulk arrived, with the sun

burning through it, right enough, like a

dungeon grate, and there was Death on

board. There was also Life-in-Death,

She too*was a nice girl. Not shingled,

of course, for the date was too early for

that (we were quite in the costume
period), but fair-haired, as the poem
says, and very attractive indeed. She
won her throw at dice and came right

on the ship, took the Ancient Mariner

by the arm and peered into his face.

Mariners prefer blondes. There was no
close-up of her hand, so I could not tell

whether she was manicured. If I had
been producing the film I should have

insisted upon this. But she had long

hair rippling to her feet.

After this girl bad gone right away
we got back to the ordinary story again.

The crew died, the deck rotted, ghosts

arose, there may even have been water-

snakes. At any rate a spring of love

gushed from the Ancient Mariner’s

heart :

—

“ The albatross fell of£, and sank
Like lead into the sea.”

After which it rained—film rain

—

there is no fiercer kind.

The story was hurried to its close.

THE LANGUAGE OF THE FILM.

Eushmd, “I can’t afford any more presents—and it’s no good Gisuing at me.”

The villain’s heart was soltened by it,

though, since he apparently loved the

girl whom he was going to carry away
into guilty splendour, and she also loved

him, and was waiting by an old tree

during the whole time that the poem
was being recited, his conversion struck

me as a thought improbable.

Converted, however, he was. He
drove away in his motor-car—we saw
him doing this. Winter, spring, sum-
mer, autumn passed, and winter came
again, ’Twas Christmas. He had re-

turned from Europe and was sitting

by bis fire. Enter the giiTs young lover.

“li looidd make her happier if you
came to see her,**

Why, goodness knows. But he went
and found a party going on. Dressed as

Father Christmas, the old, white-haired,

hollow-eyed poetry-reciter was distri-

buting presents to the tiny tots, and

the reformed villain joined the hands of

the two young people by the side of the

Christmas-tree. There was not even a

stuffed albatross on the top of it.

Oh, sweeter than the marriage feast,

’ lis sweeter far to me
To watch the men that make the films

Improving poetry.

Eyoe.

Our Erudite Contemporaries.

“Lord Elgin, who saved ’the marbles of the

Pantheon,”

—

Moi'ning Paper,
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riccii^ETDc »/ ocD/^cAM-ro Howevei friendly the Butts officer The sergeants* team keeps ahead ofUhhiotHb . bhKCjifc.AN lb. Firing-Point officer may be at the officers* on the whole, particularly
i —The Eanges. the commencement of the competition, in the slow-firing phase, for a sergeant*s

i

I

In the spring—or preferably in the diplomatic relations will have been build is usually more convenient for
i summer, because the rain is warmer— severed, even if open war has not been lying down. In the running and firing
we take on the sergeants at cricket and declared, by the end. It subsequently from point to point over rough ground,

I

rifle-shooting. The cricket-match 1 appears that one of them is a biassed however, the officers prove the better!
have aheady described elsewhere, and and blundering half-wit, whose men The rough ground is very rouc^h in
the two should always be kept separate, can’t find bullet-holes in targets and fact, one year. Quartermaster-Sergeant

;

whatever opinion one may hold as to can’t signal them properly when they Fourbytwo, not being fitted with cater-
‘ the integrity of Sergeant Haversack as do ,* while the other is an impatient and pillar tracks, got badly bogged and had
I umpire. disbelieving maniac who labours under to be rescued under fire,

i

Our rifle-range competitions, since the delusion that he is either the Deity During our last competition the live-

;

guns and bullets and dangerous things or a Major-General. In fact they don’t liest firing by all sides occurred quite

I

like that are employed, have far more seem to like one another, and much unexpectedly towards the end at the
I

of a military atmosphere than, say, our badinage to give effect to these diamet- six-hundred-yards’ point, when a mis-
;

hockey^- matches. Somebody^ definite rically opposed points of view is hurled guided dog (owner and breed unknown,
I

has to be in charge, and there is a lot of back and forth over the range-tele- and looking like one of the thincrs at
' giving of commands in husky voices phone, which, like all range-telphones, the latter end of a Noah’s Ark queue)
,
like the skin of a cokernut, and a great takes a hand in the game by :— decided to run from left to ric^ht along
deal of marching and countermarch -

1

(a) Clicking, guzzling, burbling the hundred-yards’ point. TheanDeai?
, mrr nn/1 on -fnvf.V* mim i

*— —— ^ n .

1
ing and so forth. The
warrant officers and

;

sergeants, always stick-

I lers for disciplinary eti-

,

quette, even go so far

I

as to march down from

;

their Mess in fours,

,

under command of the
Regimental - Sergeant-

Major. This is a fine

sight. You don’t often

get a chance to see a

I

“formedbody oftroops”

I

consisting entirely of

!
warrant officers and

ance of a moving target
across the line of fire

proved too much for

everyone
; the markers

at the butts thought a
}

machine-gun had been
brought into play; and,
though the dog was un-
harmed (but puzzled)
thenumber of ricochets
and misses over the top
of the butts was incred-

ible.

After this the com^

black swans' Nor do
-Sosf. “ My wirE gave me these cigabs. What do you think of them ?

” St'difierent matter; they

YOU often see'aiiE.S.]\I.
^ ^ massed twice.’’

merely think it is an

fWnTf® anyt^gbSlhi!^ and singing at intervals in a loud gentlemen up th?SS^d°ana t£forethree-quarters of a battalion under his voice. private.
^

i f 1 .
0 Humming the rest of the time Last'year, after adding up, it was de-

I

ihere are two features of almost under its breath. cided that the serceants hod wnn nn,.

SSions^^^One
our annual range com- (c) Binging both bells very persist- part of the competition, while the Buttspetitions One is, of co^se, the pro- ently for several minutes on end. officer, Captain Ledger was adiudJ^d

;

gress of the shooting, and the other is (d) Going on strike completely. the win2 rthe ot£r-th^
i ttten thrSci?S??s“In^harae^of T ^ Au telephone stakes. We are aU practising

! all comoetiSs atlS firing tfTJl
s rempks, so that the Firing- hard for nest spring, and Lieutenant

!

“ ™“g-point and Point officer is given the impression Swordfrog, who is to be officer-in-com-

“r“ S“„g?p„toftr"» Syoapcam ana t^uaUer-Master Ledger) while Captam Ledger is given the on the Mess-telenhone A A
^

who IS in charge of the party of markers impression that the firing-Lnt has
Mess telephone. A. A.

at the butts. This latter party, by the been struck dumb.
^ ^

• f r <way, IS composed of privates, and there- (/) Beversin^ the above t '“ct 7 a f iv o?
performance

Th^US oVhlftdls watched °Ber“

geant with Oaufcain Lpflfypr nnminQilvr
o the nring goes on of the ex-Kaiser, complete with Prussianuni-

to hein bnt
nominally quite happily, since everybody privately forms and decorations. King Claudius is theCO neip, DUG actually to keep a close eye keeps his own score. Sergeant Grenade ®^“?^aiser, and the Queen, who wears long

onmm ana on any other known adher- we note in particular finds this bit
''^hite gloves, is said to be an early imitation

voice.

(
5) Humming the rest of the time

under its breath.

impression that the firing-point has
been struck dumb.

(/) Reversing the above.
The progress of this fend is watched Berlin

From a description of a performance
of Hamlet at the State Theatre in
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i

1

THE DIFFICULTIES OF LIFE.

1

“ Life,” she said to me gravely, “ is

becoming more difficult every day/’

“More impossible,” I corrected her.
“ You -will scarcely believe me when I

tell you the committee have taken a

stroke off my handicap, and I suppose
there never was a season when so many
outsiders no one had ever heard of

romped home at a hundred to one. And
to make a declaration at bridge when
one never holds a card

”

“ Why,” she interrupted indignantly,

“only last night, when we were part-

ners, you put down a hand that had

I

ace, king and queen of every suit except
clubs.”

“ It was when,” I sighed, “ you went
three in no trumps because you had
none of the suit I had called—it was
spades—and so let in Tom to make
eight tricks in clubs straight off before
you got the lead.”

“But those are things that don’t
really matter,” she declared. “ Anyone
can do without golf and bridge and
racing, can’t they ?

”

“ I did hear of one man recently,” I
confessed, “ who grew so desperate he
gave them up altogether and took to
watching live dogs chase a tin hare.
A sad end to an otherwise ill-spent life

;

but they say he seems happy, though
he eats none but tinned foods.”

“ And then, I suppose,” she sighed,
“he has to open them, and the tin-

opener never to be found and no good
when it is.”

“ Like my new safety-razor blade
when I want to use it a second time.
It is all very difficult and tiring,”

“ When I *m shaving,” she said care-
lessly, “ it doesn’t tire me a bit, and
that just shows what humbugs men
are.

^

The fuss they used to make, pre-
tending it was so mysterious and diffi-

cult, when it isn’t a bit, and making
stupid jokes about our sharpening pen*
cils with razors when everyone knows
the carving-knife is ever so much better.”

“ We are a simple sex,” I told her,
“ and it was only to create a feminine
interest in our manhood that we ever
pretended shaving was so dark and
strange a deed, even though the back
of a neck is never quite the same as the
angle of a chin.

^

Yet, though the mys-
tery of shaving is now no more to you
than to us, and cocktails and cigarettes
even less so, we remain the only sex
who can really gi’apple with the diffi-

culty of knowing which way to move
the hands of the clock when summer-
time comes in and out.”

“ Tom,” she answered disdainfully,
“ said that once, and I told him it was
silly to talk like that, and so he said
he would leave it to me next time.”

“ And did he ?
”

“ Oh, yes,” she answered, “ so I put

the dining-room clock forward an hour,

and the drawing-room clock back. I

forget which one was right, but one
was ; and Tom had to admit it too.”

“ Serve him right,” I said severely.

“Didn’t it? ” she asked, pleased. “And
then he was quite cross next morning
simply because we had breakfast by the
kitchen clock, which I had forgotten all

about.”
“ Another instance,” I said with sym-

pathy, “ of the infinite complications of

the life of to-day.”

“Well, things,” she declared, “have
got to bfe made easier or I don’t know
what won’t happen. Last week, for

instance, there was, on one afternoon
at the same time, a wedding I absolutely
had to attend because it was friends;
and a reception I couldn’t afford to miss
because simply everyone was going;
and ever such an interesting matinle
we had been given free tickets for—and
it ’s so awful not to use a free ticket
when you do get one; and a private
mannequin-show I felt I must go to,

because such a hateful woman was
getting it up and shewouldhave thought
I was jealous if I had stayed away

; and
a charity bazaar it was a positive duty
to attend

; and a wonderful piano recital

you had really got to be seen at to show
you were one of the few who really un-
derstand . .

.”

“ Which seems,” I mused, as she
paused, breathless, “ not one difficulty,

but six.”

“Seven/’ she corrected me, with a
heavy sigh, “for there was also the
difficulty of knowing what to do.”
“And what,” I asked with interest,

“ did you do ?
”

“ Well, first of all we cut out the
matinee, because thatwas onlypleasure,
and we had to think of duty first.”

“ It is,” I said, “ the spirit of the
Age.”

“Then,” she went on, “I told Tom
he must go to the wedding by himself,
because when they saw him they would
be sure to think I was there too.”

“ I see,” I said. “ And what did Tom
say? ”

“Nothing,” she explained, “because
I said it first and quickest. Then next
I gave up the reception, because every
one would be there, and in the crush no
one would ever notice I wasn’t

; and
the recital, because no one would be
there, and so no one could know I
wasn’t

; and then I gave up the charity
bazaar because, though that was a sort
of duty, one has to think of a little plea-
sure sometimes.”
“It is,” I said, “even more the spirit

of the Age.”
^ ’

“ So that left,” she continued with a

touch of triumph in her manner, “ only
the mannequin-show

; and I was so glad
to be able to go there, because I did so
want to tell the horrid woman who was
getting it up what a success it had
been, and how we had all enjoyed see-
ing those lovely gowns all over again.”
“And did it work out quite well ? ” I

asked.
“ Well, not altogether,” she admitted

reluctantly. “ When I got to the man-
nequin-show I found it bad been held
the day before, so as not to clash with
anything else, and then it was too late
to do anything but go on to the matinee.
And what do you think? Tom was
there too.”

“Extraordinary,” I cried. “I am
surprised.”

“He said he had forgotten which
church the wedding was to be at,” she
explained, “and so of course I asked
him why he hadn’t ’phoned

; but just
then he noticed my hat, and he asked
me if I didn’t think I ought to have a
new one

;
and I knew it was a perfect

disgrace, so I said perhaps I ought.
So then we got talking about where to
go for a new one, and I forgot to say
anything more about his missing the
wedding, though I was sorry.”

“ At any rate,” I said, “ I hope it was
an interesting matinee? ”

“ It was lovely !
” she cried

;
“ and the

very moment it was over we went to a
shop, andTom bought me such a darling
hat. I never enjoyed an afternoon
more ! Only Tom said it was the most
expensive matinee he had ever been to

;

and how could it be when we had had
free tickets given us ?

”

“I don’t know,” I said; “I expect
Tom was just making conversation.”

V, -R. P

The Wisdom of Henry !Ford.

Paris rnay have been worth a mass,
but America is the only country worth
mass production.

* *

A cool engine is better than a hot dog.

* *
Englishmen can no longer afford

castles, but any American can afford a
Ford.

^ *
There are no bees in my bonnets.

Travel is an education, but I do
not wish to “know the land where the
Citroens bloom.”

^ ^ ^
Heaven ispaved with good inventions.

“Child Swallows Halfpenny.
He was removed at once to Aberdeen In-

firmary for an operation .”—Scots Paper.

Other papers, please jest about this.
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Small Conialescent (to Lady Visitor). “How old are you? ”

Ladii V'lsitor [facetxously) “I’m a HUUDEED-AiTD-oisrE.”

Small Convalescent. “That’s hot ah age—that’s a temperature,”

MRS. HASH.
(A Serial Drama of the idmost import-

ance. Begin at once^ and buy the

hack-nu77ihers.)

IX,

—

Nirvana.
“ Well, Treasure?

“Well, Harriet?”
“ You don’t say much.”
“ i *m happy, Harriet.”
“ Anyone would think you was in

your grave. That elephant ’s gone by

seven times since you passed your last

remark,”

“ When a person’s happy they don’t

need to talk about elephants, Harriet.

I ’ve got my Nirvana.”

“Of course, if you’re thinking of

another lady
”

“’Tisn’t a lady, Harriet. It's a

spiritual state, like, and it 's all come
over me since I got you.”

“ Flattered, I ’m sure, Mr. Treasure.

What sort of a state ?
”

“ It ’s a-state of spiritual satisfaction,

Harriet, like lying in a hot bath with

tbe eyes closed. Perfect tranquillity, if

you get my meaning, an inward peace,

Harriet, I don’t seem to want to say

nothing or do nothing, but just bask in

the sunshine of your society, like a

lizard on the wall,”
“ Well, I never heard it called Nirvana

before. What book have you been read-

ing, Treasure ?
”

“ It 's a Buddist- inventicn, Harriet.

A kind of paradise on earth, you see.”

“ Well, if our marriage is to be a

Buddist invention I’d better be lookin

round for something else, perhaps,

was thinking of a Christian wedding,

Mr. Treasure, with a few flowers and

'CCl-H
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First Sjporisman. “That’s your old hoese Scene-Shifter, isn’t rr‘?”
Se-cond Ditto, “ Yes—ALTERiNa the landscape, as usual.”

the gramophone. And in my idea of

paradise, Mr. Treasure, there ’s quite a
lob of conversation.”

What 's your idea of paradise,
Harriet ?

”

**My idea of paradise is you and me
and a few friends sitting round a good
fire on a winter's night and talking.”

‘‘Well, I'm not saying anything
against your talking, Harriet. I like to
hear you talk.”

“That's what Hash said when
was courting. But we hadn't been
married a fortnight before he went
Buddist. And a person can’t talk to
a stone wall if it has got Nirvana."
“Perhaps I didn’t mean so verymuch,

Harriet, But I generally fall into a
meditation at the Zoo. There ’s nothing-
like it for making a man think. Do you
see that elephant ?

”

“ I can just make it out, Mr, Treasure.”
“ That ’s my ideal of what a man

should be, Harriet. Strong as you make
’em, but kind with it, wdse as you could
wish but fond of a little game, dignified
too but never stands on his dignity,
always thinking of others, don’t mind
doing any little job that comes his way,
and what he does he does as well as he
can do it, if it ’s only picking up a pin.”

“ Here endeth the First Lesson 1

”

“The elephant, Harriet, is the King
of Beasts by rights. It *s my opinion
the lion is an over-rated creature, with
unpleasant habits. Let’s W'alk along
to the Aquarium.”

“ Veiy well, Treasure. I was never
much of a one for lions myself. But
I don’t know that I want to marry an
elephant. Is the elephant your ideel
of a husband, Treasure ?

”

“ The ideal man should make an ideal
husband surely.”

“ Well, there you’re very much mis-
taken. You couldn’t have wanted for
a better man than Amos Eudd, yet
what that poor woman had to put
up with—I declare he’d have sold
the rags ofi* her back if he ’d have thought
it would benefit the working-classes,
and she couldn’t hardly take the Sun-
day dinner out of the oven before he’d
be giving it away to the first scallywag
that knocked at the door. No, Mr,
Treasure, ideels is all right for elephants,
but give me a husband that knowswhich
side his wife’s bread is buttered. No
one wants to have breakfast with an
archangel, Mr. Treasure, and Mrs. Eudd
used^ to tell me ib made her feel that
inferiorhaving a manlike that about the

house she was half-afraid to do the wash-
ing-up without singing a hymn. And
as for elephants, they ’re a bib too quiet
for me. It looks to me as if your ele-

phant ’s got his Nirvana, Mr. Treasure.”
“ I dare say he has, my dear, if the

truth were told.”

“Well, he can keep it—see? Now
what *s this Aquarium ? Goldfish, eh ?

What monsters
!”

“ Beautiful colouring.”
“ Quite a picture, with the green

stuff and that,”
“ It 's funny to stand here looking at

’em through the glass, and them not
knowing anything aboutus—likelooking
into another world, like.”

“ Yes, ib ’s like Lord Birkenhead
looking through the area-window at

you and me, I suppose.”
“ And I dare say he don’t know any-

thing more about us than what we know
about them fish.”

“ Funny the way they open and shut
their mouths. Breathing, I suppose.”
“Not breathing, Harriet. Theybreathe

through the gills.”

“ Yawning, then. It looks a bit slow,
I must say.”

“That’s what Lord Birkenhead
might say if he looked through the
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THE perfect floor.
Study of two enthusiasts in baui^.

area-window. Bufe what does he know
about it ? I should have said those

fish was the happiest creatures in Lon-
don.’*

^

“ That your ' idea of paradise, Mr.
Treasure ?

’*

“ Pretty near. They ’ve got every-

thin*? they want and nothing to do.”
“ Sounds like the Idle Eich, and we

know they *re miserable.”
“ Ah, but that sort are always want-

ing to be in somebody else’s tank. These
fish can’t see into the next tank; they *ve

got a little world of their own—see?

—and nothing to envy. They couldn’t

be better looked after if they was in a

state of nature; they get their food

regular, they’ve got no enemies, no
change of weather, no noise

”

“ And nobody talking to them, I sup-

pose you’d say ?
”

“ Nobody to bother them, certainly.

It ’s like as if you and 'me was shut up
on an island flowing with milk and honey
and didn’t see the newspapers, Harriet.”

Weil, I wouldn’t mind that, it ’s true,

Mr. Treasure, provided you wasn’t too

Buddist. But it . seems to me all your
ideas of happiness come back to the
same thing. You ought to live in a glass-

case, Mr. Treasure, and have yourself

labelled ‘The Silent Gentleman, don’t

touch the glass, he’s got Nirvana.’
*’

“Well, say what you like, Harriet,

there ’s a great deal in silence. I often

think, if I was free to meditate silent

,

for a year or two, I’d get everything

clear in my mind, like this H. G. Wells
I ’ih reading. Speech is silver, I always
say ”

^

“ And silence is a goldfish. Well, it ’s

me for the sea-lion. Let ’s move on a
little. They give me the creeps.”

“ These sticklebacks are interesting.

It says the male parent builds the nest,

does all the housework and looks after

the young.”
“Now there’s some sense in that.

That ’s what I call Nirvana, if you like.”

“ I used to keep newts when I was a
boy. Did you eversee a newt courting?”

“ And what ’s put that into your head,

Mr. Treasure ?
”

“I was wondering when you were
going to name the day, Harriet.”

“ Well, I was wondering, after what
you’ve said, whether we were quite

as well suited as we thought perhaps.

W’ould you mind telling me, Mr. Treas-

ure, if there’s any particular part of the

day when a few stray words from your
wife would be welcome ?

”

“ Well, I ’ll be frank with you. I ’m
not one for talking before breakfast, and
I ’m not one for talking at breakfast,

and, generally speaking, I don’t want
to talk after breakfast

”

“That don’t leave much of the day,

do it?”

“ But when I ’ve had my pipe and the

day’s well under way I don’t mind ex-

changing a word or two on a serious

subject, provided nobody don’t talk to

me while I *m washing, or while I ’m
meditating, or while I ’m taking a nap,

or while I’m reading, and I read at

meals, and I like reading in bed.”
“ Well, all that ’s reasonable enough,

there ’s no accounting for tastes, they
say, but in that case what do you want
with a wife ?

”

“ I put * reticent * inmy advertisement,

as you may remember, Harriet
”

And what ’s ‘reticent,’ when it ’s at

home ?
”

“ ‘Eeticent ’ is not talking more than
is necessary.”

“Then I’m not reticent and never
shall be, not if I live to be a hundred.”

“ I knew that, Harriet I knew that the

moment I saw you, but then you see
—

”

“ Yes, Mr. Treasure ?
”

“ Then, you see, I was carried away.
The fact is, a man may have his ideals,

but he don’t always live up to them.
And so, as I said before, well, what
about naming'the day ?

”

“ Well, I feel a bit reticent about that,

Mr. Treasure, not to say Buddist, and
I ’ll think it over. But meanwhile 1 *d

like to remark first, last and once and
for all, that it’s no use your marrying
me if it’s a go’d-fish you want; and I

shan’t want too much of the elephant

from you. What you want to keep
in your mind is the stickleback, Mr.
Treasure, with a dash of the kangaroo,

perhaps.”
“ Very well, Harriet.” A. P. H.
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Elder Sister, “ So that ’s Smythe major, is it ? I think he looks a nasty cross boy.”
Small Boy, “Well, he is rather a beast; but I’ve known him get quite mellow aejer hxs third ginger-beer.”

HOW TO BHIGHTEH OUR PANTOMIMES.

Next we will take Bluebeard and see
how the telephone touch can enliven
this old drama.

Scene—^.4 turret chamber in Bluebeard’s
Palace, A telephone is fastened to

the wall. Ann is frantically search-
imj the telephone-booh as the curtain
rises, and Fatima is busy tearing her
hair.

Fatima, Sister Ann, Sister Ann, can
you not find our brother’s number?

Sister A. He will be at the Yizier’s
office, Fatima.

^
I know he will. I must

look for V. Where does it come in the
alphabet ? I never can think.
Fatima. E 8 T U V.
Sister A. Perliaps it ’ll be under G,

for Grand Vizier—or perhaps it ’ll be in
State Department, or under Baghdad

!
Corporation.

Fatima. Ob, be quick! Be quick!
Bluebeard is coming. (She goes to the
windoxu.) I can see him coming. He
is on his white Arab, the horse that
won the Damascus Stakes at a hundred
to one.

Sister A. Ah ! I ’ve found it under

Vizier—plain Vizier. Here we are—
Baghdad 600331.

Fatima. Don’t say it wrong. Quick!
Quick 1

[Sister Ann takes up the receiver and
loaits. There is a tense silence.

Sister A. It ’s buzzing a lot, but no
one answers.

Fatima, Oh, click the top, Sister Ann

!

Quick, Sister Ann!
Ah! Baghdad 600331, please

. . . No, not 9. 1 at the end . . . yes.
Fatima (at thewindoid). Bluebeard is

nearer. I can see the gleam on his
sciinitar. Has no one answered ?

Sister si. Hulloa! Hulloal Is that
600331? GrandVizier’s Office? What?
You ’re 600339 ? The Torture Cham-
ber ? Oh ! thanks

; wrong number.
Hulloa! Hulloa! Exchange! You’ve
given me the wrong number. I didn’t
say 9. Yes, but you should listen. I
don’t care

; I shall ring up the super-
visor in a minute. Well, put me on at
once then.

Fatima, Bluebeard is at the half-mile
bend by now, but he has met a friend
and speaks to him. There yet may be
time. Sister Ann . . . Sister Ann 1

Have you got your number ?

Sister A. Hulloa 1 Is that the Grand
Vizier’s office ? Thanks. Well, I want
Mr. Ibrahim Hadjiz, please. Hadjiz.
I am speaking plainly. Listen! Had

—

jiz. Oh, yes, I’ll spell it. Are you
attending ? H for haddock, A for ass,

D for donkey, J for jackass, I for idiot,

Z for zany. You ’re nob sure where he
is ? Well, please send for him. He ’s

at tea ? Yes, but it 's most important.
His sister Fatima is expecting to be
murdered at any moment now, when
Bluebeard comes home. Yes—say Miss
Ann Hadjiz is speaking. Yes, I’ll

hold on.

Fatima (Jioarsely), Bluebeard is com-
ing at a gallop.

Sister A, (excitedly to telephone),
Hulloa 1 Hulloa ! Yes, it ’s Ann. You
must hurry up, Ib. Get the car out
and your sword, and don’t mind police-
traps. If you ’re not here in ten min-
utes Fatima will be a murder case in
The Evening Mail, Bight-o !

[She hangs up the receiver and
turns to Fatima, who is fainting
on a divan.

This treatment may be applied with
the happiest effect to any of the old
stories. W. M. L.
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WHAT OUR GOOD KING WENCESLASES HAVE TO PUT UP WITH.

Crowd of “poor mbs come m sisht, gathbbino winter peel” on the anniversary op the kind action immortalised

IN THE WELL-KNOTO CAEOL.

BALLADS FOR BROAD-BROWS.
One op the Mugs.

Long, long ago we were taught by our mothers

There’s two kinds of people, the Mugs and the

Others

;

And, since I was promoted from bottles to jugs,

I ’ve known very well that I ’m one of the mngs.

I 'm one of the mugs. Are you ?

I 'm diddled toliatever I do,

Fm a nmg, I'm a mutt, I'm a bat-head, a booh,

I buy all the thmgs advertised in the Tube ;

Put my shirt on a horse, it lies down on the course,

I 'm one of the mugs. Are you ?

It 's seven to one, if I meet with a stranger.

His little girl 's ill and her life is in danger,

His purse has been stolen, his home is at Eyde,

And he ’s longing to get to the little one’s side.

Well, I'm one of the mugs, I knoiu.

But trouble unmans me so

;

He 's sure to be wearing the old college tie.

So Ifloat him a loan and I kiss him good-bye,

And then I sit doion and I have a good ciy.

I 'm one of the mugs. Are yoti ?

I long for some dashing affair of the heart,

But a dear little dog is my usual part

;

I fetch her umbrella and carry her bag,

And my dear little tail has a permanent wag.

I 'm one of the mugs, I am,

A noodle, a pet and a lamb.

For seven long years I've been nice to her mother I

While over my shotdder she ogled Another,

And noto it turns out luhat she tvants is a brother,

I 'm one of the mugs. Are you ?

I 'm constantly spoiling a Treasury note

For those healthy tobaccos that cure a sore throat.

Those magical systems that double your wits,^

And gargles and dopes for the nerves or the nits.

I'm one of the mugs, you see ;

They 're mainly invented for me.

If you want an infallible thing for the hair

Just look in the bathroom—they're all of them theie;

But you 'll notice my innocent boko is bare.

I'm one of the mugs. Are you ?

I ’m much in req^uest with old ladies and vicars

;

I ’m seen a mile off by the confidence-trickers

;

And, though my finances may leak like a sieve.

It ’s a comfort to think of the pleasure I give.

I'm one of the mugs, you see

;

They 're all of them looking for me.

The bookmaker's children are crying for bread,

And they mwmmr a Thank-you to me if they 're fed.

But I wonder, I own—-am I really alone ?

I'm one of the mugs. Are you ? A. P. H.

A Hint to Poultry Farmers.

Letter lately received from a firm of provision-merchants

:

»
"We shall he glad if you will allow your fowls to remain sitting

on the eggs a little longer, if it is possible to get them larger, as

customers are complaining that, at the price eggs are now fetching,

they are very small for the money- Yours faithfully, & Co.”
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PERCY THE IRREPRESSIBLE.

It was on a December evening in

! 1900 that I first saw Percy. I shall
’ never forget it. I found him on page

i
347 of Messrs. Harridgeley’s Winter

I

Catalogue, attending a large and rather

Bohemian dinner-party. Immaculately
dressed in a tail-coat, with a -four-inch

collar and a black bow tie, he was lean-

ing airily back in his chair, smiling into

his moustache.
Some fun was afoot

;
you could not

help seeing that. Although there was
I
a certain pretence at conversation every

I

mouth was twisted in an e^rpectant

I
smirk, and every eye was fixed sidelong

1 on Percy.

Sitting beside him was a peculiarly-

shaped lady in a remarkable frock. Her
eyes bulged and her

hands were upraised.

With lips agape she was
staring in horror at her

plate, w^hich was tilted.

Percy was watching her

slily. In his left hand
he held a bulb, con-

nected with a rubber
tubewhich passed under
the table-cloth. As he
squeezed this bulb her
plate rose and fell.

Something in the easy
impudence with which
he took liberties with
such a formidable lady
kindled my admiration.

My heart went out to

hini at once, and from
that moment I followed

his career each year
with never-flagging in-

terest.

Even as a boy I real-

ised that Percy was a

remarkable man. He seemed to spend
his life attending parties and recep-
tions, and in the persistence and vari-

ety of his practical joking he had no
equal. How people ever sat through
any dinner that Percy attended I cannot
think. He never gave them a moment's
rest. Did the lady beside him so much
as turn her head, Percy would slip on to
her plate a dummy sausage filled with
water. The next moment he would call

loudly to the butler to remove a splash
of artificial gravy from the table-cloth,
and before people had finished drying
their eyes at the joke he would blow a
cloud of sneezing-powder through his
napkin-ring and have them all behaving
as if they had hay-fever.

But how they all loved him ! They
could^ not take their eyes ofi: hini,
especially the little boy in the sailor-
suit who followed him about from party
to party long after he should have been

;

in bed. I sympathised with that little

boy. My own fondness for Percy in

those days amounted almost to hero-

worship.

Years passed. I began to grow up.

Then suddenly my friendship with Percy
sufi’ered a shock. One December day,

when I opened Messrs. Harridgeley's

Winter Catalogue I found him doing
something which was simply inexcus-

able. He was sitting at a tea-party, and
he had so far forgotten himself as to

slip down the neck of his hostess some
powder described in a footnote as
“ Eussian Pleas." A growing suspicion

of mine was confirmed. I could no
longer evade the conviction that Percy
was not quite a gentleman.

Before you condemn me for this, re-

member that I was only eighteen, with
i

Sushdiid, “ Good heavens, a bluebottle I Rather late in the year
FOR HIM TO BE OUT.”

Wife (grimly), “Oh, I’ve no doubt he’ll have some plausible excuseWHEN HE GETS HOME.”

a schoolboy’s acute consciousness of
what constituted good form, Por several
years there was a distinct coolness be-
tween us. Not until I was twenty-one
and a man of the world did I finally
forgive him.

Came the War. Percy, I need hardly
tell you, was one of the first to volun-
teer, By the winter of 1914,-with the
rank of major, a row of strange decora-
tions and a uniform with a marvellous
waist, he was in the firing-line offer-
ing the General an explosive cigar. In
another picture the Divisional Staff
were enjoying the joke uproariously.
The General was looking as if he might
enjoy it at some future date.
But apparently he didn't, for next

winter I found Percy, reduced in rank
but still cheerful, taking his Colonel's
photographwith a camerawhich housed
a large flying snake. The battalion had
stopped fighting to see the fun.

I think after this the War OfiSce

felt that Percy ought to be given a
special rank ot his own, for next winter
I saw him, w’ith three stars and a crown,
projecting a jet ot water from his button-
hole into the inspecting Brigadier’s eye.

He must have come oJff badly in the
subsequent court-martial, for in 1917
he was only a colonel. He was amusing
his battalion with a luminous electric

nose.

It was not to be expected that a man
,

of Percy's popularity would be allowed !

to remain in the Army when once the i

War was over. By the end of 1918 he
j

was back home again in mufti, a little
'

broader in the chest, perhaps, his mous-
tache clipped a little closer, but other-
wise precisely his old pre-war self, and
not at all abashed by his recent trying

experiences. He had
just tipped the butler

at a dinner-party with
a counterfeit half-crown

j

(attached to Percy’s cuff

by a piece of elastic),

and you could see by the
general merriment that
he had lost nothing of

his old reputation.

And now from winter
to winter Percy pursues
his gay career. Never a
New Year passes with-
outmy eagerlyscanning
Messrs. Harridgeley's
catalogue for news of

his whereabouts. Time
passes, but Percy never
ages nor flags in verve
or ingenuity. Whether
he is depositing an imit-

ation cinder on the bil-

liard-table of his host,

imitating the sound ot

tearing fabric at a dance
or releasing a clockwork mouse at a
reception, there is always ttie same
infectious impudence in Ins demeanour.
Cool, debonair, smiling, a little lacking
in breeding, perhaps, but secure in the
knowledge of his unbounded popularity,
he goes down the ages pursued by
shrieks^ and laughter. Never failing,

never tiring, he is ever eager in his zest
to bring sunshine into the homes and
happiness to the hearts of a grateful
and admiring public.

^

The "Nevr Mathematics.
Apyvpos of the Liberal dissensions
“ It is difficult, as Euclid says, to make two

parallel straight lines meet, and the only
feasible solution is to ‘split the difference.’”

Daity l^gper.

Prom a motor-car advertisement t-r-
“ Consumption varies between 34 and 38

miles per gallon, and I can average 26-38 miles
per hour without exceeding 35 miles per hour
at any time^-^Weeldy Pai er.
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A SMOTHERED GRIEVANCE.

HOin«ESQUC: BUT HA«S A POBBXAB IDO^ WOULB PBBFEB GIFIS Or A BBAOIICAI, KATUKE._

Were ife not that this is the ancient i

season of rejoicing and goodwill,^ I s

should feel obliged to call attention i

once again to theBnomBE-HiGHGATE- i

Mordbn branch of the so-called Electric
^

Underground Kailway.
^ J

If it were not that at this very mo-

ment, in the tiny village of Morden,

nestling amongst its immemorial trees,

the old squire is going the rounds, be-

stowing gifts on the apple-cheeked

country-folk, and joining with them m
the simple wassail-bowd—if it

not for the fact that even now, in that

other old-world hamlet of Edgware

(N.W.), the Yule log is being dragged

home and the merry mummers are per-

forming their masquerades, I should

feel compelled to mention what hap-

pened to me upon the platform of a cer-

tain intermediate Northern station

about a fortnight ago.

How I came down and stood on that

platform, desiring to go
^

to Charing

Cross, and how a train arrived, marked

clearly on its front, and in letters of fire,

Morden. I let it go. I did this because

trains marked Moreen branch off into

the City, and by circuitous ways dive

under the river, proceeding thence to

the heart of rural Surrey, where the

lady-novelists live. Trains marlmd

Kennington, for no understandable a

reason, travel to Charing Cross. A c

second train came in marked Mordbn
^

also. I let it go, A third tram came t

in marked Morden. I let that go as
^

well. But I spoke to the man who was t

busy sweeping crumbs on the station t

when this occurred. I asked him how »

long I should have to wait before I got
j

a train to Charing Cross. ^

Why, you could have ,gob one, he i

said, '‘two trains ago.”

‘‘No,” I said. " The last three have

all been City trains. They were all

marked Morden in front.”

“ Ah,” he said with the infinite pride

of a man who has achieved a great

dialectical success, "you’re thinking

of two days ago, before we had our

Balham station opened. Some of the

trains marked Morden go to the City,

and some of them go to Charing Cross

now, since "we ’ve got the Balham sta-

; tion opened. It ’s the busiest station

r on the line, Balham is, nowadays.”

[ He spoke as a manwho took the local

politics of Balham seriously to heart

3 and meditated much upon its active

) bustling ways. He spoke as a man

5 who loved Balham well. He could not

3 have spoken with more pride if he had

B 1 been Balham’s ass.

It was nothing to him that there was

an electric indicator on the platform

designed to show whether trains were

going round to the City or not, and that

this indicator was not being used. It

was nothing to him that there are

hardly any conductors on the trains to

tell anybody whether they are going to

I

Surrey I'id the Bank or to Exeter vid

the North Pole. It was nothing to him

that the simple device of stating msxde

each of these abominable trains exactly

where it is going to, so that passeng^s

may study as early as possible the

caprices of the addlepates and half-wits

who mismanage the line, and get out at

the next station if they find they are

croingwrong, has neveryet been thought

of or employed , Pufied up with the im-

portance of civic life in Balham (burrej)

he stood there, sweeping crumbs in Mid-

dlesex, as if all the world was going

^ I repeat that if it were not Ohristmas-

L time I should feel compelled to call

attention to these things.

I I should have to go on, speaking again

b as a Middlesex man, to point out how

3 unfair is the accusation, sometimes made

1 in the London Press, that no great

t crimes are committed south of the

i river Thames. Great crimes are com-

mitted south of the river Thames. The
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most heinous, the most unpardonabie,

are as follows :

—

KE^’NINGTON^

Clapham
Balham
Tooting
Moeden.

And the greatest of these is

Balham.
An underground line that

once conveyed the noblest and
best residents of the nearer

Northern suburbs to their

duties and pleasures has now-

been expropriated for the

benefit of agriculturalists in

Morden and Balham and the

uneducated yokels’of Edgware.
In the place where I live it is .

used only by confirmed opti-

mists and lovers of practical

jokes. As there are no,motor-
buses nearer than three-quar- mamM
ters - of - a - mile to the place

where I live, the value of house
property must be declining con-

siderably. But why should the
Directors of the Underground
Bailway, full of their dreams of

Morris-dancing, care ? We only
need another switch to Ban-
bury and Oxford vid Hemel
Hempstead and Aylesbury to

let the whole jungle in upon the town.
Because it is Christmas-time I shall

not say those things which I might have
said. But a time loill come—for even
the most long-suffering man may find

his patience overtaxed—when I shall

really be forced to complain. Till then 1

wish the Underground Railway a merry
Morden and a happy Edg-
ware. Evoe.

A New Motoring Menace. '

“ Wayxesburg, Pa —Chief /
of Police Pavis, of Waynes- - /
burg, has received a reporfc

'

from the Bureau of Animal ^00^
Industry at Harrisburg that / - ^
the car which hit Forrest E. /
Cowan, of Holbrook, last week (^!f
\vas suffering from rabies.” { -ijCjn

Americafi Pa})er,

“Lady, who requires W'ash-
ing, undertaken privately.”

Advt. in Local Paper

^

Werespscttheadvertiser’s
delicacy. >7

“I jump on to the ’bus to U
get to the station and hand /
the conductor a two-shilling
piece for a penny fare. I re-

^'^
5:

ceive in exchange a black
look and eleven pennies.”

Evening Paper.

We should have returned
the black look and asked
for a shilling instead.

_ riRoiie the rapt faces of grey-haired men andA I i nt. oiKUUC). matrons, abandoning any attempt to
(Olympia.) appear as if they had only found them-

Men have been made knights and selves there on their young friends’

baronets for much less in the way of account. Eor myself I recaptured, as
public service than Captain Beeteam I had not thought would be possible, a

great deal of the sense of the
old magic of childhood’s mem-

f
v ories. True, it would need more

j J than Mr. De la Maee’s elab-

^

quite

// auce. If one could only lorget

/\ ( things one wants to forget!

^ ^ \ handsome

M { M I
^00 thoroughly tamed and

I^ / bored lion who rode the white
\ \ ( " horse and leapt back and forth

\ \ \ in the great cage wnth such

i*emaining to see the rest

m il^f Mil \ rassingto meet the eye of that

® N I / brave king of beasts in such
wL

J/l j \ \
pathetically reduced circum-

\ stauces, though I can quite^ well imagine him saying, “ My
TU Pony. “Excuse me.”

sentimental Sir, don’t dis-

Mr. Ebxest Schumann, tress yourself. Believe me,
there ’s a good deal to be said

Mills’s contribution to the serious for a quiet life of peaceful dozing and
gaieties of Christmas and his sporting regular meals as a relief from^ big-'
attempt, with, let us hope, abiding as game hunters and other hazards of»the
well as obvious temporary success, to jungle.”
keep a place in Meme England for the It is good to think that the real
gallant brotherhood of the tent, the authentic circus turns remain the best,
waggon and the sawdust-ring. I made Surely the standard of equestrian feats
a point of looking round and noticing has been raised. To see four members

of the accomplished Casi
family leap at the same

standing position

^ their circling horse, or
of them into the

2^ saddle, or the whole eight

/ /
' u them, one after the

r/ U other, on to two superbly-

/ // \
trained steeds was never

W / / J
possible in our youth.

/ trapeze and rin^

J ^ ^

work as Baebette, the

? sensation of Cir-

" \ W//\ ' cusdom,’’who also, Ithink,

1 lV/7/\ successfully deceived the

^ilnr ^ W/A \ j 'vhole cireusful in a man-
\\ Jr \ U ' ^ disclose.

1 W Nor do 1 think I have ever

L. \ I

^ better clown than

I V\
Charlie,whose gymnastic

J \ \
variations on the eternal

(in<C-viiS^. theme of the little slouch-
ing man of genius -were in

Baby June, the scorching pachyderm. themselves a new work of

genius (this category, it

//

Baby June, the scorching pachyderm.
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Wife (in 'throes ofpacking fcr tM “Jack, it’s no use just sitting on it. Bounce I

”

is to be understood, being here em-
ployed with deliberation).

Then there was the clever prancing

team of Mr. Ernest Schumann’s eight

beautifully-matched black geldings and
the superb ]ia2ite ecole technique of Mr.
Schumann himself. And can anyone
over before have shown such delicate

mastery of the whip ? The Seventeen

Chinese .Sensationalists’ dynamic jug-

gling
;
the herculean Katie Sandwina

supporting on her body a whirling

merry-go-round with six men upon it,

or twisting strip-iron as if it were lead

;

Loyals’ Dogs, who appeared to enjoy

their clever turns (one at least, the

clown-poodle, had obviously a highly-

developed sense of humour), while the

horsedogship of the clever Alsatian

rivalled that of the Oasis themselves

;

the Fifteen Chavallis whirling danger-

ously above the arena—all these turns

make one realise with gratitude that,

though England—Captain Mills and
Lord Lonsdale honourably excepted

—

has rather let down the circus-folk and
followed after strange new gods, other

nations have been more sanely conser-

vative—to our gain.

One word only of criticism. It is

surely a fallacy to think that fifteen

clowns at one time are better than one
or at most two ; or for that matter that

fifteen acrobats doing more or less iso-

lated movements simultaneously can

be really enjoyed by anyone who has
not a dozen eyes. The outstanding

triumphs of Barbette and “Charlie ”

should prove this point sufficiently.

In conclusion ail I can say is that,

if any parent, aunt or uncle, guardian,

tutor or nanny does not see that all

THE WEAKER SEX.
Mme. Sandwina.

young folk in his or her charge appear
at least once in this next three weeks at

Olympia, I hope they may grow pre-

maturely old and disgranted 1 I can’t

say fairer than that. T.

BIG GAME AT BEACHY HEAD.

The need of deporting undesirable

aliens has abeady engaged the attention

of our legislators. But it would appear
from a recent episode that the restric-

tions which the Statute Book now im-

poses on the movements of undesirables

should be extended from the liuman
species to animals fercb nakircB,

The annals of Beachy Head are not
devoid of tragic incidents, but as a rule

disaster has been confined to those who
go out of their way to meet it. Some
years ago, while on a visit to Eastbourne,
I was informed by my host that a
London visitor who had ventured down
the cliff until he found himself unable
to go up or down, was rescued, not
without considerable difficulty, by a

coastguard. When my friend asked the

rescuer whether he had received any
reward for his services, “ Yes,” was the

answer; “he gave me a nine-

pence.” Such episodes must be expected

to recur so long as humanity remains
prone to run unnecessary risks, though
it is not likely that many persons will

estimate the value of their lives at a

figure at once so preciseand so negligible.

But the amenities of Beachy Head are

now threatened from another quarter.

Coastguards may be counted on to cope
with the vagaries of Cockney trippers,

but it does not fail within their province

to protect the neighbourhood from the

incursion of such a portent—grande
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j

et cojis2)icuuin nostro qncque tempore

;

monstnim—as that ^hich coDfronted a
farmer near Beacby Head on Sunday
week. Its head resembled that of a rat

or, according to another report, ‘‘it was
rather like a bear.” It was like a Manx
cat in that it had no tail. It had “short
legs,” presumably four, but no number
is specified ; and it had four teeth, two
in the upper and two in the lower jaw.
Its claws were large, and its capacity for

furtive approach was increased by the
fact that its feet were padded. One
zoological expert hazards the suggestion
that it might be a marsupial bear from
Australia, “ a very rare creature,” while
Mr. Tyerwhiit-Deake, the ex-Mayor
of Maidstone, who owns a private men-
agerie, told The Daily 2^eics reporter
that he thought the animal might be a

wombat, “a shy and gentle vegetarian
creature.” These conjectures, however,
are difficult to reconcile with the for-

midable measurements which are now
available. It was no less than 2 ft. 7 ins.

in length and nearly 15 ins. across the
back—slightly larger than a spaniel

;
and

it turned the scale at about 40 lbs.

The Chimaera itself was a fool com-
pared with this extraordinary animal,
combining the attributes of a bear, a
rat, a cat-burglar and a spaniel. And
the mystery and horror of the situation

are enhanced by the fact that no such
animal had escaped from the Zoo or
any private menagerie. Hence the wild
surmise that it may have got free from
some steamer “and, after dashing over-
board, may have swum to land.” One
is tempted to repeat the comment of
the old Scots woman when a preacher
suggested various alternatives in his ac-
count of Jonah’s experiences: “ Aiblins
it was a whale.” Anyhow, such specu-
lations are rendered otiose by the grand
consoling fact that this certainly very
rare and probably shy and gentle vege-
tarian creature is no more. At Beachy
Head it will be possible, when the in-
cident is suitably commemorated, to
inscribe on the memorial the words of
Emerson, withoniyoneletter omitted

“Here once the embattled fanner stood
And fired the shot hoard round the world.”

For, according to the report given by
The Daily News, the owner of an ad-
joining farm “ saw the creature run out
of the bushes near his cottage, and,
fearing that it might do some harm to
his flock, he got his gun and shot it.”

If Emerson’s verses are deemed unsuit-
able, the following might serve as a
substitute :

—

Upon this spot, in single combat,
|A Sussex farmer shot a wombat

;

though possibly it was that laro
Creature, tho small marsupial bear

;

But anyhow the monster ’s dead

;

Peace rejgus once more on Beachy Head.

THOSE LEATHER THINGS.
After having been taken from the

kennels when he was a few weeks old

he was sent back to them six months
later as a boarder while his master and
mistress were in the South of France.
When he had first come away he

was all legs, and very insecure legs at

that, crashing, when the floor was
slippery, like a spatch-cocked fowl

;
be

returned a huge lion of a dog, tawny
and formidable. Not that he had yet

developed any of the sinister hostilities

of which his breed, the Alsatian, has
recently been accused, but, in an im-
pulsive storm of frolicsome gaiety, affec-

tion or greeting, he could easily knock
you down, and he had a way of sud-

j

denly extending a paw towards the face
of the beloved which, such was the
length and sharpness of his claws, as
yet not worn down by enough running
on hard roads, might lead to a scratch
and even a gash. Alsatians must be
kept in order—that is all

; and that is

why Warder of Aldingworth—for that
was his imposing name—had been sent
to his old home, where a little more
discipline was to be had.
The first person he met after he had

been set at liberty was an old and
dignified Alsatian matron, who, after

subjecting him to careful study, re-

marked, “Aren’t you Warder? ”

“Yes,” said Warder; “but who are
you? And how did you know my
name :

“I’m your mother,” she said.

Warder was delighted. It was his
first happy moment since he had left

his master and mistress.
“ i ’m sorry you didn’t recognise me,”

she continued. “But it’s always like
that; we remember, you don’t. Once
a mother and her puppies are parted
they might as well never have been
nursed by her. What brings you here,
anyway ? You haven’t been returned
to be sold again, I hope. They haven’t
seriously faulted you? You haven’t
done anything disgraceful ? That would
be hard to bear.”

Warder told her as much as he knew.
“ But it s one of the bores of being a

dog,” he added, “that we know so little.

We’re not in their confidence. These
people of mine are the kindest things
ever, but they’re always going away.”
His mother sighed. “Ah, yes,” she

said, “that s the besetting weakness of
all of them ; they go away. It ’s always
the same. We ’re all getting on so
nicely and understanding each other
and making good sound comfortable
habits, and then they go away and
everything is spoiled.”

“I wouldn’t mind so much,” said
Warder, “if one knew about it. But

one doesn’t
;
one has to nose it out. The

only real clue is those leather things
they put their clothes in. Directly'^I

see one of those on the floor of their
bedrooms my heart begins to sink, ‘No
more jumping on to master’s bed in

the morning,’ I say to myself. ‘No
more tit-bits at meals. No more walks
with him. No more lying on the hearth-
rug before his fire.* Not that I’m
starved in the kitchen

; but it ’s not the
same. Besides, servants, you know.
Not for us I

”

“ No, indeed,” said his mother. “ But
don’t they ever take you with them ?

”

“They did once—to London,” said
Warder, “and once to the sea. Lon-
don ’s interesting, isn’t it ? But I didn’t
enjoy it. No room to move. They ’ve
got what ’s called a flat there, and I was
always on the lead. Nowhere to run,
and, though there’s plenty of company
in the streets and the parks, I was always
being tugged away from it. Bo you
know London, mother? ” he asked.

“ Yes, dear. It ’s no place for us.
We must have space and freedom. But
tell me about the sea. I *ve never been
there.”

“It means nothing at all to us,” said
Wardei\ “It's just cold wetness and
never still. They tried to get me into
it, but 1 knew better. And there is no
other side. It begins and goes on for
ever; and you go down to it over horrid
hard sfcones.^ Still I would rather be
at the sea with my master than be left

behind.”
“ You like your master best ? ” his

mother inquired,
“ Of course,” said Warder.
“ Butwhy ? ” hismother asked. “ Isn’t

she nice ?
”

Ob, yes, she ’s nice enough, bub it ’s

not the same. I should like him better
whatever happened. He ’s perfect—at
least he would be if he never went away,
if he hadn’t got any of those leather
things. Why do they all have leather
things, mother ? Isn’t it a pity ?

”

“Yes, darling. It’s their greatest
-- - E. V. L.

Another Becord Gone.
“Ariel’s feat of casting a girdJe round Uic

world in a few moments is being virtually
achieved to-day by tho successful inventor.”

Provincial Paper,
Puck, if we remember aright, never
backed himself to do it in less than
forty minutes.

From an article on Soviet politics :

—

“ Stalin’s speech, of course, is political, has
political motives, and may mean nothing, but
it does indicate that ho has to keep trimming
his nails to maintain his supremacy.”

Australian Pa^er.
Let ’s hope that Mr. Cook gave him a
manicure-set for Christmas?
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THE FORCE OF HABIT.
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i OUR BOOKING-OFFICE.

j

(By 2Ir. Funclis Sia ff of Learned Clerks.)

! I Ei-niEMBER being present in a liouse-nmster's dra\ving-

s room A\hen the presiding feminine spirit, rather fatuously

j

improving a Sabbath occasion, asked the assembled youth

j

which of its modern idols it would, if it were given a chance,

!
propose for canonization. A small boy replied, ^‘Egbert

I Louis Stevenson*'; and, though he was promptly sup-

I

pressed, he certainly voiced a sentiment not unshared by

;
the world. There is a Stevenson cult and there are

! Stevenson relics in a sense quite foreign to the reputations

I

and remains of most popular writers. I am not concerned

I

to argue their validity. I merely remark that they exist,
* and that Stevenson’s Gamekeeper,” Miss Adelaide A.

i
Boodle, has just contributed an interesting addition to

j

both. For all its cumbersome title (“lifted” from an in-

scribed copy of Bah and His Friends presented to the
’ Stevenson s by Dr. John Bbown) B, L. S. and His Sine
' Qua Non (Mubbay) is in many Vv’ays an engaging book,

j

Miss Boodle will always be remembered by lovers of

Stevenson’s letters as

the friend of his “ Sker-

ryvore ” days ;
andwhen

j

“"Lou-us”and“ Fanny”

I
left for Saranac “ The

: Gamekeeper” was
. charged to watch over

;

their cats and pigeons,

and Mr. and Mrs. Gra-
HAit Balfour were
charged to watch over

i “The Gamekeeper.”

I
The dawn and high day

j

of the intercourse to

I

which this was, save

j

for twelve letters, the
* dusk, are here vividly

j

described. Mr. Austin
STRONGprovidesachalk
drawing and a pen por-

trait of the authoress;

Sir Graham Balfour
congratulates her on havingso admirably re-echoedthe voices
of his cousins. From a literary point of view her memories
of lessons in the art of writing, sternly administered by
E. L. S. himself, are the best things in the book. I do not feel

she has quite succeeded in conveying the Stevenson glam-
our, but she has certainly left no doubt that it existed.

The Goose-Feather Bed (Putnam) deals with life behind
the scenes in a travelling circus and is by Mr. E. Temple
Tkueston, which is as much as saying twice over that it is

a thoroughly readable book. Through the artful scheming
of a theatrical agent, Chikhaj the barebacked equestrienne
of Abiett's circus, is lured up to London to become a bare-
back chorus-girl. She leaves behind her the broken-hearted
Kit, who, unlettered gipsy though he is, follows her up to
town and even hires a dress-suit in order that he may
watch her from the stalls. But Kit's luck is out, and
Chikka gives her hand to a rich young baronet. The reader,
knowing his latter-day Thurston and having all his money
on Kit, is not likely to be deceived by this preposterous
engagement. Nevertheless the excitement is well main-
tained, and not until the appointed wedding-day does the
call of the blood bring Chikka back to the circus and to
Kit, The middle chapters of this book are the weakest, if

only because there is really nothing new to be said about
the life of a chorus-girl in London; or, if there is, Mr.

Thurston 1ms not attempted to say it. But tlie circus !

chapters arc admirably done, and they are tlie making of i

the book. And as a piece of character-drawing Mr. Thurs-
ton has never done anything better than the old showman,
Chikka'

s

grandfather—a convincing and attractive picture.

I cannot but tliink that Mr. Guy Pocock’s preface to

The Little Boom (J. M. Dent), Vvdiicb, he says, is “ by way
of disarming criticism ” on the part of persons whom he
describes as “ highbrows, experts or connoisseurs,” is a trifle

gratuitous. For these essays are agreeably written in what
may be called the colloquial style, informed with knowledge
and inspired with a sincere appreciation of good things in

life and in books. Moreover, Mr. Pocock is himself dealing

in criticism, and he cannot reasonably object to the exercise

of that occupation by others. His range is wide and varied,

including a disquisition on the furnishing of his study,

which is hung witli “ common tea-chest i^aper ”
; observa-

tions on fairy tales; on the modes of the eighteenth

century
;
on the proper way to compose a picture

;
on music,

with a picture of Mr. Pocock playing on his piano in

the room hung with
fcea-chest paper; some
severe remarks upon
Lord Byron

;
and a

rather pathetic descrip-

tion of a tea-party given
to poor children by the
author, also in the
room hung with tea-

chest paper. The whole
book, indeed, mysteri-

ously exhales the com-
fortable atmosphere of

a suburban tea-party,

genteel, a little unctu-
ous and confidential. It

is the more disconcert-

ing to discover the ami-
able host suddenly de-

scribing the author of

The Life of Samuel
Johnson as “ the prince

of toadies and most ridiculous of men,’* who had “no retic-

ence, no shame.” Here, in justice to the memory of that
great artist and good man, the late James Boswell, I beg
leave to part company wdtli IMr. Pocock.

They are a fortunate race, these novelists of ours wdio
elect to deal with the outposts of Empire, for in that setting
they can be as primitive as they please without incurring
reproach from more than one or two scattered and carping
critics. About The Broken Silence (Geoffrey Bles), which
is a South African story by one who has already made some-
thing of a reputation in that field, I find a disarming sim-
plicity. Miss F. E. Mills Young makes no pretence. Not
for her the modern subtleties of psychological analysis. She
just takes a few well-worn characters, places them in the
neighbourhood of some small township in the Transvaal,
and contrives a plot of the good old kind, wherein virtue and
villainy are rewarded duly in the last chapter after a certain
amount of hardship, false accusation, suspicion and suspense.
Interwoven with her story is the Goedkoop Winkel, a soli-

tary and out-of-the-way store run by a character known in
the district as Dumb Yellaiul, and it is be who ultimately,
when the liberty of his friend and assistant, Gunliffe, is

threatened, breaks his self-imposed silence and so provides
the author with a telling title, as w’ell as a mild surprise for
her conclusion. The villain of the piece, one Gurney, is a



rascally attorney from the nearest town (the obvious sort ol the time, some twenty odd years ago, when England was

villain for these primitive surroundings), and there is one thrilled by the tales of his wonderful courage and resource

;

quite satisfactory knuckle-fight between him and Cunli'ffe so I am not in the least surprised to hear that persistent

before the car accident which leads by a sinuous path to a efforts have been made to persuade him to write his life’s

happy conclusion. In fine, an eminently readable novel, story. Now, at the instigation and with the help of Maey
with a special appeal to those who like to read of modern Nixon Everett, he has begun with Scouting on Tioo Con-

colonial life treated by one who knows her subject. tinents (Heikemann), a book that I commend warmly to

students of history as well as lovers of adventure. Major
The Giant of Oldborne (from Hbinemann’s house) Buenham’s life on the American frontier bad already been

Was as tall as a mast and as meek as a mouse, an amazing experience when the glamour of CECiii Ehodes’s

And the tale that John Owen embodies him in personality drew him away from the land of his birth, and

Is, taking it broadly, as long as it ’s thin, his record as a scout with the British began. Of his services

The giant ’s a morbidly sensitive soul to our armies it is impossible to speak in detail, but perhaps

Who 11 writhe with dismay if you mention a pole, finest and certainly the naost dramatic was his tracking

A lamp-post or flagstaff, and, if you inquire of the M’Limo to his cave, for with this man s death the

If it ’s ‘‘ cold up aloft there,” he ’ll nearly expire. second Matabelewar fizzled out and a situation of the gravest

. , , , , . , , T n . 1 • peril was saved. Maior Burnham was in the Mondike
He s hopeless at clerking he hasn J^he brain

, when the Boer War broke out, and he received the following
He s useless at labour—he can t stand the strain

; cable :
“ Lord Egberts appoints you on his personal staff

But he feels that he s bound to find sonaething to do
Chief of Scouts, If you accept, come at once—quickest

To help his old mother, who s keeping the two.
posgibi0/» Within an hour he had started again for

So, spite of his shyness about his physique, South Africa, where times without number the Boers had
He hires himself out as a travelling freak— good reason to wish that he had stayed in the Klondike.

A life which depresses him, early and late, A volume of extraordinary and sustained interest, whose
And the reader gets into a similar state. pnly defect is the lack of an index.

In short, all his thoughts and reactions are such

That life and the giant are never in touch,
^ ^

has had wide experience in other parts of the

And the author tries vainly our interest to win world as a leading Shakesperean actor, will be seen as the Melancholy

By telling, re-telling and rubbing it in. Lame. His acting shows him to be endowed with the highest
^ r talents.”— Paper.

The name of Major Ebedbrick Eussell Burnham may It seems a pity that a man of such distinction should have

mean little to our younger generation, but I can remember to descend to pantomime.
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ECHOES OF THE CIVIL WAR.
we have made an end, Mr. Punch, of the Coal Strike—or the Lock-out, as it was humorously

cailed by the men s leaders, when there was always an open door for the men to go through to their work.
ihe Sage, het us call it the Stoppage, and then we shan't be accused of partiality—a thing abhorrent

to my nature. The most bitter extremists, on both sides will not dispute the statement that there has been a
peace and goodwill have been established in time for the season associated

with these amenities.

^nic. Peace by exhaustion, I am told, and goodwill pending the next chance for badwill or worse.
person derives any satisfaction from the thought, whether based on fact or not, thatthe miners surrendered to physical necessity. But that is a risk which the men’s leaders are hound to face inany industri^ war, just, as the other side have to face the risk of commercial starvation, involving misery for themany who have put their savings mto the industry affected-bloated capitalists, as they are described.

^

enou-vh from Mr fi
at the first available opportunity, that is a threat which comes naturally

oTio T w *5^® of his defeat. The old discredited slogans have to be replaced by a new^ Come ! Meanwhile, in his spiritual home at Moscow he must get what soiaoe he can from

StlmatnrtiollFsS^^ -y subsid^.^wd^

the ^rffpriF;
“nationalising tho coal industry, he has at least succeeded in nationalising

voh of +i
^ ?°“®® fnom a stoppage of it. That surely is something for him to set against the chargeleluctantly admittea by his political chief, of incompetence. Indeed he seems to have a stron-J claim on o^rrespectful wonder as a man who contrived, practically- alone, to hold up the country for nearly thirty weeksresepe our wonder, amounting almost to stupefaction, for the country in which L’ could

! do such a thing; for it is certain that he could have done it nowhere else.
^

me Sage. I think that some of our wonder should be kept for the thick-skinned intractabilitv of iheowners representatives : and a lot of it for the loyalty of the men-a loyalty that
“

to be iSeWn^any peisonal nierit m their leaders. I am not prepared to say that it is not, in part, an expression oAhat kind0 gratitude wbicli embraces a sense of favours to come, for it must be remembered tbat^ hitherto they have
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invariably gained something by a stoppage of work. Nor can I say whether their loyalty to Mr. Cook will

survive the reflection that the terms which they have now got are nob so good as they might have got at an
earlier stage of the stoppage. But one thing is certain, and that is that they are at last up against hard facts,

having all this while been fed on soft words. They have never heard the other side. They have read, I must
suppose, their Daily Herald and their Workers' Weekly, but they didn’t find it there. And they listened to no one
but their leaders or delegates, who were not likely to tell them much about it. You might have expected them
to get it from their fellow-workers in other trades who were thrown out of employment by the stoppage in this

one industry; but these others were too loyal to the common cause of labour to say what they thought; and,
anyhow, the miners, living, as they do for the most part, in isolated communities, seldom come into contact
with anyone whose views differ from their own.

Cynic, Then it was the business of the general public—not of the Government, which would have been
charged with partiality, but of the general public which is permitted to have opinions of its own on matters
which affect its existence—to take active steps to bring home to the miners the economic facts of the situation.

But the general public has been so heavily complimented on its patience and self-restraint during strike after

strike that it was content to fold its hands again and take this stoppage lying flat on its back.
The Sage. But surely these excellent qualities served the public well in the case of the General Strike ?

Cynic. In the General Strike the country did something. It carried on with the essential services. Here,
in this coal stoppage, which by its protracted length has inflicted far more damage on our trade than the General
Strike, it has done nothing. It has shown no sign of initiative, no trace of imagination. Was any attempt
ever made to get into touch with the miners and correct their ignorance of the elements of economics?

The Sage. To judge from the attitude of Labour extremists, at Smethwick and elsewhere, towards the right
of free speech, one doubts whether your preachers of the truth would have had much of a hearing. They might
even have incurred a certain amount of intimidation at the hands of peaceful picketers.

Cynic. If it was a -question of safety first, they might have adopted the method used so effectively by our
propagandists in the Great War and dropped illuminating literature from aeroplanes. An almost laughably obvious
idea, but, being an idea, it occurred to nobody, or, if it did occur, was instantly rejected because we dislike

ideas. And so nothing was done. \Ye just lay down and revelled in our reputation for passivity.
The Sage. I myself confess to a certain remissness in disseminating the truth ; and, in view of Mr. Cook’s

threat to renew the struggle at his earliest convenience, I have already contemplated a method of making good.
I am no flier—at my age the required intrepidity is lacking—but I propose to penetrate a few selected coal-pits

and distribute literature conducive to reasonableness.

Cynic. Would it not be a pity to interrupt the men’s labours? They have a good deal of ground to make up.
The Sage. I had thought of that; and my idea was that while any student is occupied in perusing the

printed word I should take his place at the pick-handle.

Cynic. And what precisely may be the nature of the literature which you propose to distribute? Is it by
any cbance the Eoyal Commission’s Report?

The Sage. It seemed to me that it would be well to combine with my instruction a little more entertain-

ment than is provided by that admirable brochure. At the risk therefore of being regarded as deficient in modesty,
I have allowed my choice to fall upon the philosophy embodied in my own
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